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A brilliant work by Hojitsu, who was acknowledged as the finest carver in all Tokyo, where 
he resided until his death. Hojitsu was a vassal of the shogun, even serving as a priest 

while he enjoyed his lord’s sponsorship as a netsuke artist. He is distinguished also by his 
invention of the inlaying style of Tokoku which he steadily surpassed, and is also celebrated for his spectacular command of manju engraving in which he adapted 

techniques of painting and calligraphy to heighten the effects. Superb netsuke depicting Fukurokujo as a venerable old man balancing on one foot. Close grained ivory, 
cream to gold with age patina. Highly detailed, showing deep folds as well as superficial lines of the face, the mouth open with teeth individually carved, the beard falling 
fluidly with painterly carving of hairs. Robes descend in graceful folds finely decorated with clouds and edged with meanders. Bony fingers lift up a sleeve upon which is 

settled a minogame, companion in longevity. He is three gods rolled into one: Happiness (Fuku), Wealth (Roku), and Longevity (Ju). He was a Chinese hermit of the Sung 
Dynasty who was a reincarnation of the Taoist god Hsuan-Wu, a crown prince who, like Buddha, refused to be made a king and left worldly life to study religion, devoting 

his life to the study of Taoism and eventually becoming an Immortal. Fukurokuju is a Sennin -- a rustic philosopher who can exist without eating any food. He is a small 
elderly man with an elongated forehead (seat of the third eye and the source of his mystic wisdom). 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER One 
 

[01c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
As for the Way, the Way that can be spoken of is not the constant Way; 
As for names, the name that can be named is not the constant name. 
The nameless is the beginning of the ten thousand things; 
The named is the mother of the ten thousand things. 
Therefore, those constantly without desires, by this means will perceive its subtlety. 
Those constantly with desires, by this means will see only that which they yearn for and seek. 
These two together emerge; 
They have different names yet they're called the same; 
That which is even more profound than the profound - 
The gateway of all subtleties. 
• 
[01c02t] John C. H. Wu 
TAO can be talked about, but not the Eternal Tao. 
Names can be named, but not the Eternal Name. 
As the origin of heaven-and-earth, it is nameless: 
As "the Mother" of all things, it is nameable. 



So, as ever hidden, we should look at its inner essence: 
As always manifest, we should look at its outer aspects. 
These two flow from the same source, though differently named; 
And both are called mysteries. 
The Mystery of mysteries is the Door of all essence. 
• 
[01c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way that can be spoken of 
Is not the constant way; 
The name that can be named 
Is not the constant name. 
The nameless was the beginning of heaven and earth; 
The named was the mother of the myriad creatures. 
Hence always rid yourself of desires in order to observe its secrets; 
But always allow yourself to have desires in order to observe its manifestations. 
These two are the same 
But diverge in name as they issue forth. 
Being the same they are called mysteries, 
Mystery upon mystery - 



The gateway of the manifold secrets. 
• 
[01c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao that can be expressed 
Is not the Tao of the Absolute. 
The name that can be named 
Is not the name of the Absolute. 
The nameless originated Heaven and Earth. 
The named is the Mother of All Things. 
Thus, without expectation, 
One will always perceive the subtlety; 
And, with expectation, 
One will always perceive the boundary. 
The source of these two is identical, Yet their names are different. 
Together they are called profound, 
Profound and mysterious, 
The gateway to the Collective Subtlety. 
• 
[01c05t] Ren Jiyu 



The Tao that can be spoken of is not the eternal Tao; 
The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 
The nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth; 
The named is the root of all things. 
Therefore, the subtleties of Tao are always apprehended through their formlessness, 
The limits of things are always seen through their form. 
These two (the form and the formless) have the same source but different names. 
Both of them can be called deep and profound, 
The deepest and the most profound, the door of all mysteries. 
• 
[01c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao. 
The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 
The nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth. 
The named is the mother of ten thousand things. 
Ever desireless, one can see the mystery. 
Ever desiring, one can see the manifestations. 
These two spring from the same source but differ in name; this appears as darkness. 
Darkness within darkness. 



The gate to all mystery. 
• 
[01c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Ways that can be spelled out 
cannot be the eternal way. 
Names that can be named 
must change with time and place. 
Emptiness is the origin of heaven and earth; 
Existence is the mother of everything that had a birth. 
Appreciate Emptiness, that we may see the nature of the Dao's versatility; 
Appreciate Existence, that we may see the extent of the Dao's possibilities. 
These two, Emptiness and Existence, came from the same source. 
Though they bear different names, they serve the same mystical cause. 
A mystery within a mystery, 
such is the gateway to all versatility. 
• 
[01c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO can be talked about, but that is not the ever-lasting DAO. 
The NAME can be called, but that is not the ever-lasting NAME. 



Nothingness is called the origin of the world. 
Existence is called the root of everything. 
Therefore, 
you should stay in nothingness if you want to see the real essence of the world; 
you should stay in existence if you want to see the different entities of the world. 
They are from the same source but named differently: both are called XUAN. 
Understanding the XUANs is the key to the kingdom of truth. 
• 
[01c09t] Walter Gorn Old, MARKING OUT THE PATH 
The Tao that is the subject of discussion is not the true Tao. 
The quality which can be named is not its true attribute. 
That which was before Heaven and Earth is called the Non-Existent. 
The Existent is the mother of all things. 
Therefore doth the wise man seek after the first mystery of the Non-Existent, while seeing in that 

which exists the Ultimates thereof. 
The Non-Existent and Existent are identical in all but name. 
This identity of apparent opposites I call the profound, the great deep, the open door of bewilderment. 
• 
[01c10t] James Legge 



The Tao that can be trodden is not the enduring and unchanging Tao. 
The name that can be named is not the enduring and unchanging name. 
(Conceived of as) having no name, it is the Originator of heaven and earth; 
(conceived of as) having a name, it is the Mother of all things. 
Always without desire we must be found, 
If its deep mystery we would sound; 
But if desire always within us be, 
Its outer fringe is all that we shall see. 
Under these two aspects, it is really the same; 
but as development takes place, it receives the different names. 
Together we call them the Mystery. 
Where the Mystery is the deepest is the gate of all that is subtle and wonderful. 
• 
[01c11t] David Hinton 
A Way become Way isn't the perennial Way. 
A name become name isn't the perennial name: 
the named is mother to the ten thousand things, 
but the unnamed is origin to all heaven and earth. 
In perennial nonbeing you see mystery, and in perennial being you see appearance. 



Though the two are one and the same, once they arise, they differ in name. 
One and the same they're called dark-enigma, 
dark-enigma deep within dark-enigma, 
gateway of all mystery. 
• 
[01c12t] Chichung Huang 
A tao that can be spoken about 
Is not the constant Tao; 
A name that can be named 
Is not the constant name. 
Nonbeing names 
The ten thousand things' beginning; 
Being names 
The ten thousand things' mother. 
Therefore, constantly be desireless, 
Whereby to observe its minutiae; 
Constantly be desirous, 
Whereby to observe where it ends. 
The two issued from the same origin, 



And, though different in name, 
Refer to the same thing. 
Deep and remote, doubly deep and remote, 
Gate of multitudinous minutiae. 
• 
[01c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao that can be spoken of, 
Is not the Everlasting (ch'ang) Tao. 
Name that can be named, 
Is not the Everlasting (ch'ang) name. 
Nameless (wu-ming), the origin (shih) of heaven and earth; 
Named (yu-ming), the mother (mu) of ten thousand things. 
Alternate, 
Non-being (wu), to name (ming) the origin (shih) of heaven and earth; 
Being (yu), to name (ming) the mother of ten thousand things. 
Therefore, always (ch'ang) without desire (wu-yü), 
In order to observe (kuan) the hidden mystery (miao); 
Always (ch'ang) with desire (yu-yü), 
In order to observe the manifestations (chiao). 



Alternate, 
Therefore, by the Everlasting (ch'ang) Non-Being (wu), 
We desire (yü) to observe (kuan) its hidden mystery (miao); 
By the Everlasting (ch'ang) Being (yu), 
We desire (yü) to observe the manifestations (chiao). 
These two issue from the same origin, 
Though named differently. 
Both are called the dark (hsüan). 
Dark and even darker, 
The door to all hidden mysteries (miao). 
• 
[01c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Tao (Truth) can be talked about (theorized in any manner each person considers viable), though 

hardly of these theories will be eternally valid; 
Names (Descriptions) can be ascribed [to Tao in any fashion each person deems workable], yet 

hardly of these names (descriptions) will last forever. 
The beginning of the Universe (Heaven and Earth) [is beyond us, so in all honesty it] is indescribable; 
[Nevertheless,] whatever is namable (describable) by us served as the mother (origin) of [our 

knowledge of] myriad (all and every) things and creatures. 



Accordingly, 
I constantly refrain from my selfish (subjective) desires for the purpose of exploring its (Nature's) 

manifested (apparent) wonder; 
I also constantly maintain my will [to seek objective knowledge] in order to pursue its (Nature's) 

deep-seated enigma. 
These two (Tao and Te) were originated from the same source, but they were described with different 

names by us. 
They are both depicted as profound [as each is intricate in its own right]; 
The profundity (complexity) intensifies as we fathom its mystery further and deeper; 
Eventually, it will [lead us] to the gateway of all mysteries. 
• 
[01c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The way that can be talked about is not the eternal Way. 
The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 
"Nothing" is the name of the origin of Heaven and Earth. 
"Being" is the name of "the mother" of all things. 
So, in eternal Nothing, we should look at the wonderfulness of the Way. 
In eternal Being, we should look at its outer aspects. 
These two flow from the same source, though differently named; and both are called mysteries. 



Mysterious and more mysterious. 
That is the door of all wonders. 
• 
[01c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
If Tao can be described, then it is not general Tao. 
If a name can be denned, then it is not a general name. 
The invisible is the origin of the universe. 
The visible is the mother of all things. 
By constantly thinking the invisible, we understand the universe; 
By constantly observing the visible, we can see how the natural laws work. 
Thinking and observing are two different things. 
Yet they serve the same goal: to theorize. 
Theorizing and evolving these theories is the gate to marvels. 
• 
[01c17t] Arthur Waley 
The Way that can be told of is not an Unvarying Way; 
The names that can be named are not unvarying names. 
It was from the Nameless that Heaven and Earth sprang; 
The named is but the mother that rears the ten thousand creatures, each after its kind. 



Truly, 'Only he that rids himself forever of desire can see the Secret Essences'; 
He that has never rid himself of desire can see only the Outcomes. 
These two things issued from the same mould, but nevertheless are different in name. 
This 'same mould' we can but call the Mystery, 
Or rather the 'Darker than any Mystery', 
The Doorway whence issued all Secret Essences. 
• 
[01c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Dao that can be described in language is not the constant Dao; 
the name that can be given it is not its constant name. 
Nameless, it is the origin of the myriad things; 
named, it is the mother of the myriad things. 
Therefore, always be without desire so as to see their subtlety. 
And always have desire so as to see their ends. 
These two emerge together but have different names. 
Together, we refer to them as mystery: the mystery upon mystery and gateway of all subtleties. 
• 
[01c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON THE ABSOLUTE TAO 



The Tao that can be told of 
Is not the Absolute Tao; 
The Names that can be given 
Are not Absolute Names. 
The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth; 
The Named is the Mother of All Things. 
Therefore: 
Oftentimes, one strips oneself of passion 
In order to see the Secret of Life; 
Oftentimes, one regards life with passion 
In order to see its manifest forms. 
These two (the Secret and its manifestations) 
Are (in their nature) the same; 
They are given different names 
When they become manifest. 
They may both be called the Cosmic Mystery: 
Reaching from the Mystery into the Deeper Mystery 
Is the Gate to the Secret of All Life. 
• 



[01c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The ways that can be walked are not the eternal Way; 
The names that can be named are not the eternal name. 
The nameless is the origin of the myriad creatures; 
The named is the mother of the myriad creatures. 
Therefore, 
Always be without desire in order to observe its wondrous subtleties; 
Always have desire so that you may observe its manifestations. 
Both of these derive from the same source; 
They have different names but the same designation. 
Mystery of mysteries, 
The gate of all wonders! 
• 
[01c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao that can be spoken of is not the eternal Tao. 
The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 
The nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth. 
The named is the mother of the ten thousand things. 
Send your desires away and you will see the mystery. 



Be filled with desire and you will see only the manifestation. 
As these two come forth they differ in name. 
Yet at their source they are the same. 
This source is called a mystery. 
Darkness within darkness, 
the gateway to all mystery. 
• 
[01c22t] David H. Li 
Direction, as expressed, is no ordinary direction; 
as named, no ordinary name. 
Null identifies the universe at the beginning. 
Ull identifies the mother of myriad matters. 
Thus, visit Null to observe its intricateness. 
Visit Ull to observe its limitlessness. 
These two spring from the same source; 
only their identifications differ. 
Both are profound. 
Profound upon profound, it is the portal to all intricacies. 
• 



[01c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao Eternal is beyond definition. 
No name given can capture its eternality. 
Nameless, it is the origin of the Kosmos. 
Named, it is the beginning of all things. 
Nothingness, it is the inner being of the Kosmos. 
Thingness, it is the outer distinctions of the Kosmos. 
These two, though different in names, arise from the same source: 
The source called the Invisible. 
Invisible beyond the invisible, 
It is the entry into the myriad wonders of the Eternal Kosmos. 
• 
[01c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The Tao that can be expressed in words is not the eternal Tao. 
The name that can be defined in words is not the name that never changes. 
Non-existence is what we will call the source of heaven and earth. 
Existence is the mother of all things. 
From eternal non-existence, therefore, we observe the beginning of the existence of the many hidden 

qualities of the universe. 



From eternal existence, therefore, we clearly observe the overt qualities of the universe. 
These two, the hidden and the overt, are originally the same at source, and become different when 

they manifest themselves. 
This same origin is "the smallest of the small." 
The absolute "smallest of the small" is the gate from which the beginning of all the parts of the 

universe emerges. 
• 
[01c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao that can be talked about is not the true Tao. 
The name that can be named is not the eternal Name. 
Everything in the universe comes out of Nothing. 
Nothing - the nameless is the beginning; 
While Heaven, the mother is the creatrix of all things. 
Follow the nothingness of the Tao, 
and you can be like it, not needing anything, 
seeing the wonder and the root of everything. 
And even if you cannot grasp this nothingness, 
you can still see something of the Tao in everything. 
These two are the same only called by different names 



- and both are mysterious and wonderful. 
All mysteries are Tao, and Heaven is their mother: 
She is the gateway and the womb-door. 
• 
[01c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao that is utterable 
Is not the eternal Tao; 
The name that is namable 
Is not the eternal Name. 
The Nothingness is the name of the beginning of heaven and earth; 
The Being (substance) is the name of the mother of all things. 
Hence one should gain an insight into the beginning of the Tao by constantly observing the 

Nothingness, 
And should perceive the end of the Tao by constantly observing the Being. 
These two things, the Nothingness and the Being, are of the same origin but different in name. 
They are both so profound as to be a key to the door of myriad secrets. 
• 
[01c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao that can be named is not the eternal Tao. 



The Name that can be spoken is not the eternal name. 
The Nameless is the beginning of Heaven and Earth. 
The Named is the mother of all creatures. 
Observe the mysteries of the Tao without longing. 
Survey its appearance with desire. 
Both mysteries and appearance come from the same origin but wear a different name; 
they are enigmatic. 
The greatest mystery is the gate to all mysteries. 
• 
[01c28t] Liu Qixuan 
There are ways to follow, 
But what is followed is not the true Way. 
There are names to give, 
But what is given is not the true Name. 
Let us call non-being the beginning of the universe 
And let us call being the development of all things. 
When we follow non-being 
We approach the wonder of the Way. 
When we follow being 



We approach the farther-end manifestation of the Way. 
Each has the same origin, 
And here exists a metaphysical door to true wisdom. 
• 
[01c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Understanding The Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao is that on which one can always tread. 
That on which one cannot always tread is not the Tao. 
And fame is that of which one can always remember. 
That of which one cannot always remember is not fame. 
All things are without names prior to the formation of Heaven and Earth. 
And names are brought out to classify various things. 
Since there is no name in the very beginning, why should one care about fame! 
Hence, those who are constantly free of desire of fame shall see the Tao's subtle secret. 
Those who bear desire shall see the end lying in front of them. 
Both two types of men ferment their thinking in the same place, yet they will experience different fates. 
Both their fates shall be up to Heaven. 
Beyond our heaven, there are other heavens: whoever knows this shall find the gate of the Tao. 



• 
[01c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The Tao that can be expressed is not the eternal Tao; 
The name that can be defined is not the unchanging name. 
Non-existence is called the antecedent of heaven and earth; 
Existence is the mother of all things. 
From eternal non-existence, therefore, we serenely observe the mysterious beginning of the Universe; 
From eternal existence we clearly see the apparent distinctions. 
These two are the same in source and become different when manifested. 
This sameness is called profundity. 
Infinite profundity is the gate whence comes the beginning of all parts of the Universe. 
• 
[01c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The Tao that can be spoken of is not the eternal Tao; 
The Name that can be named is not the eternal Name. 
The Nameless [non-being] is the origin of heaven and earth; 
The Namable [being] is the mother of all things. 
Therefore constantly without desire, 
There is the recognition of subtlety; 



But constantly with desire, 
Only the realization of potentiality. 
The two come from the same source, 
Having different names. 
Both are called mysteries, 
More mystical than the most mystical, 
The gate of all subtleties. 
• 
[01c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The Tao that can be told is not the invariant Tao, 
the names that can be named are not the invariant Names. 
Nameless, it is the source of the thousands of things 
(named, it is 'Mother' of the thousands of things). 
Yes: 
Always: 
being desireless, 
one sees the hidden essentials. 
Always: 
having desires, 



one sees only what is sought. 
These two lines are about The Merging - 
it is when things develop and emerge from this that the different names appear. 
The Merging is something mysterious - 
mysterious, and more mysterious, 
the abode of all the hidden essences. 
• 
[01c33t] Cheng Lin 
The truth that may be told is not the everlasting Truth. 
The name given to a thing is not the everlasting Name. 
Nothingness is used to denote the state that existed before the birth of heaven and earth. 
Reality is used to denote the state where the multitude of things begins to have a separate existence. 
Therefore, 
when the mind rests in the state of Nothingness, the enigma can be understood; 
when the mind rests in the state of Reality, the bounds can be reached. 
These two states, though bearing different names, have a common origin. 
Both are mysterious and metaphysical. 
They are the most mysterious, and form the gateway to all mysteries. 
• 



[01c34t] Yi Wu 
The way that can be talked about is not the constant Way. 
The name that can be named is not the constant Name. 
Non-being is the name of the origin of Heaven and Earth; 
Being is the name of the mother of all things. 
Therefore: 
Constantly in Non-being, one wishes to contemplate its (the Way's) subtlety. 
Constantly in Being, one wishes to contemplate its path. 
These two come from the same source, but are different in name. 
The same source is called Mystery. 
Mystery and more mystery. 
It is the gateway to myriad subtleties. 
• 
[01c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao that can be expressed in words is not the absolute Dao. 
The names that can be given are not the absolute names. 
Non-being is before the dawn of time, 
Being is when everything begins to emerge. 
Therefore, maintaining a passive and receptive mode, 



You can watch the secret of life; 
Maintaining an active and attentive mode, 
You can perceive the rhythm of life. 
These two cognitive processes, though differing in names, 
Are in the same continuum. 
Both are known as the inscrutable Mystery, 
Which is the greatest of all mysteries. 
And it is through these perspectives that we can observe the marvellous phenomena of Nature. 
• 
[01c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Tao, the subtle reality of the universe cannot be described. 
That which can be described in words is merely a conception of the mind. 
Although names and descriptions have been applied to it, the subtle reality is beyond the description. 
One may use the word "Nothingness" to describe the Origin of the universe, and "Beingness" to 

describe the Mother of the myriad things, 
but Nothingness and Beingness are merely conceptions. 
From the perspective of Nothingness, 
one may perceive the expansion of the universe. 
From the perspective of Beingness, 



one may distinguish individual things. 
Both are for the conceptual convenience of the mind. 
Although different concepts can be applied, 
Nothingness and Beingness and other conceptual activity of the mind all come from the same 

indescribable subtle Originalness. 
The Way is the unfoldment of such subtle reality. 
Having reached the subtlety of the universe, 
one may see the ultimate subtlety, 
the Gate of All Wonders. 
• 
[01c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The Tao that can be spoken of is not the Tao itself. 
The name that can be given is not the name itself. 
The unnameable is the source of the universe. 
The nameable is the originator of all things. 
Therefore, oftentimes without intention I see the wonder of Tao. 
Oftentimes with intention I see its manifestations. 
Its wonder and its manifestations are one and the same. 
Since their emergence, they have been called by different names. 



Their identity is called the mystery. 
From mystery to further mystery: 
The entry of all wonders! 
• 
[01c38t] Henry Wei 
Realization of Tao 
T'i Tao 
The Tao that can be stated is not the Eternal Tao. 
The name that can be named is not the Eternal Name. 
The Unnameable is originator of Heaven and Earth. 
The Nameable is mother of the ten thousand things. 
Therefore, 
Always be desireless, so as to discern Tao's wonderful essence; 
Always have some desire, so as to discern its manifestations. 
These two come out from the same source, 
But are different in name. 
Their identical nature is a mystery. 
Mystery of mysteries - 
That is the gate of all wonderful essence. 



• 
[01c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
No Tao that may be Tao is the constant Tao; 
No name that may be a name is the constant name. 
By non-being you name the beginning of Heaven and Earth; 
By being you name the mother of the ten thousand things. 
Therefore, always free of desire you see the secret; 
Always with desire you see its appearance. 
These two 
Are the same in origin yet different in name. 
Their sameness may be called a mystery. 
It is the mystery beyond mysteries, 
The gate to myriad secrets. 
• 
[01c40t] Tao Huang 
The Tao that is voiced is no longer that of eternal Tao. 
The name that has been written is no longer that of eternal name. 
The nameless is the beginning of the cosmic universe. 
The named is the mother of the myriad creatures. 



Being at peace, one can see into the subtle. 
Engaging with passion, one can see into the manifest. 
They both arise from a common source but have different names. 
Both are called the mystery within the mystery. 
They are the door to all wonders. 
• 
[01c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Dao that can be talked about is not the eternal Dao itself; 
A name that can be given is not the eternal thing itself. 
The nameless existed 
Before the birth of birth of Heaven and Earth - Universe; 
The names which were given were after 
The birth of All Things. 
By the eternity of unknown existence 
Comprehend the common essence of things; 
By the eternity of Existence 
Observe the apparent differences. 
These two came from the same origin - the unknown, 
But with different names. 



They all are called the "profoundness", 
Profoundly and profoundly it is the entrance 
From which come all wonders. 
• 
[01c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The Tao that can be told of is not the eternal Tao; 
The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 
The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth; 
The Named is the mother of all things. 
Therefore let there always be non-being, so we may see their subtlety, 
And let there always be being, so we may see their outcome. 
The two are the same, 
But after they are produced, they have different names. 
They both may be called deep and profound. 
Deeper and more profound, 
The door of all subtleties! 
• 
[01c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Если Дао могут высказать, Дао не является незыблемым; 



если могут назвать имя, имя не является незыблемым. 
Безымянность - вот начало Неба и Земли, 
в наличии же имени таится мать десяти тысяч вещей. 
Незыблемое неналичие - желаю поглядеть на скрытые в нем чудеса; 
наличие в незыблемости - желаю осмотреть его окраину. 
Выходит эта пара вместе, но именами различается. 
Даю одно им имя сокровенного. 
За сокровенным - сокровенное, врата множества чудес. 
• 
[01c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао, которое может быть выражено словами, не есть постоянное Дао. 
Имя, которое может быть поименовано, не есть постоянное имя. 
Небытие зовётся началом Неба и Земли. 
Бытие зовётся Матерью мириад созданий. 
Поэтому, желая узреть его утончённо-неуловимую сущность, обрети постоянство 

небытия. 
Желая наблюдать его проявления, пребывай в постоянстве бытия. 
Оба они произрастают вместе и различаются лишь именем. 
Будучи тождественными, они зовутся сокровенным. 



Сокровенное и ещё раз сокровенное - врата ко множеству потаённого. 
• 
[01c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Путь, что может быть пройден, не есть постоянный Путь-Дао. 
Имя, что может быть поименовано, не есть постоянное имя. 
Безымянное - Неба, Земли начало. 
Именуемое - Матерью сущего стало. 
В отсутствии тайну вещей созерцать стремись. 
В наличии предел бытия созерцать стремись. 
Те двое родятся вместе, но их имена различны. 
Их вместе назову я Сокровенным. 
И Сокровенное вновь Сокровенным стало. 
Таковы врата всех тайн. 
• 
[01c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао, которое может быть высказано, не есть постоянное Дао. 
Имя, которое может быть названо, не есть постоянное имя. 
Небытием именуется начало Неба и Земли, 
Бытием именуется Мать мириад вещей. 



Поэтому: 
обращаясь к постоянному небытию, стремлюсь к тому, чтобы увидеть его тайну; 
обращаясь к постоянному бытию, стремлюсь к тому, чтобы увидеть его предел 

(спиральный путь). 
Оба они (небытие и бытие) из тождества происходят, но различно именуются. 
В тождестве они называются первоначалом. 
Первоначало и еще первоначало - вот дверь ко всем тайнам. 
• 
[01c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао, которое может быть выражено словами, не есть постоянное дао. 
Имя, которое может быть названо, не есть постоянное имя. 
Безымянное есть начало неба и земли, 
обладающее именем - мать всех вещей. 
Поэтому тот, кто свободен от страстей, видит чудесную тайну [дао], 
а кто имеет страсти, видит его только в конечной форме. 
Оба они одного и того же происхождения, но с разными названиями. 
Вместе они называются глубочайшими. 
[Переход] от одного глубочайшего к другому - 
дверь ко всему чудесному. 



• 
[01c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тао, которое должно быть действительным, не есть обыкновенное Тао. 
Имя, которое должно быть действительным, не есть обыкновенное имя. 
То, что не имеет имени, - есть начало неба и земли; 
то, что имеет имя, - есть мать всех вещей. 
Вот почему свободный от всех страстей видит величественное проявление Тао, 
а находящийся под влиянием какой-нибудь страсти видит только незначительное его 

проявление. 
Эти оба происходят из одного и того же начала, но только носят разное название. 
Они называются непостижимыми. 
Непостижимое из непостижимых и есть ворота всего таинственного. 
• 
[01c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь, о котором можно поведать, - не постоянный Путь. 
Имя, которое можно назвать, - не постоянное Имя. 
Где имени нет - там начало всех вещей, 
Где имя есть - там мать всех вещей. 
Посему, постоянно не имея желания, видишь его исток, 



А постоянно имея желание, видишь его исход. 
То и другое является совместно, 
Они имеют разные имена, но одинаково сказываются. 
В сокровенном есть еще сокровенность: 
Вот откуда исходит все утонченное. 
• 
[01c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Постоянный Путь составляется из возможности выбора Пути и невозможности выбора 

Пути. 
Постоянное имя составляется из возможности выбора имени и невозможности выбора 

имени. 
Отсутствием именуется начальное действие Неба-Земли. 
Наличием именуется рождение-материнство мириад сущностей. 
Причинность: 
Стремление к постоянному отсутствию осуществляет созерцание тончайшей тайны. 
Стремление к постоянному наличию осуществляет созерцание его внешнего проявления. 
Эта пара представляет собой общность исхода при различии наименования. 
Если определить вместе, то это будет непостижимая тайна. 
Пытаясь проникнуть в эту тайну, придешь только к тайне. 



Это врата для появления множества тончайших начал. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Two 
 

[02c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When everyone in the world knows the beautiful as beautiful, ugliness comes into being; 
When everyone knows the good, then the not good comes to be. 
The mutual production of being and nonbeing, 
The mutual completion of difficult and easy, 
The mutual formation of long and short, 
The mutual filling of high and low, 
The mutual harmony of tone and voice, 
The mutual following of front and back - 
These are all constants. 
Therefore the Sage dwells in nonactive affairs and practices the wordless teaching. 
The ten thousand things arise, but he doesn't begin them; 
He acts on their behalf, but he doesn't make them dependent; 
He accomplishes his tasks, but he doesn't dwell on them; 
It is only because he doesn't dwell on them, that they therefore do not leave him. 
• 
[02c02t] John C. H. Wu 



WHEN all the world recognizes beauty as beauty, this in itself is ugliness. 
When all the world recognizes good as good, this in itself is evil. 
Indeed, the hidden and the manifest give birth to each other. 
Difficult and easy complement each other. 
Long and short exhibit each other. 
High and low set measure to each other. 
Voice and sound harmonize each other. 
Back and front follow each other. 
Therefore, the Sage manages his affairs without ado, 
And spreads his teaching without talking. 
He denies nothing to the teeming things. 
He rears them, but lays no claim to them. 
He does his work, but sets no store by it. 
He accomplishes his task, but does not dwell upon it. 
And yet it is just because he does not dwell on it 
That nobody can ever take it away from him. 
• 
[02c03t] D. C. Lau 
The whole world recognizes the beautiful as the beautiful, yet this is only the ugly; 



the whole world recognizes the good as the good, yet this is only the bad. 
Thus Something and Nothing produce each other; 
The difficult and the easy complement each other; 
The long and the short offset each other; 
The high and the low incline towards each other; 
Note and sound harmonize with each other; 
Before and after follow each other. 
Therefore the sage keeps to the deed that consists in taking no action and practises the teaching that 

uses no words. 
The myriad creatures rise from it yet it claims no authority; 
It gives them life yet claims no possession; 
It benefits them yet exacts no gratitude; 
It accomplishes its task yet lays claim to no merit. 
It is because it lays claim to no merit 
That its merit never deserts it. 
• 
[02c04t] R. L. Wing 
When all the world knows beauty as beauty, There is ugliness. 
When they know good as good, There there is evil. 



In this way 
Existence and nonexistence produce each other. 
Difficult and easy complete each other. 
Long and short contrast each other. 
High and low attract each other. 
Pitch and tone harmonize each other. 
Future and past follow each other. 
Therefore, Evolved Individuals 
Hold their position without effort, 
Practice their philosophy without words, 
Are a part of All Things and overlook nothing. 
They produce but do not possess, Act without expectation, Succeed without taking credit. 
Since, indeed, they take no credit, it remains with them. 
• 
[02c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When all people in the world know the beautiful as beauty, 
There appears ugliness; 
When they know goodness as good, 
There appears evil. 



Therefore, by opposing each other, 
Existence and nonexistence come into being, 
Difficult and easy form themselves, 
Long and short are distinct, 
High and low contrast, 
Sound and voice harmonize, 
Front and back emerge. 
Thus, the sage manages affairs by "nonaction," 
And teaches by "saying nothing." 
He leaves all things to grow and change without initiation; 
Raises all things without making claim for his ownership; 
Promotes all things without attributing them to his contribution; 
And takes no credit for himself when the work is done. 
It is because no claim is made that his credit cannot be forfeited. 
• 
[02c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Under heaven all can see beauty as beauty only because there is ugliness. 
All can know good as good only because there is evil. 
Therefore having and not having arise together. 



Difficult and easy complement each other. 
Long and short contrast each other; 
High and low rest upon each other; 
Voice and sound harmonize each other; 
Front and back follow one another. 
Therefore the sage goes about doing nothing, teaching no-talking. 
The ten thousand things rise and fall without cease, 
Creating, yet not possessing, 
Working, yet not taking credit. 
Work is done, then forgotten. 
Therefore it lasts forever. 
• 
[02c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
People under heaven see beauty in what they call "beauty," 
that way they know of the "ugly." 
Similarly people see good in what they call "good," 
that way they know of the "bad." 
Existence and Emptiness are concepts that make sense by comparison. 
Similarly, long lends meaning to short, and high to low. 



Harmony is produced when sounds combine in unison. 
Because the fore goes, so the back follows. 
Thus the Sage would not act as if he could act on his will. 
He teaches the unspoken teaching. 
No word is ever spoken, yet living things thrive. 
No ownership is claimed, though Nature begets all creation. 
Humility is maintained even as achievement is made. 
No credit is claimed even as work is done. 
Because no credit is claimed, so no credit is ever lost. 
• 
[02c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Everyone knows that beauty is good, but ugliness exists as well. 
Everyone knows that kindness is good, but unkindness exists as well. 
Therefore, nothingness and existence always coexist; 
As do difficulty and easiness, long and short, high and low, and sound and hearing. 
For this reason, the great men practiced WUWEI. 
They wordlessly taught people and let the world develop by itself. 
Create but do not control, nurture but do not own, accomplish but do not claim. 
Only when you do not claim the accomplishment, will it never leave. 



• 
[02c09t] Walter Gorn Old, SELF-PERFECTION 
When the world speaks of beauty as being beautiful, ugliness is at once defined. 
When goodness is seen to be good, evil is at once apparent. 
So do existence and non-existence mutually give rise to one another, as that which is difficult and 

that which is easy, distant and near, high and low, shrill and bass, preceding and following. 
The Sage therefore is occupied only with that which is without prejudice. 
He teaches without verbosity, he acts without effort; he produces without possessing, he acts without 

regard to the fruit of action; he brings his work to perfection without assuming credit; and claiming 
nothing as his own, he cannot at any time be said to lose. 

• 
[02c10t] James Legge 
All in the world know the beauty of the beautiful, 
and in doing this they have (the idea of) what ugliness is; 
they all know the skill of the skilful, 
and in doing this they have (the idea of) what the want of skill is. 
So it is that existence and non-existence give birth the one to (the idea of) the other; 
that difficulty and ease produce the one (the idea of) the other; 
that length and shortness fashion out the one the figure of the other; 



that (the ideas of) height and lowness arise from the contrast of the one with the other; 
that the musical notes and tones become harmonious through the relation of one with another; 
and that being before and behind give the idea of one following another. 
Therefore the sage manages affairs without doing anything, 
and conveys his instructions without the use of speech. 
All things spring up, and there is not one which declines to show itself; 
they grow, and there is no claim made for their ownership; 
they go through their processes, and there is no expectation (of a reward for the results). 
The work is accomplished, and there is no resting in it (as an achievement). 
The work is done, but how no one can see; 
'Tis this that makes the power not cease to be. 
• 
[02c11t] David Hinton 
All beneath heaven knows beauty is beauty only because there's ugliness, and knows good is good only 

because there's evil. 
Being and nonbeing give birth to one another, 
difficult and easy complete one another, 
long and short measure one another, 
high and low fill one another, 



music and noise harmonize one another, 
before and after follow one another: 
that's why a sage abides in the realm of nothing's own doing, 
living out that wordless teaching. 
The ten thousand things arise without beginnings there, 
abide without waiting there, 
come to perfection without dwelling there. 
Without dwelling there: that's the one way you'll never lose it. 
• 
[02c12t] Chichung Huang 
When all under heaven know beauty as beauty, 
There is ugliness; 
When all know goodness, 
There is evil. 
That being and nonbeing mutually generate, 
Difficult and easy mutually complement, 
Long and short mutually formulate, 
High and low mutually fulfill, 
Music and voice mutually harmonize, 



Front and back mutually follow 
Is constant. 
Hence, the sage man 
Assumed the office of nonaction, 
Conducted speechless instruction. 
When the ten thousand things rose, 
He did not initiate. 
He assisted without taking credit; 
Scored merits without claiming. 
Precisely because he claimed not, 
They never vanished. 
• 
[02c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
When all under heaven know beauty (mei) as beauty, 
There is then ugliness (o); 
When all know the good (shan) good, 
There is then the not good (pu shan). 
Therefore being and non-being give rise to each other, 
The difficult and easy complement each other, 



The long and short shape each other, 
The high and low lean on each other, 
Voices and instruments harmonize with one another, 
The front and rear follow upon each other. 
Therefore the sage manages affairs without action, 
Carries out (hsing) teaching without speech (yen). 
Ten thousand things arise and he does not initiate them, 
They come to be and he claims no possession (yu) of them, 
He works (wei) without holding on, 
Accomplishes (ch'eng) without claiming merit. 
Because he does not claim merit, 
His merit does not go away. 
• 
[02c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In our world: 
When there was a consensus on what should be judged as beautiful, a convention on what should be 

disliked [as ugly] was reciprocally brought in [inadvertently]. 
When there was an agreement on what should be deemed good, an agreement on what was evil (not 

good) was correspondingly decided upon. 



Accordingly, [the following contrasting concepts were formulated because of their relative relations]: 
Existence (being) and non-existence (nothing) are inter-dependent [concepts]; 
Difficulty and easiness are determined by comparison; 
Long and short are conjointly formulated; 
High and low owe their existences to their relative positions [to the observer]; 
Tune and sound are distinguished by [the rule whether a stream of sounds has internal 

harmonization]; 
Front and back are joined together by perspective positions [of objects to the observer]. 
Accordingly, a Sage (leader) [adopts the following measure to lead]: 
When comes to managing the government, he would practice the policy of non-interference; 
When comes to educating the population, he would avoid making speeches (through using 

tantalizing rhetoric); 
Even after having had activated and motivated all and every things and creatures to embark their 

potentialities on the best possible course, he will never withdraw from his continuous and painstaking 
support. 

[A Sage] would help [all creatures] to relish their lives without being possessive; 
[He] would carry out good deeds without asserting his authority; 
[He] would not claim his merit after each success; 
It is just because of his avoiding appropriating his contributions, nothing whatsoever can take away 



from him his achievements [of Te]. 
• 
[02c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When the entire world recognizes beauty as beauty, there is ugliness. 
When the entire world recognizes good as good, there is evil. 
Indeed, "nothing" and "being" give birth to each other. 
Difficult and easy complement each other. 
Long and short exhibit each other. 
High and low set measure to each other. 
Voice and sound harmonize each other. 
Back and front follow each other. 
Therefore, the sage manages his affairs by "non-doing", and spreads his teaching by "non-talking". 
The Way makes all things and denies nothing; it gives birth to them, but lays no claim to them; it does 

its work, but does not say by its work; it accomplishes his work, but does not dwell on things. 
And yet it is just because he does not dwell on things that nobody can ever take them away from it. 
• 
[02c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
People know what beauty is, because there is ugliness; 
people know what good is, because there is bad. 



Likewise, empty and full, difficulty and ease, long and short, high and low, sound and tone, front and 
rear, all go side by side. 

Thus, 
the sage handles affairs without the intention for fame, and teaches without preaching, 
lets things develop without initialize them, 
lets things grow without interfering them, 
lets things move ahead without forcing them, 
lets things succeed without boast about them. 
Because the sage does not brag his success, he would continue to be successful. 
• 
[02c17t] Arthur Waley 
It is because every one under Heaven recognizes beauty as beauty, that the idea of ugliness exists. 
And equally if every one recognized virtue as virtue, this would merely create fresh conceptions of 

wickedness. 
For truly 'Being and Not-being grow out of one another; 
Difficult and easy complete one another. 
Long and short test one another; 
High and low determine one another. 
Pitch and mode give harmony to one another. 



Front and back give sequence to one another'. 
Therefore the Sage relies on actionless activity, 
Carries on wordless teaching, 
But the myriad creatures are worked upon by him; he does not disown them. 
He rears them, but does not lay claim to them, 
Controls them, but does not lean upon them, 
Achieves his aim, but does not call attention to what he does; 
And for the very reason that he does not call attention to what he does 
He is not ejected from fruition of what he has done. 
• 
[02c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Once all under Heaven knew beauty as "beauty"; at that moment "ugliness" was already there. 
Once all knew goodness as "goodness"; at that moment "not good" was already there. 
Thus it is that presence and absence generate each other; 
difficulty and ease determine the sense of the other; 
long and short give proportion to the other; 
highs and lows are a matter of relative inclination; 
instrumental sounds and voice tones depend on one other for harmony; 
and before and after result from their relative places in a sequence. 



Therefore, the sage [sheng] tends to matters without conscious effort 
And practices the teaching that is not expressed in words. 
The myriad folk model their behavior on him, yet he does not tell them to do so. 
He gives them life, yet he possesses them not. 
He acts, yet they do not depend on him. 
And he achieves success yet takes no pride in it. 
It is just because he is not proprietary that he does not lose it. 
• 
[02c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE RISE OF RELATIVE OPPOSITES 
When the people of the Earth all know beauty as beauty, 
There arises (the recognition of) ugliness. 
When the people of the Earth all know the good as good, 
There arises (the recognition of) evil. 
Therefore: 
Being and non-being interdepend in growth; 
Difficult and easy interdepend in completion; 
Long and short interdepend in contrast; 
High and low interdepend in position; 



Tones and voice interdepend in harmony; 
Front and behind interdepend in company. 
Therefore the Sage: 
Manages affairs without action; 
Preaches the doctrine without words; 
All things take their rise, but he does not turn away from them; 
He gives them life, but does not take possession of them; 
He acts, but does not appropriate; 
Accomplishes, but claims no credit. 
It is because he lays claim to no credit 
That the credit cannot be taken away from him. 
• 
[02c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When all under heaven know beauty as beauty, already there is ugliness; 
When everyone knows goodness, this accounts for badness. 
Being and nonbeing give birth to each other, 
Difficult and easy complete each other, 
Long and short form each other, 
High and low fulfill each other, 



Tone and voice harmonize with each other, 
Front and back follow each other - it is ever thus. 
For these reasons, 
The sage dwells in affairs of nonaction, carries out a doctrine without words. 
He lets the myriad creatures rise up but does not instigate them; 
He acts but does not presume; 
He completes his work but does not dwell on it. 
Now, 
Simply because he does not dwell on them, his accomplishments never leave him. 
• 
[02c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
All under heaven see beauty as beauty only because they also see ugliness. 
All announce that good is good only because they also denounce what is bad. 
Therefore, 
something and nothing give birth to one another. 
Difficult and easy complete one another. 
Long and short fashion one another. 
High and low arise from one another. 
Notes and tones harmonize with one another. 



Front and back follow one another. 
Thus, 
the True Person acts without striving and teaches without words. 
Deny nothing to the ten thousand things. 
Nourish them without claiming authority, 
Benefit them without demanding gratitude, 
Do the work, then move on. 
And, the fruits of your labor will last forever. 
• 
[02c22t] David H. Li 
For [people in] the world to know [only] beauty and what is beautiful is ugly; 
to know [only] goodness and what is good is not good. 
Ull and Null complement in generation, 
difficult and easy complement in completion; 
long and short complement in form, 
high and low complement in norm; 
voice and sound complement in harmony, 
front and rear complement in company; 
- they are ever so. 



Thus, 
a sage practices laissez-faire governance and provides wordless instructions. 
[A sage] neither interferes with myriad matters' generation, 
nor takes possession of [their] cultivation, 
nor expects approbation of [his/her] provision, 
nor seeks acclamation for [their] accomplishments. 
It is because [the sage] does not seek acclamation for [his/her] accomplishments that they do not 

disappear. 
• 
[02c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
When the world recognizes beauty as beauty, ugliness arises. 
When the world recognizes good as good, evil arises. 
Being and non-being create each other. 
Difficult and easy define each other. 
Long and short form each other. 
High and low support each other. 
Tone and voice accompany each other. 
Before and after follow each other. 
Hence, 



the sage lives in the state of non-action - of eternal balance, 
And teaches by the precept of silence - and through his silent deed. 
He accepts things as they arise, 
Creates without possessing, 
Performs without depending, 
Accomplishes without claiming credit. 
Because he does not claim credit for himself, 
His virtues endure forever more. 
• 
[02c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When the world understands that beauty is beautiful, ugliness will exist. 
When the world understands that goodness is good, evil will exist. 
From that we learn that: 
Existence affirms non-existence, 
Ease affirms difficulty, 
Short derives from long, because that is what it is compared to, 
Low derives from high, because according to that it is measured, 
Echo affirms sound, 
After follows before. 



Accordingly, 
The sage operates without action, 
And teaches his pupils without words. 
Everything in the universe, when defined, is relative to everything else. 
The sage does not try to differentiate things, he does not try to show his preference for things either in 

deed or in speech. 
This does not mean that the sage does nothing or says nothing; 
rather, it means that he "accepts things as they are," easily and naturally, without making any 

demands. 
• 
[02c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Beauty and mercy are only recognized by people 
Because they know the opposite, which is ugly and mean. 
If the people think they know goodness 
Then all they really know is what evil is like! 
Nothing, and Heaven share the same root - 
Difficulty and ease are a part of all work. 
The long and the short are in your hands, 
Above and below exist because they each do, 



What you want and what you say should be the same ... 
Neither future nor past can exist alone. 
The sage has no attachment to anything, 
and he therefore does what is right without speaking by simply being in the Tao. 
Life, all life began without words. 
Life is made - and no one owns it. 
The Tao is neither selfish nor proud. 
The Tao is generous and graceful in what it does 
Without ever claiming any merit 
And the sage's greatness lies in taking no credit. 
• 
[02c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The whole world knows the beautiful as beautiful 
Only because of the existence of the ugly; 
The whole world knows the good as good 
Only because of the existence of the bad. 
Hence the Being and the Nothingness exist in opposition; 
The difficult and the easy complement each other; 
The long and the short manifest themselves by comparison; 



The high and the low are inclined as well as opposed to each other; 
The consonants and vowels harmonize with each other; 
The front and the back follow each other. 
Thus the sage behaves 
Without taking active action, 
Teaches without using words, 
Lets all things rip without interference, 
Gives them life without claiming to be their owner, 
Benefits them without claiming to be their benefactor, succeeds without claiming credit. 
Because he does not claim credit, 
His credit is never lost. 
• 
[02c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The whole world can see the beautiful as the beautiful only because of the ugly. 
The whole world can recognize the good as the good only because of the bad. 
Something and nothing create each other. 
The difficult and the easy complement each other. 
The long and the short define each other. 
The high and the low counterbalance each other. 



Before and after follow each other. 
Therefore the sage acts without action, teaches without words. 
The myriad creatures keep on going without an end, 
creating life without possessing it, 
performing deeds without expectations, 
fulfilling the mission without claiming a victory, 
because the sage does not ask for praise, 
therefore the praise remains with him for ever. 
• 
[02c28t] Liu Qixuan 
We know beauty because there is ugliness. 
We know goodness because there are evils. 
Therefore, being and non-being are relative to each other 
As are what is difficult and what is easy; 
What is long and what is short; 
What is high and what is low; 
What sounds and what resonates; 
And what precedes and what follows. 
The wise do good by doing nothing 



And teach well by teaching nothing. 
Things work without intruding on the natural process, 
Develop and produce without desiring willfully, 
And are successful without feeling success. 
Only those who possess nothing 
Will lose nothing. 
• 
[02c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Rise Of Relative Opposites 
Lao Tze says, 
When the people in the world gain a knowledge of that which is beautiful, 
they will also gain a knowledge of that which is ugly. 
When they gain a knowledge of that which belongs to the realm of the good, 
they will also gain a knowledge of that which belongs to the realm of the bad. 
Existence and non-existence shall rotate to take place; 
difficulty and ease impress people by the prepossession; 
length long and short are acknowledged in comparison; 
tallness and lowness confront to make contrast; 
harmonious musical pieces, the notes and tones interdepend; 



that which is before or behind leads or follows the other. 
Therefore, there is a sage who likes to do business without the intent to control fate and conveys his 

instruction without speech. 
All things make an effort to prosper, and there is no one who comes to interfere with them. 
Moreover, the one who gives life to all things does not claim ownership of them; 
works laboriously for them, and does not expect a reward in return; 
establishes the feat for them, and does not confess the achievement. 
Because it does not confess the achievement, no one can forget the achievement. 
• 
[02c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When all in the world understand beauty to be beautiful, then ugliness exists. 
When all understand goodness to be good, then evil exists. 
Thus existence suggests non-existence; 
Easy gives rise to difficult; 
Short is derived from long by comparison; 
Low is distinguished from high by position; 
Resonance harmonizes sound; 
After follows before. 
Therefore, the Sage carries on his business without action, and gives his teaching without words. 



• 
[02c31t] Paul J. Lin 
When all in the world recognize beauty as beauty, it is ugliness. 
When they recognize good as good, it is not good. 
Therefore, 
being and non-being beget each other, 
hard and easy complement each other, 
long and short shape each other, 
high and low rely on each other, 
sound and voice harmonize with each other, 
front and back follow each other. 
Therefore, the Sage administers without action and instructs without words. 
He lets all things rise without dominating them, 
produces without attempting to possess, 
acts without asserting, 
achieves without taking credit. 
And because he does not take credit, it will never leave him. 
• 
[02c32t] Michael LaFargue 



When everyone in the world recognizes the elegant as elegant ... 
then ugliness has just appeared. 
When all recognize goodness as good ... 
then the not-good has just appeared. 
Yes: 
'Being' and 'nothing' give birth one to the other; 
'the difficult' and 'the easy' give full shape to one another; 
'what excels' and 'what falls short' form one another; 
'the noble' and 'the lowly' give content to one another; 
the music and the voice harmonize with one another; 
the back and the front follow one another. 
Always. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Settles into his job of Not Doing, 
carries on his teaching done without talking. 
The thousands of things arise and are active - 
and he rejects none of them. 
He is a doer but does not rely on this, 
he achieves successes but does not dwell in them. 



He just does not dwell in them, and so they cannot be taken away. 
• 
[02c33t] Cheng Lin 
As soon as the world regards some thing as beautiful, forthwith also appears ugliness. 
As soon as the world regards some deed as good, forthwith also appears evil. 
Thus we have the alternation of existence and non-existence; 
the succession of the difficult and the easy; 
the comparison of the long and the short; 
the contrast between the high and the low; 
the variation of pitch notes; 
the order of precedence and sequence. 
The Sage is ever free from artifice, and practises the precept of silence. 
He dose things without the desire for control. 
He lives without the thought of private ownership. 
He gives without the wish for return. 
He achieves without claiming credit for himself. 
Because he does not claim credit for himself, he is always given credit. 
• 
[02c34t] Yi Wu 



When all in the world know beauty as beauty, 
then ugliness already has arisen. 
When all know good as good, 
then bad already has arisen. 
Therefore: 
existence and non-existence give birth to each other, 
difficult and easy complement each other, 
long and short contrast with each other, 
high and low rely on each other, 
sound and voice harmonize with each other, 
front and back follow each other. 
Therefore: 
the sage manages his affairs by non-action and spreads his teachings without words. 
All things arise, he does not reject them. 
He produces, but does not possess; 
acts, but does not take credit; 
achieves merit, but does not dwell [on it]. 
Because he does not dwell on it, it does not leave him. 
• 



[02c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When everyone knows what beauty is, 
There must also be ugliness. 
When everybody knows what goodness is, 
Then evil must also exist. 
Therefore, the haves and the have-nots coexist. 
Easy and hard become complementary. 
Long and short differ in length. 
High and low contrast in height. 
Tone and pitch harmonise with each other. 
The past is followed by the present. 
Hence, the sage manages his affairs with non-action, 
Teaches without utterance, 
And lets everything develop without any interference. 
Dao procreates but does not possess. 
It facilitates development but does not gloat. 
When it accomplishes his task, it does not claim credit. 
As the sage does not claim credit for his success, 
The credit cannot be taken away from him. 



• 
[02c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
As soon as the world regards something as beautiful, 
ugliness simultaneously becomes apparent. 
As soon as the world regards something as good, 
evil simultaneously becomes apparent. 
In exactly the same manner, 
existence and nonexistence give birth to each other. 
Difficult and easy define each other. 
Long and short form each other. 
High and low make each other distinguishable. 
Silence and sound make each other conspicuous. 
Front and back connect each other. 
Realizing this, one does not separate one's being from the subtle essence of the universe. 
One holds no preconceptions, and does things without insisting on personal conditions. 
One guides people by living in accord with the essence of life. 
One brings good things about, but has no intention of possessing them. 
One performs work, but has no intention to acquire personal power. 
When one's task is accomplished, 



one lets go of it and seeks no reward or recognition. 
Because one does not claim credit for oneself, 
one does not do any damage to oneself. 
• 
[02c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When beauty is universally affirmed as beauty, therein is ugliness. 
When goodness is universally affirmed as goodness, therein is evil. 
Therefore: being and non-being are mutually posited in their emergence. 
Difficult and easy are mutually posited in their complementariness. 
Long and short are mutually posited in their positions. 
High and low are mutually posited in their contradiction. 
Voice and tone are mutually posited in their unity. 
Front and back are mutually posited in their succession. 
Thus, the wise deals with things through non-interference and teaches through no-words. 
All things flourish without interruption. 
They grow by themselves, and no one possesses them. 
Work is done, and no one depends on it. 
Achievements are made, but no one claims credit. 
Because no one claims credit, achievements are always there. 



• 
[02c38t] Henry Wei 
Self-Culture 
Yang Shen 
When all the world knows beauty as beauty, 
Then ugliness comes into being; 
When all the world knows goodness as goodness, 
Then evil comes into being. 
Therefore, 
Being and Non-Being condition each other; 
Difficult and Easy give rise to each other; 
Long and Short set off each other; 
High and Low contrast each other; 
Tone and Voice harmonize each other; 
Front and Rear succeed each other. 
Thus the Sage handles affairs non-assertively, 
And imparts his teaching without words. 
The ten thousand things grow apace, 
But he does not let them down. 



He produces but does not claim ownership; 
He acts but does not presume on the result; 
He achieves success but does not take the credit. 
For the very reason that he takes no credit, 
Credit does not separate from him. 
• 
[02c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
All under Heaven recognize beautiful as beautiful, 
But this is none other than ugly. 
Everyone recognizes good as good, 
But this is none other than bad. 
Therefore being and non-being rise together; 
Difficult and easy complete each other; 
Long and short shape each other; 
High and low lean on each other; 
Sound and voice come in harmony; 
Front and back accompany each other. 
Therefore the sage 
Relies on no-action, 



Practices wordless teaching. 
There rise the ten thousand things, but he disowns nothing, 
He gives them life, yet does not possess them; 
Rules them, yet does not depend on them; 
His work is done, but he never dwells in it. 
Truly, since he never dwells, 
He never departs. 
• 
[02c40t] Tao Huang 
In the world, 
Everyone recognizes beauty as beauty, 
Since the ugly is also there. 
Everyone recognizes goodness as goodness, 
Since evil is also there. 
Since being and nonbeing give birth to each other, 
Difficulty and ease complete each other, 
Long and short measure each other, 
High and low overflow into each other, 
Voice and sound harmonize with each other, 



And before and after follow each other, 
Therefore the sage 
Lives in actionless engagement, 
And preaches wordless doctrine. 
The myriad creatures 
Act without beginning, 
Nourish without possessing, 
Accomplish without claiming credit. 
It is accomplishment without claiming credit that makes the outcome self-sustaining. 
• 
[02c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When the whole world recognizes that beauty is beautiful, 
It may be not beautiful at all. 
When the whole world recognizes that goodness is good, 
It may not be good at all. 
Thus, existence and nonexistence produce each other. 
The high and the low are compared with each other. 
The long and the short show off each other. 
The high and the low compliment each other. 



The front and the rear follow each other. 
Thus the Sage ruler administered state affairs by non-interference and carried out education by non-

preaching. 
All things are resolved in order and nothing is rejected. 
It produces All Things but it does not possess them. 
It provides everything for them but it does not take anything from them. 
He accomplished deeds for them, but he did not claim the deeds. 
Since he did not claim the deeds, they did not leave him. 
• 
[02c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When the people of the world all know beauty as beauty, 
There arises the recognition of ugliness. 
When they all know the good as good, 
There arises the recognition of evil. 
Therefore: 
Being and non-being produce each other; 
Difficult and easy complete each other; 
Long and short contrast each other; 
High and low distinguish each other; 



Sound and voice harmonize each other; 
Front and behind accompany each other. 
Therefore the sage manages affairs without action 
And spreads doctrines without words. 
All things arise, and he does not turn away from them. 
He produces them but does not take possession of them. 
He acts but does not rely on his own ability. 
He accomplishes his task but does not claim credit for it. 
It is precisely because he does not claim credit that his accomplishment remains with him. 
• 
[02c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда все в Поднебесной знают, что прекрасное прекрасно, то вот и безобразное; 
когда все знают, что добро является добром, то вот и зло. 
Наличие и неналичие друг друга порождают, 
трудное и легкое друг друга образуют, 
короткое и длинное друг друга формируют, 
высокое и низкое взаимно соотносятся, 
тона звучат в гармонии, 
переднее и заднее друг за другом следуют. 



Вот почему Премудрый человек пребывает в деле недеяния, 
проводит в жизнь учение, невыразимое в словах. 
От десяти тысяч вещей, хотя они и возрастают, он не отказывается; 
чему дает жизнь, не имеет, что делает, на то не опирается, свершая подвиги, к себе их не 

относит. 
Лишь потому, что не относит, и остается с ними неразлучен. 
• 
[02c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Лишь только в Поднебесной узнали, что красивое - красиво, тотчас появилось и уродство. 
Как только все узнали, что добро - это добро, тотчас появилось и зло. 
Ибо наличие и отсутствие порождают друг друга. 
Сложное и простое создают друг друга. 
Длинное и короткое поверяют друг друга. 
Высокое и низкое тянутся друг к другу. 
Голоса и звуки приходят в гармонию друг с другом. 
"До" и "после" следуют друг за другом. 
Поэтому мудрец действует недеянием и учит молчанием. 
Мириады созданий возникают из этого, а он не правит ими. 
Он порождает их и не обладает ими; 



действует, не имея воздаяния; 
достигая совершенства, не считает это успехом; 
в силу того, что он никогда не стремится к успеху, тот никогда не покидает его. 
• 
[02c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда в Поднебесной все узнают, что прекрасно прекрасное, - это уже безобразно. 
Когда в Поднебесной все узнают, что добро есть добро, - это уже не добро. 
Поэтому отсутствие и наличие друг друга порождают, 
легкое и трудное друг друга определяют, 
длинное и короткое друг друга измеряют, 
высокое и низкое друг друга исчисляют, 
мелодия и ритм друг с другом гармонируют, 
начало и конец друг с другом чередуются. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец пребывает в делах недеяния, не прибегая к словам, он 

осуществляет учение. 
Все сущее творит, не полагая начала творению, и действует, не замышляя ничего 

преднамеренно. 
И Дао-Путь - рождает, но не обладает, действует, но не предумышляет, благими 

качествами и свойствами обладает, к ним не привязываясь никогда. 



Поскольку в них он к ним не привязан, то их он и не теряет. 
• 
[02c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Когда в Поднебесной все узнают, что прекрасное есть прекрасное, то появляется и 

безобразное. 
[Когда в Поднебесной] все узнают, что добро есть добро, то появляется и не добро. 
Это происходит потому, что бытие и небытие друг друга порождают, 
трудное и легкое друг друга создают, 
длинное и короткое друг с другом соизмеряются, 
высокое и низкое друг с другом сопоставляются, 
звук и мелодия друг с другом согласуются, 
переднее и заднее друг за другом следуют. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек правит службу недеяния, ведет учение без слов. 
Мириады вещей творит и не уклоняется от этого. 
Рождает и не обладает [ими]. 
Возделывает и ни на что не опирается, 
Успешно завершает и не ставит себе это в заслугу. 
А поскольку не ставит в заслугу, постольку и не отвергается. 
• 



[02c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда все в Поднебесной узнают, что прекрасное является прекрасным, появляется и 

безобразное. 
Когда все узнают, что доброе является добром, возникает и зло. 
Поэтому 
бытие и небытие порождают друг друга, 
трудное и легкое создают друг друга, 
длинное и короткое взаимно соотносятся, 
высокое и низкое взаимно определяются, 
звуки, сливаясь, приходят в гармонию, 
предыдущее и последующее следуют друг за другом. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый, 
совершая дела, предпочитает недеяние; 
осуществляя учение, не прибегает к словам; 
вызывая изменения вещей, [он] не осуществляет их сам; 
создавая, не обладает [тем, что создано]; 
приводя в движение, не прилагает к этому усилий; 
успешно завершая [что-либо], не гордится. 
Поскольку он не гордится, его заслуги не могут быть отброшены. 



• 
[02c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Под небом все (люди) знают, что красивое есть красивое, но оно только безобразное. 
Точно также все знают, что добро есть добро, но оно только зло. 
Из бытия и небытия произошло все; 
из невозможного и возможного - исполнение; 
из длинного и короткого - форма. 
Высокое подчиняет себе низшее; 
высшие голоса вместе с низшими производят гармонию; 
предшествующее подчиняет себе последующее. 
Святой муж, будучи бездеятельным, распространяет свое учение. 
Вся тварь повинуется ему и никогда не откажется от исполнения его воли. 
Он производит много, но ничего не имеет; 
делает много, но не хвалится сделанным; 
совершает подвиги, но их не приписывает себе. 
Он нигде не останавливается, поэтому ему не будет надобности удаляться туда, куда он 

не желает. 
• 
[02c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Когда в мире узнают, что прекрасное - прекрасно, тотчас появляется уродство. 
Когда в мире узнают, что доброе - добро, появляется зло. 
Наличное и отсутствующее друг друга порождают. 
Трудное и легкое друг друга создают. 
Длинное и короткое друг друга выявляют. 
Высокое и низкое друг друга устанавливают. 
Музыка и голос друг другу откликаются. 
Предыдущее и последующее друг за другом следуют. 
Так будет всегда. 
Посему премудрый человек предается делу недеяния 
И претворяет бессловесное учение. 
Десять тысяч вещей созидают - и он ничего не отвергает, 
Рождают - и он ничем не владеет. 
Все свершают - и он за это не держится. 
Успехи приходят - и он не помещает себя в них. 
Он ни в чем не пребывает - и от него ничто не уходит! 
• 
[02c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В Поднебесной всегда, узнав о красоте, начинают осуществлять красивое. 



И вот - уже безобразное. 
Всегда, узнав о совершенствовании, начинают осуществлять совершенствование. 
И вот - уже не-совершенствование. 
Причинность: 
В контакте наличия и отсутствия происходит рождение. 
В контакте трудного и легкого происходит становление-завершение. 
В контакте длинного и короткого появляется форма. 
В контакте высокого и низкого происходит потеря равновесия. 
В контакте звука и голоса осуществляется согласие. 
В контакте переднего и заднего появляется следование. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости пребывает в осуществлении отсутствия. 
Таково его дело. 
Совершает действия без пояснений словами. 
Таково его учение. 
Ведь мириады сущностей совершают работу, а нет оформления в словах. 
Происходит рождение, а нет обладания. 
В осуществлении нет отождествления. 
При успешном завершении нет пребывания в этом. 



А коли нет пребывания в этом, то нет и исчезновения. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Three 
 

[03c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
By not elevating the worthy, you bring it about that people will not compete. 
By not valuing goods that are hard to obtain, you bring it about that people will not act like thieves. 
By not displaying the desirable you bring it about that people will not be confused. 
Therefore, in the government of the Sage: 
He empties their minds, 
And fills their bellies. 
Weakens their ambition, 
And strengthens their bones. 
He constantly causes the people to be without knowledge and without desires. 
If he can bring it about that those with knowledge simply do not dare to act, 
Then there is nothing that will not be in order. 
• 
[03c02t] John C. H. Wu 
BY not exalting the talented you will cause the people to cease from rivalry and contention. 
By not prizing goods hard to get, you will cause the people to cease from robbing and stealing. 
By not displaying what is desirable, you will cause the people's hearts to remain undisturbed. 



Therefore, the Sage's way of governing begins by 
Emptying the heart of desires, 
Filling the belly with food, 
Weakening the ambitions, 
Toughening the bones. 
In this way he will cause the people to remain without knowledge and without desire, and prevent the 

knowing ones from any ado. 
Practice Non-Ado, and everything will be in order. 
• 
[03c03t] D. C. Lau 
Not to honour men of worth will keep the people from contention; 
not to value goods which are hard to come by will keep them from theft; 
not to display what is desirable will keep them from being unsettled of mind. 
Therefore in governing the people, the sage empties their minds but fills their bellies, weakens their 

wills but strengthens their bones. 
He always keeps them innocent of knowledge and free from desire, and ensures that the clever never 

dare to act. 
Do that which consists in taking no action, and order will prevail. 
• 



[03c04t] R. L. Wing 
Do not exalt the very gifted, And people will not contend. 
Do not treasure goods that are hard to get, And people will not become thieves. 
Do not focus on desires, And people's minds will not be confused. 
Therefore, Evolved Individuals lead others by Opening their minds, 
Reinforcing their centers, Relaxing their desires, Strengthening their characters. 
Let the people always act without strategy or desire; 
Let the clever not venture to act. 
Act without action, And nothing is without order. 
• 
[03c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Refrain from exalting capable men, so that the people shall not compete. 
Refrain from valuing rare goods, so that the people shall not steal. 
Refrain from displaying anything which arouses desires, so that the people's hearts will not be 

disturbed. 
Therefore the government of (under Heaven) the sage lies in: 
Simplifying the people's minds, 
Filling their bellies, 
Weakening their ambitions, 



Strengthening their bones, 
And always keeping the people innocent of knowledge and desires. 
(Thus) anyone who thinks himself clever is afraid of meddling. 
By handling affairs on the principle of nonaction everyone will do well. 
• 
[03c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Not exalting the gifted prevents quarreling. 
Not collecting treasures prevents stealing. 
Not seeing desirable things prevents confusion of the heart. 
The wise therefore rule by emptying hearts and stuffing bellies, 
by weakening ambitions and strengthening bones. 
If people lack knowledge and desire, then intellectuals will not try to interfere. 
If nothing is done, then all will be well. 
• 
[03c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The wise ruler treats able men the same as he would treat others. 
In so doing he avoids strife. 
He plays down precious goods. 
In so doing he discourages the emergence of thieves. 



He makes an effort to stem the emergence of objects of desire. 
In so doing he ensures that his citizens' minds will not be thrown into disarray. 
Thus the Sage's governance satisfies the real needs of people, 
while emptying their minds of desires; 
Builds up the inner strengths (bones) of people 
while weakening their vain ambitions. 
He would preserve the natural simplicity of his citizens' minds and reduce their desires. 
In so doing the clever people will learn that their contrivance will not work. 
Because the Sage does nothing but following the law of nature 
nothing will deviate from their natural and orderly places. 
• 
[03c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you do not worship the nobility, there will be no fighting among people. 
If you do not value scarce items, there will be no stealing. 
If you do not show people temptations, their hearts will not be wild. 
Therefore, the great men's ways of governing people were: 
To remove their greed but fill their stomachs, 
To weaken their ambition but strengthen their bodies. 
Always keep them without knowledge and without desires, 



And this prevents those clever manipulators from doing anything. 
• 
[03c09t] Walter Gorn Old, RESTING THE PEOPLE 
Avoiding distinctions of merit among the people prevents jealousy. 
Not setting a value on rare things prevents theft. 
Not seeking the things of sense keeps the mind in peace. 
Thus the Sage governs by ridding the heart of its desires, giving the stomach due satisfaction, by 

resting the muscles and strengthening the bones, by preserving the world from a knowledge of evil and 
hence from its desire, and by making those who have such knowledge afraid to use it. 

He acts by non-action, and by this he governs all. 
• 
[03c10t] James Legge 
Not to value and employ men of superior ability is the way to keep the people from rivalry among 

themselves; 
not to prize articles which are difficult to procure is the way to keep them from becoming thieves; 
not to show them what is likely to excite their desires is the way to keep their minds from disorder. 
Therefore the sage, in the exercise of his government, empties their minds, fills their bellies, weakens 

their wills, and strengthens their bones. 
He constantly (tries to) keep them without knowledge and without desire, and where there are those 



who have knowledge, to keep them from presuming to act (on it). 
When there is this abstinence from action, good order is universal. 
• 
[03c11t] David Hinton 
Never bestow honors and people won't quarrel. 
Never prize rare treasures and people won't steal. 
Never flaunt alluring things and people won't be confused. 
This is how a sage governs. 
Fill bellies and empty minds, 
strengthen bones and weaken ambition, 
always keep the people from knowing and wanting, 
then those who know are those who never presume to act. 
If you're nothing doing what you do all things will be governed well. 
• 
[03c12t] Chichung Huang 
Do not exalt talents 
So that the people will not contend; 
Do not treasure goods hard to come by 
So that the people will not steal; 



Do not parade enviable things 
So that the people will not rebel. 
Hence, when the sage man ruled, 
He emptied their minds, 
Filled their stomachs, 
Weakened their ambitions, 
Strengthened their bones. 
He constantly made the people 
Uncrafty and unlustful, 
And made them know not to be daring. 
He acted not, that is all. 
Thus, the state cannot but become well-ruled. 
• 
[03c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Do not honor (shang) the worthy (hsien), 
So that the people will not contend (cheng) with one another. 
Do not value (kuei) hard-to-get goods, 
So that the people will not turn robbers. 
Do not show objects of desire (k'o yü), 



So that the people's minds (hsin) are not disturbed. 
Therefore, when the sage rules: 
He empties the minds (hsin) of his people, 
Fills their bellies, 
Weakens their wills (chih), 
And strengthens their bones. 
Always he keeps his people in no-knowledge (wu-chih) and no-desire (wu-yü), 
Such that he who knows dares not act. 
Act by no-action (wu-wei), 
Then, nothing is not in order. 
• 
[03c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[A Sage] would not exalt sages [with honor and benefit] for the purpose of preventing sapiens from 

[connivingly] contending [for the title out of vanity]; 
[He] would not promote hard-to-get goods so that people will not [be tempted to] rob and steal; 
[He] would keep sense-appealing objects out of people's sight so that people's hearts (minds) will not 

be confused. 
Accordingly, 
A Sage rules with the following measure: 



Humbling people's heart [to weed out prejudices and conceit from their minds, so that they are 
prepared for the reception of true knowledge]; 

Filling up people's stomachs; 
Weakening people's [selfish and improper] desires; 
Strengthening people's backbones [for the quest of truth]. 
[A Sage] would constantly keep people away from [unaccountable] knowledge and [selfish] desires; 
By doing so, sly and artful people will not dare to muddle through; 
Practicing the principle of non-interference with utmost diligence will bring about orderly and even-

handed management. 
• 
[03c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Do not exalt the talented, and the people cease from rivalry and contention. 
Do not prize goods hard to get, and the people cease from robbing and stealing. 
Do not display what is desirable, and the people's hearts remain undisturbed. 
Therefore, the sage's way of governing is: emptying the mind, filling the belly, weakening the will, 

toughening the bones. 
In this way he will cause the people to remain without knowledge and without desire, and prevent the 

knowing ones from any doing. 
Doing "non-doing", and everything will be in order. 



• 
[03c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Do not glorify the elite, and people will not compete. 
Do not treasure rare things, and people will not steal them. 
Do not let people see things that induce desire, and people will not commit crimes. 
Thus, 
the sage will make people know less, but feed them well; 
make them less ambitious, but physically strong; 
make people less knowledgeable and have less desire. 
This way, even knowledgeable people would not dare to have ambition. 
Do not coerce people, and then they are not difficult to rule. 
• 
[03c17t] Arthur Waley 
If we stop looking for 'persons of superior morality' (hsien) to put in power, there will be no more 

jealousies among the people. 
If we cease to set store by products that are hard to get, there will be no more thieves. 
If the people never see such things as excite desire, their hearts will remain placid and undisturbed. 
Therefore the Sage rules 
By emptying their hearts 



And filling their bellies, 
Weakening their intelligence 
And toughening their sinews 
Ever striving to make the people knowledgeless and desireless. 
Indeed he sees to it that if there be any who have knowledge, they dare not interfere. 
Yet through his actionless activity all things are duly regulated. 
• 
[03c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Do not exalt the worthy [xian], and so keep the common folk from contention. 
Do not value goods hard to get, and so stop the common folk from becoming thieves. 
Do not let them see desirable things, and so spare the hearts/minds of the common folk from disorder. 
Therefore the way the sage governs is to keep their hearts/minds empty and their bellies full. 
He keeps their wills weak and their bones strong. 
He always keeps the common folk free from the capacity for knowing and from feeling desire. 
And prevents the knowledgeable from ever daring to act. 
Because he acts without conscious effort, nothing remains ungoverned. 
• 
[03c19t] Lin Yutang 
ACTION WITHOUT DEEDS 



Exalt not the wise, 
So that the people shall not scheme and contend; 
Prize not rare objects, 
So that the people shall not steal; 
Shut out from sight the things of desire, 
So that the people's hearts shall not be disturbed. 
Therefore in the government of the Sage: 
He keeps empty their hearts, 
Makes full their bellies, 
Discourages their ambitions, 
Strengthens their frames; 
So that the people may be innocent of knowledge and desires, 
And the cunning ones shall not presume to interfere. 
By action without deeds 
May all live in peace. 
• 
[03c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Not exalting men of worth prevents the people from competing; 
Not putting high value on rare goods prevents the people from being bandits; 



Not displaying objects of desire prevents the people from being disorderly. 
For these reasons, 
The sage, in ruling, 
hollows their hearts, 
stuffs their stomachs, 
weakens their wills, 
builds up their bones, 
Always causing the people to be without knowledge and desire. 
He ensures that the knowledgeable dare not be hostile, 
and that is all. 
Thus, 
His rule is universal. 
• 
[03c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Not exalting the talented prevents rivalry. 
Not valuing goods that are hard to obtain prevents stealing. 
Not displaying desirable things prevents confusion of the heart. 
Therefore, 
the True Person governs by 



emptying the heart of desire 
and filling the belly with food, 
weakening ambitions 
and strengthening bones. 
If the people are simple and free from desire, 
then the clever ones never dare to interfere. 
Practice action without striving and all will be in order. 
• 
[03c22t] David H. Li 
Where admiration is not bestowed upon the wise, 
the populace will not compete for recognition. 
Where premium is not placed on rare goods, 
the populace will not engage in robbery. 
Where desirable items are not on display, 
the populace will not be tempted. 
Thus, 
the sage governs by cleansing [the populace's] hearts, 
filling their stomachs, 
taming their will, 



and strengthening their bodies 
- to induce the populace, in time, not to indulge in knowledge nor to cultivate avarice. 
So prepared, those with wisdom dare not offer schemes, and laissez-faire governance follows. 
With that, no affair is beyond governance. 
• 
[03c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
When the learned is not over esteemed, 
There will not be unnecessary competition amongst people. 
When the treasure is not over valued, 
There will not be acts of stealing amongst people. 
When we do not show people things that stir up their wants, 
Their minds will not be disturbed. 
Therefore, the sage governs the people by 
Restoring balance in value and worth, through 
Emptying people's minds and filling their essence, 
Weakening their ambition and strengthening their character, 
Freeing them from knowledge and wants, and 
Keeping the learned from over exercising their authority. 
Act in accordance with the principle of non-action - of eternal balance, 



Then order will arise of itself. 
• 
[03c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
If the exalted are not praised, the humble will not put on airs. 
When rare things are not assigned a value, the thief has no reason to steal them. 
When the desired object is not shown, the heart has no reason to covet it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
By emptying their hearts 
By filling their stomachs 
By weakening their ambition 
By strengthening their bones, 
He prevents them from knowing what evil is and yearning for good, and this also prevents the 

knowledgeable ones from acting according to their knowledge. 
He governs by non-action, 
And therefore, there is nothing that cannot be done. 
Non-quiet and non-order in the world are caused by ambition to attain the unattainable, 
and by plotting to go from the undesired to the desired. 
If people would obey the laws of the world the way the sage does, there would always be balance 

between body and soul, and peace and serenity would abound in the world. 



• 
[03c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If the sage refuses to be proud 
Then people won't compete for his attention; 
If the sage does not buy treasures 
Then the people won't want to steal them; 
If the sage governs with vision 
Then his people will not go wrong. 
So in his wisdom, he restrains himself: 
- by not being greedy for food 
- by not dominating the State 
- by keeping himself healthy and fit. 
The sage always makes sure that the people don't know what he's done, so they never want to be in 

control - and are never driven by ambition. 
He keeps them in truth like this acting invisibly. 
You see, if there is nothing to fight for 
then there is nothing that can break the flow. 
• 
[03c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



Keep the people from contention by disregarding men of abilities; 
Keep the people from theft by not valuing rare goods; 
Keep the people from the disturbed state of mind by concealing what is desirable. 
That is why in governing the people 
The sage simplifies their minds but fills up their stomachs; 
weakens their wills, but strengthens their bones. 
By keeping the people from knowledge and desires, 
He disables wise men from taking any active action. 
Act in accordance with this principle of inaction 
And the world will be kept in order everywhere. 
• 
[03c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Not to value one's own virtues is the way to restrain people from striving for wealth. 
Not to value the precious is the way to restrain people from theft. 
Not to see the desirable is the way to restrain confusion in the mind. 
Therefore the wise way to rule is: 
not to give importance to oneself, 
or try to enrich one's spirit and virtue; 
not to be inordinately proud of one's ability, 



or try to make unceasing efforts to improve oneself. 
Let the people stay free from desire and knowledge in order to avoid the pitfalls that knowledge may 

bring. 
Rule by doing nothing, then everything will be as it should. 
• 
[03c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Worship no sage, 
And people will not struggle for vanity. 
Treasure no rare goods, 
And people will not steal them. 
Dangle no tantalizer, 
And people will not be confused in mind and will. 
Therefore, 
The wise politics fills the stomach rather than the mind, 
Strengthens the bones and muscles rather than the will, 
And enables people to be rather than to desire to be. 
Indeed, it is through doing nothing misleading 
That the greatest political success can be achieved. 
• 



[03c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Acting Without The Intent To Control Fate 
Lao Tze says, 
When I don't promote those men of high character to the position of authority and give them gifts, 

then people will not strive to follow their examples. 
When I don't value those things which are difficult to attain, then people will be kept from becoming 

thieves. 
When I don't let people see things which will excite evil desires, their minds will be kept from 

becoming disordered. 
Therefore, when a sage is in charge of the government, he prefers to humble people's minds, feed their 

stomachs, weaken their ambitions, and make their frames strong. 
He constantly keeps them from knowledge and from desire, and those who have knowledge would not 

presume to act against this rule. 
When practicing acting without the intent to control fate, there is no evil which can't be cured. 
• 
[03c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Not exalting the worthy keeps the people from emulation. 
Not valuing rare things keeps them from theft. 
Not showing what is desirable keeps their hearts from confusion. 



Therefore the Sage rules 
By emptying their hearts, 
Filling their stomachs, 
Weakening their ambitions 
And strengthening their bones. 
He always keeps them from knowing what is evil and desiring what is good; thus he gives the crafty 

ones no chance to act. 
He governs by non-action; consequently there is nothing un-governed. 
• 
[03c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Exalt not the worthy, so that the people will not fight. 
Prize not the rare treasure, so that they will not steal. 
Exhibit not the desirable, so that their hearts will not be distracted. 
Therefore in governing, the Sage 
empties the people's hearts and fills their stomachs, 
weakens their will and strengthens their bones. 
He always keeps them void of knowledge and desire, so that those who know will not dare to act. 
Acting through inaction, he leaves nothing ungoverned. 
• 



[03c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Not promoting the wise and worthy, 
brings it about that the people are not contentious. 
Not prizing goods hard to come by, 
brings it about that the people do not become thieves. 
Not paying attention to the desirable, 
brings it about that the people's minds do not become disordered. 
And so, the government of the Wise Person: 
Empty their minds, fill their bellies, 
weaken their ambitions, strengthen their bones. 
Always bring it about that the people 
are without knowledge and without desires. 
Bring it about that the clever ones 
do not presume to set about doing. 
Do Not Doing, 
and nothing will be left un-governed. 
• 
[03c33t] Cheng Lin 
When talents are not esteemed, men will not strive to excel one another. 



When wealth is not treasured, men will not attempt to rob one another. 
When the objects of sensual satisfaction disappear, men's minds are free from distraction and 

confusion. 
Wherefore the Sage, as regards government, wishes only that it will enable men to be humble at heart, 

well-fed in body, free from sensuous desires, and strong in physique. 
When the people are free of cunning, desires, and artifice, there must be good order. 
• 
[03c34t] Yi Wu 
[The ruler] not exalting talent, the people will not compete; 
[The ruler] not valuing rare goods, the people will not steal; 
[The ruler] not displaying desirable things, the people's hearts will not be disturbed. 
Therefore, the sage's government: 
empties their hearts, 
fills their bellies, 
weakens their wills, 
strengthens their bones. 
He always causes the people to have no knowledge and no desires 
And causes those who are clever to not dare to act. 
Acting by non-action, nothing will not be governed well. 



• 
[03c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Do not venerate the intelligentsia, 
So that people will not rival. 
Do not value rare objects, 
So that people will not steal. 
Do not display any desirable goods, 
So that people will not be tempted. 
Therefore, the sage rules the people by 
Emptying their hearts, filling their stomachs, 
Diminishing their desires and strengthening their bones. 
He constantly makes people devoid of cunning and ambition, 
So much so that even a rabid rabble-rouser among them 
Is not able to stir up any trouble. 
By practising non-action, 
The rule will be peaceful. 
• 
[03c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When the superior are not exalted, envy will not be aroused. 



Then there will be no rivalry or contention among people. 
When wealth is not treasured, desire for possessions will not be stirred up. 
Then people will not be tempted to rob one another. 
By shutting that which is desirable out of sight, the heart will remain undisturbed. 
Then there will be no confusion in the hearts of people. 
The guidance of the Universal One of natural wholeness is therefore: 
Empty your mind. 
Enjoy good health. 
Weaken your ambitions. 
Strengthen your essence. 
When people are free from cunning, desire, and artifice, everything will be well-ordered of its own 

accord. 
• 
[03c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
If no one esteems the best, men will be free from contention. 
If no one values the precious, men will be free from illegal gain. 
If men see nothing to desire, their minds will be free from confusion. 
Therefore, the wise guides men by relaxing their minds and keeping their bellies firm; 
By reducing their wills and letting their physiques become strong. 



He always frees men from the search for knowing and demanding. 
This means that the knower dares not act for the known. 
When action is through non-action, no one is uncultivated. 
• 
[03c38t] Henry Wei 
Peace to the People 
An Min 
Do not exalt the worthy, 
So that the people will not contend. 
Do not treasure hard-to-get objects, 
So that the people will not become thieves. 
Keep what is desirable out of sight, 
So that their heart will not get excited. 
Therefore, in ruling the people the Sage 
Empties their hearts, 
Fills their bellies, 
Weakens their aspirations, 
Strengthens their bones. 
He always makes them guileless and desireless, 



And makes the guileful ones afraid to interfere. 
Practice non-interference, 
And there will never be any misrule. 
• 
[03c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
If you do not exalt the worthy, 
You will keep the people from contention. 
If you do not treasure rare goods, 
You will keep them from stealing. 
If you do not exhibit things that may arouse their desire, 
You will keep their minds in peace. 
Therefore the sage, in governing the people, 
Makes their minds empty, 
Their stomachs full, 
Their ambitions weak, 
Their bones strong. 
• 
[03c40t] Tao Huang 
Do not exalt intelligence and people will not compete; 



Do not value rare goods and people will not steal; 
Do not display for public view and people will not desire. 
So the sage's governing methods are: 
Emptying the mind, 
Vitalizing the stomach, 
Softening the will, 
Strengthening the character. 
This always makes people not know and not desire. 
This always makes the knower dare not act. 
Therefore, nothing is beyond ruling. 
• 
[03c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Promote no exalted persons, thus enabling the people to cease competition. 
Prize no rare goods, thus enabling the people to cease robbery. 
Don't display desirable things. 
Let people's minds be undisturbed. 
A Sage ruler enabled them to be tranquil in their hearts; 
be filled in their stomachs; 
be weakened in their ambitions; 



be strengthened in their will. 
He made them less intelligent and less desirous. 
If intelligent people are made afraid of doing wrong, then no one in the world can not be governed. 
• 
[03c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Do not exalt the worthy, so that the people shall not compete. 
Do not value rare treasures, so that the people shall not steal. 
Do not display objects of desire, so that the people's hearts shall not be disturbed. 
Therefore in the government of the sage, 
He keeps their hearts vacuous, 
Fills their bellies, 
Weakens their ambitions, 
And strengthens their bones. 
He always causes his people to be without knowledge (cunning) or desire, 
And the crafty to be afraid to act. 
By acting without action, all things will be in order. 
• 
[03c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда не возвышают лучших, в народе нет соперничества; 



когда не ценят редкие товары, в народе не бывает воровства; 
когда устраняют все соблазны, сердце народа не находится в смятении. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек при наведении порядка делает сердца людей пустыми, а 

желудки полными, стремления слабыми, а кости крепкими. 
Он неизменно побуждает народ пребывать без знаний и желаний. 
А на знающих влияет так, что они не смеют действовать. 
Когда приводят в действие бездействие, то неизбежно добиваются порядка. 
• 
[03c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Не превозноси мудрых - и люди не будут соперничать. 
Не цени редкие вещи - и не будут красть. 
Не гляди на то, что возбуждает желания, и сердца людей не придут в смятение. 
Поэтому, управляя людьми, мудрец опустошает их сердца и наполняет желудки; 
ослабляет их волю, но усиливает их кости; 
постоянно стремится к тому, чтобы они были незатронуты знаниями и свободны от 

желаний, 
а те, кто освящён мудростью, не помышляли о действии. 
Действуй недеянием - и не будет того, что не управлялось бы тобой. 
• 



[03c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Не почитайте мудрецов, и ссор не будет меж людьми. 
Не цените труднодоступные товары, и люди не пойдут разбойничать и грабить. 
Не устремляйте взор на вожделенное, и не смутится ваше сердце. 
Вот совершенномудрый управляет так: 
опустошает подданных сердца, но наполняет животы им, 
их волю-самочинность ослабляет, взамен их кости укрепляя. 
Всегда стремится он, чтоб у народа не было ни знаний, ни желаний, а знающие чтобы 

действовать не смели. 
Творит недеяние он, но нет на свете ничего, не приведенного им в порядок. 
• 
[03c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Не превозносите достойных (талантливых), чтобы люди не соперничали. 
Не цените трудно добываемого богатства, чтобы люди не становились разбойниками. 
Не показывайте могущее вызвать страсть, чтобы сердца людей не трепетали. 
Вот почему правление совершенномудрого человека состоит в следующем: 
опустошай свое сердце, 
наполняй свой живот, 
ослабляй свою волю, 



укрепляй свои кости. 
Постоянство ведет к тому, что люди не будут иметь знаний, не будут иметь страстей; 
ведет к тому, что мужи мудрствующие не посмеют деять. 
Деяй недеяние, и тогда не будет неуправляемого. 
• 
[03c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Если не почитать мудрецов, то в народе не будет ссор. 
Если не ценить редких предметов, то не будет воров среди народа. 
Если не показывать того, что может вызвать зависть, то не будут волноваться сердца 

народа. 
Поэтому, управляя [страной], совершенномудрый делает сердца [подданных] пустыми, а 

желудки - полными. 
[Его управление] ослабляет их волю и укрепляет их кости. 
Оно постоянно стремится к тому, чтобы у народа не было знаний и страстей, а имеющие 

знания не смели бы действовать. 
Осуществление недеяния всегда приносит спокойствие. 
• 
[03c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Чтобы не было ссор в народе, нужно не уважать мудрецов. 



Чтобы люди не сделались ворами, нужно не придавать никакого значения трудно 
добываемым (ценным) предметам, потому что когда люди не будут иметь тех предметов, 
которые бы прельстили их сердца, они никогда не соблазнятся ими. 

Отсюда, когда святой муж управляет страной, то сердце его пусто, а тело его полно; 
(он) ослабляет желания и укрепляет (свои) кости. 
Он старается, чтобы народ был в невежестве и без страстей. 
Также он старается, чтобы мудрые не смели сделать чего-нибудь. 
Когда все сделаются бездеятельными, то (на земле) будет полное спокойствие. 
• 
[03c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Не возвышайте "достойных" - тогда люди не будут соперничать. 
Не цените редкостные товары - тогда люди не будут разбойничать. 
Не выставляйте напоказ привлекательные вещи - тогда в людских сердцах не будет 

смущения. 
Вот почему премудрый человек, управляя людьми, 
Опустошает их головы 
И наполняет их животы, 
Ослабляет их стремления 
И укрепляет их кости. 



Он всегда делает так, что у людей нет ни знаний, ни желаний, 
А знающие не осмеливаются что-либо предпринять. 
Действуй неделанием - и во всем будет порядок. 
• 
[03c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если не восхвалять умелость, тогда народ не соперничает. 
Если не придавать ценности трудно достающимся товарам, тогда в народе не будет 

воровства. 
Если не смотреть на то, что может вызвать стремление, тогда в сердце-сознании народа 

не будет смуты. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости, упорядочивая - 
Поддерживает состояние пустоты в своем сердце-сознании. 
Поддерживает ощущение полноты в своем животе. 
Делает слабыми свои волеустремления. 
Делает сильными свои кости. 
Постоянство позволяет народу пребывать в отсутствии знания и отсутствии 

стремления. 
Это приводит к тому, что даже знающий не осмеливается осуществлять-действовать. 



Когда осуществляется осуществление отсутствия, тогда отсутствует беспорядок. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Four 
 

[04c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way is empty; 
Yet when you use it, you never need fill it again. 
Like an abyss! It seems to be the ancestor of the ten thousand things. 
It files down sharp edges; 
Unties the tangles; 
Softens the glare; 
And settles the dust. 
Submerged! It seems perhaps to exist. 
We don't know whose child it is; 
It seems to have [even] preceded the Lord. 
• 
[04c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE Tao is like an empty bowl, 
Which in being used can never be filled up. 
Fathomless, it seems to be the origin of all things. 
It blunts all sharp edges, 



It unties all tangles, 
It harmonizes all lights, 
It unites the world into one whole. 
Hidden in the deeps, 
Yet it seems to exist forever. 
I do not know whose child it is; 
It seems to be the common ancestor of all, the father of things. 
• 
[04c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way is empty, yet use will not drain it. 
Deep, it is like the ancestor of the myriad creatures. 
Blunt the sharpness; 
Untangle the knots; 
Soften the glare; 
Let your wheels move only along old ruts. 
Darkly visible, it only seems as if it were there. 
I know not whose son it is. 
It images the forefather of God. 
• 



[04c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao is empty and yet useful; 
Somehow it never fills up. 
So profound! 
It resembles the source of All Things. 
It blunts the sharpness, 
Unties the tangles, 
And harmonizes the brightness. 
It identifies with the ways of the world. 
So deep! 
It resembles a certain existence. 
I do not know whose offspring it is, This Image in front of the source. 
• 
[04c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao is invisible, but its usefulness cannot be exhausted. 
It is so fathomless, like the ancestor of all things. 
It covers its cutting edge, 
It transcends entanglement, 
It contains its light, 



It mixes with its dust. 
It has no form or image, but actually it exists. 
I don't know where it was born of, 
(I only know) it appeared before the Lord. 
• 
[04c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The Tao is an empty vessel; it is used, but never filled. 
Oh, unfathomable source of ten thousand things! 
Blunt the sharpness, 
Untangle the knot, 
Soften the glare, 
Merge with dust. 
Oh, hidden deep but ever present! 
I do not know from whence it comes. 
It is the forefather of the emperors. 
• 
[04c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Way (Dao) is like water that simmers slowly, 
perpetually emitting its energy without boiling over. 



It is like a deep, deep pool in the mountains, 
unfathomable yet could well harbor the origin of all life forms. 
It can blunt sharp angles, 
resolve disputes, 
soften light that otherwise dazzles, 
re-establish concordance where there is discord. 
Unfathomable, who would know its existence? 
Today I know of no child of anyone 
who resembles our ancient forefathers. 
(Who followed the Dao). 
• 
[04c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO looks empty, but it can last forever. 
It is so deep, it can be the ancestor of everything. 
It dulls its sharpness, unties itself from the outside world, 
Dims its brightness, and makes itself like dust. 
It is so elusive, yet seems present. 
I do not know its origin; 
It should exist before the God that people worship. 



• 
[04c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE CAUSELESS 
Tao is without limitation; its depth is the source of whatsoever is. 
It makes sharp things round, it brings order out of chaos, it obscures the brilliant, it is wholly without 

attachment. 
I know not who gave it birth; it is more ancient than God. 
• 
[04c10t] James Legge 
The Tao is (like) the emptiness of a vessel; 
and in our employment of it we must be on our guard against all fulness. 
How deep and unfathomable it is, as if it were the Honoured Ancestor of all things! 
We should blunt our sharp points, and unravel the complications of things; 
we should attemper our brightness, and bring ourselves into agreement with the obscurity of others. 
How pure and still the Tao is, as if it would ever so continue! 
I do not know whose son it is. 
It might appear to have been before God. 
• 
[04c11t] David Hinton 
Way is empty. 



Use it: it never needs filling. 
An abyss so deep 
it seems ancestor to the ten thousand things, 
it blunts edges, loosens tangles, softens glare, mingles dust. 
A clarity so clear it only seems real, 
whose child could it be? 
Apparently it precedes gods and creators. 
• 
[04c12t] Chichung Huang 
The Tao is the empty space of a vessel, 
Yet, when used, 
Never brims over. 
How deep, 
Like the ten thousand things' progenitor! 
It files its sharpness, 
Unravels its entanglements, 
Softens its brightness, 
And mingles with the dust. 
How transparent, 



As if existing! 
I do not know whose son it was; 
Seemed to precede the Emperor. 
• 
[04c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao is a whirling emptiness (ch'ung), 
Yet (erh) in use (yung) is inexhaustible (ying). 
Fathomless (yuan), 
It seems to be the ancestor (tsung) of ten thousand beings. 
It blunts the sharp, 
Unties the entangled, 
Harmonizes the bright, 
Mixes the dust. 
Dark (chan), 
It seems perhaps to exist (ts'un). 
I do not know whose child it is, 
It is an image (hsiang) of what precedes God (Ti). 
• 
[04c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 



Tao [in physical world] is like an empty vessel; 
Yet when comes to making use of it, its usefulness would go on and on as if it will never be exhausted. 
The profundity [of Tao] is as fathomless as an abyss; 
It appears [to me] to be the source of all and every thing and creature [in this world]. 
[Equilibrium is maintained by followers of Tao in the following fashion:] 
It rounds off [hurtful] sharp [edges]; 
It unties the entangled (disputes); 
It tampers the [disturbing blazing] light; 
It coalesces with the earthy. 
[Tao] is so unfathomable [laying beneath the phenomenon] that in all likelihood it exists! 
I do not know whose offspring it is; 
But I know that it existed prior to, as well as surpassed, the [Five] Phenomenon Gods [who were 

worshipped as heavenly governors of changing of seasons]. 
• 
[04c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The Way is like an empty bowl, which is never used up. 
Fathomless, it seems to be the origin of all things. 
It blunts all sharp edges; it unties all tangles; it harmonizes all lights; it unites the worldly dusts. 
Hidden in the deeps, yet it seems to exist forever. 



I do not know whose child it is; it seems to be the common ancestor of all, the father of things. 
• 
[04c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao is abstract, their applicability is inexhaustible. 
Abyss appears to be the origin of everything. 
Deepness appears to be where the intangible exists. 
Smoothening sharp edges; 
Resolving conflicts; 
Harmonizing glares; 
Blending into the earth. 
I do not know from where the theory comes, it appears to come from our late ancestors. 
• 
[04c17t] Arthur Waley 
The Way is like an empty vessel 
That yet may be drawn from 
Without ever needing to be filled. 
It is bottomless; the very progenitor of all things in the world. 
In it all sharpness is blunted, 
All tangles untied, 



All glare tempered, 
All dust smoothed. 
It is like a deep pool that never dries. 
Was it too the child of something else? 
We cannot tell. 
But as a substanceless image it existed before the Ancestor. 
• 
[04c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The vessel of the Dao is empty, so use it but do not try to refill it. 
It is such an abyss, oh, that it appears to be the progenitor of the myriad things. 
It blunts the sharp, cuts away the tangled, merges with the brilliant, and becomes one with the very 

dust. 
Its depth is so deep, oh, that it seems somehow to exist. 
I do not know whose child it could be, for it appears to have been born before the Lord. 
• 
[04c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE CHARACTER OF TAO 
Tao is a hollow vessel, 
And its use is inexhaustible! 



Fathomless! 
Like the fountain head of all things. 
Its sharp edges rounded off, 
Its tangles untied, 
Its light tempered, 
Its turmoil submerged, 
Yet dark like deep water it seems to remain. 
I do not know whose Son it is, 
An image of what existed before God. 
• 
[04c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way is empty, yet never refills with use; 
Bottomless it is, like the forefather of the myriad creatures. 
It files away sharp points, 
unravels tangles, 
diffuses light, 
mingles with the dust. 
Submerged it lies, 
seeming barely to subsist. 



I know not whose child it is, 
only that it resembles the predecessor of God. 
• 
[04c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao is like an empty bowl, 
yet it may be used without ever needing to be filled. 
It is the deep and unfathomable source of the ten thousand things. 
Blunt the sharpness. 
Untie the knot. 
Soften the glare. 
Settle with the dust. 
It is hidden deep yet ever present. 
I do not know whose child it is. 
It existed before the common ancestor. 
• 
[04c22t] David H. Li 
Direction is the hollow. 
Regardless of use, it is inexhaustible. 
So unfathomable, as if the source of all matters. 



So deep, as if it exists. 
I do not know whose offspring Direction is; 
it precedes kings. 
• 
[04c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Empty of all doctrines, 
The Tao is wisdom eternally inexhaustible. 
Fathomless for the mere intellect, 
The Tao is the law wherewith all things come into being. 
It blunts the edges of the intellect, 
Untangles the knots of the mind, 
Softens the glare of thinking, 
And settles the dust of thought. 
Transparent yet invisible, 
The Tao exists like deep pellucid water. 
Its origin is unknown, 
For it existed before Heaven and Earth. 
• 
[04c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 



The Tao, if you examine it, will always be empty and will never be full. 
In its infinite emptiness lies the source of all things, 
It will remain in its depths forever. 
I don't know whose seed it is, 
But it looks like the predecessor of the universe itself. 
• 
[04c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao pours out everything into life - 
it is a cornucopia that never runs dry. 
It is the deep source of everything - 
it is nothing, and yet in everything. 
It smooths round sharpness and untangles the knots. 
It glows like the lamp that draws the moth ... 
Tao exists, Tao is 
but where It came from I do not know. 
It has been shaping things from before the First Being, 
from the before the Beginning of Time. 
• 
[04c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



The Tao is invisibly empty, 
But its use is extremely plentiful. 
It is profound like the originator of all things. 
It shows no sharpness, 
stays away from entanglements, 
glows with veiled radiance, 
mingles with dust. 
It is formless and invisible, but indeed exists. 
I do not know where it comes, 
It seems to have appeared before the existence of God. 
• 
[04c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao is based on harmony between emptiness and abundance. 
It is the deep source of the myriad creatures. 
It softens their sharpness. 
It releases their confusion. 
It lessens their lustre. 
It merges with their dust. 
The Tao is so clear and so transparent that it is nearly invisible, nearly formless; 



no one can know its origin, 
for it came before all creation. 
• 
[04c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The Way is open for endless use 
And will never fill up. 
Like an endless valley 
It blunts the sharpness, 
Dissolves the currents, 
Softens the intense light, 
Assimilates all substances. 
Is it being or non-being? 
I don't know which son takes after which father. 
• 
[04c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Character Of The Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao in the void state works on everything. 
It guards against fullness. 



Its depth is unfathomable, as if it were the honored ancestor of all things. 
It blunts the sharp points, sets in order the tangles, tempers the light, and agrees with the obscurity of 

others. 
How pure and still the Tao is, as if it would ever stand. 
I do not know its origin, and it seems to have existed before the coming of all gods. 
• 
[04c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Tao, when put in use for its hollowness, is not likely to be filled. 
In its profundity it seems to be the origin of all things. 
In its depth it seems ever to remain. 
I do not know whose offspring it is; 
But it looks like the predecessor of Nature. 
• 
[04c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao is empty, used yet never filled. 
It is deep, like the forefather of all things. 
It dulls sharpness, and sorts tangles, 
Blends with the light, becoming one with the dust. 
So serene, as if it hardly existed. 



I do not know whose son it is. 
It seems to have preceded God. 
• 
[04c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao being Empty, 
it seems one who uses it will lack solidity. 
An abyss, 
it seems something like the ancestor of the thousands of things. 
It dampens the passion, 
it unties the tangles, 
it makes the flashing things harmonious, 
it makes the dust merge together. 
Deep, 
it is perhaps like an enduring something. 
I don't know of anything whose offspring it might be - 
it appears to precede God. 
• 
[04c33t] Cheng Lin 
Truth may appear hollow, but its usefulness is inexhaustible. 



It is so profound that it comprehends all things. 
It is so vague that its very existence may seem doubtful. 
I do not know its origin, but I believe that its existence preceded that of the gods. 
• 
[04c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way appears empty; 
in use, it may not overflow. 
Fathomless, it seems to be the ancestor of all things. 
It blunts its own sharpness, 
unties its own tangles, 
tempers its own brightness, 
unites itself with dust. 
Deep but clear, it seems to exist and not to exist. 
I do not know whose son it is. 
It symbolizes that which precedes the Creator. 
• 
[04c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao is akin to an empty vessel. 
It is inexhaustible, as if the vessel can never be filled completely. 



So deep and unfathomable, 
It must be from where all things come forth. 
Dao blunts its own sharpness, 
Simplifies its own complexity, 
Attenuates its own brilliance, 
And mingles with the dirt. 
Vast and profound, it appears that it could go on forever. 
I do not know whose progeny it is. 
It was there before the existence of the creator. 
• 
[04c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle Way of the universe appears to lack strength, 
yet its power is inexhaustible. 
Fathomless, it could be the origin of all things. 
It has no sharpness, 
yet it rounds off all sharp edges. 
It has no form, 
yet it unties all tangles. 
It has no glare, 



yet it merges all lights. 
It harmonizes all things and unites them as one integral whole. 
It seems so obscure, 
yet it is the Ultimate Clarity. 
Whose offspring it is can never be known. 
It is that which existed before any divinity. 
• 
[04c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Tao functions through its nothingness. 
And can not be conceived of as full of things. 
Profound indeed, it is the model of all things. 
Dulling its sharpness, 
Releasing its entanglements, 
Tempering its light, and 
Unifying with the earth, 
Clearly, indeed, it remains. 
I do not know who created it, 
But it is likely that it existed prior to God. 
• 



[04c38t] Henry Wei 
Source Non-Existent 
Wu Yuan 
Tao is hollow, yet its utility 
Seems unlikely to reach the limit. 
Profound indeed it is; 
It seems to be the fount of all things. 
It blunts the sharp; 
It unravels the tangled; 
It harmonizes with the light; 
It mingles with the dust. 
Calm like a deep pool it seems to remain. 
I do not know whose son it is. 
It apparently antecedes the Creator. 
• 
[04c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tao is empty, 
You may use it but never fill it. 
Fathomless, it is like the progenitor of the ten thousand things. 



[It] blunts the sharpness, 
Unravels the tangles, 
Softens the brilliance, 
Identifies with the dust. 
Deep and still, it seems as though existing forever. 
I don't know whose son it is. 
It bears the image of God's forefather. 
• 
[04c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao functions in empty harmony. 
When used, it remains full. 
For sure, this source is the very ancestor of the myriad things. 
Blunting the sharp edges, 
Unraveling the tangles, 
Husbanding into the light, 
Being as ordinary as the dust. 
Ah! Limpid, it seems to exist forever. 
I do not know whose son it is, 
This who is exceeding the Heavenly Emperor. 



• 
[04c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Dao is charged to produce these gases into orderly use. 
The eternal capacity will never overflow. 
Profoundly! 
It is the ancestor of All Things! 
It blunts all sharpness; 
it settles all disputes; 
it harmonizes all lights and it unites all lands. 
The clear mind will be constantly receptive. 
We do not know whose descent it is. 
It existed before all phenomena and all lives. 
• 
[04c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Tao is empty (like a bowl). 
It may be used but its capacity is never exhausted. 
It is bottomless, perhaps the ancestor of all things. 
It blunts its sharpness. 
It unties its tangles. 



It softens its light. 
It becomes one with the dusty world. 
Deep and still, it appears to exist forever. 
I do not know whose son it is. 
It seems to have existed before the Lord. 
• 
[04c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао совершенно пусто, но при пользовании им его, пожалуй, не наполнить. 
Как оно глубоко! 
Это прародитель десяти тысяч вещей. 
Оно притупляет свою остроту, 
смиряет всю свою запутанность, 
смягчает силу своего сияния, 
делает единой свою пыль. 
И как же оно скрытно! 
Но существует, кажется, на самом деле. 
Я не знаю, чье оно дитя. 
Похоже, что предшествует Владыке. 
• 



[04c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао пустотно, но использованием не исчерпать его. 
Глубочайшее! Оно подобно предку мириад существ. 
Притупи лезвие, развяжи узлы, пригаси блеск, уподобь его пылинке. 
Отсутствующее! Лишь кажущееся присутствующим здесь. 
Мне не постичь, чьим сыном оно является. 
Но кажется предком Владыки. 
• 
[04c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Путь-Дао пуст, но при использовании неисчерпаем. 
О как глубок он, словно предок всех существ! 
Скрой остроту свою и развяжи узлы, умерь свой свет и уподобься пыли. 
О! Тонет он в пучинах бытия и как бы существует в них и ныне! 
Не знаю я, чье он дитя, но он предшествует Небесному Владыке. 
• 
[04c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао пусто, и кто бы ни старался [наполнить] его, не наполнит. 
О бездна-пучина, подобная Пращуру мириад вещей! 
Стихает ее стремительность, 



слабеют ее путы, 
умеряется ее свечение, 
осаждается ее пыль. 
И тогда вот он, чистейший! 
Подобие будущего существования! 
Я не ведаю, чей это сын. 
Видимо, родоначальник Первопредков. 
• 
[04c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао пусто, но в применении неисчерпаемо. 
О глубочайшее! 
Оно кажется праотцем всех вещей. 
Если притупить его проницательность, 
освободить его от хаотичности, 
умерить его блеск, 
уподобить его пылинке, 
то оно будет казаться ясно существующим. 
Я не знаю, чье оно порождение, [я лишь знаю, что] оно предшествует небесному владыке. 
• 



[04c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тао пусто, но когда его употребляют, то, кажется, оно неистощимо. 
О, какая глубина! Оно начало всех вещей. 
Оно притупляет свое острие, развязывает узлы, смягчает блеск и, наконец, соединяет 

между собою мельчайшие частицы. 
О, как чисто! 
Оно существует предвечно, но я не знаю, чей оно сын и предшествовало ли первому царю. 
• 
[04c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь - все вмещающая в себя пустота, 
Пользуйся ею - и она как будто не переполняется. 
О, бездна! Предок десяти тысяч вещей! 
Тупит свои острые края, 
Развязывает свои узлы, 
Смиряет свое свечение, 
Уподобляется своему праху. 
Неуловимое! Оно как будто существует вечно. 
Я не ведаю, чье оно дитя. 
Кажется, оно предшествует Верховному Владыке! 



• 
[04c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В срединной пульсации происходит функционирование Пути. 
Невозможно, чтобы случилось заполнение. 
В бездонности своей он - будто бы прародитель мириад сущностей. 
Затупляет их остроту. 
Разрубает их путы. 
Смягчает их сияние. 
Объединяет их прах. 
В прозрачности своей он - будто бы возможность существования. 
Сущность моя не знает, чье это порождение. 
Предшествует первопредку всех образов. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Five 
 

[05c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Heaven and Earth are not humane; 
They regard the ten thousand things as straw dogs. 
The Sage is not humane; 
He regards the common people as straw dogs. 
The space between Heaven and Earth - is it not like a bellows? 
It is empty and yet not depleted; 
Move it and more [always] comes out. 
Much learning means frequent exhaustion. 
That's not so good as holding on to the mean. 
• 
[05c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HEAVEN-and-Earth is not sentimental; 
It treats all things as straw-dogs. 
The Sage is not sentimental; 
He treats all his people as straw-dogs. 
Between Heaven and Earth, 



There seems to be a Bellows: 
It is empty, and yet it is inexhaustible; 
The more it works, the more comes out of it. 
No amount of words can fathom it: 
Better look for it within you. 
• 
[05c03t] D. C. Lau 
Heaven and earth are ruthless, and treat the myriad creatures as straw dogs; 
the sage is ruthless, and treats the people as straw dogs. 
Is not the space between heaven and earth like a bellows? 
It is empty without being exhausted: 
The more it works the more comes out. 
Much speech leads inevitably to silence. 
Better to hold fast to the void. 
• 
[05c04t] R. L. Wing 
Heaven and Earth are impartial; 
They regard All Things as straw dogs. 
Evolved Individuals are impartial; 



They regard all people as straw dogs. 
Between Heaven and Earth, 
The space is like a bellows. 
The shape changes, 
But not the form. 
The more it moves, 
The more it produces. 
Too much talk will exhaust itself. 
It is better to remain centered. 
• 
[05c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Heaven and Earth cannot be called benevolent letting all things emerge or perish of themselves. 
The sage cannot be called benevolent letting all people live or die by themselves. 
Isn't between Heaven and Earth like a bellows? 
While vacuous, it is not inexhaustible; 
The more it is drawn off, the more air it sends forth. 
Much talk is doomed to a dead end, 
It is better to keep to moderation. 
• 



[05c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Heaven and earth are ruthless; 
They see the ten thousand things as dummies. 
The wise are ruthless; 
They see the people as dummies. 
The space between heaven and earth is like a bellows. 
The shape changes but not the form; 
The more it moves, the more it yields. 
More words count less. 
Hold fast to the center. 
• 
[05c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Heaven and earth are unkind. 
They treat everything like the straw dogs used in sacrifice. 
The Sages too are unkind. 
In their eyes everyone is no different from a straw dog. 
Within the bounds of Heaven and Earth, 
There is plenty of space, 
Much like there is space within a bellows. 



Hollow but unyielding is this space. 
The more you work on it, 
The more air comes out. 
Words are superfluous and soon reach their limits. 
It is far better to adhere to impartiality and the middle way. 
• 
[05c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Nature is not charitable; it neglects everything like a used grass-dog after sacrifice. 
Great men were not charitable; they neglected people like a used grass-dog after sacrifice. 
Between heaven and earth, is it not like a pair of bellows? 
Empty, but always able to produce wind; the more you push, the more wind comes out. 
Talking too much will lead to embarrassment: be like the bellows and keep the wind inside. 
• 
[05c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VALUE OF NOTHING 
Neither Heaven nor Earth has any predilections; they regard all persons and things as sacrificial 

images. 
The wise man knows no distinctions; he beholds all men as things made for holy uses. 
The celestial space is like unto bellows - though containing nothing that is solid, it does not at any 

time collapse; and the more it is set in motion, the more does it produce. 



The inflated man, however, is soon exhausted. 
Than self-restraint there is nothing better. 
• 
[05c10t] James Legge 
Heaven and earth do not act from (the impulse of) any wish to be benevolent; 
they deal with all things as the dogs of grass are dealt with. 
The sages do not act from (any wish to be) benevolent; 
they deal with the people as the dogs of grass are dealt with. 
May not the space between heaven and earth be compared to a bellows? 
'Tis emptied, yet it loses not its power; 
'Tis moved again, and sends forth air the more. 
Much speech to swift exhaustion lead we see; 
Your inner being guard, and keep it free. 
• 
[05c11t] David Hinton 
Heaven and earth are Inhumane: 
they use the ten thousand things like straw dogs. 
And the sage too is Inhumane: 
he uses the hundred-fold people like straw dogs. 



Is all heaven and earth 
really so much like a bellows-chamber? 
It's empty but never contracts, 
just keeps bringing forth more and more. 
Words go on failing and failing, nothing like abiding in its midst. 
• 
[05c12t] Chichung Huang 
Heaven and earth are unfeeling, 
Treating the ten thousand things like straw and dogs; 
The sage man was unfeeling, 
Treating the hundred family names like straw and dogs. 
The space between heaven and earth - 
Is it not like a bellows? 
Empty yet inexhaustible. 
The more it operates, the more it emits. 
Much learning brings a quick end. 
Better adhere to the middle. 
• 
[05c13t] Ellen M. Chen 



Heaven and earth are not humane (jen), 
They treat the ten thousand beings as straw dogs (ch'u kou). 
The sage is not humane (jen), 
He treats the hundred families as straw dogs (ch'u kou). 
Between heaven and earth, 
How like a bellows (t'o yo) it is! 
Empty and yet inexhaustible, 
Moving and yet it pours out ever more. 
By many words one's reckoning (shu) is exhausted. 
It is better to abide by the center (shou chung). 
• 
[05c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Heaven-and-Earth are not compassionate; 
They created and destroyed myriad things and creatures [indiscriminately], in the same manner 

people made straw-dogs but routinely destroy them for ritual sacrifices [because they had no feeling 
attached to their destruction]; 

Most of [so-called] sages (sapients) are not compassionate either; 
They, too, treated people [without any feeling] as though they were [as cheap as] ritually disposable 

straw-dogs. 



[The working of Tao] between Heaven and Earth is similar to the activities within a bellows. 
A bellows is empty inside, yet a stream of forceful and inexhaustible air can be generated from within 

[the void]; 
The more frequently the piston rod is worked up, the more forceful the stream of air is blown out 

[from the empty tube]. 
Verbosity exhausts a person of his resources; 
It is better to keep quiet and collect oneself and concentrate on individual self's inward serenity. 
• 
[05c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Heaven and Earth are not sentimental; they treat all things as straw-dogs. 
The sage is not sentimental; he treats all his people as straw-dogs. 
Between Heaven and Earth, there seems to be a bellows: it is empty, and yet it is inexhaustible; the 

more it works, the more it produces. 
No amount of words can fathom it: Better look for it in the middle. 
• 
[05c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Heaven and earth have no bias; they treat everything as if they are the straw dogs used in ritual; 
Rulers have no biases; they treat citizens as if they are the straw dogs. 
The world is like the bellows. 



When it is static, its ability to blow is not lost. 
When it is moving, it generates more and more wind. 
To go extreme is not as good as to stay normal. 
• 
[05c17t] Arthur Waley 
Heaven and Earth are ruthless; 
To them the Ten Thousand Things are but as straw dogs. 
The Sage too is ruthless; 
To him the people are but as straw dogs. 
Yet Heaven and Earth and all that lies between 
Is like a bellows 
In that it is empty, but gives a supply that never fails. 
Work it, and more comes out. 
Whereas the force of words is soon spent. 
Far better is it to keep what is in the heart. 
• 
[05c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Heaven and Earth are not benevolent and treat the myriad things as straw dogs 
The sage is not benevolent and treats the common folk as straw dogs. 



The space between Heaven and Earth, is it not just like a bellows or a mouth organ! 
Empty, it can never be used up. 
Active, it produces all the more. 
Many words lead to quick exhaustion; better to maintain emptiness within. 
• 
[05c19t] Lin Yutang 
NATURE 
Nature is unkind: 
It treats the creation like sacrificial straw-dogs. 
The Sage is unkind: 
He treats the people like sacrificial straw-dogs. 
How the universe is like a bellows! 
Empty, yet it gives a supply that never fails; 
The more it is worked, the more it brings forth. 
By many words is wit exhausted. 
Rather, therefore, hold to the core. 
• 
[05c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Heaven and earth are inhumane; 



they view the myriad creatures as straw dogs. 
The sage is inhumane; 
he views the common people as straw dogs. 
The space between heaven and earth, how like a bellows it is! 
Empty but never exhausted, 
The more it pumps, the more comes out. 
Hearing too much leads to utter exhaustion; 
Better to remain in the center. 
• 
[05c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Heaven and earth are not moved by offerings of straw-dogs. 
The True Person is not moved by offerings of straw-dogs. 
The space between heaven and earth is like a bellows. 
It is empty and yet never exhausted. 
The more it works the more comes out. 
Many words lead to exhaustion. 
Better to hold fast to your center. 
• 
[05c22t] David H. Li 



The universe is ignoble; it regards myriad matters as straw dogs. 
The sage is ignoble; he/she regards the gentry as straw dogs. 
Is the universe not a wind tunnel? 
Inexhaustible at rest; dynamic at its fiercest. 
More rules yield faster demise. 
Laissez-faire is a better device. 
• 
[05c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Kosmos is not humane; 
Impartially, it treats all things as transitory. 
The sage is not humane; 
Impartially, he treats all people as transitory. 
Manifesting the Tao Eternal, 
The kosmic space is like a bellows. 
Empty, yet inexhaustible, 
The more one activates it, the more it generates. 
Being full, too many words lead one nowhere; 
Impartially, keep to the silent core of emptiness. 
• 



[05c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Heaven and earth do not own all things, 
For them, things are like straw dogs. 
The sage does not own his words, 
For him, all people are like straw dogs. 
The hollow space that lies between heaven and earth is like the blacksmith's bellows. 
Hollow in appearance, nothing is lacking, 
And if it moves, a lot of what is in it moves. 
The person who speaks a lot will be exhausted. 
It would be better for him to keep his words to himself. 
• 
[05c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Heaven and earth are not like humans. 
The Tao does not act like a human. 
They don't expect to be thanked for making life, 
so they view it without expectation. 
Heaven and earth are like a pair of bellows: 
they are empty, and yet they can never be exhausted. 
Work them, and they produce more and more 



- there's too much talking, it's really better to stay quiet. 
There are too many laws, when all you have to do is to hold on to the centre. 
• 
[05c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Heaven and earth are not merciful, 
They treat all things as straw dogs; 
The sage is not merciful, 
He treats the people as straw dogs. 
Does not the space between heaven and earth form like a bellows? 
It is empty but (the air in it) can never be exhausted; 
The more air it expels, the more comes out. 
That is why too many government decrees only result in more failures. 
It is better, therefore, to hold fast to moderation and the void. 
• 
[05c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Heaven and Earth treat all creatures as they treat a straw dog: 
with great kindness. 
The sage treats the people as he treats a straw dog: 
with great kindness. 



Between Heaven and Earth there is a big void; 
it is like a bag without a seam, 
it is like the hole in a bamboo flute. 
This void cannot be overpowered: 
the more it moves, the more it yields. 
Many words lead to less understanding, therefore it is best to guard the void. 
• 
[05c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The universe benefits none 
And takes every being for a straw dog. 
The wise king benefits none 
And takes all people for nothing dearer. 
Should we say that 
It is just like bellows between Heaven and Earth? 
It is empty but well propped up, 
And any stir in it will cause spilling. 
After all moralization and calculation, 
It is a better strategy to keep that bellows empty. 
• 



[05c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Heaven And The Earth Are Not Benevolent 
Lao Tze says, 
When Heaven and Earth proceed their works, they do not consider benevolence, 
they regard all things as straw-made dogs. 
When the sage proceeds his work, he does not consider benevolence, 
he regards all people as straw-made dogs. 
Between Heaven and Earth, space functions like a blacksmith's bellow. 
It is void, but is not out of function. 
Once it is set in motion, a continuous stream of production will issue from it. 
And the people who like to talk face the same consequence; 
the more they talk, the more shortage others will know. 
There is no better way than to model after the Tao, and keep oneself in the void state also. 
• 
[05c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Heaven and earth do not own their benevolence; 
To them all things are straw-dogs. 
The Sage does not own his benevolence; 
To him the people are straw-dogs. 



The space between heaven and earth is like a (blacksmith's) bellows. 
Hollow as it seems, nothing is lacking. 
If it is moved, more will it bring forth. 
He who talks more is sooner exhausted. 
It is better to keep what is within himself. 
• 
[05c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Without kindness heaven and earth treat all things as straw dogs. 
Without kindness the Sage treats the people as straw dogs. 
The space between heaven and earth is a vacuum like a bellows, 
Emptied, but inexhaustible. 
The more it moves, the more it yields. 
Too much talk often brings exhaustion. 
Is it not better to keep to the middle path? 
• 
[05c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Heaven and Earth are not Good, they treat the thousands of things like straw dogs. 
The Wise Person is not Good, he treats the hundred clans like straw dogs." 
The space between heaven and earth 



isn't it like a bellows? 
Empty, but not shrivelled up, 
set it in motion and always more comes out. 
Much talking, quickly exhausted. 
It can't compare to watching over what is inside. 
• 
[05c33t] Cheng Lin 
The universe is a-moral, and it regards all things as mere straw-dogs. 
The Sage is a-moral, and he regards all men as mere straw-dogs. 
The whole universe may be compared to a bellows. 
It is hollow, but not empty. 
It is moving and renewing without cease. 
The more volubly one talks, the quicker will come his exhaustion. 
It is best to abide by the old traditions. 
• 
[05c34t] Yi Wu 
Heaven and Earth have no humanity; 
They regard all things as straw-dogs. 
The sage has no humanity; 



He regards the people as straw-dogs. 
Between Heaven and Earth, it is like a bellows or a flute! 
Empty, but not exhausted; 
With movement, more comes out. 
Too much talk always exhausts; 
It is better to keep to the inside. 
• 
[05c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Nature is impartial; 
It treats everything like sacrificial straw dogs. 
The sage is also indifferent; 
He regards everyone as sacrificial straw dogs. 
The universe is just like a bellows. 
Though empty and intangible, it is never spent. 
The more you use it, the more briskly it carries on. 
But to argue excessively will definitely come to a dead end. 
It is best to maintain the central core of human nature. 
• 
[05c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 



The subtle virtue of the universe is wholeness. 
It regards all things as equal. 
The virtue of the sage is wholeness. 
He too regards all things as equal. 
The universe may be compared to a bellows. 
It is empty, yet it never fails to generate its products. 
The more it moves, the more it brings forth. 
Many words lead one nowhere. 
Many pursuits in different directions bring only exhaustion. 
Rather, embrace the subtle essence within. 
• 
[05c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Heaven and earth are not benevolent: 
They treat ten thousand things indifferently. 
The wise is not benevolent: 
He treats men indifferently. 
The entire universe is basically void, like a bellows: 
When it is in non-action, it does not lack anything; 
When it is in action, it is even more productive. 



Debating with words leads to limitations. 
Therefore, nothing is better than to remain in the state before things are stirred. 
• 
[05c38t] Henry Wei 
The Utility of Hollowness 
Hsu Yung 
Heaven and Earth are not kindly; 
They equate the ten thousand things with straw dogs. 
The Sage is not kindly; 
He equates the people with straw dogs. 
The space between Heaven and Earth, 
Is it not like a bellows? 
It is hollow, yet it never fails to supply. 
The more it is worked, the more it gives forth. 
Much talk often leads to exhaustion. 
Better concentrate on the center. 
• 
[05c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Heaven and Earth are not humane: 



They treat the ten thousand things as straw dogs. 
The sage is not humane: 
He treats the people as straw dogs. 
The space between Heaven and Earth - 
Is it not as though it were a bellows? 
It is empty, yet inexhaustible. 
Ever active, it gives off more and more. 
Much talk inevitably leads to predicament. 
It is better to hold on to the void. 
• 
[05c40t] Tao Huang 
Nature has no benevolence, 
It treats all things like strawdogs; 
The sage has no benevolence, 
He treats his people like strawdogs. 
Between heaven and earth it seems like a bellows: 
Empty, yet inexhaustible, 
The stronger it is activated, the greater the output. 
Being overly informed leads to exhaustion, 



Better to be centered. 
• 
[05c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Heaven and earth are not benevolent because they make All Things sacrificial victims. 
Sage rulers were not benevolent because they punished the people as sacrificial victims. 
Between the heavens and the earth there is nothing but an empty space! 
It may be compared to a bellow or pocket of vast capacity. 
Humbly modest but not submissive. 
The more it moves, changes, the more nearly perfect it becomes. 
Excess means Extreme. 
It is better to hold fast to perfection. 
• 
[05c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Heaven and Earth are not humane. 
They regard all things as straw dogs. 
The sage is not humane. 
He regards all people as straw dogs. 
How Heaven and Earth are like a bellows! 
While vacuous, it is never exhausted. 



When active, it produces even more. 
Much talk will of course come to a dead end. 
It is better to keep to the center. 
• 
[05c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Небо и Земля не человечны. 
Они видят в десяти тысячах вещей лишь соломенных собак; 
Премудрый человек не человечен, он видит в ста фамилиях лишь соломенных собак. 
Промежуток между Небом и Землей - это как кузнечные мехи: 
они пусты, но не иссякают, а движутся и все больше производят. 
Многоречивость для числа - тупик, лучше придерживаться середины. 
• 
[05c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Небо и Земля не гуманны и относятся к мириадам существ, как к соломенным собачкам. 
Мудрый человек не гуманен и относится к людям, как к соломенным собачкам. 
Не подобно ли пространство между Небом и Землёй [кузнечным] мехам? 
Будучи пустотным, оно неисчерпаемо. 
Чем больше оно движется, тем больше ему прибавляется. 
Произносящий бесчисленное множество речей не сравним со сберегающим это в себе. 



• 
[05c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Не милосердны Небо и Земля, 
и сущее для них - соломенное чучело собаки. 
Не милосерден и мудрец совершенный, 
и для него все люди - соломенное чучело собаки. 
Пространство между Небом и Землей, пожалуй, как кузнечные меха: 
оно пустеет, но не знает искривленья, и чем сильнее в нем движенье, тем более вовне 

выходит ветра. 
В тупик многословье ведет. 
Не лучше ли тот, кто всегда середину блюдет? 
• 
[05c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Небо и Земля не соотносятся через Жэнь (Человеколюбие), 
и потому мириады вещей живут как трава и собаки. 
Совершенномудрые люди не соотносятся через Жэнь (Человеколюбие), 
и потому все роды человеческие живут как трава и собаки. 
(Вариант перевода: Небо и Земля не проявляют Жэнь, 
ибо все вещи превратятся в "соломенное чучело". 



Совершенномудрые люди не проявляют Жэнь, 
ибо все роды человеческие превратятся в "соломенное чучело"). 
Пространство между Небом и Землей, не подобно ли оно кузнечному меху? 
[Оно] пусто и не складывается, а сжимается и выдыхает. 
Много слов - все напраслина, не лучше ли держаться середины? 
• 
[05c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Небо и земля не обладают человеколюбием и предоставляют всем существам возможность 

жить собственной жизнью. 
Совершенномудрый не обладает человеколюбием и предоставляет народу возможность 

жить собственной жизнью. 
Разве пространство между небом и землей не похоже на кузнечный мех? 
Чем больше [в нем] пустоты, тем дольше [он] действует, 
чем сильнее [в нем] движение, тем больше [из него] выходит [ветер]. 
Тот, кто много говорит, часто терпит неудачу, 
поэтому лучше соблюдать меру. 
• 
[05c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Небо и земля не суть любвеобильные существа. 



Они поступают со всеми вещами, как с соломенною собакой. 
Святой муж не любвеобилен: он поступает с земледельцами, как с соломенной собакой. 
Все находящееся между небом и землей похоже на кузнечный мех. 
Он (кузнечный мех) пуст, но неистощим: чем чаще надувается, тем больше выпускает 

воздух. 
Кто много говорит, тот часто терпит неудачу; 
поэтому лучше всего соблюдать средину. 
• 
[05c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Небо и Земля не обладают человечностью, 
Для них вся тьма вещей - что соломенные собаки. 
Премудрый человек не обладает человечностью, 
Для него все люди - что соломенные собаки. 
Пространство между Небом и Землей 
Подобно кузнечным мехам: 
Пустое - а нельзя его устранить, 
Надави на него - и из него выйдет еще больше. 
Кто копит знания, тот скоро утомится, 
Так не лучше ли держаться срединности? 



• 
[05c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Небо-Земля не вступают в контакт. 
Из мириад сущностей они делают соломенную собаку. 
Человек мудрости не вступает в контакт. 
Из ста родов он делает соломенную собаку. 
Пространство Неба-Земли можно уподобить кузнечным мехам. 
При опустошении не истощаются. 
Приводишь в движение, а выходит еще больше. 
Избыточность в речах истощает возможности чисел. 
Лучше всего удерживать срединность. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Six 
 

[06c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The valley spirit never dies; 
We call it the mysterious female. 
The gates of the mysterious female - 
These we call the roots of Heaven and Earth. 
Subtle yet everlasting! It seems to exist. 
In being used, it is not exhausted. 
• 
[06c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE Spirit of the Fountain dies not. 
It is called the Mysterious Feminine. 
The Doorway of the Mysterious Feminine 
Is called the Root of Heaven-and-Earth. 
Lingering like gossamer, it has only a hint of existence; 
And yet when you draw upon it, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c03t] D. C. Lau 



The spirit of the valley never dies. 
This is called the mysterious female. 
The gateway of the mysterious female 
Is called the root of heaven and earth. 
Dimly visible, it seems as if it were there, 
Yet use will never drain it. 
• 
[06c04t] R. L. Wing 
The mystery of the valley is immortal; 
It is known as the Subtle Female. 
The gateway of the Subtle Female 
Is the source of Heaven and Earth. 
Everlasting, endless, it appears to exist. 
Its usefulness comes with no effort. 
• 
[06c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The spirit of the valley is an immortal being, 
It is called the subtle and profound female. 
The gate of the subtle and profound female is the root of Heaven and Earth. 



It exists formlessly, But its utility is never worn out. 
• 
[06c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The valley spirit never dies; 
It is the woman, primal mother. 
Her gateway is the root of heaven and earth. 
It is like a veil barely seen. 
Use it; it will never fail. 
• 
[06c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The receptive, humble spirit 
("the valley spirit") lives on. 
It is known as the Mystical Female. 
The doorway of the Mystical Female is known as the root of heaven and earth. 
From it, imperceptibly yet relentless, 
Runs the energy. 
• 
[06c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Nature's spirit never dies, so it is called the organ of reproducibility. 



This organ functions as the root of the world. 
It lasts forever and can never be used up. 
• 
[06c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE ORIGIN OF THINGS 
Like the river in the valley, the spirit is never dried up. 
I call it the Mother-Deep. 
The motion of the Mother-Deep I regard as the origin of the Heaven and the Earth. 
Forever it endures and moves without design. 
• 
[06c10t] James Legge 
The valley spirit dies not, aye the same; 
The female mystery thus do we name. 
Its gate, from which at first they issued forth, 
Is called the root from which grew heaven and earth. 
Long and unbroken does its power remain, 
Used gently, and without the touch of pain. 
• 
[06c11t] David Hinton 
The valley spirit never dies. 



It's called dark female-enigma, 
and the gateway of dark female-enigma 
is called the root of heaven and earth, 
gossamer so unceasing it seems real. 
Use it: it's effortless. 
• 
[06c12t] Chichung Huang 
The valley spirit never dies; 
It is called the deep and remote female. 
The gate of the deep and remote female 
Is called the root of heaven and earth. 
Continuous and unbroken, as if existing. 
When used, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The Valley Spirit (ku shen) is deathless, 
It is called the Dark Mare (hsüan p'in). 
The door of the Dark Mare, 
Is called the root of heaven and earth. 



Continuous (mien mien), it seems to exist (ts'un), 
Yet in use (yung) it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The valley (the void whence birth occurs) and the mysterious force [of growth] will not die out; 
They were described [in I Ching] as the function of the "mysterious and inexplicable femininity" 

[which keeps everything in cosmos in motion]; 
The unveiling of the mystery of the inexplicable femininity could lead to the roots (basics) which 

sustains all births and growths between Heaven-and-Earth; 
Its existence is long, contiguous, detailed and endless; 
Its application is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The never-dying spirit of the cave is called the mysterious mother. 
The doorway of the mysterious mother is called the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Lingering like a veil barely seen, it has only a hint of existence; and yet it is inexhaustibly used. 
• 
[06c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
God of food is eternal, so it is like the mother. 



The nature mother is the root of everything. 
Tao is long lasting and never exhausted in application. 
• 
[06c17t] Arthur Waley 
The Valley Spirit never dies. 
It is named the Mysterious Female. 
And the Doorway of the Mysterious Female 
Is the base from which Heaven and Earth sprang. 
It is there within us all the while; 
Draw upon it as you will, it never runs dry. 
• 
[06c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Valley Spirit never dies, and we call it the "Mysterious Female." 
The gate of the Mysterious Female is referred to as the "root of Heaven and Earth." 
On and on, with only apparent existence, it functions inexhaustibly. 
• 
[06c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE SPIRIT OF THE VALLEY 
The Spirit of the Valley never dies. 



It is called the Mystic Female. 
The Door of the Mystic Female 
Is the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Continuously, continuously, 
It seems to remain. 
Draw upon it 
And it serves you with ease. 
• 
[06c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The valley spirit never dies - 
it is called "the mysterious female"; 
The gate of the mysterious female 
is called "the root of heaven and earth." 
Gossamer it is, 
seemingly insubstantial, 
yet never consumed through use. 
• 
[06c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The valley spirit never dies. 



It is the unknown first mother, 
whose gate is the root from which grew heaven and earth. 
It is dimly seen, yet always present. 
Draw from it all you wish; 
it will never run dry. 
• 
[06c22t] David H. Li 
The valley is undying. 
It is the mystical womb. 
The portal to the mystical womb is the root of the cosmos. 
Continuous and unterminable, its use is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao, the Spirit of the Valley, is immortal. 
It is called the Primordial Female. 
The Gate of the Primordial Female, 
Through its opening and closing, 
Performs the kosmic intercourse, 
And is called the origin of Heaven and Earth, 



Eternally existing, 
Forever tireless. 
• 
[06c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
"The valley and the wind will never die." 
They are the creators of the one who is the mystical mother, 
The one whose hair is the source of heaven and earth. 
This source will never end. 
Even if it is exploited endlessly, it will never diminish. 
• 
[06c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao is the breath that never dies. 
It is a Mother to All Creation. 
It is the root and ground of every soul 
- the fountain of Heaven and Earth, laid open. 
Endless source, endless river 
River of no shape, river of no water 
Drifting invisibly from place to place ... 
it never ends and it never fails. 



• 
[06c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao never dies; 
It is a deep womb. 
And the opening of the womb 
Is called the root of heaven and earth. 
It exists for ever, 
And its use can never be exhausted. 
• 
[06c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The spirit is as deep as a valley and will never fade. 
It is the great mysterious mother. 
The gateway of this mysterious creature is the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Although it is invisible, it endures; it will never end. 
• 
[06c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The totally unoccupied being never dies, 
And is called the metaphysical mother. 
Her door 



Can be called the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Uses that come in her grace are continuous, 
Transcendental, and receivable with no effort. 
• 
[06c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Not Dying Secret 
Lao Tze says, 
The man who knows the way of nourishing his spirit shall attain immortality. 
The man who has attained immortality used his nose and mouth well. 
The outlet of the nose and mouth can breathe the elements, 
which are the roots of the Heaven and the Earth. 
In gentleness and perpetuity, he shall proceed to breathe. 
By diligence and attention, he shall practice the exercise. 
• 
[06c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
'The Valley and the Spirit never die.' 
They form what is called the Mystic Mother, 
From whose gate comes the origin of heaven and earth. 
This (the origin) seems ever to endure. 



In use it can never be exhausted. 
• 
[06c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The Valley Spirit never dies. 
It is called the mystic female. 
The door of the mystic female is the root of heaven and earth. 
Being interminable and seeming to endure, 
It can be used without toil. 
• 
[06c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"The Valley Spirit is undying." 
This is mysterious Femininity. 
The Abode of mysterious Femininity: 
This is the Root of Heaven and Earth. 
It seems to endure on and on. 
One who uses It never wears out. 
• 
[06c33t] Cheng Lin 
The spirit of life is immortal and may be compared to the mysterious productive power which forms 



the base of the universe. 
It is imperceptible, and its usefulness is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c34t] Yi Wu 
The spirit of the valley never dies; 
It is called the mysterious female. 
The gate of the mysterious female is called the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Continuously it seems to exist. 
There is no labor in its use. 
• 
[06c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The spirit of the valley (Dao) is immortal. 
It is known as the mystical female. 
The birth canal of the mystical female 
Opens to the universe. 
Dao seems to be able to go on forever and continues to function effortlessly. 
• 
[06c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle essence of the universe is active. 



It is like an unfailing fountain of life which flows forever in a vast and profound valley. 
It is called the Primal Female and the Subtle Origin. 
The Gate of the Subtle Origin becomes the root of the universe. 
It subtly and gently generates without exhausting itself. 
• 
[06c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The spiritual reality of the void never ceases to exist. 
We call it the mystery of passivity. 
The entry to the mystery of passivity is the origin of the universe. 
Unceasing, it always remains. 
Drawn upon, it is never exhausted. 
• 
[06c38t] Henry Wei 
Perfection of the Symbol 
Ch'eng Hsiang 
The Spirit of the Valley never dies. 
Hence comes the name Mysterious Female. 
The gateway of the Mysterious Female 
Is the root of Heaven and Earth. 



Continuous like a thread it seems to exist; 
Its utility is inexhaustible. 
• 
[06c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The spirit of the mountain gorge never dies. 
It is called the mysterious female. 
The gate of the mysterious female - 
It is called the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Never ceasing to be, it seems as though existing forever. 
Use never exhausts it. 
• 
[06c40t] Tao Huang 
Valley spirit is deathless, 
It is called the mystical female. 
The gateway of the mystical female, 
Is called the root of heaven and earth. 
Hovering, it seems ever present. 
Put to use, it is never exhausted. 
• 



[06c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The unlimited capacity of valleys; 
the unbelievable power of Spirits; 
and the unending life of immortality are called the Profound Origin Mother. 
The beginning of the Profound Origin Mother is the root of Heaven and Earth. 
Endlessly, endlessly! 
It is existing. 
Yet its usefulness is invisible. 
• 
[06c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The spirit of the valley never dies. 
It is called the subtle and profound female. 
The gate of the subtle and profound female 
Is the root of Heaven and Earth. 
It is continuous, and seems to be always existing. 
Use it and you will never wear it out. 
• 
[06c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Душа долины не подвластна смерти и зовется сокровенной самкой. 



Врата же сокровенной самки - это корень Неба и Земли. 
Она, такая непрерывная, вроде существует. 
При ее использовании не требуется никаких усилий. 
• 
[06c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дух в долине никогда не умирает. 
И зовётся это сокровенной самкой. 
Врата сокровенной самки зовутся корнем Неба и Земли. 
Едва различимое, лишь кажущееся присутствующим здесь, оно неисчерпаемо в 

использовании. 
• 
[06c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Ложбинный дух бессмертен. 
Называют Сокровенной Самкою его. 
Врата той Самки Сокровенной - корень бытия, из коего родятся Небо и Земля. 
Как нить, в бесконечность тянется он. 
Используй его без усилий! 
• 
[06c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 



Дух лона [рождения] бессмертен, это и есть Сокровенная Самка. 
Врата Сокровенной Самки - корень Неба и Земли. 
Непрерывно вьется, предвосхищая существование. 
Действует он без усилий. 
• 
[06c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Превращения невидимого [дао] бесконечны. 
[Дао] - глубочайшие врата рождения. 
Глубочайшие врата рождения - корень неба и земли. 
[Оно] существует [вечно] подобно нескончаемой нити, и его действие неисчерпаемо. 
• 
[06c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Чистейший дух бессмертен. 
Он называется непостижимой матерью (самкой). 
Ворота непостижимой матери - называются корнем неба и земли. 
Он (т.е. чистейший дух) будет существовать без конца. 
Кто хочет употреблять его, тот не устанет. 
• 
[06c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Дух, клонящийся долу, не умирает; 
Сие зовется Сокровенной Родительницей. 
Врата Сокровенной Родительницы 
Называются корнем Неба и Земли. 
Вьется и вьется, такой переменчивый! 
Пользу его исчерпать невозможно. 
• 
[06c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если движется дух по долинам, то нет смерти. 
Это определяется: 
Мистическая женственность. 
Врата, ведущие в мистическую женственность - это определяется: 
Корень Неба-Земли. 
В движении - ниточкой тонкой, на грани существования. 
Применяя, никогда не натягивай. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seven 
 

[07c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Heaven endures; Earth lasts a long time. 
The reason why Heaven and Earth can endure and last a long time - 
Is that they do not live for themselves. 
Therefore they can long endure. 
Therefore the Sage: 
Puts himself in the background yet finds himself in the foreground; 
Puts self-concern out of [his mind], yet finds self-concern in the fore; 
Puts self-concern out of [his mind], yet finds that his self-concern is preserved. 
Is it not because he has no self-interest, 
That he is therefore able to realize his self-interest? 
• 
[07c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HEAVEN lasts long, and Earth abides. 
What is the secret of their durability? 
Is it not because they do not live for themselves 
That they can live so long? 



Therefore, the Sage wants to remain behind, 
But finds himself at the head of others; 
Reckons himself out, 
But finds himself safe and secure. 
Is it not because he is selfless 
That his Self is realized? 
• 
[07c03t] D. C. Lau 
Heaven and earth are enduring. 
The reason why heaven and earth can be enduring is that they do not give themselves life. 
Hence they are able to be long-lived. 
Therefore the sage puts his person last and it comes first, 
Treats it as extraneous to himself and it is preserved. 
Is it not because he is without thought of self that he is able to accomplish his private ends? 
• 
[07c04t] R. L. Wing 
Heaven is eternal, the Earth everlasting. 
They can be eternal and everlasting Because they do not exist for themselves. 
For that reason they can exist eternally. 



Therefore, Evolved Individuals Put themselves last, 
And yet they are first. 
Put themselves outside, 
And yet they remain. 
Is it not because they are without self-interest That their interests succeed? 
• 
[07c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Heaven is eternal and Earth everlasting. 
Heaven and Earth can be eternal and everlasting because they don't exist for themselves, 
And for this reason they obtain longevity. 
Therefore the sage puts himself last, 
But actually he stands foremost. 
He has no regard for himself, 
But his life is well preserved. 
Is it not because he has no personal interests that his private ends are fulfilled? 
• 
[07c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Heaven and earth last forever. 
Why do heaven and earth last forever? 



They are unborn, 
So ever living. 
The sage stays behind, thus he is ahead. 
He is detached, thus at one with all. 
Through selfless action, he attains fulfillment. 
• 
[07c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Heaven and earth last. 
It is so because they do not give birth to themselves. 
Similarly the last thing in the Sage's mind is to propagate his body. 
Paradoxically, that is why his body advances. 
The body to the Sage is like any external object. 
For this very reason his body perpetuates. 
Is it not true that because he is selfless, 
That he realizes his true self? 
• 
[07c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The heavens and the earth last forever. 
They can do so because they do not exist for themselves. 



Therefore, great men always let other people go first, but ended up being first themselves. 
They put their lives out of consideration, but always survived. 
Is it not because they were selfless, 
That they benefited themselves at the end? 
• 
[07c09t] Walter Gorn Old, HIDING THE LIGHT 
Both Heaven and Earth endure a long time. 
The cause of their endurance is their indifference to long life. 
That is why they subsist. 
Thus the wise man, indifferent to himself, is the greatest among men, and taking no care for himself, 

he is nevertheless preserved. 
By being the most unselfish he is the most secure of all. 
• 
[07c10t] James Legge 
Heaven is long-enduring and earth continues long. 
The reason why heaven and earth are able to endure and continue thus long is because they do not 

live of, or for, themselves. 
This is how they are able to continue and endure. 
Therefore the sage puts his own person last, and yet it is found in the foremost place; 



he treats his person as if it were foreign to him, and yet that person is preserved. 
Is it not because he has no personal and private ends, that therefore such ends are realised? 
• 
[07c11t] David Hinton 
Heaven goes on forever. 
Earth endures forever. 
There's a reason heaven and earth go on enduring forever: 
their life isn't their own so their life goes on forever. 
Hence, in putting himself last the sage puts himself first, and in giving himself up he preserves himself. 
If you aren't free of yourself 
how will you ever become yourself? 
• 
[07c12t] Chichung Huang 
Heaven is permanent and earth, everlasting. 
The reason why heaven and earth 
Can be permanent and everlasting 
Is that they do not live for themselves. 
Therefore, they can live permanently. 
Hence, the sage man 



Withdrew himself to the back, 
Yet found himself in front; 
Cast himself aside, 
Yet found himself preserved. 
Is it not because he was selfless 
That he could fulfill the self? 
• 
[07c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Heaven and earth are long lasting (chiu). 
The reason why heaven and earth are long lasting: 
Because they do not live for self (pu tzu sheng). 
Therefore they last long. 
Thus the sage puts his body (shen) behind, 
Yet his body is in front. 
He regards his body as external, 
Yet his body remains in existence (ts'un). 
Is it not because he is selfless (wu szu), 
That he can fulfill himself (ch'eng ch'i szu). 
• 



[07c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Heaven is long-drawn and Earth is enduring; 
The reason that both Heaven and Earth can exist permanently is because they are not self serving; 
Consequently, they are durable and will perpetuate [myriad creatures and things] for a long, long 

time. 
Accordingly: 
A Sage shall surrender his personal interests [in favor of the common good]; 
It is by virtue of his renouncing his self-interests [for the good of people's welfare] that he is [in the rank 

of] genuine leaders; 
He shall also think objectively, as though he is outside his physical self [to scrutinize himself as an 

observer]; 
[By virtue of being unselfish and objective] he lives a meaningful existence. 
Doesn't he have anything left for his private self [by being so thoroughly selfless]? 
Isn't it because he is completely selfless that he has achieved the most exclusively his own fulfilling 

individual existence! 
• 
[07c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Heaven lasts long, and Earth abides long. 
What is the secret of their durability? 



Is it not because they do not live for themselves that they can live so long? 
Therefore, the sage wants to remain behind, but finds himself at the head of others; reckons himself 

out, but finds himself safe and secure. 
Is it not because he is selfless that his self is realized? 
• 
[07c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The universe is long-lasting. 
The reason it can last long is because it is not living for itself, therefore it can be enduring. 
Following this, 
the sage is modest and yet he is ahead of others; 
he cares less for himself, and yet he gains respect from others; 
is it not because he is not anxious for his goal, and yet his goal is achieved? 
• 
[07c17t] Arthur Waley 
Heaven is eternal, the Earth everlasting. 
How come they to be so? 
It is because they do not foster their own lives; 
That is why they live so long. 
Therefore the Sage 



Puts himself in the background; but is always to the fore. 
Remains outside; but is always there. 
Is it not just because he does not strive for any personal end 
That all his personal ends are fulfilled? 
• 
[07c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Heaven is everlasting, and Earth endless. 
That they can last forever and go on without end is because they do not try to exist for themselves. 
Thus they can exist forever. 
As such, the sage places himself in the rear yet finds himself in front. 
He puts aside his person, yet his person is preserved. 
Is this not because he is utterly free of self-interest? 
This is how he can achieve self-fulfillment. 
• 
[07c19t] Lin Yutang 
LIVING FOR OTHERS 
The universe is everlasting. 
The reason the universe is everlasting 
Is that it does not live for Self. 



Therefore it can long endure. 
Therefore the Sage puts himself last, 
And finds himself in the foremost place; 
Regards his body as accidental, 
And his body is thereby preserved. 
Is it not because he does not live for Self 
That his Self is realized? 
• 
[07c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Heaven is long and earth is lasting. 
Heaven and earth can be long and lasting because they do not live for themselves. 
Therefore, 
They can be long-lived. 
For this reason, 
The sage withdraws himself but comes to the fore, 
alienates himself but is always present. 
Is this not because he is free of private interests? 
Therefore, 
He can accomplish his private interests. 



• 
[07c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Heaven and earth last forever. 
The reason why heaven and earth last forever is that they do not live for themselves. 
Hence, they last forever. 
Therefore, 
the True Person leaves self behind and thus is found in front, 
is not guarded and thus is preserved, 
is self-free and thus is able to find fulfillment. 
• 
[07c22t] David H. Li 
The cosmos is long. 
The earth is lasting. 
The reason the cosmos is long and the earth lasting is that they exist not for self-perpetuation. 
Unconcerned with self-perpetuation, they perpetuate. 
Thus, the sage, 
by queuing himself/herself behind others, ends in being ahead; 
by being unconcerned, endures. 
Is it not so that the sage, without self-interest, satisfies his/her self-interest? 



• 
[07c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Heaven is eternal and earth everlasting. 
They thus endure forever, 
Because they exist not for themselves 
But for the whole, selflessly. 
Whereby the sage, 
Existing selflessly for the whole, 
Puts himself behind and thereby finds himself foremost, 
Holds himself outside and thereby finds himself inmost. 
He has no self apart from the whole, 
Wherefore he realizes the self that is the whole. 
• 
[07c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Heaven and earth will exist forever. 
The reason they exist forever is that they do not live for themselves and they do not live because of 

themselves. 
Therefore they live forever. 
In the same way, the sage stays behind everything and finds himself in front of everything, he is not 



himself and he is preserved forever. 
Since he has no self-interest, his self-interest can realize itself. 
Even though it looks like heaven and earth give life to all creatures, they do not live in order to 

preserve their own existence, and therefore they live forever and never die. 
In his rule over the kingdom, the sage does everything for people, ignoring his personal goals, and 

ultimately earns glory, honor, and everything he wanted for himself. 
• 
[07c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Heaven and earth are enduring. 
The universe can live for ever, because it does not live for itself. 
And so both last - outliving themselves. 
The sage guides his people by putting himself last. 
Desiring nothing for himself, 
he knows how to channel desires. 
And is it not because he wants nothing that he is able to achieve everything? 
• 
[07c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Heaven and earth exist for ever. 
This eternal existence is justified by the fact 



That they do not exist for themselves. 
Thus they enjoy an eternal life. 
The sage similarly puts himself behind others, 
Yet it turns out that he comes before others; 
He completely disregards his own existence, 
And yet it turns out that his existence is preserved. 
• 
[07c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Heaven and Earth are enduring only because they have no ego; 
therefore they can live for ever. 
The sage does not try to be the first, and does not fight for fame. 
Only through unselfishness can he achieve fulfilment. 
• 
[07c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The heaven lasts. 
The earth lasts. 
They last because they do not live to last. 
The wise person lags behind in struggles for benefits 
And finally benefits more than others; 



The wise person does not live for himself, 
And is therefore able to enjoy longevity. 
Isn't it one's thorough selflessness 
That makes one seem to be most successfully selfish? 
• 
[07c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Being Selfless Can Fulfill The Selfishness 
Lao Tze says, 
The Heaven has endured a long existence, so has the Earth. 
The reason they can last so long is that they never go out of their way to seek life, hence they can be 

everlasting. 
The sage understood this secret, put himself last, and became first at length. 
He treated himself as extraneous, preserving his person safe and sound. 
Cannot one who is selfless fulfill the selfishness? 
• 
[07c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Heaven is lasting and earth enduring. 
The reason why they are lasting and enduring is that they do not live for themselves; 
Therefore they live long. 



In the same way the Sage keeps himself behind and he is in the front; 
He forgets himself and he is preserved. 
Is it not because he is not self-interested 
That his self-interest is established? 
• 
[07c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Heaven lasts; earth endures. 
They last and endure because they do not live for themselves. 
And thus can live forever. 
Therefore, the Sage positions himself behind and yet stays ahead. 
He denies himself and so is preserved. 
Is it not because of his selflessness 
That he completes his own? 
• 
[07c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Heaven is lasting, Earth endures. 
What enables Heaven and Earth to last and endure? 
Because they do not live for themselves - 
so it is that they can live so long. 



And so, the Wise Person: 
Puts himself last, and so finds himself in front. 
Puts himself in the out group, and so maintains his place. 
The personal does not exist for him - 
isn't this how he can perfect what for him is most personal? 
• 
[07c33t] Cheng Lin 
Heaven is everlasting, and earth is perpetual. 
Their endurance is due to the fact that they exist without the consciousness of self, because of which 

they endure for ever. 
Likewise, the Sage is most highly esteemed because he regards himself as the least important. 
His life is long preserved because he has no thought about his personal security. 
He is able to realize his complete self because he is always selfless. 
• 
[07c34t] Yi Wu 
Heaven is eternal and Earth is everlasting. 
The reason they can last forever 
Is because they do not live for themselves. 
So, they can live long. 



Therefore, the sage places himself behind, 
But actually he goes ahead; 
Neglects himself, 
But actually preserves himself. 
Is it not because he has no self 
That his self is realized? 
• 
[07c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The universe is everlasting. 
It is eternal because it does not exist for its own sake. 
Hence, it will be everlasting. 
The sage safeguards his interest by always putting his personal interests last. 
He regards his interests as inconsequential. 
Yet, it is often preserved. 
Is this because by not being self-serving that his interests are always preserved? 
• 
[07c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Heaven is everlasting and Earth is perpetual. 
Why so? 



Because they live without holding onto any consciousness of self. 
Therefore, they can endure forever. 
One who does not separate his being from the nature of universal wholeness lives with the universal 

virtue of wholeness. 
He, too, dissolves all consciousness of self and lives as the universe. 
By putting himself behind others, 
he finds himself foremost. 
By not considering his own personal ends, 
his personal life is accomplished. 
He finds himself safe, secure and preserved. 
Because he does not hold a narrow concept of self, 
his true nature can fully merge with the one universal life. 
• 
[07c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The existences of heaven and earth are long-lasting. 
Their existences are long-lasting because they do not conceive of their existences as existences. 
Therefore, their existences are long-lasting. 
When the wise stays back, he steps forward. 
When he forgets his self, he finds his self. 



Is it not through selflessness that one achieves selfhood? 
• 
[07c38t] Henry Wei 
Dimming the Light 
T'ao Kuang 
Heaven is eternal, Earth is durable. 
The reason why they are eternal and durable 
Is that they do not exist for themselves. 
This is why they can long endure. 
Therefore, the Sage putting himself behind, 
Finds himself in front; 
And placing himself beyond his concern, 
Finds himself well preserved. 
Is this not because he is unselfish? 
For the very reason that he is unselfish, 
He is able to find Self-fulfilment. 
• 
[07c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Heaven and Earth are everlasting. 



The reason why they are everlasting 
Is that they do not live for themselves. 
That is why they can live long. 
Therefore the sage 
Puts himself last and finds himself first; 
He leaves himself out and finds himself preserved. 
Is it not because he is selfless 
That he can fulfill himself? 
• 
[07c40t] Tao Huang 
Heaven is eternal, and earth is long lasting. 
What makes heaven and earth eternal and long lasting is that they do not give birth to themselves. 
It is this that makes them eternal and long lasting. 
Hence the sage, 
Relaxing the body, the body comes to the fore. 
Beyond the body, the body comes to the fore. 
Beyond the body, the body exists of itself. 
Not even relying on selflessness 
Enables the self to be fulfilled. 



• 
[07c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Heaven is enduring and earth is lasting. 
Why heaven and earth can be enduring and lasting is because they do not live for themselves, thus, 

they can endure and last. 
So that a Sage ruler put himself behind others, and he came to the front; 
he excluded himself from struggle with others and he survived. 
It is because he was selfless that he fulfilled himself. 
• 
[07c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Heaven is eternal and Earth everlasting. 
They can be eternal and everlasting because they do not exist for themselves, 
And for this reason can exist forever. 
Therefore the sage places himself in the background but finds himself in the foreground. 
He puts himself away, and yet he always remains. 
Is it not because he has no personal interests? 
This is the reason why his personal interests are fulfilled. 
• 
[07c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Небеса с Землею долговечны. 
Небо и Земля могут быть долговечны, так как не живут сами по себе, и поэтому они 

способны вечно жить. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек предпочитает находиться сзади, а оказывается впереди и, 

отстраняясь от себя, себя сохраняет. 
Не потому ли это, что у него нет личного? 
Но именно поэтому он может свое личное осуществить. 
• 
[07c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Небо извечно, Земля - долговременна. 
Небо и Земля могут быть извечны и долговременны, ибо они не порождают сами себя. 
Вот почему они извечны и долговременны. 
Поэтому мудрец, становясь позади всех, оказывается впереди всех, пренебрегает собой и 

потому сберегает себя. 
Разве этим он не преследует личных целей? 
Поэтому он и может достичь их. 
• 
[07c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Вековечно Небо и постоянна Земля. 



Небо и Земля вековечны и постоянны потому, что не сами собой рождены. 
Поэтому и могут быть они вековечными и постоянными. 
Поэтому и совершенномудрый себя назад всенепременно ставит, но вдруг оказывается 

впереди. 
Себя он чем-то внешним почитает, существованье в этом обретя. 
И уж не потому ли это, что лишен он личных интересов? 
Благодаря такому поведению он как раз и может всегда и полностью блюсти свой личный 

интерес. 
• 
[07c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Небо вечно, Земля долговечна. 
Небо и Земля оттого могут быть одно вечным, 
а другая долговечной, что не сами себя породили. 
Поэтому [они] могут вечно жить. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек ставит себя позади, 
но сам оказывается впереди; 
забывает о себе самом, но сам существует. 
Нельзя ли сказать, что тем самым ему не достичь своей личной цели? 
Напротив, только так он и может осуществить задуманное. 



• 
[07c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Небо и земля - долговечны. 
Небо и земля долговечны потому, что они существуют не для себя. 
Вот почему они могут быть долговечными. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый ставит себя позади других, благодаря чему он оказывается 

впереди. 
Он пренебрегает своей жизнью, и тем самым его жизнь сохраняется. 
Не происходит ли это от того, что он пренебрегает личными [интересами]? 
Напротив, [он действует] согласно своим личным [интересам]. 
• 
[07c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Небо и земля вечны. 
Причина того, что небо и земля вечны, заключается в том, что они существуют не для 

самих себя. 
Вот почему они вечны. 
Святой муж заботится о себе после других, поэтому он легко достигает безопасности. 
Он оставляет свое тело без всякой заботы, поэтому он будет жить долго. 
Кто не заботится о себе, тот весьма удачно совершит и свое личное дело. 



• 
[07c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Небо вечно, Земля неизбывна. 
Небо и Земля вечны и неизбывны благодаря тому, что не существуют для себя. 
Вот почему они могут быть вечны и неизбывны. 
Оттого премудрый человек ставит себя позади, а оказывается впереди; 
Не думает о себе - и себя сохраняет. 
Не желает ничего для себя - 
Не потому ли может обрести все свое? 
• 
[07c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Небо длит. 
Земля продолжает. 
Небо-Земля потому и способны длить и продолжать, что живут не сами по себе. 
Причинность: 
Способны длить жизнь. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости помещает свою личность позади, а его личность оказывается впереди. 
Он отстраняется от своей личности, а личность сохраняется. 



Именно через отсутствие личных устремлений он способен осуществлять свои личные 
устремления. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Eight 
 

[08c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The highest good is like water; 
Water is good at benefiting the ten thousand things and yet it [does not] compete [with them]. 
It dwells in places the masses of people detest, 
Therefore it is close to the Way. 
In dwelling, the good thing is the land; 
In the mind, the good thing is depth; 
In giving, the good thing is [being like] Heaven; 
In speaking, the good thing is sincerity; 
In governing, the good thing is order; 
In affairs, the good thing is ability; 
In activity, the good thing is timeliness. 
It is only because it does not compete, that therefore it is without fault. 
• 
[08c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE highest form of goodness is like water. 
Water knows how to benefit all things without striving with them. 



It stays in places loathed by all men. 
Therefore, it comes near the Tao. 
In choosing your dwelling, know how to keep to the ground. 
In cultivating your mind, know how to dive in the hidden deeps. 
In dealing with others, know how to be gentle and kind. 
In speaking, know how to keep your words. 
In governing, know how to maintain order. 
In transacting business, know how to be efficient. 
In making a move, know how to choose the right moment. 
If you do not strive with others, 
You will be free from blame. 
• 
[08c03t] D. C. Lau 
Highest good is like water. 
Because water excels in benefiting the myriad creatures without contending with them and settles 

where none would like to be, it comes close to the way. 
In a home it is the site that matters; 
In quality of mind it is depth that matters; 
In an ally it is benevolence that matters; 



In speech it is good faith that matters; 
In government it is order that matters; 
In affairs it is ability that matters; 
In action it is timeliness that matters. 
It is because it does not contend that it is never at fault. 
• 
[08c04t] R. L. Wing 
The highest value is like water. 
The value in water benefits All Things, And yet it does not contend. 
It stays in places that others disdain, And therefore is close to the Tao. 
The value in a dwelling is location. 
The value in a mind is depth. 
The value in relations is benevolence. 
The value in words is sincerity. 
The value in leadership is order. 
The value in work is competence. 
The value in effort is timeliness. 
Since, indeed, they do not contend, There is no resentment. 
• 



[08c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The highest good is like water. 
Water is apt to benefit all things and does not compete with them. 
It dwells in places people disdain. 
Thus it is closest to Tao. 
(The best man should be like water) 
In his dwelling he is at ease with lowness, 
In his heart he is profound, 
He is sincere in his dealings with others, 
He is faithful in speech, 
He is orderly in government, 
He is competent in deeds, 
He is timely in action. 
It is because he is not competitive that he is without any faults. 
• 
[08c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The highest good is like water. 
Water gives life to the ten thousand things and does not strive. 
It flows in places men reject and so is like the Tao. 



In dwelling, be close to the land. 
In meditation, go deep in the heart. 
In dealing with others, be gentle and kind. 
In speech, be true. 
In ruling, be just. 
In business, be competent. 
In action, watch the timing. 
No fight: No blame. 
• 
[08c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The superior good man is like water. 
Just as water enlivens all living creatures and never contests with them, 
dwelling in places disdained by others, 
so the superior good man is prepared to situate himself where nobody wants. 
In this way he is close to the Dao. 
To live on the good earth, 
To cherish good thoughts, 
To do a good turn to others, 
To speak the good truth, 



To let good governance find its right place, 
To put the good ability to work, 
To set in motion the good times, 
Such is the way to live without contesting with others. 
Such is the man free from complaints and anguish. 
• 
[08c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The best is like water. 
Water benefits everything without fighting for credit. 
Only without fighting for credit, will water never get any trouble. 
It flows to the lowest places where no one wants to stay, 
So water is the closest to the DAO. 
Therefore, one should have the traits of water: 
Humble and lowly in his character, 
Peaceful and deep in his heart, 
Charitable in his treatment of everything, 
Credible in his words, 
Methodical in his ways of governing a country, 
Capable of doing anything, 



And able to catch opportunities when taking action. 
Only without fighting for credit, will one never get any trouble. 
• 
[08c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE EASY NATURE 
The greatest virtue is like water; it is good to all things. 
It attains the most inaccessible places without strife. 
Therefore it is like Tao. 
It has the virtue of adapting itself to its place. 
It is virtuous like the heart by being deep. 
It is virtuous like speech by being faithful. 
It is virtuous like government in regulating. 
It is virtuous like a servant in its ability. 
It is virtuous like action by being in season. 
And because it does not strive it has no enemies. 
• 
[08c10t] James Legge 
The highest excellence is like (that of) water. 
The excellence of water appears in its benefiting all things, 
and in its occupying, without striving (to the contrary), the low place which all men dislike. 



Hence (its way) is near to (that of) the Tao. 
The excellence of a residence is in (the suitability of) the place; 
that of the mind is in abysmal stillness; 
that of associations is in their being with the virtuous; 
that of government is in its securing good order; 
that of (the conduct of) affairs is in its ability; 
and that of (the initiation of) any movement is in its timeliness. 
And when (one with the highest excellence) does not wrangle (about his low position), no one finds 

fault with him. 
• 
[08c11t] David Hinton 
Lofty nobility is like water. 
Water's nobility is to enrich the ten thousand things 
and yet never strive: 
it just settles through places people everywhere loathe. 
Therefore, it's nearly Way. 
Dwelling's nobility is earth, 
mind's nobility is empty depth, 
giving's nobility is Humanity, 



word's nobility is sincerity, 
government's nobility is accord, 
endeavor's nobility is ability, 
action's nobility is timing. 
When you never strive you never go wrong. 
• 
[08c12t] Chichung Huang 
The supreme good man is like water. 
Water is good at benefiting 
The ten thousand things without contending, 
Lying where the multitude loathes to: 
Therefore, close to the Tao. 
In habitation, 
He is good at choosing the place; 
In mind, 
Good at profundity; 
In giving, 
Good at imitating heaven; 
In speech, 



Good at honesty; 
In government, 
Good at bringing order; 
In duties, 
Good at exerting his ability; 
In making moves, 
Good at timeliness. 
Being uncontentious, 
There is no resentment. 
• 
[08c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
A person with superior goodness (shan) is like water, 
Water is good in benefiting (li) all beings, 
Without contending (cheng) with any. 
Situated in places shunned (o) by many others, 
Thereby it is near (chi) Tao. 
(Such a person's) dwelling is the good earth, 
(His/her) mind (hsin) is the good deep water (yuan), 
(His/her) associates are good kind people (jen), 



(His/her) speech shows good trust (hsin), 
(His/her) governing is the good order, 
(His/her) projects (shih) are carried out by good talents (neng), 
(His/her) activities (tung) are good in timing. 
Because he does not contend (pu cheng) with any, 
He commits no wrong. 
• 
[08c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[The performance of people with] the highest Te (arete) resembles the [working of] water; 
Water benefits myriad things and creatures without vying [for control or profits]; 
It, however, settles for the lowest position which is [customarily considered] disdainful by people. 
Therefore, [the performance of] water comes very close to that of [people whose behaviors are] 

drawing closest to Tao. 
[A Sage] withholds his principle [as unmovable] as the ground; 
His heart tolerates as much (profoundly) as an abyss; 
His actions are motivated by compassion; 
His words are trustworthy; 
His administration is efficient; 
His performance is proficient; 



His movements are timely; 
Since he does not compete with people [for power or for profiting himself], so nobody has any good 

reason to accuse him. 
• 
[08c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The man of the highest goodness is like water. 
Water knows how to benefit all things without striving with them. 
It stays in places loathed by all men. 
Therefore, it comes near the Way. 
In choosing your dwelling, know how to keep to the earth. 
In cultivating your mind, know how to dive in the abyss. 
In dealing with others, know how to be in relation to benevolence. 
In speaking, know how to keep faithfulness. 
In controlling the affairs of the state, know how to maintain good governing. 
In working, know how to be suitable to ability. 
In acting, know how to be suitable to time. 
If you do not strive with others, you will be free from error. 
• 
[08c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 



The best virtue is like water. 
Water nurtures everything; yet, without rivaling, it flows towards lower grounds, where people would 

be reluctant to go. 
Water behaves like following Tao. 
Live in suitable place; 
Think deeply; 
Give generously; 
Keep one's words; 
Rule orderly; 
Do things ably; 
Act when the time is right. 
Do not rival, then there would be no trouble. 
• 
[08c17t] Arthur Waley 
The highest good is like that of water. 
The goodness of water is that it benefits the ten thousand creatures; yet itself does not scramble, but is 

content with the places that all men disdain. 
It is this that makes water so near to the Way. 
And if men think the ground the best place for building a house upon, 



If among thoughts they value those that are profound, 
If in friendship they value gentleness, 
In words, truth; in government, good order; 
In deeds, effectiveness; in actions, timeliness - 
In each case it is because they prefer what does not lead to strife, 
And therefore does not go amiss. 
• 
[08c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The highest good is like water. 
The goodness of water lies in benefiting the myriad things without contention, while locating itself in 

places that common people scorn. 
Therefore it is almost exactly like the Dao. 
Goodness in position depends on location; 
goodness in heart/mind depends on profundity; 
goodness in association depends on benevolence; 
goodness in words depends on sincerity; 
goodness in government depends on order; 
goodness in affairs depends on ability; 
goodness in action depends on timeliness. 



And it is only by avoiding contention that no blame occurs. 
• 
[08c19t] Lin Yutang 
WATER 
The best of men is like water; 
Water benefits all things 
And does not compete with them. 
It dwells in (the lowly) places that all disdain - 
Wherein it comes near to the Tao. 
In his dwelling, (the Sage) loves the (lowly) earth; 
In his heart, he loves what is profound; 
In his relations with others, he loves kindness; 
In his words, he loves sincerity; 
In government, he loves peace; 
In business affairs, he loves ability; 
In his actions, he loves choosing the right time. 
It is because he does not contend 
That he is without reproach. 
• 



[08c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The highest good is like water; 
Water is good at benefiting the myriad creatures 
but also struggles to occupy the place loathed by the masses. 
Therefore, 
It is near to the Way. 
The quality of an abode is in its location, 
The quality of the heart is in its depths, 
The quality of giving lies in trust, 
The quality of correct governance lies in orderly rule, 
The quality of an enterprise depends on ability, 
The quality of movement depends on timing. 
Now, 
It is precisely because one does not compete that there is no blame. 
• 
[08c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The highest good is like water. 
For water benefits the ten thousand things without striving. 
It settles in places that people avoid and so is like the Tao. 



In choosing your home look to the land. 
In preparing your heart go deep. 
In associating with others value gentleness. 
In speaking exhibit good faith. 
In governing provide good order. 
In the conduct of business be competent. 
In action be timely. 
When there is no strife, nothing goes amiss. 
• 
[08c22t] David H. Li 
Goodness at its best is like water. 
Water benefits myriad matters but is not in competition with them. 
Water stays at a level disliked by others, as if it were the Direction. 
Wherever [the sage] stays, it is a good place; 
whatever [the sage] thinks, it is good thought; 
whomever [the sage] contacts, it is nobleness; 
whatever [the sage] expresses, it is truthfulness; 
however [the sage] governs, it is good administration; 
whatever [the sage] does, it is good deed; 



whenever [the sage] acts, it is timely action. 
Being not in competition, [the sage] has no concern. 
• 
[08c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The highest good is like water, 
Benefiting all but contending with none, 
Flowing in low places which the masses disdain. 
Hence, it is close to the goodness of the Tao. 
In dwelling, be grounded, 
In thinking, be deep, 
In giving, be balanced, 
In speaking, be truthful, 
In governing, be orderly, 
In working, be competent, 
In action, be timely. 
In following the virtues of water, 
The sage contends with no one, 
And therefore he invites no troubles in life. 
• 



[08c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The best of the best is like water. 
Water is beneficial to everything, 
And does not demand anything for itself in return. 
Water stays in places where nothing else stays. 
Therefore, water is close to Tao. 
At home, it is important for this to be a good place to live in. 
In feeling, examine the depths of your heart. 
In friendship, maintain good relations with others. 
In words, have confidence. 
In government, abide by good order. 
In trade, taking things easy will be to your benefit. 
In movement, use every opportunity. 
Since there is no demand for anything, there is no blame, either. 
This shows how the sage, the highest level of good, operates selflessly. 
He does good for others but demands nothing of them. 
He is satisfied with everything. 
He does not covet anything that belongs to someone else. 
When he serves as an example for us, the world enjoys peace and tranquillity. 



• 
[08c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The sage's way, 
Tao is the way of water. 
There must be water for life to be, and it can flow wherever. 
And water, being true to being water is true to Tao. 
Those on the Way of Tao, like water need to accept where they find themselves; 
and that may often be where water goes to the lowest places, and that is right. 
Like a lake the heart must be calm and quiet having great depth beneath it. 
The sage rules with compassion, and his word needs to be trusted. 
The sage needs to know like water 
how to flow around the blocks 
and how to find the way through without violence. 
Like water, the sage should wait for the moment to ripen and be right: 
water, you know, never fights 
it flows around without harm. 
• 
[08c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The perfect goodness is like water. 



Water approaches all things instead of contending with them. 
It prefers to dwell where no one would like to stay; 
Hence it comes close to the Tao. 
A man of perfect goodness chooses a low place to dwell as water, 
He has a heart as deep as water, 
He offers friendship as tender as water, 
He speaks as sincerely as water, 
He rules a state as orderly as water, 
He does a thing as properly as water, 
He takes action as timely as water. 
Like water, he never contends with others, 
So he never commits a mistake. 
• 
[08c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The greatest good is like water: it benefits all life without being noticed. 
It flows even to the lowliest places where no one chooses to be and so it is very close to the Tao. 
It settles only in quiet locations. 
Its deepest heart is always clear. 
It offers itself with great goodness. 



It keeps its rhythm as it keeps its promises. 
It governs tributaries as it governs its people. 
It adapts to all necessities. 
It moves at the right moment. 
It never flaunts its goodness and so it never attracts any blame. 
• 
[08c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The perfect goodness is like the water. 
Water benefits everything without caring for its own profit, 
And lives in places that none would like. 
As a good instance of the able Way, 
Water is best at choosing places for its existence, 
Freeing its mind for working up new wonders 
Matching the heaven in generous grace 
Speaking with the most persuasive power, 
Governing supremely without verbalized policies 
Crowning everything it does with success 
And taking its actions at the best times. 
For one who struggles for nothing 



Will find no difficulty in everything. 
• 
[08c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
On Water 
Lao Tze says, 
Ultimate goodness shall be found in water. 
Water is good at helping all things, being free of conflict with them. 
It stays in places that most people despise, so it is closest to the Tao. 
It provides benefit wherever it stays, 
illustrates the example of good men's hearts by forming the depth of the abyss, 
distributes to the needy one to demonstrate benevolence, 
reflects genuine images to interpret credibility, 
removes dirty things to purify the government, 
transforms to different shapes to display its capability, 
moves as the seasons change to show timeliness. 
Because water never competes with others, hence no one will resent it. 
• 
[08c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The highest goodness is like water. 



Water is beneficent to all things but does not contend. 
It stays in places which others despise. 
Therefore it is near Tao. 
In dwelling, think it a good place to live; 
In feeling, make the heart deep; 
In friendship, keep on good terms with men; 
In words, have confidence; 
In ruling, abide by good order; 
In business, take things easy; 
In motion, make use of the opportunity. 
Since there is no contention, there is no blame. 
• 
[08c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The man of supreme goodness resembles water. 
Water benefits all things 
Without competing with them, 
Staying in places that men despise; 
Therefore, it is very close to Tao. 
Dwelling in good places, 



Having a heart that loves the profound, 
Allying with benevolence, 
Inviting trust with words, 
Being righteous in governing, 
Managing all things well, 
Moving at the right time. 
Just because he does not compete, 
The man of supreme goodness frees himself of blame. 
• 
[08c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The highest Excellence is like water. 
Water, Excellent at being of benefit to the thousands of things, does not contend - 
it settles in places everyone else avoids. 
Yes, it is just about Tao. 
Excellence in a house: the ground; 
"Excellence in a mind: depth; 
Excellence in companions: Goodness; 
Excellence in speaking: sincerity; 
Excellence in setting things right: good management; 



Excellence on the job: ability; 
Excellence in making a move: good timing." 
Simply do not contend 
then there will be no fault. 
• 
[08c33t] Cheng Lin 
The way of a good man is like that of water which benefits all things without contention. 
He is content to keep that which is discarded by the multitude. 
Hence he is close to Truth. 
He adapts himself to any environment; 
he attunes his mind to what is profound; 
he associates himself with the virtuous; 
his words inspire confidence; 
his rule brings about order; 
he administers affairs with ability; 
his actions are opportune. 
Because he does not contend, he gives no cause for resentment. 
• 
[08c34t] Yi Wu 



The supremely good [man] is like water. 
Water is good at benefiting all things 
but does not compete with them. 
It dwells in places that people dislike; 
therefore, it is close to the Way. 
In dwelling, he is good at living close to the ground. 
In mind, he is good at making himself like an abyss. 
In giving, he is good at practicing humanity. 
In speaking, he is good at keeping his word. 
In governing, he is good at managing. 
In doing, he is good at using his abilities. 
In moving, he is good at discerning the right time. 
Because he does not compete with others, he will be free from blame. 
• 
[08c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
A person of great virtue behaves like water. 
Water benefits everything but does not contend. 
It resides at the lowest place that everyone loathes. 
Thus this characteristic of water bears close resemblance to the typical trait of Dao. 



A person of great virtue prefers to live on the lowest ground. 
His heart is quiescent and serene. 
His dealings with others are based on goodwill. 
His utterances are forever sincere. 
His rule is orderly and peaceful. 
His managerial skills are superb. 
His timing is always impeccable. 
Because he is not contentious, nobody will ever hold a grudge against him. 
• 
[08c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One of universal nature is like water; 
he benefits all things but does not contend with them. 
He unprotestingly takes the lowest position; 
thus, he is close to the universal truth. 
One of universal virtue chooses to live in a suitable environment. 
He attunes his mind to become profound. 
He deals with others with kindness. 
In his speech, he is sincere. 
His rule brings about order. 



His work is efficient. 
His actions are opportune. 
One of deep virtue does not contend with people; 
thus, he is above reproach. 
• 
[08c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
That which is best is similar to the water. 
Water profits ten thousand things and does not oppose them. 
It is always at rest in humble places that people dislike. 
Thus, it is close to Tao. 
Therefore, for staying, we prefer a humble place. 
For minds, we prefer profundity. 
For companions, we prefer the kindness. 
For words, we prefer sincerity. 
For government, we prefer good order. 
For affairs, we prefer ability. 
For actions, we prefer the right time. 
Because we do not strive, 
We are free from fault. 



• 
[08c38t] Henry Wei 
Yielding Nature 
I Hsing 
A man of the superior type resembles water, 
Whose goodness lies in benefiting all things without contention, 
And staying in places detested by the masses. 
This makes him closely akin to Tao. 
The goodness of his abode is its low location. 
The goodness of his heart is its cavern-like hollowness. 
Benevolence is the goodness of his offerings. 
Sincerity is the goodness of his speech. 
The goodness of his rule means peace. 
The goodness of his dealings means competence. 
His moves are good because timely. 
As he is not disposed to contend, 
He causes little resentment. 
• 
[08c39t] Ha Poong Kim 



The supreme good is like water. 
Water benefits the ten thousand things, yet contends with nothing. 
It dwells where everyone is loath to be. 
That is why it is near to Tao. 
In dwelling, the good is the ground, 
In thought, the good is depth, 
In association, the good is gentleness, 
In speech, the good is truthfulness, 
In government, the good is order, 
In work, the good is ability, 
In movement, the good is timeliness. 
Truly, because it [water] contends with nothing, 
It is beyond reproach. 
• 
[08c40t] Tao Huang 
Eminent goodness is like water. 
Water is good at benefiting all things, 
Yet it actively competes. 
It retires to undesirable places. 



Thus it is near to Tao. 
Dwelling in good places, 
Drawing from good sources, 
Supplying from good nature, 
Speaking with good trust, 
Governing with good rules, 
Conducting with good ability, 
And acting within good time. 
For this reason, 
There is no competition, 
There is no concern. 
• 
[08c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Perfect excellence is like gentle water. 
Gentle water benefits All Things and yet it does not struggle. 
Do away with what all people hate. 
Thus this is approaching Dao. 
Give to what is of perfect personnel. 
Stay in a perfect place, 



think in a perfect way, 
cooperate with perfect people, 
speak perfect truth, 
govern in perfect order, 
work for perfect potentiality, 
move when the time is perfect. 
Because of non-struggle, therefore, there is no blame. 
• 
[08c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The best (man) is like water. 
Water is good; 
It benefits all things and does not compete with them. 
It dwells in (lowly) places that all disdain. 
This is why it is so near to Tao. 
(The best man) in his dwelling loves the earth. 
In his heart, he loves what is profound. 
In his associations, he loves humanity. 
In his words, he loves faithfulness. 
In government, he loves order. 



In handling affairs, he loves competence. 
In his activities, he loves timeliness. 
It is because he does not compete that he is without reproach. 
• 
[08c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Высшее добро сходно с водой. 
Добро воды состоит в том, что она приносит пользу десяти тысячам вещей и при этом 

не соперничает. 
Место, где она пребывает, ненавистно для толпы, поэтому она и близка к Дао. 
Добрым местом обитания является Земля, 
добром для сердца выступает глубина, 
добро в общении составляет человечность, 
добро в высказывании - это искренность, 
добро в правлении исчерпывается порядком, 
добро деяния заключается в способности, 
добро движения есть время. 
Не соперничает и поэтому не вызывает осуждения. 
• 
[08c92t] А. А. Маслов 



Человек высшей Благости подобен воде, 
ибо вода приносит пользу мириадам существ, не соперничая с ними, и находится в том 

месте, которое все ненавидят. 
Поэтому она близка Дао. 
В жилище он ценит землю, 
в сердце ценит глубину, 
в союзе ценит гуманность, 
в словах ценит искренность, 
в правлении ценит порядок, 
в поступках ценит способности, 
в делах ценит время. 
В силу того, что он не соперничает, он и не допускает ошибок. 
• 
[08c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Высшее благо словно вода. 
Вода приносит благо и пользу всем существам, ни с кем вражды не зная. 
Течет она в таких местах, где людям, да и тварям, жить нельзя. 
Поэтому близка она Дао-Пути. 
Живи в благих землях, пусть твое сердце станет полноводным водоемом блага. 



Пусть милосердие твое всегда обрящет единение с благом, а речи проникнутся благом 
достоверности. 

Всегда осуществляй благое исправление, свершай дела благие по возможности своей и 
действуй лишь во время должное, благое. 

Лишь тот, кто не враждует, не будет ненавидим. 
• 
[08c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Верхняя доброта подобна воде. 
Доброта воды приносит пользу вещам и не борется [с ними]. 
[Вода] устремляется туда, где многие люди погрязли во зле. 
Поэтому [она] почти как Дао. 
Селясь где-нибудь, проявляй доброту к земле. 
Сердцу повинуясь, проявляй доброту безмерно. 
Завязывая дружбу, наполняй добротой Жэнь (Человеколюбие). 
Говоря что-либо, наполняй добротой Синь (Доверие-Веру). 
Управляя, согласовывай с добротой методы управления. 
Отправляя службы, наполняй добротой способности. 
Действуя, будь добр, следуй времени. 
Ни в коем случае не соперничай и тогда не будешь повинен ни в чем. 



• 
[08c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Высшая добродетель подобна воде. 
Вода приносит пользу всем существам и не борется [с ними]. 
Она находится там, где люди не желали бы быть. 
Поэтому она похожа на дао. 
[Человек, обладающий высшей добродетелью, так же как и вода], должен селиться ближе к 

земле; 
его сердце должно следовать внутренним побуждениям; 
в отношениях с людьми он должен быть дружелюбным; 
в словах должен быть искренним; 
в управлении [страной] должен быть последовательным; 
в делах должен исходить из возможностей; 
в действиях должен учитывать время. 
Поскольку [он], так же как и вода, не борется с вещами, [он] не совершает ошибок. 
• 
[08c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Высшая добродетель похожа на воду. 
Вода, давая всем существам обильную пользу, не сопротивляется ничему. 



Она находится на том месте, которого люди не видят, поэтому она похожа на Тао. 
Жить хорошо - для земли; 
сердце - для глубины; 
союз - для любви; 
слова - для доверия; 
управление - для благоденствия (страны); 
дела - для умения; 
движение - для жизни. 
Не ссорящийся не осуждается. 
• 
[08c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Высшее благо подобно воде: 
Вода приносит благо всей тьме вещей и ни с чем не борется. 
Собирается в местах, которых люди избегают, 
Вот почему она близка Пути. 
Для жизни благотворна земля; 
Для сердца благотворна глубина; 
В общении благотворна доброта; 
В речах благотворно доверие; 



В правлении благотворно смирение; 
В деяниях благотворно умение; 
В движениях благотворно само время. 
Лишь там, где нет соперничества, не будет и ущерба. 
• 
[08c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Продвижение к совершенству подобно воде. 
Вода в своем совершенстве приносит пользу мириадам сущностей, не соперничая при 

этом. 
Она находится в местах, которые неприятны множеству людей. 
Причинность: 
Она близка Пути. 
Пребывание совершенствуется землей. 
Сердце-сознание совершенствуется бездонностью. 
Сопричастность совершенствуется контактностью. 
Речь совершенствуется верой. 
Управление совершенствуется порядком. 
Ситуация-дело совершенствуется энергией-возможностью. 
Движение совершенствуется временем. 



И если только не соперничаешь, тогда - отсутствие просчетов. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Nine 
 

[09c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
To hold it upright and fill it, 
Is not so good as stopping [in time]. 
When you pound it out and give it a point, 
It won't be preserved very long. 
When gold and jade fill your rooms, 
You'll never be able to protect them. 
Arrogance and pride with wealth and rank, 
On their own bring on disaster. 
When the deed is accomplished you retire; 
Such is Heaven's Way! 
• 
[09c02t] John C. H. Wu 
As for holding to fullness, 
Far better were it to stop in time! 
Keep on beating and sharpening a sword, 
And the edge cannot be preserved for long. 



Fill your house with gold and jade, 
And it can no longer be guarded. 
Set store by your riches and honour, 
And you will only reap a crop of calamities. 
Here is the Way of Heaven: 
When you have done your work, retire! 
• 
[09c03t] D. C. Lau 
Rather than fill it to the brim by keeping it upright 
Better to have stopped in time; 
Hammer it to a point 
And the sharpness cannot be preserved for ever; 
There may be gold and jade to fill a hall 
But there is none who can keep them. 
To be overbearing when one has wealth and position 
Is to bring calamity upon oneself. 
To retire when the task is accomplished 
Is the way of heaven. 
• 



[09c04t] R. L. Wing 
Holding to fullness Is not as good as stopping in time. 
Sharpness that probes Cannot protect for long. 
A house filled with riches Cannot be defended. 
Pride in wealth and position Is overlooking one's collapse. 
Withdrawing when success is achieved Is the Tao in Nature. 
• 
[09c05t] Ren Jiyu 
To hold and fill is not as good as to give up. 
If a sword edge is sharpened to its sharpest, 
It is hard to last long. 
If your hall is filled with gold and jade, 
Whoever could keep them safe? 
To be proud with honour and wealth will bring misfortune. 
To withdraw as soon as the work is done 
That is Heaven's right way (Tao). 
• 
[09c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Better stop short than fill to the brim. 



Oversharpen the blade, and the edge will soon blunt. 
Amass a store of gold and jade, and no one can protect it. 
Claim wealth and titles, and disaster will follow. 
Retire when the work is done. 
This is the way of heaven. 
• 
[09c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Holding a full load of what you desire in your hands 
Is not as wise as putting it down. 
Sharpening a knife edge to the extreme, 
And it may chip off in use. 
To have a house full of gold and jade, 
And you will only invite thieves. 
To succumb to conceit and arrogance upon getting wealth and status, 
In the end you will regret it. 
Retire once a task has been accomplished 
And you are in consonance with Heaven's Way. 
• 
[09c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



To be overflowing is not as good as having just enough. 
If a point is made too sharp, the sharpness will not last long. 
A houseful of treasure is impossible to keep. 
The rich and arrogant are destined for disaster. 
When you are successful and famous, quickly back out, which is the heavens' way. 
• 
[09c09t] Walter Gorn Old, MAKING THINGS EQUAL 
It is advisable to refrain from continual reaching after wealth. 
Continual handling and sharpening wears away the most durable thing. 
If the house be full of jewels, who shall protect it? 
Wealth and glory bring care along with pride. 
To stop when good work is done and honour advancing is the way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c10t] James Legge 
It is better to leave a vessel unfilled, than to attempt to carry it when it is full. 
If you keep feeling a point that has been sharpened, the point cannot long preserve its sharpness. 
When gold and jade fill the hall, their possessor cannot keep them safe. 
When wealth and honours lead to arrogancy, this brings its evil on itself. 
When the work is done, and one's name is becoming distinguished, to withdraw into obscurity is the 



way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c11t] David Hinton 
Forcing it fuller and fuller can't compare to just enough, 
and honed sharper and sharper means it won't keep for long. 
Once it's full of jade and gold your house will never be safe. 
Proud of wealth and renown you bring on your own ruin. 
Just do what you do, and then leave: such is the Way of heaven. 
• 
[09c12t] Chichung Huang 
To hold and fill it to the brim - 
You'd better stop it; 
To hammer and sharpen it - 
You cannot long preserve it; 
To fill a room with gold and jade - 
Nobody can safeguard it; 
To be noble, rich but arrogant - 
You will bring yourself calamity. 
To withdraw yourself after scoring merits - 



Heaven's Tao. 
• 
[09c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
To hold and fill (a vessel) to the full (ying), 
It had better not be done. 
To temper and sharpen a sword, 
Its edge could not be kept (pao) long. 
To fill the hall with gold and jade, 
There is no way to guard (shou) them. 
To be rich, exalted, and proud, 
This is to invite blame (chiu) upon oneself. 
When work is done (sui), the person (sheng) retires, 
Such is the Tao of heaven. 
• 
[09c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
People who accumulate extravagantly are less fortunate than those who would voluntarily cease and 

desist [before the accumulation of wealth becomes an obsession]; 
[It is similar to the fact that:] 
If a person grinds and sharpens sword beyond reason he would run the risk of thinning off the blade, 



[not for long], he will be unable to keep the blade; 
If a person has a house full of gold and jade, he will run into mounting problems of guarding them 

[against theft and robbery]; 
If a person of wealth and power (fame) is arrogant, he will unquestionably incite hostility and 

criticism [against him]. 
Retiring physically after deeds are accomplished and names (identification) are established is [a 

manifestation of] the heavenly Tao. 
• 
[09c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
You hold to fullness, and it is better to stop in time! 
You keep on beating and sharpening a sword, and the edge cannot be preserved for long. 
You fill your house with gold and jade, and it can no longer be guarded. 
You put on airs by your riches and honor, and you will only reap a crop of calamities. 
Here is the Way of Heaven: When you have done your work, retire. 
• 
[09c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
To fill to its full is not as good as to leave it alone. 
Why make things very sharp, if the edge can not keep long-lasting sharpness. 
Greed for treasure cannot make the fortune last. 



Rich and arrogant, one would bring troubles for oneself. 
Retire when the goal is achieved; this conforms to Tao. 
• 
[09c17t] Arthur Waley 
Stretch a bow to the very full, 
And you will wish you had stopped in time; 
Temper a sword-edge to its very sharpest, 
And you will find it soon grows dull. 
When bronze and jade fill your hall 
It can no longer be guarded. 
Wealth and place breed insolence 
That brings ruin in its train. 
When your work is done, then withdraw! 
Such is Heaven's Way. 
• 
[09c18t] Richard John Lynn 
With it firmly in hand, he goes on to fill it up, but it would be better to quit. 
If, having forged it, one goes on to sharpen it, it could not last long. 
Gold and jade fill the hall, but none can keep them safe. 



If one is arrogant because of wealth and rank, he will give himself a blameworthy fate. 
Once achievement has occurred, one retires, for such is the Dao of Heaven. 
• 
[09c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE DANGER OF OVERWEENING SUCCESS 
Stretch (a bow) to the very full, 
And you will wish you had stopped in time. 
Temper (a sword-edge) to its very sharpest, 
And the edge will not last long. 
When gold and jade fill your hall, 
You will not be able to keep them safe. 
To be proud with wealth and honor 
Is to sow the seeds of one's own downfall. 
Retire when your work is done, 
Such is Heaven's way. 
• 
[09c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Instead of keeping a bow taut while holding it straight, better to relax. 
You may temper a sword until it is razor sharp, but you cannot preserve the edge for long. 



When gold and jade fill your rooms, no one will be able to guard them for you. 
If wealth and honor make you haughty, you bequeath misfortune upon yourself. 
To withdraw when your work is finished, 
that is the Way of heaven. 
• 
[09c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Better to stop in time than to fill to the brim. 
Hone a blade to the sharpest point, 
and it will soon be blunt. 
Fill your house with gold and jade, 
and no one can protect it. 
Be prideful about wealth and position, 
and you bring disasters upon yourself. 
Retire when the work is done. 
This is the way of heaven. 
• 
[09c22t] David H. Li 
Filling to the brim is not as good as stopping short; 
Polishing to the sharpest does not last long. 



A roomful of gold and jade is hard to follow. 
One prideful of wealth and fame sows the seeds of sorrow. 
With mission accomplished, it is time to offer resignation. 
This is cosmos's Direction. 
• 
[09c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
To fill to the brim is to be out of balance, 
Wherefore it is better to stop before overfilling. 
To over-sharpen a sword is to be out of balance, 
Wherefore its edge will not last long. 
To line a hall with gold and jade is to be out of balance, 
Wherefore no one can guard them. 
If wealth and rank make a man haughty and clinging, 
He will surely bequeath misfortune upon himself. 
If success is achieved and honor bestowed, 
Quietly withdraw from your position. 
This is the Way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 



It is better to leave a thing alone 
Than to hold it and keep it full to the brim. 
If you sharpen the blade and use it, 
It will not remain sharp for long. 
When gold and jade fill the temple, 
No one can protect them. 
When wealth and honor come together with pride 
Self-destruction quickly joins them. 
After the goal has been achieved and the objective has been honorably accomplished, 
The Tao of heaven 
Is to retire from everything. 
• 
[09c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Hold yourself back from filling yourself up, or you'll tip off your stand. 
You can hammer a blade until it's razor-sharp - and in seconds, it can blunt. 
You may amass gold and jade in plenty 
but then the more you have, the less safety ... 
Are you strutting your wealth like a peacock? 
Then you've set yourself up to be shot. 



You bring about your own disaster 
Because you've got too much. 
Let go, when your work is done: 
That is the Way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
One should stop in due time 
Rather than fill it to the brim. 
When a point is whittled too sharp, 
Its sharpness cannot remains long. 
When a hall is full of gold and jade, 
Nobody can keep them long; 
When a man of wealth and rank is arrogant, 
He is looking for a calamity upon himself; 
When one succeeds and subsequently retires, 
He follows the true way of heaven. 
• 
[09c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
To stop in time is better than to hold a full bowl with fear of spilling. 



A knife cannot be kept constantly sharp, therefore it is wise not to flaunt the blade. 
Amass a hoard of gold and jade and it cannot be possessed for ever. 
Those who vaunt their position and worth risk attracting blame. 
To retire when the goal is reached: this is the Tao of Heaven. 
• 
[09c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Rather than possessing more and more wealth, 
One would do better to give it all up. 
Rather than forging sharper and sharper weapons, 
One would get better protection by throwing them away. 
One who gets a whole house of gold can not keep it. 
One who is proud of wealth and status will suffer for it. 
It is in agreement with the spirit of the Way 
That one duly withdraws with his successes achieved. 
• 
[09c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Danger of Overweening Success 
Lao Tze says, 
A full utensil in hand has to be halted. 



The blade sharpened to the thinnest edge, cannot be endured long. 
A hall full of jewels and gold, can never be safely guarded. 
A man who takes pride in richness and nobleness, has his downfall because of the seeds he sowed. 
Recess at the day of success, such is the way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Holding and keeping a thing to the very full - it is better to leave it alone; 
Handling and sharpening a blade - it cannot be long sustained; 
When gold and jade fill the hall, no one can protect them; 
Wealth and honour with pride bring with them destruction; 
To have accomplished merit and acquired fame, then to retire - 
This is the Tao of heaven. 
• 
[09c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Hold [a cup] and fill it to the brim; 
Is it not better to stop in time? 
Hammer and sharpen [an edge]; 
It cannot last long. 
Fill a hall with gold and jade; 



They cannot be protected. 
He who is rich, honored, and arrogant brings blame upon himself. 
He who withdraws after achieving success and performing duty adheres to the Tao of heaven. 
• 
[09c32t] Michael LaFargue 
In filling, if you keep on and on - 
better to have stopped. 
In sharpening, if you keep trying - 
the edge won't last long. 
When gold and jade fill the halls, 
no one can guard it all. 
Rich, famous - and conceited: 
leading to a downfall self-caused. 
Achieve successes, win the fame, remove yourself: 
Heaven's Way. 
• 
[09c33t] Cheng Lin 
Those who amass wealth without ceasing are comparable to one who continues to temper a weapon 

until it loses its keenness. 



A house that is filled with gold and jades cannot long remain secure. 
A man who proudly displays his riches invites trouble for himself. 
The effacement of self after success has been achieved is the way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c34t] Yi Wu 
Holding [a cup] until it overflows, is not as good as stopping in time. 
[A sword] beaten to its sharpest, will not last long. 
A hall filled with gold and jade, cannot be kept forever. 
Pride in riches and honors, creates trouble for oneself. 
After achieving merit, retire. 
It is the Way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
As brimming with pride will often lead to a downfall, 
A timely halt is much preferred. 
If you continue to hone the blade of a knife, 
You will not be able to preserve its sharp edge. 
It is impossible to safeguard a house full of treasures forever. 
Wealthy people who are arrogantly extravagant, 



Inevitably bring calamity upon themselves. 
To retire after a successful career is to follow the way of Dao. 
• 
[09c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
A bow that is stretched to its fullest capacity may certainly snap. 
A sword that is tempered to its very sharpest may easily be broken. 
A house that is full of jade and gold cannot remain secure for long. 
One who proudly displays his wealth invites trouble. 
Therefore, resign from a high position when your mission is complete. 
This is the Universal Way of a life of deep virtue. 
• 
[09c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To hold things and to be proud of them is not as good as not to have them, 
Because if one insists on an extreme, that extreme will not dwell long. 
When a room is full of precious things, one will never be able to preserve them. 
When one is wealthy, high ranking, and proud of himself, he invites misfortune. 
When one's task is completed and his mission is fulfilled, he removes himself from his position. 
This is indeed the way of Nature! 
• 



[09c38t] Henry Wei 
Practice of Placidity 
Yun Yi 
To hold and fill a vessel to brimful 
Is not so good as to stop before the limit. 
Hone a tool to its sharpest state, 
And its keenness cannot be long preserved. 
A hall filled with gold and jade 
Can hardly be safeguarded. 
To show pride in one's wealth and high rank 
Is to pave the way for one's own doom. 
Retire after achieving success and winning renown! 
This is the Way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Rather than hold the bowl until it fills to the brim, 
Better quit in time. 
Hammer the blade to its sharpest, 
And you will be unable to preserve it long. 



Fill the hall with gold and jade, 
And you will be unable to keep them safe. 
He who is arrogant with his wealth and position 
Will bring calamity upon himself. 
To withdraw when the task is accomplished 
Is the way of Heaven. 
• 
[09c40t] Tao Huang 
Hanging on to it will cause overflow, better to let go. 
Forced consent does not endure. 
Filling the house with gold and jade will not bring safety. 
Riches and royalty result in pride, they bring about their own punishment. 
When the work is done, the body withdraws. 
This is the Tao of heaven. 
• 
[09c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Do not concentrate one's wealth in abundance. 
It is far better for one to know where to stop. 
Do not beat one's sword sharp, one can never keep its edge for ever. 



If their houses are full of gold and jade, they have no way to keep them forever. 
If they are proud of having great riches and honors, they just make more troubles for themselves. 
When merits have been achieved, fame has been completed - one may withdraw himself. 
That is to follow the law of Nature. 
• 
[09c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
To hold and fill a cup to overflowing 
Is not as good as to stop in time. 
Sharpen a sword-edge to its very sharpest, 
And the (edge) will not last long. 
When gold and jade fill your hall, 
You will not be able to keep them. 
To be proud with honor and wealth 
Is to cause one's own downfall. 
Withdraw as soon as your work is done. 
Such is Heaven's Way. 
• 
[09c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Наполнить до краев, придерживая, чтобы не разлить, - не идет в сравнение с тем, когда 



уже пусто. 
Не сохранить надолго острым то, что натачивают все острее. 
Когда забита вся палата златом и нефритом, никто не сможет их сберечь. 
Кто гордится тем, что знатен и богат, сам обрекает себя на несчастье. 
Дао Неба в том, чтобы успешно завершить свои труды и удалиться. 
• 
[09c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Лучше вовремя остановиться, чем наполнить [сосуд] до краёв. 
Если заточить лезвие до предела, то долго его не сохранить. 
Покои могут быть полны золота и каменьев, но не найдётся того, кто устерёг бы их. 
Похваляться богатством и знатностью - значит накликать на себя беду. 
Добившись успеха - отступай. 
В этом - Путь Неба. 
• 
[09c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Не лучше ли ослабить натянутую тетиву, чем вечно напрягать ее? 
И даже если бесконечно точить клинок, надолго сохранить остроту его, пожалуй, не 

удастся. 
Когда нефритом или золотом наполнен зал, кто сможет уберечь его от вора? 



Когда богатством или знатностью кичатся люди, не навлекают сами этим ли беду 
большую? 

Богатство, почести и слава сгинут прочь, истлеет тело - вот небесное Дао, вот Путь! 
• 
[09c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Можно взять да и наполнить что-либо, 
но не лучше ли оставить его как есть? 
Можно расплющить и отточить что-либо, 
но невозможно надолго сохранить [остроту]. 
Можно золотом и яшмой завалить палаты, 
да разве найдется тот, кто сможет сберечь [все это]? 
Можно осыпать себя драгоценностями и смотреть на всех свысока, 
но ведь только накличешь беду на себя. 
Поэтому для успешного достижения цели ты сам возьми да и уступи Небесному Дао. 
• 
[09c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Лучше ничего не делать, чем стремиться к тому, чтобы что-либо наполнить. 
Если [чем-либо] острым [все время] пользоваться, оно не сможет долго сохранить свою 

[остроту]. 



Если зал наполнен золотом и яшмой, то никто не в силах их уберечь. 
Если богатые и знатные проявляют кичливость, они сами навлекают на себя беду. 
Когда дело завершено, человек [должен] устраниться. 
В этом закон небесного дао. 
• 
[09c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Чтобы посуда была наполнена чем-нибудь, нужно держать ее твердо (без малейшего 

движения) и ровно. 
Чтобы лезвие наострилось, нужно долго продолжать натачивание. 
Когда дом наполнен золотом и драгоценными камнями, то невозможно сохранить его в 

целости. 
Кто достигнет чести и приобретет богатство, тот сделается гордым. 
Он легко забудет, что существует наказание (за преступление). 
Когда дела увенчаются блестящим успехом и будет приобретено доброе имя, то лучше 

всего удалиться (в уединение). 
Вот это-то и есть небесное Тао (или естественное Тао). 
• 
[09c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Чем удерживать наполненное до краев, 



Лучше вовремя остановиться. 
Кто старается наточить острее, 
Не сохранит достигнутого надолго. 
Коли золото и яшма заполнили покои, 
Никому не под силу их сберечь. 
Тот, кто кичится богатством и знатностью, 
Сам навлечет на себя беду. 
Подвиг совершен, слава явилась, а сам скрылся - 
Вот Путь Небесный. 
• 
[09c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Удерживают и заполняют его. 
А лучше бы прекратить это. 
Куют и заостряют его. 
Не смогут сохранить долго. 
Золото и драгоценности заполнили залы. 
Никто не сумеет уберечь. 
Если в богатстве и знатности загордился, сам себе создаешь проблемы на будущее. 
Приходит успех - личность отступает. 



Таков Путь Неба. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Ten 
 

[10c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
In nourishing the soul and embracing the One - can you do it without letting them leave? 
In concentrating your breath and making it soft - can you [make it like that of] a child? 
In cultivating and cleaning your profound mirror - can you do it so that it has no blemish? 
In loving the people and giving life to the state - can you do it without using knowledge? 
In opening and closing the gates of Heaven - can you play the part of the female? 
In understanding all within the four reaches - can you do it without using knowledge? 
Give birth to them and nourish them. 
Give birth to them but don't try to own them; 
Help them to grow but don't rule them. 
This is called Profound Virtue. 
• 
[10c02t] John C. H. Wu 
IN keeping the spirit and the vital soul together, 
Are you able to maintain their perfect harmony? 
In gathering your vital energy to attain suppleness, 
Have you reached the state of a new-born babe? 



In washing and clearing your inner vision, 
Have you purified it of all dross? 
In loving your people and governing your state, 
Are you able to dispense with cleverness? 
In the opening and shutting of heaven's gate, 
Are you able to play the feminine part? 
Enlightened and seeing far into all directions, 
Can you at the same time remain detached and non-active? 
Rear your people! 
Feed your people! 
Rear them without claiming them for your own! 
Do your work without setting any store by it! 
Be a leader, not a butcher! 
This is called hidden Virtue. 
• 
[10c03t] D. C. Lau 
When carrying on your head your perplexed bodily soul 
Can you embrace in your arms the One and not let go? 
In concentrating your breath can you become as supple 



As a babe? 
Can you polish your mysterious mirror 
And leave no blemish? 
Can you love the people and govern the state 
Without resorting to action? 
When the gates of heaven open and shut 
Are you capable of keeping to the role of the female? 
When your discernment penetrates the four quarters 
Are you capable of not knowing anything? 
It gives them life and rears them. 
It gives them life yet claims no possession; 
It benefits them yet exacts no gratitude; 
It is the steward yet exercises no authority. 
Such is called the mysterious virtue. 
• 
[10c04t] R. L. Wing 
In managing your instincts and embracing Oneness, Can you be undivided? 
In focusing your Influence, Can you yield as a newborn child? 
In clearing your insight, Can you become free of error? 



In loving people and leading the organization, Can you take no action? 
In opening and closing the gateway to nature, Can you not weaken? 
In seeing clearly in all directions, Can you be without knowledge? 
Produce things, cultivate things; Produce but do not possess. 
Act without expectation. 
Advance without dominating. 
These are called the Subtle Powers. 
• 
[10c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Can you keep the unity of the soul and the body without separating them? 
Can you concentrate the vital energy, keep the breath and achieve gentleness like an infant without 

any desires? 
Can you cleanse and purify your profound insight without any flecks? 
Can you love the people and govern the state without personal knowledge? 
Can you recoil to take the feminine position in the course of Nature's opposition and change? 
Can you perceive all and comprehend all without taking any action? 
To let all things grow and increase, 
To beget all things, but not to take possession of them, 
To advance them, but not to take credit for doing so, 



To be leader but not master of them, 
- This is the most profound De (Te, or Virtue). 
• 
[10c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Carrying body and soul and embracing the one, 
Can you avoid separation? 
Attending fully and becoming supple, 
Can you be as a newborn babe? 
Washing and cleansing the primal vision, 
Can you be without stain? 
Loving all men and ruling the country, 
Can you be without cleverness? 
Opening and closing the gates of heaven, 
Can you play the role of woman? 
Understanding and being open to all things, 
Are you able to do nothing? 
Giving birth and nourishing, 
Bearing yet not possessing, 
Working yet not taking credit, 



Leading yet not dominating, 
This is the Primal Virtue. 
• 
[10c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Can you concentrate your mind and soul, 
and not lapse a minute? 
Can you keep your breath soft and smooth, 
just as an infant would? 
Can you cleanse the eye of your mind, 
and keep it free from a speck of dust? 
Can you love your citizens and govern your country, 
selflessly and according to the Dao? 
If you were asked to guard the Gate of Heaven, 
would you be totally impartial? 
Can you understand the four dimensions of the universe, 
and be free from self-guided reasoning? 
To give birth to life, and 
To nurture it, yet claiming no ownership; 
To act, yet without being arrogant, 



To bring up life, yet not determining its destiny: 
That is the Mystical Virtue. 
• 
[10c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
To devote your soul and body to the DAO, can you never leave it? 
To focus your inner energy to the softest, can you be like a newborn? 
To remove your inner dust and see the DAO, can your mind be as clean as a mirror? 
To love your people and govern your country, can you practice WUWEI? 
To control your desires, can you be as humble as a female? 
To understand everything, can you stay without knowledge? 
Create and nurture but do not own, 
Do things but do not claim credit, 
Lead but do not control. 
These are real DE. 
• 
[10c09t] Walter Gorn Old, WHAT IS POSSIBLE 
By conserving the natural and spiritual powers it is possible to escape dissolution. 
By restraining the passions and letting gentleness have sway it is possible to continue as a child. 
By purging the mind of impurities it is possible to remain untainted. 



By governing the people with love it is possible to remain unknown. 
By continual use of the gates of Heaven it is possible to preserve them from rust. 
By transparency on all sides it is possible to remain unrecognised. 
To bring forth and preserve, to produce without possessing, to act without hope of reward, and to 

expand without waste, this is the supreme virtue. 
• 
[10c10t] James Legge 
When the intelligent and animal souls are held together in one embrace, they can be kept from 

separating. 
When one gives undivided attention to the (vital) breath, and brings it to the utmost degree of pliancy, 

he can become as a (tender) babe. 
When he has cleansed away the most mysterious sights (of his imagination), he can become without a 

flaw. 
In loving the people and ruling the state, cannot he proceed without any (purpose of) action? 
In the opening and shutting of his gates of heaven, cannot he do so as a female bird? 
While his intelligence reaches in every direction, cannot he (appear to) be without knowledge? 
(The Tao) produces (all things) and nourishes them; 
it produces them and does not claim them as its own; 
it does all, and yet does not boast of it; 



it presides over all, and yet does not control them. 
This is what is called 'The mysterious Quality' (of the Tao). 
• 
[10c11t] David Hinton 
Can you let your spirit embrace primal unity without drifting away? 
Can you focus ch'i into such softness you're a newborn again? 
Can you polish the dark-enigma mirror to a clarity beyond stain? 
Can you make loving the people and ruling the nation nothing's own doing? 
Can you be female opening and closing heaven's gate? 
Can you fathom earth's four distances with radiant wisdom and know nothing? 
Give birth and nurture. 
Give birth without possessing and foster without dominating: 
this is called dark-enigma Integrity. 
• 
[10c12t] Chichung Huang 
In making your soul embrace One, 
Can you keep it from departing? 
In concentrating your breath to make it utterly soft, 
Can you do so as an infant does? 



In cleaning and dusting the deep and remote mirror, 
Can you make it spotless? 
In loving the people and governing the state, 
Can you practice nonaction? 
In opening and closing the heavenly gate, 
Can you play the feminine? 
In keeping clear-sighted and all-perceptive, 
Can you refrain from using craft? 
Generate them; 
Rear them. 
Generate without possessing; 
Lead without dominating - 
This is called deep and remote virtue. 
• 
[10c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
In bringing your spiritual (ying) and bodily (p'o) souls to embrace the One, 
Can (neng) you never depart (li) from it? 
In concentrating your breath to attain softness, 
Can you be like an infant (ying erh)? 



In cleansing your mirror (lan) of the dark (hsüan), 
Can you make it spotless? 
In opening and closing heaven's gate (t'ien men), 
Can you be the female (tz'u)? 
In being enlightened (ming) and comprehending all, 
Can you do it without knowledge? 
In loving the people and governing the state, 
Can you practice non-action? 
To give birth, to nurture, 
To give birth yet not to claim possession (yu), 
To act (wei) yet not to hold on to, 
To grow (chang) yet not to lord over (tsai), 
This is called the dark virtue (yüan te). 
• 
[10c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[Each individual] unifies in himself soul (aura) and vitality (physique), but are they always so 

inseparable? 
[Each individual] can exert to collect himself, in order to concentrate [totally] inwardly, but can he 

thus be as thoroughly unassuming (flexible) as an infant? 



When it comes to weeding out, as well as washing off, unsubstantiated faulty opinions, can an 
ordinary person comprehensively avoid being completely faultless? 

When it comes to looking after people and governing a state, would an ordinary person carry out the 
principle of non-interference [steadfastly that he can resist the temptation of tampering with the 
natural course]? 

When the portal of Heaven (passage which leads directly to Truth) opens and closes, would an 
ordinary person be as sensitive (perceptive) and unassuming (objective) as females? 

If a person's knowledge is encyclopedic and comprehensive, would he still maintain his modesty and 
recognize that he still has a great deal more to learn [about the boundless world of knowledge]? 

If an individual fulfills any of the following pursuits: 
Helping [creatures] to survive and to raise them [to relish their potentialities]; 
Sustaining [their fulfillment] without being possessive; 
Accomplishing [good] deeds without claiming credit; 
Supporting their growths without being manipulative; 
This individual has thus [accomplished] the most profound Te (arete). 
• 
[10c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In keeping the spirit and the vital soul together, are you able to maintain their perfect harmony? 
In gathering your vital energy to attain suppleness, are you able to play the role of a newborn babe? 



In washing and clearing the mysterious mirror, are you able to purify it of all dross? 
In loving your people and governing your state, are you able to do nothing? 
In the opening and shutting of heaven's gate, are you able to play the feminine part? 
Enlightened and seeing far into all directions, can you at the same time know nothing? 
Rearing, feeding, rearing without claiming for its own, doing the work without claiming doing it, 

raising without being master. 
This is mysterious Virtue. 
• 
[10c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Can you keep your mind and your action consistent? 
Can you be simple and sincere like a baby? 
Can you view things without bias? 
Can you govern without imposing your will? 
Can you be moderate in daily business? 
Can you keep open mind when learning? 
Birth and growth are natural. 
Do not think birth is someone's achievements. 
Do not be vainglorious for your accomplishments. 
Do not impede growth. 



This is called the profound virtue. 
• 
[10c17t] Arthur Waley 
Can you keep the unquiet physical-soul from straying, hold fast to the Unity, and never quit it? 
Can you, when concentrating your breath, make it soft like that of a little child? 
Can you wipe and cleanse your vision of the Mystery till all is without blur? 
Can you love the people and rule the land, yet remain unknown? 
Can you in opening and shutting the heavenly gates play always the female part? 
Can your mind penetrate every corner of the land, but you yourself never interfere? 
Rear them, then, feed them, 
Rear them, but do not lay claim to them. 
Control them, but never lean upon them; 
Be chief among them, but do not manage them. 
This is called the Mysterious Power. 
• 
[10c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Stay where your earthbound soul is protected, and embrace integrity: can you do this with never a 

deviation? 
Rely exclusively on your vital force, and become perfectly soft: can you play the infant? 



Cleanse your vision into the mystery of things: can you make it spotless? 
Cherish the people and govern the state: can you do this without intelligence? 
The gateway of Heaven, whether it is to be open or shut: can you play the female? 
Your bright understanding casts its light over the four quarters: can you stay free of conscious effort? 
He gives them life 
And nurtures them. 
He gives them life, yet he possesses them not. 
He acts, yet does not make them dependent. 
He matures them, yet he is not their steward. 
This we call mysterious virtue. 
• 
[10c19t] Lin Yutang 
EMBRACING THE ONE 
In embracing the One with your soul, 
Can you never forsake the Tao? 
In controlling your vital force to achieve gentleness, 
Can you become like the new-born child? 
In cleansing and purifying your Mystic vision, 
Can you strive after perfection? 



In loving the people and governing the kingdom, 
Can you rule without interference? 
In opening and shutting the Gate of Heaven, 
Can you play the part of the Female? 
In comprehending all knowledge, 
Can you renounce the mind? 
To give birth, to nourish, 
To give birth without taking possession, 
To act without appropriation, 
To be chief among men without managing them - 
This is the Mystic Virtue. 
• 
[10c20t] Victor H. Mair 
While you 
Cultivate the soul and embrace unity, 
can you keep them from separating? 
Focus your vital breath until it is supremely soft, 
can you be like a baby? 
Cleanse the mirror of mysteries, 



can you make it free of blemish? 
Love the people and enliven the state, 
can you do so without cunning? 
Open and close the gate of heaven, 
can you play the part of the female? 
Reach out with clarity in all directions, 
can you refrain from action? 
It gives birth to them and nurtures them, 
It gives birth to them but does not possess them, 
It rears them but does not control them. 
This is called "mysterious integrity." 
• 
[10c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
While carrying your active life on your head 
can you embrace the quiet spirit in your arms, and not let go? 
While being fully focused on your vital breath 
can you make it soft like that of a newborn babe? 
While cleaning your inner mirror 
can you leave it without blemish? 



While loving the people and ruling the country 
can you dispense with cleverness? 
While opening and closing the gates of heaven 
can you be like a mother bird? 
While penetrating the four quarters with your insight 
can you remain simple? 
Help the people live! 
Nourish the people! 
Help them live yet lay no claim to them. 
Benefit them yet seek no gratitude. 
Guide them yet do not control them. 
This is called the hidden Virtue. 
• 
[10c22t] David H. Li 
Unite physically and mentally to embrace One. 
Can one be not separated from it? 
Channel energy toward tenderness. 
Can one emulate the infant? 
Cleanse the deep mirror within. 



Can one be without blemishes? 
Love the populace in governance. 
Can one practice laissez-faire? 
Open and close the cosmic portal. 
Can one assume the feminine role? 
Discern and deliberate. 
Can one be ignorant? 
Cultivate, rear. 
Cultivate, but possess not; 
Provide, but claim not; 
Nurture, but dominate not. 
This is the Profoundest virtue. 
• 
[10c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
In accordance with the Tao Eternal, 
Embrace your body and mind in oneness without any diremption. 
Enliven your vital energy until it reaches the suppleness of a baby. 
Cleanse your mind to eliminate all unclarity. 
Love your people and lead your community without unbalanced action. 



Be receptive as a gentle female in the rhythmic intercourse of the Kosmos. 
Remain in the state of not-knowing 
while achieving knowledge in all fields. 
This is the spiritual virtue of the Kosmos: 
Birthing life without possessing, 
Nurturing life without expecting, 
Rearing life without dominating. 
• 
[10c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Can you always keep your soul focused 
So that nothing can divert it from the Tao? 
Can you regulate your breathing 
And be as soft and relaxed as a baby? 
Can you purify yourself and eliminate the hidden 
So that you are free of all blemish and error? 
Can you love the people and govern the state by non-action? 
Can you open and close the gates of nature 
As a woman can? 
Can you be enlightened and aware 



And penetrate to the depths of everything, without knowledge? 
• 
[10c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Can you nurture your souls by holding them in unity with the One? 
Can you focus your ch'i - your energy and become as supple, as yielding as a baby? 
Can you clear your mind of all its dross without throwing out the Tao with it? 
Can you do it without self-interest so you shine like a diamond? 
Can you love the people of your nation without being pulled into action? 
Can you turn yourself around and let Her rise up over you? 
The world spans out in four directions - and can you be as embracing? 
Birthing, nurturing and sustaining: 
the Tao does this unceasingly ... 
It gives without holding on to what it's made, 
It gives everything essence, without reward 
It knows, without flaunting it 
It is serene, beyond desiring 
- and this is its Virtue and its Source. 
• 
[10c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



Body and soul are one, 
But can they avoid separation? 
Though concentrating on breathing exercises to be supple, 
Can you become as supple as a baby? 
Though getting rid of your distracting thoughts for a deeper meditation, 
Can you be devoid of blemish? 
If you are to love the people and govern a state, 
Can you avoid taking active action? 
When the door of heaven opens or closes, 
Can you remain inactive as a female? 
When your power of perception penetrates every corner, 
Are you capable of knowing nothing? 
Giving all things life and propagation 
Without claiming to be their owner, 
Benefiting them without claiming to be their benefactor, 
And being their head without ruling them, 
All these are called the most intrinsic Teh (virtue). 
• 
[10c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



Can one hold the soul in the body, hold the mind in the spirit, and keep them as one? 
Can one concentrate the energy of life and keep it supple like a newborn child? 
Can one study everything and really know everything without making a mistake? 
Can one govern the nation with all the right actions and really love the people? 
Can one always make a decision with the right mind? 
Can one empty the mind and fill it with the brightness of wisdom and learn to step back from this 

knowledge? 
Can one give life and grow life and yet claim no possession? 
Can one supervise and benefit others, yet exercise no authority and rely on no pride? 
This is what is called the mysterious virtue. 
• 
[10c28t] Liu Qixuan 
How is it 
That you hold your soul and body together? 
Is it like a quiet infant 
That you soften your breath? 
Is it without any dust 
That you clear your mind as a metaphysical mirror? 
Is it without willful actions 



That you love and take care of your country and people? 
Is it without any dark corner 
That you sense what is happening in the world? 
Is it without misguiding knowledge 
That you understand the whole world? 
The metaphysical getter is one 
That lets be everything that is born, 
Produces without possessing anything surplus, 
Achieves successes without being proud of them, 
And rules well without any executive power. 
• 
[10c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Embracing The True One 
Lao Tze says, 
By clothing a good frame and embracing the holy one, cannot your soul be kept from leaving? 
In concentrating the breath and making the body supple, can't you turn into a baby again? 
By taking the eyes' dirt and consulting scriptures, can't you become blemishless? 
To love people and exercise government, can't this be kept from being publicly known? 
Cannot your mouths, eyes, and ears, the gate of Heaven remain soft when opening and closing as 



females usually do? 
When you understand the truth and fully discern them, do you not depend on acting without the 

intent to control fate? 
The one which gives all things' lives, and thus rears them, gives the lives, but does not claim 

ownership; 
it works laboriously for them, but does not expect reward in return. 
Even when they are fully grown up, it does not dominate them. 
I shall say this really can be regarded as the mystic virtue. 
• 
[10c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Can you keep the soul always concentrated from straying? 
Can you regulate the breath and become soft and pliant like an infant? 
Can you clear and get rid of the unforeseen and be free from fault? 
Can you love the people and govern the state by non-action? 
Can you open and shut the gates of nature like a female? 
Can you become enlightened and penetrate everywhere without knowledge? 
• 
[10c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Keeping one's ying poh and embracing the One, 



Can man not depart from it? 
Breathing intensely to induce softness, 
Can man be like an infant? 
The mystic vision being pure and clean, 
Can it be without flaw? 
Loving the people and governing the state, 
Can man be without action? 
Opening and closing the gate of heaven, 
Can it not be the female? 
Discerning and understanding the four corners, 
Can man do so without knowledge? 
To produce and to raise; 
To produce without possessing; 
To act without asserting; 
To develop without controlling; 
This is called the profound virtue. 
• 
[10c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When 'carrying your soul', embracing the One Thing, can you be undivided? 



When 'concentrating ch'i', bringing about Softness, can you be like an infant? 
When 'cleansing and purifying the mysterious mirror', can you be without blemish? 
When 'loving the people and caring for the kingdom', can you be without knowledge? 
When 'the Doors of Heaven open and shut', can you remain Feminine? 
When 'Clarity and bareness penetrate everywhere', can you remain not doing? 
Produce and nourish. 
Produce but don't possess, 
work but don't rely on this, 
preside but don't rule. 
This is mysterious Te. 
• 
[10c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the spirit holds fast to the body, how can there be disunion! 
When the vital force attains the utmost degree of pliancy, how can one fail to resemble a new-born 

babe! 
When the mind is purified, how can there be blemishes! 
When the ruler truly loves the people, how can he fail to accomplish things! 
When the sensual organs are properly used, how can one fail to have strength! 
When the intellectual faculties are properly employed, how can one fail to have understanding! 



The mysterious Nature is that which produces, grows, lives without the desire for ownership, gives 
without the wish for return, rules without claiming lordship. 

• 
[10c34t] Yi Wu 
To keep the spirit and body embracing Oneness, 
can you let them not be separate? 
To concentrate the breath for attaining softness, 
can you be like an infant? 
To wash and clear the mysterious vision, 
can you eliminate all flaws? 
To love the people and govern the state, 
can you be without knowledge? 
To open and close the Heavenly gates, 
can you be the female? 
To understand all things in the four directions, 
can you be in non-action? 
To produce them and nourish them, 
To produce without possessing, 
To act without taking credit, 



To [encourage] growth without controlling, 
This is called mysterious virtue. 
• 
[10c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
In maintaining congruity of the mind and body, 
Can you prevent your attention from wandering? 
Can you breathe naturally and relax your entire body 
Until it becomes as supple as an infant's? 
Can you clear all errant thoughts and maintain an immaculate mind? 
Can you rule benevolently by adhering to non-action? 
In watching everything evolve and change, are you able to maintain quietude (a typical female trait)? 
Can you learn intuitively rather than analytically? 
Dao procreates and nourishes everything. 
It engenders but does not claim possession. 
It achieves but does not claim credit. 
It lets things develop but does not exert control. 
This is known as "inconspicuous virtue". 
• 
[10c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 



Can you always embrace Oneness without the slightest separation of body and mind? 
Can you maintain undivided concentration until your vital force is as supple as a newborn baby's? 
Can you clarify your inner vision to be flawless? 
Can you love your people and serve your state with no self-exaltation? 
As Life's Gate opens and closes in the performance of birth and death, 
can you maintain the receptive, feminine principle when yin and yang are changing? 
After achieving the crystal clear mind, 
can you remain detached and innocent? 
Give birth to and nourish all things without desiring to possess them. 
Give of yourself, without expecting something in return. 
Assist people, but do not attempt to control them. 
This is how to realize the deep virtue of the universe. 
• 
[10c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Can you unify hun and p'o into one and not let them be divided? 
Can you concentrate on your breathing to reach harmony and become as an innocent babe? 
Can you clean the dark mirror within yourself and let nothing remain there? 
Can you love the people and govern the state and do so without interference? 
Can you enter and leave the realm of Non-being and let these actions take place by themselves? 



Can the clear illumination radiate to all directions without your having knowledge of it? 
Cultivate it, and nourish it, 
Produce it, but do not possess it, 
Labor on it, but do not depend on it, 
Lead it, but do not manage it. 
This is called the mystic attainment. 
• 
[10c38t] Henry Wei 
It Can Be Done 
Neng Wei 
In harmonizing your hun and p'o to embrace the One, 
Can you concentrate without deviating? 
In attuning your breath to induce tenderness, 
Can you become like a new-born babe? 
In cleansing and purifying your Mystic Mirror, 
Can you make it free from all stain? 
In loving the people and ruling the state, 
Can you practice non-interference? 
When the Heavenly Gate opens and closes, 



Can you play the part of the Female? 
When your light shines forth in all directions, 
Can you ignore it with perfect equanimity? 
To produce things and nourish them, 
To produce but not to claim ownership, 
To act but not to presume on the result, 
To lead but not to manipulate, - 
This is called Mystic Virtue. 
• 
[10c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Rest your shining spirit and embrace the One. 
Can you forever hold onto it? 
Concentrate your breath and attain the utmost softness. 
Can you become a baby? 
Clean your mysterious mirror. 
Can you keep it free of blemish? 
Love the people and keep the state in peace. 
Can you rule through no-action? 
As the gate of Heaven opens and closes, 



Can you play the female part? 
As bright light reaches all four directions, 
Can you remain unknowing? 
To give people life and nurture them; 
To give them life, without possessing them; 
To rule them, without depending on them; 
To lead them, without directing them - 
This is called the mysterious Te. 
• 
[10c40t] Tao Huang 
Donning the spirit and soul, and drawing them into Oneness, 
Can this come apart? 
Gathering in Qi and making the body supple, 
Is this not an infant? 
Being clear-headed and eliminating any mystic vision, 
Can even a speck exist? 
Loving the people and governing the country, 
Is this not inactive? 
Opening and closing the Gate of Heaven, 



Is this not the female? 
Comprehending the four corners of the world, 
Is this not knowledge? 
Begetting and nourishing, 
Begetting but not possessing, 
Enhancing but not dominating. 
This is Mysterious Action. 
• 
[10c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
By keeping the body and soul balanced, they can not be split. 
By soft breathing and being tender, one can be innocent. 
By purifying the mind and broadening views, one can be free from errors. 
By loving the people and serving the country, one should not interfere. 
If one's mind is indecisive, one should make it inactive. 
By thoroughly understanding all angles, one can discard dogmatism. 
It gives life, nourishes them. 
It produces all things but it does not possess them. 
It provides everything for them but it does not take anything from them. 
It leads them but does not lord over them. 



This is called the "incomprehensive Virtues". 
• 
[10c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Can you keep the spirit and embrace the One without departing from them? 
Can you concentrate your vital force and achieve the highest degree of weakness like an infant? 
Can you clean and purify your profound insight so it will be spotless? 
Can you love the people and govern the state without knowledge (cunning)? 
Can you play the role of the female in the opening and closing of the gates of Heaven? 
Can you understand all and penetrate all without taking any action? 
To produce things and to rear them, 
To produce, but not to take possession of them, 
To act, but not to rely on one's own ability, 
To lead them, but not to master them - 
This is called profound and secret virtue. 
• 
[10c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Возможно ль, сохраняя душу и в объятиях с единым, с ними не расстаться? 
Возможно ль, как младенцу, сосредоточивать дыхание и быть предельно мягким? 
Возможно ли избавиться от недостатков, если добиться чистоты и зреть сокровенное? 



Возможно ли без знаний любить народ и управлять страной? 
Возможно ли без самки открыть или закрыть Небесные врата? 
Возможно ль, находясь в бездействии, все ясно понимать? 
Рождать и взращивать, 
чему давать жизнь - не иметь, 
на свои действия не опираться, 
быть старшим, но не властвовать 
- это зовется сокровенной добродетелью. 
• 
[10c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Можно ли, соединив душу и плоть, объять Единое и не утратить это? 
Можно ли, регулируя ци и становясь податливым, обрести состояние новорождённого? 
Можно ли, отполировав сокровенное зеркало, не оставить на нём пятен? 
Можно ли, любя народ и правя государством, пребывать в недеянии? 
Можно ли, открывая и закрывая Небесные Врата, сохранять состояние самки? 
Можно ли, постигнув четыре начала, пребывать вне знания? 
Давать жизнь и вскармливать? 
Давать жизнь и не обладать этим? 
Действуя, не требовать воздаяния? 



Взращивая, не править этим? 
Это зовётся сокровенной Благостью. 
• 
[10c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Соедини воедино души земные и дух небес, 
Одно обними - и не смогут они ввек расстаться! 
Сосредоточь пневму-ци и мягкость этим обрети - 
тогда сумеешь уподобиться дитяте! 
Зерцало темное от скверны омой - 
и беспорочен стань душой! 
Цени народ, страну в порядок приведи - 
тогда недеяние осуществить ты сможешь! 
Небесные врата то отверзаются, то затворяются - 
узри начало женственное в них! 
Поняв четыре принципа, ты можешь пребывать в неведении полном! 
Дао рождает сущее и его питает. 
Рождает, но им не обладает и действует, не замышляя преднамеренно. 
Оно все взращивает, но ничем не повелевает, и это Сокровенной Силой-Дэ зовется, знаю! 
• 



[10c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Если сопрячь тело и душу и заключить в одно-единое, 
могут ли остаться [они] нераздельны? 
Если грубое семя-энергию довести до мягкости, 
можно ли обратиться новорожденным? 
Если начисто устранить видение сокровенного первоначала, 
можно ли избежать изъяна? 
Если любить народ и управлять страной, можно ли быть незнающим? 
Если небесные врата открываются и закрываются, 
может ли не быть Самки [Поднебесной]? 
Если прояснить все в пределах четырех сторон, можно ли не деять? 
[Оно] рождает все, размножает все. 
Порождающее и не обладающее [порожденным], 
возделывающее и ни на что не опирающееся, 
главенствующее и не карающее - 
это и есть изначально-сокровенное Дэ. 
• 
[10c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Если душа и тело будут в единстве, можно ли сохранить его? 



Если сделать дух мягким, можно ли стать [бесстрастным] подобно новорожденному? 
Если созерцание станет чистым, возможны ли тогда заблуждения? 
Можно ли любить народ и управлять страной, не прибегая к мудрости? 
Возможны ли превращения в природе, если следовать мягкости? 
Возможно ли осуществление недеяния, если познать все взаимоотношения в природе? 
Создавать и воспитывать [сущее]; 
создавая, не обладать [тем, что создано]; 
приводя в движение, не прилагать к этому усилий; 
руководя, не считать себя властелином - вот что называется глубочайшим дэ. 
• 
[10c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Душа имеет единство, поэтому она не делится (на части). 
Кто вполне духовен, тот бывает смирен, как младенец. 
Кто свободен от всякого рода знаний, тот никогда не будет болеть. 
Кто любит народ и управляет им, тот должен быть бездеятельным. 
Кто хочет открыть небесные ворота, тот должен быть как самка. 
Кто делает вид, что много знает и ко всему способен, тот ничего не знает и ни к чему не 

способен. 
Кто производит (вещь) и постоянно держит ее, тот ничего не имеет. 



Не хвалиться тем, что сделано, не начальствовать над другими, превосходя их, 
называется небесною добродетелью. 

• 
[10c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Пестуй душу, обнимай Единое - можешь ли не терять их? 
Сосредоточь дух, приди к мягкости - можешь ли быть как младенец? 
Очищай сокровенное зеркало - можешь ли быть без изъяна? 
Люби народ, блюди порядок в царстве - можешь ли пребывать в недеянии? 
Небесные врата отворяются и затворяются - можешь ли быть женственным? 
Постигай все в четырех пределах - можешь ли обойтись без знания? 
Порождает и вскармливает, 
Все рождает и ничем не обладает. 
Всему поспешествует, а не ищет в том опоры, 
Всех старше, а ничем не повелевает: 
Вот что зовется сокровенным совершенством. 
• 
[10c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Практикуя осознание единности духовного и физического начал, способен ли пребывать в 

состоянии отсутствия рассеяния? 



Концентрируя дыхание-ци, устремляясь к мягкости, способен ли быть в состоянии 
младенца? 

Совершенствуя и очищая мистическое видение, способен ли быть в состоянии 
отсутствия изъянов? 

В любви к народу и управлении государством, способен ли пребывать в состоянии 
отсутствия знаний? 

Когда открываются и закрываются Небесные врата, способен ли быть в состоянии 
отсутствия иньской асимметрии? 

Стремясь к полному постижению четырех пределов, способен ли пребывать в состоянии 
отсутствия осуществления? 

Порождают и накапливают. 
Порождая, не вступай в отношения обладания. 
Осуществляя, не отождествляйся. 
Возрастая, не главенствуй. 
Это определяется: 
Мистическая Потенция. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Eleven 
 

[11c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Thirty spokes unite in one hub; 
It is precisely where there is nothing, that we find the usefulness of the wheel. 
We fire clay and make vessels; 
It is precisely where there's no substance, that we find the usefulness of clay pots. 
We chisel out doors and windows; 
It is precisely in these empty spaces, that we find the usefulness of the room. 
Therefore, we regard having something as beneficial; 
But having nothing as useful. 
• 
[11c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THIRTY spokes converge upon a single hub; 
It is on the hole in the center that the use of the cart hinges. 
We make a vessel from a lump of clay; 
It is the empty space within the vessel that makes it useful. 
We make doors and windows for a room; 
But it is these empty spaces that make the room livable. 



Thus, while the tangible has advantages, 
It is the intangible that makes it useful. 
• 
[11c03t] D. C. Lau 
Thirty spokes share one hub. 
Adapt the nothing therein to the purpose in hand, and you will have the use of the cart. 
Knead clay in order to make a vessel. 
Adapt the nothing therein to the purpose in hand, and you will have the use of the vessel. 
Cut out doors and windows in order to make a room. 
Adapt the nothing therein to the purpose in hand, and you will have the use of the room. 
Thus what we gain is Something, yet it is by virtue of Nothing that this can be put to use. 
• 
[11c04t] R. L. Wing 
Thirty spokes converge at one hub; 
What is not there makes the wheel useful. 
Clay is shaped to form a vessel; 
What is not there makes the vessel useful. 
Doors and windows are cut to form a room; 
What is not there makes the room useful. 



Therefore, take advantage of what is there, By making use of what is not. 
• 
[11c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Thirty spokes are united in one nave to make a wheel, 
But it is on the hole of the nave that the use of the carriage depends. 
Clay is mixed to mold a utensil, 
But it is on its empty space that the use of utensils depends. 
Doors and windows are cut out to form a room, 
But it is on the vacancy within, that the use of the room depends. 
Therefore, the advantage existence brings to people rests exclusively upon the decisive role of 

nonexistence. 
• 
[11c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Thirty spokes share the wheel's hub; 
It is the center hole that makes it useful. 
Shape clay into a vessel; 
It is the space within that makes it useful. 
Cut doors and windows for a room; 
It is the holes which make it useful. 



Therefore profit comes from what is there; 
Usefulness from what is not there. 
• 
[11c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Thirty spokes make a wheel. 
Forget about the spokes, 
And we have the use of the wheel. 
Working clay in the right way can produce a bowl. 
Forget about the clay, 
And we have the use of the bowl. 
Carve a room off the side of a hill, 
Forget about the hill, 
And we have the use of the room. 
We lay our hands on all kinds of materials for our advantage. 
Yet we do not possess any of these materials 
when we actually use their services. 
• 
[11c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
A wooden wheel has thirty spokes: 



Carve out the center to make it useful for a carriage. 
A piece of clay is used to make a container: 
Take out some clay from the middle to form a pot. 
A house has four walls: 
Empty the inside to make a room. 
Therefore, having materials provides the resources, 
But getting rid of some of it makes the materials useful. 
• 
[11c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE USE OF NOTHING 
The thirty spokes of a carriage wheel uniting at the nave are made useful by the hole in the centre, 

where nothing exists. 
Vessels of moulded earth are useful by reason of their hollowness. 
Doors and windows are useful by being cut out. 
A house is useful because of its emptiness. 
Existence, therefore, is like unto gain, but Non-Existence to use. 
• 
[11c10t] James Legge 
The thirty spokes unite in the one nave; 
but it is on the empty space (for the axle), that the use of the wheel depends. 



Clay is fashioned into vessels; 
but it is on their empty hollowness, that their use depends. 
The door and windows are cut out (from the walls) to form an apartment; 
but it is on the empty space (within), that its use depends. 
Therefore, what has a (positive) existence serves for profitable adaptation, and what has not that for 

(actual) usefulness. 
• 
[11c11t] David Hinton 
Thirty spokes gathered at each hub: absence makes the cart work. 
A storage jar fashioned out of clay: absence makes the jar work. 
Doors and windows cut in a house: absence makes the house work. 
Presence gives things their value, but absence makes them work. 
• 
[11c12t] Chichung Huang 
Thirty spokes share a hub; 
In its nothingness 
Rests the carriage's usefulness. 
One burns clay to make a pot; 
In its nonbeing 



Rests the clay pot's usefulness. 
One cuts out doors and windows; 
In its nonbeing 
Rests the room's usefulness. 
Therefore, being provides the advantage; 
Nonbeing provides the usefulness. 
• 
[11c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Thirty spokes share one hub to make a wheel. 
Through its non-being (wu), 
There is (yu) the use (yung) of the carriage. 
Mold clay into a vessel (ch'i). 
Through its non-being (wu), 
There is (yu) the use (yung) of the vessel. 
Cut out doors and windows to make a house. 
Through its non-being (wu), 
There is (yu) the use (yung) of the house. 
Therefore in the being (yu-chih) of a thing, 
There lies the benefit (li). 



In the non-being (wu-chih) of a thing, 
There lies its use (yun). 
• 
[11c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A wheel was made through the process of assembling thirty spokes together, by befitting each spoke 

into individual holes (on the hub); 
This illustrates that the holes (emptiness) are useful means in making carts; 
A kitchen utensil (bowl) was made, because a hole was perforated (emptiness was created) in the 

middle of a lump of [solid] clay; 
This again is an example that emptiness is useful for the shaping of a container; 
Part of the solid walls of a room were cut out open so these openings could be used for either windows 

or doors; 
Once again it is an example that emptiness (the voided sections of the wall) is useful in the 

completion of a room. 
Accordingly: 
Existence (Being) is advantageous; 
While void (not to have the existence; Nothingness) is useful (significant) too. 
• 
[11c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



Thirty spokes converge upon one hub; but it is the center hole that is the use of the cart. 
We shape a lump of clay into a vessel; but it is the empty space within the vessel that is its use. 
We make doors and windows for a chamber; but it is the empty space within it that is its use. 
Thus, while the beings are profitable, the non-being is useful. 
• 
[11c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Thirty spokes connected to one hub with a hole (for shaft), can be used as a wheel. 
Using clay to make a concave pottery, it can be used as a container. 
Buildings with doors and windows can be houses. 
Therefore, solidness provides the utility, and hollowness makes things useful. 
• 
[11c17t] Arthur Waley 
We put thirty spokes together and call it a wheel; 
But it is on the space where there is nothing that the usefulness of the wheel depends. 
We turn clay to make a vessel; 
But it is on the space where there is nothing that the usefulness of the vessel depends. 
We pierce doors and windows to make a house; 
And it is on these spaces where there is nothing that the usefulness of the house depends. 
Therefore just as we take advantage of what is, we should 



recognize the usefulness of what is not. 
• 
[11c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Thirty spokes share one hub. 
It is exactly where there is nothing of it that the functionality of the wheel resides. 
Mix clay with water to make a vessel. 
It is exactly where there is nothing of it that the functionality of the vessel resides. 
Cut doors and windows to make a room. 
It is exactly where there is nothing of it that the functionality of the room resides. 
Therefore this is how what is there provides benefit and how what is not there provides functionality. 
• 
[11c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE UTILITY OF NOT-BEING 
Thirty spokes unite around the nave; 
From their not-being (loss of their individuality) 
Arises the utility of the wheel. 
Mold clay into a vessel; 
From its not-being (in the vessel's hollow) 
Arises the utility of the vessel. 



Cut out doors and windows in the house(-wall), 
From their not-being (empty space) arises the utility of the house. 
Therefore by the existence of things we profit. 
And by the non-existence of things we are served. 
• 
[11c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Thirty spokes converge on a single hub, 
but it is in the space where there is nothing that the usefulness of the cart lies. 
Clay is molded to make a pot, 
but it is in the space where there is nothing that the usefulness of the clay pot lies. 
Cut out doors and windows to make a room, 
but it is in the spaces where there is nothing that the usefulness of the room lies. 
Therefore, 
Benefit may be derived from something, but it is in nothing that we find usefulness. 
• 
[11c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Thirty spokes connect to the wheel's hub; 
yet, it is the center hole that makes it useful. 
Clay is shaped into a vessel; 



yet, it is the emptiness within that makes it useful. 
Doors and windows are cut for a room; 
yet it is the space where there is nothing that makes it useful. 
Therefore, 
though advantage comes from what is; 
usefulness comes from what is not. 
• 
[11c22t] David H. Li 
Thirty spokes share one hub. 
The hollow in the hub expresses the carriage's usefulness. 
With clay, a vessel is molded. 
The hollow within expresses the vessel's usefulness. 
With doors and windows, a room is formed. 
The hollow within expresses the room's usefulness. 
Thus, visible provides the facility; hollow expresses its usefulness. 
• 
[11c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Thirty spokes share a hub; 
The usefulness of the cart 



lies in the space where there is nothing. 
Clay is kneaded into a vessel; 
The usefulness of the vessel 
lies in the space where there is nothing. 
A room is created by cutting out doors and windows; 
The usefulness of the room 
lies in the space where there is nothing. 
Therefore, 
The benefit of things lies in the usefulness of nothing. 
• 
[11c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Thirty spokes unite in the middle of the wheel, 
And because of the part between them where nothing exists, 
We enjoy the use of the carriage wheel. 
Clay is formed into bowls and vessels, 
And because of the hollow in it where nothing exists, 
We use them as vessels. 
Doors and windows are cut into the walls of the house, 
And since they are empty space, we can use them. 



Therefore, on the one hand, we have the advantage of what exists, 
And, on the other, we utilize the non-existent. 
Without that which does not exist, we cannot take advantage of the wheel, the vessel, or the house. 
Without wooden spokes, clay, and walls, we cannot take advantage of the space they contain. 
Ultimately, existence and non-existence coexist and are intertwined. 
• 
[11c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Thirty spokes on a cartwheel 
Go towards the hub that is the centre 
- but look, there is nothing at the centre and that is precisely why it works! 
If you mould a cup you have to make a hollow: 
it is the emptiness within it that makes it useful. 
In a house or room it is the empty spaces 
- the doors, the windows - that make it useable. 
They all use what they are made of to do what they do, 
but without their nothingness they would be nothing. 
• 
[11c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Thirty spokes share one hub. 



It is just the space (the Nothingness) between them 
That makes a cart function as a cart. 
Knead clay to make a vessel 
And you find within it the space 
That makes a vessel as a vessel. 
To build a house with doors and windows 
And you find within them the space 
That makes a house function as a house. 
Hence the Being (substance) can provide a condition 
Under which usefulness is found, 
But the Nothingness (space) is the usefulness itself. 
• 
[11c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Thirty spokes share one hub, yet the spokes and the hub cannot make use of the carriage. 
Mix water, mud and earth and they can be shaped into a vessel, yet they cannot make use of the 

vessel itself. 
Cut out windows and doors to create a room, yet they cannot make use of the room itself. 
Therefore take the useful as the useless, the useless as the useful. 
• 



[11c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Thirty strokes radiate from the axle, 
And there is a good working cart when it is empty. 
Clay is given shapes for holding things, 
And there is a good working ware when it is not full. 
Windows and doors have been made, 
And there is a good working house when it is not occupied. 
Therefore, in general principle, 
Seeking after being is for profit, 
Keeping non-being is for use. 
• 
[11c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Utility of The Void 
Lao Tze says, 
It takes thirty spokes to share one nave. 
Because a nave is a void space, we can have the use of the cart. 
People knead clay to make a bowl. 
Because a bowl is void in the center, we can use the bowl. 
People cut out of a wall to make a door and a window. 



Because they are void spaces, we can have the use of apartments. 
Thus, this is something we can gain, that the positive existence shall serve for profitable adaption, 
and that which has no existence shall serve for its purpose. 
• 
[11c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Thirty spokes unite in one nave, 
And because of the part where nothing exists we have the use of a carriage wheel. 
Clay is moulded into vessels, 
And because of the space where nothing exists we are able to use them as vessels. 
Doors and windows are cut out in the walls of a house, 
And because they are empty spaces, we are able to use them. 
Therefore, on the one hand we have the benefit of existence, and on the other, we make use of non-

existence. 
• 
[11c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Thirty spokes converge in a nave; 
just because of its nothingness [void] the usefulness of the cart exists. 
Molded clay forms a vessel; 
just because of its nothingness [hollowness] the usefulness of the utensil exists. 



Doors and windows are cut into a house; 
just because of their nothingness [emptiness] the usefulness of the house exists. 
Therefore, profit from that which exists and utilize that which is absent. 
• 
[11c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Thirty spokes unite in one hollow hub - 
in this 'nothing' lies the wheel's usefulness. 
Knead clay to make a jar - 
in its 'nothing' lies the jar's usefulness. 
Cut out doors and windows in making a house - 
in their 'nothing' lies the house's usefulness. 
Yes: 
'Being' makes for profit, 
'Nothing' makes for usefulness. 
• 
[11c33t] Cheng Lin 
Thirty spokes share the space of one nave. 
The substance and the void are both essential to the usefulness of a carriage. 
Clay is moulded to make vessels. 



The substance and the void are both essential to the usefulness of a vessel. 
Doors and windows are hewn in a house. 
The substance and the void are both essential to the usefulness of a house. 
Thus, the presence of something may prove beneficial, just as the absence of something may prove 

useful. 
• 
[11c34t] Yi Wu 
Join thirty spokes at one hub; 
in its emptiness, the carriage has its use. 
Mold clay into a vessel; 
in its emptiness, the vessel has its use. 
Make doors and windows for a room; 
in its emptiness, the room has its use. 
Therefore, to have existence is beneficial; 
not to have it is useful. 
• 
[11c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Thirty spokes come together at the hub. 
The empty hub houses the axle of the wheel, and this allows the cart to move. 



You mould clay to make utensils. 
The empty space of the container makes it useful. 
While building a house, you put in windows and doors. 
The empty space gives us the room to use. 
The substantial part creates the space, and thus provides us the benefit. 
However, it is in the empty space that the actual utility lies. 
• 
[11c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Thirty spokes together make a wheel for a cart. 
It is the empty space in the center which enables it to be used. 
Mold clay into a vessel; 
it is the emptiness within that creates the usefulness of the vessel. 
Cut out doors and windows in a house; 
it is the empty space inside that creates the usefulness of the house. 
Thus, what we have may be something substantial, 
but its usefulness lies in the unoccupied, empty space. 
The substance of your body is enlivened by maintaining the part of you that is unoccupied. 
• 
[11c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



Thirty spokes are joined at the hub. 
From their non-being arises the function of the wheel. 
Lumps of clay are shaped into a vessel. 
From their non-being arises the function of the vessel. 
Doors and windows are constructed together to make a chamber. 
From their non-being arises the function of the chamber. 
Therefore, as individual beings, these things are useful materials. 
Constructed together in their non-being, they give rise to function. 
• 
[11c38t] Henry Wei 
Utility of Non-Being 
Wu Yung 
Thirty spokes converge on the nave of a wheel: 
It is where there is non-being (hollow space) 
That the usefulness of the wheel lies. 
Clay is molded into a vessel: 
It is where there is non-being 
That the usefulness of the vessel lies. 
Doors and windows are hewn out to make a room: 



It is where there is non-being 
That the usefulness of the room lies. 
Therefore, while being is valuable, 
It is non-being that is useful. 
• 
[11c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Thirty spokes share one hub; 
On its non-being depends the usefulness of the wheel. 
You make a vessel, kneading clay; 
On its non-being depends the usefulness of the vessel. 
You make a room, carving out doors and windows; 
On its non-being depends the usefulness of the room. 
Therefore, being's advantage 
Is non-being's usefulness. 
• 
[11c40t] Tao Huang 
Thirty spokes join at one hub, 
Yet it is the emptiness inside the hub that makes the vehicle useful; 
Clay is molded into a vessel, 



Yet it is the hollowness that makes the vessel useful; 
Windows and doors are cut out, 
Yet it is their empty space that makes the room usable. 
So, any having makes for excess, 
Any not-having makes for usefulness. 
• 
[11c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To combine two thirty-spoke wheels makes a cart. 
Where there is a capacity in it, it possesses the function of a cart. 
A lump of clay can be made into pottery. 
Where there is a capacity within it, it possesses the function of a vessel. 
A house is built with windows and doors. 
Where there is a capacity in it, it possesses the function of a house. 
Thus to possess a thing is for its utility, while its capacity is its function. 
• 
[11c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Thirty spokes are united around the hub to make a wheel, 
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the carriage depends. 
Clay is molded to form a utensil, 



But it is on its non-being that the utility of the utensil depends. 
Doors and windows are cut out to make a room, 
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the room depends. 
Therefore turn being into advantage, and turn non-being into utility. 
• 
[11c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Ступицу окружают 30 спиц, но пользоваться повозкой позволяет пустота отверстия в 

ступице. 
Мнут глину, чтобы вылепить сосуд, но пользоваться сосудом позволяет его пустота. 
Строя дом, проделывают дверь и окна, но пользоваться домом позволяет его пустота. 
Приносит пользу то, что в них имеется, но пользоваться ими позволяет то, чего в них 

нет. 
• 
[11c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Тридцать спиц соединяются в одной ступице. 
Использование же повозки обуславливается пустотой между ними. 
Для того, чтобы изготовить сосуд, размешивают глину. 
Использование же сосуда обуславливается пустотой в нём. 
Для того, чтобы соорудить жилище, прорубают двери и окна. 



Использование же жилища обуславливается пустотой в нём. 
Поэтому ту выгоду, которую получаем благодаря "наличию", мы можем использовать лишь 

благодаря "отсутствию". 
• 
[11c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Тридцать спиц вместе - одно колесо. 
Но то, что в нем - отсутствие, определяет наличие возможности использования телеги. 
Стенки из глины - это сосуд. 
Но то, что в нем - отсутствие, определяет наличие возможности использования сосуда. 
В стенах пробиты окна и двери - это дом. 
Но то, что в нем - отсутствие, определяет наличие возможности использования дома. 
Поэтому наличие чего-либо определяет характер использования вещи, а отсутствие - 

принципиальную возможность использовать ее. 
• 
[11c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Тридцать спиц сходятся в одной ступице, а используется она в колесе за счет своего 

небытия и бытия (пустоты и полноты). 
Формуют глину, чтобы изготовить сосуд, а используется он за счет своего небытия и 

бытия. 



Пробивают окна и двери, чтобы устроить жилище, а используется оно за счет своего 
небытия и бытия. 

Следовательно: 
бытием приносится польза, небытием создается использование. 
• 
[11c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Тридцать спиц соединяются в одной ступице, [образуя колесо], 
но употребление колеса зависит от пустоты между [спицами]. 
Из глины делают сосуды, 
но употребление сосудов зависит от пустоты в них. 
Пробивают двери и окна, чтобы сделать дом, 
но пользование домом зависит от пустоты в нем. 
Вот почему полезность [чего-либо] имеющегося зависит от пустоты. 
• 
[11c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тридцать спиц соединяются в одной ступице (колесницы), но если они недостаточны для 

предназначенной цели, то их можно употребить для другой (воза). 
Из глины делают домашний сосуд; 
но если она недостаточна для известной цели, то годится для другой. 



Связывая рамы и двери, устраивают дом; 
но если они недостаточны для этого, то из них можно делать домашнюю утварь. 
Отсюда видно, что если вещь не годна для одной цели, то можно употребить ее для другой. 
• 
[11c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Тридцать спиц колеса сходятся в одной ступице, 
Но польза от колеса в том, что в ступице нет ничего. 
Лепят из глины сосуд, 
Но польза от сосуда в том, что внутри него нет ничего. 
Прорезывают окна и двери, чтобы получился дом: 
А польза от дома там, где дома нет. 
Поистине: 
То, что имеешь, приносит выгоду. 
А то, чего не имеешь, приносит пользу. 
• 
[11c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Тридцать спиц сходятся в одной ступице. 
Наличие в ней отсутствия делает возможным функциональное применение повозки. 
Придают форму глине, изготовляя утварь. 



Наличие в ней отсутствия делает возможным функциональное применение утвари. 
Прорубают двери и окна, делая комнату. 
Наличие в ней отсутствия делает возможным функциональное применение комнаты. 
Причинность: 
Наличие - посредством этого осуществляют использование плодов. 
Отсутствие - посредством этого осуществляют функциональное применение. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twelve 
 

[12c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The five colors cause one's eyes to go blind. 
Racing horses and hunting cause one's mind to go mad. 
Goods that are hard to obtain pose an obstacle to one's travels. 
The five flavors confuse one's palate. 
The five tones cause one's ears to go deaf. 
Therefore, in the government of the Sage: 
He's for the belly and not for the eyes. 
Thus he rejects that and takes this. 
• 
[12c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE five colours blind the eye. 
The five tones deafen the ear. 
The five flavours cloy the palate. 
Racing and hunting madden the mind. 
Rare goods tempt men to do wrong. 
Therefore, the Sage takes care of the belly, not the eye. 



He prefers what is within to what is without. 
• 
[12c03t] D. C. Lau 
The five colours make man's eyes blind; 
The five notes make his ears deaf; 
The five tastes injure his palate; 
Riding and hunting 
Make his mind go wild with excitement; 
Goods hard to come by 
Serve to hinder his progress. 
Hence the sage is 
For the belly 
Not for the eye. 
Therefore he discards the one and takes the other. 
• 
[12c04t] R. L. Wing 
The five colors will blind one's eye. 
The five tones will deafen one's ear. 
The five flavors will jade one's taste. 



Racing and hunting will derange one's mind. 
Goods that are hard to get will obstruct one's way. 
Therefore, Evolved Individuals 
Regard the center and not the eye. 
Hence they discard one and receive the other. 
• 
[12c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Iridescent colours cause blindness. 
Beautiful music causes deafness. 
Delicious food causes loss of taste. 
Racing and hunting cause madness. 
Rare goods tempt people to rob and steal. 
Therefore the sage only wants to feed the people rather than to dazzle them. 
That's why he goes for the former and turns down the latter. 
• 
[12c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The five colors blind the eye. 
The five tones deafen the ear. 
The five flavors dull the taste. 



Racing and hunting madden the mind. 
Precious things lead one astray. 
Therefore the sage is guided by what he feels and not by what he sees. 
He lets go of that and chooses this. 
• 
[12c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Just as the five colors that we see can blind us, 
So the five sounds that we hear can deafen us, 
And the five tastes that we taste can dull our sense of taste. 
As we hunt and chase after a moving target, our minds go wild. 
So goods that are difficult to get become hurdles in our life journey. 
For this reason the Sage seeks to fill only the true needs("the needs of the stomach") 
Rather than to satisfy his senses("the needs of the eyes"). 
He gives up the one, 
And gains the other. 
• 
[12c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Too much color makes one blind; 
Too much sound makes one deaf; 



Too much flavor makes one lose his appetite. 
Horse racing and hunting makes one's heart wild; 
Scarce and valuable things makes one want to steal. 
Therefore, great men made people value basic needs, not luxuries. 
So, they kept the former and threw away the latter. 
• 
[12c09t] Walter Gorn Old, SHUTTING THE DOORS 
Light will blind a man, sound will make him deaf, taste will ruin his palate, the chase will make him 

wild, and precious things will tempt him. 
Therefore does the wise man provide for the soul and not for the senses. 
He ignores the one and takes the other with both hands. 
• 
[12c10t] James Legge 
Colour's five hues from th' eyes their sight will take; 
Music's five notes the ears as deaf can make; 
The flavours five deprive the mouth of taste; 
The chariot course, and the wild hunting waste 
Make mad the mind; and objects rare and strange, 
Sought for, men's conduct will to evil change. 



Therefore the sage seeks to satisfy (the craving of) the belly, and not the (insatiable longing of the) eyes. 
He puts from him the latter, and prefers to seek the former. 
• 
[12c11t] David Hinton 
The five colors blind eyes. 
The five tones deafen ears. 
The five tastes blur tongues. 
Fast horses and breathtaking hunts make minds wild and crazy. 
Things rare and expensive make people lose their way. 
That's why a sage tends to the belly, not the eye, always ignores that and chooses this. 
• 
[12c12t] Chichung Huang 
The five colors make people's eyes blind; 
Galloping and hunting make people's heart go wild; 
Goods hard to come by make people's acts injurious. 
The five flavors make people's mouth numb; 
The five notes make people's ears deaf. 
Hence, when the sage man ruled, 
He supported the stomach, but not the eye. 



Therefore, he abandoned that and chose this. 
• 
[12c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The five colors blind a person's eyes; 
The five musical notes deafen a person's ears; 
The five flavors ruin a person's taste buds. 
Horse-racing, hunting and chasing, 
Drive a person's mind (hsin) to madness. 
Hard-to-get goods, 
Hinder a person's actions. 
Therefore the sage is for the belly, not for the eyes. 
Therefore he leaves this and chooses that. 
• 
[12c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If a person is shown five (many) colors [around the same time], he will be so confused that he would 

become blind to colors [temporarily]; 
If a person is presented with multiple sounds [simultaneously], he will be so perplexed that he is 

[virtually] deafened [to their distinctions]; 
If a person tastes various flavors [within short intervals], he would be so confused that his tongue will 



be numbed; 
If a person indulges in racing and hunting by riding on horses, he will lose his serenity through such 

frenzy; 
If an individual [is inspired to] be satisfied with nothing less to hard-to-get goods, he will sacrifice 

common decency [for his costly tantalization]. 
Therefore, when a Sage governs, he is concerned more about filling up people's stomachs (satisfying 

their basic needs) than about pleasing their eyes (sensual and non-essential needs); 
He rejects that (the appearance), but accepts this (the substance). 
• 
[12c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The five colors blind the eye. 
The five tones deafen the ear. 
The five flavors cloy the palate. 
Racing and hunting madden the mind. 
Rare goods tempt men to do wrong. 
Therefore, the sage takes care of the belly, not the eye. 
He prefers what is within to what is without. 
• 
[12c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 



Five colors harm the eyes. 
Five tones impair the ear. 
Five flavors numb the taste. 
Horse racing and hunting make people exuberant. 
Hard-to-get things burden people. 
Therefore, the sage seeks inner satisfaction, rather than showy appearance. 
That is, emphasizing what is on the inside, instead of what is on the outside. 
• 
[12c17t] Arthur Waley 
The five colours confuse the eye, 
The five sounds dull the ear, 
The five tastes spoil the palate. 
Excess of hunting and chasing 
Makes minds go mad. 
Products that are hard to get 
Impede their owner's movements. 
Therefore the Sage 
Considers the belly not the eye. 
Truly, 'he rejects that but takes this'. 



• 
[12c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The five colors make one's eyes blind; 
the five notes make one's ears deaf; 
the five flavors make one's mouth fail; 
and sport hunting on horseback makes one's heart/mind go crazy. 
Goods hard to get cause one to travel the road to harm. 
This is why the sage provides for the belly but not for the eye. 
Thus he rejects the one and keeps the other. 
• 
[12c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE SENSES 
The five colors blind the eyes of man; 
The five musical notes deafen the ears of man; 
The five flavors dull the taste of man; 
Horse-racing, hunting and chasing madden the minds of man; 
Rare, valuable goods keep their owners awake at night. 
Therefore the Sage: 
Provides for the belly and not for the eye. 



Hence, he rejects the one and accepts the other. 
• 
[12c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The five colors 
make a man's eyes blind; 
Horseracing and hunting 
make a man's mind go mad; 
Goods that are hard to obtain 
make a man's progress falter; 
The five flavors 
make a man's palate dull; 
The five tones 
make a man's ears deaf. 
For these reasons, 
In ruling, the sage 
attends to the stomach, not to the eye. 
Therefore, 
He rejects the one and adopts the other. 
• 



[12c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The five colors blind the eye. 
The five notes deafen the ear. 
The five flavors dull the palate. 
Racing and hunting drive the heart wild. 
Goods that are hard to obtain hinder the journey. 
Therefore, 
the True Person is guided more by the belly than the eye, 
and prefers this within to that without. 
• 
[12c22t] David H. Li 
Five colors blind the eye; 
Five tones deafen the ear; 
Five flavors dull the palate. 
Prancing and hunting render one restless; 
Rare goods render one senseless. 
Thus, 
a sage aims at the stomach and not at the eye, discarding the latter in favor of the former. 
• 



[12c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The five colors blind the inner eye. 
The five tones deafen the inner ear. 
The five flavors dull the inner tongue. 
In pursuit of outer pleasures, 
Racing and hunting madden the inner mind, 
Rare goods obstruct inner progress. 
Therefore, 
The sage attends to that which is within, not that which is without. 
He lives from the center, not from the periphery. 
• 
[12c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The five colors blind a person's sight. 
The five sounds deafen a person's hearing. 
The five tastes dull a person's palate. 
Races and hunting trips make a person wild. 
Things that are hard to attain are detrimental to a person's conduct. 
For this reason, the sage 
Prepares his food according to the size of his stomach and not according to the size of his eyes. 



He rejects surfeit, and opts for less. 
• 
[12c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The five colours blind the eye; 
The five notes deafen the ear; 
The five tastes deaden the mouth; 
Riding the chase on horseback over the fields drives you crazy when you overdo it; 
And wanting what's precious you do what distorts your being. 
The sage knows this in his gut, 
And is guided by his instinct and not by what his eyes want. 
• 
[12c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The five colours make man blind; 
The five sounds make man deaf; 
The five tastes make man lose his sense of taste; 
Riding and hunting make man wild with excitement; 
Rare goods goad man into stealing; 
Thus the sage does not satisfy his eyes with colours 
But satisfy his stomach with enough food. 



He discards the former and takes the latter. 
• 
[12c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The five colours blind man's eye. 
The five tones deafen man's ears. 
The five flavours dull man's taste. 
Riding and hunting drive man's mind mad. 
Precious goods alter man's behaviour. 
Therefore the sage tries to fill the belly (the virtuous character) and not the eyes (the gateway to the 

emotions). 
And so he discards one and keeps the other. 
• 
[12c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Loud colors blind the eye. 
Wild hunting maddens the mind. 
Precious objects cause thefts. 
Delicious food confuses the taste. 
Beautiful sounds deafen the ear. 
That's why wise politics chooses the essentials 



In all its matters 
Instead of contriving impressive shows. 
• 
[12c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Senses 
Lao Tze says, 
A variety of colors (five colors) can blind the eyes. 
A variety of sounds (five tones) can deafen the ears. 
A mixture of flavors (five flavors) can vitiate the mouth of taste. 
Hunting and horse chasing will make men's minds wild with excitement. 
Goods hard to procure will bring character with harm. 
Hence, the sage seeks to satisfy one's belly, rather than one's eyes. 
Of the former one he does approve, of the latter he does reject. 
• 
[12c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The five colours will blind a man's sight. 
The five sounds will deaden a man's hearing. 
The five tastes will spoil a man's palate. 
Chasing and hunting will drive a man wild. 



Things hard to get will do harm to a man's conduct. 
Therefore the Sage makes provision for the stomach and not for the eye. 
He rejects the latter and chooses the former. 
• 
[12c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The five colors blind man's eyes. 
The five notes deafen his ears. 
The five tastes spoil his palate. 
The chase and the hunt make his heart go mad. 
The rare treasures constrain his actions. 
Therefore, the Sage provides for the belly and not for the eyes; 
He rejects that to prefer this. 
• 
[12c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The five colors make people's eyes go blind, 
the five tones make people's ears go deaf, 
the five flavors make people's mouths turn sour. 
Galloping and racing, hunting and chasing, 
make people's minds go mad. 



Goods hard to come by corrupt people's ways. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Goes by the belly, not by the eye. 
Yes: 
He leaves 'that' aside, and attends to 'this'. 
• 
[12c33t] Cheng Lin 
The five colours blind the eyes of man. 
The five tones deafen the ears of man. 
The five flavours vitiate the palate of man. 
The pursuit of pleasures deranges the mind of man. 
The love for wealth perverts the conduct of man. 
Wherefore the Sage attends to the inner self, and not to the outward appearance. 
• 
[12c34t] Yi Wu 
The five colors cause people's eyes to become blind. 
The five tones cause people's ears to become deaf. 
The five flavors cause people's mouths to become taste-less. 
Racing and hunting cause people's minds to become mad. 



Rare goods cause people's actions to become obstructed. 
Therefore, the sage is for the belly, not for the eye. 
He renounces that and takes this. 
• 
[12c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Excessive colours impair your sight. 
Excessive noise affects your hearing. 
Excessive tastes will dull your taste buds. 
Galloping and hunting on horseback will drive you crazy. 
Coveting rare objects will impel people to commit crime. 
Therefore, the sage aims to satiate the people's hunger. 
He does not intend to feast their visual desires. 
Hence, he rejects the latter but embraces the former. 
• 
[12c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The five basic colors can be made into countless combinations to perplex the eyes. 
The five basic tones can be made into infinite compositions to bewilder the ears. 
The five basic flavors can be made into numerous stimulations to confuse the tongue. 
The pursuit of worldly pleasures can make the mind wild and uncontrollable. 



The one who sees the deep nature of life would rather embrace the simple subtle essence of life. 
• 
[12c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Numerous colors make man sightless. 
Numerous sounds make man unable to hear. 
Numerous tastes make man tasteless. 
Racing and pursuing game make man's heart violent. 
Valuing rare things makes man worry about their safety. 
Therefore, the wise concentrates on the belly and not on the temptations of the senses. 
Thus, he abides in the one and foregoes the other. 
• 
[12c38t] Henry Wei 
Examination of Desires 
Chien Yu 
The five colors blind man's eyes; 
The five tones deafen man's ears; 
The five flavors vitiate man's taste; 
Racing and hunting make man's heart go wild; 
Hard-to-get articles impede man's movement. 



Thus the Sage cares for the belly, not the eye. 
Indeed, he rejects this and adopts that. 
• 
[12c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The five colors make man's eyes go blind. 
The five tones make man's ears go deaf. 
The five tastes injure man's palate. 
Hunting on horseback 
Makes man's mind go crazy. 
Rare goods 
Impede man's action. 
That is why the sage 
Cares for the stomach, not for the eye. 
Therefore he discards that and takes this. 
• 
[12c40t] Tao Huang 
Five colors blind the eyes. 
Racing and hunting madden the heart. 
Pursuing what is rare makes action deceitful. 



Five flavors dull the palate. 
Five tones deafen the ears. 
So, the sage's method is for the belly, not for the eyes. 
He abandons the latter and chooses the former. 
• 
[12c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Five excessive colors make people blind; 
five excessive sounds make people deaf; 
five excessive flavors rob people's taste; 
racing and hunting make people mad; 
and rare goods make people steal. 
Thus a Sage ruler took care of people's basic-needs (stomachs), not their excessive-desires (luxuries). 
Thus he eliminated desires and supplied needs. 
• 
[12c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The five colors cause one's eyes to be blind. 
The five tones cause one's ears to be deaf. 
The five flavors cause one's palate to be spoiled. 
Racing and hunting cause one's mind to be mad. 



Goods that are hard to get injure one's activities. 
For this reason the sage is concerned with the belly and not the eyes. 
Therefore he rejects the one but accepts the other. 
• 
[12c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Пять цветов ведут к утрате зрения, 
пять тонов ведут к потере слуха, 
пять ощущений вкуса расстраивают вкус, 
охотничий азарт приводит к умопомрачению, 
редкие товары делают людей преступниками. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек заботится о чреве и пренебрегает тем, что можно 

лицезреть очами. 
Он отбрасывает то и берет это. 
• 
[12c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Пять цветов слепят глаза человека. 
Пять тонов музыки притупляют его слух. 
Пять вкусовых ощущений ранят его рот. 
Скачка на лошадях и охота делают необузданым его сердце. 



Редкие вещи влекут человека к совершению зла. 
Поэтому мудрец заботится о желудке, а не о глазах; 
отказывается от одного, дабы достичь другого. 
• 
[12c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Пять цветов глаза ослепляют. 
Пять звуков уши оглушают. 
Пять вкусов рот ощущений лишают. 
Стремительные скачки по полям и пустошам до безумия доводят. 
Труднодоступные товары препятствуют благим свершениям. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый заботится о полном животе, а не о том, что приятно для 

глаза. 
Отбрасывая то, берет он это. 
• 
[12c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Пять цветов ослепляют человека. 
Пять звуков оглушают человека. 
Пять вкусов забивают рот человека. 
Погоня и охота приводят сердце человека в бешенство. 



Трудно добываемое богатство вредит человеческим поступкам. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек занят животом (внутренним), а не занят глазами 

(внешним). 
Вот почему отбрасывает одно, избирает другое. 
• 
[12c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Пять цветов притупляют зрение. 
Пять звуков притупляют слух. 
Пять вкусовых ощущений притупляют вкус. 
Быстрая езда и охота волнуют сердце. 
Драгоценные вещи заставляют человека совершать преступления. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый стремится к тому, чтобы сделать жизнь сытой, а не к тому, 

чтобы иметь красивые вещи. 
Он отказывается от последнего и ограничивается первым. 
• 
[12c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Пять цветов ослепляют человека. 
Пять звуков оглушают его. 
Пять вкусов пресыщают его. 



Верховая гонка и охота одуряют душу (сердце) человека. 
Стремление к обладанию редкими драгоценностями влечет человека к преступлению. 
Отсюда святой муж делает исключительно нравственное, а не для глаз. 
Поэтому он удаляется от того и приближается к этому. 
• 
[12c97t] В. В. Малявин 
От пяти цветов у людей слепнут глаза. 
От пяти звуков у людей глохнут уши. 
От пяти ароматов люди не чувствуют вкуса. 
Тот, кто гонится во весь опор за добычей, теряет разум. 
Редкостные товары портят людские нравы. 
Вот почему премудрый человек 
Служит утробе и не служит глазам 
И потому отвергает то и берет это. 
• 
[12c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Как раз из-за пяти цветов человеческие глаза и слепнут. 
Как раз из-за пяти звуков человеческие уши и глохнут. 
Как раз из-за пяти вкусов рот человеческий и теряет способность восприятия вкусовых 



ощущений. 
Как раз из-за азарта гонок и пыла охоты в человеческом сердце и возникает безумие. 
Как раз из-за трудно достающихся товаров и возникают помехи в движениях человека. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости осуществляет внутренними органами; не осуществляет глазами. 
Причинность: 
Отбрасывает то, берет это. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirteen 
 

[13c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
"Regard favor and disgrace with alarm." 
"Respect great distress as you do your own person." 
What do I mean when I say "Regard favor and disgrace with alarm"? 
Favor is inferior. 
If you get it - be alarmed! 
If you lose it - be alarmed! 
This is what I mean when I say "Regard favor and disgrace with alarm." 
What do I mean when I say "Respect great distress as you do your own person"? 
The reason why I have great distress 
Is that I have a body. 
If I had no body, what distress would I have? 
Therefore, to one who values acting for himself over acting on behalf of the world, 
You can entrust the world. 
And to one who in being parsimonious regards his person as equal to the world, 
You can turn over the world. 
• 



[13c02t] John C. H. Wu 
"WELCOME disgrace as a pleasant surprise. 
Prize calamities as your own body." 
Why should we "welcome disgrace as a pleasant surprise"? 
Because a lowly state is a boon: 
Getting it is a pleasant surprise, 
And so is losing it! 
That is why we should "welcome disgrace as a pleasant surprise." 
Why should we "prize calamities as our own body"? 
Because our body is the very source of our calamities. 
If we have no body, what calamities can we have? 
Hence, only he who is willing to give his body for the sake of the world is fit to be entrusted with the 

world. 
Only he who can do it with love is worthy of being the steward of the world. 
• 
[13c03t] D. C. Lau 
Favour and disgrace are things that startle; 
High rank is, like one's body, a source of great trouble. 
What is meant by saying favour and disgrace are things that startle? 



Favour when it is bestowed on a subject serves to startle as much as when it is withdrawn. 
This is what is meant by saying that favour and disgrace are things that startle. 
What is meant by saying that high rank is, like one's body, a source of great trouble? 
The reason I have great trouble is that I have a body. 
When I no longer have a body, what trouble have I? 
Hence he who values his body more than dominion over the empire can be entrusted with the empire. 
He who loves his body more than dominion over the empire can be given the custody of the empire. 
• 
[13c04t] R. L. Wing 
There is alarm in both favor and disgrace. 
Esteem and fear are identified with the self. 
What is the meaning of "alarm in both favor and disgrace?" 
Favor ascends; disgrace descends. 
To attain them brings alarm. 
To lose them brings alarm. 
That is the meaning of "alarm in both favor and disgrace." 
What is the meaning of "esteem and fear are identified with the self?" 
The reason for our fear Is the presence of our self. 
When we are selfless, What is there to fear? 



Therefore those who esteem the world as self 
Will be committed to the world. 
Those who love the world as self 
Will be entrusted with the world. 
• 
[13c05t] Ren Jiyu 
(People) love vanity so much as to be easily alarmed, 
And they consider the great trouble (vanity) as precious as their lives. 
What does it mean "to love vanity so much as to be easily alarmed"? 
Vanity is inferior in itself. 
(And yet people) are pleasantly surprised when they receive it, 
And also frightened when they lose it. 
This is what it means "to love vanity so much as to be easily alarmed." 
What does it mean "to consider the great trouble as precious as their lives"? 
The reason why I have the great trouble (vanity) is that I have a body. 
If I have no body, What trouble could I have? 
Therefore only those who value themselves above the world can undertake its important task. 
Only those who love themselves above the world can be entrusted with its important task. 
• 



[13c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Accept disgrace willingly. 
Accept misfortune as the human condition. 
What do you mean by "Accept disgrace willingly"? 
Accept being unimportant. 
Do not be concerned with loss or gain. 
This is called "accepting disgrace willingly." 
What do you mean by "Accept misfortune as the human condition"? 
Misfortune comes from having a body. 
Without a body, how could there be misfortune? 
Surrender yourself humbly; then you can be trusted to care for all things. 
Love the world as your own self; then you can truly care for all things. 
• 
[13c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When the emperor bestows his favors, one feels wary; 
When the emperor unleashes his anguish, one also feels wary. 
In the same light we should be wary of our body. 
Why is it that favor, or anguish from the emperor makes us wary? 
Because we are under him, it is natural that we are wary when we gain or lose his favor. 



Why is it that we should be wary of our bodies? 
If we own our body, it is natural that we are wary if something should happen to our bodies. 
If we disown our bodies, there will be nothing to fear! 
We should give our bodies up to the world, 
As if they could be entrusted to all under heaven. 
Love is based on giving our bodies up to the world, 
As if they could be entrusted to all under heaven. 
• 
[13c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Mundane people say: "Patronage and insults are shocking; 
Be extremely careful of big disasters that can fall on you." 
What is "Patronage and insults are shocking"? 
They believe that patronage is great and insults are horrible. 
Therefore, when they receive patronage, they are shocked and delighted; 
When they receive insults, they are shocked and frightened. 
So they say, "Patronage and insults are shocking." 
How can we comment on "Be extremely careful of big disasters that can fall on you"? 
Disaster can fall on me only when I think of myself. 
If I do not think about myself, what am I afraid of? 



Therefore, those who value giving themselves to society the most can govern society. 
Those who devote themselves to society can take care of society. 
• 
[13c09t] Walter Gorn Old, PREVENTING A FALL 
Honour and shame are the same as fear. 
Fortune and disaster are the same as the person. 
What is said of honour and shame is this: shame is abasement, which is feared whether it be absent 

or present. 
So dignity and shame are inseparable from the fear which both occasion. 
What is said of fortune and disaster is this: fortune and disaster are things which befall the person. 
So without personality how should I suffer disaster or the reverse? 
Therefore by the accident of good fortune a man may rule the world for a time. 
But by virtue of love he may rule the world for ever. 
• 
[13c10t] James Legge 
Favour and disgrace would seem equally to be feared; 
honour and great calamity, to be regarded as personal conditions (of the same kind). 
What is meant by speaking thus of favour and disgrace? 
Disgrace is being in a low position (after the enjoyment of favour). 



The getting that (favour) leads to the apprehension (of losing it), and the losing it leads to the fear of 
(still greater calamity): 

- this is what is meant by saying that favour and disgrace would seem equally to be feared. 
And what is meant by saying that honour and great calamity are to be (similarly) regarded as 

personal conditions? 
What makes me liable to great calamity is my having the body (which I call myself); 
if I had not the body, what great calamity could come to me? 
Therefore he who would administer the kingdom, honouring it as he honours his own person, may be 

employed to govern it, 
and he who would administer it with the love which he bears to his own person may be entrusted 

with it. 
• 
[13c11t] David Hinton 
Honor is a contagion deep as fear, renown a calamity profound as self. 
Why do I call honor a contagion deep as fear? 
Honor always dwindles away, so earning it fills us with fear and losing it fills us with fear. 
And why do I call renown a calamity profound as self? 
We only know calamity because we have these selves. 
If we didn't have selves what calamity could touch us? 



When all beneath heaven is your self in renown you trust yourself to all beneath heaven, 
and when all beneath heaven is your self in love you dwell throughout all beneath heaven. 
• 
[13c12t] Chichung Huang 
"People cherish humiliations like surprises; 
They treasure great calamities like their lives." 
What is meant by 
"People cherish humiliations like surprises"? 
Humiliations are degrading, 
Yet they receive one like a surprise; 
Lose one like a surprise. 
This is what is meant by 
"People cherish humiliations like surprises." 
What is meant by 
"They treasure great calamities like their lives"? 
The reason why I have great calamities 
Is because I have my life; 
If I did not have my life, 
What calamities would I have? 



Therefore, if you treasure governing your life 
More than governing the empire, 
You deserve to be entrusted with the empire; 
If you grudge using your life 
To govern the empire, 
You deserve to be charged with the empire. 
• 
[13c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Accept honors and disgraces as surprises, 
Treasure great misfortunes as the body. 
Why say: "Accept honors and disgraces as surprises"? 
Honors elevate (shang), 
Disgraces depress (hsia). 
One receives them surprised, 
Loses them surprised. 
Thus: "Accept honors and disgraces as surprises." 
Why say: "Treasure great misfortunes as the body"? 
I have great misfortunes, 
Because I have a body. 



If I don't have a body, 
What misfortunes do I have? 
Therefore treasure the body as the world, 
As if the body can be entrusted to the world. 
Love the body as the world, 
As if the body can be entrusted to the world. 
• 
[13c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Either to be honored or to be insulted are equally startling; 
The fear of having disaster befallen upon one's physical self is the most appalling [distress]. 
Why did I say that [when a person] was in the situation of receiving either honor or insult are 

coequally startling? 
When one was honored, one felt being elevated and filled with excitement; 
When one was insulted, one felt being knocked down and was wrapped in depression; 
Receiving honor, as well as losing honor, were both associated with [emotional] agitation; 
Therefore they are both startling. 
Why the fear of disaster befalling upon one's body (physical self) is the mostly appalling fright? 
The reason I, a person, who is vulnerable to disaster is because I have this physical body; 
If I do not have a body, how then can disaster possibly take place in me? 



Accordingly: 
Only the individual, who values the welfare of the world, to the extent that he would even sacrifice his 

body (physical self) for it, is qualified to be enthroned with the trusteeship of the world; 
Only the individual, who loves the world more than his physical self, deserves to be entrusted with the 

responsibility of the world. 
• 
[13c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
"Welcome disgrace as a fright. Prize calamities as your own body." 
Why do we say "welcome disgrace as a fright"? 
Welcome denotes "in the low place": Getting "welcome" is a fright, and so is losing it! 
That is why we say "welcome disgrace as a fright". 
Why do we say "prize calamity as your own self"? 
Because our self is the very source of our calamity. 
If we have no self, what calamities can we have? 
Hence, only he who is willing to give his self for the sake of the world is fit to be entrusted with the 

world. 
Only he who can love to give his self for the sake of the world is worthy of being the steward of the 

world. 
• 



[13c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The honor and the disgrace are like emotional impacts. 
The disaster is regarded as the threat to life. 
What does it mean by "The honor and the disgrace are like emotional impacts?" 
The honor is awarded to subordinates. 
When the honor is obtained, people are thrilled; 
when the honor is lost, people are depressed. 
So they are emotionally impacted. 
What does it mean by "The disaster is regarded as the threat to life?" 
The reason we feel threatened because we care too much about ourselves. 
If we are selfless, who can threaten us? 
To those who can sacrifice themselves for the world, we can trust them with the world. 
To those who love the people more than themselves, we can handle the ruling power. 
• 
[13c17t] Arthur Waley 
'Favour and disgrace goad as it were to madness; high rank hurts keenly as our bodies hurt.' 
What does it mean to say that favour and disgrace goad as it were to madness? 
It means that when a ruler's subjects get it they turn distraught, when they lose it they turn distraught. 
That is what is meant by saying favour and disgrace goad as it were to madness. 



What does it mean to say that high rank hurts keenly as our bodies hurt? 
The only reason that we suffer hurt is that we have bodies; if we had no bodies, how could we suffer? 
Therefore we may accept the saying: 
'He who in dealing with the empire regards his high rank as though it were his body is the best person 

to be entrusted with rule; he who in dealing with the empire loves his subjects as one should love one's 
body is the best person to whom one can commit the empire'. 

• 
[13c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Favor and disgrace are enough cause for alarm, and self-importance is a great calamity that can cost 

one his person. 
What is meant by "favor and disgrace are enough cause for alarm"? 
Favor, when it is had by an inferior, is as alarming as when it is lost by him. 
This is what is meant by "favor and disgrace are enough cause for alarm." 
What is meant by self-importance being "a great calamity that can cost one his person"? 
The reason I suffer such a great calamity is that I am bound by my own person. 
When I am no longer bound by my own person, 
What calamity could befall me? 
Therefore, because such a one values his own person as much as anything under Heaven, he may be 

entrusted with all under Heaven. 



Because such a one cherishes his own person as much as anything under Heaven, he may have all 
under Heaven rendered to his care. 

• 
[13c19t] Lin Yutang 
PRAISE AND BLAME 
"Favor and disgrace cause one dismay; 
What we value and what we fear are within our Self." 
What does this mean: 
"Favor and disgrace cause one dismay?" 
Those who receive a favor from above 
Are dismayed when they receive it, 
And dismayed when they lose it. 
What does this mean: 
"What we value and what we fear are within our Self?" 
We have fears because we have a self. 
When we do not regard that self as self, 
What have we to fear? 
Therefore he who values the world as his self 
May then be entrusted with the government of the world; 



And he who loves the world as his self - 
The world may then be entrusted to his care. 
• 
[13c20t] Victor H. Mair 
"Being favored is so disgraceful that it startles, 
Being honored is an affliction as great as one's body." 
What is the meaning of "Being favored is so disgraceful that it startles"? 
Favor is debasing; 
To find it is startling, 
To lose it is startling. 
This is the meaning of "Being favored is so disgraceful that it startles." 
What is the meaning of "Being honored is an affliction as great as one's body"? 
The reason I suffer great afflictions is because I have a body; 
If I had no body, what affliction could I suffer? 
Therefore, 
When a man puts more emphasis on caring for his body than on caring for all under heaven, 
then all under heaven can be entrusted to him. 
When a man is sparing of his body in caring for all under heaven, 
then all under heaven can be delivered to him. 



• 
[13c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Both favor and disgrace bring fear. 
Great trouble comes from having a body. 
What is meant by: 
"Both favor and disgrace bring fear"? 
Favor leads to a fear of losing it and disgrace leads to a fear of greater trouble. 
What is meant by: 
"Great trouble comes from having a body"? 
The reason you have trouble is that you are self-conscious. 
No trouble can befall a self-free person. 
Therefore, surrender your self-interest. 
Love others as much as you love yourself. 
Then you can be entrusted with all things under heaven. 
• 
[13c22t] David H. Li 
Receiving favor and receiving disgrace are both causes for concern, 
more so than being visited by a catastrophic disease. 
Why are favors and disgraces causes for concern? 



Favor is beneath one. 
Receiving it is a cause for concern; losing it is a cause for concern. 
Why [favors and disgraces] are more a cause for concern than being visited by a catastrophic disease? 
When I have a catastrophic disease, 
it is inflicted upon my body. 
When I am beyond my body, how can I be visited by diseases? 
Thus, 
when one values one's body for the good of the world, 
one may be consigned with the world's care. 
When one treasures one's body for the good of the world, 
one may be vested with the world's care. 
• 
[13c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Honor and disgrace both startle people. 
Undue significance is attached to such tribulations 
as though they were matters of life and death. 
Honor and disgrace both startle people, 
Because honor means higher and disgrace means lower in the opinion of others. 
Hence, 



they become startled with pleasure when honor is given, 
And they become startled with displeasure when honor is taken away. 
Undue significance is attached to such tribulations 
as though they were matters of life and death, 
For people think the physical self is real. 
If people realize the unreality of the physical self, 
How can they attach significance to such tribulations as honor or disgrace? 
Therefore, 
only one who values the world as oneself is fit to tend the world; 
Only one who loves the world as oneself can be entrusted with the care of the world. 
• 
[13c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
"Honor and disgrace are like fear. 
Fortune and disaster are like our body." 
What does "Honor and disgrace are like fear" mean? 
Honor is located in a high place, and disgrace is located in a low place. 
When you have them, it is as if you are in a state of fear, and when you no longer have them, it is also 

as if you are in a state of fear. 
Therefore, honor and disgrace are like fear. 



What does "Fortune and disaster are like our body" mean? 
We have fortune and disaster because we have a body. 
When we do not have a body, how can fortune and disaster affect us? 
Therefore, the person who relates to the world like he relates to the good fortune of his body can rule 

the world. 
The world can be safely entrusted to the person who loves it like he loves his body. 
• 
[13c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Most people fret about themselves and their status, but you don't have to do this. 
What is success and what is failure? 
If you have prestige and favour, 
all you worry about is that it'll get taken away. 
And if you have a lowly place, 
you are still basically afraid. 
So both, at the root, make for fear. 
What does it mean that success is a problem? 
It means people are too bound up in themselves. 
If they weren't so self-obsessed they'd have no need to be worried. 
If you can put yourself aside - 



then you can do things for the whole of the world. 
And if you love the world, like this - 
then you are ready to serve it. 
• 
[13c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Honor and disgrace are both startling. 
It is like cherishing great trouble (vanity) as one's life and body. 
What is meant by saying that honor and disgrace are startling? 
Honor itself, though mean, gives pleasant surprise to those who obtain it 
As well as startles them when they lose it. 
What is meant by saying that it is like cherishing great trouble as one's life and body? 
Because my life and body is the very source of great trouble. 
If I have no body and life, 
What trouble can I suffer? 
Thus he who can value the empire as he values his own life and body 
Can be entrusted with the care of the empire. 
Thus he who can cherish the empire as he cherishes his own life and body 
Can be entrusted with the care of the empire. 
• 



[13c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Accept favour and disgrace as a threat that troubles the body like a disease. 
What does it mean to accept favour and disgrace as a threat? 
Everyone seeks to be favoured. 
No one seeks to be disgraced. 
When one receives it, it causes alarm. 
When one loses it, it causes alarm. 
Therefore favour and disgrace are both threatening. 
What does it mean that the disease troubles one's body? 
One suffers from the disease because one treasures one's body. 
If one does not love one's body, one will no longer suffer from the disease. 
Therefore 
entrust the land under Heaven to the one who does not treasure his body, 
sanction the land under Heaven to the one who does not love his body. 
He who does not love even his own body will not treasure rulership, and so he will truly care for all 

things. 
• 
[13c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Favor is invited and disgrace is feared, 



As if they are a disastrous matter of life and death. 
One is surprised when favor is bestowed. 
One is again surprised when favor is lost 
Or when one is afflicted with disgrace. 
But why could they mean so much to us? 
I would say I can have disasters 
Only because I treasure my own life too much. 
But if I live beyond my physical existence, 
What disaster can matter to me? 
Therefore, we should value our own life only to the extent 
That we are supporting the world, 
And love our physical existence only to the extent 
That the world has been entrusted to us. 
• 
[13c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Honor And Disgrace 
Lao Tze says, 
Honor and disgrace alike give rise to fear, 
because this is the fear that the great calamity might fall upon the corporeal self. 



What is honor? 
And what is disgrace? 
Honor means that he who was low before has been promoted. 
Since he has been promoted, he is afraid of losing his promotion, which is disgrace. 
Thus he who has been promoted lives in fear that he may be degraded. 
And he who has been degraded is haunted by the dread that his degradation may last forever. 
That is why honor and disgrace alike give rise to fear. 
What is the meaning of fearing the great calamity coming upon the corporeal self? 
How we can sense that the great calamity is due to the fact that we inherit corporeal self. 
If we don't inherit the corporeal self, what kind of calamity can afflict us? 
Therefore, 
one who has regard for his personal health is more important than he who governs the world, and is 

eligible to be trusted with the world; 
one who loves himself should be put before he who governs the world, and is qualified to be handed 

over the world. 
• 
[13c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
'Favour and disgrace are like fear; fortune and disaster are like our body.' 
What does it mean by 'Favour and disgrace are like fear'? 



Favour is in a higher place, and disgrace in a lower place. 
When you win them you are like being in fear, and when you lose them you are also like being in fear. 
So favour and disgrace are like fear. 
What does it mean by 'Fortune and disaster are like our body'? 
We have fortune and disaster because we have a body. 
When we have no body, how can fortune or disaster befall us? 
Therefore he who regards the world as he does the fortune of his own body can govern the world. 
He who loves the world as he does his own body can be entrusted with the world. 
• 
[13c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Favor and disgrace are likely to cause fear. 
Highly respect great trouble as one respects his own body. 
What is meant by "favor and disgrace are likely to cause fear"? 
Favor is for the inferior: 
Obtaining it, one will fear it. 
Losing it, one will fear it. 
This means that "favor and disgrace are likely to cause fear." 
What is meant by "highly respecting great trouble as one respects his own body"? 
"I have great trouble because I have a body; 



When I no longer have a body, how can I have trouble?" 
Therefore, one who respects himself for the world can be lodged with it; 
One who loves himself for the world can be entrusted with it. 
• 
[13c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Favor and disgrace: this means being upset, 
high rank does great damage to your self." 
What does it mean, "favor and disgrace: this means being upset"? 
Favor is degrading: 
Gaining it you will be upset, 
losing it you will be upset. 
This is what it means, "favor and disgrace: this means being upset." 
What does it mean, "high rank does great damage to your self"? 
What is the source of the great damage done me? 
It is because I have a self. 
If I had no self, what damage could be done me? 
This is what it means, "high rank does great damage to your self." 
Yes: 
A valuing of one's self, 



that regards the self the same as the world - 
this means one can be entrusted with the world. 
A loving of one's self, 
that regards the self the same as the world - 
this means one can be given the world. 
• 
[13c33t] Cheng Lin 
Honour and disgrace are alike a cause of excitement. 
The great trouble of man lies in the love for self. 
What is meant by saying that honour and disgrace are alike a cause of excitement? 
Man prefers honour to disgrace. 
When he has the one, he becomes excited; 
when he loses the other, he becomes excited. 
This means that honour and disgrace are alike a cause of excitement. 
What is meant by saying that the great trouble of man lies in the love for self? 
Man is beset with great trouble because of his consciousness of self. 
If he is selfless, how can there be any trouble? 
Wherefore, if a man esteems himself only as much as he esteems the whole world, he will find security 

therein. 



If a man loves the world as much as he loves himself, he will find security therein. 
• 
[13c34t] Yi Wu 
Favor is like disgrace, which startles us. 
Big troubles should be treated as seriously as our bodies. 
What is meant by, "Favor is like disgrace, which startles us"? 
Favor is lowly. 
Getting it startles us; 
Losing it startles us; 
Thus, favor is like disgrace, which startles us. 
What is meant by, "Big troubles are treated as seriously as our bodies"? 
The reason that we have big troubles is that we possess bodies. 
If we did not possess bodies, what troubles could we have? 
Therefore, 
only the man who values himself for the sake of the world 
is worthy of being entrusted with the world; 
only the man who loves himself for the sake of the world 
is worthy of being relied on by the world. 
• 



[13c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Whether you are exalted or disgraced, you are uneasy. 
It is because you are fearful of imminent disaster. 
Why should you be uneasy when you are exalted or disgraced? 
Being exalted, you feel proud and elated. 
In disgrace, you feel shameful and miserable. 
Gaining honour, you fear losing it. 
Losing honour, you suffer severe humiliation. 
This is why you feel terribly uneasy when you are exalted or disgraced. 
Why is there a fear of imminent disaster? 
The fear exists because you are constantly worrying about when disaster will strike you. 
If you can forget about yourself, then there is no fear. 
However, if you manage the country with the same consideration as you have for yourself, 
Then you can be entrusted for the job. 
If you rule the country in the same manner as you love yourself, 
You deserve to be the trustee of the nation. 
• 
[13c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Favor and disgrace are both causes of shock. 



When one is favored, one is shocked. 
When one is disgraced, one is also shocked. 
That is because people forget the unadorned plainness of universal life. 
If they knew this clearly, then what is meant by saying that favor and disgrace are both causes of 

shock? 
Favor is no higher than disgrace. 
What is meant by saying that the greatest trouble is the strong sense of individual self that people 

carry in all circumstances? 
People are beset with great trouble because they define their lives so narrowly. 
If they forsake their narrow sense of self and live wholly, then what can they call trouble? 
Therefore, only one who dedicates himself to the wholeness of the world is fit to tend the world. 
Only one who relinquishes the self can be entrusted with responsibility for the life of the world. 
• 
[13c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Honor and dishonor both move us 
Because we are troubled by having a self. 
Why do we say that honor and dishonor move us? 
Because honor lifts us upward 
And dishonor lowers us downward, 



Thus, when we are honored we are moved. 
When we are dishonored we are also moved. 
That is why honor and dishonor are both said to move us. 
Why do we say that the great trouble is having a self? 
Because we have great trouble simply because we have a self. 
If we are selfless, then where is the trouble? 
If we identify our self with the world, 
Then within our self there is the world. 
If we love the world as we love our self, 
Then within our self there is only the world. 
• 
[13c38t] Henry Wei 
Abhorrence of shame 
Yen Ch'ih 
Favor and disgrace both seem startling. 
Honor is great trouble if identified with the self. 
What does it mean by saying 
That favor and disgrace both seem startling? 
Favor descends from superior to inferior. 



The recipient seems startled upon getting it; 
He seems no less startled upon losing it. 
This is what it means by saying 
That favor and disgrace both seem startling. 
What does it mean by saying 
That honor is great trouble if identified with the self? 
The reason why I have great trouble 
Is that I have a self; 
If I am selfless and unselfish, 
What trouble do I have? 
Therefore, he who feels honored 
In offering himself for the world, 
Can be assigned the rule of the world; 
He who loves to offer himself for the world, 
Can be trusted with the world. 
• 
[13c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
"Be alarmed by favor and disgrace; 
High rank brings you great misfortune, as if your own body." 



What is the meaning of "Be alarmed by favor and disgrace"? 
Regard favor as low. 
Be alarmed to receive it; 
Be alarmed to lose it. 
This is the meaning of "Be alarmed by favor and disgrace." 
What is the meaning of "High rank brings you great misfortune, as if your own body"? 
My reason for having great misfortune 
Is my having a body. 
If I had no body, 
What misfortune would I have? 
Therefore, if a man values the care of his body above ruling all under Heaven, 
He may be given all under Heaven. 
If a man cherishes his body more than ruling all under Heaven, 
All under Heaven may be entrusted to him. 
• 
[13c40t] Tao Huang 
Favor and disgrace surprise the most. 
Value the trouble as you do the body. 
Why do "favor and disgrace surprise the most"? 



Favor enhances only the inferior, 
Receiving it is a surprise, 
And losing it is also a surprise. 
This is why "favor and disgrace surprise the most." 
Why to "value the trouble as you do the body"? 
It is only because I have a body that I have trouble. 
If I did not have a body, where would the trouble be? 
So, if you value the world as you do the body, 
You can be entrusted with the world; 
If you love the body as you love the beauty of the world, 
You can be responsible for the world. 
• 
[13c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Yet, honor and dishonor cause the same excitement. 
Pleasure and worry affect the same body. 
What does it mean by "honor and dishonor cause the same excitement"? 
People look up to honor and look down upon dishonor. 
They are excited when they get the honor; 
they also are excited when they lose the honor. 



What does it mean by "the great worry of man is because of love for self"? 
The reason that we have worry is because we have ourselves. 
If we could forget ourselves, what else remains to be our worry? 
Hence, if one loves the world as much as himself, he may be able to rule the world. 
If one treasures the world as much as himself, he may be trusted with the world. 
• 
[13c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Be apprehensive when receiving favor or disgrace. 
Regard great trouble as seriously as you regard your body. 
What is meant by being apprehensive when receiving favor or disgrace? 
Favor is considered inferior. 
Be apprehensive when you receive them and also be apprehensive when you lose them. 
This is what is meant by being apprehensive when receiving favor or disgrace. 
What does it mean to regard great trouble as seriously as you regard the body? 
The reason why I have great trouble is that I have a body. 
If I have no body, 
What trouble could I have? 
Therefore: 
He who values the world as his body may be entrusted with the empire. 



He who loves the world as his body may be entrusted with the empire. 
• 
[13c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Благоволение сменяется позором наподобие того, как конь трепещет. 
В знатности, как в нашем теле, заключено великое несчастье. 
Что подразумеваю, когда говорю: 
благоволение сменяется позором наподобие того, как конь трепещет? 
Благоволение проявляют к низшим. 
При обретении его они походят на вострепетавшего коня и походят на вострепетавшего 

коня, когда лишаются благоволения. 
В этом смысл высказывания: 
благоволение сменяется позором наподобие того, как конь трепещет. 
Что значит в знатности, как в нашем теле, заключено великое несчастье? 
Я потому страдаю от великого несчастья, что у меня есть тело. 
Но разве испытаю я несчастье, если у меня не будет тела? 
Кто своим телом станет Поднебесной, когда знатен, тому можно ее поручить. 
Кто своим телом станет Поднебесной, будучи любимцем, тому можно ее вверить. 
• 
[13c92t] А. А. Маслов 



Слава и позор подобны страху. 
Ценить своё тело - то же самое, что ценить величайшие несчастья. 
Что значит: "Слава и позор подобны страху?" 
Даже при малейшей славе, достигая её - страшатся, утрачивая - страшатся тоже. 
Это и значит: "Слава и позор подобны страху." 
Что значит: "Ценить своё тело - то же самое, что ценить величайшие несчастья?" 
Причина, по которой я сталкиваюсь с величайшими несчастьями, заключена в том, что я 

имею тело. 
Если бы я не имел тела, откуда же взяться несчастьям? 
Поэтому, тому, кто ценит Поднебесную больше, чем себя, может быть доверена 

Поднебесная. 
Тот, кто любит Поднебесную больше, чем себя, встретит поддержку Поднебесной. 
• 
[13c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
В почете быть столь же страшно, сколь и быть в позоре. 
Быть почитаемым такая же беда, как обладать телесной самостью. 
Почему так говорят о почестях и о позоре? 
Позор нас унижает, ну а почести мы со страхом принимаем и со страхом же теряем. 
А почему быть почитаемым такая же беда, как обладать телесной самостью? 



Я потому в беде великой пребываю, что телом-самостью я обладаю. 
И если б телом-самостью не обладал, то разве б были беды у меня? 
Поэтому коль человек заботится о теле-самости своей, как о Поднебесной всей, ему и 

Поднебесная доверится не медля. 
И если человек дорожит телом-самостью своей, как Поднебесной всей, его признает всякий 

в Поднебесной. 
• 
[13c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Любовь и бесчестье подобны страху. 
Почтение и величие приносят страдание, подобно телу. 
Что значит "любовь и бесчестье подобны страху"? 
Любовь идет от низов, ее обретают со страхом, ее и теряют со страхом. 
Вот что значит "любовь и бесчестье подобны страху". 
Что значит "почтение и величие приносят страдание, подобно телу"? 
Я потому испытываю большие страдания, что имею тело. 
Если бы у меня не было тела, разве я испытывал бы какие-либо страдания? 
Вот почему, тому, кто ценит тело так же, как Поднебесную, 
пожалуй, можно доверить Поднебесную. 
Кто любит тело так же, как Поднебесную, 



на того, пожалуй, можно возложить Поднебесную. 
• 
[13c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Слава и позор подобны страху. 
Знатность подобна великому несчастью в жизни. 
Что значит, слава и позор подобны страху? 
Это значит, что нижестоящие люди приобретают славу со страхом и теряют ее также 

со страхом. 
Это и называется - слава и позор подобны страху. 
Что значит, знатность подобна великому несчастью в жизни? 
Это значит, что я имею великое несчастье, потому что я [дорожу] самим собой. 
Когда я не буду дорожить самим собой, тогда у меня не будет и несчастья. 
Поэтому знатный, самоотверженно служа людям, может жить среди них. 
Гуманный, самоотверженно служа людям, может находиться среди них. 
• 
[13c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Почесть и позор от сильных мира (для мудреца) одинаково странны. 
Собственное тело тяготит его, как великое бремя. 
Что значит: почесть и позор от сильных мира одинаково странны (для мудреца)? 



Почесть от сильных мира - унижение (для мудреца), поэтому, когда она достанется (ему), 
то (он) относится к ней, как к совершенно призрачной; 

когда она потеряется, то также к ней относится как к презренной. 
Вот это-то и есть: к почести и позору от сильных мира относиться как к призрачному. 
Что значит: собственное тело тяготит его (мудреца), как великое бремя? 
Я имею потому великую печаль, что имею тело. 
Когда я буду лишен тела, то не буду иметь никакой печали. 
Поэтому когда мудрец боится управлять вселенной, то ему можно поручить ее; 
когда он сожалеет, что управляет вселенной, то ему можно отдать ее. 
• 
[13c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Милость бесчестит: ее опасайся. 
Цени великое несчастье как самого себя. 
Что значит "милость бесчестит: ее опасайся"? 
Милость для нас - униженье. 
Бойся, когда ее получаешь, 
Бойся, когда ее теряешь. 
Вот что значит "милость бесчестит: ее опасайся". 
Что значит "цени несчастье как самого себя"? 



Оттого, что у меня есть "я", у меня есть и несчастье. 
Не будь у меня моего "я", могу ли я быть несчастлив? 
Поистине: тому, кто ценит себя больше мира, 
Можно вверить мир. 
Тому, кто любит себя, как мир, 
Можно вручить мир. 
• 
[13c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
И к почестям, и к позору относись как к тревожному предупреждению. 
Цени большую беду как собственное тело. 
Что значит: и к почестям, и к позору относиться как к тревожному предупреждению? 
Почести соответствуют движению вверх. 
Позор соответствует движению вниз. 
Обретению их сопутствует тревога. 
Потере их сопутствует тревога. 
Это определяется: 
И к почестям, и к позору относись как к тревожному предупреждению. 
Что значит: ценить большую беду как собственное тело? 
Потому для твоей сущности может быть большая беда, что сущность осуществляет 



наличие тела. 
И если бы у сущности отсутствовало тело, то откуда бы взялась беда? 
Причинность: 
Когда через придавание большого значения собственному телу осуществляешь действия в 

Поднебесной, тогда можно доверить Поднебесную. 
Когда через любовь к своему телу осуществляешь действия в Поднебесной, тогда можно 

поручить Поднебесную. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fourteen 
 

[14c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
We look at it but do not see it; 
We name this "the minute." 
We listen to it but do not hear it; 
We name this "the rarefied." 
We touch it but do not hold it; 
We name this "the level and smooth." 
These three cannot be examined to the limit. 
Thus they merge together as one. 
"One" - there is nothing more encompassing above it, 
And nothing smaller below it. 
Boundless, formless! It cannot be named, 
And returns to the state of no-thing. 
This is called the formless form, 
The substanceless image. 
This is called the subtle and indistinct. 
Follow it and you won't see its back; 



Greet it and you won't see its head. 
Hold on to the Way of the present - 
To manage the things of the present, 
And to know the ancient beginning. 
This is called the beginning of the thread of the Way. 
• 
[14c02t] John C. H. Wu 
LOOK at it but you cannot see it! 
Its name is Formless. 
Listen to it but you cannot hear it! 
Its name is Soundless. 
Grasp it but you cannot get it! 
Its name is Incorporeal. 
These three attributes are unfathomable; 
Therefore they fuse into one. 
Its upper side is not bright: 
Its under side not dim. 
Continually the Unnameable moves on, 
Until it returns beyond the realm of things. 



We call it the formless Form, the imageless Image. 
We call it the indefinable and unimaginable. 
Confront it and you do not see its face! 
Follow it and you do not see its back! 
Yet, equipped with this timeless Tao, 
You can harness present realities. 
To know the origins is initiation into the Tao. 
• 
[14c03t] D. C. Lau 
What cannot be seen is called evanescent; 
What cannot be heard is called rarefied; 
What cannot be touched is called minute. 
These three cannot be fathomed 
And so they are confused and looked upon as one. 
Its upper part is not dazzling; 
Its lower part is not obscure. 
Dimly visible, it cannot be named 
And returns to that which is without substance. 
This is called the shape that has no shape, 



The image that is without substance. 
This is called indistinct and shadowy. 
Go up to it and you will not see its head; 
Follow behind it and you will not see its rear. 
Hold fast to the way of antiquity 
In order to keep in control the realm of today. 
The ability to know the beginning of antiquity 
Is called the thread running through the way. 
• 
[14c04t] R. L. Wing 
Looked at but not seen: 
Its name is formless. 
Listened to but not heard: 
Its name is soundless. 
Reached for but not obtained: 
Its name is intangible. 
These three cannot be analyzed, So they mingle and act as one. 
Its rising is not bright; 
Its setting is not dark. 



Endlessly, the nameless goes on, 
Merging and returning to nothingness. 
That is why it is called 
The form of the formless, 
The image of nothingness. 
That is why it is called elusive. 
Confronted, its beginning is not seen. 
Followed, its end is not seen. 
Hold on to the ancient Tao; 
Control the current reality. 
Be aware of the ancient origins; 
This is called the Essence of Tao. 
• 
[14c05t] Ren Jiyu 
You look at it and it is not seen, 
It is called the Formless. 
You listen to it and it is not heard, 
It is called the Soundless. 
You grasp it and it is not to be held, 



It is called the Intangible. 
These three cannot be further inquired into. 
It is the One in reality. 
Its upper side is not bright, 
Its underside is not dark, 
Infinite and boundless, it is hardly namable, 
It returns to a state with no shape or image. 
This is called the shapeless shape, the bodiless image, 
It is called the Vague and Elusive. 
While meeting it, you cannot see its head, 
While following it, you fail to see its back. 
To hold on to the Tao of old in order to harness the things at present, 
To be able to know the primeval beginning, 
- This is called the law of Tao. 
• 
[14c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Look, it cannot be seen - it is beyond form. 
Listen, it cannot be heard - it is beyond sound. 
Grasp, it cannot be held - it is intangible. 



These three are indefinable; 
Therefore they are joined in one. 
From above it is not bright; 
From below it is not dark: 
An unbroken thread beyond description. 
It returns to nothingness. 
The form of the formless, 
The image of the imageless, 
It is called indefinable and beyond imagination. 
Stand before it and there is no beginning. 
Follow it and there is no end. 
Stay with the ancient Tao, 
Move with the present. 
Knowing the ancient beginning is the essence of Tao. 
• 
[14c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When we cast our eyes upon it yet cannot see it, 
We call it yi (literally "flat", "peaceful", or "delighted") 
When we turn our ears to it yet cannot hear it, 



We call it xi (literally "rarefied") 
When we stretch our hands to reach it yet cannot touch it, 
We call it wei (literally "infinitesimally small") 
Since we cannot distinguish these three, we equate them as one. 
Its upper side does not dazzle like strong light. 
Its under side does not dim like darkness. 
It is beyond description, 
And easily confused as nothing. 
Its shape is shapeless. 
Its appearance is that of nothing, 
We call it the "as if." 
When we greet it, we cannot see its face. 
When we follow it, we cannot see its back. 
(Since reality is impossible to track down) 
I should only follow the Path walked by the ancient Sages. 
That is how I can deal with situations of the now. 
Knowing to follow the way of the ancient masters, 
Can already be called following the Way. 
• 



[14c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you look at it but cannot see it, this is called YI. 
If you listen to it but cannot hear it, this is called XI. 
If you touch it but cannot feel it, this is called WEI. 
These three things cannot be fully understood. 
Therefore, they are mixed into one thing: the DAO. 
Its top is not bright, its bottom is not dark; 
It is so elusive it cannot be described. 
It is not a physical entity, 
Having a shape that is shapeless and an image without an object. 
This is why it is so elusive and dynamic. 
When you look at the front, it has no beginning. 
When you look behind, it has no end. 
It allows you to apply the real knowledge of the past to the present. 
Therefore, if you understand the real knowledge of the past, 
You understand the principles of the DAO. 
• 
[14c09t] Walter Gorn Old, PRAISING THE VOID 
Ie. Plainness is that which cannot be seen by looking at it. 



He. Stillness is that which cannot be heard by listening to it. 
We. Rareness is that which cannot be felt by handling it. 
These, being indiscernible, may be regarded as an unity - I H W, Tao. 
It is not bright above nor dark beneath. 
Infinite in operation, it is yet without name. 
Issuing forth it enters into Itself. 
This is the appearance of the Non-Apparent, the form of the Non-Existent. 
This is the unfathomable mystery. 
Going before, its face is not seen; following after, its back is not observed. 
Yet to regulate one's life by the ancient knowledge of Tao is to have found the path. 
• 
[14c10t] James Legge 
We look at it, and we do not see it, and we name it 'the Equable.' 
We listen to it, and we do not hear it, and we name it 'the Inaudible.' 
We try to grasp it, and do not get hold of it, and we name it 'the Subtle.' 
With these three qualities, it cannot be made the subject of description; 
and hence we blend them together and obtain The One. 
Its upper part is not bright, and its lower part is not obscure. 
Ceaseless in its action, it yet cannot be named, and then it again returns and becomes nothing. 



This is called the Form of the Formless, and the Semblance of the Invisible; 
this is called the Fleeting and Indeterminable. 
We meet it and do not see its Front; 
we follow it, and do not see its Back. 
When we can lay hold of the Tao of old to direct the things of the present day, and are able to know it 

as it was of old in the beginning, this is called (unwinding) the clue of Tao. 
• 
[14c11t] David Hinton 
Looked at but never seen, it takes the name invisible. 
Listened to but never heard, it takes the name ethereal. 
Held tight but never felt, it takes the name gossamer. 
You can't unravel these three 
blurred so utterly they've become one, 
rising without radiance and setting without darkness, 
braided together beyond name, woven back always and forever into nothing: 
this is called formless form or nothing's image, called spectral confusion, 
something you meet without seeing a front and follow without seeing a back. 
Abiding in the ancient Way 
to master what has now come to be 



and fathom its ancient source: 
this is called thread of the Way. 
• 
[14c12t] Chichung Huang 
Looking at it, you do not see it - 
This is called "invisible"; 
Listening to it, you do not hear it - 
This is called "inaudible"; 
Trying to touch it, you do not feel it - 
This is called "intangible." 
These three, which defy thorough inquiry, 
Long ago merged into One. 
One is something 
Whose past is not remote, 
Whose future, not transient. 
Continuous and unending, 
It is unnameable, 
And again reverts to nothingness. 
This may be called the formless form, 



The immaterial image. 
This is called faint and dim: 
Following it, you do not see its tail; 
Meeting it, you do not see its head. 
Hold on to the present Tao 
To govern the present realm, 
Whereby you know its primeval origin. 
This is called the Tao's thread-head. 
• 
[14c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
What is looked at but not (pu) seen, 
Is named the extremely dim (yi). 
What is listened to but not heard, 
Is named the extremely faint (hsi). 
What is grabbed but not caught, 
Is named the extremely small (wei). 
These three cannot be comprehended, 
Thus they blend into one. 
As to the one, its coming up is not light, 



Its going down is not darkness. 
Unceasing, unnameable, 
Again it reverts to nothing. 
Therefore it is called the formless form, 
The image (hsiang) of nothing. 
Therefore it is said to be illusive and evasive (hu-huang). 
Come toward it one does not see its head, 
Follow behind it one does not see its rear. 
Holding on to the Tao of old (ku chih tao), 
So as to steer in the world of now (chin chih yu). 
To be able to know the beginning of old, 
It is to know the thread of Tao. 
• 
[14c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[How do we determine the existence of things?] 
When we exerted to look, but could not see any trace, 
we described whatever it was as invisible; 
When we listened attentively, but could not hear anything, 
we named it as inaudible; 



When we tried hard to grope, but could not grasp anything, 
we depicted whatever it was as intangible. 
When these three processes [of identification] could not yield any more evidences [of their 

perceptibility], 
they were confused as one and same thing, i.e. nothing (having no existence). 
[Furthermore:] 
When we strove to look upward [for higher canons of Tao], we discovered that we cannot elucidate it 

[with any perfection]; 
When we exerted to look downward [for worldly manifestation of Tao], we realized that we cannot 

scrutinize it [thoroughly]; 
Constantly, it moved and changed boundlessly that hardly any of our descriptions was felicitous; 
Subsequently, it was again [conveniently] grouped under the category "nothing" (devoid of existence). 
[After much probing, the best we can describe is:] 
If it (Tao) has some form (shape) that, however, can not be depicted [with felicity] by any of us (the 

searchers); 
It has [anyhow] some image (phenomenon) that, however, cannot be perceived (formulated) 

[adequately] by us; 
[A keen observer can only push to the edge by reporting as follows:] 
[It is like] A shadowy being glimmers and quivers [and that is all we can perceive]; 



Even though we have attempted to move to the front of its procession in order to meet it head on, we 
were still unable see its beginning; 

We had also tried to follow it from behind, we were similarly unable to find its end. 
[Nevertheless:] 
If we would hold on to the venerable ways we have inherited, we could maneuver through present 

existence [sensibly]; 
If we have succeeded to ascertain how and why the venerable ways were launched, then we are on our 

way to know the outline of Tao. 
• 
[14c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Look at it but you cannot see it; its name is formless. 
Listen to it but you cannot hear it; its name is soundless. 
Grasp it but you cannot get it; its name is incorporeal. 
These three attributes are unfathomable; therefore they mingle into one. 
Its upper side is not bright; its under side not dim. 
It continues endlessly, it is unnamable. 
Until it returns beyond the realm of things, it is called the formless form, the non-material image; it is 

called the vague. 
Confront it and you do not see its face! 



Follow it and you do not see its back! 
He who keeps with this timeless Way can dominate present events. 
To know the timeless origin is to go into the Way. 
• 
[14c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao cannot be seen, cannot be heard, and cannot be grasped. 
We cannot detect them with our senses. 
Therefore, they form an entirety of Tao. 
It is neither too bright above, nor is it too dark below. 
It exists everywhere and yet cannot be pointed out. 
So it is ultimately abstract. 
It is a state without concrete constitution; it is an image without concrete shape. 
So it is evasive. 
When you look at it, you cannot see the beginning; when you follow it, you cannot see the end. 
Using the time-tested Tao, we can handle the present problems. 
Therefore, whose who understand Tao understand the laws of the universe. 
• 
[14c17t] Arthur Waley 
Because the eye gazes but can catch no glimpse of it, 



It is called elusive. 
Because the ear listens but cannot hear it, 
It is called the rarefied. 
Because the hand feels for it but cannot find it, 
It is called the infinitesimal. 
These three, because they cannot be further scrutinized, 
Blend into one. 
Its rising brings no light; 
Its sinking, no darkness. 
Endless the series of things without name 
On the way back to where there is nothing. 
They are called shapeless shapes; 
Forms without form; 
Are called vague semblances. 
Go towards them, and you can see no front; 
Go after them, and you see no rear. 
Yet by seizing on the Way that was 
You can ride the things that are now. 
For to know what once there was, in the Beginning, 



This is called the essence of the Way. 
• 
[14c18t] Richard John Lynn 
When we look for it but see it not, we call it the invisible. 
When we listen for it but hear it not, we call it the inaudible. 
When we try to touch it but find it not, we call it the imperceptible. 
Because these three aspects of it are impossible to probe, it remains a single amorphous unity. 
Its risings cast no light, and its settings occasion no dark. 
On and on it goes, unnamable, always reverting to nothingness. 
This we refer to as the shape of that which has no shape, the image of that which has no physical 

existence. 
This we refer to as dim and dark. 
Try to meet it, but you will not see its head. 
Try to follow it, but you will not see its tail, so hold on to the Dao of old to preside over what exists 

now. 
It is possible to know how things were at the beginning of time. 
This we refer to as holding the thread of the Dao. 
• 
[14c19t] Lin Yutang 



PREHISTORIC ORIGINS 
Looked at, but cannot be seen - 
That is called the Invisible (yi). 
Listened to, but cannot be heard - 
That is called the Inaudible (hsi). 
Grasped at, but cannot be touched - 
That is called the Intangible (wei). 
These three elude all our inquiries 
And hence blend and become One. 
Not by its rising, is there light, 
Nor by its sinking, is there darkness. 
Unceasing, continuous, 
It cannot be defined, 
And reverts again to the realm of nothingness. 
That is why it is called the Form of the Formless, 
The Image of Nothingness. 
That is why it is called the Elusive: 
Meet it and you do not see its face; 
Follow it and you do not see its back. 



He who holds fast to the Tao of old 
In order to manage the affairs of Now 
Is able to know the Primeval Beginnings 
Which are the continuity of Tao. 
• 
[14c20t] Victor H. Mair 
We look for it but do not see it; 
we name it "subtle." 
We listen for it but do not hear it; 
we name it "rare." 
We grope for it but do not grasp it; 
we name it "serene." 
These three cannot be fully fathomed, 
Therefore, 
They are bound together to make unity. 
Of unity, 
its top is not distant, 
its bottom is not blurred. 
Infinitely extended and unnameable, 



It returns to nonentity. 
This is called "the form of the formless, the image of nonentity." 
This is called "the amorphous." 
Following behind it, you cannot see its back; 
Approaching it from the front, you cannot see its head. 
Hold to the Way of today to manage the actualities of today, 
thereby understanding the primeval beginning. 
This is called "the thread of the Way." 
• 
[14c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Look at it, you cannot see it. 
It is invisible. 
Listen to it, you cannot hear it. 
It is inaudible. 
Reach for it, you cannot grasp it. 
It is intangible. 
These three qualities are unfathomable 
and so they fuse together and become one. 
The upper part is not bright. 



The lower part is not dark. 
Ceaselessly the Unnamed moves back to nothingness. 
It has the form of the formless, the image of the imageless. 
It is indefinable and shadowy. 
Go up to it and you will not see its front. 
Follow it and you will not see its back. 
Yet, hold fast to this ancient Tao and you will experience the present now-moment. 
Know its beginnings and you can follow the path of the Tao. 
• 
[14c22t] David H. Li 
Looking at it, it cannot be seen - label it invisible, 
Listening to it, it cannot be heard - label it inaudible, 
Holding onto it, it cannot be held - label it intangible. 
All three are beyond comprehension; they are One. 
Looking up, it is dim. 
Looking down, it is dark. 
It lacks clarity, 
it defies a name; 
it returns to Null. 



This is formless form, this is imageless image. 
This is elusiveness. 
Confronting it, one cannot see its head; 
Following it, one cannot see its tail. 
Seize Direction of the past - this is to manage the Ull of the present. 
Know it from the beginning - this is to understand the Direction's rhythm. 
• 
[14c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Looked at but not seen, it is thus called the invisible, 
Listened to but not heard, it is thus called the inaudible, 
Reached for but not grasped, it is thus called the intangible: 
These three are beyond the reach of sense and reason, 
Yet, in the moment of kosmic union, 
They merge in spiritual awareness as the Universal One. 
There is no above that is bright, nor below that is dark, 
But only the infinite, forever indefinable, always reverting to nothingness. 
Therefore, 
it is called form of the formless, image of the imageless. 
And it is known as the amorphous. 



Confronting it, no head is seen from the front. 
Following it, no rear is seen from behind. 
Whereby one lives in the present in accordance with the Tao Eternal, 
Thereby one comes to know the beginning of time. 
This is called the Universal Law of the Tao. 
• 
[14c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
What we look at and do not see is called simplicity. 
What we listen to and do not hear is called rarity. 
What we clasp and do not catch is called delicateness. 
These three cannot be discerned, 
So they unite to become one. 
When it is revealed, it does not dazzle, 
When it is concealed, it is not dark, 
When it is infinite, it is not defined. 
It attains the non-existent. 
Its name is the form of the formless 
And its image is that which does not have an image. 
It is mysterious. 



Meet it, and you will not be able to see its face, 
Follow it, and you will not be able to see its back. 
By adhering to the ancient Tao, 
You will be master of the essence of the present 
And you will be aware of the origin of the past. 
That is the clue to the Tao. 
• 
[14c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When you gaze at something 
but see - nothing; 
When you listen for a sound 
but cannot hear it; 
When you try to grasp it 
and find it has no substance 
- then these three things 
That go beyond your mind 
Are moulded together in the One. 
Its surface doesn't shine, but nor is its base dull. 
Given this, it is only knowable as no-thing. 



Confront it - it has no head; 
Come behind it, and it has no tail ... 
If people could follow the ancient way, then they would be masters of the moment. 
And if you know this way 
then you have seen the timeless way of the Tao. 
• 
[14c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
What cannot be seen is called "Yi" (without colour); 
What cannot be heard is called "Xi" (without sound); 
What cannot be touched is called "Wei" (without shape); 
These three things can be in no way defined, 
So they are combined into one. 
Above it there is no light; 
Below it there is no darkness; 
So vague as to defy any description. 
It is categorized as the Nothingness, 
And is called the shape without shape as well as the image without substance. 
It is hence named as "huhuang" (vague and dimly visible). 
Facing it, you cannot see its front; 



Following it, you cannot see its back. 
To control the present Being (substance) by employing the Tao of ancient time, 
One knows the beginning of the universe. 
And this is called the law of the Tao. 
• 
[14c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
That which cannot be seen is called invisible. 
That which cannot be heard is called inaudible. 
That which cannot be held is called intangible. 
These three cannot be defined, therefore they are merged as one. 
Look at its highest part - it is not bright. 
Look at its lowest part - it is not dark. 
It never ends and it cannot be named. 
It returns to nothingness. 
Therefore it is called the shape without shape and the substance without substance. 
It is called indefinable. 
One approaches it but cannot see its beginning. 
One follows it but cannot see its end. 
Hold fast to the original path in order to control the realm of the present. 



To know the ancient origin is the discipline of Tao. 
• 
[14c28t] Liu Qixuan 
What you look at but can not see is called "formless." 
What you listen to but can not hear is called "soundless." 
What you grasp at but can not get is called "traceless." 
Those three are an inseparable puzzle. 
One can't know where it begins and where it ends. 
Continuous and nameless, it returns to nothingness. 
It is formless shape, imageless image, invisible vision. 
One tries to meet it, but can see no head. 
One tries to follow it, but can see no end. 
In the domain of the Way, the past shapes the present, 
And being able to feel the past is abiding by the Way. 
• 
[14c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Invisible, Inaudible, And Intangible 
Lao Tze says, 
Something which we look at, and cannot see, shall be called 'invisible'. 



Something to which we listen, and cannot hear, shall be called 'inaudible'. 
Something which we seize, and cannot grasp, shall be called 'intangible'. 
These things are not available to be researched for realization when taken singly; 
hence when we unite them again, we obtain the true one. 
Its upper part is not bright, and its lower part is not obscure. 
It works in its way perpetually without an end, but we can't know its motive. 
Then this can be traced in the state of nothingness. 
This is called the form of formlessness, and semblance of nothingness; 
this is called the fleet of indeterminable. 
We can neither retrace to see its beginning, nor can we expect to see its end. 
When we hold the primordial Tao, we can rule today's being. 
Since we can know the beginning of Heaven and Earth, we know the outline of the Tao. 
• 
[14c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
That which we look at and cannot see is called plainness. 
That which we listen to and cannot hear is called rareness. 
That which we grope for and cannot get is called minuteness. 
These three cannot be closely examined; 
So they blend into One. 



Revealed, it is not dazzling; 
Hidden, it is not dark. 
Infinite, it cannot be defined. 
It goes back to non-existence. 
It is called the form of the formless, 
And the image of non-existence. 
It is called mystery. 
Meet it, you cannot see its face; 
Follow it, you cannot see its back. 
By adhering to the Tao of the past 
You will master the existence of the present 
And be able to know the origin of the past. 
This is called the clue of Tao. 
• 
[14c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Looked at, it cannot be seen; 
it is called colorless. 
Listened to, it cannot be heard; 
it is called soundless. 



Grasped, it cannot be obtained; 
it is called formless. 
These three cannot be investigated further, 
so they merge together to make one. 
The upper part is not bright; 
The lower part is not dark. 
So subtle, it cannot be named, 
But returns to nothingness. 
This is called the shape without shape, 
the image without image. 
This is called indistinct: 
confronting it, one cannot see the head; 
following it, one cannot see the back. 
Grasp the Ancient Tao to manage present existence. 
Thus we may know the beginning of the Ancient. 
This is called the record of Tao. 
• 
[14c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Look for It, you won't see It: It is called 'fleeting'. 



Listen for It, you won't hear It: It is called 'thin'. 
Grasp at It, you can't get It: It is called 'subtle'." 
These three lines are about something that evades scrutiny. 
Yes, in it everything blends and becomes one. 
Its top is not bright, 
Its underside is not dim. 
Always unnameable, It turns back to nothingness. 
This is the shape of something shapeless, 
the form of a nothing, 
this is elusive and evasive. 
Encountering It, you won't see the front; 
following It, you won't see Its back. 
Keep to the Tao of the ancients, 
and so manage things happening today. 
The ability to know the ancient sources, 
this is the main thread of Tao. 
• 
[14c33t] Cheng Lin 
That which cannot be seen is formless. 



That which cannot be heard is noiseless. 
That which cannot be touched is bodiless. 
These three cannot be examined in detail for they really constitute one indivisible whole. 
This indivisible whole (Truth) does not appear bright when viewed at the summit, or dark when 

viewed at the nadir. 
It is imperceptible and indescribable. 
It is always changing, and reverting to the state of Nothingness. 
It is formless, shapeless, vague, and indefinite. 
Pacing it, one cannot see its head; pursuing it, one cannot see its tail. 
Abide by this primordial Truth, and the States of today can be ruled. 
Know the primary conditions, and you know the principles of Truth. 
• 
[14c34t] Yi Wu 
Looking at it, one cannot see it; 
it is named the invisible. 
Listening to it, one cannot hear it; 
it is named the inaudible. 
Grasping at it, one cannot get it; 
it is named the immaterial. 



These three cannot be inquired into; 
therefore, they are blended into one. 
Above it, there is no light; 
below it, there is no darkness. 
Continually! 
Infinitely! 
Unnameable, it returns again to the no-thingness. 
This is called the form of the formless, the image of nothingness. 
This is called the vague, the elusive. 
Meeting it, one does not see its face; 
Following it, one does not see its back. 
If one holds to the Way of ancient times, 
one can manage existence in the present. 
That one can know the origin, 
is called the record of the Way. 
• 
[14c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
That which cannot be seen is called Yi. 
That which cannot be heard is Xi. 



That which cannot be touched is Wei. 
All these three qualities can hardly be analysed. 
When amalgamated into one, 
Its upper limit is not radiant, 
And its lower limit is not dull. 
It is as nebulous as it is indescribable. 
Eventually it approaches to nothingness. 
This is why it is called the formless form, or the immaterial material. 
This is why it is called the illusory. 
Try to meet it head-on, and you cannot see its face. 
Try to follow it from behind, and you cannot see its back. 
Following the way of ancient Dao, 
You will be able to manage your affairs with great aplomb. 
To be able to understand ancient Dao 
Is to truly appreciate the immutable principles of Dao. 
• 
[14c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Look at it, but you cannot see it. 
Because it is formless, you call it invisible. 



Listen to it, but you cannot hear it. 
Because it is soundless, you call it inaudible. 
Grasp it, but it is beyond your reach. 
Because it is subtle, you call it intangible. 
These three are indescribable and imperceptible, 
but in the mystical moment you see it, hear it and grasp it, 
the Unseen, Unheard and Unreachable presents itself as the indefinable essence. 
Confront it, and you do not see its face. 
Follow it, and you do not see its back. 
It does not appear bright when viewed at the zenith, 
nor does it appear dark when viewed at the nadir. 
There is nothing that can make this subtle essence of the universe distinct. 
When you try to make it clear to yourself, it evasively reverts to Nothingness. 
You may call it the Form of the Formless or the Image of the Imageless. 
Yet the elusive, subtle essence remains nameless. 
If you hope to meet it, 
it has no part you can call front. 
If you hope to follow it, 
it has no place you can call behind. 



Yet it can be observed in the constant regularity of the universe. 
The constancy of the universe of antiquity is the constancy of the present time. 
If one knows the Primal Beginning, one may thus know the truth of the universal subtle Way. 
• 
[14c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Gaze at it; there is nothing to see. 
It is called the formless. 
Heed it; there is nothing to hear. 
It is called the soundless. 
Grasp it; there is nothing to hold on to. 
It is called the immaterial. 
We cannot inquire into these three, 
Hence, they interfuse into one. 
Above, it is not light. 
Below, it is not dark. 
Invisible, it cannot be called by any name. 
It returns again to nothingness. 
Thus, we call it the form of the formless 
The image of the imageless. 



It is the evasive. 
Approach it; you cannot see its face. 
Go after it; you cannot see its back. 
Adhere to the Tao of the remote past, 
And apply it to the present. 
This will enable you to understand the primordial beginning. 
This is the essential Tao. 
• 
[14c38t] Henry Wei 
In Praise of the Mysteries 
Tsan Hsuan 
What is invisible when looked at is called yi; 
What is inaudible when listened to is called hsi; 
What is elusive when grabbed at is called wei. 
These three are not amenable to investigation; 
Therefore, they mingle as One. 
On rising, the One does not become bright; 
On falling, it does not become dark. 
Unnameable it goes on and on, 



And again reverts to Non-Being. 
This is called shape of the shapeless, 
And form of the formless. 
This is called winking-waning, as in a dream. 
On greeting it, one cannot see its front; 
On following it, one cannot see its back. 
Taking hold of the Tao of antiquity 
To cope with the problems of the present 
Could make one know the ancient origins. 
This is called the unbroken strand of Tao. 
• 
[14c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
You look at it but don't see it. 
So you name it the Invisible. 
You listen to it but don't hear it. 
So you name it the Inaudible. 
You grasp at it but don't touch it. 
So you name it the Intangible. 
These three 



Are beyond scrutiny. 
Therefore, blend them into one. 
No brightness above it, 
No darkness below it - 
Boundless, it cannot be named. 
Return to the objectless object. 
It is called the shapeless shape - 
The formless form. 
It is called the vague and dim. 
You meet it but don't see its head. 
You follow it but don't see its back. 
Hold on to the Tao of old, 
And thereby ride the being of now. 
Know the old beginning, 
Which is called the thread of Tao. 
• 
[14c40t] Tao Huang 
Look for it and it can not be seen, it is called invisible; 
Listen to it and it can not be heard, it is called inaudible; 



Reach for it and it can not be touched, it is called intangible. 
These three are beyond reckoning, so 
When these three merge, they are One. 
As for this One, 
There is nothing above it remaining to be accounted for, 
There is nothing below it that has been excluded. 
Ever searching for it, it is beyond naming. 
It returns to no-thing. 
Its state is described as no state, 
Its form is described as formless. 
It is called the vision beyond focus. 
Follow after it, and it proves endless. 
Go before it, and no beginning can be found. 
Employ the Tao of today in order to manage today's affairs and to know the ancient past. 
This is called the principle of Tao. 
• 
[14c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Look at it, but it cannot be seen, it is called "the shapeless". 
Listen to it, but it cannot be heard, it is called "the soundless". 



Grasp it, but it cannot be held, it is called "the bodyless". 
These three characteristics are incomprehensible, yet they uniquely constitute the oneness of Dao. 
Look upward, it is not clear. 
Look downward, it is not dim. 
Continuously, continuously! 
We are unable to trace it's original name because it returns to the state of Unknown existence. 
It is called "the formless form" and "the imageless image". 
That is why it is called "the indistinct and elusive". 
To embrace Dao from ancient times is to know the original causes of the past in order to control what 

is going on in the present. 
This is called "the Law of Dao". 
• 
[14c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
We look at it and do not see it; 
Its name is The Invisible. 
We listen to it and do not hear it; 
Its name is The Inaudible. 
We touch it and do not find it; 
Its name is The Subtle (formless). 



These three cannot be further inquired into, 
And hence merge into one. 
Going up high, it is not bright, and coming down low, it is not dark. 
Infinite and boundless, it cannot be given any name; 
It reverts to nothingness. 
This is called shape without shape, 
Form without objects. 
It is The Vague and Elusive. 
Meet it and you will not see its head. 
Follow it and you will not see its back. 
Hold on to the Tao of old in order to master the things of the present. 
From this one may know the primeval beginning (of the universe). 
This is called the bond of Tao. 
• 
[14c91t] И. И. Семененко 
На что гляжу, но не могу увидеть, называю ровным; 
что слушаю, но не могу услышать, называю редким; 
что пробую схватить, но никак не удается, называю крошечным. 
Эти три расследовать нельзя, и потому создам из них одно, смешав. 



Что у него вверху, то не блестит, а что внизу, то не тускнеет; 
оно бесконечно и ему нельзя дать имени. 
Все время возвращается к отсутствию вещей. 
Это вид невидного, образ отсутствия вещей. 
Оно расплывчато, неясно. 
При встрече с ним не видят его спереди, а следуя за ним, не видят сзади. 
Владеют Дао древности, чтобы править нынешним наличием; 
в способности знать древнее начало заключена разгадка Дао. 
• 
[14c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Глядим на него и не видим. 
Зовём это заурядным. 
Слушаем его и не слышим. 
Зовём это редким. 
Пытаемся коснуться его и не достигаем. 
Зовём это мельчайшим. 
Эти три ипостаси невозможно разделить, ибо смешаны они и являют собой Единое. 
Его верхняя часть не источает света. 
Его нижняя часть не окутана мраком. 



Едва различимое, его нельзя даже поименовать. 
Оно возвращается к тому, что не имеет сущности. 
Это зовётся формой, не имеющей форм; 
образом, не имеющим сущности. 
Это зовётся расплывчато-туманным. 
Встретившись с ним, не увидим его начала. 
Следуя за ним, не увидим его тыльной стороны. 
Придерживайся пути древности, дабы контролировать дела сегодняшние. 
Способность познать изначальную древность и зовётся принципом Дао. 
• 
[14c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Смотрю на него и не вижу - называю его тончайшим. 
Слушаю его и не слышу - называю его тишайшим. 
Ловлю его, но схватить не могу - неуловимым его нареку. 
Триаду эту словами объяснить не дано: хаотична она и едина. 
Ее верх не освещен, ее низ не затемнен. 
Тянется-вьется, но нельзя ее назвать; 
вновь возвращается к отсутствию сущего она. 
Поэтому говорят: безвидный облик, невещный образ. 



Поэтому говорят: туманное и смутное. 
Не вижу начала, когда ей навстречу иду, не вижу конца, когда следом за ней спешу. 
Держусь за древний Путь-Дао и так управляю сущим ныне. 
Могу постичь древнее первоначало и устоями Дао-Пути его называю. 
• 
[14c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Смотрю на него - не вижу, именем называю "невидимый". 
Слушаю его - не слышу, именем называю "беззвучный". 
Ловлю его - не обретаю, именем называю "сокрытый". 
Эти три нельзя разграничить, потому как смешаны и образуют одно-единое. 
Его верх не светлый, его низ не темный, непрерывно вьется, [его] невозможно наименовать. 
[Оно] нашло пристанище в невещественном. 
Это и есть изображение без изображения, образ без плоти. 
Это и есть туманная смесь. 
Иду навстречу ему - не вижу его лица (головы). 
Следую за ним - не вижу его спины (хвоста). 
Только неуклонно следуя древнему Дао, чтобы править ныне существующим, можно 

познать древнее начало. 
Это и есть уток (путеводная нить) Дао. 



• 
[14c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Смотрю на него и не вижу, а поэтому называю его невидимым. 
Слушаю его и не слышу, поэтому называю его неслышимым. 
Пытаюсь схватить его и не достигаю, поэтому называю его мельчайшим. 
Не надо стремиться узнать об источнике этого, потому что это едино. 
Его верх не освещен, его низ не затемнен. 
Оно бесконечно и не может быть названо. 
Оно снова возвращается к небытию. 
И вот называют его формой без форм, образом без существа. 
Поэтому называют его неясным и туманным. 
Встречаюсь с ним и не вижу лица его, следую за ним и не вижу спины его. 
Придерживаясь древнего дао, чтобы овладеть существующими вещами, можно познать 

древнее начало. 
Это называется принципом дао. 
• 
[14c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
(Предмет, на который) мы смотрим, но не видим, называется бесцветным. 
(Звук, который) мы слушаем, но не слышим, - беззвучным. 



(Предмет, который) мы хватаем, но не можем захватить, - мельчайшим. 
Эти три (предмета) неисследимы, поэтому когда они смешаются между собой, то 

соединяются в одно. 
Верх не ясен, низ не темен. 
О, бесконечное! 
Его нельзя назвать именем. 
Оно существует, но возвращается к небытию. 
Оно называется формою (или видом) бесформенною. 
Оно также называется неопределенным. 
Встречаясь с ним, не видать лица его, следуя же за ним, не видать спины его. 
Посредством древнего Тао можно управлять жизнью настоящего времени. 
Исследовать происхождение всего (или начало древности) называется нитью Тао. 
• 
[14c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Смотрю на него и не вижу: называю его глубочайшим. 
Вслушиваюсь в него и не слышу: называю его тишайшим. 
Касаюсь его и не могу ухватить: называю его мельчайшим. 
Эти три невозможно определить, 
Посему я смешиваю их и рассматриваю как одно. 



[Это одно] вверху не светло, внизу не темно, 
Тянется без конца и без края, нельзя дать ему имя. 
И вновь возвращается туда, где нет вещей. 
Оно зовется бесформенной формой, невещественным образом, 
Оно зовется туманным и смутным. 
Встречаешь его - не видишь его главы, 
Провожаешь его - не видишь его спины. 
Держаться Пути древних, 
Чтобы повелевать ныне сущим, 
И знать Первозданное Начало - 
Вот что такое основа и нить Пути. 
• 
[14c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Смотришь на него, не видя. 
Имя назови: "Рассеянное". 
Слушаешь его, не слыша. 
Имя назови: "Разреженное". 
Ухватываешь его, не удерживая. 
Имя назови: "Тончайшее". 



Эту троицу нельзя определить, задавая вопросы. 
Причинность: 
Смешиваясь, осуществляют единое. 
При движении вверх оно не светлое. 
При движении вниз оно не темное. 
Как ускользающая нить. 
Нельзя его определить именем. 
Повторяется возвращение в состояние отсутствия вещей. 
Это определяется: 
Трепетное и мерцающее. 
Движешься ему навстречу, не видя его главы. 
Следуешь за ним, не видя его спины. 
Путь древности применяй для контроля наличия данного момента. 
Будь способен знать начало древности. 
Это определяют: 
Путеводная нить. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifteen 
 

[15c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The one who was skilled at practicing the Way in antiquity, 
Was subtle and profound, mysterious and penetratingly wise. 
His depth cannot be known. 
It is only because he cannot be known 
That therefore were I forced to describe him I'd say: 
Hesitant was he! Like someone crossing a river in winter. 
Undecided was he! As though in fear of his neighbors on all four sides. 
Solemn and polite was he! Like a guest. 
Scattered and dispersed was he! Like ice as it melts. 
Genuine, unformed was he! Like uncarved wood. 
Merged, undifferentiated was he! Like muddy water. 
Broad and expansive was he! Like a valley. 
If you take muddy water and still it, it gradually becomes clear. 
If you bring something to rest in order to move it, it gradually comes alive. 
{The one who} preserves this Way does not desire to be full; 
Therefore he can wear out with no need to be renewed. 



• 
[15c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE ancient adepts of the Tao were subtle and flexible, profound and comprehensive. 
Their minds were too deep to be fathomed. 
Because they are unfathomable, 
One can only describe them vaguely by their appearance. 
Hesitant like one wading a stream in winter; 
Timid like one afraid of his neighbours on all sides; 
Cautious and courteous like a guest; 
Yielding like ice on the point of melting; 
Simple like an uncarved block; 
Hollow like a cave; 
Confused like a muddy pool; 
And yet who else could quietly and gradually evolve from the muddy to the clear? 
Who else could slowly but steadily move from the inert to the living? 
He who keeps the Tao does not want to be full. 
But precisely because he is never full, 
He can always remain like a hidden sprout, 
And does not rush to early ripening. 



• 
[15c03t] D. C. Lau 
Of old he who was well versed in the way 
Was minutely subtle, mysteriously comprehending, 
And too profound to be known. 
It is because he could not be known 
That he can only be given a makeshift description: 
Tentative, as if fording a river in winter, 
Hesitant, as if in fear of his neighbours; 
Formal like a guest; 
Falling apart like thawing ice; 
Thick like the uncarved block; 
Vacant like a valley; 
Murky like muddy water. 
Who can be muddy and yet, settling, slowly become limpid? 
Who can be at rest and yet, stirring, slowly come to life? 
He who holds fast to this way 
Desires not to be full. 
It is because he is not full 



That he can be worn and yet newly made. 
• 
[15c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those skillful in the ancient Tao Are subtly ingenious and profoundly intuitive. 
They are so deep they cannot be recognized. 
Since, indeed, they cannot be recognized, Their force can be contained. 
So careful! As if wading a stream in winter. 
So hesitant! As if respecting all sides in the community. 
So reserved! As if acting as a guest. 
So yielding! As if ice about to melt. 
So candid! As if acting with simplicity. 
So open! As if acting as a valley. 
So integrated! As if acting as muddy water. 
Who can harmonize with muddy water, And gradually arrive at clarity? 
Who can move with stability, And gradually bring endurance to life? 
Those who maintain the Tao 
Do not desire to become full. 
Indeed, since they are not full, 
They can be used up and also renewed. 



• 
[15c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The shi (Knower of Tao) in the old times is subtle, profound and generous, too deep to be understood 

by the common people. 
As he is thus beyond people's knowledge, 
I can only describe him arbitrarily. 
(He is) cautious beforehand, like wading into a river in winter. 
(He is) considering repeatedly, like one vigilant when threatened by neighbouring states' attack. 
(He is) grave and reverent, like a visiting guest. 
(He is) supple and pliant, like ice which is about to melt. 
(He is) genuine and plain, like an uncarved block. 
(He is) open and broad, like a quiet valley. 
(He is) all-embracing, like a great muddy river. 
Who can make the muddy water clear? 
As it quiets down it will become clear. 
Who can make stillness last? 
It will gradually lose the peace as change arises. 
He who preserves this Tao does not wish for overflowing. 
It is precisely because there is no overflowing that he is able to succeed continually, 



Though he looks conservative. 
• 
[15c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The ancient masters were subtle, mysterious, profound, responsive. 
The depth of their knowledge is unfathomable. 
Because it is unfathomable, 
All we can do is describe their appearance. 
Watchful, like men crossing a winter stream. 
Alert, like men aware of danger. 
Courteous, like visiting guests. 
Yielding, like ice about to melt. 
Simple, like uncarved blocks of wood. 
Hollow, like caves. 
Opaque, like muddy pools. 
Who can wait quietly while the mud settles? 
Who can remain still until the moment of action? 
Observers of the Tao do not seek fulfillment. 
Not seeking fulfillment, they are not swayed by desire for change. 
• 



[15c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The masters of the Dao in ancient times 
had mystical, versatile, and unfathomable understanding. 
As it is unfathomable, 
Only a proximate description is possible. 
They are prepared at all times, 
as if taking on a river journey in winter. 
They are alert and watchful, 
as if they were wary of the surroundings. 
They are respectful, 
as if they were the guests of someone. 
They are accommodating, 
as if they were ice about to melt. 
They are unpretentious, 
as if they were the embodiment of simplicity. 
They are open-minded, 
as if they were a hollow valley. 
They are murky, 
as if they were a muddy stream, 



They are unsettled, 
as if they were an open sea; 
They never stopped, 
as if they were the winds of the earth. 
Is there anyone who can be like 
a murky stream cleaning up when given a rest? 
Is there anyone who can be like 
calm air gathering motion and becoming alive again? 
The man who shuns full gratification of their desires, 
is the man who has this ability. 
He can rejuvenate. 
• 
[15c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
People in the past who practiced the DAO understood the real essence of the world so deeply that the 

ordinary people could not appreciate them. 
Because these people cannot be appreciated and understood, 
I will try to give you a rough sketch of them. 
They acted very cautiously, like walking on thin ice. 
They behaved very carefully, like being watched by everybody. 



They looked very dignified, like going to a banquet. 
They were very warm and kind, like being able to melt ice. 
They were very plain, like a block of uncarved wood. 
They had a very big heart, like a deep valley. 
They were very tolerant, like a flooding river that contains everything. 
Who can get clear water from mud by letting the mud settle slowly? 
Who can create new things gradually from stillness by taking the initiative? 
These people who kept the DAO were never conceited. 
Only because they were not conceited, 
Were they able to create the future while preserving the past. 
• 
[15c09t] Walter Gorn Old, EXHIBITING VIRTUE 
The ancient wise men were skilful in their mysterious acquaintance with profundities. 
They were fathomless in their depths; so profound, that I cannot bring them forth to my mind. 
They were cautious, like one who crosses a swollen river. 
They were reserved, like one who doubts his fellows. 
They were watchful, like one who travels abroad. 
They were retiring, like snow beneath the sun. 
They were simple, like newly felled timber. 



They were lowly, like the valley. 
They were obscure, like muddy water. 
May not a man take muddy water and make it clear by keeping still? 
May not a man take a dead thing and make it alive by continuous motion? 
Those who follow this Tao have no need of replenishing, and being devoid of all properties, they grow 

old without need of being filled. 
• 
[15c10t] James Legge 
The skilful masters (of the Tao) in old times, with a subtle and exquisite penetration, comprehended 

its mysteries, and were deep (also) so as to elude men's knowledge. 
As they were thus beyond men's knowledge, I will make an effort to describe of what sort they 

appeared to be. 
Shrinking looked they like those who wade through a stream in winter; 
irresolute like those who are afraid of all around them; 
grave like a guest (in awe of his host); 
evanescent like ice that is melting away; 
unpretentious like wood that has not been fashioned into anything; 
vacant like a valley, 
and dull like muddy water. 



Who can (make) the muddy water (clear)? 
Let it be still, and it will gradually become clear. 
Who can secure the condition of rest? 
Let movement go on, and the condition of rest will gradually arise. 
They who preserve this method of the Tao do not wish to be full (of themselves). 
It is through their not being full of themselves that they can afford to seem worn and not appear new 

and complete. 
• 
[15c11t] David Hinton 
Ancient masters of Way 
all subtle mystery and dark-enigma vision: 
they were deep beyond knowing, 
so deep beyond knowing 
we can only describe their appearance: 
perfectly cautious, as if crossing winter streams, 
and perfectly watchful, as if neighbors threatened; 
perfectly reserved, as if guests, 
perfectly expansive, as if ice melting away, 
and perfectly simple, as if uncarved wood; 



perfectly empty, as if open valleys, 
and perfectly shadowy, as if murky water. 
Who's murky enough to settle slowly into pure clarity, 
and who still enough to awaken slowly into life? 
If you nurture this Way, you never crave fullness. 
Never crave fullness 
and you'll wear away into completion. 
• 
[15c12t] Chichung Huang 
In antiquity, he who excelled in implementing the Tao 
Was minutely discerning and subtly perceptive, 
Profound beyond recognition. 
As he was beyond recognition, 
I reluctantly depict him thus: 
"Undecided, as if in winter, wading through water; 
Hesitant, as if fearing the four neighbors; 
Awe-inspiring, like a guest; 
Melting, like ice thawing; 
Simple, like the unhewn log; 



Turbid, like muddy water; 
Expansive, like a valley. 
In muddy water, he stilled it 
And gradually made it limpid; 
In comfort, he stirred it 
And gradually made it vital." 
Those who treasure this Tao 
Do not wish to be full, 
Hence, they can remain ragged and imperfect. 
• 
[15c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Those in the past who were good at practicing Tao, 
Were subtle, mysterious, dark, penetrating (wei miao yüan t'ung), 
Deep and unrecognizable. 
Because they were unrecognizable, 
I am forced to describe their appearance (yung). 
Careful, like crossing a river in winter, 
Hesitating, like fearing neighbors on four sides, 
Reverent, like being guests, 



Dissolving, like ice beginning to melt, 
Thick, like uncarved wood, 
Open, like a valley, 
Chaotic (hun), like murky (cho) water. 
What can stop the murkiness? 
Quieting (ching) down, gradually it clarifies (ch'ing). 
What can keep still for long? 
Moving, gradually it stirs into life. 
Those who keep this Tao, 
Do not want to be filled to the full (ying). 
Because they are not full, 
They can renew (hsin) themselves before being worn out (pi). 
• 
[15c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In old days, excellent scholar-doers were comprehensive and detail-oriented, [for this reason] they 

could penetrate deeply into mysteries; 
Their scholarships and attainments were so profound, vast, and subtle that ordinary people had 

difficulties to evaluate them; 
Because of this, ordinary people had trouble to make out [the deep implication of] their 



performances; 
They thus compulsively depicted them [in their own accustomed ways, which will be exemplified in 

the succeeding paragraphs]. 
[In different occasions proficient ancient scholar-doers - men of thought and action - were summarily 

described as individuals behaved in the following manner:] 
He was always cautiously prepared as though he was crossing a stream in the Winter time when it 

was blanketed by a layer of thin ice; 
He was as worrisome and unassuming of his surroundings as monkeys were [in readiness for unseen 

future]; 
He was as restrained and receptive as [an objective reticent] visitor; 
He was in such readiness to accept changes, that his disposition was like the [fluxing] water which 

was about to escape from the [rigid] ice; 
He was as simple and undecorated (unpretentious) as a piece of unprocessed wood; 
He was as widely open-minded [to new knowledge] as a valley; 
His demeanor was amiable that he would spontaneously mingle [with people of the world as readily 

as] dirt would blend and vanish in water. 
Why did the turbid water, after being left to stand still for a long time, would clear up gradually? 
[Because the natural tendency of water is to hold still]. 
Why did the still [clear] water, after long, would progressively turn murky? 



[Some untraceable activity must have taken place]. 
A person, who intends to continue on the course of Tao, shall refrain from being contented with 

whatever vast [knowledge] he has already achieved; 
Thence, being aware of the fact that his knowledge will never be adequately satisfactory [for advanced 

comprehensive elucidation of Tao], he would [constantly] discard negative elements and eke out new 
and better accomplishments. 

• 
[15c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In ancient times the wise men of the Way were subtle, divine, comprehensive and too profound to be 

known. 
Because they are unfathomable, we try to describe their picture as following: 
Hesitant like one crossing a stream in winter. 
Timid like one afraid of his neighbors on all sides. 
Serious like a guest. 
Thawing like ice on the point of melting. 
Simple like an uncarved block. 
Hollow like a cave. 
Muddled like muddy water. 
Who knows he is muddled and settles down, then quietly and gradually becomes clear? 



Who knows to move from inertia and gradually become living? 
He who keeps the Way does not want to be full. 
Precisely because he is never full, he can always remain hidden, and does not become new. 
• 
[15c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
In history, those who mastered Tao are extremely knowledgeable with profound expertise. 
Hence they are hard to describe. 
Because of this, I can only roughly portray them as follows: 
Being prudent as if walking across the thin ice of the river, 
Being alert as if being surrounded with the danger, 
Being dignified like a guest, 
Being relaxed as if thawing, 
Being sincere and natural like uncarved wood, 
Being open-hearted like valley, 
Being approachable like the earth, 
Being broad like ocean, 
Being active like wind blowing. 
Can the murkiness be clarified slowly? 
Can a halt start to move gradually? 



Those who know Tao would never be complacent. 
It is because of this they can be refreshing, creative, and innovative. 
• 
[15c17t] Arthur Waley 
Of old those that were the best officers of Court 
Had inner natures subtle, abstruse, mysterious, penetrating, 
Too deep to be understood. 
And because such men could not be understood 
I can but tell of them as they appeared to the world: 
Circumspect they seemed, like one who in winter crosses a stream, 
Watchful, as one who must meet danger on every side. 
Ceremonious, as one who pays a visit; 
Yet yielding, as ice when it begins to melt. 
Blank, as a piece of uncarved wood; 
Yet receptive as a hollow in the hills. 
Murky, as a troubled stream - 
Which of you can assume such murkiness, to become in the end still and clear? 
Which of you can make yourself inert, to become in the end full of life and stir? 
Those who possess this Tao do not try to fill themselves to the brim, 



And because they do not try to fill themselves to the brim 
They are like a garment that endures all wear and need never be renewed (?). 
• 
[15c18t] Richard John Lynn 
In antiquity, he who was good at being a leader was perfectly in step with mystery in all its subtlety 

and profundity; so recondite was he that it was impossible to understand him. 
Now, because he defies understanding, all I can do is force a description of what he was like: he 

seemed hesitant, as one might be when fording a river in winter. 
He seemed tentative, as one who fears his neighbors on all four sides. 
He seemed solemn, oh, as if he were the guest. 
He seemed yielding, oh, just like ice when about to break up. 
He seemed solid and sturdy, oh, just like an uncarved block of wood. 
He seemed empty and receptive, oh, just like a valley. 
He seemed amorphous, oh, just like murky water. 
Who can take his turbidity and, by stilling it, gradually become clear? 
Who can take his quietude and, by stirring it long, gradually come alive? 
One who keeps this Dao does not wish to be filled. 
For it is only by not getting filled that one can avoid having the cover remade. 
• 



[15c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE WISE ONES OF OLD 
The wise ones of old had subtle wisdom and depth of understanding, 
So profound that they could not be understood. 
And because they could not be understood, 
Perforce must they be so described: 
Cautious, like crossing a wintry stream, 
Irresolute, like one fearing danger all around, 
Grave, like one acting as guest, 
Self-effacing, like ice beginning to melt, 
Genuine, like a piece of undressed wood, 
Open-minded, like a valley, 
And mixing freely, like murky water. 
Who can find repose in a muddy world? 
By lying still, it becomes clear. 
Who can maintain his calm for long? 
By activity, it comes back to life. 
He who embraces this Tao 
Guards against being over-full. 



Because he guards against being over-full, 
He is beyond wearing out and renewal. 
• 
[15c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Those of old who were adept in the Way were subtly profound and mysteriously perceptive, 
So deep they could not be recognized. 
Now, 
Because they could not be recognized, 
One can describe their appearance only with effort: 
hesitant, as though crossing a stream in winter; 
cautious, as though fearful of their neighbors all around; 
solemn, as though guests in someone else's house; 
shrinking, as ice when it melts; 
plain, as an unhewn log; 
muddled, as turbid waters; 
expansive, as a broad valley. 
If turbid waters are stilled, 
they will gradually become clear; 
If something inert is set in motion, 



it will gradually come to life. 
Those who preserved this Way did not wish to be full. 
Now, 
Simply because they did not wish to be full, they could be threadbare and incomplete. 
• 
[15c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The ancient followers of the Tao were subtle, mysterious, and penetrating. 
They were too deep to be fathomed. 
All we can do is describe their appearance. 
Hesitant, as if crossing a winter stream. 
Watchful, as if aware of neighbors on all sides. 
Respectful, like a visiting guest. 
Yielding, like ice beginning to melt. 
Simple, like an uncarved block. 
Open, like a valley. 
Obscure, like muddy water. 
Who else can be still and let the muddy water slowly become clear? 
Who else can remain at rest and slowly come to life? 
Those who hold fast to the Tao do not try to fill themselves to the brim. 



Because they do not try to be full they can be worn out and yet ever new. 
• 
[15c22t] David H. Li 
One who understood Direction in olden days knew the tiniest, appreciated the profoundest, and was 

deep beyond [our] comprehension. 
Since such a person is beyond [our] comprehension, he/she can only be described superficially: 
as deliberate as approaching a deep channel in the winter, 
as alert as keeping watch over bordering states, 
as diplomatic as an envoy in presenting, 
as graceful as ice in slow melting, 
as simple as a block of uncarved wood, 
as calm as a valley's mood, 
as accommodating as muddy water, 
as expansive as the sea, 
as unending as the wind. 
Who can calm the muddy to let it distill? 
Who can motivate the serene to let it instill? 
One who understands Direction never fills to the brim. 
Not filled to the brim, 



one is at ready to remove the old and substitute it with new. 
• 
[15c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The embodiment of the Tao Eternal, 
The ancient masters are wondrously subtle and profoundly penetrating. 
The depth of their being is unfathomable and beyond comprehension. 
As their depth is unfathomable and beyond comprehension, 
Only their appearance can be incompletely described: 
The master is as alert as a person fording a winter stream, 
As careful as a person watchful of his surroundings, 
As respectful as a thoughtful guest, 
As flowing as melting ice, 
As plain as an unhewn log, 
As empty as an open valley, 
As inclusive as turbid waters. 
Who could keep still until turbid waters become clear of their own accord? 
Who could stay calm until still waters become alive of their own accord? 
Those who embody the Tao do not desire to extend themselves to the fullest. 
For, the Tao is balance, 



and there is no fullest, no extreme. 
Therefore, through balance, they refill their essence and renew their life force forevermore. 
• 
[15c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Long ago, the man of Tao was learned, incisive, 
And so profound that it was difficult to comprehend him. 
Since it is impossible to understand him, I will try to sketch his image: 
He is cautious, like a person crossing a stream during the winter. 
He is hesitant, like a person who fears his neighbors. 
He is modest, like a person who is another's guest. 
He is unassuming, like ice that slowly melts. 
He is simple, like a log that has not been carved. 
He is hollow, like a valley surrounded by mountains. 
He is dim, like stagnant and murky water. 
And who is the person who can clear the darkness until it begins to glow? 
And who is the person who can purify the murky water until it becomes clear? 
And who is the person who can nudge the stagnant along until it begins to move? 
The one who follows the principles does not seek fullness. 
Since he is not full, when he falls, he can renew himself. 



• 
[15c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
In ancient times, the leaders were as subtle as sorcerers. 
No one knew what they were about to do. 
How can we describe them to you? 
They were like soldiers about to cross a cold river, hesitant, watchful and uncertain. 
They were cautious like people who know there is danger. 
They were over-polite, like practised guests. 
They gave way like ice, melting. 
They were simple like uncarved wood. 
They were empty like deserted valleys. 
They were muddy like unreflecting water. 
The mud will settle, and it is hard to wait for it. 
But if you can, then you can act. 
If you follow the Tao without pretension 
you will never burn yourself out. 
• 
[15c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Those ancients who were well versed in the Tao 



Were so subtle, mysterious and profound 
As to escape understanding. 
As they were beyond comprehension, 
The description of them is surely perfunctory; 
careful as if fording a river barefoot in winter; 
vigilant and hesitant as if in fear of the attacks from neighbours; 
formal as if they were guests; 
polishedly flowing like melting ice; 
simple and natural like the uncarved block; 
vacant and deep like a valley; 
turbid like muddy water; 
quiet and calm like the great sea; 
drifting as if they would never stop. 
Who can end the muddiness 
And make the muddy settle and gradually become clear? 
Who can be at rest and yet, stirring, slowly come to life? 
He who is in possession of this Tao 
Will not seek completeness. 
Just because he will not seek completeness, 



He can be both old and new. 
• 
[15c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Since ancient times, he who is versed in the Tao has been regarded as subtle, mysterious and 

obscurely discerning, too profound to be understood. 
And because he is elusive, one is barely able to describe him. 
Prudent as if fording a stream in winter. 
Wary as if in fear of those around him. 
Formal as if holding a memorial ceremony. 
He lets his heart yield like melting ice. 
He keeps his character rough like uncarved wood. 
He makes his mind empty like a spacious valley. 
He is opaque like muddy water. 
There is one who remains still while the mud settles and the water clears itself. 
There is one who remains quiet and finds that the moment of action arises of its own accord. 
There is one who follows the Tao and does not seek plenitude simply because he is not fulfilled. 
In that way he can be named and reach the Tao. 
• 
[15c28t] Liu Qixuan 



The ancient wise ones seemed unattainably profound. 
Since they were such, I can describe them only this way: 
Hesitant as if they were crossing a winter river; 
Inhibited as if they were afraid of their neighbors; 
Undisciplined like melting ice on flowing water; 
Simple-minded like a piece of rough plank; 
Void like a vast-spreading empty valley; 
And unenlightened like a muddled pool. 
If anyone keeps the muddled state still, 
It will gradually clear up. 
If anyone keeps it still for long, 
There will gradually be new production. 
One who keeps this Way will not try to become filled. 
Keeping unfilled, one is always ready for new successes. 
• 
[15c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Tao-practician's Manner 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao-practitioners of old times had subtle wisdom and depth of understanding, and could 



comprehend the will of Heaven. 
They were so profound that they could not be understood: 
I will make an effort to describe what sort of men they appeared to be. 
Cautiously observed, they were like those in enemy territory; 
dignified like a guest; 
self-effacing like ice that is melting away; 
unpretentious like a piece of undressed wood; 
open-minded like a valley; 
and mixing freely like turbulent water. 
Who can make the turbulent water still and let it gradually become clear? 
Who can settle down the perpetual movement and let the condition of rehabilitation gradually arise? 
They are those who preserve this Tao guard against overdoing. 
It is through guarding against overdoing that their previous possessions are not lost, and they will 

again procure newness. 
• 
[15c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
In old times the perfect man of Tao was subtle, penetrating and so profound that he can hardly be 

understood. 
Because he cannot be understood, I shall endeavour to picture him: 



He is cautious, like one who crosses a stream in winter; 
He is hesitating, like one who fears his neighbours; 
He is modest, like one who is a guest; 
He is yielding, like ice that is going to melt; 
He is simple, like wood that is not yet wrought; 
He is vacant, like valleys that are hollow; 
He is dim, like water that is turbid. 
Who is able to purify the dark till it becomes slowly light? 
Who is able to calm the turbid till it slowly clears? 
Who is able to quicken the stagnant till it slowly makes progress? 
He who follows these principles does not desire fullness. 
Because he is not full, therefore when he becomes decayed he can renew. 
• 
[15c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The Ancients who made themselves the best 
Were subtle and penetrating 
And deep beyond knowing. 
Because they were beyond knowing, 
we can only try to describe them: 



Cautious, as if crossing the river in winter. 
Circumspect, as if afraid of the neighbors on four sides. 
Dignified, as if a guest. 
Expansive, as melting ice. 
Unspoiled, as unhewn wood. 
Broad, as a valley. 
Opaque, as turbid puddles. 
Who can calm the turbid and clear it gradually? 
Who can stir the inert and bring it gradually to life? 
One who keeps this Tao does not wish to be filled. 
And because he is not filled, 
he can be sheltered and beyond renewal. 
• 
[15c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The Excellent shih of ancient times: 
penetrated into the most obscure, the marvelous, the mysterious. 
They had a depth beyond understanding. 
They were simply beyond understanding, 
the appearance of their forceful presence: 



Cautious, like one crossing a stream in winter; 
timid, like one who fears the surrounding neighbors; 
reserved, like guests; 
yielding, like ice about to melt; 
unspecified, like the Uncarved Block; 
all vacant space, like the Valley; 
everything mixed together, like muddy water. 
Who is able, as muddy water, 
by Stilling to slowly become clear? 
Who is able, at rest, 
by long drawn-out movement to slowly come to life? 
Whoever holds onto this Tao 
does not yearn for solidity. 
He simply lacks solidity, and so what he is capable of: 
Remaining concealed, accomplishing nothing new. 
• 
[15c33t] Cheng Lin 
The ancients who knew how to live according to Truth possessed a subtle and penetrating 

intelligence. 



The profundity of their character was immeasurable. 
As it was immeasurable, we can only give a superficial description of them as follows: 
They moved about cautiously as though they were fording a large stream of water. 
They were retiring and hesitant as though they were shy of the men around them. 
Their demeanour was reverent as though they were meeting honoured guests. 
They quickly adapted themselves to any circumstance as though they were ice melting before fire. 
Their manners were simple and artless as though they were unhewn wood. 
Their minds were expansive and receptive as though they were hollow valley. 
Their views were impartial and tolerant as though they were turbid puddles. 
What is it that can end the turbidity of puddles? 
When there is no disturbance, the impurities gradually settle, and the water becomes clear. 
What is it that can perpetuate the continuity of things? 
When there is constant change, life gradually undergoes growth. 
Those who hold fast to Truth do not desire satiation. 
Because there is no satiety, life is continually renewing itself. 
• 
[15c34t] Yi Wu 
In ancient times, the men who cultivated the Way shared its essence, subtlety, mystery, and 

penetration. 



They were deep and beyond knowing. 
Because they were beyond knowing, we try only to describe them: 
Cautious, as if crossing a river in winter; 
Hesitant, as if fearing the neighbors on all sides; 
Serious, as if a guest; 
Expansive, as if melting ice; 
Sincere, as if an uncarved block; 
Vast, as if a valley; 
Chaotic, as if turbid [water]. 
Who can stop turbidity, clarifies it gradually through tranquility. 
Who can create lasting peace, produces it gradually through movement. 
The men who protect this Way do not want to be too full; 
only by not being too full can they remain under cover, 
without new achievements. 
• 
[15c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
In antiquity, a person who followed the way of Dao, 
Was as enigmatic as he was insightful. 
He was also inscrutable. 



Because of his inscrutability, I am compelled to describe his demeanour: 
He acts cautiously, as if he were wading through a frigid stream in winter. 
He conducts his affairs prudently, as if he were fearful of the gossiping of his nosy neighbours. 
His behaviour is as majestic and proper as an honoured guest. 
His demeanour is as spontaneous as the melting ice. 
His character is as unsophisticated as a block of raw timber. 
He is as open-minded as a valley. 
He is as muddle-headed as a turbid stream. 
Who can allow the turbid water to precipitate and gradually become clear? 
Who can agitate the stillness and slowly bring vivacity back again? 
He who follows the way of Dao does not become swollen-headed. 
Consequently, he will endure. 
• 
[15c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The ancient ones who knew how to live with the subtle essence of the universe were gentle and flexible, 

profound and indistinguishable. 
They were too deep to be known, thus we can only describe their appearance. 
They did not rush into anything, 
as if fording an icy stream in early winter. 



They were retiring and hesitant, not assertive, 
as if they were shy of people. 
They were reverent in demeanor to everyone, 
as if meeting honored guests. 
They did not insist on imposing their views on others or interfering in worldly affairs, 
as if they were passing travelers. 
They adapted themselves to a circumstance like melting ice. 
Simple and genuine, they were like virgin timber. 
Empty and receptive, they were like a huge cave. 
Comprehensive and unprejudiced, 
they were equally kind to all things; 
like the water of a stream flowing down a mountain, they benefitted all things. 
Who else could move constantly from the gross and heavy to the light and pure? 
Who else could evolve steadily from the inert and stagnant to everlasting life? 
Those who hold fast to the subtle essence of the universe do not desire to extend themselves in climax. 
Because there is no climax to one's extension and expansion, life is continually renewing itself. 
• 
[15c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
In ancient times the best man of Tao was refined and deeply enlightened. 



His depth can hardly be measured. 
Because his depth can hardly be measured, 
I will try to draw a picture of him. 
Prudent, as if he were wading in a cold stream in the winter; 
Calm, as if he did not want to disturb his neighbors; 
Respectful, as if he were a guest; 
Fluid, as if he were ice melting; 
Solid, as if he were an uncarved block; 
Vacant, as if he were a valley; 
Lacking clear discriminations, as if he were impure; 
Who is able to gradually reach purity from impurity through quiescence? 
Who is able to gradually grow lively from motion through motionlessness? 
One who abides in Tao never desires to reach an extreme. 
Because he never desires to reach an extreme, 
He can remain in the old, yet become the new. 
• 
[15c38t] Henry Wei 
Virtue Revealed 
Hsien Teh 



The good scholars of ancient times 
Were keen, astute, mysterious, and intuitive. 
They were so profound as to be incomprehensible. 
Since they show themselves incomprehensible, 
They must be depicted in some arbitrary way: 
They were cautious as if fording a stream in winter, 
Hesitant as if afraid of the neighbors around, 
Dignified as if in the role of a guest; 
They were easy-going, like ice about to melt, 
Unpretentious, like wood in its virgin state, 
Open-minded, like a valley, 
And murky, like turbid water. 
Who, being like turbid water, can remain calm, 
So that quiescence will gradually lead to clarity? 
Who can stay relaxed for a long while, 
So that an impulse will gradually lead to Life? 
He who conserves this Tao does not go to the limit. 
For the reason that he does not go to the limit, 
He can wear well and does not need renewal. 



• 
[15c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Of old a man who practiced Tao best 
Had insight into the subtlest and penetrated into the darkest. 
His depth was not to be plumbed. 
Truly, because his depth was not to be plumbed, 
He could be portrayed only arbitrarily: 
Hesitant as if crossing a river in winter; 
Cautious as if fearing all four sides; 
Inviolable like a guest; 
Loose like ice about to thaw; 
Simple like the uncarved block; 
Empty like a valley; 
Murky like muddy water. 
Who can be muddy and yet, keeping still, slowly turn clear? 
Who can be calm and yet, keeping active, slowly come to life? 
He who embraces this Tao 
Never wishes to be full. 
Truly, because he is never full, 



He decays yet renews himself. 
• 
[15c40t] Tao Huang 
The ancient sages of Tao are subtle and mysteriously penetrating. 
Their depth is beyond the power of will. 
Because it is beyond the power of will, 
The most we can do is describe it: 
Thus, full of care, as one crossing the wintry stream, 
Attentive, as one cautious of the total environment, 
Reserved, as one who is a guest, 
Spread open, as when confronting a marsh, 
Simple, like uncarved wood, 
Opaque, like mud, 
Magnificent, like a valley. 
From within the murky comes the stillness. 
The feminine enlivens with her milk. 
Keeping such a Tao, excess is undesirable. 
Desiring no excess, work is completed without exhaustion. 
• 



[15c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The ancient scholar knew how to be perfect: 
keep himself subtle, wonderful, profound and flexible. 
He kept his mind so deep that it could not be fathomed! 
Because it could not be fathomed, it could only be described superficially: 
Hesitatingly, like one who is crossing a stream in winter; 
Timidly, like one who is new to his surrounding neighbors; 
Reservedly, like a new guest; 
Yieldingly, like ice which is melting; 
Honest, like Pure Matter; 
Obscure, like muddy water; 
and Capacious, like a deep valley. 
Who can calmly make the muddy (chaotic) clear (orderly)? 
Who can calmly change the static (matter) into dynamic (force)? 
To return to Dao is to let the capacity of mind not be over-filled. 
Only the mind which is not over-filled can renew the old and perfect the new. 
• 
[15c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Of old those who were the best rulers were subtly mysterious and profoundly penetrating; 



Too deep to comprehend. 
And because they cannot be comprehended, 
I can only describe them arbitrarily: 
Cautious, like crossing a frozen stream in the winter, 
Being at a loss, like one fearing danger on all sides, 
Reserved, like one visiting, 
Supple and pliant, like ice about to melt, 
Genuine, like a piece of uncarved wood, 
Open and broad, like a valley, 
Merged and undifferentiated, like muddy water. 
Who can make muddy water gradually clear through tranquility? 
Who can make the still gradually come to life through activity? 
He who embraces this Tao does not want to fill himself to overflowing. 
It is precisely because there is no overflowing that he is beyond wearing out and renewal. 
• 
[15c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Искусные мужи древнего времени были тонки, чудесны, сокровенны, проницательны. 
Их глубины не различить. 
А раз не различить, то опишу их через силу внешне. 



Они выглядят такими нерешительными, словно зимою переходят реку. 
И такими неуверенными, словно боятся окружающих соседей. 
Своей учтивостью напоминают гостя. 
Расхлябанны, как лед перед началом таяния. 
Они просты, как дерева обрубок, и просторны, как долина. 
У них все смешано, словно в грязи. 
Кто может, успокаиваясь, постепенно добиваться чистоты в грязи? 
Кто может при посредстве вечного движения постепенно воскрешать в покое? 
Кто сберегает это Дао, не стремится к полноте; 
ведь потому лишь, что не полон, он в состоянии, не прибегая к новому, достигнуть 

совершенства в ветхом. 
• 
[15c92t] А. А. Маслов 
С древности искушённый муж видел мельчайше-утончённое, проникал в сокровенное и был 

непостижим в своей глубине. 
Из-за того, что он непостижим, можно лишь описать его. 
Он робок, будто переходит реку зимой. 
Он осмотрителен, словно опасается своих соседей. 
Он серьёзен, как гость. 



Он неоформленно-распылён, будто тающий лёд. 
Он груб, подобно необработанному дереву; 
пустотен, подобно долине; 
неясен, словно мутная вода. 
Кто способен посредством покоя мутное постепенно сделать прозрачным? 
Кто способен посредством долгого движения постепенно породить к жизни безмятежное? 
Сберегающий Дао и не стремящийся к избытку. 
Лишь потому, что он не стремится к избытку, он способен сокрыться, не воплощаясь 

вновь. 
• 
[15c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Те древние мужи, что Дао-Путь постигли, были таинственны и утонченны, пронизанные 

Сокровенным. 
И столь они были глубоки, что распознать их нельзя. 
Поскольку нельзя распознать, с усилием попробую лишь указать на свойства их обличья: 
О, они были столь же внимательны, как если бы зимой переходили реку вброд! 
О, они были столь же осторожны, как если бы опасались соседей со всех четырех сторон! 
О, они были столь же серьезны, как если бы чинно встречали гостей! 
О, они были столь же мягки, как лед, что готов распасться! 



О, они были столь же ровны, как простота необработанного чурбана! 
О, они были столь же всеобъемлющи, как широкая долина! 
О, они были столь же мутны, как взбаламученная вода! 
Кто может мутную воду сделать чистой, когда она отстоится? 
Кто может оживить покоящееся, приведя его в движение? 
Блюдущий это Дао-Путь не стремится к полноте и избытку. 
Поскольку он не стремится к полноте и избытку, он всегда остается бедным и не 

нуждающимся в обновлении и завершении. 
• 
[15c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
В древности те, кто, воплощая доброту (шань), стали учеными мужами (ши), проникли в 

сокровенно-тайное первоначало. 
[Они] сокрылись в такой глубине, что [их] невозможно постичь. 
А так как невозможно постичь, насколько способен, даю их описание в образах: 
Предусмотрительно-чутки [они], будто зимой переходят реку [по тонкому льду]. 
Осторожно-расчетливы, будто страшатся соседей со всех четырех сторон. 
Благоговейно-почтенны они, подобно всеобъемлющему. 
Светло-блестящи, словно подтаявший лед. 
Сердечно-естественны, как духовная простота (пу). 



Открыто-широки, подобно долине. 
Как первозданный хаос, они подобны мутному. 
Любой из них может, будучи мутным, успокоить себя и постепенно очиститься. 
Любой из них может, будучи спокойным, привести себя в вечное движение и постепенно 

родиться. 
Однако тот, кто хранит это Дао, не страждет наполнения. 
А так как не наполняется, то может сокрыться и заново не рождаться. 
• 
[15c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
В древности те, кто были способны к учености, знали мельчайшие и тончайшие [вещи]. 
Но другим их глубина неведома. 
Поскольку она неведома, [я] произвольно даю [им] описание: 
они были робкими, как будто переходили зимой поток; 
они были нерешительными, как будто боялись своих соседей; 
они были важными, как гости; 
они были осторожными, как будто переходили по тающему льду; 
они были простыми подобно неотделанному дереву; 
они были необъятными подобно долине; 
они были непроницаемыми подобно мутной воде. 



Это были те, которые, соблюдая спокойствие, умели грязное сделать чистым. 
Это были те, которые своим умением сделать долговечное движение спокойным 

содействовали жизни. 
Они соблюдали дао и не желали многого. 
Не желая многого, они ограничивались тем, что существует, и не создавали нового. 
• 
[15c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Древние, выдававшиеся над толпой люди хорошо знали мельчайшее, чудесное и 

непостижимое. 
Они глубоки - постигнуть их невозможно. 
Они непостижимы, поэтому внешность их была величественная. 
О, как они медленны, подобно переходящим зимой через реку! 
О, как они нерешительны, подобно боящимся своих соседей! 
О, как они осанисты, подобно гостящим в чужом доме! 
О, как они осторожны, подобно ходящим на тающем льду! 
О, как они просты, подобно необделанному дереву! 
О, как они пусты, подобно пустой долине! 
О, как они мрачны, подобно мутной воде! 
Кто сумеет остановить их и сделать ясными? 



Кто же сумеет успокоить их и продлить их тихую жизнь? 
Исполняющий Тао не желает быть удовлетворенным. 
Он же не удовлетворяется ничем, поэтому, довольствуясь старым и не обновляясь (душою), 

достигает совершенства. 
• 
[15c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Те, кто в древности претворял Путь, 
Погружались в утонченное и изначальное, сокровенно все проницали. 
Столь глубоки они были, что познать их нельзя. 
Оттого, что познать их нельзя, 
Коли придется описать их облик, скажу: 
Сосредоточенные! Словно переходят реку в зимнюю пору. 
Осторожные! Словно опасаются беспокоить соседей. 
Сдержанные! Словно в гостях. 
Податливые! Словно тающий на солнце лед. 
Могучие! Словно один цельный ствол. 
Все вмещают в себя, словно широкая долина. 
Все вбирают в себя, словно мутные воды. 
Если мутной воде дать отстояться, она станет чистой. 



А то, что долго покоилось, сможет постепенно ожить. 
Кто хранит этот Путь, не знает пресыщенья. 
Не пресыщаясь, он лелеет старое и не ищет новых свершений. 
• 
[15c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Воин, осуществляющий совершенствование, в древности находился в состоянии 

мистического проникновения в мельчайшее и тончайшее, в глубинах, не поддающихся 
познанию. 

Поскольку это не поддается познанию, то постараемся описать через образы. 
В бдительности - будто зимой переходишь поток. 
В уподоблении - будто боишься соседей с четырех сторон. 
В строгости - будто гость. 
В распространении - будто тающий лед. 
В искренности - будто необработанный кусок дерева. 
В широте восприимчивости - будто долина. 
В непроницаемости - будто мутная вода. 
Кто способен, будучи мутным, стать неподвижным, посредством покоя постепенно 

очистится. 
Кто способен, будучи тихим, постепенно переходить к движению, будет плавно жить. 



Сохраняя этот Путь, не стремись к наполнению. 
Если только не наполняешь, тогда будешь способен ветшать, не становясь новым. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixteen 
 

[16c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Take emptiness to the limit; 
Maintain tranquility in the center. 
The ten thousand things - side-by-side they arise; 
And by this I see their return. 
Things [come forth] in great numbers; 
Each one returns to its root. 
This is called tranquility. 
"Tranquility" - This means to return to your fate. 
To return to your fate is to be constant; 
To know the constant is to be wise. 
Not to know the constant is to be reckless and wild; 
If you're reckless and wild, your actions will lead to misfortune. 
To know the constant is to be all-embracing; 
To be all-embracing is to be impartial; 
To be impartial is to be kingly; 
To be kingly is to be [like] Heaven; 



To be [like] Heaven is to be [one with] the Tao; 
If you're [one with] the Tao, to the end of your days you'll suffer no harm. 
• 
[16c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ATTAIN to utmost Emptiness. 
Cling single-heartedly to interior peace. 
While all things are stirring together, 
I only contemplate the Return. 
For flourishing as they do, 
Each of them will return to its root. 
To return to the root is to find peace. 
To find peace is to fulfill one's destiny. 
To fulfill one's destiny is to be constant. 
To know the Constant is called Insight. 
If one does not know the Constant, 
One runs blindly into disasters. 
If one knows the Constant, 
One can understand and embrace all. 
If one understands and embraces all, 



One is capable of doing justice. 
To be just is to be kingly; 
To be kingly is to be heavenly; 
To be heavenly is to be one with the Tao; 
To be one with the Tao is to abide forever. 
Such a one will be safe and whole 
Even after the dissolution of his body. 
• 
[16c03t] D. C. Lau 
I do my utmost to attain emptiness; 
I hold firmly to stillness. 
The myriad creatures all rise together 
And I watch their return. 
The teeming creatures 
All return to their separate roots. 
Returning to one's roots is known as stillness. 
This is what is meant by returning to one's destiny. 
Returning to one's destiny is known as the constant. 
Knowledge of the constant is known as discernment. 



Woe to him who wilfully innovates 
While ignorant of the constant, 
But should one act from knowledge of the constant 
One's action will lead to impartiality, 
Impartiality to kingliness, 
Kingliness to heaven, 
Heaven to the way, 
The way to perpetuity, 
And to the end of one's days one will meet with no danger. 
• 
[16c04t] R. L. Wing 
Attain the highest openness; 
Maintain the deepest harmony. 
Become a part of All Things; 
In this way, I perceive the cycles. 
Indeed, things are numerous; 
But each cycle merges with the source. 
Merging with the source is called harmonizing; 
This is known as the cycle of destiny. 



The cycle of destiny is called the Absolute; 
Knowing the Absolute is called insight. 
To not know the Absolute 
Is to recklessly become a part of misfortune. 
To know the Absolute is to be tolerant. 
What is tolerant becomes impartial; 
What is impartial becomes powerful; 
What is powerful becomes natural; 
What is natural becomes Tao. 
What has Tao becomes everlasting And free from harm throughout life. 
• 
[16c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Try the utmost to make the heart vacant, 
Be sure to hold fast to quietude. 
All things are growing and developing, 
And I see thereby their cycles. 
Though all things flourish with a myriad of variations, 
Each one will eventually return to its root. 
This return to its root means "tranquility," 



It is called "returning to its destiny." 
"To return to its destiny" is called "the eternal," 
To know "the eternal" is called "enlightenment." 
Not to know "the eternal" and to act blindly (will necessarily) result in disaster. 
Only knowing "the eternal" can one embrace all, 
Only embracing all can one be impartial. 
Being impartial means you can be all-encompassing under Heaven, 
By being all-encompassing under Heaven, you can be one with Nature. 
Being one with Nature is in accord with Tao, 
Being in accord with Tao is everlasting, 
And you can be free from danger throughout your life. 
• 
[16c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Empty yourself of everything. 
Let the mind rest at peace. 
The ten thousand things rise and fall while the Self watches their return. 
They grow and flourish and then return to the source. 
Returning to the source is stillness, which is the way of nature. 
The way of nature is unchanging. 



Knowing constancy is insight. 
Not knowing constancy leads to disaster. 
Knowing constancy, the mind is open. 
With an open mind, you will be openhearted. 
Being openhearted, you will act royally. 
Being royal, you will attain the divine. 
Being divine, you will be at one with the Tao. 
Being at one with the Tao is eternal. 
And though the body dies, the Tao will never pass away. 
• 
[16c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Be after the Truthfulness of Emptiness; 
Stick to the absolute stillness of the mind. 
You will see all the living things around you in a new light. 
You will observe their real, original faces. 
All things under heaven with their diversity 
shall fall back to their proper places and 
shall rediscover their origins. 
Going back to one's origin is the same as stilling the mind. 



It can also be known as the Rediscovery of Life. 
The Life Rediscovered is the Eternal. 
Knowing the Eternal is true understanding. 
One who does not know the Eternal 
foolishly creates all kinds of ills for oneself. 
One who knows the Eternal is accommodating and receptive. 
Being accommodating and receptive is giving up possessiveness. 
Giving up possessiveness, one becomes kingly and enlightened. 
To be kingly and enlightened is heavenly; 
To be heavenly is to follow the Dao. 
Following the Dao one will become immortal. 
Such a man will never die even though his body passes away. 
• 
[16c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Be humble to the utmost and be peaceful wholeheartedly. 
Everything in the world is functioning, and I see the cycle of life and death. 
Everything in the world will eventually go back to the root. 
Going back to the root means peace, or going to destiny. 
Going to destiny means following nature's way. 



Understanding nature's way makes your mind clear. 
If you do not understand nature's way and you violate it, 
You will meet with disaster. 
Understanding nature's way makes you tolerant; 
Tolerance makes you fair, 
Fairness makes you a good ruler, 
Being a good ruler makes you conform to nature, 
Conformity with nature leads you to the DAO. 
The DAO lets you last long and never be defeated in your lifetime. 
• 
[16c09t] Walter Gorn Old, GOING HOME 
Having emptied yourself of everything, remain where you are. 
All things spring forth into activity with one accord, and whither do we see them return? 
After blossoming for a while, everything dies down to its root. 
This going back to one's origin is called peace; it is the giving of oneself over to the inevitable. 
This giving of oneself over to the inevitable is called preservation. 
He who knows this preservation is called enlightened. 
He who knows it not continues in misery. 
He who knows this preservation is great of soul. 



He who is great of soul is prevailing. 
Prevailing, he is a king. 
Being a king, he is celestial. 
Being celestial, he is of Tao. 
Being of Tao, he endures for ever; for though his body perish, yet he suffers no hurt. 
• 
[16c10t] James Legge 
The (state of) vacancy should be brought to the utmost degree, and that of stillness guarded with 

unwearying vigour. 
All things alike go through their processes of activity, and (then) we see them return (to their original 

state). 
When things (in the vegetable world) have displayed their luxuriant growth, we see each of them 

return to its root. 
This returning to their root is what we call the state of stillness; 
and that stillness may be called a reporting that they have fulfilled their appointed end. 
The report of that fulfilment is the regular, unchanging rule. 
To know that unchanging rule is to be intelligent; 
not to know it leads to wild movements and evil issues. 
The knowledge of that unchanging rule produces a (grand) capacity and forbearance, and that 



capacity and forbearance lead to a community (of feeling with all things). 
From this community of feeling comes a kingliness of character; 
and he who is king-like goes on to be heaven-like. 
In that likeness to heaven he possesses the Tao. 
Possessed of the Tao, he endures long; 
and to the end of his bodily life, is exempt from all danger of decay. 
• 
[16c11t] David Hinton 
Inhabit the furthest peripheries of emptiness and abide in the tranquil center. 
There the ten thousand things arise, and in them I watch the return: 
all things on and ever on each returning to its root. 
Returning to the root is called tranquility, 
tranquility is called returning to the inevitable unfolding of things, 
returning to the inevitable unfolding of things is called constancy, 
and to understand constancy is called enlightenment. 
Without understanding constancy, you stumble deceived. 
But understanding constancy, you're all-embracing, 
all-embracing and therefore impartial, 
impartial and therefore imperial, 



imperial and therefore heaven, 
heaven and therefore Way, 
Way and therefore enduring: 
self gone, free of danger. 
• 
[16c12t] Chichung Huang 
Attain emptiness to the utmost; 
Adhere to stillness indefatigably. 
The ten thousand things rise everywhere; 
I thereby observe their revolution. 
While things grow exuberantly, 
Each will again revert to its root, 
Which means stillness; 
Stillness means reverting to life; 
Reverting to life is the constant. 
Knowing the constant is clear-sighted. 
Not knowing the constant is blind; 
Acting blindly is disastrous. 
Knowing the constant leads to all-embracingness; 



All-embracingness leads to impartiality; 
Impartiality leads to kingliness; 
Kingliness leads to heaven; 
Heaven leads to the Tao; 
The Tao leads to permanence; 
A lifetime without peril. 
• 
[16c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Reach the pole of emptiness (hsü-chi), 
Abide in genuine quietude (ching). 
Ten thousand beings flourish together, 
I am to contemplate (kuan) their return (fu). 
Now things grow profusely, 
Each again returns (kuei) to its root. 
To return to the root is to attain quietude (ching), 
It is called to recover life (ming). 
To recover life is to attain the Everlasting (ch'ang), 
To know the Everlasting (ch'ang) is to be illumined (ming). 
Not knowing (chih) the Everlasting (ch'ang), 



One commits evils wantonly. 
Knowing the Everlasting one becomes all containing (yung). 
To be all containing is to be public (kung). 
To be public is to be kingly (wang). 
To be kingly is to be like heaven. 
To be like heaven is to be like Tao. 
To be like Tao is to last long. 
This is to lose the body without becoming exhausted (pu tai). 
• 
[16c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[I adopt the following practice for self-improvement:] 
To strive to be extremely humble and unassuming; 
To retain Serenity single-mindedly; 
[Through such effort, I shall be able to maintain a serene state of mind so that] 
I can observe and judge [most efficiently] the simultaneous unfolding of activities of each and every 

creature and thing, as well as their recurrences. 
Each and every innumerable individual living thing will flourish like weeds [every instant]; 
Each and every [living thing] will eventually return to its root; 
The returning of an individual to his (its) root is called Serenity; 



Serenity means to respond to the determining forces (Tao); 
Responding to the determining forces (Tao) leads to perpetuation; 
Individuals who know how to perpetuate are brilliant; 
Individuals who do not know how to perpetuate are prone to rash activities, hence they are doomed. 
A person who [truly] knows is comprehensive (tolerant); 
His comprehensiveness will make him an impartial [person]; 
Impartiality is the essential quality of a [good and proper] king; 
Kings [of good standing] came with the background of having recognized [the importance of being in 

harmony with] Heaven; 
A person who recognizes [the significance of being in harmony with] Heaven is on the right path of 

Tao; 
Being on the path of Tao, a person will perpetuate [his existence]; 
Throughout my life I have never had, and will never have, any doubt about this (the above described 

progressive stages of existence). 
• 
[16c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Attain to utmost emptiness. 
Cling single-heartedly to stillness. 
While all things are stirring together, I only contemplate the return; all things flourish, but each of 



them will return to its root. 
To return to the root is to be still; that is to return to one's destiny. 
To return to one's destiny is to return to the constant Way. 
To know the constant Way is called enlightenment. 
If one does not know the constant Way, one is blind and runs into disasters. 
If one knows the constant Way, one is all-embracing. 
If one is all-embracing, one is just. 
To be just is to be king. 
King is Heaven. 
Heaven is the Way. 
The Way is eternal. 
It is safe all life. 
• 
[16c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Without slightest prejudice and being extremely concentrated, one can handle the complex matters 

even they happen in parallel. 
Various things have their roots. 
When the root is found, we reach the goal. 
This is the law of the nature, i.e. the nature of the universe. 



It is wise to know the law of the nature. 
Without the knowing it and act blindly would doom to fail. 
Knowing the Tao makes people open-minded. 
Open-mindedness leads to completeness. 
Completeness is conformed to the nature. 
Conforming to nature is Tao. 
Tao means long-lasting. 
Therefore, those who know Tao would be always successful. 
• 
[16c17t] Arthur Waley 
Push far enough towards the Void, 
Hold fast enough to Quietness, 
And of the ten thousand things none but can be worked on by you. 
I have beheld them, whither they go back. 
See, all things howsoever they flourish 
Return to the root from which they grew. 
This return to the root is called Quietness; 
Quietness is called submission to Fate; 
What has submitted to Fate has become part of the always-so. 



To know the always-so is to be Illumined; 
Not to know it, means to go blindly to disaster. 
He who knows the always-so has room in him for everything; 
He who has room in him for everything is without prejudice. 
To be without prejudice is to be kingly; 
To be kingly is to be of heaven; 
To be of heaven is to be in Tao. 
Tao is forever and he that possesses it, 
Though his body ceases, is not destroyed. 
• 
[16c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Their attainment of emptiness absolute and their maintenance of quietude guileless, 
The myriad things interact. 
I, as such, observe their return. 
All things flourish, but each reverts to its roots. 
To return to the root is called "quietude," which means to revert to one's destiny, and reversion to one's 

destiny is called "constancy." 
To understand constancy is called "perspicacity." 
Not to understand constancy results in errant behavior and, with it, misfortune. 



To understand constancy is to embrace all things. 
To embrace things is to be impartial. 
Such impartiality means true kingship. 
With true kingship, he is one with Heaven. 
To be one with Heaven means to be one with the Dao. 
To be one with the Dao is to be everlasting. 
As long as he lives, no danger shall befall him. 
• 
[16c19t] Lin Yutang 
KNOWING THE ETERNAL LAW 
Attain the utmost in Passivity, 
Hold firm to the basis of Quietude. 
The myriad things take shape and rise to activity, 
But I watch them fall back to their repose. 
Like vegetation that luxuriantly grows 
But returns to the root (soil) from which it springs. 
To return to the root is Repose; 
It is called going back to one's Destiny. 
Going back to one's Destiny is to find the Eternal Law. 



To know the Eternal Law is Enlightenment. 
And not to know the Eternal Law 
Is to court disaster. 
He who knows the Eternal Law is tolerant; 
Being tolerant, he is impartial; 
Being impartial, he is kingly; 
Being kingly, he is in accord with Nature; 
Being in accord with Nature, he is in accord with Tao; 
Being in accord with Tao, he is eternal, 
And his whole life is preserved from harm. 
• 
[16c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Attain utmost emptiness, 
Maintain utter stillness. 
The myriad creatures arise side by side, thus I observe their renewal. 
Heaven's creatures abound, 
but each returns to its roots, which is called "stillness." 
This is termed "renewal of fate." 
Renewal of fate is perpetual - 



To know the perpetual is to be enlightened; 
Not to know the perpetual is to be reckless - recklessness breeds evil. 
To know the perpetual is to be tolerant - 
tolerance leads to ducal impartiality, 
ducal impartiality to kingliness, 
kingliness to heaven, 
heaven to the Way, 
the Way to permanence. 
To the end of his days, 
he will not be imperiled. 
• 
[16c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Empty everything out; 
hold fast to your stillness. 
Even though all things are stirring together, 
watch for the movement of return. 
The ten thousand things flourish and then each returns to the root from which it came. 
Returning to the root is stillness. 
Through stillness each fulfills its destiny. 



That which has fulfilled its destiny becomes part of the Always-so. 
To be aware of the Always-so is to awaken. 
Those who innovate while in ignorance of the Always-so move toward disaster. 
Those who act with awareness of the Always-so embrace all, are not possessed by particular desire 

and move toward the Tao. 
Those who are at one with the Tao abide forever. 
Even after their bodies waste away, 
they are safe and whole. 
• 
[16c22t] David H. Li 
Aim at the supreme hollow, reach for the utmost serenity. 
Matters bloom in myriad diversity. 
I watch for periodicity. 
Matters blossom and return to their roots. 
Returning to roots leads to serenity. 
Serenity leads to regeneration. 
Regeneration leads to normalcy. 
Knowing normalcy leads to comprehension. 
Not knowing normalcy, indiscretion leads to misfortune. 



Knowing normalcy is all-accommodating; 
All-accommodating is non-discriminating. 
Non-discriminating is all-encompassing. 
All-encompassing is the cosmos. 
Cosmos is Direction. 
Direction is long lasting. 
[One who follows Direction] is unlikely to encounter danger throughout life. 
• 
[16c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Attain utmost emptiness, 
Maintain utter stillness. 
Then, as ten thousand things arise together, 
One will witness their returning to the source. 
Though things abound in the universe, 
They all return to the source. 
Returning to the source is called stillness, 
And stillness is called returning to destiny. 
To return to destiny is to return to eternity, 
And to know eternity is called enlightenment. 



To act unawarely in the nescience of eternity 
Is to bring disaster to your life. 
To know eternity is to be all-inclusive, 
To be all-inclusive is to be impartial, 
To be impartial is to attain self-mastery, 
To attain self-mastery is to be Heavenly, 
And to be Heavenly is to be one with the Tao Eternal. 
To be one with the Tao Eternal is to enjoy everlasting life, 
Forever secure even after the enfolding of the physical self. 
• 
[16c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Devote yourself to the goal of achieving absolute serenity, 
Aspire to a state of perfect peace. 
All things come into existence, 
And we see them return. 
Look at the things that bloomed and flowered, 
Each of them returns to its source. 
The return to the source is called serenity, 
Which means following destiny, 



Following destiny is eternal, it is eternity. 
He who knows eternity is enlightened. 
He who does not know eternity runs blindly 
To his pain and suffering. 
Knowledge of eternity, is all-embracing. 
Since he embraces everything, he will achieve greatness. 
Since he grasps greatness, he can attain perfection. 
When he reaches perfection, he will attain supremacy. 
When he is supreme, he will come to the Tao. 
The person who achieves the Tao exists forever. 
Even if his body decays, he will never perish. 
• 
[16c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The sage rules from the purest motives 
Relying wholly on quiet and inner peace. 
He watches the seasons rise and fall 
And if he knows how things grow, he knows 
They are fed by their roots 
And they return to their roots; 



To grow and flower and flow. 
Every thing must have its roots, 
and the tendrils work quietly underground. 
This quiet feeding is the Way of Nature. 
If you understand ch'ang - this principle of nurturing, 
you can understand everything. 
Not understanding it will lead you to disaster. 
If a sage knows this, he can rule 
And he will do so with patience and justice. 
Any man can become wise in this 
And he can walk the Way of Heaven 
And if you walk that way 
You will be royal in the mastery 
Life can end in pain - 
But if you live like this, 
under the Tao 
You will fill your days with breath. 
• 
[16c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



I try my best to be in an extreme emptiness of mind; 
I try to keep myself in a state of stillness. 
From the vigorous growth of all things I perceive the way they move in endless cycles. 
All things, full of vitality, 
Finally return to their own roots. 
Returning to roots means stillness, 
Also means a return to destiny. 
A return to destiny is known as the law of eternity. 
To understand the law is known as enlightening. 
He who is ignorant of the law, if acting rashly, 
Will be in great trouble. 
But he who knows the law is tolerant, 
And the tolerance leads to impartiality; 
Impartiality to thoroughness; 
Thoroughness to nature; 
Nature to the Tao; 
The Tao to eternity. 
Thus he will not be endangered all his life. 
• 



[16c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Do one's best to achieve emptiness. 
Hold firmly to stillness. 
All things on earth follow the same cycle. 
I observe their return. 
All the teeming creatures return to their roots. 
Returning to the root is called stillness. 
Stillness means to return to life. 
A return to life means constancy. 
Understanding constancy means enlightenment. 
Not knowing constancy leads to evil deeds. 
Knowing constancy is knowing tolerance. 
Tolerance is impartiality. 
Impartiality is the skilful exercise of kingship. 
Kingship is Heaven. 
Heaven is Tao. 
Tao is eternity. 
Until the end of one's own life, one will meet no danger. 
• 



[16c28t] Liu Qixuan 
When one is extremely stilled and free of vain desires, 
All things will work together 
So that one can watch the changes, 
For all things return to their roots: 
Their original states without poles. 
Returning is completing the cycle of life's work. 
The cycling of life is absolute, 
Awareness of that absoluteness is wisdom. 
Without that wisdom, one may do things willfully 
And may hence meet with an early death. 
With the wisdom, one can be tolerant. 
Being tolerant, one can be just to everything. 
Being just, one can be a wise leader, 
Being a wise leader, one can fulfill the greatest cause. 
Being able to fulfill, one is serving the Way. 
By serving the Way, the cause can last, 
And will not vanish even after one's death. 
• 



[16c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Seek The Extremity of The Void 
Lao Tze says, 
Whoever seeks the extremity of the void will preserve genuine stillness. 
When all existence alike goes through the process of transformation, it returns to its original state. 
All existence is prosperous as prosperous flowers and leaves which finally decay and return to their 

roots. 
This returning to their roots is what we call the action of being still; 
and the action of being still is a response to the rule of relapsing to one's origin. 
The rule of relapsing to one's origin is the absolute, the unchanging rule. 
To know that unchanging rule is to be enlightened; 
to know not the absolute rule leads to haphazard action and evil issues. 
The knowledge of the absolute and the unchanging rule produces the capacity of inclusiveness, and 

the capacity of inclusiveness produces the character of justice. 
The character of justice goes on to become the king-like character. 
And the king-like character goes on to become the heaven-like character. 
In that likeness to heaven, such character possesses the Tao. 
He who possesses the Tao endures for a long time, and the end of his corporeal life is exempt from all 

danger of decay. 



• 
[16c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Attain to the goal of absolute vacuity; 
Keep to the state of perfect peace. 
All things come into existence, 
And thence we see them return. 
Look at the things that have been flourishing; 
Each goes back to its origin. 
Going back to the origin is called peace; 
It means reversion to destiny. 
Reversion to destiny is called eternity. 
He who knows eternity is called enlightened. 
He who does not know eternity is running blindly into miseries. 
Knowing eternity he is all-embracing. 
Being all-embracing he can attain magnanimity. 
Being magnanimous he can attain omnipresence. 
Being omnipresent he can attain supremacy. 
Being supreme he can attain Tao. 
He who attains Tao is everlasting. 



Though his body may decay he never perishes. 
• 
[16c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Attain the ultimate emptiness; 
Maintain the absolute tranquility. 
All things rise together. 
And I observe their return ... 
The multitude of all things return each to their origin. 
To return to the origin means repose; 
It means return to their destiny. 
To return to their destiny means eternity; 
To know eternity means enlightenment. 
Not knowing eternity is to do evil things blindly. 
To know eternity means having capacity. 
Capacity leads to justice. 
Justice leads to kingship. 
Kingship leads to Heaven. 
Heaven leads to Tao. 
Tao is everlasting. 



Thus the entire life will be without danger. 
• 
[16c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Push Emptiness to the limit, 
watch over Stillness very firmly. 
The thousands of things all around are active - 
I give my attention to Turning Back. 
Things growing wild as weeds all turn back to the Root. 
To turn back to The Root is called Stillness. 
This is 'reporting in', 
'reporting in' is becoming Steady. 
Experiencing Steadiness is Clarity. 
Not to experience Steadiness, 
is to be heedless in one's actions - bad luck. 
Experiencing Steadiness, 
then one is all-embracing; 
all-embracing, then an impartial Prince; 
Prince, then King; 
King, then Heaven; 



Heaven, then Tao; 
Tao, then one lasts very long. 
As to destroying the self, 
there will be nothing to fear. 
• 
[16c33t] Cheng Lin 
When one has attained the utmost humility and abided in the state of extreme quiescence, he can 

observe the cycle of changes in the simultaneous growth of all animate creation. 
Things appear multitudinous and varied, but eventually they all return to the common root. 
When they revert to the common root, there is quiescence. 
The state of quiescence is called the fulfilment of destiny. 
The fulfilment of destiny is called normalcy. 
The knowledge of normalcy is called enlightenment. 
The ignorance of normalcy causes haphazard action, and brings about calamities. 
Knowing normalcy, a man becomes perspicacious. 
Being perspicacious, he becomes altruistic, supreme, celestial, true, and everlasting. 
Throughout his life nothing can do him harm. 
• 
[16c34t] Yi Wu 



Practice emptiness to its ultimate. 
Maintain tranquility sincerely. 
All things rise together; 
I only contemplate their return. 
All things flourish; 
Each returns to its root. 
To return to the root is tranquility; 
It means to return to life. 
To return to life is constancy; 
To know constancy is enlightenment. 
One who does not know constancy acts blindly and is in danger. 
Knowing constancy, one's mind embraces all. 
Embracing all, one treats all things equally. 
Treating all things equally, one is kingly. 
Being kingly, one is in accord with Heaven. 
In accord with Heaven, one attains the Way. 
Attaining the Way, one lives long. 
One's entire life is without danger. 
• 



[16c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
I strenuously try to banish all errant thoughts from my mind, and assiduously attempt to maintain 

quietude. 
Henceforth, while everything continues to develop and evolve, I silently watch its natural 

transformation. 
Although there are multifarious things in the world, 
Each and every one will go back to where it came from. 
Returning back to where it came from is called 'jing'. 
It is also called 'back to destiny'. 
'Back to destiny' is the eternal law. 
You have insightful wisdom if you understand this eternal law. 
Unable to grasp this will bring about calamity. 
Knowing this, you will have great understanding. 
Having great understanding will make you impartial. 
Being impartial, you generally facilitate others to fulfil their potential. (accomplishment) 
Accomplishment is in accordance with the law of nature. 
The law of nature is called Dao. 
Dao is everlasting. 
Following the way of Dao, your whole life will be free from danger. 



• 
[16c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Attain the utmost unoccupiedness. 
Maintain the utmost stillness, 
and do not interfere with all the things that rush together in activity and grow luxuriantly. 
Then you can see how living things flourish and renew themselves. 
Yet, they all must return to the root again, each to its simple source. 
Knowing to return to the root is to be refreshed. 
This is called subtle revitalization. 
To restore one's vitality is to constantly renew oneself. 
To know constant renewal is to have achieved clarity. 
If one does not know constant self renewal and thus acts foolishly, 
disaster will soon occur. 
Knowing constancy in renewing oneself, 
one can extend the duration of one's life. 
If one can deeply understand the extension of life's duration, 
one is able to contain all things within oneself. 
To be all-inclusive is to be impartial. 
To be impartial is to realize the positive, creative virtues of Heaven. 



To be Heavenly is to be one with the subtle essence of the universe. 
To be one with the subtle essence of the universe is to enjoy everlasting life. 
Such a one will be preserved, even after the dissolution of his physical body. 
• 
[16c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Contemplate the ultimate void. 
Remain truly in quiescence. 
All things are together in action, 
But I look into their non-action. 
Things are unceasingly moving and restless, 
Yet each one is proceeding back to the origin. 
Proceeding back to the origin is quiescence. 
To be in quiescence is to return to the destiny of being. 
The destiny of being is reality. 
To understand reality is to be enlightened. 
Not to understand it, and to act wrongly, leads to disaster. 
Reality is all-embracing. 
To be all-embracing is to be selfless. 
To be selfless is to be all-pervading. 



To be all-pervading is to be transcendent. 
To be transcendent is to attain Tao. 
To attain Tao is to be everlasting. 
Even when the body dies, it is not the end. 
• 
[16c38t] Henry Wei 
Return to the Root 
Kuei Ken 
Empty the mind to the utmost extent. 
Maintain quiescence with the whole being. 
The ten thousand things are growing with one impulse, 
Yet I can discern their cyclic return. 
Luxuriant indeed are the growing things; 
Yet each again will return to the root. 
Returning to the root means quiescence; 
Quiescence means renewal of life; 
Renewal of life means in tune with the Immutable. 
Knowing the Immutable brings enlightenment. 
Not knowing the Immutable causes disaster. 



Knowing the Immutable, one will be broad-minded; 
Being broad-minded, one will be impartial; 
Being impartial, one will be kingly; 
Being kingly, one will attain the Divine; 
Attaining the Divine, one will merge with Tao, 
And become immortal and imperishable, 
Even after the disappearance of the body. 
• 
[16c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Attain the utmost emptiness, 
Hold fast to stillness. 
The ten thousand things rise together; 
I see them return. 
All things flourish; 
Each reverts to its root. 
Reverting to the root is called stillness. 
It means submission to fate. 
Submission to fate is called [submission to] the constant. 
To know the constant is called enlightenment. 



If you do not know the constant, 
You act blindly, ruining yourself. 
Knowing the constant, you will be all-embracing. 
All-embracing, hence impartial; 
Impartial, hence king; 
King, hence Heaven; 
Heaven, hence Tao; 
Tao, hence long-lasting. 
Thus, you will be free of danger until the end of your life. 
• 
[16c40t] Tao Huang 
Reaching the ultimate emptiness, 
Concentrating on the central stillness, 
All things work together. 
From this I observe their returning. 
All things under heaven flourish in their vitality, 
Yet each returns to its own root. 
This is stillness. 
Stillness means returning to its destiny. 



Returning to its destiny is steadfastness. 
To know steadfastness means enlightenment. 
Not to know steadfastness is to act forcefully. 
Acting forcefully brings disaster. 
Knowing the steadfast implies acceptance. 
Acceptance is impartial. 
Impartial is regal. 
Regal is heaven. 
Heaven is Tao. 
Tao is beyond danger even when the body perishes. 
• 
[16c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To have the greatest capacity of mind, keep it quiet and patient, 
All things are resolved in order, 
In order to understand the merit of Return. 
While individual things are growing simultaneously yet all of them will return eventually to the 

original root (Pure Matter). 
To return toward the original root is to see the static phenomenon. 
To see the static phenomenon is to know the original order. 



To know the original order is to know the eternal law. 
If one does not know the eternal law and acts only by means of trial and error he will end in disaster. 
By knowing the eternal law one can have capacity; 
by having capacity one can be impartial; 
by being impartial one can be perfect; 
being perfect one can be superior; 
by being superior one can be eternal; 
and by being eternal one can approach Dao. 
There will be no discontinuation of life, even though a human body will die. 
• 
[16c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Attain complete vacuity. 
Maintain steadfast quietude. 
All things come into being, 
And I see thereby their return. 
All things flourish, 
But each one returns to its root. 
This return to its root means tranquility. 
It is called returning to its destiny. 



To return to destiny is called the eternal (Tao). 
To know the eternal is called enlightenment. 
Not to know the eternal is to act blindly to result in disaster. 
He who knows the eternal is all-embracing. 
Being all-embracing, he is impartial. 
Being impartial, he is kingly (universal). 
Being kingly, he is one with Nature. 
Being one with Nature, he is in accord with Tao. 
Being in accord with Tao, he is everlasting 
And is free from danger throughout his lifetime. 
• 
[16c91t] И. И. Семененко 
В пределе достижения пустоты неколебимо сберегается покой. 
В возрастании десяти тысяч вещей я зрю их возвращение. 
Вещей несметно много, и каждая возвращается к своему корню. 
Возвращение к корню называется покоем. 
Это означает возвращение к судьбе. 
Возвращение к судьбе делает незыблемым, 
знание незыблемого называется просветом. 



В незнании незыблемого - зло бессмысленного становления. 
Знание незыблемого емко, в емком общее, общее есть царь, царь - это Небо, Небо означает 

Дао, а если - Дао, значит, вечен и в безопасности всю жизнь. 
• 
[16c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Достигая предельной пустоты, я сохраняю полный покой. 
Мириады вещей возникают вместе, я же взираю на их возвращение. 
Из множества вещей каждая восходит к своему корню. 
Возвращение к корню назову умиротворением. 
Это то, что зовётся возвращением к судьбе. 
Возвращение к судьбе назову постоянством. 
Познавшего постоянство назову просветлённым. 
Не познавший постоянства творит зло и коварен. 
Тот, кто познал постоянство, - всеобъемлющ. 
Всеобъемлющий беспристрастен, беспристрастный становится государем, государь 

единится с Небом, Небо единится с Дао. 
Дао единится с вечностью. 
Достигший этого до конца дней своих не встретит опасностей. 
• 



[16c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Достигнув предела пустоты, блюдя покой и умиротворение, взирая на взаимопорождение 

сущего, я буду созерцать лишь постоянное его возвращение. 
Все сущее в движении, то возникая, то снова уходя. 
Но каждое из множества существ стремится неизменно к корню своему, а возвращение к 

корню я назову покоем. 
Покой я назову возвратом к жизненности изначальной судьбы. 
Возврат к жизненности назову я постоянством. 
Знание постоянства назову я просветленной мудростью. 
Тот, кто не знает постоянства, живет во мраке заблуждений и творит порочные дела. 
Но постоянство знающий обширно всеохватен. 
И эту всеохватность назову я всеобщностью. 
Тот, кто обрел сию всеобщность, достоин быть царем. 
А царственный по праву обретает Небо, а Небо обретает Дао-Путь. 
А Дао-Путь - он вековечен. 
Тот, кто стал к сей вековечности причастен, до самой смерти не узнает никаких 

несчастий. 
• 
[16c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 



Достиг предела пустоты, сохраняю покой и (душевную) чистоту. 
Вещи попарно творятся, а я созерцаю их возвращение. 
Вещей многое множество, но каждая возвращается к их общему корню. 
Возвращение к корню называю покоем, 
покой называю судьбой возвращения; 
судьбу возвращения называю постоянством. 
Знание постоянства называю просветленностью. 
Незнание постоянства называю безрассудством, творящим зло. 
Знающий постоянство всеобъемлющ. 
Всеобъемлющий и есть гун-правитель. 
Гун-правитель и есть Ван-царь. 
Ван-царь и есть Небо. 
Небо и есть Дао. 
Дао и есть вечность. 
Бестелесное не истощается. 
• 
[16c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Нужно сделать [свое сердце] предельно беспристрастным, твердо сохранять покой, и 

тогда все вещи будут изменяться сами собой, а нам останется лишь созерцать их 



возвращение. 
[В мире] - большое разнообразие вещей, но [все они] возвращаются к своему началу. 
Возвращение к началу называется покоем, а покой называется возвращением к сущности. 
Возвращение к сущности называется постоянством. 
Знание постоянства называется [достижением] ясности, а незнание постоянства 

приводит к беспорядку и [в результате] к злу. 
Знающий постоянство становится совершенным; 
тот, кто достиг совершенства, становится справедливым; 
тот, кто обрел справедливость, становится государем. 
Тот, кто становится государем, следует небу. 
Тот, кто следует небу, следует дао. 
Тот, кто следует дао, вечен и до конца жизни [такой государь] не будет подвергаться 

опасности. 
• 
[16c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда пустота будет доведена до последнего предела, то будет глубочайший покой. 
Всякая вещь растет, в чем я вижу возвращение (или круговорот). 
Правда, вещи чрезвычайно разнообразны, но все они возвращаются к своему началу. 
Возвращение вещей к своему началу и есть покой. 



Покой и есть возвращение к жизни. 
Возвращение к жизни и есть постоянство. 
Знающий постоянство (или вечность) - мудрец. 
Незнающий постоянства будет действовать по своему произволу, поэтому он призывает 

к себе беду. 
Знающий постоянство имеет всеобъемлющую душу. 
Имеющий всеобъемлющую душу будет правосуден. 
Правосудный будет царем. 
Кто царь, тот соединяется с Небом. 
Кто соединен с Небом, тот будет подобен Тао, которое существует от вечности. 
Тело его погибнет (умрет, когда настанет время), но (дух его) никогда не уничтожится. 
• 
[16c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Дойди в пустоте до предела. 
Блюди покой со всем тщанием. 
Все вещи в мире возникают совместно, 
Я так прозреваю их возврат. 
Вещи являются без порядка, без счета, 
И каждая возвращается к своему корню. 



Возвращение к корню - это покой, 
Покой - это возвращение к судьбе. 
Возвращение к судьбе - это постоянство, 
Знание постоянства - это просветленность, 
А не знать постоянства - значит слепотой навлечь беду. 
Кто знает постоянство, тот все вместит в себя; 
Кто все вместит в себя, тот беспристрастен. 
Кто беспристрастен, тот царствен, 
Кто царствен, тот подобен Небу. 
Кто подобен Небу, тот претворяет Путь. 
Кто претворяет Путь, 
Тот пребудет долго 
И до конца дней избегнет вреда. 
• 
[16c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Стремись к пределу пустоты. 
Старайся удерживать состояние покоя. 
Мириады сущностей действуют одномоментно. 
Моя сущность - для того, чтобы созерцать возвращение. 



Ведь сущностей беспорядочно много, а каждая возвращается, приходя к своему корню. 
Приход к корню выражается покоем. 
Покой выражается возвращением судьбы. 
Возвращение судьбы выражается постоянством. 
Знание постоянства выражается просветлением. 
Не зная постоянства, суетишься, создавая неудачи. 
Осознание постоянства делает восприимчивым. 
Восприимчивость ведет к способности быть справедливым. 
Если справедлив, то можешь быть правителем. 
Будучи правителем, сообщаешься с Небом. 
Сообщаясь с Небом, приходишь к Пути. 
Двигаясь по Пути, способен бесконечно длить. 
Тело исчезнет, а не погибнешь. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventeen 
 

[17c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
With the highest [kind of rulers], those below simply know they exist. 
With those one step down - they love and praise them. 
With those one further step down - they fear them. 
And with those at the bottom - they ridicule and insult them. 
When trust is insufficient, there will be no trust [in return]. 
Hesitant, undecided! Like this is his respect for speaking. 
He completes his tasks and finishes his affairs, 
Yet the common people say, "These things all happened by nature." 
• 
[17c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE highest type of ruler is one of whose existence the people are barely aware. 
Next comes one whom they love and praise. 
Next comes one whom they fear. 
Next comes one whom they despise and defy. 
When you are lacking in faith, 
Others will be unfaithful to you. 



The Sage is self-effacing and scanty of words. 
When his task is accomplished and things have been completed, 
All the people say, "We ourselves have achieved it!" 
• 
[17c03t] D. C. Lau 
The best of all rulers is but a shadowy presence to his subjects. 
Next comes the ruler they love and praise; 
Next comes one they fear; 
Next comes one with whom they take liberties. 
When there is not enough faith, there is lack of good faith. 
Hesitant, he does not utter words lightly. 
When his task is accomplished and his work done 
The people all say, 'It happened to us naturally.' 
• 
[17c04t] R. L. Wing 
Superior leaders are those whose existence is merely known; 
The next best are loved and honored; The next are respected; 
And the next are ridiculed. 
Those who lack belief 



Will not in turn be believed. 
But when the command comes from afar 
And the work is done, the goal achieved, 
The people say, "We did it naturally." 
• 
[17c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The best rulers are those about whom people know nothing but their existence. 
The next best are those whom people love and praise, 
The next are those whom people fear, 
The next are those whom people despise. 
Only when one is not faithworthy, will faithless events take place! 
So idle, (the best rulers) seldom issue any orders. 
When some affairs are accomplished, 
All common people will say "We are in ourselves." 
• 
[17c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The very highest is barely known by men. 
Then comes that which they know and love, 
Then that which is feared, 



Then that which is despised. 
He who does not trust enough will not be trusted. 
When actions are performed 
Without unnecessary speech, 
People say, "We did it!" 
• 
[17c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Supreme stays with the one who is least clever. 
Others, who merely pays tribute to the Supreme verbally, 
stay further away from the Supreme. 
Still others, who fear the Supreme, 
are more distant from the Supreme. 
Still others, who live in defilement of the Supreme, 
are the worst. 
There are people who believe inadequately. 
There are people who do not believe at all. 
Take things easy and spare your words. 
When what needs done gets done 
People will say "How natural and easy it is!" 



• 
[17c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The best ruler, the people do not feel his presence. 
The second best, the people love and praise him. 
The third best, the people fear him. 
The worst, the people insult him. 
If a ruler does not fully trust his people, 
The people will not trust him. 
A good ruler lets his people be free and rarely gives orders. 
So, when things are accomplished, the people say, 
"This is what we are suppose to do." 
• 
[17c09t] Walter Gorn Old, BEING NATURAL 
In the first age of mankind the people recognised their superiors. 
In the second age they served and flattered them. 
In the third age they feared them. 
In the fourth age they despised them. 
Where faith is lacking it does not inspire confidence. 
How careful they were in their expressions! 



When they had done a good thing they would say, "How very natural we are!" 
• 
[17c10t] James Legge 
In the highest antiquity, (the people) did not know that there were (their rulers). 
In the next age they loved them and praised them. 
In the next they feared them; in the next they despised them. 
Thus it was that when faith (in the Tao) was deficient (in the rulers) a want of faith in them ensued 

(in the people). 
How irresolute did those (earliest rulers) appear, showing (by their reticence) the importance which 

they set upon their words! 
Their work was done and their undertakings were successful, while the people all said, 'We are as we 

are, of ourselves!' 
• 
[17c11t] David Hinton 
The loftiest ruler is barely known among those below. 
Next comes a ruler people love and praise. 
After that, one they fear, and then one they despise. 
If you don't stand sincere by your words 
how sincere can the people be? 



Take great care over words, treasure them, 
and when the hundred-fold people see 
your work succeed in all they do 
they'll say it's just occurrence appearing of itself. 
• 
[17c12t] Chichung Huang 
The supreme sovereign - the people barely knew he was there; 
The next - they loved and praised him; 
The next - they feared him; 
The lowest - they despised him. 
Only when his trust became deficient 
Was there distrust. 
Hesitant, he grudged his words; 
Merits scored, affairs accomplished, 
The hundred family names said: "That's the way things are with us." 
• 
[17c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The best government, the people know it is just there. 
The next best, they love and praise it. 



The next, they fear it. 
The next, they revile against it. 
When you don't trust (hsin) [the people] enough, 
Then they are untrustworthy (pu hsin). 
Quiet, why value words (yen)? 
Work is accomplished, things are done. 
People all say that I am natural (tzu-jan). 
• 
[17c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The best leaders were those whose dependents were not even aware of their existences [since they were 

free from the feeling of insecurity, they did not bother to seek recognition of their authority]; 
Next were leaders who were loved by their people, [for they enjoyed to be recognized, as evidenced by 

their people's appreciation and love]; 
Come next to it were leaders who loved to receive flatterings from their underlings, [because their 

attentiveness assured them of their power]; 
Further down next [close to the bottom] were leaders who would intimidate their subordinates, [for 

they took pleasure out of displaying their control over others]; 
The poorest leaders were those who were even insulted by their subjects, [because they were 

recognizable only as leaders through status quo, and people fan out their frustrations through their 



slurs]. 
When there are not adequate evidences for credibility, distrust will grow; 
[A ruler] should be pensive and refrain from announcing promises [which are not backed by 

comprehensive consideration and serious commitment]; 
Thus when the deeds are accomplished successfully, people will construe that my performances were 

impelled by natural forces [which carries the most trustworthy fairness]. 
• 
[17c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The best ruler is one of whose existence the people are barely aware. 
Next comes one whom they love and praise. 
Next comes one whom they fear. 
Next comes one whom they despise and defy. 
When sincerity is not enough, there is lack of faith. 
With the ruler who is cautious and scanty of words, when his work is done and things are 

accomplished, all the people say, "We ourselves have naturally achieved it!" 
• 
[17c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The best government is one in which its citizens are unaware of its existence. 
The next best rewards the citizens so that they are loyal. 



A worse one, make the citizens fear. 
The worst causes them to rebel. 
Because such rulers lose credibility therefore people no longer trust them. 
Take it easy and never abuse the power. 
This will make rulers more successful and satisfied. 
In turn, the citizen would praise such rulers who make them at ease. 
• 
[17c17t] Arthur Waley 
Of the highest the people merely know that such a one exists; 
The next they draw near to and praise. 
The next they shrink from, intimidated; but revile. 
Truly, 'It is by not believing people that you turn them into liars'. 
But from the Sage it is so hard at any price to get a single word, 
That when his task is accomplished, his work done, 
Throughout the country every one says 'It happened of its own accord'. 
• 
[17c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The "very highest" by those below is just known to exist. 
The next is he who is a parent to them, in whom they rejoice. 



The next is he whom they fear. 
The next is he whom they treat with contempt. 
If one fails to have trust, a corresponding lack of trust in him occurs. 
He takes his time, oh, as he weighs his words carefully. 
And, when success is had and the task accomplished, the common folk all say, "We just live 

naturally." 
• 
[17c19t] Lin Yutang 
RULERS 
Of the best rulers 
The people (only) know that they exist; 
The next best they love and praise; 
The next they fear; 
And the next they revile. 
When they do not command the people's faith, 
Some will lose faith in them, 
And then they resort to oaths! 
But (of the best) when their task is accomplished, their work done, 
The people all remark, "We have done it ourselves." 



• 
[17c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Preeminent is one whose subjects barely know he exists; 
The next is one to whom they feel close and praise; 
The next is one whom they fear; 
The lowest is one whom they despise. 
When the ruler's trust is wanting, 
there will be no trust in him. 
Cautious, he values his words. 
When his work is completed and his affairs finished, 
the common people say, "We are like this by ourselves." 
• 
[17c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The best leader is one whose existence is barely known by the people. 
Next comes one whom they love and praise. 
Next comes one they fear. 
Next comes one they defy. 
If you do not trust enough, you will not be trusted. 
True Persons do not offer words lightly. 



When their task is accomplished and their work is completed, 
the people say, "It happened to us naturally." 
• 
[17c22t] David H. Li 
At the highest level, one is unseen. 
At the next level, one is liked and praised. 
At the next level, one is feared. 
At the next level, one is ridiculed. 
One lacking in trustworthiness loses the [populace's] trust. 
Carefree, one values one's words. 
With work accomplished and business done, the gentry say: "We do this naturally." 
• 
[17c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The supreme leader is one whose existence is barely known. 
Next best is one who is loved and praised. 
Next is one who is feared. 
The last is one who is contemned. 
No trust will ever be accorded to a leader who lacks integrity. 
Therefore, with deep commitment, 



Honor your words and trust the words of others. 
Then, when the work is done and success achieved, 
The people will say, "We did it ourselves." 
• 
[17c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The greatest rulers are the ones whose existence the people do not notice at all, 
The rulers who are inferior to them are the ones whom the people honor and praise, 
And inferior to those are the ones of whom they are afraid, 
And inferior to those are the ones whom they despise. 
When there is a lack of faith in the ruler, 
No one believes in his rule. 
Now, learn how much importance must be attributed to words. 
• 
[17c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The highest form of government 
Is what people hardly even realize is there. 
Next is that of the sage 
Who is seen, and loved, and respected. 
Next down is the dictatorship 



That thrives on oppression and terror - 
And the last is that of those who lie 
And end up despised and rejected. 
The sage says little - 
and does not tie the people down; 
And the people stay happy 
Believing that what happens 
happens, naturally. 
• 
[17c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The best ruler is unknown to his subjects; 
Next comes the ruler loved and praised; 
Next comes the ruler being feared; 
Next comes the ruler disdained. 
The lack of faith on the part of the ruler 
Leads to the lack of confidence in him on the part of the people. 
The best ruler is leisurely and carefree, seldom issuing orders. 
When the state affairs are properly dealt with, 
The people all say, "It should have happened to us like this." 



• 
[17c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The best rulers are those whom the people barely know exist. 
The next best are those whom the people love and praise. 
Then there are those whom the people fear and despise. 
If they do not rule the country with faith, the people will not respond to them with trust. 
The best rulers do not need to rule the people with words. 
If they have accomplished their task, the people will be ruled automatically. 
• 
[17c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The best king rules so that people know that "there is a king." 
The less wise king rules so that he is praised and loved. 
The still less wise king rules so that he is feared. 
The worst king rules so that he is cursed. 
He who abides by nothing, 
Who rules by saying and doing nothing misleading, 
Achieves such political success that people all think 
They are just following their own nature. 
• 



[17c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Ancient Government 
Lao Tze says, 
In the highest antiquity, people only knew that there were rulers. 
Next were those they loved and praised. 
Then there were those they feared. 
And finally there were those they despised. 
Thus it was when the ruler was deficient in the Tao faith that his people ensured him with want of 

faith. 
How irresolute are those who appreciate reticence. 
Although the work was completed and the undertaking successful, all the people would say, 'it 

happened to us naturally.' 
• 
[17c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The great rulers - the people do not notice their existence; 
The lesser ones - they attach to and praise them; 
The still lesser ones - they fear them; 
The still lesser ones - they despise them. 
For where faith is lacking, 



It cannot be met by faith. 
Now how much importance must be attributed to words! 
• 
[17c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Of the best, the people barely know of his existence. 
Of the next best, the people love and praise him. 
Of the next one, the people are afraid of him. 
And of the next, the people despise him. 
He who does not trust others enough will not be trusted by them. 
Therefore, hesitating, one should carefully choose his words. 
When he accomplishes his task and the things get done, 
The people all say: "We have done it by ourselves." 
• 
[17c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The greatest ruler: those under him only know he exists; 
the next best kind: they love and praise him; 
the next: they are in awe of him; 
the next: they despise him. 
When sincerity does not suffice, 



it was not sincerity. 
("Reticent - he is sparing with words.") 
He achieves successes, 
he accomplishes his tasks, 
and the hundred clans all say: 
"We are just being natural." 
• 
[17c33t] Cheng Lin 
Under the highest type of ruler, the subjects are hardly aware of his existence. 
Under the next type of ruler, the subjects love his government. 
Under the still next type of ruler, the subjects praise his government. 
Under the still next type of ruler, the subjects stand in awe of his government. 
Under the still next type of ruler, the subjects despise his government. 
When one fails to inspire confidence, there must be cause for distrust. 
Be quiet! 
How can speech be of any avail! 
When there are successes and achievements, the people believe that these are the natural results. 
• 
[17c34t] Yi Wu 



The best ruler: the people merely know he exists. 
Next best: the people love and praise him. 
Next: the people fear him. 
Lowest: the people despise him. 
Because he does not trust enough, 
he will not be trusted by others. 
Silent, the best ruler values his words. 
When he has achieved merit and completed his works, 
the people all say, "We did it ourselves." 
• 
[17c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
People take the great ruler for granted and are oblivious to his presence. 
The good ruler is loved and acclaimed by his subjects. 
The mediocre ruler is universally feared. 
The bad ruler is generally despised; 
Because he lacks credibility, the subjects do not trust him. 
On the other hand, the great ruler seldom issues orders. 
Yet he appears to accomplish everything effortlessly. 
To his subjects everything he does is just a natural occurrence. 



• 
[17c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
High beings of deep universal virtue work unassertively. 
They help all people, 
yet people are barely aware of their existence. 
Leaders of great achievement earn the friendship and praise of people. 
Leaders of great strength make people afraid. 
People despise and defy a leader who is untrustworthy. 
One cannot inspire confidence in people through words alone; 
it must be accompanied by correct deeds. 
When one of subtle virtue has accomplished his task, all the people will say: 
"It is we ourselves who made it so." 
• 
[17c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The best leader is one whom no one knows. 
The next best is one who is intimate with the people and is flattered by them. 
The next is one who is feared by the people. 
The next is one who is held in contempt by the people. 
Therefore, when one's sincerity is not sufficient, one does not have the confidence of the people. 



Be cautious! and spare words. 
Then when work is done and things are accomplished, 
People will say that things happened by themselves. 
• 
[17c38t] Henry Wei 
The Atmosphere of Simplicity 
Ch'un Feng 
The best rulers are not known to the people; 
Then come those who are loved and praised; 
Then those who are held in awe; 
And lastly those who are despised. 
When one's faith is inadequate, 
It will not evoke faith from other people. 
(Wise rulers) are wary and treasure their words. 
When their task is accomplished and their work done, 
All the people would say: 
"We did it of our free will." 
• 
[17c39t] Ha Poong Kim 



Of the rulers, the best is one of whose existence his people are [merely] aware; 
Next comes one whom they love and praise; 
Next comes one whom they fear; 
Next comes one whom they despise. 
When you don't trust them, 
They will not trust you. 
Calm, I rarely speak. 
Yet the task is accomplished; 
The people call me tzu-jan. 
• 
[17c40t] Tao Huang 
The eminent has consciousness of self. 
The next down are loved and praised. 
The next down are feared, 
At the bottom is the source. 
When faith is weak, there is distrust. 
Especially in the worth of speech. 
Results speak for themselves. 
This, people call me Nature. 



• 
[17c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The highest rule is that the people are not aware of being ruled. 
The next is that they love and praise it. 
The last is what they fear and defy. 
Truth alone is not enough, some truth is not always true. 
It is still better to have Economy of Words. 
After personal duties were accomplished, and the state affairs were satisfied - all people said "He is 

natural". 
• 
[17c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The best (rulers) are those whose existence is (merely) known by the people. 
The next best are those who are loved and praised. 
The next are those who are feared. 
And the next are those who are despised. 
It is only when one does not have enough faith in others that others will have no faith in him. 
(The great rulers) value their words highly. 
They accomplish their task, they complete their work. 
Nevertheless their people say that they simply follow Nature. 



• 
[17c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Наивысший - это когда низшие лишь знают о его существовании; 
ниже его тот, кого с любовью хвалят; 
еще более низкого - боятся, 
самого же низкого - презирают. 
Кто не способен доверять другим, тому не доверяют. 
С какою неуверенностью наивысший относится к словам! 
Он ими дорожит! 
Когда же свершены дела, достигнуты успехи, то все в народе говорят: "Я самостен". 
• 
[17c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Лучший из правителей - тот, о существовании которого низы не знают. 
Следом за ним идут те правители, которых любят и почитают. 
За ними следуют правители, которых низы боятся, вслед за коими идут правители, 

которых презирают. 
Тот, в ком недостаточно искренности, сталкивается с неискренностью. 
Сомневающиеся, они ценят свои слова. 
Когда их цель достигнута, а дело завершено, простой народ говорит: "Это случилось с 



нами само собой". 
• 
[17c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
О высочайшем правителе все подданные знают лишь одно: он есть. 
Ему уступит тот, кого народ любит и хвалит. 
Но еще ниже тот, кого народ боится. 
Но хуже всех такой монарх, которого в народе презирают. 
Когда правитель никому не доверяет, ему доверия не будет тоже никогда. 
Но подлинный правитель осторожно относится к словам, ценя их. 
Когда все славные дела его завершены, народ воскликнет: "О, так мы и сами точно таковы!" 
• 
[17c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Лучший правитель тот, о котором низы знают лишь то, что есть таковой. 
Хуже его тот, с которым роднясь, превозносят его. 
Хуже этого тот, которого боятся. 
И всех хуже тот, которого презирают. 
"Недоверие питает неверие!" 
О, как трогательно глубоки эти драгоценные слова! 
Успешно завершаю последовательность дел, и все сто родов человеческих называют меня 



естественностью (цзы жань). 
• 
[17c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Лучший правитель тот, о котором народ знает лишь то, что он существует. 
Несколько хуже те правители, которые требуют от народа его любить и возвышать. 
Еще хуже те правители, которых народ боится, и хуже всех те правители, которых народ 

презирает. 
Поэтому, кто не заслуживает доверия, не пользуется доверием [у людей]. 
Кто вдумчив и сдержан в словах, успешно совершает дела, и народ говорит, что он следует 

естественности. 
• 
[17c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Существует ли высочайшее бытие, я не знаю; 
но можно (духом) приблизиться к нему и воздавать ему хвалу, потом - бояться его, а затем 

- пренебрегать им. 
От недостатка веры происходит неверие. 
О, как медленны слова, сказываемые с весом и со смыслом! 
Когда совершены заслуги и сделаны подвиги, то все земледельцы скажут, что это 

достигнуто естественным ходом вещей. 



• 
[17c97t] В. В. Малявин 
С наивысшими было так: низы просто знали, что они есть. 
Ниже стояли те, кого все любили и прославляли. 
Еще ниже стояли те, кого боялись, 
А ниже всех - те, кого презирали. 
Тому, кто в себе не имеет достаточно доверия, доверия не окажут. 
Нерешительный! Вот так он ценит слова. 
Добьется успеха, сделает дело, 
А люди говорят: "У нас все получилось само собой". 
• 
[17c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Самый высший - внизу лишь осознают его существование. 
Следующий - его любят и восхваляют. 
Следующий - относятся со страхом. 
Следующий - относятся с презрением. 
Если в тебе недостаточно веры, то бытие не верит тебе. 
Будь осторожным и цени свои слова. 
Успехи достигаются, дела совершаются. 



Представители ста родов всегда считают, что я в состоянии самопроизвольной 
естественности. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Eighteen 
 

[18c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Therefore, when the Great Way is rejected, it is then that we have the virtues of humanity and 

righteousness; 
When knowledge and wisdom appear, it is then that there is great hypocrisy; 
When the six relations are not in harmony, it is then that we have filial piety and compassion; 
And when the country is in chaos and confusion, it is then that there are virtuous officials. 
• 
[18c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN the Great Tao was abandoned, 
There appeared humanity and justice. 
When intelligence and wit arose, 
There appeared great hypocrites. 
When the six relations lost their harmony, 
There appeared filial piety and paternal kindness. 
When darkness and disorder began to reign in a kingdom, 
There appeared the loyal ministers. 
• 



[18c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the great way falls into disuse 
There are benevolence and rectitude; 
When cleverness emerges 
There is great hypocrisy; 
When the six relations are at variance 
There are filial children; 
When the state is benighted 
There are loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c04t] R. L. Wing 
When the great Tao is forgotten, 
Philanthropy and morality appear. 
Intelligent strategies are produced, And great hypocrisies emerge. 
When the Family has no Harmony, Piety and devotion appear. 
The nation is confused by chaos, And loyal patriots emerge. 
• 
[18c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When the Great Tao is abandoned, 



The doctrines of benevolence and righteousness will come to light. 
When knowledge and wisdom appear, Great hypocrisy will also emerge. 
When a family falls into dispute, 
Filial piety and parental affection to children will be advocated. 
When a country falls into disorder, There will be loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
When the great Tao is forgotten, 
Kindness and morality arise. 
When wisdom and intelligence are born, 
The great pretense begins. 
When there is no peace within the family, 
Filial piety and devotion arise. 
When the country is confused and in chaos, 
Loyal ministers appear. 
• 
[18c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When the Way has been abandoned, 
The talk about kindness and fairness emerges. 



When clever people abound, 
Fraudulence and pretentiousness become commonplace. 
When there is discord in the family, 
People will learn to become better parents and better children. 
When the country falls into disarray, 
Ministers who faithfully serve the country arise. 
• 
[18c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When the DAO is thrown away, charity and righteousness have to be used to govern people. 
When simplicity is replaced by smartness and calculations, there will be a lot of wicked people. 
Only when a family is not in harmony, will a good son or father become precious; 
Only when a country is in ruins, will heroes appear. 
• 
[18c09t] Walter Gorn Old, PATCHING UP 
When the great Tao is lost men follow after charity and duty to one's neighbour. 
When wisdom has met with honours the world is full of pretenders. 
When family ties are severed then filial duty and parental indulgence take their place. 
When a nation is filled with strife then do patriots flourish. 
• 



[18c10t] James Legge 
When the Great Tao (Way or Method) ceased to be observed, benevolence and righteousness came 

into vogue. 
(Then) appeared wisdom and shrewdness, and there ensued great hypocrisy. 
When harmony no longer prevailed throughout the six kinships, filial sons found their manifestation; 
when the states and clans fell into disorder, loyal ministers appeared. 
• 
[18c11t] David Hinton 
When the great Way is abandoned we're faced with Humanity and Duty. 
When clever wisdom appears we're faced with duplicity. 
When familial harmony ends we're faced with obedience and kindness. 
And when chaos engulfs the nation we're faced with trustworthy ministers. 
• 
[18c12t] Chichung Huang 
Therefore, only when the great Tao was abandoned 
Was there humanity and righteousness; 
Only when craft emerged 
Was there great deception; 
Only when the six blood relations became discordant 



Was there filial piety and parental love; 
Only when state and fief became chaotic 
Were there upright officials. 
• 
[18c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
On the decline of the great Tao, 
There are humanity (jen) and righteousness (i). 
When intelligence (hui) and knowledge (chih) appear, 
There is great artificiality (wei). 
When the six relations are not in harmony, 
There are filial piety (hsiao) and parental love (tz'u). 
When a nation is in darkness (hun) and disorder (lüan), 
There are loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
When the great Tao was abandoned [by society], theories on humanitarianism and righteousness 

sprang up; 
When the quest for wisdom was overlooked (discarded by people responsible for social agenda), 

sophisticated pretenders flourished; 



When discords occurred between father and son, husband and wife, or among siblings, the exaltation 
of filial piety and parental benignancy became social rituals; 

When there were chaos and confusions in a state, the (ceremonial) commendation of loyalty of 
government officers [became nothing more than formalities]. 

• 
[18c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When the great Way was abandoned, there appeared benevolence and righteousness. 
When intelligence arose, there appeared the great lying. 
When the six relations lost their harmony, there appeared filial piety and paternal kindness. 
When darkness and disorder began to reign in a kingdom, there appeared the loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Because morality is abandoned, good behavior becomes distinguished. 
Because there is cleverness, cheating could accompany it. 
Because family members do not get along, rules for respecting elderly and loving youngsters are 

created. 
Because the country is in chaos, there is need for honest and able officers to uphold order. 
• 
[18c17t] Arthur Waley 



It was when the Great Way declined 
That human kindness and morality arose; 
It was when intelligence and knowledge appeared 
That the Great Artifice began. 
It was when the six near ones were no longer at peace 
That there was talk of 'dutiful sons'; 
Nor till fatherland was dark with strife 
Did we hear of 'loyal slaves'. 
• 
[18c18t] Richard John Lynn 
It is when the great Dao is forsaken that benevolence and righteousness appear, 
When wisdom and intelligence emerge that great falsehood occurs, 
When the six relations exist in disharmony that the obedient and the kind appear, and when the state 

is in disorder that loyal ministers arise. 
• 
[18c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE DECLINE OF TAO 
On the decline of the great Tao, 
The doctrines of "humanity" and "justice" arose. 



When knowledge and cleverness appeared, 
Great hypocrisy followed in its wake. 
When the six relationships no longer lived at peace, 
There was (praise of) "kind parents" and "filial sons." 
When a country fell into chaos and misrule, 
There was (praise of) "loyal ministers." 
• 
[18c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Therefore, 
When the great Way was forsaken, 
there was humaneness and righteousness; 
When cunning and wit appeared, 
there was great falsity; 
When the six family relationships lacked harmony, 
there were filial piety and parental kindness; 
When the state and royal house were in disarray, 
there were upright ministers. 
• 
[18c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 



When the great Tao is forgotten, 
benevolence and moral codes arise. 
When shrewdness and cleverness appear, 
great hypocrisy follows. 
When there is no harmony in the family, 
filial manners are developed. 
When the country is in disorder, 
ministers appear as loyal servants. 
• 
[18c22t] David H. Li 
When Grand Direction is not in evidence, 
nobleness and righteousness come to the fore. 
When cleverness and glibness are in view, 
grand pretenses come to the fore. 
When family relations are in disharmony, 
filiality and parental love come to the fore. 
When a state is in disarray, 
loyal ministers come to the fore. 
• 



[18c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
When the inner truth of the Tao is lost, 
The outer code of morality comes into being. 
When cleverness reigns in the world, 
Hypocrisy becomes rampant; 
When discord arises in the family, 
Filiality is emphasized; 
When chaos befalls the nation, 
Respect is accorded to loyal subjects alone. 
• 
[18c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When the great Tao is lost, justice, righteousness and good will spring forth. 
When wisdom and cunning emerge, hypocrisy raises its head. 
When family ties are no longer harmonious, honoring parents and caring for children still remain. 
When a nation is in a state of confusion and disorder, patriotism becomes evident. 
When Tao is present, equilibrium is present. 
When Tao is lost, the differences between things emerge. 
• 
[18c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 



When the Great Tao is lost sight of - 
Then people have to try to be kind and gentle. 
They try to compensate by being clever 
But this only breeds hypocrisy and sleight-of-hand. 
When families fall out 
relationships sour into useless formality. 
When the nation is misled and in chaos ministers mouth empty promises. 
• 
[18c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The advocating of benevolence and rectitude 
Stems from the disuse of the great Tao. 
The great hypocrisy 
Follows the emergence of cleverness and wisdom. 
Filiality and benevolence come 
Along with the family feud. 
The loyal subjects show themselves 
When the state is in great disorder. 
• 
[18c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



When the Tao disappears, humanity and justice will appear by themselves. 
When intelligence appears, falsity will appear too. 
When relatives fall into disharmony, filial piety and kindheartedness will appear. 
When the country falls into chaos, official loyalists will appear. 
• 
[18c28t] Liu Qixuan 
When the Way is lost 
There needs to be grace and kindness. 
When sophisticated knowledge is produced 
There must be falsehood. 
When relatives turn rude to each other, 
There must be filial piety. 
When a country is in chaos, 
There will appear loyalty. 
• 
[18c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Tao Is Not In Use 
Lao Tze says, 
When the great Tao is not in use, benevolence and righteousness come into vogue. 



When wisdom and shrewdness appear, there ensures great hypocrisy. 
When six kinships no longer live at peace, filial piety and lenity find their manifestation. 
When the state falls into chaos, loyal ministers appear. 
• 
[18c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When the great Tao is lost, spring forth benevolence and righteousness. 
When wisdom and sagacity arise, there are great hypocrites. 
When family relations are no longer harmonious, we have filial children and devoted parents. 
When a nation is in confusion and disorder, patriots are recognized. 
Where Tao is, equilibrium is. 
When Tao is lost, out come all the differences of things. 
• 
[18c31t] Paul J. Lin 
When the Great Tao is abandoned, 
There are human-heartedness and righteousness; 
When knowledge and wisdom arise, 
There is great hypocrisy; 
When the six relations are not in accord, 
There are filial piety and paternal affection; 



When a country is in disorder, 
There are loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When Great Tao vanished 
we got 'Goodness and Morality'. 
When 'Wisdom and Know-how' arose 
we got the Great Shams. 
When the six family relationships fell into disharmony 
we got 'Respect and Caring'. 
When the states and the great families became all benighted and disordered 
we got 'Loyal Subjects'. 
• 
[18c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the great Truth is abandoned, the teachings of benevolence and righteousness become 

fashionable. 
When wit and cunning are highly esteemed, the adepts in hypocrisy become fashionable. 
When discord reigns in the family, the teachings of filial piety and fraternal love become fashionable. 
When chaos prevails in the country, the loyal ministers become fashionable. 



• 
[18c34t] Yi Wu 
When the great Way was abandoned, 
Humanity and righteousness appeared. 
When the intelligent and knowledgeable arose, 
Great hypocrisy appeared. 
When the six relationships were not in harmony, 
Filial piety and paternalistic kindness appeared. 
When the state was in chaos and disorder, 
Loyal ministers appeared. 
• 
[18c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When the great Dao is in decline, 
Benevolence and loyalty appear. 
As wisdom arises, so does hypocrisy. 
Only in a feuding family do filial piety and parental doting become conspicuous. 
Loyal ministers emerge whenever the country is in chaos. 
• 
[18c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 



When humankind strayed from the natural way of life, 
relative social disciplines began to appear. 
When intelligence and cleverness of mind are admired, 
great hypocrisy is born. 
When disharmony manifested in family relations, 
children who respected their parents and parents who loved their children became rare examples. 
When chaos prevailed in the country, 
only a few loyal ministers were recognized. 
Let all people return to their true nature. 
Love, kindness, wisdom, family harmony, and loyalty should not be taught one by one, 
separately from an honest life. 
Then, once again, people will regain the natural virtue of wholeness. 
The world will be naturally ordered. 
There will be no one who singly and cunningly works for personal interest alone. 
• 
[18c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
As soon as the great Tao is cast aside, 
There prevails the teaching of benevolence and righteousness. 
As soon as intellection and prudence are esteemed, 



There is produced the great falsehood. 
As soon as the members of a family are no longer at peace, 
There is a demand for filial piety and love. 
As soon as a nation is in confusion and rebellion, 
There is a claim for loyal officers. 
• 
[18c38t] Henry Wei 
Social Decadence 
Su Po 
The Great Tao having been abandoned, 
There arise benevolence and righteousness. 
With the emergence of wit and wisdom, 
There comes into being monstrous hypocrisy. 
When the six relatives fail to live in harmony, 
There arise filial piety and parental love. 
When the state falls into darkness and disorder, 
There come into existence loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c39t] Ha Poong Kim 



When the great Tao is abandoned, 
You have humaneness and righteousness. 
When wisdom appears, 
You have great falsehood. 
When the six relations are in disharmony, 
You have filial piety and parental love. 
When the state is in disorder, 
You have loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c40t] Tao Huang 
When the Great Tao is abandoned, 
There is benevolence and righteousness. 
When intelligence arises, 
There is a great deal of manipulation. 
When there is disharmony in the family, 
There comes about filial piety. 
When the country is in big trouble, 
There arises patriotism. 
• 



[18c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When the superior Dao was lost, benevolence and righteousness were created. 
When intelligence and skills prevailed, superior hypocrisy was displayed. 
When family relations were not in harmony, filial piety and parental kindness were encouraged. 
When a country was in disorder and justice failed, loyalty and reliability were required. 
• 
[18c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When the great Tao declined, 
The doctrine of humanity and righteousness arose. 
When knowledge and wisdom appeared, 
There emerged great hypocrisy. 
When the six family relationships are not in harmony, 
There will be the advocacy of filial piety and deep love to children. 
When a country is in disorder, 
There will be the praise of loyal ministers. 
• 
[18c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Лишь стоит пренебречь великим Дао, приходят с человечностью и справедливостью. 
А возникает мудрость, и появляется большая ложь. 



Когда враждует вся родня, то начинают исповедовать сыновнюю почтительность с 
родительской любовью. 

Страна объята распрей, и тогда жалуют преданные подданные. 
• 
[18c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда Великое Дао утрачивается, возникают "гуманность" и "долг". 
Когда появляется великое мудрствование, то возникает и великая фальшь. 
Когда нет гармонии среди шести категорий родственников, то возникает "сыновняя 

почтительность". 
Когда государство охвачено смутой, то появляются "преданные чиновники". 
• 
[18c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Великий Дао-Путь понес ущерб, и появились милосердие и справедливость, а мудрость 

видна лишь тогда, когда есть великая ложь. 
Шесть родственников не в мире, и появляются сыновняя почтительность и материнская 

любовь. 
Когда страна погружена в междоусобицы и смуты, то появляются и преданные подданные. 
Отсеките совершенномудрие! 
Отбросьте мудрость! 



И тогда народ стократную выгоду обретет. 
• 
[18c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Когда отбрасывается Великое Дао, 
появляются Жэнь (Человеколюбие) и И (Долг). 
Когда вылезают мудрствование и умничанье, 
появляется большая ложь. 
Когда шесть родственников в раздоре, 
появляются сыновняя почтительность и отцовская любовь. 
Когда в стране и царствующем доме смута и беспорядок, 
появляются верные слуги. 
• 
[18c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда устранили великое дао, появились "человеколюбие" и "справедливость". 
Когда появилось мудрствование, возникло и великое лицемерие. 
Когда шесть родственников в раздоре, тогда появляются "сыновняя почтительность" и 

"отцовская любовь". 
Когда в государстве царит беспорядок, тогда появляются "верные слуги". 
• 



[18c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда великое Тао будет покинуто, то появится истинная человечность и 

справедливость. 
Когда широко будет распространена мудрость, то появится великая печаль. 
Когда шесть ближайших родственников находятся в раздоре, то является почитание 

родителей и любовь к детям. 
Когда в государстве царит усобица, то являются верные слуги. 
• 
[18c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Когда Великий Путь в упадке, являются "человечность" и "долг". 
Когда возникают суемудрие и многознайство, является великая ложь. 
Когда среди родичей нет согласия, являются почтительность и любовь. 
Когда государство во мраке и в смуте, являются "преданные подданные". 
• 
[18c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Исчезает великий Путь - появляется контактность и осознание. 
Уходят мудрые и знающие - появляется большая искусственность. 
Нет гармонии в шести родственных связях - появляется сыновья почтительность и 

братская любовь. 



Смута и хаос в государстве и семьях - появляются верные слуги. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Nineteen 
 

[19c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Eliminate sageliness, throw away knowledge, 
And the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Eliminate humanity, throw away righteousness, 
And the people will return to filial piety and compassion. 
Eliminate craftiness, throw away profit, 
Then we will have no robbers and thieves. 
These three sayings - 
Regarded as a text are not yet complete. 
Thus, we must see to it that they have the following appended: 
Manifest plainness and embrace the genuine; 
Lessen {self-interest} and make few your desires; 
Eliminate learning and have no undue concern. 
• 
[19c02t] John C. H. Wu 
DROP wisdom, abandon cleverness, 
And the people will be benefited a hundredfold. 



Drop humanity, abandon justice, 
And the people will return to their natural affections. 
Drop shrewdness, abandon sharpness, 
And robbers and thieves will cease to be. 
These three are the criss-cross of Tao, 
And are not sufficient in themselves. 
Therefore, they should be subordinated 
To a Higher principle: 
See the Simple and embrace the Primal, 
Diminish the self and curb the desires! 
• 
[19c03t] D. C. Lau 
Exterminate the sage, discard the wise, 
And the people will benefit a hundredfold; 
Exterminate benevolence, discard rectitude, 
And the people will again be filial; 
Exterminate ingenuity, discard profit, 
And there will be no more thieves and bandits. 
These three, being false adornments, are not enough 



And the people must have something to which they can attach themselves: 
Exhibit the unadorned and embrace the uncarved block, 
Have little thought of self and as few desires as possible. 
• 
[19c04t] R. L. Wing 
Discard the sacred, abandon strategies; 
The people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Discard philanthropy, abandon morality; 
The people will return to natural love. 
Discard cleverness, abandon the acquisitive; 
The thieves will exist no longer. 
However, if these three passages are inadequate, Adhere to these principles: 
Perceive purity; Embrace simplicity; Reduce self-interest; Limit desires. 
• 
[19c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Only when sageness and wisdom are discarded, can the people benefit; 
Only when benevolence and righteousness are discarded, can the people return to filial piety and 

parental affection; 
Only when skill and profit are discarded, can there be thieves and robbers no more. 



These three (negative principles) are, however, inadequate as a doctrine. 
Therefore (as a positive instruction) we shall put people's understanding under this (guidance): 
Manifest plainness, embrace simplicity, reduce selfishness, and hold few desires. 
• 
[19c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Give up sainthood, renounce wisdom, 
And it will be a hundred times better for everyone. 
Give up kindness, renounce morality, 
And men will rediscover filial piety and love. 
Give up ingenuity, renounce profit, 
And bandits and thieves will disappear. 
These three are outward forms alone; they are not sufficient in themselves. 
It is more important 
To see the simplicity, 
To realize one's true nature, 
To cast off selfishness 
And temper desire. 
• 
[19c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



When we stop talking about the Sages 
and simply banish contrivance and clever reasoning 
That is the time people will really benefit greatly. 
When we stop talking about kindness and fairness 
That is the time people rediscover their natural filial piety and their parental instincts. 
When people forget about their clever ways and the pursuit of ease and comfort, 
There will be no more thieves. 
I cannot say adequately about these three things, 
So I will add: 
See simplicity; 
Espouse simplicity; 
Reduce your wild thoughts; 
Reduce your desires. 
When you have learnt how not to learn, 
You will be free from worries. 
• 
[19c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Get rid of the government and laws, and people will benefit a hundred times more. 
Get rid of charity and righteousness, and people will return to the original human love. 



Get rid of cleverness and materialism, and there will be no thieves and robbers. 
In order to govern a country, it is not enough to just get rid of these three things; 
Also let the people be simple on the outside and plain on the inside, selfless and desireless. 
• 
[19c09t] Walter Gorn Old, REVERTING TO NATURE 
By giving up their self-righteousness and abandoning their wisdom the people would be immensely 

improved. 
Forsaking Charity and Duty to the neighbour, they might revert to their natural relations. 
Abandoning excellence and foregoing gain, the people would have no more thieves. 
The cultivation of these three things has been a failure, therefore should they go back whence they 

came. 
As for you, do you come forth in your natural simplicity, lay hold on verities, restrain selfishness, and 

rid yourself of ambition. 
• 
[19c10t] James Legge 
If we could renounce our sageness and discard our wisdom, it would be better for the people a 

hundredfold. 
If we could renounce our benevolence and discard our righteousness, the people would again become 

filial and kindly. 



If we could renounce our artful contrivances and discard our (scheming for) gain, there would be no 
thieves nor robbers. 

Those three methods (of government) 
Thought olden ways in elegance did fail 
And made these names their want of worth to veil; 
But simple views, and courses plain and true 
Would selfish ends and many lusts eschew. 
• 
[19c11t] David Hinton 
If you give up sagehood and abandon wisdom people will profit a hundred times over. 
If you give up Humanity and abandon Duty people will return to obedience and kindness. 
If you give up ingenuity and abandon profit bandits and thieves will roam no more. 
But these three 
are mere refinements, nowhere near enough. 
They depend on something more: 
observe origin's weave, 
embrace uncarved simplicity, 
self nearly forgotten, 
desires rare. 



• 
[19c12t] Chichung Huang 
Eliminate sageness, abandon craft, 
And the people shall benefit a hundredfold; 
Eliminate humanity, abandon righteousness, 
And the people shall revert to filial piety and parental love; 
Eliminate adroitness, abandon profit, 
And robbers and thieves there shall be none. 
These three remarks are considered rhetorically inadequate, 
Therefore, let us put them where they belong: 
"Display the undyed silk and embrace the unhewn log; 
Diminish selfishness and reduce lusts; 
Eliminate learning and dispense with anxiety." 
• 
[19c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Eliminate sagacity (sheng), discard knowledge (chih), 
People will be profited (li) a hundredfold. 
Eliminate humanity (jen), discard righteousness (i), 
People will again practice filial piety and parental love. 



Abolish artistry (ch'iao), discard profit-seeking (li), 
Robbers and thieves shall disappear. 
These three pairs adorn (wen) what is deficient (pu tsu). 
Therefore, let there be the advice: 
Look to the undyed silk, hold on to the uncarved wood (p'u), 
Reduce your sense of self (szu) and lessen your desires (yü). 
• 
[19c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If all the sapients and know-it-all intellectuals are banished, people will be benefited hundredfold; 
If so-called humanitarianism and righteousness [which are currently twisted by sophistry] are 

abandoned, people will return to [the simple genuine] filial piety and parental benignancy; 
If cunningness and profit-seeking are deterred, robbers and thieves will not have a chance to flourish; 
However, the discussion on these three issues here is not adequate, I shall further exemplify them 

elsewhere. 
[A proper leader would lead,] 
By streamlining the social [structure], so people would adhere to Simplicity; 
By reducing private possession [of goods], so people are discouraged [to indulge in selfish] desires; 
By renouncing [sophists'] studies, so people would not be tantalized [by ostentatious studies]. 
• 



[19c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Drop sagacity, abandon intellection, and the people will be benefited a hundredfold. 
Drop benevolence, abandon righteousness, and the people will return to filial piety and paternal 

kindness. 
Drop shrewdness, abandon profit, and robbers and thieves will cease to be. 
These three, being external adornments, are not enough. 
Therefore, there must have something to which the people attach themselves: see the pure, embrace 

the unadorned, diminish the self and curb the desires. 
• 
[19c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Don't devise tricks to rule people and people will benefit enormously. 
Don't artificially set the rules for family relations and people will return to their nature of loving each 

other. 
Don't reward cleverness and profit, the robberies and the thefts will disappear. 
The three measures stated above are not enough. 
We must fill people's mind with frugality, honesty, selflessness, and abstinence. 
• 
[19c17t] Arthur Waley 
Banish wisdom, discard knowledge, 



And the people will be benefited a hundredfold. 
Banish human kindness, discard morality, 
And the people will be dutiful and compassionate. 
Banish skill, discard profit, 
And thieves and robbers will disappear. 
If when these three things are done they find life too plain and unadorned, 
Then let them have accessories; 
Give them Simplicity to look at, the Uncarved Block to hold, 
Give them selflessness and fewness of desires. 
• 
[19c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Repudiate sagehood and discard wisdom, and the people would benefit a hundredfold. 
Repudiate benevolence and discard righteousness, and the people would again be obedient and kind 

to each other. 
Repudiate cleverness and discard sharpness, and thieves and robbers would not exist. 
As for these three pairs of terms, 
Because they serve as mere decoration, 
Give people the chance to identify with something else: 
Exemplify simplicity, embrace the uncarved block 



Curtail self-interest, and have few desires. 
• 
[19c19t] Lin Yutang 
REALIZE THE SIMPLE SELF 
Banish wisdom, discard knowledge, 
And the people shall profit a hundredfold; 
Banish "humanity," discard "justice," 
And the people shall recover love of their kin; 
Banish cunning, discard "utility," 
And the thieves and brigands shall disappear. 
As these three touch the externals and are inadequate; 
The people have need of what they can depend upon: 
Reveal thy simple self, 
Embrace thy original nature, 
Check thy selfishness, 
Curtail thy desires. 
• 
[19c20t] Victor H. Mair 
"Abolish sagehood and abandon cunning, the people will benefit a hundredfold; 



Abolish humaneness and abandon righteousness, the people will once again be filial and kind; 
Abolish cleverness and abandon profit, bandits and thieves will be no more." 
These three statements are inadequate as a civilizing doctrine; 
Therefore, 
Let something be added to them: 
Evince the plainness of undyed silk, 
Embrace the simplicity of the unhewn log; 
Lessen selfishness, 
Diminish desires; 
Abolish learning 
and you will be without worries. 
• 
[19c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Stop being learned and your troubles will end. 
Give up wisdom, discard cleverness, 
and the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Give up benevolence, discard moral judgments, and the people will rediscover natural compassion. 
Give up shrewdness, discard gain, and thieves and robbers will disappear. 
These three false adornments are not enough to live by. 



They must give way to something more solid. 
Look for what is simple and hold onto the Uncarved Block. 
Diminish thoughts of self and restrain desires. 
• 
[19c22t] David H. Li 
Renounce saintliness, shun cleverness - let the populace be better off by a hundredfold. 
Renounce nobleness, shun righteousness - let the populace return to filiality and parental love. 
Renounce scheming, shun profiteering - let robbers and thieves vanish. 
The three are inadequate formulation. 
Better channel [the populace] to Direction. 
Welcome purity, embrace simplicity; 
Minimize self-interest, reduce desire. 
Renounce learning, eliminate apprehension. 
• 
[19c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Abandon the relative notions of holiness and wisdom, 
And people will benefit a hundred-fold. 
Abandon the outer codes of benevolence and rectitude, 
And people will return to natural filiality and kindness; 



Abandon the unbalanced acts of cleverness and profiteering, 
And there will be no robbers or thieves. 
By looking within, 
Evince the inner self, 
Embrace the unadorned truth; 
Diminish the outer self, 
Demolish the phantasmic desire. 
Abandon the external search for knowledge, 
Abolish the internal worry for illusory matters. 
• 
[19c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Abandon learning, 
And grief and sorrow will no longer be known. 
Abandon learned volumes, cast off wisdom, 
And people will be one hundred times better off. 
Abandon righteousness, cast off justice, 
And people will return to filial duty and birthing offspring. 
Abandon cunning, cast off avarice, 
And bandits and thieves will disappear from the earth. 



These four principles, even if they form the foundation of human culture, are not sufficient. 
Therefore, here are principles to which people can adhere: 
Show integrity, adhere to simplicity, 
Restrain selfishness, curtail lusts. 
• 
[19c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If the sage could abandon his wisdom and skill, 
Then everyone would be a hundred times better off. 
If the sage could let go of holding the scales, 
Then everyone would flow in the web of harmony ... 
And if the sage can give up looking to gain, 
Then there will be no theft or exploitation. 
Now while these three things are important they are not enough: 
The people themselves need to learn simplicity. 
They shouldn't need to know more than they do, 
And should have as few things as possible. 
• 
[19c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Discard cleverness and wisdom 



And the people will benefit themselves a hundredfold; 
Discard benevolence and rectitude 
And the people will again become filial and loyal; 
Discard ingenuity and profit 
And theft will no longer exist. 
It is not enough to have these points as governing principles, 
So the people must be made subject to the following: 
Keep being simple in nature and mind, 
Discard selfishness and weaken desires, 
Discard cultural knowledge and worries will disappear. 
• 
[19c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Eliminate the virtuous man, discard the wise, and the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Eliminate the goodhearted, discard justice, and the people will fulfil their filial duty with kindness. 
Eliminate skilled workmen, discard profit, and the thief will not appear. 
These three exist only as superficial forms. 
Therefore this is the teaching to the people: 
Embrace the simple, 
hold the unadorned, 



remove selfishness, 
reduce desire. 
• 
[19c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Advocate no sage knowledge, 
And people can benefit one hundred times as much. 
Advocate no public welfare, 
And people will turn to good and kindly feelings again. 
Advocate no art and profit, 
And people will not commit theft. 
Those three are just roughly relegated 
And cannot be fully clarified through words: 
The best policy is to strive for simplicity, 
To reduce selfish desires, 
And to apply no confusing knowledge. 
• 
[19c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Realize The Simple Self 
Lao Tze says, 



If sanctified tenets can be renounced, and craftiness given up, people will thus profit hundredfold. 
If worship of benevolence can be renounced, and adoration of righteousness given up, people will 

resume filial piety and lenience. 
If artful contrivance and scheming for gain can be given up, there will be no thieves or robbers. 
These three epigrams may not be enough for guidance. 
I'd bid even more as: 
Sight the simplicity, arms enfold plain and true, extinguish selfish mind and eschew lust. 
• 
[19c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Do away with learning, and grief will not be known. 
Do away with sageness and eject wisdom, and the people will be more benefited a hundred times. 
Do away with benevolence and eject righteousness, and the people will return to filial duty and 

parental love. 
Do away with artifice and eject gains, and there will be no robbers and thieves. 
These four, if we consider them as culture, are not sufficient. 
Therefore let there be what the people can resort to: 
Appear in plainness and hold to simplicity; 
Restrain selfishness and curtail desires. 
• 



[19c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Banish sagacity; forsake wisdom. 
The people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Banish human-heartedness; forsake righteousness. 
The people will recover filial piety and paternal affection. 
Banish craftiness; forsake profit. 
Thieves and robbers will no longer exist. 
Those three are superficial and inadequate. 
Hence the people need something to abide by: 
Discern plainness. 
Embrace simplicity. 
Reduce selfishness. 
Restrain desires. 
• 
[19c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Discard "Wisdom", throw away "Knowledge" - 
the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Discard "Goodness", throw away "Morality" - 
the people will turn back to respect and caring. 



Discard "Skill", throw away "Profit" - 
robbers and thieves will disappear. 
Taking these three lines as your text - 
this is not sufficient. 
Give them something to fasten on to: 
Pay attention to the Raw, 
embrace the Uncarved, 
discount your personal interests, 
make your desires few. 
• 
[19c33t] Cheng Lin 
Banish the witty and cunning, and the people will be benefited a hundred-fold. 
Cease the teaching of benevolence and righteousness, and the people will again become filial and 

fraternal. 
Discard deceit and greed, and the people will cease to rob one another. 
The above three are based on artifice, and are insufficient for good government. 
Hence the people should be asked to do the following: 
Cherish simplicity and honesty. 
Banish selfishness and desires. 



Discard learning and fears. 
• 
[19c34t] Yi Wu 
Transcend sagacity and abandon intellect; 
The people will be benefited a hundredfold. 
Transcend humanity and abandon righteousness; 
The people will return to filial piety and paternal kindness. 
Transcend craftiness and abandon profit; 
Robbers and thieves no longer will exist. 
These three are but ornaments, and inadequate; 
Therefore, they should be subordinated. 
Appear plain and embrace simplicity; 
Reduce selfishness and restrain desires. 
• 
[19c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
If you discard sagacity and wisdom, 
The populace will be better off a hundred-fold. 
If you get rid of benevolence and righteousness, 
Filial piety and doting affection will return. 



If you dispense with ingenuity and profiteering, 
There will be no thieves. 
All these attributes are mere superficialities. 
They are not substantial enough to run the country. 
There are other ways: 
Outwardly, be simple; and inwardly, you should maintain your pristine sincerity. 
You should not be selfish or avaricious. 
• 
[19c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Abandon the separate concepts of holiness and unholiness. 
Then all people will be benefitted a hundredfold. 
Abandon the separate concepts of justice and humanism, 
and all people will return to a natural state of harmony. 
Abandon the cunning and cleverness of the mind, 
and people will cease to rob and deceive one another. 
These things are based on artifice and are thus inadequate to express the natural virtue of wholeness. 
Hence, return to the true self to embrace only the one, unadorned nature. 
Refine personal preference and desire. 
End the endless search for segmented, intellectual knowledge, 



and set your mind above worry and vexation. 
In this way, one may restore one's unity with the perfection of one great universal life. 
• 
[19c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Let the people be free from discernment and relinquish intellection, 
Then they will be many times better off. 
Stop the teaching of benevolence and get rid of the claim of justice, 
Then the people will love each other once more. 
Cease the teaching of cleverness and give up profit, 
Then there will be no more stealing and fraud. 
Discernment and intellection, benevolence and justice, cleverness and profit are nothing but outward 

refinements. 
Hence we must seek something other than these. 
Reveal simplicity, 
Hold to one's original nature, 
Rid one's self of selfishness, 
Cast away covetousness, 
Eliminate artificial learning and one will be free from anxieties. 
• 



[19c38t] Henry Wei 
Return to Innocence 
Huan Ch'un 
Forswear wisdom, discard knowledge, 
And the people will gain a hundredfold. 
Forswear benevolence, discard righteousness, 
And the people will recover filial and parental love. 
Forswear skill, discard profit, 
And thieves and robbers will not appear. 
These three steps are inadequate for culture. 
They, therefore, have to encompass some others, 
Such as: 
Display plainness, embrace simplicity, 
Reduce selfishness, and decrease desires. 
• 
[19c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Banish sagehood and wisdom, 
And the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Banish humaneness and righteousness, 



And the people will return to filial piety and parental love. 
Banish cleverness and profit, 
And there will be no more thieves and robbers. 
These three 
I take to be insufficient as maxims. 
Therefore, let them be attached to the following: 
Display plainness and embrace the uncarved block, 
Diminish the self and reduce desires. 
• 
[19c40t] Tao Huang 
Get rid of wisdom, abandon intelligence, and 
People will benefit a hundredfold. 
Get rid of benevolence, abandon justice, and 
People will return to filial piety and kindness. 
Get rid of skill, abandon profit, and 
Thieves will disappear. 
These three are inadequate. 
So just let things be. 
Observe the plain and embrace the simple. 



Do not think much and do not desire much, 
Get rid of learning and worry will disappear. 
• 
[19c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Abandon sagacity and drop intelligence, the welfare of people can be increased hundredfold; 
abandon benevolence and drop righteousness, the people will rejoice in filial piety and parental love; 
abandon crafts and profits, robbers and thieves will cease to exist. 
These three are remedies for artificial civilization. 
They can never bring about satisfaction: 
people should be led to, where they belong - The Nature. 
He stopped research, reduced desires, sought plainness, and embraced original simplicity. 
• 
[19c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Abandon sageliness and discard wisdom; 
Then the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Abandon humanity and discard righteousness; 
Then the people will return to filial piety and deep love. 
Abandon skill and discard profit; 
Then there will be no thieves or robbers. 



However, these three things are ornaments (wen) and are not adequate. 
Therefore let people hold on to these: 
Manifest plainness, 
Embrace simplicity, 
Reduce selfishness, 
Have few desires. 
• 
[19c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда отринут мудрость и отбросят знания, от этого народу польза возрастет во много 

раз. 
Когда отринут человечность и отбросят справедливость, в народе воцарятся вновь 

сыновняя почтительность с родительской любовью. 
Когда отринут изощренность и отбросят выгоду, то воры и разбойники переведутся. 
Эти три дают лишь лоск и не годятся, 
поэтому проникнись главным: будь безыскусен, неразлучен с первозданным, уменьши свое 

личное, умерь желания. 
• 
[19c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Устрани учения - и не будет более забот. 



Устрани мудрецов и отвергни мудрость - и выгода народу возрастёт стократно. 
Устрани гуманность, отвергни справедливость - и народ вернётся к сыновней 

почтительности и добрым делам. 
Устрани хитроумие, отвергни выгоду - и не будет более воров и бандитов. 
Эти три [начала] обманчиво приукрашены и не обладают достаточностью. 
Поэтому надо сделать так, чтобы люди принадлежали к тем, кто прозревает 

неприукрашенное и объемлет простоту, мало думает о себе и уменьшает свои желания. 
• 
[19c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Отсеките гуманность, отбросьте справедливость - и народ к сыновней почтительности 

и материнской любви вернется вновь! 
Отсеките изощренность, отбросьте выгоду - и воры и разбойники исчезнут! 
С триадой этой не дано высокому покончить просвещению. 
Поэтому указываю, что ведет к избавлению: 
Смотрите на безыскусственную чистоту и обнимите первозданную простоту. 
Умеряйте себялюбие, искореняйте страсти. 
• 
[19c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Когда отбросят мудрость, забудут умничанье, 



народу польза во сто крат. 
Когда отбросят Жэнь (Человеколюбие), забудут И (Долг), 
народ возвратится к [естественной] сыновней почтительности и отцовской любви. 
Когда отбросят искусность, забудут выгоду, 
не будет воров и разбойников. 
Эти три появляются от недостатка культуры (вэнь). 
Поэтому владейте тем, что дано. 
Внешне выглядите скромно, внутри сохраняйте первозданную духовную простоту, будьте 

бескорыстны и бесстрастны. 
• 
[19c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда будут устранены мудрствование и ученость, народ будет счастливее во сто крат; 
когда будут устранены "человеколюбие" и "справедливость", народ возвратится к сыновней 

почтительности и отцовской любви; 
когда будут уничтожены хитрость и нажива, исчезнут воры и разбойники. 
Все эти три вещи [происходят] от недостатка знаний. 
Поэтому нужно указывать людям, что они должны быть простыми и скромными, 

уменьшать личные [желания] и освобождаться от страстей. 
• 



[19c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда оставлены святость и мудрость, то польза народа увеличится во сто раз. 
Когда оставлены человеколюбие и справедливость, то дети будут почитать своих 

родителей, а родители будут любить своих детей. 
Когда покинуты всякого рода лукавство и выгоды, то воров не будет. 
Одной только внешностью достигнуть этих трех (пунктов) невозможно. 
Для этого необходимо быть более простым и менее способным и бесстрастным. 
• 
[19c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Устраните "мудрость", отбросьте "разумность", 
И польза людям будет стократная. 
Устраните "человечность", отбросьте "справедливость", 
И люди вернутся к почитанию и любви. 
Устраните ловкость, не ищите выгоды, 
И в мире не станет воров и разбойников. 
Три эти суждения не открывают всей истины, 
Посему добавлю кое-что сюда относящееся: 
Будь безыскусен, храни первозданную цельность; 
Избавляйся от себялюбия, не угождай желаниям. 



• 
[19c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Избавьтесь от мудрости, отбросьте знания. 
Народ выгадает во сто крат. 
Избавьтесь от контактности, отбросьте осознание-долг. 
Народ вернется к сыновьей почтительности и братской любви. 
Избавьтесь от умений, откажитесь от выгоды. 
Больше не будет воров и разбойников. 
Этой триады недостаточно, чтобы создать текст. 
Причинность: 
Можно свести к следующим установкам: 
Проявляй простоту некрашеного холста. 
Содержи в себе безыскусность необделанного куска дерева. 
Уменьшай корысть. 
Ограничивай желания. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty 
 

[20c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Agreement and angry rejection; 
How great is the difference between them? 
Beautiful and ugly; 
What's it like - the difference between them? 
The one who is feared by others, 
Must also because of this fear other men. 
Wild, unrestrained! It will never come to an end! 
The multitudes are peaceful and happy; 
Like climbing a terrace in springtime to feast at the t'ai-lao sacrifice. 
But I'm tranquil and quiet - not yet having given any sign. 
Like a child who has not yet smiled. 
Tired and exhausted - as though I have no place to return. 
The multitudes all have a surplus. 
I alone seem to be lacking. 
Mine is the mind of a fool - ignorant and stupid! 
The common people see things clearly; 



I alone am in the dark. 
The common people discriminate and make fine distinctions; 
I alone am muddled and confused. 
Formless am I! Like the ocean; 
Shapeless am I! As though I have nothing in which I can rest. 
The masses all have their reasons [for acting]; 
I alone am stupid and obstinate like a rustic. 
But my desires alone differ from those of others - 
For I value drawing sustenance from the Mother. 
• 
[20c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HAVE done with learning, 
And you will have no more vexation. 
How great is the difference between "eh" and "o"? 
What is the distinction between "good" and "evil"? 
Must I fear what others fear? 
What abysmal nonsense this is! 
All men are joyous and beaming, 
As though feasting upon a sacrificial ox, 



As though mounting the Spring Terrace; 
I alone am placid and give no sign, 
Like a babe which has not yet smiled. 
I alone am forlorn as one who has no home to return to. 
All men have enough and to spare: 
I alone appear to possess nothing. 
What a fool I am! 
What a muddled mind I have! 
All men are bright, bright: 
I alone am dim, dim. 
All men are sharp, sharp: 
I alone am mum, mum! 
Bland like the ocean, 
Aimless like the wafting gale. 
All men settle down in their grooves: 
I alone am stubborn and remain outside. 
But wherein I am most different from others is 
In knowing to take sustenance from my Mother! 
• 



[20c03t] D. C. Lau 
Exterminate learning and there will no longer be worries. 
Between yea and nay 
How much difference is there? 
Between good and evil 
How great is the distance? 
What others fear 
One must also fear. 
And wax without having reached the limit. 
The multitude are joyous 
As if partaking of the {t'ai lao} offering 
Or going up to a terrace in spring. 
I alone am inactive and reveal no signs, 
Like a baby that has not yet learned to smile, 
Listless as though with no home to go back to. 
The multitude all have more than enough. 
I alone seem to be in want. 
My mind is that of a fool - how blank! 
Vulgar people are clear. 



I alone am drowsy. 
Vulgar people are alert. 
I alone am muddled. 
Calm like the sea; 
Like a high wind that never ceases. 
The multitude all have a purpose. 
I alone am foolish and uncouth. 
I alone am different from others 
And value being fed by the mother. 
• 
[20c04t] R. L. Wing 
Discard the academic; have no anxiety. 
How much difference is there between agreement and servility? 
How much difference is there between good and evil? 
That one should revere what others revere - how absurd and uncentered! 
The Collective Mind is expansive and flourishing, 
As if receiving a great sacrifice, 
As if ascending a living observatory. 
I alone remain uncommitted, 



Like an infant who has not yet smiled, 
Unattached, without a place to merge. 
The Collective Mind is all-encompassing. 
I alone seem to be overlooked. 
I am unknowing to the core and unclear, unclear! 
Ordinary people are bright and obvious; 
I alone am dark and obscure. 
Ordinary people are exacting and sharp; 
I alone am subdued and dull. 
Indifferent like the sea, 
Ceaseless like a penetrating wind, 
The Collective Mind is ever present. 
And yet, I alone am unruly and remote. 
I alone am different from the others 
In treasuring nourishment from the Mother. 
• 
[20c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Abandon learning and there will be no sorrow. 
How much difference is there between approval and denouncement? 



How much difference is there between good and evil? 
What others fear cannot but be feared. 
It has been so from times of old and the practice doesn 't seem to end. 
The multitude are so merry, as though going for a great banquet or ascending a height with a broad 

view in springtime. 
I alone am indifferent, with no concern, like an infant that cannot laugh, wearied, indeed, as if I have 

no home to go to. 
The multitude all have more than enough, 
I alone seem to lack everything. 
My mind is that of a stupid man totally in a muddle. 
Common people are so brilliant, 
I alone seem to be in the dark. 
Common people are so demanding, 
I alone seem to be tolerant: so broad as the boundless sea, so vigorous as the untiring blowing wind. 
The multitude have their ability, 
I alone seem to be clumsy and incapable. 
I alone differ from others, essentially because I have acquired Tao. 
• 
[20c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



Give up learning, and put an end to your troubles. 
Is there a difference between yes and no? 
Is there a difference between good and evil? 
Must I fear what others fear? What nonsense! 
Other people are contented, enjoying the sacrificial feast of the ox. 
In spring some go to the park, and climb the terrace, 
But I alone am drifting, not knowing where I am. 
Like a newborn babe before it learns to smile, 
I am alone, without a place to go. 
Others have more than they need, but I alone have nothing. 
I am a fool. Oh, yes! I am confused. 
Other men are clear and bright, 
But I alone am dim and weak. 
Other men are sharp and clever, 
But I alone am dull and stupid. 
Oh, I drift like the waves of the sea, 
Without direction, like the restless wind. 
Everyone else is busy, 
But I alone am aimless and depressed. 



I am different. 
I am nourished by the great mother. 
• 
[20c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
What is the difference between saying yes because you agree and saying yes because you want to 

please? 
What is the difference between good and evil? 
When everybody avoids something, 
Does it mean it must be avoided? 
How ridiculous all this is! 
This mode of thinking takes one far from the ultimate Truth! 
The crowds are busily involved with their daily routines. 
As if they are attending a feast, 
or walking up a beautiful terrace in Spring. 
I alone am deserted. 
The future seems unknown, 
Just as an infant's future is unknown. 
I appear to be tired in a directionless journey. 
When everybody appears to have more than enough 



I alone seem like someone who has lost everything. 
Is my mind that of a fool? 
People in their mundane worlds look bright. 
I on the other hand look dull. 
People in the mundane worlds look clever, 
I on the other hand look boring. 
My mind is unsettled like the open sea and ever restless like the wind. 
Everyone has his properties and status. 
I alone look poor and lonely. 
I am different from the crowd. 
I alone value drawing my nutrients from Mother. 
• 
[20c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Whether people listen to me or ignore me, what difference does it make? 
Whether people treat me well or not well, what difference does it make? 
Although things that others are afraid of I have to be afraid of too, 
How big the difference is between them and me! 
When everyone is excited, like going to a festival or spring outing, 
Only I am quiet, like nothing has happened. 



I am like a newborn infant that does not know how to laugh, 
Bored and tired, that has no home to return to. 
When everyone has so much excess energy, only I am left behind. 
I have a fool's heart, so dumb! 
Everyone seems bright, only I am dull. 
Everyone seems to know everything, only I am confused. 
My heart spreads like an endless ocean. 
My mind wanders like a boundless wind. 
Everyone seems competent, only I am slow and stupid. 
I am so different from the others, because I am devoted to the DAO. 
• 
[20c09t] Walter Gorn Old, HOLDING ALOOF 
Dispense with your learning and save yourselves anxiety; the difference between certainly and 

perhaps is not much after all. 
Do they help us to distinguish between good and evil? for one must always be careful of distinctions! 
Alas! but the people will never be free from their folly. 
They are filled with ambition, as the stallion ox is filled with lust. 
I am singular in my bashfulness, I am devoid of ambition, I am undeveloped as a little child. 
I am but a waif, a stray, a child without a home. 



All others have an excess of good things, but I am as one abandoned. 
How foolish and simple am I! I am bewildered. 
Everyone sparkles with intelligence, I am alone in my obscurity. 
The people are full of discernment; I alone am dull. 
I am tossed about like the ocean; I roll and am never at rest. 
Everyone has something to do; I alone am incapable and without merit. 
I alone am estranged from the people, but I glory on the breast of my mother! 
• 
[20c10t] James Legge 
When we renounce learning we have no troubles. 
The (ready) 'yes,' and (flattering) 'yea;' - 
Small is the difference they display. 
But mark their issues, good and ill; - 
What space the gulf between shall fill? 
What all men fear is indeed to be feared; 
but how wide and without end is the range of questions (asking to be discussed)! 
The multitude of men look satisfied and pleased; 
as if enjoying a full banquet, as if mounted on a tower in spring. 
I alone seem listless and still, my desires having as yet given no indication of their presence. 



I am like an infant which has not yet smiled. 
I look dejected and forlorn, as if I had no home to go to. 
The multitude of men all have enough and to spare. 
I alone seem to have lost everything. 
My mind is that of a stupid man; 
I am in a state of chaos. 
Ordinary men look bright and intelligent, while I alone seem to be benighted. 
They look full of discrimination, while I alone am dull and confused. 
I seem to be carried about as on the sea, drifting as if I had nowhere to rest. 
All men have their spheres of action, while I alone seem dull and incapable, like a rude borderer. 
(Thus) I alone am different from other men, but I value the nursing-mother (the Tao). 
• 
[20c11t] David Hinton 
If you give up learning, troubles end. 
How much difference is there between yes and no? 
And is there a difference between lovely and ugly? 
If we can't stop fearing 
those things people fear, 
it's pure confusion, never-ending confusion. 



People all radiate such joy, 
happily offering a sacrificial ox 
or climbing a tower in spring. 
But I go nowhere and reveal nothing, 
like a newborn child who has yet to smile, 
aimless and worn out 
as if the way home were lost. 
People all have enough and more. 
But I'm abandoned and destitute, 
an absolute simpleton, this mind of mine so utterly 
muddled and blank. 
Others are bright and clear: 
I'm dark and murky. 
Others are confident and effective: 
I'm pensive and withdrawn, 
uneasy as boundless seas 
or perennial mountain winds. 
People all have a purpose in life, 
but I'm inept, thoroughly useless and backward. 



I'll never be like other people: 
I keep to the nurturing mother. 
• 
[20c12t] Chichung Huang 
Between "Yes, sir" and "Of course, not!" - 
How much difference is there? 
Between good and evil - 
What difference it is! 
He whom the people fear 
Cannot but fear the people also. 
Faintly, it seems boundless! 
The multitude is jubilant, 
As if feasting on the Grand Pen, 
Or, in springtime, ascending a tower; 
I am disinterested, showing no sign whatever, 
Like an infant who cannot smile yet; 
Fatigued, as if having nowhere to return. 
The multitude all has enough and to spare; 
I, alone, am destitute. 



Mine is a fool's mind indeed, how stupid! 
The vulgar are clear-sighted; 
I alone am benighted. 
The vulgar are discerning; 
I alone am muddle-headed. 
Dimly, like an ocean! 
Faintly, as if endless! 
The multitude is all enterprising; 
I alone am slow and clumsy. 
I wish to be uniquely different from others, 
And cherish my nursing mother. 
• 
[20c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Eliminate (chüeh) learning so as to have no worries, 
Yes and no, how far apart are they? 
Good and evil, how far apart are they? 
What the sages (jen) fear, 
I must not not fear. 
I am the wilderness (huang) before the dawn (wei yang). 



The multitude (chung jen) are busy and active, 
Like partaking of the sacrificial feast, 
Like ascending the platform in spring; 
I alone (tu) am bland (p'o), 
As if I have not yet emerged (chao) into form. 
Like an infant who has not yet smiled (hai), 
Lost, like one who has nowhere to return (wu so kuei). 
The multitudes (chung jen) all have too much (yu yü); 
I alone (tu) am deficient (i). 
My mind (hsin) is that of a fool (yü), 
Nebulous. 
Worldly people (su jen) are luminous (chao); 
I alone (tu) am dark (hun). 
Worldly people are clear-sighted (ch'a); 
I alone (tu) am dull (men), 
I am calm like the sea, 
Like the high winds I never stop (chih). 
The multitudes (chung jen) all have their use (i); 
I alone (tu) am untamable like lowly material. 



I alone (tu) am different from others. 
For I treasure feeding on the Mother (mu). 
• 
[20c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
How much difference in effort does it take between uttering a humble assertive "wei" and an angry 

blameful "ah" [in our speech]? 
How much difference [of exertion] is there between praising and disparaging? 
A person must fear that which is feared by most people; 
A person should [take pre-emptive measure by being] apprehensive and prepared before danger 

starts brewing. 
Most people would like to seek pleasures; 
They found gormandizing on grand feasts (customarily served with beef, pork and goat) after each 

rite a great pleasure; 
When they ascended [high] terraces for the rite of Spring, they were so merry [in such soaring high 

spirit]; 
I, alone, was bothered [by such flippancy]; 
I was as ignorant to their excitements as an [unexcitable] infant was before he turned into a child 

who began to recognize what did a smile mean to him; 
[During these occasions] I was like a dispirited stray dog who could not find a home to return to; 



The crowd [generally] felt [this kind life style was gratifying and] fulfilling, only I alone felt having lost 
[myself in it]; 

I seemed to have the mind of a fool who is idiotic and uneducable; 
General public were confident of their ostentatious intelligences; 
But I felt my mind was befogged; 
Most people were actively prying [for gains]; 
I alone was immobilized by melancholy. 
I felt like that I was fighting constantly with tumbling waves in the sea; 
It also felt like I was struggling [to secure myself to the ground] against the seemingly endless 

hurricane! 
Most people have some practical purpose to work for; 
I alone am incorrigible and uncouth (unconventional)! 
I am a loner who is different from others; 
Nevertheless, I value the absorption (apprehension) of fundamental principles (Mother of all laws) 

[above all things]. 
• 
[20c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Give up learning, and you will have no more worry. 
How great is the difference between "yes" and "no"? 



What is the distinction between "good" and "evil"? 
Must I fear what others fear? 
What abysmal nonsense this is! 
All men are joyous and beaming, as though feasting upon a sacrificial ox, as though mounting a 

spring terrace. 
I alone am placid and get no mark, like a babe that has not yet smiled. 
I alone am forlorn as one who has no home to return to. 
All men have more than enough. 
I alone appear to possess nothing. 
What a fool I am! 
What an obscure mind I have! 
All men are shining. 
I alone am dull. 
All men are sharp. 
I alone am blunt, riffling like the endless ocean, rambling like the ceaseless wind. 
All men have their things. 
I alone am stubborn and stupid. 
But wherein I am most different from others is in knowing to prize my nourishing mother. 
• 



[20c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Studying thoroughly makes people free of worries. 
What is the difference between yes and no? 
What is the difference between good and evil? 
Don't fear when the crowd is afraid. 
Why do people feel perplexed? 
Because the universe is infinite! 
People are cheerful, as if at banquets, and as if sight seeing from a tower in spring. 
I show no emotion, like an infant, and as if wandering aimlessly. 
People have plenty, but I am alone as if I have lost everything. 
I look foolish and stupid. 
Ordinary crowds look smart, while I appear naive. 
Ordinary crowds look sharp, while I appear dull. 
People look deft, while I appear awkward. 
I am different from the crowd. 
This is because I follow Tao. 
• 
[20c17t] Arthur Waley 
Banish learning, and there will be no more grieving. 



Between wei and o 
What after all is the difference? 
Can it be compared to the difference between good and bad? 
The saying 'what others avoid I too must avoid' 
How false and superficial it is! 
All men, indeed, are wreathed in smiles, 
As though feasting after the Great Sacrifice, 
As though going up to the Spring Carnival. 
I alone am inert, like a child that has not yet given sign; 
Like an infant that has not yet smiled. 
I droop and drift, as though I belonged nowhere. 
All men have enough and to spare; 
I alone seem to have lost everything. 
Mine is indeed the mind of a very idiot, 
So dull am I. 
The world is full of people that shine; 
I alone am dark. 
They look lively and self-assured; 
I alone, depressed. 



I seem unsettled as the ocean; 
Blown adrift, never brought to a stop. 
All men can be put to some use; 
I alone am intractable and boorish. 
But wherein I most am different from men 
Is that I prize no sustenance that comes not from the Mother's breast. 
• 
[20c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Repudiate learning, and stay free of worry. 
Really, how distant can approval be from disapproval? 
Or, how far apart can praise and censure be? 
One feared by others must also fear others accordingly. 
A gulf so vast, oh, it is truly infinite! 
Common people, caught up in the pursuit of happiness, behave as if feasting at a great sacrifice or 

ascending a springtime terrace. 
I alone am quiet and indifferent, oh, in an entirely premanifest state [weizhao], just like an infant 

who has not yet smiled, 
Utterly aimless, oh, just as if I had no place to go home. 
Common people all have more than enough, but I alone seem to have lost all. 



Mine is really the heart/mind of a stupid man! 
Absolutely amorphous, oh! 
Common people are clearly obvious. 
But I alone am cryptically obscure. 
Common people are meticulously discriminating, 
But I alone muddle everything together. 
Floating indifferently, oh, as if out on the sea, 
Blown about by the wind, oh, I seem to have no place to stop. 
Common people all would have purpose. 
But I alone am doltish and rustic. 
I alone wish to be different from others and so value drawing sustenance from the mother. 
• 
[20c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE WORLD AND I 
Banish learning, and vexations end. 
Between "Ah!" and "Ough!" 
How much difference is there? 
Between "good" and "evil" 
How much difference is there? 



That which men fear 
Is indeed to be feared; 
But, alas, distant yet is the dawn (of awakening)! 
The people of the world are merry-making, 
As if partaking of the sacrificial feasts, 
As if mounting the terrace in spring; 
I alone am mild, like one unemployed, 
Like a new-born babe that cannot yet smile, 
Unattached, like one without a home. 
The people of the world have enough and to spare, 
But I am like one left out, 
My heart must be that of a fool, 
Being muddled, nebulous! 
The vulgar are knowing, luminous; 
I alone am dull, confused. 
The vulgar are clever, self-assured; 
I alone, depressed. 
Patient as the sea, 
Adrift, seemingly aimless. 



The people of the world all have a purpose; 
I alone appear stubborn and uncouth. 
I alone differ from the other people, 
And value drawing sustenance from the Mother. 
• 
[20c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Between "yes sir" and "certainly not!" 
how much difference is there? 
Between beauty and ugliness, 
how great is the distinction? 
He whom others fear, 
likewise cannot but fear others. 
How confusing, 
there is no end to it all! 
Joyful are the masses, 
as though feasting after the great sacrifice of oxen, or mounting a terrace in spring. 
Motionless am I, without any sign, as a baby that has yet to gurgle. 
How dejected! as though having nowhere to return. 
The masses all have more than enough; 



I alone am bereft. 
I have the heart of a fool. 
How muddled! 
The ordinary man is luminously clear, I alone seem confused. 
The ordinary man is searchingly exact, I alone am vague and uncertain. 
How nebulous! as the ocean; 
How blurred! as though without boundary. 
The masses all have a purpose, I alone am stubborn and uncouth. 
I desire to be uniquely different from others by honoring the mother who nourishes. 
• 
[20c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
How great is the difference between "yea" and "yeah"? 
How great is the distinction between "good" and "evil"? 
Must I fear what others fear? 
How silly! 
Everyone else is joyous as if enjoying the greatest feast, or going up the terraces in spring. 
I alone am drifting without direction, like a baby who has not yet smiled. 
I alone am moping as if I had no home. 
Everyone else has more than they need, 



I alone seem in want. 
I have the mind of a fool, how confused I am! 
Other people are bright and clever, 
I alone am dark. 
Other people are alert and self-assured, 
I alone am dull and muddled. 
I am unsettled like the waves of the sea, like the restless wind. 
Everyone else has a purpose, 
I alone am stubborn and awkward. 
I am different from other people, 
Even so, 
I am nourished by the Great. 
• 
[20c22t] David H. Li 
Between obsequiousness and authoritativeness - what is the difference? 
Between beauty and ugliness - is there a difference? 
What others fear, do not be unfearful. 
Uncultivated, it is because it is unfinished. 
Other people are happily gathered, as if readying to partake in an exquisite banquet, to view a spring 



parade. 
I stand alone, quietly, inconspicuously. 
Innocently, as if an infant not knowing how to smile; 
Aimlessly, as if a wanderer not knowing where to go. 
Other people have much to spare; 
I, alone, am bare. 
Perhaps my foolish heart. 
Common people glow; 
I, alone, am in the dark. 
Common people are alert; 
I, alone, am stark. 
Other people are skillful; 
I, alone, am clumsy and bashful. 
I am different from others; 
I treasure being embraced by Mother. 
• 
[20c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
To cease unnecessary learning is to be free from unnecessary concerns. 
How much difference is there between yes and no? 



How much distinction is there between good and bad? 
Must one fear what everyone fears or value what everyone values? 
In all this, there is no universality, and thus no end to confusion. 
Jolly are the masses in chasing after excitement, 
As though feasting at a royal feast, or 
Ascending a high tower on a spring day. 
Quiet am I by abiding in the stillness of being, 
Like a newborn babe as yet to even smile, 
Being here and now, and having nowhere to go. 
The masses all hoard more than they need. 
Forgetful of possessing, I alone am bereft. 
My mind is like that of a fool, for I know nothing. 
The ordinary man is bright, while I alone seem dark. 
The ordinary man is clear, while I alone seem muddled. 
Without boundary, I am like the vast ocean, 
Without restriction, I am like a gentle wind. 
The masses all have things to do; 
I alone remain stubbornly unoccupied. 
Thus, I am uniquely different from the rest, 



Honoring the Tao from which I take my sustenance. 
• 
[20c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
What is actually the difference between "yes" and "no"? 
What is actually the difference between good and bad? 
Must we fear what others fear? 
The complexity is limitless! 
In general, the people are happy, as if they were enjoying a royal feast, 
Or as if they had climbed to the top of the tower on a spring day. 
I alone am indifferent and quiet, I show no signs, 
Like a baby who cannot smile yet, 
Depressed as if I do not have a home to go back to. 
All the others have more than enough, 
And I alone, it seems, have a need to make up for what is missing. 
Perhaps my thoughts are the thoughts of a fool, 
Ignorant of knowledge, despised by everyone! 
The vulgar person is bright, 
I alone am so dull and toneless. 
The vulgar person is clear, 



I alone am so dull and opaque. 
I am drifting, I am not anchored, 
Swinging back and forth, I am not attached. 
In general, everybody has something to do, 
I alone am at a loose end, aimless. 
I alone am different from the others, 
But I value the quest for 
Existence that comes from the big mother. 
Good and bad, like "yes" and "no," are identical in the eyes of the omniscient sage. 
But he is afraid of them, since they are infinite, and can therefore not be foreseen. 
However, all told, he, the sage, is different from the people. 
• 
[20c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Listen, give up trying to be so learned 
And things will be a lot easier. 
Is there really any difference between a 'yes' and a 'no' said insincerely? 
Is there really much of a difference 
Between being angry and pretending not to be? 
What the people are afraid of I also need to fear. 



And what do most people do? 
They go looking for a good time. 
They go looking for fool's gold and auspicious signs. 
Only, you see, I am lazy 
And I don't give a damn about fame or money. 
I am like a child who cannot bring himself to smile. 
What do the people want? 
Money and things. 
And yet I find I have nothing, and I don't care. 
I am as unambitious as any fool. 
Most people seem to be bright and sharp 
And how do I feel? 
Like a blunted sword. 
The people, the people are like waves of sea 
And I am drifting between them wherever they are blown. 
And the people, the people are so busy! 
But I have nothing to bother about. 
I am a bumpkin, a lout. 
I am different, I am strange. 



I live for the Mother. 
• 
[20c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
How much difference is seen 
Between Yes and No? 
How much disparity is shown 
Between good and evil? 
What other people fear 
One must fear; 
What a difference - so vast and endless! 
The multitude are jubilant 
As if enjoying a magnificent feast 
Or ascending a terrace to command a view of spring scene. 
While I, alone and inactive, remain aloof and indifferent, 
Like a baby that has not yet learned to smile; 
I am tired, like a homeless wanderer. 
The multitude all have more than enough, 
While I, alone, seem to have nothing. 
I am one, indeed, with a heart of a fool. 



Vulgar people all look sober and complacent, 
While I alone seem muddleheaded. 
The multitude all appear clever and capable, 
While I alone seem slow-witted and clumsy. 
I am indeed different from them all 
Because I take the greatest interest in obtaining the Tao. 
• 
[20c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
One who renounces learning has no sorrow. 
Between the 'yea' and the 'nay', is there much difference? 
Between the good and the bad, is there great distance? 
Should one fear what other people fear? 
If one does not cultivate one's virtue, it is like letting the land lie waste. 
Everyone seeks the things that taste good, the joy in life. 
I alone am detached and expressionless, like a newborn baby that has not yet learned knowledge or 

worry. 
Everyone wishes for more than they need but I seek to avoid it. 
I have the mind of a fool, but pure. 
Everyone shows their intelligence; I show only stupidity. 



Everyone tries to find profit with sharpness; I alone do not find it. 
Others' desire has no end; like the sea, they drift without reaching a goal. 
Everyone thinks that they are someone; I only think of myself as no one. 
I behave differently to all the others, and only treasure being nourished by the mother of all creatures. 
• 
[20c28t] Liu Qixuan 
How much difference can there be 
Between praise and criticism? 
How similar goodness is to evil! 
Why must one want and do 
What everyone else wants and does? 
What an absurd expanse of culture! 
People hustle and bustle everywhere 
As if they were enjoying a grand feast 
Or climbing a spring tower. 
I sit here, alone, like an infant that cannot giggle yet 
And look forlorn as if I am homeless. 
Everyone else is acquiring, possessing, 
But I seem to be losing all the time. 



Am I not foolish, indeed? 
While others are decisive, 
I am muddled. 
While others are quick in judgment, 
I am dull-minded. 
I am like an ocean that cannot be easily stirred, 
Or a wind that has nowhere to dwell. 
Other people are intelligent, strong-minded, longheaded, 
But I seem simple, foolish, slow. 
I am different in that 
I value only what provides my nourishment. 
• 
[20c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The World And I 
Lao Tze says, 
When knowledge is discarded, there will be no worries. 
Yes, or pretending to say yes, how much are they different? 
One is good the other is evil. 
The difference is too great. 



Most men fear the kings of knowledge, who are certainly formidable. 
The world is full of fornication, and its motion cannot be discontinued. 
Lasciviousness exceedingly holds people's minds, which they anticipate to enjoy as hungry men at full 

banquets, as men feel comfortable mounting towers in spring. 
I alone keep quiet, as a baby who is not fully grown up, and has no desire in his mind. 
To and fro, I walk; I can't find a place to stay. 
People all have had sufficiency, while I still remain in destitution. 
My behavior is like a fool in people's eyes. 
Secular men are fast and make haste; but I do not intend to fetch anything. 
Vast is the sea; its water flows to where there is no end. 
People all seem to have had great achievement, while I am still naughty and stubborn. 
I am different from others. 
I rely on the Tao too much, as a baby longing for mother's milk. 
• 
[20c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Between yea and nay, how much difference is there? 
Between good and evil, how much difference is there? 
What are feared by others we must fear; 
Vastly are they unlimited! 



The people in general are as happy as if enjoying a great feast. 
Or, as going up a tower in spring. 
I alone am tranquil, and have made no signs, 
Like a baby who is yet unable to smile; 
Forlorn as if I had no home to go to. 
Others all have more than enough, 
And I alone seem to be in want. 
Possibly mine is the mind of a fool, 
Which is so ignorant! 
The vulgar are bright, 
And I alone seem to be dull. 
The vulgar are discriminative, and I alone seem blunt. 
I am negligent as if being obscure; 
Drifting, as if being attached to nothing. 
The people in general all have something to do, 
And I alone seem to be impractical and awkward. 
I alone am different from others. 
But I value seeking sustenance from the Mother. 
• 



[20c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Abandon learning; then one has no sorrow. 
Between "yes" and "no", what is the difference? 
Between good and evil, what is the difference? 
If I should fear what the people fear, 
Then where is the end of my fear? 
Lustily the people seem to be enjoying a feast 
Or ascending a tower in the springtime. 
I alone am unmoved, showing no sentiment, 
Like a baby who does not yet know how to smile. 
So weary, I seem not to know where to return. 
While the multitudes have plenty, 
I alone seem to be left out. 
My heart is like a fool's. 
How chaotic! 
Chaotic! 
While the common people are so bright, 
I alone am so dull! 
While the common people know how to differentiate, 



I alone cannot see the difference. 
Boundless as the sea, 
Aimless as the breeze, 
I seem to have no stop. 
All the people have their purpose, 
But I alone am stubborn and despicable. 
I alone differ from the others 
And value getting nourishment from the Mother. 
• 
[20c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Break with Learning, and there will be no trouble. 
'Yeah' and 'yes sir' - 
is there a big difference between them? 
'Excellent' and 'despicable' - 
what's the real difference between them? 
"What others hold in respect, we can't fail to respect." 
Craziness. 
Aren't we over this yet? 
"All the others are beaming and beaming like people enjoying a great ceremonial feast, 



like people climbing an overlook tower in the spring. 
I am alone still - 
no indications at all yet, 
like an infant who hasn't yet even smiled. 
So sad. 
Like someone with no place to go home to. 
All the others have a superabundance, 
I alone seem to have missed out. 
Oh my simpleton's mind! 
So confused. 
Ordinary men are so bright, 
I alone am so dull. 
Ordinary men are so sharp, 
I alone am so stupid. 
Churned up like the ocean, blown about, like someone with no place to rest. 
All the others all have their function, 
I alone am thick-headed, 
like someone from the back country." 
I am alone, different from others - 



treasuring the nourishing Mother. 
• 
[20c33t] Cheng Lin 
Respect and insolence, - are they really different? 
Beauty and ugliness, - are they really different? 
A man feels compelled to detest that which the multitude detest. 
The multitude seem to be busy and merry as though they were celebrating a religious festival or 

attending a spring picnic. 
I alone remain quiet and indifferent. 
I roam about in a wide expanse as though I could never find an anchorage. 
I am simple and ignorant like a new-born babe. 
I fell weary and desolate like a homeless solitaire. 
The multitude seem to have plenty. 
I alone seem to have an insufficiency. 
The multitude appear wise. 
I alone look foolish. 
The multitude appear bright. 
I alone look dull. 
I am like one tossed about on the wide sea or blown about in a high gale. 



The multitude appear useful. 
I alone look worthless. 
I am different from other men, because I alone esteem the attainment of Truth. 
• 
[20c34t] Yi Wu 
Transcend learning; there will be no sorrow. 
Between "yea" and "nay", what is the difference? 
Between "good" and "evil", what is the distinction? 
What other people fear, I cannot but fear. 
Of wandering, there will be no end. 
Most people are busy coming and going 
As if enjoying a feast, 
As if ascending a tower in the springtime. 
I alone am unmoved, showing no sign, 
Like a baby who has not yet become a child; 
Weary, as if I have no home to return to. 
Most people have more than enough; I alone seem to be left out. 
My mind is like a fool's! Chaotic, chaotic! 
Ordinary people are bright; I alone am dim. 



Ordinary people inspect [everything]; I alone am obscurant, 
Indifferent as the sea, endless as a high wind. 
Most people are reasonable; I alone am stubborn and mean. 
I am different from others; I value being fed by the Mother. 
• 
[20c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Get rid of the knowledge and you eliminate your worry. 
To say 'yes' or to howl 'yes', is there a big difference? 
The concepts of good and bad, are they that much different? 
Should I also be afraid of what other people are fearful about? 
I am yet to make up my mind on these questions. 
Nevertheless, everyone is happy, as if having a great feast or a nice picnic in spring. 
Singularly, I am feeling tranquil and imperturbable. 
I am as innocently naive as an infant. 
Feeling lost as if I have no place to go back to. 
Everyone seems to be smug while I alone feel inadequate. 
I am just a clod and am very bewildered. 
Everyone appears to be dazzling, but I am simply lacklustre. 
Everyone is astute while I am befuddled. 



My thoughts are drifting and ruffling, like an ocean. 
My mind is blowing aimlessly like a gale. 
Everyone is striving for success and prosperity 
While I remain obstinately inane and insignificant. 
I know I am different for I am devoted to the study of Dao. 
• 
[20c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
In high truth, is there any difference between yes and no? 
Between good and evil, is there any absolute distinction? 
Must one fear what everyone fears? 
It is still too early for the subtle truth to dawn on those who are so self-assertive. 
The people of the world run about excitedly as if they were going to miss the yearly, royal, sacrificial 

feast, 
or as if they were going to be the last one to climb a high tower on a beautiful spring day. 
I alone remain quiet and indifferent. 
I anchor my being to that which existed before Heaven and Earth were formed. 
I alone am innocent and unknowing, like a newborn babe. 
Unoccupied by worldly cares, I move forward to nowhere. 
The people of the world have more than enough. 



I alone appear to have nothing. 
The people of the world appear shrewd and wise. 
I alone look foolish. 
I like to be forgotten by the world and left alone. 
Indeed, I have the mind of a single person! 
Calm and self-contained, I am like the vast ocean. 
Free and seemingly aimless, I am like a gentle wind. 
Everyone seems so clever and self-assured. 
I alone appear unlearned and original, 
insistent upon a different direction than other people pursue. 
I alone value taking my sustenance from the Mother. 
• 
[20c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
What is the difference between the respectful "wei" and the disrespectful "o"? 
What is the difference between good and bad? 
Where others are afraid, must I be afraid, too? 
How extremely ridiculous this is! 
The people are rejoicing as if they are enjoying a sacrificial feast, 
Or walking up a terrace in the blossoming spring. 



How quiescent I am, alone unstirred, like a baby before he knows how to make pleasant expressions. 
How aimlessly I wander, with no home to turn to. 
People all have many ambitions and desires. 
I, alone, seem to have left all of them. 
How ignorant I am! 
My mind must be that of a fool. 
People are glorious and shining. 
I, alone, am dark and dull. 
People are clever and inquisitive. 
I, alone, am obscure and blunt. 
How tranquil I am, like the placid sea. 
How loftily drifting, as if I am bound nowhere. 
People all have their motives. 
I, alone, am good for nothing and uncouth. 
I am not like the others. 
I am nourished by the Mother. 
• 
[20c38t] Henry Wei 
Different from the Madding Crowd 



I Su 
Forswear learning, and vexation will vanish. 
Between an abrupt "Yes" and a gentle "Yea," 
How much is the difference? 
Between the good and the bad, 
How much is the difference? 
What others fear, one should also fear - 
What a silly notion! 
Whither will it lead? 
Merrily, merrily, the multitude is rejoicing, 
As if feasting after the Great Sacrifice, 
As if mounting the Terrace of Love. 
I alone remain indifferent and show no emotion, 
Like an infant as yet unable to smile. 
Wandering aimlessly, 
I look like a homeless tramp. 
The multitude all have enough and to spare; 
I alone seem to be left on the wayside. 
Oh, my mind is indeed like that of an idiot! 



So dull, so dull I feel. 
The worldlings are bright and cheerful; 
I alone feel gloomy and dismal. 
The worldlings are smart and self-confident; 
I alone feel disgusted and depressed. 
Restless like the sea, 
I drift along as if never able to settle down. 
The multitude all have some worthy employment; 
I alone am stubborn and worthless. 
I alone differ from other people, 
And love to draw nourishment from the Mother. 
• 
[20c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Banish learning, and you will have no worries. 
"Yes" and "yeah" - 
How far apart are they? 
Good and bad - 
How far apart are they? 
"What others fear 



You must fear." 
How outlandish! 
It will never end. 
Everybody is cheerful, 
As if enjoying a great feast; 
As if going up to the terrace for the Spring Festival. 
I alone am unexcited, giving no sign, 
Like a baby who has not yet smiled; 
Weary, as if nowhere to return. 
Everybody has more than enough, 
I alone seem dispossessed. 
Mine is the mind of an ignorant man. 
How indifferent! 
Common folks are bright, 
I alone am dark. 
They are keen, 
I alone am dull. 
Adrift, I feel as if on the sea - 
Blown by a high wind that seems never to come to rest. 



Everybody is put to use, 
I alone am stubborn and foolish like a boor. 
Alone, different from others, I treasure the nursing mother. 
• 
[20c40t] Tao Huang 
How much difference is there between yea and nay? 
How much difference is there between beautiful and ugly? 
What one fears is what he cannot help but fear. 
One is in the wilderness without central ground. 
Ordinary people are fulfilled, 
Eating delicious food, 
Reaching the climax of romance. 
I am desireless and without anticipation, 
Like a baby who does not yet. 
Gathering energy together, entering the abyss beyond the point of no return. 
Ordinary people have more than enough, 
I am a fool at heart, as a water droplet is to the spring. 
People of affairs are bright and intelligent. 
I alone am unintelligent. 



People of affairs are cunning and clever. 
I alone am dull and unsophisticated, 
Unnoticed in the depth of the sea, 
Looked for in an endless horizon. 
Ordinary people are productive, 
I alone maintain the living essence within. 
I alone stay with a unitary source, as if stubborn. 
I want to be wholly different from everyone else, 
By taking my sustenance from the mother source. 
• 
[20c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Abandon learning, there will be no worry! 
What is the real meaning between Yes and No? 
What is the clear distinction between good and bad? 
What all men fear, one has to fear. 
Most people are busy, busy and never know where to stop. 
Most people are happy-go-lucky, as though they are attending a great feast or as though they are 

ascending a tower for sight-seeing in spring time. 
My desire has not yet even started, like an infant who has not yet become a child. 



They are rushing and rushing, and never know where to rest. 
Most people desire more; 
I alone prefer less. 
I am simple, 
Pure and calm. 
Most people feel bright, bright; 
I alone seem to be dull. 
Most people are searching, searching; 
I alone keep quiet, quiet. 
Like a calm ocean moving without end. 
Most people feel that they have merits; 
I alone feel myself useless and worthless. 
I alone am different from others and still prefer to drink mother's milk. 
• 
[20c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Abandon learning and there will be no sorrow. 
How much difference is there between "Yes, sir," and "Of course not"? 
How much difference is there between "good" and "evil"? 
What people dread, do not fail to dread. 



But, alas, how confused, and the end is not yet. 
The multitude are merry, as though feasting on a day of sacrifice. 
Or like ascending a tower in the springtime. 
I alone am inert, showing no sign (of desires), 
Like an infant that has not yet smiled. 
Wearied, indeed, I seem to be without a home. 
The multitude all possess more than enough. 
I alone seem to have lost all. 
Mine is indeed the mind of an ignorant man, 
Indiscriminate and dull! 
Common folks are indeed brilliant; 
I alone seem to be in the dark. 
Common folks see differences and are clear-cut; 
I alone make no distinctions. 
I seem drifting as the sea; 
Like the wind blowing about, seemingly without destination. 
The multitude all have a purpose; 
I alone seem to be stubborn and rustic. 
I alone differ from others, 



And value drawing sustenance from Mother (Tao). 
• 
[20c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Не ведаешь заботы, когда перестаешь учиться. 
Как мала разница между словами "да" и "ладно"! 
И как же связаны между собой прекрасное и безобразное! 
Чего страшатся люди, не может не страшить. 
Какое запустение! 
Нет этому конца! 
Толпа находится в веселье, словно на пиру или на празднике весны. 
Один я только пребываю безучастным и ни в чем себя не проявляю, 
как новорожденный, который еще не научился улыбаться. 
Я выгляжу понурым как бездомный. 
В толпе у каждого имеется какой-либо излишек, и лишь у одного меня - словно все утеряно. 
Какое сердце у меня, глупца! 
В нем столько безрассудности! 
Обыденные люди отличаются понятливостью, один я только ничего не смыслю. 
Обыденные люди дотошно во всем разбираются, один только я остаюсь невеждой. 
Какое у меня спокойствие! 



Оно напоминает океан. 
Несусь как ветер в вышине! 
Словно не могу нигде остановиться! 
Каждый из толпы находит себе применение, один я являюсь ни на что не годным неучем. 
В отличие от остальных людей, я дорожу лишь тем, чтобы меня кормила грудью мать. 
• 
[20c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Велика ли разница между одобрением и хулой? 
Велико ли расстояние между добром и злом? 
Того, чего боятся люди, нельзя не бояться. 
Пустынное! Оно не имеет границ. 
Все люди радостны, будто захвачены праздником императорского угощения или прогулкой 

по весенним террасам. 
Лишь я один безразличен и не подаю знаков, будто младенец, который ещё не научился 

улыбаться; 
утомлённый, словно странник, не имеющий дома, куда бы мог возвратиться. 
Люди всё имеют с избытком, лишь я один подобен отказавшемуся ото всего. 
У меня сердце невежды - столь замутнено! 
Простые люди пресветло-светлы, лишь я один погружён во тьму. 



Простые люди пречисто-чисты, лишь я один невежественно-безыскусен, 
безграничен, словно море, 
неудержим, будто яростный ветер. 
Все люди знают об использовании, но я один глуп и ограничен. 
Лишь я один отличаюсь от других и ценю матерь Благости. 
• 
[20c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Отбросьте ученость, и не будете знать печали. 
"О да!" и "конечно нет" далеко ли друг от друга отстоят? 
Ну а добро и зло друг от друга отстоят далеко ли? 
Тот, кого люди боятся, сам не может людей не бояться. 
О как все это путано и неясно, и конца ему не видно! 
Все люди радостны-радостны, как будто они в ритуале участвуют жертвенном, как 

будто весенней порой на башню они восходят. 
О! Только лишь я один спокоен-безгласен, подобно младенцу, еще не узнавшему детства. 
О! Я весь обвит-перевязан, и мне некуда возвращаться. 
У всех людей как будто излишек, лишь у меня одного как будто бы недостаток. 
О! Так ведь я разум глупца! 
О! Во мне все смешано-перемешано. 



Все люди светлы-светлы, я один темен. 
Все люди отчетливо-четки, я один скрыт и неявен. 
О! Я колыхаюсь, как море. 
О! Я парю в пространстве, и мне негде остановиться. 
Все люди к чему-то стремятся, а я один остаюсь простец простецом. 
О! Я обширен и глубок, как море. 
Как ураган, в пространстве ношусь, и мне негде остановиться! 
Я один отличаюсь от людей тем, что ценю мать-кормилицу. 
• 
[20c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Отбросишь ученье, исчезнет и скорбь. 
Насколько здесь одно отлично от другого? 
Настолько ровно, насколько зло расходится с добром! 
То, чего люди боятся, нельзя не бояться. 
О ширь пустотная, без края и без центра! 
Среди людей согласие, веселье, как будто делают Великое закланье в день наступления 

весны, когда она в свои владенья входит. 
Один лишь я сокрыт в тиши без всяких признаков живого, подобный эмбриону, еще не 

ставшему ребенком. 



В усталости скитаюсь по простору, как будто некуда пристать. 
У всех людей достаток неизбывный, один лишь я как тот, кто все отверг. 
Я сердце глупого. 
О тьма космической утробы! 
Миряне все сиянием полны, один лишь я во мраке мрачном. 
Миряне любознательны в исканьях, один лишь я в безумной тьме. 
[Вокруг] то безмятежность, которая подобна глади океана, 
то ветра смерч, который не дает волнам остановиться. 
В толпах людей везде есть применение разумным силам, 
лишь я наивной глупостью подобен дикарю. 
От всех других я отличаюсь тем, что Мать кормящую ценю. 
• 
[20c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда будет уничтожена ученость, тогда не будет и печали. 
Как ничтожна разница между обещанием и лестью и как велика разница между добром и 

злом! 
Надо избегать того, чего люди боятся. 
О! Как хаотичен [мир], где все еще не установлен порядок. 
Все люди радостны, как будто присутствуют на торжественном угощении или 



празднуют наступление весны. 
Только я один спокоен и не выставляю себя на свет. 
Я подобен ребенку, который не явился в мир. 
О! Я несусь! 
Кажется, нет места, где мог бы остановиться. 
Все люди полны желаний, только я один подобен тому, кто отказался от всего. 
Я сердце глупого человека. 
О, как оно пусто! 
Все люди полны света. 
Только я один подобен тому, кто погружен во мрак. 
Все люди пытливы, только я один равнодушен. 
Я подобен тому, кто несется в мирском просторе и не знает, где ему остановиться. 
Все люди проявляют свою способность, и только я один похож на глупого и низкого. 
Только я один отличаюсь от других тем, что вижу основу в еде. 
• 
[20c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда уничтожено будет учение, то печали не будет. 
Как велика разница между простым и сложным! 
Как велика разница между добром и злом! 



Необходимо бояться того, чего люди боятся. 
О, дико! еще далеко до средины. 
Многие держат себя важно, словно получают жертвенное мясо, словно весной восходят на 

башню. 
О, как я прост! 
Во мне нет ничего определенного, как в младенце, еще не достигшем детства. 
Я как будто несусь, но не знаю куда и где остановлюсь. 
Многие люди богаты, но я ничего не имею, как будто все потерял. 
Я прост, как душа глупого человека, но люди света блестят. 
Я один темен, но люди света просвещены. 
Я один страдаю душевно; 
волнуюсь, как море; 
блуждаю и не знаю, где остановиться. 
Многие люди делают то, к чему способны, но я один глуп и мужиковат. 
Я один отличаюсь от других тем, что люблю питаться у матери. 
• 
[20c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Отбрось ученость, и не будешь знать печали. 
"Конечно!" и "Ладно!" - далеки ль друг от друга? 



Красота и уродство - что их разделяет? 
Страхи людские - нельзя их не страшиться. 
Темное! Пустынное! Не достать его дна! 
Все люди исполнены радости, 
Словно празднуют великую жертву или весной восходят на башню. 
Я один покоен, ничем не выдаю себя, как младенец, еще не улыбнувшийся, 
Бессильно влачащийся путник - и некуда возвращаться! 
Все вокруг имеют в избытке, 
Я один как будто лишен всего. 
У меня сердце глупца - смутное, простодушное! 
Обыкновенные люди так скоры на суд, 
Я один пребываю в неведении. 
Обыкновенные люди судят так тщательно, 
Я один отрешен и бездумен. 
Покоен в волнении! Словно великое море. 
Мчусь привольно! Словно нет мне пристанища. 
У обыкновенных людей на все есть причина, 
Я один прост и прям, словно неуч. 
Я один не таков, как другие, 



Потому что умею кормиться от Матери. 
• 
[20c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Прекратите учиться, и тогда не будет беспокойств. 
Как далеко отстоят друг от друга почтительность и пренебрежение? 
Как далеко отстоят друг от друга добро и зло? 
Если человека боятся, то и он не может не бояться. 
Безграничное - это то, что еще не имеет центра. 
Человек толпы радуется наслаждениям, как будто празднует жертвоприношение тай-

лао, как будто взбирается на башню весной. 
Я - один. 
Прозрачно-безвкусен - нет еще никаких проявлений. 
Подобен ребенку, который еще не начал и улыбаться. 
Утомленно скитаюсь, будто некуда мне вернуться. 
У человека толпы - всегда есть избыток. 
А я - один, как будто утратил. 
Я - глупость в человеческом сердце. 
Непроницаемость тьмы. 
Обычные люди светом сияют. 



Я - один. 
Сумрачно-мрачный. 
Обычные люди всматриваются-внимают. 
Я - один. 
Скучный и хмурый. 
Бесформенность - это напоминание о море. 
Ветра круговорот - это напоминание об отсутствии остановки. 
У человека толпы всегда есть мотивы. 
Лишь я - один. 
Тупой и грубый. 
Я - один. 
Отличаюсь от человека 
и питаю в первую очередь то, что меня порождает. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-One 
 

[21c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The character of great virtue follows alone from the Way. 
As for the nature of the Way - it's shapeless and formless. 
Formless! Shapeless! Inside there are images. 
Shapeless! Formless! Inside there are things. 
Hidden! Obscure! Inside there are essences. 
These essences are very real; 
Inside them is the proof. 
From the present back to the past, 
Its name has never gone away. 
It is by this that we comply with the father of the multitude [of things]. 
How do I know that the father of the multitude is so? 
By this. 
• 
[21c02t] John C. H. Wu 
IT lies in the nature of Grand Virtue 
To follow the Tao and the Tao alone. 



Now what is the Tao? 
It is Something elusive and evasive. 
Evasive and elusive! 
And yet It contains within Itself a Form. 
Elusive and evasive! 
And yet It contains within Itself a Substance. 
Shadowy and dim! 
And yet It contains within Itself a Core of Vitality. 
The Core of Vitality is very real, 
It contains within Itself an unfailing Sincerity. 
Throughout the ages Its Name has been preserved 
In order to recall the Beginning of all things. 
How do I know the ways of all things at the Beginning? 
By what is within me. 
• 
[21c03t] D. C. Lau 
In his every movement a man of great virtue 
Follows the way and the way only. 
As a thing the way is 



Shadowy and indistinct. 
Indistinct and shadowy, 
Yet within it is an image; 
Shadowy and indistinct, 
Yet within it is a substance. 
Dim and dark, 
Yet within it is an essence. 
This essence is quite genuine 
And within it is something that can be tested. 
From the present back to antiquity, 
Its name never deserted it. 
It serves as a means for inspecting the fathers of the multitude. 
How do I know that the fathers of the multitude are like that? 
By means of this. 
• 
[21c04t] R. L. Wing 
The natural expression of Power 
Proceeds only through the Tao. 
The Tao acts through Natural Law; 



So formless, so intangible. 
Intangible, formless! 
At its center appears the Image. 
Formless, intangible! 
At its center appears Natural Law. 
Obscure, mysterious! 
At its center appears the Life Force. 
The Life Force is very real; 
At its center appears truth. 
From ancient times to the present, 
Its name ever remains, 
Through the experience of the Collective Origin. 
How do I know the way of the Collective Origin? 
Through this. 
• 
[21c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The content of the great "De" (Virtue) is in conformity with Tao. 
The thing that is called Tao has no definite form. 
So vague and elusive is it, 



Yet in it the image appears. 
So elusive and vague is it, 
Yet in it the real exists. 
So profound and obscure is it, 
Yet in it the subtle essence was contained. 
The essence is very concrete, and very real. 
From the old time till now, its name stands unworn, by which we may know the beginning of all 

things. 
How do I know their beginnings? 
Only by this (nature of Tao). 
• 
[21c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The greatest Virtue is to follow Tao and Tao alone. 
The Tao is elusive and intangible. 
Oh, it is intangible and elusive, and yet within is image. 
Oh, it is elusive and intangible, and yet within is form. 
Oh, it is dim and dark, and yet within is essence. 
This essence is very real, and therein lies faith. 
From the very beginning until now its name has never been forgotten. 



Thus I perceive the creation. 
How do I know the ways of creation? 
Because of this. 
• 
[21c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
To tell the virtuous from all the others. 
You only need one criterion: does he follow the Dao? 
The substance of the Dao is impalpable and intractable. 
While it is impalpable and intractable, 
It manifests itself in the phenomenal world, 
And it is not without substance. 
While it is shadowy and empty, 
It shows itself in the spiritual realm. 
The spiritual essence of the Dao is both truthful and dependable. 
From the ancient times till now 
The name of the Dao has persisted, 
And it has pleased the wise masters. 
How do I know about these wise masters? 
I use the criterion mentioned above. 



• 
[21c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Only the DAO has the behavior of the most magnificent DE. 
The DAO looks elusive and vague. 
It seems abstract, but it has the world as its foundation. 
It appears intangible and far away, but it contains the basic elements of the world. 
These elements are present everywhere, making its existence known. 
From the beginning to the present, the name of the DAO has always existed, 
Experiencing all generations. 
How do I know everything in the past? Because I know the DAO. 
• 
[21c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE EMPTY SOURCE 
The greatest virtue is in simply following Tao, the intangible, inscrutable. 
Inscrutable, intangible, and yet containing forms. 
Intangible, inscrutable, and yet containing things. 
Profound and obscure, but having an essence, a veritable essence in which is consistence. 
From eternity until now its nature has remained unchanged. 
It inheres in all things from their beginnings. 
How do I know of the origin of things? 



I know by Tao. 
• 
[21c10t] James Legge 
The grandest forms of active force 
From Tao come, their only source. 
Who can of Tao the nature tell? 
Our sight it flies, our touch as well. 
Eluding sight, eluding touch, 
The forms of things all in it crouch; 
Eluding touch, eluding sight, 
There are their semblances, all right. 
Profound it is, dark and obscure; 
Things' essences all there endure. 
Those essences the truth enfold 
Of what, when seen, shall then be told. 
Now it is so; 'twas so of old. 
Its name - what passes not away; 
So, in their beautiful array, 
Things form and never know decay. 



How know I that it is so with all the beauties of existing things? 
By this (nature of the Tao). 
• 
[21c11t] David Hinton 
The nature of great Integrity is to follow Way absolutely. 
Becoming things, Way appears vague and hazy. 
All hazy and impossibly vague it harbors the mind's images. 
All vague and impossibly hazy it harbors the world's things. 
All hidden and impossibly dark it harbors the subtle essence, 
and being an essence so real it harbors the sincerity of facts. 
Never, not since the beginning - its renown has never been far off. 
Through it we witness all origins. 
And how can we ever know the form of all origins? 
Through this. 
• 
[21c12t] Chichung Huang 
The manifestations of grand virtue 
Follow only the Tao. 
The Tao is something 



Faint and dim: 
Dim and faint, 
Therein lies an image; 
Faint and dim, 
Therein lies substance. 
Deep and remote, 
Therein lies quintessence. 
Its quintessence is most genuine, 
Therein lies truthfulness. 
From the present to antiquity, 
Its name has never vanished, 
Whereby I trace back to 
The father of the multitude. 
How do I know 
What the father of the multitude was like? 
From this. 
• 
[21c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The features (yung) of the vast (k'ung) Te, 



Follows entirely (wei) from Tao. 
Tao as a thing, 
Is entirely illusive (huang) and evasive (hu). 
Evasive and illusive, 
In it there is image (hsiang). 
Illusive and evasive, 
In it there is thinghood (wu). 
Dark and dim, 
In it there is life seed (ching). 
Its life seed being very genuine (chen), 
In it there is growth power (hsin). 
As it is today, so it was in the days of old (ku), 
Its name goes not away (ch'ü), 
So that we may survey (yüeh) the origins of the many (chung fu). 
How do I know that the origins of the many are such? 
Because of this. 
• 
[21c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The containment (holding capacity) of the great Te is patterned after [the containment of] Tao [i.e. 



vastly immense]. 
[The following experience was shared by people who had searched Tao in the darkness of ignorance:] 
The physical manifestation of Tao [was like a shadow which] shimmers and vibrates [in front of us]; 
Nevertheless beneath this evasive [emanation we could tell that] there was some concrete [form]; 
Underlying this elusive shadow there was some [discernible] phenomenon [that can be construed]; 
Lying deeply and obscurely beneath this phenomenon is something quintessential [that can be 

conjectured]; 
This something quintessential is very real that it yields trustworthy results; 
From ancient time until today the above description (name) has had never been refuted 

[successfully]; 
This kind of descriptions were found in classics handed down by our forefathers; 
On what account did I know that the description [of Tao] in ancient classics are the best elucidation 

of [Tao we have so far]? 
I based my conclusion through my own personal confirmations of accounts (explication) given by our 

forefathers in venerable documents. 
• 
[21c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Great Virtue shows itself only in following the Way. 
The Way is something elusive and evasive. 



Elusive and evasive, and yet it contains within itself an image. 
Elusive and evasive, and yet it contains within itself a substance. 
Unfathomable and hidden, and yet it contains within itself an essence. 
The essence is very real, and contains within itself an unfailing sincerity. 
Throughout the ages its name has been preserved because through it we see the beginning of all things. 
How do I know the beginning of all things? 
Through it. 
• 
[21c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The state of the world follows the Tao. 
What is Tao? 
It is intangible. 
Foggily and hazily there appears to be an image. 
Hazily and foggily there seems to be an object. 
Distantly and elusively it emerges over there. 
It is the truth. 
It is believable. 
From ancient time, it has been there; everything is following it. 
How do I know it is so? 



From everything that is observable. 
• 
[21c17t] Arthur Waley 
Such the scope of the All-pervading Power 
That it alone can act through the Way. 
For the Way is a thing impalpable, incommensurable. 
Incommensurable, impalpable. 
Yet latent in it are forms; 
Impalpable, incommensurable 
Yet within it are entities. 
Shadowy it is and dim; 
Yet within it there is a force, 
A force that though rarefied 
Is none the less efficacious. 
From the time of old till now 
Its charge has not departed 
But cheers onward the many warriors. 
How do I know that the many warriors are so? 
Through this. 



• 
[21c18t] Richard John Lynn 
A capacity for the virtue of emptiness, this alone allows conformance with the Dao. 
The Dao as such is but dim, is but dark. 
Dark, oh, dim, oh, but within it some image is there. 
Dim, oh, dark, oh, but within it something is there. 
Abstruse, oh, indistinct, oh, but within it the essence of things is there. 
Its essence is most authentic, for within it authentication occurs. 
From antiquity until now, its name has never been revoked. 
We use it to convey what the father of everything is. 
How do I know that the father of everything is so? 
It is by this. 
• 
[21c19t] Lin Yutang 
MANIFESTATIONS OF TAO 
The marks of great Character 
Follow alone from the Tao. 
The thing that is called Tao 
Is elusive, evasive. 



Evasive, elusive, 
Yet latent in it are forms. 
Elusive, evasive, 
Yet latent in it are objects. 
Dark and dim, 
Yet latent in it is the life-force. 
The life-force being very true, 
Latent in it are evidences. 
From the days of old till now 
Its Named (manifested forms) have never ceased, 
By which we may view the Father of All Things. 
How do I know the shape of Father of All Things? 
Through These! 
• 
[21c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The appearance of grand integrity is that it follows the Way alone. 
The Way objectified is blurred and nebulous. 
How nebulous and blurred! 
Yet within it there are images. 



How blurred and nebulous! 
Yet within it there are objects. 
How cavernous and dark! 
Yet within it there is an essence. 
Its essence is quite real; 
Within it there are tokens. 
From the present back to the past, 
Its name has been imperishable. 
Through it we conform to the father of the masses. 
How do I know what the father of the masses is like? 
Through this. 
• 
[21c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Great Virtue is to follow the Tao and only the Tao. 
The Tao is shadowy and intangible. 
Intangible and evasive, and yet within it is a form. 
Evasive and intangible, and yet within it is a substance. 
Shadowy and dark, and yet within it is a vital force. 
This vital force is real and can be relied upon. 



From ancient times to the present the Tao's instructions have not been forgotten. 
Through it can be perceived the beginning of the story of life. 
How do I know how it was at the beginning of the story of life? 
Because of what is within me. 
• 
[21c22t] David H. Li 
The Grand Virtue's complexion resembles that of Direction. 
Direction, as a matter substantive, 
is sometimes indistinct and other times elusive. 
Elusive and indistinct, there is image within; 
Indistinct and elusive, there is matter within. 
Minuscule and mysterious, there are particles within; 
These particles are real; there is reality within. 
From the present back to the past, its name is never unacknowledged; 
it is the foundation of all matters. 
How do I know that it is the foundation of all matters? 
Through Direction. 
• 
[21c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 



The outer expression of great virtue 
follows the inner subtlety of the Tao. 
Yet, 
the inner subtlety of the Tao 
is altogether elusive and ineffable. 
Elusive and ineffable, yet there arises some image within; 
Ineffable and elusive, yet there exists some thing within; 
Cavernous and dark, yet there is some essence within; 
This essence is entirely real; in it is Kosmic Integrity. 
Hitherto, the name of Kosmic Integrity has endured, 
And remains the Principle of Kosmic Creation and Decreation. 
By what means do I know the Principle of Kosmic Creation and Decreation? 
By means of Kosmic Integrity itself. 
• 
[21c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The manifestation of the great virtue is to follow the way of the Tao. 
Tao is a thing that is invisible, inaccessible. 
Inaccessible, invisible, and yet it has image and form. 
Cloudy and obscure, but there is essence in it, 



And this essence is absolute truth, and there is belief in it. 
From ancient times until now, it has not lost its nameless name, 
Through it the source of all things has passed. 
How do I know that the source of all things is in it? 
From the Tao. 
• 
[21c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Body of The Tao is a mist beyond your eyes 
Tao of No Body, and yet within it is All Creation. 
Like a seed in the dark, and a dim light 
And from it, comes everything. 
Root, stem, leaf ... its essence is in everything. 
Everything is born from this Tao 
I say so, and I can prove it! 
From the beginning of time until now the Tao is eternal because it is Creation. 
How do I know the Tao is the root of all being? 
Because 
I know this. 
• 



[21c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The forms of the great the Teh (virtue) 
Exclusively depend on the Tao. 
The Tao as a thing 
Is vague and indefinite. 
Vague and indefinite, 
It presents images; 
Indefinite and vague, 
It embodies substance. 
Distant and dark, 
It embraces semen-like essence. 
The essence is a genuine existence 
That can be tested as true. 
From ancient times to now, 
Its name has always been accepted, 
And with which, the beginning of all things can be surveyed. 
How do I know the initial state of all things? 
By means of the Tao. 
• 



[21c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
A virtuous person comes into being only according to the Tao. 
Tao is something which is obscure and indistinct. 
Indistinct and obscure - 
yet there is an appearance. 
Obscure and indistinct - 
yet there is a substance. 
Vague and dim - 
yet there is an essence within it. 
This essence is genuine. 
There is truth within it. 
Since ancient times until now, its name never forsaken, it stands there to guard all the good deeds. 
How do I know all the good deeds are guarded by this Tao? 
I know. 
• 
[21c28t] Liu Qixuan 
To one who keeps the Way, nature bestows its richest gifts. 
The working of the Way cannot be clearly stated, 
But one can find an image in its vagueness, 



Substance in its obscurity, 
Essence in its vast, uncertain expanse, 
And confirmable manifestations of that essence. 
What existed at the earliest beginning 
Is existing now, in the developments of all beings, 
And that is what helps me to know the nature of all things. 
• 
[21c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Tao Never Leaves This World 
Lao Tze says, 
The great Teh is comprehensive, and it follows the ways of the Tao. 
The Tao is that which is vague and uncertain. 
Within the vague and uncertain, there are pictures. 
Within the vague and uncertain, there is substance. 
Feeble and unclear as it is, there is spirit within. 
The spirit is genuine, with credibility within. 
From ancient times until now, the Tao has never left this world; it lives with and looks after all things. 
How do I know the Tao lives with all things? 
From their daily conduct I know. 



• 
[21c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The great virtue as manifested is but following Tao. 
Tao is a thing that is both invisible and intangible. 
Intangible and invisible, yet there are forms in it; 
Invisible and intangible, yet there is substance in it; 
Subtle and obscure, there is essence in it; 
This essence being invariably true, there is faith in it. 
From of old till now, it has never lost its (nameless) name, 
Through which the origin of all things has passed. 
How do I know that it is so with the origin of all things? 
By this (Tao). 
• 
[21c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The feature of great virtue is to follow only Tao. 
Tao is something elusive and vague! 
Though vague and elusive, in it is the image. 
Though elusive and vague, in it is the substance. 
Obscure and dim, in it is the spirit. 



The spirit is truly genuine; in it is credibility. 
From ancient times until now, 
Its name has never disappeared. 
By this the beginning of all things is known. 
How can I know the beginning of all things? 
By this. 
• 
[21c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The impression made by magnificent Te 
comes only from Tao. 
Tao is a something 
but elusive, but evasive. 
Evasive, elusive, 
inside it lies the mind's true form. 
Elusive, evasive, 
inside it lies something substantial. 
Shadowy, dim. 
Inside it lies vital energy. 
This energy is very strong, 



inside it lies true genuineness. 
From ancient times until today 
Its name has not been forgotten 
allowing us to see the beginnings of everything. 
How do I recognize the form of the beginnings of everything? 
By this. 
• 
[21c33t] Cheng Lin 
The conduct of those who have attained perfection is always in accordance with the way of Truth. 
Truth is vague and intangible. 
Though vague and intangible, within it there is substance. 
Though vague and intangible, within it there is form. 
Though distant and vacuous, within it there is essence. 
Its essence is real, and its validity can be proven. 
It has existed from the earliest time, and only its name is new. 
It is the primary origin of the whole of creation. 
• 
[21c34t] Yi Wu 
The attitude of grand virtue is to follow only the Way. 



The Way is like something elusive and evasive. 
Within it there is image, evasive and elusive. 
Within it there is matter, elusive and evasive. 
Within it there is essence, dim and dark. 
The essence is very real, 
Within it there is evidence of reality. 
From ancient times to now, 
Its name has not disappeared. 
By it one can see the source of all things. 
How could I know the source of all things? 
By this. 
• 
[21c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The demeanour of a man of great virtue is consistent with the way of Dao. 
Dao, as an entity, is not tangible. 
Though it is intangible, it appears to have some image. 
Although it appears nebulous, it has some form. 
Though inscrutable and indistinct, it appears to have some vitality. 
This vitality is as real as it is creditable. 



From antiquity until now, Dao has always existed. 
Through following the way of Dao, one tries to understand the beginning of the world. 
To understand the beginning of the universe is from the study of Dao. 
• 
[21c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One of deep virtue cherishes the subtle essence of the universe. 
The subtle essence of the universe is elusive and evasive. 
Though it is elusive and evasive, 
it unveils itself as images and forms. 
Evasive and elusive, 
it discloses itself as indefinable substance. 
Shadowy and indistinct, 
it reveals itself as impalpable subtle essence. 
This essence is so subtle, and yet so real. 
It is the subtle origin of the whole of creation and non-creation. 
It existed prior to the beginning of time as the single deep and subtle reality of the universe. 
It brings all into being. 
• 
[21c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



That which is inherent in the great attainment (void) is the echo of Tao. 
That which is Tao is indistinct and ineffable. 
Ineffable and indistinct, yet therein are forms. 
Indistinct and ineffable, yet therein are objects. 
Unfathomable and invisible, yet therein are essences. 
The essence is indeed genuine, therein is the vivid reality. 
From ancient times until the present, the name of Tao has never ceased to exist. 
Through it we see the beginning of all things. 
How do we understand the beginning of all things? 
It is through this. 
• 
[21c38t] Henry Wei 
Hollow Heart 
Hsu Hsin 
The inherent quality of Grand Virtue (Teh) 
Always conforms only to Tao. 
Tao is something dreamily winking and waning. 
Waning, winking, it embodies forms; 
Winking, waning, it embodies things. 



It may seem receding afar and darkening, 
Yet within it there is an essence. 
This essence is very real. 
Inside is something invariably vital. 
From hoary antiquity to the present time, 
Its effect has never gone awry, 
And serves as witness to the Creator of all things. 
How do I know the way of the Creator? 
Through this (witness). 
• 
[21c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The look of the great Te 
Follows from Tao alone. 
It is Tao embodied. 
How vague and dim it is! 
Vague and dim - 
In it are forms. 
Vague and dim - 
In it are things. 



Deep and dark - 
In it is the vital essence, 
Which is most real. 
In it is evidence. 
From the time of old till today, 
Its name has never departed. 
By it you view the beginning of all. 
How do I know the shape of the beginning of all? 
By this. 
• 
[21c40t] Tao Huang 
The marks of profound action follow only from the Tao. 
The substance of Tao is boundless and unfathomable. 
Unfathomable and boundless, 
In its center there is form; 
Boundless and unfathomable, 
In its center there is an object; 
Embryonic and dark, 
In its center there is essence; 



The essence is very pure, 
In its center there is trust. 
From now to the days of old, 
Its name never dies, 
Because it creates all things in their beginning. 
How do I know the source of all beginnings? 
From this. 
• 
[21c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The capacity of Grand Virtues is obtained only by following Dao. 
Dao is a matter, even though it is indistinct and elusive. 
It is elusive and indistinct, yet within it All Images are formed; 
It is indistinct and elusive, yet within it All Things are created; 
It is shadowy and obscure, yet within it All Vitalities are produced. 
It's own vitality is real and valid. 
Throughout the past and present the name of Dao has never been dropped. 
It observes All Origins. 
How do we know that All Origins are so? 
By these observations. 



• 
[21c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The all-embracing quality of the great virtue follows alone from the Tao. 
The thing that is called Tao is eluding and vague. 
Vague and eluding, there is in it the form. 
Eluding and vague, in it are things. 
Deep and obscure, in it is the essence. 
The essence is very real, in it are evidences. 
From the time of old until now, its name (manifestations) ever remains. 
By which we may see the beginning of all things. 
How do I know that the beginnings of all things are so? 
Through this (Tao). 
• 
[21c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Все вмещается великой добродетелью, и в этом она следует лишь Дао. 
Дао в смысле вещи всецело смутно и расплывчато. 
И в нем, таком смутном и расплывчатом, есть образы! 
И в нем, таком расплывчатом и смутном, есть вещи! 
И в нем, таком глубоком и неясном, есть сгущенность! 



Его сгущенность обладает высшей подлинностью. 
В нем все является реальным. 
Издревле и доныне не исчезает его имя. 
Так оно собирает множество великих. 
Откуда мне известно, каким видом обладает множество великих? 
Отсюда. 
• 
[21c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Облик великой Благости проистекает из Дао. 
В вещах Дао неразличимо-туманно. 
Неразличимо-туманное! Но в нём заключены образы. 
Туманно-неразличимое! Но оно объемлет вещи. 
Отдалённое и тёмное! Но оно содержит семя. 
Семя это истинное, ибо оно освящено искренностью. 
С древности и до наших дней имя его не высказано. 
Оно известно как отец мириад созданий. 
Откуда я знаю, что форма отца созданий такова? 
Из него же самого. 
• 



[21c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Из пустоты Блага-Дэ Путь-Дао исходит вовне. 
Дао - вещь такая: неясная и смутная, безликая и туманная. 
О неясная! 
О смутная! 
В твоем средоточии есть образы. 
О безликая! 
О туманная! 
В твоем средоточии есть вещи. 
О загадочная! 
О темная! 
В твоем средоточии есть суть энергии жизни. 
Эта суть энергии жизни предельно истинна, в ее средоточии сокрыто доверие. 
С древности и доныне не исчезало ее имя и с помощью его обозреваю все множество 

множеств сущего. 
Но откуда мне известно, что множество множеств сущего таково? 
Из этого. 
• 
[21c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 



Насыщенность пустого Дэ совпадает только с Дао. 
Дао есть нечто туманное, неразличимое! 
О, неразличимое! 
О, туманное! 
Внутри Его содержатся образы. 
О, туманное! 
О, неразличимое! 
Внутри Его содержатся вещи. 
О, глубокое! 
О, сокровенное! 
Внутри Его содержится семя-энергия (цзин). 
Это семя-энергия в высшей степени подлинно, в нем содержится вера-доверие (синь). 
С древности и поныне Его имя не исчезает, в Нем вижу Отца всего тварного. 
Откуда я знаю, что Отец всего тварного таков? 
Из того, что сказано. 
• 
[21c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Содержание великого дэ подчиняется только дао. 
Дао бестелесно. 



Дао туманно и неопределенно. 
Однако в его туманности и неопределенности содержатся образы. 
Оно туманно и неопределенно. 
Однако в его туманности и неопределенности скрыты вещи. 
Оно глубоко и темно. 
Однако в его глубине и темноте скрыты тончайшие частицы. 
Эти тончайшие частицы обладают высшей действительностью и достоверностью. 
С древних времен до наших дней его имя не исчезает. 
Только следуя ему, можно познать начало всех вещей. 
Каким образом мы познаем начало всех вещей? 
Только благодаря ему. 
• 
[21c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Высоконравственный повинуется только одному Тао. 
Сущность Тао похожа на блеск света. 
О, неуловим блеск света! но в нем есть изображение. 
О, как он блестит! 
Он решительно неуловим, но в нем есть вещество. 
О, как призрачно и непостижимо (Тао)! 



В нем есть сущность, которая достоверна. 
От древности до ныне имя (его) никогда не исчезало. 
Я обозрел многие начала, но не знаю, отчего такие начала, а не иные. 
• 
[21c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Сила всевмещающего совершенства исходит единственно от Пути. 
Путь же вот что такое: туманное, смутное. 
О, смутное! О, туманное! А в нем есть образы! 
О, туманное! О, смутное! А в нем есть нечто! 
О, сокрытое! О, темное! А в нем есть семена. 
Эти семена такие подлинные! Они дают уверенность. 
С древности и поныне имя его не преходит, 
Благодаря ему опознаем величие превращений. 
Откуда я знаю, что таково величие всех превращений? 
Благодаря этому. 
• 
[21c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Всеобъемлющий характер Потенции пространства определяется лишь тем, что 

вытекает из Пути. 



Путь реализуется в вещах лишь как мерцание, лишь как трепетание. 
Вот трепетание, вот мерцание. 
А в сердцевине - наличие образа. 
Вот мерцание, вот трепетание. 
А в сердцевине - наличие вещи. 
Вот мрак, вот тьма. 
А в сердцевине - наличие семени. 
Его семя является совершенно сущим. 
А в сердцевине - наличие веры. 
С древности до современности имя его не исчезает. 
Тем самым он проявляется как прародитель множеств. 
Откуда же известно сущности моей, что таковым является прародитель множеств? 
Через это. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Two 
 

[22c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Bent over, you'll be preserved whole; 
When twisted, you'll be upright; 
When hollowed out, you'll be full; 
When worn out, you'll be renewed; 
When you have little, you'll attain [much]; 
With much, you'll be confused. 
Therefore the Sage holds on to the One and in this way becomes the shepherd of the world. 
He does not show himself off; therefore he becomes prominent. 
He does not put himself on display; therefore he brightly shines. 
He does not brag about himself; therefore he receives credit. 
He does not praise his own deeds; therefore he can long endure. 
It is only because he does not compete that, therefore, no one is able to compete with him. 
The so-called "Bent over you'll be preserved whole" of the ancients 
Was an expression that was really close to it! 
Truly "wholeness" will belong to him. 
• 



[22c02t] John C. H. Wu 
BEND and you will be whole. 
Curl and you will be straight. 
Keep empty and you will be filled. 
Grow old and you will be renewed. 
Have little and you will gain. 
Have much and you will be confused. 
Therefore, the Sage embraces the One, 
And becomes a Pattern to all under Heaven. 
He does not make a show of himself, 
Hence he shines; 
Does not justify himself, 
Hence he becomes known; 
Does not boast of his ability, 
Hence he gets his credit; 
Does not brandish his success, 
Hence he endures; 
Does not compete with anyone, 
Hence no one can compete with him. 



Indeed, the ancient saying: "Bend and you will remain whole" is no idle word. 
Nay, if you have really attained wholeness, everything will flock to you. 
• 
[22c03t] D. C. Lau 
Bowed down then preserved; 
Bent then straight; 
Hollow then full; 
Worn then new; 
A little then benefited; 
A lot then perplexed. 
Therefore the sage embraces the One and is a model for the empire. 
He does not show himself, and so is conspicuous; 
He does not consider himself right, and so is illustrious; 
He does not brag, and so has merit; 
He does not boast, and so endures. 
It is because he does not contend that no one in the empire is in a position to contend with him. 
The way the ancients had it, 'Bowed down then preserved', is no empty saying. 
Truly it enables one to be preserved to the end. 
• 



[22c04t] R. L. Wing 
What is curved becomes whole; 
What is crooked becomes straight. 
What is deep becomes filled; 
What is exhausted becomes refreshed. 
What is small becomes attainable; 
What is excessive becomes confused. 
Thus Evolved Individuals hold to the One And regard the world as their Pattern. 
They do not display themselves; 
Therefore they are illuminated. 
They do not define themselves; 
Therefore they are distinguished. 
They do not make claims; 
Therefore they are credited. 
They do not boast; 
Therefore they advance. 
Since, indeed, they do not compete, The world cannot compete with them. 
That ancient saying: "What is curved becomes whole" - Are these empty words? 
To become whole, Turn within. 



• 
[22c05t] Ren Jiyu 
To yield is yet to be preserved wholly, 
To be bent is yet to become straight, 
To be hollow is yet to be filled up, 
To be worn out is yet to be renewed, 
To have little (knowledge) is yet to gain, 
To have much (knowledge) is yet to be perplexed. 
Therefore the sage takes Tao (the One) as the instrument to observe destiny under Heaven? 
He does not merely rely on his own eyes, 
Therefore he is wise and penetrating; 
He does not consider himself always in the right, 
Therefore he is able to tell right from wrong; 
He does not boast of himself, 
Therefore he is given credit; 
He does not think himself superior, 
Therefore he is qualified for leadership. 
It is precisely because he does not compete that nobody under Heaven could compete with him. 
How could such old sayings be false as "to yield is yet to be preserved wholly"? 



Truly they will preserve people well. 
• 
[22c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Yield and overcome; 
Bend and be straight; 
Empty and be full; 
Wear out and be new; 
Have little and gain; 
Have much and be confused. 
Therefore wise men embrace the one 
And set an example to all. 
Not putting on a display, 
They shine forth. 
Not justifying themselves, 
They are distinguished. 
Not boasting, 
They receive recognition. 
Not bragging, 
They never falter. 



They do not quarrel, 
So no one quarrels with them. 
Therefore the ancients say, "Yield and overcome." 
Is that an empty saying? 
Be really whole, 
And all things will come to you. 
• 
[22c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When something is bent, it is ready to be put straight; 
When someone is wronged, one is ready to be redressed; 
When a container is empty, it is ready to be filled; 
When something gets old, it is ready to be renewed; 
When you have just a little, you are ready to get more; 
When you have got a lot, you are ready to be confused. 
For this reason the Sage espouses one universal formula. 
Do not be prejudiced by your own views, and your will see; 
Do not think that you are right, and you will know the truth; 
Do not boast about your achievements, and you will achieve; 
Do not be self-contented; and you will grow. 



Because (in-seeking growth) one never need to struggle or to contest with others, 
One will never need to fear that one's achievements will be contested away by others. 
The ancient saying that "When something is bent it is ready to be straightened" certainly is not idle 

talk. 
To be whole, just follow the one formula. 
• 
[22c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you can bear unfairness, you can make yourself a complete person. 
If you can bear overbending, you can be straightened out. 
If you can bear the old, you can gain the new. 
When you have too little, you will gain; 
When you have too much, you will lose. 
Therefore, the great men kept the DAO and made themselves the models for the world. 
They were not stubborn, so they knew the right and the wrong. 
They were not narrow-minded, so everyone accepted their opinions. 
They did not show off, so everyone recognized their accomplishments. 
They were not conceited, so they were able to lead the people. 
Only because they did not fight for the credit, was no one able to claim it. 
Is the old saying "bearing the unfairness makes you a complete man" an empty joke? 



No, because it is completely consistent with the DAO. 
• 
[22c09t] Walter Gorn Old, INCREASING THE SMALL 
Whosoever adapteth himself shall be preserved to the end. 
Whosoever bendeth himself shall be straightened. 
Whosoever emptieth himself shall be filled. 
Whosoever weareth himself away shall be renewed. 
Whosoever humbleth himself shall be exalted. 
Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased. 
Therefore doth the Sage cling to simplicity, and is an example to all men. 
He is not ostentatious, and therefore he shines. 
He is not egotistic, and therefore he is praised. 
He is not vain, and therefore he is esteemed. 
He is not haughty, and therefore he is honoured. 
And because he does not compete with others, no man is his enemy. 
The ancient maxim, "Whosoever adapteth himself shall be preserved to the end," verily it is no idle 

saying. 
Without doubt he shall go back to his Home in peace. 
• 



[22c10t] James Legge 
The partial becomes complete; 
the crooked, straight; 
the empty, full; 
the worn out, new. 
He whose (desires) are few gets them; 
he whose (desires) are many goes astray. 
Therefore the sage holds in his embrace the one thing (of humility), and manifests it to all the world. 
He is free from self-display, and therefore he shines; 
from self-assertion, and therefore he is distinguished; 
from self-boasting, and therefore his merit is acknowledged; 
from self-complacency, and therefore he acquires superiority. 
It is because he is thus free from striving that therefore no one in the world is able to strive with him. 
That saying of the ancients that 'the partial becomes complete' was not vainly spoken: 
- all real completion is comprehended under it. 
• 
[22c11t] David Hinton 
In yielding is completion. 
In bent is straight. 



In hollow is full. 
In exhaustion is renewal. 
In little is contentment. 
In much is confusion. 
This is how a sage embraces primal unity as the measure of all beneath heaven. 
Give up self-reflection 
and you're soon enlightened. 
Give up self-definition 
and you're soon apparent. 
Give up self-promotion 
and you're soon proverbial. 
Give up self-esteem 
and you're soon perennial. 
Simply give up contention 
and soon nothing in all beneath heaven contends with you. 
It was hardly empty talk 
when the ancients declared 
In yielding is completion. 
Once you perfect completion 



you've returned home to it all. 
• 
[22c12t] Chichung Huang 
"Incomplete shall be complete; 
Bent shall be straight; 
Hollow shall be full; 
Worn shall be new; 
Little shall gain; 
Much shall delude." 
Hence, the sage man 
Took hold of One to serve 
As shepherd over all under heaven: 
He did not look at himself, 
Therefore, illustrious; 
He did not parade himself, 
Therefore, clear-sighted; 
He did not brag about himself, 
Therefore, meritorious; 
He was not conceited, 



Therefore, long-enduring. 
It is precisely because he did not contend 
That none could with him contend. 
The ancient saying: 
"Incomplete shall be complete" - 
Is it mere words? 
Truly, it shall end up complete. 
• 
[22c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Bent, thus (tse) preserved whole, 
Unjustly accused, thus exonerated (chih), 
Hollow, thus filled (ying), 
Battered (pi), thus renewed, 
Scanty, thus receiving (te), 
Much, thus perplexed. 
Therefore the sage embraces the One (pao i). 
He becomes the model (shih) of the world. 
Not self-seeing, hence he is enlightened (ming). 
Not self-justifying, hence he is outstanding. 



Not showing off (fa) his deeds, hence he is meritorious. 
Not boasting (ching) of himself, hence he leads (chang). 
Because he is not contentious (pu cheng), 
Hence no one under heaven can contend with him. 
What the ancients say: "Bent, thus preserved whole," 
Are these empty words? 
Be preserved whole and return (kuei). 
• 
[22c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[The working of Tao is to bring forth the ultimate fairness, so any individual could act in harmony 

with Tao by performing the following tasks:] 
By assisting the wronged [person] to achieve full justice [through rectification]; 
Through helping the twisted [people] to go straight; 
Through sustaining the needy (in the manner of filling out potholes when needed); 
Through shoring up (revigorating) the old and deteriorated [vitality]; 
Through strengthening the underprivileged with the obtainment (of essentials); 
Through halting [those who already have] too much until they cease and desist. 
By doing so, a Sage exemplifies to the world how to strive for Oneness (equal opportunity for all). 
A person who refrains from being self-opinionated is brilliant; 



A person who is not self-righteous is extraordinary; 
A person who is not self-promoting is genuinely distinguished; 
A person who is not self-conceit is outstanding; 
It is due to the fact that a Sage [, i.e. a person with the above described virtue,] does not rival people 

[for fame, honor, and profit] that people of the world can not strive against him; 
Is the ancient saying that Tao had helped the wronged person to achieve full justice through 

rectification an empty talk? 
Accordingly, if one is thoroughly sincere, he will succeed in whatever he endeavors. 
• 
[22c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Bent but then whole. 
Curled but then straight. 
Empty but then full. 
Worn but then new. 
Little but then gain. 
Much but then doubtful. 
Therefore, the sage embraces the One, and becomes an example for the world. 
He does not make a show of himself, hence he shines. 
He does not justify himself, hence he becomes known. 



He does not boast of his ability, hence he gets his credit. 
He does not brandish his success, hence he endures. 
He does not compete with anyone, hence no one can compete with him. 
Indeed, the ancient saying "Bent but then whole" is not an empty word. 
If you have really attained wholeness, everyone will flock to you. 
• 
[22c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Malleability preserves entirety. 
Mistakes teach lessons. 
Empty containers can be filled. 
Breakages cause replacement. 
Less makes success. 
Much leads to confusion. 
Thus the sage believes Tao is the only law of the universe. 
He does not brag himself so he can be held in great respect. 
He does not assume he is always right so he can be unbiased. 
He does not exaggerate so he can be right. 
He is not vainglorious so he can keep making progress. 
If you do not compete, then no one can compete with you in the world. 



So how can the old saying, such as 'Malleability preserves entirety', be not without truth? 
They all return to Tao. 
• 
[22c17t] Arthur Waley 
'To remain whole, be twisted!' 
To become straight, let yourself be bent. 
To become full, be hollow. 
Be tattered, that you may be renewed. 
Those that have little, may get more, 
Those that have much, are but perplexed. 
Therefore the Sage 
Clasps the Primal Unity, 
Testing by it everything under heaven. 
He does not show himself; therefore he is seen everywhere. 
He does not define himself, therefore he is distinct. 
He does not boast of what he will do, therefore he succeeds. 
He is not proud of his work, and therefore it endures. 
He does not contend, 
And for that very reason no one under heaven can contend with him. 



So then we see that the ancient saying 'To remain whole, be twisted!' was no idle word; for true 
wholeness can only be achieved by return. 

• 
[22c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Stepping aside keeps one's wholeness intact. 
Bending makes one straight. 
Being empty makes one full. 
Being worn out keeps one new. 
Having little gives one access. 
Having much leads one astray. 
In this way, the sage embraces the One and becomes a model for all under Heaven. 
He does not flaunt himself, thus he shines. 
He does not insist that he is right, thus his rightness is manifest. 
He does not boast about himself, thus his merit is acknowledged. 
He avoids self-importance, thus he long endures. 
It is because he does not contend that none among all under Heaven can contend with him. 
As the ancient saying has it, "Stepping aside keeps one's wholeness intact." 
How could this ever be an empty saying! 
Truly, such a one will revert to it [nonexistence] with his wholeness intact. 



• 
[22c19t] Lin Yutang 
FUTILITY OF CONTENTION 
To yield is to be preserved whole. 
To be bent is to become straight. 
To be hollow is to be filled. 
To be tattered is to be renewed. 
To be in want is to possess. 
To have plenty is to be confused. 
Therefore the Sage embraces the One, 
And becomes the model of the world. 
He does not reveal himself, 
And is therefore luminous. 
He does not justify himself, 
And is therefore far-famed. 
He does not boast of himself, 
And therefore people give him credit. 
He does not pride himself, 
And is therefore the chief among men. 



It is because he does not contend 
That no one in the world can contend against him. 
Is it not indeed true, as the ancients say, 
"To yield is to be preserved whole?" 
Thus he is preserved and the world does him homage. 
• 
[22c20t] Victor H. Mair 
If it 
Is bent, it will be preserved intact; 
Is crooked, it will be straightened; 
Is sunken, it will be filled; 
Is worn-out, it will be renewed; 
Has little, it will gain; 
Has much, it will be confused. 
For these reasons, 
The sage holds on to unity and serves as the shepherd of all under heaven. 
He is not self-absorbed, therefore he shines forth; 
He is not self-revealing, therefore he is distinguished; 
He is not self-assertive, therefore he has merit; 



He does not praise himself, therefore he is long-lasting. 
Now, 
Simply because he does not compete, 
No one can compete with him. 
The old saying about the bent being preserved intact is indeed close to the mark! 
Truly, he shall be returned intact. 
• 
[22c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Yield and overcome; 
bend and be straight. 
Empty out and be full; 
wear out and be renewed. 
Have little and gain; 
have much and be confused. 
Therefore, 
the True Person embraces the One and becomes a model for all. 
Do not look only at yourself, 
and you will see much. 
Do not justify yourself, 



and you will be distinguished. 
Do not brag, 
and you will have merit. 
Do not be prideful, 
and your work will endure. 
It is because you do not strive 
that no one under heaven can strive with you. 
The saying of the Old Ones, "Yield and Overcome," is not an empty phrase. 
True wholeness is achieved by blending with life. 
• 
[22c22t] David H. Li 
Accommodate and be whole, bend and be straight; 
Keep low and be fulfilled, replace old and be new; 
Seek little and gain, seek plenty and be bewildered. 
Thus, the sage embraces One to set an example for the people of the world. 
Not self-touting, one shines; 
Not self-justifying, one reassures; 
Not self-aggrandizing, one accomplishes; 
Not self-serving, one endures. 



When one is not in competition, people in the world cannot engage him/her in competition. 
Is the old saying "Accommodate and be whole" but empty words? 
It can be realized fully. 
• 
[22c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
To yield is to prevail; 
To bend is to straighten; 
To be hollow is to be full; 
To die is to regenerate. 
To have little is to receive much; 
To have much is to be confused. 
Wherefore, 
The sage embraces the complementary oneness of existence, 
And sets an exemplary pattern for the rest of the world. 
He does not display his ability, 
Therefore his being shines forth. 
He is not self-righteous, 
Therefore he becomes distinguished. 
He does not take credit, 



Therefore he becomes recognized. 
He is not self-important, 
Therefore he is made a leader. 
He does not contend with the world, 
Therefore the world does not contend with him. 
The old admonition that "to yield is to prevail" is not an empty adage. 
Truly, to yield is to prevail, and in prevailing, one returns to oneness. 
• 
[22c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Be modest, and you will remain whole. 
Be bent, and you will remain straight. 
Be empty, and you will remain full. 
Be worn out, and you will remain new. 
The one who has little will receive. 
The one who has a lot will be enslaved. 
Therefore the sage guards the one, 
And becomes a paradigm for the world. 
He does not expose himself, therefore he shines. 
He does not make a good name for himself, therefore he is known. 



He does not praise himself, therefore he is dear to everyone. 
He does not glorify himself, therefore his name is on everyone's lips. 
And since he does not compete at all, 
There is no one in the world who can compete with him. 
The ancient ones said: 
Be modest, and you will remain whole. 
Can these be meaningless words? 
Indeed, he will return home whole. 
• 
[22c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Learn to yield and be soft 
If you want to survive. 
Learn to bow 
And you will stand in your full height. 
Learn to empty yourself 
and be filled by the Tao 
... the way a valley empties itself into a river. 
Use up all you are 
And then you can be made new. 



Learn to have nothing 
And you will have everything. 
Sages always act like this, and are 
Children of the Tao. 
Never trying to impress, their being shines forth 
Never saying 'this is it', people see what the truth is - 
Never boasting, they leave the space they can be valued in 
And never claiming to be who they are, people can see them 
And since they never argue, no one argues with them either ... 
So the ancient ones say 'Bend, and you will rule'. 
Is this a lie? 
You'll find it is true. 
Be true to yourself, and all will go well with you. 
• 
[22c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Bow down and you are preserved; 
Bend and you can be straight; 
Hollow, then full; 
Worn, then new; 



Seek a little and you get a lot; 
Seek a lot and you get perplexed. 
Thus the sage adheres to this One principle (Tao) 
And regards it as the pattern of all things. 
Show off yourself not and you become conspicuous; 
Regard yourself not as infallible and you become illustrious; 
Brag about yourself not and you gain achievement; 
Boast of yourself not and you become a head. 
One does not contend with others, 
So nobody in the world can win him in contention. 
The ancients' saying "Bow down and you are preserved" 
Is surely not an empty saying, 
Which can be really proved effective. 
• 
[22c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The tortured will seek for the snug. 
The bent will seek for the straight. 
The hollow will seek for the full. 
The worn will seek for the new. 



The minor will seek for the major. 
The affluent will seek for the perplexed. 
Therefore the virtuous man considers unity as the only model for the world. 
He does not flaunt himself, therefore he is brilliant. 
He does not consider himself right, therefore he is incontestable. 
He does not require his fame, therefore he is meritorious. 
He does not stick to his own knowledge, therefore he grows. 
Only because he does not fight can no one under Heaven fight with him. 
The ancient saying 'The tortured will be made snug' is very well put. 
It truly enables one to preserve the unity. 
• 
[22c28t] Liu Qixuan 
What is adaptable can remain whole. 
What is bendable can be straight. 
What is empty can be replenished. 
What is used can be renewed. 
One is satisfied when one gets barely enough. 
One is overburdened when one gets too much. 
Therefore, 



The wise keeps the humblest life style 
As a basic model for the world. 
Unoccupied with one's own views, one is objective. 
Unoccupied with one's own merits, one is recommended. 
Unoccupied with one's own deeds, one is successful. 
Unoccupied with one's own superiority, one is obeyed. 
One gets the most if one gets nothing for one's self. 
The old saying about flexibility holds true. 
One sticks to it heart and soul, and it will work. 
• 
[22c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Futility of Contention 
Lao Tze says, 
Be bendable, you will assure wholeness. 
Be wronged, you will be proven right. 
Be empty, you will be filled. 
Be worn out, you will be renewed. 
The scanty deserves to gain. 
The superfluous becomes lost. 



Thus the sage insists on recommending the true one for the world to model after. 
A man sees clearly, because he doesn't claim self-righteousness. 
A man gets credit because he doesn't boast his merit. 
A man has longevity because he doesn't claim importance. 
Therefore I say that whosoever gives up a contest, there will be no one who can compete with him. 
The ancient epigram goes like this: 
Be bendable, you will assure the wholeness. 
Is this an airy saying? 
Actually, this saying has already preserved many men. 
• 
[22c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
'Be humble, and you will remain entire.' 
Be bent, and you will remain straight. 
Be vacant, and you will remain full. 
Be worn, and you will remain new. 
He who has little will receive. 
He who has much will be embarrassed. 
Therefore the Sage keeps to One and becomes the standard for the world. 
He does not display himself; therefore he shines. 



He does not approve himself; therefore he is noted. 
He does not praise himself; therefore he has merit. 
He does not glory in himself; therefore he excels. 
And because he does not compete; therefore no one in the world can compete with him. 
The ancient saying 'Be humble and you will remain entire' - 
Can this be regarded as mere empty words? 
Indeed he shall return home entire. 
• 
[22c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To yield is to have the whole. 
To be crooked is to be straightened. 
To be hollow is to be filled. 
To be worn out is to be renewed. 
To have a little is to get more. 
To have a lot is to be confused. 
Therefore the Sage sets an example for the world 
By embracing the One. 
By not insisting on his view, he may become enlightened. 
By not being self-righteous, he may become illustrious. 



By not boasting, he may receive credit. 
By not being arrogant, he may last long. 
And just because he does not compete, the entire world cannot compete with him. 
The Ancients say: "to yield is to have the whole." 
Are these merely words? 
Truly the whole will return to him. 
• 
[22c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Bent - then mature." 
Compromised - then upright, 
Empty - then solid, 
old and spent - then young and sprightly. 
A little - then a gain, 
a lot - then confusing. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Embraces The One Thing, 
and becomes the Shepherd of the World. 
He does not show off, so he shines; 
he does not promote himself, so he becomes famous; 



he does not boast of himself, so he gets the credit; 
he does not glorify himself, so he becomes leader. 
He just does not contend 
and so no one can contend with him. 
What the ancients said: "bent - then mature", 
is this an empty saying? 
This is true maturity, turn back to it. 
• 
[22c33t] Cheng Lin 
The imperfect becomes perfect. 
The old becomes new. 
The crooked becomes straight. 
The empty becomes full. 
Loss means gain. 
Plenitude means confusion. 
Wherefore, the Sage holds fast to Truth and thereby sets an example for the world. 
Because he is not self-complacent, he becomes enlightened. 
Because he is not self-important, he becomes illustrious. 
Because he is not self-conceited, he becomes successful. 



Because he is not self-assertive, he becomes supreme. 
Because he himself does not strive for superiority, there is none in the world who can contend with his 

superiority. 
There is an old saying: 
"The imperfect becomes perfect." 
How true are these words! 
In order to revert to the whole, one must abide by what is normal and natural. 
• 
[22c34t] Yi Wu 
To bend is to be whole. 
To crook is to be straightened. 
To be hollow is to be filled. 
To be worn out is to be renewed. 
To have little is to gain more. 
To wish for more is to be confused. 
Therefore, the sage embraces oneness to become the pattern for the world. 
By not being self-opinionated, he becomes enlightened. 
By not being self-righteous, he becomes manifest. 
By not being self-glorified, he has merit. 



By not being self-satisfied, he develops well. 
He alone does not compete with anyone; 
so, no one can compete with him. 
Is the ancient saying, "To bend is to be whole", an idle word? 
Truly, the whole will return to him. 
• 
[22c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
To preserve your life, you have to be pliable. 
That which is bent will soon be straightened. 
The lowest ground will be filled by water. 
Old and tattered things will soon be replaced. 
To gain real insights, you must be focused. 
Dealing with too many things concurrently can only lead to confusion. 
The sage embraces the essence of Dao. 
He thus sets an example for others to follow. 
Not trying to be prominent is why he is famous. 
Not pretending to be a know-all is why he is distinguished. 
Not wanting to claim credit is why he is acclaimed. 
Not bragging about his ability is why he has advanced. 



Because he is not contending, no one can compete with him. 
The ancient saying that to be pliable is to preserve oneself is not just empty rhetoric. 
It is through following the way of Dao that self-preservation is assured. 
• 
[22c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The yielding are preserved whole. 
The crooked become straight. 
The empty become filled. 
The depleted are renewed. 
What has little will gain. 
What has much will become confused. 
Therefore, one with a whole mind holds fast to the one essence and thereby becomes an example to 

the rest of the world. 
Because he does not flaunt his brightness, 
he becomes enlightened. 
Because he is not self-important, 
he becomes illustrious. 
Because he does not boast of his accomplishments, 
he becomes successful. 



Because he is not self-assertive, 
he becomes supreme. 
Because he does not strive for superiority, 
there is no one in the world who can contend with his superiority. 
Indeed, the ancient teaching that "the yielding are preserved whole" is no empty saying. 
Truly, they are preserved whole in order to attain one universal life. 
• 
[22c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To bend is to maintain integrity. 
To deviate is to be direct. 
To be concave is to be convex. 
To be exhausted is to be rejuvenated. 
To be wanting is to be endowed. 
To have much is to be deprived. 
Therefore, the wise identifies opposites as one, 
And sets an example for the world. 
He remains in concealment and spontaneously is unconcealed. 
He does not assert himself, therefore he is eminent. 
He does not claim credit, therefore he receives credit. 



He is not vain, therefore he is the best. 
Because he does not oppose anyone in the world, no one can oppose him. 
Thus, the ancient saying "to bend is to maintain integrity" is the word of truth. 
Indeed, integrity is attributed to this. 
Through no words, 
It takes place by itself. 
• 
[22c38t] Henry Wei 
Strength to the Humble 
I Ch'ien 
To be crooked is to become perfect; 
To be bent is to become straight; 
To be hollow is to become full; 
To be worn out is to be renewed; 
To have little is to receive more; 
To have plenty is to be perplexed. 
Therefore, the Sage embraces the One, 
And serves as model for the world. 
As he does not like to show off, he is enlightened; 



As he is not prone to be self-righteous, he is distinguished; 
As he does not blow his own horn, he acquires merit; 
As he does not extol himself, he is fit to be a leader. 
And it is precisely because he does not contend, 
That no one under heaven can contend with him. 
The ancient saying "To be crooked is to become perfect" 
Surely is not an empty remark. 
The world goes to him who is truly perfect. 
• 
[22c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
To yield is to remain whole; 
To bend is to get up straight; 
To be hollow is to be full; 
To decay is to renew; 
To be small is to gain; 
To have many is to be perplexed. 
Therefore the sage, 
Embracing the One, becomes the model for all under Heaven. 
He does not show himself, therefore his presence is bright. 



He does not claim to be right, therefore his virtue shines. 
He is not boastful of his act, therefore his merit is great. 
He is not conceited, therefore he is long-lasting. 
Only because he does not contend, 
No one under Heaven can contend with him. 
Can the old saying "To yield is to remain whole" 
Be an empty phrase? 
Truly, he remains whole, and the world returns to him. 
• 
[22c40t] Tao Huang 
Yield, and retain integrity. 
In the depths of whirling, there is stillness. 
The hollow enables the plentiful. 
The old gives way to the new. 
The small allows for increase. 
Excess breeds confusion. 
Therefore the sage holds oneness as the shepherd of the world. 
He who does not display himself is seen. 
He who does not justify himself is understood. 



He who does not lash out succeeds. 
He who does not build himself up endures. 
Therefore, 
Only the spirit of noncompetition makes things noncompetitive. 
So the old saying, "yield, and retain integrity," is but a few words, 
But when rightly understood, integrity returns. 
• 
[22c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Through tolerance can perfection be attained. 
By "indirect way" can "direct way" be reached. 
Through lowness can highness be maintained. 
Through old fashion can new fashion be created. 
By "have less" can "have more" be possible. 
By having plenty only confusion will result. 
Hence one who does not show off is enlightened. 
One who does not boast of himself has merit. 
One who does not claim credit for himself is popular. 
One who does not brandish his success thus leads all. 
Because of non-struggle, therefore there is nothing under heaven which can struggle with him. 



The ancient saying: 
"Through tolerance can perfection be attained." 
Is it an empty talk? 
Thus, if one attains perfection everything under heaven will follow him. 
• 
[22c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
To yield is to be preserved whole. 
To be bent is to become straight. 
To be empty is to be full. 
To be worn out is to be renewed. 
To have little is to possess. 
To have plenty is to be perplexed. 
Therefore the sage embraces the One 
And becomes the model of the world. 
He does not show himself, therefore he is luminous. 
He does not justify himself, therefore he becomes prominent. 
He does not boast of himself, therefore he is given credit. 
He does not brag, therefore he can endure for long. 
It is precisely because he does not compete that the world cannot compete with him. 



Is the ancient saying, "To yield is to be preserved whole," empty words? 
Truly he will be preserved and (prominence and credit) will come to him. 
• 
[22c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Изогнутое цело, 
кривое прямо, 
пустое полно, 
ветхое ново, 
в малом обретают, 
при многом заблуждаются. 
Поэтому Премудрый человек держит в объятиях единое и в этом выступает образцом для 

Поднебесной. 
Себя не видит и поэтому находится в просвете; 
не считает себя правым и поэтому заметен; 
не хвастается и поэтому заслужен; 
не зазнается и поэтому всех старше. 
Он не соперничает и поэтому никто не может с ним соперничать. 
Разве не имеют смысла сказанные в древности слова о том, что изогнутое цело? 
К истинно целому и возвращаются. 



• 
[22c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Склоняясь, сохраняем целостность. 
Сгибаемся, затем распрямляемся. 
Опустошаемся, затем наполняемся. 
Стареем, чтобы потом обновиться. 
Уменьшаем, дабы затем достичь завершения. 
Увеличиваем - и становимся жертвой заблуждения. 
Таким образом, мудрецы объемлели Единое, делая его принципом Поднебесной; 
не показывали себя и потому были разумны; 
не считали себя правыми, потому их правота была очевидна; 
не превозносили себя, потому достигали успеха; 
не хвастали, потому могли прожить долго. 
И лишь потому, что они ни с кем не соперничали, никто в Поднебесной не мог соперничать 

с ними. 
Фраза древних: "Склоняясь, сохраняем целостность", - разве это пустые слова? 
Достигший целостности, вернётся к этому. 
• 
[22c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 



Если нечто ущербно, то оно обретет целостность. 
Если нечто согнуто, то оно выпрямится. 
Если нечто пусто, то оно наполнится. 
Если нечто одряхлело, то оно обновится. 
Если чего-то недостаток, то будет прибавлено, 
Если что-то в избытке, то наступит смятение. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец объемлет Одно и становится образцом для Поднебесной. 
Он не поглощен сам собой и потому умудренно-просветлен. 
Он не превозносит сам себя и потому прославлен. 
Он сам ни на кого не нападает и потому свершает подвиги. 
Он не занимается самовосхвалением и потому долговечен. 
Ведь поскольку он не враждует ни с кем, с ним также никто не враждует. 
Древние говорили: "Если нечто ущербно, то оно обретет целостность", - разве это пустые 

слова? 
Когда целостность удается обрести, существо возвращается к этому Дао-Пути. 
• 
[22c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Если есть ущербное, то есть и целостное. 
Если есть кривое, то есть и прямое. 



Если есть пустое, то есть и полное. 
Если есть старое, то есть и новое. 
Если есть недостаток, то есть и достаток, 
Если есть большее, то есть и меньшее. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек берет одно-единое за образец для Поднебесной. 
Не выставляет себя эрудитом, поэтому просветлен. 
Не считает себя правым, поэтому просвещен. 
Не прославляет себя, поэтому доблестен. 
Не восхваляет себя, поэтому главенствует. 
Поскольку не соперничает, постольку и в Поднебесной нет таких, кто мог бы с ним 

соперничать. 
В древности говорили: "Если есть ущербное, то есть и целостное". 
Разве это пустые слова! 
Поэтому искренне приемли совершенную целостность и возвращайся к ней. 
• 
[22c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
В древности говорили: 
"Ущербное становится совершенным, 
кривое - прямым, 



пустое - наполненным, 
ветхое сменяется новым; 
стремясь к малому, достигаешь многого; 
стремление получить многое ведет к заблуждениям". 
Поэтому совершенномудрый внемлет этому поучению, коему необходимо следовать в 

Поднебесной. 
Совершенномудрый исходит не только из того, что сам видит, поэтому может видеть 

ясно; 
он не считает правым только себя, поэтому может обладать истиной; 
он не прославляет себя, поэтому имеет заслуженную славу; 
он не возвышает себя, поэтому он старший среди других. 
Он ничему не противоборствует, поэтому он непобедим в Поднебесной. 
Слова древних: "Ущербное становится совершенным..." - разве это пустые слова? 
Они действительно указывают человеку путь к [истинному] совершенству. 
• 
[22c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Из несовершенного происходит цельное. 
Из кривого - прямое. 
Из углубленного - гладкое. 



Из старого - новое. 
Если не много, то легко приобрести, а если много, то легко запутаться. 
Поэтому святой муж имеет только одно, но он сделается примером для всего мира. 
Он открыто не объявляет своих мыслей, поэтому он никогда не заблуждается (ясен). 
Он никогда не выставляет себя, поэтому он всегда известен. 
Он сам никогда не воюет, поэтому имеет заслуги. 
Ничем он не гордится, поэтому он превозносится. 
Ни с кем он не ссорится, поэтому вся вселенная никогда не сопротивляется ему. 
Отсюда высказанные древними слова "из несовершенного происходит совершенное, из 

кривого - прямое" можно ли назвать лживым изречением? 
• 
[22c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Что скривилось - тому быть целым. 
Что согнулось - тому быть прямым. 
Порожнему - быть полным. 
Ветхому - новым быть. 
Кто имеет мало, получит много. 
Кто имеет много, тот слеп. 
Вот почему премудрый держится за Единое 



И так становится мерилом мира. 
Не имеет "своего взгляда" и потому просветлен. 
Не имеет "своего мнения" и потому всем светит. 
Не рвется вперед и потому имеет заслуги. 
Не хвалит себя и потому живет долго. 
Он ни с кем не соперничает, и никто в мире не соперничает с ним. 
Поговорка древних: "Кривому - быть целым" разве пустые слова? 
Быть воистину целым только ему дано. 
• 
[22c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
От ущербности проходят к целостности. 
От кривды приходят к правде. 
От пустоты приходят к наполненности. 
От ветхости приходят к новому. 
От уменьшения происходит обретение. 
От умножения происходят сомнения. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости, охватывая единое, становится моделью Поднебесной. 
Не выставляет себя, потому ясен. 



Не утверждает себя, потому четок. 
Не гордится собой, потому имеет заслуги. 
Не превозносит себя, потому существует долго. 
И именно потому, что не соперничает, поэтому никто в Поднебесной не способен 

вступить с ним в отношения соперничества. 
Разве древнее высказывание: "От ущербности приходят к целостности" - это пустые 

слова? 
Ведь все сходится в том, кто обладает действительной целостностью. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Three 
 

[23c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
To rarely speak - such is [the way of] Nature. 
Fierce winds don't last the whole morning; 
Torrential rains don't last the whole day. 
Who makes these things? 
If even Heaven and Earth can't make these last long - 
How much the more is this true for man?! 
Therefore, one who devotes himself to the Way is one with the Way; 
One who [devotes himself to] Virtue is one with that Virtue; 
And one who [devotes himself to] losing is one with that loss. 
To the one who is one with Virtue, the Way also gives Virtue; 
While for the one who is one with his loss, the Way also disregards him. 
• 
[23c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ONLY simple and quiet words will ripen of themselves. 
For a whirlwind does not last a whole morning, 
Nor does a sudden shower last a whole day. 



Who is their author? Heaven-and-Earth! 
Even Heaven-and-Earth cannot make such violent things last long; 
How much truer is it of the rash endeavours of men? 
Hence, he who cultivates the Tao is one with the Tao; 
He who practices Virtue is one with Virtue; 
And he who courts after Loss is one with Loss. 
To be one with the Tao is to be a welcome accession to the Tao; 
To be one with Virtue is to be a welcome accession to Virtue; 
To be one with Loss is to be a welcome accession to Loss. 
Deficiency of faith on your part 
Entails faithlessness on the part of others. 
• 
[23c03t] D. C. Lau 
To use words but rarely 
Is to be natural. 
Hence a gusty wind cannot last all morning, and a sudden downpour cannot last all day. 
Who is it that produces these? Heaven and earth. 
If even heaven and earth cannot go on for ever, much less can man. 
That is why one follows the way. 



A man of the way conforms to the way; 
A man of virtue conforms to virtue; 
A man of loss conforms to loss. 
He who conforms to the way is gladly accepted by the way; 
He who conforms to virtue is gladly accepted by virtue; 
He who conforms to loss is gladly accepted by loss. 
When there is not enough faith, there is lack of good faith. 
• 
[23c04t] R. L. Wing 
Nature rarely speaks. 
Hence the whirlwind does not last a whole morning, 
Nor the sudden rainstorm last a whole day. 
What causes these? 
Heaven and Earth. 
If Heaven and Earth cannot make them long lasting, 
How much less so can humans? 
Thus, those who cultivate the Tao 
Identify with the Tao. 
Those who cultivate Power 



Identify with Power. 
Those who cultivate failure 
Identify with failure. 
Those who identify with the Tao 
Are likewise welcomed by the Tao. 
Those who identify with Power 
Are likewise welcomed by Power. 
Those who identify with failure 
Are likewise welcomed by failure. 
Those who lack belief 
Will not in turn be believed. 
• 
[23c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Saying few words fits in with Nature. 
Therefore a whirlwind does not last a whole morning, 
Nor does a rainstorm last a whole day. 
Whoever makes them like this? 
It is Heaven and Earth. 
If (the fierce force of) Heaven and Earth cannot last long, 



How much less man? 
Therefore he who follows Tao (should know:) 
The seeker of Tao is identified with Tao, 
The seeker of De is identified with De, 
He who seeks the loss (of Tao) is identified with loss. 
He who is identified with Tao - 
Tao is also happy to have him. 
He who is identified with De - 
De is also happy to have him. 
He who is identified with the loss - 
The loss is also happy to have him. 
Only when one has no faith will faithless events take place. 
• 
[23c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
To talk little is natural. 
High winds do not last all morning. 
Heavy rain does not last all day. 
Why is this? Heaven and earth! 
If heaven and earth cannot make things eternal, 



How is it possible for man? 
He who follows the Tao 
Is at one with the Tao. 
He who is virtuous 
Experiences Virtue. 
He who loses the way 
Feels lost. 
When you are at one with the Tao, 
The Tao welcomes you. 
When you are at one with Virtue, 
The Virtue is always there. 
When you are at one with loss, 
The loss is experienced willingly. 
He who does not trust enough 
Will not be trusted. 
• 
[23c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
To live with sparse words is to live with nature. 
Occasional winds and showers will not last through the day. 



Who is responsible for this result? 
Heaven and earth. 
Even heaven and earth take breaks. 
So certainly should men. 
(Why should anyone then talk too much?) 
(Rather then just talk) 
Those who follow the way will find the way. 
Those who live virtuously will have a virtuous life. 
Those who live not seeking the way will lose the way. 
For those who seek the way, the way will seek them out. 
For those who seek virtue, virtue will seek them out. 
For those who do not find the way, 
The way will not find them either. 
Some people do not believe adequately. 
Some people do not believe at all. 
• 
[23c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Talking little is the way of nature. 
A blustering wind cannot last a whole morning; 



A downpour cannot last a whole day. 
Who can control this? Only nature. 
Even nature cannot make a storm last long, so how can people? 
Therefore, one who believes in the DAO receives the DAO, 
One who pursues the DE has the DE, 
One who does not believe in anything is lost. 
The one who gets the DAO will receive the blessings of the DAO, 
The one who has the DE will receive the blessings of the DE, 
The one who is lost will receive nothing. 
If you do not have faith in the DAO, the DAO will not have faith in you. 
• 
[23c09t] Walter Gorn Old, NON-IDENTIFICATION 
Moderate your speech, and preserve yourself. 
A hurricane will not outlast the morning, a heavy rain will not outlast the day. 
Who have the power to make these things but Heaven and Earth? 
And if Heaven and Earth cannot continue them long, how shall a man do so? 
If a man accords with Tao in all things, he is identified with Tao by that agreement. 
A virtuous man is identified with virtue, a vicious man is identified with vice. 
Whoever is identified with Tao, him do the Taoists receive with gladness. 



Whoever is identified with virtue, him do the virtuous receive with gladness. 
But whoever is identified with vice, him do the vicious gladly serve with vice. 
For wherever confidence is lacking, it is not met with trust. 
• 
[23c10t] James Legge 
Abstaining from speech marks him who is obeying the spontaneity of his nature. 
A violent wind does not last for a whole morning; 
a sudden rain does not last for the whole day. 
To whom is it that these (two) things are owing? 
To Heaven and Earth. 
If Heaven and Earth cannot make such (spasmodic) actings last long, how much less can man! 
Therefore when one is making the Tao his business, those who are also pursuing it, agree with him in 

it, and those who are making the manifestation of its course their object agree with him in that; 
while even those who are failing in both these things agree with him where they fail. 
Hence, those with whom he agrees as to the Tao have the happiness of attaining to it; 
those with whom he agrees as to its manifestation have the happiness of attaining to it; 
and those with whom he agrees in their failure have also the happiness of attaining (to the Tao). 
(But) when there is not faith sufficient (on his part), a want of faith (in him) ensues (on the part of the 

others). 



• 
[23c11t] David Hinton 
Keeping words spare: occurrence appearing of itself. 
Wild winds never last all morning 
and fierce rains never last all day. 
Who conjures such things if not heaven and earth, 
and if heaven and earth can't make things last, 
why should we humans try? 
That's why masters devote themselves to Way. 
To master Way is to become Way, 
to master gain is to become gain, 
to master loss is to become loss. 
And whatever becomes Way, Way welcomes joyfully, 
whatever becomes gain, gain welcomes joyfully, 
whatever becomes loss, loss welcomes joyfully. 
If you don't stand sincere by your words how sincere can the people be? 
• 
[23c12t] Chichung Huang 
Speechlessness conforms to the way things are. 



A turbulent wind does not last a whole morning; 
A torrential rain does not last a whole day. 
Who does these? 
Heaven and earth. 
Even heaven and earth cannot last long, 
How can man? 
Therefore, he who pursues the Tao 
Identifies with the Tao; 
He who pursues virtue identifies with virtue; 
He who pursues loss identifies with loss. 
He who identifies with virtue - 
The Tao, too, shall requite him with favor; 
He who identifies with loss - 
The Tao, too, shall requite him with loss. 
• 
[23c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Nature speaks (yen) little. 
Hence a squall lasts not a whole morning, 
A rainstorm continues not a whole day. 



What causes (wei) these? 
Heaven and earth. 
Even [the actions of] heaven and earth do not last long, 
How much less [the works] of humans? 
Therefore one who follows Tao identifies with Tao, 
One who follows te (nature) identifies with te (nature). 
One who follows shih (loss) identifies with shih. 
One who identifies with Tao is glad to be with Tao. 
One who identifies with te is glad to be with te. 
One who identifies with shih is glad to be with shih. 
When you don't trust (hsin) (the people) enough, 
Then they are untrustworthy (pu hsin). 
• 
[23c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Taciturnity is the way of Nature! 
No whirlwind has lasted longer than the entire morning, 
No thunderstorm has lasted longer than one full day; 
These exemplifies that violence would not be sustained for a long period even by Nature, 
How then can human [society] endure violence? 



Accordingly: 
People who are aspired to Tao shall associate with [people who are already on the path of questing 

for] Tao; 
People who seek Te shall join [people who are committed to cultivating] Te; People who are losers [of 

Tao and Te ] shall associate with losers; 
People who are aspired to Tao shall be embraced by [people who are already on the path for] Tao; 
People who seek Te shall be received warmly by [people who have already committed to pursuing] 

Te; 
People who are lost will also be hailed by people of his kind, i.e. losers. 
• 
[23c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Few words fit Nature. 
For a whirlwind does not last a whole morning, nor does a sudden shower last a whole day. 
Who is their author? 
Heaven and earth. 
Even Heaven and earth cannot make their things last long; how is it possible for the works of men? 
Hence, he who cultivates the Way is one with the Way; he who practices Virtue is one with Virtue; 

and he who loses the Way is one with Loss. 
To be one with the Way: the Way welcomes it. 



To be one with Virtue: Virtue welcomes it. 
To be one with Loss: Loss welcomes it. 
If it is not enough to get faith, there is no faith. 
• 
[23c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Preaching less conforms to the natural way. 
A squall rarely lasts a whole morning. 
A downpour rarely continues all the day. 
Who makes the wind and rain? 
It is the nature. 
If the nature cannot have long-lasting stamina, how can people? 
Therefore, those who follow Tao live with Tao. 
Those who follow Te live with Te. 
Those who follow nothing live with nothing. 
Those who live with Tao are happy with Tao. 
Those who live with Te are happy with Te. 
Those who live with nothing abandon Tao. 
There are people who are not whole-heartedly Tao-believer. 
There are people who do not believe in Tao at all. 



• 
[23c17t] Arthur Waley 
To be always talking is against nature. 
For the same reason a hurricane never lasts a whole morning, nor a rain-storm all day. 
Who is it that makes the wind and rain? 
It is Heaven-and-Earth. 
And if even Heaven-and-Earth cannot blow or pour for long, how much less in his utterance should 

man? 
Truly, 
if one uses the Way as one's instrument, the results will be like the Way; 
if one uses the 'power' as one's instrument, the results will be like the power; 
if one uses what is the reverse of the 'power', the results will be the reverse of the 'power'. 
For to those who have conformed themselves to the Way, the Way readily lends its power. 
To those who have conformed themselves to the power, the power readily lends more power. 
While to those who conform themselves to inefficacy, inefficacy readily lends its ineffectiveness. 
'It is by not believing in people that you turn them into liars'. 
• 
[23c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The "inaudible" is a way of referring to the Natural. 



Thus a whirlwind does not last an entire morning, and a rainstorm does not last an entire day. 
What is it that causes them? 
It is Heaven and Earth. 
If even Heaven and Earth cannot make them last long, how much less can man? 
Thus, to undertake things in accordance with the Dao, the man of Dao becomes one with the Dao. 
The man of virtue becomes one with virtue. 
The man of failure becomes one with failure. 
He who becomes one with virtue, the Dao also endows with virtue; 
he who becomes one with failure, the Dao also endows with failure. 
If one fails to have trust, a corresponding lack of trust in him occurs. 
• 
[23c19t] Lin Yutang 
IDENTIFICATION WITH TAO 
Nature says few words: 
Hence it is that a squall lasts not a whole morning, 
A rainstorm continues not a whole day. 
Where do they come from? 
From Nature. 
Even Nature does not last long (in its utterances), 



How much less should human beings? 
Therefore it is that: 
He who follows the Tao is identified with the Tao. 
He who follows Character (Teh) is identified with Character. 
He who abandons (Tao) is identified with abandonment (of Tao). 
He who is identified with Tao - 
Tao is also glad to welcome him. 
He who is identified with Character - 
Character is also glad to welcome him. 
He who is identified with abandonment - 
Abandonment is also glad to welcome him. 
He who has not enough faith 
Will not be able to command faith from others. 
• 
[23c20t] Victor H. Mair 
To be sparing of speech is natural. 
A whirlwind does not last the whole morning, 
A downpour does not last the whole day. 
Who causes them? 



If even heaven and earth cannot cause them to persist, how much less can human beings? 
Therefore, 
In pursuing his affairs, 
a man of the Way identifies with the Way, 
a man of integrity identifies with integrity, 
a man who fails identifies with failure. 
To him who identifies with integrity, the Way awards integrity; 
To him who identifies with failure, the Way awards failure. 
• 
[23c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
To talk little is to follow nature. 
A whirlwind does not last all morning. 
A sudden shower does not last all day. 
Who produces these things? 
Heaven and earth! 
Even heaven and earth cannot make wild things last long. 
How then can people hope to do so? 
People of the Tao 
conform to the Tao. 



People of Virtue 
conform to Virtue. 
People who lose the way 
conform to the loss. 
Those who conform to the Tao 
are welcomed into the Tao. 
Those who conform to Virtue 
are welcomed into Virtue. 
Those who conform to the loss 
are welcomed into the loss. 
Those who do not trust enough will not be trusted. 
• 
[23c22t] David H. Li 
To be reticent is natural. 
Thus, a whirlwind does not last all morning, 
a downpour does not last all day. 
Why is this so? 
Because this is the universe. 
Even the universe cannot sustain; can humans? 



Thus, one who follows Direction manages with Direction, 
One who follows virtue manages with virtue, 
One who does not follow Direction nor virtue manages with neither 
Direction nor virtue. 
One who manages with Direction is welcome by those with Direction, 
One who manages with virtue is welcome by those with virtue, 
One who manages with neither Direction nor virtue is welcome by those without Direction or virtue. 
One lacking in trustworthiness loses [the populace's] trust. 
• 
[23c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
To be silent is natural, for silence alone endures in Nature. 
A whirlwind does not last the whole morning; 
Nor does a downpour last the whole day. 
Nature cannot make her commotion last; 
Nor can human beings make their commotion last. 
Therefore, in enduring silence, without commotion, 
The master creates harmony with all humanity, 
Sharing the experience of the Tao with those who embody the Tao; 
Sharing the experience of virtue with those who practice virtue; 



Sharing the experience of loss with those who lose virtue. 
Thereby, in sharing the experience, 
Those who embody the Tao enjoy his company; 
Those who practice virtue enjoy his company; 
Those who lose virtue enjoy his company. 
The master is silent, for he knows the Tao and trusts the universe. 
Therefore, be silent, then you will be enduring; 
Trust, then you will be trusted. 
• 
[23c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
It is natural to be frugal with words. 
A gale will not blow for an entire morning; 
Pelting rain will not fall for a whole day. 
Who causes all those? 
Heaven and earth. 
If (the fruit of) heaven and earth cannot last forever, 
How can man? 
The person who follows the Tao, 
Is identified with the Tao. 



The person who adheres to virtue, 
Is identified with virtue. 
The person who adheres to vice, 
Is identified with vice. 
When a person follows the Tao, 
The Tao looks kindly upon him. 
When the person adheres to virtue, 
Virtue welcomes him. 
When the person adheres to vice, 
Vice opens its door to him. 
• 
[23c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
It is a natural thing to talk sparingly. 
And surely, this is right - because even a great wind and lashing rain do not go on forever. 
It is naturally so. 
Both Heaven and Earth know it. 
And if neither can hold on to such an outpouring for long what makes people think they can? 
If you follow the Tao, 
all you do will belong to it. 



If you act with Virtue, 
all you do will have its power. 
If you lose these - 
then everyway you will be lost. 
If you go the Way of Tao, it can only be with you. 
If you go the Way of Virtue, its purity will sustain you. 
But if you go the way of loss, then that will be your name; 
And if you cannot trust, no one will trust you. 
• 
[23c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
To be taciturn is in accordance with nature, 
So much as a wanton wind 
Does not last all morning, 
And a sudden rain does not last all day. 
Who makes it? 
Heaven and earth. 
If heaven and earth cannot make it last long, 
How can man? 
So a man of Tao conforms to the Tao; 



A man of Teh to the Teh; 
A man of having neither to the principle of losing both above. 
He who conforms to the Tao is readily received by the Tao; 
He who conforms to the Teh is readily received by the Teh; 
He who conforms to the principle of losing both above is readily discarded by the principle of loss. 
The lack of faith on the part of the ruler 
Leads to the lack of confidence in him on the part of the people. 
• 
[23c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Nature speaks rarely. 
A stormy wind cannot blow for the whole morning, a passing heavy shower cannot fall for the whole 

day. 
Even Heaven and Earth cannot show their sudden power for ever - much less can men. 
That is the reason why one who follows the Tao 
accords the Tao with the Tao, 
accords the virtue with the virtue, 
accords the loss with the loss. 
He who accords with the Tao is gladly accepted by the Tao. 
He who accords with the virtue is gladly accepted by the virtue. 



He who accords with the loss is gladly accepted by the loss. 
When there isn't enough faith from he who leads the people, the people who follow him will not have 

good faith. 
• 
[23c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The ruler by nature says few words. 
A sudden wind cannot last the whole morning. 
A sudden rain cannot last the whole day. 
Who produces them? 
Heaven and Earth. 
Since even Heaven and Earth cannot start a lasting cause, 
How can mankind achieve that? 
Therefore, 
Those choosing the Way identify themselves with the Way, 
Those choosing uses identify themselves with using, 
And those choosing losses identity themselves with losing. 
One identified with the Way is gladly provided by the Way. 
One identified with using is gladly provided with uses. 
One identified with losing suffers from the loss of the Way. 



One who does not believe will find one's self not believed. 
• 
[23c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Be Less, This Is The Spontaneous Rule 
Lao Tze says, 
Be less, this is the spontaneous rule. 
Hence a gusty wind does not persist through all morning. 
A sudden downpour does not persist through a whole day. 
Who makes them so? 
The Heaven and the Earth. 
Even the Heaven and the Earth don't like to perform a long work, what more can be expected from 

men? 
Thus, 
Whoever devotes himself to the Tao will know the Tao's essence. 
Whoever devotes himself to the Teh will know the Teh's essence. 
Whoever devotes to the loss will know the loss's essence. 
Whoever matches the Tao's essence will find pleasure in the Tao. 
Whoever matches the Teh's essence will find pleasure in the Teh. 
Whoever matches the loss will find pleasure in the loss. 



Those men who can't believe what I said already have disbelieving hearts. 
• 
[23c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
To be sparing of words is natural. 
A violent wind cannot last a whole morning; pelting rain cannot last a whole day. 
Who have made these things but heaven and earth? 
Inasmuch as heaven and earth cannot last for ever, how can man? 
He who engages himself in Tao is identified with Tao. 
He who engages himself in virtue is identified with virtue. 
He who engages himself in abandonment is identified with abandonment. 
Identified with Tao he will be well received by Tao. 
Identified with virtue he will be well received by virtue. 
Identified with abandonment he will be well received by abandonment. 
• 
[23c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To spare words is to be natural. 
Therefore a whirlwind does not last all morning, 
And a sudden shower does not last all day. 
Who causes this? 



Heaven and earth. 
If even Heaven and earth cannot last long, 
What can man do? 
Therefore one dealing with Tao will resemble Tao. 
Dealing with virtue, one will resemble virtue. 
Dealing with loss, one will resemble loss. 
If one resembles Tao, Tao is pleased to accept him. 
If one resembles virtue, virtue is pleased to accept him. 
If one resembles loss, loss is also pleased to accept him. 
By not having enough credibility, 
One will not be trusted [by others]. 
• 
[23c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Speaking little is what is natural. 
Yes: 
A whirlwind does not blow a whole morning, 
a downpour does not fall a whole day. 
And who causes these things? - 
Heaven and Earth. 



If even Heaven and Earth cannot make things last very long, 
how much less can man. 
Yes: 
One devoted to Tao: 
Is a Tao man, merges with Tao; 
is a Te man, merges with Te; 
is a man left out, merges with What Is Left Out. 
One who merges with Tao, Tao welcomes him; 
one who merges with Te, Te welcomes him; 
one who merges with What Is Left Out, What Is Left Out welcomes him. 
When sincerity does not suffice, 
it was not sincerity. 
• 
[23c33t] Cheng Lin 
Boisterous gales do not continue unabated from morn till eve. 
Torrential rainfalls do not continue unabated throughout the day and night. 
Who is it that produces these phenomena? 
Heaven and earth. 
Since these phenomena cannot last for ever, how much less can the work of man! 



Those who follow the way of Truth will meet in Truth. 
Those who follow the way of virtue will meet in virtue. 
Those who follow the way of Heaven will meet in Heaven. 
Those who meet in Truth become one with Truth, and they rejoice in it. 
Those who meet in virtue become virtuous, and they rejoice in it. 
Those who meet in Heaven become heavenly, and they rejoice in it. 
• 
[23c34t] Yi Wu 
Nature rarely speaks. 
So, a whirlwind does not last all morning, 
Nor does a sudden shower last the whole day. 
Who causes these? Heaven and earth. 
If what Heaven and earth do cannot last long, 
What can man do? 
Therefore, one who follows the Way is in accord with the Way. 
One who practices virtue is in accord with virtue. 
One who loses is in accord with loss. 
To be in accord with the Way is to be accepted gladly by the Way. 
To be in accord with virtue is to be accepted gladly by virtue. 



To be in accord with loss is to be accepted gladly by loss. 
When a man is not sincere enough 
He will not be trusted. 
• 
[23c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
To be reticent is consistent with the law of nature. 
Usually the hurricane does not last more than half a day. 
And torrential rain does not pour for a whole day. 
The wind and rain are the result of the forces of nature. 
Even the forces of nature do not endure for long, 
So how can human efforts ever match that of nature? 
Those devoted to Dao will follow Dao, and those devoted to De will follow De. 
On the contrary, those who go against Dao will manifest it in their behaviours. 
Following the path of Dao, Dao is glad to accept you. 
Following the path of De, De is pleased to welcome you. 
Following the alternative path, the alternative entity is also happy to receive you. 
If the people in power have no credibility, then the ordinary people will not trust them. 
• 
[23c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 



The utterance of the universal subtle law is too loud to be audible. 
Look at this: a squall does not last the whole morning, nor does a torrential shower last the whole day. 
What determines this? 
Even Nature cannot make such violence last for long. 
How long, then, can the violent actions of human beings last? 
Hence, one who follows gentleness becomes one with universal truth. 
One who follows wholeness becomes one with universal virtue. 
One who separates himself from universal nature and from universal virtue becomes separate and 

lost. 
When one is one with universal nature, 
universal nature is one with him. 
When one is one with universal virtue, 
universal virtue is one with him. 
When one deviates from universal nature, 
deviation keeps him from universal nature. 
If one does not know and believe that the subtle law manifests in his own life, 
how can he have faith that it pervades the entire universe? 
• 
[23c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



Nature rarely expresses itself in words. 
When a hurricane occurs, it does not last all morning. 
Neither does a heavy shower last the whole day. 
These are actions of heaven and earth. 
Thus, even heaven and earth cannot maintain their actions for long. 
How can man? 
Therefore, the learner of Tao identifies with Tao. 
When one achieves it, one identifies with one's achievement. 
When one loses it, one identifies with one's losing. 
When man identifies with achievement, achievement also willingly identifies with man. 
When man identifies with losing, losing willingly identifies with man. 
If one does not believe enough in this identity, then it will not take place. 
• 
[23c38t] Henry Wei 
Emptiness and Non-Being 
Hsu Wu 
Nature is brief in its speech. 
Thus a tempest does not last a whole morning, 
Nor does a rainstorm last a whole day. 



What is it that causes the wind and rain? 
It is Heaven and Earth. 
Even Heaven and Earth cannot be long in their outbursts. 
How much the less can man in his! 
Therefore, in the pursuit of Tao, 
Those tending toward Tao will identify with Tao; 
Those tending toward virtue will identify with virtue; 
Those tending toward failure will identify with failure. 
To those identified with Tao, 
Tao will gladly extend welcome; 
To those identified with virtue, 
Virtue will gladly extend welcome; 
To those identified with failure, 
Failure will gladly extend welcome. 
When one's own faith is inadequate, 
It will not evoke faith from other people. 
• 
[23c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tzu-jan rarely speaks. 



Therefore no windstorm lasts all morning; 
No rainstorm lasts all day. 
Who causes these things? 
Heaven and Earth. 
If even Heaven and Earth can cause nothing to last forever, 
How could man? 
Therefore those who follow Tao 
Are one with Tao. 
Those who attain Te are one with Te; 
Those who lose [Te] are one with the loss. 
When a man is one with Tao, 
Tao also rejoices at gaining him; 
When a man is one with Te, 
Te also rejoices at gaining him; 
When a man is one with the loss, 
The loss also rejoices at gaining him. 
When you don't trust others, 
They will not trust you. 
• 



[23c40t] Tao Huang 
Natural speech consists of few words. 
Gusty winds do not last all morning, 
Cloudbursts do not last all day. 
What makes this so? 
Heaven and earth will not last forever, 
How could a human being last! 
So the person who works according to Tao unites with Tao. 
In the same way he unites with action. 
In the same way he unites with loss. 
Uniting with action, the Tao becomes action. 
Uniting with loss, the Tao becomes loss. 
• 
[23c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Let us observe nature: 
A heavy rain can hardly outlast the morning; 
a violent hurricane can hardly outlast the day. 
Who is responsible for this? 
The Heaven and the earth - the Nature. 



If the Heaven and the earth however can not make things great and lasting, how could a man expect 
to do even more? 

Thus one who practices Dao is in accord with Dao. 
One who is in accord with virtues thus attains virtues. 
One who is not in accord with Dao loses Dao. 
One who is not in accord with virtues loses virtues. 
Truth alone is not enough, nevertheless some truth is not true. 
• 
[23c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Nature says few words. 
For the same reason a whirlwind does not last a whole morning. 
Nor does a rainstorm last a whole day. 
What causes them? 
It is Heaven and Earth (Nature). 
If even Heaven and Earth cannot make them last long, 
How much less can man? 
Therefore he who follows Tao is identified with Tao. 
He who follows virtue is identified with virtue. 
He who abandons (Tao) is identified with the abandonment (of Tao). 



He who is identified with Tao - Tao is also happy to have him. 
He who is identified with virtue - virtue is also happy to have him. 
And he who is identified with the abandonment (of Tao) - the abandonment (of Tao) is also happy to 

abandon him. 
It is only when one does not have enough faith in others that others will have no faith in him. 
• 
[23c91t] И. И. Семененко 
То слово самостно, что редко. 
Поэтому-то вихрь не буйствует все утро, ливень не хлещет целый день. 
Кто это делает? 
Небо и Земля. 
Коль даже Небо и Земля ничего не в силах делать вечно, то человек тем паче. 
Поэтому и предаются Дао. 
У кого Дао, тот ему тождествен; 
добродетельный тождествен добродетели, 
утративший тождествен утрате. 
Кто отождествляет себя с Дао, того Дао тоже обретает с радостью; 
кто отождествляет себя с добродетелью, того добродетель тоже обретает с радостью; 
кто делает себя тождественным утрате, того утрата тоже обретает с радостью. 



Кто не способен доверять другим, тому не доверяют. 
• 
[23c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Редко пользоваться словами - значит следовать естественности. 
Поэтому резкий ветер не может длиться всё утро, а проливной дождь не может хлестать 

весь день. 
Кто делает всё это? Небо и Земля. 
Если даже Небо и Земля не могут сделать что-то вечным, так что же требовать от 

человека?! 
Поэтому он действует через Дао. 
Действующий через Дао тождественен с Дао. 
Обретший Благость тождественен с Благостью. 
Утрачивающий тождественен с утратой. 
Тождественный с Дао - радостно принимается Дао, 
Тождественный с Благостью - радостно принимается Благостью. 
Тождественный с утратой - радостно принимается утратой. 
Тот, в ком недостаточно искренности, встретится с неискренностью. 
• 
[23c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 



Тот, кто мало говорит, естественности следует. 
Ураган не свирепствует целое утро, ливень не льет весь день напролет. 
Кто сделал так? 
Небо и Земля. 
Уж если Небо и Земля не могут сделать долговечным то, что ими же самими порождено, то 

что уж говорить о человеке! 
Поэтому те люди, что все свои дела отдали Дао, - едины с Дао! 
Те, что отдали все Благу-Дэ, - едины с Благом-Дэ! 
Но те, кто посвятили все лишь гибели, - те с гибелью едины! 
Когда некто един с Дао, Дао само радуется, обретя его. 
Когда некто един с Благом, Благо тоже радуется, обретя его. 
Когда некто един с гибелью, гибель тоже радуется, обретя его. 
Когда человек не верен слову, то ему не станут верить! 
• 
[23c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Примолкни и следуй естественности. 
Ведь порывистый ветер не дует все утро, ливневый дождь не льет весь день. 
Тот, кто посылает их, - Небо и Земля. 
Но Небо и Земля и те не могут делать это вечно, так куда уж человеку равняться с ними. 



Вот почему: 
тот, кто ведет дела в соответствии с Дао, тождествен Дао. 
[Тот, кто ведет дела в соответствии] с Дэ, тождествен Дэ. 
[Тот, кто ведет дела в соответствии] с утратой, тождествен утрате. 
Того, кто тождествен Дао, Дао с радостью принимает его. 
Того, кто тождествен Дэ, Дэ с радостью принимает его. 
Того, кто тождествен утрате, утрата с радостью принимает его. 
"Недоверие питает неверие". 
• 
[23c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Нужно меньше говорить, следовать естественности. 
Быстрый ветер не продолжается все утро, сильный дождь не продержится весь день. 
Кто делает все это? 
Небо и земля. 
Даже небо и земля не могут сделать что-либо долговечным, тем более человек. 
Поэтому он служит дао. 
Кто [служит] дао, тот тождествен дао. 
Кто [служит] дэ, тот тождествен дэ. 
Тот, кто теряет, тождествен потере. 



Тот, кто тождествен дао, приобретает дао. 
Тот, кто тождествен дэ, приобретает дэ. 
Тот, кто тождествен потере, приобретает потерянное. 
Только сомнения порождают неверие. 
• 
[23c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Редкие слова заключают в себе самые достоверные мысли. 
Редкие изречения сами собою правдивы. 
Утренний сильный ветер не продолжается до полудня; сильный дождь не продолжается 

целый день. 
Ни небо, ни земля вечно существовать не могут. 
Тем более человек. 
Живущий и поступающий по Тао равен ему; 
нравственный человек равен добродетели; 
потерявший все равен потере. 
Тао любит находить равное себе; 
нравственный - равное себе; 
потерявший - также равное себе. 
Где вера слаба, там не будет веры. 



• 
[23c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Неслышное веление - то, что таково само собой. 
Сильный ветер не продержится все утро. 
Внезапный ливень не продержится весь день. 
Кто создает их? Небо и Земля. 
Даже Небу и Земле не сотворить ничего долговечного, 
Тем менее это доступно человеку! 
Посему тот, кто предан Пути, един с Путем. 
Тот, кто предан совершенству, един с Совершенством. 
А тот, кто предан утрате, един с утратой. 
Того, кто един с Путем, Путь тоже принимает. 
Тому, кто един с Совершенством, Путь дает Совершенство, 
А того, кто един с утратой, Путь тоже теряет. 
Лишь тому, кто недостаточно доверяет другим, 
Тоже не будет доверия. 
• 
[23c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Разреженность в словах - это самопроизвольная естественность. 



Ураганный ветер не длится все утро. 
Проливной дождь не идет до конца дня. 
Кто осуществляет это? 
Небо-Земля. 
Даже Небо-Земля не способны сделать их долгими. 
Что уж тут сравнивать с человеком? 
Причинность: 
Если в ситуациях действуешь, исходя из Пути, тогда отождествляешься с Путем. 
Если действуешь, исходя из Потенции, тогда отождествляешься с Потенцией. 
Если действуешь, исходя из потери, тогда отождествляешься с потерей. 
Когда отождествляешься с Путем, тогда и Путь, радуется, обретая тебя. 
Когда отождествляешься с Потенцией, тогда и Потенция радуется, обретая тебя. 
Когда отождествляешься с потерей, тогда и потеря радуется, обретая тебя. 
Если в тебе недостаточно веры, то бытие не верит в тебя. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Four 
 

[24c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
One who boasts is not established; 
One who shows himself off does not become prominent; 
One who puts himself on display does not brightly shine; 
One who brags about himself gets no credit; 
One who praises himself does not long endure. 
In the Way, such things are called: 
"Surplus food and redundant action." 
And with things - there are those who hate them. 
Therefore, the one with the Way in them does not dwell. 
• 
[24c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ONE on tip-toe cannot stand. 
One astride cannot walk. 
One who displays himself does not shine. 
One who justifies himself has no glory. 
One who boasts of his own ability has no merit. 



One who parades his own success will not endure. 
In Tao these things are called "unwanted food and extraneous growths," 
Which are loathed by all things. 
Hence, a man of Tao does not set his heart upon them. 
• 
[24c03t] D. C. Lau 
He who tiptoes cannot stand; he who strides cannot walk. 
He who shows himself is not conspicuous; 
He who considers himself right is not illustrious; 
He who brags will have no merit; 
He who boasts will not endure. 
From the point of view of the way these are 'excessive food and useless excrescences'. 
As there are Things that detest them, he who has the way does not abide in them. 
• 
[24c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those who are on tiptoe cannot stand firm. 
Those who straddle cannot walk. 
Those who display themselves cannot illuminate. 
Those who define themselves cannot be distinguished. 



Those who make claims can have no credit. 
Those who boast cannot advance. 
To those who stay with the Tao, 
These are like excess food and redundant actions 
And are contrary to Natural Law. 
Thus those who possess the Tao turn away. 
• 
[24c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who wants to stand higher on tiptoe is not steady; 
He who wants to double his step is unable to hasten; 
He who only rests on his own eyes cannot see clearly; 
He who considers himself always in the right cannot tell right from wrong; 
He who boasts himself will be given no credit; 
He who considers himself superior is not qualified for leadership. 
From the point of Tao, (all these) are nothing but remnants of food and tumours of action, which all 

creatures detest. 
Therefore those who possess Tao will stay away from them. 
• 
[24c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



He who stands on tiptoe is not steady. 
He who strides cannot maintain the pace. 
He who makes a show is not enlightened. 
He who is self-righteous is not respected. 
He who boasts achieves nothing. 
He who brags will not endure. 
According to followers of the Tao, "These are extra food and unnecessary luggage." 
They do not bring happiness. 
Therefore followers of the Tao avoid them. 
• 
[24c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
He who stands on tip-toe cannot really stand. 
He who takes big strides cannot really walk. 
He who sees only through his own point of view cannot see clearly. 
He who thinks he is always right will not see the truth. 
He who boasts of his own achievements will achieve nothing, 
He who is self-contented will not grow. 
Such people to the Dao are like those who eat too much or do too much, 
They will be fed up with what they eat or what they do. 



Hence those who follow the Dao will not fall into the "too much" mode. 
• 
[24c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
You cannot stand firm by standing on tiptoes. 
You cannot go far by taking big steps. 
If you are stubborn, you cannot know the right and the wrong. 
If you are narrow-minded, no one will accept your opinions. 
If you show off, no one will recognize your accomplishments. 
If you are conceited, you will not be able to lead the people. 
Speaking in terms of the DAO, these are useless extras that are very annoying. 
Therefore, one who practices the DAO never behaves like this. 
• 
[24c09t] Walter Gorn Old, UNDESIRABLE HONOURS 
By standing on tiptoe one cannot keep still. 
Astride of one's fellow one cannot progress. 
By displaying oneself one does not shine. 
By self-approbation one is not esteemed. 
In self-praise there is no merit. 
He who exalts himself does not stand high. 



Such things are to Tao what refuse and excreta are to the body. 
They are everywhere detested. 
Therefore the man of Tao will not abide with them. 
• 
[24c10t] James Legge 
He who stands on his tiptoes does not stand firm; 
he who stretches his legs does not walk (easily). 
(So), he who displays himself does not shine; 
he who asserts his own views is not distinguished; 
he who vaunts himself does not find his merit acknowledged; 
he who is self-conceited has no superiority allowed to him. 
Such conditions, viewed from the standpoint of the Tao, are like remnants of food, or a tumour on the 

body, which all dislike. 
Hence those who pursue (the course) of the Tao do not adopt and allow them. 
• 
[24c11t] David Hinton 
Stretch onto tiptoes and you never stand firm. 
Hurry long strides and you never travel far. 
Keep up self-reflection 



and you'll never be enlightened. 
Keep up self-definition 
and you'll never be apparent. 
Keep up self-promotion 
and you'll never be proverbial. 
Keep up self-esteem 
and you'll never be perennial. 
Travelers of the Way call such striving too much food and useless baggage. 
Things may not all despise such striving, but a master of the Way stays clear of it. 
• 
[24c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who boasts cannot stand; 
He who looks at himself is not illustrious; 
He who parades himself is not clear-sighted; 
He who brags about himself has no merit; 
He who is conceited does not last long. 
These, according to the Tao, are 
Leftover food and improper deeds 
Which people all loathe. 



Therefore, he who possesses the Tao 
Does not accumulate. 
• 
[24c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who tiptoes cannot stand. 
One who straddles cannot walk. 
One who sees himself is not enlightened (ming). 
One who justifies himself is not outstanding. 
One who shows off (fa) his deeds is not meritorious. 
One who boasts (ching) of himself does not lead (chang). 
These to a Taoist are called: 
Excess nature (yü te) and superfluous actions (shui hsing), 
Avoided (o) even by things. 
Therefore the Taoist does not indulge (ch'u) in them. 
• 
[24c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A person who tiptoes will not be able to stand [steadily after a short while]; 
A person who bestrides will not [be able to] walk [a long distance in the same manner]; 
[Therefore:] 



A person who is self-opinionated is not [truly] brilliant; 
A person who is self-righteous is not [truly] outstanding; 
A person who is self-conceited is not [truly] superior. 
One of the old-timers on the trail of Tao said: 
"[Even] Animals dislike over-eating and [carrying out] the excessive physical activities which serve no 

[significant] purpose." 
Therefore one who pursues Tao would not commit himself [to any kind of excessiveness] either. 
• 
[24c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
One on tip-toe cannot stand. 
One astride cannot walk. 
One who displays himself does not shine. 
One who justifies himself has no glory. 
One who boasts of his own work has no merit. 
One who is proud of himself will not endure. 
From the point of view of the Way, these things are called "unwanted food and extraneous growths," 

which are loathed by all things. 
Hence, a man of the Way does not set his heart upon them. 
• 



[24c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
On tiptoes, one cannot stand steadily. 
Astride, one cannot walk ahead. 
Those who brag about themselves cannot be held in great respect. 
Those who assume they are always right cannot be outstanding. 
Those who go to the extreme cannot achieve goals. 
Those who are vainglorious cannot keep making progress. 
This is Tao. 
Those behaviors, like leftover food or an overweight person, are unattractive to everyone. 
Thus Tao followers avoid them. 
• 
[24c17t] Arthur Waley 
'He who stands on tip-toe, does not stand firm; 
He who takes the longest strides, does not walk the fastest.' 
He who does his own looking sees little, 
He who defines himself is not therefore distinct. 
He who boasts of what he will do succeeds in nothing; 
He who is proud of his work, achieves nothing that endures. 
Of these, from the standpoint of the Way, it is said: 



'Pass round superfluous dishes to those that have already had enough, 
And no creature but will reject them in disgust.' 
That is why he that possesses Tao does not linger. 
• 
[24c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One up on tiptoes does not stand firm. 
One who takes big strides does not move. 
One who flaunts himself does not shine. 
One who insists that he is right is not commended. 
One who boasts about himself has no acknowledged merit. 
One filled with self-importance does not last long. 
In respect to the Dao, we can say about such behavior, too much food is an excrescence making the 

rounds. 
The people always hate this, so one who has the Dao has nothing to do with it. 
• 
[24c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE DREGS AND TUMORS OF VIRTUE 
He who stands on tiptoe does not stand (firm); 
He who strains his strides does not walk (well); 



He who reveals himself is not luminous; 
He who justifies himself is not far-famed; 
He who boasts of himself is not given credit; 
He who prides himself is not chief among men. 
These in the eyes of Tao 
Are called "the dregs and tumors of Virtue," 
Which are things of disgust. 
Therefore the man of Tao spurns them. 
• 
[24c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Who is puffed up cannot stand, 
Who is self-absorbed has no distinction, 
Who is self-revealing does not shine, 
Who is self-assertive has no merit, 
Who is self-praising does not last long. 
As for the Way, we may say these are "excess provisions and extra baggage." 
Creation abhors such extravagances. 
Therefore, 
One who aspires to the Way, does not abide in them. 



• 
[24c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The person on tiptoe is not steady. 
The person with legs astride cannot walk. 
Those who look only at themselves see little. 
Those who justify themselves are not distinguished. 
Those who brag have no merit. 
The work of prideful people will not endure. 
From the standpoint of the Tao, 
these things are "excessive food and tumors of the body." 
As they bring sickness, 
followers of the Tao do not linger around them. 
• 
[24c22t] David H. Li 
One who tiptoes to stand taller does not stand firm; 
One who strides to walk faster does not walk long; 
One who self-touts does not shine; 
One who self-justifies does not reassure; 
One who self-aggrandizes does not accomplish; 



One who self-serves does not endure. 
They, in relation to Direction, are the equivalent of leftover food and excess fat. 
They are unattractive; 
they are not held by those with Direction. 
• 
[24c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
A man who tiptoes cannot stand. 
A man who straddles cannot walk. 
A man who flaunts himself cannot shine. 
A man who is self-righteous is not respected. 
A man who is self-boasting is not acknowledged. 
A man who is self-conceited is not promoted. 
From the viewpoint of the Tao, 
These behaviors are like excess food and excrescent flesh. 
Creation abhors such imbalance, 
And thus the man of the Tao does not abide in them. 
• 
[24c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
A person who stands on tiptoe cannot stand firmly on his feet. 



A person who spreads his legs cannot walk steadily. 
A person who displays himself cannot shine (like a star in the sky). 
A person who praises himself will not be praised by others. 
A person who glorifies himself will not be famous. 
A person who makes himself mighty cannot excel. 
All these, in comparison to the Tao, are called: 
"A surfeit of food and an excess of action." 
They will be tiresome to everyone in other things, too. 
Therefore, the man of Tao is not found in their company. 
All these are examples of living in a way that goes against nature. 
• 
[24c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
A man on tiptoe can't walk easily. 
The man who strides on ahead is bound to tire. 
The kind of person who always insists on his way of seeing things can never learn anything from 

anyone. 
Those who always want to be seen will never help others to be. 
The showman is never secretly respected by anyone. 
People like these, say the Wise Ones are as useless as the left-over food at a feast: 



No true follower can relate to them. 
• 
[24c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who stands on tiptoes cannot stand well; 
He who walks with great strides cannot walk well; 
He who shows off himself cannot become conspicuous; 
He who regards himself infallible cannot become illustrious; 
He who brags about himself cannot gain achievement; 
He who boasts of himself cannot become a head. 
From the point of view of the Tao, 
These behaviours are like leftover food and superfluous excrescence, 
So disgusting that a man of Tao 
Never behaves like that. 
• 
[24c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who tiptoes cannot stand. 
He who strides cannot walk. 
He who sees only himself is not enlightened. 
He who is self-righteous is not notable. 



He who boasts about himself will have no merit. 
He who praises himself will have no improvement. 
The way he takes the Tao, as if eating with a full stomach and moving with excess baggage, will be 

disliked. 
Therefore he who follows the Tao will not abide this. 
• 
[24c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A long stander would not stand on tiptoe. 
A far walker would not walk with long strides. 
A wise observer would not observe self-preoccupations. 
A true celebrity would not brag about self. 
A successful doer would not show off his/her deeds. 
A good ruler would not look superior to others. 
It is the Way that is enabling and disabling. 
Eating too much will result in obesity in form, 
Which is avoided even by the public, 
And is therefore not preferred by Way servers. 
• 
[24c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 



Those Which Are Against The Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
He who stands on tiptoe can't persist long. 
He who walks by striding can't go far. 
He who sees everything in his eyes can never be shrewd. 
He who claims self-righteousness will never be exalted by others. 
He who steals others' feats for himself is a worthless person. 
He who boasts of his merit can't enjoy a long life. 
Viewed from the Tao's standpoint, these men are like remains of a meal, or a tumor on the body, 

which no one would like. 
Hence, a Tao-practician should not become one of them. 
• 
[24c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
A man on tiptoe cannot stand firm; 
A man astride cannot walk on; 
A man who displays himself cannot shine; 
A man who approves himself cannot be noted; 
A man who praises himself cannot have merit; 
A man who glories in himself cannot excel: 



These, when compared with Tao, are called: 
'Excess in food and overdoing in action.' 
Even in other things, mostly, they are rejected; 
Therefore the man of Tao does not stay with them. 
• 
[24c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Those who rise on tiptoe cannot stand. 
Those who stride cannot walk. 
Those who hold to their views cannot be enlightened. 
Those who are self-righteous cannot shine. 
Those who boast cannot receive credit. 
Those who are arrogant cannot last long. 
In the light of Tao, they are like left-over food and burdensome wens, 
Even despised by all creatures. 
So those with Tao do not want to stay with them. 
• 
[24c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"A person on tiptoe is not firmly planted, 
a person in a rush will not go far." 



One who shows off will not shine, 
one who promotes himself won't become famous, 
one who boasts of himself will get no credit, 
one who glorifies himself will not become leader. 
In Tao, this is called 'stuffing oneself', 'overdoing it'. 
Things seem to detest this, 
so the ambitious man does not dwell here. 
• 
[24c33t] Cheng Lin 
Those who raise themselves on tiptoe cannot stand firm; 
those who walk with long steps cannot travel far. 
Those who are self-complacent are not enlightened. 
Those who are self-important are not illustrious. 
Those who are self-conceited are not successful. 
Those who are self-assertive are not supreme. 
Those who abide by Truth say: 
"When one has a surplus of food and an excess of clothing, he causes envy in other men. 
Therefore, the followers of Truth eschew these." 
• 



[24c34t] Yi Wu 
One who is on tiptoe cannot stand. 
One who strides cannot walk. 
One who is self-opinionated is not enlightened. 
One who is self-righteous is not brightened. 
One who is self-glorified is without merit. 
One who is self-satisfied cannot develop. 
To the Way, all of them are known as 
"Unwanted food and useless actions." 
They may be despised by all things; 
Therefore, one who practices the Way does not dwell on them. 
• 
[24c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
He who stands tiptoed will soon fall over. 
He who walks with huge strides will not go very far. 
By trying to show off, you will not be eminent. 
By acting like a know-all, you will not be distinguished. 
If you brag about your success, you will end up with no credit. 
If you are conceited, you will not make any further advancement. 



From the perspective of Dao, 
Even animals will find all extravagant deeds disgusting. 
He who follows the path of Dao does not subscribe to these actions. 
• 
[24c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who stands on tiptoe cannot stand firmly. 
One who strides cannot walk far. 
One who flaunts himself is not illumined. 
One who insists that he is right is self-righteous. 
One who boasts of his accomplishments undoes his merit. 
One who takes pride in himself impedes his own growth. 
These things are normally detested by people who nurture virtue and the truthfulness of life, 
for they do not set their eyes and hearts upon anything that is equal to "the greed for excessive food 

which fosters morbid growth." 
Thus, such things are not agreeable to them. 
• 
[24c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To lift the heel is not to stand. 
To take long strides is not to walk. 



To show off is not to shine. 
To insist that one is right is not to be distinct. 
To claim credit is to have no credit. 
To be proud of oneself is not to be the best. 
From the point of view of Tao, all of these are extras which things themselves do not like. 
Therefore, the man of Tao does not abide with them. 
• 
[24c38t] Henry Wei 
Bitter Favors 
K'u En 
He who stands on tip-toe will totter; 
He who takes long strides is a poor walker. 
He who likes to show off is not enlightened; 
He who is prone to be self-righteous is not distinguished; 
He who blows his own horn will acquire no merit; 
He who extols himself is not fit to be a leader. 
From the standpoint of Tao, it can be said: 
"Eating excessive food or to walk with a burden 
May be disgusting to creatures." 



People possessed of Tao, therefore, reject them. 
• 
[24c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He who tiptoes cannot remain standing; 
He who strides cannot travel; 
He who shows himself has no bright presence; 
He who claims to be right does not shine; 
The boastful have no merit; 
The conceited do not last long. 
From Tao's standpoint 
Such things may be called excess food and superfluous action. 
Creatures abhor them. 
Therefore the man of Tao stays away from them. 
• 
[24c40t] Tao Huang 
Those who boast of themselves lose their stance. 
He who displays himself is not seen. 
He who justifies himself is not understood. 
He who lashes out does not succeed. 



He who builds himself up does not endure. 
In the sense of Tao, 
This is said to be eating too much and acting too much. 
It results in disgust. 
Those who desire will not endure. 
• 
[24c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
One on tiptoe can not stand well. 
One with hard breathing can not live long. 
One astride can not walk well. 
A self-displayer is not enlightened. 
A self-asserter is not popular. 
A self-approver has no merit. 
A self-boaster can not lead. 
From the point of view of Dao this is called "surfeit of food and a tumour on the body". 
It is hated by everything! 
Thus a man of Dao will never resort to it. 
• 
[24c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 



He who stands on tiptoe is not steady. 
He who strides forward does not go. 
He who shows himself is not luminous. 
He who justifies himself is not prominent. 
He who boasts of himself is not given credit. 
He who brags does not endure for long. 
From the point of view of Tao, these are like remnants of food and tumors of action, 
Which all creatures detest. 
Therefore those who possess Tao turn away from them. 
• 
[24c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Долго на носках не устоять, далеко широким шагом не пройти. 
Кто себя видит, тот не ведает просвета; 
кто считает себя правым, не заметен; 
кто хвастается, не заслужен; 
кто зазнается, тот других не старше. 
У кого Дао, тот этого не делает, ибо такое поведение, согласно Дао, равняется тому, когда 

переедают или впустую ходят, а этого не любит, кажется, никто. 
• 



[24c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Стоящему на цыпочках долго не простоять. 
Идущему большими шагами далеко не уйти. 
Демонстрирующий себя - не просветлён. 
Считающий себя правым - не очевиден. 
Кичащийся собой не имеет заслуг. 
Заносчивому не стать властителем. 
Рассуждая с позиций Дао, про это говорят: "Излишество в пище и непристойность в 

поступках в сочетании с вещами несут вред". 
Поэтому, обладающий Дао, свободен от пребывания в этом. 
• 
[24c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Стоящий на кончиках пальцев долго не простоит, 
Оставляющий отчетливые следы далеко не уйдет. 
Поглощенный сам собой не станет умудренно-просветленным, 
Превозносящий сам себя не будет подлинно прославлен, 
Нападающему на всех не дано свершить великий подвиг, 
Самовосхваляющийся не станет долговечным. 
Ну а для Дао это все - протухшая еда и тягостная ноша. 



Все сущее такие нравы ненавидит. 
Поэтому обретший Дао-Путь так не живет. 
• 
[24c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Вставший на цыпочки не устоит прямо. 
Сдвинувший ноги не тронется с места. 
Кто выставляет себя эрудитом, не просветлен. 
Кто считает себя правым, не просвещен. 
Кто прославляет себя, не доблестен. 
Кто восхваляет себя, не главенствует. 
Все это, с позиции Дао, зовется избытком достатка и поведением раба. 
Всяк ненавидит таких. 
Поэтому тот, кто обладает Дао, с такими рядом не живет. 
• 
[24c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто поднялся на цыпочки, не может [долго] стоять. 
Кто делает большие шаги, не может [долго] идти. 
Кто сам себя выставляет на свет, тот не блестит. 
Кто сам себя восхваляет, тот не добудет славы. 



Кто нападает, не достигает успеха. 
Кто сам себя возвышает, не может стать старшим среди других. 
Если исходить из дао, все это называется лишним желанием и бесполезным поведением. 
Таких ненавидят все существа. 
Поэтому человек, обладающий дао, не делает этого. 
• 
[24c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Сухоногий не может встать. 
Сидящий не может ходить. 
Кто думает, что постиг все, тот ничего не знает. 
Кто доволен самим собою, тот не может прославиться. 
Кто хвастается, тот не может иметь заслуги. 
Кто горд, тот не может возвыситься. 
Такие люди, с точки зрения Тао, называются питающимися излишеством и творящими 

напрасное. 
Поэтому когда они находят Тао, то оставаться в нем решительно не могут. 
• 
[24c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Кто встал на цыпочки, долго не простоит. 



Кто широко шагает, далеко не уйдет. 
Кто имеет свой взгляд, немного сможет понять. 
Кто имеет свою правду, немногих сможет убедить. 
Кто рвется вперед, славы не стяжает. 
Кто радеет за себя, долго не проживет. 
Для Пути это только "лишнее угощение, напрасное хождение". 
Для людей это только повод для ненависти. 
Посему претворяющий Путь так не поступает. 
• 
[24c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
На цыпочках не простоишь. 
Широко расставив ноги, не пойдешь. 
Выставляя себя, не будешь ясен. 
Утверждая себя, не будешь четок. 
Гордясь собой, не будешь иметь заслуги. 
Превознося себя, не сможешь просуществовать долго. 
В пространстве Пути это называется избытком в пище и лишними движениями. 
Всем сущностям от этого только зло. 
Причинность: 



При наличии Пути не застаиваются. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Five 
 

[25c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
There was something formed out of chaos, 
That was born before Heaven and Earth. 
Quiet and still! Pure and deep! 
It stands on its own and doesn't change. 
It can be regarded as the mother of Heaven and Earth. 
I do not yet know its name: 
I "style" it "the Way." 
Were I forced to give it a name, I would call it "the Great." 
"Great" means "to depart"; 
"To depart" means "to be far away"; 
And "to be far away" means "to return." 
The Way is great; 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
And the king is also great. 
In the country there are four greats, and the king occupies one place among them. 



Man models himself on the Earth; 
The Earth models itself on Heaven; 
Heaven models itself on the Way; 
And the Way models itself on that which is so on its own. 
• 
[25c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THERE was Something undefined and yet complete in itself, 
Born before Heaven-and-Earth. 
Silent and boundless, 
Standing alone without change, 
Yet pervading all without fail, 
It may be regarded as the Mother of the world. 
I do not know its name; 
I style it "Tao"; 
And, in the absence of a better word, call it "The Great." 
To be great is to go on, 
To go on is to be far, 
To be far is to return. 
Hence, "Tao is great, 



Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
King is great." 
Thus, the king is one of the great four in the Universe. 
Man follows the ways of the Earth. 
The Earth follows the ways of Heaven, 
Heaven follows the ways of Tao, 
Tao follows its own ways. 
• 
[25c03t] D. C. Lau 
There is a thing confusedly formed, 
Born before heaven and earth. 
Silent and void 
It stands alone and does not change, 
Goes round and does not weary. 
It is capable of being the mother of the world. 
I know not its name 
So I style it 'the way'. 
I give it the makeshift name of 'the great'. 



Being great, it is further described as receding, 
Receding, it is described as far away, 
Being far away, it is described as turning back. 
Hence the way is great; 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
And the king is also great. 
Within the realm there are four things that are great, 
And the king counts as one. 
Man models himself on earth, 
Earth on heaven, 
Heaven on the way, 
And the way on that which is naturally so. 
• 
[25c04t] R. L. Wing 
There was something in a state of fusion Before Heaven and Earth were born. 
Silent, vast, Independent, and unchanging; Working everywhere, tirelessly; 
It can be regarded as Mother of the world. 
I do not know its name; 



The word I say is Tao. 
Forced to give it a name, 
I say Great. 
Great means continuing. 
Continuing means going far. 
Going far means returning. 
Therefore the Tao is Great. 
Heaven and Earth are Great. 
A leader is likewise Great. 
In the universe there are four Greatnesses, 
And leadership is one of them. 
Humans are modeled on the earth. 
The earth is modeled on heaven. 
Heaven is modeled on the Tao. 
The Tao is modeled on nature. 
• 
[25c05t] Ren Jiyu 
There was something undifferentiated and yet complete, which existed before Heaven and Earth. 
Soundless and formless, it depends upon nothing external, operating in a circular motion ceaselessly. 



It may be considered the root (Mother) of all beings under Heaven. 
I don't know its name, 
And call it Tao. 
Inadequately giving it another name, I call it the Great. 
The Great moves on, 
The moving-on becomes remote, 
The remote returns to the original point. 
Therefore Tao is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
And Man is also great. 
There are four great things in the universe, 
And Man is one of them. 
Man follows the way of Earth, 
Earth follows the way of Heaven, 
Heaven follows the way of Tao, 
Tao follows the way of itself. 
• 
[25c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



Something mysteriously formed, 
Born before heaven and earth. 
In the silence and the void, 
Standing alone and unchanging, 
Ever present and in motion. 
Perhaps it is the mother of ten thousand things. 
I do not know its name. 
Call it Tao. 
For lack of a better word, I call it great. 
Being great, it flows. 
It flows far away. 
Having gone far, it returns. 
Therefore, "Tao is great; 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
The king is also great." 
These are the four great powers of the universe, 
And the king is one of them. 
Man follows earth. 



Earth follows heaven. 
Heaven follows the Tao. 
Tao follows what is natural. 
• 
[25c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
In the beginning, before the formation of heaven and earth, 
Something had already existed amid the confusion. 
This lonely existence was totally independent of anything else, 
And it would not change, 
It only moved in its own way tirelessly. 
Only it could have been the mother of heaven and earth. 
I do not know its name, 
I would just call it "the Dao." 
I could also call it "the great something." 
This great something has now about disappeared from the world as we know it. 
It has been getting more and more remote from us. 
It has become more and more contrary from the world as we know it. 
The Dao is great, 
Heaven is great, 



Earth is great, 
The man who knows the Dao (the Way) is great. 
In the domain we know there are four "greats." 
The man who knows the Dao is one of them. 
The great man emulates the great Earth. 
The great earth emulates the great Heaven, 
The great heaven emulates the great Dao. 
The great Dao emulates the great Nature. 
• 
[25c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
It started in chaos, before the heavens and the earth existed. 
It makes no sound and has no shape, 
But it is independent and never changes. 
It is always functioning and never stops, 
So it can be the root of the world. 
I do not know its name, so I name it the DAO, 
And I will also call it the BIG. 
BIG means broad, broad means far-reaching, 
Far-reaching means everywhere. 



Therefore, the DAO is BIG, the heavens is BIG, 
The earth is BIG, and people are BIG, too. 
The universe has four BIGs, and people are only one of them. 
People follow the earth, the earth follows the heavens, 
The heavens follows the DAO, and the DAO follows nature. 
• 
[25c09t] Walter Gorn Old, APPREHENDING THE VOID 
Before Heaven and Earth existed there was in Nature a primordial substance. 
It was serene, it was fathomless. 
It was self-existent, it was homogeneous. 
It was omnipresent, nor suffered any limitation. 
It is to be regarded as the universal mother. 
I do not know its name, but I call it Tao. 
If forced to qualify it, I call it the boundless. 
Being boundless, I call it the inconceivable. 
Being inscrutable, I call it the inaccessible. 
Being inaccessible, I call it the omnipresent. 
Tao is supreme, Heaven is supreme, Earth is supreme, the King is supreme. 
There are in the universe four kinds of supremacy, and their rulership is one. 



Man is ruled by the Earth, the Earth is ruled by Heaven, Heaven is ruled by Tao, and Tao is ruled by 
itself. 

• 
[25c10t] James Legge 
There was something undefined and complete, coming into existence before Heaven and Earth. 
How still it was and formless, standing alone, and undergoing no change, reaching everywhere and in 

no danger (of being exhausted)! 
It may be regarded as the Mother of all things. 
I do not know its name, and I give it the designation of the Tao (the Way or Course). 
Making an effort (further) to give it a name I call it The Great. 
Great, it passes on (in constant flow). 
Passing on, it becomes remote. 
Having become remote, it returns. 
Therefore the Tao is great; 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
and the (sage) king is also great. 
In the universe there are four that are great, and the (sage) king is one of them. 
Man takes his law from the Earth; 



the Earth takes its law from Heaven; 
Heaven takes its law from the Tao. 
The law of the Tao is its being what it is. 
• 
[25c11t] David Hinton 
There was something all murky shadow, born before heaven and earth: 
o such utter silence, utter emptiness. 
Isolate and changeless, 
it moves everywhere without fail: 
picture the mother of all beneath heaven. 
I don't know its name. 
I'll call it Way, 
and if I must name it, name it Vast. 
Vast means it's passing beyond, 
passing beyond means it's gone far away, 
and gone far away means it's come back. 
Because Way is vast 
heaven is vast, 
earth is vast, 



and the true emperor too is vast. 
In this realm, there are four vast things, 
and the true emperor is one of them. 
Human abides by earth. 
Earth abides by heaven. 
Heaven abides by Way. 
Way abides by occurrence appearing of itself. 
• 
[25c12t] Chichung Huang 
There was something 
That into an indistinguishable mass had wrought itself, 
Born before heaven and earth. 
Desolate and formless, 
It stood alone, unchanging, 
And may be regarded as 
The mother of heaven and earth. 
Not knowing its name, 
I gave it the alias "Tao," 
And reluctantly named it "vast." 



Vast and moving; 
Moving and far-reaching; 
Far-reaching and reverting. 
The Tao is vast; 
Heaven is vast; 
Earth is vast; 
The king is also vast. 
In the empire, there are four vasts, 
And the king constitutes one. 
Man imitates earth; 
Earth imitates heaven; 
Heaven imitates the Tao; 
The Tao imitates the way things are. 
• 
[25c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
There was something nebulous existing (yu wu hun ch'eng), 
Born before heaven and earth. 
Silent, empty, 
Standing alone (tu), altering not (pu kai), 



Moving cyclically without becoming exhausted (pu tai), 
Which may be called the mother of all under heaven. 
I know not its name, 
I give its alias (tzu), Tao. 
If forced to picture it, 
I say it is "great" (ta). 
To say it is "great" is to say it is "moving away" (shih), 
To say it is "moving away" is to say it is "far away" (yüan), 
To say it is "far away" is to say it is "returning" (fan). 
Therefore Tao is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
The king is also great. 
In the realm there are four greats, 
And the king is one of them. 
Humans follow (fa) earth, 
Earth follows heaven, 
Heaven follows Tao, 
Tao follows self-becoming (tzu-jan). 



• 
[25c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Prior to the coming-into-being of Heaven-Earth, there was the existence of something that was [highly 

and immensely] commixed; 
It was completely silent and void; 
It was self-contained and unalterable; 
It rotated sweepingly and ceaselessly; 
Perhaps it was the Mother (origin) of the world. 
I do not know how to describe it; 
I use the character "Tao" to name it and describe it perforce as "great" (big); 
"Great" means that it had spreaded out so vastly that it disappeared in somewhere beyond our 

observation; 
It is described as "moving away towards the beyond" because wherever it went to was immeasurably 

remote; 
It is depicted as remote means [that after it completes its course] it will move back to us. 
Accordingly: 
Tao is great; 
Universe (Heaven) is great; 
Earth is great; 



Kingliness (authentic) is also great; 
There are four greatness within the realm we are confined to, and [authentic] kingliness is one of 

them! 
Human beings live by the Laws of Earth (world); 
The Laws of Earth (world) subordinates to the Laws of Universe; 
Universe is governed by the maxims of Tao; 
Tao, per se, is self-subsistent and self-contained. 
• 
[25c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
There was something chaotic and yet complete in itself, born before Heaven and Earth. 
Silent and empty, standing alone and unchanging, pervading everywhere and inexhaustible, it may 

be regarded as the mother of the world. 
I do not know its name, so I simply call it "the Way". 
I reluctantly call it "the great." 
To be great is to go on. 
To go on is to go far. 
To go far is to return. 
Hence, "The Way is great. Heaven is great. Earth is great. Man is great." Thus, man is one of the great 

four in the universe. 



Man follows Earth, Earth follows Heaven, Heaven follows the Way, the Way follows Nature. 
• 
[25c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
There had been a chaotic object before the universe was born. 
It is quiet and intangible. 
It stays alone without changing. 
It moves around without stopping. 
It may be the mother of the universe. 
I do not know the object's name. 
I have attempted to designate it Tao, and to call it great. 
The great constantly moves. 
Constantly moving it reaches far. 
Far-reaching causes it to return. 
Therefore, Tao is great, the heaven is great, the earth is great, and the human is also great. 
There are four greats in the universe, and the human is one of them. 
The human follows the earth, the earth follows the heaven, the heaven follows Tao, and Tao goes 

naturally. 
• 
[25c17t] Arthur Waley 



There was something formless yet complete, 
That existed before heaven and earth; 
Without sound, without substance, 
Dependent on nothing, unchanging, 
All pervading, unfailing. 
One may think of it as the mother of all things under heaven. 
Its true name we do not know; 
'Way' is the by-name that we give it. 
Were I forced to say to what class of things it belongs I should call it Great (ta). 
Now ta also means passing on, 
And passing on means going Far Away, 
And going far away means returning. 
Thus just as Tao has 'this greatness' and as earth has it and as heaven has it, so may the ruler also 

have it. 
Thus 'within the realm there are four portions of greatness', and one belongs to the king. 
The ways of men are conditioned by those of earth. 
The ways of earth, by those of heaven. 
The ways of heaven by those of Tao, and the ways of Tao by the Self-so. 
• 



[25c18t] Richard John Lynn 
There is something, amorphous and complete, that was born before Heaven and Earth. 
Obscure, oh, and, immaterial, oh, it stands alone, unchanged. 
It operates everywhere but stays free from danger, thus we may consider it the mother of all under 

Heaven. 
We do not know its name 
So style it "Dao" [Way]. 
Forced to give it a name, we call it "great." 
"Great" refers to the way it goes forth. 
"Goes forth" describes how it is far-reaching, and "far-reaching" describes its reflexivity. 
Thus the Dao is great, Heaven is great, Earth is great, and the king is also great. 
Within the realm of existence there are the four greats, 
And the king has title to one of these. 
Man takes his models from Earth; 
Earth takes its models from Heaven; 
Heaven takes its models from the Dao; 
and the Dao takes its models from the Natural. 
• 
[25c19t] Lin Yutang 



THE FOUR ETERNAL MODELS 
Before the Heaven and Earth existed 
There was something nebulous: 
Silent, isolated, 
Standing alone, changing not, 
Eternally revolving without fail, 
Worthy to be the Mother of All Things. 
I do not know its name 
And address it as Tao. 
If forced to give it a name, 
I shall call it "Great." 
Being great implies reaching out in space, 
Reaching out in space implies far-reaching, 
Far-reaching implies reversion to the original point. 
Therefore: 
Tao is Great, 
The Heaven is great, 
The Earth is great, 
The King is also great. 



These are the Great Four in the universe, 
And the King is one of them. 
Man models himself after the Earth; 
The Earth models itself after Heaven; 
The Heaven models itself after Tao; 
Tao models itself after Nature. 
• 
[25c20t] Victor H. Mair 
There was something featureless yet complete, 
born before heaven and earth; 
Silent - amorphous - it stood alone and unchanging. 
We may regard it as the mother of heaven and earth. 
Not knowing its name, 
I style it the "Way." 
If forced to give it a name, 
I would call it "great." 
Being great implies flowing ever onward, 
Flowing ever onward implies far-reaching, 
Far-reaching implies reversal. 



The Way is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
The king, too, is great. 
Within the realm there are four greats, and the king is one among them. 
Man patterns himself on earth, 
Earth patterns itself on heaven, 
Heaven patterns itself on the Way, 
The Way patterns itself on nature. 
• 
[25c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Something formless yet complete, 
existing before heaven and earth. 
Silent and limitless, 
it stands alone and does not change. 
Reaching everywhere, it does not tire. 
Perhaps it is the Mother of all things under heaven. 
I do not know its name 
so I call it "Tao." 



When I have to describe it I call it "great." 
Being great it flows. 
It flows far away. 
Having gone far away, it returns. 
Therefore, 
the Tao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
People are also great. 
Thus, 
people constitute one of the four great things of the universe. 
People conform to the earth. 
The earth conforms to heaven. 
Heaven conforms to the Tao. 
The Tao conforms to its own nature. 
• 
[25c22t] David H. Li 
A matter is molded; 
it comes into being before the universe, noiseless and formless. 



It stands by itself, unwaveringly; 
it is in motion, unendingly. 
It may be the Mother to the universe. 
I do not know its name. 
Tentatively, [I] label it Direction and call it Grand. 
Grand is unending motion; 
unending motion is far-reaching; 
Far-reaching is periodicity. 
Thus, 
Direction is grand, 
the cosmos is grand, 
the earth is grand, 
the human is also grand. 
There are four Grands in the universe, and the human is one of them. 
The human follows the earth, 
The earth follows the cosmos, 
The cosmos follows Direction, 
Direction follows Nature. 
• 



[25c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Before the birth of Heaven and Earth is Being, formless yet complete. 
Silent and still, 
All one and unchanging, all present and unending, 
It may be regarded as the Matrix of the Universe. 
Its true name is unknown, 
So we call it by its alias, the Tao, 
And name it by its designation, the Great. 
Being great, it extends without limit, 
Extending without limit, it is far-reaching, 
Being far-reaching, it returns to itself. 
The Tao is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
And Man is also great. 
These are the four greatnesses of the Kosmos, 
And of them Man is one. 
Man patterns after Earth, 
Earth patterns after Heaven, 



Heaven patterns after the Tao, 
And the Tao patterns after that which is natural. 
• 
[25c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
There is something that is overt and hidden, 
That exists beyond heaven and earth. 
Formless, motionless, 
It stands alone, forever, it does not change, 
It exists in every place, it never tires. 
It can be called "Mother of the universe," 
Because I don't know its name. 
If I am compelled to call it by a name, 
I will call it Tao, "all-embracing." 
"All-embracing" exists forever, 
"All-embracing" is far-reaching, 
"All-embracing" returns to every beginning. 
Therefore Tao is "all-embracing," 
Heaven is "all-embracing," 
Earth is "all-embracing," 



Man is "all-embracing." 
In the universe, four things are "all-embracing," 
And man is one of them. 
Man adheres to the laws of earth, 
Earth adheres to the laws of heaven, 
Heaven adheres to the laws of Tao, 
Tao adheres to the laws of its nature. 
• 
[25c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Before the world was 
And the sky was filled with stars ... 
There was a strange, unfathomable Body. 
This Being, this Body is silent and beyond all substance and sensing. 
It stretches beyond everything spanning the empyrean. 
It has always been here, and it always will be. 
Everything comes from it, and then it is the Mother of Everything. 
I do not know its name. 
So I call it TAO. 
I am loath to call it 'greater than everything', but it is. 



And being greater, it infuses all things moving far out and returning to the Source. 
Tao is Great, 
Tao, the Great! 
It is greater than Heaven, 
Greater than the Earth - 
Greater than the king. 
These are the four great things, and the ruler is the least of them. 
Humanity is schooled by the Earth, 
Earth is taught by Heaven, 
And Heaven is guided by the Tao. 
And the Tao goes with what is absolutely natural. 
• 
[25c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
There is a thing integratedly formed 
And born earlier than heaven and earth. 
Silent and empty, 
It relies on nothing, 
Moving around for ever. 
We may regard it as the mother of all things. 



I do not know its name, 
So I name it as the Tao, 
And further name it as the Great. 
The Great is moving forward without stopping, 
Extending to the remotest distance, 
And then returning to where it was. 
That is why I say 
The Tao is Great; 
Heaven is Great; 
Earth is Great; 
And man is also Great. 
There are four things that are Great, 
Of them man is one. 
Man takes earth as his model; 
Earth takes heaven as its model; 
Heaven takes the Tao as its model; 
The Tao takes what is natural as its model. 
• 
[25c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



There is matter formed of confusion, born earlier than Heaven and Earth. 
In the silence and the void it stands alone and does not change. 
It turns around without worry. 
It is capable of being the mother of all creatures under Heaven. 
I do not know its name, but call it Tao. 
It is compelled to be named 'great'. 
'Great' means passing away, 
passing away means far away, 
far away means returning. 
That is why the Tao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
The emperor is great. 
Within the realm there are four great things; the emperor is one of the four. 
Human beings follow the Earth. 
The Earth follows Heaven. 
Heaven follows the Tao. 
The Tao follows Nature. 
• 



[25c28t] Liu Qixuan 
There is a mixture of substances 
That is born before Heaven and Earth. 
Quiet, far and wide, it turns round and round by itself. 
It can be taken as the mother of Heaven and Earth. 
I don't know what its name is, 
But for the purpose here, let's call it the Way 
And describe it as "big." 
By "big," I mean it is the most expansive. 
What is expansive extends the farthest. 
What goes farthest will turn round. 
Therefore, the Way is big, 
The heaven is big, 
The earth is big, 
And mankind is big. 
In the universe, there are four big growth domains, 
With mankind being one of them. 
Mankind's nature is determined by Earth, 
Earth's nature is determined by Heaven, 



Heaven's nature is determined by the Way. 
And the Way, being the biggest of all, 
Copies its own growth nature. 
• 
[25c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Four Eternal Models 
Lao Tze says, 
There was something nebulous and complete which came into existence before the Heaven and the 

Earth. 
It was soundless and formless, stood alone, and would not change, reached everywhere and was in no 

danger of being exhausted. 
It is capable of being the mother of the world. 
I do not know its name, and I give it the designation of the Tao, and it is further described as the great. 
Being great it receded. 
Receding, it became remote. 
Having become remote, it turns back. 
Therefore, 
the Tao is great, 
the Heaven is great, 



the Earth is great, 
and the Kingship is also great. 
In the universe there are four elements that are great, and the Mankind is one of them. 
The Mankind takes his law from the Earth, 
the Earth takes its law from the Heaven, 
and the Heaven takes its law from the Tao. 
The law of the Tao is its being what it is. 
• 
[25c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
There is a thing inherent and natural, 
Which existed before heaven and earth. 
Motionless and fathomless, 
It stands alone and never changes; 
It pervades everywhere and never becomes exhausted. 
It may be regarded as the Mother of the Universe. 
I do not know its name. 
If I am forced to give it a name, 
I call it Tao, and I name it as supreme. 
Supreme means going on; 



Going on means going far; 
Going far means returning. 
Therefore Tao is supreme; heaven is supreme; earth is supreme; and man is also supreme. 
There are in the universe four things supreme, and man is one of them. 
Man follows the laws of earth; 
Earth follows the laws of heaven; 
Heaven follows the laws of Tao; 
Tao follows the laws of its intrinsic nature. 
• 
[25c31t] Paul J. Lin 
There is a thing formed in chaos 
Existing before Heaven and Earth. 
Silent and solitary, it stands alone, unchanging. 
It goes around without peril. 
It may be the Mother of the world. 
Not knowing its name, I can only style it Tao. 
With reluctance, I would call it Great. 
Great means out-going. 
Out-going means far-reaching. 



Far-reaching means returning. 
Therefore, Tao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
The king is great. 
In the universe, there are four great things, 
and the king is one of them. 
Man abides by earth, 
Earth abides by heaven, 
Heaven abides by Tao, 
Tao abides by nature. 
• 
[25c32t] Michael LaFargue 
There was a chaotic something, yet lacking nothing, 
born before Heaven and Earth. 
Alone. 
Still. 
Standing alone, unchanging. 
Revolving, endlessly. 



It can be thought of as Mother of the World. 
I do not know its name, 
one can call it 'Tao'. 
The name of its powerful presence: 
One can call it 'The Great One'. 
Great means going forth, 
going forth means going far away, 
going far away means turning back. 
Yes: 
Tao is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
(the king is also great, 
In the universe there are four great ones, and the king takes his place as one of them). 
Earth gives the rule for people, 
Heaven gives the rule for Earth, 
Tao gives the rule for Heaven, 
the rule for Tao: things as they are. 
• 



[25c33t] Cheng Lin 
There is something evolved from chaos, which was born before heaven and earth. 
It is inaudible and invisible. 
It is independent and immutable. 
It is all-pervasive and ceaseless. 
It may be regarded as the mother of heaven and earth. 
I do not know its name and call it Truth or Daw. 
If I must describe it, I will say that it is great, active, far-reaching, and cyclical in its motion. 
Thus Truth is great, heaven is great, earth is great, and the king is also great. 
Within the universe there are four great ones, and the king is one of them. 
The king must follow the examples of earth, heaven, Truth, and Nature. 
• 
[25c34t] Yi Wu 
There was something formed in chaos; 
It existed before heaven and earth. 
Still and solitary, 
It alone stands without change. 
It is all-pervasive without being exhausted. 
It may be the mother of the world. 



I do not know its name, but name it the Way. 
With reluctance, I call it Great. 
Great means on-going; 
On-going means far-reaching; 
Far-reaching means reversing; 
Therefore, the Way is great. 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
The king also is great. 
In this realm there are four great things, 
And the king is one of them. 
Man follows Earth; 
Earth follows Heaven; 
Heaven follows the Way; 
The Way follows its nature. 
• 
[25c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
There is an admixture, 
Which existed before heaven and earth. 



As silent as it is nebulous, 
It exists alone and it is permanent. 
It moves around a circle unceasingly. 
It is the mother of the universe. 
I do not know its name and I have decided to call it Dao. 
Arbitrarily, I describe it as great. 
So great that it begins to permeate everywhere. 
Permeating outwards, it goes farther and farther away. 
Nevertheless, it will soon return to its original state again. 
Therefore, Dao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
Humanity is great. 
In the universe, humanity is one of the four greats. 
Man models earth; 
Earth models heaven; 
Heaven models Dao. 
And Dao models nature. 
• 



[25c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Before Heaven and Earth are born, there is something formless and complete in itself. 
Impalpable and everlasting, 
silent and undisturbed, 
standing alone and unchanging, 
it exercises itself gently, 
and generates itself inexhaustively in all dimensions. 
It may be regarded as the Mother of all things. 
Far beyond humankind's relative conception, 
it cannot be referred to by a specific name, 
yet it may be identified as the subtle essence of the universe. 
In the absence of an accurate word, 
I shall call it "the Great." 
Being great, it extends itself without limit. 
Extending itself without limit, it is far-reaching. 
Being far-reaching, it ultimately reverts to itself, 
returning to its self-sufficient origin. 
Indeed, it had never really left itself! 
This indefinable subtle energy flow is truly the greatest of all. 



Expressing its integral nature, 
the universal subtle essence remains intangible, yielding, and uncontrollable: 
the ultimate expression of the cosmos. 
As an expression of its unceasing creativeness, 
it manifests as the spaciousness of the sky. 
As an expression of its receptiveness, 
it manifests as the great massiveness of galaxies, stars, and planets. 
As an expression of harmonious reintegration, 
it manifests as human life. 
Thus, in the natural flow of energy transformation, human life becomes one of the four great 

expressions of the subtle essence of the universe. 
It is the way of universal subtle integration. 
Humankind conforms to Earth. 
Earth conforms to the sky. 
The sky conforms to the Subtle Origin. 
The Subtle Origin conforms to its own nature. 
These are the four peaks of manifestation from the great transformation of one universal subtle 

energy. 
Taking an individual human life as example, 



the intangible body with its fluids and nervous system construct a field of intangible, but functioning 
mind and super consciousness. 

• 
[25c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
There was a thing, a "gathering" chaos, 
Which existed prior to heaven and earth. 
Silent! 
Empty! 
Existing by itself, unchanging, 
Pervading everywhere, inexhaustible, 
It might be called the mother of the world. 
Its name is unknown; 
I simply call it Tao. 
If I were to exert myself to define it, 
I might call it great. 
Great means extending to the limitless. 
Extending to the limitless means reaching the extreme distance. 
Reaching the extreme distance means returning to "nearness." 
Thus, Tao is great, 



Heaven is great, earth is great, and man is great, too. 
In the universe we have four greatnesses, and man is but one. 
Man is in accordance with earth. 
Earth is in accordance with heaven. 
Heaven is in accordance with Tao. 
Tao is in accordance with that which is. 
• 
[25c38t] Henry Wei 
Symbol of the Great Origin 
Hsiang Yuan 
There is something formless and perfect, 
Ever-existing, even before birth of Heaven and Earth. 
How still it is! 
How quiet! 
Abiding alone and unchanging, 
It pervades everywhere without fail. 
Well may it be the mother of the world. 
I do not know its name, 
But label it Tao, 



And arbitrarily name it Great. 
Great means going incessantly; 
Going incessantly means reaching far; 
Reaching far means completing the cycle. 
Therefore, 
Tao is Great; 
Heaven is Great; 
Earth is Great; 
Kingliness is Great. 
In the cosmos there are four Greats, 
And Kingliness constitutes one of them. 
Man patterns after Earth; 
Earth patterns after Heaven; 
Heaven patterns after Tao; 
Tao patterns after Innate Freedom. 
• 
[25c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
There is something undifferentiated 
That precedes the birth of Heaven and Earth. 



Silent and still, 
It stands by itself and never changes - 
All-pervading and never in danger. 
One may regard it as the mother of Heaven and Earth. 
I don't know its proper name; 
I address it as Tao. 
Were I forced to name it, I would call it Great. 
"Great" means "to go." 
"To go" means "far away." 
"Far away" means "to return." 
Therefore Tao is great, 
Heaven is great, 
Earth is great, 
The king is also great. 
In the universe there are four greats. 
King is one of them. 
The measure for man is Earth; 
The measure for Earth is Heaven; 
The measure for Heaven is Tao; 



The measure for Tao is tzu-jan. 
• 
[25c40t] Tao Huang 
Matter is formed from chaos. 
It was born before heaven and earth. 
Silent and void. 
Standing alone, without territory, 
Able to be mother to the world. 
I do not yet know its name, 
I call it Tao. 
With reluctance I deem it to be Great. 
Great refers to the symbol. 
The symbol refers to what is remote. 
What is remote refers to returning. 
Tao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
Kingship is great. 
These are the four great things in the world, 



Kingship is one of them. 
Humankind takes its origin from earth. 
Earth takes her origin from heaven. 
Heaven takes its origin from Tao. 
Tao takes its origin from Nature. 
• 
[25c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
There was something unique manifesting from chaos before the birth of Heaven and Earth. 
Remotely! 
It stands alone without deviation! 
Cyclically! 
It moves without an end! 
It may be called the mother of the Heaven and the Earth. 
We do not know its eternal name but give it the name Dao. 
Constrained to give a name, it may be called "Movement". 
After moving it is called "Departure". 
After departing it is called "Extreme". 
To avoid remaining in the extreme, it may be called "Return". 
Dao is superior; 



the universe is superior; 
the world is superior; 
and the ruler is superior. 
There are four superiors in existence among which the ruler is one. 
Thus, the ruler should follow the law of the world. 
The world should follow the law of the universe. 
The universe should follow the law of Dao. 
Dao follows its own law - the law of Nature. 
• 
[25c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
There was something undifferentiated and yet complete, 
Which existed before heaven and earth. 
Soundless and formless, it depends on nothing and does not change. 
It operates everywhere and is free from danger. 
It may be considered the mother of the universe. 
I do not know its name, I call it Tao. 
If forced to give it a name, I shall call it Great. 
Now being great means functioning everywhere. 
Functioning everywhere means far-reaching. 



Being far-reaching means returning to the original point. 
Therefore Tao is great. 
Heaven is great. 
Earth is great. 
And the king is also great. 
There are four great things in the universe, and the king is one of them. 
Man models himself after Earth. 
Earth models itself after Heaven. 
Heaven models itself after Tao. 
And Tao models itself after Nature. 
• 
[25c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Существует одна вещь, совершенная по смеси. 
Она родилась прежде Неба и Земли. 
О, как она безмолвна и бесформенна! 
Стоит одна и неизменна, ходит кругом, и ей ничто не угрожает. 
Она может быть для Поднебесной матерью. 
Мне не известно ее имя. 
Наделяю эту вещь прозванием "Дао" и через силу отыскиваю для него имя "Великое". 



Великим называю уходящее, 
уходит - значит далеко находится, 
а далеко находится - значит возвращается. 
Поэтому-то Дао и велико, велико Небо, велика Земля, велик и царь. 
Во вселенной пребывают четверо великих, и место одного из них занимает царь. 
Примером для людей является Земля, 
для Земли примером служит Небо, 
для Небес примером выступает Дао, 
Дао свой пример находит в самости. 
• 
[25c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Существует нечто, из Хаоса возникшее, рождённое прежде Неба и Земли. 
Беззвучно-пустотное, одиноко-неизменчивое. 
Двигаясь по кругу, не устаёт и способно быть матерью Неба и Земли. 
Я не знаю его имени, а иероглифом обозначу это "Дао". 
Через силу назову его ещё и "Великим". 
Великое назову скоротечным. 
Быстротечное назову отдалённым. 
Отдалённое назову обращающимся вспять. 



Поэтому Дао - велико. 
Небо - велико. 
Земля - велика. 
Человек также велик. 
Во Вселенной пребывают эти четыре великих, и человек - одно из них. 
Человек следует Земле. 
Земля следует Небу. 
Небо следует Дао. 
Дао же естественно. 
• 
[25c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Вот Вещь, в Хаосе свершившаяся, прежде Неба и Земли родившаяся! 
О безмолвная! 
О безвидная! 
Одиноко стоишь и не меняешься, окружаешь все сущее и не гибнешь! 
Тебя можно назвать Матерью Поднебесной. 
Я не знаю твоего имени, но, обозначая знаком, называю тебя Путем-Дао. 
Делая усилие, называю тебя Великим. 
Великое называю уходящим, уходящее называю далеким, далекое называю 



возвращающимся. 
Поэтому Дао велико, Небо велико, Земля велика, Монарх также велик. 
Таким образом, в мире четверо великих, но Монарх из них - на первом месте. 
Человек берет за образец Землю. 
Земля берет за образец Небо. 
Небо берет за образец Дао. 
А Дао берет за образец свою самоестественность. 
• 
[25c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Есть нечто, хаос образующее, прежде Неба и Земли живущее. 
Беззвучное! 
Пустое! 
Одиноко стоит, не изменяется, в себе самом вращается без устали. 
Можно считать его Матерью Поднебесной. 
Я не знаю его имени. 
Даю ему прозвище - называю Дао. 
Подбираю для него имя - называю Великим (Высоким). 
Великое называю уходящим, уходящее называю удаляющимся, 
удаляющееся называю возвращающимся. 



Поэтому Дао велико, Небо велико, Земля велика, Ван-царь тоже велик. 
Среди границ есть четверо великих, и Ван-царь один из них. 
Человек берет за образец Землю. 
Земля берет за образец Небо. 
Небо берет за образец Дао. 
Дао берет за образец естественность (цзы жань). 
• 
[25c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Вот вещь, в хаосе возникающая, прежде неба и земли родившаяся! 
О беззвучная! 
О лишенная формы! 
Одиноко стоит она и не изменяется. 
Повсюду действует и не имеет преград. 
Ее можно считать матерью Поднебесной. 
Я не знаю ее имени. 
Обозначая иероглифом, назову ее дао; произвольно давая ей имя, назову ее великое. 
Великое - оно в бесконечном движении. 
Находящееся в бесконечном движении не достигает предела. 
Не достигая предела, оно возвращается [к своему истоку]. 



Вот почему велико дао, велико небо, велика земля, велик также и государь. 
Во вселенной имеются четыре великих, и среди них - государь. 
Человек следует [законам] земли. 
Земля следует [законам] неба. 
Небо следует [законам] дао, а дао следует самому себе. 
• 
[25c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Вещество произошло из хаоса. 
Есть бытие, которое существует раньше, нежели небо и земля. 
Оно недвижимо, бестелесно, самобытно и не знает переворота. 
Оно идет, совершая бесконечный круг, и не знает предела. 
Оно одно только может быть матерью (самкой) неба и земли. 
Я не знаю его имени, но (люди) называют его Тао. 
Могущество его называется величием; 
величие его - безграничным; 
безграничное - бесконечным; 
бесконечное - возвращением. 
Тао велико, небо велико, земля велика, и, наконец, царь велик. 
Итак, в мире существуют четыре величия, одно из которых составляет царь. 



Земля несет людей; небо несет землю; Тао несет небо, и, наконец, естественность несет 
Тао. 

• 
[25c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Есть нечто, в хаосе завершенное, 
Прежде Неба и Земли рожденное. 
Пустотное! Безбрежное! 
Само в себе пребывает и не меняется. 
Растекается повсюду и не знает преград. 
Можно считать это Матерью Поднебесной. 
Я не знаю, как называть его. 
Давая ему прозвание, скажу: "Путь". 
Если придется дать ему имя, скажу: "Великий". 
"Великое" значит "распространяющееся повсюду", 
"Распространяться повсюду" значит "уходить далеко", 
"Уходить далеко" значит "возвращаться". 
Воистину: 
Путь велик, 
Небо велико, 



Земля велика 
И Господин человека тоже велик. 
Во вселенной есть четыре великих, и Господин человека - один из них. 
Человеку образец - Земля. 
Земле образец - Небо. 
Небу образец - Путь. 
А Пути образец - то, что таково само по себе. 
• 
[25c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Вещь в наличии формируется из бесформенного завихрения. 
Рождается прежде Неба-Земли. 
В беззвучности, в безмятежности. 
Стоит независимо, не изменяясь. 
Движется в циклах, не погибая. 
Так можно осуществлять порождающее начало в Поднебесной. 
Сущность моя не знает этому имени. 
Обозначим его знаком "Путь". 
Постараясь подобрать ему имя, определим его как "великое". 
Великое определим как преходящее. 



Преходящее определим как далекое. 
Далекое определим как обратное. 
Причинность: 
Путь - великий. 
Небо - великое. 
Земля - великая. 
Человек - тоже великий. 
Средь сфер есть четыре "великих", а человек из них занимает первое место. 
Для человека образец - Земля. 
Для Земли образец - Небо. 
Для Неба образец - Путь. 
Для Пути образец - самопроизвольная естественность. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Six 
 

[26c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The heavy is the root of the light; 
Tranquility is the lord of agitation. 
Therefore the gentleman, in traveling all day, does not get far away from his luggage carts. 
When he's safely inside a walled-in [protected] hostel and resting at ease - only then does he 

transcend all concern. 
How can the king of ten thousand chariots treat his own person more lightly than the whole land?! 
If you regard things too lightly, then you lose the basic; 
If you're agitated, you lose the "lord." 
• 
[26c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HEAVINESS is the root of lightness. 
Serenity is the master of restlessness. 
Therefore, the Sage, travelling all day, 
Does not part with the baggage-wagon; 
Though there may be gorgeous sights to see, 
He stays at ease in his own home. 



Why should a lord of ten thousand chariots 
Display his lightness to the world? 
To be light is to be separated from one's root; 
To be restless is to lose one's self-mastery. 
• 
[26c03t] D. C. Lau 
The heavy is the root of the light; 
The still is the lord of the restless. 
Therefore the gentleman when travelling all day 
Never lets the heavily laden carts out of his sight. 
It is only when he is safely behind walls and watch-towers 
That he rests peacefully and is above worries. 
How, then, should a ruler of ten thousand chariots 
Make light of his own person in the eyes of the empire? 
If light, then the root is lost; 
If restless, then the lord is lost. 
• 
[26c04t] R. L. Wing 
Gravity is the foundation of levity. 



Stillness is the master of agitation. 
Thus Evolved Individuals can travel the whole day Without leaving behind their baggage. 
However arresting the views, 
They remain calm and unattached. 
How can leaders with ten thousand chariots 
Have a light-hearted position in the world? 
If they are light-hearted, they lose their foundation. 
If they are agitated, they lose their mastery. 
• 
[26c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The heavy is the root of the light, 
The tranquil is the master of the hasty, 
Therefore the sage travels all day, without leaving his baggage wagon. 
Although enjoying a magnificent and comfortable life, he does not indulge himself in it. 
How is it that a lord with ten thousand chariots belittles his own importance under Heaven? 
Lightness necessarily leads to the loss of root, 
Hastiness necessarily results in the loss of mastery. 
• 
[26c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



The heavy is the root of the light; 
The still is the master of unrest. 
Therefore the sage, traveling all day, 
Does not lose sight of his baggage. 
Though there are beautiful things to be seen, 
He remains unattached and calm. 
Why should the lord of ten thousand chariots act lightly in public? 
To be light is to lose one's root. 
To be restless is to lose one's control. 
• 
[26c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
We keep our weight, so we will not lose our roots. 
We keep our serenity, so we will not lose our poise. 
For these reasons when the Sage travels all day, 
he does not part from his heavy luggage wagon. 
He sits quietly, untouched by the magnificent views. 
What a pity it is then to see the lord of ten thousand chariots losing his weight in front of his people! 
If one loses one's weight, one also loses one's base. 
If one loses one's serenity, one also loses one's poise. 



• 
[26c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Heaviness is the base of lightness, 
Peace is the master of commotion. 
Therefore, when the great men traveled, 
They never let their carriages out of sight. 
No matter how beautiful and entertaining the scenery was, 
They acted as though they did not even see it. 
How can the rulers of today behave more carelessly than anyone? 
Lightness will cause the loss of the base, 
Commotion will cause the loss of the master. 
• 
[26c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VIRTUE OF GRAVITY 
Weight underlies lightness, quiescence underlies motion. 
Therefore the Sage never loses his gravity and quiescence from day to day. 
Though glorious palaces should belong to him, he would dwell in them peacefully, without 

attachment. 
Alas that a king with many chariots should conduct himself with frivolity in the midst of his 

kingdom! 



By levity he loses his ministers, and by inconstancy his throne. 
• 
[26c10t] James Legge 
Gravity is the root of lightness; 
stillness, the ruler of movement. 
Therefore a wise prince, marching the whole day, does not go far from his baggage waggons. 
Although he may have brilliant prospects to look at, he quietly remains (in his proper place), 

indifferent to them. 
How should the lord of a myriad chariots carry himself lightly before the kingdom? 
If he do act lightly, he has lost his root (of gravity); 
if he proceed to active movement, he will lose his throne. 
• 
[26c11t] David Hinton 
Heavy is the root of light, 
and tranquil the ruler of reckless. 
A sage traveling all day is never far from the supplies in his cart, and however spectacular the views 

he remains calm and composed. 
How can a lord having ten thousand chariots act lightly in governing all beneath heaven? 
Act lightly and you lose your source-root. 



Act recklessly and you lose your rule. 
• 
[26c12t] Chichung Huang 
Heaviness is the root of lightness; 
Stillness is the sovereign of restlessness. 
Hence, the gentleman journeyed all day 
Without leaving his luggage vans. 
Though having imperial guards, 
In leisure, he was as clear as day. 
How could a ten-thousand-chariot king 
Conduct himself lightly over all under heaven? 
Light, he would lose his root; 
Restless, he would lose his sovereignty. 
• 
[26c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The heavy (chung) is root (ken) to the light (ch'ing); 
The tranquil (ching) is master (chün) to the agitated (tsao). 
Therefore the sage travels all day, 
Without leaving (li) his baggage wagon (tzu chung). 



Although he has glorious palaces (yung kuan), 
He avoids its sumptuous apartments (yen-ch'u). 
How could the Lord of ten thousand chariots, 
Conduct himself lightly in the world? 
One who acts lightly loses his foundation (pen); 
One who is agitated loses his master (chün). 
• 
[26c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If a person is serious-minded, it would hold down [his penchant for] flippancy [like roots are holding 

down upward growing plants]; 
[A person's] Serenity controls [his inclination for] impetuousness; 
Therefore, a gentleman is weighted down with Tao, day and night, like an army, burdened with its 

full load of [well-prepared] supplies, when it marches [for battles]; 
Even if he is being tempted by grandeur, he shall still [adhere steadfastly to Tao and] stay aloof [on a 

morally high ground] as a swallow who nests high above the ground. 
Does it make any sense, if a ruler of a country of ten thousand war-wagons takes the task of governing 

light-heartedly, only because he loves his physical self? 
[A person's being] Light-hearted (frivolous) will result in the loss of his roots; 
[A person's being] Impetuous will lead to the loss of his ability to master [even himself]. 



• 
[26c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The heavy is the root of the light. 
The still is the master of the active. 
Therefore, the sage, travelling all day, never separates himself from the baggage-wagon. 
Though there are splendid sights to see, he stays quiescently in his own place. 
Why should a king of ten thousand chariots display his lightness to the world? 
To be light is to be separated from one's root; to be active is not to be master. 
• 
[26c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Prudence is more stable than frivolity. 
Rationality is superior to impatience. 
Therefore, the sage always behaves prudently and rationally. 
Even when successful, he is not carried away. 
How could the king of a big kingdom rule without prudence? 
Frivolity results in the loss of stability. 
Impatience leads to the loss of superiority. 
• 
[26c17t] Arthur Waley 



As the heavy must be the foundation of the light, 
So quietness is lord and master of activity. 
Truly, 
'A man of consequence though he travels all day 
Will not let himself be separated from his baggage-wagon, 
However magnificent the view, he sits quiet and dispassionate'. 
How much less, then, must be the lord of ten thousand chariots 
Allow himself to be lighter than these he rules! 
If he is light, the foundation is lost; 
If he is active, the lord and master is lost. 
• 
[26c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The heavy is the foundation of the light, and quietude is the sovereign of activity. 
This is why the sage travels throughout the day yet does not separate himself from his retinue. 
So despite the presence of glorious scenery, he remains relaxed and detached. 
How could one be the master of ten thousand war chariots and yet treat his own person lighter than 

all under Heaven! 
If he treats it lighter, he will lose his foundation. 
If he engages in activity, he will lose his sovereignty. 



• 
[26c19t] Lin Yutang 
HEAVINESS AND LIGHTNESS 
The Solid is the root of the light; 
The Quiescent is the master of the Hasty. 
Therefore the Sage travels all day 
Yet never leaves his provision-cart. 
In the midst of honor and glory, 
He lives leisurely, undisturbed. 
How can the ruler of a great country 
Make light of his body in the empire? 
In light frivolity, the Center is lost; 
In hasty action, self-mastery is lost. 
• 
[26c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Heavy is the root of light; 
Calm is the ruler of haste. 
For these reasons, 
The superior man may travel the whole day without leaving his heavy baggage cart. 



Though inside the courtyard walls of a noisy inn, 
he placidly rises above it all. 
How then should a king with ten thousand chariots conduct himself lightly before all under heaven? 
If he treats himself lightly, 
he will lose the taproot; 
If he is hasty, 
he will lose the rulership. 
• 
[26c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The solid must be the root of the light. 
The still must be the master of the restless. 
Therefore, 
wise people when traveling all day do not lose sight of their baggage cart. 
Although there are beautiful scenes to see, they remain quietly in their own place. 
Should a lord of ten thousand chariots appear more frivolous than a simple traveler? 
To be light is to lose the root. 
To be restless is to lose the master. 
• 
[26c22t] David H. Li 



Earnestness is the foundation of frivolity; 
serenity is in control of rashness. 
Thus, a gentleman, in the course of a day, does not depart from serenity and earnestness. 
He refrains from extravagance [in public] and lives plainly at home. 
Why would the sovereign of a ten-thousand-carriage state govern the world with frivolity? 
Frivolity loses foundation; rashness loses control. 
• 
[26c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Heaviness is the center of lightness. 
Stillness is the master of commotion. 
For this reason, 
The sage may travel the whole day, 
Yet stays centered, without leaving his heavy baggage cart. 
Or he may enjoy a splendid view, 
Yet stays serene, calmly transcending all outward pleasures. 
Why should the lord of ten thousand chariots behave lightly before all under Heaven? 
One who behaves lightly loses one's center. 
One who behaves agitatedly loses one's mastery. 
• 



[26c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Heaviness is the basis of lightness, 
The passing is the basis of movement, 
Therefore the sage, even when traveling all day long, 
Never abandons the baggage wagon, 
Therefore the sage, even when surrounded by splendor and luxury, 
Is shrouded in indifference that stems from serenity. 
How can this great emperor, with a thousand chariots, 
Move easily throughout his kingdom? 
If he is light, he will lose his basis, 
If he is hasty, he will lose his serenity. 
Wang-Pi comments: 
The light cannot bear the heavy; the small cannot contain the large; the sedentary controls the 

moving, the one who does not move from his place controls the one who moves from his place. 
Therefore heaviness is the basis of lightness, and serenity is the secret of control. 
• 
[26c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
What holds, what you can trust 
Is the same as this quietness - 



And it is light-hearted. 
This quiet light-hearted silence 
Is the key to being free from emotion. 
The sage never abandons the Tao, 
He never lets its weight out of his sight. 
He may live in a fabulous house 
But he never gets caught up wanting to - 
And though there are always temptations, 
He stays unswayed, and smiles. 
So why is it that our rulers 
Seem so bright, but are glib and insubstantial? 
Losing the weight of the Tao 
Means you lose your root; 
And when you can't sit still 
You lose the source. 
• 
[26c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Heaviness is the root of lightness. 
Tranquillity is the lord of movement. 



That is why the sage is always accompanied by his heavily laden cart 
When he travels all day long. 
Though he has a luxurious life to enjoy, 
He never indulges himself in it. 
Why should a ruler of ten thousand chariots 
Take reckless action to govern the empire? 
Lightness leads to the loss of the root; 
Restlessness leads to the loss of the lord. 
• 
[26c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The heavy is the root of the light. 
Stillness is the sovereign of restless movement. 
Therefore a virtuous man will not lose sight of his impedimenta during the whole day. 
Although he has splendour, he stands aloof. 
Unfortunately the great ruler of ten thousand chariots governs the country indiscreetly. 
To act abruptly is to lose the trust of his officials. 
To act restlessly is to lose his respect as a sovereign. 
• 
[26c28t] Liu Qixuan 



Weight anchors lightness, and peace controls turmoil. 
Thus, the wise person travels always with heavy provisions, 
Is indifferent, like a swallow, to all the glory and grandeur. 
What if a king treats the world lightly? 
Being light, he will lose his root in the world. 
Being changeable, he loses peace for the society. 
• 
[26c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Gravity and Serenity 
Lao Tze says, 
Gravity is the root of lightness. 
Serenity is the ruler of hastiness. 
Hence the sage practices the Tao all day long, 
leaving no serene mind and heavy attitude. 
Though a king can have seraglios and harems, he has to avoid approaching them. 
Regretful are kings nowadays, they are very powerful, having ten thousand chariots and riders; 
yet their attitude is light before the eyes of the people. 
Light attitude will cause the loss of their subordinates; 
hasty mind will cause the loss of their thrones. 



• 
[26c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Heaviness is the basis of lightness; 
Calmness is the controlling power of hastiness. 
Therefore the Sage, though travelling all day long, 
Never separates from his baggage-wagon; 
Though surrounded with magnificent sights, 
He lives in tranquillity. 
How is it, then, that a king of ten thousand chariots 
Should conduct himself so lightly in the empire? 
To be light is to lose the basis; 
To be hasty is to lose the controlling power. 
• 
[26c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Heaviness is the foundation of lightness. 
Serenity is the lord of rashness. 
Therefore the Sage who travels the whole day never leaves his heavily covered carts. 
Though there are spectacles of splendor, he stays composed and aloof. 
Why as a ruler of ten thousand chariots would he treat himself lightly in the world? 



Lightness will lose the foundation. 
Rashness will lose the lord. 
• 
[26c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Heaviness is the root of lightness; 
Stillness is the master of agitation. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Travels all day, not departing from the heavy baggage wagon 
although there are grand sights, he sits calmly aloof. 
Why is this? 
A 10,000-chariot lord, mindful of his self, takes the world lightly. 
Light, then lose the Root; 
agitated, then lose the mastery. 
• 
[26c33t] Cheng Lin 
That which is weighty has its source in that which is light. 
That which is tranquil can subdue that which is disquiet. 
Wherefore, the Sage always conducts himself gravely and tranquilly. 
Though he may be surrounded by splendour and comfort, he is always reposeful and disinterested. 



When the ruler conducts himself lightly, he loses the respect of his ministers. 
When he conducts himself with disquietude, he loses the support of his people. 
• 
[26c34t] Yi Wu 
Heaviness is the root of lightness. 
Tranquility is the master of restlessness. 
Therefore, the sage travels all day without parting from his baggage wagon. 
Although there are splendid palaces, 
he lives transcendentally at ease. 
Why would a ruler of ten thousand chariots treat himself so lightly in the world? 
Being light, one would lose one's foundation. 
Being restless, one would lose one's mastery. 
• 
[26c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Frivolity should be anchored to solemnity. 
Tranquillity should keep a tight rein on agitation. 
Therefore, the sage carries out his daily tasks with gravity and equanimity. 
He is oblivious to the honour that has been bestowed upon him. 
Although he lives in luxury, he is unaffected by all the trappings. 



How could any national leader behave in a cavalier fashion in governing the country? 
In fickle frivolity, he will lose the foundations. 
In great haste, he will lose control. 
• 
[26c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Centeredness is the cure for impulsiveness. 
Serenity is the master of restlessness. 
Knowing this, one of universal nature is placid and never departs from the center of his own being. 
Though he may move about all day, 
he never loses his poise. 
Though he may be surrounded by splendor and comfort, 
he is always dispassionate and undistracted. 
For one with great responsibility, 
to conduct himself lightly is perilous. 
In frivolity, one's root is lost. 
In restlessness, one's self-mastery could go with the wind! 
• 
[26c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The weighty is the origin of the weightless. 



Stillness is the fountain of restlessness. 
Therefore, the ruler journeys from morning until night and never separates himself from his heavy 

supply cart. 
Although he is in a glorious atmosphere, he remains quiescent and above it. 
How can a leader "with ten thousand chariots" take himself lightly before the world? 
To take himself lightly is to lose the origin. 
Restlessness means that the fountain is lost. 
• 
[26c38t] Henry Wei 
Gravity as a Virtue 
Chung Teh 
Heaviness is the root of lightness; 
Quiescence is the master of hastiness. 
Thus the Sage traveling all day 
Will not stay away from his loaded cart. 
Though glorious prospects are in view, 
He remains serene in a transcendental atmosphere. 
For what reason should it be 
That a weighty person like the lord of ten thousand chariots 



Would consider himself lighter than worldly vanities? 
In making light of himself, he loses his ministers; 
In being hasty, he loses his kingly command. 
• 
[26c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The heavy is the root of the light; 
Stillness is the lord of bustle. 
Therefore the prince, 
Traveling all day, 
Never parts with his baggage-wagon. 
Even at a magnificent sight, 
He remains at ease, unmoved. 
How could the lord of ten thousand chariots 
Regard his own body more lightly than all under Heaven? 
If you act lightly, the root is lost; 
If you bustle, the lord is lost. 
• 
[26c40t] Tao Huang 
The heavy is the root of the light. 



Tranquility is the master of the restless. 
Thus, the noble person will travel all day without leaving his seat. 
Though the center of the highest authority, 
And surrounded by luxury, 
He remains clear-minded. 
How could the king of myriad chariots treat his body with less care than he gives the country? 
Being careless loses the foundation. 
Being restless loses mastery. 
• 
[26c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Heaviness is the cause of lightness. 
Serenity is the effect of restlessness. 
Therefore, a commanding officer does not risk parting with his supply trains even for a single day 

journey. 
Even though he had honors and respect from others, he stayed at ease and on high. 
How could a ruler of "ten thousand chariots" (the King), take a risk lightly before the world? 
To be light will then lose the effect. 
• 
[26c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 



The heavy is the root of the light. 
The tranquil is the ruler of the hasty. 
Therefore the sage travels all day 
Without leaving his baggage. 
Even at the sight of magnificent scenes, 
He remains leisurely and indifferent. 
How is it that a lord with ten thousand chariots 
Should behave lightheartedly in his empire? 
If he is lighthearted, the minister will be destroyed. 
If he is hasty, the ruler is lost. 
• 
[26c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Тяжесть составляет корень легковесности, 
покой есть государь поспешности. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек, даже когда он целый день идет, не разлучается с тяжелою 

поклажей. 
И даже разместившись в царственных чертогах, он остается беззаботен и далек от мира. 
Да и как может властелин десятка тысяч колесниц относиться к себе легковеснее, чем к 

Поднебесной? 



При легковесности утрачивают корень, из-за поспешности теряют государя. 
• 
[26c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Тяжёлое - это корень лёгкого. 
Покой - это правитель движения. 
Поэтому мудрец, странствуя повседневно, не отходит от гружёной повозки. 
Хотя он владеет роскошными дворцами, в своём умиротворении он отстранён от них. 
Может ли властитель десяти тысяч колесниц пренебрегать Поднебесной ради себя? 
То, что лёгко, - не имеет корней. 
То, что пребывает в движении, - утрачивает правителя. 
• 
[26c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Тяжелое - корень легкого. 
Покой - властелин поспешности. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый весь день в движении пребывает, не покидая той телеги, что 

в обозе. 
Хотя бывает так, что он живет средь роскоши и блеска, он непременно выше их и их не 

замечает. 
Так может ли правитель царства, в коем десять тысяч колесниц, пренебрегать покоем 



Поднебесной во имя собственного блага? 
Если он пренебрежет - потеряет подданных. 
Если он поспешит - потеряет правление. 
• 
[26c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Тяжелое есть основа легкого. 
Покой есть господин беспокойного. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек, шагая весь день, не отходит от груженой повозки. 
Хотя его и зовут во дворцы, он селится подобно свободно гнездящейся ласточке. 
И что тут поделать, если хозяин десяти тысяч колесниц сам облегчает Поднебесную? 
Если облегчает, то теряет основу. 
Если спешит, то теряет царственность. 
• 
[26c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Тяжелое является основой легкого. 
Покой есть главное в движении. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый, шагая весь день, не отходит от [телеги] с тяжелым грузом. 
Хотя он живет прекрасной жизнью, но он в нее не погружается. 
Почему властитель десяти тысяч колесниц, занятый собой, так пренебрежительно 



смотрит на мир? 
Пренебрежение разрушает его основу, а его торопливость приводит к потере власти. 
• 
[26c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тяжелое лежит в основании легкого. 
Тишина господствует над движением. 
Хотя мудрец бывает занят целый день, но относится к своим делам внимательно и с 

большой осторожностью. 
Хотя ему будет слава и внешнее великолепие, но он никогда не прельстится ими, ибо он 

стоит выше их. 
Что случится с тем царем, который, имея 10 000 колесниц, презирает заботу о своей 

стране и думает только о своем удовольствии? 
Презирающий заботу о своей стране потеряет лучших слуг - опору государства. 
Где легкомысленное движение в народе, там царь легко упразднится. 
• 
[26c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Тяжелое - корень легкого. 
Покой - господин подвижности. 
Вот почему мудрец, проведя в странствии целый день, 



Не отлучится от своей поклажи. 
Даже обладая прекрасным дворцом, 
Он сидит безмятежно, воспаряя привольно над миром. 
Как может господин тысяч колесниц 
Относиться к себе легкомысленнее, чем к царству? 
Кто легкомыслен, лишится корня. 
Кто спешит, потеряет в себе господина. 
• 
[26c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Тяжелое является корнем легкого. 
Покой является владыкой подвижности. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости в движении до конца дней не забывает о связи легкого и тяжелого. 
Хотя есть шикарные перспективы, живет спокойно, минуя их все. 
Отчего же хозяин десяти тысяч колесниц считает, что для тела его Поднебесная легка? 
Легкость ведет к потере основы. 
Подвижность ведет к потере владыки. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Seven 
 

[27c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The good traveler leaves no track behind; 
The good speaker [speaks] without blemish or flaw; 
The good counter doesn't use tallies or chips; 
The good closer of doors does so without bolt or lock, and yet the door cannot be opened; 
The good tier of knots ties without rope or cord, yet his knots can't be undone. 
Therefore the Sage is constantly good at saving men and never rejects anyone; 
And with things, he never rejects useful goods. 
This is called Doubly Bright. 
Therefore the good man is the teacher of the good, 
And the bad man is the raw material for the good. 
To not value one's teacher and not cherish the raw goods - 
Though one had great knowledge, he would still be greatly confused. 
This is called the Essential of the Sublime. 
• 
[27c02t] John C. H. Wu 
GOOD walking leaves no track behind it; 



Good speech leaves no mark to be picked at; 
Good calculation makes no use of counting-slips; 
Good shutting makes no use of bolt and bar, 
And yet nobody can undo it; 
Good tying makes no use of rope and knot, 
And yet nobody can untie it. 
Hence, the Sage is always good at saving men, 
And therefore nobody is abandoned; 
Always good at saving things, 
And therefore nothing is wasted. 
This is called "following the guidance of the Inner Light." 
Hence, good men are teachers of bad men, 
While bad men are the charge of good men. 
Not to revere one's teacher, 
Not to cherish one's charge, 
Is to be on the wrong road, however intelligent one may be. 
This is an essential tenet of the Tao. 
• 
[27c03t] D. C. Lau 



One who excels in travelling leaves no wheel tracks; 
One who excels in speech makes no slips; 
One who excels in reckoning uses no counting rods; 
One who excels in shutting uses no bolts yet what he has shut cannot be opened; 
One who excels in tying uses no cords yet what he has tied cannot be undone. 
Therefore the sage always excels in saving people, and so abandons no one; 
Always excels in saving things, and so abandons nothing. 
This is called following one's discernment. 
Hence the good man is the teacher the bad learns from; 
And the bad man is the material the good works on. 
Not to value the teacher 
Nor to love the material 
Though it seems clever, betrays great bewilderment. 
This is called the essential and the secret. 
• 
[27c04t] R. L. Wing 
A good path has no ruts. 
A good speech has no flaws. 
A good analysis uses no schemes. 



A good lock has no bar or bolt, 
And yet it cannot be opened. 
A good knot does not restrain, 
And yet it cannot be unfastened. 
Thus Evolved Individuals are always good at saving others; 
Hence no one is wasted. 
They are always good at saving things; 
Hence nothing is wasted. 
This is called Doubling the Light. 
Therefore a good person is the teacher of an inferior person; 
And an inferior person is the resource of a good person. 
One who does not treasure a teacher, or does not cherish a resource, 
Although intelligent, is greatly deluded. 
This is called Significant Subtlety. 
• 
[27c05t] Ren Jiyu 
One who is skilled at travelling leaves no traces of his wheels or footsteps; 
One who is skilled at speaking says nothing that can be found fault with; 
One who is skilled at counting uses no tallies; 



One who is skilled at closing needs no bolts, while it is impossible to open what he has shut; 
One who is skilled at binding has no strings, while it is impossible to undo what he has bound. 
Therefore the sage is always skillful at saving men, 
And so no man is uselessly cast away. 
(The sage) is always skillful at saving things, 
And so nothing is uselessly cast away. 
This is called the hidden wisdom. 
Therefore the good man is the teacher of the bad, 
And the bad man is the material from which the good man learns. 
He who does not honour his teacher and who does greatly care for the material is greatly confused 

though he thinks himself wise. 
Such is called yao-miao (subtle). 
• 
[27c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A good walker leaves no tracks; 
A good speaker makes no slips; 
A good reckoner needs no tally. 
A good door needs no lock, 
Yet no one can open it. 



Good binding requires no knots, 
Yet no one can loosen it. 
Therefore the sage takes care of all men 
And abandons no one. 
He takes care of all things 
And abandons nothing. 
This is called "following the light." 
What is a good man? 
A teacher of a bad man. 
What is a bad man? 
A good man's charge. 
If the teacher is not respected, 
And the student not cared for, 
Confusion will arise, however clever one is. 
This is the crux of mystery. 
• 
[27c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Perfect deeds leave no tracks behind it. 
Perfect speech leaves no flaws to find fault with. 



Those adept in counting do not require counting chips. 
Those adept in sealing require no door latches, 
yet what is sealed cannot be opened. 
Those adept in tying need produce no knots, 
yet the strings cannot be untied. 
The Sage who is adept in saving people will abandon no one. 
He is adept in saving creatures and will abandon no creature. 
This is known as the Tradition of the Light. 
The perfect man is the teacher of the imperfect. 
The imperfect man is the assets of the perfect. 
Those who do not value their teachers, 
And those who do not take good care of their own assets, 
However clever they are, they are really lost. 
This is a key point that is often not understood. 
• 
[27c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Skillful driving leaves no tracks. 
Skillful talking contains no blunders. 
Skillful calculating needs no instruments. 



Skillful securing requires no lock, but cannot be opened. 
Skillful tying uses no knots, but cannot be untied. 
Therefore, the great men were always good at making all people useful, so no one was left out; 
They were very good at making all other things useful, so nothing was wasted. 
This is why they were considered to be genuinely wise. 
So, the kind are the teachers of the unkind; 
The unkind are the resources of the kind. 
If a person does not value the teachers or the resources, 
No matter how smart he is, he is completely lost. 
Therefore, this is an extremely important wisdom. 
• 
[27c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE USE OF SKILL 
The good walker makes no dust after him. 
The good speaker incurs no discussion. 
The good reckoner needs no arithmetic. 
The good keeper needs no bolts or bars, and none can open after him. 
The good binder needs no rope, and none can loose after him. 
The wise man is a constant and good helper of his fellows. He rejects none. 
He is a continual good preserver of things. He disdains nothing. 



His intelligence is all-embracing. 
Good men instruct one another; and bad men are the materials they delve in. 
Whoever, therefore, does not honour his teacher and cherish his material, though he be called wise, is 

yet in a state of delusion. 
This is no less important than strange. 
• 
[27c10t] James Legge 
The skilful traveller leaves no traces of his wheels or footsteps; 
the skilful speaker says nothing that can be found fault with or blamed; 
the skilful reckoner uses no tallies; 
the skilful closer needs no bolts or bars, while to open what he has shut will be impossible; 
the skilful binder uses no strings or knots, while to unloose what he has bound will be impossible. 
In the same way the sage is always skilful at saving men, and so he does not cast away any man; 
he is always skilful at saving things, and so he does not cast away anything. 
This is called 'Hiding the light of his procedure.' 
Therefore the man of skill is a master (to be looked up to) by him who has not the skill; 
and he who has not the skill is the helper of (the reputation of) him who has the skill. 
If the one did not honour his master, and the other did not rejoice in his helper, an (observer), though 

intelligent, might greatly err about them. 



This is called 'The utmost degree of mystery.' 
• 
[27c11t] David Hinton 
Perfect travels leave no tracks. 
Perfect words leave no doubts. 
Perfect accounts need no counting. 
Perfect gates close without locks and so cannot be opened. 
Perfect knots bind without rope and so cannot be loosened. 
A sage is always perfect in rescuing people and so abandons no one, 
always perfect in rescuing things and so abandons nothing. 
This is called the bequest of enlightenment, 
so one who possesses this perfection is a teacher of those who don't, 
and those who don't possess it are the resource of one who does. 
Without honoring the teacher 
and loving the resource, 
no amount of wisdom can prevent vast confusion. 
This is called the essential mystery. 
• 
[27c12t] Chichung Huang 



A good traveler leaves neither ruts nor footprints; 
A good speaker makes neither slips nor errors; 
A good calculator uses neither wooden chips nor bamboo chips; 
A good door-shutter has neither latch nor lock, 
Yet, the door he shuts cannot be opened; 
A good knot-tier has neither rope nor string, 
Yet, the knot he ties cannot be untied. 
Hence, the sage man 
Was constantly good at rescuing men 
So that there were no cast-off men; 
As for things, 
There were no cast-off goods. 
This is called surpassing insight. 
Hence, good men are good men's teachers; 
Evil men, good men's wealth. 
He who neither values his teachers, 
Nor cherishes his wealth, 
Though crafty, is but a big fool. 
This is called subtle essence. 



• 
[27c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Good (shan) running leaves no tracks, 
Good speech has no flaws, 
Good counting uses no counters, 
A good lock uses no bolts yet cannot be opened, 
A good knot uses no rope yet cannot be untied. 
Hence the sage is always good at saving people, 
Therefore no one is rejected. 
He is always good at saving things, 
Therefore nothing is rejected. 
This is called following the light (ming). 
Therefore the good person, 
Is the not-good (pu-shan) person's teacher. 
The not-good (pu-shan) person, 
Is the good person's capital. 
One who does not honor (kuei) the teacher, 
Or love (ai) the capital, 
Is greatly confounded though knowledgeable (chih). 



This is called the important mystery (miao). 
• 
[27c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A carriage which rides excellently does not leave any trace of wheel tracks; 
A superior talk (speech) leaves no room for fault-finding and accusation; 
An efficient strategy does not involve ostentatious planning; 
A marvelously closed door, which though was not bolted, yet cannot be opened; 
Splendidly fastened together ropes, with which though no knot was tied, yet cannot be disconnected. 
For this reason; 
A Sage is so proficient at saving people that he abandons nobody; 
He is so efficient at saving creatures and things that he forsakes no one; 
This is called "to glow with the brilliance" [of Tao]. 
Therefore: 
Good people serve as both teachers and models for people who are not good; 
People who are not good are the stocks (capitals) for good people [to work with]; 
The person, who does not respect his teachers, as well as the person who does not value his capitals, 

despite their cleverness, will still remain grossly perplexed. 
The above fact illustrates how subtly and amazingly exact [Tao] works. 
• 



[27c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Good walking leaves no track behind it. 
Good speech leaves no mark to be picked at. 
Good calculation makes no use of counting-slips. 
Good shutting makes no use of bolt and bar, and yet nobody can undo it. 
Good tying makes no use of cord, and yet nobody can untie it. 
Hence, the sage is always good at saving men, and therefore nobody is forgotten; always good at saving 

things, and therefore nothing is wasted. 
This is called illumination. 
Hence, good men are teachers of bad men. 
Bad men are the property of good men. 
Not to revere one's teacher, not to cherish one's property, is to be on the wrong road, however 

intelligent one may be. 
This is called the essential and the mysterious. 
• 
[27c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
An able driver leaves no ruts and tracks. 
An eloquent speaking is flawlessly fluent. 
A smart counter uses no tools. 



A superb lock cannot be opened, yet it has not bolts. 
A good tie cannot get loose, yet there is no rope used. 
The sage constantly saves people, so nobody is abandoned; 
And constantly saves things, so nothing is wasted. 
This is intelligent. 
Thus, able people can be the teachers of incompetent people. 
The failure of incompetent people can serve as lessons for the able people. 
Ignoring the teachers and neglecting the lessons make even the smart people blunder. 
This is an extremely important point. 
• 
[27c17t] Arthur Waley 
Perfect activity leaves no track behind it; 
Perfect speech is like a jade-worker whose tool leaves no mark. 
The perfect reckoner needs no counting-slips; 
The perfect door has neither bolt nor bar, 
Yet cannot be opened. 
The perfect knot needs neither rope nor twine, 
Yet cannot be untied. 
Therefore the Sage 



Is all the time in the most perfect way helping men, 
He certainly does not turn his back on men; 
Is all the time in the most perfect way helping creatures, 
He certainly does not turn his back on creatures. 
This is called resorting to the Light. 
Truly, 'the perfect man is the teacher of the imperfect; 
But the imperfect is the stock-in-trade of the perfect man'. 
He who does not respect his teacher, 
He who does not take care of his stock-in-trade, 
Much learning though he may possess, is far astray. 
This is the essential secret. 
• 
[27c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One good at traveling leaves no tracks or prints. 
One good at words says nothing flawed or blameworthy. 
One good at reckoning does not use bamboo tallies. 
One good at locking up has no lock yet what is locked cannot be opened. 
One good at tying up has no cord yet what is tied cannot be untied. 
This is how the sage is always good at saving people, so no one is discarded, 



Always good at saving things, and so nothing is discarded. 
This is what is known as maintaining the light. 
Thus the good man is the teacher of men who are not good. 
Men who are not good are material for the good man. 
But if they do not value their teacher, and he does not cherish his material, no matter how wise, one 

will become greatly lost. 
This is called the "profoundly subtle." 
• 
[27c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON STEALING THE LIGHT 
A good runner leaves no track. 
A good speech leaves no flaws for attack. 
A good reckoner makes use of no counters. 
A well-shut door makes use of no bolts, 
And yet cannot be opened. 
A well-tied knot makes use of no rope, 
And yet cannot be untied. 
Therefore the Sage is good at helping men; 
For that reason there is no rejected (useless) person. 



He is good at saving things; 
For that reason there is nothing rejected. 
This is called stealing the Light. 
Therefore the good man is the Teacher of the bad. 
And the bad man is the lesson of the good. 
He who neither values his teacher 
Nor loves the lesson 
Is one gone far astray, 
Though he be learned. 
Such is the subtle secret. 
• 
[27c20t] Victor H. Mair 
He who is skilled at traveling leaves neither tracks nor traces; 
He who is skilled at speaking is flawless in his delivery; 
He who is skilled in computation uses neither tallies nor counters; 
He who is skilled at closing things tightly has neither lock nor key, but what he closes cannot be 

opened; 
He who is good at binding has neither cord nor string, but what he binds cannot be untied. 
For these reasons, 



The sage is always skilled at saving others and does not abandon them, 
nor does he abandon resources. 
This is called "inner intelligence." 
Therefore, 
Good men are teachers for the good man, 
Bad men are foils for the good man. 
He who values not his teacher 
and loves not his foil, 
Though he be knowledgeable, 
is greatly deluded. 
This is called "the wondrous essential." 
• 
[27c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A skillful traveler leaves no track. 
A skillful speaker makes no slip. 
A skillful reckoner needs no counting rod. 
A skillfully made door requires no bolts, 
yet it cannot be opened. 
A skillful binding has no cords or knots, 



yet it cannot be untied. 
Therefore, 
the True Person is skillful in assisting people, and abandons nobody; 
Is skillful in assisting things, and abandons nothing. 
This is called "Following the Inner Light." 
Therefore, 
the skillful person is the teacher of the person without skill. 
The person without skill is the material for the skillful person. 
If you do not respect the teacher, 
if you do not care for the material, 
you are on the road to confusion 
and your cleverness will not save you. 
This is an essential principle. 
• 
[27c22t] David H. Li 
A good traveler leaves no trails; 
A good speaker allows no slips; 
A good planner needs no tallies; 
A good carpenter needs no bolts in securing a door from opening; 



A good packager needs no strings in preventing a knot from untying. 
Thus, 
the sage cares for everyone and abandons no one, 
cares for everything and abandons nothing. 
This is unrevealed wisdom. 
Thus, 
a good person serves as the teacher to a not-so-good person; 
a not-so-good person serves as the mirror to a good person. 
One who neither respects one's teacher nor cares for one's mirror, even if wise, will be bewildered. 
This is the innermost intricacy. 
• 
[27c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The master in his action is so complete 
that he leaves no trace behind. 
The master in his conversation is so balanced 
that he leaves no discord behind. 
The master in his thinking is so original 
that he depends on no external authority. 
The master in protecting people is so skillful 



that, without any visible means, he renders all attempts for invasion ineffectual. 
The master in uniting people is so adept 
that, without any visible means, he renders all efforts for disunity ineffectual. 
Thus, the master, without abandoning anyone, is always good at empowering people 
And, without abandoning anything, is always good at utilizing things. 
This is the all-embracing wisdom of the Tao. 
Hence, the virtuous is the teacher of the non-virtuous, 
While the non-virtuous serves as the lessons for the virtuous. 
If you value not your teacher or cherish not your lessons, 
No matter how intelligent and informed you are, you are greatly deluded. 
This is the essential, subtle truth of the Tao. 
• 
[27c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The good traveler leaves no tracks, 
The good speaker leaves no doubt, 
The good accountant needs no abacus, 
The good builder needs no lock and bolt, 
And the door he closes will not open behind him. 
The good fastener needs no ropes or knots, 



And it is still impossible to untie after him. 
Even if people are bad, why should they be rejected? 
Therefore the sage is always the good savior of the people, 
And nobody will reject him. 
He is good to all creatures, 
He spurns nothing. 
This state is called "to see and to come to the light." 
Therefore, good people are guides to bad people, 
And many people are like matter in good people's hands. 
And the person who does not appreciate his guide, 
And the person who does not love the matter in his hand, 
All their success comes from blindness. 
This is the main principle of the secret. 
• 
[27c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The sage who goes by the way leaves no traces 
The sage who speaks the true law never slips up - 
He never calculates what profit he can make from what he does. 
He keeps out thieves with wisdom! 



He's never robbed - 
He makes sure the rules are binding, then no one can undo them; 
He is aware of everyone, leaving no one uncounted; 
He cares like a parent, and wastes nothing. 
This is the essence of harmony. 
So, a good man is a model for a bad one 
And, misguided, he is touched by his goodness. 
Not to follow a teacher here 
Or to love his precious message 
Is to lose the Way, however clever you are - 
This is the essence of the matter. 
• 
[27c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who is good at walking leaves no traces; 
He who is good at speaking leaves no slips; 
He who is good at counting uses no counting tools; 
He who is good at shutting renders all efforts of opening in vain though he uses no bolts; 
He who is good at tying renders all efforts of untying in vain though he uses no ropes. 
That is why the sage 



Is always good at saving people 
And abandoning no one; 
That is why the sage is always good at saving things 
And abandoning nothing. 
This is called the intrinsic wisdom. 
Thus the good man is the bad man's teacher; 
The bad man is the material from which the good draws lessons. 
If honouring not one's teacher, 
Or loving not one's material, 
One is a big fool though he seems clever. 
Here lies the vital secret. 
• 
[27c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who knows how to travel does not leave any trace. 
He who knows how to use words does not make any errors. 
He who knows stratagems needs not any plans. 
He who knows how to lock uses no bolts, yet what has been locked cannot be opened. 
He who knows how to tie uses no rope, yet what has been tied cannot be released. 
Therefore the sage always knows how to take care of people, and so no one is abandoned. 



He knows how to take care of all things, and so no thing is abandoned. 
This is what is called following discernment. 
That is why good men are the teachers of bad men, and bad men are the sources of warning of good 

men. 
Not to value the teacher, not to care for the sources, 
this reveals foolishness, however clever one may be. 
This is the essential secret. 
• 
[27c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A good walker leaves no trace. 
A good speaker uses no blasphemy. 
A good calculator uses no counting aids. 
A good door-keeper needs no bars. 
A good knot uses no strings. 
Similarly, 
A wise saver will part with no one. 
A wise user will waste nothing. 
It is the subtle insight that gives such abilities. 
The wise person will be seen as the teacher for the unwise. 



The unwise will be regarded as the resources for the wise. 
One may be a mental genius, 
But if he appreciates no teacher or other resources, 
He is only a blundering fool. 
The key is such teaching/learning. 
• 
[27c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Procuring Enlightenment 
Lao Tze says, 
The skillful traveller leaves no wheel track; 
the skillful speaker makes no slip of the tongue; 
the skillful reckoner uses no tallies; 
the skillful closer needs no bolts, while it is impossible to open what he has shut; 
the skillful binder uses no strings or knots, while it is impossible to loosen what he has bound. 
In the same way the sage is always skillful at saving men, and there is no rejected person; 
he is always skillful at saving things, and there is no rejected thing. 
This is called 'procuring enlightenment.' 
Therefore the man of skill is a master of he who has no skill; 
and he who has no skill is the servant of he who has skill. 



If one does not value his master, and the other does not love his servant, intelligent as they are, they 
might be perplexed. 

• 
[27c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
A good traveller leaves no track; 
A good speaker leaves no error; 
A good reckoner needs no counter; 
A good closer needs no bars or bolts, 
And yet it is impossible to open after him. 
A good fastener needs no cords or knots, 
And yet it is impossible to untie after him. 
Even if men be bad, why should they be rejected? 
Therefore the Sage is always a good saviour of men, 
And no man is rejected; 
He is a good saviour of things, 
And nothing is rejected: 
This is called double enlightenment. 
Therefore good men are bad men's instructors, 
And bad men are good men's materials. 



Those who do not esteem their instructors, 
And those who do not love their materials, 
Though expedient, are in fact greatly confused. 
This is essential subtlety. 
• 
[27c31t] Paul J. Lin 
A good walker leaves no trail. 
A good speaker leaves no grounds for blame. 
A good counter needs no calculator. 
A well-closed door needs no bolt 
and still cannot be opened. 
A well-tied knot needs no binding 
and still cannot be untied. 
Therefore the Sage is always able to save his people 
and there is no one forsaken. 
He is able to save all things 
and there is nothing wasted. 
This is called inherited enlightenment. 
Therefore the good man is the teacher of the bad. 



And the bad man is the material for the good. 
He who fails to value the teacher and cherish the material, 
Is utterly lost in spite of his knowledge. 
This is called crucial subtlety. 
• 
[27c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Excellent traveling: no tracks or traces. 
Excellent speaking: no blemish or blame. 
Excellent counting does not use counting slips. 
Excellent locking: no bolt or bar, but the door cannot be opened. 
Excellent tying: no cord or rope, but the knots cannot be undone. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Always Excels at rescuing people, 
and so does not turn anyone away. 
Always Excels at resolving things, 
and so does not turn away from anything. 
This is called 'being clothed in Clarity'. 
The Excellent person 
is the teacher of the person who is not Excellent. 



The person who is not Excellent 
is material for the Excellent person. 
Not to treasure one's teacher, 
not to love one's material, 
though 'smart', is a great mistake. 
This is an important secret. 
• 
[27c33t] Cheng Lin 
Good conduct leaves behind no traces. 
Good words afford no room for criticism. 
Good mathematicians require no calculating apparatus. 
Good lids need no bolts, and they cannot be opened. 
Good fasteners need no cords, and they cannot be released. 
The Sage, by his abiding goodness, saves mankind because he spurns no one. 
He, by his abiding goodness, saves the inanimate creation because he spurns nothing. 
This is called mutual understanding. 
Wherefore, 
the good man should be the teacher of the bad man; 
the bad man should serve as a lesson for the good man. 



When one fails to esteem his teacher, or the other fails to value his lesson, each is under a great 
illusion, though each may possess erudition. 

This is called obscure conception. 
• 
[27c34t] Yi Wu 
Good walkers leave no track. 
Good speakers leave no opening for criticism. 
Good counters use no calculators. 
Good closers use no bolts, but the doors cannot be opened. 
Good tiers use no rope, but their knots cannot be untied. 
Therefore, the sage is constantly good at saving people; no one is forsaken. 
He is constantly good at saving things; nothing is abandoned. 
This is called inherent enlightenment. 
Therefore, good men are teachers of men who are not good; 
Men who are not good are the good man's materials. 
He who does not respect his teacher nor love his materials, 
However intelligent, is greatly confused. 
This is called essential subtlety. 
• 



[27c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
A good traveller leaves no tracks. 
A good debater never makes a slip. 
A good strategist does not require chips to formulate a plan. 
A good leader does not confine his men to ensure that they stay. 
A good employer does not need rope to bind his men to their jobs. 
Therefore, the sage always assists but never abandons people. 
He always aids all creatures and he never forsakes them. 
This is called "covert enlightenment". 
While a good person could be a bad person's teacher, 
A bad person could provide a salutary lesson to a good person. 
A learned person remains a befuddled one if he neither values the teacher nor learns from this 

salutary lesson. 
The subtlety of Dao can only be appreciated by an intuitive mind. 
• 
[27c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who is good at running leaves no tracks. 
One who is good at talking has no flaws in his speech. 
One who is good at calculating makes no use of counting tools. 



One who is good at shutting things makes no use of bolt and bar, yet no one can open what he has 
shut. 

One who is good at tying makes no use of cords and knots, yet no one can untie what he has fastened. 
One of natural, integral virtue is good at helping all people impartially. 
Thus, no one is abandoned. 
Because he is good at protecting and preserving all things, 
nothing is ever thrown away. 
This is called "embodying the light of the subtle truth." 
Hence, the people on the Universal Integral Way are teachers of those off the Way. 
However, if the student does not value the teacher, 
and the teacher does not tend the student well, 
though they both may be intelligent enough, 
this leads only to further separation. 
• 
[27c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The best action is free from marks [either good or evil]. 
The best words are free from stains [either good or bad]. 
The best calculator is free from calculation and measure. 
The best closure has no bolts, yet it cannot be opened. 



The best knot has no cord, yet it cannot be untied. 
Thus, the wise knows how to rescue men; hence, no one is excluded. 
He also knows how to rescue things; hence, nothing is excluded. 
This is called penetration to illumination. 
Therefore, the virtuous is the model for the unvirtuous. 
The unvirtuous is the origin of the virtuous. 
If one does not appreciate the virtuous or cherish the unvirtuous, 
Although one is intelligent, one is not free from confusion. 
This is called the indispensable wonder. 
• 
[27c38t] Henry Wei 
Skillful Application 
Ch'iao Yung 
A good walker leaves no traces behind; 
A good speaker leaves no blemishes for criticism; 
A good counter does not use counting chips; 
A good lock has no bolt, yet cannot be opened; 
A good knot has no string, yet cannot be untied. 
Thus the Sage (in his silent and subtle way) 



Is always good in saving people, 
Thereby leaving no people unsaved; 
And always good in saving things, 
Thereby leaving nothing unsaved. 
This is called "Passing the light." 
Hence the good man is the teacher of the bad, 
And the bad is object lesson for the good. 
He who does not honor his teacher, 
Nor loves any object lesson, 
Is lost in a great maze, clever though he may be. 
Such is called Significant Subtlety. 
• 
[27c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Perfect going leaves no tracks. 
Perfect speech has no flaws. 
Perfect counting uses no counters. 
The perfect lock uses no bolt; it is impossible to open. 
The perfect knot uses no rope; it is impossible to untie. 
Therefore the sage 



Is always perfect in delivering people from distress. 
Thus he abandons no one. 
He is always perfect in delivering creatures from distress. 
Thus he abandons no creature. 
This is called following the light. 
Therefore the perfect man 
Is the leader of the imperfect man; 
The imperfect man 
Is the asset of the perfect man. 
He who does not treasure his leader, 
He who does not cherish his asset, 
Though he may be wise, is greatly deluded. 
This is called the fundamental secret. 
• 
[27c40t] Tao Huang 
A good traveler leaves no tracks. 
A good speaker is without flaw. 
A good planner does not calculate. 
A good doorkeeper does not lock, yet it cannot be opened. 



A good knotter does not use binding, yet it cannot be undone. 
Therefore, the sage is good at his earnest demands upon people. 
So no one is left out. 
No talent is wasted. 
This is called being in the tow of enlightenment, 
And it ensures the good person. 
For everything that is good is the teacher of the good person. 
Everything that is bad becomes a resource for the good person. 
No need to honor the teachers. 
No need to love the resources. 
Though knowing this is a great paradox, 
It is the subtle principle. 
• 
[27c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The perfect traveler does not need a trail. 
The perfect speaker does not leave any argument. 
The perfect planner does not need a sketch. 
The perfect door does not need a latch. 
The perfect binder does not need string. 



Hence Sage rulers always perfectly saved people, thus nobody was abandoned; 
and always perfectly saved things, thus nothing was wasted. 
This is called "blocking enlightenment". 
The good person is the teacher of the bad person. 
A bad person is a lesson for the good person. 
Esteem the teacher and be aware of the lesson. 
Otherwise even though one is intelligent, he will be misguided. 
These are the marvelous functions of Dao. 
• 
[27c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
A good traveler leaves no track or trace. 
A good speech leaves no flaws. 
A good reckoner uses no counters. 
A well-shut door needs no bolts, and yet it cannot be opened. 
A well-tied knot needs no rope and yet none can untie it. 
Therefore the sage is always good in saving men and consequently no man is rejected. 
He is always good in saving things and consequently nothing is rejected. 
This is called following the light (of Nature). 
Therefore the good man is the teacher of the bad, 



And the bad is the material from which the good may learn. 
He who does not value the teacher, 
Or greatly care for the material, 
Is greatly deluded although he may be learned. 
Such is the essential mystery. 
• 
[27c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Умелая езда не оставляет следа, 
от умелых слов не остается крапин, 
умея сосчитать, не прибегают к счетным биркам; 
когда умело запирают дверь, не применяют никаких замков, но ее не отпереть; 
когда с умением завязывают узел, не используют веревки, но его не развязать. 
Так и Премудрый человек проявляет неизменное умение спасать других, и потому нет 

брошенных людей; 
умеет с неизменностью спасать вещи, и потому они не брошены. 
Это зовут внезапно набегающим просветом. 
Поэтому-то добрый человек недоброму наставник, 
недобрый же для доброго опора. 
Когда не дорожат своим наставником и не щадят своей опоры, то пусть бы были даже и 



умны, но пребывают в тяжком заблуждении. 
В этом заключается вся суть и тайна. 
• 
[27c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Умеющий путешествовать не оставляет колеи. 
Умеющий говорить не делает оговорок. 
Умеющий считать не пользуется счётными палочками. 
Умеющий закрывать двери не пользуется засовами, а то, что он закрыл, невозможно 

открыть. 
Умеющий связывать не использует верёвок, а то, что он завязал, невозможно распутать. 
Поэтому мудрецу часто удаётся спасать людей, не оставляя ни одного из них. 
Это зовётся сокрытой мудростью. 
Поэтому добрый человек - учитель злых людей. 
Злой человек - материал для добрых людей. 
Если не ценить учителей, если не любить материала для них, то даже умудрённые впадут 

в величайшие заблуждения. 
Это зовётся глубочайшей утончённостью. 
• 
[27c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 



Ходить умеющий следов не оставляет, 
В речах хороших не бывает оговорок, 
Не пользуется палочками тот, кто хорошо считать умеет, 
Тот, кто умеет запирать, и без замка запрет так, что не откроешь, 
Тот, кто связывает умело, веревки не возьмет, но его узел не развяжешь. 
Поэтому-то совершенномудрый готов всегда к спасению людей и потому никогда не 

теряет людей. 
Поэтому-то совершенномудрый всегда готов спасать существ и потому никогда не 

теряет существ. 
И это его глубокой просветленной мудростью зовут. 
Поэтому хороший человек - учитель дурных людей, а дурные люди - сокровище хорошего 

человека. 
Если человек не ценит свое сокровище, то даже если он многомудр, все ж пребывает в 

великом заблуждении. 
Это называется важнейшей тайной. 
• 
[27c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Искусный в передвижении не оставляет колеи и следов. 
Искусный в речах не допускает изъянов и ошибок. 



Искусный в счете не пользуется счетными таблицами. 
Искусный закрывать не запирает на ключ, но открыть невозможно. 
Искусный связывать не вяжет веревкой, но развязать невозможно. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек искусностью постоянства (постоянным добром) 

спасает людей и таким образом не отвергает людей; 
искусностью постоянства (постоянным добром) спасает вещи и таким образом не 

отвергает вещи. 
Это и есть практическое осуществление просветленности. 
Вот почему искусные люди - учителя неискусных людей, 
неискусные люди - ученики искусных людей. 
Не почитайте своих учителей, не любите своих учеников. 
Хотя это и разумеют как большое заблуждение, в действительности [оно] есть 

требование сокровенно-тайного [Дао]. 
• 
[27c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Умеющий шагать не оставляет следов. 
Умеющий говорить не допускает ошибок. 
Кто умеет считать, тот не пользуется инструментом для счета. 
Кто умеет закрывать двери, не употребляет затвор и закрывает их так крепко, что 



открыть их невозможно. 
Кто умеет завязывать узлы, не употребляет веревку, [но завязывает так прочно], что 

развязать невозможно. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый постоянно умело спасает людей и не покидает их. 
Он всегда умеет спасать существа, поэтому он не покидает их. 
Это называется глубокой мудростью. 
Таким образом, добродетель является учителем недобрых, а недобрые - ее опорой. 
Если [недобрые] не ценят своего учителя и добродетель не любит свою опору, то они, хотя 

и [считают себя] разумными, погружены в слепоту. 
Вот что наиболее важно и глубоко. 
• 
[27c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Нравственный человек не оставляет после себя никаких следов. 
Красноречивый не сделает ошибки в своих речах. 
Победоносный полководец не употребляет никакой хитрости. 
Если что крепко заперто, то (оно), хотя и без замков, не отпирается. 
Если что крепко связано, то (оно), хотя и без замысловатых узлов, не развязывается. 
Мудрецы спасают погибающих и не оставляют нуждающихся в чем-нибудь без помощи. 
Они всегда очень бережно сохраняют вещи и не выкидывают их. 



Это называется двойным просвещением. 
Отсюда нравственный человек есть учитель (или руководитель) безнравственных; 
безнравственные люди суть орудие нравственного. 
Кто не уважает своего учителя и кто не любит своего орудия, тот, хотя умен, очень 

заблуждается. 
Это называется важным отступлением от Тао. 
• 
[27c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Умеющий ходить не оставляет следов. 
Умеющий говорить никого не заденет словом. 
Умеющий считать не пользуется счетами. 
Умеющий запирать не пользуется засовом, а запертое им не отпереть. 
Умеющий связывать не пользуется веревкой, а связанное им не развязать. 
Вот почему премудрый человек всегда спасает людей и никого не отвергает. 
Всегда спасает вещи и ничего не отвергает. 
Это зовется "сокрытое преемствование просветленности". 
Посему добрый человек - учитель недоброму человеку, 
А недобрый человек - орудие доброму человеку. 
Не чтить учителя, не любить орудие - 



Тут и великий ум впадет в заблуждение. 
Вот что такое предел утонченности. 
• 
[27c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Совершенствование в движении - в отсутствии колеи и следа. 
Совершенствование в речи - в отсутствии заминок и оговорок. 
Совершенствование в числах - в отсутствии бирок и фишек. 
Совершенствование в запорах - в отсутствии замка и щеколды, а открыть не смогут. 
Совершенствование в завязывании - в отсутствии веревок и узлов, а распутать не 

смогут. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости постоянно совершенствуется, помогая людям, поэтому не отвергает 

людей. 
Постоянно совершенствуется, помогая вещам, поэтому не отвергает вещи. 
Это определяется: 
Преемственность ясности. 
Причинность: 
Совершенствующийся человек является наставником для несовершенствующегося 

человека. 



Несовершенствующийся человек является средством для совершенствующегося человека. 
Если не чтят своих наставников и не любят свои средства, то даже обладая знаниями, 

пребывают в великом заблуждении. 
Это определяется: 
Сущностная тайна. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Eight 
 

[28c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When you know the male yet hold on to the female, 
You'll be the ravine of the country. 
When you're the ravine of the country, 
Your constant virtue will not leave. 
And when your constant virtue doesn't leave, 
You'll return {to} the state of the infant. 
When you know the pure yet hold on to the soiled, 
You'll be the valley of the country. 
When you're the valley of the country, 
Your constant virtue is complete. 
And when your constant virtue is complete, 
You'll return to the state of uncarved wood. 
When you know the white yet hold on to the black, 
You'll be the model for the country. 
And when you're the model for the country, 
Your constant virtue will not go astray. 



And when your constant virtue does not go astray, 
You'll return to the condition which has no limit. 
When uncarved wood is cut up, it's turned into vessels; 
When the Sage is used, he becomes the Head of Officials. 
Truly, great carving is done without splitting up. 
• 
[28c02t] John C. H. Wu 
KNOW the masculine, 
Keep to the feminine, 
And be the Brook of the World. 
To be the Brook of the World is 
To move constantly in the path of Virtue 
Without swerving from it, 
And to return again to infancy. 
Know the white, 
Keep to the black, 
And be the Pattern of the World. 
To be the Pattern of the World is 
To move constantly in the path of Virtue 



Without erring a single step, 
And to return again to the Infinite. 
Know the glorious, 
Keep to the lowly, 
And be the Fountain of the World. 
To be the Fountain of the World is 
To live the abundant life of Virtue, 
And to return again to Primal Simplicity. 
When Primal Simplicity diversifies, 
It becomes useful vessels, 
Which, in the hands of the Sage, become officers. 
Hence, "a great tailor does little cutting." 
• 
[28c03t] D. C. Lau 
Know the male 
But keep to the role of the female 
And be a ravine to the empire. 
If you are a ravine to the empire, 
Then the constant virtue will not desert you 



And you will again return to being a babe. 
Know the white 
But keep to the role of the black 
And be a model to the empire. 
If you are a model to the empire, 
Then the constant virtue will not be wanting 
And you will return to the infinite. 
Know honour 
But keep to the role of the disgraced 
And be a valley to the empire. 
If you are a valley to the empire, 
Then the constant virtue will be sufficient 
And you will return to being the uncarved block. 
When the uncarved block shatters it becomes vessels. 
The sage makes use of these and becomes the lord over the officials. 
Hence the greatest cutting does not sever. 
• 
[28c04t] R. L. Wing 
Know the male, 



Hold to the female; 
Become the world's stream. 
By being the world's stream, 
The Power will never leave. 
This is returning to Infancy. 
Know the white, 
Hold to the black; 
Become the world's pattern. 
By becoming the world's pattern, The Power will never falter. 
This is returning to Limitlessness. 
Know the glory, 
Hold to the obscurity; 
Become the world's valley. 
By being the world's valley, 
The Power will be sufficient. 
This is returning to Simplicity. 
When Simplicity is broken up, 
It is made into instruments. 
Evolved Individuals who employ them, 



Are made into leaders. 
In this way the Great System is united. 
• 
[28c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who knows the masculine but keeps to the feminine, is ready to be the ravine under Heaven. 
Being the ravine under Heaven, he is not parted from constant "De" (Virtue), 
He returns to the simple state, like an infant. 
He who knows the white (glory) but keeps to the black (obscure), is ready to be the (divination) 

instrument of under Heaven. 
Being the instrument of under Heaven, he rests upon constant "De," 
He returns to the ultimate truth. 
He who knows glory but keeps to disgrace, is ready to be the valley under Heaven. 
Being the valley under Heaven, he will have plenty of the eternal "De," 
He returns to simplicity. 
When the simplicity is broken up, it is turned into concrete vessels. 
By using the breaking up of simplicity, the sage sets up government and leadership. 
Therefore the perfect government does not arise out of artificiality. 
• 
[28c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



Know the strength of man, 
But keep a woman's care! 
Be the stream of the universe! 
Being the stream of the universe, 
Ever true and unswerving, 
Become as a little child once more. 
Know the white, 
But keep the black! 
Be an example to the world! 
Being an example to the world, 
Ever true and unwavering, 
Return to the infinite. 
Know honor, 
Yet keep humility! 
Be the valley of the universe! 
Being the valley of the universe, 
Ever true and resourceful, 
Return to the state of the uncarved block. 
When the block is carved, it becomes useful. 



When the sage uses it, he becomes the ruler. 
Thus, "A great tailor cuts little." 
• 
[28c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Keep one's place however humble, while knowing one's real strength. 
Stay low, like the rivers that gather water from the higher grounds. 
Be that lowly river: 
Depart not from the eternal virtue, 
Emulate the unpretentiousness of infants. 
Keep one's color, though it be black, 
while knowing about the white. 
Be an example for the world. 
Be an example for the world, 
Do not disgrace the eternal virtue, 
Emulate the Eternal. 
Take the blames from the world without complaint, 
Yet never forgetting the need for honor, 
Be the lowly valley of the world. 
This way, the eternal virtue is fulfilled. 



And simplicity is restored. 
Simplicity is valuable. 
From simple substances we have all our useful tools. 
When simple men are used by the Sages, 
They become great statesmen. 
Great people never go out of their way to make themselves great, 
Just as the great artists will not do superfluous things to draw the attention of others. 
• 
[28c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Knowing you can be strong, but choosing to be weak, 
Is like being the creeks and streams of the world. 
If you can be the creeks and streams of the world, 
The DE will never leave you, and you will return to the natural state of a newborn. 
Knowing you can be bright, but choosing to be dull, 
Is like being the model of perfection for the world. 
If you can be the model of perfection for the world, 
The DE will not stray from you, and you will return to the unlimited state. 
Knowing you can be glorious, but choosing to be humiliated, 
Is like being the valleys and canyons of the world. 



If you can be the valleys and the canyons of the world, 
The DE will always be sufficient for you, and you will return to the plain and simple state. 
Being simple and relaxed makes things useful, so the great men used it to lead the people. 
Therefore, a great system is one that does not hurt anything. 
• 
[28c09t] Walter Gorn Old, BECOMING A CHILD 
He who, being a man, remains a woman, will become an universal channel. 
As an universal channel the eternal virtue will never forsake him. He will re-become a child. 
He who, being in the light, remains in obscurity, will become an universal model. 
As an universal model the eternal virtue will not pass him by. He will go back to the all-perfect. 
He who, being glorious, continues in humility, will become an universal valley. 
As an universal valley the eternal virtue will fill him. He will revert to the first essence. 
This first essence is that which, being differentiated, gives rise to innumerable vessels of life. 
A wise man, by embracing it, becomes the wisest of governors. 
A liberal government is that which neither disregards nor hurts anyone. 
• 
[28c10t] James Legge 
Who knows his manhood's strength, 
Yet still his female feebleness maintains; 



As to one channel flow the many drains, 
All come to him, yea, all beneath the sky. 
Thus he the constant excellence retains; 
The simple child again, free from all stains. 
Who knows how white attracts, 
Yet always keeps himself within black's shade, 
The pattern of humility displayed, 
Displayed in view of all beneath the sky; 
He in the unchanging excellence arrayed, 
Endless return to man's first state has made. 
Who knows how glory shines, 
Yet loves disgrace, nor e'er for it is pale; 
Behold his presence in a spacious vale, 
To which men come from all beneath the sky. 
The unchanging excellence completes its tale; 
The simple infant man in him we hail. 
The unwrought material, when divided and distributed, forms vessels. 
The sage, when employed, becomes the Head of all the Officers (of government); 
and in his greatest regulations he employs no violent measures. 



• 
[28c11t] David Hinton 
Knowing the masculine 
and nurturing the feminine 
you become the river of all beneath heaven. 
River of all beneath heaven 
you abide by perennial Integrity 
and so return to infancy. 
Knowing the white 
and nurturing the black 
you become the pattern of all beneath heaven. 
Pattern of all beneath heaven 
you abide by perennial Integrity 
and so return to the boundless. 
Knowing splendor 
and nurturing ruin 
you become the valley of all beneath heaven. 
Valley of all beneath heaven 
you rest content in perennial Integrity 



and so return to the simplicity of uncarved wood. 
When uncarved wood is split apart 
it becomes mere implements. 
But when a sage is employed 
he becomes a true minister, 
for the great governing blade carves nothing. 
• 
[28c12t] Chichung Huang 
Knowing his masculinity, 
Adhering to his femininity, 
He remained to all under heaven a brook. 
Being to all under heaven a brook, 
His constant virtue never departed. 
His constant virtue never departed, 
He again reverted to infancy. 
Knowing his whiteness 
Adhering to his blackness, 
He remained to all under heaven a valley. 
Being to all under heaven a valley, 



His constant virtue was sufficient. 
His constant virtue being sufficient, 
He again reverted to the unhewn log. 
[Knowing his whiteness, 
Adhering to his blackness, 
He remained to all under heaven a horizontal bar 
Being to all under heaven a horizontal bar, 
His constant virtue never changed. 
His constant virtue never changed, 
He again reverted to Infinity.] 
When the unhewn log dispersed, 
It became vessels; 
When the sage man was employed, 
He became chief of the officialdom. 
A great tailor does no cutting. 
• 
[28c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
To know (chih) the male, 
But to abide (shou) by the female (tz'u), 



Is to be the valley (ch'i) of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
And departing (li) not from the everlasting power (ch'ang te), 
One again returns to the infant (ying erh). 
To know (chih) the white (pe), 
But to abide (shou) by the black (heh), 
Is to be the model (shih) of the world. 
Being the model of the world, 
And deviating (t'eh) not from the everlasting power, 
One again returns to the unlimited (wu-chi). 
To know (chih) the illustrious (yung), 
But to abide (shou) by the obscure (ju), 
Is to be the valley (ku) of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
One's everlasting power (ch'ang te) being full, 
One again returns to the uncarved wood (p'u). 
The uncarved wood disperses to become vessels (ch'i), 
To be used (yung) by the sage as officials. 
Therefore a great institution does not mutilate (ko). 



• 
[28c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[A pursuer of Tao] would, as a rule, keeps himself docile and accommodating, even though he is not 

ignorant of [advantages] of being valiant and intrepid; 
Because he is [aimed at being a civil] servant of the world; 
Since he strives to make himself useful to the world, the perpetual Te will always be with him; 
Thenceforth, he is able to return to the infant-like [purity and clarity, i.e. the disposition of being 

totally unassuming and unbiased]. 
[One who pursues Tao] shall settle for the commonly undesirable status of obscurity, even though he 

is not unaware of the popular desirability of being distinctive; 
Because he wants to set an example to the world; 
By setting a [proper] example to the world means that his adherence to the perpetual Te is steadfastly 

whole-hearted; 
[In this manner] he will return to the state of [pre-creation] nothingness (Tao). 
[Tao pursuers] were not unaware of the grandeur [of being prominent], still they chose to settle in 

obscurity; 
They intended to do services for the world like downstream valleys [accommodating abundant 

waterways]; 
Each of them accumulated Te [humbly] like a downstream valley receiving waterways, so such 



individual would consequently cultivate perpetual Te sufficiently; 
Thenceforth, [this individual will have adequate Te] to return to Simplicity (the true Tao). 
When Simplicity (Tao) emerges [in the world] it develops into a device (instrument); 
When a Sage applies it, it serves well in governing people; 
Accordingly, the great laws of a government shall not be truncated [for private uses]. 
• 
[28c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
To know the masculine, to keep to the feminine, that is to be the brook of the world. 
To be the brook of the world is to move constantly in the path of Virtue without swerving from it, and 

to return again to infancy. 
To know the white, to keep to the black, that is to be the model of the world. 
To be the model of the world is to move constantly in the path of Virtue without erring a single step, 

and to return again to infinite nothingness. 
To know the glorious, to keep to the humble, that is to be the fountain of the world. 
To be the fountain of the world is to live the abundant life of Virtue, and to return again to the 

uncarved block. 
When the uncarved block stops being uncarved, it becomes useful vessels. 
When the sage uses them, they become officials. 
Hence, "A great tailor does not cut." 



• 
[28c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Knowing what nobility is, the sage stays with the lowly, as if the creek of the world. 
As the creek of the world he flows without leaving the general Te until he reaches a status as innocent 

as a baby. 
Knowing what cleanliness is, he does not mind staying dirty, He acts as the norm of the world. 
As the norm of the world, he makes no mistakes, until he approaches Tao. 
Knowing what honor is, he tolerates insults. 
He acts as the valley of the world. 
As the valley of the world, he is filled with general Te, until he returns to simplicity. 
Wood that has been naturally broken can be made into utensils. 
When sages are employed, they can be officers. 
Great systems do not need to be carved. 
• 
[28c17t] Arthur Waley 
'He who knows the male, yet cleaves to what is female 
Becomes like a ravine, receiving all things under heaven,' 
And being such a ravine 
He knows all the time a power that he never calls upon in vain. 



This is returning to the state of infancy. 
He who knows the white, yet cleaves to the black 
Becomes the standard by which all things are tested; 
And being such a standard 
He has all the time a power that never errs, 
He returns to the Limitless. 
He who knows glory, yet cleaves to ignominy 
Becomes like a valley that receives into it all things under heaven, 
And being such a valley 
He has all the time a power that suffices; 
He returns to the state of the Uncarved Block. 
Now when a block is sawed up it is made into implements; 
But when the Sage uses it, it becomes Chief of all Ministers. 
Truly, 'The greatest carver does the least cutting'. 
• 
[28c18t] Richard John Lynn 
He who knows the male yet sustains the female will be a river valley for all under Heaven. 
He who is a river valley for all under Heaven never separates himself from constant virtue and 

always reverts to the infant. 



He who knows the white yet sustains the black will be a model for all under Heaven. 
He who is a model for all under Heaven never deviates from constant virtue 
And always reverts to the infinite. 
He who knows glory yet sustains disgrace will be a valley for all under Heaven. 
He who is a valley for all under Heaven is filled completely by constant virtue, for he always reverts to 

the uncarved block. 
When the uncarved block fragments, it turns into implements. 
As the sage would make use of them, he stands as chief of officials over them. 
Thus the great carver never cuts. 
• 
[28c19t] Lin Yutang 
KEEPING TO THE FEMALE 
He who is aware of the Male 
But keeps to the Female 
Becomes the ravine of the world. 
Being the ravine of the world, 
He has the original character which is not cut up, 
And returns again to the (innocence of the) babe. 
He who is conscious of the white (bright) 



But keeps to the black (dark) 
Becomes the model for the world. 
Being the model for the world, 
He has the eternal power which never errs, 
And returns again to the Primordial Nothingness. 
He who is familiar with honor and glory 
But keeps to obscurity 
Becomes the valley of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
He has an eternal power which always suffices, 
And returns again to the natural integrity of uncarved wood. 
Break up this uncarved wood 
And it is shaped into vessel, 
In the hands of the Sage 
They become the officials and magistrates. 
Therefore the great ruler does not cut up. 
• 
[28c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Know masculinity, 



Maintain femininity, 
and be a ravine for all under heaven. 
By being a ravine for all under heaven, 
Eternal integrity will never desert you. 
If eternal integrity never deserts you, 
You will return to the state of infancy. 
Know you are innocent, 
Remain steadfast when insulted, 
and be a valley for all under heaven. 
By being a valley for all under heaven, 
Eternal integrity will suffice. 
If eternal integrity suffices, 
You will return to the simplicity of the unhewn log. 
Know whiteness, 
Maintain blackness, 
and be a model for all under heaven. 
By being a model for all under heaven, 
Eternal integrity will not err. 
If eternal integrity does not err, 



You will return to infinity. 
When the unhewn log is sawn apart, 
it is made into tools; 
When the sage is put to use, 
he becomes the chief of officials. 
For 
Great carving does no cutting. 
• 
[28c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Develop the strength of a man, but live as gently as a woman. 
Become a brook and receive all things under heaven. 
If you are such a brook then Virtue will constantly flow into you and you will become a simple child 

again. 
Know the pure but live the life of the sullied. 
Become a fountain to all things under heaven. 
If you become such a fountain then you will have abundant Virtue 
and you will return to the state of the Uncarved Block. 
When the Uncarved Block is cut up into pieces, 
it is turned into specialized instruments. 



But the True Person makes use of it whole 
and becomes the master of the instruments. 
Hence, it is said, "The finest carver cuts little." 
• 
[28c22t] David H. Li 
Know steeliness, but prefer tenderness. 
Be the brook to the world. 
The brook to the world is never disunited from virtue. 
It aims to return to infancy. 
Know limelight, but prefer shadow. 
Be the standard to the world. 
The standard to the world never deviates from virtue. 
It aims to return to the Infinite. 
Know fame, but prefer humility. 
Be the valley to the world. 
The valley to the world is filled with virtue. 
It aims to return to simplicity. 
Simplicity dissipates when [a block] is carved into a vessel. 
A sage diminishes when [he/she] is used as a leader. 



Thus, a great system is not cut up. 
• 
[28c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Knowing the strength of the masculine principle, 
Yet remaining in the lovingness of feminine virtue, 
One becomes the stream of life to which other streams conjoin. 
In thus becoming the stream of life for the world, 
One comes to embody perennial virtue, 
And returns to pristine innocence. 
Knowing the purity of kosmic harmony, 
Yet remaining in the impurity of worldly discord, 
One becomes the standard of life by which other people can live. 
In thus becoming the standard of life for the world, 
One comes to reaffirm perennial virtue, 
And returns to inner infinity. 
Knowing the glory of public acclaim, 
Yet remaining in the obscurity of personal humility, 
One becomes the valley of life in which other people can repose. 
In thus becoming the valley of life for the world, 



One comes to fulfill perennial virtue, 
And returns to undivided simplicity. 
Undivided simplicity is reduced to mere usefulness through division. 
Remaining undivided, the sage makes masterful use of the divided, 
And is made the leader of an organization. 
Thus, the great organization led by a sage is undivided and whole. 
• 
[28c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who holds on to masculinity but also preserves femininity 
Will be a channel that draws the entire world through it, 
And, being a channel for the entire world, will not lack eternal heroism, 
And can then return to the purity of his childhood. 
The person who holds on to white, but also preserves black 
Will be a sign and an example for the world, 
And, being a sign and an example for the world, will not lack eternal heroism, 
And can then return to the infinite absolute. 
The person who holds on to honor but also preserves humility 
Will be a valley that absorbs the whole world into it, 
And, being a valley that absorbs the whole world into it, will not lack eternal heroism, 



And can then return to fundamental perfection. 
Fundamental perfection, when divided up, will become vessels of many uses, 
And these will be used by the sage, officers, and ministers. 
However, in order to be great and ruling and supreme, there is no need for division. 
• 
[28c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Understand the thrust of the yang - 
But be more like the yin in your being. 
Be like a valley that parts to its stream; 
Be like a stream for the earth ... 
And channel it, so it flows - to the sea. 
Be newborn - be free of yourself, be humble, be earthy, be a valley for the whole world. 
Be a channel for the energies here - 
weave them in a true and practical way so they can link up with the Way and become one again. 
Oneness generates everything: 
When the sage rules in the light of it, 
He rules everything. 
A wise man never tries to break up the Whole. 
• 



[28c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Though knowing what is masculine, 
You are ready to play the role of female 
And content to be a stream in the world. 
Content to be a stream in the world, 
You will be accompanied by the eternal virtue, 
And return to being a baby. 
Though knowing what is white, 
You are ready to play the role of black, 
And content to be a model of the world. 
Content to be a model of the world, 
You will be no longer at odds with the eternal virtue, 
And return to the final truth. 
Though knowing what is honor, 
You are ready to play the role of the disgraced 
And content to be a valley in the world. 
Content to be a valley in the world, 
You will no longer lack the eternal virtue, 
And return to simplicity (Tao). 



When simplicity gets shattered and becomes materialized, 
The sage makes use of it to be the lord over other officials. 
One should know 
The greatest system is not separable. 
• 
[28c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Recognize the male - the yang, 
guard the female - the yin. 
Be a valley under Heaven. 
Be a valley under Heaven and the constant virtue will not fade away. 
One will become like a little child again. 
Recognize the white - the yang, 
guard the black - the yin. 
Be a model under Heaven. 
Be a model under Heaven and the constant virtue will not fade away. 
One will return to the infinite. 
Recognize the glory, guard the disgrace. 
Be a valley under Heaven. 
Be the valley under Heaven and return again to the uncarved block. 



When the block is carved up it is transformed into useful wares. 
The sage will use them with equal heart. 
Therefore the great law will not crumble. 
• 
[28c28t] Liu Qixuan 
One keeps weakness while knowing what strength is, 
And serves as the humblest brook for the world. 
Being the humblest, one can receive best 
Until one returns to be the weakest infant. 
One keeps black while knowing what white is, 
And serves as a basic model for the world. 
Being the basic model, one can receive properly 
Until one returns to the oneness without polar opposition. 
One keeps disgrace while knowing what glory is, 
And serves as the lowest valley for the world. 
Being the lowest, one can receive enough 
To return to the most original simplicity. 
Followed by people, this simplicity can shape the world 
The wise use it as the example for the government. 



The big system is, therefore, an indivisible simple whole. 
• 
[28c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Keeping to Pristine Simplicity 
Lao Tze says, 
He who has manhood's strength and takes upon him the female's feebleness; 
his inclusiveness is worthy of being looked up to as the world's dale. 
Being the world's dale, absolute virtue will not leave him; 
further he will enter into a baby's attribute. 
He who has the reputation of the pure, and takes upon him the reputation of the unclean; 
he is worthy of being looked up to as the world's model. 
Being the world's model, absolute virtue will not be in short, further he will be able to attain extreme 

bliss. 
He who has a glorious status, and takes upon himself a humble situation; 
is worthy of being looked up to as the world's valley. 
Being the world's valley, absolute virtue is sufficient in him; 
he will enter into the state of pristine simplicity. 
When pristine simplicity is broken off, it turns to appear in various utensil's shapes. 
The sage who realizes the importance of pristine simplicity thereby selects the officers. 



Therefore the great perfection shouldn't be cut into pieces. 
• 
[28c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who knows the masculine and yet keeps to the feminine 
Will become a channel drawing all the world towards it; 
Being a channel of the world, he will not be severed from the eternal virtue, 
And then he can return again to the state of infancy. 
He who knows the white and yet keeps to the black 
Will become the standard of the world; 
Being the standard of the world, with him eternal virtue will never falter, 
And then he can return again to the absolute. 
He who knows honour and yet keeps to humility 
Will become a valley that receives all the world into it; 
Being a valley of the world, with him eternal virtue will be complete, 
And then he can return again to wholeness. 
Wholeness, when divided, will make vessels of utility; 
These when employed by the Sage will become officials and chiefs. 
However, for a great function no discrimination is needed. 
• 



[28c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Knowing the male and keeping the female, 
One will become the river of the world. 
Being the river of the world, 
One will not digress from constant virtue, 
And will return to being a baby. 
Knowing the white and keeping the black, 
One will become a model of the world. 
Being a model of the world, 
One will not deviate from constant virtue, 
And will return to the infinite. 
Knowing honor and keeping disgrace, 
One will become the valley of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
One will be content with constant virtue, 
And return to the unhewn wood. 
Unhewn wood when scattered will become vessels. 
The Sage makes use of them to become the chief officer. 
Therefore the great system will not be cut apart. 



• 
[28c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Be familiar with Masculinity, 
but watch over Femininity - 
and become the Valley of the World. 
Being the Valley of the World, 
invariant Te will not leave you. 
Turn back to being an infant. 
Be familiar with what is pure and white, 
but watch over what is dark and black - 
and become the Pattern for the World. 
Being the Pattern for the World, 
your invariant Te will be constant. 
Turn back to being limitless. 
Be familiar with what is praiseworthy, 
but watch over what is disgraceful - 
and become the Valley of the World. 
Being the Valley of the World, 
your invariant Te will be sufficient. 



Turn back to being an Uncarved Block. 
When the Uncarved Block is cut up 
then it becomes a government tool. 
When the Wise Person instead uses it 
then it becomes head of the government. 
Yes: 
A great carver does no cutting, a great ruler makes no rules. 
• 
[28c33t] Cheng Lin 
When a man, though aware of his manly strength, abides by a womanly meekness, 
he is content to occupy the most humble position in the world. 
When he is content to occupy the most humble position in the world, and when he always abides by 

his true nature, 
he becomes again like a new-born babe. 
When a man, though aware of his own purity, does not spurn the impure, 
he is content to dwell in the lowest place in the world. 
When he is content to dwell in the lowest place in the world, and when he always abides by his true 

nature, 
he reverts to the natural simplicity. 



The original qualities are destroyed when a thing is turned into some useful vessel. 
The Sage, by preserving the original qualities, becomes the supreme ruler. 
Hence, the great institutions are those which do not violate the nature of man. 
• 
[28c34t] Yi Wu 
Knowing the male and keeping to the female, 
One will be the stream bed of the world. 
To be the stream bed of the world, 
One will not depart from the constant virtue 
But will return again to infancy. 
Knowing the white and keeping to the black, 
One will be the pattern of the world. 
To be the pattern of the world, 
One will not deviate from the constant virtue 
But will return to the non-ultimate. 
Knowing the honor and keeping to the mean, 
One will be the valley of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
One's constant virtue is complete; 



One returns to simplicity. 
When the uncarved block is divided, it becomes vessels. 
The sage uses it to become a leader. 
Therefore, the great system will not cut apart. 
• 
[28c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Knowing the excitement of proactivity, you settle for quietude. 
Everyone will converge to you like water flowing towards the valley. 
Thus, you are like the valley to the world. 
Holding fast to the "absolute virtue" (Dao), 
You try to return to the pristine innocence of an infant. 
You know the benefit of the limelight, but choose to be anonymous. 
You set this example for others to follow. 
Holding fast to the "absolute virtue" unerringly, 
You hope to return to the path of Dao. 
Knowing the lure of fame and glory, you choose humility instead. 
By your taking a low profile, everyone converges to you like water flowing towards the ravine. 
Thus, you are the ravine to the world. 
The "absolute virtue" is bountiful. 



Finally, it returns to the naturalness of a raw timber. 
The natural block once carved becomes useful utensils. 
The sage utilises them as leaders. 
The system set up by the sage should cause no harm. 
• 
[28c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Know that you possess the strong masculine principle, 
yet abide by the meek, feminine principle. 
Thus, become the flowing stream of the world. 
As the flowing stream of the world, 
never swerve from your true nature. 
In this way, you return to the originality of a newborn babe. 
Know the bright, yet keep to the dark. 
Never wavering from the subtle truth, 
you will conform to the pattern of an integral being. 
In this way, you return again to the infinite. 
Know how to be honored and glorified, 
yet maintain unadorned plainness. 
Thus, become the abundant valley of the world. 



As the abundant valley of the world, 
you realize the sufficiency of the constant, subtle virtue of the integral universe. 
In this way, you return to the original simplicity of an uncarved block of wood with undamaged 

potential. 
An integral individual, by preserving the original qualities of his being, 
maintains his supreme, integral nature. 
When the uncarved block is shaped into various single tools and vessels, 
its original qualities are destroyed. 
This is called "the great Oneness that cannot be divided." 
• 
[28c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To be aware of the positive, yet to abide in the negative is to be the abyss of the universe. 
To be the abyss of the universe is to not deviate from real attainment and to remain like an innocent 

child. 
To be aware of the white, yet to abide in the black is to be the chasm of the universe. 
To be the chasm of the universe is to have sufficient real attainment, and to remain in the state of 

original non-differentiation. 
When original non-differentiation is differentiated, things are produced. 
Yet when the wise makes use of original non-differentiation, he becomes the leader of the people. 



Therefore, great governing is non-discriminating. 
• 
[28c38t] Henry Wei 
Return to Simplicity 
Fan P'u 
He, who knows the Male 
And yet holds on to the Female, 
Becomes the ravine of the world. 
Being the ravine of the world, 
He is always in union with Eternal Virtue, 
And returns to the state of the new-born babe. 
He, who knows the white (Yang) 
And yet holds on to the black (Yin), 
Becomes a model for the world. 
Being a model for the world, 
His Eternal Virtue becomes unerring, 
And he returns to the Infinite. 
He, who is aware of glory 
And yet holds on to ignominy, 



Becomes the valley of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
His Eternal Virtue becomes sufficient, 
And he returns to the state of virgin wood (simplicity). 
The virgin wood, on being cut up, is used as implements. 
Sages, who make use of the implements, 
Become high officials and leaders. 
The Supreme Ruler uses the wood without cutting it. 
• 
[28c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He knows the male, 
Yet holds fast to the female, 
And thus becomes the ravine of all under Heaven. 
When he becomes the ravine of all under Heaven, 
The constant Te will never desert him. 
He returns to the baby. 
He knows white, 
Yet holds fast to black, 
And thus becomes the model for all under Heaven. 



When he becomes the model for all under Heaven, 
The constant Te will never fail him. 
He returns to the infinite. 
He knows glory, 
Yet holds fast to ignominy, 
And thus becomes the valley of all under Heaven. 
When he becomes the valley of all under Heaven, 
His constant Te will be sufficient, 
He returns to the uncarved block. 
When the uncarved block scatters, it turns into vessels. 
When the sage uses them, 
He becomes chief of ministers. 
Therefore great cutting does not split. 
• 
[28c40t] Tao Huang 
Understanding the male and holding onto the female 
Enables the flow of the world. 
This being the flow of the world, the eternal action abides. 
Knowing that the eternal action abides is to return to childhood. 



Understanding the pure and holding on to the impure 
Enables the cleansing of the world. 
With the cleansing of the world, ongoing action suffices. 
When ongoing action suffices, it returns to simplicity. 
Understanding the white and holding on to the black 
Enables the formation of the world. 
Being the formation of the world, ongoing action does not stray. 
When ongoing action does not stray, it returns to the infinite. 
This simplicity takes shape as a mechanism. 
The sage makes it the head ruler. 
Great ruling never divides. 
• 
[28c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Know what is the Male - Positive and know what is the Female - Negative. 
Be a servant of the world, be a servant of the world, by never departing from virtues in order to lead 

the world to return to the state of innocent infancy. 
Know what is known and reserve what is unknown. 
Be a model of the world, be a model of the world, by never failing to attain virtues in order to lead the 

world to return to a state of "void" - trouble free. 



Know what is honorable and know what is dishonorable. 
Be the destiny of the world, be the destiny of the world, by constantly accumulating virtues in order to 

return again to purity Pure Matter. 
Ever since Pure Matter purity was changed into civilization, 
Sage rulers have used officials as the instruments of rule. 
The superior system of rule may exercise no division. 
• 
[28c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who knows the male and keeps to the female 
Becomes the ravine of the world. 
Being the ravine of the world, 
He will never depart from eternal virtue, 
But returns to the state of infancy. 
He who knows the white and yet keeps to the black 
Becomes the model for the world. 
Being the model for the world, 
He will never deviate from eternal virtue, 
But returns to the state of the non-ultimate. 
He who knows glory but keeps to humility 



Becomes the valley of the world. 
Being the valley of the world, 
He will be proficient in eternal virtue, 
And returns to the state of simplicity (uncarved wood). 
When the uncarved wood is broken up, it is turned into concrete things. 
But when the sage uses it, he becomes the leading official. 
Therefore the great ruler does not cut up. 
• 
[28c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто, зная о своем мужском начале, сберегает в себе женское, становится ущельем 

Поднебесной? 
А став ущельем Поднебесной, не разлучается с незыблемою добродетелью и возвращается 

к младенцу. 
Кто, зная, что он светел, сберегает свою темноту, становится для Поднебесной образцом. 
А став для Поднебесной образцом, не вносит изменения в незыблемую добродетель и 

возвращается к бескрайности. 
Кто, зная что он славен, сберегает свою опозоренность, становится долиной Поднебесной. 
А став долиной Поднебесной, преисполняется незыблемою добродетелью и возвращается к 

тому, что первозданно. 



Первозданное же рассыпается на чаши. 
Когда Премудрый человек для них находит применение, то становится главой чинов. 
Великое кроят не разрезая. 
• 
[28c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Познав мужское, сохраняй и женское, становясь лощиной Поднебесной. 
Будь лощиной Поднебесной, - тогда постоянная Благость не покинет тебя, и вернёшься в 

состояние новорождённого. 
Познав белое, сохраняй и чёрное, становясь образчиком Поднебесной. 
Будь образчиком Поднебесной, - тогда в постоянной Благости не будет недостатка, и 

вернёшься к Беспредельному. 
Познав славу, сохраняй безвестность, становясь долиной Поднебесной. 
Будь долиной Поднебесной, - тогда постоянная Благость будет в избытке, и вернёшься к 

изначальной простоте. 
Когда изначальная простота рассеивается, то возникают инструменты. 
Мудрец использует их и становится правителем чиновников. 
Поэтому даже великие уложения не несут вреда. 
• 
[28c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 



Знай мужественность свою и женственность свою храни, 
Тогда долиной пустоты для Поднебесной станешь ты. 
Долиною для Поднебесной став, ты не лишишься этого вечного обретения. 
Тогда ты вновь вернешься к состоянию младенца. 
Знай белое свое и черное свое блюди, 
Тогда бессменным образцом для Поднебесной станешь ты. 
Когда ты станешь образцом для Поднебесной, 
Благая Сила-Дэ у тебя не убудет и ты снова вернешься к Беспредельному. 
Знай славу свою и позор свой храни, 
Тогда ложбиною пустой для Поднебесной станешь ты. 
Ложбиной пустоты для Поднебесной став, 
Ты сделаешь достаточной свою Благую Силу-Дэ и вновь вернешься к изначальной 

простоте-первозданности. 
Первозданность рассеивается, и появляются орудия. 
Совершенные мудрецы используют их и становятся начальниками чиновников. 
Поэтому Великий Порядок не может понести ущерб. 
• 
[28c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Кто знает свое женское, хранит свое мужское, становится ложбиной Поднебесной. 



Ставшего ложбиной Поднебесной постоянное Дэ не оставляет и возвращает в 
[состояние] младенца. 

Кто знает свое белое, хранит свое черное, становится образцом для Поднебесной. 
Ставшему образцом Поднебесной постоянное Дэ не наносит вреда и возвращает в 

беспредельное. 
Кто знает свою славу, хранит свой позор, становится руслом Поднебесной. 
Ставшим руслом Поднебесной постоянное Дэ овладевает во всей полноте и возвращает в 

духовную простоту (пу). 
Духовная простота рассеивается и становится правилом-предметом. 
Совершенномудрый человек использует его и становится чиновным вождем. 
Вот почему Великое правление не разрушается. 
• 
[28c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто, зная свою храбрость, сохраняет скромность, тот, [подобно] горному ручью, 

становится [главным] в стране. 
Кто стал главным в стране, тот не покидает постоянное дэ и возвращается к состоянию 

младенца. 
Кто, зная праздничное, сохраняет для себя будничное, тот становится примером для всех. 
Кто стал примером для всех, тот не отрывается от постоянного дэ и возвращается к 



изначальному. 
Кто, зная свою славу, сохраняет для себя безвестность, тот становится главным в 

стране. 
Кто стал главным в стране, тот достигает совершенства в постоянном дэ и 

возвращается к естественности. 
Когда естественность распадается, она превращается в средство, при помощи которого 

совершенномудрый становится вождем и великий порядок не разрушается. 
• 
[28c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тот, кто знает свою силу и сохраняет свою слабость, сделается долиной вселенной. 
Когда он будет долиной вселенной, то в нем будет пребывать вечная добродетель. 
Человек вторично возвращается в состояние младенца (Тао). 
Кто знает глубину своего просвещения и остается в невежестве, тот сделается примером 

всего мира. 
Кто будет примером всего мира, тот не изменит вечной добродетели и возвратится к 

совершенству (Тао): он познает славу Его. 
Находясь в презрении, он сделается долиной вселенной. 
Кто долина вселенной, тот будет доволен только добродетелью и возвратится в 

совершенную простоту. 



Когда эта простота будет удалена, то из него выйдет превосходный сосуд. 
Если святый муж употребит его, то сделается начальником. 
Вот почему великое установление никогда не уничтожится. 
• 
[28c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Знай свое мужское, но блюди свое женское: 
Станешь ущельем Поднебесного мира. 
Если уподобишься ущелью мира, 
Превечное Совершенство не оставит тебя. 
Тогда будешь как новорожденный младенец. 
Знай свое светлое, но блюди свое темное: 
Станешь образцом для Поднебесного мира. 
Если станешь образцом для мира, 
Превечное Совершенство не потерпит ущерба. 
Тогда вернешься к Беспредельному. 
Зная свою славу, но блюдя себя в умалении, 
Станешь долиной Поднебесного мира. 
Если уподобишься долине мира, 
Превечное Совершенство будет в достатке. 



Тогда будешь как Цельный Ствол. 
Когда Цельный Ствол разрубят, появляются предметы; 
А пользование премудрого таково, что он встает во главе чинов: 
Великий резчик ничего не разрезает. 
• 
[28c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осознавая свою мужскую асимметрию, удерживай свою женскую асимметрию, - 
и станешь руслом ручья для нисхождения Небес. 
Став руслом ручья для нисхождения Небес, не будешь терять связь с Потенцией 

постоянства; вернувшись, придешь в состояние ребенка. 
Осознавая белое в себе, руководствуйся черным в себе, - станешь моделью для нисхождения 

Небес. 
Став моделью для нисхождения Небес, не допустишь чрезмерности в Потенции 

постоянства; 
вернувшись, придешь в состояние Отсутствия пределов. 
Осознавая благородное в себе, руководствуйся низким в себе, - и станешь долиной для 

нисхождения Небес. 
Если станешь долиной для нисхождения Небес, тогда Потенции постоянства будет 

достаточно; 



вернувшись, придешь в состояние необделанного куска дерева. 
В результате воздействия на целостную простоту дерева получается утварь. 
Применяя это, человек мудрости становится властителем функций. 
Причинность: 
В большом порядке нет разделения. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Twenty-Nine 
 

[29c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
For those who would like to take control of the world and act on it - 
I see that with this they simply will not succeed. 
The world is a sacred vessel; 
It is not something that can be acted upon. 
Those who act on it destroy it; 
Those who hold on to it lose it. 
With things - some go forward, others follow; 
Some are hot, others submissive and weak; 
Some rise up while others fall down. 
Therefore the Sage: 
Rejects the extreme, the excessive, and the extravagant. 
• 
[29c02t] John C. H. Wu 
DOES anyone want to take the world and do what he wants with it? 
I do not see how he can succeed. 
The world is a sacred vessel, which must not be tampered with or grabbed after. 



To tamper with it is to spoil it, and to grasp it is to lose it. 
In fact, for all things there is a time for going ahead, and a time for following behind; 
A time for slow-breathing and a time for fast-breathing; 
A time to grow in strength and a time to decay; 
A time to be up and a time to be down. 
Therefore, the Sage avoids all extremes, excesses and extravagances. 
• 
[29c03t] D. C. Lau 
Whoever takes the empire and wishes to do anything to it I see will have no respite. 
The empire is a sacred vessel and nothing should be done to it. 
Whoever does anything to it will ruin it; 
whoever lays hold of it will lose it. 
Hence some things lead and some follow; 
Some breathe gently and some breathe hard; 
Some are strong and some are weak; 
Some destroy and some are destroyed. 
Therefore the sage avoids excess, extravagance, and arrogance. 
• 
[29c04t] R. L. Wing 



Those who would take hold of the world and act on it, Never, I notice, succeed. 
The world is a mysterious instrument, 
Not made to be handled. 
Those who act on it, spoil it. 
Those who seize it, lose it. 
So, in Natural Law 
Some lead, some follow; 
Some agitate, some remain silent; 
Some are firm, some are weak; 
Some carry on, some lose heart. 
Thus, Evolved Individuals Avoid extremes, Avoid extravagance, Avoid excess. 
• 
[29c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who desires to govern under Heaven and build up achievements will not succeed, which I assert. 
"The under Heaven," which is a queer thing, cannot be handled arbitrarily. 
He who acts arbitrarily will harm it, 
He who holds on to it will lose it. 
Therefore of all creatures (in themselves) 
some lead and some follow, 



some breathe and some blow, 
some are strong and some weak, 
some are baffled and some destroyed. 
For this reason, the sage should discard the extremes, the extravagant and the excessive. 
• 
[29c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Do you think you can take over the universe and improve it? 
I do not believe it can be done. 
The universe is sacred. 
You cannot improve it. 
If you try to change it, you will ruin it. 
If you try to hold it, you will lose it. 
So sometimes things are ahead and sometimes they are behind; 
Sometimes breathing is hard, sometimes it comes easily; 
Sometimes there is strength and sometimes weakness; 
Sometimes one is up and sometimes down. 
Therefore the sage avoids extremes, excesses, and complacency. 
• 
[29c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



Someone who sets out to win the world and contrives to make his way will never make it. 
The world is holy, and is beyond contrivance and possession. 
He who contrives to win will only lose. 
He who only aspires to possess will be dispossessed. 
The Sage never contrives to do anything and so he fails in nothing. 
He never possesses anything and so he never loses anything. 
Among the living things, some lead, while others follow. 
Some sigh, while others shout. 
Some display their strengths, while others show their weaknesses. 
Some lend support, while others destroy. 
In contrast, the Sage will discard the excessive, the extravagant, and the extreme. 
• 
[29c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Whoever wants to fiddle with the world for his own purposes, 
I expect that he will fail. 
The world is something sacred that cannot be fiddled with. 
Whoever fiddles with it will ruin it, whoever obtains it will lose it. 
Therefore, among the things in the world, some go first, 
some follow behind; 



Some are slow, some are fast; 
Some are strong, some are weak; 
Some are helpful, some are destructive. 
So, the great men removed the excess, the extra, and the extreme. 
• 
[29c09t] Walter Gorn Old, NON-ACTION 
When a man who wishes to reform the world takes it in hand, I perceive that there will be no end to 

it! 
Spiritual vessels are not fashioned in the world. 
Whoever makes destroys; whoever grasps loses. 
For perforce if one advances another is left behind; if one blows hot another will blow cold; if one be 

strengthened another will be weakened; if one be supported another will be undermined. 
Therefore the Sage gives up all enthusiasm, levity, and pomp. 
• 
[29c10t] James Legge 
If any one should wish to get the kingdom for himself, and to effect this by what he does, I see that he 

will not succeed. 
The kingdom is a spirit-like thing, and cannot be got by active doing. 
He who would so win it destroys it; 



he who would hold it in his grasp loses it. 
The course and nature of things is such that 
What was in front is now behind; 
What warmed anon we freezing find. 
Strength is of weakness oft the spoil; 
The store in ruins mocks our toil. 
Hence the sage puts away excessive effort, extravagance, and easy indulgence. 
• 
[29c11t] David Hinton 
Longing to take hold of all beneath heaven and improve it... 
I've seen such dreams invariably fail. 
All beneath heaven is a sacred vessel, 
something beyond all improvement. 
Try to improve it and you ruin it. 
Try to hold it and you lose it. 
For things sometimes lead and sometimes follow, 
sometimes sigh and sometimes storm, 
sometimes strengthen and sometimes weaken, 
sometimes kill and sometimes die. 



And so the sage steers clear of extremes, clear of extravagance, clear of exaltation. 
• 
[29c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who wishes to win all under heaven, 
And act upon them - 
In my view, he cannot prevail. 
All under heaven are sacred vessels 
That cannot be acted upon. 
He who acts upon them ruins them; 
He who holds on to them loses them. 
For people - 
Some walk; some follow; 
Some blow warm; some blow cold; 
Some are strong; some weak; 
Some safe; some in danger. 
Hence, the sage man 
Abandoned excessiveness; 
Abandoned arrogance; 
Abandoned extravagance. 



• 
[29c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who desires to take the world and act (wei) upon it, 
I see that it cannot be done. 
The world (t'ien hsia) is a spirit vessel (shen ch'i), 
Which cannot be acted (wei) upon. 
One who acts (wei) on it fails, 
One who holds on to it loses (shih). 
Therefore things either move forward or follow behind; 
They blow hot or blow cold; 
They are strong (ch'iang) or weak; 
They get on or they get off. 
Therefore the sage gets rid of over-doing, 
Gets rid of extravagances, 
Gets rid of excesses. 
• 
[29c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If there is someone who aspires to conquer the world in order to manipulate it, I have seen enough to 

declare that he will never succeed; 



Because the world is a device for the manifestation of the heavenly greatness; 
There is no room for any tampering; 
It is not a device for personal possession; 
Those who attempt to tamper with it will fail; 
Those who try to possess it will lose. 
[Therefore, in handling world affairs a Sage adopts the following measure:] 
He may either lead or follow [depending on the circumstance]; 
He may either keep his lips tight or blow out air (speak up) [according to the need]; 
He may either strengthen (build-up) or weaken (bring down) someone's standings [depending on the 

situation]; 
He may either support or abandon some proceedings [whichever he deems proper]. 
In summary: 
A Sage would expel all elements of excessiveness, extravagance and exorbitance. 
• 
[29c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
If anyone wants to take the world and directs it at his will, I do not see how he can succeed. 
The world is a sacred vessel, which cannot be directed at one's will. 
To direct it is to fail. 
To grasp it is to lose it. 



Some things go ahead, some follow, some breathe slowly, some breathe fast, some are strong, some are 
weak, some grow in strength, some decay. 

Therefore, the sage avoids "very", "too" and "extreme". 
• 
[29c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
To conquer and rule the world, I think, is not achievable. 
The world is like a sacred utensil, which cannot be taken and held. 
Whoever tries to conquer it will fail. 
Whoever tries to hold it will lose it. 
Thus, the sage does not try this, so he can avoid failure. 
The sage does not try to own the world, so he loses nothing. 
Things can be fast or slow, warm or cool, strong or weak, light or heavy. 
The sage avoids the excessive, extravagant, and grandiose. 
• 
[29c17t] Arthur Waley 
Those that would gain what is under heaven by tampering with it - I have seen that they do not 

succeed. 
For that which is under heaven is like a holy vessel, dangerous to tamper with. 
Those that tamper with it, harm it. 



Those that grab at it, lose it. 
For among the creatures of the world some go in front, some follow; 
Some blow hot when others would be blowing cold. 
Some are feeling vigorous just when others are worn out. 
Some are loading just when others would be tilting out. 
Therefore the Sage 'discards the absolute, the all-inclusive, the extreme'. 
• 
[29c18t] Richard John Lynn 
As for those who would like to take all under Heaven and act on it, the way I see it, such action would 

never end, because all under Heaven is the numinous vessel, 
Which cannot be acted on. 
One who acts on it will destroy it; 
one who tries to grasp it will lose it. 
Thus some people tend to lead and some follow; 
some breathe in through the nose and some blow out through the mouth; 
some are strong and some weak; 
and some are energetic and some lazy. 
As this is so, the sage rids them of extremism, extravagance, and complaisance. 
• 



[29c19t] Lin Yutang 
WARNING AGAINST INTERFERENCE 
There are those who will conquer the world 
And make of it (what they conceive or desire). 
I see that they will not succeed. 
(For) the world is God's own Vessel 
It cannot be made (by human interference). 
He who makes it spoils it. 
He who holds it loses it. 
For: 
Some things go forward, 
Some things follow behind; 
Some blow hot, 
And some blow cold; 
Some are strong, 
And some are weak; 
Some may break, 
And some may fall. 
Hence the Sage eschews excess, eschews extravagance, eschews pride. 



• 
[29c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Of those who wish to take hold of all-under-heaven and act upon it, 
I have seen that they do not succeed. 
Now, 
All-under-heaven is a sacred vessel, 
Not something that can be acted upon; 
Who acts upon it will be defeated, 
Who grasps it will lose it. 
Of creatures, 
some march forward, others follow behind; 
some are shiveringly silent, others are all puffed up; 
some are strong, others are meek; 
some pile up, others collapse. 
For these reasons, 
The sage 
rejects extremes, rejects excess, rejects extravagance. 
• 
[29c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 



Whoever wishes to take over the world will not succeed. 
The world is a sacred vessel and nothing should be done to it. 
Whoever tries to tamper with it will mar it. 
Whoever tries to grab it will lose it. 
Hence, 
there is a time to go ahead and a time to stay behind. 
There is a time to breathe easy and a time to breathe hard. 
There is a time to be vigorous and a time to be gentle. 
There is a time to gather and a time to release. 
Therefore, 
the True Person avoids extremes, self-indulgence, and extravagance. 
• 
[29c22t] David H. Li 
One who plans to govern the people in the world with coercion is, 
in my view, unlikely to succeed. 
The people in the world are revered specimens, 
They cannot be coerced; they cannot be dominated. 
One who seeks to coerce is defeated; 
One who seeks to dominate loses. 



The sage practices laissez-faire. 
Thus, the sage will not be defeated, the sage will not lose. 
Among matters, 
some lead and others follow; 
some breathe slowly and others fast; 
some are robust and others slim; 
some play safe and others blast. 
Thus, 
the sage discards extremes, discards extravagances, discards excesses. 
• 
[29c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Those who want to take control of the world by force can never succeed, 
For the world is a sacred vessel of dynamic energy, not meant to be controlled. 
Those who try to forcibly control it will ruin it. 
Those who try to forcibly keep it will lose it. 
Because life is not a static entity but a dynamic process, 
Sometimes one moves ahead and sometimes follows behind. 
Sometimes one works hard and sometimes takes rest. 
Sometimes one grows strong and sometimes grows weak. 



Sometimes one is supported and sometimes is unsupported. 
Wherefore, the sage, knowingly moving with the dynamic flow of life, 
Avoids extremes, avoids extravagance, and avoids excess. 
• 
[29c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When a person undertakes to hold and mold the world, 
I see that he will fail in this task. 
Since the world is an instrument of God: 
It cannot be molded, 
It cannot be held. 
He who tries to mold it damages it, 
He who insists on holding it loses it. 
Therefore the sage does not mold it, and therefore he does not damage it, 
He does not try to hold it, and therefore he does not lose it. 
With all things, some move forward while others lag behind, 
Some hold their tongues, while others speak a lot, 
Some are strong, while others are weak, 
Some are on the wagon, while others fall off. 
Therefore the sage avoids excess, extremism, haughtiness, lust, and arrogance. 



• 
[29c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If a ruler behaves as if he's invented the world, 
He will do no good at all. 
The earth is a sacred vessel - 
and it cannot be owned or improved. 
If you try to possess it, you will destroy it; 
If you try to hold on to it, you will lose it. 
Some are leaders, then, and others follow. 
Some drift like the wind, and others drive hard. 
Some are thick-skinned, and others have no armour. 
And some are the destroyers, and others they destroy. 
So now you know why the sage abandons greed, all false charm - 
and every last iota of pride. 
• 
[29c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who wants to gain the kingship by force 
Can never be successful, I think. 
The kingship is so sacred 



That cannot be obtained through force. 
Those who try to obtain it by force will ruin it; 
Those who keep it by force will lose it. 
Because things are different: 
Some go ahead or follow; 
Some breathe gently or hard; 
Some are strong or weak; 
Some are in safety or in danger. 
Hence the sage does away with extremity, extravagance and excess. 
• 
[29c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
To rule the country with force is a matter that cannot be avoided - as I see. 
Yet to hold the land under Heaven with force cannot be done. 
Whoever does it will fail. 
Whoever tries to control it will lose it. 
If there is something that goes in the front, there will be something that follows behind. 
If there is something that makes warmth, there will be something that cools it down. 
If there is something that creates strength, there will be something that makes it weak. 
If there is something that reaches its goal, there will be something that breaks it. 



Therefore the sage stays away from opposing the rule of Nature, 
from seeking luxuriousness, from doing what is against his own duty. 
• 
[29c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A willful doer cannot, as I see it, win the world, 
The world cannot be willfully manipulated or controlled. 
One who tries to manipulate it will destroy it. 
One who tries to control it will lose it. 
The wise does nothing to manipulate or control 
And will, therefore, neither destroy nor lose. 
For there are forever subtle changes in the world. 
People walk either in front or behind. 
They are either inhaling or exhaling, 
Either strengthening or weakening, 
And doing either good or harm. 
That is why the wise will never desire too much. 
• 
[29c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Warning Against Interference 



Lao Tze says, 
If there is a king who wishes to take over the world and establishes a man-made order, I can predict 

that he will not make it at all. 
For the world is of divine entity and it can't be subjugated to a man-made order. 
Whoever wants to try will result in failure. 
Whoever insists on his point of view will plunge in loss. 
Because, 
when one wishes to march forward, others just follow reluctantly; 
when one wishes to breathe making a thing warm, others blow it cold; 
when one wishes to strengthen it, others wish to weaken it; 
when one wishes to sustain it, others wish to destroy it. 
Hence the sage puts away excessive effort, extravagance, and easy indulgence. 
• 
[29c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When a man is to take the world over and shape it, 
I see that he must be obliged to do it. 
For the world is a divine vessel: 
It cannot be shaped; 
Nor can it be insisted upon. 



He who shapes it damages it; 
He who insists upon it loses it. 
Therefore the Sage does not shape it, so he does not damage it; 
He does not insist upon it, so he does not lose it. 
For, among all things, some go ahead, while others lag behind; 
Some keep their mouth shut, while others give forth puffs; 
Some are strong, while others are weak; 
Some are on the cart, while others fall off. 
Therefore the Sage avoids excess, extravagance and indulgence. 
• 
[29c31t] Paul J. Lin 
He who wants to take the world and act on it will not be able to achieve, I know. 
The world is a sacred vessel 
Which cannot be acted on. 
To act on it is to destroy it. 
To seize it is to lose it. 
So the things 
Either lead or follow; 
Either whistle or blow; 



Either are strong or weak; 
Either defeat or fall. 
That is why the Sage abandons the excessive, the extravagant, and the extreme. 
• 
[29c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When someone wants to take over the world 
and do some work on it, I can see he won't be able. 
The world is a spirit-thing, it can't be 'worked' on. 
One who works ruins, 
one who grasps loses. 
Yes, things: 
Sometimes they will go ahead, sometimes follow after; 
sometimes they will be snorting wildly, sometimes breathing easily; 
sometimes they will be strong, sometimes weak; 
sometimes they will break, sometimes destroy. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Avoids excess, avoids extravagance, avoids being grandiose. 
• 
[29c33t] Cheng Lin 



When one desires to win over an Empire by action, I find that he will never have a moment of rest. 
The possession of an Empire is something ordained by the gods. 
It cannot be gained by action, or held. 
Those who try to gain by action are sure to fail; 
those who try to hold are sure to lose. 
As regards the things of this world, they are constantly alternating: 
they lead, they follow; 
they inhale, they exhale; 
they are strong, they are weak; 
they rise, they fall. 
Wherefore, the Sage eschews that which is excessive, extravagant, or superfluous. 
• 
[29c34t] Yi Wu 
If one wants to possess the world and act upon it, 
I know that he cannot get it. 
The world is a sacred vessel; 
It cannot be acted upon. 
To act upon it is to destroy it. 
To grasp it is to lose it. 



Therefore, in all things, 
Some lead, some follow, 
Some blow warm, some blow cool, 
Some are strong, some are weak, 
Some destroy, some are destroyed. 
Therefore, the sage avoids the extreme, 
The extravagant, and the excessive. 
• 
[29c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
If you want to rule the world according to your own whims, 
It is unlikely to be successful. 
Governing a country is a sacred mission. 
You must not be meddlesome or intransigent. 
He who is meddlesome will flounder in his job. 
He who is rigid and foolhardy will lose the plot. 
It takes all sorts to make the world. 
Some are leaders and some are followers. 
Some are highly excitable and some are calm. 
Some are strong and some are weak. 



Some feel secure and some feel threatened. 
Nevertheless, the sage forsakes excess, extravagance and arrogance. 
• 
[29c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Those who want to conquer the world and make it conform to their own desires will never have 

success, 
for the sovereignty of the world is a subtle thing. 
He who tries to shape it spoils it. 
He who tries to hold it loses it. 
The things of the world are constantly changing. 
There is a time for things to move ahead, 
and a following time for things to retreat; 
a time to withdraw internally, 
and a following time to expand externally; 
a time to grow luxuriantly, 
and a following time to decay; 
a time to rise up, 
and a following time to sink down low. 
Therefore, one who does not separate his being from the deep nature of the universe avoids all 



extremes, extravagance and excess. 
• 
[29c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
If one undertakes the task of governing the kingdom and engages in governing it, 
I see that he cannot lead it anywhere. 
A kingdom is a spiritual vessel and should not be manipulated. 
Manipulating it leads to failure. 
To grasp it is to miss it. 
Because the natures of things vary, one acts, another copies; 
One breathes lightly, another breathes heavily; 
One is vigorous, one is meek; 
One carries on, another fails. 
Thus, the wise is not excessive, overindulgent, or extreme. 
• 
[29c38t] Henry Wei 
Non-Action 
Wu Wei 
One might wish to get hold of the world, 
And wilfully interfere with it. 



In my view, this is bound to fail. 
The world is a Divine Vessel. 
It cannot be interfered with. 
He who interferes with it spoils it; 
He who grasps it loses it. 
For among the creatures of the world, 
Some are leaders, some are followers; 
Some tend to condone, some to condemn; 
Some are strong, some are weak; 
Some are forward-looking, some are downcast. 
The Sage, therefore, eschews the excessive, 
Eschews the extravagant, and eschews the extreme. 
• 
[29c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Do you wish to conquer all under Heaven and rule it? 
I see you will never succeed. 
All under Heaven is a sacred vessel; 
No one can rule it by action. 
Whoever rules it by action destroys it; 



Whoever seizes it loses it. 
Therefore, among the creatures, 
Some go, some follow; 
Some breathe lightly, some blow hard; 
Some are strong, some are weak; 
Some break, some fall. 
Therefore the sage 
Shuns extremes, 
Shuns extravagance, 
Shuns vanity. 
• 
[29c40t] Tao Huang 
I see that those who want to take over the world and manipulate it do not succeed. 
The sacred mechanism of the world cannot be manipulated. 
Those who manipulate it will fail, 
Those who hold on to it will lose it. 
Matter 
Either leads or follows, 
Either heats or chills, 



Either strengthens or weakens, 
Either enhances or destroys. 
So the sage abandons extremes, extravagance, multiplicity. 
• 
[29c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Will anybody want to lead the world according to his selfish design? 
I see that he will never attain his end. 
The sacred instrument of the world cannot be grasped or intervened: 
one who intervenes will be defeated; 
one who grasps will lose it. 
Among things: 
some are moving ahead, others are following behind; 
some are breathing in air, others are breathing in water; 
some are strong, others are weak; 
some are still carried on and some are dropped. 
Therefore, a Sage ruler avoided: 
Extreme, Extravagance and Indulgence. 
• 
[29c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 



When one desires to take over the empire end act on it (interfere with it), I see that he will not succeed. 
The empire is a spiritual thing, and should not be acted on. 
He who acts on it harms it. 
He who holds on to it loses it. 
Among creatures some lead and some follow. 
Some blow hot and some blow cold. 
Some are strong and some are weak. 
Some may break and some may fall. 
Therefore the sage discards the extremes, the extravagant, and the excessive. 
• 
[29c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто вознамерится взять Поднебесную и ею заниматься, на мой взгляд, это ему не удастся. 
Поднебесная - чаша душевная, и сформовать ее нельзя. 
Формуя, ее только портят, владея же, утрачивают. 
Средь сущего одни ведут, другие следуют; 
одни выдыхают медленно, другие - быстро; 
одни становятся сильны, другие чахнут; 
одни поднимаются, другие гибнут. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек отбрасывает крайность, отвергает неумеренность, 



отказывается от излишества. 
• 
[29c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Тому, кто хочет править Поднебесной и при этом предается деяниям, я думаю, не достичь 

успеха. 
Поднебесная - это священный сосуд, с которым ничего нельзя сделать. 
Действующий - потерпит неудачу. 
Желающий обрести это - утратит. 
Поэтому одни существа идут впереди, другие следуют за ними. 
Одни выдыхают через нос, другие дуют ртом. 
Одни разрушают, другие уничтожаются. 
Вот почему мудрец сторонится избыточности, избегает чрезмерности и отбрасывает 

бахвальство. 
• 
[29c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Если кто-либо возжелает овладеть Поднебесной, то я знаю, что он не возьмет ее. 
Поднебесная - божественный сосуд, и нельзя воздействовать на нее. 
Воздействующий на нее потерпит поражение, и хватающий ее потеряет ее. 
Поэтому среди существ есть такие, которые идут вперед, есть и такие, что идут следом 



за ними; 
бывают существа, которые молчат, бывают существа, которые кричат; 
бывают сильные, бывают слабые; 
бывают надежно защищенные, бывают беззащитно обнаженные. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый уходит от чрезмерности, уходит от избытка, уходит от 

излишества. 
• 
[29c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
[Положим, некто] одержим страстью овладеть Поднебесной и воздействовать на нее. 
А мне ясно: у него ничего не получится. 
Поднебесная - это духовный сосуд, на него нельзя воздействовать. 
Тот же, кто будет воздействовать, разрушит его. 
А тот, кто будет удерживать, потеряет его. 
Ведь искони устроено так: 
из существ одни идут, другие следуют за ними, 
одни фыркают, другие трубят, 
одни усиливаются, другие истощаются, 
одни хищники, другие жертвы. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек отказывается от излишеств, 



отказывается от роскоши, отказывается от расточительности. 
• 
[29c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Если кто-нибудь силой пытается овладеть страной, то, вижу я, он не достигает своей 

цели. 
Страна подобна таинственному сосуду, к которому нельзя прикоснуться. 
Если кто-нибудь тронет [его], то потерпит неудачу. 
Если кто-нибудь схватит [его], то его потеряет. 
Поэтому 
одни существа идут, другие - следуют за ними; 
одни расцветают, другие высыхают; 
одни укрепляются, другие слабеют; 
одни создаются, другие разрушаются. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый отказывается от излишеств, устраняет роскошь и 

расточительность. 
• 
[29c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Кто действует, сильно желая завладеть вселенной, тот никогда не достигнет желаемого, 

потому что вселенная есть божественное орудие, поэтому распоряжаться ее судьбою никто 



не вправе. 
Отсюда, кто покушается на это, тот нарушает порядок мира; 
кто хочет завладеть им, тот немедленно потеряет его. 
Вообще вещи идут вперед или назад; воют или дуют; сильны или слабы; несутся или же 

останавливаются на одном месте. 
Поэтому мудрец избегает всякой крайности, роскоши и великолепия. 
• 
[29c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Когда кто-то хочет завладеть миром и переделать его, 
Я вижу, что он не добьется своей цели. 
Мир - божественный предмет, переделать его нельзя. 
Кто будет его переделывать, погубит его; 
Кто будет держаться за него, потеряет его. 
Среди вещей одни действуют, другие следуют, 
Одни пышут жаром, другие источают холод, 
Одни сильны, другие слабы, 
Одни расцветают, другие клонятся к упадку. 
Вот почему премудрый человек отвергает крайности, отвергает излишества, отвергает 

роскошь. 



• 
[29c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если заранее стремишься взять себе Поднебесную и осуществляешь это, то для сущности 

моей очевидно, что не обретя, прекратишь. 
Поднебесная - божественная утварь. 
Нельзя осуществлять. 
Нельзя удерживать. 
Кто осуществляет - потерпит поражение. 
Кто удерживает - потеряет ее. 
Причинность: 
Для вещей существует чередование - движения и следования, вдоха и выдоха, усиления и 

ослабления, возвышения и падения. 
Эта дает: 
Человек мудрости отвергает крайность, излишество, полноту. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty 
 

[30c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Those who assist their rulers with the Way, 
Don't use weapons to commit violence in the world. 
Such {deeds easily rebound}. 
In places where {armies} are stationed, thorns and brambles will grow. 
The good [general] achieves his result and that's all; 
He does not use the occasion to seize strength from it. 
He achieves his result but does not become arrogant; 
He achieves his result but does not praise his deeds; 
He achieves his result and yet {does not} brag. 
He achieves his result, yet he abides with the result because he has no choice. 
This is called achieving one's result [without] using force. 
When things reach their prime, they get old; 
We call this "not the Way." 
What is not the Way will come to an early end. 
• 
[30c02t] John C. H. Wu 



HE who knows how to guide a ruler in the path of Tao 
Does not try to override the world with force of arms. 
It is in the nature of a military weapon to turn against its wielder. 
Wherever armies are stationed, thorny bushes grow. 
After a great war, bad years invariably follow. 
What you want is to protect efficiently your own state, 
But not to aim at self-aggrandisement. 
After you have attained your purpose, 
You must not parade your success, 
You must not boast of your ability, 
You must not feel proud, 
You must rather regret that you had not been able to prevent the war. 
You must never think of conquering others by force. 
For to be over-developed is to hasten decay, 
And this is against Tao, 
And what is against Tao will soon cease to be. 
• 
[30c03t] D. C. Lau 
One who assists the ruler of men by means of the way does not intimidate the empire by a show of 



arms. 
This is something which is liable to rebound. 
Where troops have encamped 
There will brambles grow; 
In the wake of a mighty army 
Bad harvests follow without fail. 
One who is good aims only at bringing his campaign to a conclusion and dare not thereby intimidate. 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not boast; 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not brag; 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not be arrogant; 
Bring it to a conclusion but only when there is no choice; 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not intimidate. 
A creature in its prime doing harm to the old 
Is known as going against the way. 
That which goes against the way will come to an early end. 
• 
[30c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those who use the Tao to guide leaders Do not use forceful strategies in the world. 
Such matters tend to recoil. 



Where armies are positioned, 
Thorny brambles are produced. 
A great military always brings years of hunger. 
Those who are skillful Succeed and then stop. 
They dare not hold on with force. 
They succeed and do not boast. 
They succeed and do not make claims. 
They succeed and are not proud. 
They succeed and do not acquire in excess. 
They succeed and do not force. 
Things overgrown will always decline. 
This is not the Tao. 
What is not the Tao will soon end. 
• 
[30c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who assists the rulers with Tao does not dominate under Heaven by force. 
The use of force will soon incur requital. 
Wherever armies are stationed, briers and thorns grow wild. 
Great wars are always followed by famines. 



Content yourselves with your success and stop. 
Do not seek to dominate under Heaven by force of arms. 
Succeed but don't boast about it, 
Succeed but don't brag about it, 
Succeed but don't be arrogant, 
Succeed and take it as you have to do, 
Succeed and don't attempt to dominate. 
Things must grow old after reaching their prime, which is contrary to Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish. 
• 
[30c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Whenever you advise a ruler in the way of Tao, 
Counsel him not to use force to conquer the universe. 
For this would only cause resistance. 
Thorn bushes spring up wherever the army has passed. 
Lean years follow in the wake of a great war. 
Just do what needs to be done. 
Never take advantage of power. 
Achieve results, 



But never glory in them. 
Achieve results, 
But never boast. 
Achieve results, 
But never be proud. 
Achieve results, 
Because this is the natural way. 
Achieve results, 
But not through violence. 
Force is followed by loss of strength. 
This is not the way of Tao. 
That which goes against the Tao comes to an early end. 
• 
[30c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The person who through the Dao helps a ruler 
Will advise against using sheer military force to conquer the world. 
Such military activity will invite its own counter-effects. 
For where the military force goes, 
farmlands will give way to thorns and brambles. 



In the wake of military conquest, 
A year of misfortune inevitably follows. 
Good results are the natural outcome of good deeds. 
They are not achieved by force or contrivance. 
In the face of good results, 
One must not indulge in conceit; 
Nor must one boast about one's success; 
Nor must one succumb to pride. 
Remember that good results follow the natural law. 
Good results are not brought about by forcing the course of events. 
Anything that has seen the prime of its age will soon get old. 
Going past the prime is going against the Dao. 
Going against the Dao, one soon perishes. 
• 
[30c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Those who use the DAO to assist their monarchs do not rely on force to conquer the world. 
If you use force, it so easily comes back and haunts you. 
Thorns will grow where the army camped, 
A year of starvation will follow a big war. 



A person who understands war will only fight to win a war, 
Not to use force to conquer the world. 
After winning a war, do not be self-satisfied. 
After winning a war, do not show off. 
After winning a war, do not be conceited. 
After winning a war, treat it like you were forced to fight. 
After winning a war, do not use force to conquer the world. 
When things become too strong, they start to decay, 
Which is against the DAO. 
Being against the DAO will lead to an early destruction. 
• 
[30c09t] Walter Gorn Old, DECLINING FROM STRIFE 
The man who aids the King by the use of Tao forces the people into submission without resort to the 

use of arms. He will not regard the fruit of his actions. 
Prickly briars and thorns flourish where battalions have quartered. 
Bad years follow on the heels of armies in motion. 
The good soldier is brave when occasion requires, but he does not risk himself for power. 
Brave is he when occasion requires, but he does not oppress. 
Brave is he when occasion requires, but he does not boast. 



Brave is he when occasion requires, but he is not haughty. 
Brave is he when occasion requires, but he is not mean. 
Brave is he when occasion requires, but he does not rage. 
Things become old through excess of vigour. This is called Non-Tao; and what is Non-Tao is soon 

wasted! 
• 
[30c10t] James Legge 
He who would assist a lord of men in harmony with the Tao will not assert his mastery in the 

kingdom by force of arms. 
Such a course is sure to meet with its proper return. 
Wherever a host is stationed, briars and thorns spring up. 
In the sequence of great armies there are sure to be bad years. 
A skilful (commander) strikes a decisive blow, and stops. 
He does not dare (by continuing his operations) to assert and complete his mastery. 
He will strike the blow, but will be on his guard against being vain or boastful or arrogant in 

consequence of it. 
He strikes it as a matter of necessity; 
he strikes it, but not from a wish for mastery. 
When things have attained their strong maturity they become old. 



This may be said to be not in accordance with the Tao: and what is not in accordance with it soon 
comes to an end. 

• 
[30c11t] David Hinton 
If you use the Way to help a ruler of people 
you never use weapons to coerce all beneath heaven. 
Such things always turn against you: 
fields where soldiers camp turn to thorn and bramble, and vast armies on the march leave years of 

misery behind. 
The noble prevail if they must, then stop: they never press on to coerce the world. 
Prevail, but never presume. 
Prevail, but never boast. 
Prevail, but never exult. 
Prevail, but never when there's another way. 
This is to prevail without coercing. 
Things grown strong soon grow old. 
This is called losing the Way: Lose the Way and you die young. 
• 
[30c12t] Chichung Huang 



Use the Tao to assist your sovereign lord; 
Do not use military power 
To flaunt your strength over all under heaven. 
Such things are apt to boomerang: 
Where an army has encamped, 
Brambles and thorns grow. 
A good commander stops 
Once his end is achieved, 
And does not thereby seek military superiority. 
His end achieved, he is not arrogant; 
His end achieved, he is not conceited; 
His end achieved, he does not brag; 
His end achieved, he accepts it reluctantly. 
This is called 
Achieving the end without seeking military superiority. 
Something ages while still in its prime 
Is contrary to the Tao; 
What is contrary to the Tao perishes early. 
• 



[30c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who assists the ruler with Tao, 
Does not overpower (ch'iang) the world by military conquests. 
Such affairs have a way of returning (huan): 
Where armies are stationed, 
Briars and thorns grow, 
After great campaigns, 
Bad years are sure to follow. 
The good person is resolute (kuo) only, 
But dares not (kan) take the path of the strong (ch'iang). 
Be resolute (kuo) yet do not boast (ching), 
Be resolute yet do not show off (fa), 
Be resolute yet do not be haughty, 
Be resolute because you have no choice, 
Be resolute yet do not overpower (ch'iang). 
When things are full grown, they age. 
This is called not following Tao. 
Not following Tao they perish early. 
• 



[30c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A person who assists a ruler to lead should [adopt the policy of] avoiding to intimidate other 

countries with its military might; 
[If military action is deemed necessary] he should think hard [about consequences and weighing non-

violent alternatives]; 
Because, weeds and thistles grew wild every time after armies march through the land, 
Every time there was a big military operation, [several] years of famine followed afterwards. 
An excellent military man only seeks [all in all] the effect [of deflating the enemy's aggression]; 
After having achieved the result [of defeating the enemy] he would not be self-pleased; 
He would not glorify his victory; 
He would avoid being arrogant; 
Nor would he intimidate [the losing side]. 
Because he has acted out of necessity, he does not dare [to take advantage of the situation] to terrorize 

the beaten party. 
When a living thing starts turning rigid and inflexible, it is a sign of its approaching old age; 
This is what I describe as acting against Tao; 
Those who proceed on courses leading away from Tao will perish prematurely. 
• 
[30c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



He who knows how to guide a ruler in the path of the Way does not try to override the world with 
force of arms. 

It is in the nature of arms to turn against its wielder. 
Wherever armies are stationed, thorny bushes grow. 
After a great war, bad harvests follow. 
After victory, to protect efficiently one's own state, one should not to rely on force. 
Victory without claiming ability. 
Victory without claiming success. 
Victory without being proud. 
Victory but saying it is not one's will. 
Victory with no longer relying on force. 
A thing at its strength begins to become old; this is against the Way; what is against the Way will soon 

cease to be. 
• 
[30c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Those who aid the ruler with Tao do not use military power to win the world. 
This is because such action is likely to backfire: 
Where armies camp, thorny problems arise, 
Where troops march, fatal years follow. 



The competent general stops when the goal is reached, and never flaunts. 
Never be vainglorious when the goal is achieved. 
Never be haughty when the goal is achieved. 
Never be arrogant when the goal is achieved. 
Never do more than necessary when the goal is achieved. 
Never flaunt when the goal is achieved. 
It is not following Tao if things wilt while still in their prime. 
Not following Tao results in an untimely end. 
• 
[30c17t] Arthur Waley 
He who by Tao purposes to help a ruler of men 
Will oppose all conquest by force of arms; 
For such things are wont to rebound. 
Where armies are, thorns and brambles grow. 
The raising of a great host 
Is followed by a year of dearth. 
Therefore a good general effects his purpose and then stops; he does not take further advantage of his 

victory. 
Fulfils his purpose and does not glory in what he has done; 



Fulfils his purpose and does not boast of what he has done; 
Fulfils his purpose, but takes no pride in what he has done; 
Fulfils his purpose, but only as a step that could not be avoided; 
Fulfils his purpose, but without violence; 
For what has a time of vigour also has a time of decay. 
This is against Tao, 
And what is against Tao will soon perish. 
• 
[30c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One who would assist the ruler of men in accordance with the Dao does not use military force to gain 

power over all under Heaven. 
As for such matters, he is wont to let them revert. 
Where armies deploy, there thistles and thorns grow. 
The aftermath of great military operations is surely a year of famine. 
One good at this desists when result is had and dares not use the opportunity to seize military 

supremacy. 
Have result but do not take credit for it; 
have result but do not boast about it; 
have result but do not take pride in it; 



have result but only when there is no choice; 
have result but do not try to gain military supremacy. 
Once a thing reaches its prime, it grows old. 
We say it goes against the Dao, and what is against the Dao comes to an early end. 
• 
[30c19t] Lin Yutang 
WARNING AGAINST THE USE OF FORCE 
He who by Tao purposes to help the ruler of men 
Will oppose all conquest by force of arms. 
For such things are wont to rebound. 
Where armies are, thorns and brambles grow. 
The raising of a great host 
Is followed by a year of dearth. 
Therefore a good general effects his purpose and stops. 
He dares not rely upon the strength of arms; 
Effects his purpose and does not glory in it; 
Effects his purpose and does not boast of it; 
Effects his purpose and does not take pride in it; 
Effects his purpose as a regrettable necessity; 



Effects his purpose but does not love violence. 
(For) things age after reaching their prime. 
That (violence) would be against the Tao. 
And he who is against the Tao perishes young. 
• 
[30c20t] Victor H. Mair 
One who assists the ruler of men with the Way 
does not use force of arms against all under heaven; 
Such a course is likely to boomerang. 
Where armies have been stationed, briars and brambles will grow. 
A good general fulfills his purpose 
and that is all. 
He does not use force to seize for himself. 
He fulfills his purpose, but is not proud; 
He fulfills his purpose, but is not boastful; 
He fulfills his purpose, but does not brag; 
He fulfills his purpose only because he has no other choice. 
This is called "fulfilling one's purpose without using force." 
If something grows old while still in its prime, 



This is called "not being in accord with the Way." 
Not being in accord with the Way leads to an early demise. 
• 
[30c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
If you would assist leaders of people by way of the Tao, 
you will oppose the use of armed force to overpower the world. 
Those who use weapons will be harmed by them. 
Where troops have camped only thorn bushes grow. 
Bad harvests follow in the wake of a great army. 
The skillful person strikes the blow and stops, 
without taking advantage of victory. 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not be vain. 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not be boastful. 
Bring it to a conclusion but do not be arrogant. 
Bring it to a conclusion but only when there is no choice. 
Bring it to a conclusion but without violence. 
When force is used, youthful strength decays. 
This is not the way of Tao. 
And that which goes against the Tao will quickly pass away. 



• 
[30c22t] David H. Li 
One guided by Direction does not use military power to subdue the people in the world. 
It boomerangs. 
Where armies visit, thorns grow. 
After a great war, famines follow. 
One who knows war stops after the objective is reached. 
He dares not flaunt power. 
Reach objective, but boast not; 
reach objective, but tout not; 
reach objective, but show arrogance not; 
Reaching objective is because there is no alternative; 
Reaching objective does not call for flaunting power. 
Matter withers after saturation. 
This is not in line with Direction. 
Not in line with Direction, early demise is the expectation. 
• 
[30c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Those who assist national leaders by means of the Tao, 



Never use military force to make their nations world powers. 
No action is ever without a repercussion: 
Wherever an army is stationed, there grow briars and brambles. 
Wherever a battle is fought, there follows a famine. 
A good general in the direst necessity of a war 
Achieves his purpose of winning the war, 
But never seeks to gain power over others. 
Therefore, 
achieve your purpose, but only if it is called for; 
Achieve your purpose, but never be haughty; 
Achieve your purpose, but never be boastful; 
Achieve your purpose, but never be supercilious; 
Achieve your purpose, but never be overpowering. 
Whenever something reaches an extreme in strength, it will inevitably decline. 
This is called the way against the Tao. 
The way against the Tao always leads to an early demise. 
• 
[30c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who helps a ruler of men with the Tao 



Does not force the world with weapons. 
He aims only to redeem the Tao, 
And does not attempt to force his strength on others. 
Bringing redemption, he does not attribute it to himself, 
He does not boast much, he is not proud, 
He thinks that it is his obligation to do so. 
This is how redemption will be, without force. 
When things reach their full power, 
They begin their process of aging. 
This goes against the Tao. 
Whatever goes against the Tao will quickly come to an end. 
• 
[30c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Emperor's advisors will never recommend violence 
if they know what the Tao is. 
If you use the strategy of warfare 
it can only result in revenge. 
After troops have tramped by 
only weeds and nettles grow in the broken ground. 



There can be no harvest, 
and everyone is left starving. 
If you need to take action, only do what is necessary. 
Never abuse your power. 
And if you're successful, don't be smug; 
If you are a success, don't trumpet it - 
If you think you've won, never overdo it - 
Those who use force soon end up without it - 
And this is not the Way. 
And if you do not follow the Way, you will die. 
• 
[30c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who assists the ruler by means of the Tao 
Does not conquer other countries by the military force. 
Military actions usually invite retaliatory aftermath: 
Wherever armies station, 
Thistles and thorns grow; 
A great war is always followed 
By a great famine. 



He who is well versed in the art of war 
Only uses the force to win the war, 
And not to bully or conquer other countries. 
Win the war but do not boast; 
Win the war but do not brag; 
Win the war but do not show arrogance; 
Win the war but do know it is out of necessity; 
Win the war but do not thereby bully and conquer other countries. 
Whatever is in its prime is bound to decline; 
For, being in prime is against the Tao; 
Whatever goes against the Tao 
Will come to an early end. 
• 
[30c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The ruler who rules his people with Tao 
need not show his force with an army. 
If he who rules does so with the force of an army the others will return with the force of an army. 
Wherever armies have marched, 
thistles and thorns grow. 



Whenever a great war has begun, 
crop failure and famine follow. 
That is why a good ruler would not dare to flaunt the power of his army. 
He would not use the force to glory in the force. 
He uses the army, yet with reserve and dignity. 
He uses the army, yet with politeness. 
He uses the army just because he is forced to do so. 
That is what 'to show consideration and not force' means. 
A strong army is like a creature in its prime: 
it will only grow older. 
This is the rule of Tao and that is the reason why one should not oppose the Tao. 
He who opposes the Tao will meet an early end. 
• 
[30c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Those who aid a government with the Way 
Will not threaten the world with military power, 
And are therefore returned with kindness in all affairs. 
Where armies have stayed will grow only thorns and bush. 
When military force dominates, an inauspicious year follows. 



Wise leaders prefer natural results than uses of force. 
And win victories that would result naturally. 
They win without boasting about their valor, 
Or feeling proud of their victories, 
Or looking triumphant everywhere. 
They win but feel guilty as if they were forced to it. 
They win without military reinforcement. 
Things that have become strong will begin to weaken. 
That which weakens is against the Way. 
What is against the Way cannot last long. 
• 
[30c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Warning Against The Use of Force 
Lao Tze says, 
If the king assists himself with the Tao, he will not assert his mastery in the world by force of arms. 
He always seeks a consummate result. 
Whenever a host has encamped, there will be briars and thorns grown. 
In the sequences of great armies there are sure to be bad years. 
The skillful ruler knows to attain a good result, he doesn't dare continue his operations to complete 



his mastery. 
In anticipating a good result, being self-opinioned is not appropriate. 
In anticipating a good result, take action only when there is no alternative course. 
In anticipating a good result, being masterful is not appropriate. 
When things have attained strong maturity, they become old. 
This may be said to be not in accordance with the Tao. 
And what is not in accordance with the Tao soon comes to an end. 
• 
[30c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who assists a ruler of men with Tao does not force the world with arms. 
He aims only at carrying out relief, and does not venture to force his power upon others. 
When relief is done, he will not be assuming, 
He will not be boastful; he will not be proud; 
And he will think that he was obliged to do it. 
So it comes that relief is done without resorting to force. 
When things come to the summit of their vigour, they begin to grow old. 
This is against Tao. 
What is against Tao will soon come to an end. 
• 



[30c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Those who aid the ruler with Tao do not use military force to conquer the world. 
Because this will invite retaliation. 
Where the army stays, briers and thorns grow. 
After a great war comes the year of adversity. 
The good man stops after getting results. 
Without daring to conquer. 
He achieves results without bragging, 
Achieves results without exalting, 
Achieves results without arrogance, 
Achieves results with reluctance, 
Achieves results without conquering. 
A thing in its prime soon becomes old; 
This is not Tao. 
Not being Tao, it is sure to die early. 
• 
[30c32t] Michael LaFargue 
One who assists the people's rulers with Tao, 
does not use weapons to force changes in the world. 



"Such action usually backfires." 
Where troops camp, thorns and brambles grow. 
Excellence consists in: 
Being resolute, that is all, not venturing to take control by force; 
being resolute, but not boastful; 
being resolute, but not overbearing; 
being resolute, but not arrogant; 
being resolute, when you have no choice; 
being resolute, but not forcing. 
Things are vigorous, then grow old and weak: 
A case of 'not-Tao'. 
Not-Tao, soon gone. 
• 
[30c33t] Cheng Lin 
Those who use Truth in assisting the ruler do not resort to war for the conquest of an Empire. 
War is a most calamitous evil. 
Wherever armies are quartered, briars and thorns become rampant. 
Famines inevitably follow in the wake of great wars. 
The good rulers are satisfied when an attack is stopped, and they do not venture to pursue conquest 



for supremacy. 
Victories do not make them vainglorious, aggressive, arrogant, or anxious to pursue conquest for 

supremacy. 
It is contrary to Truth for the strong to do harm to the weak. 
Those who act contrary to Truth are sure to perish early. 
• 
[30c34t] Yi Wu 
One who aids the ruler with the Way 
Does not use military force to be strong in the world. 
It brings retribution. 
Where an army is stationed, 
Briers and thorns grow. 
After a great war, 
A bad year invariably follows. 
The good one gets a result and stops; 
He dares not attribute it to his strength. 
He gets results but does not brag, 
gets results but does not boast, 
gets results but is not arrogant, 



gets results but does not make choices, 
gets results but does not use force. 
Anything that grows strong grows old. 
This is called, "Not being with the Way". 
Whatever is not with the Way will die early. 
• 
[30c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
An enlightened minister prefers applying the principles of Dao to assist his sovereign in governing. 
He is extremely reluctant to use force to subjugate others. 
Using force always has repercussions. 
Wherever the army passes through, the land is laid to waste and brambles grow. 
After a major battle, there will be a famine the following year. 
A moral person will only accomplish his task. 
He will not be heavy-handed. 
Achieving success, he is not ostentatious. 
Accomplishing his task, he does not gloat. 
Scoring victory, he is not arrogantly intransigent. 
He goes to war in order to achieve his objective, only when he has no other choice. 
Even after winning, he does not brutalise the vanquished. 



Whenever anything reaches its peak, it starts to decline. 
Moreover, excessive use of force is not in accordance with Dao. 
Anything that goes against Dao will suffer an early demise. 
• 
[30c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who assists a leader with the subtle truth of the universe advises him not to use the force of arms 

to try to conquer the world, 
for such things will always rebound. 
It is generally the nature of weapons to turn against their wielders. 
Whenever armies touch the land, 
they turn it into a wasteland. 
Moreover, plague and death invariably follow in the wake of a great war. 
Therefore, a leader should be allowed to effect only a right purpose and not rely on the force of arms 

once his goal has been achieved. 
He effects his right purpose, 
but does not take pride in it. 
He effects his right purpose as a regrettable necessity. 
He effects his right purpose, 
but does not delight in violence, 



for he knows that to be excessively strong is to hasten decay and that violence is against the integral 
nature of the universe. 

Whoever goes against the nature of the universe will soon perish. 
• 
[30c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Aiding in governing the kingdom through Tao means not depending on the superiority of arms. 
Depending on the superiority of arms creates consequences. 
Wherever there are armies, disorder occurs. 
After a great battle, there is a year of deprivation. 
Victory is merely the outcome of a contest. 
One should not dare to claim superiority of power. 
As victory is merely an outcome, one should not boast about it. 
As it is merely an outcome, one should not show off because of it. 
As it is merely an outcome, one should not be proud of it. 
As it is merely an outcome, one cannot help but have it. 
As it is merely an outcome, one should not claim superiority of power. 
Claiming to be strong leads to decay. 
This violates Tao. 
That which violates Tao will not last long. 



• 
[30c38t] Henry Wei 
Moderate Use of Force 
Chien Wu 
He who uses Tao to assist the ruler of a people 
Will not employ armed force to dominate the world. 
For such a scheme is apt to boomerang. 
Where armies are quartered, 
Briers and brambles abound. 
After a great war, famine inevitably happens. 
Therefore, 
A good-natured man attains his objective and stops; 
He dares not grab by violence. 
He wants to attain his objective, 
But does not extol it, 
Nor brag about it, nor take pride in it. 
He attains his objective as if it could not be helped, 
And does not use it to practice violence. 
For things, after their prime, will begin to decay. 



Decay indicates disregard of Tao. 
Whatever disregards Tao soon vanishes. 
• 
[30c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He who assists the ruler by Tao 
Does not resort to arms to dominate all under Heaven by force. 
This thing loves to rebound. 
Where troops have encamped, 
Brambles grow; 
After the raising of great armies 
A famine follows invariably. 
A good man merely lets it bear fruit; 
He does not seek to force it. 
He lets it bear fruit; he is not vainglorious. 
He lets it bear fruit; he is not boastful. 
He lets it bear fruit; he is not arrogant. 
He lets it bear fruit, out of necessity. 
He lets it bear fruit and does not force it. 
When a thing reaches its prime, it becomes old. 



Forcing is called contrary to Tao. 
What is contrary to Tao expires early. 
• 
[30c40t] Tao Huang 
Using the Tao as the rule for governing the people, 
Do not employ the army as the power of the world. 
For this is likely to backfire. 
Where the army has marched, thorns and briars grow. 
Being good has its own consequence, 
Which cannot be seized by power. 
Achieving without arrogance, 
Achieving without bragging, 
Achieving without damage, 
Achieving without taking ownership. 
This is called achieving without force. 
Matter becomes strong, then old. 
This is called "Not-Tao." 
Dying young is "Not-Tao." 
• 



[30c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
A ruler who is in accord with Dao will never use military force to override the world, 
Because this kind of affair ensures reciprocal killing. 
Once an army has operated in the field there is nothing left growing but thorny bushes. 
Once a great war is over, invariably there are horrible years following. 
The perfect fighter is decisive, yet he does not allow himself to be violent. 
Decisive but not proud; 
decisive but not boastful and decisive when he is obliged to fight. 
Be decisive but not aggressive. 
A matured living body will soon grow old. 
That is called "aberration of Dao". 
Aberration of Dao will cause early death. 
• 
[30c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who assists the ruler with Tao does not dominate the world with force. 
The use of force usually brings requital. 
Wherever armies are stationed, briers and thorns grow. 
Great wars are always followed by famines. 
A good (general) achieves his purpose and stops, 



But dares not seek to dominate the world. 
He achieves his purpose but does not brag about it. 
He achieves his purpose but does not boast about it. 
He achieves his purpose but is not proud of it. 
He achieves his purpose but only as an unavoidable step. 
He achieves his purpose but does not aim to dominate. 
(For) after things reach their prime, they begin to grow old, 
Which means being contrary to Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish. 
• 
[30c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто помогает государю на основе Дао, не подминает Поднебесную оружием. 
В противном случае лишь ожидает крах. 
Где стоит войско, там растут колючие кустарники. 
После прохода большой армии настают голодные годы. 
У искусного сбывается, и только! 
Он не смеет брать оружием и подминать. 
У него сбывается, и он не зазнается; 
сбывается, и не кичится; 



сбывается, и не гордится; 
сбывается как неизбежное; 
сбывается при том, что он не подминает. 
На смену возмужалости, когда находятся в расцвете сил, приходит старость. 
Это значит действовать вопреки Дао. 
А тому, кто действует вопреки Дао, конец приходит рано. 
• 
[30c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Тот, кто помогает правителю людей посредством Дао, не понуждает Поднебесную силой 

оружия. 
Этому делу предначертано доброе воздаяние. 
Там, где стояли лагерем войска, растут лишь терновники да колючки. 
После большого сражения неизбежно грядёт неурожайный год. 
Умелый [полководец] достигает цели и на этом останавливается. 
Он не смеет прибегать к принуждению. 
Он достигает цели и не восхваляет себя; 
достигает цели и не кичится этим; 
достигает цели и не проявляет высокомерия; 
достигает цели лишь тогда, когда у него нет другого выбора; 



достигает цели, но не принуждает. 
Когда вещи, исполняясь силы, стареют, то это зовётся противоречащим Дао. 
То, что противоречит Дао, сгинет до срока. 
• 
[30c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Тот, кто, обладая Дао-Путем, оказывает как советник помощь государю, оружие не 

применяет, дабы силой взять Поднебесную, ибо к нам возвращаются плоды деяний наших. 
Там, где прошли войска, родится только терновник да репей колючий, а по пятам за 

войском следуют голодные годы. 
Благому следующий полководец лишь цели должной достигает, и все. 
Не смеет брать он то, что взять лишь силой можно. 
Он достигает только должной цели и не гордится этим. 
Он достигает только должной цели и не воюет более. 
Он достигает только должной цели и не кичится этим. 
Он достигает только должной цели и не более того. 
Он достигает только должной цели и не творит насилий. 
Когда живое существо сильно и крепко, но вдруг дряхлеет, говорят, что это результат 

утраты Дао. 
Кто истинный теряет Дао-Путь, тот гибнет рано. 



• 
[30c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Тот, кто посредством Дао помогает государю, 
не использует солдат, чтобы насиловать Поднебесную, 
ибо такое действие вызывает противодействие. 
Места, где побывали войска, зарастают колючками и терновником, 
после скопища армий непременно наступают лихие годы. 
Искусный (добрый) добился успеха - и все, 
[он] не дерзнет прибегнуть к насилию. 
Добился успеха и не бахвалится. 
Добился успеха и не карает. 
Добился успеха и не своевольничает. 
Добился успеха и не взимает. 
Добился успеха и не прибегает к насилию. 
Если вещь должна быть в расцвете сил, а стара, 
значит, она не-Дао. 
Не-Дао рано умирает. 
• 
[30c95t] Ян Хин-шун 



Кто служит главе народа посредством дао, не покоряет другие страны при помощи войск, 
ибо это может обратиться против него. 

Где побывали войска, там растут терновник и колючки. 
После больших войн наступают голодные годы. 
Искусный [полководец] побеждает и на этом останавливается, и он не осмеливается 

осуществлять насилие. 
Он побеждает и себя не прославляет. 
Он побеждает и не нападает. 
Он побеждает и не гордится. 
Он побеждает потому, что к этому его вынуждают. 
Он побеждает, но он не воинствен. 
Когда существо, полное сил, становится старым, то это называется [отсутствием] дао. 
Кто не соблюдает дао, погибнет раньше времени. 
• 
[30c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Кто помогает царю по Тао, тот не будет заботиться о процветании страны 

посредством военной силы: что бы вы ни сделали людям, они тем же воздадут вам. 
Где войско стоит, там будет расти колючая трава (вместо хлеба). 
После великой войны бывает неурожайный год. 



Отсюда когда нравственный человек управляет (страной), то никогда не прибегает к 
грубой силе, не ищет тщеславия, не воюет, не гордится ничем, не останавливается нигде и 
не усиливается. 

Когда вещь дойдет до полноты своего развития, то она ослабеет и дряхлеет. 
То, что не Тао, быстро уничтожается. 
• 
[30c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Тот, кто берет Путь в помощь господину людей, 
Не подчиняет мир силой оружия: 
Ибо это навлечет скорое возмездие. 
Где стояло войско, там вырастут бурьян и колючки, 
Где прошла война, там будет голодный год. 
Искусный [стратег] ценит только плод 
И не пользуется случаем, чтобы стать сильнее. 
Одержав победу, не кичится; 
Одержав победу, не бахвалится; 
Одержав победу, не гордится. 
Он побеждает словно поневоле. 
Он побеждает - и не показывает силы. 



Кто накопил силу, быстро одряхлеет, 
Это означает "противиться Пути". 
А кто противится Пути, скоро погибнет. 
• 
[30c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если с мотивацией Пути помогаешь правителю людей, то не будешь посредством оружия 

усиливать Поднебесную. 
В таких делах сильно воздаяние. 
Там, где стоят войска, вырастают колючки и тернии. 
За большими ратями следуют годы неудач и бедствий. 
Наилучшее - добившись успеха, устраниться. 
Не старайся через это получить силу. 
В успехе не гордись. 
В успехе не хвастай. 
В успехе не возносись. 
В успехе оказывайся против своей воли. 
В успехе не будь сильным. 
Сущность, достигнув пика силы, начинает стареть. 
Это определяется: 



Не Путь. 
Если не Путь, то устраняйся пораньше. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-One 
 

[31c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
As for weapons - they are instruments of ill omen. 
And among things there are those that hate them. 
Therefore, the one who has the Way, with them does not dwell. 
When the gentleman is at home, he honors the left; 
When at war, he honors the right. 
Therefore, weapons are not the instrument of the gentleman - 
Weapons are instruments of ill omen. 
When you have no choice but to use them, it's best to remain tranquil and calm. 
You should never look upon them as things of beauty. 
If you see them as beautiful things - this is to delight in the killing of men. 
And when you delight in the killing of men, you'll not realize your goal in the land. 
Therefore, in happy events we honor the left, 
But in mourning we honor the right. 
Therefore, the lieutenant general stands on the left; 
And the supreme general stands on the right. 
Which is to say, they arrange themselves as they would at a funeral. 



When multitudes of people are killed, we stand before them in sorrow and grief. 
When we're victorious in battle, we treat the occasion like a funeral ceremony. 
• 
[31c02t] John C. H. Wu 
FINE weapons of war augur evil. 
Even things seem to hate them. 
Therefore, a man of Tao does not set his heart upon them. 
In ordinary life, a gentleman regards the left side as the place of honour: 
In war, the right side is the place of honour. 
As weapons are instruments of evil, 
They are not properly a gentleman's instruments; 
Only on necessity will he resort to them. 
For peace and quiet are dearest to his heart, 
And to him even a victory is no cause for rejoicing. 
To rejoice over a victory is to rejoice over the slaughter of men! 
Hence a man who rejoices over the slaughter of men cannot expect to thrive in the world of men. 
On happy occasions the left side is preferred: 
On sad occasions the right side. 
In the army, the Lieutenant Commander stands on the left, 



While the Commander-in-Chief stands on the right. 
This means that war is treated on a par with a funeral service. 
Because many people have been killed, it is only right that survivors should mourn for them. 
Hence, even a victory is a funeral. 
• 
[31c03t] D. C. Lau 
It is because arms are instruments of ill omen and there are Things that detest them that one who has 

the way does not abide by their use. 
The gentleman gives precedence to the left when at home, but to the right when he goes to war. 
Arms are instruments of ill omen, not the instruments of the gentleman. 
When one is compelled to use them, it is best to do so without relish. 
There is no glory in victory, and to glorify it despite this is to exult in the killing of men. 
One who exults in the killing of men will never have his way in the empire. 
On occasions of rejoicing precedence is given to the left; 
On occasions of mourning precedence is given to the right. 
A lieutenant's place is on the left; 
The general's place is on the right. 
This means that it is mourning rites that are observed. 
When great numbers of people are killed, one should weep over them with sorrow. 



When victorious in war, one should observe the rites of mourning. 
• 
[31c04t] R. L. Wing 
The finest weapons can be the instruments of misfortune, 
And thus contrary to Natural Law. 
Those who possess the Tao turn away from them. 
Evolved leaders occupy and honor the left; 
Those who use weapons honor the right. 
Weapons are instruments of misfortune 
That are used by the unevolved. 
When their use is unavoidable, 
The superior act with calm restraint. 
Even when victorious, let there be no joy, 
For such joy leads to contentment with slaughter. 
Those who are content with slaughter 
Cannot find fulfillment in the world. 
• 
[31c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Weapons are instruments of evil, 



They are disdained by everyone. 
Therefore those who possess Tao stay away from them. 
When at home jun-zi honours the left; 
When at war he honours the right. 
Weapons are the instruments of evil, not the instruments of jun-zi. 
When he uses them unavoidably, he maintains an indifferent attitude. 
Even when he is victorious, he doesn't think himself praiseworthy. 
If he praises his victory, he is the man delighting in the slaughter of people. 
He who delights in the slaughter of people will not succeed under Heaven. 
On happy occasions, the left is honoured, 
On unhappy occasions, the right is honoured. 
The lieutenant-general stands on the left, 
The senior general stands on the right. 
That is to say that the arrangement of war affairs follows that of funeral ceremonies. 
The war will slaughter the multitude of people, 
So we should go to the battleground with sorrow and grief. 
Even if it is won, we observe the occasion with funeral ceremonies. 
• 
[31c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



Good weapons are instruments of fear; all creatures hate them. 
Therefore followers of Tao never use them. 
The wise man prefers the left. 
The man of war prefers the right. 
Weapons are instruments of fear; they are not a wise man's tools. 
He uses them only when he has no choice. 
Peace and quiet are dear to his heart, 
And victory no cause for rejoicing. 
If you rejoice in victory, then you delight in killing; 
If you delight in killing, you cannot fulfill yourself. 
On happy occasions precedence is given to the left, 
On sad occasions to the right. 
In the army the general stands on the left, 
The commander-in-chief on the right. 
This means that war is conducted like a funeral. 
When many people are being killed, 
They should be mourned in heartfelt sorrow. 
That is why a victory must be observed like a funeral. 
• 



[31c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Fine weapons are ominous objects 
And are detested by all living things. 
For this reason the man who follows the Dao 
will stay away from them when possible. 
The refined man respects life in his daily life. 
(he "follows the left"). 
If he should resort to military force, he unavoidably 
destroys life (he "follows the right"). 
Weapons are ominous objects and are never the instruments of a refined person. 
If ever he cannot avoid using them, 
he must not make a big thing out of it. 
Even if he wins the war, 
he must not glorify the victory. 
He who glorifies military victories 
takes pleasure in killing. 
He who takes pleasure in killing 
will not win the support of the world. 
Auspicious events are symbolized by the left; 



Ominous events are symbolized by the right. 
The next-in-command should take the left seat; 
The chief-in-command should take the right seat. 
This is to say that a military victory should be treated like a ceremony to honor the dead. 
For those who kill, let us shed our tears upon them. 
Upon winning a war, let us pay tribute to those who die with the rites of mourning. 
• 
[31c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Weapons are not auspicious, but very annoying. 
So, people who follow the DAO do not use them. 
Noble men value their left side in daily life and their right side in battle. 
Weapons are not auspicious, not something noble men like to use. 
They use them only when they have to, and they treat them like they do not matter. 
After winning a war, do not be delighted. 
Those who are delighted love to kill. 
The people who love to kill cannot be allowed to control the country. 
At celebrations, the left side is respected; at funerals, the right side is respected. 
In a war, the subordinate is on the left side and the commander is on the right side. 
Therefore, a war should be talked about like a funeral. 



When many are killed, people should cry to show sadness. 
Winning a war should be treated like a funeral. 
• 
[31c09t] Walter Gorn Old, CEASING FROM WAR 
Weapons, however ornamental, are not a source of happiness, but are dreaded by all. 
Therefore the man of Tao will not abide where such things are. 
A respectable man at home sets the place of honour at his left hand; but the warrior on going forth to 

battle gives honour to the right hand. For weapons are things of ill omen, and the man of enlightenment 
does not use them except when he cannot help it. 

His great desire is peace, and he does not take joy in conquest. 
To joy in conquest is to joy in the loss of human life. 
He who joys in bloodshed is not fit to govern the country. 
When affairs are prosperous the left side is preferred, but when things are adverse the right is 

esteemed. 
The adjutant-general is therefore on the left side, while the general-in-chief is on the right. 
This I perceive is the manner also observed at a funeral! 
He who has occasion to kill many people has cause for deep sorrow and tears. 
Therefore a victorious army observes the order of a funeral. 
• 



[31c10t] James Legge 
Now arms, however beautiful, are instruments of evil omen, hateful, it may be said, to all creatures. 
Therefore they who have the Tao do not like to employ them. 
The superior man ordinarily considers the left hand the most honourable place, but in time of war 

the right hand. 
Those sharp weapons are instruments of evil omen, and not the instruments of the superior man; 
- he uses them only on the compulsion of necessity. 
Calm and repose are what he prizes; 
victory (by force of arms) is to him undesirable. 
To consider this desirable would be to delight in the slaughter of men; 
and he who delights in the slaughter of men cannot get his will in the kingdom. 
On occasions of festivity to be on the left hand is the prized position; 
on occasions of mourning, the right hand. 
The second in command of the army has his place on the left; 
the general commanding in chief has his on the right; 
- his place, that is, is assigned to him as in the rites of mourning. 
He who has killed multitudes of men should weep for them with the bitterest grief; 
and the victor in battle has his place (rightly) according to those rites. 
• 



[31c11t] David Hinton 
Auspicious weapons are the tools of misfortune. 
Things may not all despise such tools, 
but a master of the Way stays clear of them. 
The noble-minded treasure the left when home and the right when taking up weapons of war. 
Weapons are tools of misfortune, 
not tools of the noble-minded. 
When there's no other way, 
they take up weapons with tranquil calm, 
finding no glory in victory. 
To find glory in victory is to savor killing people, 
and if you savor killing people you'll never guide all beneath heaven. 
We honor the left in celebrations 
and honor the right in lamentations, 
so captains stand on the left 
and generals on the right. 
But use them both as if conducting a funeral: 
when so many people are being killed 
it should be done with tears and mourning. 



And victory too should be conducted like a funeral. 
• 
[31c12t] Chichung Huang 
Weapons are inauspicious instruments 
Which people all loathe. 
Therefore, he who possesses the Tao 
Does not accumulate. 
The gentleman ordinarily honors the left; 
At war, he honors the right. 
Therefore, weapons are not the gentleman's instruments. 
Weapons being inauspicious instruments, 
If you cannot but use them, 
It is best to cover up their sharp blades; 
Do not relish them. 
If you relish them, 
It means you enjoy killing men. 
He who enjoys killing men 
Cannot be allowed to prevail in the empire. 
Hence, on auspicious occasions, 



Precedence is given to the left; 
In mourning, 
Precedence is given to the right. 
Hence, a lieutenant general stands left; 
A senior general stands right, 
Meaning it is handled with mourning rituals. 
If the number of men killed is multitudinous, 
Preside over it in grief. 
After winning a war, 
Handle it with mourning rituals. 
• 
[31c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Military weapons are implements (ch'i) of ill omen, 
Avoided (o) even by natural creatures (wu). 
Hence the Taoist does not indulge (ch'u) in them. 
The princely person (chün-tzu) in dwelling honors the left, 
In military campaigns honors the right. 
Hence military weapons are not implements of a princely person. 
Military weapons, being implements of ill omen, 



Are to be employed only in dire necessity. 
Better to regard them with lack of interest. 
Do not admire (mei) them. 
If one admires (mei) them, 
One would be rejoicing in the killing of people. 
But whoever rejoices in the killing of people, 
Will not be successful (chih) in the world. 
Therefore in joyful affairs the left is honored, 
In mournful affairs the right is honored. 
The Second-in-Command takes the place of the left, 
The Commander-in-Chief takes the place of the right, 
Meaning that this is his place in the funeral rite. 
When many people have been killed, 
Wail them with sorrow and lamentations. 
When victorious in battle, 
Mark the occasion with the rite (li) of funeral. 
• 
[31c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Excellent armaments and proficient armies are ominous instruments, even animals detest them 



[because of their violent disposition]; 
Therefore a person who quests for Tao shall not make much use of them [unless it is the last resort]. 
[By decree of the traditional Propriety Ritual (Li)] In court: 
In times of peace, the left side of the king is considered the superior placement; 
But, in times of battles, the right side of the king is deemed superior. 
Military devices are ominous instruments, so they are not instruments for gentlemen; 
A Gentleman only employs them when he has exhausted all other options, even so he would still 

struggle hard to avert the situation; 
He does not celebrate victory, for the glorification of victory would condone the killing of people; 
Whoever endorses killing of people can never become a leader of the world. 
[According to the traditional Propriety Ritual (Li):] 
Ceremonies for fortunate (happy) occasions designates the left side as superior, 
whereas ceremonies for unfortunate (unhappy) occasions assigns the right side as superior. 
However, for military ceremonies [the representation is reversed]: 
[the inferior] deputy (strategic) generals are placed on the left side, while the leading (combating) 

generals are placed on the right side; 
[After each battle the commander-in-chief] must cry out with moan and tears to mourn the dead in 

the ceremony, because many people were killed. 
Accordingly, even the [happy] ceremony for celebrating the victory was modeled after the rituals of 



funerals. 
• 
[31c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Good weapons are instruments of evil. 
Even things seem to hate them. 
Therefore the man of the Way does not set his heart upon them. 
A superior man prefers the left side when at home, prefers the right side when in war. 
Weapons are instruments of evil. 
They are not the instruments of the superior man. 
He uses them when he has no choice. 
He prefers peace and quiet. 
To him victory is not beautiful. 
To glorify a victory is to rejoice over killing men. 
If one rejoices over killing men, one will not conquer the will of the world. 
Many people have been killed, one should weep over them with sorrow. 
A victory is also a funeral. 
• 
[31c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Weapons are destructive. 



They are generally disliked. 
Therefore, Tao-followers avoid them. 
At home, Gentlemen are happy in left seats. 
When in war, gentlemen prefer to the right. 
Since weapons are destructive, they are not gentlemen's tools. 
They are used as a last resort. 
It is better to be cautious. 
After winning, one should not glorify the victory. 
By glorifying war, one takes delight in killing. 
Those who take delight in killing will not win the world. 
In joyful events the left is honored. 
In funerals the right side is honored. 
The lieutenant commander positions to the left. 
The command-in-chief positions to the right. 
This is following funeral convention. 
When casualties are heavy, honor the deaths with grief. 
Treat victory as if it is a funeral. 
• 
[31c17t] Arthur Waley 



Fine weapons are none the less ill-omened things. 
That is why, among people of good birth, in peace the left-hand side is the place of honour, but in war 

this is reversed and the right-hand side is the place of honour. 
The Quietist, even when he conquers, does not regard weapons as lovely things. 
For to think them lovely means to delight in them, and to delight in them means to delight in the 

slaughter of men. 
And he who delights in the slaughter of men will never get what he looks for out of those that dwell 

under heaven. 
A host that has slain men is received with grief and mourning; he that has conquered in battle is 

received with rites of mourning. 
• 
[31c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Weapons are instruments of ill omen. 
The people always hate them, so one who has the Dao has nothing to do with them. 
When the noble man is at home, he honors the left and, when employing troops, honors the right. 
Weapons are instruments of ill omen; 
they are not the instruments of the noble man, who uses them only when there is no choice. 
It is best to be utterly dispassionate [tiandan] about them, and, even if they bring victory, one should 

not praise them. 



Nevertheless, to praise them means that one delights in slaughtering people, and one who delights in 
slaughtering people, of course, can never achieve the goal of ruling all under Heaven. 

For auspicious matters, one honors the left, and, for inauspicious matters, one honors the right. 
A deputy general takes his place on the left, but a general-in-chief takes his place on the right, where 

mourning rites are observed. 
When masses of people are slaughtered, one should weep for them with utmost sadness, so, when 

victorious in war, one should observe it with mourning rites. 
• 
[31c19t] Lin Yutang 
WEAPONS OF EVIL 
Of all things, soldiers are instruments of evil, 
Hated by men. 
Therefore the religious man (possessed of Tao) avoids them. 
The gentleman favors the left in civilian life, 
But on military occasions favors the right. 
Soldiers are weapons of evil. 
They are not the weapons of the gentleman. 
When the use of soldiers cannot be helped, 
The best policy is calm restraint. 



Even in victory, there is no beauty, 
And who calls it beautiful 
Is one who delights in slaughter. 
He who delights in slaughter 
Will not succeed in his ambition to rule the world. 
[The things of good omen favor the left. 
The things of ill omen favor the right. 
The lieutenant-general stands on the left, 
The general stands on the right. 
That is to say, it is celebrated as a Funeral Rite.] 
The slaying of multitudes should be mourned with sorrow. 
A victory should be celebrated with the Funeral Rite. 
• 
[31c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Now, 
Weapons are instruments of evil omen; 
Creation abhors them. 
Therefore, 
One who aspires to the Way does not abide in them. 



The superior man at home honors the left, on the battlefield honors the right. 
Therefore, 
Weapons are not instruments of the superior man; 
Weapons are instruments of evil omen, 
to be used only when there is no other choice. 
He places placidity above all and refuses to prettify weapons; 
If one prettifies weapons, this is to delight in the killing of others. 
Now, 
One who delights in the killing of others 
Cannot exercise his will over all under heaven. 
For this reason, 
On occasions for celebration, the left is given priority; 
On occasions for mourning, the right is given priority. 
Therefore, 
A deputy general stands on the left, 
The general-in-chief stands on the right. 
In other words, 
They stand in accordance with mourning ritual. 
The killing of masses of human beings, 



we bewail with sorrow and grief; 
Victory in battle, 
we commemorate with mourning ritual. 
• 
[31c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Weapons are ill-omened things. 
Among gentle people the left side is the place of honor when at home, 
but in war the right side is the place of honor. 
Weapons are not proper instruments for gentle people; 
they use them only when they have no other choice. 
Peace and quiet are what they value. 
They do not glory in victory. 
To glorify it is to delight in the slaughter of people. 
Those who delight in the slaughter of people will never thrive among all that dwell under heaven. 
The army that has killed people should be received with sorrow. 
Conquerors should be received with the rites of mourning. 
• 
[31c22t] David H. Li 
Weaponry are not instruments of the good; 



they are disliked by everyone. 
One with Direction does not harbor them. 
A gentleman, 
at home, takes the left position; 
in war, the right position. 
Weaponry are not instruments of the good; 
they are not a gentleman's instruments. 
Use them only because there is no alternative; 
use them with restraint. 
After victory, beautify it not. 
One who beautifies [war] is one who delights in killing. 
One who delights in killing is unfit to be entrusted with people of the world. 
On celebratory occasions, prefer left; 
On sad occasions, prefer right. 
The adjutant stays left; 
the commander-in-chief stays right. 
Thus, treat war as funeral. 
Those who have killed, return with remorse. 
Treat victory as funeral. 



• 
[31c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Weapons are instruments of ill omen; all creatures abhor them. 
Therefore, the man of the Tao never abides in them. 
The virtuous man usually honors the left, the positive, 
But, when called to be in a battlefield, honors the right, the negative. 
Weapons are instruments of ill omen, 
Not instruments of the virtuous man. 
Therefore, when he is compelled to resort to them, 
He uses them with utmost restraint and calmness. 
He does not glorify victory, for glorifying victory means to take delight in killing. 
And whosoever takes delight in killing will never find success in this world. 
On occasions for celebration, the positive left is given priority, 
On occasions for mourning, the negative right is given priority. 
The lieutenant stands on the left, and the general on the right. 
That is, they stand in accordance with mourning ritual. 
The killing of masses of human beings we bewail with deep sorrow and grief. 
The victory in battle we observe with rites of mourning. 
• 



[31c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
As far as weapons are concerned, they are instruments of suffering. 
They are not the instruments of the man of Tao. 
For the actions of weapons will be repaid: 
In a place where armies are stationed, only thorns and thistles grow. 
Years of misery always accompany great wars. 
When the man of Tao stays at home, 
His left is his place of honor, 
And when using weapons, 
His right is his place of honor. 
He uses weapons 
Only when he cannot avoid doing so. 
He does not rejoice in his conquests. 
If he rejoices in his conquests, 
It means that he enjoys killing and slaughter. 
The person who enjoys killing people, 
Cannot realize his aspirations in the world. 
In matters of bringing honor, the place of honor is on the left; 
In the opposite matters, the place of honor is on the right. 



The adjutant-general takes his place on the left, 
The general's place is on the right, 
And this means that it is a funeral procession. 
The slaughter of many people leads to deep and protracted mourning. 
Victory in battle is immortalized in a funeral procession. 
• 
[31c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The guide who walks the Way 
Never resorts to violence. 
The sage goes to the left side of the Emperor; 
while the man of war goes to the right. 
Weapons are terrible things - 
and no sage will have anything to do with them, 
unless there is no alternative. 
The sage wants peace and quiet. 
No victory is free of grief, 
and so to celebrate one is to glory in the death of innocent people. 
No one who revels in death like this 
can be true to the Way 



or is fit to rule in our world. 
At glad times, the place of honour is on the left: 
after disaster, it is on the right. 
So in the army, the officers stand to the left while the general stands to the right. 
So the whole thing is staged like a funeral. 
When a war kills many, we must mourn for them - 
And if you win the war, you must grieve it. 
• 
[31c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Arms are tools of ill omen, 
Detested by everybody. 
And a man of the Tao does not use them. 
The gentleman usually favours the left, 
But when being at war, he favours the right. 
Arms are tools of ill omen, 
Not the instruments of the gentleman. 
Even if compelled to use them, 
The gentleman does not use them with pleasure. 
Even if being the victor, 



The gentleman does not glorify the victory. 
He who glorifies the victory 
Is such one as takes delight in killing. 
He who takes delight in killing 
Can never be successful in winning the empire. 
On occasions of auspicious celebration the left is favoured; 
On occasions of mourning the right is favoured. 
A lieutenant's position is on the left; 
A general's position is on the right. 
That is to say, mourning rites should be observed in military operations. 
War brings about heavy casualties, 
So one should take part in it with deep sorrow. 
When winning the victory, victors should treat the dead by observing the rites of mourning. 
• 
[31c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Weapons are cursed instruments. 
They are something to hate. 
Therefore he who holds the Tao will not use them. 
A virtuous man keeps to the left position in his daily life, but values the right in times of war. 



Weapons are cursed instruments and not made for virtuous men. 
He who uses them against his will will handle them with great concern. 
One should regard victory as something ugly. 
He who regards it as beautiful enjoys killing and will not achieve his ambition under Heaven. 
A lucky event is honoured by the left position, 
an unlucky event by the right. 
In preparation for war, a lieutenant stands on the left, 
a general stands on the right. 
This means that the matter is treated as a funeral. 
Cry with sorrow when many people are killed. 
Regard it as a period of mourning when the battle is won. 
• 
[31c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The weapon is a disliked inauspicious object. 
One who serves the Way will not take up a weapon. 
A gentleman values the left in the dwelling place 
And a general the right in the battlefield. 
One serving the Way uses the inauspicious weapon 
Only when there is the extreme necessity. 



It is best to be indifferent to military achievements. 
Having achieved a victory, one should not beautify it. 
Those who beautify wars like killing. 
Those who like killing cannot be accepted by the world. 
The left is valued on auspicious occasions. 
And the right on inauspicious occasions. 
On the battle field, the assistant general is on the left. 
And the general on the right. 
Such positioning treats the war as a burial ceremony. 
The wise person mourns when too many have died, 
Holds a burial ceremony rather than victory celebration. 
• 
[31c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Unlucky Emblem 
Lao Tze says, 
The strong military force is an unlucky emblem to the state, thus all living creatures would abhor it. 
The Tao practicians should not promote it too. 
The upright man ordinarily considers the left hand the most honorable place, but in time of war the 

right hand. 



The military force is an unlucky emblem, it is not the emblem for the upright man. 
It is manipulated on the compulsion of necessity. 
Calm and repose should be prized; 
victory is not regarded as a beautiful work. 
Whoever regards victory as a beautiful work, he is one who takes delight in killing men. 
Whoever likes to kill men will not succeed in his ambition to rule the world. 
On occasion of rejoicing, precedence is given to the left; 
on occasion of mourning, precedence is given to the right. 
The second in command of an army has his place on the left; 
the chief commander has position of the right; 
this says: a funeral is taking place. 
The lamentation is observed for the numerous dead who were killed on the battlefield. 
Thus, a victory ceremony is being held in the funeral rite. 
• 
[31c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
So far as arms are concerned, they are implements of ill-omen. 
They are not implements for the man of Tao. 
For the actions of arms will be well requited; where armies have been quartered brambles and thorns 

grow. 



Great wars are for certain followed by years of scarcity. 
The man of Tao when dwelling at home makes the left as the place of honour, and when using arms 

makes the right as the place of honour. 
He uses them only when he cannot avoid it. 
In his conquests he takes no delight. 
If he take delight in them, it would mean that he enjoys in the slaughter of men. 
He who takes delight in the slaughter of men cannot have his will done in the world. 
• 
[31c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Fine weapons are the tools of evil; 
All things are likely to hate them. 
So those with Tao do not want to deal with them. 
The gentleman who stays at home values the left; 
In war, he values the right. 
Weapons are the tools of evil, 
not the tools of the gentleman. 
When he uses them unavoidably, he is most calm and detached 
And does not glorify his victory. 
To glorify means to relish the murder of people, 



Relishing the murder of people, 
One cannot exercise his will in the world. 
Happy occasions prefer the left. 
Sorrowful occasions prefer the right. 
The lieutenant-general is placed on the left. 
The general-in-chief is placed on the right. 
This means observing this occasion with funeral rites. 
Having killed many people, one should lament with sorrow and grief. 
Victory in war must be observed with funeral rites. 
• 
[31c32t] Michael LaFargue 
'Fine weapons' are ill-omened instruments. 
Things seem to detest them, so the ambitious man does not dwell here. 
"The gentleman at home favors the left, 
when at war he favors the right." 
Weapons are ill-omened instruments, 
not instruments for the gentleman, 
he uses them when he has no choice. 
What is calm and quiet is highest. 



When victorious, he does not think this a fine thing, 
because to think it fine is to delight in slaughtering people. 
One who delights in slaughtering people cannot achieve his purposes in the world. 
"In fortunate times, prefer the left; 
in mourning, prefer the right." 
The lower officer takes his stand on the left, 
the higher officer takes his stand on the right. 
This says: 
He takes his stand as at a mourning ceremony. 
At the slaughter of such masses of men, 
he weeps for them, mourning and lamenting. 
When victorious in the battle - 
he takes his stand as at a mourning ceremony. 
• 
[31c33t] Cheng Lin 
The weapons of war are implements of disaster, and they should not be employed by the rulers except 

when it is unavoidable. 
They should not show enthusiasm for their employment, and even when they are victorious, they 

should not glorify them. 



To glorify them means taking delight in the killing of men. 
Those who take delight in the killing of men cannot win the approval of the whole Empire. 
The weapons of war are the implements of disaster, and they are detestable. 
Therefore they are spurned by the followers of Truth. 
Ordinarily the ruler esteems the left hand, but in war he esteems the right hand. 
On joyful occasions, the left-hand side is the place of honour, 
but on mournful occasions, the right-hand side is the place of honour. 
The general second in command is seated on the left-hand side, and the general-in-chief is seated on 

the right-hand side. 
All these indicate that war should be regarded as a mournful occasion. 
When many people are killed, it should be an occasion for the expression of bitter grief. 
Even when a victory is scored, the occasion should be regarded as lamentable. 
• 
[31c34t] Yi Wu 
Fine weapons are things of ill omen. 
All beings may dislike them; 
Therefore, one who follows the Way does not live with them. 
Ordinarily, a superior man values the left side; 
Using an army, he values the right side. 



Weapons are things of ill omen, not a superior man's things. 
He uses them only when unavoidable. 
He regards contentment as best. 
Even if he wins, victory is not beautiful. 
To find a victory beautiful is to rejoice at killing people. 
One who rejoices at killing people can never attain his will in the world. 
On fortunate occasions, the left side is elevated; 
On unfortunate occasions, the right side is elevated. 
The lieutenant-general stays on the left; 
The supreme general stays on the right. 
Deal with military affairs as if they were funeral rites. 
Mourn for the killing of many people. 
Observe funeral rites for the winning of a war. 
• 
[31c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Sharp weapons are inauspicious instruments. 
Everyone dislikes them. 
Hence, those who follow the way of Dao avoid using them. 
In times of peace, a person of virtue favours the left side. 



Only during war does the right side become the preferred choice. 
A weapon is an instrument of bad omen. 
It is never the favourite object of the man of virtue. 
Even as the last resort when military force has to be used, 
It should be used with great restraint and equanimity. 
In victory, one should not glorify the war. 
He who glorifies war must be a bloodthirsty person. 
No bloodthirsty person has ever won universal respect or approval. 
The left side represents good auspices. 
The right side augurs bad omen. 
The second-in-command resides on the left side, whereas the commander-in-chief resides on the 

right. 
In conducting the war, the mood is as dark and solemn as that of a funeral rite. 
During the conflict, you should still mourn for the heavy casualties you have inflicted. 
In victory, you should bury the dead with appropriate ceremony. 
• 
[31c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Weapons are instruments of killing and destruction, 
which are contrary to the nature of life. 



Thus, they are avoided by those who follow the subtle Way of the universe. 
According to ancient social custom, 
in times of peace a gentleman regards the left side, the soft hand, as the place of honor; 
in times of war, the right side, the strong hand, is considered the place of honor. 
Because weapons are inauspicious, 
they are not the instruments of a gentleman. 
Only when one has no other choice may one resort to using them, and, if their use is necessary, one 

must employ calmness and restraint, 
for peace and quiet are the normal nature of universal life. 
Even in victory there is no cause for excitement and rejoicing. 
To rejoice over a victory is to delight in killing and destruction. 
He who delights in killing and destruction cannot be expected to thrive for long in the world. 
Therefore, on happy occasions the left side has precedence, 
while on sad occasions, it is the right side. 
When this rite was applied in the army, the lieutenant-commander stood at the left, while the 

commander-in-chief stood on the right. 
This indicates that war is treated as the equivalent of a funeral service. 
Because many people have been caused an unnatural death in war, 
it is only right that the survivors should mourn them. 



Even when a victory is won, 
the occasion should be regarded as lamentable. 
• 
[31c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Arms are implements of ill omen which are abhorred by men. 
Therefore, the man of Tao does not abide them. 
Arms are implements of ill omen. 
One uses them only when one cannot avoid it. 
Even if one engages in fighting, one should remain quiescent and indifferent. 
Even if the war is won, one should not glorify it. 
To glorify it means that one enjoys slaying men. 
If one enjoys slaying men, one will never be successful in the world. 
• 
[31c38t] Henry Wei 
Banning the Use of Force 
Yen Wu 
Fine weapons are inauspicious instruments. 
They are probably detested by the people. 
Therefore, he who is possessed of Tao rejects them. 



The superior man honors the left in time of peace; 
In time of war he honors the right. 
Weapons are inauspicious instruments; 
They are not instruments for the superior man. 
He uses them only under dire necessity, 
And in this case priority is given to moderation. 
He does not consider victory a fine thing. 
Those who consider victory a fine thing 
Are those who delight in slaughtering people. 
Those who delight in slaughtering people 
Can never gratify their ambition to win the world. 
Therefore, the left is favored for felicitous occasions; 
For mournful occasions, the right is favored. 
The second-in-command stands on the left, 
While the commander-in-chief stands on the right; 
For according to funeral rites are they treated. 
Mass slaughter is to be bewailed with grief and sorrow. 
Victory is to be mourned with funeral rites. 
• 



[31c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Dazzling arms 
Are instruments of ill omen. 
All creatures detest them. 
Therefore the man of Tao does not keep company with them. 
At home, the prince honors the left; 
At war, the right. 
Arms 
Are instruments of ill omen - 
No instruments for the prince. 
When necessary to use them, 
It's best to do so in calm disinterestedness. 
You do not celebrate a victory. 
To celebrate a victory 
Is to delight in the slaughter of people. 
He who delights in the slaughter of people 
Will never realize his ambition under Heaven. 
At times of good fortune, you honor the left; 
At times of misfortune, you honor the right. 



The second in command stands on the left; 
The supreme commander stands on the right. 
This means they stand as if observing funeral rites. 
Having committed mass killings, 
Let us weep with deep sorrow; 
For a victory, let us observe funeral rites. 
• 
[31c40t] Tao Huang 
The army is the mechanism of bad luck. 
The elements of the world may oppose. 
So those who have ambitions cannot rest. 
Therefore the nobleman takes his place on the left side, 
And the commander on the right side. 
So the army is not the nobleman's weapon. 
As a mechanism of bad luck, 
He uses it only as the last resort. 
Then the best way is to use it quickly and destructively. 
Do not enjoy this. 
To take delight in it is to enjoy killing people. 



Those who enjoy killing people do not attract the favor of the world. 
The good inclines to the left, 
The bad inclines to the right. 
Thus the intelligent officer stays on the left, 
The army commander stays on the right. 
Speaking in an image of sadness, 
After killing the people, every one stands in mourning. 
Victory is celebrated as a funeral service. 
• 
[31c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
War is an unlucky instrument. 
It is hated by everything! 
Thus a man of Dao will never resort to use it. 
A position taken by a gentle official is on the right - honorable side; 
the position taken by a war conductor is on the left - less honorable side. 
War is an unlucky instrument, it is not the instrument of a gentle ruler. 
They are obligated to die and utilized by the authority. 
To keep calm and have peace of mind is to be superior. 
Victory of war is not delightful: 



if one delights in war, he delights in killing people; 
if one delights in killing people, it will never be possible for him to be at peace with the world. 
Thus on happy occasions the right side is honored. 
On sad occasions the left side is honored. 
During a war, many people are killed, 
It should be taken mournfully. 
Even a victory should be treated as a funeral. 
• 
[31c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Fine weapons are instruments of evil. 
They are hated by men. 
Therefore those who possess Tao turn away from them. 
The good ruler when at home honors the left. 
When at war he honors the right. 
Weapons are instruments of evil, not the instruments of a good ruler. 
When he uses them unavoidably, he regards calm restraint as the best principle. 
Even when he is victorious, he does not regard it as praiseworthy, 
For to praise victory is to delight in the slaughter of men. 
He who delights in the slaughter of men will not succeed in the empire. 



In auspicious affairs, the left is honored. 
In inauspicious affairs, the right is honored. 
The lieutenant general stands on the left. 
The senior general stands on the right. 
This is to say that the arrangement follows that of funeral ceremonies. 
For the slaughter of the multitude, let us weep with sorrow and grief. 
For a victory, let us observe the occasion with funeral ceremonies. 
• 
[31c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Отличное оружие - несчастья инструмент. 
Его, кажется, никто не любит. 
И им не ведает, у кого Дао. 
Благородный муж обычно самой ценной стороной считает левую, 
когда же он берется за оружие, то ценит правую. 
Оружие - несчастья инструмент, 
и благородный муж его своим не признает. 
Он пользуется им лишь по необходимости. 
Считает наилучшим сохранять невозмутимость и не восторгаться победой на войне. 
Ведь ею восторгаться - значит радоваться убиению людей. 



А кто радуется убиению людей - не может быть главою Поднебесной. 
В праздничной обрядности дорожат левой стороной, в траурной предпочитают правую. 
Подчиненные военачальника находятся на левой стороне, сам он занимает место справа. 
Значит, они размещаются согласно погребальному обряду, 
и им при множестве убитых следует оплакивать их с горечью и скорбью. 
Победа на войне заслуживает погребального обряда. 
• 
[31c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Оружие - инструмент зла. 
Даже вещи - и те ненавидят его. 
Поэтому ему нет места у того, кто овладел Дао. 
Благородный муж, будучи дома, предпочитает левую сторону, а отправляясь в поход - 

правую. 
Оружие - инструмент зла, а не орудие благородного мужа. 
И он не пользуется им, пока его к этому не принудят; 
а главное - делает это в равнодушии к славе и выгоде, побеждает, но не стремится к славе. 
Стремящийся же к славе получает удовольствие, убивая людей. 
Тот, кто получает удовольствие, убивая людей, никогда не сможет повелевать 

Поднебесной. 



В случае радостного события обращайся влево, в случае печального события - вправо. 
Место помощника полководца - слева, место полководца - справа. 
Это значит, что приходит время погребальных обрядов. 
Когда гибнет великое множество людей, кто-то должен оплакивать их, скорбя. 
Даже когда достигнута победа в сражении, должно найтись место и погребальным 

обрядам. 
• 
[31c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Оружие недоброго знамения вестник. 
Поэтому все существа оружие и брань всем сердцем ненавидят. 
Поэтому тот муж, что Дао обладает, его не применяет никогда. 
Муж благородный, пребывая дома, ценит левую сторону, а применяя оружие, 

предпочитает правую. 
Оружие недоброго знамения вестник. 
Оно не есть орудие благородных мужей. 
И только если нет иного выбора, его возможно применить. 
Муж благородный ценит всего превыше мир и покой. 
И даже коль в войне он побеждает, тому не радуется он нимало: ведь радоваться ей - то же 

самое, что наслаждаться убиением людей. 



А тот, кто наслаждается смертоубийством, неспособен направить свою волю на благо 
Поднебесной. 

Ведь когда празднуют нечто хорошее, то выбирают левую сторону, а когда оплакивают и 
скорбят, то выбирают правую. 

Вот почему генерал-адъютант слева, а главнокомандующий войском справа. 
Их расположение соответствует траурному ритуалу. 
В войне погибло много людей, о них надо скорбеть, печалиться и плакать. 
А победу в войне достойно отмечать лишь погребальным ритуалом. 
• 
[31c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Превосходное войско - орудие несчастья, любой из людей ненавидит его. 
Поэтому обладающие Дао не состоят в нем. 
Если благородный муж на мирной службе, то поддерживает левых. 
Если на военной службе, то поддерживает правых. 
Войско - орудие несчастья и не орудие благородного мужа. 
Если вопреки желанию приходится все-таки использовать его, 
то сверх всего ставь равнодушие к славе и выгоде. 
Одержав победу, не считай это прекрасным. 
А если сочтешь это прекрасным, то, значит, радуешься убийству людей. 



Кто радуется убийству людей, тот не сможет добиться своих целей в Поднебесной. 
Служение счастью относится к левому. 
Служение злу относится к правому. 
Противостоящие командующим войсками занимают позицию левых. 
Идущие в командующие войсками занимают позицию правых. 
Правильно говорят, что следует встречать их (войско) похоронным ритуалом. 
Всех убитых людей следует горестно и скорбно оплакивать. 
Военную победу нужно встречать похоронным ритуалом. 
• 
[31c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Хорошее войско - средство, [порождающее] несчастье, его ненавидят все существа. 
Поэтому человек, следующий дао, его не употребляет. 
Благородный [правитель] во время мира предпочитает быть уступчивым [в отношении 

соседних стран] и лишь на войне применяет насилие. 
Войско - орудие несчастья, поэтому благородный [правитель] не стремится использовать 

его, он применяет его, только когда его к этому вынуждают. 
Главное состоит в том, чтобы соблюдать спокойствие, а в случае победы себя не 

прославлять. 
Прославлять себя победой - это значит радоваться убийству людей. 



Тот, кто радуется убийству людей, не может завоевать сочувствия в стране. 
Благополучие создается уважением, а несчастье происходит от насилия. 
Слева строятся военачальники флангов, справа стоит полководец. 
Говорят, что их нужно встретить похоронной процессией. 
Если убивают многих людей, то об этом нужно горько плакать. 
Победу следует отмечать похоронной процессией. 
• 
[31c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Благоустроенное войско есть нечестивое орудие, есть предмет по своему существу злой. 
Мудрец предпочитает левую сторону правой, ибо употребляющие войско предпочитают 

правую сторону левой. 
Войско есть нечестивое орудие, поэтому оно не может быть орудием для (истинно) 

мудрых. 
Отсюда, оно и употребляется только в неизбежных случаях. 
Хотя война ставит, быть может, целью спокойствие, но она несомненное зло. 
Если б она была добро, то нужно было бы радоваться ей, но радуется ей лишь любящий 

убивать людей. 
Любящий убивать людей не может осуществить свой добрый замысел в мире. 
При добром деле левая сторона предпочитается правой, а при беде - правая левой. 



Подчиненные генералы останавливаются на левой стороне, а начальствующие - на правой. 
Когда сделается известной победа, то следует встретить эту весть с траурным обрядом, 

ибо на войне очень многие погибают. 
Так как на войне очень многие погибают, то следует оплакивать войну. 
Когда война окончится победою, следует объявить всеобщий траур. 
• 
[31c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Доброе оружие - зловещее орудие. 
Многим вещам оно ненавистно, 
И тот, кто имеет Путь, его не держит. 
Благой государь в своем доме чтит левое, 
А, идя войной, чтит правое. 
Оружие - зловещее орудие, благородный муж его не держит, 
Применяют его, только если к тому принудят, 
И применять его нужно сдержанно и бесстрастно. 
Одержав победу, не гордись содеянным, 
Кто гордится победой, тот радуется убийству. 
А кто рад убийству, тот не преуспеет в мире. 
В счастливых событиях ценится левое, 



В несчастных событиях ценится правое. 
Младший полководец стоит слева, 
Старший полководец стоит справа: 
Значит, они стоят как на похоронах. 
На убийство множества людей откликайтесь скорбным плачем, 
Победу на войне отмечайте траурным обрядом. 
• 
[31c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Даже самое хорошее оружие - это инструмент, который не предвещает блага. 
Любая вещь может пострадать от него. 
Причинность: 
При наличии Пути, его не применяют. 
Правитель-мудрец, пребывая в мире, ценит левое; 
применяя оружие, ценит правое. 
Оружие - это инструмент, который не предвещает блага. 
Это инструмент - не для правителя-мудреца. 
Лишь против своей воли применяют его. 
Высшее осуществляется безмятежностью и бесстрастностью. 
Побеждая, не восторгаются. 



Если восторгаешься, значит радуешься гибели людей. 
А ведь тот, кто радуется гибели людей, не сможет добиться, чтобы устремления 

Поднебесной сошлись в нем. 
В счастливых делах возвышают правое. 
Заместитель командующего располагается слева. 
Главнокомандующий располагается справа. 
Говорят, что так располагают для траурного ритуала. 
При гибели множества людей следует в печали и горести оплакивать их. 
После победы в битве следует устраивать траурные ритуалы. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Two 
 

[32c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Tao is constantly nameless. 
Though in its natural state it seems small, no one in the world dares to treat it as a subject. 
Were marquises and kings able to maintain it, 
The ten thousand things would submit to them on their own, 
And Heaven and Earth would unite to send forth sweet dew. 
By nature it would fall equally on all things, with no one among the people ordering that it be so. 
As soon as we start to establish a system, we have names. 
And as soon as there are set names, 
Then you must also know that it's time to stop. 
By knowing to stop - in this way you'll come to no harm. 
The Way's presence in the world 
Is like the relationship of small valley [streams] to rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c02t] John C. H. Wu 
TAO is always nameless. 
Small as it is in its Primal Simplicity, 



It is inferior to nothing in the world. 
If only a ruler could cling to it, 
Everything will render homage to him. 
Heaven and Earth will be harmonized 
And send down sweet dew. 
Peace and order will reign among the people 
Without any command from above. 
When once the Primal Simplicity diversified, 
Different names appeared. 
Are there not enough names now? 
Is this not the time to stop? 
To know when to stop is to preserve ourselves from danger. 
The Tao is to the world what a great river or an ocean is to the streams and brooks. 
• 
[32c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way is for ever nameless. 
Though the uncarved block is small 
No one in the world dare claim its allegiance. 
Should lords and princes be able to hold fast to it 



The myriad creatures will submit of their own accord, 
Heaven and earth will unite and sweet dew will fall, 
And the people will be equitable, though no one so decrees. 
Only when it is cut are there names. 
As soon as there are names 
One ought to know that it is time to stop. 
Knowing when to stop one can be free from danger. 
The way is to the world as the River and the Sea are to rivulets and streams. 
• 
[32c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao of the Absolute has no name. 
Although infinitesimal in its Simplicity, 
The world cannot master it. 
If leaders would hold on to it, 
All Things would naturally follow. 
Heaven and Earth would unite to rain Sweet Dew, 
And people would naturally cooperate without commands. 
Names emerge when institutions begin. 
When names emerge, know likewise to stop. 



To know when to stop is to be free of danger. 
The presence of the Tao in the world 
Is like the valley stream joining the rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao has no name forever. 
Though the simplicity seems small, it may be subordinated to nothing under Heaven. 
If kings and princes can preserve it, all creatures would submit of themselves to them. 
(Yin and Yang between) Heaven and Earth unite to drip sweet dew, 
Without the command of the people, it drips evenly over all. 
Once there was government, there were names appearing. 
Once there were names, one has to know where and when to stop. 
By practising moderation one can be free from danger. 
Everything under Heaven is embraced by Tao, just like every river or stream running into the sea. 
• 
[32c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The Tao is forever undefined. 
Small though it is in the unformed state, it cannot be grasped. 
If kings and lords could harness it, 



The ten thousand things would naturally obey. 
Heaven and earth would come together 
And gentle rain fall. 
Men would need no more instruction and all things would take their course. 
Once the whole is divided, the parts need names. 
There are already enough names. 
One must know when to stop. 
Knowing when to stop averts trouble. 
Tao in the world is like a river flowing home to the sea. 
• 
[32c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Dao has always been nameless and simple. 
Though humble, it is never subservient to anyone under heaven. 
Still, if kings and barons would follow the Dao steadfastly 
All the living things on earth would benefit and pay them homage. 
It is the interaction of heaven and earth that brings rain to all the living things. 
Heaven and earth are not at the command of anyone. 
Yet all living things benefit from their actions. 
Humans since the beginning of time have established all kinds of traditions and have named names. 



Should they then not know when to stop? 
Those who know when to stop know no death. 
Just as the rivers and valleys bring water to the sea, 
So the Dao brings all living things to the Ultimate. 
• 
[32c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO has no name, but it is always present. 
It is simple and small, but no one can conquer it. 
If the kings are able to practice it, everybody will come and obey by themselves. 
The heavens and the earth will be in harmony, 
And rain will pour down from the sky. 
People will take care of themselves without need of the law. 
Since there were names, everything got its own place. 
People should know when to stop; 
If they know when to stop, they can avoid disasters. 
The world comes to the DAO like every stream and river comes to the ocean. 
• 
[32c09t] Walter Gorn Old, INTELLIGENT VIRTUE 
Tao the absolute has no name. 



But although insignificant in its original simplicity, the world does not presume to bemean it. 
If a king could lay hold on it, the world would of itself submit to him. 
Heaven and Earth would conspire to nourish him. 
The people without pressure would peacefully fall into their own places. 
If he should dispose them by titles and names, he would be making a name for himself. 
Yet he would wisely stop short of the name, and thus avoid the evil of distinctions. 
Tao is to the world what the streams and valleys are to the great rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c10t] James Legge 
The Tao, considered as unchanging, has no name. 
Though in its primordial simplicity it may be small, the whole world dares not deal with (one 

embodying) it as a minister. 
If a feudal prince or the king could guard and hold it, all would spontaneously submit themselves to 

him. 
Heaven and Earth (under its guidance) unite together and send down the sweet dew, which, without 

the directions of men, reaches equally everywhere as of its own accord. 
As soon as it proceeds to action, it has a name. 
When it once has that name, (men) can know to rest in it. 
When they know to rest in it, they can be free from all risk of failure and error. 



The relation of the Tao to all the world is like that of the great rivers and seas to the streams from the 
valleys. 

• 
[32c11t] David Hinton 
Way is perennially nameless, 
an uncarved simplicity. 
Though small, 
it's subject to nothing in all beneath heaven. 
But when lords or emperors foster it, 
the ten thousand things gladly become their guests, 
heaven mingling with earth sends down sweet dew, 
and the people free of mandates share justice among themselves. 
When a governing blade begins carving it up, names arise. 
Once names arise, 
know that it's time to stop. 
Knowing when to stop, you can avoid danger. 
Way flowing through all beneath heaven: 
it's like valley streams flowing into rivers and seas. 
• 



[32c12t] Chichung Huang 
The Tao is constant and nameless. 
The unhewn log, though tiny, 
None under heaven dare subjugate. 
If marquises and kings can adhere to it, 
The ten thousand things will submit to them spontaneously. 
When heaven and earth integrate 
To drip sweet dew, 
Without anyone ordering them, 
It is evenly distributed spontaneously. 
With the first cutting, 
Names emerged. 
Names having emerged, 
One should also know where to stop. 
Knowing where to stop 
Will thereby exempt one from peril. 
The Tao's relation to all under heaven 
Is like small valley streams 
To a river or an ocean. 



• 
[32c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao everlasting (ch'ang) is the nameless uncarved wood (p'u). 
Though small, 
Nothing under heaven can subjugate it (mo neng ch'en). 
If kings and barons can abide by (shou) it, 
All creatures will arrive as guests (pin) to a banquet. 
Heaven and earth unite, 
To send down the sweet rain. 
Without being commanded by the people (mo chih ling), 
It falls evenly (chün) by itself. 
At the beginning of institution names come to be. 
Once there are names, 
One must know when to stop (chih chih). 
One who knows when to stop does not become exhausted (pu tai). 
Tao in the world is like 
Valley streams flowing into rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 



Tao [in its entirety] is always indescribable; 
Simplicity (the fundamental Truth) is though too subtle [to be detectable], yet nobody on earth can 

afford not to subject to its command; 
If kings and lords can maintain it (Tao), myriad things and creatures will subordinate to them 

voluntarily as [acquiescent] visitors; 
If Heaven and Earth (human world) are corroborating harmoniously, then [like the legend had 

described], there will be "sweet [timely] dews befall on Earth"; 
[In other words, a proper society thus formed is impelled by principles of seeking] "fairness and equal 

opportunity for all the people even though people did not call out for it." 
Originally, the initiation of our system (government) is [necessitated by practical need which is] 

describable; 
Since there is justification [of government's existence] we shall draw a line to limit [its power]; 
In spite of the fact that we recognize the necessity for the limitation of [power of government and each 

system of government has its limitation], we still should not let it suspend [our quest for eking out better 
systems]. 

This illustrates that Tao is to be manifested in this world [little by little gradually], like numerous 
[tiny] streams and waterways converged together [one by one] to form huge rivers and seas. 

• 
[32c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



The Way is always nameless. 
Small as it is in its uncarved block, it is inferior to nothing in the world. 
If only a king or a prince could abide with it, all things in the world will render homage to him. 
Heaven and Earth are in harmony and send down sweet dew. 
Without being commanded to do so, the people live in peace and order. 
When the original diversifies, different names arise. 
When names arise, one should know it is time to stop. 
To know when to stop is to be free from danger. 
The Way is to the world what a great river or an ocean is to the streams and brooks. 
• 
[32c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao does not have a name and is simple. 
It is small, but no one can rule it. 
If kings and nobles can follow it, the people themselves would be submissive. 
When heaven and earth work together, rain is produced. 
Nobody gives the order, it is produced naturally. 
When a regulation is initiated, it should have a reason. 
When there is a reason, we need to know where to stop. 
If we know where to stop, we may avoid failure. 



Tao to the world is like the sea to the rivers. 
• 
[32c17t] Arthur Waley 
Tao is eternal, but has no fame (name); 
The Uncarved Block, though seemingly of small account, 
Is greater than anything that is under heaven. 
If kings and barons would but possess themselves of it, 
The ten thousand creatures would flock to do them homage; 
Heaven-and-earth would conspire 
To send Sweet Dew, 
Without law or compulsion, men would dwell in harmony. 
Once the block is carved, there will be names, 
And so soon as there are names 
Know that it is time to stop. 
Only by knowing when it is time to stop can danger be avoided. 
To Tao all under heaven will come 
As streams and torrents flow into a great river or sea. 
• 
[32c18t] Richard John Lynn 



The Dao in its constancy is "nameless." 
Although the uncarved block is small, none under Heaven can make it his servitor [chen], but, if any 

lord or prince could hold on to it, the myriad folk would submit spontaneously. 
As when Heaven and Earth unite to send down sweet dew, though not one of the people are ordered 

to do so, they live in harmony of their own accord. 
When the cutting of it starts, names come into existence. 
Once names exist, one should know to stop. 
It is by knowing to stop that danger can be avoided. 
As an analogy, the relationship between the Dao and all under Heaven is similar to the way streams 

and tributaries respond to the river and the sea. 
• 
[32c19t] Lin Yutang 
TAO IS LIKE THE SEA 
Tao is absolute and has no name. 
Though the uncarved wood is small, 
It cannot be employed (used as vessel) by anyone. 
If kings and barons can keep (this unspoiled nature), 
The whole world shall yield them lordship of their own accord. 
The Heaven and Earth join, 



And the sweet rain falls, 
Beyond the command of men, 
Yet evenly upon all. 
Then human civilization arose and there were names. 
Since there were names, 
It were well one knew where to stop. 
He who knows where to stop 
May be exempt from danger. 
Tao in the world 
May be compared to rivers that run into the sea. 
• 
[32c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way is eternally nameless. 
Though the unhewn log is small, 
No one in the world dares subjugate it. 
If feudal lords and kings could maintain it, 
The myriad creatures would submit of themselves. 
Heaven and earth unite to suffuse sweet dew. 
Without commanding the people, 



equality will naturally ensue. 
As soon as one begins to divide things up, there are names; 
Once there are names, one should also know when to stop; 
Knowing when to stop, one thereby avoids peril. 
In metaphorical terms, 
The relationship of all under heaven to the Way is like that of valley streams to the river and sea. 
• 
[32c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao is forever nameless. 
Though the Uncarved Block is small, 
it is not inferior to anything under heaven. 
If leaders could keep hold of it, 
the ten thousand things would submit to them freely. 
Heaven and earth would unite and sweet dew would fall. 
The people would live in harmony without any law or decree. 
Only when the Block is carved are there names. 
As soon as there are names it is time to stop. 
Knowing when to stop prevents trouble. 
All under heaven will return to the Tao 



as brooks and streams flow home to the sea. 
• 
[32c22t] David H. Li 
Direction frequently needs no name. 
It is simple. 
It is small. 
Still, it submits to nothing in the world. 
Were a Duke or a Prince to embrace Direction, 
myriad matters would submit on own volition. 
With the cosmos and the earth in harmony, sweet dew accrues. 
It self-regulates without the need of intervention. 
As the system begins, names are assigned. 
When names are assigned, know when to stop. 
Knowing when to stop averts danger. 
Direction in relation to people of the world is like the sea to rivers. 
• 
[32c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao remains eternally unnamable. 
As undivided simplicity, 



If it resides in an ordinary person, 
nobody in the world can subjugate him; 
If an influential person abides by it, 
everybody in the world will be drawn to him. 
When heaven and earth come together in harmony, 
Showering the world equally with the sweet rain of undivided simplicity, 
People cooperate voluntarily without any governing rules. 
When simplicity is divided, names come into existence. 
When names are already there, the process of further division should stop, 
For to know when to stop 
is to avoid the danger of complexity. 
The Tao is to the world 
what the ocean is to the rivers of the earth. 
• 
[32c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The Tao was always nameless. 
When it was expressed for the first time, 
It was given a name. 
And once it has already been given a name, it is necessary to stop. 



The knowledge of where to stop makes a person immune to any danger. 
• 
[32c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao has no name it is a cloud that has no shape. 
If a ruler follows it faithfully, 
then every living thing under heaven will say yes to him. 
Heaven and earth make love, 
And a sweet dew-rain falls. 
The people do not know why, 
But they are gathered together like music. 
Things have been given names from the beginning. 
We need to know when we have enough names: this is wisdom. 
At the beginning of time 
The sage gave names to everything - seen, and unseen. 
A ruler who walks the Way 
Is like a river reaching the sea 
Gathering the waters of the streams into himself, as he goes. 
• 
[32c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



The Tao is nameless for ever. 
Though it is very small, 
It is subject to no one in the world. 
If lords and kings can keep it, 
They can bring all things in the world under subjection. 
When the Yin and Yang between heaven and earth unite, 
Sweet dew will fall, so equally scattered down 
Without any interference on the part of the people. 
The administration of the empire demands names; 
Names are once given, 
Limitations are thereby known. 
The knowledge of limitations helps avoid danger. 
The Tao is to the world what the river and the sea 
Are to the countless streamlets. 
• 
[32c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao has no name, like an uncarved block. 
But no one under Heaven dares claim its allegiance. 
Should lords and princes be able to hold fast to it, 



the myriad creatures will submit to their own accord. 
Heaven and Earth will unite and the sweet dewdrop will fall. 
People will live in peace, even though no one is seeking for it. 
When the block is carved it will be named. 
It will also be time to stop. 
Knowing to stop in time avoids danger. 
The Tao runs under Heaven as the river and the water of the valley run into the sea. 
• 
[32c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The eternal Way has no name. 
The earliest simplicity has no significance, 
But its function is supreme. 
If kings and officials can keep the Way, 
The whole world will become their guest. 
Harmony between heaven and earth creates rains and dews, 
Which all share equally without laws or rules. 
With the growth of the earliest system, 
There appeared names, which are therefore conventional. 
Knowing what is conventional, 



One can also understand where and when to stop. 
Knowing where and when to stop, 
One will never meet with countering forces. 
The Way is to the world what rivers are to the ocean. 
• 
[32c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Tao Is Like The Sea 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao is not designated as a certain type. 
The pristine simplicity is just a small display of the Tao. 
Though it is small, whoever in exercise of this method, will make no man in the world daring to treat 

him as a servant. 
If the duke or the king knows to exercise this method; all existence will express obedience and loyalty 

to him. 
Heaven and Earth unite and send down sweet dew which without the direction of men, reaches 

equally everywhere as of its own accord. 
As soon as it proceeds to action, it has a way. 
When it once has that way, men can know to rest in it. 
When they know to rest in it, they can be free from all risk of failure and error. 



The relation of the Tao to all the world is like that of great rivers and sea to streams and valleys. 
• 
[32c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Tao was always nameless. 
When for the first time applied to function, it was named. 
Inasmuch as names are given, one should also know where to stop. 
Knowing where to stop one can become imperishable. 
• 
[32c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao is constantly nameless. 
Though the unhewn wood is small, 
No one in the world dares to subjugate it. 
If dukes and kings can keep it, 
All things will become guests by themselves. 
Heaven and earth conjugate in dropping sweet dew; 
People without being ordered are fair to each other. 
In the beginning of creation, all were given names. 
Having names, they know their limits. 
Knowing their limits keeps them from danger. 



Thus Tao is to the world 
As brooks and valleys are to rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao will always be nameless, an Uncarved Block, 
although it is a thing of no account, 
no one in the world can make it his subject. 
If the princes and kings could watch over It, 
the thousands of things would on their own be as deferential as guests. 
Heaven and Earth would join together to send sweet dew. 
The people on their own would share equally, 
without anyone giving orders. 
When you begin making decisions and cutting it up, 
rules and names appear. 
And once names appear, you should know to stop. 
Knowing to stop, you can be without fear. 
A comparison: 
Tao's presence in the world, 
is like the relation of small river valleys to the Yang-tze and the ocean. 



• 
[32c33t] Cheng Lin 
Truth is the name given to that which was originally nameless and simple. 
Though small, the whole world cannot subjugate it. 
When the rulers abide by it, all animate creation will of their own accord become their servants. 
Because heaven and earth are one with Truth, they produce rains and dews which benefit all 

mankind alike without their asking. 
The name was fabricated by man. 
Since it has been given a name, the rulers ought to know it. 
When they know it, they will be free from danger. 
Truth is to the universe as rivers and seas are to the earth. 
• 
[32c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way constantly is nameless. 
Although its simplicity makes it seem trivial, 
No one can subjugate it. 
If dukes and kings can keep to it, 
All things will naturally behave as guests. 
Heaven and earth will unite with each other, 



And sweet dew will fall. 
People, without being commanded, 
Will be equal to each other. 
In the beginning of creation, 
All things were given names. 
When names are given, 
One must know when to stop. 
Knowing when to stop, 
One will be free from danger. 
The Way is to the world 
As the great rivers and oceans 
Are to streams in the valleys. 
• 
[32c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao is often referred to as "the nameless". 
Although this "pristine simplicity" (Dao) appears to be insignificant, 
Nothing in the world can subjugate it. 
If a ruler can follow the way of Dao, 
Everyone will naturally come to join him. 



When Yin and Yang harmonise, rain begins to fall. 
Similarly, people will live in harmony without any coercion. 
Whenever a system is set up, new terminology appears. 
(A new system will bring about new disputes.) 
However, it is important to simplify the system. 
Knowing when to stop, you can avert a calamity. 
What Dao is to the people is similar to what the ocean is to the rivers. 
• 
[32c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The universal subtle essence is unnameable and omnipresent. 
Although it appears even in the plainest and most ordinary of things, 
it is inferior to nothing. 
It maintains itself as a model of indivisible integrity. 
If people would embrace it as their own true nature, 
everything would settle down in right order and peace of its own accord. 
Harmonious relationship can be illustrated by the cycle of the seasons which produces rain and dew 

at exactly the right times. 
People do not need to do anything to insure the harmony between Heaven and Earth. 
All names were given for the purpose of distinction when the original simplicity was diversified. 



When one departs from simplicity, the result is perplexity. 
When one returns to simplicity, one is saved from destruction by confusion. 
The universal subtle essence is to human beings what the great ocean is to the rivers and streams of 

the earth. 
• 
[32c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Tao is real, yet unnameable. 
It is original non-differentiation and invisible. 
Nevertheless, nothing in the universe can dominate it. 
If rulers and lords were able to abide with it, all things in the universe would yield to them naturally. 
Heaven and earth are unified and rain the dew of peace. 
Without being ordered to do so, people become harmonious by themselves. 
When discrimination begins, names arise. 
After names arise, one should know where to abide. 
When one knows where to abide, one is never exhausted. 
To abide with Tao in the world is to be the same as mountain streams flowing to the rivers and to the 

sea. 
• 
[32c38t] Henry Wei 



Holy Virtue 
Sheng Teh 
Tao is eternal and has no name. 
Though P'u (Simplicity) may appear puny, 
Yet the world dare not dominate it. 
If kings and nobles can preserve it intact, 
The ten thousand things will gladly pay them homage. 
Heaven and Earth unite in harmony 
To pour down showers of sweet dew, 
To benefit all mankind graciously and evenly. 
Institutions once begun, names come into being. 
Names having come into being, 
One should know where to rest. 
To know where to rest is to forestall peril. 
Tao differentiated in the world (will return to One), 
Like streams and rivers flowing to the sea. 
• 
[32c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tao is forever nameless. 



Though the uncarved block is small, 
No one under Heaven can make it his subject. 
If kings and princes hold fast to it, 
The ten thousand things will submit of their own accord; 
Heaven and Earth will unite to send sweet dew; 
The people will be fair of themselves, without being ordered. 
When the cutting begins, names come to be. 
As soon as names appear, 
Know that it's time to stop. 
By knowing this, you will be free from danger. 
To draw an analogy, the working of Tao under Heaven 
Is like streams and rapids flowing into great rivers and seas. 
• 
[32c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao is eternally nameless. 
Though simplicity is small, 
The world cannot treat it as subservient. 
If lords and rulers can hold on to it, 
Everything becomes self-sufficient. 



Heaven and earth combine and allow sweet dew. 
Without rules, people will naturally become equal. 
At the outset, the rule must be expressed. 
Once it exists, stop speaking of it. 
The result of not speaking of it is to eliminate danger. 
In a manner of speaking, Tao is to the world 
As the rivers are to oceans and seas. 
• 
[32c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The eternity of Dao has no name: 
Even though Pure Matter is infinitely small, its function is so superior that it is next to none, 
If rulers can follow the model of nature, everything under the heaven will render homage to them, 
Then the people would automatically be equally sufficient without being directed. 
It was named after the initiation of regulations, when names were given, 
Then one will know how to rest. 
To know how to stop will not reach a perilous end. 
The application of Dao to the world is like the relation of oceans to rivers. 
• 
[32c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 



Tao is eternal and has no name. 
Though its simplicity seems insignificant, none in the world can master it. 
If kings and barons would hold on to it, all things would submit to them spontaneously. 
Heaven and earth unite to drip sweet dew. 
Without the command of men, it drips evenly over all. 
As soon as there were regulations and institutions, there were names. 
As soon as there are names, know that it is time to stop. 
It is by knowing when to stop that one can be free from danger. 
Analogically, Tao in the world may be compared to rivers and streams running into the sea. 
• 
[32c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао, будучи незыблемым, не имеет имени. 
И хоть первозданное ничтожно, никто под Небесами его сделать своим подданным не в 

силах. 
Если владетели и царь смогут ему следовать, все десять тысяч вещей сами сочтут себя 

гостями, Небеса с Землей соединятся и снизойдет сладчайшая роса. 
Народ, не получив ни от кого приказа, сам меж собою уравняется. 
С началом кройки возникает имя; 
а возникает имя, узнают, когда остановиться. 



Узнав, когда остановиться, можно избежать опасности. 
Дао Поднебесной напоминает горную долину со стремящимся по ней в реку к морям 

потоком. 
• 
[32c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао неизменно и безымянно. 
Хотя простота и мала, никто в Поднебесной не может править ею. 
Если бы правитель и князья могли придерживаться её, мириады существ сами 

повиновались бы ей. 
Когда Небо и Земля взаимосочетаются, то выпадают сладкие росы и народ безо всяких 

указов умиротворяется. 
Когда начинается управление, - возникают и имена. 
Коль скоро возникают имена, - муж должен знать, что настало время остановиться. 
Знающий, где надо остановиться, избежит гибели. 
Дао в Поднебесной подобно рекам и морям, куда впадают долинные ручьи. 
• 
[32c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Дао-Путь постоянно и безымянно. 
Хотя оно столь просто и так мало, никто в Поднебесной не смеет сделать его своим 



слугой. 
Если князья и цари смогут блюсти его, все сущее упокоится и умиротворится. 
Тогда Небо и Земля в согласии и гармонии пребудут, с небес прольется сладкая роса и весь 

народ без всякого приказа сам обретет равновесие. 
Когда все вещи обрели раздельное существование, тогда установились имена. 
С тех пор как появились имена, необходимо Поднебесной познать, где следует 

остановиться в своих стремлениях. 
И зная, где остановиться, мы избегаем гибели и бедствий. 
Ведь Дао-Путь для Поднебесной - как море-океан для всех ручьев и рек. 
• 
[32c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао постоянно и безымянно. 
(Вариант перевода: Дао именуется постоянным небытием.) 
Духовное естество хотя и младенчески слабое (маленькое), 
никто в Поднебесной не может подчинить [его] себе. 
Если хоу и ваны смогут блюсти его, то мириады вещей сами покорятся. 
Небо сочетается в браке с Землей, ниспадая сладкой росой. 
Людям никто не приказывает, и все само по себе уравновешивается. 
С началом насильственного правления появились имена. 



И поскольку имена уже есть, постольку нужно знать, как пресечь (искоренить) [их]. 
Зная то, как пресечь [имена], можем избежать гибели. 
Тому пример: когда Дао находится в Поднебесной, это подобно стоку ручьев и рек в Цзян и 

Море. 
• 
[32c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао вечно и безымянно. 
Хотя оно ничтожно, но никто в мире не может его подчинить себе. 
Если знать и государи могут его соблюдать, то все существа сами становятся 

спокойными. 
Тогда небо и земля сольются в гармонии, наступят счастье и благополучие, а народ без 

приказания успокоится. 
При установлении порядка появились имена. 
Поскольку возникли имена, нужно знать предел [их употребления]. 
Знание предела позволяет избавиться от опасности. 
Когда дао находится в мире, [все сущее вливается в него], подобно тому, как горные ручьи 

текут к рекам и морям. 
• 
[32c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Вечное Тао не имеет имени. 
Оно незначительно, как щепка, но мир не может подчинить его себе. 
Когда цари и князья заботятся о защите (своей страны), то сама природа сделается 

помощницей их. 
Когда небо совокупляется с землей, то спускается роса на землю, чего человек не в 

состоянии устроить. 
Когда Тао разделилось на части, то получило имя. 
Если имя известно, то нужно воздерживаться. 
(Каждому) следует знать, где ему нужно оставаться. 
Кто соблюдает во всем воздержание, тот не будет знать (нравственного) падения. 
Это - Тао, которое существует во всей вселенной. 
• 
[32c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь вечно безымянен; 
Цельный Ствол хотя и невелик, 
В мире над ним никто не властен. 
Если князья и цари смогут держаться его, 
Все вещи им покорятся сами, 
Небо и Земля в согласии соединятся и породят сладкую росу, 



И та сама, без приказания, извергнется поровну на всех. 
Где есть порядок, есть и имена. 
Как только появляются имена, 
Надобно знать, где в знании остановиться. 
Кто знает, где остановиться в знании, 
Сможет избежать большой беды. 
Великий Путь для мира 
Все равно что полноводная река и море для ручья. 
• 
[32c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Постоянство Пути - в отсутствии имени. 
Первозданную целостность даже и в малом никто в Поднебесной не может заставить 

служить себе. 
Удельные князья и правители если способны руководствоваться этим, тогда мириады 

сущностей сами стремятся следовать их воле. 
Образуется контакт меж Небом и Землей, в результате чего выпадают медовые росы. 
Начало систематизации - это наличие имен. 
Имя и есть приближение к наличию. 
И здесь нужно уметь вовремя останавливаться. 



Умеешь останавливаться - тем самым не подвергаешься опасности. 
Чтобы образно определить Путь в пространстве Поднебесной, уподобим его потокам в 

долинах, стремящимся в пространство рек и морей. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Three 
 

[33c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
To understand others is to be knowledgeable; 
To understand yourself is to be wise. 
To conquer others is to have strength; 
To conquer yourself is to be strong. 
To know when you have enough is to be rich. 
To go forward with strength is to have ambition. 
To not lose your place is to last long. 
To die but not be forgotten - that's [true] long life. 
• 
[33c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HE who knows men is clever; 
He who knows himself has insight. 
He who conquers men has force; 
He who conquers himself is truly strong. 
He who knows when he has got enough is rich, 
And he who adheres assiduously to the path of Tao is a man of steady purpose. 



He who stays where he has found his true home endures long, 
And he who dies but perishes not enjoys real longevity. 
• 
[33c03t] D. C. Lau 
He who knows others is clever; 
He who knows himself has discernment. 
He who overcomes others has force; 
He who overcomes himself is strong. 
He who knows contentment is rich; 
He who perseveres is a man of purpose; 
He who does not lose his station will endure; 
He who lives out his days has had a long life. 
• 
[33c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those who know others are intelligent; 
Those who know themselves have insight. 
Those who master others have force; 
Those who master themselves have strength. 
Those who know what is enough are wealthy. 



Those who persevere have direction. 
Those who maintain their position endure. 
And those who die and yet do not perish, live on. 
• 
[33c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who knows others can be called wise, 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who conquers others can be called physically strong, 
He who conquers himself is mighty. 
He who is content is rich, 
He who acts with persistence has will, 
He who does not lose his root will endure, 
He who dies physically, but preserves Tao will enjoy a long life. 
• 
[33c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Knowing others is wisdom; 
Knowing the self is enlightenment. 
Mastering others requires force; 
Mastering the self needs strength. 



He who knows he has enough is rich. 
Perseverance is a sign of will power. 
He who stays where he is endures. 
To die but not to perish is to be eternally present. 
• 
[33c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
He who knows others is wise, 
He who knows himself is wiser. 
He who conquers others is strong. 
He who conquers himself is stronger. 
He who knows what is adequate lives a rich life. 
He who overcomes difficulties knows what he wants. 
He who will not lose his place endures. 
He who dies and yet lives lasts. 
• 
[33c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you can understand others, you are wise; 
If you can understand yourself, your mind is clear. 
If you can overcome others, you are powerful; 



If you can overcome yourself, you are strong. 
If you can be satisfied, you are rich; 
If you can be persistent, you are determined. 
If you never lose your goals, you can last long; 
If you die but you are not forgotten, then you live forever. 
• 
[33c09t] Walter Gorn Old, DISCERNING VIRTUE 
He is wise who knows others. 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He is strong who conquers others. 
He who conquers himself is mighty. 
He is rich who is well satisfied. 
He walks fast who has an object. 
He who fills his place remains secure. 
He who dies without being corrupted enjoys a good old age. 
• 
[33c10t] James Legge 
He who knows other men is discerning; 
he who knows himself is intelligent. 



He who overcomes others is strong; 
he who overcomes himself is mighty. 
He who is satisfied with his lot is rich; 
he who goes on acting with energy has a (firm) will. 
He who does not fail in the requirements of his position, continues long; 
he who dies and yet does not perish, has longevity. 
• 
[33c11t] David Hinton 
To know people is wisdom, 
but to know yourself is enlightenment. 
To master people takes force, 
but to master yourself takes strength. 
To know contentment is wealth, and to live with strength resolve. 
To never leave whatever you are is to abide, 
and to die without getting lost - that is to live on and on. 
• 
[33c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who knows others is crafty; 
He who knows himself is clear-sighted. 



He who overcomes others has strength; 
He who overcomes himself has stamina. 
He who knows content is rich; 
He who practices strenuously achieves his aspiration; 
He who does not lose his base is long-enduring; 
He who dies without forgetting is long-lived. 
• 
[33c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who knows (chih) others is knowledgeable (chih); 
One who knows (chih) the self is enlightened (ming). 
One who overcomes others has physical might; 
One who overcomes the self (tzu sheng) is strong (ch'iang). 
One who knows contentment (chih tsu) is rich; 
One who acts strongly (ch'iang) has will power (chih). 
One who does not lose where one belongs lasts long; 
One who dies without perishing (wang) has longevity. 
• 
[33c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A person who understands others is intelligent; 



A person who knows himself is brilliant; 
A person who exceeds others is powerful; 
A person who has self-control is strong; 
A person who knows what is properly sufficient is [morally] rich; 
A person who is diligent has will power; 
A person who never loses his roots has endurance; 
A person who dies but [whose deeds] will not perish has longevity. 
• 
[33c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
He who knows men is intelligent. 
He who knows himself has insight. 
He who conquers men is strong. 
He who conquers himself is vigorous. 
He who knows how to be enough is rich. 
He who goes on assiduously is a man of steady will. 
He who does not lose his dwelling endures long. 
He who dies but perishes not has a long life. 
• 
[33c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 



Knowing others is smart. 
Knowing oneself is clearheaded. 
Winning others is forceful. 
Winning oneself is powerful. 
Content people are rich. 
Diligent people are of high purpose. 
Those, who stay their grounds, stand out. 
Those, who die without being forgotten, are perpetual. 
• 
[33c17t] Arthur Waley 
To understand others is to have knowledge; 
To understand oneself is to be illumined. 
To conquer others needs strength; 
To conquer oneself is harder still. 
To be content with what one has is to be rich. 
He that works through violence may get his way; 
But only what stays in its place 
Can endure. 
When one dies one is not lost; there is no other longevity. 



• 
[33c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One who knows others is wise, but one who knows himself is perspicacious. 
One who conquers others has strength, but one who conquers himself is powerful. 
One who knows contentment is rich. 
One who acts with power has his goal fulfilled. 
One who does not lose his place lasts long. 
One who dies but is not destroyed has longevity. 
• 
[33c19t] Lin Yutang 
KNOWING ONESELF 
He who knows others is learned; 
He who knows himself is wise. 
He who conquers others has power of muscles; 
He who conquers himself is strong. 
He who is contented is rich. 
He who is determined has strength of will. 
He who does not lose his center endures, 
He who dies yet (his power) remains has long life. 



• 
[33c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Understanding others is knowledge, 
Understanding oneself is enlightenment; 
Conquering others is power, 
Conquering oneself is strength; 
Contentment is wealth, 
Forceful conduct is willfulness; 
Not losing one's rightful place is to endure, 
To die but not be forgotten is longevity. 
• 
[33c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Knowing others is to be clever. 
Knowing yourself is to be enlightened. 
Overcoming others requires force. 
Overcoming yourself requires strength. 
To know that you have enough is to be rich. 
Push through and you may get your way, but return home and you will endure. 
Live out your days and you have had a long life. 



• 
[33c22t] David H. Li 
Knowing others is wisdom; 
knowing self is discernment. 
Winning over others shows prowess; 
winning over self shows strength. 
With contentment, one is wealthy. 
With persistence, one shows determination. 
Holding on without losing ground, one is strong; 
Dying without giving up Direction, one lives long. 
• 
[33c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
To know others is wisdom; 
To know one's self is enlightenment. 
To conquer others is power; 
To conquer one's self is strength. 
One who knows what is enough is wealthy; 
One who does what is required is committed. 
One who stays in one's destiny endures; 



One who dies without perishing lives forever. 
• 
[33c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who knows others is wise, 
The person who knows himself is enlightened. 
The person who conquers others is strong, 
The person who conquers himself is powerful. 
The person who knows his lot is rich. 
The person who maintains his path with energy has a strong will. 
The person who does not stray from his proper place will have a long life. 
The person who dies but does not perish will exist forever. 
Feo-tzu says: 
"The difficulty in knowing is not learning others, but learning ourselves. 
Therefore, the person who learns himself is enlightened." 
• 
[33c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When you know the true being of another, 
You can judge - 
And if you truly know the Tao you will be in the light. 



It takes force to control people: 
but if I am humble, I can never be overcome. 
If you know what you have is enough you will be satisfied. 
But if you think you don't have enough then you will never have enough! 
If you follow the Tao, what you are will last. 
You will live, and live, and outlive yourself again. 
• 
[33c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who knows others is wise; 
He who knows himself is clever; 
He who conquers others is forceful; 
He who conquers himself is powerful; 
He who knows contentment is rich; 
He who perseveres is a man of will; 
He who does not lose his root can endure; 
He whose Tao survives him is long-lived. 
• 
[33c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who knows others is resourceful; he who knows himself is enlightened. 



He who surpasses others has power; he who surpasses himself is strong. 
He who is content is rich. 
He who keeps going has will. 
He who maintains his own position will last long. 
He who dies, yet whose natural character remains, will live a long life. 
• 
[33c28t] Liu Qixuan 
One who knows others is clever. 
One who knows one's self is wise. 
One who can defeat others has energy. 
One who can defeat one's self is strong. 
One who is easily satisfied is rich. 
One who drives one's self forth has will. 
One who never loses one's place lives long. 
One who never vanishes after death is eternal. 
• 
[33c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Knowing Oneself 
Lao Tze says, 



He who knows others is intelligent, while he who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who conquers others has the power of muscles, but he who conquers himself is strong. 
He who knows contentment is rich, but he who is determined has strength of will. 
He who does not leave the resource will endure, but he who knows to keep as still as a dead body but 

remain dynamic will enjoy longevity. 
• 
[33c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who knows others is wise; 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who conquers others is strong; 
He who conquers himself is mighty. 
He who knows contentment is rich. 
He who keeps on his course with energy has will. 
He who does not deviate from his proper place will long endure. 
He who may die but not perish has longevity. 
• 
[33c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To know others is to be clever. 
To know oneself is to have discernment. 



To overcome others takes force. 
To overcome oneself takes strength. 
To be content is riches. 
To act perseveringly takes will. 
Not to lose one's place means one can last long. 
To die without extinction means longevity. 
• 
[33c32t] Michael LaFargue 
One who understands others is clever; 
one who understands himself has Clarity. 
One who wins out over others has power; 
one who wins out over himself is strong. 
One who is content is wealthy; 
one strong in his practice is self-possessed. 
One who does not leave his place is lasting; 
one who dies and does not perish is truly long lived. 
• 
[33c33t] Cheng Lin 
He who knows others is wise; he who knows himself is enlightened. 



He who overcomes others is powerful; he who overcomes himself is strong. 
He who feels self-contentment is rich; he who practises self-cultivation is resolute. 
He who abides by his original nature endures; he who follows Truth throughout life enjoys 

immortality. 
• 
[33c34t] Yi Wu 
One who knows another is intelligent; 
One who knows himself is enlightened. 
One who overcomes another has power; 
One who overcomes himself is strong. 
One who is contented is rich. 
One who acts forcefully has will. 
One who does not lose his place will endure long. 
One who dies but does not perish will live long. 
• 
[33c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
He who understands others is wise. 
He who knows himself is sagacious. 
To defeat others, you are powerful. 



To prevail upon yourself, you are resolute. 
To be contented is to be wealthy. 
To diligently follow the way of Dao means you have great determination. 
By not deviating from the path of Dao, you will perpetuate. 
When a person dies but his spirituality persists, this is the essence of immortality. 
• 
[33c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who knows others is clever. 
One who knows himself has insight. 
One who overcomes others is forceful. 
One who overcomes himself is truly strong. 
One who knows he has enough is rich. 
One who does not divert his mind from the realization of integral virtue is wisely willful. 
One who preserves his natural integrity will endure. 
One who embraces the subtle essence dies yet does not perish and thus enjoys true immortality. 
• 
[33c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To know others is to be intelligent. 
To be aware of one's self is to be awakened. 



To overcome others is to have superior strength. 
To overcome one's self is to be vigorous. 
To be satisfied is to be wealthy. 
To act with power is to be aspiring. 
To retain one's source is to be long-lasting. 
To die yet not to be deceased is to have longevity. 
• 
[33c38t] Henry Wei 
Discriminating Virtue 
Pien Teh 
He who knows others is wise; 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who conquers others is strong; 
He who conquers himself is valiant. 
He who knows contentment is rich; 
He who acts with determination has high aims. 
He who has not lost his proper abode endures; 
He who dies and yet does not perish becomes immortal. 
• 



[33c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He who knows others is wise; 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who overcomes others has strength; 
He who overcomes himself is strong. 
He who knows to be content is rich. 
He who persists in his action is strong-willed. 
He who does not lose his place is long-lasting. 
He who dies but does not perish is long-lived. 
• 
[33c40t] Tao Huang 
To know others is to be knowledgeable, 
To know oneself is enlightenment; 
To master others is to have strength, 
To master oneself is to be powerful. 
To know what is sufficient is to be rich. 
To act with determination is to have will. 
Not to lose one's substance is to endure. 
To die, but not be forgotten is to be immortal. 



• 
[33c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
One who knows others is intelligent. 
One who knows himself is enlightened. 
One who overcomes others has power. 
One who disciplines himself has will power. 
One who knows satisfaction is rich. 
One who overcomes himself is strong. 
One who does not lose one's personality, endures. 
One who is dead and never forgotten has longevity. 
• 
[33c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who knows others is wise; 
He who knows himself is enlightened. 
He who conquers others has physical strength; 
He who conquers himself is strong. 
He who is contented is rich. 
He who acts with vigor has will. 
He who does not lose his place (with Tao) will endure. 



He who dies but does not really perish enjoys long life. 
• 
[33c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Знающий людей умен, 
знающий себя находится в просвете. 
Одолевающий других обладает силой, 
одолевающий себя становится могучим. 
Кто знает то, что для него достаточно, - богат; 
кто действует с настойчивостью, когда могуч, тот обладает волей. 
Кто не утрачивает своего места, долговечен; 
кто не уходит, когда умирает, продолжает жить вечно. 
• 
[33c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Познавший людей - мудр. 
Познавший себя - просветлён. 
Побеждающий людей - силён. 
Победивший себя - могущественен. 
Познавший меру - богат. 
Упорный - целеустремлён. 



Тот, кто не утратит этого, обретёт долговечность и будет жить долго, не умирая. 
• 
[33c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Знающий людей - мудр. 
Знающий самого себя - просветлен. 
Побеждающий самого себя - могуч. 
Знающий меру - богат. 
Заставляющий себя идти вперед - наделен волей. 
Не теряющий своего места - долговечен. 
Тот, кто умер, но не исчез, - долголетен. 
• 
[33c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Познавший других - мудр, познавший себя - просветлен. 
Победивший других - силен, победивший себя - могуществен. 
Познавший достаток - богат, вынуждающий действовать - обладает волей. 
Не потерявший своего места [в жизни] - вечен, 
отдавший жизнь, но не забытый - увековечен. 
• 
[33c95t] Ян Хин-шун 



Знающий людей благоразумен. 
Знающий себя просвещен. 
Побеждающий людей силен. 
Побеждающий самого себя могуществен. 
Знающий достаток богат. 
Кто действует с упорством, обладает волей. 
Кто не теряет свою природу, долговечен. 
Кто умер, но не забыт, тот бессмертен. 
• 
[33c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Знающий людей разумен, а знающий себя самого прозорлив. 
Побеждающий других силен, а побеждающий самого себя могуществен. 
Довольствующийся самим собой - богач. 
Твердый в своих действиях имеет твердую волю. 
Не отступающий от своего назначения долговечен. 
Неуничтожимый после смерти вечен. 
• 
[33c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Знающий других умен. 



Знающий себя просветлен. 
Победивший других силен. 
Победивший себя могуч. 
Кто знает, в чем достаток, богат. 
Кто действует решительно, имеет волю. 
Кто не теряет того, что имеет, долговечен. 
А кто не гибнет в смерти, живет вечно. 
• 
[33c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осознающий людей - познает. 
Осознающий себя - просветляется. 
Побеждающий людей - обладает силой. 
Побеждающий себя - становится сильным. 
Осознающий достаток - богат. 
Движение сильного - это наличие волеустремлений. 
Не терять свою позицию - это способность длить. 
Умирая, не исчезать - это долгожительство. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Four 
 

[34c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way floats and drifts; 
It can go left or right. 
It accomplishes its tasks and completes its affairs, and yet for this it is not given a name. 
The ten thousand things entrust their lives to it, and yet it does not act as their master. 
Thus it is constantly without desires. 
It can be named with the things that are small. 
The ten thousand things entrust their lives to it, and yet it does not act as their master. 
It can be named with the things that are great. 
Therefore the Sage's ability to accomplish the great 
Comes from his not playing the role of the great. 
Therefore he is able to accomplish the great. 
• 
[34c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE Great Tao is universal like a flood. 
How can it be turned to the right or to the left? 
All creatures depend on it, 



And it denies nothing to anyone. 
It does its work, 
But it makes no claims for itself. 
It clothes and feeds all, 
But it does not lord it over them: 
Thus, it may be called "the Little." 
All things return to it as to their home, 
But it does not lord it over them: 
Thus, it may be called "the Great." 
It is just because it does not wish to be great 
That its greatness is fully realized. 
• 
[34c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way is broad, reaching left as well as right. 
The myriad creatures depend on it for life yet it claims no authority. 
It accomplishes its task yet lays claim to no merit. 
It clothes and feeds the myriad creatures yet lays no claim to being their master. 
For ever free of desire, it can be called small; 
Yet, as it lays no claim to being master when the myriad creatures turn to it, it can be called great. 



It is because it never attempts itself to be great that it succeeds in becoming great. 
• 
[34c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Great Tao extends everywhere. 
It is on the left and the right. 
All Things depend on it for growth, 
And it does not deny them. 
It achieves its purpose, 
And it does not have a name. 
It clothes and cultivates All Things, 
And it does not act as master. 
Always without desire, It can be named Small. 
All Things merge with it, And it does not act as master. 
It can be named Great. 
In the end it does not seek greatness, And in that way the Great is achieved. 
• 
[34c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The great Tao is like a river overflowing, 
It can go left, it can go right. 



All things owe their existence to it, 
But it never interferes with them. 
When its work is accomplished, it is unable to say where its credit is. 
It protects and nourishes all, but it does not claim to be master over them. 
Always without its desire, it may be called small. 
All things come to it as to their home, 
And yet it does not pose as their master, 
It may be called great. 
It is precisely because it never claims to be great, that it can achieve its greatness. 
• 
[34c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The great Tao flows everywhere, both to the left and to the right. 
The ten thousand things depend upon it; it holds nothing back. 
It fulfills its purpose silently and makes no claim. 
It nourishes the ten thousand things, 
And yet is not their lord. 
It has no aim; it is very small. 
The ten thousand things return to it, 
Yet it is not their lord. 



It is very great. 
It does not show greatness, 
And is therefore truly great. 
• 
[34c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Great Dao is all-encompassing. 
Its influences pervade all directions. 
All living things depend on it. 
But the Dao works quietly. 
It accomplishes yet makes no claims. 
It provides clothing and nourishments yet does not take command over anything. 
Ever aspiring for non-existence, 
It can be called little. 
Providing a home to all the living things yet claiming no ownership, 
It can be called great. 
Exactly because the Dao never takes itself as great, 
It is truly great. 
• 
[34c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



The big DAO is like a flood, going everywhere. 
Everything depends on it to grow, but it never refuses to help. 
When things are accomplished, it never claims credit. 
It nurtures everything, but never tries to control them. 
It never has desires, so it can be called the SMALL. 
Everything depends on it, but it never tries to be their master, so it can be called the BIG. 
Only because it never wants to be the BIG, so it becomes the BIG. 
• 
[34c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE PERFECT CONDITION 
Mighty Tao is all-pervading. 
It is simultaneously on this side and on that. 
All living things subsist from it, and all are in its care. 
It works, it finishes, and knows not the name of merit. 
In love it nurtures all things, and claims no excellence therein. 
It knows neither ambition nor desire. 
It can be classed with the humblest of things. 
All things finally revert to it, and it is not thereby increased. 
It can be mentioned with the greatest of things. 
Thus does the wise man continually refrain from self-distinction. 



• 
[34c10t] James Legge 
All-pervading is the Great Tao! 
It may be found on the left hand and on the right. 
All things depend on it for their production, which it gives to them, not one refusing obedience to it. 
When its work is accomplished, it does not claim the name of having done it. 
It clothes all things as with a garment, and makes no assumption of being their lord; 
- it may be named in the smallest things. 
All things return (to their root and disappear), and do not know that it is it which presides over their 

doing so; 
- it may be named in the greatest things. 
Hence the sage is able (in the same way) to accomplish his great achievements. 
It is through his not making himself great that he can accomplish them. 
• 
[34c11t] David Hinton 
Way is vast, a flood 
so utterly vast it's flowing everywhere. 
The ten thousand things depend on it: 
giving them life and never leaving them it performs wonders but remains nameless. 



Feeding and clothing the ten thousand things 
without ruling over them, 
perennially that free of desire, 
it's small in name. 
And being what the ten thousand things return to 
without ruling over them, 
it's vast in name. 
It never makes itself vast and so becomes utterly vast. 
• 
[34c12t] Chichung Huang 
How the Tao overflows! 
It may be found left and right. 
The ten thousand things relying on it for their living, 
It does not decline; 
Having scored successes, 
It claims no possession; 
Clothing and feeding the ten thousand things, 
It does not assume masterdom; 
Meaning it is constantly lustless, 



And may be named among the tiny. 
When the ten thousand things return, 
They do not know who their master is; 
Hence, it may be named among the vast. 
That is why the sage man 
Was able to achieve vastness. 
As he never assumed vastness, 
He was able to achieve vastness. 
• 
[34c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The great Tao floods over, 
To the left, to the right. 
Ten thousand beings live by it, 
And it does not reject them. 
Work is accomplished (ch'eng), yet it has no name. 
It clothes and nourishes ten thousand beings, 
But does not lord over them. 
Always without desire, 
It may be named the small; 



Ten thousand beings return (kuei) to it, 
Yet it does not lord over them, 
It may be named the great. 
Because it never considers itself great, 
Therefore it can accomplish (ch'eng) its greatness. 
• 
[34c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
When the great Tao runs its course, it moves forcefully like floods; 
Nothing can resist its power and must flow with it, right or left, 
Everything relies on it to survive, and it never fails to sustain their needs; 
It does not claim merit for deeds it has accomplished; 
It shelters and nourishes everything, yet it shuns away from domination. 
[Tao] never has any [selfish] intentions, so we may describe it as small [as far as its ego is concerned]; 
[On the other hand:] 
Despite the fact that myriad things and creatures must comply [with its rule], 
It does not [take advantage of the situation to] dominate them; 
Furthermore, it never manifests [its magnificence], 
We may therefore describe it as great. 
For this reason, 



A Sage seeks greatness not for [the vain splendor of] greatness, [but for the substantial 
accomplishment of good deeds], 

He thenceforth achieves [the genuine] greatness. 
• 
[34c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The great Way is all-pervading, it can reach the right or the left. 
All things depend on it, and none is excluded. 
It does its work, but it makes no claims for itself. 
It clothes and feeds all things, but it makes no claims to be their master. 
Because it does not have desire, it may be called "the little." 
All things return to it as to their home, but it does not lord over them: Thus, it may be called "the 

great." 
It is just because it does not attempt to be great that its greatness is fully realized. 
• 
[34c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao is everywhere. 
It can be guidance. 
Everything lives depending on it without exception, With such accomplishment, it claims none. 
Providing clothing and food to everything, it does not govern them: this is called lowliness. 



Guiding everything, it does not master, this can be called greatness. 
Because it does not proclaim to be great, it can actually be great. 
• 
[34c17t] Arthur Waley 
Great Tao is like a boat that drifts; 
It can go this way; it can go that. 
The ten thousand creatures owe their existence to it and it does not disown them; 
Yet having produced them, it does not take possession of them. 
Tao, though it covers the ten thousand things like a garment, 
Makes no claim to be master over them, 
And asks for nothing from them. 
Therefore it may be called the Lowly. 
The ten thousand creatures obey it, 
Though they know not that they have a master; 
Therefore it is called the Great. 
So too the Sage just because he never at any time makes a show of greatness in fact achieves greatness. 
• 
[34c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The way the great Dao floods, oh, it can go left or right. 



The myriad folk rely on it for life, but it does not tell them to do so. 
It achieves success but enjoys no reputation for doing so. 
It clothes and feeds the myriad folk but does not become their master. 
It is always without desire and so can be named among the small. 
The myriad things return to it, but it does not become their master, so it can be named among the 

great. 
Therefore it is because he himself never tries to be great that he fulfills his greatness. 
• 
[34c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE GREAT TAO FLOWS EVERYWHERE 
The Great Tao flows everywhere, 
(Like a flood) it may go left or right. 
The myriad things derive their life from it, 
And it does not deny them. 
When its work is accomplished, 
It does not take possession. 
It clothes and feeds the myriad things, 
Yet does not claim them as its own. 
Often (regarded) without mind or passion, 



It may be considered small. 
Being the home of all things, yet claiming not, 
It may be considered great. 
Because to the end it does not claim greatness, 
Its greatness is achieved. 
• 
[34c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Rippling is the Way, flowing left and right! 
Its tasks completed, its affairs finished, 
Still it does not claim them for its own. 
The myriad creatures return to it, 
But it does not act as their ruler. 
Eternally without desire, 
It may be named among the small; 
The myriad creatures return to it, 
But it does not act as their ruler; 
It may be named among the great. 
For these reasons, 
The sage can achieve greatness, 



Because he does not act great. 
Therefore, 
He can achieve greatness. 
• 
[34c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The great Tao covers everything like a flood. 
It flows to the left and to the right. 
The ten thousand things depend upon it and it denies none of them. 
It accomplishes its task yet claims no reward. 
It clothes and feeds the ten thousand things yet it does not attempt to control them. 
Therefore, 
it may be called "the little." 
The ten thousand things return to it, 
even though it does not control them. 
Therefore, 
it may be called "the great." 
So it is that the True Person does not wish to be great and therefore becomes truly great. 
• 
[34c22t] David H. Li 



The Grand Direction permeates, left and right. 
With myriad matters depending on it for growth, it declines none. 
Accomplishing much, it accepts no limelight. 
Nurturing myriad matters without claiming, it may be labeled Small; 
Receiving myriad matters without claiming, it may be labeled Grand. 
By not self-claiming Grand, it is thus Grand. 
• 
[34c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Great Tao overflows everywhere in the universe. 
It suffuses with life all beings that depend on it for their existence. 
It accomplishes everything while remaining nameless. 
It nurtures everything while claiming no mastership. 
It desires nothing for itself, and is therefore called the Small. 
It is the source whereto everything returns, and is therefore called the Vast. 
Thus, the sage never thinks of claiming greatness for himself, 
Yet, for this very reason, achieves true greatness. 
• 
[34c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The great Tao is in everything, both on the left and on the right. 



Through it, all things come into being, and it does not abandon them. 
When its work is completed, it does not possess them. 
It loves and nurtures all things, 
But does not rule them. 
It never exists, so it can be called small, apparently. 
All things return home to it, 
And it does not claim to own them, 
So it can be called great, apparently. 
It never aspires to greatness, 
And therefore it accomplishes greatness. 
• 
[34c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Great Tao goes everywhere 
past your left hand and your right - 
filling the whole of space. 
It is breath to every thing, and yet it asks for nothing back. 
It feeds and creates everything, but it will never tell you so. 
It nurtures all things without lording it over anything. 
It names itself in the lowest of the low. 



It holds what it makes, 
Yet never fights to do so: 
that is why we call it Great. 
Why? 
Because it never tries to be so. 
• 
[34c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The great Tao is felt everywhere 
Extending in all directions. 
All things grow on it and it never declines them. 
It accomplishes its great task without claiming to merit. 
It breeds all things without claiming to be their master; 
It can be called the Small. 
All things finally return to it 
And it never claims to be their master; 
And it can be called the Great. 
It becomes the Great 
Because it never claims to be the Great. 
• 



[34c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao is floating everywhere, to the left and to the right. 
The lives of the myriad creatures depend on it, no one can live without it. 
It accomplishes its task, yet claims no honour. 
It nourishes the myriad creatures, yet claims no possession. 
It is always free from desire; 
it can be called small. 
The myriad creatures turn to it, yet it does not master them; it can be called great. 
That is why the sage never boasts to be the great one, therefore he is the great one. 
• 
[34c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The Way extends and expands. 
One is in it wherever one is. 
By trusting it, all beings grow and develop. 
The Way enables successes but possesses no name. 
It provides for all but rules over nothing. 
It is free of personal desires 
And can therefore be named as insignificant. 
It is obeyed by all, though it has no political power. 



Therefore, it can be named as the greatest. 
One who never wants to be great can therefore grow great. 
• 
[34c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Great Tao Flows Everywhere 
Lao Tze says, 
The great Tao flows everywhere. 
There is no discrimination of what is the right and what is the left. 
All existence lives up to it, and it denies no one. 
It doesn't claim credit, though there is achievement. 
It loves and nourishes all existence but does not lord over them. 
It appears ambitionless and is regarded as less important. 
All existence returns to it, and it doesn't dominate them. 
Certainly this is great. 
This is the reason that the sage never regards himself as great, 
thus he deserves to be titled as great. 
• 
[34c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The great Tao pervades everywhere, both on the left and on the right. 



By it all things came into being, and it does not reject them. 
Merits accomplished, it does not possess them. 
It loves and nourishes all things but does not dominate over them. 
It is always non-existent; therefore it can be named as small. 
All things return home to it, and it does not claim mastery over them; therefore it can be named as 

great. 
Because it never assumes greatness, therefore it can accomplish greatness. 
• 
[34c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The great Tao overflows, 
able to move left and right. 
All things rely on it for life, 
But it does not dominate them. 
Completing its task without possession, 
Clothing and feeding all things, 
Without wanting to be their master. 
Always void of desire, 
It can be called Small. 
All things return to it 



Without its being their master; 
It can be called Great. 
Just because the Sage would never regard himself as great, 
He is able to attain his own greatness. 
• 
[34c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Great Tao drifts - it can go right or go left. 
The thousands of things depend on it for life, 
it rejects nothing. 
It achieves successes, 
but does not hold tight to the fame. 
It clothes and feeds the thousands of things, 
but does not act the ruler. 
Always: 
Desiring nothing, it can be called 'of no account'. 
The thousands of things turn back to it, 
but it does not act the ruler - it can be called 'Great'. 
Because in the end, 
it does not insist on its own greatness, yes, it is able to achieve its full greatness. 



• 
[34c33t] Cheng Lin 
The great Truth is all-pervasive and may be found everywhere. 
It gives life to all animate creation, and yet it does not claim lordship over them. 
It accomplishes all things, and yet it does not claim anything for itself. 
It embraces all things, and yet it has no fixed abode. 
It abides by inaction, and may be considered minute. 
It is the ultimate destiny of all animate creation though it is not conscious of it, and it may be 

considered great. 
Because it is never conscious of its greatness, it becomes truly great. 
• 
[34c34t] Yi Wu 
The great Way is universal, 
It exists on the left and the right. 
All things rely on it for life, 
And it does not refuse them. 
It achieves without possessing. 
It clothes and feeds all things 
Without being their master. 



Constantly desireless, it may be called "the small". 
All things return to it, 
But it is not their master. 
It may be called "the great". 
Because it does not consider itself great, 
It is able to be great. 
• 
[34c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The great Dao flows everywhere. 
It goes to the right and it goes to the left. 
Myriad beings depend on it to survive, 
But it does not interfere with them. 
It facilitates but does not gloat. 
It nourishes everything, but does not exert control. 
Dao has no goal and appears to be insignificant. 
Nevertheless, everything relies on it for sustenance, but it exerts no control. 
Such action seems to be magnificently great. 
Dao has no intention to be great, yet it attains greatness. 
• 



[34c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle essence of the universe is omnipresent. 
It may go to the left or the right. 
All things derive their life from it, 
and it holds nothing back from them, 
yet it takes possession of nothing. 
It accomplishes its purpose, 
but it claims no merit. 
It clothes and feeds all, 
but has no ambition to be master over anyone. 
Thus it may be regarded as "the Small." 
All things return to it, and it contains them, 
yet it claims no authority over them. 
Thus it may be recognized as "the Great." 
The wise one who never attempts to be emotionally great and who accomplishes each small task with 

full devotion, 
as if it were the greatest of tasks, is naturally recognized as great. 
• 
[34c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



The magnificent Tao is all-pervading. 
It may penetrate to either this side or that side. 
All creatures abide with it and grow; none are excluded from it. 
When its work is done, it does not demand merit. 
It nurtures all things, but does not rule them. 
When it is without intention, it may be called lesser. 
When all things return to it, yet it does not possess them, it may be called greater. 
Therefore, the wise does not endeavor to be great. 
Hence, his attainment is great. 
• 
[34c38t] Henry Wei 
Natural Perfection 
Ren Ch'eng 
The Great Tao is all pervasive; 
It could be on your right or on your left. 
The ten thousand things depend on it for growth, 
And it never lets them down. 
It achieves success but is not possessive. 
It enfolds and nourishes the ten thousand things, 



Yet it does not claim ownership. 
Always desireless and covetous of nothing, 
It could be termed small. 
But as the ten thousand things return to it, 
And it does not care to be their lord, 
It could be termed great. 
Thus the Sage never in life tries to be great, 
And for this very reason becomes truly great. 
• 
[34c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The great Tao overflows left and right, 
The ten thousand things depend on it for their lives, and it never disowns them. 
Its work is done, but it has no name. 
It clothes and nurtures the ten thousand things, yet it makes no claim to be lord over them. 
It is always free of desire. 
It may be called small. 
The ten thousand things return to it, yet it makes no claim to be lord over them. 
It may be called great. 
Because it never regards itself as great, 



It can accomplish its greatness. 
• 
[34c40t] Tao Huang 
As the Tao is all-pervading, 
It operates on both the left and the right. 
Success is consequent to all affairs. 
It does not proclaim its own existence. 
All things return. 
Yet there is no claim of ownership, 
So it is forever desireless. 
This can be called small. 
All things return. 
Yet there is no claim of ownership, 
This can he called great. 
The sage accomplishes greatness in not acting great. 
Thus can he accomplished what is great. 
• 
[34c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
How all-pervading the superior Dao is! 



It could be on the left, it could be on the right. 
Upon it the life of all things depends and it does not deny anyone. 
It accomplishes merits but it does not possess fame. 
It shields and nourishes All Things but it does not lord over them. 
It may be called the Superior. 
Hence, a Sage ruler never wishes to be superior. 
Therefore he eventually became superior. 
• 
[34c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The Great Tao flows everywhere. 
It may go left or right. 
All things depend on it for life, and it does not turn away from them. 
It accomplishes its task, but does not claim credit for it. 
It clothes and feeds all things but does not claim to be master over them. 
Always without desires, it may be called The Small. 
All things come to it and it does not master them, it may be called The Great. 
Therefore (the sage) never strives himself for the great, and thereby the great is achieved. 
• 
[34c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Какая широта в великом Дао! 
Он может находиться слева, справа. 
Опираясь на него, вещей родится десять тысяч. 
И от них он не отказывается. 
Но его заслуги не приносят ему славы. 
Дает одежду, пищу всем вещам, но не становится их господином. 
У него незыблемо отсутствие желаний, и он может находиться в унижении. 
Все вещи к нему возвращаются, но он не становится их господином и может получить имя 

великого. 
Он потому может осуществить свою великость, что не признает себя великим. 
• 
[34c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Великое Дао всеохватно и распростёрто и влево, и вправо. 
Мириады созданий опираются на него, а оно порождает их и не отрекается от них, но 

достигая успеха, остаётся безвестным. 
Оно одевает и вскармливает мириады созданий, не правя ими. 
Неизменно остаётся свободным от желаний и может быть названо Малым. 
Мириады созданий возвращаются к нему, и посему оно может быть названо Великим. 
В силу того, что оно никогда не считает себя великим, ему удаётся достичь величия. 



• 
[34c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Великий Путь, безбрежное Дао, повсюду растекается оно. 
Вот оно слева, но оно и справа. 
Все сущее, опираясь на него, рождается, но Дао им не обладает. 
Благие качества и свойства свои оно не выставляет напоказ для прославления, оно 

питает, пестует все сущее, но не становится над сущим властелином. 
Когда мудрец в бесстрастии все время пребывает, он Дао даже в самом малом созерцает. 
Все сущее к нему стремится возвратиться, но не становится оно над ним владыкой. 
Его поэтому назвать Великим можно! 
Поэтому и совершенномудрый до самого конца к величию нисколько не стремится. 
Поэтому он может стать поистине великим! 
• 
[34c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Великое Дао разлито повсюду, оно может быть и слева и справа. 
Мириадам вещей оно служит опорой и, порождая [их], не уклоняется от этого; 
успешно завершает и остается безвестным; 
одевает и пестует мириады вещей и не становится их властелином. 
[Оно] постоянно остается бесстрастным, 



(Вариант перевода: [Оно] стремится к постоянному небытию,) 
можно назвать его маленьким. 
Мириады вещей возвращаются к нему и не считают его властелином, 
можно назвать его великим. 
Оно вообще не считает себя великим, 
поэтому и может возвышаться в своем величии. 
• 
[34c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Великое дао растекается повсюду. 
Оно может находиться и справа и слева. 
Благодаря ему все сущее рождается и не прекращает [своего роста]. 
Оно совершает подвиги, но славы себе не желает. 
С любовью воспитывая все существа, оно не считает себя их властелином. 
Оно никогда не имеет собственных желаний, поэтому его можно назвать ничтожным. 
Все сущее возвращается к нему, но оно не рассматривает себя их властелином. 
Его можно назвать великим. 
Оно становится великим, потому что никогда не считает себя таковым. 
• 
[34c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



О, беспредельно великое Тао! 
Оно справа и слева. 
Вся тварь появилась на свет, благодаря ему; оно не отталкивает ее от себя. 
Заслуги Тао велики, но оно ими не хвалится. 
Оно промышляет о всех вещах с любовью, но не желает быть господином их. 
Так как оно не имеет никакой страсти, то оно называется ничтожным. 
Его можно назвать маленьким, ибо мельчайшая вещь возвращается в него. 
Все существа подчиняются ему, но оно не считает себя господином их; 
поэтому его можно назвать великим. 
Мудреца нельзя назвать великим, хотя он совершает великие дела. 
Причина того, что святой легко достигает величия, заключается в том, что он не 

величает самого себя. 
• 
[34c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Великий Путь разливается привольно! 
Он может быть и слева, и справа. 
Все вещи опираются на него, чтобы жить, 
И он их не отвергает, 
Во всем достигает успеха, 



И не имеет славы. 
Он одевает и кормит все вещи, 
Но им не хозяин, 
Вечно лишенный желаний - 
Его можно причислить к тому, что мало. 
Все вещи вверяют себя ему, 
А он все же им не хозяин - 
Его можно причислить к тому, что велико. 
Оттого, что он никогда не считает себя великим, 
Он и может воистину быть велик. 
• 
[34c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В разливе великого Пути можно быть и слева, и справа. 
Мириады сущностей, отождествляясь с этим, рождаются-живут, не облекаясь при этом 

в слова. 
Успех дела - не в прославлении наличия. 
Одевай и вскармливай мириады сущностей, но не осуществляй роль хозяина. 
Устремляясь к постоянству отсутствия, можешь прославиться в малом. 
Мириады сущностей приходят, но не осуществляй роль хозяина. 



Можешь прославиться в великом. 
Так как до конца не возвеличиваешь себя в осуществлении. 
Причинность: можешь реализовать свое великое. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Five 
 

[35c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Hold on to the Great Image and the whole world will come to you. 
Come to you and suffer no harm; but rather know great safety and peace. 
Music and food - for these passing travelers stop. 
Therefore, of the Tao's speaking, we say: 
Insipid, it is! It's lack of flavor. 
When you look at it, it's not sufficient to be seen; 
When you listen to it, it's not sufficient to be heard; 
Yet when you use it, it can't be used up. 
• 
[35c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HE who holds the Great Symbol will attract all things to him. 
They flock to him and receive no harm, for in him they find peace, security and happiness. 
Music and dainty dishes can only make a passing guest pause. 
But the words of Tao possess lasting effects, 
Though they are mild and flavourless, 
Though they appeal neither to the eye nor to the ear. 



• 
[35c03t] D. C. Lau 
Have in your hold the great image 
And the empire will come to you. 
Coming to you and meeting with no harm 
It will be safe and sound. 
Music and food 
Will induce the wayfarer to stop. 
The way in its passage through the mouth is without flavour. 
It cannot be seen, 
It cannot be heard, 
Yet it cannot be exhausted by use. 
• 
[35c04t] R. L. Wing 
Hold fast to the Great Image, 
And all the world will come. 
Yet its coming brings no harm, Only peace and order. 
When there is music together with food, 
The audience will linger. 



But when the Tao is expressed, 
It seems without substance or flavor. 
We observe and there is nothing to see. 
We listen and there is nothing to hear. 
We use it and it is without end. 
• 
[35c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Whoever holds fast to the great image will become that one to whom all people under Heaven will 

come. 
(Even if all people under Heaven) come to him they will not hinder each other, 
And all enjoy comfort, peace and health. 
Music and dainties will make passing guests stop, 
(But) Tao, if spoken out, will be insipid and tasteless. 
Being looked at, it is imperceptible, 
Being listened to, it is inaudible, 
Being utilized, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
All men will come to him who keeps to the one, 



For there lie rest and happiness and peace. 
Passersby may stop for music and good food, 
But a description of the Tao 
Seems without substance or flavor. 
It cannot be seen, it cannot be heard, 
And yet it cannot be exhausted. 
• 
[35c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
He who holds the great sign 
Attracts a great following. 
He who helps the followers avoid harm 
Enjoys great peace. 
Music and good food can stop passers-by on their way. 
The Dao, on the contrary, offers only a bland taste. 
It can hardly be seen or heard. 
Yet if one uses it, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you have the DAO, everything will come to you. 



They come to you because they will not be hurt anymore, and they will become secure and peaceful. 
Pleasant music and tasteful food will make even the passerby stop. 
When being talked about, the DAO is tasteless. 
When you look at it, you will not see it; when you listen to it, you will not hear it; 
However, when you use it, it will never run out. 
• 
[35c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VIRTUE OF BOUNTY 
Attain to the Great Idea, and all the world will flock to you. 
It will flock to you and will not be hurt therein, for it will rest in a wonderful peace. 
Where there is a festival the wayfarer will stay. 
To the palate the Tao is insipid and tasteless. 
In regarding it the eye is not impressed. 
In listening to it the ear is not filled. 
But in its uses it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c10t] James Legge 
To him who holds in his hands the Great Image (of the invisible Tao), the whole world repairs. 
Men resort to him, and receive no hurt, but (find) rest, peace, and the feeling of ease. 
Music and dainties will make the passing guest stop (for a time). 



But though the Tao as it comes from the mouth, seems insipid and has no flavour, though it seems 
not worth being looked at or listened to, the use of it is inexhaustible. 

• 
[35c11t] David Hinton 
Holding to the great image all beneath heaven sets out: 
sets out free of risk, peace tranquil and vast. 
Music and savory food 
entice travelers to stop, 
but the Way uttered forth 
isn't even the thinnest of bland flavors. 
Look at it: not enough to see. 
Listen to it: not enough to hear. 
Use it: not enough to use up. 
• 
[35c12t] Chichung Huang 
Take hold of the great image, 
And all under heaven will flock to you. 
Once there, unharmed, 
They will settle down in peace and prosperity. 



Music and pastries 
Make the wayfarers pause. 
Therefore, when the Tao utters words, 
They say: "How bland and tasteless! 
Looked at, 
It is not worth seeing; 
Listened to, 
Not worth hearing." 
When used, however, 
It is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Hold aloft the Great Image (hsiang), 
The whole world will go to it. 
Going to it, they will meet with no harm, 
Only safety, peace, and contentment (an p'ing t'ai). 
When music and dainty dishes are offered, 
The passers-by stop. 
Tao, when it is uttered by the mouth, 



Is so bland it has no flavor. 
When looked at, it is not enough to be seen. 
When listened to, it is not enough to be heard, 
When used (yung), it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If someone is successful in capturing the grandest phenomenon [of cosmos with his description]; 
He may then be the right man for the world to follow; 
Furthermore, if the world is processing [on this right course] unobstructed; 
The world will enjoy peace, justice and prosperity. 
The pleasure of listening to good music, and eating delicious food, were as transient as travelers 

passed by; 
[When Tao was discussed]: 
As far as mouth was concerned, the discussion gave off nothing more than tastelessness; 
As far as eyes were concerned, the discussion offered nothing worthwhile to look at; 
As far as ears were concerned, the discussion rendered nothing [musical which] deserves our making 

an effort to listen to it. 
Nevertheless, when comes to the utilizations of discussions [about Tao], we shall discover that their 

applications are inexhaustible. 



• 
[35c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
He who holds the great image will attract all things to him. 
They flock to him and receive no harm, for in him they find peace, security and happiness. 
Music and dainty dishes make a passing guest pause. 
But being said in the words, the Way is tasteless, flavorless, not seen, not heard, but it cannot be used 

up. 
• 
[35c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Those who grasp Tao will be followed by the whole world. 
Following without worries, the world becomes secure, peaceful, and prosperous. 
Music and banquet make the travelers stop by. 
But when Tao is said, it is plain and flavorless. 
It is invisible when it is looked at. 
It is inaudible when it is listened to. 
It is inexhaustible when it is utilized. 
• 
[35c17t] Arthur Waley 
He who holding the Great Form goes about his work in the empire 



Can go about his work, yet do no harm. 
All is peace, quietness and security. 
Sound of music, smell of good dishes 
Will make the passing stranger pause. 
How different the words that Tao gives forth! 
So thin, so flavourless! 
If one looks for Tao, there is nothing solid to see; 
If one listens for it, there is nothing loud enough to hear. 
Yet if one uses it, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Grasp the great image, and all under Heaven will turn to you. 
Turning to you means not harm but safety and peace in great measure. 
Music and fine food make the passing visitor stay. 
When the Dao is spoken of, how bland: it has no flavor at all! 
We look for it, but not enough is there to see anything. 
We listen for it, but not enough is there to hear anything. 
We try to use it, but not enough is there to use up. 
• 



[35c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE PEACE OF TAO 
Hold the Great Symbol 
And all the world follows, 
Follows without meeting harm, 
(And lives in) health, peace, commonwealth. 
Offer good things to eat 
And the wayfarer stays. 
But Tao is mild to the taste. 
Looked at, it cannot be seen; 
Listened to, it cannot be heard; 
Applied, its supply never fails. 
• 
[35c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Hold fast to the great image and all under heaven will come; 
They will come but not be harmed, rest in safety and peace; 
Music and fine food will make the passerby halt. 
Therefore, 
When the Way is expressed verbally, 



We say such things as 
"how bland and tasteless it is!" 
"We look for it, but there is not enough to be seen." 
"We listen for it, but there is not enough to be heard." 
Yet, when put to use, it is inexhaustible! 
• 
[35c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Hold on to the Great Image 
and all under heaven will approach you. 
Coming to you and not being harmed, 
they will find rest, peace, and security. 
A passing guest will pause at the sound of music and the smell of fancy food. 
By comparison the Tao is mild and flavorless. 
It is not solid enough to be seen, 
nor loud enough to be heard. 
Yet, it lasts forever. 
• 
[35c22t] David H. Li 
Whoever embraces the Grand Image attracts people in the world. 



Attracting but not discriminating, they live in peace. 
Hearing music and seeing food, visitors linger. 
Direction, [as a subject] for discussion, is plain and flavorless. 
Looking at it, it is invisible; 
Listening to it, it is inaudible; 
using it, it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
From the great formless imagining the world emerges into existence, 
Without obstruction, but with balance, harmony, and peace. 
Music and feast provide fleeting pleasures in this ephemeral world. 
The Tao in its utterance brings no such pleasures to the senses. 
The Tao, when looked at, cannot be seen by the eye. 
The Tao, when listened to, cannot be heard by the ear. 
Yet, when used, it is forever inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who holds the great thing 
Will go through a whole world. 



He will go along the path straightforwardly without seeing danger, 
But finds tranquillity, friendship, and equality. 
The sounds of a tune and the scent of delicacies will cause the stranger passing by to stop. 
But Tao, when it is expressed in words, is pure, devoid of all taste. 
When someone looks at it, he won't see it. 
When someone listens to it, he won't hear it. 
However, when someone uses it, it is everything. 
• 
[35c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Everyone will gather to the man 
Who rules in the light of the One. 
To trust such a being is to live 
In true happiness and healing. 
Good food and sweet music 
May make you stop - 
You listen, in passing. 
But the Tao: how does it seem? 
Oh, tasteless and shapeless by comparison. 
You cannot even hear it. 



Is it even worth trying to? 
Yes, my friend because it is unending. 
• 
[35c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who holds the great image (Tao) 
Attracts all the people to him. 
Coming to him and not harming each other, 
They all live in peace and happiness. 
Music and food 
Can allure passersby to stop, 
But the Tao, coming out of the mouth, 
Is tasteless. 
It cannot be seen, 
It cannot be heard, 
But when using it, you can never exhaust its use. 
• 
[35c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Embrace the appearance of Tao. 
Everyone under the great Heaven will follow it, 



yet no one tries to cause harm to it. 
Peace and safety and equality will arise. 
Banquets and delicacies are like passing guests: they cannot last. 
The Tao passes the mouth, it cannot be tasted. 
The Tao passes the eyes, it cannot be seen. 
The Tao passes the ears, it cannot be heard. 
Yet it can never be exhausted by use. 
• 
[35c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The owner of the biggest image attracts the whole world. 
When all who come have been safely settled, 
The world will then be peaceful. 
Melodious music and delicious food 
Can only attract passers-by. 
But the Way is, when put into one's mouth, tasteless, 
When looked at, colorless, 
When listened to, uninteresting, 
And, when used, limitlessly bountiful. 
• 



[35c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Peace In The Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
When the king of men holds the great image, the whole world's people turn to rally round him. 
When people turn to rally round him, and do not commit loss and harm, then the world shall 

become peaceful and secure. 
He who takes delight in the Tao, and enjoys it, the true one will stay with him. 
The Tao's teaching is as dry as a course of tasteless dish. 
It cannot be seen, nor can't be heard. 
However, it will never be exhausted in its application. 
• 
[35c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
To him who holds to the Great Form all the world will go. 
It will go and see no danger, but tranquillity, equality and community. 
Music and dainties will make the passing stranger stop. 
But Tao when uttered in words is so pure and void of flavour; 
When one looks at it, one cannot see it; 
When one listens to it, one cannot hear it. 
However, when one uses it, it is inexhaustible. 



• 
[35c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Hold on to the great image 
And the whole world will follow. 
Following without harm, in safety, peace, and comfort. 
Music and viand will cause the traveler to stop. 
But Tao spoken by mouth is flavorless and bland. 
Looked at, it cannot be seen. 
Listened to, it cannot be heard. 
Used, it will never be exhausted. 
• 
[35c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Grasp the Great Image and the world will come, 
it will come and not be harmed - a great peace and evenness. 
For music and cakes, passing strangers stop, 
Tao flowing from the lips - flat. 
No taste to it. 
Look for it: you will not be satisfied looking; 
listen for it: you will not be satisfied listening; 



put it into practice: you will not be satisfied stopping. 
• 
[35c33t] Cheng Lin 
He who abides by the great Simulacrum (Truth) finds the people of the whole world eager to follow 

him. 
By following him they are rendered free from harm, and peace prevails. 
Like music and baits, he attracts all passers-by. 
The utterance of Truth is insipid. 
It cannot be seen with the eyes; 
it cannot be heard with the ears; 
it cannot be exhausted from constant use. 
• 
[35c34t] Yi Wu 
He who holds to the great image 
Will be followed by the people of the world. 
They will go unharmed, 
In safety, calm, and peace. 
Music and good food tempt passing guests to pause; 
[But,] the Way that is tasted has no flavor, 



Looked at, it cannot be seen, 
Listened to, it cannot be heard, 
Used, it cannot be exhausted. 
• 
[35c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When the ruler follows the way of Dao, 
People will flock to him. 
They become the beneficiaries and enjoy peace and harmony. 
Beautiful music and sumptuous foods allure all passers-by. 
They linger and then decide to stay. 
How is Dao best described? 
Dao is tasteless, invisible and inaudible, 
But its use is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When the subtle Way of the universe is taught, people know where to go and what to learn, 
because they know that they will not be harmed but will receive great peace. 
The teacher of the universal Way is like one who gives real food to people. 
He does not feed them colorful bait with the intention of catching them. 



The subtle Way of the universe is flavorless, with nothing much to offer the mouth. 
Neither does it offer much to be enjoyed by the eyes or entertain the ears, yet its usefulness is 

inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When one maintains the great image in dealing with the world, 
One deals with the world without harming it. 
Instead, one makes the world serene, tranquil, and peaceful. 
Music and delicacies may attract passersby to remain momentarily, 
But the taste of Tao is plain and without flavor. 
Look at it, nothing can be seen. 
Listen to it, nothing can he heard. 
Employ it, it cannot be depleted. 
• 
[35c38t] Henry Wei 
Virtue of Benevolence 
Ren Teh 
Hold fast to the Great Form, 
And wherever in the world you go, 



You will meet with no harm, 
But enjoy security, peace, and well-being. 
Where there is music with good food, 
The passers-by will pause and linger. 
But Tao, on being set forth orally, 
Is insipid and tasteless. 
It is invisible when looked at, 
And inaudible when listened to, 
Yet its utility will never come to an end. 
• 
[35c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Holding fast to the great form, 
Go anywhere under Heaven. 
Wherever you go, nothing will harm you - 
You will be safe and in peace. 
Music and fine food 
Make the passing stranger stop. 
When Tao comes out from the mouth, 
How flavorless it is! 



You look at it, but it is invisible. 
You listen to it, but it is inaudible. 
You use it, but it is inexhaustible. 
• 
[35c40t] Tao Huang 
Holding on to the great Symbol, 
The whole world carries on. 
On and on without doing harm. 
Being happy at peace, 
Enjoying greatly the music and food, 
Travelers stop by. 
When the Tao is spoken forth plainly 
It has no flavor at all. 
Look, but that is not sufficient for seeing. 
Listen, but that is not sufficient for hearing. 
Use it, but it is not exhausted. 
• 
[35c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
He who holds fast to the superior model, the whole world may follow him without ado. 



They follow him without harm, but with comfort, equality and prosperity. 
Musical temptation and food's flavor can stop a traveler on the road. 
When Dao is tasted by mouth, it is mild and without flavor. 
When it is looked at, it cannot be entirely seen; 
when it is listened to, it cannot be entirely heard; 
and when it is taken, it cannot be eaten. 
• 
[35c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Hold fast to the great form (Tao), 
And all the world will come. 
They come and will encounter no harm; 
But enjoy comfort, peace, and health. 
When there are music and dainties, 
Passing strangers will stay. 
But the words uttered by Tao, 
How insipid and tasteless! 
We look at it, it is imperceptible. 
We listen to it, it is inaudible. 
We use it, it is inexhaustible. 



• 
[35c91t] И. И. Семененко 
К держащему великий образ уходит Поднебесная. 
Уход к нему не причиняет ей вреда, но приносит мир, спокойствие и благоденствие. 
Музыка и яства останавливают проходящих странников. 
Но как же пресно, как безвкусно Дао, когда источается из уст! 
Глядя на него, в нем не вполне найдешь, чего увидеть; 
слушая его, в нем не вполне найдешь, чего услышать; 
когда же пользуешься им, его не исчерпать. 
• 
[35c92t] А. А. Маслов 
К тому, кто овладел Великим образом, приходит Поднебесная. 
Приходит - и устраняются бедствия, наступают умиротворение и покой. 
Музыка и изысканная пища остановят уходящего путника. 
Когда "Дао" исходит изо рта, оно не имеет запаха, не видимо и не слышимо, но в 

использовании неисчерпаемо. 
• 
[35c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
К тому, кто держит великий образ, стекается вся Поднебесная. 



Стекается, и ничто не причиняет ей вреда; она в покое, мире и благоденствии великом 
пребывает. 

Всюду радость и обильные яства, что путника влекут остановиться и их вкусить. 
Когда Дао-Путь исходит из наших уст, он пресен и лишен вкуса. 
Смотришь на него - и не можешь узреть. 
Слушаешь его - и никак не услышать. 
Используешь его - и никак не исчерпать его возможностей. 
• 
[35c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
К тому, кто держит Великий Образ, приходит вся Поднебесная. 
Приходит и не испытывает вреда, находит благополучие, мир, уважение, радость и 

угощение; 
забредший путник и тот остается. 
Дао выходит изо рта, пресное, оно без вкуса. 
Смотришь на него и не можешь увидеть. 
Слушаешь его и не можешь услышать. 
Используешь его и не можешь исчерпать. 
• 
[35c95t] Ян Хин-шун 



К тому, кто представляет собой великий образ [дао], приходит весь народ. 
Люди приходят, и он им не причиняет вреда. 
Он приносит им мир, спокойствие, музыку и пищу. 
Даже путешественник у него останавливается. 
Когда дао выходит изо рта, оно пресное, безвкусное. 
Оно незримо, и его нельзя услышать. 
В действии оно неисчерпаемо. 
• 
[35c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
(Святой) берет великого слона и идет по всему миру. 
Ходит, но не делает никакого вреда. 
От удовольствия, спокойствия, тишины и величия дает ему (миру) пищу. 
Проходящий пришелец остановился. 
Когда он говорит о Тао, то как просты его слова! 
(Когда) они произнесены, (то бывают) без всякого вкуса. 
(Люди) смотрят на него (Тао), но не видят; они слушают его, но не слышат; они 

употребляют его, но оно не истощается. 
• 
[35c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Держись Великого Образа, 
И Поднебесная к тебе придет, 
Придет - и знать не будет зла, 
Всюду будет царить великий мир, 
Где музыка звучит и яства на столе, 
Там всякий путник мимо не пройдет. 
Но слово, которое исходит от Пути, 
Так блекло! Различишь его едва ли. 
Смотришь на него - не можешь его видеть. 
Слушаешь его - не можешь слышать. 
Пользуйся им - за целый век не исчерпаешь. 
• 
[35c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Держи великий образ. 
Тогда Поднебесная уходит, а уходя, не вредит. 
В этом великий мир и покой. 
Музыка и яства задерживают мимолетного гостя. 
На Пути то, что выходит изо рта, становится пресным - в нем отсутствует вкус. 
Смотреть на него недостаточно, чтобы увидеть. 



Слушать его недостаточно, чтобы услышать. 
Использовать его недостаточно, чтобы исчерпать. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Six 
 

[36c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
If you wish to shrink it, 
You must certainly stretch it. 
If you wish to weaken it, 
You must certainly strengthen it. 
If you wish to desert it, 
You must certainly work closely with it. 
If you wish to snatch something from it, 
You must certainly give something to it. 
This is called the Subtle Light. 
The submissive and weak conquer the strong. 
Fish should not be taken out of the depths; 
The state's sharp weapons should not be shown to the people. 
• 
[36c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHAT is in the end to be shrunken, 
Begins by being first stretched out. 



What is in the end to be weakened, 
Begins by being first made strong. 
What is in the end to be thrown down, 
Begins by being first set on high. 
What is in the end to be despoiled, 
Begins by being first richly endowed. 
Herein is the subtle wisdom of life: 
The soft and weak overcomes the hard and strong. 
Just as the fish must not leave the deeps, 
So the ruler must not display his weapons. 
• 
[36c03t] D. C. Lau 
If you would have a thing shrink, 
You must first stretch it; 
If you would have a thing weakened, 
You must first strengthen it; 
If you would have a thing laid aside, 
You must first set it up; 
If you would take from a thing, 



You must first give to it. 
This is called subtle discernment: 
The submissive and weak will overcome the hard and strong. 
The fish must not be allowed to leave the deep; 
The instruments of power in a state must not be revealed to anyone. 
• 
[36c04t] R. L. Wing 
In order to deplete it, 
It must be thoroughly extended. 
In order to weaken it, 
It must be thoroughly strengthened. 
In order to reject it, 
It must be thoroughly promoted. 
In order to take away from it, 
It must be thoroughly endowed. 
This is called a Subtle Insight. 
The yielding can triumph over the inflexible; 
The weak can triumph over the strong. 
Fish should not be taken from deep waters; 



Nor should organizations make obvious their advantages. 
• 
[36c05t] Ren Jiyu 
In order to contract it, it is necessary to expand it for the time being. 
In order to weaken it, it is necessary to strengthen it for the time being. 
In order to destroy it, it is necessary to promote it for the time being. 
In order to grasp it, it is necessary to give to it for the time being. 
This is called profound insight (and also the reason why) the soft and weak overcome the hard and 

strong. 
(Just like) fish cannot be taken away from deep water, 
Effective weapons of the state cannot be easily displayed to others. 
• 
[36c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
That which shrinks 
Must first expand. 
That which fails 
Must first be strong. 
That which is cast down 
Must first be raised. 



Before receiving 
There must be giving. 
This is called perception of the nature of things. 
Soft and weak overcome hard and strong. 
Fish cannot leave deep waters, 
And a country's weapons should not be displayed. 
• 
[36c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
In order to fold, one must first unfold; 
In order to weaken, one must first strengthen; 
In order to banish, one must first establish; 
In order to deprive, one must first provide. 
The following is called refined understanding: 
That the weak will outperform the strong. 
Just as fish should stay inside their deep pools. 
So the best gadgets and tools of a country should not be displayed in front of others. 
• 
[36c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If it wants to shrink something, it always first expands it. 



If it wants to weaken something, it always first strengthens it. 
If it wants to get rid of something, it always first promotes it. 
If it wants to take something, it always first gives it away. 
These are delicate wisdoms, which is that the weak overcome the strong. 
Big fish cannot leave deep water; 
National security secrets cannot be shown to outsiders. 
• 
[36c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE COVERT AGREEMENT 
When Nature is about to withhold a thing it is first sure to increase it. 
When about to weaken it is first sure to strengthen. 
When about to debase it is certain first to exalt. 
When about to deprive it is first sure to give. 
This is what I call the covert agreement. 
The soft and the weak overcome the hard and the strong. 
As a fish out of water is in danger, so a nation is in peril when its armaments are revealed to the 

people. 
• 
[36c10t] James Legge 
When one is about to take an inspiration, he is sure to make a (previous) expiration; 



when he is going to weaken another, he will first strengthen him; 
when he is going to overthrow another, he will first have raised him up; 
when he is going to despoil another, he will first have made gifts to him: 
- this is called 'Hiding the light (of his procedure).' 
The soft overcomes the hard; 
and the weak the strong. 
Fishes should not be taken from the deep; 
instruments for the profit of a state should not be shown to the people. 
• 
[36c11t] David Hinton 
To gather 
you must scatter. 
To weaken 
you must strengthen. 
To abandon 
you must foster. 
To take 
you must give. 
This is called dusky enlightenment. 



Soft and weak overcome hard and strong. 
Fish should be kept in their watery depths: 
a nation's honed instruments of power should be kept well-hidden from the people. 
• 
[36c12t] Chichung Huang 
That which shall contract 
Must have long expanded; 
That which shall weaken 
Must have long strengthened; 
That which shall depart 
Must have long partaken; 
That which shall take 
Must have long given. 
This is called subtle insight. 
Softness and weakness overcome strength: 
Fish cannot leap out of deep water; 
So cannot the state's sharp weapons 
Be displayed to men. 
• 



[36c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
What is to be reduced, 
Must first be expanded. 
What is to be weakened, 
Must first be made strong (ch'iang). 
What is to be abolished, 
Must first be established. 
What is to be taken away, 
Must first be given. 
This is called the subtle illumination (wei ming). 
The soft and weak overcome the hard and strong. 
Fish must not leave the stream. 
Sharp weapons (ch'i) of a state, 
Must not be displayed. 
• 
[36c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[Machination is often played out with following preemptive measures:] 
In order to dwindle [an enemy], a predator would induce the targeted victim to bloat up his illusory 

assessment of himself; 



In order to weaken [an enemy], a wrecker would make it utterly convincing that [he is too feeble] to 
confront him; 

In order to eliminate [a rival], a schemer would make him believe that [the schemer's work would 
enhance] his rival's prosperity; 

In order to take [power or possession away from someone], a conspirator would use favors and gifts to 
win the trust of his targeted victim [first to win his confidence]; 

All of the above exemplifies what I called "the subtle and veiled brilliance" [which explains why the 
weak ones will eventually prevail over the strong ones]. 

People who are pliable (flexible) will [ultimately] excel people who are rigid (obstinate); 
A person who [regards himself] weaker [than he actually is] will [eventually] prevail over a person 

who [considers himself] stronger [than he truly is]; 
Fish should not surface from the depth of the abyss [for the sake of safekeeping]; 
Efficient instruments (weaponry) of a country should not be shown to [unreasonable] people. 
• 
[36c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In order to shrink it, it must first be stretched out. 
In order to weaken it, it must first be made strong. 
In order to throw down it, it must first be set on high. 
In order to obtain it, it must first be given. 



That is subtle and wise. 
The soft overcomes the hard. 
The weak overcomes the strong. 
The fish cannot leave the deep. 
The useful instruments of the nation must not be displayed to the people. 
• 
[36c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
In order to reduce it, first expand it. 
In order to weaken it, first strengthen it. 
In order to abolish it, first establish it. 
In order to take it, first give it. 
This is called subtle wisdom. 
Flexibility and compromise win out over stiffness and aggressiveness. 
Fish cannot leave water. 
Never show the country's best weapons to the enemy. 
• 
[36c17t] Arthur Waley 
What is in the end to be shrunk 
Must first be stretched. 



Whatever is to be weakened 
Must begin by being made strong. 
What is to be overthrown 
Must begin by being set up. 
He who would be a taker 
Must begin as a giver. 
This is called 'dimming' one's light. 
It is thus that the soft overcomes the hard 
And the weak, the strong. 
'It is best to leave the fish down in his pool; 
Best to leave the State's sharpest weapons where none can see them.' 
• 
[36c18t] Richard John Lynn 
If you would like to gather him in, you must resolve yourself to let him aggrandize himself. 
If you would like to weaken him, you must resolve yourself to let him grow strong. 
If you would like to nullify him, you must resolve yourself to let him flourish. 
If you would like to take him, you must resolve yourself to let him have his way. 
Such an approach is called subtle and perspicacious. 
Softness and pliancy conquer hardness and forcefulness. 



Fish must not be allowed to escape to the depths. 
The sharp instruments of the state may not be disclosed to the people. 
• 
[36c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE RHYTHM OF LIFE 
He who is to be made to dwindle (in power) 
Must first be caused to expand. 
He who is to be weakened 
Must first be made strong. 
He who is to be laid low 
Must first be exalted to power. 
He who is to be taken away from 
Must first be given. 
This is the Subtle Light. 
Gentleness overcomes strength: 
Fish should be left in the deep pool, 
And sharp weapons of the state should be left 
Where none can see them. 
• 



[36c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When you wish to contract something, 
you must momentarily expand it; 
When you wish to weaken something, 
you must momentarily strengthen it; 
When you wish to reject something, 
you must momentarily join with it; 
When you wish to seize something, 
you must momentarily give it up. 
This is called "subtle insight." 
The soft and weak conquer the strong. 
Fish cannot be removed from the watery depths; 
The profitable instruments of state cannot be shown to the people. 
• 
[36c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
That which is to be shrunk must first be stretched out. 
That which is to be weakened must first be strengthened. 
That which is to be cast down must first be raised up. 
That which is to be taken must first be given. 



There is wisdom in dimming your light. 
For the soft and gentle will overcome the hard and powerful. 
Fish are best left in deep waters. 
And, weapons are best kept out of sight. 
• 
[36c22t] David H. Li 
Before contracting [an object], let it expand; 
Before weakening [an object], let it solidify; 
Before abandoning [an object], let it flourish; 
Before seizing [an object], let it aggregate. 
This is discernment at its micro best. 
Tenderness overcomes bruteness. 
Fish cannot survive away from water. 
A state does not boast her weaponry before the people. 
• 
[36c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
What is ultimately to be compressed must first be expanded. 
What is ultimately to be weakened must first be strengthened. 
What is ultimately to be discarded must first be promoted. 



What is ultimately to be taken away must first be given. 
This is the subtle light of wisdom. 
The soft overcomes the hard. 
The weak overcomes the strong. 
The fish should never leave the water. 
The formed should never leave the formless. 
• 
[36c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
In order to reduce something, it must first be expanded. 
In order to weaken something, it must first be strengthened. 
In order to drop something, it must first be lifted. 
"In order to take, a man must first give." 
This is what is called the wisdom of light. 
The soft and weak can overcome the hard and strong. 
Just as the fish should not leave the depths, 
The sharp instruments of control should not leave their hiding-place. 
• 
[36c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
What is going to be diminished 



Must first be allowed to inflate. 
Whatever you want to weaken 
Must first be convinced of its strength. 
What you want to overcome 
You must first of all submit to ... 
What you want to take over 
You must first of all give to - 
This is called discerning. 
You see, what is yielding and weak 
Overcomes what is hard and strong: 
(And just as a fish can't be seen when he stays down in the deep don't show your power to anyone). 
• 
[36c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
If you want a thing to contract, 
You should stretch it first; 
If you want a thing weakened, 
You should strengthen it first; 
If you want a thing gotten rid of, 
You should promote it first; 



If you want a thing taken away, 
You should give to it first. 
These are called subtle wisdom. 
The supple and weak overcomes the rigid and strong. 
Fish should not be allowed to leave the deep water; 
The instruments of power of a state 
Should not be shown to the public. 
• 
[36c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
To gather things, one must first disseminate them. 
To weaken things, one must first strengthen them. 
To abolish things, one must first prevail upon them. 
To seize things, one must first grant them. 
That is what 'profound understanding' means. 
The soft will overcome the hard. 
The weak will overcome the strong. 
The fish shall not leave deep waters. 
The weapons of a country should not be displayed in public. 
• 



[36c28t] Liu Qixuan 
To compress something, one must first prop it. 
To weaken something, one must first strengthen it. 
To stop something, one must first advocate it. 
To take something, one must first give it. 
Subtle wisdom depends on the Way 
In enabling the weak to defeat the strong killers. 
A fish cannot go out of deep water for its existence. 
A nation's effective system should be kept unknown. 
• 
[36c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Doctrine of Reversion 
Lao Tze says, 
A man who wants his opponent to become a greedy man should allow him the chance to expand his 

benefit first. 
He who wants to weaken his competitor should let his ambitions grow first. 
He who wants to demolish his adversary should let him achieve first. 
He who wants to plunder his enemy should let him have the storage place first. 
These are subtle but effective stratagems. 



The feeble will overcome the strong. 
But fishes shouldn't leave the deep; a state's strategy shouldn't be shown to any person who is not 

concerned with it. 
• 
[36c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
In order to contract a thing, one should surely expand it first. 
In order to weaken, one will surely strengthen first. 
In order to overthrow, one will surely exalt first. 
'In order to take, one will surely give first.' 
This is called subtle wisdom. 
The soft and weak can overcome the hard and strong. 
As the fish should not leave the deep 
So should the sharp implements of a nation not be shown to anyone. 
• 
[36c31t] Paul J. Lin 
About to shut it, let it first be opened. 
About to weaken it, let it first be strengthened. 
About to destroy it, let it first be advanced. 
About to snatch it, let it first be given away. 



This is called the subtle wisdom. 
The soft overcomes the hard; 
The weak overcomes the strong. 
As fish cannot be separated from deep water, 
The state's sharp weapons cannot be shown to the people. 
• 
[36c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When you want to shrink something, 
you must always enlarge it. 
When you want to weaken something, 
you must always strengthen it. 
When you want to neglect something, 
you must always involve yourself with it. 
When you want to deprive something, 
you must always give to it. 
This is called 'Subtle Clarity'. 
Softness and Weakness overcome what is hard and strong. 
"The fish must not leave the depths; 
the state's 'sharp weapons' must not be shown to others." 



• 
[36c33t] Cheng Lin 
When one wishes to expand, one must first contract. 
When one wishes to be strong, one must first be weak. 
When one wishes to rise, one must first fall. 
When one wishes to take, one must first give. 
This is called mere truism. 
Meekness can overcome hardness, and weakness can overcome strength. 
Fishes cannot survive after leaving deep waters. 
The State must not leave the weapons of war in the hands of the people. 
• 
[36c34t] Yi Wu 
If it wants to close anything, surely it will first open it. 
If it wants to weaken anything, surely it will first strengthen it. 
If it wants to abandon anything, surely it will first allow it to arise. 
If it wants to take away anything, surely it will first give it. 
This is called the subtle enlightenment. 
The soft and the weak win over the hard and the strong. 
Fish cannot leave the deep water. 



The state's sharpest weapons cannot be shown to people. 
• 
[36c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
If you want to contract something, you must first stretch it. 
You must first strengthen his power before you can weaken him. 
Similarly, you have to build up something first before you can demolish it. 
You can only take something away from somebody after they have possessed it. 
This sort of platitudes is known as "subtle discernment". 
The soft and the weak can overcome the hard and the strong. 
Just like the fish should not leave the deep, 
The machination in politics must not be revealed to the public. 
• 
[36c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
If you hope to expand, you should first contract. 
If you hope to become strong, you should first weaken yourself. 
If your ambition is to be exalted, humiliation will follow. 
If you hold fast to something, it will surely be taken away from you. 
This is the operation of the subtle law of the universe. 
The law of the universe is subtle, but it can be known. 



The soft and meek can overcome the hard and strong. 
The strength of a country must not be displayed. 
Just as fish cannot leave the deep, 
one must never stray from one's true nature. 
• 
[36c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
That which is to be condensed must first be dispersed. 
That which is to be enervated must first be vitalized. 
That which is to be devastated must first be produced. 
That which is to be obtained must first be yielded. 
This is called invisible illumination. 
The soft overcomes the unshakable; 
The weak overcomes the strong. 
Just as fish stay deep in the pond, 
The best arms in the nation are those that remain invisible. 
• 
[36c38t] Henry Wei 
Faint Light 
Wei Ming 



Wishing to restrict anything, 
One must first expand it; 
Wishing to weaken anything, 
One must first strengthen it; 
Wishing to abolish anything, 
One must first set it up; 
Wishing to take from anything, 
One must first supply it. 
This is called Faint Light. 
The soft conquers the hard; 
The weak conquers the strong. 
Fish should not break forth from the deep; 
Deadly weapons of the state must not be shown off. 
• 
[36c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When you want to shrink it, 
You must first stretch it. 
When you want to make it weak, 
You must first make it strong. 



When you want to make it fall, 
You must first make it rise. 
When you want to rob it, 
You must first give it. 
This is called subtle light. 
The soft and weak prevails over the hard and strong. 
The fish may not leave the depths. 
The sharp instrument of the state 
May not be shown to the people. 
• 
[36c40t] Tao Huang 
When you want to constrict something, 
You must first let it expand; 
When you want to weaken something, 
You must first enable it; 
When you want to eliminate something, 
You must first allow it; 
When you want to conquer something, 
You must first let it be. 



This is called the Fine Light. 
The weak overcomes the strong. 
Fish cannot live away from the source. 
The sharp weapon of the nation should never be displayed. 
• 
[36c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
What is to be contracted may need to be expanded; 
what is to be weakened may need to be strengthened; 
what is to be reduced may need to be increased; 
and what is to be reformed may need to be impaired. 
This is called "Starting enlightenment". 
A fish cannot live out of water. 
A country with deadly weapons should never demonstrate them before others. 
• 
[36c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
In order to contract, 
It is necessary first to expand. 
In order to weaken, 
It is necessary first to strengthen. 



In order to destroy, 
It is necessary first to promote. 
In order to grasp, 
It is necessary first to give. 
This is called subtle light. 
The weak and the tender overcome the hard and the strong. 
Fish should not be taken away from water. 
And sharp weapons of the state should not be displayed to the people. 
• 
[36c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Прежде чем что-либо сжать, следует сначала его растянуть; 
прежде чем что-либо ослабить, следует сначала его укрепить; 
прежде чем что-либо низринуть, следует сначала дать ему подняться; 
прежде чем у кого-либо отнять, следует сначала ему предоставить. 
Это зовут неуловимым крошечным просветом. 
Мягкое и слабое одерживает верх над твердостью и силой. 
Рыбе не годится выплывать из глубины. 
Бразды правления не следует показывать. 
• 



[36c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Желая что-то сжать, сначала растяни его. 
Желая что-то ослабить, сначала усиль его. 
Желая что-то уничтожить, позволь этому сначала расцвести. 
Желая что-то отнять, сначала дай это. 
Это и зовётся утончённо-искусным просветлением. 
Мягкое и слабое одолевают твёрдое и сильное. 
Рыба не может покинуть глубину. 
Равно и государству нельзя показывать инструменты управления народу. 
• 
[36c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Если хочешь нечто сжать - прежде растяни его. 
Если хочешь нечто ослабить - прежде усиль его. 
Если хочешь нечто погубить - прежде дай расцвести ему. 
Если хочешь нечто отнять - вначале нечто дай. 
Это и называют утонченной просветленностью: 
Ведь мягкое и слабое побеждает сильное и крепкое. 
Острое оружие Поднебесной ни в коем случае нельзя показывать людям. 
• 



[36c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Чтобы нечто сжать, необходимо прежде расширить его. 
Чтобы нечто ослабить, необходимо прежде усилить его. 
Чтобы нечто уничтожить, необходимо прежде взрастить его. 
Чтобы нечто отнять, необходимо прежде дать его. 
Это и называется сокровенно-глубокой просветленностью. 
Мягкое и слабое побеждает твердое и сильное. 
Как рыбе нельзя уйти из глубин, так и методам управления государством не должно 

обучать людей. 
• 
[36c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Чтобы нечто сжать, необходимо прежде расширить его. 
Чтобы нечто ослабить, нужно прежде укрепить его. 
Чтобы нечто уничтожить, необходимо прежде дать ему расцвести. 
Чтобы нечто у кого-то отнять, нужно прежде дать ему. 
Это называется глубокой истиной. 
Мягкое и слабое побеждает твердое и сильное. 
Как рыба не может покинуть глубину, так и государство не должно выставлять напоказ 

людям свои совершенные методы [управления]. 



• 
[36c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
То, что сжимается, - расширяется. 
То, что ослабевает, - усиливается. 
То, что уничтожается, - восстановляется. 
То, что лишается всего, - имело все. 
Все это называется то скрытым, то ясным. 
Мягкое побеждает твердое, слабое - сильное. 
Как рыба не может покинуть глубины, так страна не может оставаться без орудия. 
Сильное орудие правления не должно быть показываемо народу. 
• 
[36c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Если хочешь сжать, 
Прежде нужно растянуть. 
Если хочешь ослабить, 
Прежде нужно усилить. 
Если хочешь развалить, 
Прежде нужно возвеличить. 
Если хочешь отнять, 



Прежде нужно дать. 
Вот что зовется "опережающим прозрением". 
Мягкое и слабое одолеет твердое и сильное. 
Рыбе лучше не покидать глубины, 
А то, что приносит царству благо, нельзя показывать людям. 
• 
[36c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Стремишься сжать - необходимо сильно растянуть. 
Стремишься ослабить - необходимо сильно укрепить. 
Стремишься разрушить - необходимо сильно возвысить. 
Стремишься завладеть - необходимо сильно дать. 
Это определяется: 
Просветление в тончайшем. 
Мягкое и слабое побеждает твердое и сильное. 
Рыбу нельзя вытаскивать из пучины. 
Функциональные инструменты управления обществом нельзя показывать народу. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Seven 
 

[37c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Tao is constantly nameless. 
Were marquises and kings able to maintain it, 
The ten thousand things would transform on their own. 
Having transformed, were their desires to become active, 
I would subdue them with the nameless simplicity. 
Having subdued them with the nameless simplicity, 
I would not disgrace them. 
By not being disgraced, they will be tranquil. 
And Heaven and Earth will of themselves be correct and right. 
• 
[37c02t] John C. H. Wu 
TAO never makes any ado, 
And yet it does everything. 
If a ruler can cling to it, 
All things will grow of themselves. 
When they have grown and tend to make a stir, 



It is time to keep them in their place by the aid of the nameless Primal Simplicity, 
Which alone can curb the desires of men. 
When the desires of men are curbed, there will be peace, 
And the world will settle down of its own accord. 
• 
[37c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way never acts yet nothing is left undone. 
Should lords and princes be able to hold fast to it, 
The myriad creatures will be transformed of their own accord. 
After they are transformed, should desire raise its head, 
I shall press it down with the weight of the nameless uncarved block. 
The nameless uncarved block 
Is but freedom from desire, 
And if I cease to desire and remain still, 
The empire will be at peace of its own accord. 
• 
[37c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao never acts, And yet is never inactive. 
If leaders can hold on to it, 



All Things will be naturally influenced. 
Influenced and yet desiring to act, 
I would calm them with Nameless Simplicity. 
Nameless Simplicity is likewise without desire; 
And without desire there is harmony. 
The world will then be naturally stabilized. 
• 
[37c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao invariably does nothing, 
And yet there is nothing left undone. 
If kings and princes can preserve it, 
All things will submit to them spontaneously. 
(After their) submission if any desires occur, 
I should subdue them with the nameless simplicity. 
The nameless simplicity is nothing but eradication of desires. 
Eradication of desires will lead to quietude, 
Thus the world will naturally find its equilibrium. 
• 
[37c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



Tao abides in non-action, 
Yet nothing is left undone. 
If kings and lords observed this, 
The ten thousand things would develop naturally. 
If they still desired to act, 
They would return to the simplicity of formless substance. 
Without form there is no desire. 
Without desire there is tranquillity. 
And in this way all things would be at peace. 
• 
[37c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Dao neither contrives to do something 
nor abstains from doing anything. 
If only the kings and barons would follow the Dao, 
all the living things would be transformed. 
If the transformed living things 
should contrive to do anything, 
I would restrain them with the natural simplicity of the Unnamed. 
I would have them freed from desires. 



Freedom from desires is achieved by stilling the mind. 
Everything under heaven will then fall back into their natural places. 
• 
[37c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO always practices WUWEI, but there is nothing that it cannot do. 
If the kings can use the DAO, people will take care of themselves. 
When people get freedom, they begin to have desires; 
I will then use this nameless and simple DAO to guide them. 
This nameless and simple DAO will make them have no desires. 
Without desires, they will be peaceful, and the country will keep stability by itself. 
• 
[37c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE ART OF GOVERNMENT 
Tao remains quiescent, and yet leaves nothing undone. 
If a ruler or a king could hold it, all things would of their own accord assume the desired shape. 
If in the process of transformation desire should arise, I would check it by the ineffable simplicity. 
The ineffable simplicity would bring about an absence of desire, and rest would come back again. 
Thus the world would regenerate itself. 
• 
[37c10t] James Legge 



The Tao in its regular course does nothing (for the sake of doing it), and so there is nothing which it 
does not do. 

If princes and kings were able to maintain it, all things would of themselves be transformed by them. 
If this transformation became to me an object of desire, I would express the desire by the nameless 

simplicity. 
Simplicity without a name 
Is free from all external aim. 
With no desire, at rest and still, 
All things go right as of their will. 
• 
[37c11t] David Hinton 
Way is perennially doing nothing so there's nothing it doesn't do. 
When lords and emperors abide by this 
the ten thousand things follow change of themselves. 
Desire drives change, 
but I've stilled it with uncarved nameless simplicity. 
Uncarved nameless simplicity 
is the perfect absence of desire, 
and the absence of desire means repose: 



all beneath heaven at rest of itself. 
• 
[37c12t] Chichung Huang 
The Tao is constant and nameless. 
If marquises and kings can adhere to it, 
The ten thousand things will live and grow spontaneously. 
While they live and grow spontaneously, 
If lusts arise, 
I shall fill them with the nameless unhewn log. 
Being filled with the nameless unhewn log, 
They shall become lustless. 
Lustlessness leads to stillness; 
Heaven and earth shall turn aright spontaneously. 
• 
[37c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao everlasting (ch'ang) does not act (wu wei), 
And yet nothing is not done (erh wu pu wei). 
If kings and barons can abide by (shou) it, 
The ten thousand things will transform by themselves (tzu hua). 



If in transforming desire (yü) is aroused, 
I shall suppress it by the nameless uncarved wood (p'u). 
With the nameless uncarved wood, 
There shall be no desire (wu yü). 
Without desire there is thus quietude (ching). 
The world shall be self-ordered (tzu ting). 
• 
[37c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Tao does not intervene [with the natural course of events], 
Still its predominance is on all phases of every thing (events); 
If kings and lords can hold on to natural courses, everything [on Earth] will go his way spontaneously; 
However, if kings and lords, after they have gained the subordination [of the world], would entertain 

the idea of tampering with Tao in order to satisfy their improper demand], I must warn them about the 
power of the inexplicable Simplicity (Tao); 

Simplicity (Tao), though difficult to describe, is learned through the elimination of [subjective and 
selfish] desires; 

The elimination of [subjective and selfish] desires leads to Serenity; 
A [serene] world shall embark on the course of righteousness (peace and nobility). 
• 



[37c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The Way does not do, but does do (does not do nothing). 
If kings and princes can cling to it, all things will change by themselves. 
When they change and tend to stir, it is time to keep them in their place by the aid of the nameless 

uncarved. 
It is the uncarved that curbs the desires. 
Without desires, there will be stillness; the world will be in peace by itself. 
• 
[37c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao normally does not interfere, yet it plays a role everywhere. 
If the kings and nobles can follow it, everything would become submissive. 
If rebellion is attempted, I will use Tao's extreme honesty to suppress it. 
Using Tao's extreme honesty to suppress it, people would have no ambition. 
With no ambition, people would be peaceful. 
Thus, the world would go back to normal. 
• 
[37c17t] Arthur Waley 
Tao never does; 
Yet through it all things are done. 



If the barons and kings would but possess themselves of it, 
The ten thousand creatures would at once be transformed. 
And if having been transformed they should desire to act, 
We must restrain them by the blankness of the Unnamed. 
The blankness of the Unnamed 
Brings dispassion; 
To be dispassionate is to be still. 
And so, of itself, the whole empire will be at rest. 
• 
[37c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Dao in its constancy engages in no conscious action, 
Yet nothing remains undone. 
If any lord or prince could hold on to it, the myriad folk would undergo moral transformation 

spontaneously. 
Once nurtured, should desire arise, I would press down on it with the nameless uncarved block. 
With the nameless uncarved block, they too would stay free of desire. 
Achieving tranquillity by keeping them free of desire, all under Heaven would govern themselves. 
• 
[37c19t] Lin Yutang 



WORLD PEACE 
The Tao never does, 
Yet through it everything is done, 
If princes and dukes can keep the Tao, 
The world will of its own accord be reformed. 
When reformed and rising to action, 
Let it be restrained by the Nameless pristine simplicity. 
The Nameless pristine simplicity 
Is stripped of desire (for contention). 
By stripping of desire quiescence is achieved, 
And the world arrives at peace of its own accord. 
• 
[37c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way is eternally nameless. 
If feudal lords and kings preserve it, 
The myriad creatures will be transformed by themselves. 
After transformation, if they wish to rise up, 
I shall restrain them with the nameless unhewn log. 
By restraining them with the nameless unhewn log, 



They will not feel disgraced; 
Not feeling disgraced, 
They will be still, 
Whereupon heaven and earth will be made right by themselves. 
• 
[37c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao never strives, 
yet nothing is left undone. 
If leaders were able to adhere to it the ten thousand things would develop of their own accord. 
If after they have developed 
they experience desires to strive, 
they can bury those desires under the nameless Uncarved Block. 
The nameless Uncarved Block can protect against desire. 
When desires are restrained there will be peace, 
and then all under heaven will be at rest. 
• 
[37c22t] David H. Li 
Direction is laissez-faire at all times; it is all-permeating. 
Were a Duke or a Prince to govern with Direction, 



Myriad matters would develop on own volition. 
As self-development degenerates into avarice in complexity, 
I suppress it with Direction's simplicity. 
Suppressing with Direction's simplicity, 
avarice disappears. 
Without avarice, serenity visits with ease; 
The world self-governs in peace. 
• 
[37c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao does nothing, 
Yet it leaves nothing undone. 
If the leaders of the world abide by it, 
All beings of their own accord will transform themselves. 
If in the course of self-transformation discordant desires arise, 
Calm them with the unnameable simplicity of the Tao. 
If calmed with the nameless simplicity of the Tao, 
Discordant desires of their own accord will disappear. 
If discordant desires disappear and quietude is restored, 
The world of its own accord will order itself. 



• 
[37c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Tao is never active, but there is nothing it does not do. 
If princes and kings could hold onto it, all things would develop by themselves. 
When they develop, the desire in them would emerge, 
I would restrain them with simplicity, 
So simple that it does not even have a name, 
In order to liberate them from desire. 
Free of desire, they would be soaked in tranquillity, 
And thus the world would attain purity and virtue. 
Simplicity, however unimportant it may be, 
Cannot be subdued even by the entire world. 
If princes and kings could hold onto it, 
Everything in the world, of its own accord, would pay homage. 
Heaven and earth would unite to sprinkle dew, sweeter than honey, on the ground. 
Without anyone ordering them to do so, people would attain harmony by themselves. 
With the mission accomplished and the objectives achieved, 
People would see themselves as following in nature's footsteps. 
• 



[37c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao goes on forever wu-wei - doing nothing 
And yet everything gets done. 
How? 
It does it by being, 
And by being everything it does. 
If people and rulers go by this then every living thing will be well. 
And if parts still want to separate the true leader will use the centrifugal weight of this original 

unnameable Oneness. 
It is simple: 
If no one wants anything for themselves then there can be peace and all things will know peace the 

way music ends in peace. 
• 
[37c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao always remains inactive, 
Yet it acts upon everything in the world. 
If lords and kings can keep it, 
All creatures will grow and develop naturally. 
When desires are kindled in the growth and development, 



I can suppress them with the nameless Simplicity of the Tao. 
Once I do so 
Desires will be repressed. 
Once desires are repressed, 
The whole world will be naturally at peace. 
• 
[37c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao always does nothing but nothing remains undone. 
If the ruler observes this the myriad creatures will act of their own accord. 
After their metamorphosis, desire will arise. 
It will press them down with the power of the uncarved block, the Tao. 
The nameless uncarved block is free from desire. 
Absence of desire will lead to stillness and the world under Heaven will be harmonized by itself. 
• 
[37c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The eternal Way serves everything by doing nothing. 
If the kings can keep the model, 
A natural order will appear in the world. 
Should something undesirable grow after that, 



Prevent it with the nameless simplicity. 
By saying "the nameless simplicity," 
I mean the reduction of vain desires. 
Vain desires can be reduced by serenity of mind, 
And the world can then be back in the Way. 
• 
[37c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The World In Peace 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao's accomplishment is constantly made through acting without the intent to control fate, yet 

leaving nothing undone. 
If the king of men insists on practicing the Tao, all existence will transform themselves in their 

natural courses. 
When they transform and go out of their way, the king of men should guide them back to a pristine 

simplicity which was unknown to the world before. 
Namely, the pristine simplicity of being desireless. 
To be desireless is cultivated by being still. 
It is by this stillness that this world is settled down in peace naturally. 
• 



[37c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Tao is ever inactive, and yet there is nothing that it does not do. 
If princes and kings could keep to it, all things would of themselves become developed. 
When they are developed, desire would stir in them; 
I would restrain them by the nameless Simplicity, 
In order to make them free from desire. 
Free from desire, they would be at rest; 
And the world would of itself become rectified. 
However insignificant Simplicity seems, the whole world cannot make it submissive. 
If princes and kings could keep to it, 
All things in the world would of themselves pay homage. 
Heaven and earth would unite to send down sweet dew. 
The people with no one to command them would of themselves become harmonious. 
When merits are accomplished and affairs completed, 
The people would speak of themselves as following nature. 
• 
[37c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao is always inactive. 
But it leaves nothing undone. 



If dukes and kings can keep it, 
Then all things will be naturally transformed. 
If transformation raises desires, 
I would suppress them with nameless simplicity. 
Nameless simplicity means being without desires. 
Being without desires and with tranquility, 
The world will keep peace by itself. 
• 
[37c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao invariably Does Nothing, 
and nothing remains not done. 
If the princes and kings can watch over it, 
the thousands of things will change by themselves. 
If they change, and become desirous and active, 
I will restrain them with the Nameless One's Simplicity. 
Restraining them with the Nameless One's Simplicity will cause them no disgrace. 
Not being disgraced, they will be Still. 
The world will order itself. 
• 



[37c33t] Cheng Lin 
Truth abides by inaction, and yet nothing is left undone. 
If the rulers abide by Truth, all animate creation will of their own accord come under their influence. 
When they of their own accord come under their influence, and if selfish desires arise, I would 

tranquillize them with the nameless simplicity (Truth). 
Once tranquillized by the nameless simplicity, they will again be free from selfish desires. 
Thus free from selfish desires, they will be calm, and the world will of its own accord become peaceful. 
• 
[37c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way is constantly in non-action, 
But it leaves nothing undone. 
If dukes and kings can keep to it, 
All things will be transformed by themselves. 
But, in transforming, desires arise. 
I will subdue them by the nameless simplicity; 
With nameless simplicity, 
There will be no desires. 
Being desireless is to be tranquil. 
All the world will become calm by itself. 



• 
[37c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao always sticks to non-action, yet everything develops spontaneously. 
If the rulers could follow the way of Dao, 
Everything under the sun will function properly. 
If desire begins to creep in during the developing process, 
It should be constrained by the "nameless simplicity". 
The "nameless simplicity" has no designs. 
Without designs, it will not create any disturbance. 
Hence, peace will again prevail in the world. 
• 
[37c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle essence of the universe is always unoccupied, 
yet it leaves nothing undone. 
If the people of the world were wise enough to plant the root of their lives deep within the Subtle 

Origin, 
then the worldly affairs of life would coherently follow their own natural course, 
and harmony would abound of its own accord. 
When confusion takes place in one's surroundings, 



it can be dissolved with the power of undisturbable Simplicity. 
When life is ruled by undisturbable Simplicity, 
desire and passion naturally fall away and reveal people's true, original nature. 
Then the peaceful order of the universe prevails and unity manifests again of its own accord. 
• 
[37c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Tao is real and free from action, yet nothing is not acted upon. 
If rulers abide with it, all things transmute by themselves. 
If, in the process of transmutation, intention emerges, it must be overcome by the original non-

differentiation of the nameless. 
To experience the original non-differentiation of the nameless, one should also be free from intending 

to have no-intention. 
To be free from intending to have no-intention is to be quiescent. 
Thereby, the world is naturally led to tranquillity. 
• 
[37c38t] Henry Wei 
The Way of Government 
Wei Cheng 
Tao is eternal and devoid of action, 



Yet there is nothing it does not do. 
If kings and nobles can preserve it intact, 
The ten thousand things will reform of themselves. 
If after the reform they desire to be active, 
I shall calm them with the Nameless Simplicity (p'u), 
The Nameless Simplicity will induce desirelessness, 
Desirelessness will tend to quiescence, 
And the world will set itself on the right course. 
• 
[37c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tao never does, 
Yet leaves nothing undone. 
If kings and princes hold fast to this, 
The ten thousand things will transform of themselves. 
Should desires arise after transformation, 
I shall calm them with the nameless, uncarved block. 
The nameless, uncarved block 
Brings desirelessness. 
With desirelessness comes stillness, 



And all under Heaven will be at peace by itself. 
• 
[37c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao is eternally nameless. 
If lords and rulers would abide by it, 
All things would evolve of themselves. 
What evolves desires to act. 
I, then, suffuse this with nameless simplicity. 
Suffusing with nameless simplicity is eliminating humiliation. 
Without humiliation, peace arises. 
Heaven and earth regulate themselves. 
• 
[37c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The eternity of Dao contrives nothing, yet it provides everything. 
If rulers can cling to it - Dao, 
All Things will transform (change) themselves. 
Any artificial desire occurring during the transformation, shall be suppressed by the nameless 

"Purity" (Pure Matter). 
Nameless "Purity" (Pure Matter) will do away with artificial desires. 



When artificial desires have been done away with, all peoples will be at peace and the world order 
will be established automatically. 

• 
[37c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Tao invariably takes no action, and yet there is nothing left undone. 
If kings and barons can keep it, all things will transform spontaneously. 
If, after transformation, they should desire to be active, 
I would restrain them with simplicity, which has no name. 
Simplicity, which has no name, is free of desires. 
Being free of desires, it is tranquil. 
And the world will be at peace of its own accord. 
• 
[37c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао, будучи незыблемым, находится в бездействии, но оно при этом непременно действует. 
Если владетели и царь смогут ему следовать, то десять тысяч вещей сами же 

преобразуются. 
Когда они, преобразовываясь, пожелают возрасти, я их укрощу посредством приведения к 

безымянной первозданности. 
В состоянии безымянной первозданности не появится желаний. 



А при отсутствии желаний и в покое Поднебесная сама придет к стабильности. 
• 
[37c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао извечно пребывает в недеянии, но нет того, чего бы оно ни совершало. 
Если правители и князья могли бы соблюдать его, мириады существ обрели бы 

самопреображение. 
Если же после того, как они обретут преображение, родятся желания, то я погашу их 

безымянной простотой. 
Безымянная простота свободна от желаний. 
И если, избавясь от желаний, я обрету спокойствие, то Поднебесная сама придёт в 

порядок. 
• 
[37c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Дао-Путь постоянен, в недеянии он пребывает, но нет ничего, не сделанного им. 
И если князья и цари умеют его блюсти, все сущее будет изменяться само по себе. 
Но если изменяясь, оно возжелает творить самочинно, я буду давить на него простотой 

первозданной. 
После того как я надавлю на него простотой первозданной, оно желать перестанет. 
Без вожделений оно обретет покой, и тогда Поднебесная исправится сама собой. 



• 
[37c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао постоянно не деяет и не не-деяет. 
Если хоу и ваны смогут блюсти его, то мириады вещей будут сами собою развиваться. 
[Но если кто] наравне с развитием вдруг возжелает еще и мастерить, 
я обуздаю того безымянным духовным естеством (пу). 
Само же безымянное духовное естество по-прежнему останется бесстрастным. 
[Его] бесстрастие приведет к покою, и Поднебесная сама собою утвердится. 
• 
[37c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао постоянно осуществляет недеяние, однако нет ничего такого, что бы оно не делало. 
Если знать и государи будут его соблюдать, то все существа будут изменяться сами 

собой. 
Если те, которые изменяются, захотят действовать, то я буду подавлять их при 

помощи простого бытия, не обладающего именем. 
Не обладающее именем - простое бытие - для себя ничего не желает. 
Отсутствие желания приносит покой, и тогда порядок в стране сам собой установится. 
• 
[37c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Тао ничего не делает, но нет того, чего бы оно не сделало. 
Если царь и князья хорошо будут управлять страной, то все существа преобразуются 

так, как они желают. 
Если все существа придут в сильное движение, то я удержу их посредством безымянной 

простоты. 
Безымянная простота не имеет страсти. 
Когда (в мире) не будет страстей, то будет спокойствие повсеместное и на всей земле 

будет правда. 
• 
[37c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь вечно в недеянии, 
А в мире все делается. 
Если князья и цари смогут блюсти его, 
Вещи сами себя претворят. 
Если потом они возымеют желание действовать, 
Я сдержу их безымянной простотой. 
Безымянная простота не таит никаких желаний. 
Когда в покое не родится желаний, 
Поднебесный мир выправится сам собой. 



• 
[37c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Постоянство Пути - в отсутствии осуществления. 
В результате отсутствует не-осуществленное. 
Если удельные князья и правители способны придерживаться этого, тогда мириады 

сущностей сами стремятся к преобразованиям. 
Если в преобразованиях желают действовать, то сущность моя удержит их посредством 

первозданной целостности отсутствия имен. 
Состояние первозданной целостности отсутствия имен также ориентирует на 

отсутствие стремлений. 
Когда состояние отсутствия стремлений осуществляется посредством покоя, тогда 

выправление Поднебесной будет происходить само собой. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Eight 
 

[38c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The highest virtue is not virtuous; therefore it truly has virtue. 
The lowest virtue never loses sight of its virtue; therefore it has no true virtue. 
The highest virtue takes no action, yet it has no reason for acting this way; 
The highest humanity takes action, yet it has no reason for acting this way; 
The highest righteousness takes action, and it has its reasons for acting this way; 
The highest propriety takes action, and when no one responds to it, then it angrily rolls up its sleeves 

and forces people to comply. 
Therefore, when the Way is lost, only then do we have virtue; 
When virtue is lost, only then do we have humanity; 
When humanity is lost, only then do we have righteousness; 
And when righteousness is lost, only then do we have propriety. 
As for propriety, it's but the thin edge of loyalty and sincerity, and the beginning of disorder. 
And foreknowledge is but the flower of the Way, and the beginning of stupidity. 
Therefore the Great Man 
Dwells in the thick and doesn't dwell in the thin; 
Dwells in the fruit and doesn't dwell in the flower. 



Therefore, he rejects that and takes this. 
• 
[38c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HIGH Virtue is non-virtuous; 
Therefore it has Virtue. 
Low Virtue never frees itself from virtuousness; 
Therefore it has no Virtue. 
High Virtue makes no fuss and has no private ends to serve: 
Low Virtue not only fusses but has private ends to serve. 
High humanity fusses but has no private ends to serve: 
High morality not only fusses but has private ends to serve. 
High ceremony fusses but finds no response; 
Then it tries to enforce itself with rolled-up sleeves. 
Failing Tao, man resorts to Virtue. 
Failing Virtue, man resorts to humanity. 
Failing humanity, man resorts to morality. 
Failing morality, man resorts to ceremony. 
Now, ceremony is the merest husk of faith and loyalty; 
It is the beginning of all confusion and disorder. 



As to foreknowledge, it is only the flower of Tao, 
And the beginning of folly. 
Therefore, the full-grown man sets his heart upon the substance rather than the husk; 
Upon the fruit rather than the flower. 
Truly, he prefers what is within to what is without. 
• 
[38c03t] D. C. Lau 
A man of the highest virtue does not keep to virtue and that is why he has virtue. 
A man of the lowest virtue never strays from virtue and that is why he is without virtue. 
The former never acts yet leaves nothing undone. 
The latter acts but there are things left undone. 
A man of the highest benevolence acts, but from no ulterior motive. 
A man of the highest rectitude acts, but from ulterior motive. 
A man most conversant in the rites acts, but when no one responds rolls up his sleeves and resorts to 

persuasion by force. 
Hence when the way was lost there was virtue; 
When virtue was lost there was benevolence; 
When benevolence was lost there was rectitude; 
When rectitude was lost there were the rites. 



The rites are the wearing thin of loyalty and good faith 
And the beginning of disorder; 
Foreknowledge is the flowery embellishment of the way 
And the beginning of folly. 
Hence the man of large mind abides in the thick not in the thin, in the fruit not in the flower. 
Therefore he discards the one and takes the other. 
• 
[38c04t] R. L. Wing 
Superior Power is never Powerful, thus it has Power. 
Inferior Power is always Powerful, thus it has no Power. 
Superior Power takes no action and acts without motive. 
Inferior Power takes action and acts with motive. 
Superior philanthropy takes action and acts without motive. 
Superior morality takes action and acts with motive. 
Superior propriety takes action and there is no response; 
So it raises its arm to project itself. 
Therefore, lose the Tao and Power follows. 
Lose the Power and philanthropy follows. 
Lose philanthropy and morality follows. 



Lose morality and propriety follows. 
One who has propriety has the veneer of truth 
And yet is the leader of confusion. 
One who knows the future has the luster of the Tao 
And yet is ignorant of its origins. 
Therefore those with the greatest endurance 
Can enter the substantial, 
Not occupy its veneer; 
Can enter reality, 
Not occupy its luster. 
Hence they discard one and receive the other. 
• 
[38c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The superior virtue does not show itself in formal virtue, 
In this way it really possesses virtue. 
The inferior virtue rigidly sticks to formal virtue, 
In this way it loses virtue. 
The superior virtue takes no action to show itself, and need not do so purposely. 
The inferior virtue takes action to show itself, and does so purposely. 



The superior benevolence takes action to show itself, and does not do so on purpose. 
The superior righteousness takes action to show itself, and does so on purpose. 
The superior propriety takes action to show itself, 
And when it gets no response, it will stretch its arms and retaliate. 
Therefore, only when Tao is lost does De arise, 
Only when De is lost does benevolence arise, 
Only when benevolence is lost does righteousness arise, 
Only when righteousness is lost does propriety arise. 
The thing that is called propriety is really the want of loyalty and faithfulness and the beginning of 

disorder. 
The thing that is called foresight is really the ornament of Tao and the beginning of ignorance. 
For this reason the great man dwells in the thick and keeps away from the thin, 
He dwells in plainness and keeps away from the ornament. 
Therefore he rejects the latter and accepts the former. 
• 
[38c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A truly good man is not aware of his goodness, 
And is therefore good. 
A foolish man tries to be good, 



And is therefore not good. 
A truly good man does nothing, 
Yet leaves nothing undone. 
A foolish man is always doing, 
Yet much remains to be done. 
When a truly kind man does something, he leaves nothing undone. 
When a just man does something, he leaves a great deal to be done. 
When a disciplinarian does something and no one responds, 
He rolls up his sleeves in an attempt to enforce order. 
Therefore when Tao is lost, there is goodness. 
When goodness is lost, there is kindness. 
When kindness is lost, there is justice. 
When justice is lost, there is ritual. 
Now ritual is the husk of faith and loyalty, the beginning of confusion. 
Knowledge of the future is only a flowery trapping of the Tao. 
It is the beginning of folly. 
Therefore the truly great man dwells on what is real and not what is on the surface, 
On the fruit and not the flower. 
Therefore accept the one and reject the other. 



• 
[38c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The refined virtuous never attempts to be virtuous. 
For this reason they are truly virtuous. 
The unrefined virtuous always adheres to what is virtuous. 
For this reason they are not really virtuous. 
The refined virtuous will not contrive to do anything 
and do not act for gain. 
The unrefined virtuous contrives to act 
and does so for gain. 
The refined kindly man lives a kindly life not for benefit. 
The refined fair man acts fairly and does so for benefit. 
The refined gentlemanly person acts gentlemanly 
and expects to be so treated. 
If he is not treated the way he expects, 
he would push away and thrust aside his counterpart. 
The man who has lost the Dao 
finds refuge in being virtuous. 
The man who has lost the virtuous way of life 



finds refuge in being kindly. 
The man who has lost the kindly way of life 
finds refuge in being fair. 
The man who has lost the fair way of life 
finds refuge in being gentlemanly. 
Ceremony and gentlemanly behavior is the result of the thinness of faith and trust, and is the origin of 

many ills. 
Learning to tell what is "virtuous" and "fair" 
is merely the showy flower(not the fruit) of the Dao. 
It could be the beginning of folly. 
The fully grown person chooses a life that offers substance and satisfaction, 
not one that is thin and superficial. 
He knows what he opts for and what he gives up. 
• 
[38c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The people who have high DE do not purposely show the DE, but ultimately have the DE. 
The people who have low DE are always afraid of not showing the DE, but ultimately lose the DE. 
The people who have high DE practice WUWEI, but ultimately get everything done. 
The people who have low DE do things purposely, but ultimately fail in many things. 



The kind people do not do things purposely, but get everything done well. 
The highly righteous people do things purposely, but ultimately fail in many things. 
The people who follow courtesy and orders do everything purposely, but when no one follows them, 

they rudely force people to do so. 
Therefore, when the DAO is lost, charity appears; 
When charity is lost, righteousness appears; 
When righteousness is lost, courtesy and order appear. 
Courtesy and order have little loyalty and faith, and they are the source of chaos. 
Therefore, they are the end of the DAO and the beginning of a dark age. 
Noble men always stay sturdy, not shallow; solid, not flimsy. 
So one should keep the former and get rid of the latter. 
• 
[38c09t] Walter Gorn Old, OF VIRTUE 
The superior virtue is not recognised as such, and it is therefore the very essence of virtue. 
The inferior virtue has the distinction of virtue, and therefore it lacks the essence. 
The superior virtue is spontaneous, and makes no claim to merit. 
The inferior virtue is designing, and lays claim to recognition. 
The higher benevolence acts without pretension to merit. 
The inferior justice acts, and also makes pretensions. 



The inferior expediency is designing, and therefore no one honours it. 
Therefore does it bare its arm and assert itself by force. 
Thus it transpires that when virtue is lost, benevolence takes its place. 
When benevolence is lost, justice ensues. 
When justice is lost, then expediency follows. 
But expediency is the mere shadow of what is right and true, and is portentous of confusion. 
Superficial virtue is the mere tinsel of Tao, and the fool makes use of it. 
But the truly great man establishes himself on that which is solid, and will not lean upon a shadow. 
He keeps to the real, and avoids display. 
He rejects the one, and takes the other with both hands. 
• 
[38c10t] James Legge 
(Those who) possessed in highest degree the attributes (of the Tao) did not (seek) to show them, and 

therefore they possessed them (in fullest measure). 
(Those who) possessed in a lower degree those attributes (sought how) not to lose them, and therefore 

they did not possess them (in fullest measure). 
(Those who) possessed in the highest degree those attributes did nothing (with a purpose), and had no 

need to do anything. 
(Those who) possessed them in a lower degree were (always) doing, and had need to be so doing. 



(Those who) possessed the highest benevolence were (always seeking) to carry it out, and had no need 
to be doing so. 

(Those who) possessed the highest righteousness were (always seeking) to carry it out, and had need to 
be so doing. 

(Those who) possessed the highest (sense of) propriety were (always seeking) to show it, and when men 
did not respond to it, they bared the arm and marched up to them. 

Thus it was that when the Tao was lost, its attributes appeared; 
when its attributes were lost, benevolence appeared; 
when benevolence was lost, righteousness appeared; 
and when righteousness was lost, the proprieties appeared. 
Now propriety is the attenuated form of leal-heartedness and good faith, and is also the 

commencement of disorder; 
swift apprehension is (only) a flower of the Tao, and is the beginning of stupidity. 
Thus it is that the Great man abides by what is solid, and eschews what is flimsy; 
dwells with the fruit and not with the flower. 
It is thus that he puts away the one and makes choice of the other. 
• 
[38c11t] David Hinton 
High Integrity never has Integrity and so is indeed Integrity. 



Low Integrity never loses Integrity and so is not at all Integrity. 
High Integrity does nothing 
and has no motives. 
Low Integrity does something 
and has sure motives. 
High Humanity does something 
and has no motives. 
High Duty does something 
and has sure motives. 
High Ritual does something, 
and when no one follows along 
it rolls up its sleeves 
and forces them into line. 
Lose Way, and Integrity appears. 
Lose Integrity, and Humanity appears. 
Lose Humanity, and Duty appears. 
Lose Duty, and Ritual appears. 
Ritual is the thinning away of loyalty and sincerity, the beginning of chaos, 
and prophecy is the flowery semblance of Way, the beginning of folly. 



This is why a great elder 
inhabits thick rather than thin, 
fruitful substance rather than flowery semblance, 
always ignores that and chooses this. 
• 
[38c12t] Chichung Huang 
The man of supreme virtue 
Claimed no virtue, 
Hence, he possessed virtue; 
The man of the lowest virtue 
Would not lose virtue, 
Hence, he possessed no virtue. 
The man of supreme virtue did not act, 
And had no intention to act; 
The man of supreme humanity acted, 
But had no intention to act; 
The man of supreme righteousness acted, 
And had the intention to act; 
The man of supreme rituals acted, 



And as none responded to him, 
He rolled up his sleeves to drag them along. 
Hence, only when the Tao was lost 
Did virtue emerge; 
Only when virtue was lost 
Did humanity emerge; 
Only when humanity was lost 
Did righteousness emerge; 
Only when righteousness was lost 
Did the rituals emerge. 
Now, the rituals represent 
The thinness of wholehearted sincerity and truthfulness 
And the beginning of chaos; 
Foresight represents 
The flower of the Tao 
And the beginning of folly. 
Hence, the great man abided by its thickness, 
And not its thinness; 
He abided by its substance, 



And not its flower. 
Therefore, he abandoned that and chose this. 
• 
[38c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
A person of high te is not te, 
Therefore such a person has te; 
A person of low te does not lose (shih) te, 
Therefore such a person has no te. 
A person of high te does not act (wei), 
For such a person has no cause for action; 
A person of low te acts, 
For such a person has cause for action. 
A person of high jen (humanity) acts, 
Yet such a person has no cause for action; 
A person of high i (righteousness) acts, 
For such a person has cause for action. 
A person of high li (propriety) acts, 
Yet finding no response, 
Proceeds to bare the arms and throw a rope. 



Therefore when Tao is lost (shih), then there is te. 
When te is lost, then there is jen (humanity). 
When jen is lost, then there is i (righteousness). 
When i is lost, then there is li (propriety). 
As to li, it is the thin edge of loyalty and faithfullness, 
And the beginning of disorder; 
As to foreknowledge (ch'ien shih), it is the flowering of Tao, 
And the beginning of stupidity (yü). 
Thus a great person, abiding in the thick, 
Does not dwell in the thin; 
Abiding in the kernel, 
Does not dwell in the flower. 
Therefore such a person leaves that and takes this. 
• 
[38c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
People, who set their sights on the supreme Te (Arete) do not cultivate Te for the purpose of achieving 

[social reputation], 
They are individuals who really have [bona fide achievement of] Te; 
People, who focus on not losing their [overt] possession of Te, 



They are individuals who possess Te of the lowest rank, that is not Te [in truth but in appearances]; 
A person of superior Te does not interfere [with other people's affairs], yet he has strong sense of 

responsibility and never dodges [other people's] problems; 
A person of inferior Te takes actions [to publicize his appearance of being responsible and diligent], 

whereas he is unwilling to execute any project [which could not have the benefit of enhancing his public 
image]. 

A noble act of kindness is carried out solely for being kind, not for any other purposes; 
A regal effort for justice is performed only for the purpose of maintaining justice, it should not be used 

for any other ends; 
If [even] excellent observations of [the social formality] Li (Propriety Ritual) were practiced, the 

expected result [of maintaining social order] was not realized, then we should roll up sleeves and cast it 
(Li) far away. 

Therefore, Te becomes important after Tao is lost [in society]; 
If Te is lost, then compassion turns out to be the best [cohesive force in society]; 
If compassion is lost, then [the principle of] justice becomes the most important [unifying force in 

society]; 
If [the principle of] justice is lost, then Li (Propriety Ritual) is promoted as the device [to maintain 

orders in society]! 
Li (Propriety Ritual) is the peripheral (superficial formality) of loyalty and trust, it signalizes the onset 



of a chaotic society; 
Those talks about predicting the future are also but splendorous [and unsubstantiated idle] 

discussions about Tao; 
They are principle factors leading to stupidity (imposture)! 
Therefore a man of nobility settles with the substantiated [knowledge] and avoids superficial 

[theories]; 
He seeks facts and is uncomfortable with flowery explanations; 
[In other words] He accepts this (the substantiated theories) and rejects that (haughty and idle 

speculations). 
• 
[38c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The man of high virtue has no virtue; therefore he is virtuous. 
The man of low virtue never loses virtue; therefore he is not virtuous. 
The man of high virtue does not do and has nothing to do. 
The man of low virtue does and has something to do. 
The man of high benevolence does, and has nothing to do. 
The man of high righteousness does, and has something to do. 
The man of high propriety does and is not responded, therefore he rolls up his sleeves and forces 

people to follow him. 



Hence, losing the Way, man resorts to Virtue. 
Losing Virtue, man resorts to benevolence. 
Losing benevolence, man resorts to righteousness. 
Losing righteousness, man resorts to propriety. 
Propriety is the merest husk of faith and loyalty, and the beginning of disorder. 
Foreknowledge is the flower (outside beauty) of the Way, and the beginning of foolishness. 
Therefore, the great man sets his heart upon the thick rather than the thin, upon the fruit rather than 

the flower. 
Hence, he drops what is without and keeps what is within. 
• 
[38c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
High Te is Te because it is not showy. 
Low Te is not Te because it is showy. 
People with high Te do not force their way but they have their way. 
People with low Te have no way except to force their way. 
Top benevolence standard has its way without forcing it. 
Top moral conduct has its way with efforts. 
Top ritual rules have their way with rare response. 
Then force is used to make people comply. 



Therefore, when Tao is lost, Te is established. 
When Te is lost, a benevolent standard is established. 
When the benevolent standard is lost, moral conduct is established. 
When moral conduct is lost, ritual rules are established. 
So-called ritual rules do not advocate honesty and trustworthiness. 
Thus, they are the source of disorder. 
Boasting scholars are the flashy decorations of Tao; they are the origin of stupidity. 
Consequently, great men stay with profoundness, avoid superficiality. 
They stay with substance, avoid flashy superficies. 
That is, they take former and avoid latter. 
• 
[38c17t] Arthur Waley 
The man of highest 'power' does not reveal himself as a possessor of 'power'; 
Therefore he keeps his 'power'. 
The man of inferior 'power' cannot rid it of the appearance of 'power'; 
Therefore he is in truth without 'power'. 
The man of highest 'power' neither acts nor is there any who so regards him; 
The man of inferior 'power' both acts and is so regarded. 
The man of highest humanity, though he acts, is not so regarded; 



Whereas a man of even the highest morality both acts and is so regarded. 
While even he who is best versed in ritual not merely acts, but if people fail to respond 
Then he will pull up his sleeves and advance upon them. 
That is why it is said: 
'After Tao was lost, then came the "power"; 
After the "power" was lost, then came human kindness. 
After human kindness was lost, then came morality, 
After morality was lost, then came ritual. 
Now ritual is the mere husk of loyalty and promise-keeping, 
And is indeed the first step towards brawling.' 
Foreknowledge may be the 'flower of doctrine', 
But it is the beginning of folly. 
Therefore the full-grown man takes his stand upon the solid substance and not upon the mere husk, 
Upon the fruit and not upon the flower. 
Truly, 'he rejects that and takes this'. 
• 
[38c18t] Richard John Lynn 
A person of superior virtue is not virtuous, and this is why he has virtue. 
A person of inferior virtue never loses virtue, and this is why he lacks virtue. 



A person of superior virtue takes no conscious action and so acts out of nothing. 
A person of inferior virtue takes conscious action and so acts out of something. 
When a person of superior benevolence takes action, he acts out of nothing. 
When a person of superior righteousness takes action, he acts out of something. 
When a person of superior propriety takes action and no one responds, he pushes up his sleeves and 

leads them to it. 
Therefore one resorts to virtue only after losing the Dao, resorts to benevolence only after losing virtue, 

resorts to righteousness only after losing benevolence, and resorts to propriety only after losing 
righteousness. 

Propriety consists of the superficial aspects of loyalty and trust and is thus the beginning of disorder. 
Foresight consists of the flower of the Dao and is thus the origin of duplicity. 
This is why the really great man involves himself with its substance and not with its superficial 

aspects. 
He involves himself with its fruit and not with its flower. 
Therefore he rejects the one and takes the other. 
• 
[38c19t] Lin Yutang 
DEGENERATION 
The man of superior character is not (conscious of his) character, 



Hence he has character. 
The man of inferior character (is intent on) not losing character, 
Hence he is devoid of character. 
The man of superior character never acts, 
Nor ever (does so) with an ulterior motive. 
The man of inferior character acts, 
And (does so) with an ulterior motive. 
The man of superior kindness acts, 
But (does so) without an ulterior motive. 
The man of superior justice acts, 
And (does so) with an ulterior motive. 
(But when) the man of superior li acts and finds no response, 
He rolls up his sleeves to force it on others. 
Therefore: 
After Tao is lost, then (arises the doctrine of) humanity. 
After humanity is lost, then (arises the doctrine of) justice. 
After justice is lost, then (arises the doctrine of) li. 
Now li is the thinning out of loyalty and honesty of heart 
And the beginning of chaos. 



The prophets are the flowering of Tao 
And the origin of folly. 
Therefore the noble man dwells in the heavy (base) 
And not in the thinning (end). 
He dwells in the fruit 
And not in the flowering (expression). 
Therefore he rejects the one and accepts the other. 
• 
[38c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The person of superior integrity 
does not insist upon his integrity; 
For this reason, he has integrity. 
The person of inferior integrity 
never loses sight of his integrity; 
For this reason, he lacks integrity. 
The person of superior integrity takes no action, 
nor has he a purpose for acting. 
The person of superior humaneness takes action, 
but has no purpose for acting. 



The person of superior righteousness takes action, 
and has a purpose for acting. 
The person of superior etiquette takes action, 
but others do not respond to him; 
Whereupon he rolls up his sleeves and coerces them. 
Therefore, 
When the Way is lost, 
afterward comes integrity. 
When integrity is lost, 
afterward comes humaneness. 
When humaneness is lost, 
afterward comes righteousness. 
When righteousness is lost, 
afterward comes etiquette. 
Now, 
Etiquette is the attenuation of trustworthiness, and the source of disorder. 
Foreknowledge is but the blossomy ornament of the Way, and the source of ignorance. 
For this reason, 
The great man resides in substance, not in attenuation. 



He resides in fruitful reality, not in blossomy ornament. 
Therefore, 
He rejects the one and adopts the other. 
• 
[38c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A person of high virtue is not conscious of virtue 
and therefore possesses Virtue. 
A person of little virtue tries to be virtuous 
and therefore lacks Virtue. 
A person of high virtue does not make a fuss 
and is not seen. 
A person of little virtue always makes a fuss 
and is always seen. 
A truly good person functions without ulterior motive. 
A moralist acts out of private desires. 
A ritualist acts and, when no one responds, rolls up a sleeve and marches. 
When we lose the Tao, we turn to Virtue. 
When we lose Virtue, we turn to kindness. 
When we lose kindness, we turn to morality. 



When we lose morality, we turn to ritual. 
Ritual is the mere husk of good faith and loyalty and the beginning of disorder. 
Knowledge of what is to come may be a flower of the Tao, 
but it is the beginning of folly. 
Hence, 
the well-formed person relies 
on what is solid and not on what is flimsy, 
on the fruit and not the flower. 
Therefore, 
such a person lets go of that without and is content with this within. 
• 
[38c22t] David H. Li 
By not displaying one's high virtue, one is virtuous; 
By parading one's little virtue, one is not virtuous. 
One with high virtue follows laissez-faire with carefree ease; 
One with little virtue follows laissez-faire to parade one's virtue. 
One with high nobleness practices nobleness with carefree ease; 
One with high righteousness practices righteousness to parade one's righteousness. 
One with high Conduct decrees; 



With no followers, one uses force to twist others into following. 
Thus, 
virtue comes to the fore when Direction is not in evidence, 
nobleness comes to the fore when virtue is not in evidence, 
righteousness comes to the fore when nobleness is not in evidence, 
Conduct comes to the fore when righteousness is not in evidence. 
Conduct comes to the fore when loyalty and trustworthiness lack; 
it brings about confusion. 
Foreknowledge addresses but Direction's superficialities; 
it initiates folly. 
Thus, 
a great man seeks fullness, not lack; 
seeks substance, not facade. 
He forsakes the latter [Conduct and foreknowledge] and accepts the former [loyalty, trustworthiness, 

and Direction]. 
• 
[38c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The person of authentic virtue makes no issue of his virtue. 
Therefore, he is virtuous, wholly and completely. 



The person of inauthentic virtue makes much issue of his virtue. 
Therefore, he is not virtuous, wholly and completely. 
Authentic virtue is a matter of being, not of doing. 
Therefore, the person of authentic virtue makes no claims for his virtuous action. 
Inauthentic virtue is a matter of doing, not of being. 
Therefore, the person of inauthentic virtue makes claims for his virtuous action. 
Superior benevolence is a matter of doing. 
Yet the person of superior benevolence makes no claims for his benevolent deeds. 
Superior rectitude is a matter of doing. 
And the person of superior rectitude makes claims for his righteous deeds. 
Superior etiquette is a matter of doing. 
But the person of superior etiquette, 
If people do not conform to his standard, 
Will pull their elbows and force them to conform. 
When the Tao is lost, then comes virtue. 
When virtue is lost, then comes benevolence. 
When benevolence is lost, then comes rectitude. 
When rectitude is lost, then comes etiquette. 
Etiquette is but the attenuation of probity and the beginning of disorder. 



Prescience is but a flower of the Tao and the beginning of nescience. 
For this reason, 
The person of character dwells in the depths within, not in the shallows without. 
He dwells in the fruitful substance within, not in the flowery embellishment without. 
He thus chooses the inner and discards the outer. 
• 
[38c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Superior virtue is not aware of being a superior virtue, 
So it has virtue. 
Inferior virtue never discards the virtue, 
Therefore it has no virtue. 
Superior virtue seems inactive, but it does everything. 
Inferior virtue operates, but ultimately its work is incomplete. 
Superior love operates without motive. 
Superior justice operates without motive. 
The superior system operates, even though nothing responds to it at first, 
And gradually people raise their arms and join it. 
Thus, when the Tao is lost, virtue is lost. 
If virtue is lost, love is lost. 



If love is lost, justice is lost. 
If justice is lost, the superior system comes into being. 
The superior system, therefore, is the expression of impatience and disloyalty, the result of confusion 

of the senses. 
Knowledge that contains no knowledge is only the flower of Tao and the beginning of folly. 
Therefore, the truly great person keeps the concrete and rejects the transient, 
He keeps the fruit and does not take the flower. 
Therefore he rejects the flower and takes the fruit. 
• 
[38c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The highest kind of man 
Has innate goodness, 
And that is what he rules with. 
The lesser man brags about how good he is - 
And isn't much good, I can tell you. 
A Man of Te rules by wu-wei 
Doing nothing for himself or of himself. 
The lesser man acts from his ego 
And what he wants is gratification. 



A man who rules with compassion 
Acts through it - and no one even realizes. 
A legal man acts judiciously 
But he is still serving his own ends. 
And the rigid man uses laws 
And if people don't like it, force. 
If the true Tao is lost then morality takes its place. 
If that fails, we have 'conscience'. 
When that fades, we get 'justice'. 
When that disappears, we have the status quo. 
Confusion reigns. 
No one knows what's going on. 
Forecasts and prophecies abound - 
and they are merely a gloss on the Tao, 
they are the root of all twisted guidance. 
So the sage only looks at what is really real. 
He doesn't just look at the surface - 
He blows away the dust and drinks the water ... 
He doesn't just go for the flower 



But also for the roots and the fruit. 
Blow away the dust, now: 
Come to the living water. 
• 
[38c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
A man of the great virtue (Teh) does not claim to be of virtue, 
Thus he is of the true virtue. 
A man of the small virtue always holds fast to the virtue in form, 
Thus he is actually of no virtue. 
A man of the great virtue remains inactive, 
Without deliberately manifesting his virtue; 
A man of the small benevolence keeps being active, 
Always deliberately manifesting his virtue. 
A man of the great benevolence acts but never deliberately shows his benevolence; 
A man of great justice acts and also deliberately shows his justice; 
A man of rigid rites acts and even rolls up his sleeves to force people to conform to rites when no one 

responds to him. 
Therefore 
Virtue comes after the loss of Tao; 



Benevolence comes after the loss of virtue; 
Justice comes after the loss of benevolence; 
Rites come after the loss of justice. 
Thus rites result from the lack of loyalty and good faith, 
And function as the beginning of the great disorder. 
Foresight is only the flowery embellishment of the Tao 
As well as the beginning of ignorance. 
Hence the true man sets store by the thick rather than by the thin, 
And values the fruit rather than the flower. 
That is why he takes the former and discards the latter. 
• 
[38c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
A man of great virtue is not aware of virtue; that is the reason why he has virtue. 
A man of little virtue does not miss virtue; that is the reason why he has no virtue. 
The great virtue is when one does not do anything, yet everything is done. 
The little virtue is when one does everything, yet something remains undone. 
A man of great humanity acts, yet he acts without purpose. 
A man of great justice acts, yet he acts with purpose. 
A man of great courtesy acts, and if no one responds he rolls up his sleeves and tries to persuade them 



to respond. 
That is why when the Tao is lost, virtue appears. 
When virtue is lost, humanity appears. 
When humanity is lost, justice appears. 
When justice is lost, courtesy appears. 
Courtesy is the superficial form of faith and trust; it is the beginning of disorder. 
A man of much knowledge results in the flourishing of the Tao; it is the beginning of foolishness. 
Therefore a true man lives with magnanimity, renounces the frivolous, lives with simplicity, 

renounces the luxuriant. 
That is why he chooses the one and renounces the other. 
• 
[38c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The virtuous getter does not get, 
And is therefore getting something better. 
The worst getter does not give what he/she gets 
And is therefore getting something worse. 
The best getter does nothing for nothing. 
The kind giver does something for nothing. 
The faithful contractor does something for something. 



The ceremony holder does things but is not responded to, 
For ceremony means lack of faithfulness 
And the start of social disorders. 
Predictive knowledge is the turbulence of the Way 
And the beginning of folly. 
Therefore, the reasonable person 
Will stay in the thick center of the Way 
Instead of its tumbling thin edge, 
And will prefer the solid spot of the Way 
Instead of its turbulence. 
• 
[38c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Degeneration 
Lao Tze says, 
The superior Teh is not conscious of virtue, thus it matches the essence of virtue. 
The secondary Teh is conscious of virtue, thus it leaves the essence of virtue. 
The man of the superior Teh works by acting without the intent to control fate; the people think he 

has done nothing else. 
The man of the secondary Teh does work by acting with the intent to control fate and the people think 



he has done a lot of work. 
The man of benevolence has done a lot of work, but through acting without the intent to control fate. 
The man of righteousness has done a lot of work, this is through acting with intent to control fate. 
The man of ritualism has done a lot of work, however he can't get the resonance of approval, thus he 

would force others to express their appreciation. 
Therefore, 
when the Tao is not in use, they seek benevolence; 
when the benevolence is not in use, they seek ritualism. 
However, the ritualism is the production of the lack of the loyalty and the faith, and it is even the 

beginning of confusion. 
The above mentioned men understand Tao's extravagance only. 
They are the founders of stupidity. 
Henceforth, a true great man should choose Tao's abundance instead of Tao's deficiency. 
He should choose Tao's essence instead of Tao's extravagance. 
Thus, a Tao practician should learn to choose the former, and despise the latter. 
• 
[38c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The superior virtue is not conscious of itself as virtue; 
Therefore it has virtue. 



The inferior virtue never lets off virtue; 
Therefore it has no virtue. 
The superior virtue seems inactive, and yet there is nothing that it does not do. 
The inferior virtue acts and yet in the end leaves things undone. 
The superior benevolence acts without a motive. 
The superior righteousness acts with a motive. 
The superior ritual acts, but at first no one responds to it; 
Gradually people raise their arms and follow it. 
Therefore when Tao is lost, virtue follows. 
When virtue is lost, benevolence follows. 
When benevolence is lost, righteousness follows. 
When righteousness is lost, ritual follows. 
Ritual, therefore, is the attenuation of loyalty and faith and the outset of confusion. 
Fore-knowledge is the flower of Tao and the beginning of folly. 
Therefore the truly great man keeps to the solid and not to the tenuous; 
Keeps to the fruit and not to the flower. 
Thus he rejects the latter and takes the former. 
• 
[38c31t] Paul J. Lin 



He with the highest virtue 
Does not display his virtue 
And so has virtue. 
He with the lowest virtue 
Does not let go of virtue 
And so has no virtue. 
He with the highest virtue does not act 
And nothing is left undone. 
He with the lowest virtue acts 
And has intent to act. 
He with the highest human-heartedness acts 
And has no intent to act. 
He with the highest righteousness acts 
And has intent to act. 
He with the highest propriety acts 
And if there is no response, 
Bares his arms to apply force. 
Therefore, 
When Tao is lost, virtue appears. 



When virtue is lost, human-heartedness appears. 
When human-heartedness is lost, righteousness appears. 
When righteousness is lost, propriety appears. 
Propriety is the thinness of loyalty and honesty, 
And the beginning of disorder; 
Foreknowledge is the ornament of Tao, 
And the beginning of ignorance. 
Therefore, great gentlemen stay in the thick, and not in the thin. 
They stay with the substance, and not with the ornament. 
So they reject that to prefer this. 
• 
[38c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The finest Te is not Te-like, so it is Te; 
the poorest Te never leaves off being Te-like, so it is not Te. 
The finest Te: no working at it, no goal in mind; 
the poorest Te: people work at it, with a goal in mind. 
The finest Goodness: people work at it, but with no goal in mind; 
the finest Morality: people work at it, with a goal in mind; 
the finest Etiquette: people work at it, and, when none pay attention, they roll up their sleeves and go 



on the attack. 
Yes: 
Losing Tao, next comes Te; 
losing Te, next comes Goodness; 
losing Goodness, next comes Morality; 
losing Morality, next comes Etiquette. 
And now Etiquette is loyalty and sincerity spread thin, 
and the first sign of disorders. 
Foreknowledge is the flower of Tao, 
and the beginning of folly. 
And so the great man: 
Resides with the substance, 
does not stay with what is thin. 
Resides with the fruit, 
does not stay with the flower. 
Yes: 
He leaves 'that' aside and attends to 'this'. 
• 
[38c33t] Cheng Lin 



The most virtuous is not conscious of being virtuous, and therefore he attains virtue. 
The least virtuous is always afraid of losing virtue, and therefore he fails to attain virtue. 
The most virtuous abides by inaction, and nothing is left undone. 
The least virtuous is always employed with action, and much is left undone. 
When benevolence is most highly esteemed, people practise it for its own sake. 
When righteousness is most highly esteemed, people practise it for their own good. 
When propriety is most highly esteemed, people practise it because they are compelled to. 
Thus, 
virtue becomes fashionable when people fail to follow Truth; 
benevolence becomes fashionable when people fail to attain virtue; 
righteousness becomes fashionable when people fail to practise benevolence; 
propriety becomes fashionable when people fail to practise righteousness. 
The rules of propriety are brought about by the lack of loyalty and sincerity, and by the prevalence of 

confusion. 
Learning is pushed to the fore when Truth is disregarded as a matter of no importance, and when 

hypocrisy begins to prevail. 
Therefore the truly great men dwell in what is fundamental, and shun what is trivial; 
they abide by what is real, and discard what is ornamental. 
• 



[38c34t] Yi Wu 
One with supreme virtue is not attached to virtue, so has virtue. 
One with lower virtue does not lose virtue, so has no virtue. 
One with supreme virtue is in non-action and acts without purpose. 
One with lower virtue is in action and has purpose in his actions. 
One with high humanity is in action but acts without purpose. 
One with high righteousness is in action and acts with purpose. 
One with high propriety is in action but, if people do not respond, 
He raises armies to draw others to him. 
Therefore, when people lose the Way, they resort to virtue. 
Losing virtue, they resort to humanity. 
Losing humanity, they resort to righteousness. 
Losing righteousness, they resort to propriety. 
Propriety marks the lack of loyalty and trust 
And the beginning of disorder! 
The man with foreknowledge is only an ornament of the Way 
And the beginning of stupidity. 
Therefore, the great man dwells on the thick but not on the thin. 
Dwells on the substance, but not on the ornament. 



So, he renounces that and takes this. 
• 
[38c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The ruler with great virtue never reveals his virtue. 
Hence, he truly possesses real virtue. 
An ordinary ruler deliberately tries to show off his virtue. 
He therefore does not possess any real virtue. 
The ruler with great virtue goes with the flow. 
His action encapsulates the essence of wu-wei. 
The ordinary ruler deliberately tries to go with the flow. 
He thus achieves the antithesis of wu-wei. 
The ruler with great compassion rules benevolently without ulterior motives. 
He thus captures the essence of wu-wei. 
The ruler of righteousness deliberately sets out to rule benevolently. 
He thus misses the essence of wu-wei. 
The ruler of propriety (rites) imposes rules and regulations. 
When the people do not conform, he responds with punitive measures. 
Therefore, when Dao is in decline, virtue supplants it. 
When virtue is in decline, benevolence replaces it. 



When benevolence fails, righteousness takes its place. 
When righteousness does not prevail, rites begin to exert their authority. 
The prevalence of rites is the sign that loyalty and trust are wearing very thin and that serious trouble 

is brewing. 
Clever people with prescience to foretell events represent the superficiality of Dao. 
This heralds the beginning of ignorance. 
Therefore, a man of substance is unsophisticated but not shallow. 
He resides on the fundamental but not on the superficial. 
He thus embraces the substance and rejects the trimmings. 
• 
[38c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One of subtle universal virtue is not conscious of being virtuous, 
therefore, he is truly virtuous. 
One of partial virtue attempts to live up to an external standard of virtue, 
therefore, he is not truly virtuous. 
One of whole virtue does not need to do anything in order to be virtuous, 
because virtue is the very essence of one's true nature. 
But, one of partial virtue believes that something must be done in order to prove that he is virtuous. 
Thus, partial virtue becomes prevalent when people fail to follow their own true nature. 



Benevolence becomes prevalent when people fail to be naturally kind. 
Etiquette becomes prevalent when people fail to be righteous and considerate. 
When people find no response with etiquette, 
they roll up their sleeves and force others to respond to them. 
When people stray from the subtle way of universal nature, 
they can no longer perceive their own true nature. 
Thus, they emphasize relative virtue. 
When natural virtue is lost, 
society depends on the doctrine of humanism. 
When humanity becomes corrupted, 
social and religious teachings appear and become powerful forces. 
When social and religious teachings become corrupted, 
what is left behind is the empty shell of superficial ceremonies and artificial etiquette. 
When etiquette is emphasized, 
it is because people lack the simple qualities of fairness and kindness. 
This is the starting point of people of confusion. 
All of these man-made, partial virtues are merely superficial flowers, a false nature. 
When people begin to move away from their own true nature, 
it is the beginning of hypocrisy. 



Therefore, one who integrates his own individual being with the deep nature of the universe sets his 
heart upon the root of reality rather than the husk, and upon the nourishment of the fruit rather than 
the fleeting beauty of the flowers. 

Truly, he cherishes what is deep within rather than what is shallow without. 
Knowing this, he knows what to accept and what to reject. 
• 
[38c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The highest attainment (Tê) is free from attainment. 
Therefore, there is attainment. 
The lowest attainment is never free from attainment. 
Therefore, there is no attainment. 
The highest attainment never acts and is purposeless. 
The lowest attainment acts and is purposeful. 
The highest benevolence (jen) acts and is purposeless. 
The highest righteousness (yi) acts and is purposeful. 
The highest propriety (li) acts and no one follows it. 
One bares one's arms and throws one's opponents away. 
Therefore, when Tao is lost, we have attainment. 
When attainment is lost, we have benevolence. 



When benevolence is lost, we have righteousness. 
When righteousness is lost, we have propriety. 
Propriety is due to a lack of trustworthiness and is the beginning of disorder. 
Anticipated knowledge is the superficiality of Tao and is the beginning of foolishness. 
Hence, the great man chooses reality and not superficiality. 
He acts according to reality and not appearance. 
Thus, he grasps the one and foregoes the other. 
• 
[38c38t] Henry Wei 
Discourse on Virtue 
Lun Teh 
Superior virtue is not virtue-conscious, 
Therefore it has virtue. 
Inferior virtue never forgets virtue, 
Therefore it has no virtue. 
Superior virtue does not interfere, 
And has no motive to interfere. 
Inferior virtue interferes, 
And has a motive to interfere. 



Superior benevolence interferes without motive; 
Superior righteousness interferes from motive; 
Superior propriety interferes, 
And failing to evoke any response, 
Lifts its arm and resorts to violence. 
Therefore, 
After the loss of Tao, virtue appears; 
After the loss of virtue, benevolence appears; 
After the loss of benevolence, righteousness appears; 
After the loss of righteousness, propriety appears. 
Propriety is a mere veneer of loyalty and sincerity, 
And constitutes the prime cause of confusion. 
Traditional knowledge is the flower (outward show) of Tao, 
And has become the origin of folly. 
Therefore, men of the heroic type abide by depth, 
And stay away from shallowness; 
Abide by the fruit and stay away from the flower. 
Forsooth, they reject this and adopt that. 
• 



[38c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The man of superior virtue [te] is not virtuous; 
Therefore he has virtue. 
The man of inferior virtue never fails to be virtuous; 
Therefore he has no virtue. 
A man of superior virtue never acts; 
He seeks nothing through action. 
A man of inferior virtue acts; 
He seeks [virtue] through action. 
A man of superior humaneness [jen] acts; 
Yet he seeks nothing through action. 
A man of superior righteousness [i] acts; 
He seeks [righteousness] through action. 
A man of superior ritual propriety [li] acts; 
And when others fail to respond accordingly, 
He stretches his arm and charges at them. 
Therefore, when Tao is lost, virtue appears; 
When virtue is lost, humaneness appears; 
When humaneness is lost, righteousness appears; 



When righteousness is lost, ritual propriety appears. 
Truly, ritual propriety means 
The thinning of loyalty and truthfulness, 
And the origin of disorder. 
Foresight 
Is the flower of Tao, 
The beginning of folly. 
Therefore the great man 
Dwells in the thick, 
Not in the thin, 
In the fruit, 
Not in the flower. 
Therefore he discards that and takes this. 
• 
[38c40t] Tao Huang 
Eminent action is inaction, 
For that action it is active. 
Inferior action never stops acting, 
For that reason it is inactive. 



Eminent action is disengaged, 
Yet nothing is left unfulfilled; 
Eminent humanness engages, 
Yet nothing is left unfulfilled; 
When eminent righteousness engages, 
It reduces the results of engagements; 
Eminent justice engages, but does not respond adequately to situations. 
For that reason it is frustrated. 
When Tao is lost, 
It becomes Action; 
When Action is lost, 
It becomes benevolence; 
When benevolence is lost, 
It becomes justice. 
When justice is lost, 
It becomes propriety. 
Propriety is the veneer of faith and loyalty, 
And the forefront of troubles. 
Foresight is the vain display of Tao, 



And the forefront of foolishness. 
Therefore, the man of substance 
Dwells in wholeness rather than veneer, 
Dwells in the essence rather than the vain display. 
He rejects the latter, and accepts the former. 
• 
[38c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When conduct is of high virtue, one is unconscious of virtue, thus he can accomplish virtue. 
When conduct is of low virtue, one is conscious of virtue, thus he cannot accomplish virtue. 
High virtue does not contrive and has no desire for gain. 
Low virtue also does not contrive but has desire for gain. 
High benevolence does contrive yet it has no desire for gain. 
High righteousness does contrive and also has desire for gain. 
High ritual does not only contrive and desire, but is also violent: 
if it finds no response at all, it resorts to fighting its way out with stretched arms. 
Hence when Dao is losing, then its virtues are losing. 
When virtues are losing, benevolence is encouraged. 
When benevolence is losing, the righteousness is encouraged. 
When righteousness is losing, then rituals are encouraged. 



Rituals stand for the lack of loyalty and reliability and are the beginning of disorder. 
Divination stands for the emotional performance of Dao and is the beginning of stupidity. 
Therefore the superior man prefers to possess few things rather than an abundance, to have insight 

rather than to see superficially. 
Thus he prefers insight to superficiality. 
• 
[38c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The man of superior virtue is not (conscious of) his virtue, 
And in this way he really possesses virtue. 
The man of inferior virtue never loses (sight of) his virtue, 
And in this way he loses his virtue. 
The man of superior virtue takes no action, but has no ulterior motive to do so. 
The man of inferior virtue takes action, and has an ulterior motive to do so. 
The man of superior humanity takes action, but has no ulterior motive to do so. 
The man of superior righteousness takes action, and has an ulterior motive to do so. 
The man of superior propriety takes action, 
And when people do not respond to it, he will stretch his arms and force it on them. 
Therefore: 
When Tao is lost, only then does the doctrine of virtue arise. 



When virtue is lost, only then does the doctrine of humanity arise. 
When humanity is lost, only then does the doctrine of righteousness arise. 
When righteousness is lost, only then does the doctrine of propriety arise. 
Now, propriety is a superficial expression of loyalty and faithfulness, and the beginning of disorder. 
Those who are the first to know have the flowers of Tao but are the beginning of ignorance. 
For this reason the great man dwells in the thick, and does not rest with the thin. 
He dwells in the fruit, and does not rest with the flower. 
Therefore he rejects the one, and accepts the other. 
• 
[38c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Верх добродетели - ее не проявлять и потому быть добродетелью проникнутым. 
При низшей добродетели стараются ее не упустить и потому не обладают добродетелью. 
При высшей добродетели бездействуют и лишены намерения действовать. 
При низшей добродетели берутся за дела и преисполнены намерения действовать. 
При высшей человечности берутся за дела, но лишены намерения действовать. 
При высшей справедливости берутся за дела и преисполнены намерения действовать. 
При высшей ритуальности берутся за дела, и если не встречают отклика, то тащат с 

пылом за собой. 
Поэтому с утратой Дао и обретают добродетель; 



с утратой добродетели овладевают человечностью; 
с утратой человечности усваивают справедливость; 
с утратой справедливости вверяют себя ритуалу. 
Ритуальность составляет мелочь в проявлении преданности и доверия. 
В ней заключается начало смуты. 
Различать заранее - это цветок Дао и начало глупости. 
Именно поэтому великий муж довольствуется сутью и не гонится за мелочами, 

предпочитает плод цветку, отбрасывает то и берет это. 
• 
[38c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Человек высшей Благости не проявляет свою Благость, и потому он обладает Благостью. 
Человек низкой Благости не отклоняется от Благости, и потому он не обладает 

Благостью. 
Человек высшей Благости пребывает в недеянии и не имеет намерения действовать. 
Человек низкой Благости погружён в деяния и к тому же имеет намерение действовать. 
Человек высокой гуманности действует, и нет того, чего бы он ни сделал. 
Человек высокой справедливости действует, но всё же остаётся то, что ещё надо сделать. 
Человек высоких ритуалов погружён в деяния, но когда он не достигает желаемого, то 

закатывает рукава и прибегает к силе. 



Поэтому, когда утрачивается Дао, - приходит Благость. 
Когда утрачивается Благость, - приходит гуманность. 
Когда утрачивается гуманность, - приходит справедливость. 
Когда утрачивается справедливость, - приходят ритуалы. 
Ритуалы - это тончайшая ширма для преданности и искренности и предвестник смуты. 
Предзнание - это цветок Дао и начало невежества. 
Поэтому великий муж пребывает в плотно-возвышенном и отвергает тонко-ничтожное. 
Он принимает плоды и отвергает цветы. 
Поэтому он отказывается от первого ради второго. 
• 
[38c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Высшее Благо не благо, и благодаря этому оно наделено благом. 
Низшее Благо не теряет блага, и благодаря этому оно лишено блага. 
Высшее Благо пребывает в недеянии, и ему незачем действовать. 
Низшее Благо деятельно, и оно имеет цель для своих деяний. 
Высшее милосердие деятельно, но ему незачем действовать. 
Высшая справедливость деятельна, и она имеет цель для своих деяний. 
Высшее ритуальное благоговение деятельно, но ему не соответствует ничего во всем мире; 
поэтому следующие ритуалу тогда закатывают рукава до плеч и силой принуждают 



народ идти за ними. 
Поэтому люди утрачивают Дао-Путь и обретают Благо; 
теряют Благо и обретают милосердие; 
теряют милосердие и обретают справедливость; 
теряют справедливость и обретают ритуальное благоговение. 
Но ритуальное благоговение - свидетельство того, что у людей оскудевают преданность и 

верность слову. 
Поэтому оно - начало смуты. 
Предвидение будущего - не только цвет Дао-Пути, но и начало глупости. 
Поэтому великий муж пребывает в том, что обильно, а не в том, что скудно. 
Он не пребывает в цветущих верхушках сущего. 
Отбрасывая то, берет он это. 
• 
[38c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Верхняя Дэ не Дэ, поэтому обладает Дэ. 
Нижняя Дэ не теряет Дэ, поэтому не обладает Дэ. 
Верхняя Дэ не деяет и не обладает деянием. 
Нижняя Дэ деяет и обладает деянием. 
Верхняя Жэнь деяет и не обладает деянием. 



Верхняя И деяет и обладает деянием. 
Если верхняя Ли что-то деяет, но никто ей не откликается, то засучи рукава и выброси 

ее. 
Вот почему после потери Дао следует Дэ; 
после потери Дэ следует Жэнь; 
после потери Жэнь следует И; 
после потери И следует Ли. 
Ли - это ничтожность преданности Синь (Доверию) и начало смуты. 
Только что представленная [вам норма Ли] - это цветок Дао и начало тупости. 
Поэтому великий муж там, где Дао обильно, а не там, где ничтожно; 
там, где плод, а не там, где его цветок. 
Вот почему отбрасывает одно, избирает другое. 
• 
[38c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Человек с высшим дэ не стремится делать добрые дела, поэтому он добродетелен; 
человек с низшим дэ не оставляет [намерения] совершать добрые дела, поэтому он не 

добродетелен; 
человек с высшим дэ бездеятелен и осуществляет недеяние; 
человек с низшим дэ деятелен, и его действия нарочиты; 



обладающий высшим человеколюбием действует, осуществляя недеяние; 
человек высшей справедливости деятелен, и его действия нарочиты; 
человек, во всем соблюдающий ритуал, действует, [надеясь на взаимность]. 
Если он не встречает взаимности, то он прибегает к наказаниям. 
Вот почему дэ появляется только после утраты дао; 
человеколюбие - после утраты дэ; 
справедливость - после утраты человеколюбия; 
ритуал - после утраты справедливости. 
Ритуал - это признак отсутствия доверия и преданности. 
[В ритуале] - начало смуты. 
Внешний вид - это цветок дао, начало невежества. 
Поэтому [великий человек] берет существенное и оставляет ничтожное. 
Он берет плод и отбрасывает его цветок. 
Он предпочитает первое и отказывается от второго. 
• 
[38c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Люди высшей нравственности не считают себя нравственными, поэтому они имеют 

высшую нравственность. 
Люди низшей нравственности не в состоянии потерять свою нравственность и поэтому 



безнравственны. 
Люди высшей нравственности, находясь в бездеятельности, не делают ничего. 
Люди низшей нравственности делают то, что делают. 
Люди высшего человеколюбия, находясь в бездеятельности, совершают дела, но не 

признают их (за свои). 
Люди высшей справедливости делают то, что делают. 
Люди высшей почтительности уважают других, но другие не уважают их, поэтому они 

принудят их к почтению. 
Отсюда когда потеряно Тао, то является нравственность; 
когда нравственность забыта, то является человеколюбие; 
когда человеколюбие оставлено, то является справедливость; 
когда справедливость покинута, то является почтительность. 
Вот почему почтительность есть последствие ослабления верности и преданности 

(господину) и начало всякого рода беспорядков в стране. 
Поэтому великий человек держится существенного и оставляет ничтожное. 
Он все делает по правде, но никогда не будет опираться на законы. 
Берите первое и бросьте последнее. 
• 
[38c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Высшее совершенство не хочет совершенства, 
Вот почему в нем есть совершенство. 
Низшее совершенство хочет совершенства, 
Вот почему в нем нет совершенства. 
Высшее совершенство ничего не делает и не имеет на то причин. 
Низшее совершенство действует и имеет на то причины. 
Высшая человечность действует, но не имеет на то причин. 
Низшая человечность действует и имеет на то причины. 
Высшая справедливость действует и имеет на то причины. 
Высшее благочестие действует, и, если отклика нет, 
Оно засучит рукава и принудит к покорности. 
А посему: 
Когда утратили Путь, появилось совершенство; 
Когда утратили совершенство, появилась человечность; 
Когда утратили человечность, появилась справедливость; 
Когда утратили справедливость, появилось благочестие. 
Благочестие - истощенье преданности и доверия и начало всякой смуты. 
Знать наперед - это только цветочки Пути и начало невежества. 
Вот почему великий муж находит приют в глубоком и не живет мелким, 



Он находит приют в корне и не живет цветочками. 
Он не принимает второе и берет первое. 
• 
[38c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Направляя вверх Потенцию, отрицаешь Потенцию. 
Это дает: 
Наличие Потенции. 
Направляя вниз Потенцию, не утрачиваешь Потенцию. 
Это дает: 
Отсутствие Потенции. 
Направляя вверх Потенцию, осуществляют отсутствие. 
При этом отсутствует не-осуществленное. 
Направляя вниз Потенцию, осуществляют ее при наличии мотивов осуществления. 
Направляя вверх контактность, осуществляют ее при отсутствии мотивов 

осуществления. 
Направляя вверх осознание, осуществляют его при наличии мотивов осуществления. 
Направляя вверх ритуал, осуществляют его, но никто ему не соответствует. 
Тогда усердствуют в сохранении его. 
Причинность: 



Утрачивают Путь, и следует Потенция. 
Утрачивают Потенцию, и следует контактность. 
Утрачивают контактность, и следует осознание. 
Утрачивают осознание, и следует ритуал. 
Ведь ритуал - это ослабление чести и веры, он является началом смуты. 
Предварительное знание - это цветы на Пути, которые порождают глупость. 
Это дает: 
Великий муж основывается на том, что является мощным, и не пребывает в том, что 

ослаблено. 
Основывается на том, что является плодами, и не пребывает в том, что является 

цветами. 
Причинность: 
Отбрасывает то, берет это. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Thirty-Nine 
 

[39c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Of those in the past that attained the One - 
Heaven, by attaining the One became clear; 
Earth, by attaining the One became stable; 
Gods, by attaining the One became divine; 
Valleys, by attaining the One became full; 
Marquises and kings, by attaining the One made the whole land ordered and secure. 
Taking this to its logical conclusion we would say - 
If Heaven were not by means of it clear, it would, I'm afraid, shatter; 
If the Earth were not by means of it stable, it would, I'm afraid, let go. 
If the gods were not by means of it divine, they would, I'm afraid, be powerless. 
If valleys were not by means of it full, they would, [I'm afraid] dry up. 
And if marquises and kings were not by means of it noble and high, they would, I'm afraid, topple 

and fall. 
Therefore, it must be the case that the noble has the base as its root; 
And it must be the case that high has the low for its foundation. 
Thus, for this reason, marquises and kings call themselves "The Orphan," "The Widower," and "The 



One Without Grain." 
This is taking the base as one's root, is it not?! 
Therefore, they regard their large numbers of carriages as having no carriage. 
And because of this, they desire not to dazzle and glitter like jade, 
But to remain firm and strong like stone. 
• 
[39c02t] John C. H. Wu 
FROM of old there are not lacking things that have attained Oneness. 
The sky attained Oneness and became clear; 
The earth attained Oneness and became calm; 
The spirits attained Oneness and became charged with mystical powers; 
The fountains attained Oneness and became full; 
The ten thousand creatures attained Oneness and became reproductive; 
Barons and princes attained Oneness and became sovereign rulers of the world. 
All of them are what they are by virtue of Oneness. 
If the sky were not clear, it would be likely to fall to pieces; 
If the earth were not calm, it would be likely to burst into bits; 
If the spirits were not charged with mystical powers, they would be likely to cease from being; 
If the fountains were not full, they would be likely to dry up; 



If the ten thousand creatures were not reproductive, they would be likely to come to extinction; 
If the barons and princes were not the sovereign rulers, they would be likely to stumble and fall. 
Truly, humility is the root from which greatness springs, 
And the high must be built upon the foundation of the low. 
That is why barons and princes style themselves "The Helpless One," "The Little One," and "The 

Worthless One." 
Perhaps they too realize their dependence upon the lowly. 
Truly, too much honour means no honour. 
It is not wise to shine like jade and resound like stone-chimes. 
• 
[39c03t] D. C. Lau 
Of old, these came to be in possession of the One: 
Heaven in virtue of the One is limpid; 
Earth in virtue of the One is settled; 
Gods in virtue of the One have their potencies; 
The valley in virtue of the One is full; 
The myriad creatures in virtue of the One are alive; 
Lords and princes in virtue of the One become leaders in the empire. 
It is the One that makes these what they are. 



Without what makes it limpid heaven might split; 
Without what makes it settled earth might sink; 
Without what gives them their potencies gods might spend themselves; 
Without what makes it full the valley might run dry; 
Without what keeps them alive the myriad creatures might perish; 
Without what makes them leaders lords and princes might fall. 
Hence the superior must have the inferior as root; 
The high must have the low as base. 
Thus lords and princes refer to themselves as 'solitary', 'desolate', and 'hapless'. 
This is taking the inferior as root, is it not? 
Hence the highest renown is without renown, 
Not wishing to be one among many like jade 
Nor to be aloof like stone. 
• 
[39c04t] R. L. Wing 
From old, these may have harmony with the One: 
Heaven in harmony with the One becomes clear. 
Earth in harmony with the One becomes stable. 
Mind in harmony with the One becomes inspired. 



Valleys in harmony with the One become full. 
All Things in harmony with the One become creative. 
Leaders in harmony with the One become incorruptible in the world. 
These were attained through Oneness. 
Heaven without clarity would probably crack. 
Earth without stability would probably quake. 
Mind without inspiration would probably sleep. 
Valleys without fullness would probably dry up. 
All Things without creativity would probably die off. 
Leaders without incorruptible ways would probably stumble and fall. 
Indeed, the high-placed stem from the humble; 
The elevated are based upon the lowly. 
This is why leaders call themselves 
Alone, lonely, and unfavored. 
Is this not because they stem from the humble and common? 
Is it not? 
Therefore, attain honor without being honored. 
Do not desire to shine like jade; wear ornaments as if they were stone. 
• 



[39c05t] Ren Jiyu 
From of old those that attained one principle (Tao) - 
Heaven attained the One and became clear, 
Earth attained the One and became tranquil, 
Spirits attained the One and became divine, 
Valleys attained the One and became full, 
All things attained the One and became luxuriant, 
Kings and princes attained the One and became heads of the Kingdom. 
What they strove to achieve was fulfilled by the principle (the One). 
If Heaven couldn't have become clear it would soon crack. 
If Earth couldn't have become tranquil it would soon be shaken. 
If spirits couldn't have become divine they would soon perish. 
If valleys couldn't have become full they would soon be exhausted. 
If all things couldn't have become luxuriant they would soon be extinct. 
If kings and princes couldn't have maintained their majesty and nobility they would soon lose their 

kingdoms and states. 
Therefore the noble takes the humble as its root, 
And the high takes the low as its ground. 
Just for this reason kings and princes call themselves the orphaned, the solitary and the unworthy. 



Is it not regarding the humble as the root of the noble? 
Is it not so? 
Therefore to seek too much honour means to lose honour wholly. 
So neither the noble jade, nor the humble rocks should one strive to be. 
• 
[39c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
These things from ancient times arise from one: 
The sky is whole and clear. 
The earth is whole and firm. 
The spirit is whole and strong. 
The valley is whole and full. 
The ten thousand things are whole and alive. 
Kings and lords are whole, and the country is upright. 
All these are in virtue of wholeness. 
The clarity of the sky prevents its falling. 
The firmness of the earth prevents its splitting. 
The strength of the spirit prevents its being used up. 
The fullness of the valley prevents its running dry. 
The growth of the ten thousand things prevents their dying out. 



The leadership of kings and lords prevents the downfall of the country. 
Therefore the humble is the root of the noble. 
The low is the foundation of the high. 
Princes and lords consider themselves "orphaned," "widowed," and "worthless." 
Do they not depend on being humble? 
Too much success is not an advantage. 
Do not tinkle like jade 
Or clatter like stone chimes. 
• 
[39c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
There is one universal formula that always works: 
The sky had followed the universal formula, 
and it became clear. 
The earth had followed the universal formula, 
and became calm and safe. 
The gods follow the universal formula, 
and they have become effective. 
The valleys follow the universal formula, 
and they now harbor copious vegetation and creatures. 



The living things follow the universal formula, 
and they live; 
When barons and kings follow the universal formula, 
they become the object of emulation by their peoples. 
All these achievements are due to the universal formula. 
If the sky were not clear it could be torn apart. 
If the earth were not calm and safe 
it could burst into chaos. 
If the gods were not effective 
they could wear out. 
If the valleys were not copious 
they could become empty. 
If the living things could not live 
they would be doomed. 
If barons and kings could not keep their high and respected positions, 
they could be toppled. 
The noble must be based on the ignoble. 
The highly positioned must be buttressed by the lowly. 
Barons and kings call themselves the "lonely one" the "widowed one", or the "under provided one". 



Don't these practices demonstrate loud and clear 
that it is through the lowly 
that kings and barons hold their positions? 
Merely counting the number of carriages 
will not give you any carriage. 
It is no use showing the shiny look of jade 
if the substance is merely an ordinary stone. 
• 
[39c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
From the beginning, everything has needed to become natural and harmonic, which is called ONE. 
When the sky becomes ONE, it is clear; 
When the earth becomes ONE, it is peaceful; 
When the spirits become ONE, they grant all wishes; 
When the riverbeds and valleys become ONE, they fill with water; 
When all living things become ONE, they grow; 
When the kings become ONE, they can govern their countries. 
This is because of the DAO. 
If the sky is not clear, it will collapse; 
If the earth is not peaceful, it will explode; 



If spirits cannot grant wishes, they will disappear; 
If all living things cannot grow, they will die; 
If kings cannot govern their countries, they will be overthrown. 
Therefore, the cheap is the base of the noble; the low is the foundation of the high. 
So the kings always called themselves bad names like the single, the widower, and the unkind. 
Is this proof that the cheap is the base of the noble? Is it not? 
Therefore, pursuing fame will get you no fame. 
Do not be like a beautiful jade; be instead like a plain stone. 
• 
[39c09t] Walter Gorn Old, TRACING THE SOURCE 
Certain things have, by unity, lasted from most ancient times, namely:- 
The transparency of Heaven; 
The steadfastness of Earth; 
The incorporeality of spirits; 
The watery plenitude of valleys; 
The life of all creations; 
The government of kings and princes; 
All these endure by unity. 
But for the cause of its transparency Heaven would be in danger of obscuration. 



But for the cause of its steadfastness the Earth would be in danger of disintegration. 
But for the cause of their incorporeality spirits would be in danger of decease. 
But for the cause of their plenitude the valleys would be in danger of sterility. 
But for the cause of their vitality all creations would be in danger of destruction. 
But for the cause of their honour and greatness princes and kings would be in danger of an overthrow. 
Herein we see how honour is derived from that which is without distinction; and how greatness rests 

upon, and is sustained by, that which is insignificant. 
Hence do princes and kings call themselves "orphans," "solitary men," and "chariots without wheels." 
Do they not thereby acknowledge their authority to be vested in, and supported by, their superiors? 
Who can deny it? 
Surely "a chariot without wheels" is no chariot at all! 
It is as hard for a man to be isolated like a single gem as to be lost in the crowd like a common pebble. 
• 
[39c10t] James Legge 
The things which from of old have got the One (the Tao) are - 
Heaven which by it is bright and pure; 
Earth rendered thereby firm and sure; 
Spirits with powers by it supplied; 
Valleys kept full throughout their void; 



All creatures which through it do live; 
Princes and kings who from it get 
The model which to all they give. 
All these are the results of the One (Tao). 
If heaven were not thus pure, it soon would rend; 
If earth were not thus sure, 'twould break and bend; 
Without these powers, the spirits soon would fail; 
If not so filled, the drought would parch each vale; 
Without that life, creatures would pass away; 
Princes and kings, without that moral sway, 
However grand and high, would all decay. 
Thus it is that dignity finds its (firm) root in its (previous) meanness, and what is lofty finds its 

stability in the lowness (from which it rises). 
Hence princes and kings call themselves 'Orphans,' 'Men of small virtue,' and as 'Carriages without a 

nave.' 
Is not this an acknowledgment that in their considering themselves mean they see the foundation of 

their dignity? 
So it is that in the enumeration of the different parts of a carriage we do not come on what makes it 

answer the ends of a carriage. 



They do not wish to show themselves elegant-looking as jade, but (prefer) to be coarse-looking as an 
(ordinary) stone. 

• 
[39c11t] David Hinton 
Ancients who realized primal unity: 
Heaven realized primal unity 
and so came to clarity. 
Earth realized primal unity 
and so came to tranquility. 
Gods realized primal unity 
and so came to spirit. 
Valleys realized primal unity 
and so came to fullness. 
The ten thousand things realized primal unity 
and so came to life. 
Lords and emperors realized primal unity 
and so came to rectify all beneath heaven. 
It's their very existence: 
without clarity heaven cracks open, 



without tranquility earth bursts forth, 
without spirit gods cease, 
without fullness valleys run dry, 
without life the ten thousand things perish, 
without high nobility lords and emperors stumble and fall. 
Nobility is rooted in humility, 
and high founded on low. 
This is why true lords and emperors call themselves 
orphaned, destitute, ill-fated. 
Isn't this rooted in humility? 
Isn't it counting the world's praise as no praise, 
refusing to tinkle like delicate jade bells or clatter like ponderous stone chimes? 
• 
[39c12t] Chichung Huang 
Long, long ago, those that acquired One were: 
Heaven, which acquired One 
And thereby became clear; 
Earth, which acquired One 
And thereby became tranquil; 



Spirits, which acquired One 
And thereby became miraculous; 
Valley streams, which acquired One 
And thereby became full; 
Marquises and kings, who acquired One 
And thereby became chieftains over all under heaven. 
Going to the extreme would mean: 
If heaven were excessively clear, 
It would crack; 
If earth were excessively tranquil, 
It would quake; 
If spirits were excessively miraculous, 
They would cease to be so; 
If valley streams were excessively full, 
They would go dry; 
If marquises and kings were endlessly noble and high, 
They would collapse. 
Therefore, the noble must take the humble to be their roots; 
The high must take the low to be their basis. 



Hence, marquises and kings call themselves "The inadequate one," "the deficient one" and "the 
unworthy one." 

This means taking the humble to be their roots, 
Does it not? 
Therefore, the highest praise is no praise. 
Hence, do not wish to be as noble as jade, 
Nor as high as a mountain rock. 
• 
[39c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Those of old that attain the One: 
Heaven attains the One thus is clear, 
Earth attains the One thus is peaceful, 
Spirits attain the One thus are efficacious, 
Valleys attain the One thus are replenished, 
Ten thousand beings attain the One thus come to be, 
Princes and barons attain the One thus are exalted in the world. 
All because they attain the One. 
Heaven, without that which renders it clear, might crack, 
Earth, without that which renders it peaceful, might explode, 



Spirits, without that which makes them efficacious, might cease, 
Valleys, without that which replenishes them, might become empty, 
Ten thousand beings, without that which sustains them in existence, might become extinct, 
Barons and kings, without that which exalts them to high positions, might be toppled. 
Therefore the exalted is rooted in the humble, 
The high has the low for foundation. 
Therefore barons and kings call themselves orphaned, widowed and unworthy. 
Is this not taking the humble for one's root? 
Is it not? 
Therefore the most famous has no fame. 
Do not tinkle like jade, 
Or chime like stones! 
• 
[39c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In the past it did happen that Oneness was achieved: 
When Oneness was realized in Universe, there was pure Serenity; 
When Oneness was materialized on Earth, there was peace; 
When Oneness was apprehended by Spirits, they became efficacious; 
When Oneness was incorporated in valleys (life-support resources), they were fully filled [with water]; 



When Oneness was attained by [myriad] creatures and things, their lives were perpetuated; 
When Oneness was absorbed by kings and lords, they led the world on the right course. 
The importance of striving for Oneness is because: 
If Heaven cannot maintain pure and entire Serenity, it may crack; 
If Earth cannot maintain unification, it may burst with cracks; 
If spirits are not efficacious, their existence may be threatened; 
If valleys are not filled, they will soon dry up; 
If [myriad] creatures and things can not obtain proper support for existence, they will vanish; 
If kings and lords cannot set on the right course, their institution will stumble [and collapse]. 
Therefore, nobility must be built up from lowliness; 
A high position must be supported by something of lower position; 
That is why kings and lords used to refer to themselves [as documented in ancient records] as: "I, the 

misfit", "I, the morally light-weight" and "I, the good-for-nothing individual"; 
Doesn't this exemplify "Nobility is built up from lowliness"? 
You still disagree? 
To be called a misfit, a morally light-weight or a good-for-nothing person are all undesirable, but 

kings and lords addressed themselves as such [to indicate that they are willing to carry the unpleasant 
burden of these miserable people]. 

Therefore, people who seek reputation for the sake of fame really are in truth the people who have no 



sense of honor; 
[A truly honorable person] would neither present himself as a piece of rare jade; 
Nor would he be satisfied to be [as morally mediocre as] a one of the colossal of [undistinguished] 

ornamental stones. 
• 
[39c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In the remote past there were those who attained the One. 
Attaining the One, heaven is clear. 
Attaining the One, earth is calm. 
Attaining the One, God is holy. 
Attaining the One, the cave is full. 
Attaining the One, ten thousand creatures come into life. 
Attaining the One, kings and princes become sovereign rulers of the world. 
All of them are what they are by virtue of the one. 
If heaven were not clear, it would fall to pieces. 
If earth were not calm, it would quake. 
If God were not holy, he would cease from being. 
If the fountain were not full, it would dry up. 
If ten thousand creatures did not come to life, they would perish. 



If kings and princes were not supreme, they would stumble and fall. 
Hence, humility is the root of greatness. 
The high is built upon the foundation of the low. 
That is why kings and princes style themselves "the solitary one," "the little one," and "the worthless 

one". 
Is this not enough to prove that humility serves as root? 
Therefore extreme honor means no honor. 
Do not wish to shine like jade and be aloof like stone. 
• 
[39c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Previously those who have integrity are as follows: 
Heaven has integrity, so it is clear. 
Earth has integrity, so it is peaceful. 
Gods have integrity, so they are responsive. 
Valleys have integrity, so they are full. 
All living creatures have integrity, so they can live. 
Kings and lords have integrity, so they can govern normally. 
Why is it so? 
If Heaven is not clear, it could split. 



If Earth is not peaceful, it could collapse. 
If Gods are not responsive, nobody would worship. 
If valleys are not full, they could be depleted. 
If living creatures cannot live, they would become extinct. 
If Kings and lords cannot govern normally, they would fall. 
Therefore, humbleness is the root from which nobleness grows. 
Low is the foundation on which high is built. 
It is because of this, kings and lord call themselves lonely persons, friendless persons, and worthless 

persons. 
This is for the sake of being humble, is it not? 
The extremely honorable is the one without being honored. 
They do not want to be like glittering jades, but like solid rocks. 
• 
[39c17t] Arthur Waley 
As for the things that from of old have understood the Whole - 
The sky through such understanding remains limpid, 
Earth remains steady, 
The spirits keep their holiness, 
The abyss is replenished, 



The ten thousand creatures bear their kind, 
Barons and princes direct their people. 
It is the Whole that causes it. 
Were it not so limpid, the sky would soon get torn, 
Were it not for its steadiness, the earth would soon tip over, 
Were it not for their holiness, the spirits would soon wither away, 
Were it not for this replenishment, the abyss would soon go dry, 
Were it not that the ten thousand creatures can bear their kind, 
They would soon become extinct. 
Were the barons and princes no longer directors of their people and for that reason honoured and 

exalted, they would soon be overthrown. 
Truly, 
'The humble is the stem upon which the mighty grows, 
The low is the foundation upon which the high is laid.' 
That is why barons and princes refer to themselves as 'The Orphan', 'The Needy', 'The Ill-provided'. 
Is this not indeed a case of might rooting itself upon humility? 
True indeed are the sayings: 
'Enumerate the parts of a carriage, and you still have not explained what a carriage is', and 
'They did not want themselves to tinkle like jade-bells, while others resounded like stone-chimes'. 



• 
[39c18t] Richard John Lynn 
As for those who obtained the One long, long ago, 
Heaven is pure by having obtained the One; 
Earth is stable by having obtained the One; 
the gods have their spiritual power by having obtained the One; 
valleys can be filled by having obtained the One; 
the myriad things live by having obtained the One; 
lords and princes provide constancy to all under Heaven by having obtained the One. 
This is how they attain to these states. 
If Heaven had not this means to be pure, it would, we fear, deteriorate. 
If Earth had not this means to be stable, it would, we fear, disintegrate. 
If the gods had not this means to have spiritual power, they would, we fear, terminate. 
If valleys had not this means to achieve fullness, they would, we fear, dry up. 
If the myriad things had not this means to live, they would, we fear, expire. 
If lords and princes did not have this means to achieve loftiness and nobility, they would, we fear, 

collapse. 
Thus it is that nobility uses humility as its roots and loftiness uses lowliness as its foundation. 
This is why lords and princes refer to themselves as "the orphan," "the widower," or "the unworthy." 



Is this not using humility as the roots? 
Is this not so? 
Therefore the ultimate number of praises amounts to no praise, so one wants neither "he glows with 

luster like the jade" nor "he is as hard as hard can be like the stone." 
• 
[39c19t] Lin Yutang 
UNITY THROUGH COMPLEMENTS 
There were those in ancient times possessed of the One: 
Through possession of the One, the Heaven was clarified, 
Through possession of the One, the Earth was stabilized, 
Through possession of the One, the gods were spiritualized, 
Through possession of the One, the valleys were made full, 
Through possession of the One, all things lived and grew, 
Through possession of the One, the princes and dukes became the ennobled of the people. 
That was how each became so. 
Without clarity, the Heavens would shake, 
Without stability, the Earth would quake, 
Without spiritual power, the gods would crumble, 
Without being filled, the valleys would crack, 



Without the life-giving power, all things would perish, 
Without the ennobling power, the princes and dukes would stumble. 
Therefore the nobility depend upon the common man for support, 
And the exalted ones depend upon the lowly for their base. 
That is why the princes and dukes call themselves "the orphaned," "the lonely one," "the unworthy." 
Is it not true then that they depend upon the common man for support? 
Truly, take down the parts of a chariot, 
And there is no chariot (left). 
Rather than jingle like the jade, 
Rumble like the rocks. 
• 
[39c20t] Victor H. Mair 
In olden times, these attained unity: 
Heaven attained unity, and thereby became pure. 
Earth attained unity, and thereby became tranquil. 
The spirits attained unity, and thereby became divine. 
The valley attained unity, and thereby became full. 
Feudal lords and kings attained unity, and thereby all was put right. 
Yet, pushed to the extreme, 



It implies that, 
If heaven were ever pure, it would be likely to rend. 
It implies that, 
If earth were ever tranquil, it would be likely to quake. 
It implies that, 
If the spirits were ever divine, they would be likely to dissipate. 
It implies that, 
If the valley were ever full, it would be likely to run dry. 
It implies that, 
If feudal lords and kings were ever noble and thereby exalted, they would be likely to fall. 
Therefore, 
It is necessary to be noble, and yet take humility as a basis. 
It is necessary to be exalted, and yet take modesty as a foundation. 
Now, for this reason, 
Feudal lords and kings style themselves 
"orphaned," "destitute," and "hapless." 
Is this not because they take humility as their basis? 
Therefore, 
Striving for an excess of praise, one ends up without praise. 



Consequently, 
Desire not to be jingling as jade nor stolid as stone. 
• 
[39c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
From ancient times these things have arisen from the One: 
Heaven is clear because of the One, 
The earth is firm because of the One, 
The Spirit is strong because of the One, 
The valley is full because of the One, 
The ten thousand things reproduce because of the One, 
Leaders are able to lead because of the One. 
All of this comes from the One. 
If heaven were not clear it would soon split. 
If the earth were not firm it would soon bend and break. 
If the Spirit were not strong it would soon wear out. 
If the valley were not full it would soon dry up. 
If the ten thousand things did not reproduce they would soon die out. 
If leaders could not lead they would soon fall. 
Therefore, greatness has its source in the little. 



The low is the foundation of the high. 
Princes call themselves "alone," "helpless," "worthless." 
Is this not acknowledging a humble root? 
Enumerate the parts of a carriage and you have not defined a carriage. 
Better to resound like stone chimes than to tinkle like jade bells. 
• 
[39c22t] David H. Li 
Among those with One in the past: 
The cosmos, with One, produced cleanliness; 
The earth, with One, produced calmness; 
A shen, with One, produced responsiveness; 
The valley, with One, produced fullness; 
Myriad matters, with One, generated; 
A Duke or Prince, with One, at the center of the world was seated. 
Extending, 
The cosmos, without One and without cleanliness, would be separated; 
The earth, without One and without calmness, would be barren; 
A shen, without One and without responsiveness, would be deserted; 
The valley, without One and without fullness, would be depleted; 



Myriad matters, without One and without growth, would stall; 
Dukes and princes, without One and without being in the center, would fall. 
Thus, 
humbleness is the root of esteem; 
lowness is the foundation of height. 
Thus, 
a Duke or Prince calls himself My Loneliness, The Isolated Person, The Ungracious Person. 
Is this not humbleness as the root of esteem? 
Is it not so? 
Thus, the supreme honor requires no honor. 
Aim not at jade's attractiveness, but at rock's solidness. 
• 
[39c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
In ancient times, these attained wholeness: 
Heaven attained wholeness and thereby became pure. 
Earth attained wholeness and thereby became tranquil. 
Spirits attained wholeness and thereby became divine. 
Valleys attained wholeness and thereby became full. 
Beings attained wholeness and thereby became alive. 



Leaders attained wholeness and thereby all was put aright. 
Everything is what it is by virtue of its wholeness. 
Heaven without purity would rend. 
Earth without tranquility would collapse. 
Spirits without divinity would dissipate. 
Valleys without fullness would desiccate. 
Beings without aliveness would perish. 
Leaders without magnanimity would fall. 
Humility is the basis of magnanimity. 
Modesty is the fundament of exaltation. 
Those in high position call themselves powerless, unworthy, or destitute. 
Is this not because they take humility as the basis of magnanimity? 
There is no honor in displaying your honor. 
Desire not either to be jingling like jade or to be stolid like stone. 
• 
[39c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Among things, these are the ones that received the One in ancient times: 
Heaven, that is made clear by the One, 
Earth, that is stabilized by the One, 



The soul, that is made spiritual by the One, 
The valley, that is made full by the One. 
Through the One, all things came into being and were realized, 
Princes and kings, through the One, became rulers of the world. 
If heaven were not clear, it could tear, 
If earth were not stable, it could collapse, 
If the soul were not active, it could dissolve, 
If the valley were not full, it could dry up. 
If things did not exist, they would be as if they had never been, 
If princes and kings did not rule, 
They would be thrown from their thrones. 
The nobleman must measure himself in terms of the humble and simple man, 
The dignitary must use the lowly as his basis. 
Therefore, princes and kings call themselves "ignorant," "cowardly," "worthless." 
Does that not mean that they consider humility to be the root of their nature? 
For what does a person hate more than "ignorant," "cowardly," or "worthless"? 
Yet princes and kings still choose these words to describe themselves. 
Therefore there is no exaltation in this dignitary. 
Thus kings rise by lowering their value, 



And disappear by raising their value. 
It is not good to be conspicuous, like a single gemstone, 
Or monotonous and invisible like one of the countless stones in a field. 
• 
[39c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
From its first days, the universe came from the One: 
The heavens are one, and clear, and round because of it; 
The earth is one, and is its firm infused foundation; 
The spirit force is one, with all it brings into being; 
The valley is a oneness, and so it flows and renews all things; 
Everything is one - every living thing is one, and alive! 
Kings and lords are one in a kingdom that is one and they can only rule truly because of the One. 
If Heaven wasn't clear, then the sky would fall down; 
If the earth cannot be peaceful, it will tear itself apart; 
If the Spirit cannot bless, then no one will believe in it; 
If the valley can't rebirth, then the valley will run dry; 
If life can't be itself, then life will be nothing; 
And if the king is nothing, then the world will be at war. 
Everything has both yin and yang in it - 



and from their rise-and-fall-coupling comes new life. 
The highest authority needs the basement as its base, 
And the depths are the foundation of the heights. 
That is why rulers call themselves lonely, like souls in a wilderness who have no home. 
And, in doing so, don't they see then that their roots lie with the people? 
To see yourself as extraordinary is to stand out like jade among ordinary stones; 
but what people ignore - the lonely, and the worthless - is the rock a true leader finds himself on. 
You see, you win by losing - and you lose by succeeding. 
• 
[39c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Among the ancient holders of the One: 
Heaven that holds the One becomes clear and bright; 
Earth that holds the One becomes steady; 
Gods that hold the One become efficacious; 
Valleys that hold the One become full; 
All creatures that hold the One become alive; 
Lords and leaders who hold the One become leaders of the human world. 
By inference Heaven might split without what makes it clear and bright; 
Earth might shake without what makes it steady; 



Gods might disappear without what makes them efficacious; 
Valleys might go dry without what makes them full; 
All creatures might die out without what makes them alive; 
Lords and kings might fall without what makes them leaders. 
That is why the humble is the root of the noble, 
And the high is based on the low. 
That is why lords and kings call themselves "the solitary", "the few" and "the unkind". 
Does not this take the humble as the root (of the noble)? 
Does this not? 
Hence the highest honor does not need honoring. 
It is better, therefore, to be a hard stone than a beautiful piece of jade. 
• 
[39c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Since ancient times, what comes into possession is the 'One'. 
Heaven in possession of the 'One' is clear. 
The Earth in possession of the 'One' is tranquil. 
The gods in possession of the 'One' are efficacious. 
The valley in possession of the 'One' is full. 
The myriad creatures in possession of the 'One' are alive. 



The rulers in possession of the 'One' are faithful to their country. 
Although they are different, they are the same 'One'. 
When Heaven is not clear, it risks cracking. 
When the Earth is not tranquil, it risks exploding. 
When the gods are not efficacious, they risk ceasing to exist. 
When the valley is not full, it risks drying up. 
When the myriad creatures possess no life, they risk extinction. 
When rulers are not faithful, they risk a fall from their heights. 
Therefore the humble is the basis of the precious. 
The low is the basis of the high. 
The rulers shall humiliate themselves. 
That is why one grows the root at the base - isn't it? 
That is why one prefers to be the wheel instead of the carriage, 
one chooses to be a stone instead of jade. 
• 
[39c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Achievement of oneness in the past includes: 
The heaven that became clear, 
The earth that became peaceful, 



The soul that became sensitive, 
And kings that became the world's leaders. 
The following can be inferred: 
The heaven will break 
If it can by no means clear up; 
The earth will be wasteland 
If it can by no means be peaceful; 
The soul will die out 
If it can by no means be sensitive; 
And kings will go rampant 
If they can by no means lead the world. 
Therefore, 
Nobility is rooted in the ordinary people, 
And the high is based on the low. 
The kings take names 
Like "the Isolated," "the Helpless," or "the Wicked," 
Just because they appreciate their roots and bases. 
Therefore, 
The most glorious does not seek after glory, 



And the wisest does not seek to be the beautiful jade 
But the unrefined rough rock. 
• 
[39c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Power of The Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
Old things which have the correctness are: 
It is by correctness that 
the Heaven becomes bright and pure, and the Earth firm and sure; 
the spirits divine; 
the valleys full; 
all existence lively; 
and the kings just for the world's model. 
All these are the results of correctness. 
If the Heaven were not so pure, it would soon rend. 
If the Earth were not so sure, it would break and bend. 
If the spirits were not so divine, they would lose their prophesy. 
If the valleys were not so full, they would parch. 
If all existence were not so lively, they would be extinct. 



If the kings had no morality, they would collapse from their throne. 
Therefore, dignity finds root in meanness, and the lofty find their stability in lowness. 
Therefore, the kings self-styled themselves by the solitary, the unworthy, and the virtueless. 
Didn't these mean that dignity finds its root in its meanness? 
Didn't these? 
So, when we analyze a cart's construction, we can't find a part named cart. 
As for me, I would neither appreciate being regarded as a jade rare and expensive, nor as a stone 

popular and cheap. 
• 
[39c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
From of old the things that have acquired Unity are these: 
Heaven by Unity has become clear; 
Earth by Unity has become steady; 
The Spirit by Unity has become spiritual; 
The Valley by Unity has become full; 
All things by Unity have come into existence; 
Princes and kings by Unity have become rulers of the world. 
If heaven were not clear, it would be rent; 
If earth were not steady, it would be tumbled down; 



If the Spirit were not active, it would pass away; 
If the Valley were not full, it would be dried up; 
If all things were not existing, they would be extinct; 
If princes and kings were not rulers, they would be overthrown. 
The noble must be styled in the terms of the humble; 
The high must take the low as their foundation. 
Therefore princes and kings call themselves 'the ignorant', 'the virtueless' and 'the unworthy'. 
Does this not mean that they take the humble as their root? 
What men hate most are 'the ignorant', 'the virtueless' and 'the unworthy'. 
And yet princes and kings choose them as their titles. 
Therefore the highest fame is to have no fame. 
Thus kings are increased by being diminished; 
They are diminished by being increased. 
It is undesirable to be as prominent as a single gem, 
Or as monotonously numerous as stones. 
• 
[39c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Those of ancient times obtained the One: 
Heaven obtained the One for its clarity; 



Earth obtained the One for its tranquility; 
The Spirit obtained the One for its divinity; 
The Valley obtained the One for its repletion; 
All things obtained the One for their lives; 
Dukes and kings obtained the One for the rectitude of the world. 
What causes these is the One. 
Without clarity, Heaven could not avoid disrupting. 
Without tranquility, Earth could not avoid explosion. 
Without divinity, The Spirit could not avoid dissolving. 
Without repletion, The Valley could not avoid dissipating. 
Without life, All things could not avoid perishing. 
Without rectitude and dignity, Dukes and kings could not avoid falling. 
Therefore, distinction has humility as its root; 
The high regards the low as its foundation. 
Therefore dukes and kings call themselves 
Orphans, widowers, and starvers. 
Does this not mean regarding humility as a base? 
Doesn't it? 
He who is most praise-worthy 



Does not need any praise. 
He prefers to be neither rare as jade, 
Nor as common as rocks. 
• 
[39c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Those that of old got The One Thing: 
The sky got The One Thing, and by this became clear. 
The earth got The One Thing, and by this became steady. 
The spirits got The One Thing, and by this obtained their powers. 
The rivers got The One Thing, and by this became full. 
The thousands of things got The One Thing, and by this came to life. 
The princes and kings got The One Thing, and by this became the Standard for the World. 
This is how things came about. 
The sky, without what makes it clear, is likely to crack. 
The earth, without what makes it steady, is likely to quake. 
The spirits, without what gives them powers, are likely to vanish. 
The rivers, without what makes them full, are likely to dry up. 
The thousands of things, without what gives them life, are likely to perish. 
The princes and kings, without what makes them eminent and noble, are likely to fall. 



Yes, the eminent takes the common and ignored as a root, 
the noble takes the lowly as a foundation. 
And so the princes and kings call themselves: 'the orphan ...', 'the poor ...', 'the destitute ...' 
Is this not using the common and ignored as a root? 
Is it not so? 
Yes, enumerate the carriage parts - still not a carriage. 
He doesn't wish to glitter and glitter like jade; 
he falls like a stone, falling into oblivion. 
• 
[39c33t] Cheng Lin 
Since antiquity the following may be said to have attained Truth: 
Heaven, which by Truth is clear. 
Earth, which by Truth is secure. 
The gods, which by Truth are divine. 
The valleys, which by Truth are full. 
All animate creation, which by Truth are alive. 
The rulers, which by Truth are capable of rectifying the Empire. 
Conversely, the following inferences may be stated: 
Without that which renders it clear, heaven stands the danger of disruption. 



Without that which renders it secure, earth stands the danger of depression. 
Without that which renders them divine, the gods stand the danger of impotence. 
Without that which renders them full, the valleys stand the danger of desiccation. 
Without that which renders them life, all animate creation stand the danger of annihilation. 
Without that which renders them capable of rectification, the rulers stand the danger of being 

overthrown. 
Humility forms the basis of honour, just as the low ground forms the foundation of a high elevation. 
Wherefore, the sovereigns are content to call themselves "The Virtueless" and "The Unworthy." 
Does not this show that they regard humility as a matter of utmost importance? 
Hence, the most praiseworthy are indifferent about praise. 
It matters not to them whether they are admired as are beautiful jades, or despised as are rugged 

stones. 
• 
[39c34t] Yi Wu 
Those of ancient times attained oneness. 
Heaven attained oneness and became clear; 
Earth attained oneness and became calm; 
Spirits attained oneness and became divine; 
Valleys attained oneness and became full; 



All things attained oneness and came to life; 
Dukes and kings attained oneness and became models for the world. 
All was achieved by oneness. 
Heaven, without [oneness], becoming clear, might crack; 
Earth, without [oneness], becoming calm, might explode; 
Spirits, without [oneness], becoming divine, might be exhausted; 
Valleys, without [oneness], becoming full, might dry up; 
All things, without [oneness], receiving life, might perish; 
Dukes and kings, without [oneness], becoming honorable, might fall. 
Therefore, the superior takes the inferior as its root. 
The high recognizes the low as its foundation. 
Therefore, dukes and kings call themselves 
"the lonely one", "the little one", and "the worthless one". 
Is this not to recognize the lowly as the root? 
Is not this? 
Therefore, those who wish for great reputation have no reputation. 
We do not want to be bright as jade or hard as stone. 
• 
[39c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



In antiquity, the person who follows Dao said: 
If the sky is harmonised with Dao, it will be clear. 
When the Earth harmonises with Dao, it will be settled. 
Similarly, the spirits will retain their magic power; 
The valley will be filled with water. 
When the ruler follows the way of Dao, his reign will be peaceful. 
All these are achieved by following the way of Dao. 
If the sky is not clear, it will split. 
If the Earth is not settled, it will erupt. 
When the spirits lose their power, they will become extinct. 
The valley without water will dry up. 
All forms of life without nourishment will perish. 
A ruler who fails to maintain peace will be toppled. 
Dignitaries rely on the support from commoners. 
A tall building depends entirely on its base to stay erect. 
Hence, the rulers customarily use self-deprecating words when referring to themselves. 
Is this not an acknowledgement that everything originates from a humble beginning? 
Everyone dislikes words like orphaned, widowed, and unworthy. 
Yet, the rulers customarily use these terms to describe themselves. 



The irony is that if you crave for fame, you will end up losing it. 
The person who follows Dao has no desire to be valued like a beautiful jade. 
Nor would he like to be rejected as an ugly stone. 
• 
[39c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Since ancient times there have been those who have attained the subtle essence of the universe and 

thus become what they are. 
Heaven attained the subtle essence of the universe and became clear. 
Earth attained the subtle essence of the universe and became stable. 
Divine spirits attained the subtle essence of the universe and became powerful. 
The Valley of the Universe attained the subtle essence of the universe and became productive. 
The myriad things attained the subtle essence of the universe and became prosperous. 
The sages attained the subtle essence of the universe and became wise. 
All became what they are by attaining the subtle essence of the universe and hence their true nature. 
Extinction happens to one who violates his true nature. 
Without being pure, Heaven would cease to be. 
Without being stable, Earth would burst into bits. 
Without maintaining their potency, spirits would disperse. 
Without being productive, the vast Valley of the Universe would become exhausted. 



Without being reproductive, the myriad things would perish. 
Without fortifying themselves with integral virtue, sages would stumble and fall. 
Greatness is rooted in plainness, 
just as the low forms the foundation of the high. 
Realizing this, the ancient sovereigns were content to style themselves as desolate, unworthy, and 

needy. 
Therefore, one who does not separate his being from the nature of the universe follows the Integral 

Way. 
He has no wish to sound like jingling jade pendants in order to court a good name, 
nor like the rumbling of a stone rolling from a cliff in order to create a bad name. 
Each one should work on one's own subtle spiritual integration with the subtle essence of the universe. 
• 
[39c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
In the remote past there were those who attained the One. 
Attaining the One, heaven became pure. 
Attaining the One, earth became peaceful. 
Attaining the One, God became spiritual. 
Attaining the One, the ocean became full. 
Attaining the One, ten thousand things came into life. 



Attaining the One, rulers became the models of the world. 
All of them became so through the One. 
Without becoming pure, heaven would have broken. 
Without becoming peaceful, the earth would have quaked. 
Without becoming spiritual, God would have crumbled. 
Without becoming full, the ocean would have drained. 
Without coming into life, ten thousand things would have perished. 
Without becoming the models of the world, rulers would have stumbled. 
Therefore, the worthless serves as the foundation of the worthy. 
The inferior serves as the basis of the superior. 
Thus, rulers call themselves isolated men, without merit, and worthless. 
Is this not enough to prove that the worthless serve as the foundation of the worthy? 
Hence, the perfect fame is no fame. 
Rulers do not want to be esteemed as tingling jade; they would rather be plain, solid rock. 
• 
[39c38t] Henry Wei 
Foundation of the Law 
Fa Pen 
Since antiquity, these have possessed the One - 



Heaven in possession of the One has become clear; 
Earth in possession of the One has become steady; 
Spirits in possession of the One have become divine; 
Valleys in possession of the One have become full; 
Creatures in possession of the One have become alive; 
Kings and nobles in possession of the One have become exemplary. 
All the above became what they are in the same way. 
Heaven without the One to make it clear 
Is apt to crack; 
Earth without the One to make it steady 
Is apt to quake; 
Spirits without the One to make them divine 
Are apt to cease operation; 
Valleys without the One to make them full 
Are apt to become dry; 
Creatures without the One to make them alive 
Are apt to become extinct; 
Kings and nobles without the One to make them exemplary 
Are apt to lose their prestige and eminence. 



Forsooth, the honorable is rooted in the humble, 
And the high is founded on the low. 
So kings and nobles call themselves orphaned, lonely, and unworthy. 
Does not this indicate that the honorable is rooted in the humble? 
Indeed, if a chariot is taken apart, 
There will no longer be any chariot. 
Desire not to be like polished jade, 
But rather to be like rough rocks. 
• 
[39c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The things of old that have attained the One: 
Heaven, having attained the One, is clear; 
Earth, having attained the One, is steady; 
Spirits, having attained the One, possess their numinous power; 
Valleys, having attained the One, are full; 
The ten thousand things, having attained the One, come to life; 
Kings and princes, having attained the One, become the model for all under Heaven. 
It is by virtue of the One that they become what they are. 
Were Heaven not clear by virtue of that, 



I fear it would soon shatter; 
Were Earth not steady by virtue of that, 
I fear it would soon collapse; 
Were spirits not to possess their numinous power by virtue of that, 
I fear they would soon cease to be; 
Were valleys not full by virtue of that, 
I fear they would soon dry up; 
Were the ten thousand things not to come to life by virtue of that, 
I fear they would soon perish; 
Were kings and princes not noble and high by virtue of that, 
I fear they would soon fall. 
Therefore, for the noble the humble is the root; 
For the high the low is the foundation. 
For this reason, kings and princes 
Refer to themselves as "the orphaned one," "the widowed one," and "the ill-provided one." 
Isn't this because the humble is the root? 
Is it not? 
Therefore, if you tally your honors you will count none. 
Don't try to jingle like jade-bells, 



Rather, sound like rolling rocks. 
• 
[39c40t] Tao Huang 
Those from the past have attained Oneness. 
By attaining Oneness, heaven is clear. 
By attaining Oneness, earth is at peace. 
By attaining Oneness, the spirit is quickened. 
By attaining Oneness, the valley is filled. 
By attaining Oneness, the king puts order in the whole world. 
All these result from Oneness. 
Without its clarity, heaven is liable to explode. 
Without its peace, earth is liable to erupt. 
Without its quickening, the spirit is liable to die out. 
Without its fullness, valleys are liable to dry out. 
Without proper esteem, the king is liable to fall. 
Esteem is rooted in the humble. 
The high is founded upon the low. 
This is why the lords and rulers call themselves widows and orphans without support. 
Is this is not the root of being humble? 



Much praise amounts to no praise. 
Without preference, Being is as resonant as Jade and as gravelly as stone. 
• 
[39c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Since the beginning of Heaven and Earth, there were things attaining balance: 
through attaining balance, Heavens equilibrated; 
through attaining balance, the Earth became secure; 
through attaining balance, minds became calm; 
through attaining balance, valleys became capacious; 
through attaining balance, All Things became productive; 
through attaining balance, rulers achieved justice throughout the world. 
Were the heavens are not equilibrated, they might collapse; 
were the Earth not secure, it might quake to bits; 
were minds not calm, they might be disrupted; 
were valleys not capacious, they might dry up; 
were All Things non-productive, they might become extinct; 
were rulers not obtaining justice throughout the world, they might fall. 
Hence, the rulers established the rule based on the ruled; 
and the highness was built upon the foundation of the lowness. 



When rulers called themselves "orphans", "widows" and "indigents" reminds that they established the 
rule according to the needs of the ruled. 

Did they not? 
Thus frequent flattery becomes no flattery. 
Therefore, a perfect gentleman has no excessive desires: 
He is smooth like smooth jade! 
He is solid like solid rock! 
• 
[39c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Of old those that obtained the One: 
Heaven obtained the One and became clear. 
Earth obtained the One and became tranquil. 
The spiritual beings obtained the One and became divine. 
The valley obtained the One and became full. 
The myriad things obtained the One and lived and grew. 
Kings and barons obtained the One and became rulers of the empire. 
What made them so is the One. 
If heaven had not thus become clear, 
It would soon crack. 



If the earth had not thus become tranquil, 
It would soon be shaken. 
If the spiritual beings had not thus become divine, 
They would soon wither away. 
If the valley had not thus become full, 
It would soon become exhausted. 
If the myriad things had not thus lived and grown, 
They would soon become extinct. 
If kings and barons had not thus become honorable and high in position, 
They would soon fall. 
Therefore humble station is the basis of honor. 
The low is the foundation of the high. 
For this reason kings and barons call themselves children without parents, lonely people without 

spouses, and men without food to eat. 
Is this not regarding humble station as the basis of honor? 
Is it not? 
Therefore enumerate all the parts of a chariot as you may, and you still have no chariot. 
Rather than jingle like the jade, 
Rumble like the rocks. 



• 
[39c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Есть издавна обретшие единое. 
Благодаря ему Небо и делается чистым, 
Земля хранит устойчивость, 
души обретают чудотворность, 
долины наполняются, 
вещей родится десять тысяч, 
владетели и царь становятся для Поднебесной образцом. 
Достигнуть этого им помогает именно единое. 
Когда у Неба нет того, что доставляет чистоту, оно, пожалуй, разломается; 
Земля, не обладая тем, что придает устойчивость, пожалуй, станет шаткой; 
души, не имея того, что сохраняет чудодейственность, пожалуй, перестанут 

проявляться; 
долины при отсутствии того, что позволяет им наполниться, пожалуй, пересохнут; 
десяти тысячам вещей по неимению того, чем можно жить, не избежать, пожалуй, 

истребления; 
владетели и царь, не обладая тем, что обеспечивает знатностью и высшим положением, 

пожалуй, этого лишатся. 



Знатность коренится в худородстве, высокому основой служит низкое. 
Именно поэтому владетели и царь называют себя: "сирый", "вдовый" и "убогий". 
Не значит ли это, что в худородстве заключается их корень? Разве не так? 
Отсюда и выходит, что все части, из которых состоит повозка, повозкой еще не 

являются. 
Не стремись быть редким словно яшма или многим как простые камни. 
• 
[39c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Вот то, что с древности пребывало в Едином: 
Небо пребывало в Едином и потому достигало чистоты. 
Земля пребывала в Едином и потому достигала покоя. 
Духи пребывали в Едином и потому были одухотворённо-подвижны. 
Долина пребывала в Едином и потому достигала расцвета. 
Мириады вещей пребывали в Едином и потому обретали рождение. 
Правитель и князья пребывали в Едином и потому были честны с Поднебесной. 
Лишь благодаря Единому они достигали этого. 
Если Небо не чисто, оно разверзается. 
Если Земля не спокойна, она опускается. 
Если духи не одухотворённо-подвижны, они истощаются. 



Если долина не расцветает, она иссыхает. 
Если мириады вещей не обретают рождения, они обречены на уничтожение. 
Если знать и правители не честны, они будут свергнуты. 
Поэтому в основе ценного лежит дешёвое. 
Благородный муж рассматривает подданных в качестве своего корня. 
Высшие рассматривают низших в качестве своей основы. 
Поэтому правитель и князья называют себя "сирыми", "покинутыми", "неудачниками". 
Так разве это не значит: "Рассматривать подданных в качестве своего корня"? 
Разве это не так? 
Поэтому они и достигают величайшего признания вне признания, не желая быть 

прекраснейшими, словно яшма, и твердейшими, будто камень. 
• 
[39c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Вот те, кто некогда причастны стали Одному: 
Небо стало причастно Одному - и очистилось, 
Земля стала причастна Одному - и упокоилась, 
Божественное стало причастно Одному - и одухотворилось, 
Долины стали причастны Одному - и наполнились, 
Все сущее стало причастно Одному - и стало порождать, 



Цари и князья стали причастны Одному - и Поднебесная выправилась. 
А вот что было бы в противном случае: 
Не стало бы Небо чистым и распалось бы на куски, 
Не упокоилась бы Земля и раскололась бы на части, 
Не одухотворилось бы божественное и истощилось бы немедленно, 
Не наполнились бы долины и пересохли бы тотчас, 
Не стало порождать бы сущее и тотчас бы погибло, 
Не ценили бы цари и князья высокое и были бы низложены внезапно. 
Поэтому цените униженное, считая его корнем, поскольку для всего высокого низкое будет 

всегда основанием. 
Вот поэтому-то цари и князья и называют себя "сирыми", "одинокими" и "недостойными". 
Разве это не означает "считать униженное корнем"? 
Не так ли? 
Поэтому стремящийся быть владельцем многих колесниц остается без колесницы. 
И я не стремлюсь быть блестящим и сияющим, как яшма, а хочу быть столь же простым 

и незаметным, как простой булыжник. 
• 
[39c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Вот те, кто в древности обрели единство: 



Небо обрело единство чистотой, 
Земля обрела единство незыблемостью, 
дух обрел единство духовностью (лин), 
лоно [Поднебесной] обрело единство полнотой, 
мириады вещей обрели единство рождением, 
хоу и ваны обрели единство, став воплощением честности для Поднебесной. 
Они достигли этого. 
Небо, не став чистым, боюсь, может лопнуть. 
Земля, не став незыблемой, боюсь, может рассыпаться. 
Дух, не став одухотворенным, боюсь, может истощиться. 
Мириады вещей, не рождаясь, боюсь, могут исчезнуть. 
Хоу и ваны, не став ценимыми и высокопочитаемыми, боюсь, могут оступиться. 
Основой дорогого (благородного) является дешевое (худородное). 
Основой высокого является низкое. 
Поэтому хоу и ваны называют себя сирыми, одинокими, несчастными. 
Это не оттого ли, что дешевое (худородное) является основой? 
А разве нет?! 
Однако если за несколькими колесницами погонишься, ни одну не догонишь. 
Не желай сверкать словно драгоценная яшма, будь блеклым, как простой камень. 



• 
[39c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Вот те, которые с древних времен находятся в единстве. 
Благодаря единству небо стало чистым, земля - незыблемой, дух - чутким, долина - 

цветущей и начали рождаться все существа. 
Благодаря единству знать и государи становятся образцом в мире. 
Вот что создает единство. 
Если небо не чисто, оно разрушается; 
если земля зыбка, она раскалывается; 
если дух не чуток, он исчезает; 
если долины не цветут, они превращаются в пустыню; 
если вещи не рождаются, они исчезают; 
если знать и государи не являются примером благородства, они будут свергнуты. 
Незнатные являются основой для знатных, а низкое - основанием для высокого. 
Поэтому знать и государи сами называют себя "одинокими", "сирыми", "несчастливыми". 
Это происходит оттого, что они не рассматривают незнатных как свою основу. 
Это ложный путь. 
Если разобрать колесницу, от нее ничего не останется. 
Нельзя считать себя "драгоценным", как яшма, а нужно быть простым, как камень. 



• 
[39c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
В древности всякое существо достигало единства. 
Небо, достигши единства, стало чистым. 
Земля, достигши единства, стала спокойной. 
Дух, достигши единства, стал разумным. 
Долина, достигши единства, стала полной. 
Всякая вещь, достигши единства, стала существовать. 
Цари и князья, достигши единства, стали образцами для мира. 
Все это было достигнуто, благодаря единству. 
Достижение единства во всем этом одно и то же. 
Если бы небо было не чисто, то казалось бы, что оно боится взрыва. 
Если бы земля потеряла спокойствие, то она была бы в опасности разрушения. 
Если бы дух лишился разумности, то он потерял бы (свойство) быть духом. 
Если бы пустота долины наполнилась чем-нибудь, то она перестала бы быть долиной. 
Всякая вещь, если бы перестала расти, уничтожилась бы. 
Если бы цари и князья потеряли верность и преданность (своих подданных), то были бы 

свергнуты. 
Отсюда благородные люди смотрят на неблагородных, как на свое начало; высшие 



смотрят на низших, как на свое основание. 
Цари и князья заботятся о бедных сиротах и вдовах. 
Этим же они могли бы свидетельствовать о своем происхождении. 
Ужели это неправда? 
Если разобрать телегу по частям, то не останется телеги. 
Я не желаю быть гордым, как драгоценный камень. 
Также я не желаю быть презираемым, как дикий камень. 
• 
[39c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Из тех, кто в древности обрел единое: 
Небо, обретя единое, стало чистым; 
Земля, обретя единое, стала покойной; 
Духи, обретя единое, стали божественными; 
Долины, обретя единое, стали полны; 
Вся тьма вещей, обретя единое, живет; 
Князья и цари, обретя единое, правят Поднебесной. 
Так все происходит благодаря единому. 
Небо, не будучи чистым, не расколется ли? 
Земля, не будучи покойной, не растрясется ли? 



Духи, не будучи божественными, не обессилят ли? 
Долины, не будучи наполненными, не оскудеют ли? 
Вся тьма вещей, не имея в себе жизни, не исчезнет ли? 
Князья и цари, не имея почета и славы, не падут ли? 
Посему корень почета - униженность. 
Основа славы - безвестность. 
Оттого князья и цари зовут себя сиротами, одинокими, беспомощными. 
Не значит ли это, что для них униженность - корень? 
Разве нет? 
Имея множество колесниц, считай, что у тебя нет колесниц. 
Не желай ни блестеть, словно прекрасная яшма, 
Ни быть твердым, словно простой булыжник. 
• 
[39c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Изначально так обретают единство: 
Небо обретает единство способностью чистоты. 
Земля обретает единство способностью покоя. 
Дух обретает единство способностью божественной тайны. 
Долина обретает единство способностью наполнения. 



Мириады сущностей обретают единство способностью жить. 
Удельные князья и правители обретают единство способностью осуществлять 

исправление Поднебесной. 
Это и приводит их к единству. 
Если у Неба отсутствует способность чистоты, может и расколоться. 
Если у Земли отсутствует способность покоя, может прийти в движение. 
Если у духа отсутствует способность божественной тайны, может и иссякнуть. 
Если у долины отсутствует способность наполнения, может и истощиться. 
Если у мириад сущностей отсутствует способность жить, могут и исчезнуть. 
Если у удельных князей и правителей отсутствует способность к исправлению 

посредством почитания высокого, могут и рухнуть. 
Причинность: 
Основой для благородного является подлое. 
Опорой для высокого является низкое. 
Это дает: 
Удельные князья и правители называют себя сирыми, вдовыми, неприкаянными. 
Разве это не потому, что подлое является основой? 
Разве нет? 
Причинность: 



В частом выражении восхваления - отсутствие восхваления. 
Не стремись к блеску драгоценного камня, будь заурядным, как простой булыжник. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty 
 

[40c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
"Reversal" is the movement of the Tao; 
"Weakness" is the function of the Tao. 
The things of the world originate in being, 
And being {originates} in nonbeing. 
• 
[40c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE movement of the Tao consists in Returning. 
The use of the Tao consists in softness. 
All things under heaven are born of the corporeal: 
The corporeal is born of the Incorporeal. 
• 
[40c03t] D. C. Lau 
Turning back is how the way moves; 
Weakness is the means the way employs. 
The myriad creatures in the world are born from 
Something, and Something from Nothing. 



• 
[40c04t] R. L. Wing 
Polarity is the movement of the Tao. 
Receptivity is the way it is used. 
The world and All Things were produced from its existence. 
Its existence was produced from nonexistence. 
• 
[40c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Reversion is the movement of Tao, 
Weakness is the function of Tao. 
All things under Heaven come into being from (visible) concrete beings, 
And all beings come into being from invisible nonexistence (Tao). 
• 
[40c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Returning is the motion of the Tao. 
Yielding is the way of the Tao. 
The ten thousand things are born of being. 
Being is born of not being. 
• 



[40c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The reverse of expectations is the Dao in action. 
The weak in appearance is the Dao in application. 
All living things are born of interactions in the world of existence. 
Interactions in the world of existence are born of emptiness or non-existence. 
• 
[40c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Cycling is how the DAO moves; 
The weak is where the DAO functions. 
Everything comes from existence; 
Existence comes from nothingness. 
• 
[40c09t] Walter Gorn Old, RESIGNING WORK 
The path of Tao is backward. 
The characteristic of Tao is gentleness. 
Everything in the universe comes from existence, and existence from non-existence. 
• 
[40c10t] James Legge 
The movement of the Tao 



By contraries proceeds; 
And weakness marks the course 
Of Tao's mighty deeds. 
All things under heaven sprang from It as existing (and named); 
that existence sprang from It as non-existent (and not named). 
• 
[40c11t] David Hinton 
Return is the movement of Way, and yielding the method of Way. 
All beneath heaven, the ten thousand things: it's all born of being, and being is born of nonbeing. 
• 
[40c12t] Chichung Huang 
Opposition characterizes the Tao's movement; 
Weakness characterizes the Tao's function. 
All things under heaven are generated from being; 
Being is generated from nonbeing. 
• 
[40c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Returning (fan) is the movement (tung) of Tao. 
Weak (jo) is the functioning (yung) of Tao. 



Ten thousand things under heaven are born of being (yu). 
Being is born of non-being (wu). 
• 
[40c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The movement of Tao [in the course of time] is to return [to Simplicity]; 
The working of Tao is so subtle [that is ostensible effect may not be immediately] noticeable. 
Myriad things and creatures on Earth [as we can conjecture] were originated from something; 
This something [describable by us] was launched [ultimately] from nothing [which is beyond our 

description]. 
• 
[40c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Return is the movement of the Way. 
Weakness is the use of the Way. 
All things under heaven are born from being. 
Being is born from non-being. 
• 
[40c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
According to Tao, recurrence is the way of motion. 
According to Tao, flexibility is the way of application. 



The all things in the world come from the visible, which comes from the invisible. 
• 
[40c17t] Arthur Waley 
In Tao the only motion is returning; 
The only useful quality, weakness. 
For though all creatures under heaven are the products of Being, 
Being itself is the product of Not-being. 
• 
[40c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Reversion is the action of the Dao. 
Softness is the function of the Dao. 
The myriad things under Heaven achieve life in existence. 
Existence arises from nothingness. 
• 
[40c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE PRINCIPLE OF REVERSION 
Reversion is the action of Tao. 
Gentleness is the function of Tao. 
The things of this world come from Being, 



And Being (comes) from Non-being. 
• 
[40c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Reversal is the movement of the Way; 
Weakness is the usage of the Way. 
All creatures under heaven are born from being; 
Being is born from nonbeing. 
• 
[40c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Returning is the direction of the Tao. 
Yielding is the way of the Tao. 
The ten thousand things are born of Being and Being is born of Nonbeing. 
• 
[40c22t] David H. Li 
Periodicity is Direction in motion; 
Frailty is Direction in application. 
Myriad matters in the world are born out of Ull. 
Ull is born out of Null. 
• 



[40c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Cyclic returning to the source is the rhythmic movement of the Tao. 
Gentle spontaneity is the nature of its function. 
All beings derive their beingness from Being, which is the Tao. 
And Being arises in and as Nothingness, which is the Tao. 
• 
[40c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Going back is the movement of the Tao, 
Weakening is the expression of the Tao. 
Everything in the universe springs from within existence, 
And existence springs from non-existence. 
• 
[40c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao moves in every direction at once - 
its essence is fluid and yielding. 
It is the maker of everything under the sun: 
And everything comes out of nothing. 
• 
[40c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



Cycling is the movement of the Tao; 
Being weak is the function of the Tao. 
All things of the world are born from the Being, 
And the Being from the Nothingness. 
• 
[40c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Returning is the movement of Tao. 
Weakness is the use of the Tao. 
The myriad creatures under Heaven are born from something. 
The something is born from nothing. 
• 
[40c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Polar opposition helps the movement of the Way. 
Weakness is the condition for the use of the Way. 
Everything is developed from being, 
And being is developed from non-being. 
• 
[40c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Being and Non-Being 



Lao Tze says, 
Reverse movement is how the Tao does go; 
gentleness is the course it chooses to show. 
All existence under heaven sprang from Being; 
that Being sprang from Non-being. 
• 
[40c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Returning is the motion of Tao, 
Weakness is the appliance of Tao. 
All things in the Universe come from existence, 
And existence from non-existence. 
• 
[40c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Returning is Tao's motion. 
Weakness is Tao's function. 
All things in the world are produced by being. 
And being is produced by non-being. 
• 
[40c32t] Michael LaFargue 



Turning Back is Tao movement; 
being Weak is Tao practice. 
"The thousands of things in the world are born of Being." 
Being is born of Nothing. 
• 
[40c33t] Cheng Lin 
The motion of Truth is cyclical. 
The way of Truth is pliant. 
The multitude of things in this world have their origin in Reality. 
Before the birth of Reality there was Nothingness. 
• 
[40c34t] Yi Wu 
Reversal is the movement of the Way. 
Weakness is the function of the Way. 
All things in the world live in Being, 
And Being lives in Non-being. 
• 
[40c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Reversal is the action of Dao. 



Soft and weak is the function of Dao. 
Everything comes from being. 
And being comes from non-being. 
• 
[40c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Returning to itself is how the subtle Way of the universe exercises itself. 
Being gentle and yielding is how the subtle Way of the universe employs itself. 
All things of the world come from the Manifest. 
The Manifest comes from the unmanifest, subtle essence of the universe. 
• 
[40c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Reverse is the movement of Tao. 
Yielding is the action of Tao. 
Ten thousand things in the universe are created from being. 
Being is created from non-being. 
• 
[40c38t] Henry Wei 
Movement and Function 
Ch'u Yung 



Cyclic reversion is Tao's movement. 
Weakness is Tao's function. 
All things in the universe are derived from Being. 
Being is derived from Non-Being. 
• 
[40c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Turning back is Tao's motion. 
Being weak is Tao's function. 
The ten thousand things under Heaven are born from being; 
Being is born from non-being. 
• 
[40c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao moves by returning. 
Tao functions by weakness. 
All things under heaven are born of being. 
Being is born of nonbeing. 
• 
[40c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To return is to complete the movement - change. 



To be tender is a virtue of Dao. 
Universe (Heaven and Earth) and All Things were given birth by Existence. 
Existence was given birth by Unknown-Existence. 
• 
[40c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Reversion is the action of Tao. 
Weakness is the function of Tao. 
All things in the world come from being. 
And being comes from non-being. 
• 
[40c91t] И. И. Семененко 
В обратном ходе заключается движение Дао, в слабости - его использование. 
Десяти тысячам вещей под Небесами жизнь дает наличие, а само наличие рождается от 

неналичия. 
• 
[40c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Обращение вспять - это движение Дао. 
Ослабление - это использование Дао. 
Мириады существ в Поднебесной рождаются из бытия. 



Бытие же рождается из небытия. 
• 
[40c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Возвращение к самому себе - вот принцип движения Дао-Пути. 
Ослабление - вот в чем использование Дао-Пути. 
Все в Поднебесной сущее рождается из наличия, но само наличие рождается из 

отсутствия. 
• 
[40c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Переход в противоположность (опрокидывание) - движение Дао, ослабление - действие Дао. 
Мириады вещей Поднебесной рождаются в бытии, бытие рождается в небытии. 
• 
[40c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Превращение в противоположное есть действие дао, 
слабость есть свойство дао. 
В мире все вещи рождаются в бытии, 
а бытие рождается в небытии. 
• 
[40c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Движение Тао происходит от сопротивления (всему вещественному). 
Слабость есть отличительная черта действия Тао. 
Все вещи произошли от бытия (что), и бытие от небытия (ничто). 
• 
[40c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Возвращение - это действие Пути. 
Слабость - это применение Пути. 
Все вещи в мире исходят из сущего, 
А сущее исходит из отсутствующего. 
• 
[40c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
От обратного - таково движение Пути. 
От слабости - таково применение Пути. 
В Поднебесной мириады сущностей рождаются в наличии. 
Наличие рождается в отсутствии. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-One 
 

[41c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When the highest type of {men hear} the Way, with diligence they're able to practice it; 
When average men hear the Way, some things they retain and others they lose; 
When the lowest type of men hear the Way, they laugh out loud at it. 
If they didn't laugh at it, {it couldn't} be regarded as the Way. 
Therefore, there is a set saying about this that goes: 
The bright Way appears to be dark; 
The Way that goes forward appears to retreat; 
The smooth Way appears to be uneven; 
The highest virtue [is empty] like a valley; 
The purest white appears to be soiled; 
Vast virtue appears to be insufficient; 
Firm virtue appears {thin and weak}; 
The simplest {reality appears to change}. 
The Great Square has no corners; 
The Great Vessel takes long to complete; 
The Great Tone makes little sound; 



The Great Image has no shape. 
The Way is Great but has no name. 
Only the Way is good at beginning things and also good at bringing things to completion. 
• 
[41c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN a wise scholar hears the Tao, 
He practices it diligently. 
When a mediocre scholar hears the Tao, 
He wavers between belief and unbelief. 
When a worthless scholar hears the Tao, 
He laughs boisterously at it. 
But if such a one does not laugh at it, 
The Tao would not be the Tao! 
The wise men of old have truly said: 
The bright Way looks dim. 
The progressive Way looks retrograde. 
The smooth Way looks rugged. 
High Virtue looks like an abyss. 
Great whiteness looks spotted. 



Abundant Virtue looks deficient. 
Established Virtue looks shabby. 
Solid Virtue looks as though melted. 
Great squareness has no corners. 
Great talents ripen late. 
Great sound is silent. 
Great Form is shapeless. 
The Tao is hidden and nameless; 
Yet it alone knows how to render help and to fulfill. 
• 
[41c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the best student hears about the way 
He practises it assiduously; 
When the average student hears about the way 
It seems to him one moment there and gone the next; 
When the worst student hears about the way 
He laughs out loud. 
If he did not laugh 
It would be unworthy of being the way. 



Hence the {Chien yen} has it: 
The way that is bright seems dull; 
The way that leads forward seems to lead backward; 
The way that is even seems rough. 
The highest virtue is like the valley; 
The sheerest whiteness seems sullied; 
Ample virtue seems defective; 
Vigorous virtue seems indolent; 
Plain virtue seems soiled; 
The great square has no corners. 
The great vessel takes long to complete; 
The great note is rarefied in sound; 
The great image has no shape. 
The way conceals itself in being nameless. 
It is the way alone that excels in bestowing and in accomplishing. 
• 
[41c04t] R. L. Wing 
When superior leaders hear of the Tao, 
They diligently try to practice it. 



When average leaders hear of the Tao, 
They appear both aware and unaware of it. 
When inferior leaders hear of the Tao, 
They roar with laughter. 
Without sufficient laughter, it could not be the Tao; 
Hence the long-established sayings: 
The Tao illuminated appears to be obscure; 
The Tao advancing appears to be retreating; 
The Tao leveled appears to be uneven. 
Superior Power appears to be low; 
Great clarity appears to be spotted; 
Extensive Power appears to be insufficient; 
Established Power appears to be stolen; 
Substantial Power appears to be spurious. 
The greatest space has no corners; 
The greatest talents are slowly mastered; 
The greatest music has the rarest sound; 
The Great Image has no form. 
The Tao is hidden and nameless, 



Yet it is the Tao that skillfully supports and completes. 
• 
[41c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When the highest shi hear Tao, they diligently practise it. 
When the average shi hear Tao, they half believe it. 
When the lowest shi hear Tao, (thinking it empty) they laugh greatly at it. 
If they didn't laugh, it would be contrary to Tao. 
Therefore there are some old sayings: 
"The Tao that is bright seems to be dark; 
The Tao that goes forward seems to retreat; 
The Tao that is level seems to be uneven; 
The lofty De (Virtue) looks like a humble valley; 
The greatest glory looks like disgrace; 
The greatest De looks insufficient; 
The vigorous De looks inert; 
The simple purity looks changeable; 
The great square has no corners; 
The valuable vessel is always completed lastly; 
The greatest sound sounds faint; 



The greatest form looks formless." 
Tao is hidden and nameless, 
It is only Tao that initiates all beings and brings them to completion. 
• 
[41c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The wise student hears of the Tao and practices it diligently. 
The average student hears of the Tao and gives it thought now and again. 
The foolish student hears of the Tao and laughs aloud. 
If there were no laughter, the Tao would not be what it is. 
Hence it is said: 
The bright path seems dim; 
Going forward seems like retreat; 
The easy way seems hard; 
The highest Virtue seems empty; 
Great purity seems sullied; 
A wealth of Virtue seems inadequate; 
The strength of Virtue seems frail; 
Real Virtue seems unreal; 
The perfect square has no corners; 



Great talents ripen late; 
The highest notes are hard to hear; 
The greatest form has no shape. 
The Tao is hidden and without name. 
The Tao alone nourishes and brings everything to fulfillment. 
• 
[41c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Superior men, hearing about the Dao, 
Will work diligently under its guidance. 
Mediocre men, hearing about the Dao, 
Remembers and then forgets about it. 
Inferior men, hearing about the Dao, 
Laughs and jeers at it. 
If people do not laugh or jeer at it, 
It is unlikely to be the Dao. 
Thus it is said: 
Those whose mind shines with the Dao 
Appear to be dull and stupid. 
Those who make progress along the Dao 



Appear to be falling behind. 
Those who go astray 
Appear to be following the Dao. 
The truly virtuous are humble like a valley, 
The truly stainless souls appear sullied. 
A man with many virtues 
appears to be inadequate. 
Those who are establishing their virtues 
look like thieves. 
The truthful look like good quality turned bad, 
An infinite space will have no corners. 
A man who is a great instrument never aspires or strives to be such. 
A big voice sounds like it is soft. 
A big symbol has no shape. 
The Dao is hidden and nameless. 
Yet nothing is better than the Dao 
In lending support and helping people accomplish. 
• 
[41c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



When people who have high DE learn about the DAO, they practice it diligently; 
When people who have medium DE learn about the DAO, they sometimes treat it seriously, 

sometimes do not; 
When people who have low DE learn about the DAO, they give it a big laugh. 
If they do not laugh, the DAO is not the DAO. 
Therefore, the great men once said, 
"People who understand the DAO look dull; 
The more you learn about the DAO, the more you feel like you are retreating; 
The DAO looks like a smooth road, but when you walk on it, it is rough." 
The people who have high DE always look as low as the valleys and riverbeds. 
The people who have broad DE always look incomplete. 
The people who have strong DE always look lazy. 
The people who have real DE always look empty. 
The whitest looks tainted, 
The squarest looks like it has no right angle, 
The greatest piece takes the longest time, 
The biggest sound has no sound, 
The biggest shape has no shape. 
The DAO likes to hide and be anonymous. 



Because the DAO always gives, it accomplishes everything. 
• 
[41c09t] Walter Gorn Old, LIKE AND UNLIKE 
When a wise man hears the Tao, he follows it. 
When one of average mind hears it, he holds to it a while and presently loses it. 
When a foolish man hears it, he only laughs at it. 
If it were not held in derision by such men, it could not rightly be called Tao. 
Therefore, as the verse-makers would say:- 
Who shines with Tao is lost in shade; 
His path in Tao is retrograde, 
And all his actions are obscure. 
The highest virtue has no name, 
The greatest pureness seems but shame; 
True wisdom seems the least secure. 
Inherent goodness seems most strange; 
What most endures is changeless Change; 
And squareness doth no angles make. 
The largest vessel none can gird; 
The loudest voice was never heard; 



The greatest thing no form doth take. 
For Tao is hidden, and it has no name; but it is good at beginning and finishing. 
• 
[41c10t] James Legge 
Scholars of the highest class, when they hear about the Tao, earnestly carry it into practice. 
Scholars of the middle class, when they have heard about it, seem now to keep it and now to lose it. 
Scholars of the lowest class, when they have heard about it, laugh greatly at it. 
If it were not (thus) laughed at, it would not be fit to be the Tao. 
Therefore the sentence-makers have thus expressed themselves: - 
'The Tao, when brightest seen, seems light to lack; 
Who progress in it makes, seems drawing back; 
Its even way is like a rugged track. 
Its highest virtue from the vale doth rise; 
Its greatest beauty seems to offend the eyes; 
And he has most whose lot the least supplies. 
Its firmest virtue seems but poor and low; 
Its solid truth seems change to undergo; 
Its largest square doth yet no corner show; 
A vessel great, it is the slowest made; 



Loud is its sound, but never word it said; 
A semblance great, the shadow of a shade.' 
The Tao is hidden, and has no name; 
but it is the Tao which is skilful at imparting (to all things what they need) and making them 

complete. 
• 
[41c11t] David Hinton 
When the lofty hear of Way 
they devote themselves. 
When the common hear of Way 
they wonder if it's real or not. 
And when the lowly hear of Way 
they laugh out loud. 
Without that laughter, it wouldn't be Way. 
Hence the abiding proverbs: 
Luminous Way seems dark. 
Advancing Way seems retreating. 
Formless Way seems manifold. 
High Integrity seems low-lying. 



Great whiteness seems tarnished. 
Abounding Integrity seems lacking. 
Abiding Integrity seems missing. 
True essence seems protean. 
The great square has no corners, 
and the great implement completes nothing. 
The great voice sounds faint, 
and the great image has no shape. 
Way remains hidden and nameless, 
but it alone nourishes and brings to completion. 
• 
[41c12t] Chichung Huang 
When the superior scholar hears the Tao, 
He does his utmost to practice it; 
When the middling scholar hears the Tao, 
It seems existent, seems non-existent; 
When the inferior scholar hears the Tao, 
He bursts out laughing. 
If he did not burst out laughing, 



It would not deserve to be the Tao. 
Hence, "Established Sayings" has it: 
"The clear Tao seems obscure; 
The advancing Tao seems receding; 
The even Tao seems rugged; 
Supreme virtue is like a valley; 
Great white seems black; 
Abundant virtue seems deficient; 
Robust virtue seems flabby; 
Honest truth seems capricious; 
The great square has no corners; 
The great vessel is imperfect; 
The great voice has no sound; 
The celestial image has no form." 
The Tao is invisible and nameless; 
The Tao alone 
Begins well and ends well. 
• 
[41c13t] Ellen M. Chen 



When a superior person (shan shih) hears Tao, 
He diligently practices it. 
When a middling person (chung shih) hears Tao, 
He hears it, he doesn't hear it. 
When the inferior person (hsia shih) hears Tao, he roars. 
If Tao were not laughed at, 
It would not be Tao. 
Therefore, established sayings (chien yen) have it this way: 
"The illuminating (ming) Tao appears (jo) dark, 
The advancing Tao appears retreating, 
The level Tao appears knotty (lei). 
High (shan) te appears like a valley, 
Great whiteness (po) appears spotted (ju), 
Expansive te appears insufficient, 
Well-established te appears weak, 
The genuine in substance appears hollow. 
Great (ta) square has no corners, 
Great vessel (ch'i) is late in completion, 
Great voice (yin) has hardly (hsi) any sound, 



Great image is formless, 
Tao is hidden and without name." 
Yet it is Tao alone, 
That is good in lending help and fulfilling all. 
• 
[41c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
When a superior scholar-doer learned about Tao, he would diligently study and practice it; 
When a mediocre scholar-doer learned about Tao, he was only partially convinced, for this reason he 

would be indifferent to either retaining it or letting it go; 
When an inferior scholar-doer learned about Tao, he would burst into loud laughter; 
It sounds as if [he] did not laugh at it, it cannot be pertaining to Tao. 
Accordingly, It says in Chian Yan: 
"When [a person] engages in the course of elucidating Tao, he may be disappointed by the intensified 

realization of his ignorance; 
When [a person] embarks on the course of advancing [knowledge] of Tao, he may be thwarted by 

mounting hardships of proceeding [for higher and more comprehensive knowledge]; 
When [a person] struggles to smooth the path of Tao, he may be disgruntled by [seemingly] infinite 

bumps and hills (obstacles); 
When [a person] strives to elevate his [level of accomplishment of] Te, he may be frustrated by the 



hardship, 
Because it is as unfulfilling as filling up a [vast] valley with water; 
When [a person] attempts to explain the universality and immensity of Tao, he may feel antagonized 

by his swelling humiliation [through recognizing how little he knows about the powerful and 
complicated Tao]." 

"In order to broaden one's [accrual of] Te, one should never be satisfied [of whatever 
accomplishments one has achieved]; 

In order to establish one's [standing on] Te, one should have the patience [like a brick layer], i.e. 
fetching [bricks piece by piece]; 

In order to substantiate one's [retention of] Te, one should reinvigorate [one's achievements 
constantly]." 

"An immensely huge land has no [visible] corners; 
A person of great talent has belated success; 
A piece of great work of music has minimum dissonance; 
A grand phenomenon has no shape [perceptible to untrained eyes]; 
Tao is covert that it can hardly be described with perfection." 
Tao is the one and the only one which lends itself [to everyone and everything] and sustains every one 

to its fulfillment. 
• 



[41c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When a man of high learning hears the Way, he diligently practices it. 
When a man of ordinary learning hears the Way, he seems to remember it and not to remember it. 
When a man of little learning hears the Way, he laughs loud. 
If this man did not laugh, the Way would not be enough to be the Way. 
Hence, the men of old have truly said: 
"The Way that is bright seems dull. 
The Way that advances seems to move backward. 
The Way that is smooth seems rugged. 
High Virtue seems like an abyss. 
Great whiteness seems spotted. 
Abundant Virtue seems deficient. 
Rigorous Virtue seems shabby. 
Real essence seems empty. 
Great squareness has no corners. 
Great vessel takes long to complete. 
Great voice has no sound. 
The great image is formless." 
The Way is hidden and nameless. 



Yet it alone knows how to render help and to fulfill. 
• 
[41c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When hearing Tao, the intelligent people practice it diligently. 
The average people practice it casually. 
Ignorant people laugh at it. 
If it were not laughed at, it would not be Tao. 
It is said that true Tao-followers appear to be ignorant. 
Although they are making progress, they appear to be receding. 
The perfect Tao appears to be blemished. 
High Te is like the valleys. 
Bright white appears to be tarnished. 
Broad kindness appears to be insufficient. 
Diligent people could look lazy. 
Authentic qualities could look faked. 
A great square appears to have no corner. 
Great success does not achieve early. 
Great music does not sound loud. 
Great image does not have form. 



Tao is invisible and nameless. 
It is only Tao that can lend help and make endeavors successful. 
• 
[41c17t] Arthur Waley 
When the man of highest capacities hears Tao 
He does his best to put it into practice. 
When the man of middling capacity hears Tao 
He is in two minds about it. 
When the man of low capacity hears Tao 
He laughs loudly at it. 
If he did not laugh, it would not be worth the name of Tao. 
Therefore the proverb has it: 
'The way out into the light often looks dark, 
The way that goes ahead often looks as if it went back.' 
The way that is least hilly often looks as if it went up and down, 
The 'power' that is really loftiest looks like an abyss, 
What is sheerest white looks blurred. 
The 'power' that is most sufficing looks inadequate, 
The 'power' that stands firmest looks flimsy, 



What is in its natural, pure state looks faded, 
The largest square has no corners, 
The greatest vessel takes the longest to finish, 
Great music has the faintest notes, 
The Great Form is without shape. 
For Tao is hidden and nameless. 
Yet Tao alone supports all things and brings them to fulfilment. 
• 
[41c18t] Richard John Lynn 
When the superior man hears the Dao, he diligently practices it. 
When the average man hears the Dao, sometimes he retains it, sometimes he forgets it. 
When the inferior man hears the Dao, he laughs loudly at it. 
If he did not laugh, what he heard would not be worthy of being the Dao. 
Therefore, as the established adage has it: 
The bright Dao seems dark. 
Advancing on the Dao seems retreat. 
The smooth Dao seems rough. 
Superior Virtue is like a valley. 
Great whiteness seems soiled. 



Vast virtue seems wanting. 
Established virtue seems stealthy. 
Simple authenticity seems compromised. 
The great square has no corners. 
The great vessel is slow to form. 
The great note is inaudible. 
The great image is formless. 
The Dao may be hidden and nameless, but it alone is good at bestowing and completing. 
• 
[41c19t] Lin Yutang 
QUALITIES OF THE TAOIST 
When the highest type of men hear the Tao (truth), 
They try hard to live in accordance with it, 
When the mediocre type hear the Tao, 
They seem to be aware and yet unaware of it. 
When the lowest type hear the Tao, 
They break into loud laughter - 
If it were not laughed at, it would not be Tao. 
Therefore there is the established saying: 



"Who understands Tao seems dull of comprehension; 
Who is advanced in Tao seems to slip backwards; 
Who moves on the even Tao (Path) seems to go up and down." 
Superior character appears like a hollow (valley); 
Sheer white appears like tarnished; 
Great character appears like insufficient; 
Solid character appears like infirm; 
Pure worth appears like contaminated; 
Great space has no corners; 
Great talent takes long to mature; 
Great music is faintly heard; 
Great form has no contour; 
And Tao is hidden without a name. 
It is this Tao that is adept at lending (its power) and bringing fulfilment. 
• 
[41c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When the superior man hears the Way, 
he is scarcely able to put it into practice. 
When the middling man hears the Way, 



he appears now to preserve it, now to lose it. 
When the inferior man hears the Way, 
he laughs at it loudly. 
If he did not laugh, 
it would not be fit to be the Way. 
For this reason, 
There is a series of epigrams that says: 
"The bright Way seems dim. 
The forward Way seems backward. 
The level Way seems bumpy. 
Superior integrity seems like a valley. 
The greatest whiteness seems grimy. 
Ample integrity seems insufficient. 
Robust integrity seems apathetic. 
Plain truth seems sullied. 
The great square has no corners. 
The great vessel is never completed. 
The great note sounds muted. 
The great image has no form. 



The Way is concealed and has no name." 
Indeed, 
The Way alone is good at beginning and good at completing. 
• 
[41c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The wise student on hearing the Tao 
diligently puts it into practice. 
The average student on hearing the Tao 
keeps it one minute and loses it the next. 
The mediocre student on hearing the Tao 
laughs at it loudly. 
If this student did not laugh it would not be the Tao. 
Therefore, the ancient proverb says: 
The bright path seems dull. 
The path that goes forward seems to lead backward. 
The even path seems up and down. 
The greatest whiteness seems soiled. 
High Virtue seems like a canyon. 
Abundant Virtue seems deficient. 



Vigorous Virtue seems limp. 
Simple Virtue seems faded. 
The greatest square has no corners. 
The greatest vessel takes long to complete. 
The greatest note is hard to hear. 
The greatest image has no shape. 
The Tao is hidden and nameless; 
yet, it is the Tao alone that supports all things and brings them to completion. 
• 
[41c22t] David H. Li 
Hearing Direction, 
a scholar with high intelligence follows it with diligence; 
a scholar with average intelligence greets it with mixed seriousness and doubt; 
a scholar with low intelligence ridicules it. 
Direction will not be Direction without being ridiculed. 
It is said: 
A bright Direction appears unilluminating; 
An advancing Direction appears retreating; 
A straight-forward Direction appears uninviting; 



Highest virtue appears as valley impoverished; 
Purest white appears blemished; 
Broadest virtue appears diminished; 
Strong virtue appears slack; 
Fine quality appears flawed; 
The supreme square has no corners; 
The supreme vessel is cast last; 
The supreme sound is inaudible; 
The supreme image is formless. 
Direction is unrevealed and anonymous. 
Through Direction, help is given and work is completed. 
• 
[41c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
When a superior person hears the Tao, 
He practices it committedly. 
When a mediocre person hears the Tao, 
He practices it sometimes, but just as often ignores it. 
When an inferior person hears the Tao, 
He roars with disparaging laughter. 



If he did not laugh, it would not be the Tao. 
Thus the age-old epigrams state: 
The enlightening way appears dark. 
The advancing way appears retreating. 
The level way appears bumpy. 
The highest virtue appears ordinary. 
The purest goodness appears sullied. 
The abundant virtue appears deficient. 
The perfect virtue appears defective. 
The most genuine appears insincere. 
The greatest space has no corners. 
The greatest talent ripens late. 
The greatest voice is silent. 
The greatest image is formless. 
The Tao is hidden and has no name. 
Yet the Tao alone bestows the power and fulfills the destiny of everything. 
• 
[41c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Non-existence can penetrate the hardest of all. 



Therefore I know that there is usefulness to non-action. 
Learning without words, usefulness without action, 
Only a few in the world have achieved this. 
• 
[41c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When the wisest student hears about the Tao, 
He follows it without ceasing 
When the average student hears about it 
He follows too, but not all of the time ... 
And when the poor student gets wind of it 
he laughs at it like an idiot! 
And if he didn't, then it wouldn't be the Tao! 
That is why the ancient ones said: 
The path that is bright seems dull, 
And the one who is going towards the Tao 
Seems, in fact, to be going backwards - 
And those who think that the Way is easy 
Will find it extremely hard. 
The greatest virtue is to be empty like a valley. 



Those who think they are perfect never are - 
those who feel that they are feel inadequate to the task, and morals seem to be no more than a 

contrivance. 
A great square has no corners; 
A great work is never done with; 
A great shout comes from a whisper, 
And the greatest of forms is beyond shape. 
Tao without substance - 
Invisible - 
Ever-creating 
Forever creating. 
• 
[41c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Hearing the Tao, the best scholar assiduously practices it; 
The average scholar half believes and half doubts it; 
The worst scholar bursts into laughter about it. 
If the worst scholar does not laugh about it, 
The Tao is not worthy of being called the Tao. 
That is why the ancients say: 



The bright Tao seems dark; 
The advancing Tao seems to be retreating; 
The even Tao seems rough; 
The great virtue resembles the valley; 
The pure whiteness seems black; 
The infinite virtue seems lacking; 
The virile virtue seems idle; 
The pure simplicity seems turbid; 
The great square has no corners; 
Of the utensils the most precious takes the longest time to be finished; 
The great sound seems soundless; 
The great image seems formless. 
The Tao always conceals itself without a name, 
But it is the Tao alone that helps and completes everything. 
• 
[41c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
A first-rate scholar hears the Tao and practises it conscientiously. 
A second-rate scholar hears the Tao and follows it just at that moment. 
A poor scholar hears the Tao and laughs out loud. 



If the poor scholar does not laugh, it cannot be the Tao. 
That is why it is said: 
One who knows the Tao clearly seems ignorant. 
One who improves himself according to the Tao seems backward. 
One who moves with the Tao is equal to the Tao. 
The highest virtue feels empty, like the valley. 
The purest whiteness feels tainted. 
The brightest virtue never seems adequate. 
He who is virtuous feels like a thief. 
The purest nature seems polluted. 
The truest square has no corners. 
The greatest abilities mature slowly. 
The greatest tone has no sound. 
The greatest shape has no form. 
The Tao hides within the nameless. 
Only the Tao is able to change and to bring everything to completion. 
• 
[41c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Upon hearing the Way, 



First-class people stand up and go with it. 
Second-class people go around in circles about it. 
Third-class people laugh loudly at it, 
And if they don't laugh, it won't be the true Way. 
Therefore we may say: 
He/She who is wise on the Way seems foolish; 
He/She who progresses towards the Way seems to retreat; 
He/She who walks the Way evenly 
Seems to climb a mountain; 
Those who receive most from the Way seem totally deprived; 
The pure white person seems a soiled disgrace; 
The richest person seems the poorest; 
The strongest person seems the weakest; 
The truest person seems the most false; 
The biggest square has no corner; 
The loudest sound can not be heard; 
And the largest image cannot be seen; 
For what the Way gives and achieves best is nameless. 
• 



[41c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Qualities of Tao-practicians 
Lao Tze says, 
The students of the highest class, when they hear about the Tao, try hard to put it into practice. 
The students of middle class, when they hear about the Tao, seem to be aware and yet unaware of it. 
The students of the lowest class, when they hear about it, laugh greatly at it. 
If it were not thus laughed at, it would not be the Tao. 
Therefore, I try to give a few words about the Tao-practicians: 
Those who are advancing in the Tao seem drawing back. 
The Tao's way is even but seems like a rugged track. 
The superior Teh is inclusive to anything as a valley. 
The purest character seems humiliating. 
The abundant Teh seems destitute. 
And the Teh is established secretly as a thief proceeding to do his work. 
Its solid truth seems to undergo change. 
Its largest square does no corner show. 
The great masterpieces are slow in completion. 
The hugest note is seldom sounded. 
The greatest image has no certain form. 



The Tao is hidden, and has no name, but it is adept at lending its power and bringing fulfillment. 
• 
[41c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When the superior scholar is told of Tao, 
He works hard to practise it. 
When the middling scholar is told of Tao, 
It seems that sometimes he keeps it and sometimes he loses it. 
When the inferior scholar is told of Tao, 
He laughs aloud at it. 
If it were not laughed at, it would not be sufficient to be Tao. 
Therefore the proverb says: 
'Tao in enlightenment seems obscure; 
Tao in progress seems regressive; 
Tao in its straightness seems rugged; 
The highest virtue seems like a valley; 
The purest white seems discoloured; 
The most magnificent virtue seems insufficient; 
The solidest virtue seems frail; 
The simplest nature seems changeable; 



The greatest square has no angles; 
The largest vessel is never complete; 
The loudest sound can scarcely be heard; 
The biggest form cannot be visualized. 
Tao, while hidden, is nameless.' 
Yet it is Tao alone that is good at imparting and completing. 
• 
[41c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The superior man, on hearing Tao, 
Practices it diligently. 
The average man, on hearing Tao, 
Regards it both as existing and not existing. 
The inferior man, on hearing Tao, 
Laughs aloud at it. 
Without his laughter, it would not be Tao. 
Therefore the established word says: 
The luminous Tao seems obscure. 
The advancing Tao seems retreating. 
The even Tao seems rough. 



The highest virtue seems empty. 
Great whiteness seems blackened. 
Broad virtue seems insufficient. 
Established virtue seems secret. 
Pure substance seems fluid. 
The great square has no corners. 
The great vessel is late in completing. 
The great voice sounds faint. 
The great image has no shape. 
Tao is concealed and has no name. 
Yet only Tao is good in giving and completing. 
• 
[41c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"When the best shih hears Tao, 
he puts out great effort to practice it. 
When the average shih hears Tao, 
he will keep it sometimes, and sometimes forget about it. 
When the poorest shih hears Tao, 
he just has a big laugh." 



If he does not laugh, it must not quite be Tao. 
Yes, the 'Well-Founded Sayings' has it: 
The bright Tao seems dark; 
the Tao going forward seems to be going backward; 
the smooth Tao seems rough. 
The loftiest Te seems like a valley; 
great purity seems sullied; 
abundant Te seems insufficient. 
Well-founded Te seems flimsy; 
what is pure and natural seems faded; 
the best square has no corners. 
A great bronze takes long to finish; 
great music has a delicate sound; 
the Great Image has no shape. 
Tao is something concealed, nameless. 
It is just Tao, 
good at sustaining a person and completing him. 
• 
[41c33t] Cheng Lin 



When the highest type of men hear of Truth, they forthwith sedulously practise it. 
When the average type of men hear of Truth, they are unimpressed. 
When the lowest type of men hear of Truth, they greatly deride it. 
Indeed, if these men do not deride it, it is surely not Truth. 
Wherefore it is said in the Book of Jiann-Yan: 
"The one who understands Truth appears as though he did not understand it. 
The one who advances toward Truth appears as though he were retreating from it. 
The one who finds the way of Truth easy appears as though he found it difficult." 
The most virtuous appear as though they were devoid of virtue. 
The virtuous who can impart virtue to others appear as though they were incapable. 
The virtuous who are strong appear as though they were weak. 
The virtuous who are solid appear as though they were unreal. 
The most pure appears as though it were impure. 
The perfect square is cornerless. 
The greatest achievement is slow of completion. 
The highest note is inaudible. 
The great Simulacrum is formless. 
The great Truth is nameless. 
It is only Truth that excels both in giving and achieving. 



• 
[41c34t] Yi Wu 
When the highest scholars hear of the Way, they practice it diligently. 
When average scholars hear of the Way, they doubt its existence. 
When the lowest scholars hear of the Way, they laugh loudly at it. 
Without their laughing, it would not be the Way. 
Therefore, the established words say: 
The bright way looks dim, 
The advancing way looks as if retreating, 
The level way looks rough, 
Supreme virtue looks like a valley, 
Great whiteness looks soiled, 
Abundant virtue looks deficient, 
Established virtue looks like cowardice, 
True essence looks changeable, 
The greatest square has no corners, 
The greatest vessel is completed late, 
The greatest music is seldom heard, 
The greatest image has no shape, 



The Way is hidden in namelessness. 
Yet, only the Way is good in lending itself, and is complete. 
• 
[41c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When a consummate scholar learns about Dao, 
He studies it diligently and puts it into practice. 
When a mediocre scholar hears about Dao, 
He becomes totally perplexed. 
When a lowly scholar hears about Dao, 
He instantaneously bursts into laughter. 
If it is not sneered at, 
It cannot have been the real Dao. 
Therefore, there was an ancient saying: 
A person who knows about Dao appears to be dull. 
A person who is advanced in Dao appears to be backward. 
A person who travels smoothly along the path of Dao appears to be on a bumpy ride. 
A person with excellent virtue appears to be quite shallow. 
A person with immaculate virtue appears tarnished. 
A person with great virtue appears to be inadequate. 



A person with substantial virtue seems to be flimsy. 
A person with genuine virtue appears to be shifty. 
The greatest space has no corners. 
A prodigal talent takes time to actualise. 
The greatest sound is nature's sound of silence. 
Dao has no form. 
Dao is subtle, obscure, and indescribable. 
Only Dao will give generously and help others to accomplish. 
• 
[41c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When people of the highest awareness hear the subtle Way of the universe, 
they cultivate themselves diligently in order to live in accord with it. 
When mediocre people hear the subtle Way of the universe, 
they are unimpressed. 
When people who are low hear the subtle Way of the universe, 
they break into loud laughter. 
If it were not laughed at, 
it would not be the subtle Way of the universe. 
Thus there is a traditional saying that he who understands the subtle Way of the universe seems dull 



of comprehension. 
He who approaches the subtle Way of the universe seems to move away from it. 
He who moves on the smooth path of the universe seems to go up and down as if traveling a rough 

road. 
The deeply virtuous are like an empty, receptive valley. 
The innocent appear to be sullied. 
The abundant appear to be deficient. 
The perfect appear to be defective. 
The honest appear to be corrupt. 
Hence, great space has no corners. 
Great talent ripens late. 
Great eloquence is silent. 
Great form is shapeless. 
The subtle essence of the universe is hidden and indefinable, yet its benefit is always subtly bestowed. 
• 
[41c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When a man of superior talent listens to Tao, he earnestly applies it. 
When an ordinary man listens to Tao, he seems to believe it and yet not to believe it. 
When the worst man listens to Tao, he greatly ridicules it. 



If he did not ridicule it, it would not be Tao. 
Therefore, in Ch'ien-yen we have: 
Understand Tao as if you do not understand it; 
Enter into Tao as if you are coming out of it; 
Move smoothly with Tao as if you are having difficulties. 
The highest attainment is as if it is no attainment. 
All-embracing attainment is as if it is lacking attainment. 
Rigorous attainment is as if it is indolent loafing. 
Real essence is as if it is empty. 
The great white is as if it is black. 
The great square is without corners. 
Great capacity is successful in its later days. 
Great music is without sound. 
The great image is without form. 
Tao is concealed and without name. 
Nevertheless, Tao furnishes all things and fulfills them. 
• 
[41c38t] Henry Wei 
Similarity and Difference 



T'ung I 
The first-rate scholar, on hearing Tao, 
Is diligent in practicing it; 
The second-rate scholar, on hearing Tao, 
Wavers between faith and forgetfulness; 
The third-rate scholar, on hearing Tao, 
Bursts into loud laughter. 
If not laughed at, it would not be Tao! 
Hence the following proverbs - 
He who understands Tao seems confounded by it. 
He who advances toward Tao seems retreating from it. 
He who follows plain Tao seems treading on rugged ground. 
Superior virtue appears to be hollow. 
Perfect purity appears to be tainted. 
Vast virtue appears to be inadequate. 
Solid virtue appears to be infirm. 
Genuine substance appears to be spurious. 
Vast space is devoid of corners. 
Great talent is late in maturing. 



A high note can hardly be heard. 
The Great Form has no sign. 
Tao is hidden and has no name; 
Yet only Tao excels in contributing to achievement. 
• 
[41c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When the highest type of man hears Tao, 
He practices it diligently. 
When the middle type hears Tao, 
He half believes and half disbelieves it. 
When the lowest type hears Tao, 
He laughs out loud. 
If he didn't, 
It couldn't possibly be considered Tao. 
Therefore the Chien yen has it: 
"The bright Tao looks dark; 
The forward-moving Tao seems retreating; 
The level Tao seems bumpy; 
The highest Te is like a valley; 



Perfect white looks soiled; 
The broad Te seems insufficient; 
The firm Te seems precarious; 
The pure Te seems discolored; 
The great square has no corners; 
The great vessel takes long to complete; 
The great sound is inaudible; 
The great form is shapeless." 
Tao is hidden and nameless. 
Truly, Tao alone supports [all things] and brings them to completion. 
• 
[41c40t] Tao Huang 
When eminent persons hear of Tao, 
They practice it faithfully; 
When average persons hear of Tao, 
It seems that they practice it, and it seems they do not; 
When inferior persons hear of Tao, 
They ridicule it. 
Without such ridicule, it would not be Tao. 



Thus, the aphorism that suggests the way is: 
Knowing the Tao seems costly. 
Entering Tao seems like retreating. 
Becoming equal with Tao gives birth to paradoxes. 
Eminent action is like a valley. 
Complete understanding resembles being disgraced. 
Vast action seems yielding. 
Action that builds up seems remiss. 
Pure integrity seems perverse. 
The great square has no angles. 
The great talent matures late. 
The great voice sounds faint. 
The great image has no form. 
The Tao is praised but is unnameable. 
Only Tao is good at beginning and good at completion. 
• 
[41c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The superior scholar hears of Dao, he may devote himself to it and follow it; 
the average scholar hears of Dao, he sometimes understands it and sometimes he ignores it; 



and the inferior scholar hears of Dao, he greatly ridicules it. 
If it is not superior, it would not be Dao. 
Thus, there are sayings in the Book of Establishment: 
Enlightened Dao looks as if obscured; 
advanced Dao looks as if retreating and the smooth way of Dao looks as if rugged; 
high virtue looks as if common; 
the superior distinction may seem indistinct; 
abundant virtue looks as if insufficient; 
vigorous virtue looks as if easy-going and pure virtue looks as if stupidity. 
The superior square may seem to be cornerless. 
The superior personality may be established late. 
The superior sound may have no way to be heard. 
The superior model may seem to be insignificant. 
The function of Dao has no name. 
It is Dao - the impartial law of nature that knows best how to help and accomplish. 
• 
[41c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When the highest type of men hear Tao, 
They diligently practice it. 



When the average type of men hear Tao, 
They half believe in it. 
When the lowest type of men hear Tao, 
They laugh heartily at it. 
If they did not laugh at it, it would not be Tao. 
Therefore there is the established saying: 
The Tao which is bright appears to be dark. 
The Tao which goes forward appears to fall backward. 
The Tao which is level appears uneven. 
Great virtue appears like a valley (hollow). 
Great purity appears like disgrace. 
Far-reaching virtue appears as if insufficient. 
Solid virtue appears as if unsteady. 
True substance appears to be changeable. 
The great square has no corners. 
The great implement (or talent) is slow to finish (or mature). 
Great music sounds faint. 
Great form has no shape. 
Tao is hidden and nameless. 



Yet it is Tao alone that skillfully provides for all and brings them to perfection. 
• 
[41c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Высший из мужей, слыша о Дао, усердно претворяет его в жизнь; 
средний из мужей, слыша о Дао, пребывает в замешательстве; 
низший из мужей, слыша о Дао, над ним насмехается. 
Над чем не смеялись бы, то не было бы Дао. 
Поэтому есть веские суждения. 
Дао уясняют, словно помрачаются; 
по нему идут вперед, как пятятся назад; 
оно ровно, будто все в ухабах; 
верх добродетели напоминает впадину долины; 
пречистое походит на запятнанное; 
бескрайность добродетели уподобляется изъяну; 
добродетель делают незыблемой как бы невзначай; 
безыскусная правдивость кажется чем-то превратным. 
У великого квадрата нет углов, 
великое изделие не скоро создается, 
великая мелодия является беззвучной, 



великий образ не имеет формы. 
Дао скрытно, у него нет имени, но лишь оно умеет дать взаймы и довести до самого конца. 
• 
[41c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда муж высоких способностей слышит о Дао, он усердно следует ему. 
Когда муж средних способностей слышит о Дао, он порой сохраняет его, порой 

утрачивает. 
Когда муж низких способностей слышит о Дао, он громко смеётся над ним. 
Если бы над ним не смеялись, было бы недостаточно, чтобы оно считалось истинным Дао. 
Поэтому "Извечные суждения" гласят: 
"Пресветлое Дао кажется тёмным. 
Дао, ведущее вперёд, кажется влекущим назад. 
Обыденное Дао кажется исключительным. 
Высшая Благость подобна долине. 
Великая белизна кажется покрытой пятнами. 
Всеохватная Благость кажется недостаточной. 
Подлинная Благость кажется сокрытой. 
Извечная истина кажется пустой. 
Великий квадрат не имеет углов. 



Великий сосуд долог в изготовлении. 
Великий Звук не часто услышишь. 
Великий Образ не имеет формы". 
Дао потаённо и безымянно. 
И лишь потому, что это - Дао, оно может быть совершенным и в воздаянии, и в 

воплощении. 
• 
[41c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда муж высшего ума о Дао слышит, то стремится с усердием осуществлять его. 
Когда муж среднего ума о Дао слышит, то сомневается - то ли оно есть, то ли его и нет 

вовсе. 
Когда муж низшего ума о Дао слышит, то над ним смеется громко! 
И если бы тот хохот не раздался, оно бы недостойно было Дао, Путем Великим, 

называться! 
Поэтому попробую связать слова, чтобы сказать об этом: 
Прозрение Дао - словно омрачение, 
приближение к нему - словно отступление от него, 
ровная поверхность Пути - как кочки и ухабы; 
высшее Благо-Дэ - словно ложбина, 



белизна великая - как очернение, 
обширность Силы Благостной - как недостаток, 
утвержденная Благая Сила - словно ослабленная, 
незапятнанное существо истины - как загрязненное. 
Великий квадрат не имеет углов, 
великий сосуд изготовляется последним, 
голос великого звука столь утончен, 
великий образ не имеет телесной формы и само Дао сокрыто в безымянности своей. 
О, только Дао-Путь хорош бывает и вначале, и при завершении! 
• 
[41c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Муж высокой учености, услышав о Дао, усердно следует ему. 
Муж средней учености, услышав о Дао, то сохраняет, то теряет его. 
Муж низкой учености, услышав о Дао, громко насмехается над ним. 
Не осмеяв, и не будет считать за Дао, ибо среди незыблемых суждений есть таковые: 
Светлое Дао подобно темному. 
Наступающее Дао подобно отступающему. 
Совершенное Дао подобно ущербному. 
Верхнее Дэ подобно [нижнему] руслу. 



Громкая слава подобна позору. 
Обширное Дэ подобно недостаточному. 
Закрытое Дэ подобно похищенному. 
Чистая правда подобна мутной смеси. 
Великий квадрат не имеет углов. 
Великие замыслы рождаются в сумерки. 
Великий звук не громогласен. 
Великий образ не имеет формы. 
Дао сокрыто и безымянно. 
Только Дао одаривает добротой и завершается [природой]. 
• 
[41c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Человек высшей учености, узнав о дао, стремится к его осуществлению. 
Человек средней учености, узнав о дао, то соблюдает его, то его нарушает. 
Человек низшей учености, узнав о дао, подвергает его насмешке. 
Если оно не подвергалось бы насмешке, не являлось бы дао. 
Поэтому существует поговорка: 
кто узнает дао, похож на темного; 
кто проникает в дао, похож на отступающего; 



кто на высоте дао, похож на заблуждающегося; 
человек высшей добродетели похож на простого; 
великий просвещенный похож на презираемого; 
безграничная добродетельность похожа на ее недостаток; 
распространение добродетельности похоже на ее расхищение; 
истинная правда похожа на ее отсутствие. 
Великий квадрат не имеет углов; 
большой сосуд долго изготовляется; 
сильный звук нельзя услышать; 
великий образ не имеет формы. 
Дао скрыто [от нас] и не имеет имени. 
Но только оно способно помочь [всем существам] и привести их к совершенству. 
• 
[41c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда ученый услышит о Тао, то будет стараться осуществить услышанное (в жизни). 
Когда человек средней руки услышит о Тао, то не будет соблюдать его до конца жизни. 
Когда малоученый услышит о Тао, то он будет глумиться над ним. 
Если бы над ним не глумились, то оно и не заслужило бы имени Тао. 
Поэтому сказано следующее: 



Тот, кто разумеет очевидное Тао, кажется облеченным мраком; 
тот, кто идет вперед, держась Тао, кажется идущим назад; 
тот, кто на высоте Тао, кажется обыкновенным смертным. 
Человек высшей добродетели похож на долину. 
Человек высшей чистоты похож на презираемого. 
Человек высшей нравственности похож на неспособного. 
Совершающий добродетель похож на вора. 
Испытывающий правду похож на похищающего вещи. 
У большого четырехугольника не видно углов. 
Большой сосуд не скоро делается. 
Самый громкий голос не слышен. 
Большое изображение не имеет никакой формы. 
Тао скрыто от нас, поэтому оно не имеет имени. 
Оно снабжает все существа (силой) и ведет их к усовершенствованию. 
• 
[41c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Высшие люди, узнав о Пути, являют усердие и претворяют его. 
Обычные люди, узнав о Пути, отчасти следуют ему, отчасти нет. 
Низшие люди, узнав о Пути, громко смеются над ним. 



Если б они не смеялись, это не был бы Путь. 
А потому издавна говорят так: 
Пресветлый Путь кажется мраком. 
Путь, ведущий вперед, кажется отступлением. 
Ровный Путь самый труднопроходимый. 
Высшее Совершенство подобно долине. 
Великая чистота кажется позором. 
Беспредельное совершенство кажется ущербностью. 
Незыблемое совершенство кажется потворством. 
Настоящая искренность кажется притворством. 
Великий квадрат не имеет углов. 
Великий сосуд делается всего дольше. 
Великая музыка слышна всего меньше. 
Великий образ не имеет формы. 
Но только Великий Путь сокрыт и безымянен, 
Он все дает и все завершает. 
• 
[41c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Высший воин, внимая Пути, усердно движется по нему. 



Средний воин, внимая Пути, то хранит, то утрачивает. 
Низший воин, внимая Пути, громко смеется над ним. 
Если не будет смеяться, не сможет осуществлять Путь. 
Причинность: 
Об этом говорится в устойчивых выражениях. 
Просветление Пути отражается в тьме. 
Продвижение по Пути отражается в отступлении. 
Равномерность Пути отражается в изъянах. 
Ориентацию вверх Потенции отражает долина. 
Великая белизна отражается в сраме. 
Обширная Потенция отражается в недостаточности. 
Напряженность Потенции отражается в халатности. 
Простейшая истина отражается в текучести. 
В большом квадрате - отсутствие углов. 
Для большого инструмента - позднее завершение. 
В большом звуке - разреженность голоса. 
Большой образ - отсутствие формы. 
Путь сокрыт в отсутствии имени. 
Ведь только на Пути, совершенствуясь в зачине, еще и завершают. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Two 
 

[42c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way gave birth to the One. 
The One gave birth to the Two. 
The Two gave birth to the Three. 
And the Three gave birth to {the ten thousand things}. 
{The ten thousand things carry Yin on their backs and wrap their arms around Yang}. 
Through the blending of ch'i they arrive at a state of harmony. 
The things that are hated by the whole world 
Are to be orphaned, widowed, and have no grain. 
Yet kings and dukes take these as their names. 
Thus with all things - some {are increased} by taking away; 
While some are diminished by {adding on}. 
Therefore, {what} other men teach, 
[I] will also consider and then teach to others. 
Thus, "The strong and violent do not come to a natural end." 
I will take this as the father of my studies. 
• 



[42c02t] John C. H. Wu 
TAO gave birth to One, 
One gave birth to Two, 
Two gave birth to Three, 
Three gave birth to all the myriad things. 
All the myriad things carry the Yin on their backs and hold the Yang in their embrace, 
Deriving their vital harmony from the proper blending of the two vital Breaths. 
What is more loathed by men than to be "helpless," "little," and "worthless"? 
And yet these are the very names the princes and barons call themselves. 
Truly, one may gain by losing; 
And one may lose by gaining. 
What another has taught let me repeat: 
"A man of violence will come to a violent end." 
Whoever said this can be my teacher and my father. 
• 
[42c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way begets one; 
One begets two; 
Two begets three; 



Three begets the myriad creatures. 
The myriad creatures carry on their backs the yin and embrace in their arms the yang and are the 

blending of the generative forces of the two. 
There are no words which men detest more than 'solitary', 'desolate', and 'hapless', yet lords and 

princes use these to refer to themselves. 
Thus a thing is sometimes added to by being diminished and diminished by being added to. 
What others teach I also teach. 
'The violent will not come to a natural end.' 
I shall take this as my precept. 
• 
[42c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao produced the One. 
The One produced the Two. 
The Two produced the Three. 
The Three produced All Things. 
All Things carry Yin and hold to Yang; 
Their blended Influence brings Harmony. 
People hate to be alone, lonely, and unfavored; 
And yet leaders take these names. 



Thus in Natural Law 
Some lose and in this way profit. 
Some profit and in this way lose. 
What others have taught, I also teach: 
Those who are violent do not die naturally. 
I will make this my chief teaching. 
• 
[42c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao gives birth to the unified thing (One), 
The One splits itself into two opposite aspects (Two), 
The Two gives birth to another (Three), 
The newborn Third produces a myriad of things. 
The myriad of things contain the Yin and Yang within themselves as opposite forces, 
Both of them (Yin and Yang) are unified with harmony in the invisible breath. 
People disdain the "orphaned," "solitary" or "unworthy," 
And yet they are the very names by which kings and dukes call themselves. 
Therefore all things may increase when purposely diminished, 
And they may diminish when increased. 
What people teach each other, I also teach: 



"The violent and strong does not die his natural death," 
I will make that fact the beginning of my teaching. 
• 
[42c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The Tao begot one. 
One begot two. 
Two begot three. 
And three begot the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things carry yin and embrace yang. 
They achieve harmony by combining these forces. 
Men hate to be "orphaned," "widowed," or "worthless," 
But this is how kings and lords describe themselves. 
For one gains by losing 
And loses by gaining. 
What others teach, I also teach; that is: 
"A violent man will die a violent death!" 
This will be the essence of my teaching. 
• 
[42c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



The Dao gives birth to the One. 
The One gives birth to the Two(yin and yang). 
The Two give birth to the Three(heaven, earth, and man). 
The Three give birth to all things as we know them. 
All living things bear the female nature 
And espouse the male nature. 
In interacting with each other 
these two natures result in a new harmony. 
It is well known that people generally hate 
to be lonely, widowed, or under-provided. 
Yet kings and people who wield power 
call themselves lonely, widowed, or under-provided. 
Things may benefit people through imposing losses on them, 
And may hurt them through bestowing apparent benefits. 
I teach the same kind of people that others teach. 
But by a single maxim that I teach, that 
"Those who use sheer force to make their ways 
Will not die a good death" 
I should become the teacher of all teachers. 



• 
[42c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO produces ONE; 
ONE produces the YIN and YANG (TWO), 
the YIN and YANG produce harmonic spirit (THREE), 
harmonic spirit produces everything. 
Everything is based on the YIN-YANG and is filled with harmonic spirit. 
The things people dislike the most are the singles, the widowers, and the unkind. 
However, the kings call themselves these bad names. 
So, things sometimes get hurt but benefit, sometimes benefit but get hurt. 
What others taught me I will now teach you: The bullies will die unnaturally. 
I treat this as the base of my teaching. 
• 
[42c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE CHANGES OF TAO 
Tao emaned the One; the one emaned the Two; and the two emaned the Three. 
From the Three all things have proceeded. 
All things are backed by the Unmanifest and faced by the Manifest. 
That which unites them is the immaterial breath. 
Orphanage, isolation, and a chariot without wheels are shunned by the people; but kings and great 



men appropriate these names to themselves. 
For things are increased by being deprived; and being added to they are diminished. 
That which people teach by their actions I make use of to instruct them. 
Those who are violent and headstrong, for example, do not die a natural death. 
They teach a good lesson, and so I make use of them. 
• 
[42c10t] James Legge 
The Tao produced One; 
One produced Two; 
Two produced Three; 
Three produced All things. 
All things leave behind them the Obscurity (out of which they have come), and go forward to embrace 

the Brightness (into which they have emerged), while they are harmonised by the Breath of Vacancy. 
What men dislike is to be orphans, to have little virtue, to be as carriages without naves; 
and yet these are the designations which kings and princes use for themselves. 
So it is that some things are increased by being diminished, and others are diminished by being 

increased. 
What other men (thus) teach, I also teach. 
The violent and strong do not die their natural death. 



I will make this the basis of my teaching. 
• 
[42c11t] David Hinton 
Way gave birth to one, 
and one gave birth to two. 
Two gave birth to three, 
and three gave birth to the ten thousand things. 
Then the ten thousand things shouldered yin and embraced yang, 
blending ch'i to establish harmony. 
People all hate scraping by orphaned, destitute, ill-fated, but true dukes and emperors call themselves 

just that. 
Some things gain by loss, and some lose by gain. 
I only teach 
what the people teach: 
Tyranny and force never come to a natural end. 
I've taken the people as my schoolmaster. 
• 
[42c12t] Chichung Huang 
The Tao generated one; 



One generated two; 
Two generated three; 
Three generated the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things, 
Carrying yin and embracing yang, 
Used the empty vapor to achieve harmony. 
What people loathe most are 
Inadequacy, deficiency and unworthiness, 
Yet, kings and dukes use them 
To refer to themselves. 
People sometimes gain through losing; 
Sometimes lose through gaining. 
Therefore, what kings teach, 
I also choose to teach kings: 
"A brute does not die a natural death." 
I shall use it as the father of learning. 
• 
[42c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao gives birth to one, 



One gives birth to two, 
Two gives birth to three, 
Three gives birth to ten thousand beings. 
Ten thousand beings carry yin on their backs and embrace yang in their front, 
Blending these two vital breaths (ch'i) to attain harmony (ho). 
What people hate most, 
Are to be orphaned, widowed and unworthy. 
Yet kings and dukes call themselves by these. 
Thus things are either decreased so as to be increased, 
Or increased (i) so as to be decreased (sun). 
What others teach, 
I also teach: 
"The strong and violent (ch'iang liang) do not die a natural death." 
This I shall hold as the father (fu) of my teaching. 
• 
[42c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In the beginning, Tao is Oneness [per se]; 
Out of Oneness [after the inner split] twofold [contrasts, such as odd and even or steeliness and 

flexibility] were originated; 



From these twofold threefold (odd, even and odd-even) were brought into existence; 
Thence myriad things and creatures evolved ad infinitum through [combination] of threefold (odd, 

even and odd-even). 
All things and creatures hold inwardly propensities (Yin), while they carry outwardly manifestations 

(Yang); 
These two forces are amalgamated and harmonized [within a person to form his personal] bearings 

(vitality). 
Therefore, the weakening of [either steeliness or flexibility elements] from a thing (project) may benefit 

it; 
The strengthening [of either steeliness and flexibility elements] from a thing (project) may damage it. 

[It all depends on circumstances]. 
My teaching is the unified theory based on my knowledge of [various] learnings of our forefathers 

taught to me [by scholars in court]; 
[My motto is] "One who imposes his way by force to sit on top of others will die of unnatural causes 

(by violence)." 
I shall always adopt this as the guideline of my teaching. 
• 
[42c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The Way gives birth to one. 



One gives birth to two. 
Two gives birth to three. 
Three gives birth to ten thousand things. 
All things carry the yin on their backs and embrace the yang in their arms. 
They are harmony with each other because of these two null ethers. 
What is more loathed by men than to be "solitary," "little," and "worthless"? 
Yet these are the very names the kings and lords call themselves. 
Therefore, one may gain by losing; and one may lose by gaining. 
What ancients taught I repeat: "A man of violence will die an unnatural death." 
Whoever said this is my teacher. 
• 
[42c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao produce unity. 
Unity splits into two. 
Two gives birth to three. 
Three produces everything. 
Everything carries Yin and embraces Yang. 
Yin and Yang work together makes harmony. 
Loneliness, friendlessness, and worthlessness are generally disliked. 



Yet, kings and lords use these terms to describe themselves. 
Things can benefit from damages. 
Things can also be damaged from benefits. 
Therefore, I can teach what the other taught me: 
Those who act against the law of the Nature will never get what they want. 
This is a basic principle for me to teach. 
• 
[42c17t] Arthur Waley 
Tao gave birth to the One; the One gave birth successively to two things, three things, up to ten 

thousand. 
These ten thousand creatures cannot turn their backs to the shade without having the sun on their 

bellies, and it is on this blending of the breaths that their harmony depends. 
To be orphaned, needy, ill-provided is what men most hate; yet princes and dukes style themselves so. 
Truly, 'things are often increased by seeking to diminish them and diminished by seeking to increase 

them.' 
The maxims that others use in their teaching I too will use in mine. 
Show me a man of violence that came to a good end, and I will take him for my teacher. 
• 
[42c18t] Richard John Lynn 



The Dao begets the One; 
the One begets two; 
two beget three; 
and three beget the myriad things. 
The myriad things, bearing yin and embracing yang, form a unified harmony through the fusing of 

these vital forces. 
What people most hate are "the orphan," "the widower," and "the unworthy," yet lords and princes use 

these terms to refer to themselves. 
Thus it is that some are augmented by being diminished, and others are diminished by being 

augmented. 
What others teach, I also teach. 
The dangerously bold do not get to die a natural death, so I am going to use them as the fathers of my 

teaching. 
• 
[42c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE VIOLENT MAN 
Out of Tao, One is born; 
Out of One, Two; 
Out of Two, Three; 



Out of Three, the created universe. 
The created universe carries the yin at its back and the yang in front; 
Through the union of the pervading principles it reaches harmony. 
To be "orphaned," "lonely" and "unworthy" is what men hate most. 
Yet the princes and dukes call themselves by such names. 
For sometimes things are benefited by being taken away from, 
And suffer by being added to. 
Others have taught this maxim, 
Which I shall teach also: 
"The violent man shall die a violent death." 
This I shall regard as my spiritual teacher. 
• 
[42c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way gave birth to unity, 
Unity gave birth to duality, 
Duality gave birth to trinity, 
Trinity gave birth to the myriad creatures. 
The myriad creatures bear yin on their backs and embrace yang in their bosoms. 
They neutralize these vapors 



and thereby achieve harmony. 
That which all under heaven hate most 
Is to be orphaned, destitute, and hapless. 
Yet kings and dukes call themselves thus. 
Things may be diminished by being increased, increased by being diminished. 
Therefore, 
That which people teach, 
After deliberation, I also teach people. 
Therefore, 
"The tyrant does not die a natural death." 
I take this as my mentor. 
• 
[42c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao gives birth to the One. 
The One gives birth to two. 
Two gives birth to three. 
And three gives birth to the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things have their backs in the shadow while they embrace the light. 
Harmony is achieved by blending the breaths of these two forces. 



People dislike the words "alone," "helpless," "worthless," yet this is how Princes describe themselves. 
So it is that sometimes a thing is increased by being diminished and diminished by being increased. 
What others teach I also teach: 
"A violent person will not die a natural death." 
I shall make this the basis of my teaching. 
• 
[42c22t] David H. Li 
From Direction, One is born. 
From One, Two is born. 
From Two, Three is born. 
From Three, myriad matters are born. 
Myriad matters turn their backs on yin and embrace yang. 
The complement of their energy produces harmony. 
What people dislike are loneliness, isolation, and ungraciousness, 
yet this is how Dukes and Princes self-address. 
Thus, a matter expands through contraction; 
contracts through expansion. 
This is what others have taught me; 
let me teach others the same: "A violent person does not die in place." 



This is the theme of my teaching. 
• 
[42c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao, the wholeness, gives rise to oneness. 
Oneness gives rise to complementary unity. 
Complementary unity gives rise to complementary trinity. 
Complementary trinity gives rise to everything in existence. 
Everything consists of the complementarity of yang in the center and yin surrounding it. 
From the balanced interchange between the two arises equilibrium in disequilibrium. 
Ordinary people hate nothing more than to be powerless, unworthy, or destitute. 
Yet this is what people in high position call themselves. 
This means, in accordance with the principle of complementarity, 
That to lose is to gain and to gain is to lose. 
Let me repeat what others have taught: 
The strong and violent, being out of balance, do not die natural deaths. 
This is the very foundation of my teaching. 
• 
[42c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Your reputation or your person, which is closer to you? 



Your person or your property, which is dearer to you? 
Profit or loss, which is worse for you? 
Over-eagerness leads to over-spending. 
Too much property leads to too much loss. 
Therefore, the person who is content with his lot will not know disgrace, 
And the person who knows where to stop will never disappear, 
He will exist forever. 
• 
[42c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao gives birth to the One; 
The One gives birth to the two; 
The Two give birth to the three - 
The Three give birth to every living thing. 
All things are held in yin, and carry yang: 
And they are held together in the ch'i of teeming energy. 
• 
[42c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao begets the One; 
The One consists of Two in opposition (the Yin and Yang); 



The Two begets the Three; 
The Three begets all things of the world. 
All things connote the Yin and Yang. 
The Yin and Yang keep acting upon each other 
And thus things keep changing and unifying themselves. 
Words like "the solitary", "the few" and "the unkind" 
Are usually detested by people, 
Yet lords and kings use them to call themselves. 
That is why 
A thing is sometimes added to when being reduced, 
Or is reduced when being added to. 
So I teach what I am taught: 
"The violent will not come to a good end." 
This I will take as the first lesson when I teach. 
• 
[42c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao bears the 'One'. 
The 'One' bears the 'Two'. 
The 'Two' bears the 'Three'. 



The 'Three' bears the myriad creatures. 
The myriad creatures carry yin and embrace yang, which both melt into 'chi' - the energy of life - to 

achieve harmony. 
People detest above all orphanhood and widowhood, yet the rulers use these titles to describe 

themselves. 
That is why in losing much is gained, and in gaining much is lost. 
What others teach, I teach also: 
He who is a ferocious adversary does nothing else but cause his own death. 
With these words I will maintain my teaching. 
• 
[42c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The Way produces one. 
One produces two. 
Two produces three. 
Three produces everything. 
Everything has polar elements in it 
That interact to achieve harmony. 
People all hate being isolated, helpless and wicked, 
But kings use these words as their titles. 



Therefore, things can gain from losses 
And can lose because of gainings. 
I just teach what I have been taught. 
Those who willfully go against the Way 
Will die an undue death, 
And are fit to be my textbook. 
• 
[42c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Violent Man's Fate 
Lao Tze says, 
From Tao arises one; 
from one arises two; 
from two arises three, and from three arise all things. 
All things leave behind them the obscurity (Ying), and go forward to embrace the brightness (Yang) 

and inherit the blending property of the two harmonized polarities. 
What men dislike is to be called solitary, unworthy, virtueless; 
and yet those kings and princes regard them matching to their status. 
So those things are benefitted by being harmed, others are harmed by being benefitted. 
While other men have taught their precept, I have my own, 



- the violent man shall die a violent death. 
I will make this the basis of my teaching. 
• 
[42c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Tao begets One; one begets two; two begets three; three begets all things. 
All things are backed by the Shade (yin) and faced by the Light (yang), and harmonized by the 

immaterial Breath (ch'i). 
What others teach, I also teach: 
'The daring and violent do not die a natural death.' 
This (maxim) I shall regard as my instructor. 
• 
[42c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao begets One. 
One begets Two. 
Two begets Three. 
Three begets all things. 
All things carry the female and embrace the male. 
And by breathing together, they live in harmony. 
What the people hate is being orphaned, widowed, and starved. 



But kings and dukes call themselves these names. 
Therefore everything can be augmented when diminished, and diminished when augmented. 
What the people teach, I teach too. 
The violent and fierce cannot die a natural death. 
I will become the father of teaching. 
• 
[42c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao produced The One; 
The One produced Two; 
Two produced Three; 
Three produced the thousands of things. 
The thousands of things: 
Turn their backs on the quiet and dark, 
and embrace the aggressive and bright. 
An Empty ch'i brings Harmony. 
What people look down upon: 
to be orphaned, poor, destitute. 
But the kings and princes 
make these names into titles. 



Yes, things: 
Sometimes you reduce them, and they are enlarged; 
sometimes you enlarge them, and they are reduced. 
What another has taught, I also teach: 
"A violent man will not reach his natural end." 
I will make of this the father of my teaching. 
• 
[42c33t] Cheng Lin 
Truth gave birth to one; 
one gave birth to two; 
two gave birth to three; 
three gave birth to the multitude of things which attain the state of harmony when the opposite 

elements of Ying and Yang are mingled in a well-balanced manner. 
Men dislike to be called "The Virtueless" or "The Unworthy." 
But these are the names with which the sovereigns style themselves. 
Hence, a thing may seem diminished when it is actually augmented, and it may seem augmented 

when it is actually diminished. 
What other men teach, I also teach: 
"The violent and overbearing men will die an unnatural death." 



This will form the main theme of my teaching. 
• 
[42c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way brings forth one, 
One brings forth two, 
Two bring forth three, 
Three bring forth all things. 
All things carry the dark and embrace the light 
and make them harmonize with empty energy. 
People dislike "the lonely one", "the little one", and "the worthless one", 
But kings and dukes call themselves by these names. 
Therefore, everything may gain by losing 
and may lose by gaining. 
What people teach, I also teach: 
"The man of violence will not die well." 
I will take this as the father of my teaching. 
• 
[42c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao engenders one. (Tai-chi) 



One engenders two. (Yin and Yang) 
Two engenders three. (combinations of Yin and Yang) 
Three engenders everything. 
Everything carries Yin and embraces Yang. 
The mixing of Yin and Yang becomes an entity. 
People dislike words like orphaned, widowed and unworthy. 
Nevertheless, the lords use these terms as their titles. 
An affair may finally turn out well despite a very bad start. 
Conversely, it could turn out badly with a good start. 
That is what I have learnt: nothing is certain in life. 
I will use this to teach others. 
However, I will still use 
"Those who resort to violence will die by violence" as my principal teaching. 
• 
[42c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The universal subtle essence gave birth to One. 
One gave birth to Two. 
Two gave birth to Three. 
Three gave birth to the Myriad Things. 



All lives have their backs to the yin and embrace the yang. 
There is nothing more loathed by people than to be orphaned, desolate, and hapless. 
Yet the wise ancient kings, princes, and barons used such titles to refer to themselves. 
A thing is sometimes benefitted by being humbled, 
and diminished by being expanded. 
What the ancients have taught, I also shall teach: 
"A man of force and violence will come to a violent end." 
Whoever said this can be my teacher and father. 
• 
[42c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
From the Tao, one is created; 
From one, two; 
From two, three; 
From three, ten thousand things. 
All of them achieve harmony through the unification of affirmation and negation 
Which is embraced by everything. 
No one likes to be isolated (ku), without merit (kua), or worthless (pu ku), 
Yet rulers refer to themselves with these names. 
Thus, some things add to their value by reducing their value. 



Some things reduce their value by adding to their value. 
Other ancients have taught this; I teach it too. 
"The man of violence will end his life in violence." 
This is a basic motto. 
• 
[42c38t] Henry Wei 
Tao and Transformation 
Tao Hua 
Tao gave birth to One; 
One gave birth to Two; 
Two gave birth to Three; 
Three gave birth to the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things carry Yin and embrace Yang. 
The two primordial breaths blend and produce harmony. 
To be orphaned or lonely or unworthy 
Is what all people detest; 
Yet kings and nobles apply those terms to themselves. 
Indeed, things sometimes benefit by an intended injury, 
And sometimes receive injury from an intended benefit. 



What others teach, I shall also teach: 
"The strong and violent will die an unnatural death." 
This will serve as my chief lesson. 
• 
[42c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tao gives birth to One; 
One gives birth to Two; 
Two give birth to Three, 
Three give birth to the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things carry the yin on their backs and hold the yang in their arms; 
And attain harmony through the blending of the two energies. 
What people detest most 
Is to be orphaned, widowed and ill-provided. 
But that is how kings and princes call themselves. 
Therefore, of things, some gain by losing, 
Some lose by gaining. 
What others teach 
I also teach. 
"The violent one will not attain his death." 



I will take this to be my teacher. 
• 
[42c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao gives rise to one. 
One gives rise to two. 
Two gives rise to three. 
Three gives rise to all things. 
All things carry yin and embrace yang, 
Drawing Chi together into harmony. 
What the world hates is the widow and orphan without support. 
But lords and rulers name themselves these. 
Do not seek gain from losing, nor loss from gaining. 
What people teach, after discussion becomes doctrine. 
Those who excel in strength do not prevail over death. 
I would use this as the father of teaching. 
• 
[42c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Dao gave birth to One - Existence: Heaven; 
One gave birth to Two - Coexistence: Heaven and Earth; 



Two gave birth to Three: Heaven, Earth and Life; 
and Three gave birth to All Things. 
All Things are sustained by Yin - the inactive cosmic gas, and are embraced by Yang - the active 

cosmic gas. 
To produce these gases into orderly use is to harmonize them. 
What the people hate are: "orphanhood", "widowhood" and "indigence". 
Yet these terms are used as designations by rulers. 
Materialistically, one may gain by losing, 
Similarly, one may lose by gaining. 
What people preach I also preach. 
Then I shall be the master of preaching. 
A violent person cannot die a natural death. 
• 
[42c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Tao produced the One. 
The One produced the two. 
The two produced the three. 
And the three produced the ten thousand things. 
The ten thousand things carry the yin and embrace the yang, and through the blending of the 



material force they achieve harmony. 
People hate to be children without parents, lonely people without spouses, or men without food to eat, 
And yet kings and lords call themselves by these names. 
Therefore it is often the case that things gain by losing and lose by gaining. 
What others have taught, I teach also: 
"Violent and fierce people do not die a natural death." 
I shall make this the father of my teaching. 
• 
[42c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао порождает единицу, 
единица родит двойку, 
два рождает тройку, 
три дает жизнь десяти тысячам вещей. 
Все вещи, прислоняясь спиной к Тени (Инь), обнимают Свет (Ян), и дыхание (ци) пустоты 

приводит их к гармонии. 
Что людям ненавистно - это оказаться "сирым", "вдовым" и "убогим", но так зовут себя 

цари с князьями. 
Выходит, что ущербность может доставлять прибыток, прибыток - приносить ущерб. 
Такое наставление я получаю от людей. 



И я их тоже наставляю: за произвол, насилие ждет преждевременная смерть. 
Это будет моим самым главным наставлением. 
• 
[42c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао порождает одно. 
Одно порождает два. 
Два порождает три. 
Три порождает мириады существ. 
Мириады существ несут в себе инь и объемлют ян, а пустотное ци приводит их в 

гармонию. 
Нет слов, которых бы человек страшился больше, чем "сирый", "покинутый", "неудачник". 
А ведь знать и правители именно так называют себя. 
Поэтому вещи то принижаются, возвышаясь, то возвышаются, принижаясь. 
Тому, чему учат другие, учу и я: "Сильные и жестокие не умирают своей смертью", 
считаю это своим первейшим наставлением. 
• 
[42c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Дао рождает Одно. 
Одно Двоих рождает. 



Двое рождают Трех. 
Трое рождают все сущее. 
Все сущее носит на себе инь - силу темную и обнимает ян - силу светлую, так достигая 

гармонии энергий жизни и сил равновесия. 
Теми именами, что люди так не любят: "сирыми", "одинокими", "недостойными", - цари и 

правящие князья сами себя зовут. 
Поэтому таков существования принцип: вещь, умаляясь, возрастает, а возрастая - 

умаляется. 
Тому же я учу, чему все люди учат: "Насильник и тиран своей не умирает смертью". 
Вот мудрость эту я и сделаю своим учителем. 
• 
[42c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао рождает один. 
Один рождает два. 
Два рождает три. 
Три рождает десять тысяч вещей. 
Вещи несут за плечами инь и на руках держат ян. 
Пустота-энергия образует [условие их] гармонии (согласия). 
То, что люди ненавидят, это быть сирыми, одинокими, несчастными. 



А ваны и гуны называют себя так. 
Это потому, что из вещей одни, ослабляя себя, усиливают себя, 
другие, усиливая себя, ослабляют себя. 
Чему надо научить людей, тому именно я и учу. 
Тот же, кто препятствует [этому], не умирает своей смертью. 
Я вскоре стану Отцом Учения. 
• 
[42c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао рождает одно, одно рождает два, два рождают три, а три рождают все существа. 
Все существа носят в себе инь и ян, наполнены ци и образуют гармонию. 
Люди не любят [имена] "одинокий", "сирый", "несчастливый". 
Между тем гуны и ваны этими [именами] называют себя. 
Поэтому вещи возвышаются, когда их принижают, и принижаются, когда их возвышают. 
Чему учат люди, тому обучаю и я: 
сильные и жестокие не умирают своей смертью. 
Этим я руководствуюсь в своем обучении. 
• 
[42c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тао произвело одно, одно - два, два - три, а три - все вещи. 



Всякая вещь носит на себе инь и заключает в себе ян. 
Находящийся в исступленном состоянии легко умиротворяется. 
Люди ненавидят тех, которые оставляют сирот и бедняков без помощи. 
Поэтому умные цари и князья помогают сиротам и беднякам; они же сделаются 

предметом похвалы (народа). 
Потеря есть начало размножения, множество - начало потери. 
Чему другие учили и учат по справедливости, тому и я учу людей. 
Очень сильный не умирает естественною смертью. 
Я сделаюсь отцом учения. 
• 
[42c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь рождает Одно, 
Одно рождает Два, 
Два рождает Три, 
А Три рождает всю тьму вещей. 
Все вещи несут в себе Инь и обнимают Ян, 
Пустотное дыхание приводит их к согласию. 
То, чего люди не любят, - 
Это быть "сиротой", "одиноким", "беспомощным", 



Но так называют себя цари и князья. 
Посему тот, кто теряет, порою приобретает, 
А кто приобретает - тот теряет. 
Чему люди учили, я тоже учу: 
"Злой и сильный умрет не своей смертью". 
Пусть это будет мне отцом моих поучений. 
• 
[42c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Путь рождает один. 
Один рождает два. 
Два рождает три. 
Три рождает мириады сущностей. 
Для мириад сущностей то, что давит на спину - Инь, а что обнимают спереди - Ян. 
Через срединность дыхания-ци осуществляют гармонию. 
Люди в первую очередь не любят быть сирыми, вдовыми, не-прикаянными, а правители и 

удельные князья так и называют себя. 
Причинность: 
Для сущности и убыль может обернуться прибылью. 
А может и прибыль обернуться убылью. 



Чему люди учат, тому учу и я. 
Коль сильный хребет, то умрешь, так и не обретя. 
Сущность моя - это и делает родителем своего учения. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Three 
 

[43c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The softest, most pliable thing in the world runs roughshod over the firmest thing in the world. 
That which has no substance gets into that which has no spaces or cracks. 
I therefore know {that there is} benefit in taking no action. 
The {wordless} teaching, the benefit of taking no action - 
Few in the world can realize these! 
• 
[43c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE softest of all things 
Overrides the hardest of all things. 
Only Nothing can enter into no-space. 
Hence I know the advantages of Non-Ado. 
Few things under heaven are as instructive as the lessons of Silence, 
Or as beneficial as the fruits of Non-Ado. 
• 
[43c03t] D. C. Lau 
The most submissive thing in the world can ride roughshod over the hardest in the world - 



That which is without substance entering that which has no crevices. 
That is why I know the benefit of resorting to no action. 
The teaching that uses no words, the benefit of resorting to no action, these are beyond the 

understanding of all but a very few in the world. 
• 
[43c04t] R. L. Wing 
The most yielding parts of the world 
Overtake the most rigid parts of the world. 
The insubstantial can penetrate continually. 
Therefore I know that without action there is advantage. 
This philosophy without words, 
This advantage without action - 
It is rare, in the world, to attain them. 
• 
[43c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The softest thing under Heaven is able to run in and out of the hardest. 
The invisible force is able to penetrate that in which there is no crevice. 
Thereby I come to know the advantage of doing nothing. 
The instructiveness of not speaking and the benefits of nonaction are incomparable under Heaven. 



• 
[43c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The softest thing in the universe 
Overcomes the hardest thing in the universe. 
That without substance can enter where there is no room. 
Hence I know the value of non-action. 
Teaching without words and work without doing 
Are understood by very few. 
• 
[43c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The most gentle and the most flexible of the world 
Certainly outperforms the strongest and the hardest. 
What appears intangible and without substance 
Can penetrate the narrowest gaps. 
From this we can appreciate the benefits of not contriving. 
The wordless teaching, and the benefits of not contriving, 
Certainly find no match under heaven. 
• 
[43c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



The DAO is the softest thing in the world, 
But it can ride freely into the hardest places, 
And there is nowhere it cannot go. 
I thus know the benefits of WUWEI. 
The DAO educates without lecturing, benefits with WUWEI; 
There is nothing in the world that can compare with the DAO. 
• 
[43c09t] Walter Gorn Old, UNLIMITED USEFULNESS 
The gentlest thing in the world will override the strongest. 
The Non-Existent pervades everything, though there be no inlet. 
By this I comprehend how effectual is non-action. 
To teach without words and to be useful without action, few among men are capable of this. 
• 
[43c10t] James Legge 
The softest thing in the world dashes against and overcomes the hardest; 
that which has no (substantial) existence enters where there is no crevice. 
I know hereby what advantage belongs to doing nothing (with a purpose). 
There are few in the world who attain to the teaching without words, and the advantage arising from 

non-action. 



• 
[43c11t] David Hinton 
The weakest in all beneath heaven gallops through the strongest, and vacant absence slips inside solid 

presence. 
I know by this the value of nothing's own doing. 
The teaching without words, the value of nothing's own doing: few indeed master such things. 
• 
[43c12t] Chichung Huang 
The softest under heaven 
Gallops over the hardest under heaven; 
The formless penetrates into the spaceless. 
I thereby know the benefit of nonaction. 
The edification of speechlessness 
The benefit of nonaction - 
Nothing under heaven can match it. 
• 
[43c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The softest (chih jou) in the world, 
Gallops (ch'ih ch'eng) in the hardest (chih chien) in the world. 



That which is not penetrates that which has no crevice (wu yu ju wu chien). 
I thereby know the benefit of no-action (wu-wei). 
The teaching without words, 
The benefit of no-action, 
Hardly anything in the world can compare with them. 
• 
[43c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
[Water] is the softest and most adaptive thing in the world, but it can flow around, over, and even 

through the hardest thing, i.e. rocks; 
Furthermore, it can run around, over, and even through rocks like racing horses; 
Its force came from nothing [we can describe]; 
[All we know is that in due course] It can pierce through solid seamless rocks; 
I therefore learn about the advantage of carrying out the principle of non-interference (abiding by 

natural forces). 
[The above paragraph illustrates that:] 
The [effectiveness of] educating people [through deeds] rather than through speeches, 
And the advantage of helping [people] through non-interference [i.e. making use of natural 

propensities], 
[All of the above are the best policies executed by Sages] 



Hardly any other practice in this world can match [the extent of their conformity with Tao]. 
• 
[43c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The softest in the world surpasses the hardest in the world. 
Only Nothing can enter into no-space. 
Hence, I know the advantages of non-doing. 
The teaching of no-word, the beneficial of non-doing, - a very few in the world know. 
• 
[43c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The most flexible wins out over the stiffest. 
The shapeless can be omnipresent. 
I know it is beneficial not use brute force. 
The best in the world teach without preaching, and act without using force. 
• 
[43c17t] Arthur Waley 
What is of all things most yielding 
Can overwhelm that which is of all things most hard. 
Being substanceless it can enter even where there is no space; 
That is how I know the value of action that is actionless. 



But that there can be teaching without words, 
Value in action that is actionless, 
Few indeed can understand. 
• 
[43c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The softest things under Heaven gallop through the hardest things. 
That which has no physical existence can squeeze through where there is no space, so from this I know 

how advantageous it is to act without conscious purpose. 
The teaching that is not expressed in words, the advantage that is had by acting without conscious 

purpose, rare is it that anyone under Heaven ever reaches them. 
• 
[43c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE SOFTEST SUBSTANCE 
The softest substance of the world 
Goes through the hardest. 
That-which-is-without-form penetrates that-which-has-no-crevice; 
Through this I know the benefit of taking no action. 
The teaching without words 
And the benefit of taking no action 



Are without compare in the universe. 
• 
[43c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The softest thing under heaven gallops triumphantly over 
The hardest thing under heaven. 
Nonbeing penetrates nonspace. 
Hence, 
I know the advantages of nonaction. 
The doctrine without words, 
The advantage of nonaction - 
few under heaven can realize these! 
• 
[43c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The most yielding of all things 
overcomes the hardest of all things. 
That which has no substance 
enters where there is no crevice. 
Hence, I know the value of action without striving. 
Few things under heaven bring more benefit than the lessons learned from silence and the actions 



taken without striving. 
• 
[43c22t] David H. Li 
The world's tenderest is the master of the world's steeliest. 
Null permeates Ull. 
I thus know the benefits of laissez-faire. 
Instructions without words and benefits of laissez-faire - few things in the world can top them. 
• 
[43c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The softest under heaven always prevails over the hardest. 
For, having no fixed form, 
It can penetrate even where there is no visible opening. 
This is the power of balanced action through nonaction. 
This is the benefit of balanced action through nonaction. 
Nonaction teaches without words, and benefits without actions. 
No power in the world can even come close to it. 
• 
[43c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When the learned scholar hears the Tao 



He makes every effort to master it. 
When the mediocre scholar hears the Tao 
It will seem as if he grasps and loses it, alternately. 
When the weak scholar hears the Tao 
He laughs wildly, 
If he had not laughed at it, it would not be worthy to be Tao. 
Therefore it is written: 
"The enlightened Tao seems dark, 
The advanced Tao seems backward, 
The direct Tao seems obscure, 
The most exalted quality looks like a valley, 
The most pristine white looks colorless, 
The most superior virtue looks insufficient, 
The most solid quality is like a fragile stalk, 
The simplest nature looks changeable, 
The largest square has no angles, 
The largest vessel is never whole, 
The loudest sound is hardly heard, 
The largest image cannot be imagined. 



Tao, since it is hidden, is nameless." 
But only the Tao can improve and mend. 
To separate is to be constructive; to be constructive is to be destructive. 
All things, whether they are constructive or destructive, lead to the One again. 
• 
[43c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The very softest thing of all can ride like a galloping horse through the hardest of things. 
Like water, like water penetrating rock. 
And so the invisible enters in. 
That is why I know it is wise to act by doing nothing. 
And how few, how very few understand this! 
People teach in the world what I know to be true: 
if you live violently that is how you will die. 
• 
[43c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The most supple in the world 
Can go through the hardest in the world. 
What consists of no substance can enter what has no crevices. 
I thus know the benefit of inaction. 



Teaching without words, 
The benefit of inaction, 
Are what few people in the world can perform and obtain. 
• 
[43c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The softest under Heaven can ride roughshod over the hardest. 
That without substance can enter even into the smallest space. 
That is why I know the benefit of doing nothing. 
Teaching without words, benefiting without doing: 
there are unfortunately very few people under Heaven who can reach these goals. 
• 
[43c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The feeblest is the strongest 
That can run everywhere in the world, 
It can go through being and non-being alike 
Without any effort. 
I therefore come to know the good 
Of doing nothing willfully. 
The efficiency of wordless teaching and doing nothing 



Is rarely matched. 
• 
[43c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Softest Thing 
Lao Tze says, 
The softest thing in the world dashes against and overwhelms the hardest; 
that which is without form can go through where there is no crevice. 
Through this I know that acting without the intent to control fate can be advantageous. 
The advantage of teaching without speech and acting without the intent to control fate is 

incomparable in the world. 
• 
[43c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The non-existent can enter into the impenetrable. 
By this I know that non-action is useful. 
Teaching without words, utility without action - 
Few in the world have come to this. 
• 
[43c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The world's softest thing gallops to and fro through the world's hardest thing. 



Things without substance can penetrate things without crevices. 
Thus I know the benefit of inaction. 
But teaching without words and benefitting without action are understood by few in the entire world. 
• 
[43c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The Softest thing in the world, 
rides right over the Hardest things in the world. 
What-has-No-Being, 
enters what-leaves-no-opening. 
This makes me realize the advantage of Not Doing. 
Teaching done by not talking, 
the advantage gained by Not Doing - 
few things in the world can match this. 
• 
[43c33t] Cheng Lin 
The softest thing in the world can overcome the hardest. 
Such a thing seems to issue forth from nowhere, and yet it penetrates everywhere. 
From this I have learned the advantage of inaction. 
Few men in this world have learned the precept of silence, and the advantage of inaction. 



• 
[43c34t] Yi Wu 
That which is softest in the world overrides that which is hardest in the world. 
Only that which has no existence can enter that which has no crevice. 
Therefore, I know the benefit of non-action. 
Teaching without words 
And benefit without action; 
Few in the world attain it. 
• 
[43c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The world's softest can ride roughshod over the world's hardest. 
The pervasive force which has no form (thickness) 
Can penetrate through the substance that has no breach (crevice). 
Hence, I understand the advantage of non-action. 
The principles of teaching without words (speechless tuition) and the benefits of non-action (laissez 

faire) are peerless under the sun. 
• 
[43c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The softest of all things can overcome the hardest of all things. 



Only the insubstantial can penetrate the spaceless. 
Thus, we know the benefit of non-interference and the teaching of the subtle Way of the universe that 

does not rely on words. 
Few people under Heaven can attain it. 
• 
[43c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The meekest in the world 
Penetrates the strongest in the world. 
As nothingness enters into that-which-has-no-opening. 
Hence, I am aware of the value of non-action 
And of the value of teaching with no words, 
As for the value of non-action, 
Nothing in the world can match it. 
• 
[43c38t] Henry Wei 
Universal Application 
Pien Yung 
The softest things in the world 
Can match and overcome the hardest. 



Non-being penetrates even the crackless. 
Thus the value of non-interference is clear to me. 
The teaching without words, 
And the virtue of non-interference, 
Can hardly be matched in the world. 
• 
[43c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The softest under Heaven 
Rides roughshod over the hardest under Heaven. 
The beingless [wu yu] penetrates the spaceless [wu chien]. 
From this I know the advantage of no-action [wu-wei]. 
The wordless teaching, 
The advantage of no-action - 
Nothing under Heaven exemplifies them better. 
• 
[43c40t] Tao Huang 
What is softest in the world penetrates what is hardest in the world. 
Nonbeing enters where there is no room. 
From this I know the riches of nonaction. 



Wordless teaching and the riches of nonaction is matched by very little in the world. 
• 
[43c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The world's softest can over-run the world's hardest. 
It comes from the unknown (non-existence) and it enters no space. 
From this we know how advantageous is non-interference! 
Thus, education by non-preaching and the policy of non-interference have merits with which nothing 

under heaven can compare. 
• 
[43c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The softest things in the world overcome the hardest things in the world. 
Non-being penetrates that in which there is no space. 
Through this I know the advantage of taking no action. 
Few in the world can understand the teaching without words and the advantage of taking no action. 
• 
[43c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Мягчайшее под Небесами проскакивает сквозь твердейшее. 
Неналичие проходит в то, что не имеет промежутка. 
Именно поэтому я знаю о полезности бездействия. 



В Поднебесной редко кому удается овладеть учением, невыразимым в слове, и полезностью 
бездействия. 

• 
[43c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Самое мягкое в Поднебесной может одолеть самое твёрдое в Поднебесной. 
То, что не имеет сущности, проникает туда, где нет даже щели. 
Потому-то я и постиг пользу недеяния. 
Но учение вне слов и пользу недеяния крайне редко встретишь в Поднебесной. 
• 
[43c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
В Поднебесной предельно мягкое управляет предельно твердым. 
А не имеющее наличия входит в плотное, не имеющее промежутков. 
Вот и я обладаю знанием того, что польза проистекает из недеяния. 
Бессловесное учение, польза недеяния - о, как мало в Поднебесной людей, которые могут 

этого достичь! 
• 
[43c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
То, что в Поднебесной стало мягким, гонит то, что в Поднебесной стало твердым. 
Небытие и бытие входят в неразрывное пространственно-временное единство. 



Вот откуда я знаю, что недеяние имеет пользу. 
Обучать без слов, приносить пользу недеянием - 
редко кто в Поднебесной достиг этого. 
• 
[43c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
В Поднебесной самые слабые побеждают самых сильных. 
Небытие проникает везде и всюду. 
Вот почему я знаю пользу от недеяния. 
В Поднебесной нет ничего, что можно было бы сравнивать с учением, не прибегающим к 

словам, и пользой от недеяния. 
• 
[43c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Мир смирен: все люди едят и бегают над его твердынею. 
Небытие поглощается беспромежуточным. 
Поэтому я знаю, что бездеятельность имеет высокое достоинство. 
Бессловесное учение и бездеятельность полезнее всего существующего между небом и 

землей. 
• 
[43c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Самое мягкое в мире покроет самое твердое. 
Невещественное войдет в то, что не имеет пустот. 
Так узнаем, что от недеяния есть выгода. 
Учение без слов, выгоду недеяния 
В мире способны понять немногие. 
• 
[43c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Предельно мягкое в Поднебесной опережает в гонке предельно твердое в Поднебесной. 
Отсутствие наличия приникает в пространство отсутствия. 
Сущность моя посредством этого знает наличие прибыли-пользы в осуществлении 

отсутствия. 
Учение, не выраженное в словах, прибыль-польза от не-осуществления, - в Поднебесной 

редко достигают этого. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Four 
 

[44c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Fame or your health - which is more dear? 
Your health or possessions - which is worth more? 
Gain or loss - in which is there harm? 
{If your desires} are great, {you're bound to be extravagant}; 
{If you store much away, you're bound} to lose {a great deal}. 
Therefore, if you know contentment, you'll not be disgraced. 
If you know when to stop, you'll suffer no harm. 
And in this way you can last a very long time. 
• 
[44c02t] John C. H. Wu 
As for your name and your body, which is the dearer? 
As for your body and your wealth, which is the more to be prized? 
As for gain and loss, which is the more painful? 
Thus, an excessive love for anything will cost you dear in the end. 
The storing up of too much goods will entail a heavy loss. 
To know when you have enough is to be immune from disgrace. 



To know when to stop is to be preserved from perils. 
Only thus can you endure long. 
• 
[44c03t] D. C. Lau 
Your name or your person, 
Which is dearer? 
Your person or your goods, 
Which is worth more? 
Gain or loss, 
Which is a greater bane? 
That is why excessive meanness 
Is sure to lead to great expense; 
Too much store 
Is sure to end in immense loss. 
Know contentment 
And you will suffer no disgrace; 
Know when to stop 
And you will meet with no danger. 
You can then endure. 



• 
[44c04t] R. L. Wing 
Which is dearer, 
Name or life? 
Which means more, 
Life or wealth? 
Which is worse, 
Gain or loss? 
The stronger the attachments, 
The greater the cost. 
The more that is hoarded, 
The deeper the loss. 
Know what is enough; 
Be without disgrace. 
Know when to stop; 
Be without danger. 
In this way one lasts for a very long time. 
• 
[44c05t] Ren Jiyu 



Which is more dear to me, credit or life? 
Which is more valuable, life or wealth? 
Which is more harmful, gain or loss? 
Therefore the excessive stint must cause enormous expenses, 
The rich hoard must suffer a serious loss. 
Whoever is contented will meet no disgrace, 
Whoever knows when and where to stop will meet no danger, 
And he is able to endure long without worry. 
• 
[44c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Fame or self: Which matters more? 
Self or wealth: Which is more precious? 
Gain or loss: Which is more painful? 
He who is attached to things will suffer much. 
He who saves will suffer heavy loss. 
A contented man is never disappointed. 
He who knows when to stop does not find himself in trouble. 
He will stay forever safe. 
• 



[44c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Which is the dearer, 
Fame or the body? 
Which means more, 
The body or wealth? 
Which can be called an ill, 
To gain or to lose? 
Greater cost comes with greater craving. 
Greater loss comes with greater accumulation. 
He who knows what he needs 
will attract no dishonor. 
He who knows when to stop 
will come to no grief. 
Such people can have a lasting life. 
• 
[44c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Fame or health, which is dearer to you? 
Health or wealth, which is more important to you? 
Gain or loss, which hurts you more? 



The more you love something, the more you have to pay. 
The more wealth you accumulate, the more likely you will lose it. 
If you know when to be satisfied, you will not be insulted, 
If you know when to stop, you will not be hurt, 
This is how you last long. 
• 
[44c09t] Walter Gorn Old, STANDING STILL 
Which is the nearer to you, your name or your person? 
Which is the more precious, your person or your wealth? 
Which is the greater evil, to gain or to lose? 
Great devotion requires great sacrifice. 
Great wealth implies great loss. 
He who is content can never be ruined. 
He who stands still will never meet danger. 
These are the people who endure. 
• 
[44c10t] James Legge 
Or fame or life, 
Which do you hold more dear? 



Or life or wealth, 
To which would you adhere? 
Keep life and lose those other things; 
Keep them and lose your life: - which brings 
Sorrow and pain more near? 
Thus we may see, 
Who cleaves to fame 
Rejects what is more great; 
Who loves large stores 
Gives up the richer state. 
Who is content 
Needs fear no shame. 
Who knows to stop 
Incurs no blame. 
From danger free 
Long live shall he. 
• 
[44c11t] David Hinton 
Name or self: which is precious? 



Self or wealth: which is treasure? 
Gain or loss: which is affliction? 
Indulge love and the cost is dear. 
Keep treasures and the loss is lavish. 
Knowing contentment you avoid tarnish, and knowing when to stop you avoid danger. 
Try it and your life will last and last. 
• 
[44c12t] Chichung Huang 
Fame and life - which is dearer? 
Life and wealth - which is weightier? 
Gain and loss - which is drearier? 
Excessive love entails enormous costs; 
Abundant stores entail heavy losses. 
Therefore, knowing content 
Will exempt you from humiliation; 
Knowing where to stop 
Will exempt you from peril. 
You may long endure. 
• 



[44c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Your name and your body (shen), which is dearer? 
Your body and material goods, which is more abundant? 
Gain and loss, which is illness? 
Therefore in excessive love one necessarily goes to great expenses, 
In hoarding much one necessarily loses heavily. 
Knowing contentment (chih tsu) one does not suffer disgrace, 
Knowing when to stop one does not become exhausted (tai). 
This way one may last long. 
• 
[44c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Which is the dearest [to a person], fame or body? 
Which is more important, body or goods? 
Which is more sickening, gain or loss? 
Therefore, the more a person would indulge in the love [of fame and body], the more will he be 

excessively wasteful; 
The more a person would aggregates goods, the more will he be worried about losing them. 
A person will live a long and perpetuated life if and only if: 
He would free himself from the inferiority [complex of not having enough goods] by conscientiously 



drawing a line when his obtainment [of goods and wealth] provides him modestly comfortable life; 
And he would also break off from the insecurity [complex] by ceasing and desisting [from 

accumulation of goods and wealth]. 
• 
[44c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
As for your name and your self, which is the dearer? 
As for your self and your wealth, which is the more to be prized? 
As for gain or loss, which is more painful? 
Thus, extreme love leads to great cost. 
Much storage leads to heavy loss. 
To know when to have enough is to be immune from disgrace. 
To know when to stop is to be preserved from danger. 
Only thus can you last long. 
• 
[44c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Which is dearer, fame or health? 
Which is more important, wealth or health? 
Which is more damaging, obtaining the former or losing the latter? 
Excessively loving results in great expense. 



Excessive stocking leads to huge losses. 
Therefore those who are not greedy can avoid disgrace. 
Those who know where to stop can avoid failure. 
They can have long-lasting success. 
• 
[44c17t] Arthur Waley 
Fame or one's own self, which matters to one most? 
One's own self or things bought, which should count most? 
In the getting or the losing, which is worse? 
Hence he who grudges expense pays dearest in the end; 
He who has hoarded most will suffer the heaviest loss. 
Be content with what you have and are, and no one can despoil you; 
Who stops in time nothing can harm. 
He is forever safe and secure. 
• 
[44c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Reputation or one's person, which is dear? 
One's person or what he possesses, which is more? 
Gain or loss, which is harm? 



Thus it is that extreme meanness is sure to result in great expense, and much hoarding is sure to 
result in heavy loss. 

One who knows contentment will not suffer damage to his reputation, and one who knows how to 
stop will not place himself in danger. 

As such, he will last long. 
• 
[44c19t] Lin Yutang 
BE CONTENT 
Fame or one's own self, which does one love more? 
One's own self or material goods, which has more worth? 
Loss (of self) or possession (of goods), which is the greater evil? 
Therefore: 
He who loves most spends most, 
He who hoards much loses much. 
The contented man meets no disgrace; 
Who knows when to stop runs into no danger - 
He can long endure. 
• 
[44c20t] Victor H. Mair 



Name or person, which is nearer? 
Person or property, which is dearer? 
Gain or loss, which is drearier? 
Many loves entail great costs, 
Many riches entail heavy losses. 
Know contentment and you shall not be disgraced, 
Know satisfaction and you shall not be imperiled; 
then you will long endure. 
• 
[44c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Your integrity or your body: 
Which is more important? 
Your body or your possessions: 
Which is worth more? 
Gain or loss: 
Which is more harmful? 
Thus it is that the miser will pay much. 
The hoarder will suffer great loss. 
Be content with what you have 



and you will not be disgraced. 
Know when to stop 
and you will be preserved from danger. 
Only in this way will you long endure. 
• 
[44c22t] David H. Li 
Fame and health - which is dearer? 
Health and wealth - which is more valuable? 
Gain and loss - which is more damaging? 
Excessive love demands large outlay. 
Overabundant wealth results in heavy loss. 
Thus, 
knowing contentment brings about no disgrace; 
knowing moderation brings about no danger. 
One lasts long. 
• 
[44c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Which is more precious, fame or health? 
Which is more important, health or wealth? 



Which is more painful, gaining or losing? 
The more excessive is your attachment, 
The greater is your suffering. 
The more excessive is your possession, 
The heavier is your loss. 
To know what is enough is to be free from disgrace. 
To know when to stop is to be free from danger. 
Those who practice this will long endure. 
• 
[44c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Tao begets one, 
One begets two, 
Two begets three, 
Three begets all things. 
All things, back to the shade, front to the light, 
The harmony between them is the breath of life. 
What others teach, I also teach: 
"The cruel and violent do not die a natural death." 
I will use that sentence as my guide. 



• 
[44c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
What really matters most, 
Your image or your soul? 
What do you care about, 
Your money, or your life? 
What's actually the best, 
Making it - or losing? 
If you pour all your energy into one thing, 
You're sure to harm the rest of your being 
And if you invest it all in profit - 
You'll end up losing the whole lot. 
If you're not always wanting, you can be at peace. 
And if you're not always trying to be someone 
You can be who you really are and go the whole way. 
• 
[44c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Which is dearer, your name or your body? 
Which is more important, your body or your goods? 



Which is more harmful, gain or loss? 
Excessive stinginess will result in great expense; 
Too much amassment leads to great loss; 
Knowing contentment avoids disgrace; 
Knowing when to stop avoids danger. 
Thus one can be long in safety. 
• 
[44c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Fame or your self: which is dearer? 
Your self or your possessions: which is more precious? 
To have or to lose: which is more detrimental? 
That is why the most beloved will cost a great deal. 
The more one stores, the more one will lose. 
He who is content will not meet disgrace. 
He who knows when to stop will not face danger. 
Only then is there longevity. 
• 
[44c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Which is more precious, the body or the name? 



Which is more important, the body or the goods? 
Which is more harmful, gains or losses? 
One who cares for reputation pays more. 
One who possesses much fears death most. 
Therefore, 
One who is easily satisfied is not a disgrace. 
One who knows where to stop is not stopped in life. 
• 
[44c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Gain And Loss 
Lao Tze says, 
Which means more to you, fame or self? 
Which brings more to you, self or property? 
Which ails you more, gain or loss? 
The cost of the thing which you love is dear. 
The treasure unscrupulously laid up shall result in heavy loss. 
However, the contented man will not suffer disgrace. 
A man who knows his limitations will not incur danger. 
Namely, he can survive forever. 



• 
[44c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Fame or your person, which is nearer to you? 
Your person or wealth, which is dearer to you? 
Gain or loss, which brings more evil to you? 
Over-love of anything will lead to wasteful spending; 
Amassed riches will be followed by heavy plundering. 
Therefore, he who knows contentment can never be humiliated; 
He who knows where to stop can never be perishable; 
He will long endure. 
• 
[44c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Of fame and life, which is more dear? 
Of life and wealth, which is more worthy? 
Of gain and loss, which is more distressing? 
Therefore, loving in excess incurs great cost. 
Overhoarding brings heavy loss. 
To know what is enough means to avoid disgrace. 
To know where to stop is to avoid danger. 



Thus one can last long and endure. 
• 
[44c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Your fame or your self, which is closer to you? 
Your self or your possessions, which counts for more? 
Gaining or losing, which brings the pain? 
Indeed: 
Very fond, much expended; 
much hoarding, heavy loss. 
Be content and there will be no disgrace. 
Know to stop and there will be no danger. 
And you can last very long. 
• 
[44c33t] Cheng Lin 
Fame and life, - which is the more precious? 
Life and property, - which is the more important? 
Gain and loss, - which is the more to be preferred? 
Inordinate love will surely result in abandonment. 
Over-hoarding will surely end in heavy loss. 



He who knows contentment will not suffer disgrace. 
He who knows when to stop will not incur danger. 
• 
[44c34t] Yi Wu 
Of fame and body, which is dearer? 
Of body and property, which is worth more? 
Of gain and loss, which is more troublesome? 
Therefore, excessive love surely is great waste. 
Much storing up surely is a heavy loss. 
To know when you have enough 
is to avoid disgrace. 
To know when to stop 
is to be free from danger. 
Only thus can one long endure. 
• 
[44c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Personal glory or your life, 
Which do you treasure more? 
Your life or worldly possessions, 



Which is more precious to you? 
Gaining one but losing the other, which is more deleterious? 
Therefore, wanting something badly can cost you dearly. 
The more goods you hoard, the more you can possibly lose. 
By being contented, you will never suffer any humiliation. 
Knowing when to stop, you will never put your life in jeopardy. 
Hence, you will have a long and wonderful life. 
• 
[44c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
As for your fame and your life, which matters more? 
As for your life and your wealth, which is more precious? 
As for gain or loss, which is more damaging? 
He who is most endeared to something must pay dearest for it. 
He who has hoarded much will suffer great loss. 
He who knows when enough is enough saves himself from humiliation. 
He who knows when to stop protects himself from peril. 
To know this is to be long enduring. 
• 
[44c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



Man's name or man's self - which is closer to him? 
Man's self or his property - which is more valuable to him? 
Success or failure - which is more harmful to him? 
Things that are cherished more, cost more. 
The more that is kept, the more that is missed. 
The man who is easily contented is free from shame. 
The man who knows the right time to stop is free from danger. 
Thus, he will last long. 
• 
[44c38t] Henry Wei 
Self-Imposed Abstinences 
Li Chieh 
Which is more dear: 
Fame or health? 
Which is more valuable: 
Health or wealth? 
Which is more baneful: 
Gain or loss? 
Excessive love is bound to cause great expense. 



Immense hoarding is bound to end in heavy loss. 
He who knows contentment is free from disgrace; 
He who knows when to quit will be free from peril. 
He can endure a long time. 
• 
[44c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Your name or your body, which is dearer? 
Your body or your possessions, which is more valuable? 
Gaining or losing, which worries you more? 
Therefore, when your craving is excessive, your spending is extravagant. 
When you store much, you are bound to lose much. 
Know how to be content, and you will not be disgraced. 
Know when to stop, and you will be free from danger. 
Thus you will be long-lasting. 
• 
[44c40t] Tao Huang 
Which is more cherished, the name or the body? 
Which is worth more, the body or possessions? 
Which is more beneficial, to gain or to lose? 



Extreme fondness is necessarily very costly. 
The more you cling to, the more you lose. 
So knowing what is sufficient averts disgrace. 
Knowing when to stop averts danger. 
This can lead to a longer life. 
• 
[44c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Between your fame and yourself, which is closer to you? 
Between yourself and your wealth, which is more dear to you? 
Between gain and loss, which is more of a burden to you? 
Thus, excessive lust will cost one a great deal in the end. 
Excessive wealth will make one suffer a heavy loss. 
One who knows satisfaction will not be disgraced. 
One who knows when to stop will not reach a perilous end. 
Then he can rule everywhere and forever. 
• 
[44c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Which does one love more, fame or one's own life? 
Which is more valuable, one's own life or wealth? 



Which is worse, gain or loss? 
Therefore he who has lavish desires will spend extravagantly. 
He who hoards most will lose heavily. 
He who is contented suffers no disgrace. 
He who knows when to stop is free from danger. 
Therefore he can long endure. 
• 
[44c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Милее славу заиметь или живым остаться? 
Ценней живым остаться иль разбогатеть? 
Больней приобрести или утратить? 
Это объясняет, как дорого приходится расплачиваться за свою привязанность, 
и сколь велик убыток, приносимый накопительством. 
Кто знает то, что для него является достаточным, не подвергается бесчестью; 
кто ведает, когда остановиться, пребывает в безопасности и может долго жить. 
• 
[44c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Что дороже - славное имя или жизнь? 
Что ценнее - жизнь или богатство? 



Что мучительнее - достигать или утрачивать? 
Вот почему великие пристрастия неизбежно ведут к большим потерям, а неуёмное 

накопление оборачивается огромной утратой. 
Знай меру - и не придётся испытать стыд. 
Умей остановиться - и не столкнёшься с опасностями. 
И сумеешь прожить долго. 
• 
[44c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Слава или собственное тело - что нам роднее? 
Собственное тело или имущество - о чем заботимся мы больше? 
Обретение или утрата - что уязвляет нас больнее? 
Чем сильнее любовь, тем мучительнее утрата. 
И чем больше храним, тем тяжелее потеря. 
Знающий меру не узнает позора; знающий, когда надо остановиться, не попадет в беду. 
Такой человек сможет стать долговечным! 
• 
[44c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Имя или тело, что роднее? 
Тело или богатство, что дороже? 



Обретение или утрата, что больнее? 
Вот почему кто чрезмерно скуп, непременно понесет большие убытки; 
кто безмерно накапливает, непременно потерпит немалую утрату. 
Знающий меру не опозорится. 
Знающий предел не подвергнется опасности. 
Такие смогут быть долговечными. 
• 
[44c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Что ближе - слава или жизнь? 
Что дороже - жизнь или богатства? 
Что тяжелее пережить - приобретение или потерю? 
Кто многое сберегает, тот понесет большие потери. 
Кто много накапливает, тот потерпит большие убытки. 
Кто знает меру, у того не будет неудачи. 
Кто знает предел, тот не будет подвергаться опасности. 
Он может стать долговечным. 
• 
[44c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Что ближе к себе: свое имя или собственное тело? 



Что больше: свое тело или богатство? 
Что тяжелее испытать: приобретение или потерю? 
Кто увлекается, тот потерпит большой убыток. 
Кто имеет много, тот может потерять больше, нежели имеющий мало. 
Кто знает, чем человек должен быть довольным, тот никогда не потерпит позора. 
Кто, зная границы своей деятельности, не приблизится к опасностям, тот будет жить 

долго. 
• 
[44c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Что каждому ближе: слава или жизнь? 
Что дороже: жизнь или богатство? 
Что хуже: иметь или потерять? 
Вот почему кто многое любит, тот много потратит, 
А у того, кто много скопил, будут велики и потери. 
Если знаешь, как быть довольным, не изведаешь позора. 
Если знаешь, где остановиться, избегнешь опасности 
И сможешь жить долго. 
• 
[44c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 



Что роднее, имя или тело? 
Чего больше, тела или предметов? 
Что больнее, обретенье или потеря? 
Вот причинность: 
От сильной любви будут большие утраты. 
Коль много накопишь, то много исчезнет. 
Зная достаточность, не посрамишься. 
Умея останавливаться, не погибнешь. 
Сможешь тем самым тянуть и длить. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Five 
 

[45c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Great completion seems incomplete; 
Yet its usefulness is never exhausted. 
Great fullness seems to be empty; 
Yet its usefulness is never used up. 
Great straightness seems to be bent. 
Great skill seems to be clumsy. 
Great surplus seems to stammer. 
Activity overcomes cold; 
Tranquility overcomes heat. 
If you're quiet and tranquil you can become the ruler of the world. 
• 
[45c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE greatest perfection seems imperfect, 
And yet its use is inexhaustible. 
The greatest fullness seems empty, 
And yet its use is endless. 



The greatest straightness looks like crookedness. 
The greatest skill appears clumsy. 
The greatest eloquence sounds like stammering. 
Restlessness overcomes cold, 
But calm overcomes heat. 
The peaceful and serene 
Is the Norm of the World. 
• 
[45c03t] D. C. Lau 
Great perfection seems chipped, 
Yet use will not wear it out; 
Great fullness seems empty, 
Yet use will not drain it; 
Great straightness seems bent; 
Great skill seems awkward; 
Great eloquence seems tongue-tied. 
Restlessness overcomes cold; 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Limpid and still, 



One can be a leader in the empire. 
• 
[45c04t] R. L. Wing 
If the greatest achievement is incomplete, 
Then its usefulness is unimpaired. 
If the greatest fullness is empty, 
Then its usefulness is inexhaustible. 
The greatest directness is flexible. 
The greatest skillfulness is awkward. 
The greatest eloquence is hesitant. 
Agitation triumphs over the cold. 
Stillness triumphs over the heated. 
Clarity and stillness bring order to the world. 
• 
[45c05t] Ren Jiyu 
What is most perfect seems to be incomplete, 
But its utility cannot be impaired. 
What is most full seems to be empty, 
But its utility cannot be exhausted. 



The most straight seems to be crooked, 
The greatest skill seems to be clumsy, 
The greatest eloquence seems to stammer. 
Rapid walking overcomes cold, 
Being quiet overcomes heat. 
By remaining quiet and tranquil, one will be the chief under Heaven. 
• 
[45c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Great accomplishment seems imperfect, 
Yet it does not outlive its usefulness. 
Great fullness seems empty, 
Yet it cannot be exhausted. 
Great straightness seems twisted. 
Great intelligence seems stupid. 
Great eloquence seems awkward. 
Movement overcomes cold. 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Stillness and tranquillity set things in order in the universe. 
• 



[45c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The greatest accomplishment appears incomplete, 
Yet it can meet the needs of the most demanding occasions. 
The greatest fulfillment appears to be weak and restrained. 
Yet its use is limitless. 
What is most straight appears to be bent. 
What is most dexterous appears to be clumsy. 
The most skilled of debaters use words sparingly. 
Motion overcomes cold. 
Stillness overcomes hot. 
Clearing up the muddiness of the mind 
By allowing it to settle down to its natural stillness, 
Will restore all things to their proper places. 
• 
[45c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The greatest accomplishment seems incomplete, but when you use it, it never has trouble. 
The completely filled object seems empty, but when you use it, it never runs out. 
The straightest looks crooked; 
The cleverest looks clumsy; 



The best debater sounds awkward. 
Tranquility overcomes commotion, coolness overcomes hotness. 
Coolness and tranquility are the real essence of the world. 
• 
[45c09t] Walter Gorn Old, INDEFINITE VIRTUE 
He who sees that his highest attainments are always incomplete may go on working indefinitely. 
He who sees his greatest possessions to be inadequate may go on acquiring for ever. 
His highest rectitude is but crookedness. 
His greatest wisdom is but foolishness. 
His sweetest eloquence is but stammering. 
Action overcomes cold; inaction overcomes heat. 
With virtue and quietness one may conquer the world. 
• 
[45c10t] James Legge 
Who thinks his great achievements poor 
Shall find his vigour long endure. 
Of greatest fulness, deemed a void, 
Exhaustion ne'er shall stem the tide. 
Do thou what's straight still crooked deem; 



Thy greatest art still stupid seem, 
And eloquence a stammering scream. 
Constant action overcomes cold; 
being still overcomes heat. 
Purity and stillness give the correct law to all under heaven. 
• 
[45c11t] David Hinton 
Great perfection seems flawed, but its usefulness never falters. 
Great fullness seems empty, but its usefulness never runs dry. 
Great rectitude seems bent low, 
great skill seems clumsy, 
great eloquence seems quiet. 
Bustling around may overcome cold, but tranquility overcomes heat. 
Master lucid tranquility and you'll govern all beneath heaven. 
• 
[45c12t] Chichung Huang 
Great perfection seems imperfect - 
Its function is unfailing; 
Great fullness seems empty - 



Its function is inexhaustible. 
Great straightness seems bent; 
Great eloquence seems tongue-tied; 
Great adroitness seems clumsy; 
Great affluence seems deficient. 
Restlessness overcomes cold; 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Emptiness and stillness 
May serve as the norm of the empire. 
• 
[45c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Great perfection appears lacking (ch'üeh), 
Its use is unending. 
Great fullness appears empty, 
Its use is inexhaustible. 
Great straightness appears bent, 
Great ingenuity (ch'iao) appears crude, 
Great eloquence (pien) appears inarticulate. 
When agitation (tsao) wins (sheng), the cold arrives, 



When tranquillity (ching) wins (sheng), the hot arrives. 
Clear and tranquil the world is in the right mode (cheng). 
• 
[45c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A splendidly constructed device may appear defective, yet [what counts is that] its applications are 

endless; 
It will take forever to fill up a vast valley, yet [what matters is] its containment is inexhaustible, so 

that we can fetch water from it whenever we have the need; 
Straightness [on a grand scale] may appear warped [to the either physically tiny or 

disadvantageously positioned observer]; 
A man of sublime dexterity may appear to be deceitfully clumsy; 
A skilled debater may sound like suffering from speech impediment [to an indiscreet observer]. 
A restless radiant fire in the stove [produces heat that] can warm up the cold air [surrounding it]; 
[On the other side, a person who can retain his] Serenity can overpower the heat (the restlessness 

generated by the surrounding environment); 
[By the same token] if a ruler would uphold Simplicity and Serenity [unruffled], he will be able to set 

the right standard for the world. 
• 
[45c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



The greatest perfection seems imperfect; yet its use is inexhaustible. 
The greatest fullness seems empty; yet its use is endless. 
The greatest straightness seems bent. 
The greatest skill appears clumsy. 
The greatest eloquence seems stammering. 
Active overcomes cold. 
Calmness overcomes heat. 
Tranquillity is the norm of the world. 
• 
[45c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Great achievement appears imperfect, Its application is limitless. 
Complete fullness appears empty, It cannot be used up. 
Perfect straightness appears bent. 
Adept skills appear awkward. 
Great eloquence appears dull. 
The calm wins out over the impatient. 
The cold wins out over the heat. 
Serenity makes the world orderly. 
• 



[45c17t] Arthur Waley 
What is most perfect seems to have something missing; 
Yet its use is unimpaired. 
What is most full seems empty; 
Yet its use will never fail. 
What is most straight seems crooked; 
The greatest skill seems like clumsiness, 
The greatest eloquence like stuttering. 
Movement overcomes cold; 
But staying still overcomes heat. 
So he by his limpid calm 
Puts right everything under heaven. 
• 
[45c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Great completion seems incomplete, but its functioning is never exhausted. 
Great fullness seems empty, but its functioning is limitless. 
Great straightness seems crooked. 
Great skill seems clumsy. 
Great eloquence seems inarticulate. 



Although the heat of activity conquers cold, quietude conquers heat, so pure quietude is the right way 
to govern all under Heaven. 

• 
[45c19t] Lin Yutang 
CALM QUIETUDE 
The highest perfection is like imperfection, 
And its use is never impaired. 
The greatest abundance seems meager, 
And its use will never fail. 
What is most straight appears devious, 
The greatest skill appears like clumsiness; 
The greatest eloquence seems like stuttering. 
Movement overcomes cold, 
(But) keeping still overcomes heat. 
Who is calm and quiet becomes the guide for the universe. 
• 
[45c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Great perfection appears defective, 
but its usefulness is not diminished. 



Great fullness appears empty, 
but its usefulness is not impaired. 
Great straightness seems crooked, 
Great cleverness seems clumsy, 
Great triumph seems awkward. 
Bustling about vanquishes cold, 
Standing still vanquishes heat. 
Pure and still, one can put things right everywhere under heaven. 
• 
[45c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Great accomplishment seems incomplete, 
yet its use is not impaired. 
Great fullness seems empty, 
yet it will never be drained. 
Great straightness looks crooked. 
Great skill appears clumsy. 
Great eloquence sounds like stammering. 
Movement overcomes cold, stillness overcomes heat. 
The calm and quiet set right everything under heaven. 



• 
[45c22t] David H. Li 
Great Perfection appears flawed; its use is endless. 
Great Fullness appears less; its use is limitless. 
Great Straightness appears warped, 
Great Dexteriousness appears handicapped, 
Great Eloquence appears reticent. 
Serenity wins over rashness; coolness wins over heatedness. 
Serenity governs the world. 
• 
[45c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Great perfection appears imperfect, 
Yet there is no end to its process of perfecting. 
Great fullness appears empty, 
Yet there is no limit to its process of fulfilling. 
Great uprightness appears bent, 
Great mastery seems clumsy, 
Great eloquence sounds awkward, 
Yet they keep growing without limitations. 



Movement overcomes stagnation. 
Stillness overcomes discordance. 
Movement and stillness in balance 
Set the world in evolutionary order. 
• 
[45c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The greatest perfection looks flawed, 
And even so, it never perishes. 
The greatest fullness looks empty, 
And even so, it will never run out. 
The straightest road looks crooked. 
The greatest vigor looks like laziness, 
The greatest eloquence looks like stammering. 
Action overcomes cold, 
Tranquillity overcomes heat. 
Only through purity and tranquillity of spirit 
Can order be imposed on the world. 
• 
[45c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 



A great thing done is never perfect - 
But that doesn't mean it fails: it does what it is. 
Real richness means to act as if you had nothing, 
Because then you will never be drained of it. 
The greatest straightness seems bent, 
The greatest ability seems awkward, 
And the greatest speech, like a stammering. 
Act calmly, not coldly. 
Peace is greater than anger. 
Tranquillity and harmony are the true order of things. 
• 
[45c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The complete perfection seems flawed, 
But its use can never be exhausted; 
The fullest seems empty, 
But its use can never come to an end; 
The straightest seems bent; 
The most skillful seems clumsy; 
The most eloquent seems tongue-tied. 



Movement overcomes cold; 
Quiet overcomes heat. 
So inaction and quiet help one 
Become a leader of the world. 
• 
[45c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Great achievement seems imperfect, yet its usefulness is not diminished. 
Great fullness seems empty, yet it is inexhaustible. 
Great frankness seems to succumb. 
Great discussion seems silent. 
Activity overcomes coldness. 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Purity and stillness are the ideal for the world. 
• 
[45c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The perfect seems defective, but can be used limitlessly. 
The truly full seems empty, but can be used endlessly. 
The straight seems crooked. 
The truly artful seems clumsy. 



The most eloquent seems tongue-tied. 
Peace outdoes turmoil, and cold heat. 
Peace is therefore the best policy. 
• 
[45c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Purity And Stillness 
Lao Tze says, 
The greatest accomplishment seems to have blemishes, but when applied, it is long enduring. 
The greatest fullness seems to be vacant, but when applied, it is inexhaustible. 
The greatest straightness seems crooked. 
The greatest craftiness seems stupid. 
The greatest eloquence seems dumb. 
Restlessness overcomes the cold; 
being still overcomes the heat. 
Purity and stillness give correct law to all in the world. 
• 
[45c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The greatest perfection seems imperfect; 
Yet its use will last without decay. 



The greatest fullness seems empty; 
Yet its use cannot be exhausted. 
The greatest straightness seems crooked; 
The greatest dexterity seems awkward; 
The greatest eloquence seems stammering. 
Activity overcomes cold; 
Quietness overcomes heat. 
Only through purity and quietude can the world be ruled. 
• 
[45c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Great completion appears to be imperfect, 
Yet its usefulness is never exhausted. 
Great fullness appears to be empty, 
Yet its usefulness is unlimited. 
Great straightness seems bent. 
Great craftiness seems clumsy. 
Great eloquence seems to be stuttering. 
Hastiness overcomes the cold. 
Serenity overcomes the hot. 



Calmness and serenity become the rectitude of the world. 
• 
[45c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The greatest perfection will seem lacking in something, 
but its usefulness never ends. 
The greatest solidity will seem Empty, 
but its usefulness is inexhaustible. 
The greatest uprightness will seem compromised, 
the greatest ability will seem clumsy, 
the greatest eloquence will seem tongue-tied. 
"Agitation overcomes cold; 
Stillness overcomes heat." 
Purity and Stillness are the Norm of the World. 
• 
[45c33t] Cheng Lin 
The most perfect appears as though he were imperfect, and his beneficence is inexhaustible. 
The most complete appears as though he were incomplete, and his usefulness is limitless. 
The most upright appears as though he were crooked. 
The most skillful appears as though he were stupid. 



The most eloquent appears as though he were inarticulate. 
Calm can overcome unrest; heat can overcome cold. 
With purity and quiescence of mind, one may rule supreme in this world. 
• 
[45c34t] Yi Wu 
The greatest achievement seems imperfect, yet its usefulness is never exhausted. 
The greatest fullness seems empty, yet its usefulness is endless. 
The greatest straightness seems bent. 
The greatest skill seems clumsy. 
The greatest eloquence seems like stammering. 
Restlessness wins over cold. 
Tranquility wins over heat. 
Pure tranquility is the norm of the world. 
• 
[45c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The greatest accomplishment appears imperfect, but its utility is limitless. 
Immense fullness appears inadequate, yet its use is inexhaustible. 
Though as straight as an arrow, it appears crooked. 
Polished agility appears awkwardly clumsy. 



Great eloquence appears haltingly hesitant. 
Tranquillity prevails upon rashness. 
Coldness overcomes heat. 
The sage maintains quietude and practises non-action. 
He sets an example for everyone to follow. 
• 
[45c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The great perfection seems imperfect, yet its usefulness is unfailing. 
The great fullness appears to be void, yet its usefulness is boundless. 
The great accomplishment seems unfinished. 
The ultimate straightness appears crooked. 
Profound skillfulness appears clumsy. 
Fluent eloquence seems mute. 
Movement overcomes cold. 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Maintain clarity and purity, 
and be a model of deep virtue for all people. 
• 
[45c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



When accomplishment reaches its utmost, 
It is as if nothing is accomplished. 
Its application is never exhausted. 
When fullness reaches its utmost, 
It is as if it is still vacant. 
Its application leads to limitlessness. 
Thus the perfectly straight is as if it were bent. 
The most skilled is as if it were stupid. 
The greatest ability of debate is as if it were speechless. 
Hence, quiescence surpasses movement, 
Coldness surpasses heat, 
Tranquillity sets the example for the world. 
• 
[45c38t] Henry Wei 
Grand Virtue 
Hung Teh 
Great perfection seems imperfect; 
Its utility will never deteriorate. 
Great fullness seems hollow; 



Its utility will be inexhaustible. 
The most straight appears to be bent; 
The most skillful appears to be awkward; 
The most eloquent appears to be stammering. 
Hastiness subdues cold; 
Quiescence subdues heat. 
Purity and quiescence are the norms of the universe. 
• 
[45c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Great accomplishment looks incomplete; 
Use will not wear it out. 
Great fullness looks empty; 
Use will not exhaust it. 
Great straightness looks crooked; 
Great skill looks clumsy; 
Great eloquence sounds stuttering; 
"Being in motion overcomes cold; 
Being still overcomes heat." 
Be clear and still, and you will be the lord of all under Heaven. 



• 
[45c40t] Tao Huang 
Grand perfection seems lacking, yet its use is never exhausted. 
Grand fullness seems empty, yet its use never comes to an end. 
Grand straightforwardness seems bent. 
Grand skill seems clumsy. 
Grand surplus seems deficient. 
Activity overcomes cold. 
Stillness overcomes heat. 
Peace and tranquility can be the measure of the world. 
• 
[45c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The superior perfection may seem imperfect. 
Because of its vast capacity, its function is never exhausted. 
Because of its vast capacity, its function is never limited. 
The superior fulness may seem empty. 
The superior straightness may look like crookedness. 
The superior skill may appear clumsy. 
The superior eloquence may sound like stammering. 



Inaction overcomes restlessness. 
Inaction overcomes impulsiveness. 
Quiescence overcomes irritation. 
He kept purity and tranquility to be the model of the world. 
• 
[45c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
What is most perfect seems to be incomplete; 
But its utility is unimpaired. 
What is most full seems to be empty; 
But its usefulness is inexhaustible. 
What is most straight seems to be crooked. 
The greatest skill seems to be clumsy. 
The greatest eloquence seems to stutter. 
Hasty movement overcomes cold, 
(But) tranquility overcomes heat. 
By being greatly tranquil, 
One is qualified to be the ruler of the world. 
• 
[45c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Верх совершенства кажется изъяном, но польза от него не умаляется; 
верх полноты напоминает пустоту, но польза от нее не иссякает. 
Верх прямоты походит на извилистость, 
верх мастерства напоминает неуклюжесть, 
верх красноречия уподобляется косноязычию. 
Поспешность преодолевает холод, покой одолевает жар. 
Покой, невозмутимость - главное в Поднебесной. 
• 
[45c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Великое совершенство кажется ущербным, но в использовании неистощимо. 
Великая наполненность кажется пустой, но в использовании бесконечна. 
Великая прямизна кажется изогнутой. 
Великое мастерство кажется грубым. 
Великое красноречие кажется косноязычным. 
Покой побеждает движение, а холод одолевает жару. 
Лишь тот, кто умиротворён и спокоен, способен править Поднебесной. 
• 
[45c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Великое совершенство подобно ущербности, но использование его не знает ограничений. 



Великая полнота подобна пустоте, но использование ее не знает предела. 
Великая прямота подобна кривизне. 
Великая изощренность подобна неумелости. 
Великое красноречие подобно косноязычию. 
Возбуждение преодолевает холод, покой преодолевает жар. 
Чистота и покой - вот секрет исправления Поднебесной. 
• 
[45c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Великое совершенство подобно несовершенству, они действуют неустанно. 
Великая полнота подобна пустоте, они действуют неистощимо. 
Великая прямота подобна кривизне. 
Великая искусность подобна неискусности. 
Великое красноречие подобно косноязычию. 
Движение побеждает холод, покой побеждает жару. 
Чистота и покой образуют прямизну Поднебесной. 
• 
[45c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Великое совершенство похоже на несовершенное, но его действие [не может быть] 

нарушено; 



великая полнота похожа на пустоту, но ее действие неисчерпаемо. 
Великая прямота похожа на кривизну; 
великое остроумие похоже на глупость; 
великий оратор похож на заику. 
Ходьба побеждает холод, покой побеждает жару. 
Спокойствие создает порядок в мире. 
• 
[45c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Великое совершенство похоже на несовершенство, но оно неистощимо (хотя беспрестанно 

употребляется). 
Великая полнота похожа на пустоту, но польза ее неизмерима. 
Великая прямота кажется непрямой. 
Великий мастер кажется тупым. 
Великий оратор кажется заикающимся. 
Когда беготня преодолевает (тишину), то бывает холодно; 
когда тишина преодолевает беготню, то бывает тепло. 
Полная тишина есть пример всего мира. 
• 
[45c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Великое достижение кажется ущербным, 
Но польза его беспредельна. 
Великая наполненность кажется пустой, 
Но польза ее неистощима. 
Великая прямота не дает ходить прямо. 
Великое искусство не дает сделать искусно. 
Великое красноречие не дает сказать красиво. 
Быстрые движения одолеют холод, 
Но покой одолеет жару. 
Кто чист и покоен, сможет выправить мир. 
• 
[45c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Великая завершенность отражает изъяны. 
В своем применении неразрушима. 
Великая полнота отражает срединность. 
В своем применении неистощима. 
Великая прямота отражает кривизну. 
Великая смекалка отражает глупость. 
Великое красноречие отражает бормотанье. 



Подвижность побеждает холод. 
Покой побеждает жар. 
Чистота и покой осуществляют исправление Нисхождения Небес. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Six 
 

[46c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When the world has the Way, ambling horses are retired to fertilize [fields]. 
When the world lacks the Way, war horses are reared in the suburbs. 
Of crimes - none is greater than having things that one desires; 
Of disasters - none is greater than not knowing when one has enough. 
Of defects - none brings more sorrow than the desire to attain. 
{Therefore, the contentment one has when he knows that he has enough,} is abiding contentment 

indeed. 
• 
[46c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN the world is in possession of the Tao, 
The galloping horses are led to fertilize the fields with their droppings. 
When the world has become Taoless, 
War horses breed themselves on the suburbs. 
There is no calamity like not knowing what is enough. 
There is no evil like covetousness. 
Only he who knows what is enough will always have enough. 



• 
[46c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the way prevails in the empire, fleet-footed horses are relegated to ploughing the fields; 
When the way does not prevail in the empire, war-horses breed on the border. 
There is no crime greater than having too many desires; 
There is no disaster greater than not being content; 
There is no misfortune greater than being covetous. 
Hence in being content, one will always have enough. 
• 
[46c04t] R. L. Wing 
When the world possesses the Tao, 
Even fast horses are used for their dung. 
When the world is without the Tao, 
War-horses are raised in the suburbs. 
There is no greater misfortune 
Than not knowing what is enough. 
There is no greater fault 
Than desiring to acquire. 
Therefore know that enough is enough. 



There will always be enough. 
• 
[46c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When state politics are on the right track, war horses are used in farming. 
When state politics are off track, even mares with foal have to be used in battle. 
There is no calamity greater than discontentment. 
There is no guilt greater than covetousness. 
Therefore the contentment with knowing contentment is always contented. 
• 
[46c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
When the Tao is present in the universe, 
The horses haul manure. 
When the Tao is absent from the universe, 
War horses are bred outside the city. 
There is no greater sin than desire, 
No greater curse than discontent, 
No greater misfortune than wanting something for oneself. 
Therefore he who knows that enough is enough will always have enough. 
• 



[46c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When things under heaven follow the Dao, 
Horses will roam freely, and their droppings will be found anywhere. 
When things under heaven have departed from the Dao, 
The horses will be reared in special stables away from the city. 
No wrong is greater than having objects to crave for. 
No disaster is greater than not knowing one's true needs. 
No greater ill is invited than by craving to possess. 
Thus, the satisfaction from knowing one's true needs and asking for no more is eternal. 
• 
[46c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When the DAO rules, even the great war horses are used to plow the field, 
When the DAO is overruled, even the pregnant horses are used in battle. 
The biggest disaster is not knowing when to be satisfied, 
The biggest mistake is to always want more. 
Therefore, knowing when to be satisfied is the ever-lasting satisfaction. 
• 
[46c09t] Walter Gorn Old, CURBING DESIRE 
When Tao is in the world, horses are used in the pasture land. 



When Tao has left the world, chargers are reared in the wilderness. 
There is no greater sin than indulging desire. 
There is no greater pain than discontent. 
There is nothing more disastrous than the greed of gain. 
Hence the satisfaction of contentment is an everlasting competence. 
• 
[46c10t] James Legge 
When the Tao prevails in the world, they send back their swift horses to (draw) the dung-carts. 
When the Tao is disregarded in the world, the war-horses breed in the border lands. 
There is no guilt greater than to sanction ambition; 
no calamity greater than to be discontented with one's lot; 
no fault greater than the wish to be getting. 
Therefore the sufficiency of contentment is an enduring and unchanging sufficiency. 
• 
[46c11t] David Hinton 
When all beneath heaven abides in Way, fast horses are kept to work the fields. 
When all beneath heaven forgets Way, war horses are bred among the fertility altars. 
What calamity is greater than no contentment, and what flaw greater than the passion for gain? 
The contentment of fathoming contentment - there lies the contentment that endures. 



• 
[46c12t] Chichung Huang 
When the empire possessed the Tao, 
Galloping horses were turned back to manure the fields; 
When the empire has lost the Tao, 
War-horses are bred on the frontier. 
No crime is greater than indulging in greed; 
No misfortune is greater than not knowing content; 
No catastrophe is more grievous than thirsting for gain. 
Therefore, the content of knowing content 
Makes one constantly content. 
• 
[46c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
When the world practices Tao, 
Fast horses are used for their dung. 
When the world does not practice Tao, 
War horses give birth at the borders. 
Among offenses (tsui), none is greater than having what is desirable. 
Among calamities (huo), none is greater than not knowing contentment. 



Among blames (chiu), none is greater than the desire for gain. 
Therefore the contentment that comes from knowing contentment 
Is a long lasting contentment. 
• 
[46c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
When the world was on the right course, the best way people could make use of their good running 

horses was to walk them, so that they could collect their manure [as fertilizer or fuels]; 
When the world was not on the right course, [even pregnant] horses were used for combat that they 

were compelled to give births amidst ruins in battlefields. 
There is no greater sin than the sin caused by over-indulging oneself; 
There is no more serious misfortune [one may have than being suffered from] greed; 
There is no more condemnable fault one has committed than being obsessed with obtainment. 
Accordingly, one who knows what is reasonably enough shall always hold adequate [Te to be in 

harmony with Tao]. 
• 
[46c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When the world is reigned by the Way, the galloping horses are led to fertilize the fields with their 

droppings. 
When the world is wayless, war horses breed themselves on the suburbs. 



There is no greater calamity than not knowing "enough". 
There is no greater evil than will to gain. 
Therefore "enough" of knowing "enough" is constant "enough". 
• 
[46c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When Tao is dominant, the fast horse is used for farming. 
When Tao is lost, the female horse is used for war and gives birth in the field. 
The worst misfortune is insatiability. 
The worst mistake is rapacity. 
Therefore, content from knowing enough makes people always satisfied. 
• 
[46c17t] Arthur Waley 
When there is Tao in the empire 
The galloping steeds are turned back to fertilize the ground by their droppings. 
When there is not Tao in the empire 
War horses will be reared even on the sacred mounds below the city walls. 
No lure is greater than to possess what others want, 
No disaster greater than not to be content with what one has, 
No presage of evil greater than that men should be wanting to get more. 



Truly: 'He who has once known the contentment that comes simply through being content, will never 
again be otherwise than contented'. 

• 
[46c18t] Richard John Lynn 
When the Dao prevails among all under Heaven, one relegates coursers to producing manure. 
When the Dao does not prevail among all under Heaven, war horses are born in the fields outside 

towns. 
Nothing causes greater disaster than not being content, and nothing brings about greater blame than 

craving something. 
When contentment fills one perfectly, this is indeed constant contentment! 
• 
[46c19t] Lin Yutang 
RACING HORSES 
When the world lives in accord with Tao, 
Racing horses are turned back to haul refuse carts. 
When the world lives not in accord with Tao, 
Cavalry abounds in the countryside. 
There is no greater curse than the lack of contentment. 
No greater sin than the desire for possession. 



Therefore he who is contented with contentment shall be always content. 
• 
[46c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When the Way prevails under heaven, 
swift horses are relegated to fertilizing fields. 
When the Way does not prevail under heaven, 
war-horses breed in the suburbs. 
No guilt is greater than giving in to desire, 
No disaster is greater than discontent, 
No crime is more grievous than the desire for gain. 
Therefore, 
Contentment that derives from knowing when to be content is eternal contentment. 
• 
[46c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
When the Tao prevails in the world 
swift horses are used to fertilize the fields. 
When the Tao is unheeded 
war horses are bred on the border lands. 
There is no greater offense than harboring desires. 



There is no greater disaster than discontent. 
There is no greater misfortune than wanting more. 
Hence, if you are content 
You will always have enough. 
• 
[46c22t] David H. Li 
When the world is governed by Direction, horses haul manure. 
When the world is not governed by Direction, mares foal near [war] location. 
No calamity is greater than not being content; 
No fault is greater than the desire to gain at any cost. 
Thus, one who is content in being content is always content. 
• 
[46c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
When the world follows the Tao, 
Horses are used to fertilize the farm fields. 
When the world does not follow the Tao, 
Even mares are expended to breed in the battlefields. 
When the individual follows the Tao, 
Energy is used in his harmonious inner development. 



When the individual does not follow the Tao, 
Energy is expended in his continuous inner conflict. 
There is no greater vice than giving in to greed, 
No greater calamity than not knowing contentment, 
No greater imputation than succumbing to covetousness. 
Therefore, know and be content with what is enough, 
Then you will always have enough. 
• 
[46c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When Tao rules the world 
Racehorses are harnessed to the garbage cart in the fields. 
When Tao does not rule the world 
War-horses graze in the meadows on the outskirts of the city. 
There is no greater sin than going after what man desires, 
There is no greater sorrow than not knowing a measure of contentment, 
There is no greater obstacle than falling into the pit of greed. 
Therefore, it is sufficient for you to know a measure of contentment in order to know contentment in 

proportion, so as to satisfy your measure. 
• 



[46c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
'When the Tao runs the world, the horses work the farms.' 
Without Tao the horses are led into war along the borders. 
You see, if people want more and more it can only lead to disaster. 
Greed is the seed of apocalypse - 
it is the rocket-fuel of selfishness: me, me, me! 
If people could only be glad with all they have, if they only knew it, they'd be happy. 
• 
[46c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
When the Tao prevails in the world, 
The battle steeds are returned to farmers for tilling the fields; 
When the Tao does not prevail in the world, 
Even pregnant mares are taken over for wars. 
No crime is greater than greediness; 
No disaster is greater than the lack of contentment; 
Thus the contentment of feeling content 
Is an eternal contentment. 
• 
[46c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



When there is Tao under Heaven, fleet-footed horses are working in the fields. 
When there is no Tao under Heaven, war horses appear outside the city. 
There is no greater crime than having wrong desires. 
There is no greater hardship than being discontent. 
There is no greater misfortune than obtaining one's own triumph. 
That is why he who feels content is always content. 
• 
[46c28t] Liu Qixuan 
With the Way, horses are used for farming. 
With the Way lost, horses give births in battlefields. 
No disaster is worse than greed. 
No fault is worse than desire. 
Therefore, one who can be easily satisfied 
Will be always satisfied. 
• 
[46c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
On Contentment 
Lao Tze says, 
When the world lives in accord with the Tao, racing horses are sent to the dung-cart. 



When the world lives not in accord with the Tao, the war-horses breed on the border. 
There is no sin greater than to sanction ambition; 
no calamity greater than not being contented; 
no fault greater than the wish to obtain. 
Therefore, he who is content with contentment shall be always content. 
• 
[46c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When Tao reigns in the world, 
Swift horses are curbed for hauling the dung-carts (in the field). 
When Tao does not reign in the world, 
War horses are bred on the commons (outside the cities). 
There is no greater crime than seeking what men desire; 
There is no greater misery than knowing no content; 
There is no greater calamity than indulging in greed. 
Therefore the contentment of knowing content will ever be contented. 
• 
[46c31t] Paul J. Lin 
In a world with Tao, 
racing horses are drawn back [to the fields] for dung. 



In a world without Tao, 
war horses are raised outside the city. 
No crime is greater than having desires. 
No calamity is greater than not knowing contentment. 
No fault is greater than longing for gain. 
Therefore, the contentment of knowing contentment is always contentment. 
• 
[46c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When the world has Tao, 
they have no use for saddle horses, 
using them to haul manure. 
When the world has no Tao, 
they raise war horses on sacred ground. 
Nothing is more crime producing than desirable things; 
nothing is a worse misfortune than not being content; 
nothing makes for more guilt than desire for gain. 
Yes: 
Be content with enough, and there will always be enough. 
• 



[46c33t] Cheng Lin 
When Truth prevails in this world, horses are employed to work on the farm. 
When Truth fails to prevail in this world, horses employed in war are bred on the outskirts of the 

metropolis. 
There is no error greater than that of having many desires. 
There is no calamity greater than the feeling of discontent. 
There is no fault greater than the desire for gain. 
Therefore, he who knows contentment is always contented. 
• 
[46c34t] Yi Wu 
When the world is with the Way, 
Galloping horses are sent back for dung. 
When the world is without the Way, 
War horses are raised in the suburbs. 
No calamity is greater than not knowing contentment; 
No trouble is greater than desiring gain. 
Therefore, the contentment of knowing contentment is constant contentment. 
• 
[46c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



When Dao prevails, thoroughbred horses plough the land. 
When Dao is in decline, cavalry horses give birth near the battlefields. 
There is no curse worse than insatiable greed. 
There is no misfortune worse than unquenchable desire. 
Only a person who knows when enough is enough is always contented. 
• 
[46c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When the people of the world live in accord with the subtle Way of the universe, 
horses are used for agricultural purposes. 
When the people of the world do not live in accord with the subtle Way of the universe, 
then horses, even pregnant mares, are driven into the battlefield and bred there. 
There is no greater calamity for a nation, or for an individual, 
than not finding contentment with one's own sufficiency. 
There is no greater mistake for a nation, or for an individual, 
than to be covetous. 
Hence, when one is content within one's own nature, one will always have enough. 
• 
[46c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When the world is governed according to Tao, 



Horses are used to work on the farm. 
When the world is not governed according to Tao, 
Horses and weapons are produced for the frontier. 
No crime is greater than that of ambition. 
No misfortune is greater than that of discontentment. 
No fault is greater than that of conquering. 
Therefore, to know contentment through contentment 
Is to always have enough. 
• 
[46c38t] Henry Wei 
Moderation of Desire 
Chien Yu 
When the world goes in accord with Tao, 
Horses are used for hauling manure. 
When the world is out of keeping with Tao, 
Horses are reared in the suburbs for war. 
No sin is greater than yielding to desires; 
No misfortune greater than not knowing contentment; 
No fault greater than hankering after wealth. 



Therefore, know contentment! 
He who knows contentment is always content. 
• 
[46c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When Tao prevails under Heaven, 
Fleet-footed horses are taken out [of service] to fertilize the fields. 
When Tao fails to prevail under Heaven, 
War horses breed on the sacred mounds outside the city walls. 
No misfortune is greater than not knowing contentment; 
No calamity is greater than wanting to possess. 
Therefore, he who knows the sufficiency of contentment 
Is always contented. 
• 
[46c40t] Tao Huang 
When there is Tao in the world, work horses are used to fertilize the land. 
Without Tao in the world, the war horse flourishes in the countryside. 
There is no crime greater than fostering desire. 
There is no disaster greater than not knowing when there is enough. 
There is no fault greater than wanting to possess. 



Knowing that sufficiency is enough always suffices. 
• 
[46c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When the world was under the rule of Dao, horses were distributed to cultivate farms. 
When the world was without the rule of Dao, horses were armed and brought to battlefields. 
No fault if greater than excessive desire. 
No calamity is greater than to know no satisfaction. 
No sin is greater than excessive gain. 
To know satisfaction is to be always satisfied. 
• 
[46c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When Tao prevails in the world, galloping horses are turned back to fertilize (the fields with their 

dung). 
When Tao does not prevail in the world, war horses thrive in the suburbs. 
There is no calamity greater than lavish desires. 
There is no greater guilt than discontentment. 
And there is no greater disaster than greed. 
He who is contented with contentment is always contented. 
• 



[46c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда Дао в Поднебесной есть, то скакунов отводят унавоживать поля; 
когда Дао в Поднебесной нет, то боевых коней растят в походах. 
Нет худшего несчастья, чем незнание того, что для тебя является достаточным; 
нет тяжелее бедствия, чем страсть к приобретению. 
Когда же ведают о том, что то, чего достаточно, является достаточным, находятся в 

незыблемом достатке. 
• 
[46c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда Поднебесная следует Дао, боевых лошадей отправляют унавоживать поля. 
Когда Поднебесная не следует Дао, боевых лошадей приводят к городским стенам. 
Нет большей беды, чем не знать меры. 
Нет большего зла, чем быть в плену у желаний. 
Поэтому, познавший меру в мере, неизменно хранит её. 
• 
[46c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда в Поднебесной есть Дао-Путь, кони спокойно унавоживают землю. 
Когда в Поднебесной нет Дао-Пути, боевые кони родятся в предместьях. 
Нет больше вины, чем страстям поддаться. 



Нет больше беды, чем меры не знать. 
Нет больше преступления, чем желание обладать. 
Поэтому знающий меру сам является мерой; он всегда всему мера. 
• 
[46c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Когда Дао находится в Поднебесной, пасущиеся кони унавоживают землю. 
Когда в Поднебесной нет Дао, боевые кони кормятся в предместье. 
Нет большей беды, чем незнание меры. 
Нет большего бедствия, чем страсть к выгоде. 
Вот почему знание меры в мере есть постоянная мера. 
• 
[46c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда в стране существует дао, лошади унавоживают землю; 
когда в стране отсутствует дао, боевые кони пасутся в окрестностях. 
Нет больше несчастья, чем незнание границы своей страсти, 
и нет большей опасности, чем стремление к приобретению [богатств]. 
Поэтому, кто умеет удовлетворяться, всегда доволен [своей жизнью]. 
• 
[46c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Когда во всем мире соблюдается Тао, то быстрые кони забудутся и вся нива будет 
обрабатываться. 

Когда на всей земле не соблюдается Тао, то военные кони будут расти в окрестностях 
города. 

Нет греха тяжелее страстей. 
Нет беды тяжелее незнания удовлетворения. 
Нет преступления тяжелее жадного хотения приобрести много. 
Вот почему знающий меру бывает доволен своим положением. 
• 
[46c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Когда в мире есть Путь, 
Верховых лошадей отводят унавоживать поля. 
Когда в мире нет Пути, 
Боевых коней растят на дальних заставах. 
Нет большего преступления, чем потакать вожделению. 
Нет больше беды, чем не знать, что имеешь довольно. 
Нет большего порока, чем страсть к обладанию. 
Посему удовлетворенность знанием того, что имеешь в достатке, - вот неизбывное 

довольство. 



• 
[46c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
При наличии Пути в Поднебесной и скаковых жеребцов отправляют для унавоживания 

полей. 
При отсутствии Пути в Поднебесной и кобылы, обряженные в боевую упряжь, живут в 

предместьях. 
Нет большего преступления, чем попустительствовать стремлениям. 
Нет большей беды, чем неосознание достаточности. 
Нет большей проблемы, чем стремление обрести. 
Причинность: 
Осознание достаточности достаточного - это постоянная достаточность. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Seven 
 

[47c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
No need to leave your door to know the whole world; 
No need to peer through your windows to know the Way of Heaven. 
The farther you go, the {less} you know. 
{Therefore the Sage knows without going}, 
Names {without seeing}, 
And completes without doing a thing. 
• 
[47c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WITHOUT going out of your door, 
You can know the ways of the world. 
Without peeping through your window, 
You can see the Way of Heaven. 
The farther you go, 
The less you know. 
Thus, the Sage knows without travelling, 
Sees without looking, 



And achieves without Ado. 
• 
[47c03t] D. C. Lau 
Without stirring abroad 
One can know the whole world; 
Without looking out of the window 
One can see the way of heaven. 
The further one goes 
The less one knows. 
Therefore the sage knows without having to stir, 
Identifies without having to see, 
Accomplishes without having to act. 
• 
[47c04t] R. L. Wing 
Without going out of doors, 
Know the world. 
Without looking through the window, 
See the Tao in Nature. 
One may travel very far, 



And know very little. 
Therefore, Evolved Individuals 
Know without going about, Recognize without looking, Achieve without acting. 
• 
[47c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Without going out of the door, one can know things under Heaven. 
Without looking through the window, one can see the Way (Tao) of Heaven. 
The farther one goes, the less one knows. 
Therefore the sage knows without going through, 
Understands without seeing, 
And accomplishes without doing anything. 
• 
[47c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Without going outside, you may know the whole world. 
Without looking through the window, you may see the ways of heaven. 
The farther you go, the less you know. 
Thus the sage knows without traveling; 
He sees without looking; 
He works without doing. 



• 
[47c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Without stepping out of the door, 
One can know the universal truth that pervades the universe. 
Without peeping through the window, 
One can see the Dao of Nature. 
He who goes to a distant land in search of the Truth 
Will only distant himself from the Truth. 
The Sage knows it all without traveling afar. 
He is illuminated without seeing with his physical eyes. 
He accomplishes without ever contriving to accomplish. 
• 
[47c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Without traveling, you can know what happens in the world. 
Without looking out the window, you can know what happens in the universe. 
The more you travel, the less you know. 
Therefore, the great men knew everything without traveling, 
Recognized everything without seeing it personally, 
Accomplished everything by WUWEI. 



• 
[47c09t] Walter Gorn Old, LOOKING ABROAD 
A man may know the world without leaving his own home. 
Through his windows he can see the supreme Tao. 
The further afield he goes the less likely is he to find it. 
Therefore the wise man knows without travelling, names things without seeing them, and 

accomplishes everything without action. 
• 
[47c10t] James Legge 
Without going outside his door, one understands (all that takes place) under the sky; 
without looking out from his window, one sees the Tao of Heaven. 
The farther that one goes out (from himself), the less he knows. 
Therefore the sages got their knowledge without travelling; 
gave their (right) names to things without seeing them; 
and accomplished their ends without any purpose of doing so. 
• 
[47c11t] David Hinton 
You can know all beneath heaven though you never step out the door, 
and you can see the Way of heaven though you never look out the window. 



The further you explore, the less you know. 
So it is that a sage knows by going nowhere, names by seeing nothing, perfects by doing nothing. 
• 
[47c12t] Chichung Huang 
Without leaving the door, 
You may know everything under heaven; 
Without peeping through the window, 
You may know heaven's Tao. 
The farther you venture abroad, 
The less you know. 
Hence, the sage man 
Knew without traveling, 
Understood without seeing, 
Accomplished without acting. 
• 
[47c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Without stepping (ts'u) out the door, 
Know (chih) the world. 
Without looking out the window, 



See (chien) the Tao of Heaven. 
The farther one comes out, 
The less one knows. 
Therefore the sage knows (chih) without travelling, 
Names (ming) things without seeing (chien) them, 
Accomplishes (cheng) without work (wei). 
• 
[47c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
We do not necessarily have to leave our house to learn about the world; 
It is possible to understand heavenly Tao without looking through windows; 
For the farther one travels, the less one knows; 
Therefore, 
A Sage would know the situation without necessarily being there himself - he can size up the 

circumstance without being needfully there; 
[Most important of all] he can accomplish deeds without tampering with [Nature]. 
• 
[47c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Without going out of your door, you are aware of the world. 
Without looking out of your window, you see the Way of Heaven. 



The farther one goes, the less one knows. 
Thus, the sage knows without going out, sees without looking, and achieves without doing. 
• 
[47c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Without leaving home, one can know the world. 
Without watching through window, one can know astronomy. 
The farther one travels, the less one understands. 
Therefore, the sage knows without traveling, understands without seeing, and succeeds without 

forcing. 
• 
[47c17t] Arthur Waley 
Without leaving his door 
He knows everything under heaven. 
Without looking out of his window 
He knows all the ways of heaven. 
For the further one travels 
The less one knows. 
Therefore the Sage arrives without going, 
Sees all without looking, 



Does nothing, yet achieves everything. 
• 
[47c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Know all under Heaven without even leaving your gate; 
see the Dao of Heaven without even peering out your window. 
The farther one goes out, the less he will know. 
Thus it is that the sage knows without making a move and names without seeing. 
He brings about the completion of things without taking action. 
• 
[47c19t] Lin Yutang 
PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE 
Without stepping outside one's doors, 
One can know what is happening in the world, 
Without looking out of one's windows, 
One can see the Tao of Heaven. 
The farther one pursues knowledge, 
The less one knows. 
Therefore the Sage knows without running about, 
Understands without seeing, 



Accomplishes without doing. 
• 
[47c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Without going out-of-doors, 
one may know all under heaven; 
Without peering through windows, 
one may know the Way of heaven. 
The farther one goes, 
The less one knows. 
For this reason, 
The sage 
knows without journeying, 
understands without looking, 
accomplishes without acting. 
• 
[47c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Without going outside 
you can know the ways of the world. 
Without looking through the window 



you can see the way of heaven. 
The farther you go the less you know. 
Therefore, 
the True Person arrives without traveling, perceives without looking, and acts without striving. 
• 
[47c22t] David H. Li 
Without leaving home, one knows the world; 
Without looking through the window, one discerns the cosmos's Direction. 
The farther one moves about, the less one knows. 
Thus, 
the sage knows without moving about, 
discerns without looking through the window, 
accomplishes with laissez-faire. 
• 
[47c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Without going out the door, 
You can know the ways of the world. 
Without looking out the window, 
You can know the ways of heaven. 



The farther you go outward, the less you know. 
Thus, the sage knows without going outward, 
Understands without looking outward, 
Accomplishes without acting outward. 
• 
[47c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Without crossing the threshold of the gate 
It is possible to know the entire world. 
Without looking through the window 
It is possible to see the Tao of heaven. 
The further the person goes, 
The less he knows. 
Therefore the sage 
Knows everything without going through the streets, 
Names everything without seeing it, 
Accomplishes every task without doing anything. 
• 
[47c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Without going anywhere, 



you can know the whole world. 
Without even opening your window, 
you can know the ways of Heaven. 
You see: the further away you go, the less you know ... 
The sage doesn't need to travel around: 
Why? 
Because he can still understand. 
He sees without needing 'to see', 
He never does anything, and yet it all happens. 
• 
[47c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Without stirring out of the house, 
One can know everything in the world; 
Without looking out of the window, 
One can see the Tao of heaven. 
The further one travels, 
The less one knows. 
That is why the sage 
Knows everything without going out; 



Sees the Tao of heaven without looking out of the window; 
Succeeds without resorting to action. 
• 
[47c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Without going outside 
one can know the whole world. 
Without looking out of the window 
one can see the Tao of Heaven. 
The further one goes, the less one knows. 
Therefore the sage 
without walking, knows everything, 
without seeing, identifies everything, 
without doing, accomplishes everything. 
• 
[47c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Without going out of the door, 
One can feel the world. 
Without looking out of the window, 
One can feel the universe. 



The farther one goes, 
The less one knows. 
Therefore, 
The wise person arrives without traveling, 
Knows without seeing, 
And achieves without willful actions. 
• 
[47c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Pursuit of Knowledge 
Lao Tze says, 
Without stepping outside the door, a man can know what has taken place in the world. 
Without looking out the window, a man can discern the Tao of Heaven. 
The farther a man goes out, the less he knows. 
Therefore, the sages got their knowledge not through visiting there; 
gave their names to things not because they had seen them; 
and accomplished their ends not because they ever had intent to control fate. 
• 
[47c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Without going out of the door 



One can know the whole world; 
Without peeping out of the window 
One can see the Tao of heaven. 
The further one travels 
The less one knows. 
Therefore the Sage knows everything without travelling; 
He names everything without seeing it; 
He accomplishes everything without doing it. 
• 
[47c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Without going out-of-doors, 
One can know the whole world. 
Without looking out of windows, 
One can see the Tao of heaven. 
The farther one goes, the less one knows. 
Therefore, the Sage does not go and yet knows, 
Doesn't see and yet names, 
Doesn't act and yet completes. 
• 



[47c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Understanding the world 
without going out the door. 
Understanding Heaven's Way 
without looking out the window. 
Traveling very widely, understanding very little. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Knows without any going, 
names without any looking, 
accomplishes without any doing. 
• 
[47c33t] Cheng Lin 
Without leaving the house, one may know everything about the world. 
Without looking through the window, one may see the way of Heaven. 
The further one travels, the less he knows. 
Thus, the Sage possesses wisdom without seeking; 
becomes famous without display; 
achieves success without effort. 
• 



[47c34t] Yi Wu 
Without going out of doors, one can know the world. 
Without looking out of windows, one can see the Way of Heaven. 
The more one goes, the less one knows. 
Therefore, the sage 
knows without travelling, 
names without looking, 
achieves without action. 
• 
[47c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Without stepping out of the house, 
You can know what is going on in the world. 
Without peering out the window, 
You can understand the way of Dao. 
The farther you travel, the less you really know. 
Therefore, the sage knows without having to travel. 
Without seeing for himself, he can understand the law of nature. 
Without meddling, he accomplishes easily. 
• 



[47c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Without going out of your door, you can know the ways of the world. 
Without looking through your window, you can see the Way of Heaven. 
The farther you go, the less you know. 
Thus, one of deep virtue knows without going, 
sees without looking, 
and accomplishes without doing. 
• 
[47c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Without going out of the gate, 
One is aware of the world. 
Without peering outside, 
One sees the way of heaven. 
The farther away one is, 
The less one is aware. 
Therefore, the wise is aware of all things 
Without moving a step. 
He identifies all things 
Without looking at them. 



He completes all things 
Without action. 
• 
[47c38t] Henry Wei 
Far Seeing 
Chien Yuan 
Without going out of doors, 
One can know the world; 
Without looking through the window, 
One can realize the Way of Heaven. 
The farther one goes, 
The less one knows. 
Therefore, the Sage knows without going out, 
Discriminates without seeing, 
And accomplishes without action. 
• 
[47c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Without leaving the door, 
You may know all under Heaven. 



Without looking out the window, 
You may know the way of Heaven. 
The further you go, 
The less you know. 
Therefore the sage 
Knows without going, 
Sees without looking, 
Fulfills without doing. 
• 
[47c40t] Tao Huang 
In order to know the world, do not step outside the door. 
In order to know the Tao of heaven, do not peer through the window. 
The further out you go, the less you know. 
So the sage knows without moving, identifies without seeing, accomplishes without acting. 
• 
[47c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Without leaving the door one may know the course of the world. 
Without looking through the window one may see the law of nature. 
The maximum extreme possesses a minimum of knowledge. 



Hence a sage ruler knew without traveling; 
designated without seeing; 
and accomplished without interfering. 
• 
[47c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
One may know the world without going out of doors. 
One may see the Way of Heaven without looking through the windows. 
The further one goes, the less one knows. 
Therefore the sage knows without going about, 
Understands without seeing, 
And accomplishes without any action. 
• 
[47c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Знают Поднебесную, не выходя за дверь, и видят Дао Неба, не подглядывая из окна. 
Чем далее уходят, тем меньше знают. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек не делает ни шагу, а все знает, он прозревает в то, 

чего не видит, и добивается успеха, находясь в бездействии. 
• 
[47c92t] А. А. Маслов 



Не выходя со двора, можно познать весь мир. 
Не выглядывая в окно, можно узреть Путь Неба. 
Чем дальше идёшь - тем меньше узнаёшь. 
Поэтому мудрецы познавали, никуда не отправляясь; 
постигали, не видя; 
свершали, не действуя. 
• 
[47c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Не выходя со двора, я познаю Поднебесную. 
Не открывая окна, зрю я небесный Путь-Дао. 
Чем дальше мы ходим, тем меньше мы знаем. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый никуда не ходит, но все знает; 
Он ни на что не смотрит, но все постигает; 
Он ничего не творит, но все свершает. 
• 
[47c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Не выходя за дверь, познаю Поднебесную. 
Не выглядывая в окно, вижу небесное Дао. 
Чем дальше идешь, тем меньше знаешь. 



Вот почему совершенномудрый человек не ходит, а познает; 
не смотрит, но именует; 
не деяет, но создает. 
• 
[47c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Не выходя со двора, можно познать мир. 
Не выглядывая из окна, можно видеть естественное дао. 
Чем дальше идешь, тем меньше познаешь. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый не ходит, но познает [все]. 
Не видя [вещей], он проникает в их [сущность]. 
Не действуя, он добивается успеха. 
• 
[47c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Не выходя из дома, (мудрецы) знают, что делается на свете. 
Не глядя в окно, они видят Небесное Тао. 
Чем больше удаляешься от дома, тем меньше знаешь. 
Поэтому, святые (мудрецы) достигают знания, не выходя никуда; 
не видя предмета, они знают название его. 
Не делая ничего, они совершают много. 



• 
[47c97t] В. В. Малявин 
He выходя со двора, можешь познать мир. 
Не открывая окна, можешь узреть Небесный Путь. 
Чем дальше уходишь, тем меньше узнаешь. 
Вот почему премудрый человек 
Никуда не ходит - а все знает, 
Ни на что не смотрит - а все понимает, 
Ничего не делает - а все свершает. 
• 
[47c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Не выходя в двери, осознаешь Нисхождение Небес. 
Не выглядывая в окна, видишь небесный Путь. 
Чем дальше ты выходишь, тем меньше ты осознаешь. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости не движется, а осознает. 
Не видит, а именует. 
Не осуществляет, а совершает. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Eight 
 

[48c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Those who work at their studies increase day after day; 
Those who have heard the Tao decrease day after day. 
The decrease and decrease, till they get to the point where they {do} nothing. 
{They do nothing and yet there's nothing left undone}. 
{When someone wants to} take control of the world, he must always be unconcerned with affairs. 
For in a case where he's concerned with affairs, 
{He'll be un}worthy, {as well}, of taking control of the {world}. 
• 
[48c02t] John C. H. Wu 
LEARNING consists in daily accumulating; 
The practice of Tao consists in daily diminishing. 
Keep on diminishing and diminishing, 
Until you reach the state of No-Ado. 
No-Ado, and yet nothing is left undone. 
To win the world, one must renounce all. 
If one still has private ends to serve, 



One will never be able to win the world. 
• 
[48c03t] D. C. Lau 
In the pursuit of learning one knows more every day; 
In the pursuit of the way one does less every day. 
One does less and less until one does nothing at all, and when one does nothing at all there is nothing 

that is undone. 
It is always through not meddling that the empire is won. 
Should you meddle, then you are not equal to the task of winning the empire. 
• 
[48c04t] R. L. Wing 
To pursue the academic, add to it daily. 
To pursue the Tao, subtract from it daily. 
Subtract and subtract again, 
To arrive at nonaction. 
Through nonaction nothing is left undone. 
The world is always held without effort. 
The moment there is effort, The world is beyond holding. 
• 



[48c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The pursuit of learning is to increase (knowledge) day after day. 
The pursuit of Tao is to decrease (knowledge) day after day. 
Decreasing and decreasing again, till one has reached nonaction (wu-wei). 
Nonaction and yet there is nothing that is not done by it. 
To govern all under Heaven one usually should not take any arbitrary action. 
If one tends to do anything arbitrarily, 
One is not qualified to govern all under Heaven. 
• 
[48c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
In the pursuit of learning, every day something is acquired. 
In the pursuit of Tao, every day something is dropped. 
Less and less is done 
Until non-action is achieved. 
When nothing is done, nothing is left undone. 
The world is ruled by letting things take their course. 
It cannot be ruled by interfering. 
• 
[48c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



The more we learn, 
The more things are plowed into our minds; 
The more we follow the Dao, 
The more things are taken out of our minds. 
As we take more and more things out of our mind, 
We finally arrive at the state of losing the sense of contriving and action. 
At that point we be in the state of non-action. 
At that point all actions will be done in the state of non-action. 
To win the hearts of all under heaven, 
We must always leave people alone. 
If we do not leave them alone, 
We will not win their adherence. 
• 
[48c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The more you study a subject, the more you know; 
the more you study the DAO, the less you know; 
Less and less, until at the end you achieve WUWEI. 
By WUWEI, you can accomplish everything. 
If you want to govern a country, always try to let nothing happen; 



If you make things happen, you are not suitable for governing the country. 
• 
[48c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE DISTRESS OF KNOWLEDGE 
Bodily and mental distress is increased every day in the effort to get knowledge. 
But this distress is daily diminished by the getting of Tao. 
Do you continually curtail your effort till there be nothing of it left? 
By non-action there is nothing which cannot be effected. 
A man might, without the least distress, undertake the government of the world. 
But those who distress themselves about governing the world are not fit for it. 
• 
[48c10t] James Legge 
He who devotes himself to learning (seeks) from day to day to increase (his knowledge); 
he who devotes himself to the Tao (seeks) from day to day to diminish (his doing). 
He diminishes it and again diminishes it, till he arrives at doing nothing (on purpose). 
Having arrived at this point of non-action, there is nothing which he does not do. 
He who gets as his own all under heaven does so by giving himself no trouble (with that end). 
If one take trouble (with that end), he is not equal to getting as his own all under heaven. 
• 
[48c11t] David Hinton 



To work at learning brings more each day. 
To work at Way brings less each day, 
less and still less 
until you're doing nothing yourself. 
And when you're doing nothing yourself, there's nothing you don't do. 
To grasp all beneath heaven, leave it alone. 
Leave it alone, that's all, 
and nothing in all beneath heaven will elude you. 
• 
[48c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who pursues learning daily increases; 
He who hears the Tao daily decreases. 
He decreases and decreases 
Until he acts not 
And has no intention to act. 
He who wishes to win all under heaven 
Never creates disturbances. 
If he creates disturbances, 
He is no longer fit to win all under heaven. 



• 
[48c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
To pursue (wei) learning one increases daily. 
To pursue (wei) Tao one decreases daily. 
To decrease and again to decrease, 
Until one arrives at not doing (wu-wei). 
Not doing (wu-wei) and yet nothing is not done. 
Always take the empire when there are no businesses. 
If there are businesses, 
It is not worthwhile to take the empire. 
• 
[48c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In order to enhance his scholarship, a person must strive for improvement all the time; 
To enrich his cultivation of Te, a person must chip off [his selfishness] day after day; 
[A Sage] reduces his [selfishness] bit by bit, until he is finally capable of practicing the principle of 

non-interference; 
[After he has habitually internalized the above three self-improvements] he will be able to administer 

whatever tasks properly [without transgressing the principle of non-interference]. 
Those [kings and lords], who had won over the world did not originally set out [with the intention] to 



triumph over the world; 
[On the other hand] Those [kings and lords], who primarily intended to conquer the world, had for 

this reason have their arete pared too much that they are not able to accomplish such grand tasks of 
winning over the whole world. 

• 
[48c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
By learning, one advances day by day. 
By practicing the Way, one reduces day by day. 
Reducing and reducing, until you reach the state of non-doing. 
Non-doing, and yet not not doing. 
To win over the world, one must "have no work". 
If one still has work, one will never be able to win over the world. 
• 
[48c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Studying can be of benefit from day to day. 
Following Tao one uses less force day after day. 
Less and less, one uses no force. 
Yet, he succeeds in everything. 
To govern the world, one interferes nothing. 



If he interferes, he is unqualified to govern the world. 
• 
[48c17t] Arthur Waley 
Learning consists in adding to one's stock day by day; 
The practice of Tao consists in 
'Subtracting day by day, 
Subtracting and yet again subtracting 
Till one has reached inactivity. 
But by this very inactivity 
Everything can be activated.' 
Those who of old won the adherence of all who live under heaven 
All did so by not interfering. 
Had they interfered, 
They would never have won this adherence. 
• 
[48c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The pursuit of learning means having more each day, 
But the pursuit of the Dao means having less each day. 
Having less upon having less, eventually one reaches the point where one engages in no conscious 



action, yet nothing remains undone. 
One who takes all under Heaven as his charge always tends to matters without deliberate action. 
But when it comes to one who does take conscious action, 
Such a one is not worthy to take all under Heaven as his charge. 
• 
[48c19t] Lin Yutang 
CONQUERING THE WORLD BY INACTION 
The student of knowledge (aims at) learning day by day; 
The student of Tao (aims at) losing day by day. 
By continual losing 
One reaches doing nothing (laissez-faire). 
By doing nothing everything is done. 
He who conquers the world often does so by doing nothing. 
When one is compelled to do something, 
The world is already beyond his conquering. 
• 
[48c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The pursuit of learning results in daily increase, 
Hearing the Way leads to daily decrease. 



Decrease and again decrease, until you reach nonaction. 
Through nonaction, no action is left undone. 
Should one desire to gain all under heaven, 
One should remain ever free of involvements. 
For, 
Just as surely as one becomes involved, 
One is unfit for gaining all under heaven. 
• 
[48c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
In the pursuit of learning, 
every day something is added. 
In the pursuit of the Tao, 
every day something is dropped. 
Less and less is done 
until you come to action with striving. 
When you follow this practice, 
nothing remains undone. 
All under heaven is won by letting things take their course. 
Nothing can be gained by interfering. 



• 
[48c22t] David H. Li 
Aiming at study, one's avarice gains day by day; 
Aiming at Direction, one's avarice loses day by day. 
Losing [avarice] upon losing [avarice], one ends with laissez-faire. 
Laissez-faire permeates everything. 
To govern the world, one always practices laissez-faire. 
Without laissez-faire, one is unfit to govern the world. 
• 
[48c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The practice of ordinary learning increases complexity daily. 
The practice of the Tao increases simplicity daily. 
Simplicity leads to more simplicity, 
Until it reaches the state of pristine nonaction. 
Then nothing is done, yet nothing remains undone. 
Thus, one who wins the world does so 
By not meddling with it, through nonaction, with simplicity. 
One who loses the world does so 
By meddling with it, through action, with complexity. 



• 
[48c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who pursues his studies 
Will be wiser with every passing day, 
The person who seeks the Tao 
Will decrease with every passing day. 
Less and less, he will continue to decrease, 
Until he reaches the state of non-action, 
And by non-action it is possible to do everything. 
Li Chia-mou said: 
"He who pursues learning acquires knowledge; he who seeks the Tao casts off his ignorance. 
The more the person knows, the more he has to get rid of. 
Therefore, adding means nothing more than decreasing." 
• 
[48c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Usually, people read because they want to know - 
but the more you study the Tao, the less you want knowledge. 
And as you want less and less, you come closer to not-doing. 
Wu-wei - this is the way to get things done. 



The best way to run the world is to let it take its course 
- and to get yourself out of the way of it! 
• 
[48c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who seeks learning must increase his knowledge every day; 
He who seeks the Tao must reduce his knowledge every day; 
He reduces and reduces until he reaches the state of inaction. 
When reaching the state of inaction, one can succeeds in everything. 
To govern the world well, one must take inaction as the principle. 
If one governs with too much action, one is not a worthy governor. 
• 
[48c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
In the course of learning, one increases every day. 
In the course of Tao, one decreases every day. 
Decreasing and decreasing, until doing nothing. 
Doing nothing, yet everything is done. 
That is why he who aims at rulership should let things take their course. 
Should he try to interfere, he is not worthy of aiming at rulership. 
• 



[48c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Those who approach being academically 
Will become filled in mind day by day. 
Those who approach non-being for the Way 
Will become freed in mind day by day. 
When one is freed of all wanton ideas and desires 
One arrives at the state of no willful action. 
One who does nothing out of personal will 
Can achieve all purposes at the same time. 
It is only when no willful actions are needed, 
That one can win the world. 
When a person must act willfully to achieve a purpose, 
That person has not the sufficient conditions to be a leader. 
• 
[48c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Govern The World By No Business 
Lao Tze says, 
He who devotes himself to learning from day to day increases his knowledge. 
He who devotes himself to the Tao from day to day diminishes his intention. 



He diminishes it and again diminishes it, till he arrives at doing without intention. 
Having arrived at this point of doing without intention, there is nothing left undone. 
He who manages the world's affairs does so by giving himself no trouble. 
If he troubles himself, he is not qualified to manage the world's affairs. 
• 
[48c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who pursues learning will increase every day; 
He who pursues Tao will decrease every day. 
He will decrease and continue to decrease, 
Till he comes to non-action; 
By non-action everything can be done. 
• 
[48c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The pursuit of learning increases daily. 
The pursuit of Tao decreases daily, 
Decreasing more and more 
Until it reaches the point of inaction. 
Inaction: then nothing cannot be done by it, 
Therefore the capture of the world should always be done by inactivity. 



As for activity, it is insufficient to capture the world. 
• 
[48c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Doing Learning, one profits everyday." 
Doing Tao, one suffers a loss everyday - 
loses, and loses some more, 
and so arrives at not doing anything. 
Doing nothing, nothing will remain not done. 
Taking over the world: only by not working. 
A person who sets to working, 
doesn't have what it takes to take over the world. 
• 
[48c33t] Cheng Lin 
With learning one aims at constant augmentation. 
With Truth one aims at constant diminution. 
The diminution continues and continues until the state of inaction is reached. 
Because of inaction, nothing is left undone. 
When one constantly abides by inaction, he can win an Empire. 
If he does not abide by inaction, he will never be able to win an Empire. 



• 
[48c34t] Yi Wu 
To pursue learning is to increase daily. 
To practice the Way is to decrease daily. 
Decreasing and more decreasing, 
One arrives at non-action. 
Non-action, but nothing is left undone. 
To have the world, one always should be in doing nothing. 
If one is busy in doing something, 
One cannot have the world. 
• 
[48c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
In the pursuit of knowledge, your rapacity increases every day. 
In the pursuit of Dao, your desire decreases daily. 
It will continue to decrease until it reaches a state of wu-wei. 
Adhering to non-action, you can accomplish everything easily. 
You must stick to the principle of non-interference in order to rule a nation. 
Once you become meddlesome, you become unfit to govern a nation. 
• 



[48c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Learning builds daily accumulation, 
but the practice of the Way of spiritual integration with the subtle essence of the universe builds daily 

simplification. 
Simplify and simplify, until all contamination from relative, contradictory thinking is eliminated. 
Then one does nothing, yet nothing is left undone. 
One who wins the world does so by not meddling with it. 
One who meddles with the world loses it. 
• 
[48c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To learn, 
One accumulates day by day. 
To study Tao, 
One reduces day by day. 
Through reduction and further reduction 
One reaches non-action, 
And everything is acted upon. 
Therefore, one often wins over the world 
Through non-action. 



Through action, one may not win over the world. 
• 
[48c38t] Henry Wei 
Forgetting Knowledge 
Wang Chih 
To learn, one increases day by day; 
To cultivate Tao, one reduces day by day. 
Reduce and reduce and keep on reducing, 
Till the state of non-action is reached. 
With non-action there is nothing that cannot be done. 
Therefore, he who wins the world 
Always resorts to non-action. 
Once he resorts to action, 
He will not be qualified to win the world. 
• 
[48c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When you pursue learning, you gain day by day. 
When you pursue Tao, you lose day by day. 
You lose more and more, 



Until you reach thereby the point of no-action. 
You do nothing yet leave nothing undone. 
You take all under Heaven 
Always through no activity. 
Should you rely on activity, 
You will find it insufficient to take all under Heaven. 
• 
[48c40t] Tao Huang 
Having a zest for learning yields an increase day by day. 
Hearing the Tao brings a loss day by day. 
Losing more and more until inaction results. 
Inaction results, yet everything is done. 
Managing the world always involves nonengagement. 
As soon as there is engagement, there is never enough of it to manage the world. 
• 
[48c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To learn daily will increase desires. 
To follow Dao will daily reduce desires. 
Reduce and reduce desires until there is no coveting. 



Dao contrives nothing yet it provides everything. 
Therefore to lead the world is to be persistently with no intervention. 
If there is any intervention, it will be impossible to lead the world. 
• 
[48c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The pursuit of learning is to increase day after day. 
The pursuit of Tao is to decrease day after day. 
It is to decrease and further decrease until one reaches the point of taking no action. 
No action is undertaken, and yet nothing is left undone. 
An empire is often brought to order by having no activity. 
If one (likes to) undertake activity, he is not qualified to govern the empire. 
• 
[48c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда учатся, имеют каждый день прибыток, 
а занимаясь Дао, ежедневно терпят умаление. 
Умаление следует за умалением, и так доходят до бездействия. 
Но в состоянии бездействия непременно действуют. 
Поднебесную берут незыблемо посредством недеяния. 
А кто при помощи деяний собирается взять Поднебесную, тому для этого их никогда не 



хватит. 
• 
[48c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Следуя учению, день ото дня обретают. 
Следуя Дао, день ото дня теряют. 
Теряя и вновь теряя, достигают недеяния. 
В недеянии нет того, что не вершилось бы само собой. 
Не свершая дел, неизменно овладевают Поднебесной. 
Лишь предашься делам - как станешь недостоин овладеть Поднебесной. 
• 
[48c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Кто следует учености, тот день за днем возрастает. 
Кто следует Дао-Пути, тот день за днем умаляется: так достигает он недеяния. 
Он пребывает в недеянии, но нет ничего им не сделанного. 
Такой человек, дел никаких не делая, легко берет Поднебесную: ведь совершения дел 

недостаточно, чтобы взять Поднебесную. 
• 
[48c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Кто посвящает себя учебе, с каждым днем прибавляет. 



Кто посвящает себя Дао, с каждым днем уменьшает. 
Уменьшает и уменьшает до тех пор, пока не достигнет недеяния: недеяния и не недеяния. 
Чтобы овладеть Поднебесной, постоянно осуществляй неслужение (бездействие). 
А кто прибегнет к службе (делам), тому не достанет того, чтобы овладеть Поднебесной. 
• 
[48c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто учится, с каждым днем увеличивает [свои знания]. 
Кто служит дао, изо дня в день уменьшает [свои желания]. 
В непрерывном уменьшении [человек] доходит до недеяния. 
Нет ничего такого, что бы не делало недеяние. 
Поэтому овладение Поднебесной всегда осуществляется посредством недеяния. 
Кто действует, не в состоянии овладеть Поднебесной. 
• 
[48c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Учение прибавляется со дня на день, но Тао теряется со дня на день. 
Эта потеря увеличится и дойдет до желания неделания. 
Когда человек дойдет до неделания, то нет того, чего бы не было сделано. 
Если в мире все в порядке, то следует завладеть им, но если нет, то не следует. 
• 



[48c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Посвящать себя учению - значит каждый день приобретать. 
Посвящать себя Пути - значит каждый день терять. 
Потеряй и еще потеряй - так дойдешь до недеяния. 
Ничего не будешь делать - и все будет делаться. 
Завладеет миром тот, кто никогда не занимается делами, 
А тот, кто занимается делами, никогда не завладеет миром. 
• 
[48c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осуществляя учение, ежедневно прибавляют. 
Осуществляя Путь, ежедневно убавляют. 
Убавляя еще и от убавления, достигают отсутствия осуществления. 
В отсутствии осуществления отсутствует не-осуществленное. 
Овладевая нисхождением Небес, будь постоянно в отсутствии ситуаций. 
Когда же возникает состояние наличия ситуаций, этого недостаточно для овладения 

нисхождением Небес. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Forty-Nine 
 

[49c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
{The Sage} constantly has no [set] mind; 
He takes the mind of the common people as his mind. 
Those who are good he regards as good; 
Those who are not good he also regards as good. 
[In this way] {he attains} goodness. 
Those who are trustworthy he trusts; 
And those who are not trustworthy he also trusts. 
[In this way] he gets their trust. 
As for the Sage's presence in the world - he is one with it. 
And with the world he merges his mind. 
The common people all fix their eyes and ears on him. 
And the Sage treats them all as his children. 
• 
[49c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE Sage has no interests of his own, 
But takes the interests of the people as his own. 



He is kind to the kind; 
He is also kind to the unkind: 
For Virtue is kind. 
He is faithful to the faithful; 
He is also faithful to the unfaithful: 
For Virtue is faithful. 
In the midst of the world, the Sage is shy and self-effacing. 
For the sake of the world he keeps his heart in its nebulous state. 
All the people strain their ears and eyes: 
The Sage only smiles like an amused infant. 
• 
[49c03t] D. C. Lau 
The sage has no mind of his own. 
He takes as his own the mind of the people. 
Those who are good I treat as good. 
Those who are not good I also treat as good. 
In so doing I gain in goodness. 
Those who are of good faith I have faith in. 
Those who are lacking in good faith I also have faith in. 



In so doing I gain in good faith. 
The sage in his attempt to distract the mind of the empire seeks urgently to muddle it. 
The people all have something to occupy their eyes and ears, and the sage treats them all like 

children. 
• 
[49c04t] R. L. Wing 
Evolved Individuals have no fixed mind; 
They make the mind of the People their mind. 
To those who are good, I am good; 
To those who are not good, I am also good. 
Goodness is Power. 
Of those who trust, I am trusting; 
Of those who do not trust, I am also trusting. 
Trust is Power. 
The Evolved Individuals in the world 
Attract the world and merge with its mind. 
The People all focus their eyes and ears; 
Evolved Individuals all act as infants. 
• 



[49c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The sage has no fixed personal will, 
He regards the people's will as his own. 
I take the people's will, if it is good, as good. 
I take the people's will, if it is not good, as good too. 
Thus goodness is attained. 
I believe the people's will, if it is believable. 
I also believe the people's will, even if it is unbelievable. 
Thus faith is attained. 
The sage dwells under Heaven, harmoniously keeping all the people under Heaven in confusion, 
(While all the people concentrate upon their own eyes and ears). 
Thus the sage treats them all as ignorant infants without desires. 
• 
[49c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The sage has no mind of his own. 
He is aware of the needs of others. 
I am good to people who are good. 
I am also good to people who are not good. 
Because Virtue is goodness. 



I have faith in people who are faithful. 
I also have faith in people who are not faithful. 
Because Virtue is faithfulness. 
The sage is shy and humble - to the world he seems confusing. 
Men look to him and listen. 
He behaves like a little child. 
• 
[49c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Sage does not have a fixed mind different from that of others. 
He takes the mind of any of his people as his own mind. 
If people are good, I shall be good to them. 
If people are not good, I shall also be good to them. 
This way I am really good. 
If people are truthful, I shall be truthful to them. 
If people are not truthful, I shall also be truthful to them. 
This way I am really truthful. 
The Sage keeps an undiscriminating mind 
for the sake of all under heaven. 
While people use their eyes and ears to discriminate, 



The Sage's mind is always unsuspecting and innocent like an infant's. 
• 
[49c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The great men did not have a fixed will; 
they made the people's will their own. 
When people are kind, I treat them kindly; 
when people are unkind, I still treat them kindly; 
this is called the kindness of DE. 
When people are credible, I have faith in them; 
when people are not credible, I still have faith in them; 
this is called the faith of DE. 
The great men were very cautious when governing their country; 
They made the people simple and plain. 
The people focused on their every movement, and the great men treated them like their children. 
• 
[49c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VIRTUE OF CONCESSION 
The wise man has no fixed opinions to call his own. 
He accommodates himself to the minds of others. 
I would return good for good; I would also return good for evil. 



Virtue is good. 
I would meet trust with trust; I would likewise meet suspicion with confidence. 
Virtue is trustful. 
The wise man lives in the world with modest restraint, and his heart goes out in sympathy to all men. 
The people give him their confidence, and he regards them all as his children. 
• 
[49c10t] James Legge 
The sage has no invariable mind of his own; 
he makes the mind of the people his mind. 
To those who are good (to me), I am good; 
and to those who are not good (to me), I am also good; 
- and thus (all) get to be good. 
To those who are sincere (with me), I am sincere; 
and to those who are not sincere (with me), I am also sincere; 
- and thus (all) get to be sincere. 
The sage has in the world an appearance of indecision, and keeps his mind in a state of indifference to 

all. 
The people all keep their eyes and ears directed to him, and he deals with them all as his children. 
• 



[49c11t] David Hinton 
A sage's mind is never his own: 
he makes the hundred-fold people's mind his mind. 
I treat the noble with nobility 
and the ignoble too: 
such is the nobility of Integrity. 
I treat the sincere with sincerity 
and the insincere too: 
such is the sincerity of Integrity. 
A sage dwells within all beneath heaven 
at ease, mind mingled through it all. 
The hundred-fold people devote their eyes and ears, 
but a sage inhabits it all like a child. 
• 
[49c12t] Chichung Huang 
The sage man never had a predisposed heart, 
Taking the hundred family's heart 
To be the concern of his heart. 
Good people - he was good to them; 



Evil people - he was also good to them. 
Goodness was attained. 
Honest people - he was honest to them; 
Dishonest people - he was also honest to them. 
Honesty was attained. 
When the sage man presided over the empire, 
Unbiased, he muddled their hearts 
For all under heaven. 
The hundred family names 
All lent him their ears and eyes; 
The sage man turned them all into infants. 
• 
[49c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The sage has no set mind (ch'ang hsin), 
He takes the mind of the people as his mind. 
The good (shan) I am good to them, 
The not good I am also good to them. 
This is the goodness of nature (te). 
The trustworthy (hsin) I trust them, 



The not trustworthy I also trust them. 
This is the trust of nature (te). 
The sage in the world, 
Mixes (hun) the minds (hsin) of all. 
The people lift up their eyes and ears, 
The sage treats them all like children. 
• 
[49c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A Sage's heart (will) is not fixed on any permanent intentions, 
His heart is attuned to the desires [for survival] of his people. 
[A Sage maintains the following guiding principles:] 
"I am good to good people, as well as to people who are not good; 
Because virtuous behavior will induce more Te among people! 
I keep my promise to trustworthy people, as well as to untrustworthy people; 
Because virtuous behavior will incite people to be truthful!" 
When a Sage takes action in the world, he harmonizes people's hearts (desires) with great caution 

and sensitivity; 
People, in return, will collect and inform him all their observations and opinions; 
A Sage will then [weigh all options and] treat all people equally as if they were all his own children. 



• 
[49c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The sage has no heart of his own, but takes the heart of the people as his own. 
He is good to the good; he is also good to the not-good: for Virtue is good. 
He is faithful to the faithful; he is also faithful to the unfaithful: for Virtue is faithful. 
In the midst of the world, the sage recoils. 
For the sake of the world he keeps his heart nebulous. 
All the people strain their ears and eyes: he treats them as innocent children. 
• 
[49c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Sages have no mind-set. 
They take common people's concerns as theirs. 
Good people, I treat them well. 
Bad people, I also treat them well. 
This is the virtue of kindness. 
Good people, I trust them properly. 
Bad people, I also trust them properly. 
This is virtue of trust. 
Sages in the world have no bias. 



They mix their mind with that of common people. 
This is why people follow them. 
Sages treat people as if they were their own children. 
• 
[49c17t] Arthur Waley 
The Sage has no heart of his own; 
He uses the heart of the people as his heart. 
Of the good man I approve, 
But of the bad I also approve, 
And thus he gets goodness. 
The truthful man I believe, but the liar I also believe, 
And thus he gets truthfulness. 
The Sage, in his dealings with the world, seems like one dazed with fright; 
For the world's sake he dulls his wits. 
The Hundred Families all the time strain their eyes and ears, 
The Sage all the time sees and hears no more than an infant sees and hears. 
• 
[49c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The sage has no constant heart/mind [changxin] but takes the heart/mind of the common folk as his 



heart/mind. 
The good I regard as good; 
those who are not good I also regard as good. 
This is to transform goodness into virtue. 
The trustworthy I trust; 
those who are not trustworthy I also trust. 
This is to transform trust into virtue. 
The sage resides among all under Heaven with perfect equanimity and impartiality and for the sake 

of all under Heaven merges his heart/mind with theirs. 
[The common folk all fix their ears and eyes on him,] 
And the sage treats them all as his children. 
• 
[49c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE PEOPLE'S HEARTS 
The Sage has no decided opinions and feelings, 
But regards the people's opinions and feelings as his own. 
The good ones I declare good; 
The bad ones I also declare good. 
That is the goodness of Virtue. 



The honest ones I believe; 
The liars I also believe. 
That is the faith of Virtue. 
The Sage dwells in the world peacefully, harmoniously. 
The people of the world are brought into a community of heart, 
And the Sage regards them all as his own children. 
• 
[49c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The sage never has a mind of his own; 
He considers the minds of the common people to be his mind. 
Treat well those who are good, 
Also treat well those who are not good; 
thus is goodness attained. 
Be sincere to those who are sincere, 
Also be sincere to those who are insincere; 
thus is sincerity attained. 
The sage is self-effacing in his dealings with all under heaven, and bemuddles his mind for the sake of 

all under heaven. 
The common people all rivet their eyes and ears upon him, 



And the sage makes them all chuckle like children. 
• 
[49c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The True Person does not have an individual heart but uses the heart of the people. 
I am kind to those who are kind. 
I am also kind to those who are not kind. 
Thus, 
there is an increase in kindness. 
I keep faith with those who are in good faith. 
I also keep faith with those who lack good faith. 
Thus, 
there is an increase of good faith. 
The True Person is detached and humble and to the world appears confusing. 
The people all strain their eyes and ears, yet the True Person remains childlike. 
• 
[49c22t] David H. Li 
The sage has no preconceived notion at any time; 
the people's notion is the sage's notion. 
I treat a person, who is good, well; 



I treat a person, who is not good, also well. 
This is for goodness's sake. 
I trust a person who is worthy of trust; 
I also trust a person who is not worthy of trust. 
This is for trustworthiness's sake. 
The sage, in governing the world, holds back personal notions in favor of the people's. 
The sage treats the people, focusing on themselves, as infants. 
• 
[49c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The sage does not have a set mind. 
His mind is unconditioned, and 
He regards the minds of all people as his own. 
He is good to those who are good. 
He is good to those who are not good. 
For his virtue is goodness itself. 
He is in integrity with those of integrity. 
He is in integrity with those without integrity. 
For his virtue is integrity itself. 
The sage, to serve this world, 



In compassion merges his mind with all minds. 
People rivet their eyes and ears upon differences amongst them. 
The sage, with childlike innocence, sees one humanity in all. 
• 
[49c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The sage has no self that he can call "mine," 
He turns the self of the people into his own. 
I act with goodness toward the good, 
I act with goodness toward the bad, too, 
And so the good is contagious. 
I relate with trust to the person who is worthy of trust, 
I relate with trust to the person who is not worthy of trust, too, 
And so trust is contagious. 
The sage lives in the world in his victory and rules the world with his simplicity. 
But when all the people look at him and listen to him, 
The sage takes care of them, like a mother takes care of her children. 
• 
[49c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
'The sage is never opinionated, 



He listens to the mind of the people.' 
I am kind to people when they are kind to me. 
I am kind to them even if they hate me. 
Virtue - te - is its own reward. 
I trust those who trust me, 
I also trust those who have no faith in me: 
What I give, I receive. 
A sage is self-effacing and mindful of offence. 
He sets himself as his own example. 
How shall I treat you, my son? 
Like a child. 
• 
[49c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The sage often has no will, 
He takes the people's will as his own. 
What is good I treat with goodness; 
What is not good I also treat with goodness. 
Thus I obtain goodness. 
Those who are of faith, I put faith in; 



Those who are of no faith, I also put faith in. 
Thus I obtain faith. 
When the sage governs the world, 
He simplifies his as well as the people's minds. 
The people are all preoccupied with their eyes and ears, 
The sage helps them return to the childhood state. 
• 
[49c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The sage has no mind of his own. 
He takes the minds of the people as his own. 
Whatever others like, he likes too. 
Whatever others dislike, he likes too. 
This is what is meant by virtuous goodness. 
Whatever others trust, he trusts too. 
Whatever others mistrust, he trusts too. 
This is what is meant by virtuous trust. 
The sage leads his life with vigilance. 
He merges his mind with all others' under Heaven. 
People are used to hearing and seeing the behaviour of the sage and so they are influenced, and 



become pure again, as a newborn child. 
• 
[49c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The best ruler has no personal ideas 
And what the people think is what he/she thinks. 
He/She is good to people that are good. 
He/She is also good to people that are not good. 
It is the goodness typical of the Way server. 
He/She trusts people that are trustworthy. 
He/She also trusts people that are not trustworthy. 
It is the trust typical of the Way server. 
The best ruler gives each breath of his/her life to the world. 
He/She holds to just a simple mind, 
But is looked up to and listened to. 
He/She takes the whole world to be his/her children. 
• 
[49c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
People's Minds 
Lao Tze says, 



The sage doesn't have an invariable mind, he takes people's minds as his own mind. 
Those who are good to him; 
he treats well; 
and those who are not good to him; 
he treats well too; 
thus all become good to each other. 
To those who are sincere; 
he is sincere; 
and to those who are not sincere; 
he is also sincere; 
thus all become sincere. 
The sage in the world pays scrupulous attention to everything. 
However, he treats his living with indifference. 
The people all offer their eyes and ears to help him, and he deals with them all as his children. 
• 
[49c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The Sage has no self (to call his own); 
He makes the self of the people his self. 
To the good I act with goodness; 



To the bad I also act with goodness: 
Thus goodness is attained. 
To the faithful I act with faith; 
To the faithless I also act with faith: 
Thus faith is attained. 
The Sage lives in the world in concord, and rules over the world in simplicity. 
Yet what all the people turn their ears and eyes to, 
The Sage looks after as a mother does her children. 
• 
[49c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The Sage has no constant heart [mind]. 
He takes the people's heart as his heart. 
Good men, I treat well. 
Bad men, I also treat well. 
Therein I attain goodness. 
Honest men, I trust. 
Dishonest men, I also trust. 
Therein I attain trust. 
The Sage in his position in the world, 



Yieldingly harmonizes the people's heart with simplicity. 
The people all strain their ears and eyes. 
And the Sage regards them all as infants. 
• 
[49c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The Wise Person is always a man without a mind - 
he takes the mind of the hundred clans as his mind. 
Those who are good, I am good to them; 
those who are not good, I am also good to them - 
Te is good. 
Those who are honest, I am honest with them; 
those who are not honest, I am also honest with them - 
Te is honest. 
The Wise Person, 
lives in the world all drawn in, 
for the world's sake he keeps his mind muddled. 
The hundred clans, 
all strain their eyes and ears toward him. 
The Wise Person treats them all as his children. 



• 
[49c33t] Cheng Lin 
The Sage has no fixed prejudices, but always regards the hearts of all mankind as his own. 
Those who are good, he treats well; 
those who are not good, he also treats well. 
Thus he finds only good men. 
Those who are sincere, he believes; 
those who are not sincere, he also believes. 
Thus he finds only sincere men. 
The Sage wishes that all men in this world will soon return to simplicity. 
While people in general strain their ears and eyes, the Sage wishes to have them all sealed. 
• 
[49c34t] Yi Wu 
The sage's mind is not unchangeable; 
He regards the people's mind as his mind. 
He is good to those who are good; 
He also is good to those who are not good. 
This is the virtue of goodness. 
He trusts those who are trustworthy; 



He also trusts those who are not trustworthy. 
This is the virtue of trustfulness. 
The sage, in the world, 
Harmoniously merges his mind with the world's. 
The people all strain their ears and eyes; 
The sage regards them as children. 
• 
[49c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The sage has no preconceived ideas. 
He simply takes the lead from his subjects. 
He treats the good people with kindness. 
He also treats the bad people with kindness. 
He thus cultivates the virtue of kindness. 
He treats those who are trustworthy with sincerity. 
He also treats those who are not trustworthy with sincerity. 
Thus, he is cultivating the virtue of sincerity. 
The sage always handles his affairs in an amicable way. 
He steers his subjects towards a simple and unpretentious life. 
Everyone pays attention to him and asks for guidance. 



He nurtures them tenderly as if caring for babies. 
• 
[49c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One with wholeness of virtue has an unconditioned mind. 
He regards the mind of all being as his own mind. 
He is kind to the kind. 
He is also kind to the unkind, 
for the subtle nature of the universe is kind. 
He is faithful to the faithful. 
He is also faithful to the unfaithful, 
for the integral virtue of the universe is undeceiving. 
In the midst of the world, 
he dissolves all minds into harmonious Oneness. 
All people strain their eyes and ears for excitement. 
One of deep virtue brings all people back to their childlike-heartedness. 
• 
[49c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The wise man is free from his own mind, 
But identifies the people's minds as mind. 



He considers good as good, 
But he also considers not-good as good. 
Thus, his attainment of non-differentiation is successful. 
He considers truth as truth, 
But he also considers not-truth as truth. 
Thus, his attainment of non-differentiation is perfected. 
In the world, the wise conscientiously non-differentiates 
The minds of the people. 
Because people rely on their senses of hearing and seeing, 
The wise treats them as innocent children. 
• 
[49c38t] Henry Wei 
Trust in Virtue 
Ren Teh 
The Sage has no fixed state of mind; 
His reflects the state of mind of the people. 
To the good, I show goodness; 
To the not good, I also show goodness; 
Hence goodness is realized. 



To the sincere, I show sincerity; 
To the insincere, I also show sincerity; 
Hence sincerity is realized. 
While in the world, the Sage is very anxious 
To harmonize his mind for the harmony of the world. 
To him all the people turn their eyes and ears; 
He treats them all alike as children. 
• 
[49c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The sage has no fixed mind; 
He takes the people's mind as his own. 
I accept as good those who are good; 
I also accept as good those who are not good. 
Such is Te's goodness. 
I trust those who trust; 
I also trust those who do not trust. 
Such is Te's trust. 
The sage, in ruling all under Heaven, 
Makes his mind one with it. 



All his subjects set their ears and eyes on him. 
He regards them all as his children. 
• 
[49c40t] Tao Huang 
The sage is always without his own mind. 
He uses people's minds as his mind. 
He is kind to those who are kind. 
He is also kind to those who are not kind. 
It is the kindness of Action itself. 
He is trustworthy to those who are trustworthy. 
He is also trustworthy to those who are not trustworthy. 
It is the trust of Action itself. 
In the world, the sage inhales. 
For the world, the sage keeps the mind simple. 
All people are fixated on the ears and eyes, 
While the sage always smiles like a child. 
• 
[49c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The sage ruler had no prejudice of his own. 



He made his mind to be based on the mind of the people. 
If it was perfect, he liked it; 
if it was not perfect, he also liked it: 
then perfection was attained. 
If it was true, he understood it; 
if it was not true, he also understood it: 
then truth was attained. 
Indifferently, indifferently sage rulers were in the world. 
Effortlessly, effortlessly they ruled the world. 
The people turned their eyes and ears toward them. 
Sage rulers treated all people like their own children. 
• 
[49c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The sage has no fixed (personal) ideas. 
He regards the people's ideas as his own. 
I treat those who are good with goodness, 
And I also treat those who are not good with goodness. 
Thus goodness is attained. 
I am honest to those who are honest, 



And I am also honest to those who are not honest. 
Thus honesty is attained. 
The sage, in the government of his empire, has no subjective viewpoint. 
His mind forms a harmonious whole with that of his people. 
They all lend their eyes and ears, and he treats them all as infants. 
• 
[49c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Премудрый человек не ведает незыблемости сердца. 
Сердцем для него являются сердца простых людей. 
С добрыми я добр, но и с недобрыми я тоже добр. 
К добру приводит добродетель. 
Кто честен, тем я доверяю, но и нечестным я тоже доверяю. 
К честности приводит добродетель. 
Премудрый человек под Небесами беспристрастен и ради Поднебесной мутит свое сердце. 
При нем все по-детски улыбаются. 
• 
[49c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Мудрец не имеет постоянного сердца. 
Его сердце - сердце людей. 



Для добрых я добр. 
Для недобрых я тоже добр. 
И так достигаю добра. 
Искренним я верю. 
Неискренним я верю тоже. 
И так достигаю искренности. 
Мудрец, правя в Поднебесной, делает своё сердце безыскусным и приводит его в согласие с 

Поднебесной. 
Люди внемлют ему слухом и взором. 
Он же смотрит на них как на своих детей. 
• 
[49c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Нет постоянного разума-сердца у совершенномудрого. 
Сердца всех людей Поднебесной образуют его разум-сердце. 
Добрым людям я делаю добро, и злым людям я также делаю добро: 
Благая Сила преисполнена добра. 
Достойным доверия я верю, и недостойным доверия я также верю: 
Благая Сила преисполнена доверия. 
Совершенный мудрец спокойно и мирно живет в Поднебесной; 



все чаяния народа стекаются в его глаза и уши, и всех людей считает совершенномудрый 
детьми своими. 

• 
[49c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Совершенномудрый человек не имеет обычного сердца 
и сердца ста родов человеческих делает [своим] сердцем. 
Кто добр, я к тому отношусь с добром. 
Кто не добр, я к тому также отношусь с добром. 
В этом проявляется доброта Дэ. 
Кто доверяет, я к тому отношусь с доверием. 
Кто не доверяет, я к тому также отношусь с доверием. 
В этом проявляется доверие Дэ. 
Когда совершенномудрые люди находятся в Поднебесной, [они] ради Поднебесной вдыхают 

хаос своим сердцем, 
и все совершенномудрые люди становятся ее детьми. 
• 
[49c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Совершенномудрый не имеет постоянного сердца. 
Его сердце состоит из сердец народа. 



Добрым я делаю добро и недобрым также делаю добро. 
Таким образом и воспитывается добродетель. 
Искренним я верен и неискренним также верен. 
Таким образом и воспитывается искренность. 
Совершенномудрый живет в мире спокойно и в своем сердце собирает мнения народа. 
Он смотрит на народ, как на своих детей. 
• 
[49c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Святые люди не имеют определенного (чувства), ибо они принимают чувство 

простолюдина как свое. 
Добрых людей я принимаю уже потому одному, что они добры. 
Злых принимаю, как добрых. 
Искренним людям я верю; 
также и верю неискренним, 
ибо в этом и состоит верх искренности. 
Когда святые живут на земле, то они просты и тихи; 
они питают ко всем одинаковое чувство. 
Для (блага) мира они делают свои сердца темными. 
Простые люди будут смотреть на них (как на своих учителей) и будут слушать сказание 



о их делах. 
Святые смотрят на народ, как на младенца. 
• 
[49c97t] В. В. Малявин 
У премудрого человека нет постоянного мнения. 
Его помышления таковы же, как помышления всех. 
Тех, кто добр, я считаю добрыми, 
Тех, кто недобр, я тоже считаю добрыми: 
Так торжествует добро. 
Тем, кто заслуживает доверия, я верю, 
Тем, кто доверия не заслуживает, я тоже верю: 
Так торжествует доверие. 
Премудрый человек, царствуя в мире, 
Все вмещает в себя и ради мира замутняет свое сердце. 
Все люди напрягают зрение и слух, 
А он привечает их, словно детей. 
• 
[49c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В сердце-сознании человека мудрости - постоянство отсутствия. 



Способен осуществлять сердцем-сознанием сердца-сознания ста родов. 
С совершенствующимися сущность моя совершенствуется. 
С несовершенствующимися сущность моя тоже совершенствуется. 
Это Потенция совершенствования. 
С верующими сущность моя верует. 
С неверующими сущность моя тоже верует. 
Это Потенция веры. 
Человек мудрости в пространстве нисхождения Небес воспринимает-впитывает, 

осуществляя нисхождение Небес в завихрении своего сердца-сознания. 
Сто родов всегда направляют внимание в свои уши и глаза. 
Человек мудрости всегда ограждается от этого. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty 
 

[50c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
{We come out into} life and go back into death. 
{The companions} of life {are thirteen}; 
The companions of {death} are thirteen; 
And yet people, because they regard life as LIFE, in all of their actions move toward the thirteen that 

belong to the realm of death. 
Now, why is this so? 
It's because they regard life as LIFE. 
You've no doubt heard of those who are good at holding on to life: 
When walking through hills, they don't avoid rhinos and tigers; 
When they go into battle, they don't put on armor or shields; 
The rhino has no place to probe with its horn; 
The tiger finds no place to put its claws. 
And weapons find no place to hold {their blades}. 
{Now}, why is this so? 
Because there is no place for death in them. 
• 



[50c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN one is out of Life, one is in Death. 
The companions of life are thirteen; 
the companions of Death are thirteen; 
and, when a living person moves into the Realm of Death, his companions are also thirteen. 
How is this? 
Because he draws upon the resources of Life too heavily. 
It is said that he who knows well how to live meets no tigers or wild buffaloes on his road, and comes 

out from the battle-ground untouched by the weapons of war. 
For, in him, a buffalo would find no butt for his horns, a tiger nothing to lay his claws upon, and a 

weapon of war no place to admit its point. 
How is this? 
Because there is no room for Death in him. 
• 
[50c03t] D. C. Lau 
When going one way means life and going the other means death, three in ten will be comrades in life, 

three in ten will be comrades in death, and there are those who value life and as a result move into the 
realm of death, and these also number three in ten. 

Why is this so? Because they set too much store by life. 



I have heard it said that one who excels in safeguarding his own life does not meet with rhinoceros or 
tiger when travelling on land nor is he touched by weapons when charging into an army. 

There is nowhere for the rhinoceros to pitch its horn; 
There is nowhere for the tiger to place its claws; 
There is nowhere for the weapon to lodge its blade. 
Why is this so? Because for him there is no realm of death. 
• 
[50c04t] R. L. Wing 
As life goes out, death comes in. 
Life has thirteen paths; 
Death has thirteen paths. 
Human life arrives at the realm of death 
Also in thirteen moves. 
Why is this so? 
Because life is lived lavishly. 
Now, as it is well known, 
Those skilled in attracting life Can travel across the land 
And not meet a rhinoceros or tiger. 
When the military comes in, 



Their defense cannot be attacked. 
The rhinoceros is without a place to thrust its horn. 
The tiger is without a place to affix its claw. 
The military is without a place to admit its blade. 
Why is this so? 
Because they are without the realm of death. 
• 
[50c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When one is born, he will eventually naturally meet his death. 
Three out of every ten people will enjoy long life, 
While three out of every ten people will meet premature death. 
Chances that one strives to live and will die are also three out of ten. 
And for what reason? 
Because that one intensively craves life (and contrarily he fails to attain his objective). 
I heard that one who is good at preserving his life is not afraid of meeting tigers or rhinoceroses when 

traveling on the land, and he will not be injured or killed in fighting battles. 
(To those who are good at preserving their lives) 
The rhinoceros cannot butt its horns against him, 
The tiger cannot fasten its claws in him, 



And weapons cannot thrust their blades into him. 
For what reason are all these? 
Because he is out of the range of death. 
• 
[50c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Between birth and death, 
Three in ten are followers of life, 
Three in ten are followers of death, 
And men just passing from birth to death also number three in ten. 
Why is this so? 
Because they live their lives on the gross level. 
He who knows how to live can walk abroad 
Without fear of rhinoceros or tiger. 
He will not be wounded in battle. 
For in him rhinoceroses can find no place to thrust their horn, 
Tigers no place to use their claws, 
And weapons no place to pierce. 
Why is this so? 
Because he has no place for death to enter. 



• 
[50c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Anyone who is born dies. 
If 13 people are born 
All 13 people will eventually die. 
From birth to life, 
From life to death, 
The great earth will afford the places to live and to die for exactly 13. 
Why is this so? 
It is because the mind cherishes the belief 
that living is a privilege and not a natural right. 
I have heard that those who are good at conserving and preserving life 
Seldom meet tigers and horned animals when they move around. 
If they should join the military forces, 
They would not have the need to combat. 
Horned animals will have no way to cast their horns on their bodies, 
Nor will tigers find a place to lay their claws. 
Even soldiers' swords will not hurt them. 
Why is this so? 



Because such people will never die. 
• 
[50c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Of people's lives from beginning to end, 
One-third live long, 
One-third die young, 
And one-third live in the beginning, but cause their deaths half way by themselves. 
Why do people die in the middle of their lives? 
Because they live too well and do not cherish their lives. 
It is said that those who know how to live long never come across a rhinoceros or a tiger; 
When they are in battle, they never get hurt. 
The rhinoceros has no place to impale them with its horn, 
The tiger has no place to attack them with its claws, 
And the weapon has no place to hurt them with its blade. 
Why is this? Because they never get themselves into these deadly places. 
• 
[50c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VALUE OF LIFE 
Men go forth from Life and enter into Death. 
The Gates of Life are thirteen in number; and the same are the Gates of Death. 



By as many ways does Life pass quickly into Death. And wherefore? 
Because men strive only after the Sensuous Life. 
It has been said that one who knows how to safeguard Life can go through the country without 

protection against the rhinoceros and tiger. 
He may enter into battle without fear of the sword. 
The rhinoceros finds no place wherein to drive his horn. 
The tiger finds no place wherein to fix his claws. 
The sword finds no place wherein to thrust itself. 
Why is this? 
It is because he has overcome Death. 
• 
[50c10t] James Legge 
Men come forth and live; 
they enter (again) and die. 
Of every ten three are ministers of life (to themselves); 
and three are ministers of death. 
There are also three in every ten whose aim is to live, but whose movements tend to the land (or 

place) of death. 
And for what reason? 



Because of their excessive endeavours to perpetuate life. 
But I have heard that he who is skilful in managing the life entrusted to him for a time travels on the 

land without having to shun rhinoceros or tiger, and enters a host without having to avoid buff coat or 
sharp weapon. 

The rhinoceros finds no place in him into which to thrust its horn, nor the tiger a place in which to fix 
its claws, nor the weapon a place to admit its point. 

And for what reason? 
Because there is in him no place of death. 
• 
[50c11t] David Hinton 
People born into life enter death. 
Constant companion in life 
and in death, 
this body is the kill-site animating their lives. 
And isn't that because 
they think life is the fullness of life? 
I've heard those who encompass the whole of life 
could walk on and on without meeting rhinoceros or tiger, 
could charge into armies without feeling shield or sword. 



A rhinoceros would find nowhere to gore them, 
a tiger nowhere to claw them, 
a sword nowhere to slice them. 
And isn't that because 
for them there's no kill-site? 
• 
[50c12t] Chichung Huang 
People emerge into life and enter into death. 
The category of life constitutes three tenths; 
The category of death constitutes three tenths; 
And those who, seeking extravagant living, 
All move to the realm of death 
Also constitute three tenths. 
Why so? 
Because they seek extravagant living. 
I hear that those who excel in preserving life, 
Walking in mountains, 
Shun neither rhinoceros nor tiger; 
Entering a battle, 



Incur wounds from neither weapon nor armor. 
The rhinoceros has nowhere to thrust its horn; 
The tiger has nowhere to press its claws; 
Weapons have nowhere to lodge their blades. 
Why so? 
Because they do not belong to the realm of death. 
• 
[50c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
From coming out to life to going back to death: 
Those companions (t'u) of life, 
They are one-third (shih-yu-san); 
Those companions of death, 
They are one-third; 
Those living but moving toward the place of death, 
They are also one-third. 
Why? 
Because of the intense (hou) life-producing activity. 
I have heard that one who knows how to nourish life, 
On land meets no tigers or wild buffaloes, 



In battle needs to wear no armors or weapons, 
A wild buffalo has nowhere to butt its horns, 
A tiger has nowhere to sink its claws, 
A weapon has nowhere to enter its blade. 
Why? 
Because such a one has no place of death. 
• 
[50c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Birth is the movement of coming out [of the obscurity to join the world]; 
Death is the movement of going in [to the obscurity from this world]; 
For every ten people [of the existing population], three more new-borns will join them; 
For every ten people [of the existing population], three will die [naturally]; 
Among the living, due to rash movements (wars and bad governments), three out of ten will also die 

unnaturally; 
Why is the living condition of most people so [lamentable]? 
It is all because people, in order to survive, must suffer enormously merely to make ends meet! 
I have heard that those, who know how to conserve life, would evade [confrontation with] fierce 

rhinos and tigers when walking in the wild; 
They would also avoid wearing armor and carrying weapons when they were in the army; 



In this manner: 
Fierce rhinos have no chance to use their horns, 
Ferocious tigers have no occasion to brandish their claws, 
And enemies have no opportunity to utilize their blades (weapons). 
Why? 
All of the above are examples of enhancing people's chances of survival through evading deadly 

situations. 
• 
[50c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
"Out" is life; "In" is death. 
Three in ten are followers of life. 
Three in ten are followers of death. 
Three in ten live as man but act in the realm of death. 
How is this? 
Because they all crave life. 
It is said that he who knows well how to live meets no tigers or rhinoceroses on his road, and comes 

into the battlefield untouched by the weapons. 
For, in him, a rhinoceros would find no place for his horns, a tiger no place to lay his claws upon, and 

a weapon no place to lodge its point. 



How is this? 
Because there is no room for death in him. 
• 
[50c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
In the life and death cycle, 
Three in ten enjoy natural longevity, 
Three in ten die normally. 
There are some, three in ten, who die unnaturally. 
Why it is so? 
Because they indulge themselves excessively. 
It is well known that those who are good at protect themselves steer clear of rhinos and tigers when 

walking, And hardly hurt by armed enemy. 
This is because rhinos cannot find them to gore, 
Tigers cannot find them to claw, 
Enemies cannot get a chance to use weapons upon them. 
What is the reason? 
They never put themselves into a fatal situation. 
• 
[50c17t] Arthur Waley 



He who aims at life achieves death. 
If the 'companions of life' are thirteen, so likewise are the 'companions of death' thirteen. 
How is it that the 'death-spots' in man's life and activity are also thirteen? 
It is because men feed life too grossly. 
It is said that he who has a true hold on life, when he walks on land does not meet tigers or wild 

buffaloes; in battle he is not touched by weapons of war. 
Indeed, a buffalo that attacked him would find nothing for its horns to butt, a tiger would find 

nothing for its claws to tear, a weapon would find no place for its point to enter in. 
And why? 
Because such men have no 'death-spot' in them. 
• 
[50c18t] Richard John Lynn 
We emerge into life, enter into death. 
Three out of ten are adherents of life; 
three out of ten are adherents of death; 
and there are three out of ten whose way of life also leads them to death. 
Why is this so? 
It is due to placing too much emphasis on life. 
For I have heard that one good at preserving life, when traveling by land, does not encounter the wild 



buffalo and, when entering the army, suffers no wound from weapons. 
The wild water buffalo has no way to strike at him with horn, the tiger has no way to strike at him 

with claw, and weapons of war have no way to use point or edge against him. 
Why is this so? 
It is due to the fact that he stays free of the land of death. 
• 
[50c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE PRESERVING OF LIFE 
Out of life, death enters. 
The companions (organs) of life are thirteen; 
The companions (organs) of death are (also) thirteen. 
What send man to death in this life are also (these) thirteen. 
How is it so? 
Because of the intense activity of multiplying life. 
It has been said that he who is a good preserver of his life 
Meets no tigers or wild buffaloes on land, 
Is not vulnerable to weapons in the field of battle. 
The horns of the wild buffalo are powerless against him; 
The paws of the tiger are useless against him; 



The weapons of the soldier cannot avail against him. 
How is it so? 
Because he is beyond death. 
• 
[50c20t] Victor H. Mair 
A person comes forth to life and enters into death. 
Three out of ten are partners of life, 
Three out of ten are partners of death, 
And the people whose every movement leads them to the land of death because they cling to life 
Are also three out of ten. 
Now, 
What is the reason for this? 
It is because they cling to life. 
Indeed, 
I have heard that 
One who is good at preserving life does not avoid tigers and rhinoceroses when he walks in the hills; 
nor does he put on armor and take up weapons when he enters a battle. 
The rhinoceros has no place to jab its horn, 
The tiger has no place to fasten its claws, 



Weapons have no place to admit their blades. 
Now, 
What is the reason for this? 
Because on him there are no mortal spots. 
• 
[50c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
When going off one way means living 
and going off the other way means dying, 
three in ten are companions of Life, 
three in ten are companions of Death, 
and three in ten value Life but drift toward Death. 
Why is all this so? 
Because, these people are too greedy about living. 
It is said: 
People who are skillful in caring 
for the life that has been given to them 
travel abroad without fear of wild ox or tiger, 
and enter a battle without concern for sharp weapons. 
There is no place for the wild ox to thrust its horns, 



there is no place for the tiger to put its claws, 
there is no place for a weapon to lodge. 
How is this so? 
Because, there is no place for Death to enter in! 
• 
[50c22t] David H. Li 
People are born and people die. 
Three in ten live long; 
Three in ten die young; 
Three in ten move [prematurely] into death's realm. 
Why so? 
Because they care for their lives too well. 
Those who care for themselves, it is said, are unlikely to encounter rhinoceroses or tigers on land, or 

face weaponry and soldiers in war. 
Rhinoceroses have no occasion to use their horns; 
tigers have no occasion to use their claws; 
soldiers have no occasion to use their bayonets. 
Why so? 
Because they care for themselves to not move into death's realm. 



• 
[50c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Life is appearance; death is disappearance. 
Three out of ten live a long life. 
Three out of ten live a short life. 
Three out of ten bring upon themselves an untimely death, 
Because they cling too much to outer pleasures of life. 
He who maintains a balanced life in accordance with the Tao, 
Does not meet tigers or rhinoceroses in the wilderness, 
Does not suffer attacks from the enemy in the battlefield. 
Upon him the tiger has no place to fasten its claws, 
The rhinoceros has no place to jab its horn, 
The weapon has no place to pierce its blade. 
Why is this so? 
Because in him there is no room for death to enter. 
• 
[50c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
It is easy to hold something that is motionless, 
It is easy to create a mold for something that is not lacking, 



It is easy to break something that is breakable, 
It is easy to scatter a thing that is small. 
Take care of a thing before it happens, 
Arrange a thing before it gets out of hand. 
The simple man generally fails in his affairs on the verge of success. 
Take care of the end as you do of the beginning, 
And you will not fail. 
• 
[50c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
In the normal way of things every three in ten live long, 
while every three in ten die young - 
and for those just passing through their lives (that is, every three in ten) the chances are the same. 
Why is this? 
Well, it all depends on how identified they are with the mundane world of matter. 
People who know how to live will never do things that threaten their lives, 
any more than a traveller who knows will run into a tiger or a wild buffalo. 
Living well is like wearing a kind of armour that nothing can penetrate. 
Living badly is like being attacked! 
A practised sage is invulnerable to attacks 



that punch like a buffalo's horn, 
that claw like a leaping tiger - 
or that stab like a knife in the back. 
And why is this? 
Because he is impeccable. 
• 
[50c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Men live when given to birth 
And die when being buried. 
One third of them are long-lived; 
One third of them are short-lived; 
One third of them die from their own choices though they could have lived longer; 
Why in such cases? 
Because they are too eager to live longer. 
It is heard that he who is good at preserving his life 
Does not meet with the rhinoceros or tiger when traveling on land, 
Nor is he wounded in war, 
For the rhinoceros has no use for its horns 
And the tiger has no use for its claws; 



The weapons have no use for their blades. 
Why in such cases? 
Because there is no realm of death for him to enter. 
• 
[50c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Emotions and longings are life. 
Passions and desires are death. 
There are thirteen kinds of life: 
seven are emotions and they refer to the gates of the mind; 
six are longings and they refer to the gates of the body. 
There are also thirteen kinds of death: 
seven are passions and they refer to the gates of the mind; 
six are desires and they refer to the gates of the body. 
These thirteen kinds of life and death rule also human beings, because one treasures life. 
He who is good at conserving his life will not meet the rhinoceros and the tiger on his journey. 
He can enter a battle without being hurt. 
The rhinoceros cannot attack him with its horn, 
the tiger cannot scratch him with its claws, 
troops cannot use their swords against him. 



That is only because he has no place for death to enter. 
• 
[50c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Life and death co-exist in the same process. 
The chance for life is thirty percent. 
The chance for death is thirty percent. 
The chance for death in the life's area is also thirty percent. 
Why? 
Because some live too actively for their lives. 
It has been said that people good at living 
Do not meet with tigers on land, 
Or receive hits in battle. 
Tigers can have no chance to apply their paws. 
Weapons can have no chance to exert their edges. 
Why? 
Because people good at living have no chance of death. 
• 
[50c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Preserving of Life 



Lao Tze says, 
Men come forth from their mothers' wombs and live; 
and they enter dust, and die. 
Those men who depend on the three and ten to live; 
die by the three and ten also. 
Those who were living will be sent to the place of death by the three and ten. 
And for what reason? 
Because they made excessive stores to perpetuate their life. 
For I have heard it is said that one who excels in safeguarding his own life does not shun the 

rhinoceros or tiger when travelling on land, nor does he avoid buff coat and sharp weapon at entering a 
host. 

The rhinoceros finds no place to fix its claw on him, nor the weapon a place to admit its point on him. 
And for what reason? 
Because there is no place of death on him. 
• 
[50c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Men go out of life and enter into death. 
The parts (proportions) of life are three in ten; the parts of death are also three in ten. 
Men that from birth move towards the region of death are also three in ten. 



Why is it so? 
Because of their redundant effort in seeking to live. 
But only those who do nothing for the purpose of living are better than those who prize their lives. 
For I have heard that he who knows well how to conserve life, when travelling on land, does not meet 

the rhinoceros or the tiger; when going to a battle he is not attacked by arms and weapons. 
The rhinoceros can find nowhere to drive his horn; the tiger can find nowhere to put his claws; the 

weapons can find nowhere to thrust their blades. 
Why is it so? 
Because he is beyond the region of death. 
• 
[50c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Coming out means life; going in means death. 
Three-tenths of men are disciples of life. 
Three-tenths of men are disciples of death. 
Three-tenths of men actually have life, but strive for death through activity. 
Why is this so? 
Because they over-nourish themselves. 
So I have heard that he who is capable of sustaining life 
Can travel on land without ever encountering a rhinoceros or tiger; 



Can enter a battle without ever being touched by arms and weapons. 
The rhinoceros cannot charge him with its horns. 
The tiger cannot attack him with its claws. 
Weapons have no place to lodge their blades. 
Why is this so? 
Because he has no grounds for death. 
• 
[50c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Setting out to live is entering into death." 
"Thirteen are the life givers, 
thirteen are the death bringers." 
The thirteen body parts are also death spots in people's life and activity. 
Why? 
Because they live life so lavishly. 
So we hear: 
One who Excels at fostering life, 
"travels on land without meeting rhinoceros or tiger, 
enters combat without armor or weapon." 
The rhinoceros finds no place to jab its horn, 



the tiger finds no place to lay its claws, 
a weapon finds no place where its point can enter. 
Why? 
Because he has no death spot. 
• 
[50c33t] Cheng Lin 
Man begins with life, and ends with death. 
During the span of man's existence, 
three-tenths of it are passed in the processes of growth; 
three-tenths are passed in the processes of decay. 
That which is meant for the development of life but which is passed in the processes of decay also 

constitutes three-tenths. 
Why is this so? 
Because man over-taxes the life force. 
It has been said that he who knows how to preserve life avoids the rhinoceros and tigers when 

travelling by land; 
dodges arms and weapons when engaged in battle with a hostile army. 
He sees to it that the rhinoceros have no opportunity to use their horns; 
that tigers have no opportunity to use their claws; 



that enemies have no opportunity to use their weapons. 
Why is this so? 
Because man avoids the risks of death. 
• 
[50c34t] Yi Wu 
From birth to death, 
One-third are fellows of life, 
One-third are fellows of death, 
And one-third are fellows of life who move to grounds for death. 
Why is this? 
Because they are overly attached to their lives. 
It is said that those who are good at sustaining life 
Travel on land without meeting wild buffalos or tigers, 
Enter battle without protection of armor or weapons. 
In them, a wild buffalo finds no place to gore with its horns, 
A tiger finds no place to seize with its claws, 
A weapon finds no place to pierce with its blade. 
Why is this? 
Because they have no grounds for death. 



• 
[50c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
From the time you were born, you are dying. 
About one-third of people are luxuriating in longevity, 
Another third are enjoying a normal life span but travelling along the path towards a natural death. 
The other third are heading on the path towards a premature death. 
The cause of premature death is due to overindulgence in life. 
I have heard that people, who master the art of living, 
Can avoid meeting a rhinoceros or tiger in the jungle. 
They can avoid getting hurt by any sharp weapons in a battle. 
The rhinoceros cannot employ its horn against them. 
The tiger cannot attack them with its paws. 
Sharp weapons cannot inflict injury on them. 
Why is this so? 
They simply manage to stay away from the circle of death. 
• 
[50c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
That one's physical life will begin with birth and end in death seems a surety. 
Also, in an individual life, the special opportunities of life and death are very much equal. 



When there is an opportunity for death, 
there is an opportunity for life also. 
When there is an unusual opportunity for life, 
it pulls one's life closer to death. 
Aside from such opportunities, 
there is the personal effort to maintain normalcy. 
This is much more reliable than the special opportunities which place one's life on the verge of life 

and death. 
People of awareness value normalcy and forsake seeking special opportunities which hold the 

promise of increasing the strength of living. 
Such things are eventually only ways to speed up one's life. 
One who can enjoy his natural life is content with the life of simple normalcy. 
As I was told, one who knows how to tend his life with simple normalcy, 
does not meet wild animals on the road or know the touch of weapons during war. 
The mighty horns of the rhinoceros, 
the powerful claws of the tiger, 
the sharp blades of weapons, 
find nowhere to pierce him. 
Why is this so? 



Because his mind holds no uncanny thoughts he gives death no opportunity. 
• 
[50c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
To live or to die: 
Three out of ten men live, 
While three out of ten men die. 
Further, three out of ten men cling to life, 
But they lose it. 
Why? 
Because they all crave life. 
He who knows how to safeguard his life 
Does not encounter tigers or rhinoceroses. 
In the battlefield 
He does not avoid dangerous weapons. 
Rhinoceroses cannot gore him, 
Tigers cannot claw him, 
Dangerous weapons cannot harm him. 
Why? 
Because there is no place in him for death. 



• 
[50c38t] Henry Wei 
Importance of Life 
Kuei Sheng 
As life emerges, death enters. 
The agents of life are thirteen; 
The agents of death are likewise thirteen; 
The thirteen also may make men move in a death spot. 
Why so? 
Because life is lived in too intense a manner. 
I have heard that - 
He, who is adept in guarding his life, 
Will not come across rhinoceros and tigers, 
When travelling on land; 
And when in the armed forces, 
Will not get wounded by deadly weapons. 
In him the rhinoceros can find no place to butt, 
Nor can the tiger find any place to claw, 
Nor can the weapons find any place to injure. 



Why so? 
Because there is no death spot in him. 
• 
[50c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
You come out to life and enter death. 
The companions of life are three in ten; 
The companions of death are three in ten: 
The way humans live, 
There are those who move into death-spots. 
They too are three in ten. 
Why is this so? 
It is because of their hoarding of life. 
I hear that those who nurture life well, 
When traveling on land, do not meet wild buffaloes or tigers, 
Nor do they, when going into battle, put on armor or shields. 
The wild buffalo would find no place to thrust its horns; 
The tiger would find no place to place its claws; 
The sword would find no place to lodge its blade. 
Why is this so? 



Because for such men there are no death-spots. 
• 
[50c40t] Tao Huang 
We live, we die. 
The companions of life are three and ten. 
The companions of death are three and ten. 
That people live their active life necessarily leading to the ground of death is three and ten. 
Why so? 
It is the nature of life itself. 
As a matter of fact, I hear of those who are good at preserving their lives: 
Walking through, not avoiding rhinos and tigers. 
Entering battle without wearing armaments. 
The rhino has no place to dig its horns. 
The tiger has no place to drag its claws. 
The soldier has no place to thrust his blade. 
Why is this so? 
Because they have no place to die. 
• 
[50c41t] Tang Zi-chang 



Throughout human life, from birth to death: 
There are one third who die naturally; 
There are one third who die from disease; 
And the other one third who die by speeding to death. 
For what reasons have they done so? 
Because they live by overdrawing upon their lives heavily. 
As I used to hear that: 
"One who takes good care of his life will not meet a rhinoceros or a tiger when he is traveling on land. 
He does not need to wear armour or carry weapons when he is leading an army." 
The rhinoceros finds no place to insert its horn. 
The tiger finds no place to put its claws. 
Weapons of war find no place to thrust their blades. 
For what reasons? 
Because one never lets himself be in a vulnerable situation. 
• 
[50c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Man comes in to life and goes out to death. 
Three out of ten are companions of life. 
Three out of ten are companions of death. 



And three out of ten in their lives lead from activity to death. 
And for what reason? 
Because of man's intensive striving after life. 
I have heard that one who is a good preserver of his life will not meet tigers or wild buffaloes, 
And in fighting will not try to escape from weapons of war. 
The wild buffalo cannot butt its horns against him, 
The tiger cannot fasten its claws in him, 
And weapons of war cannot thrust their blades into him. 
And for what reason? 
Because in him there is no room for death. 
• 
[50c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Выходят, чтобы жить; 
входя обратно, умирают. 
Из каждых десяти лишь три вступают в жизнь и три, уж находясь в конце ее, 

вышагивают к смерти. 
И те, чья человеческая жизнь является лишь местом смерти, по которому им двигаться, 

тоже составляют три из десяти. 
Чем это объясняется? 



Тем, что они всего превыше ценят жизнь. 
Говорят, есть человек, умеющий заботиться о жизни. 
Когда идет по суше, на него не нападает носорог и тигр, вступая в войско, он не запасается 

оружием и латами. 
Носорогу некуда его ударить рогом, тигру негде в него впиться когтями, мечу некуда в него 

вонзиться острием. 
Чем это объясняется? 
Тем, что в нем нет места для смерти. 
• 
[50c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Появляясь - живём, уходя - умираем. 
Трое из десяти последуют жизни. 
Трое из десяти последуют смерти. 
Тех, кто стремится к жизни и потому часто сталкивается со смертью, - также трое из 

десяти. 
Почему это так? 
Потому что они излишне стремятся к жизни. 
Я слышал, что искушённый в сбережении своей жизни, в своих странствиях не столкнётся 

с носорогами и тиграми. 



В сражении его не задеть ударом оружия. 
Носорогам некуда воткнуть свой рог. 
Тиграм некуда вонзить свои когти. 
Воину некуда направить своё оружие. 
Почему это так? 
Потому что в нём нет места смерти. 
• 
[50c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Рождаясь, чтобы жить, люди устремляются к смерти. 
Учеников жизни - трое из десятка. 
Учеников смерти - трое из десятка. 
Тех людей, что рождены для жизни, но стремятся в царство смерти, - трое из десятка. 
И по какой причине это? 
По той причине, что жадны до жизни люди. 
Я слышал, что умеющий жизнь свою беречь, идя по суше, не столкнется с тигром или 

носорогом, а вступая в войско, может он не опасаться оружия и лат. 
Ведь носорогу некуда свой рог вонзить, тигру некуда когти свои запустить, оружию некуда 

клинок вонзить. 
И по какой причине это? 



По той причине, что для таких людей не существует царства смерти. 
• 
[50c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Приходят жизнью, уходят смертью. 
Придут жизнью тринадцать, уйдут смертью тринадцать, из живущих людей 

движущихся к месту смерти тоже тринадцать. 
Почему это так? 
Из-за их обильного рождения и размножения. 
Как-то слыхал, что тот, кто искусно (посредством добра-шань) управляет жизнью, идя 

по суше, не избегает носорогов и тигров, 
вступая в бой, неуязвим для латников. 
Носорогу некуда вонзить свой рог, тигру некуда запустить свои когти, 
латнику некуда ударить своим мечом. 
Почему это так? 
Потому что у него нет места смерти [ни на нем, ни на земле]. 
• 
[50c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
[Существа] рождаются и умирают. 
Из десяти человек три [идут] к жизни, три - к смерти. 



Из каждых десяти еще имеются три человека, которые умирают от своих деяний. 
Почему это так? 
Это происходит оттого, что у них слишком сильно стремление к жизни. 
Я слышал, что, кто умеет овладевать жизнью, идя по земле, не боится носорога и тигра, 

вступая в битву, не боится вооруженных солдат. 
Носорогу некуда вонзить в него свой рог, тигру негде наложить на него свои когти, а 

солдатам некуда поразить его мечом. 
В чем причина? 
Это происходит оттого, что для него не существует смерти. 
• 
[50c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
(Все существа), уходя из жизни, входят в смерть. 
Жизнь имеет 13 ступеней своего развития; смерть также имеет 13 ступеней. 
Ступеней человеческой жизни, которая постоянно стремится к смерти, опять 13. 
Это почему? 
Потому что стремление к жизни слишком сильно. 
Я слышал, что ведущий воздержную жизнь не боится ни носорога, ни тигра, ни быть на 

поле сражения без воинского наряда, ибо на нем нет места, куда носорог мог бы ударить 
рогом, тигр мог бы вонзить свои острые когти и воин мог бы нанести удар мечом. 



Это почему? 
Потому что для ведущего жизнь воздержную не существует смерти. 
• 
[50c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Вот: выходят в жизнь и входят в смерть. 
Товарищей по жизни - три из десяти, 
Товарищей по смерти - три из десяти. 
Жизнь свою в смерть обращающих - тоже три из десяти. 
А почему? 
Все из-за жажды быть живым в этой жизни. 
Известно: тот, кто постиг премудрость сбереженья жизни, 
В пути не встретит тигра или носорога, 
Вступив в сраженье, избежит разящего клинка. 
В нем носорогу некуда воткнуть свой рог, 
Тигру некуда вонзить свои когти, 
Воину некуда направить свой меч. 
Почему так? 
Потому что смерти негде поселиться в нем. 
• 



[50c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Выход - рождение. 
Вход - смерть. 
Попутчиков рождения - на десять есть три. 
Попутчиков смерти - на десять есть три. 
Людей, рождающих движение, ведущее в Землю смерти, тоже - на десять есть три. 
И какова же причинность? 
Это мощность порождения порождающего. 
Так, внимающий совершенствованию накопления порождающего, он, двигаясь по суше, не 

встретит носорога и тигра. 
Войдя в войско, он не столкнется с вооруженным воином. 
Для носорога отсутствует место, куда приложить свой рог. 
Для тигра отсутствует место, куда применить свои когти. 
Для воина отсутствует место, куда вонзить свой клинок. 
И какова же причинность: 
Из-за отсутствия в нем Земли смерти. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-One 
 

[51c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way gives birth to them and Virtue nourishes them; 
Substance gives them form and their unique capacities complete them. 
Therefore the ten thousand things venerate the Way and honor Virtue. 
As for their veneration of the Way and their honoring of Virtue - 
No one rewards them for it; it's constantly so on its own. 
The Way gives birth to them, nourishes them, matures them, completes them, rests them, rears them, 

supports them, and protects {them}. 
{It gives birth to them but} doesn't try to own them; 
It acts on their behalf but doesn't make them dependent; 
It matures them but doesn't rule them. 
This we call Profound Virtue. 
• 
[51c02t] John C. H. Wu 
TAO gives them life, 
Virtue nurses them, 
Matter shapes them, 



Environment perfects them. 
Therefore all things without exception worship Tao and do homage to Virtue. 
They have not been commanded to worship Tao and do homage to Virtue, 
But they always do so spontaneously. 
It is Tao that gives them life: 
It is Virtue that nurses them, grows them, fosters them, shelters them, comforts them, nourishes them, 

and covers them under her wings. 
To give life but to claim nothing, 
To do your work but to set no store by it, 
To be a leader, not a butcher, 
This is called hidden Virtue. 
• 
[51c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way gives them life; 
Virtue rears them; 
Things give them shape; 
Circumstances bring them to maturity. 
Therefore the myriad creatures all revere the way and honour virtue. 
Yet the way is revered and virtue honoured not because this is decreed by any authority but because 



it is natural for them to be treated so. 
Thus the way gives them life and rears them; 
Brings them up and nurses them; 
Brings them to fruition and maturity; 
Feeds and shelters them. 
It gives them life yet claims no possession; 
It benefits them yet exacts no gratitude; 
It is the steward yet exercises no authority. 
Such is called the mysterious virtue. 
• 
[51c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao produces; 
Its Power supports; Its Natural Law forms; Its influence completes. 
Thus All Things without exception 
Respect the Tao and value its Power. 
To respect the Tao and value its Power - 
No one demands this, and it comes naturally. 
Therefore the Tao produces and its Power supports; 
It advances, cultivates, comforts, matures, nourishes, and protects. 



Produce but do not possess. 
Act without expectation. 
Advance without dominating. 
These are called the Subtle Powers. 
• 
[51c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao begets all beings, 
And De fosters them. 
The physical gives them forms, 
And the vessels mark them accomplished. 
Therefore all beings without exception venerate Tao and value De. 
The veneration of Tao and valuing of De, is not out of obedience to any orders, but is always like this. 
Therefore Tao begets all beings, 
And De fosters them, grows and raises them, makes them fruitful and mature, breeds them and 

protects them. 
To give birth to them without taking possession of them, 
To put them in motion without vaunting this as its merits, 
And to be their sovereign without controlling them, 
- These are called the profound De. 



• 
[51c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
All things arise from Tao. 
They are nourished by Virtue. 
They are formed from matter. 
They are shaped by environment. 
Thus the ten thousand things all respect Tao and honor Virtue. 
Respect of Tao and honor of Virtue are not demanded, 
But they are in the nature of things. 
Therefore all things arise from Tao. 
By Virtue they are nourished, 
Developed, cared for, 
Sheltered, comforted, 
Grown, and protected. 
Creating without claiming, 
Doing without taking credit, 
Guiding without interfering, 
This is Primal Virtue. 
• 



[51c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Dao gives them birth. 
The Virtue rears them. 
They get their shapes from substance. 
They become what they are from the working of various forces. 
For these reasons all living things pay homage to the Dao, 
And respect the Virtue. 
The stately status of the Dao and that of the Virtue 
Are such that they are at the command of no one, 
And are always in their natural states. 
The Dao gives birth; 
The Virtue rears them; 
Raises and nourishes them; 
Brings them up and lets them down; 
Claims no ownership even though it brings them to life. 
The Dao accomplishes but is never arrogant; 
It lets them grow but never dictates their fates. 
This is known as the Mystical Virtue. 
• 



[51c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The DAO gives birth to everything, the DE looks after everything, 
The elements give a shape to everything, and nature makes everything grow and mature. 
Therefore, everything respects the DAO and values the DE. 
The dignity of the DAO and the nobleness of the DE are not forced upon anything, but allow 

everything to be natural. 
So, the DAO gives birth to everything, the DE looks after everything; 
They grow and cultivate everything, making them complete and mature; 
They bring everything up and protect them. 
Giving birth to everything but not owning them, 
Taking care of everything but not claiming the credit, 
Leading everything but not controlling them; 
This is called real DE. 
• 
[51c09t] Walter Gorn Old, CHERISHING VIRTUE 
Tao brings forth, and Teh nourishes. 
All things take up their several forms, and natural forces bring them to perfection. 
Therefore all things conspire to exalt Tao and to cherish virtue. 
But this regard of Tao and Teh is not in deference to any mandate. 



It is unconstrained, and therefore it endures for ever. 
For Tao produces all things, and Teh nourishes, increases, feeds, matures, protects, and watches over 

them. 
To produce without possessing; to work without expecting; to enlarge without usurping; this is the 

sublime virtue! 
• 
[51c10t] James Legge 
All things are produced by the Tao, and nourished by its outflowing operation. 
They receive their forms according to the nature of each, and are completed according to the 

circumstances of their condition. 
Therefore all things without exception honour the Tao, and exalt its outflowing operation. 
This honouring of the Tao and exalting of its operation is not the result of any ordination, but always 

a spontaneous tribute. 
Thus it is that the Tao produces (all things), nourishes them, brings them to their full growth, nurses 

them, completes them, matures them, maintains them, and overspreads them. 
It produces them and makes no claim to the possession of them; 
it carries them through their processes and does not vaunt its ability in doing so; 
it brings them to maturity and exercises no control over them; 
- this is called its mysterious operation. 



• 
[51c11t] David Hinton 
Way gives birth to them and Integrity nurtures them. 
Matter shapes them and conditions complete them. 
That's why the ten thousand things always honor Way and treasure Integrity. 
Honoring Way and treasuring Integrity 
isn't obedience to command, 
it's occurrence perennially appearing of itself. 
Way gives birth to them and Integrity nurtures them: 
it fosters and sustains them, harbors and succors them, nourishes and shelters them. 
Giving birth without possessing, 
animating without subjecting, 
fostering without dominating: 
this is called dark-enigma Integrity. 
• 
[51c12t] Chichung Huang 
The Tao generates them, 
Virtue nurtures them, 
Matter forms them, 



And instruments complete them. 
Hence, the ten thousand things 
Honor the Tao and treasure virtue. 
That the Tao is honored 
And virtue is treasured is not because 
Anyone has conferred titles upon them; 
It is constantly the way things are. 
The Tao generates them, 
Nurtures them, 
Grows them, 
Raises them, 
Shapes them, 
Solidifies them, 
Stores them, 
Covers them. 
It generates without possessing, 
Assists without taking credit, 
Leads without dominating. 
This is called deep and remote virtue. 



• 
[51c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Tao gives birth, 
Te rears (hsü), 
Things (wu) shape, 
Circumstances (shih) complete. 
Therefore the ten thousand things, 
None do not respect Tao and treasure te. 
Tao is respected, 
Te is treasured, 
Not by decree (ming), 
But by spontaneity (tzu-jan). 
Therefore Tao gives birth, 
Te keeps, grows, nurtures, matures, ripens, covers and buries. 
To give birth without possession, 
To act (wei) without holding on to, 
To grow (chang) without lording over, 
This is called the dark te. 
• 



[51c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Tao originates [each and every thing]; 
Te cultivates [each and every thing]; 
The material world gives the form [to each and every thing]; 
The situation completes the formation [of each and every thing]. 
For this reason, each and every thing must resort to venerating Tao and treasuring Te; 
The omnipotence of Tao and the invaluableness of Te [are so compelling]; 
Even though people are not required to recognize the omnipotence of Tao and the invaluableness of 

Te, they shall always [propelled to] follow their rules, because this is the way of Nature. 
Accordingly, Tao originates [each and everything]; 
Te cultivates, grows, nourishes, fulfills, ripens, nurtures and shelters [each and everything]. 
[I have therefore said before, if a person carries out any of the following practices:] 
Helping [others] to live [better lives] without being possessive; 
Stimulating [others] (to maximize their potentials) without claiming the contribution; 
Leading [others with the best guidance] without being manipulative; 
This person has performed [successfully in accord with] the profound Te! 
• 
[51c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The Way gives birth [to all things]; Virtue nourishes; matter shapes; environment perfects. 



Therefore all things without exception revere the Way and honor Virtue, although they are not 
commanded, but left to do so naturally. 

Hence, the Way gives birth; Virtue nurses, grows, fosters, shelters, comforts, nourishes, and guards. 
It gives birth but does not claim as its own; it does but does not claim its doing; it grows but does not 

claim to be master. 
This is called hidden Virtue. 
• 
[51c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Everything is born from Tao, and nurtured by Te; shaped by substance, and completed by 

environment. 
Thus, everything follows Tao and is guided by Te. 
Tao is honored. 
Te is valued. 
This is not the result of promotion, but occurs naturally. 
This is why everything is born by Tao and nurtured by Te. 
Te raises, educates, mentors, coaches, nourishes, and protects everything. 
Giving lives without possessing them, 
Guiding without forcing, 
Developing without controlling, 



This is called Profound Te. 
• 
[51c17t] Arthur Waley 
Tao gave them birth; 
The 'power' of Tao reared them, 
Shaped them according to their kinds, 
Perfected them, giving to each its strength. 
Therefore of the ten thousand things there is not one that does not worship Tao and do homage to its 

'power'. 
No mandate ever went forth that accorded to Tao the right to be worshipped, nor to its 'power' the 

right to receive homage. 
It was always and of itself so. 
Therefore as Tao bore them and the 'power' of Tao reared them, made them grow, fostered them, 

harboured them, brewed for them, so you must 
'Rear them, but not lay claim to them, 
Control them, but never lean upon them, 
Be chief among them, but not manage them. 
This is called the mysterious power.' 
• 



[51c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Dao gives life to them; virtue nurtures them, matter gives them physical form, and characteristic 

potential completes them. 
This is why the myriad things without exception must honor the Dao and esteem virtue. 
This honoring of the Dao and this esteeming of virtue, none are ordered to do so, yet it always 

happens spontaneously. 
The Dao gives them life, and virtue nurtures them, that is, grows them, rears them, ensures them their 

proper shapes, matures them, and protects them. 
He gives them life yet possesses them not. 
He acts, yet they do not depend on him. 
They mature, yet he is not their steward. 
This we call mysterious virtue. 
• 
[51c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE MYSTIC VIRTUE 
Tao gives them birth, 
Teh (character) fosters them. 
The material world gives them form. 
The circumstances of the moment complete them. 



Therefore all things of the universe worship Tao and exalt Teh. 
Tao is worshipped and Teh is exalted 
Without anyone's order but is so of its own accord. 
Therefore Tao gives them birth, 
Teh fosters them, 
Makes them grow, develops them, 
Gives them a harbor, a place to dwell in peace, 
Feeds them and shelters them. 
It gives them birth and does not own them, 
Acts (helps) and does not appropriate them, 
Is superior, and does not control them. 
This is the Mystic Virtue. 
• 
[51c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way gives birth to them and integrity nurtures them. 
Matter forms them and function completes them. 
For this reason, 
The myriad creatures respect the Way and esteem integrity. 
Respect for the Way and esteem for integrity are by no means conferred upon them but always occur 



naturally. 
The Way 
gives birth to them, 
nurtures them, 
rears them, 
follows them, 
shelters them, 
toughens them, 
sustains them, 
protects them. 
It 
gives birth but does not possess, 
acts but does not presume, 
rears but does not control. 
This is what is called "mysterious integrity." 
• 
[51c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao gives life to all things, 
and its Virtue nourishes them, forms each according to its nature and gives to each its inner strength. 



Therefore, 
the ten thousand things all venerate the Tao and honor its Virtue. 
It has never been decreed that the Tao be venerated and its Virtue be honored; 
they have always been so treated spontaneously. 
Thus, 
the Tao gives life to all things; 
and its Virtue raises them, nourishes them, brings them to their full growth, feeds, shelters, and 

protects them. 
Giving life without claiming authority, 
benefiting without demanding gratitude, 
guiding without control. 
This is called hidden Virtue. 
• 
[51c22t] David H. Li 
Cultivated by Direction, reared by virtue; 
formed by matter, completed by interaction. 
Thus, myriad matters revere Direction and value virtue. 
The reason Direction is revered and virtue valued is that they do not command but let myriad 

matters visit Nature. 



Thus, 
Direction cultivates, 
virtue rears, nurtures, guides, comforts, protects, cares, shelters. 
Cultivating without possessing, 
providing without claiming, 
nurturing without dominating, 
This is the Profoundest Virtue. 
• 
[51c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao begets existence. 
Intelligence nurtures existence. 
Substance forms existence. 
Forces complete existence. 
For this reason, 
Everything in existence, without exception, 
Reveres the Tao and honors Intelligence, 
Not by any decree, but with utter spontaneity. 
Thus, the Tao begets everything in existence, 
And Intelligence nurtures it, 



Rears it, 
Develops it, 
Completes it, 
Ripens it, 
Sustains it, 
Protects it. 
Giving birth without possessing, 
Availing life without claiming, 
Promoting growth without controlling, 
These are the Profound Virtues of Kosmic Intelligence. 
• 
[51c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The Tao created all things, 
The way of the Tao nourished them, 
All things emerge in different forms, 
Each of them is perfect in the nature of the Tao within it. 
Therefore, there is not one among the myriad of things 
That does not honor the Tao and cherish its way. 
Honoring the Tao and cherishing its way are not dictated by law, 



But rather come from within. 
Therefore the Tao creates them, makes them grow, nourishes them, 
Guards them, lifts them, and protects them. 
When all things are created, the Tao does not reject them. 
It creates them without owning them. 
It operates without depending on them, and raises them without controlling them. 
When its work is completed, it does not lay any claim to them. 
Since it does not lay claim to them, it does not lose them. 
• 
[51c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Everything streams from the Tao, 
Everything is nurtured by Te, 
Everything is made out of substance, 
Everything is created by the Tao of Nature 
- and from everything on earth that surrounds it. 
So every living thing should bow to the Tao, the Tao and its Virtue because they are what it is. 
Everything that breathes comes from the Tao, 
And the Virtue feeds and takes care of it. 
They grace things without possessing them, 



They benefit everything but ask for nothing back, 
They give themselves into everything without seeking control. 
This is the essence of the original intention. 
• 
[51c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao begets all creatures; 
The virtue rears them; 
Substance gives them shape; 
Forces in opposition accomplish them. 
Therefore all creatures worship the Tao and honor virtue. 
This worship and honor stems from the fact 
That the Tao and virtue never unnaturally 
Impose their influence on all creatures. 
In this way 
The Tao begets all creatures; 
The virtue rears them, 
Promotes them, natures them, 
Brings them to fruition and maturity, 
Meanwhile maintains and defends them. 



Giving them life without claiming to be their owner; 
Availing them without claiming to be their benefactor; 
And being their head without ruling them; 
All these are called the most intrinsic Teh (virtue). 
• 
[51c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The Tao creates. 
The virtue nourishes. 
The things form. 
The environment shapes them to completion. 
That is why the myriad creatures all respect the Tao, and value virtue. 
When the Tao is respected, virtue is valued. 
No one can command them but the Tao. 
That is why the Tao creates myriad creatures. 
Virtue nourishes them, cultivates them, educates them, completes them, ripens them, supports them, 

carries them. 
The Tao creates them without possessing them, benefits them without profiting from them, guides 

them without commanding them. 
That is what profound virtue means. 



• 
[51c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Things are produced by the Way, 
Cultivated by their accumulation through time, 
Realized in their forms by substances, 
And guided in their development 
By the potential in specific circumstances. 
Therefore, everything respects the Way 
And values what has been accumulated in the culture. 
In the respected Way and valued accumulation, 
Things grow and develop 
By following their natural courses. 
That's why we say that things are produced by the Way, 
And, through diachronic accumulation, reared, 
Cultivated, developed, matured, and protected naturally. 
That process is the basic moral model for providers: 
Produce without possessing anything, 
Achieve without showing off anything, 
And lead without making personal decisions. 



• 
[51c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Mystic Virtue 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao is the one to give existence; 
and its attribute, the Teh, is responsible for nurturing it. 
In this way all things are formed. 
They are brought forth to maturity according to their condition. 
Therefore, all existence without exception honors the Tao and exalts the Teh. 
This honoring of the Tao and exalting of the Teh is not decreed through an authority, but through 

spontaneous tribute. 
So it is that the Tao gives existence; 
and its attribute, the Teh, completes, matures, maintains and shelters. 
It gives life but doesn't claim the possession of it. 
It carries all things through their processes but does not boast its ability. 
It brings them to maturity, but does not control them. 
This is called the mystic virtue. 
• 
[51c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 



Tao produces them (all things); 
Virtue feeds them; 
All of them appear in different forms; 
Each is perfected by being given power. 
Therefore none of the numerous things does not honour Tao and esteem virtue. 
The honouring of Tao and the esteem of virtue are done, not by command, but always of their own 

accord. 
Therefore Tao produces them, makes them grow, nourishes them, shelters them, brings them up and 

protects them. 
When all things come into being Tao does not reject them. 
It produces them without holding possession of them. 
It acts without depending upon them, and raises without lording it over them. 
When merits are accomplished it does not lay claim to them. 
Because it does not lay claim to them, therefore it does not lose them. 
• 
[51c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao begets them. 
Virtue nurtures them. 
Matter gives them form. 



Circumstances bring them into completion. 
Therefore all things not only respect Tao but also value virtue. 
Yet Tao is respected and virtue is valued. 
Without being ordered, they come naturally. 
Therefore Tao begets them. 
Virtue nurtures them, grows them and rears them, perfects them and ripens them, nourishes them 

and shelters them. 
Begetting without possessing; 
Acting without asserting; 
Developing without controlling; 
This is called mystical virtue. 
• 
[51c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao produces them, 
Te rears them, 
events shape them, 
talents complete their development. 
And so: 
Among the thousands of things, 



there are none that do not honor Tao and treasure Te. 
This honoring Tao and treasuring Te - 
no one commands it, it always happens naturally. 
Tao produces them, 
Te rears them, makes them grow, nurses them, settles them, heals them, sustains them, protects them. 
Produces but does not possess; 
works but does not rely on this; 
presides but doesn't rule. 
This is mysterious Te. 
• 
[51c33t] Cheng Lin 
It is Truth that gives both life and form to things. 
The nature of a thing determines its individuality and perfection. 
Therefore, as regards all things, Truth and Nature are the most important. 
The importance of Truth and Nature is a matter of course, and requires no comment. 
Truth gives birth to life. 
Nature determines the individuality, growth, development, completion, maturity, protection, and 

security of a thing. 
The mysterious Nature is that which lives without the desire for ownership, gives without the wish for 



return, rules without claiming lordship. 
• 
[51c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way brings them forth, 
Virtue nurtures them, 
Matter shapes them, 
Environment forms them. 
Therefore, all things without exception venerate the Way and value virtue. 
The Way's venerability and virtue's value 
are that they do not command but constantly are natural. 
Therefore, the Way brings them forth, 
Virtue nurtures them, 
Grows them and rears them, 
Matures them and ripens them, 
Nourishes them and shelters them. 
Producing without possessing, 
Acting without taking credit, 
Growing without controlling, -- 
This is called mystical virtue. 



• 
[51c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao produces everything. 
De nourishes everything. 
Dao and De work in tandem and things begin to take shape. 
Things begin to evolve according to the circumstances. 
Hence, all beings respect and venerate Dao and De. 
Dao and De are so venerated because they do not exert control. 
Everything is allowed to develop naturally. 
Therefore, Dao procreates everything; De nurtures. 
De facilitates growth, development, fruition and ripening. 
It also nourishes and protects. 
Dao procreates but does not possess. 
De accomplishes but does not claim credit. 
It facilitates growth but does not exert control. 
This is known as "inconspicuous virtue". 
• 
[51c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The natural essence of the universe gives life to all things. 



Virtue nurses them. 
Matter shapes them. 
The natural environment brings them to maturity. 
Therefore, all things without exception revere the subtle essence and honor virtue. 
Though the subtle essence deserves reverence, 
it does not demand it. 
And though virtue ought to be honored, 
it, too, does not demand it. 
Thus, it is the subtle essence that gives life to all things, and with its virtue nurses them, grows them, 

fosters them, shelters them, comforts them, nourishes them and embraces them. 
It does all this, yet it claims no possession, 
expects no gratitude, and desires no lordship. 
This is called the subtle virtue of the universe. 
• 
[51c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Tao creates all things; 
Tê cultivates them. 
Things are shaped according to their natures; 
Relational conditions fulfill them. 



Therefore, ten thousand things all venerate the source of Tao 
And value the potentialities of Tê. 
Tao is venerated and Tê is valued spontaneously; 
No one orders that it be so. 
Thus, Tao creates all things; 
Tê cultivates them. 
They give them birth. 
They nourish them. 
They give them shape. 
They give them quality. 
They shelter them. 
They guard them. 
They create them but do not possess them. 
They work for them but expect no reward. 
They bring them to maturity but do not control them. 
This is called invisible attainment. 
• 
[51c38t] Henry Wei 
Nourishing Virtue 



Yang Teh 
Tao produces all things; 
Teh (virtue) rears them; 
Material elements shape them; 
Environmental forces perfect them. 
That's why of the ten thousand things, 
None does not honor Tao and exalt Teh. 
Tao is honored and Teh is exalted, 
Not in obedience to anyone's command, 
But always in accord with Innate Freedom. 
Thus while Tao produces things, Teh rears them, 
Brings them up, develops them, perfects them, 
Matures them, feeds them, and shelters them. 
To produce but not to claim ownership, 
To act but not to presume on the result, 
To lead but not to manipulate - 
This is called Mystic Virtue. 
• 
[51c39t] Ha Poong Kim 



Tao gives life [to the ten thousand things]; 
Te nurtures them. 
Materiality shapes them; 
The circumstances fulfill them. 
Therefore, of the ten thousand things 
None fails to revere Tao and honor Te. 
The revering of Tao, 
The honoring of Te - 
No one orders it. 
It is always so of itself [tzu-jan]. 
Therefore Tao gives them life; 
Te nurtures them. 
Makes them flourish and grow; 
Gives them security and comfort; 
Feeds and shelters them. 
To give them life, without possessing them; 
To rule them, without depending on them; 
To lead them, without presiding over them - 
This is called the mysterious Te. 



• 
[51c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao enlivens. 
Action nourishes. 
Matter forms. 
Mechanism completes. 
For that reason, all things worship Tao and exalt Action. 
The worship of Tao and exaltation of Action are not conferred, but always arise naturally. 
Tao enlivens and nourishes, develops and cultivates, integrates and completes, raises and sustains. 
It enlivens without possessing. 
It acts without relying. 
It develops without controlling. 
Such is called mystic Action. 
• 
[51c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Dao gives birth to All Things. 
Its virtue nourishes them. 
Its Matter forms them, and its Forces perfect them. 
Thus among All Things there is none which does not esteem Dao and envy its virtues. 



To esteem Dao and envy its Virtues do not take any order whatever, but follow the eternity of Nature. 
Since Dao gives life; 
and its virtues nourish it, grow it, cultivate it, accomplish it, mature it, nurse it, and protect it. 
It produces All Things but it does not possess them. 
It provides everything for them but it does not take anything from them. 
It leads them but does not lord over them. 
It is called "the Profound Virtue". 
• 
[51c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Tao produces them. 
Virtue fosters them. 
Matter gives them physical form. 
The circumstances and tendencies complete them. 
Therefore the ten thousand things esteem Tao and honor virtue. 
Tao is esteemed and virtue is honored without anyone's order! 
They always come spontaneously. 
Therefore Tao produces them and virtue fosters them. 
They rear them and develop them. 
They give them security and give them peace. 



They nurture them and protect them. 
(Tao) produces them but does not take possession of them. 
It acts, but does not rely on its own ability. 
It leads them but does not master them. 
This is called profound and secret virtue. 
• 
[51c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао рождает, добродетель взращивает, вещь оформляется, обстоятельства приводят к 

завершению. 
Поэтому-то среди десяти тысяч вещей нет ни одной, которая не почитала бы Дао и не 

ценила добродетель. 
Чтить Дао, ценить добродетель - это не чей-либо приказ, а незыблемая самость. 
Дао рождает, добродетель взращивает. 
Она растит, лелеет, совершенствует, делает зрелым, содержит, укрывает. 
Чему давать жизнь, не иметь, 
на свои действия не опираться, 
быть старшим, но не властвовать 
- это называют сокровенной добродетелью. 
• 



[51c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао порождает, Благость вскармливает. 
В вещах оформляется, в обстоятельствах воплощается. 
Поэтому мириады существ не только почитают Дао, но и ценят Благость. 
Почитают Дао и ценят Благость не за то, что они предопределяют судьбу, а потому, что 

извечно следуют естественности. 
Вот поэтому Дао порождает, Благость вскармливает. 
Взращивает и воспитывает, классифицирует и укрепляет, пестует и оберегает, 

порождает, но не обладает этим, свершает и не требует воздаяния, взращивает [мириады 
вещей] и не властвует над ними. 

Оттого и зовётся это сокровенной Благостью. 
• 
[51c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Дао-Путь все порождает. 
Благая Сила-Дэ все вскармливает. 
Вещественность все оформляет. 
Сила все доводит до свершения. 
Таким образом, среди всего сущего нет ни одного существа, что не почитало бы Дао-Пути 

и не ценило бы Благой Силы-Дэ. 



Дао-Путь почитаем, а Благая Сила-Дэ ценима потому, что никому они не отдают 
велений, но постоянно пребывают в самоестественности свободной. 

Поэтому Дао-Путь все порождает, Благая Сила-Дэ все вскармливает. 
Они все взращивают и все пестуют, все завершают и все до зрелости доводят; 
они все выхаживают и все собою покрывают; 
рождают, но не обладают; 
вершат, но преднамеренно не замышляют своих свершений; 
взращивают все, но не господствуют над ним. 
Вот что такое Сокровенная Благая Сила-Дэ! 
• 
[51c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао рождает их, Дэ пестует их, вещество оформляет их, условия завершают их. 
Поэтому среди мириад вещей нет таких, которые не почитали бы Дао и не ценили Дэ. 
Дао почитаемо, Дэ ценимо, нет над ними судьбы, они в постоянной естественности. 
Дао рождает вещи, Дэ пестует их, растит их, воспитывает их, классифицирует их, 

упорядочивает их, вскармливает и оберегает их. 
Порождающее и не обладающее [ими], 
возделывающее и ни на что не опирающееся, 
главенствующее и не карающее - 



это и есть изначально-сокровенное Дэ. 
• 
[51c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао рождает [вещи], дэ вскармливает [их]. 
Вещи оформляются, формы завершаются. 
Поэтому нет вещи, которая не почитала бы дао и не ценила бы дэ. 
Дао почитаемо, дэ ценимо, потому что они не отдают приказаний, а следуют 

естественности. 
Дао рождает [вещи], дэ вскармливает [их], взращивает их, воспитывает их, 

совершенствует их, делает их зрелыми, ухаживает за ними, поддерживает их. 
Создавать и не присваивать, творить и не хвалиться, являясь старшим, не повелевать - 

вот что называется глубочайшим дэ. 
• 
[51c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тао производит существа, добродетель кормит их; 
они дают им вещественную форму, а могущество их совершенствует вещи. 
Поэтому все существа почитают Тао и добродетель. 
Никто не сообщал Тао его достоинства, а добродетели - ее ценности, но они сами собой 

вечно обладают ими. 



Поэтому Тао производит вещи, питает их, дает им расти, совершенствует, делает 
зрелыми, кормит и защищает. 

Оно производит их и не делает их своими; 
делает их тем, что они есть, и не хвалится ими; 
оно царствует над ними и оставляет их свободными. 
Вот что называют глубокой добродетелью. 
• 
[51c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь рождает их, Совершенство взращивает, 
Вещество придает им формы, сила обстоятельств их завершает: 
Вот почему все вещи почитают Путь и ценят Совершенство. 
Путь почитают и Совершенство ценят не по приказу: 
Так всегда происходит само собой; 
Посему Путь рождает их, Совершенство взращивает, 
Они вынашивают их и вскармливают их, 
Дают им вырасти, дают им созреть, 
Пестуют их, оберегают их. 
Все рождает и ничем не обладает. 
Всему поспешествует, а не ищет в том опоры, 



Всех старше, а ничем не повелевает: 
Вот что зовется сокровенным совершенством. 
• 
[51c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Путь порождает это. 
Потенция накапливает это. 
Сущности-вещи оформляют это. 
Энергия-сила завершает это. 
Это дает: 
Из мириад сущностей нет не почитающих Путь и не возвышающих Потенцию. 
Почитание Пути и возвышение Потенции делается не по чьему-то наставлению, а 

является самопроизвольной естественностью постоянства. 
Причинность: 
Путь порождает это, Потенция накапливает это, взращивает это, питает это, 

распределяет это, регулирует это, вскармливает это, покрывает это. 
Порождая, не вступай в отношения обладания. 
Осуществляя, не отождествляйся. 
Возрастая, не главенствуй. 
Это определяется: 



Мистическая потенция. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Two 
 

[52c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The world had a beginning, 
Which can be considered the mother of the world. 
Having attained the mother, in order to understand her children, 
If you return and hold on to the mother, till the end of your life you'll suffer no harm. 
Block up the holes; 
Close the doors; 
And till the end of your life you'll not labor. 
Open the holes; 
Meddle in affairs; 
And till the end of your life you'll not be saved. 
To perceive the small is called "discernment." 
To hold on to the pliant is called "strength." 
If you use the rays to return to the bright light, 
You'll not abandon your life to peril. 
This is called Following the Constant. 
• 



[52c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ALL-under-Heaven have a common Beginning. 
This Beginning is the Mother of the world. 
Having known the Mother, 
We may proceed to know her children. 
Having known the children, 
We should go back and hold on to the Mother. 
In so doing, you will incur no risk 
Even though your body be annihilated. 
Block all the passages! 
Shut all the doors! 
And to the end of your days you will not be worn out. 
Open the passages! 
Multiply your activities! 
And to the end of your days you will remain helpless. 
To see the small is to have insight. 
To hold on to weakness is to be strong. 
Use the lights, but return to your insight. 
Do not bring calamities upon yourself. 



This is the way of cultivating the Changeless. 
• 
[52c03t] D. C. Lau 
The world had a beginning 
And this beginning could be the mother of the world. 
When you know the mother 
Go on to know the child. 
After you have known the child 
Go back to holding fast to the mother, 
And to the end of your days you will not meet with danger. 
Block the openings, 
Shut the doors, 
And all your life you will not run dry. 
Unblock the openings, 
Add to your troubles, 
And to the end of your days you will be beyond salvation. 
To see the small is called discernment; 
To hold fast to the submissive is called strength. 
Use the light 



But give up the discernment. 
Bring not misfortune upon yourself. 
This is known as following the constant. 
• 
[52c04t] R. L. Wing 
The beginning of the world 
May be regarded as the Mother of the world. 
To apprehend the Mother, 
Know the offspring. 
To know the offspring 
Is to remain close to the Mother, 
And free from harm throughout life. 
Block the passages, Close the doors; 
In the end, life is idle. 
Open the passages, 
Increase undertakings; 
In the end, life is hopeless. 
To perceive the small is called insight. 
To remain yielding is called strength. 



If, in using one's brightness, 
One returns to insight, 
Life will be free of misfortune. 
This is called learning the Absolute. 
• 
[52c05t] Ren Jiyu 
All the things in the world have their origin in something, which is their foundation (mother). 
Having grasped the Mother as the foundation of all things, one can know her children as all things. 
Having grasped the children as the thing, one must hold to the Mother as the foundation of all things. 
Thus one will never encounter danger all his life. 
Blocking the vent (of knowledge) and closing the door (of knowledge) can keep one from sickness all 

his life. 
Opening the vent (of knowledge) and completing the enterprise (of knowledge) will make one helpless 

all his life. 
So, perceiving the minute is "sagaciousness," 
Remaining soft and weak is "powerfulness." 
Using one's contained light and reverting to one's sagaciousness of knowing the minute, 
And thus keeping oneself from disaster, is to become accustomed to the eternal Way. 
• 



[52c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The beginning of the universe 
Is the mother of all things. 
Knowing the mother, one also knows the sons. 
Knowing the sons, yet remaining in touch with the mother, 
Brings freedom from the fear of death. 
Keep your mouth shut, 
Guard the senses, 
And life is ever full. 
Open your mouth, 
Always be busy, 
And life is beyond hope. 
Seeing the small is insight; 
Yielding to force is strength. 
Using the outer light, return to insight, 
And in this way be saved from harm. 
This is learning constancy. 
• 
[52c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



Everything under heaven has a beginning. 
That beginning we take as our mother. 
Now that we know our mother, 
We can begin to know our role as sons(and daughters). 
Since we know our role as sons(and daughters), 
We must guard and stay with our mother, 
This way, even if our bodies perish, 
We will never die. 
Let the passages be blocked. 
Let the doors be closed. 
(So long as we stay with our mother,) 
Till the end of life no worry need bother us. 
(If we do the contrary,) 
Then even though the roads are opened up, 
And help is available, 
Till the end of our lives we will still be doomed. 
To be able to see the small things is to be illuminated; 
To adhere to the principle of flexibility and suppleness is to be strong. 
Let people use their own light to illuminate and restore their understanding. 



Let them leave nothing to regret about when their bodies perish. 
This is called the gradual realization of the Eternal. 
• 
[52c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Since the beginning of the world, the DAO has been the mother of everything. 
If you know the mother, the DAO, you know the child, the world. 
Knowing the world, but also keeping the DAO, will prevent disasters throughout your life. 
If you shut off your senses and desires, you will not have any trouble throughout your life; 
If you open your senses and you do things for your own purposes, you cannot be saved throughout 

your life. 
By focusing on the minor and subtle, your vision is clear; 
By staying on the side of weak, you are strong. 
Using the "light" of the world, but also keeping the "light source" of the DAO, 
Will bring no harm to you and make you natural and long-lasting. 
• 
[52c09t] Walter Gorn Old, GOING BACK TO THE CAUSE 
That from which the universe sprang may be looked upon as its Mother. 
By knowing the Mother you have access to the child. 
And if, knowing the child, you prefer the Mother, though your body perish, yet you will come to no 



harm. 
Keep your mouth shut, and close up the doors of sight and sound, and as long as you live you will 

have no vexation. 
But open your mouth, or become inquisitive, and you will be in trouble all your life long. 
To perceive things in the germ is intelligence. 
To remain gentle is to be invincible. 
Follow the light that guides you homeward, and do not get lost in the darkness. 
This I call using the eternal. 
• 
[52c10t] James Legge 
(The Tao) which originated all under the sky is to be considered as the mother of them all. 
When the mother is found, we know what her children should be. 
When one knows that he is his mother's child, and proceeds to guard (the qualities of) the mother that 

belong to him, to the end of his life he will be free from all peril. 
Let him keep his mouth closed, and shut up the portals (of his nostrils), and all his life he will be 

exempt from laborious exertion. 
Let him keep his mouth open, and (spend his breath) in the promotion of his affairs, and all his life 

there will be no safety for him. 
The perception of what is small is (the secret of) clear-sightedness; 



the guarding of what is soft and tender is (the secret of) strength. 
Who uses well his light, 
Reverting to its (source so) bright, 
Will from his body ward all blight, 
And hides the unchanging from men's sight. 
• 
[52c11t] David Hinton 
There's a source all beneath heaven shares: call it the mother of all beneath heaven. 
Once you fathom the mother you understand the child, and once you understand the child you abide 

in the mother, 
self gone, free of danger. 
If you block the senses and close the mind, you never struggle. 
If you open the senses and expand your endeavors, nothing can save you. 
Seeing the small is called enlightenment, and abiding in the gentle strength. 
Wielding radiance return to enlightenment, then you're beyond all harm. 
This is the cultivation of constancy. 
• 
[52c12t] Chichung Huang 
All under heaven have a beginning, 



Which is considered the mother of all under heaven. 
Having found their mother, 
You thereby know her children. 
Having known her children, 
You revert and adhere to their mother, 
A lifetime without peril. 
Stop your hole, 
Close your door, 
A lifetime without end. 
Open your hole, 
Increase your disturbances, 
A lifetime without remedy. 
Seeing tiny things is clear-sightedness. 
Adhering to softness is strength. 
Use its light, 
Withdraw your own clear-sightedness, 
And you shall bring yourself no calamity. 
This is called following the constant. 
• 



[52c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The world (t'ien hsia) has an origin (shih), 
Which is the world's (t'ien hsia) mother (mu). 
Having reached the mother, 
(We) know her child. 
Having known the child, 
Return and abide by its mother. 
(In this way) one loses the body without becoming exhausted. 
Stop the apertures (tui), 
Close the doors, 
(In this way) one's whole life (shen) is without toil (ch'in). 
Open the apertures, 
Going about the affairs, 
(In this way) one's whole life (shen) cannot be saved. 
To see the small is called illumination (ming). 
To abide by the soft is called strength. 
Use the bright light (kuang), 
But return to the dim light (ming), 
Do not expose your life (shen) to perils, 



Such is to follow (hsi) the everlasting (ch'ang). 
• 
[52c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
This world must have begun in certain way; 
We may thenceforth consider it the origin (mother) of our world; 
Once we manage to ascertain the origin, we could [apply it] to study its offsprings; 
After we learn more about the offsprings, we may reciprocally eke out our knowledge about the 

mother (the origin); 
This is my never-ending life-long quest. 
If paths and openings of one's connections [to the outside world] are blocked, he will never be aroused 

to do anything in life; 
If paths and openings of one's connections [to the outside world] are unlocked and he is properly 

motivated, he will never cease [from the quest described above]. 
One who perceives subtleties is brilliant; 
One who maintains humility is strong. 
One who would use [the light of Tao] to illuminate his [potential] brilliance will thus leave behind 

nothing that could cause misfortune to later generations. 
A person, who achieves all of the above described fulfillment, is what I called the person with 

embodiment of the perpetual [Te]. 



• 
[52c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The world has its root. 
This root is the mother of the world. 
If you know the mother, you know her children. 
If you know the children, you should go back and hold on to the mother. 
In so doing, to the end of your days you will incur no risk. 
Block all the passages, shut all the doors: to the end of your days you will not be worn out. 
Open the passages, multiply your activities: to the end of your days you will remain helpless. 
To see the small is to have insight. 
To hold on to weakness is to be strong. 
To use the lights, to return to insight, not to bring calamities upon oneself, this is the way of 

cultivating the constant. 
• 
[52c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The world has an origin. 
The origin is the mother. 
Knowing the mother, we know the son. 
Knowing the son, we deduce the mother. 



This way, we can be successful. 
Plugging leakages, 
Closing openings, 
We can never be depleted. 
Opening leakages, 
Making too many commitments, 
We can be hopeless. 
Those who pay attention to details are wise. 
Those who exercise flexibility are strong. 
Use the light, 
Things are illuminated. 
Thus we can avoid mistakes. 
This is called normal behavior. 
• 
[52c17t] Arthur Waley 
That which was the beginning of all things under heaven 
We may speak of as the 'mother' of all things. 
He who apprehends the mother 
Thereby knows the sons. 



And he who has known the sons 
Will hold all the tighter to the mother, 
And to the end of his days suffer no harm: 
'Block the passages, shut the doors, 
And till the end your strength shall not fail. 
Open up the passages, increase your doings, 
And till your last day no help shall come to you.' 
As good sight means seeing what is very small 
So strength means holding on to what is weak. 
He who having used the outer-light can return to the inner-light 
Is thereby preserved from all harm. 
This is called resorting to the always-so. 
• 
[52c18t] Richard John Lynn 
All under Heaven has a generatrix, which we regard as the mother of all under Heaven. 
Once one has access to the mother, through it he can know the child. 
Once one knows the child, if he again holds on to the mother, as long as he lives, no danger shall befall 

him. 
Block up your apertures; close your door, 



And to the end of your life you will never be exhausted. 
But if you open your apertures and deal consciously with things, to the end of your life you will never 

have relief. 
To see the small is called "perspicacious." 
To hold on to softness is called "strength." 
Make use of its brightness, 
But always let its brightness revert. 
Never let one's person be exposed to disaster: this is a matter of practicing constancy. 
• 
[52c19t] Lin Yutang 
STEALING THE ABSOLUTE 
There was a beginning of the universe 
Which may be regarded as the Mother of Universe. 
From the Mother, we may know her sons. 
After knowing the sons, keep to the Mother. 
Thus one's whole life may be preserved from harm. 
Stop its apertures, 
Close its doors, 
And one's whole life is without toil. 



Open its apertures, 
Be busy about its affairs, 
And one's whole life is beyond redemption. 
He who can see the small is clear-sighted; 
He who stays by gentility is strong. 
Use the light, 
And return to clear-sightedness - 
Thus cause not yourself later distress. 
This is to rest in the Absolute. 
• 
[52c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Everything under heaven has a beginning which may be thought of as the mother of all under heaven. 
Having realized the mother, you thereby know her children. 
Knowing her children, go back to abide with the mother. 
To the end of your life, you will not be imperiled. 
Stopple the orifices of your heart, 
Close your doors; 
your whole life you will not suffer. 
Open the gate of your heart, 



Meddle with affairs; 
your whole life you will be beyond salvation. 
Seeing what is small is called insight, 
Abiding in softness is called strength. 
Use your light to return to insight, 
Be not an inheritor of personal calamity. 
This is called "following the constant." 
• 
[52c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
All things under heaven had a common beginning, 
and that beginning could be considered the Mother of all things. 
When you know the Mother you will also know the children. 
Know the children, yet hold fast to the Mother, 
and to the end of your days you will be free from danger. 
Block the passages! 
Shut the doors! 
And, to the end of your days your strength will not fail you. 
Open the passages! 
Increase your activities! 



And, to the end of your days you will be beyond help. 
See the small and develop clear vision. 
Practice yielding and develop strength. 
Use the outer light to return to the inner light, and save yourself from harm. 
This is known as following the Always-so. 
• 
[52c22t] David H. Li 
The world has a beginning; it is the mother to the world. 
By knowing the mother, one knows her children. 
By knowing the children, one returns to their mother. 
One is without danger in life. 
Stuffing channels to block portals [to avarice], one is without concern in life. 
Opening channels to facilitate contact [with avarice], one is without hope in life. 
Seeing the tiniest is discernment. 
Holding onto tenderness is strength. 
Use one's light, reflect upon one's discernment, leave nothing to one's regret. 
This is Eternal Direction. 
• 
[52c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 



The universe has an origin, the Matrix of Creation, 
Functioning as the Mother of the world. 
If you know the Mother, you will know her children. 
If you know her children while abiding with the Mother, 
Though your body may be dissolved, 
Your life-energy will remain inexhaustible. 
Close the cracks, close the doors of the senses, 
Then, till the end of your life you will not be drained of energy. 
Open the cracks and react to external stimulations, 
Then, till the end of your life you will not be saved from suffering. 
To perceive the subtle is enlightenment. 
To abide in gentleness is strength. 
Use your inner light to return to enlightenment 
And you will not inherit any harm. 
This is called "learning the eternal lesson." 
• 
[52c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
People leave life and enter death. 
Life's portion is three out of ten. 



Death's portion is also three out of ten. 
People who move from the day of birth into the realm of death, 
Their portion is also three out of ten. 
Why is that? 
Because of their futile efforts to seek eternal life. 
However, only those who do nothing to prolong their life, 
Are better off than those who do everything in order to live longer. 
I have heard that the person who knows how to preserve his life 
When traveling the earth, 
Will not encounter a rhinoceros or a tiger, 
And when he goes into battle, 
He will not be wounded by a weapon or an arrow. 
The rhinoceros will not target him with its horn, 
The tiger will not tear him apart with its claws, 
Weapons will not find their mark on his body 
Where they can pierce him with their blades and arrowheads. 
Why is that? 
Because he is out of the realm of death. 
• 



[52c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Every living thing 
Comes from the Mother of Us All: 
If we can understand the Mother 
Then we can understand her children; 
And if we know ourselves as children 
We can see the source is Her. 
And, well, if your body dies - 
there's nothing to be frightened about. 
If you keep your mouth shut 
And stay inside - 
Then you'll live a long time. 
If you blurt out 
What you think to everyone, 
Then you won't last long. 
Value littleness. 
This is wisdom. 
To bend like a reed in the wind 
- that is real strength. 



Use your mind, but stay close to the light 
And it will lengthen its glow right through your life. 
• 
[52c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The universe has a beginning (Tao); 
The beginning functions as the mother of all things. 
If you know the mother, 
You can get to know her children (all things); 
If, while knowing the children, 
You keep the mother, 
You will be a sage all your life. 
Block the openings (of knowledge), 
Shut the door (of desires), 
And you will be free from illness all your life. 
Unlock the openings, 
Add to your cares, 
And you will be incurable all your life. 
To be able to perceive the minute is called discernment; 
To be able to play the role of the weak is called the strong. 



Use the light 
To return to the intrinsic discernment 
And you will be free from disasters. 
This is called the eternal Tao. 
• 
[52c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The world had a beginning. 
This beginning is the mother of the world. 
Once you know the mother 
you know the children. 
When you know the children 
you will return to embrace the mother. 
Then you will live lifelong without danger. 
Close the mouth, and the spirit will not escape. 
Seal the ears, and the mind will not escape. 
You will live lifelong without struggle. 
Open the mouth, and take action for every matter, and you will live lifelong beyond hope. 
To see the small is called clarity. 
To know how to yield is called strength. 



Use virtue outside the mind but return to virtue in the mind, 
and you will live lifelong without danger. 
This is what is called practising constancy. 
• 
[52c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The earliest beginning we can trace 
Can be taken as the mother. 
When we have come to know the mother, 
We can then trace the son. 
When we have found the son, 
We should go back to stay with the mother. 
Staying with the mother, 
We are on the safest spot for our life. 
Shut the eyes and cover the ears, 
And one can stay away from worry all one's life. 
Opening the door and rushing about all the time 
Will not help save one from cares and trouble. 
One who understands subtle details is wise. 
One who keeps weakness is strong. 



By adopting that subtle insight in the world, 
One can avoid any danger. 
That is called the inheritance of what is eternal. 
• 
[52c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Learning The Absolute 
Lao Tze says, 
Since the beginning of the universe, there was the Tao which may be regarded as the mother of all 

existence. 
When a man knows about the mother, he has to know about the son. 
When he knows about the son, he proceeds to guard the mother that belongs to him, to the end of his 

life he will be free from all peril. 
Let him keep his mouth closed, and shut up his eyes, and all his life he will be exempt from toil. 
Let him keep his mouth open, and his eyes be used to examine the affairs, and all his life there will not 

be safety for him. 
The perception of smallness is clear-sighted; 
the guard of the soft and tender grows strong. 
He who uses his light reverting to become bright, will ward all blight from his eyesight. 
This is the so-called learning of the absolute. 



• 
[52c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The beginning of the Universe, when manifested, may be regarded as its Mother. 
When a man has found the Mother, he will know the children accordingly; 
Though he has known the children, he still keeps to the Mother: 
Thus, however his body may decay, he will never perish. 
If he shuts his mouth and closes his doors, 
He can never be exhausted. 
If he opens his mouth and increases his affairs, 
He can never be saved. 
To see the minuteness of things is called clarity of sight; 
To keep to what is weak is called power. 
Use your light, but dim your brightness; 
Thus you will cause no harm to yourself. 
This is called following the eternal (Tao). 
• 
[52c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The world had a beginning 
Which was the mother of the world. 



Having known the mother, we know the son. 
Having known the son, we keep the mother. 
Thus, through life, we are without danger. 
Block the passage; 
Shut the door; 
Throughout life there will be no toil. 
Open the passage; 
Multiply the activities; 
Throughout life there will be no cure. 
To discern the small is called enlightenment; 
To preserve weakness is called strength. 
Use the light; 
Return to enlightenment; 
Leave nothing to harm the body; 
This is called practicing the constant. 
• 
[52c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The world has a Source, the Mother of the World. 
Once you get the Mother, 



then you understand the children. 
Once you understand the children, 
turn back and watch over the Mother. 
As to destroying the self, 
there will be nothing to fear. 
Close your eyes, 
shut your doors, 
till the end of your life you will not get tired. 
Open your eyes, 
carry on your business, 
till the end of your life you will not be safe. 
Keeping your eyes on the Small Thing is called Clarity; 
watching over Weakness is called strength. 
Engage with the flashing things, 
turn back to Clarity, 
do not deliver yourself to disaster. 
This is cultivating Steadiness. 
• 
[52c33t] Cheng Lin 



There was something which preceded the birth of the universe. 
When the primary cause is grasped, the effects may be understood. 
One's whole life can be secure if knowing the effects, one still holds fast to the primary cause. 
Stop up all the orifices of lust, shut out all forms of distraction, - then one's whole life will be free from 

harm. 
Open all the orifices of lust, attend to the gratification of desires, - then one's whole life will be beyond 

salvation. 
The clear-sighted is he who can discern even the minute things. 
The strong is he who can abide by meekness. 
Following the light, reverting to the source of illumination, doing no harm to oneself, - these are the 

ways of attaining what is normal. 
• 
[52c34t] Yi Wu 
The world has a beginning; 
It is the mother of the world. 
Having the mother, 
One can know the son. 
Having known the son, 
One should stay with the mother; 



Then, to the end of one's life, there will be no danger. 
Block the passages; 
Shut the doors; 
To the end of one's life, there will be no toil. 
Open the passages; 
Do all things; 
To the end of one's life, there will be no salvation. 
To know the small is called enlightenment; 
To keep to the soft is called strength. 
Use brightness and return to enlightenment. 
Do not bring calamities upon oneself. 
This is to practice constancy. 
• 
[52c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The world has its beginning. 
It is the mother of the world (Dao). 
Once you have understood the mother, 
You should then begin to learn more about the son (evolution). 
While learning more about the son, 



You must always stick to the principles of Dao (mother). 
Thus, you will never be in any danger in your whole life. 
If you block out your senses, you will be calm and insouciant. 
If you allow your cognitive processes to intervene with your daily affairs, you will be irremediably 

mired by harassment. 
You have insightful wisdom if you are able to discern the minutiae in every affair. 
Adhering to the principle of yielding, you are resolutely strong. 
Igniting the spark of intuitive mindfulness, you thus rekindle your insightful wisdom. 
Consequently, you will never court any disaster. 
This is simply following the way of Dao. 
• 
[52c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
All of creation has a common beginning. 
This common beginning is the Mysterious Mother of all. 
If we know the Mother, we may know her offspring. 
Know the offspring, yet stay with the Mother, 
and the essence of your life will never be exhausted, even though your body be dissolved. 
Block the openings, shut the doors, 
and to the end of your days, you will not be worn out. 



Unblock the openings, multiply your activities, 
and to the end of your days, you will be beyond remedy. 
Thus it is said: 
To perceive the subtle is to have true vision. 
To be soft is to be truly strong. 
Use the outer light, but return to the inner. 
In this way, you will restore your integral virtue, 
and be preserved from all harm. 
• 
[52c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The world has its beginning, 
Which may be called the origin of the world. 
When one is aware of the origin, 
One knows its manifestations. 
When one is aware of its manifestations, 
Yet abides with its origin, 
One never falls short in all of one's life. 
Ceasing verbal expressions, 
Stopping the entry of sensations, 



One is never exhausted. 
On the contrary, when one is full of words 
And entangled with one's affairs, 
One is never able to save one's self. 
To see what is invisible is to be awakened. 
To remain gentle is to be strong. 
Apply illumination and return to awakening. 
Then one is free from disaster. 
This is called living in accordance with reality. 
• 
[52c38t] Henry Wei 
Return to the Origin 
Kuei Yuan 
The world has a beginning as its mother. 
Having got hold of the mother, 
Know her children; 
And having known the children, 
Further hold on to the mother, 
And you will survive the disappearance of the body. 



Stop up the aperture of the vessel (tui), 
And shut the doors (of the senses), 
And you will not be devitalized all your life. 
Open the aperture of the vessel, 
And fulfill your carnal affairs, 
And your whole life will be beyond salvation. 
To be able to see the minute is to have keen vision; 
To be able to remain docile is to be strong. 
Make use of the light, 
Withdraw its brilliance inward, 
Cause no injury to your body - 
This is called "Abide by the Immutable." 
• 
[52c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
All under Heaven has its beginning, 
Which may be regarded as the mother of all under Heaven. 
Having recognized its mother, 
You know the child, also; 
Having known the child, 



You hold fast to its mother, also. 
Thus you will be free of danger till the end of your life. 
Block the holes, 
Shut the gates, 
And you will never be spent till your last day. 
Open up the holes, 
Busy yourself with activities, 
And you will never be saved till your last day. 
To see what is small is called clear sight; 
To hold fast to what is soft is called strength. 
Use the light, 
Return to clear sight, 
And you will never bring misfortune upon yourself. 
This is called following the constant. 
• 
[52c40t] Tao Huang 
The world begins with the mother as its source. 
When you have the mother, you know the son. 
When you know the son, return to preserve the mother. 



Although the body dies, there is no harm. 
By closing your mouth and shutting the door, there would be no wearing down of life. 
When opening the mouth and pursuing your affairs, life cannot be preserved. 
Seeing what is small is discernment. 
Preserving subtleness is strength. 
Using the light enables one to return to discernment. 
Without losing the center of the body is called penetrating the eternal. 
• 
[52c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The universe has its mother - Dao, 
The world has its mother - the universe. 
As we already know the mother of the universe - Dao, we should know how to rule her son - the 

world. 
As we already know her son - the world, we should know how to follow his mother - Dao. 
By so doing, there will be no discontinuation of life even though a human body will die. 
Close the entrances to attractions and control the excess of desires, till the end of life, there will be no 

effort to work. 
Open the entrances to attractions, multiply excess of desires, till the end of life, there will be no 

completion of work. 



One who knows a limited truth is intelligent. 
To be gentle is to be strengthened. 
One who uses his bright senses and recovers his enlightenment will not let himself be in a perilous 

situation. 
This is called the awareness of eternity. 
• 
[52c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
There was a beginning of the universe 
Which may be called the Mother of the universe. 
He who has found the mother (Tao) 
And thereby understands her sons (things), 
And having understood the sons, 
Still keeps to its mother, 
Will be free from danger throughout his lifetime. 
Close the mouth. 
Shut the doors (of cunning and desires). 
And to the end of life there will be (peace) without toil. 
Open the mouth. 
Meddle with affairs. 



And to the end of life there will be no salvation. 
Seeing what is small is called enlightenment. 
Keeping to weakness is called strength. 
Use the light. 
Revert to enlightenment. 
And thereby avoid danger to one's life - 
This is called practicing the eternal. 
• 
[52c91t] И. И. Семененко 
У Поднебесной есть начало, и оно становится ей матерью. 
Дитя, только окажется пред матерью, и мать сразу же его узнает, а узнает, и дитя вновь 

будет ее слушаться и до скончания жизни не изведает опасности. 
Закрыв отверстия и заперев врата, до самого конца избавишься от тягот, 
а если распахнешь их и возьмешься за дела, не испытаешь никогда спасения. 
Видеть малое значит быть в просвете, 
в сбереженной мягкости заключено могущество. 
Пользуясь сиянием Дао, вновь возвращаются в его просвет и не причиняют себе зла. 
Это называют навыком к незыблемому. 
• 



[52c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Поднебесная имеет начало. 
которое является Матерью Поднебесной. 
Когда достигнута мать,- познаёшь и её детей. 
Когда познаны дети, - вновь возвращаешься для сбережения матери. 
И тогда до конца дней своих не встретишь опасности. 
Закрой отверстия, запри двери - и в твоём теле более не родятся болезни. 
Открой отверстия, предайся делам - и твоё тело уже не спасти. 
То, что видится малым, назову пресветлым. 
Сохраняющее гибкость назову укреплённым. 
Используй его сияние, возвращайся к его свету - и не причинишь себе вреда. 
Это и зовётся овладением постоянством. 
• 
[52c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
У Поднебесной есть начало, и оно - Мать Поднебесной. 
И тот, кто знает Мать, знает и дитя ее. 
А тот, кто знает дитя ее, тот может блюсти и Мать. 
Тогда до самой смерти он не узнает никаких несчастий. 
О, заслони свои отверстия, запри свои врата, и до конца жизни не будешь изнурен. 



А того, кто отверзает свои отверстия и вмешивается во все дела на свете, не спасет 
ничто, пока он не умрет. 

Того, кто созерцает мельчайшее, зовут просветленно-мудрым. 
Того, кто блюдет мягкое, зовут сильным. 
Используй свой свет - и возвратишься к просветленности, а также не подвергай себя 

невзгодам - это называют "упражнением в постоянстве". 
• 
[52c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Поднебесная имеет начало, и оно есть Мать Поднебесной. 
Достигнешь Матери - познаешь и ее детей. 
Познаешь ее детей - вернешься и к сохранению их Матери. 
Бестелесное не истощается. 
Закроешь своих чувств отверстия, запрешь к ним доступ извне - 
до конца жизни не будешь испытывать страданий. 
Откроешь своих чувств отверстия, направишь их на пользу дела, - 
вовек не отыщешь спасения. 
Видение малого называю просветленностью. 
Сохранение мягкости называю могуществом. 
Пользуйся этим светом, возвращайся к этой просветленности 



(Вариант перевода: 
Станешь младенцем - назову просветленным. 
Сохранишь мягкость - назову могущественным. 
Пользуйся его светом, возвращайся к его просветленности) 
и тогда не обречешь себя на погибель. 
Это и есть овладение постоянством. 
• 
[52c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
В Поднебесной имеется начало, и оно - мать Поднебесной. 
Когда будет постигнута мать, то можно узнать и ее детей. 
Когда уже известны ее дети, то снова нужно помнить о их матери. 
В таком случае до конца жизни [у человека] не будет опасности. 
Если [человек] оставляет свои желания и освобождается от страстей, то до конца жизни 

не будет у него усталости. 
Если же он распускает свои страсти и поглощен своими делами, то не будет спасения [от 

бед]. 
Видение мельчайшего называется зоркостью. 
Сохранение слабости называется могуществом. 
Следовать сиянию [дао], постигать его глубочайший смысл, не навлекать [на людей] 



несчастья - это и есть соблюдение постоянства. 
• 
[52c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Вселенная имеет начало, которое и есть мать всего мира. 
По матери можно знать ее сына. 
Когда сын известен, то и мать будет сохранена невредимо. 
Хотя тело умирает, но (сущность его) никогда не уничтожается. 
Кто закрывает уши и глаза, тот останется без употребления во всю жизнь. 
Кто прислушивается ко всему изящному и старается удовлетворить страстям, тот 

никогда не спасется. 
Могущий разбирать мельчайшие вещи называется ясновидцем. 
Сохраняющий мягкость называется могущественным. 
Употребляющий свет называется блестящим. 
Тело истлевает, не оставляя ничего после себя. 
Это и есть наследие вечности. 
• 
[52c97t] В. В. Малявин 
В мире есть начало, 
Его можно считать Матерью вселенной. 



Тот, кто постигает мать, чтобы знать ее дитя, 
И познает дитя, чтобы держаться за мать, 
До конца своих дней избежит опасности. 
Завали свои дыры, затвори свои ворота - 
И до конца жизни не будешь знать забот. 
Раскрой дыры, нагрузи себя делами - 
И до конца жизни себя не спасешь. 
Прозреть малое зовется просветленностью, 
Держаться мягкости зовется силой. 
Воспользуйся свечением, чтобы вернуться к светочу - 
Так избавишься от опасности для жизни: 
Вот что значит претворять постоянство. 
• 
[52c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
При наличии начала в Поднебесной тем самым осуществляется материнская функция 

Поднебесной. 
Когда же постигают свою материнскую функцию, тогда узнают о своей детской функции. 
Узнав свою детскую функцию, возвращаются к тому, чтобы руководствоваться своей 

материнской функцией. 



Тело исчезнет, а не погибнешь. 
Закрываешь свои отверстия; 
запираешь свои врата. 
До кончины тела не будет напряжения. 
Открываешь свои отверстия; 
улаживаешь свои дела-ситуации. 
До кончины тела не будет избавления. 
Видение малого выражает ясность. 
Руководство слабостью выражает силу. 
Применяй свой свет. 
Возвращаясь, приходи к своей ясности. 
Отсутствует беда утраты тела. 
Это определяется: 
Постоянство преемственности. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Three 
 

[53c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Were I to have the least bit of knowledge, in walking on a Great Road, it's only going astray that I 

would fear. 
The Great Way is very level; 
But people greatly delight in tortuous paths. 
The courts are swept very clean; 
While the fields are full of weeds; 
And the granaries are all empty. 
Their clothing - richly embroidered and colored; 
While at their waists they carry sharp swords. 
They gorge themselves on food, and of possessions and goods {they have plenty}. 
{This is called} thievery! 
{And thievery} certainly isn't {the Way}! 
• 
[53c02t] John C. H. Wu 
IF only I had the tiniest grain of wisdom, 
I should walk in the Great Way, 



And my only fear would be to stray from it. 
The Great Way is very smooth and straight; 
And yet the people prefer devious paths. 
The court is very clean and well garnished, 
But the fields are very weedy and wild, 
And the granaries are very empty! 
They wear gorgeous clothes, 
They carry sharp swords, 
They surfeit themselves with food and drink, 
They possess more riches than they can use! 
They are the heralds of brigandage! 
As for Tao, what do they know about it? 
• 
[53c03t] D. C. Lau 
Were I possessed of the least knowledge, I would, when walking on the great way, fear only paths that 

lead astray. 
The great way is easy, yet people prefer by-paths. 
The court is corrupt, 
The fields are overgrown with weeds, 



The granaries are empty; 
Yet there are those dressed in fineries, 
With swords at their sides, 
Filled with food and drink, 
And possessed of too much wealth. 
This is known as taking the lead in robbery. 
Far indeed is this from the way. 
• 
[53c04t] R. L. Wing 
Using only a little knowledge, I would travel the Great Way And fear only of letting go. 
The Great Way is very even; Yet people love the byways. 
When an organization is divided, Fields are overgrown, Stores are empty, 
Clothes are extravagant, Sharp swords are worn, Food and drink are excessive, 
Wealth and treasure are hoarded. 
This is called stealing and exaggeration And certainly not the Way! 
• 
[53c05t] Ren Jiyu 
If I have a certain knowledge, 
I will go along the highway (Great Tao), 



And I will be afraid of nothing but the oblique way. 
The highway is very even, 
But the people are fond of the shortcut. 
(Those who make) 
the palace very clear and neat, 
the field uncultivated and weedy, 
the granary empty and vacant, 
wearing glorious and coloured clothes, 
carrying precious and sharp swords, 
satiated with exquisite food and drink, 
possessing an abundance of wealth and property, 
can be called chieftains of robbers. 
That is contrary to rationality (Tao). 
• 
[53c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
If I have even just a little sense, 
I will walk on the main road and my only fear 
will be of straying from it. 
Keeping to the main road is easy, 



But people love to be sidetracked. 
When the court is arrayed in splendor, 
The fields are full of weeds, 
And the granaries are bare. 
Some wear gorgeous clothes, 
Carry sharp swords, 
And indulge themselves with food and drink; 
They have more possessions than they can use. 
They are robber barons. 
This is certainly not the way of Tao. 
• 
[53c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
What makes me know what I know, 
And adhere to the Dao 
Is the fear of departing from it. 
The Dao is level and straight. 
Yet people prefer to go on their devious paths. 
When the court is busy with granting honors to its dignitaries, 
And not caring for the fields that are overgrown by weeds, 



While the granaries are empty; 
When the officers of the nation dress themselves up beautifully, 
And carry sharp swords with an air of superiority and power; 
While excessive dining and drinking go hand in hand with excessive consumption and waste, 
You know this is arrogance at the Dao. 
This is certainly not the Dao. 
• 
[53c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If one day I am to have desires, 
As I am walking along a big road, I am only afraid of straying into the small alleys. 
The big road is so smooth, but people prefer to take the small alleys. 
The government is a mess, the fields are barren, and the barns are empty, 
But they wear bright and colorful clothing, carrying sharp swords, overeat and overdrink; 
They steal countless treasures, so they are the heads of thieves. 
This is completely against the DAO! 
• 
[53c09t] Walter Gorn Old, INCREASING EVIDENCE 
Ah that I were wise enough to follow the great Tao! 
Administration is a great undertaking. 



The great Tao is extremely simple, but the people prefer the complex ways. 
While the palace is extremely well appointed, the fields may be full of tares, and the granaries may be 

empty. 
To dress grandly, to carry sharp swords, to eat and drink excessively, and to amass great wealth, this I 

call stylish theft. 
That it is not Tao is certain. 
• 
[53c10t] James Legge 
If I were suddenly to become known, and (put into a position to) conduct (a government) according to 

the Great Tao, what I should be most afraid of would be a boastful display. 
The great Tao (or way) is very level and easy; but people love the by-ways. 
Their court(-yards and buildings) shall be well kept, but their fields shall be ill-cultivated, and their 

granaries very empty. 
They shall wear elegant and ornamented robes, carry a sharp sword at their girdle, pamper 

themselves in eating and drinking, and have a superabundance of property and wealth; 
- such (princes) may be called robbers and boasters. 
This is contrary to the Tao surely! 
• 
[53c11t] David Hinton 



Understanding sparse and sparser still I travel the great Way, nothing to fear unless I stray. 
The great Way is open and smooth, but people adore twisty paths: 
Government in ruins, fields overgrown and graineries bare, 
they indulge in elegant robes 
and sharp swords, 
lavish food and drink, 
all those trappings of luxury. 
It's vainglorious thievery - 
not the Way, not the Way at all. 
• 
[53c12t] Chichung Huang 
Were I but firmly enlightened, 
Walking along the great Tao, 
My only fear would be going astray. 
The great Tao is exceedingly even, 
But the sovereign is exceedingly fond of gullies. 
While the court is exceedingly well-kept, 
The fields are exceedingly weedy, 
And the granaries exceedingly empty. 



Clad in elegant and colorful attire, 
Wearing a sharp sword, 
And sated with food, 
He has enough wealth and to spare. 
Such a man is called the chieftain of bandits; 
Being the chieftain of bandits goes against the Tao. 
• 
[53c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
If I have a little (chieh-jan) knowledge (chih), 
To walk the great path (Tao), 
I shall fear this: 
The great path (Tao) is very flat and easy, 
Yet others (jen) are fond of bypaths. 
The courts are very neat, 
The fields are very weedy, 
The granaries are very empty. 
Wearing embroidered clothes, 
Carrying sharp swords, 
Being surfeited with foods and drinks. 



To accumulate wealth and treasures in excess, 
This is called robbery and crime. 
This is not to follow Tao. 
• 
[53c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Even if I realize that I am unmistakably proceeding on the [right path of] the great Tao; 
I still would be vigilant since I may go astray [inadvertently]. 
The path of the great Tao is fundamentally very flat, still people prefer to take by-paths; 
[For instance:] 
In the Court, officers are frequently replaced, 
In outskirts, fields are inadequately planted, 
National granaries are running empty, 
[Civil servants implore the fashion of] wearing beautifully embroidered clothes, 
[Military officers pride themselves on] carrying sharp swords, 
[People indulge on] gourmandizing endlessly; 
[General public rush to] accumulate personal wealth and goods excessively. 
All of the above signifies nothing but shameless vanities of the superficial people, 
Behaviors of the above exemplified pattern signalize the repudiation of Tao (the right way for the 

survival of humanity)! 



• 
[53c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
If only I had a slight wisdom, I should walk in the great Way, and my only fear would be to stray from 

it. 
The great Way is very smooth and straight; and yet the people prefer circuitous paths. 
Nowadays people like circuitous paths, even though these paths bring many evil crimes. 
The court is extremely elegant; but the fields are extremely weedy and wild, and the granaries are 

extremely empty. 
They wear gorgeous clothes, they carry sharp swords, they surfeit themselves with food and drink, they 

possess more riches than they can use. 
This is boastful robbery. 
And it is indeed against the Way. 
• 
[53c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
I firmly believe that I must follow Tao. 
What I fear is to wander astray. 
Tao is like a boulevard. 
Yet, some people prefer small trails. 
The yards are excessively clean, the fields full of weeds, and the warehouses nearly empty. 



Dressing extravagantly, carrying sharp swords, wasting food, excessively collecting money or 
properties are the worst sins. 

These do not conform to Tao. 
• 
[53c17t] Arthur Waley 
He who has the least scrap of sense, once he has got started on the great highway has nothing to fear so 

long as he avoids turnings. 
For great highways are safe and easy. 
But men love by-paths. 
So long as the Court is in order 
They are content to let their fields run to weed 
And their granaries stand empty. 
They wear patterns and embroideries, 
Carry sharp swords, glut themselves with drink and food, have more possessions than they can use. 
These are the riotous ways of brigandage; they are not the Highway. 
• 
[53c18t] Richard John Lynn 
If, with firm resolve, I had the knowledge to travel on the great Dao [Way], I need only fear that I 

might try to meddle with it. 



The great Dao [Way] might be very smooth, yet the common folk prefer byways. 
The court is kept in good order, 
But the fields are overgrown with weeds, the granaries empty. 
Garbed in patterned and colorful clothes, wearing sharp swords, satiated with food and drink, and 

overflowing with wealth and goods: all this is stolen extravagance and has nothing to do with the Dao! 
• 
[53c19t] Lin Yutang 
BRIGANDAGE 
If I were possessed of Austere Knowledge, 
Walking on the Main Path (Tao), 
I would avoid the by-paths. 
The Main Path is easy to walk on, 
Yet people love the small by-paths. 
The (official) courts are spic and span, 
(While) the fields go untilled, 
And the (people's) granaries are very low. 
(Yet) clad in embroidered gowns, 
And carrying fine swords, 
Surfeited with good food and drinks, 



(They are) splitting with wealth and possessions. 
This is to lead the world toward brigandage. 
Is it not the corruption of Tao? 
• 
[53c20t] Victor H. Mair 
If I were possessed of the slightest knowledge, traveling on the great Way, 
My only fear would be to go astray. 
The great Way is quite level, 
but the people are much enamored of mountain trails. 
The court is thoroughly deserted, 
The fields are choked with weeds, 
The granaries are altogether empty. 
Still there are some who wear clothes with fancy designs and brilliant colors, 
sharp swords hanging at their sides, 
are sated with food, 
overflowing with possessions and wealth. 
This is called "the brazenness of a bandit." 
The brazenness of a bandit is surely not the Way! 
• 



[53c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
If I have even a little sense, 
I will walk upon the great path of Tao and only fear straying from it. 
This Great Way is straight and smooth 
yet people often prefer the side roads. 
The courtyard is well kept 
but the fields are full of weeds, and the granaries stand empty. 
Still, there are those of us 
who wear elegant clothes, carry sharp swords, pamper ourselves with food and drink and have more 

possessions than we can use. 
These are the actions of robbers. 
This is certainly far from the Tao. 
• 
[53c22t] David H. Li 
This little I know: 
In moving toward the Grand Direction, the only fear is moving astray. 
The Grand Direction is straight forward; still, people go astray. 
The court is not filled; the field is not tilled. 
Storehouses are empty, but gorgeous gowns are aplenty. 



Bearing sharp swords, tired of exquisite boards, 
With wealth to the burst, they are bandits at their worst. 
This is not Direction. 
• 
[53c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
With clear, appreciative discernment, 
I choose to walk the great way of the Tao, 
And fear naught save going astray. 
The great way is very smooth and straight, 
Yet people prefer uneven and winding by-paths, and thus go astray. 
Therefore, in the world that has gone astray, 
While the courts are clean and decorated, 
The fields are untilled and the granaries are empty. 
If the ruler wears fancy clothes, 
Carries around sharp swords, 
Indulges in extravagant food and drink, 
And possesses more riches than he needs, 
He is indeed a brazen bandit. 
This is contrary to the great way of the Tao. 



• 
[53c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The beginning of the universe, when materialized, is considered to be a mother. 
When a man finds the mother, he will know the children, accordingly. 
Even though he knows the children, he still clings to the mother: 
Therefore, although his body wanes, he never perishes. 
The person who shuts his mouth and closes his doors 
Will never perish. 
If he opens his mouth and increases his affairs, 
He will never be saved. 
The person who sees the tiniest thing possesses clear vision, 
The person who adheres to the weak possesses strength. 
Use your light, but dim your brightness, 
In this way you will not do yourself any harm. 
This is called following the eternal Tao. 
• 
[53c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If all I know is a fraction - 
then my only fear is of losing the thread ... 



The Great Way is easy 
but people are forever being taken down sidetracks. 
They look after the palaces, 
But ignore the fields! 
The granaries are empty 
- but they wear wonderful clothes! 
They go about with arms and gorge themselves on fine food and drink. 
How rich they are - 
and they have stolen it all from the poor. 
They are the robber barons of now - 
This is not the real Tao! 
• 
[53c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
If I have acquired a little knowledge, 
I will be afraid of going astray 
When I walk on the road. 
The road is even, 
Yet people prefer to take by-paths. 
While the court is corrupt, 



The fields lie waste; 
The granaries are empty; 
There are persons who are still dressed gaudily, 
Wearing ornamented swords, 
Satiated with fine food and drink, 
In possession of extravagant goods. 
They can be called the chieftains of robbers. 
What a phenomenon against the Tao! 
• 
[53c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Should I know just a fraction of Tao, 
I would walk on the great way, fearing to impose upon the people. 
The main road is smooth to walk but the people prefer the smaller footpath. 
That is why the court is corrupt, 
the fields lie in waste, the granaries are empty. 
Yet the rulers wear clothes adorned with finery, 
carry sharp swords decorated with patterns, 
possess storehouses overflowing with goods and wealth. 
This is to rule by stealing. 



This is not the Tao. 
• 
[53c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Unless an utter fool, a person should know that 
It is not wise to wander here and there 
While walking on a wide road. 
The wide road is the flattest and safest, 
But rulers like to stray from this safe road. 
Their courts are luxuriously constructed; 
And, while the fields are neglected, 
The barns are empty. 
They fuss about clothes and ornaments, 
Carry sharp swords wherever they go, 
Gobble down best food to excess, 
And care only for goods and money. 
They are robbers rather than rulers. 
Being robbers, they are doing things against the Way. 
• 
[53c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 



Taoku or Tao 
Lao Tze says, 
Make me have sudden enlightenment, 
I can implement great Tao in government. 
Still I am afraid I might go astray. 
Great Tao is a smooth and easy highway, 
My noblemen like to walk on its trails. 
Your courtyards are new and pretty, 
Your people's farms are still unfilled. 
There is nothing in their barns. 
You wear your embroidered gowns, 
Walk with sharp-bladed swords. 
You satiate with good food and drink, 
Collect abundant wealth beyond your deserving. 
I shall call you Taoku, the bandit's chief, 
For you have never practiced the way of the Tao. 
• 
[53c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Let me have sound knowledge and walk on the great way (Tao); 



Only I am in fear of deviating. 
The great way is very plain and easy, 
But the people prefer by-paths. 
While the royal palaces are very well kept, 
The fields are left weedy 
And the granaries empty. 
To wear embroidered clothes, 
To carry sharp swords, 
To be satiated in drink and food, 
To be possessed of redundant riches - 
This is called encouragement to robbery. 
Is it not deviating from Tao? 
• 
[53c31t] Paul J. Lin 
If only I could have a little knowledge, I would walk in the Great Tao, 
Being afraid only of acting on it. 
The Great Tao is very smooth, 
But people prefer the by-paths; 
The court is very well kept; 



The fields are full of weeds; 
And the granaries are extremely empty. 
To wear embroidered clothes, 
To carry sharp weapons, 
To be satiated in food and drink, 
And to have excessive treasures and goods - 
This is called robbery and extravagance. 
Really, this is not Tao. 
• 
[53c32t] Michael LaFargue 
If I had the least bit of understanding, 
I would walk on the great Way. 
Only display will be dangerous. 
The great Way is very smooth, 
but people love bypaths. 
The court is very well kept, 
the fields are very weedy, 
the granaries very empty. 
"Their clothes are fine and colorful, on their belts are sharp swords, they are filled with food and 



drink" - 
a superabundance of expensive goods. 
This is robbers boasting, 
certainly not the Way. 
• 
[53c33t] Cheng Lin 
If I am truly enlightened and travel the way of great Truth, I should always feel apprehensive lest I 

deviate from it. 
The way of great Truth is most easy to travel, yet men prefer the by-paths. 
The Court is very corrupt, the fields are much neglected, the granaries are much depleted; 
yet there are men who still don expensive dresses, carry sharp swords, gorge themselves with food and 

wine, and wallow in superfluous wealth. 
These men may be called the captains of robbers. 
• 
[53c34t] Yi Wu 
If I, subtly, have knowledge, 
Walking in the great Way, 
My only fear is to act on it. 
The great Way is very level, 



But the people prefer short cuts. 
The court is very remote; 
The fields are very weedy; 
The storehouses are very empty. 
But officials wear gorgeous garments, 
Carry sharp swords, 
Are surfeited with food and drink, 
And possess more money and goods than they can use. 
This is called, "to steal reputation." 
This is not the Way! 
• 
[53c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Even if I confidently know that I am on the right path, I will still tread gingerly for fear of deviating 

from it. 
The correct path of Dao is smooth and easily accessible. 
However, people still choose to travel on the small paths. 
While the magnificent imperial palace is immaculate and pristine, 
The paddy fields are neglected and the granaries empty. 
Yet, the ruler still dresses elegantly, wears fine swords and feasts in style. 



He continues to amass great personal wealth. 
This is the behaviour of a chief of robbers. 
He is not following the way of Dao. 
• 
[53c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
If I had even the tiniest grain of insight, 
I should live in accordance with the subtle Way of the universe; 
my only fear would be to stray from it. 
The Integral Way of the universe is very smooth and straight, yet people's minds prefer devious 

bypaths. 
The courts are polished and decorated, 
while the fields are untilled, 
and the granaries are empty. 
People wear fine clothes to adorn their external appearance. 
They carry sharp swords at their sides and worship might rather than righteousness. 
They know only to make merry by indulging in food and drink. 
They crave to possess more riches than they could ever use. 
This is the committing of robbery and is not the Universal Integral Way of natural life. 
• 



[53c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
If I had even a slight awareness, 
And practiced the great Way, 
What I would fear would be deviating from it. 
The great Way is a very level road, 
But men like to take circuitous paths. 
Thus, the palaces are extremely elegant, 
But the people's farms are extremely desolate, 
And there is no grain reserved in the storehouses. 
The rulers wear expensive garments, 
Carry fine swords, 
Satiate themselves with food and drink, 
And possess inordinate riches and precious things. 
This is the greatest robbery, 
And is indeed against the great Way. 
• 
[53c38t] Henry Wei 
Increasing Evidence 
I Cheng 



If I were determined, with the knowledge I have, 
To walk along the Great Highway, 
My only fear would be to stray from it. 
The Great Highway is very safe and plain; 
Yet people prefer the bypaths. 
While the Court is very magnificent, 
The fields have become very barren, 
And the granaries have become very empty; 
Yet officials are dressed in gorgeous garments, 
Carry sharp swords, 
Gorge themselves with sumptuous food and drink, 
And possess a superabundance of precious articles. 
Such patent robbery is the usher of other robberies. 
Verily it goes contrary to Tao. 
• 
[53c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Let me have even the slightest of wisdom. 
Traveling the great way [Tao], 
I will only fear going astray. 



The great way is level. 
Yet people prefer small paths. 
The court is overrun with corruption; 
The fields are overgrown with weeds; 
The granaries are utterly empty; 
Yet the officials wear embroidered clothes, 
Carry sharp swords, 
Feast on food and wine, 
Possess more goods than they need. 
This is called the robber's extravagance. 
It is indeed contrary to Tao! 
• 
[53c40t] Tao Huang 
Through discrimination, I have the knowledge to walk in the great Tao. 
The only fear is what is other than that. 
The great Tao is quite smooth, yet people prefer a short-cut. 
The court is so busy legislating that the fields go uncultivated and granaries are all empty. 
They wear the magnificent clothing, girdle the sharp swords. 
They are gorged with food and possess many brides. 



Their bounty suffices but they continue to steal. 
This is opposite of Tao. 
• 
[53c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
If I have just a little wisdom to lead me to approach the superior way of Dao, I fear that I may stray 

from it. 
The superior way of Dao is plain and yet man prefers devious paths. 
When government officers are very neglected; 
farm lands are very weedy; 
public granaries are very empty; 
yet, brilliant clothes are displayed; 
sharp swords are carried; 
and excessive food and drinks are over used, and personal wealth and treasures are abundant. 
This is called "Exhibition of Robbery". 
Really it is aberration of Dao! 
• 
[53c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
If I had but little knowledge 
I should, in walking on a broad way, 



Fear getting off the road. 
Broad ways are extremely even, 
But people are fond of bypaths. 
The courts are exceedingly splendid, 
While the fields are exceedingly weedy, 
And the granaries are exceedingly empty. 
Elegant clothes are worn, 
Sharp weapons are carried, 
Foods and drinks are enjoyed beyond limit, 
And wealth and treasures are accumulated in excess. 
This is robbery and extravagance. 
This is indeed not Tao (the Way). 
• 
[53c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Знай я совсем немного, вступил бы на Великий Путь и лишь боялся бы с него сойти. 
Великий Путь отменно ровен, но людям нравятся тропинки. 
Когда дворец блещет убранством, поля заполоняют сорняки и житницы стоят совсем 

пустые. 
И надевать при этом яркие наряды, 



носить отборные клинки, 
чревоугодничать, 
купаться в роскоши 
- это зовется воровской кичливостью. 
В ней все противоречит Дао. 
• 
[53c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда я обрету мельчайшее знание, я буду следовать Великому Пути, не боясь заблудиться. 
Великое Дао просто, но люди предпочитают узкие тропинки. 
Когда двор роскошествует, а поля поросли сорняками и амбары пусты; 
когда знать, опоясавшись драгоценными мечами, излишествует в напитках и еде, в 

избытке владея всяким добром, - это зовётся грабительством и бахвальством. 
О, сколь отлично это от Дао! 
• 
[53c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Если бы я знанием обладал, то шел бы по Великому Пути. 
Единственное, чего я боюсь, это сбиться с пути. 
Великий Путь сокрыт и неуловим, но народ ему предпочитает тропы. 
Если при дворе роскошествуют, то поля покрываются сорняками и пустеют амбары. 



Знать одевается в одежды из узорчатых тканей, 
носит у пояса острые мечи, 
вкушает только изысканные яства и увеличивает имущество свое сверх всякой меры. 
Это называется разбоем и бахвальством. 
О, это не истинный Путь! 
• 
[53c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Для того чтобы я твердо овладел знанием, последую за Великим Дао. 
И только петляний надо бояться. 
Великое Дао - словно широкий путь, а люди любят тропинки. 
Аудиенции совсем прекращены, поля сплошь заросли, амбары до дна опустели. 
[А правители] одеваются в красочные шелка, 
препоясываются острыми мечами, пресыщаются питьем и едой, богатства копят с 

излишком. 
Все это - грабеж и разврат, не-Дао. 
• 
[53c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Если бы я владел знанием, то шел бы по большой дороге. 
Единственная вещь, которой я боюсь, - это узкие тропинки. 



Большая дорога совершенно ровна, но народ любит тропинки. 
Если дворец роскошен, то поля покрыты сорняками и хлебохранилища совершенно пусты. 
[Знать] одевается в роскошные ткани, носит острые мечи, не удовлетворяется [обычной] 

пищей и накапливает излишние богатства. 
Все это называется разбоем и бахвальством. 
Оно является нарушением дао. 
• 
[53c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Я беззаботен, но имею ум, поэтому живу в великом Тао. 
Я раздаю милостыню в великом страхе. 
Большая дорога (Тао) гладка и ровна, но люди любят ходить по тропинкам. 
Когда правительство перестанет заботиться о благосостоянии народа, то поля 

опустеют и государственное хлебохранилище не наполнится никогда; 
люди будут надевать на себя разноцветные одежды, носить острые мечи и питаться 

изысканными блюдами. 
Все это совокупно называется разбойничьею гордостью. 
Ужели это есть Тао?! 
• 
[53c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Имей я толику знания, то, идя Путем, 
Боялся бы только сбиться с него. 
Великий Путь так ровен, так широк, 
Но люди любят кривые тропинки. 
Палаты царские так чисто прибраны, 
Поля же заросли бурьяном, житницы пусты. 
Носят шелка, расшитые узорами, на поясе мечи, 
Вкусно едят и пьют, в домах избыток всякого добра. 
Вот что я зову великим разбоем, 
Великого Пути здесь нет в помине! 
• 
[53c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Ниспошли мне четкого наличия знания, как двигаться по великому Пути. 
Страшусь лишь отклониться от него. 
Великий Путь максимально рассеян, и народ предпочитает дорожки. 
Приемные очень опрятны. 
Поля совсем заросли. 
Хранилища совершенно пусты. 
Одежда в цветных узорах. 



На поясе острые мечи. 
Пресыщение питьем и пищей. 
Наличие избытка товаров, предметов. 
Это определяется: 
Воровской беспредел. 
Но ведь это же отрицание Пути. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Four 
 

[54c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
What is firmly set up {can't be} pulled down; 
{What is firmly embraced cannot slip free}. 
And your sons and grandsons, as a result, will sacrifice without end. 
When you cultivate it in your person, your virtue will then be genuine; 
When you cultivate it in your family, your virtue will then overflow; 
When you cultivate it in your village, your virtue will then be long lasting; 
When you cultivate it in your state, your virtue will then be abundant; 
And when you cultivate it throughout the world, your virtue will then be widespread. 
Use the individual to examine the individual; 
Use the family to examine the family; 
Use the village to examine the village; 
Use the state to examine the state; 
And use the world to examine the world; 
How do I know that the world is so? 
By {this}. 
• 



[54c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHAT is well planted cannot be uprooted. 
What is well embraced cannot slip away. 
Your descendants will carry on the ancestral sacrifice for generations without end. 
Cultivate Virtue in your own person, 
And it becomes a genuine part of you. 
Cultivate it in the family, 
And it will abide. 
Cultivate it in the community, 
And it will live and grow. 
Cultivate it in the state, 
And it will flourish abundantly. 
Cultivate it in the world, 
And it will become universal. 
Hence, a person must be judged as person; 
A family as family; 
A community as community; 
A state as state; 
The world as world. 



How do I know about the world? 
By what is within me. 
• 
[54c03t] D. C. Lau 
What is firmly rooted cannot be pulled out; 
What is tightly held in the arms will not slip loose; 
Through this the offering of sacrifice by descendants will never come to an end. 
Cultivate it in your person 
And its virtue will be genuine; 
Cultivate it in the family 
And its virtue will be more than sufficient; 
Cultivate it in the hamlet 
And its virtue will endure; 
Cultivate it in the state 
And its virtue will abound; 
Cultivate it in the empire 
And its virtue will be pervasive. 
Hence look at the person through the person; 
Look at the family through the family; 



Look at the hamlet through the hamlet; 
Look at the state through the state; 
Look at the empire through the empire. 
How do I know that the empire is like that? 
By means of this. 
• 
[54c04t] R. L. Wing 
What is skillfully established will not be uprooted; 
What is skillfully grasped will not slip away. 
Thus it is honored for generations. 
Cultivate the inner self; Its Power becomes real. 
Cultivate the home; Its Power becomes abundant. 
Cultivate the community; Its Power becomes greater. 
Cultivate the organization; Its Power becomes prolific. 
Cultivate the world; Its Power becomes universal. 
Therefore through the inner self, 
The inner self is conceived. 
Through the home, 
The home is conceived. 



Through the community, 
The community is conceived. 
Through the organization, 
The organization is conceived. 
Through the world, 
The world is conceived. 
How do I know the world? 
Through this. 
• 
[54c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who is good at building cannot be shaken, 
And he who is good at holding can lose nothing. 
(According to the principle,) he can enjoy the sacrifice for posterity forever. 
His "De" can be pure and true by carrying out the principle in his person; 
His "De" can be abundant by carrying it out in the family; 
His "De" can lead by carrying it out in the neighbourhood; 
His "De" can be powerful by carrying it out in the state; 
His "De" can be universal by carrying it out in the kingdom; 
So (we should) 



Know a person in the perspective of a person, 
Know a family in the perspective of a family, 
Know a neighbourhood in the perspective of a neighbourhood, 
Know a state in the perspective of a state, 
Know the kingdom in the perspective of a kingdom. 
How do I know the situation of all the things under Heaven? 
By the method mentioned above. 
• 
[54c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
What is firmly established cannot be uprooted. 
What is firmly grasped cannot slip away. 
It will be honored from generation to generation. 
Cultivate Virtue in your self, 
And Virtue will be real. 
Cultivate it in the family, 
And Virtue will abound. 
Cultivate it in the village, 
And Virtue will grow. 
Cultivate it in the nation, 



And Virtue will be abundant. 
Cultivate it in the universe, 
And Virtue will be everywhere. 
Therefore look at the body as body; 
Look at the family as family; 
Look at the village as village; 
Look at the nation as nation; 
Look at the universe as universe. 
How do I know the universe is like this? 
By looking! 
• 
[54c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Those skilled in building will build sturdy buildings. 
Those skilled in hugging will hug fast. 
Because they are serious and excel in what they do 
they are remembered and honored by all their descendents. 
He who applies the same seriousness to serve his own body has true virtue. 
He who applies the same seriousness to serve his family 
has virtue beyond himself. 



He who applies the same seriousness to serve his village 
has virtue that grows further afield. 
He who applies the same seriousness to serve the nation 
has virtue that is profuse. 
He who applies to same seriousness to serve all under heaven, 
has virtue that pervades the world. 
Thus we see our body as our body is; 
See our family as our family is; 
We see our village as our village is; 
See our nation as our nation is; 
And we see everything under heaven as everything is. 
How may we know the nature of everything under heaven? 
With this (same and serious attitude). 
• 
[54c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The people who are good at building things do not budge, 
The people who are good at protecting thing do not lose any part, 
So their descendents can celebrate and remember them forever. 
If a person can build such a DE, the DE will be real; 



If a family can build such a DE, the DE will be plentiful; 
If a town can build such a DE, the DE will last long; 
If a country can build such a DE, the DE will be bountiful; 
If the entire world can build such a DE, the DE will be everywhere. 
Therefore, you know others by looking at yourself; 
You know other families by looking at your family; 
You know other towns by looking at your town; 
You know other countries by looking at your country; 
You know the past and future by looking at the present. 
How do I know everything in the world? This is how. 
• 
[54c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE ROOT AND ITS BRANCHES 
He who plants rightly never uproots. 
He who lays hold rightly never relinquishes. 
His posterity will honour him continually. 
Whoever develops the Tao in himself will be rooted in virtue. 
Whoever develops the Tao in his family will cause his virtue to spread. 
Whoever develops the Tao in his village will increase prosperity. 
Whoever develops the Tao in the kingdom will make good fortune prevalent. 



Whoever develops Tao in the world will make virtue universal. 
I observe myself, and so I come to know others. 
I observe my family, and all others grow familiar. 
I study this world, and others come within my knowledge. 
How else should I come to know the laws which govern all things, save thus, that I observe them in 

myself? 
• 
[54c10t] James Legge 
What (Tao's) skilful planter plants 
Can never be uptorn; 
What his skilful arms enfold, 
From him can ne'er be borne. 
Sons shall bring in lengthening line, 
Sacrifices to his shrine. 
Tao when nursed within one's self, 
His vigour will make true; 
And where the family it rules 
What riches will accrue! 
The neighbourhood where it prevails 



In thriving will abound; 
And when 'tis seen throughout the state, 
Good fortune will be found. 
Employ it the kingdom o'er, 
And men thrive all around. 
In this way the effect will be seen in the person, by the observation of different cases; 
in the family; 
in the neighbourhood; 
in the state; 
and in the kingdom. 
How do I know that this effect is sure to hold thus all under the sky? 
By this (method of observation). 
• 
[54c11t] David Hinton 
Something planted so deep it's never rooted up, 
something held so tight it's never stolen away: 
children and grandchildren will pay it homage always. 
Cultivated in yourself it makes Integrity real. 
Cultivated in your family it makes Integrity plentiful. 



Cultivated in your village it makes Integrity enduring. 
Cultivated in your nation it makes Integrity abundant. 
Cultivated in all beneath heaven it makes Integrity all-encompassing. 
So look through self into self, 
through family into family, 
through village into village, 
through nation into nation, 
through all beneath heaven into all beneath heaven. 
How can I know all beneath heaven as it is? 
Through this. 
• 
[54c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who excels in planting something - 
Nobody can pull it up; 
He who excels in embracing something - 
Nobody can snatch it away. 
His offspring will thereby offer sacrifices without end. 
Cultivate it in your own person, 
Your virtue will be genuine; 



Cultivate it in your own fief, 
Your virtue will be more than enough; 
Cultivate it in your own prefecture, 
Your virtue will be long-enduring; 
Cultivate it in your own state, 
Your virtue will be abundant; 
Cultivate it in the empire, 
Your virtue will be universal. 
Observe other persons from your own person; 
Observe other fiefs from your own fief; 
Observe other prefectures from your own prefecture; 
Observe other states from your own state; 
Observe the empire from all under heaven. 
How do I know what the empire is like? 
From this. 
• 
[54c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who is well established is not uprooted, 
One who embraces firmly cannot be separated from, 



Thus sons and grandsons shall perform sacrifices without interruptions. 
In cultivating this in one's person, 
The person's te becomes genuine; 
In cultivating this in the family, 
The family's te has more to spare (yü); 
In cultivating this in the village, 
The village's te grows strong; 
In cultivating this in the state, 
The state's te becomes abundant; 
In cultivating this in the world (t'ien hsia), 
The world's te becomes universal. 
Therefore observe (kuan) the person by the person, 
Observe the family by the family, 
Observe the village by the village, 
Observe the state by the state, 
Observe the world by the world. 
How do I know such is the case in the world? 
Through this. 
• 



[54c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
An excellent builder would make sure that houses he builds can not be knocked over [even by 

hurricanes]; 
A person with a strong grip [of his project] makes it impossible to slip out of his grasp; 
Consequently, to such a thoughtful person [whose solid accomplishments] will be offered thanks by 

later generations ceaselessly. 
If a person cultivates the above mentioned practice for his own personal satisfaction, his Te is 

genuine; 
If a person advances it within his family, their [jointly aggregated] Te will be more than enough to 

benefit other families; 
If it is promoted in a village, the villagers' [reciprocally enhanced] Te will extend its growth [to other 

villages]; 
If this practice thrives in a country, the [collective] Te of its people will further flourish [that their Te 

will spill over to other countries]; 
When it is upheld in the world, their [jointly summative] Te will spread universally [in Universe]. 
Accordingly: 
[The cultivation of Te] by an individual sets a good example to his family; 
[The promotion of Te] within a family exemplifies Te to other families; 
[The advancement of Te] in a village manifests [the goodness of Te] to other villages; 



[The broadening of Te] in a country demonstrates [the benefit of Te] to other countries; 
[The expansion of Te] in a world would manifest [the greatness of Te] to other worlds. 
How do I know that things work this way? 
It is all because of this (the observation stated in the previous paragraphs of this Chapter). 
• 
[54c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
What is well planted cannot be uprooted. 
What is well embraced cannot slip away. 
The descendants will carry on the ancestral sacrifice from generation to generation. 
Cultivate Virtue in your own person, and it will be genuine. 
Cultivate it in the family, and it will be more than sufficient. 
Cultivate it in the village, and it will last long. 
Cultivate it in the state, and it will flourish abundantly. 
Cultivate it in the world, and it will become universal. 
Hence, a person must be perceived as person; a family as family; a village as village; a state as state; 

the world as world. 
How do I know about the world? 
It is through this. 
• 



[54c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
What is established cannot be uprooted. 
What is well held cannot slip. 
Likewise, descendents will continue to perform traditional rituals. 
Cultivating oneself, Te is genuine. 
Cultivating the family, Te is plentiful. 
Cultivating the village, Te is long lasting. 
Cultivating the kingdom, Te is prevailing. 
Cultivating the world, Te is ubiquitous. 
Therefore, observe all individuals through one individual. 
Observe all families through one family. 
Observe all villages through one village. 
Observe all kingdoms through one kingdom. 
Observe all worlds through the world. 
How do I know the world is so? 
By using the above observation(s). 
• 
[54c17t] Arthur Waley 
What Tao plants cannot be plucked, 



What Tao clasps, cannot slip. 
By its virtue alone can one generation after another carry on the ancestral sacrifice. 
Apply it to yourself and by its power you will be freed from dross. 
Apply it to your household and your household shall thereby have abundance. 
Apply it to the village, and the village will be made secure. 
Apply it to the kingdom, and the kingdom shall thereby be made to flourish. 
Apply it to an empire, and the empire shall thereby be extended. 
Therefore just as through oneself one may contemplate Oneself, 
So through the household one may contemplate the Household, 
And through the village, one may contemplate the Village, 
And through the kingdom, one may contemplate the Kingdom, 
And through the empire, one may contemplate the Empire. 
How do I know that the empire is so? 
By this. 
• 
[54c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The well-founded will not be pulled up. 
The well-embraced will not get dropped. 
Such a one's descendants, accordingly, will never let sacrifices to him cease. 



If you cultivate it within your own person, your virtue will be authentic. 
If you cultivate it within your family, your virtue will exceed all need. 
If you cultivate it within your village, your virtue will endure. 
If you cultivate it within your state, your virtue will be abundant. 
If you cultivate it among all under Heaven, your virtue will reach everywhere. 
Look at the person from the point of view of the person. 
Look at the family from the point of view of the family. 
Look at the village from the point of view of the village. 
Look at the state from the point of view of the state. 
Look at all under Heaven from the point of view of all under Heaven. 
How do I know that all under Heaven is so? 
It is by this. 
• 
[54c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE STATE 
Who is firmly established is not easily shaken. 
Who has a firm grasp does not easily let go. 
From generation to generation his ancestral sacrifices 
Shall be continued without fail. 



Cultivated in the individual, character will become genuine; 
Cultivated in the family, character will become abundant; 
Cultivated in the village, character will multiply; 
Cultivated in the state, character will prosper; 
Cultivated in the world, character will become universal. 
Therefore: 
According to (the character of) the individual, judge the individual; 
According to (the character of) the family, judge the family; 
According to (the character of) the village, judge the village; 
According to (the character of) the state, judge the state; 
According to (the character of) the world, judge the world. 
How do I know the world is so. 
By this. 
• 
[54c20t] Victor H. Mair 
What is firmly established cannot be uprooted; 
What is tightly embraced cannot slip away. 
Thus sacrificial offerings made by sons and grandsons will never end. 
Cultivated in the person, integrity is true. 



Cultivated in the family, integrity is ample. 
Cultivated in the village, integrity lasts long. 
Cultivated in the state, integrity is abundant. 
Cultivated everywhere under heaven, integrity is vast. 
Observe other persons through your own person. 
Observe other families through your own family. 
Observe other villages through your own village. 
Observe other states through your own state. 
Observe all under heaven through all under heaven. 
How do I know the nature of all under heaven? 
Through this. 
• 
[54c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
What is well rooted cannot be pulled up. 
What is firmly grasped will not slip loose. 
It will be honored from generation to generation. 
When cultivated in your person, Virtue will be real. 
When cultivated in your household, Virtue will be plentiful. 
When cultivated in your village, Virtue will endure. 



When cultivated in your country, Virtue will abound. 
When cultivated in your world, Virtue will be universal. 
Hence, 
through yourself look at Self. 
Through your household look at Household. 
Through your community look at Community. 
Through your country look at Country. 
Through your world look at World. 
How do I know that the world is like this? 
Because of what is within me. 
• 
[54c22t] David H. Li 
What is well planted will not uproot; 
What is firmly held will not drop. 
Descendants will not discontinue remembrance ceremonies. 
Cultivating it in self, virtue is true; 
Cultivating it in the family, virtue overflows; 
Cultivating it in the village, virtue lasts; 
Cultivating it in the state, virtue is abundant; 



Cultivating it in the world, virtue is universal. 
Thus, 
look at self through self; 
look at the family through the family; 
look at the village through the village; 
look at the state through the state; 
look at the world through the world. 
How do I know the world? 
Because it is so. 
• 
[54c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
What is firmly established within cannot be uprooted. 
What is firmly embraced within cannot be disengaged. 
The Tao, thus firmly established and embraced within you, 
Will be respected for generations to come. 
Cultivate the Tao in your character, 
Then its virtues will be genuine. 
Cultivate the Tao in your family, 
Then its virtues will abound. 



Cultivate the Tao in your community, 
Then its virtues will endure. 
Cultivate the Tao in your country, 
Then its virtues will flourish. 
Cultivate the Tao in the world, 
Then its virtues will pervade. 
Therefore, you can observe the virtues of the Tao, 
In your character, if you cultivate it in your character; 
In your family, if you cultivate it in your family; 
In your community, if you cultivate it in your community; 
In your country, if you cultivate it in your country; 
And in the world, if you cultivate it in the world. 
How can you know how the state of the world is? 
Simply by thus observing. 
• 
[54c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Let me have knowledge and follow the great way of the Tao, 
I alone am afraid of straying from this path. 
The great way is easy and simple, 



But people prefer byways. 
The royal palaces are wonderfully maintained, 
But the people's fields are full of thorns, 
And the barns are empty. 
There are those who wear expensive clothes, 
There are those who carry polished swords, 
There are those who gorge themselves on food and drink, 
There are those who amass property and possessions: 
This is called encouraging the robbers. 
Is this not straying from the path of the Tao? 
• 
[54c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
What is built on rock cannot be pulled down; 
What is held lightly can never be lost. 
Meditate on virtue within yourself, and you will find the benefit of virtue. 
Use it as the ground for the family, 
and your virtue will last for generations. 
Take it as your guidance for the village, 
and the place will blossom for years to come. 



Use it to guide the nation, 
and that nation will create abundance. 
Be guided by it for the Whole, 
and it will flood its way over the world. 
So, look at someone else as you would yourself 
And treat other families as you would your own; 
See your community in other communities, 
Think of all countries as part of your being 
And treasure the world as the round centre of everything. 
How can I see the world like this? 
Because I have eyes. 
• 
[54c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
What is well planted cannot be pulled out; 
What is well held cannot be disengaged; 
The principle being observed, 
The offering of sacrifice by descendants will be kept making for ever. 
Similarly cultivating the principle in oneself, 
One can purify his virtue; 



Cultivating it in the family, 
One makes his own virtue more than enough; 
Cultivating it in the village, 
One can have the virtue to be the leader; 
Cultivating it in the state, 
One can have the prodigious virtue; 
Cultivating it in the world, 
One can have the virtue widely known. 
Hence I can have an insight 
Into other individuals by examining myself; 
Into other families by examining my family; 
Into other villages by examining my village; 
Into other states by examining my state; 
Into other worlds by examining my world. 
How do I know about the whole world? 
By employing the method above. 
• 
[54c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who is well established cannot be uprooted. 



He who is holding tight cannot slip away. 
His descendants will never cease to honour him. 
He who cultivates the moral character, his virtue will be clear. 
He who cultivates his own family, his virtue will flourish. 
He who cultivates the village, his virtue will endure. 
He who cultivates the country, his virtue will be abundant. 
He who cultivates the land, his virtue will be widespread. 
Therefore look at others as at your own person. 
Look at other families as at your own family. 
Look at other villages as at your own village. 
Look at other countries as at your own country. 
Look at other lands as at your own land. 
How do I know it is like this under Heaven? 
By means of this. 
• 
[54c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A well-founded establishment cannot be uprooted, 
And a well-preserved tradition can not be dissolved: 
Each will go on generation after generation. 



One has true being when one keeps the Way body and soul, 
Effective being when one extends the Way over the family, 
Long being when one extends the Way over the community, 
Rich being when one extends the Way over a nation, 
Universal being when one extends the Way over the world. 
Therefore, one knows others by looking at one's self, 
Other communities by looking at one's own community, 
Other states through the comparison with one's own state 
And other worlds by inferring from one's own world. 
That's how I come to know the world. 
• 
[54c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Individual and The World 
Lao Tze says, 
He who is skillful in establishment shall establish the Tao in his heart so that no one can pluck it. 
He who is skillful in enfolding arms shall enfold the Teh in his arms so that no one can take it. 
From generation to generation his ancestral sacrifices shall be continued without fail. 
When this precept is applied by whomever to instruct himself, his character will be made true; 
applied to his neighborhood, his neighborhood will thrive; 



applied to the state, his state will find good fortune; 
applied to the world, the world will inherit with good traditions. 
In this way he can observe the others in comparison with the self; 
observe others' families in comparison with his own family; 
observe others' neighborhoods in comparison with his own neighborhood; 
observe others' states in comparison with his own state; 
observe the world before in comparison with what it is now. 
How do I know that this effect is sure to hold all in the world? 
By observation. 
• 
[54c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
What is planted by the best planter can never be removed; 
What is embraced by the best embracer can never be loosened. 
Thus his children and grandchildren will be able to continue their ancestral sacrifice for endless 

generations. 
If he applies Tao to himself his virtue will be genuine; 
If he applies it to his family his virtue will be abundant; 
If he applies it to his village his virtue will be lasting; 
If he applies it to his country his virtue will be full; 



If he applies it to the world his virtue will be universal. 
Therefore by one's person one may observe persons; 
By one's family one may observe families; 
By one's village one may observe villages; 
By one's country one may observe countries; 
By one's world one may observe worlds. 
How do I know that the world may be so (governed by Tao)? 
By this (observation). 
• 
[54c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To be built well is not to be toppled. 
To be held fast is not to slip. 
With this, children and grandchildren will never stop offering sacrifice to their ancestors. 
With this to cultivate oneself, one's virtue will be true; 
With this to cultivate the family, its virtue will be plentiful; 
With this to cultivate the community, its virtue will last long; 
With this to cultivate the nation, its virtue will be abundant; 
With this to cultivate the world, its virtue will be good. 
Therefore, 



Examine a person with a person, 
Examine a family with a family, 
Examine a community with a community, 
Examine a nation with a nation, 
Examine a world with a world. 
How can I know this is the way of the world? 
By this. 
• 
[54c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Excellently founded: it will not be uprooted; 
Excellently embraced and cared for: it will not slip away; 
so sons and grandsons will never cease to offer the sacrifices. 
Cultivate It in your person, its Te will be pure; 
cultivate It in the clan, its Te will be abundant; 
cultivate It in the village, its Te will be lasting; 
cultivate It in the state, its Te will be ample; 
cultivate It in the empire, its Te will be all-embracing. 
Yes: 
Judge a person taking that person as the measure, 



judge a clan taking that clan as the measure, 
judge a village taking that village as the measure, 
judge a state taking that state as the measure, 
judge the world taking the world as the measure. 
How do I know the nature of the world? 
By this. 
• 
[54c33t] Cheng Lin 
He who knows how to establish himself cannot be uprooted. 
He who knows how to hold fast cannot lose his grip. 
The descendants of such a man will worship him without cease. 
When one's conduct is in accordance with Truth, the inherent qualities become real. 
When a whole family follows Truth, the inherent qualities become abundant. 
When a whole village follows Truth, the inherent qualities become enduring. 
When the whole State follows Truth, the inherent qualities become superabundant. 
When a whole Empire follows Truth, the inherent qualities become universal. 
Thus, 
one man is the measure of other men, 
one family is the measure of other families, 



one village is the measure of other villages, 
one State is the measure of other States, 
and one Empire is the measure of other Empires. 
• 
[54c34t] Yi Wu 
What is well established cannot be uprooted. 
What is well embraced cannot slip away. 
[Practicing these], one's descendants will offer sacrifices without end. 
Cultivate them in oneself, one's virtue will be true. 
Cultivate them in the family, one's virtue will increase. 
Cultivate them in the community, one's virtue will develop. 
Cultivate them in the country, one's virtue will be abundant. 
Cultivate them in the world, one's virtue will be universal. 
Therefore, 
by the self, contemplate the self; 
by the family, contemplate the family; 
by the community, contemplate the community; 
by the country, contemplate the country; 
by the world, contemplate the world. 



How can I know about the world as such? 
By these. 
• 
[54c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
A person who is adept at increasing virtue will adhere to it unswervingly. 
A person who holds steadfastly to his virtue will resolutely persist with it. 
His deeds will endure because his progeny will continue to commemorate him for generations to 

come. 
If he diligently cultivates his personal virtue, the virtue will be genuine. 
Diligently cultivating virtue in a family, the virtue will be abundant. 
Diligently cultivating virtue in a community, the virtue will be expansive. 
Diligently cultivating virtue throughout the country, the virtue will be prolific. 
Diligently cultivating virtue throughout the world, the virtue will be ubiquitous. 
Therefore, looking from the individual perspective, you can see the benefit. 
From the respective viewpoints of family, community, country or the world, the benefits are also 

obvious. 
How do you know cultivating virtue will benefit the world? 
It is through this inference. 
• 



[54c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
What is well planted cannot be pulled up. 
What is closely embraced cannot slip away. 
The wise establish virtue firmly within themselves, and are honored for generations ever after. 
Apply natural, integral virtue to your own character, 
and it will be genuine. 
Apply natural, integral virtue to the family, 
and it will abound. 
Apply natural, integral virtue to the state, 
and it will flourish abundantly. 
Apply natural, integral virtue to the world, 
and it will be pervasive. 
Understand other people's lives by means of your own life. 
Understand other people's families by means of your own family. 
Understand other societies by means of your own society. 
Understand other countries by means of your own country. 
How can you know what is right for the world? 
By knowing what is right for your own life. 
• 



[54c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Nothing can be taken away if it is well-founded. 
Nothing can be lost if it is well-grasped. 
For generations to come, the worship will not be discontinued. 
To cultivate (Tao) in one's self makes attainment real. 
To cultivate (Tao) in one's family makes attainment a surplus. 
To cultivate (Tao) in one's community makes attainment long-lasting. 
To cultivate (Tao) in one's nation makes attainment abundant. 
To cultivate (Tao) in one's world makes attainment all-embracing. 
Thus, through the self, one contemplates the self. 
Through the family, one contemplates the family. 
Through the community, one contemplates the community. 
Through the nation, one contemplates the nation. 
Through the world, one contemplates the world. 
How do I know the world as world? 
It is through this. 
• 
[54c38t] Henry Wei 
Rectifying Viewpoints 



Hsiu Kuan 
Those adept in establishing themselves 
Cannot be plucked up; 
Those adept in the act of embracing 
Cannot be made to relax their hold. 
They are worshipped for generations in a row. 
Cultivate Tao in one's person, 
And its virtue will be genuine; 
Cultivate Tao in one's family, 
And its virtue will be overflowing; 
Cultivate Tao in one's village, 
And its virtue will be long enduring; 
Cultivate Tao in one's state, 
And its virtue will be abundant; 
Cultivate Tao in one's empire, 
And its virtue will be pervasive. 
Therefore, 
By one's person, one sizes up other persons; 
By one's family, one sizes up other families; 



By one's village, one sizes up other villages; 
By one's state, one sizes up other states; 
By one's empire, one sizes up other empires. 
How do I know this is so with the empire? 
By this. 
• 
[54c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
What is firmly planted cannot be pulled out; 
What is tightly held in the arms cannot slip away, 
So that the descendants will never stop offering ancestral sacrifice. 
Cultivate it in yourself, 
And its Te will be genuine. 
Cultivate it in the household, 
And its Te will be more than sufficient. 
Cultivate it in the village, 
And its Te will be long-lasting. 
Cultivate it in the state, 
And its Te will be plentiful. 
Cultivate it in all under Heaven, 



And its Te will be all-encompassing. 
Therefore, observe yourself through yourself; 
The household through the household; 
The village through the village; 
The state through the state; 
All under Heaven through all under Heaven. 
How do I know that all under Heaven is so? 
With this. 
• 
[54c40t] Tao Huang 
What is well-built is not pulled down. 
What is well-fastened is not separated. 
Sons and grandsons worship unceasingly. 
Cultivate the self, and the Action is pure. 
Cultivate the family, the Action is plentiful. 
Cultivate the community, the Action endures. 
Cultivate the nation, the Action is fruitful. 
Cultivate the world, the Action is all-pervading. 
Treat the self by the standard of self. 



Treat the family by the standard of family. 
Treat the community by the standard of community. 
Treat the nation by the standard of nation. 
Treat the world by the standard of world. 
How do I know how the world is such? 
Thus. 
• 
[54c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
What is perfectly planted will not be uprooted. 
What is perfectly held will not slip away. 
Through generations the family's memorial service will not be discontinued. 
Thus, 
by cultivating Dao in a person, virtues become manifest; 
by cultivating Dao in a family, virtues become abundant; 
by cultivating Dao in the community, virtues become enduring; 
by cultivating Dao in a country, virtues become flourishing; 
and by cultivating Dao in the world, virtues become universal. 
Thus, 
by taking care of one's self, one takes care of others; 



by taking care of one's family, one takes care of others' families; 
by taking care of one's own community, one takes care of others' communities; 
by taking care of one's own country, one takes care of others' countries; 
and by taking care of the world, one takes care of the universe. 
How do we know in what way the world should be ruled? 
Through this. 
• 
[54c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who is well established (in Tao) cannot be pulled away. 
He who has a firm grasp (of Tao) cannot be separated from it. 
Thus from generation to generation his ancestral sacrifice will never be suspended. 
When one cultivates virtue in his person, it becomes genuine virtue. 
When one cultivates virtue in his family, it becomes overflowing virtue. 
When one cultivates virtue in his community, it becomes lasting virtue. 
When one cultivates virtue in his country, it becomes abundant virtue. 
When one cultivates virtue in the world, it becomes universal. 
Therefore the person should be viewed as a person. 
The family should be viewed as a family. 
The community should be viewed as a community. 



The country should be viewed as a country. 
And the world should be viewed as the world. 
How do I know this to be the case in the world? 
Through this. 
• 
[54c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Умеющего крепко встать не шелохнуть, 
умеющего охватить не оторвать. 
Сыновья и внуки будут непрестанно поминать их жертвами. 
У того, кто это совершенствует в себе, добродетель делается подлинной; 
у того, кто это совершенствует в семье, добродетель достигает изобилия; 
у того, кто это совершенствует в селении, добродетель возрастает; 
у того, кто это совершенствует в уделе, добродетель процветает; 
у того, кто это совершенствует и в Поднебесной, добродетель делается всеобъемлющей. 
Поэтому-то зрят себя собою, семью семьей, селение селением, удел уделом, Поднебесную всей 

Поднебесной. 
Откуда мне известно истинное состояние Поднебесной? 
Отсюда. 
• 



[54c92t] А. А. Маслов 
То, что глубоко посадил, нельзя выдернуть. 
То, что крепко обхватил, трудно отнять. 
Поэтому нельзя положить конец ритуальным подношениям сыновей и внуков своим 

предкам. 
Пестуй это в своём теле - и Благость [в тебе] обретёт истинность. 
Пестуй это в семье - и Благость будет в достатке. 
Пестуй это в своём государстве - и Благости будет в избытке. 
Пестуй это в Поднебесной - и Благость станет повсеместной. 
Поэтому смотри на других людей через самого себя. 
Смотри на другие семьи через свою семью. 
Смотри на другие деревни через свою деревню. 
Смотри на другие государства через своё государство. 
Смотри на Поднебесную через Поднебесную. 
Откуда мне знать, что Поднебесная такова? 
Из неё же самой. 
• 
[54c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Умеющего стоять - не опрокинуть. 



Из обхвата умеющего обхватить - не высвободиться. 
Жертвоприношения предкам, приносимые детьми и внуками такого умельца, никогда не 

оскудеют. 
Кто это умение в себе совершенствует, у того Благая Сила станет истинной. 
Кто это умение в семье совершенствует, у того Благая Сила станет обильной. 
Кто это умение в селении совершенствует, у того Благая Сила станет взращенной. 
Кто это умение в государстве совершенствует, у того Благая Сила станет превеликой. 
Кто это умение во всей Поднебесной совершенствует, Благая Сила того распространится 

повсюду. 
Поэтому 
если я посредством себя самого буду зреть себя, 
если я посредством семьи буду зреть семью, 
если я посредством селения буду зреть селение, 
если я посредством государства буду зреть государство, 
если я посредством Поднебесной буду зреть Поднебесную, 
то откуда я узнаю, что Поднебесная именно такова? 
Именно из этого созерцания. 
• 
[54c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 



Что установлено твердыней - того не искоренить. 
Что незыблемо соблюдается - с тем не порвать. 
Вот почему сыновья и внуки продолжают непрестанно приносить ритуальные жертвы 

предкам. 
Кто совершенствует это в себе - его Дэ подлинно. 
Кто совершенствует это в семье - его Дэ еще полнее. 
Кто совершенствует это в селении - его Дэ еще больше. 
Кто совершенствует это в царстве - его Дэ еще пышнее. 
Кто совершенствует это в Поднебесной - его Дэ всеобще. 
Поэтому: 
по себе сужу о себе, 
по семье сужу о семье, 
по селению сужу о селении, 
по царству сужу о царстве, 
по Поднебесной сужу о Поднебесной. 
Откуда я знаю, что Поднебесная такова? 
Из того, что сказано. 
• 
[54c95t] Ян Хин-шун 



Кто умеет крепко стоять, того нельзя опрокинуть. 
Кто умеет опереться, того нельзя свалить. 
Сыновья и внуки вечно сохранят память о нем. 
Кто совершенствует [дао] внутри себя, у того добродетель становится искренней. 
Кто совершенствует [дао] в семье, у того добродетель становится обильной. 
Кто совершенствует [дао] в деревне, у того добродетель становится обширной. 
Кто совершенствует [дао] в царстве, у того добродетель становится богатой. 
Кто совершенствует [дао] в Поднебесной, у того добродетель становится всеобщей. 
По себе можно познать других; 
по одной семье можно познать остальные; 
по одной деревне можно познать остальные; 
по одному царству можно познать другие; 
по одной стране можно познать всю Поднебесную. 
Каким образом я узнаю, что Поднебесная такова? 
Поступая так. 
• 
[54c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Крепко стоящего нельзя вынуть. 
Хорошо связанного нельзя развязать. 



Дни кончины предков празднуются потомками. 
Кто совершает это для самого себя, тот делает добро только для одного себя; 
кто совершает это для своего дома, тот делает добро для своего дома; 
кто совершает это для своей деревни, тот будет начальником в ней; 
кто совершает это для своей страны, тот делает добро для страны; 
кто совершает это для всего мира, тот делает добро для всего мира. 
Я изучаю тело по телу, дом - по дому, деревню - по деревне, страну - по стране и, наконец, 

весь мир - по всему миру. 
Но могу ли я знать, почему вселенная такая, а не иная? 
• 
[54c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Того, кто прочно стоит, нельзя повалить. 
Того, кто крепко обнимает, нельзя оторвать: 
Тому дети и внуки не перестанут приносить жертвы. 
У того, кто это пестует в себе, совершенство будет подлинным. 
У того, кто это пестует в семье, совершенство будет в избытке. 
У того, кто это пестует в селении, совершенство будет долгим. 
У того, кто это пестует в царстве, совершенство будет неизбывным. 
У того, кто это пестует в мире, совершенство будет всеобъемлющим. 



А потому смотри на себя исходя из себя, 
Смотри на семью исходя из семьи, 
Смотри на селение исходя из селения, 
Смотри на царство исходя из царства, 
Смотри на мир исходя из мира. 
Откуда я знаю, что мир таков? 
Благодаря этому. 
• 
[54c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если хорошо водрузить, то не вырвешь. 
Если хорошо охватить, то не отнимешь. 
Посредством этого от детей к внукам непрерывно передается культ поклонения предкам. 
Если совершенствовать это в теле, тогда его Потенция будет истинной. 
Если совершенствовать это в семье, тогда ее Потенция будет избыточной. 
Если совершенствовать это в округе, тогда его Потенция, возрастет. 
Если совершенствовать это в государстве, тогда его Потенция создаст изобилие. 
Если совершенствовать это в Поднебесной, тогда эта Потенция распространится 

повсюду. 
Причинность: 



Тело следует рассматривать как тело. 
Семью следует рассматривать как семью. 
Округ следует рассматривать как округ. 
Государство следует рассматривать как государство. 
Поднебесную следует рассматривать как Поднебесную. 
Посредством чего сущность моя осознает такой характер Поднебесной? 
Посредством этого. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Five 
 

[55c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
One who embraces the fulness of Virtue, 
Can be compared to a newborn babe. 
Wasps and scorpions, snakes and vipers do not sting him; 
Birds of prey and fierce beasts do not seize him; 
His bones and muscles are weak and pliant, yet his grasp is firm; 
He does not yet know the meeting of male and female, yet his organ is aroused - 
This is because his essence is at its height. 
He can scream all day, yet he won't become hoarse - 
This is because his harmony is at its height. 
To {know} harmony is called "the constant"; 
To know the constant is called "being wise"; 
To add on to life is called a "bad omen"; 
For the mind to control the breath - that's called "forcing things." 
When things {reach their prime} they get old; 
This is called "not the Way." 
What is not the Way will come to an early end. 



• 
[55c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ONE who is steeped in Virtue is akin to the new-born babe. 
Wasps and poisonous serpents do not sting it, 
Nor fierce beasts seize it, 
Nor birds of prey maul it. 
Its bones are tender, its sinews soft, 
But its grip is firm. 
It has not known the union of the male and the female, 
Growing in its wholeness, and keeping its vitality in its perfect integrity. 
It howls and screams all day long without getting hoarse, 
Because it embodies perfect harmony. 
To know harmony is to know the Changeless. 
To know the Changeless is to have insight. 
To hasten the growth of life is ominous. 
To control the breath by the will is to overstrain it. 
To be overgrown is to decay. 
All this is against Tao, 
And whatever is against Tao soon ceases to be. 



• 
[55c03t] D. C. Lau 
One who possesses virtue in abundance is comparable to a new born babe: 
Poisonous insects will not sting it; 
Ferocious animals will not pounce on it; 
Predatory birds will not swoop down on it. 
Its bones are weak and its sinews supple yet its hold is firm. 
It does not know of the union of male and female yet its male member will stir: 
This is because its virility is at its height. 
It howls all day yet does not become hoarse: 
This is because its harmony is at its height. 
To know harmony is called the constant; 
To know the constant is called discernment. 
To try to add to one's vitality is called ill-omened; 
For the mind to egg on the breath is called violent. 
A creature in its prime doing harm to the old 
Is known as going against the way. 
That which goes against the way will come to an early end. 
• 



[55c04t] R. L. Wing 
To possess Power that runs deep Is to be like a newborn child. 
Poisonous insects do not sting it, 
Fierce beasts do not seize it, 
Birds of prey do not strike it. 
Its bones are yielding, Its muscles are relaxed, Its grip is strong. 
It does not yet know the union of male and female, Yet its virility is active. 
Its Life Force is at its greatest. 
It can scream all day, 
Yet it does not become hoarse. 
Its Harmony is at its greatest. 
To know Harmony is called the Absolute. 
To know the Absolute is called insight. 
To enhance life is called propitious. 
To be conscious of Influence is called strength. 
Things overgrown must decline. 
This is not the Tao. 
What is not the Tao will soon end. 
• 



[55c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The profundity of De contained should be compared to an ignorant infant without desires, 
Whom poisonous insects will not sting, 
Whom fierce brutes will not seize, 
Whom birds of prey will not attack; 
Whose bones are weak and whose sinews are soft, but whose grasp is firm; 
Who does not yet know about intercourse of male and female but whose virile member may be 

excited, because it is full of physical essence; 
Who cries all day long without its throat becoming hoarse, because it is peaceful and without desires. 
To know the peace is called the eternal, 
To know the eternal is called wisdom. 
The desire for life enjoyment is a disaster, 
And to subject physical essence to desire is to boast of powerfulness. 
Things begin to become old when they have grown strong, which may be said to be contrary to Tao. 
Contrariness to Tao brings death with it very soon. 
• 
[55c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
He who is filled with Virtue is like a newborn child. 
Wasps and serpents will not sting him; 



Wild beasts will not pounce upon him; 
He will not be attacked by birds of prey. 
His bones are soft, his muscles weak, 
But his grip is firm. 
He has not experienced the union of man and woman, but is whole. 
His manhood is strong. 
He screams all day without becoming hoarse. 
This is perfect harmony. 
Knowing harmony is constancy. 
Knowing constancy is enlightenment. 
It is not wise to rush about. 
Controlling the breath causes strain. 
If too much energy is used, exhaustion follows. 
This is not the way of Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to Tao will not last long. 
• 
[55c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
To be receptive to the benefit of the Virtue, 
Like an infant is receptive to the mother, 



One would be spared of the stings and bites from bees, scorpions, and snakes; 
One would be spared of being harmed by fierce beasts; 
And of being clawed by the predatory birds. 
To be so receptive, 
Then even if one has weak bones and soft sinews 
One can grip things firmly. 
People do not realize that the union of the male and female with moderation 
Represents energy at its height; and that 
Being together all day sounding natural calls 
and not losing voice through screaming 
Represents harmony at its best. 
To know the harmony of the universe is be congruent with the Eternal; 
To know the Eternal is to be illuminated. 
To preserve and to promote life is to bring good fortune; 
To let the mind take command of the life-breath is to be strong. 
Any living thing that indulges in excesses soon gets old. 
Indulging in excesses is against the Dao. 
Going against the Dao, one soon dies. 
• 



[55c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The people who have the thickest DE are like a naked newborn boy. 
The snake does not sting him, the wild animal does not bite him, and the fierce bird does not claw 

him. 
His bones are soft and his muscles are weak, but his grip is very strong. 
He has no idea of making love, but his manhood is always rigid, 
Because his body is in the purest state. 
He cries all day, but does not go hoarse, 
Because his body is in the most harmonic state. 
Understanding this harmonic state makes you natural, 
Understanding the natural way makes your mind clear. 
Trying hard to make your life last longer only brings you bad luck, 
Trying to be strong-willed against nature only makes you lifeless. 
When things become strong, they start to break down, 
Which is not in accordance with the DAO. 
Not being in accordance with the DAO leads to an early death. 
• 
[55c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE WONDERFUL HARMONY 
The man who is saturated with Virtue is like a little child. 



Scorpions will not sting him, wild beasts will not seize him, nor will birds of prey pluck at him. 
His young bones are not hard, neither are his sinews strong, yet his grasp is firm and sure. 
He is full of virility, though unconscious of his sex. 
Though he should cry out all day, yet he is never hoarse. 
Herein is shown his harmony with Nature. 
The knowledge of this harmony is the eternal Tao. 
The knowledge of the eternal Tao is illumination. 
Habits of excess grow upon a man, and the mind, giving way to the passions, they increase day by day. 
And when the passions have reached their climax, they also fail. 
This is against the nature of Tao. 
What is contrary to Tao soon comes to an end. 
• 
[55c10t] James Legge 
He who has in himself abundantly the attributes (of the Tao) is like an infant. 
Poisonous insects will not sting him; 
fierce beasts will not seize him; 
birds of prey will not strike him. 
(The infant's) bones are weak and its sinews soft, but yet its grasp is firm. 
It knows not yet the union of male and female, and yet its virile member may be excited; 



- showing the perfection of its physical essence. 
All day long it will cry without its throat becoming hoarse; 
- showing the harmony (in its constitution). 
To him by whom this harmony is known, 
(The secret of) the unchanging (Tao) is shown, 
And in the knowledge wisdom finds its throne. 
All life-increasing arts to evil turn; 
Where the mind makes the vital breath to burn, 
(False) is the strength, (and o'er it we should mourn.) 
When things have become strong, they (then) become old, which may be said to be contrary to the 

Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to the Tao soon ends. 
• 
[55c11t] David Hinton 
Embody Integrity's abundance and you're like a vibrant child 
hornets and vipers can't bite, 
savage beasts can't maul and fierce birds can't claw, 
bones supple and muscles tender, but still gripping firmly. 
Knowing nothing of male and female mingling 



and yet aroused: 
this is the utmost essence. 
Wailing all day without getting hoarse: 
this is the utmost harmony. 
To understand harmony is called constancy, 
and to understand constancy is called enlightenment. 
To enhance your life is called tempting fate, 
and to control ch'i with the mind is called violence. 
Things grown strong soon grow old. 
This is called losing the Way: Lose the Way and you die young. 
• 
[55c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who embodies abundant virtue 
May be likened to a ruddy infant: 
Wasps, venomous insects, scorpions, and snakes 
Do not sting him; 
Birds of prey and ferocious beasts 
Do not seize him. 
Bones weak, muscles soft, 



Its grip is firm. 
Knowing nothing about the copulation 
Between female and male, 
Its little penis erects, 
Which manifests sublime virility; 
It howls all day without becoming hoarse, 
Which manifests sublime harmony. 
Knowing harmony means constancy; 
Knowing constancy means clear-sightedness. 
Extravagant living means calamity; 
The heart dominating the breath means collapse. 
Something ages while still in its prime 
Is contrary to the Tao. 
What is contrary to the Tao perishes early. 
• 
[55c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who contains te in fullness, 
Is to be compared to an infant. 
Wasps, scorpions, and snakes do not bite it, 



Fierce beasts do not attack it, 
Birds of prey do not pounce upon it. 
Its bones weak, its sinews tender, 
But its grip is firm; 
Knowing not the union of the female and male animals, 
Yet its organ stirs. 
Such is the perfection of its life-force (ching). 
Crying all day, yet it does not get hoarse. 
Such is the Perfection of its harmony (ho). 
To know harmony is to know the everlasting (ch'ang); 
To know the everlasting is to be illumined (ming). 
To help life along is to bring ill portend; 
To use mind (hsin) to direct the life breath (ch'i) is called the strong (ch'iang). 
When things are full-grown they become old, 
It is called not following the Way (Tao). 
Not following the Way one dies early. 
• 
[55c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The marvel of the rich embodiment of Te [in a person] is comparable to the [marvel] of young infants 



who are not yet exposed to the worldly desires; 
[Because a young infant poses no menace to others:] 
Poisonous insects are less likely to sting him; 
Fierce beasts are less likely to prey on him; 
Birds of prey are less likely to pounce on him. 
Though his bones are soft and his muscles are weak, yet the grasp of his little fist is firm; 
Though he does not know about sex, yet he can maneuver his infant reproduction organ; 
It is because he concentrated intensely on applying his vitality. 
He can cry out all day long without failing to catch his breath; 
It is because he is doing extremely well in harmonizing his [inner self with the external world]. 
[A person who] knows how to harmonize [inner self with the external world] also understands what 

will perpetuate; 
[A person who] understands what will perpetuate is brilliant; 
Knowing how to enhance lives of others is a blessing; 
Knowing how to control one's own vitality (bearing) with will makes one a strong person. 
Fast paces hasten the exhaustion of the vitality of living things, this is called going against Tao; 
Anything which goes against Tao will come to a pre-matured end! 
• 
[55c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



One who is enriched with Virtue is like the new-born babe. 
Wasps and poisonous serpents do not sting him. 
Nor fierce beasts seize him, nor birds of prey maul him. 
His bones are tender, his sinews soft, but his grip is firm. 
He has not known the union of the male and the female, but he grows in his wholeness, and his spirit 

is at its highest point. 
He screams all day long without getting hoarse, because he embodies supreme harmony. 
To know harmony is to be constant. 
To know the constant is to have insight. 
To hasten life is harmful. 
To use the belly to direct the ether is to suppress it. 
Things become big, thus they will be old soon. 
That is against the Way. 
To be against the Way is to die soon. 
• 
[55c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
People with profound Te are like babies. 
Poisonous insects cannot bite them. 
Ferocious beasts cannot grab them. 



Birds of prey cannot pounce on them. 
With tough bones and flexible muscles they can hold firmly. 
Without knowing male and female union, sexual organs can function, because the hormone comes 

into play. 
They can cry a whole day without getting hoarse, because harmony comes into play. 
Knowing harmony is called normalcy. 
Knowing normalcy is called wisdom. 
Fortifying oneself is ominous. 
Things become old while still in their golden time. 
This does not conform to Tao. 
Departing from Tao leads to a premature end. 
• 
[55c17t] Arthur Waley 
The impunity of things fraught with the 'power' 
May be likened to that of an infant. 
Poisonous insects do not sting it, 
Nor fierce beasts seize it, 
Nor clawing birds maul it. 
Its bones are soft, its sinews weak; but its grip is strong. 



Not yet to have known the union of male and female, but to be completely formed, 
Means that the vital force is at its height; 
To be able to scream all day without getting hoarse 
Means that harmony is at its perfection. 
To understand such harmony is to understand the always-so. 
To understand the always-so is to be illumined. 
But to fill life to the brim is to invite omens. 
If the heart makes calls upon the life-breath, rigidity follows. 
Whatever has a time of vigour also has a time of decay. 
Such things are against Tao, 
And whatever is against Tao is soon destroyed. 
• 
[55c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One who has profoundly internalized virtue is comparable to the infant. 
Wasps, scorpions, adders, and vipers do not sting or bite him. 
Fierce animals do not attack him. 
Birds of prey do not seize him. 
His bones are soft and sinews pliant, but his grip is firm. 
That he is ignorant of the union of male and female yet completely erect 



Is because his semen is at the full. 
That he can cry all day long yet never grow hoarse 
Is because his bodily balance is perfect. 
To know how to maintain balance is called "constancy." 
To understand constancy is called "perspicacity." 
To extend life beyond its natural span is called "inauspicious." 
For the heart/mind to control the vital force is called "forcing strength." 
Once a thing reaches its prime, it grows old. 
We say it goes against the Dao, and what is against the Dao comes to an early end. 
• 
[55c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE CHARACTER OF THE CHILD 
Who is rich in character 
Is like a child. 
No poisonous insects sting him, 
No wild beasts attack him, 
And no birds of prey pounce upon him. 
His bones are soft, his sinews tender, yet his grip is strong. 
Not knowing the union of male and female, yet his organs are complete, 



Which means his vigor is unspoiled. 
Crying the whole day, yet his voice never runs hoarse, 
Which means his (natural) harmony is perfect. 
To know harmony is to be in accord with the eternal, 
(And) to know eternity is called discerning. 
(But) to improve upon life is called an ill-omen; 
To let go the emotions through impulse is called assertiveness. 
(For) things age after reaching their prime; 
That (assertiveness) would be against Tao. 
And he who is against Tao perishes young. 
• 
[55c20t] Victor H. Mair 
He who embodies the fullness of integrity is like a ruddy infant. 
Wasps, spiders, scorpions, and snakes will not sting or bite him; 
Rapacious birds and fierce beasts will not seize him. 
His bones are weak and his sinews soft, yet his grip is tight. 
He knows not the joining of male and female, yet his penis is aroused. 
His essence has reached a peak. 
He screams the whole day without becoming hoarse; 



His harmony has reached perfection. 
Harmony implies constancy; 
Constancy requires insight. 
Striving to increase one's life is ominous; 
To control the vital breath with one's mind entails force. 
Something that grows old while still in its prime is said to be not in accord with the Way; 
Not being in accord with the Way leads to an early demise. 
• 
[55c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A person who is filled with Virtue is like a newborn child. 
Poisonous insects will not sting, 
wild animals will not pounce, 
birds of prey will not swoop down. 
Although bones are soft and sinews weak, 
a child's grip is firm. 
The union of man and woman is not known, 
yet there is completeness, 
because a child's vital force is at its height. 
Crying all day will not produce hoarseness, 



because there is perfect harmony. 
To know harmony is to know the Always-so. 
To know the Always-so is to be awakened. 
Trying to fill life to the brim invites a curse. 
For the mind to make demands upon the breath of life brings strain. 
Whatever has been forced to a peak of vigor approaches its decay. 
This is not the way of Tao. 
And that which goes against the Tao will quickly pass away. 
• 
[55c22t] David H. Li 
One possessing virtue may be compared to an infant. 
Poisonous insects will not bite, ferocious animals will not pounce, 
Fetching birds will not prey. 
Though weak in bones and soft in muscles, his hold is firm; 
Though ignorant of union, his instrument is turgid. 
This is supreme energy. 
Crying all day without turning hoarse, this is supreme harmony. 
Knowing harmony is normalcy; 
knowing normalcy is discernment. 



Enriching oneself is ominous; 
overexerting oneself is ruinous. 
Matter withers after saturation; 
This is not in line with Direction. 
Not in line with Direction, early demise is the expectation. 
• 
[55c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
He who embodies the fullness of the Tao is like a ruddy infant. 
No poisonous wasps will sting him. 
No fierce beasts will seize him. 
No rapacious birds will maul him. 
His bones are tender and muscles soft, 
Yet his grip is tight. 
He knows not of the union of male and female, 
Yet, filled with vitality, 
His manhood becomes vigorously erect. 
He can howl all day without becoming hoarse, 
Because he is the embodiment of perfect balance. 
To know balance is to know the eternal. 



To know the eternal is to be illumined. 
To overprotect life is to invite sure disaster. 
To overuse the mind is to invite lopsided strength. 
To overdevelop a thing is to invite early decay. 
All are out of balance, and thus contrary to the Tao. 
Being contrary to the Tao, things soon cease to be. 
• 
[55c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
What is sown by the best sower will never be uprooted, 
What is fastened by the best fastener will never be loosened. 
And so his children and grandchildren can continue the ancestral ritual for many generations. 
If he nurtures the Tao by himself, his virtue is genuine, 
If he nurtures the Tao in his family, his virtue is abundant, 
If he nurtures the Tao in his village, his virtue is inestimable, 
If he nurtures the Tao in his country, his virtue fills the country, 
If he nurtures the Tao in the world, his virtue fills the universe. 
Therefore, when you observe the individual, know individuals, 
When you observe the family, know families, 
When you observe the village, know villages, 



When you observe the country, know countries, 
When you observe the world, know the universe. 
How do I know that it is possible to rule the world with the Tao? 
From this observation. 
• 
[55c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
'Those who have true te 
Are like a newborn baby.' 
- and if they seem like this, they will not be stung by wasps or snakes, or pounced on by animals in the 

wild or birds of prey. 
A baby is weak and supple, but his hand can grasp your finger. 
He has no desire as yet, and yet he can be erect - 
he can cry day and night without even getting hoarse such is the depth of his harmony. 
It's stupid to rush around. 
When you fight against yourself, it shows in your face. 
But if you draw your sap from your heart then you will be truly strong. 
You will be great. 
• 
[55c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



A man of prodigious virtue is just like a newly-born baby: 
Poisonous insects will not sting it; 
Beasts of prey will not harm it; 
Birds of prey will not swoop down upon it. 
Its bones and muscles are weak and supple, 
Yet its hold is tight. 
It does not know sexual intercourse between the male and female, 
Yet its little penis often erects itself; 
This is because it is at the height of virility. 
It cries all day long, 
Yet its throat does not become hoarse; 
This is because it is at the height of harmonious vim and vigor. 
To know harmony is to know the law of unity; 
To know the law of unity is to know discernment; 
To indulge in sensual pleasures is to look for disasters; 
To let virility driven by desires is to give free rein to strength. 
A creature in its prime is at the turning-point of being old, 
For it is against the Tao. 
What is against the Tao comes to an early end. 



• 
[55c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who cherishes deep virtue is comparable to a newborn baby. 
Poisonous insects will not sting him. 
Ferocious animals will not pounce upon him. 
Predatory birds will not swoop down upon him. 
His bones are weak and his muscles are soft. 
He does not know of the union between male and female. 
He has the highest spirit. 
He can cry all day but never become hoarse. 
He has perfect harmony. 
He knows harmony as constancy. 
He knows constancy as clarity. 
To nourish the body with abundant food and clothing means to borrow the outer energy. 
To command the 'chi' with the mind means to use force. 
When reaching their prime, creatures begin to age. 
He who tries to oppose this rule means to go against the Tao. 
• 
[55c28t] Liu Qixuan 



The truest being can be illustrated by the infant. 
Infants are not attacked by poisonous insects 
Or by the birds and beasts of prey. 
Though they are weak and fragile, 
They have a firm grasp. 
Though they don't know about sexual intercourse, 
The male penises can naturally erect 
(Which is the best embodiment of energy). 
Though they can cry the whole day, 
Their voices never crack 
(Which is the best function of harmony). 
Keeping harmony is keeping eternity. 
The keeper of eternity can attain true wisdom. 
Exertion of will beyond harmony is strength. 
What is strong will soon weaken, 
What is weakening is against the Way. 
What is against the Way will die early. 
• 
[55c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 



The Character of The Child 
Lao Tze says, 
He who has in himself abundant Teh, the attribute of the Tao, is like a baby. 
Poisonous insects will not sting him; 
fierce beasts will not seize him; 
and birds of prey will not pounce upon him. 
A baby is weak with tender bones and feeble sinews, but his grasp is firm and tight. 
He doesn't know men and women's affairs, yet his virile member may be excited, showing the 

perfection of his vigor. 
He cries all day long without his throat becoming hoarse, thus showing the perfection of his 

harmonious constitution. 
When one knows harmony, he knows the absolute. 
When he knows the absolute, he deserves to be called the enlightened. 
But he who knows the life-increasing arts transforms himself by having an evil heart. 
He who lets his emotions go through impulse is called strong. 
When things become strong in maturity, they become old, 
which may be said to be contrary to the Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to the Tao ends soon. 
• 



[55c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who is endowed with ample virtue may be compared to an infant. 
No venomous insects sting him; 
Nor fierce beasts seize him; 
Nor birds of prey strike him. 
His bones are frail, his sinews tender, but his grasp is strong. 
He does not know the conjugation of male and female, and yet he has sexual development; 
It means he is in the best vitality. 
He may cry all day long without growing hoarse; 
It means that he is in the perfect harmony. 
To know this harmony is to approach eternity; 
To know eternity is to attain enlightenment. 
To increase life is to lead to calamity; 
To let the heart exert the breath is to become stark. 
• 
[55c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Maintaining an abundance of virtue is comparable to being an infant. 
Poisonous insects will not sting; 
Ferocious beasts will not seize; 



Predatory birds will not pounce; 
The bones are tender, the sinews are soft, but the grasp is firm. 
Not knowing the union of male and female, 
The organ is fully formed; 
This is the zenith of essence. 
Howling and screaming all day without getting hoarse; 
This is the zenith of harmony. 
To know harmony means to be constant; 
To know constancy means enlightenment; 
To benefit one's own life is ill-fated. 
To let one's heart direct vigor is to become stark. 
Things in their prime will become old; 
This is not Tao. 
Being not Tao means to die early. 
• 
[55c32t] Michael LaFargue 
One who has an abundance of Te, 
is like a newborn child: 
Poisonous bugs will not bite it, 



fierce beasts will not snatch it, 
birds of prey will not attack it. 
Its bones are Soft, its sinews Weak, 
but its grip is firm. 
It has not known the union of man and woman, 
but its organs get aroused: 
Vital energy at its height. 
It will scream all day without getting hoarse: 
Harmony at its height. 
To experience Harmony is called being Steady, 
to experience Steadiness is called Clarity. 
'Increasing life': ominous; 
'the mind controlling the ch'i': forcing. 
Things are vigorous, then grow old: 
A case of 'not-Tao'. 
Not-Tao, soon gone. 
• 
[55c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the inherent qualities are completely preserved, one is like a new-born babe. 



Poisonous insects will not bite him, ferocious beasts will not crouch in wait for him, predatory birds 
will not attack him. 

Though his body is weak and supple, yet he has a firm grip. 
Though he is ignorant about the reproductive organs, yet he possesses them all. 
This is because he is full of the elemental force. 
He may cry all day, yet he never loses his voice. 
This is because he attains the perfect harmony. 
When the elemental force is in perfect harmony, there is normalcy. 
When one knows normalcy, there is enlightenment. 
When one tampers with life, there is calamity. 
When the heart is subservient to the will, there is compulsion. 
• 
[55c34t] Yi Wu 
One who has an abundance of virtue is like a newborn baby. 
Wasps and serpents do not sting it; 
Fierce beasts do not seize it; 
Birds of prey do not pounce on it. 
Its bones are weak, its sinews are soft, but its grasp is firm. 
Not yet knowing the union of female and male, its spirit is whole. 



This is perfect essence. 
It howls all day without getting hoarse. 
This is perfect harmony. 
To know harmony is to be constant; 
To know constancy is to be enlightened. 
To increase one's life span is ominous. 
To control one's energy by mind is called strength; 
To become strong is to become old. 
This cannot be called the Way. 
Not being in the Way, one will soon die. 
• 
[55c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The person of great virtue is akin to an infant. 
Poison snakes and insects will not bite him. 
Ferocious animals will not harm him. 
Birds of prey will not attack him. 
The infant is weak and floppy, 
But his grip is firm and tight. 
Although he does not knows anything about copulation, 



He has a strong erection and this signifies the pinnacle of vitality. 
He can scream all day without suffering from hoarseness. 
This epitomises that his vital energy is in harmony. 
When the energy is harmonised, it is acting in accord with Dao. 
If you understand the way of Dao, you have transcendental wisdom. 
Overindulgence in life is harmful. 
Forcing the body to work beyond its limits is excessive. 
Whenever anything reaches its peak, it then begins to decline. 
Action that is unnatural is contrary to Dao. 
Action contrary to Dao will lead to an early demise. 
• 
[55c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who is steeped in natural virtue is akin to a newborn babe. 
Wasps and poisonous serpents do not sting it. 
Fierce beasts do not seize it. 
Birds of prey do not maul it. 
Its bones are tender, its muscles soft, yet its grip is firm. 
It has not known the union of male and female, yet its male member will stir naturally. 
This is because its vitality is perfectly whole. 



It can howl and scream all day long without becoming hoarse. 
This is because it embodies perfect harmony. 
To know harmony is to know natural virtue. 
To recognize the natural virtue of the universe is to have insight. 
To overprotect one's life is to invite danger. 
To follow the fantasy of the mind is to drain away one's life energy. 
To hasten growth is to hasten decay. 
All of this is against the Way of natural virtue. 
Whatever is against the Universal Way of life soon ceases to be. 
• 
[55c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When man is enriched with Tê, 
He may be identified with an innocent child. 
He is free from the stings of insects, 
Free from the claws of wild beasts, 
Free from the attacks of devouring birds. 
None of his bones or muscles are said to be strong, 
But the grip of his hand is always firm. 
Nothing concerning the union of male and female is yet known, 



But potentiality is evident. 
The essence of his life is perfect. 
He can cry all the time without losing his voice. 
His inner harmony is supreme. 
To be aware of inner harmony is to abide with reality. 
To abide with reality is to be enlightened. 
However, to push life to the full leads to evil. 
The mind forcing one's potential is artificial. 
When things are artificial, they lead to decay. 
This deviates from Tao. 
That which deviates from Tao ends life soon. 
• 
[55c38t] Henry Wei 
The Mystic Charm 
Hsuan Fu 
He who is profoundly endowed with virtue 
May be compared to an infant. 
Poisonous insects do not sting him; 
Wild beasts do not seize hold of him; 



Birds of prey do not pounce upon him. 
Weak in bone and soft in sinews, 
He yet has a firm grip. 
Though ignorant of intercourse between the sexes, 
His genital organ is yet firm and strong, 
Indicating the plenitude of his vital essence. 
He may scream all day, 
Yet his voice does not become hoarse, 
Indicating the plenitude of his inner harmony. 
To know harmony is to accord with the Immutable; 
To accord with the Immutable means enlightenment. 
Improvement in health is a good omen; 
Mental control of the breath means strength. 
Things begin to decay after reaching the prime. 
Decay indicates disregard of Tao. 
Whatever disregards Tao soon vanishes. 
• 
[55c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He who possesses Te in abundance 



May be likened to a newborn baby. 
Bees, scorpions and vipers do not sting it; 
Ferocious beasts do not seize it; 
Birds of prey do not attack it. 
Its bones are weak and its sinews soft, yet its grip is firm. 
It doesn't yet know the union of male and female, yet its organ is erect. 
Its vital energy is perfect. 
It screams all day yet never becomes hoarse. 
Its harmony is perfect. 
To know harmony is called [to know the] constant. 
To know the constant is called enlightenment. 
To improve upon one's life is called ill omen. 
When the mind dictates the vital breath, it is called forcing. 
When a thing reaches its prime, it becomes old. 
Forcing is called contrary to Tao. 
What is contrary to Tao expires early. 
• 
[55c40t] Tao Huang 
Action in its profundity is like a newborn baby. 



Poisonous insects and venomous snakes do not sting it. 
Predatory birds and ferocious animals do not seize it. 
Its bones are soft and its sinews supple, yet its grasp is firm; 
Without knowing the union of male and female, its organs become aroused. 
Its vital essence comes to the point; 
Crying all day, its voice never becomes hoarse. 
Its harmony comes to the point. 
Harmony is eternal. 
Knowing harmony is discernment. 
Enhancing life is equanimity. 
Generating vitality through mind is strength. 
When things reach their climax, they are suddenly old. 
This is "Non-Tao." 
"Non-Tao" dies young. 
• 
[55c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The inherited abundance of tender virtues is comparable to a new-born baby: 
the poisonous insects may not sting him; 
the fierce animals may not touch him; 



and birds of prey may not snatch him. 
His bones are soft and his muscles are tender, yet, he can hold firm. 
It is like an infant who has the organ of reproduction but does not know its function. 
This is the perfection of natural vitality. 
It is like an infant who cries all day without growing hoarse. 
This is the perfection of natural harmony. 
To comprehend this harmony is to know the eternal function of Dao. 
One who knows the eternities is enlightened. 
One who overdoes his living is unlucky. 
One whose will overcomes his temper is strong. 
A matured living body will soon grow old. 
These are called "the aberration of Dao". 
The aberration of Dao leads to early extinction. 
• 
[55c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who possesses virtue in abundance 
May be compared to an infant. 
Poisonous insects will not sting him. 
Fierce beasts will not seize him. 



Birds of prey will not strike him. 
His bones are weak, his sinews tender, but his grasp is firm. 
He does not yet know the union of male and female, 
But his organ is aroused, 
This means that his essence is at its height. 
He may cry all day without becoming hoarse, 
This means that his (natural) harmony is perfect. 
To know harmony means to be in accord with the eternal. 
To be in accord with the eternal means to be enlightened. 
To force the growth of life means ill omen. 
For the mind to employ the vital force without restraint means violence. 
After things reach their prime, they begin to grow old, 
Which means being contrary to Tao. 
Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish. 
• 
[55c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто преисполнен добродетели, походит на младенца. 
Его не ужалит ядовитая змея, не схватит лютый зверь, не заклюет пернатый хищник. 
Его кости слабы, сухожилия мягки, но держит в горсти крепко. 



Хотя ему еще неведома связь самца и самки, он всецело развит. 
Его сгущенность совершенна. 
Он может целый день кричать и не охрипнуть. 
Гармония в нем совершенна. 
Знание гармонии зовут незыблемым, знание незыблемого называется просветом. 
Становиться взрослым, отходя от состояния младенца, значит предрекать себе 

несчастье. 
Когда сердце властвует дыханием, это говорит о силе возмужалости. 
Но ей на смену спешит старость. 
Это значит действовать вопреки Дао. 
А тому, кто действует вопреки Дао, конец приходит рано. 
• 
[55c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Постигший глубину Благости уподобляется новорождённому. 
Ядовитые насекомые не жалят его. 
Дикие звери не бросаются на него. 
Хищные птицы не клюют его. 
Его кости слабы, а мышцы податливы, но хватка крепка. 
Он не знает о союзе мужского и женского, но пенис его уже воспрял, ибо семя его достигло 



совершенства. 
Он кричит весь день, но голос его не хрипнет, ибо гармония его достигла совершенства. 
Познание гармонии зовётся достижением постоянства. 
Познание постоянства зовётся просветлением. 
Избыток жизни зовётся [недобрым] знамением. 
Регулирование [круговорота] ци сердцем зовётся укреплением. 
Вещи, исполняясь силы, стареют, и это считается противоречащим Дао. 
То, что противоречит Дао, рано приходит к своему концу. 
• 
[55c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Того, кто крепко держится за Силу-Дэ благую, сравню я с новорожденным младенцем. 
Пчелы, пауки и змеи ядовитые его не жалят. 
Хищные звери его не тронут, хищные птицы его не клюнут. 
Его кости мягки, его мышцы слабы, но хватает он крепко. 
Ничего не знает он о союзе самца и самки, но уд его вздымается, ибо его семя-энергия 

предельно совершенно. 
Гармония - источник постоянства, а постоянство - корень просветления. 
Стремление к пестованию жизни зовется благовещим. 
Контроль сознания над жизненной энергией дарит силу. 



Коль существо сильно и вдруг стареет - оно отвергло истинный Путь-Дао, значит. 
Тот, кто с Пути сворачивает, гибнет рано. 
• 
[55c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Таящий в себе полноту Дэ подобен новорожденному: 
ядовитые насекомые и змеи не ужалят, свирепые звери не схватят, хищные птицы не 

унесут. 
Кости [у него] нежные, мышцы мягкие, но цепляется [он] накрепко. 
Не знает союза самца и самки, но все творит - 
это совершенство семени-энергии (цзин). 
Весь день голосит, но не хрипнет - 
это совершенство созвучия (гармонии). 
Знание созвучия называю постоянством. 
Знание постоянства называю просветленностью. 
Богатую жизнь называю счастьем. 
Управление сердцем (разумом) энергией (ци) называю могуществом. 
Если вещь в расцвете сил, а стара, называю это не-Дао. 
Не-Дао рано умирает. 
• 



[55c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто содержит в себе совершенное дэ, тот похож на новорожденного. 
Ядовитые насекомые и змеи его не ужалят, свирепые звери его не схватят, хищные птицы 

его не заклюют. 
Кости у него мягкие, мышцы слабые, но он держит [дао] крепко. 
Не зная союза двух полов, он обладает животворящей способностью. 
Он очень чуток. 
Он кричит весь день, и его голос не изменяется. 
Он совершенно гармоничен. 
Знание гармонии называется постоянством. 
Знание постоянства называется мудростью. 
Обогащение жизни называется счастьем. 
Стремление управлять чувствами называется упорством. 
Существо, полное сил, стареет - это называется нарушением дао. 
Кто дао не соблюдает, тот погибает раньше времени. 
• 
[55c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Достигший нравственного совершенства похож на младенца. 
Вредоносные насекомые не укусят его; дикие звери не сделают ему вреда; 



хищные птицы не вопьются в него своими когтями. 
Хотя у него кости мягки и мышцы слабы, но он будет держать предмет очень крепко. 
Хотя он не знает, как совокупляется самец с самкою и как образуется зачаток во чреве, но 

ему известно до подробности все, что совершается в мире. 
Хотя он кричит целый день, но голос его никогда не ослабеет, ибо в нем (голосе) существует 

полнейшая гармония. 
Знание гармонии называется постоянством. 
Знание постоянства называется очевидностью. 
Творить приятное только для плоти называется нечистотою. 
Душа, могущая господствовать над своим настроением, есть сильная (душа). 
Вообще, цветущее отцветает, ибо в нем нет Тао. 
Где нет Тао, там скоро наступит конец. 
• 
[55c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Тот, кто хранит в себе глубину совершенства, 
Подобен новорожденному младенцу: 
Ни скорпионы, ни осы, ни змеи его не ужалят, 
Хищные птицы и дикие звери его не схватят. 
Его кости и сухожилия мягки, а хватка крепка, 



О соитии не знает, а мужская сила в нем есть - 
Ибо семя в нем пребывает сполна. 
Целый день кричит, а не хрипнет - 
Ибо согласие в нем не имеет изъяна. 
Знать согласие означает "быть постоянным", 
Пребывать в постоянстве означает "быть просветленным", 
Прибавлять что-то к жизни - это предвестье несчастья, 
Когда ум повелевает жизненной силой - это насилие. 
Кто накопит силу, тот одряхлеет: 
Это означает "противиться Пути". 
А кто противится Пути, тот быстро погибнет. 
• 
[55c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если вмещаешь полноту Потенции, то приближаешься к состоянию новорожденного. 
Ядовитые твари не ужалят. 
Лютые звери не утащат. 
Хищные птицы не вцепятся. 
Кости мягкие, сухожилия слабые, а хватает крепко. 
Еще не осознает единения самки и самца, а в действиях целостен. 



Это предельное выражение семени. 
До конца дня кричит, а горло не садится. 
Это предельное выражение гармонии. 
Осознание гармонии выражается в постоянстве. 
Осознание постоянства выражается в ясности. 
Прибыль в жизни выражается благими знамениями. 
Управление дыхания-ци сердцем выражается в силе. 
Сущность, став крепкой, начинает стареть. 
Это определяется: 
Не Путь. 
Если не Путь, устраняйся пораньше. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Six 
 

[56c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Those who know don't talk about it; those who talk don't know it. 
He blocks up his holes, 
Closes his doors, 
Softens the glare, 
Settles the dust, 
Files down the sharp edges, 
And unties the tangles. 
This is called Profound Union. 
Therefore, there is no way to get intimate with him, 
But there is also no way to shun him. 
There is no way to benefit him, 
But there is also no way to harm him. 
There is no way to ennoble him, 
But there is also no way to debase him. 
For this very reason he's the noblest thing in the world. 
• 



[56c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HE who knows does not speak. 
He who speaks does not know. 
Block all the passages! 
Shut all the doors! 
Blunt all edges! 
Untie all tangles! 
Harmonize all lights! 
Unite the world into one whole! 
This is called the Mystical Whole, 
Which you cannot court after nor shun, 
Benefit nor harm, honour nor humble. 
Therefore, it is the Highest of the world. 
• 
[56c03t] D. C. Lau 
One who knows does not speak; 
One who speaks does not know. 
Block the openings; 
Shut the doors. 



Blunt the sharpness; 
Untangle the knots; 
Soften the glare; 
Let your wheels move only along old ruts. 
This is known as mysterious sameness. 
Hence you cannot get close to it, nor can you keep it at arm's length; 
You cannot bestow benefit on it, nor can you do it harm; 
You cannot ennoble it, nor can you debase it. 
Therefore it is valued by the empire. 
• 
[56c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those who know do not speak. 
Those who speak do not know. 
Block the passages. 
Close the door. 
Blunt the sharpness. 
Untie the tangles. 
Harmonize the brightness. 
Identify with the ways of the world. 



This is called Profound Identification. 
It cannot be gained through attachment. 
It cannot be gained through detachment. 
It cannot be gained through advantage. 
It cannot be gained through disadvantage. 
It cannot be gained through esteem. 
It cannot be gained through humility. 
Hence it is the treasure of the world. 
• 
[56c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who knows does not speak, 
And he who speaks does not know. 
Blocking the vent (of knowledge), 
closing the door (of knowledge), 
covering the cutting-edge, 
going beyond entanglement, 
containing the light, 
and mixing with the dust, 
- These can be called "the mysterious agreement." 



So, (the person with "the mysterious agreement") 
Cannot be treated intimately, 
Cannot be estranged, 
Cannot be given profits, 
Cannot be injured, 
Cannot be raised to nobility, 
And cannot be made humble, 
And can therefore be esteemed by all the people under Heaven. 
• 
[56c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Those who know do not talk. 
Those who talk do not know. 
Keep your mouth closed. 
Guard your senses. 
Temper your sharpness. 
Simplify your problems. 
Mask your brightness. 
Be at one with the dust of the earth. 
This is primal union. 



He who has achieved this state 
Is unconcerned with friends and enemies, 
With good and harm, with honor and disgrace. 
This therefore is the highest state of man. 
• 
[56c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Those who know do not speak much. 
Those who speak much do not know. 
Block the passage of exchange with the outside world. 
Close the doors; 
Blunt the protruding points; 
Absolve the disputes; 
Tone down the dazzling light; 
Receive outside stimuli with an equanimous mind. 
This is called the mystical union. 
With a non-possessive mind we get together; 
With a non-possessive mind we separate. 
With a non-possessive mind we experience what seems advantageous to us; 
With a non-possessive mind we experience what seems disadvantageous; 



With a non-possessive mind we experience high positions; 
With a non-possessive mind we experience low positions. 
This way we achieve the most valuable under heaven. 
• 
[56c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
People who have knowledge do not talk about it; 
people who like to talk about it do not have knowledge. 
Shut off your senses, block your desires, 
Dull your sharpness, untie your knots with the outside world, 
Dim your brightness, and make yourself as low as dust; 
This will lead you to the world of the DAO. 
Therefore, no one can own the DAO, 
No one can cast it away, 
No one can benefit it, 
No one can hurt it, 
No one can make it noble, 
No one can make it low; 
This is why the DAO is the noblest. 
• 



[56c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE MYSTERIOUS VIRTUE 
He who knows the Tao does not discuss it, and those who babble about it do not know it. 
To keep the lips closed, to shut the doors of sight and sound, to smooth off the corners, to temper the 

glare, and to be on a level with the dust of the earth, this is the mysterious virtue. 
Whoever observes this will regard alike both frankness and reserve, kindness and injury, honour and 

degradation. 
For this reason he will be held in great esteem of all men. 
• 
[56c10t] James Legge 
He who knows (the Tao) does not (care to) speak (about it); 
he who is (ever ready to) speak about it does not know it. 
He (who knows it) will keep his mouth shut and close the portals (of his nostrils). 
He will blunt his sharp points and unravel the complications of things; 
he will attemper his brightness, and bring himself into agreement with the obscurity (of others). 
This is called 'the Mysterious Agreement.' 
(Such an one) cannot be treated familiarly or distantly; 
he is beyond all consideration of profit or injury; 
of nobility or meanness: 
- he is the noblest man under heaven. 



• 
[56c11t] David Hinton 
Those who know don't talk, and those who talk don't know. 
Block the senses and close the mind, 
blunt edges, loosen tangles, soften glare, mingle dust: 
this is called dark-enigma union. 
It can't be embraced and can't be ignored, 
can't be enhanced and can't be harmed, 
can't be treasured and can't be despised, 
for it's the treasure of all beneath heaven. 
• 
[56c12t] Chichung Huang 
He who knows does not speak; 
He who speaks does not know. 
Stop your hole, 
Close your door, 
Soften your brightness, 
Mingle with the dust, 
File your sharpness, 



And unravel your entanglements. 
This is called deep and remote concord. 
Therefore, neither can anyone become intimate with you, 
Nor can anyone become alienated from you; 
Neither can anyone benefit you, 
Nor can anyone harm you; 
Neither can anyone exalt you, 
Nor can anyone debase you. 
Therefore, you are exalted by all under heaven. 
• 
[56c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who knows does not speak, 
One who speaks does not know. 
Stop the apertures, 
Close the door; 
Blunt the sharp, 
Untie the entangled; 
Harmonize the bright, 
Make identical the dust. 



This is called the mystical identity (hsüan t'ung). 
Therefore with this person you cannot get intimate (ch'in), 
Cannot get distant, 
Cannot benefit, 
Cannot harm, 
Cannot exalt, 
Cannot humiliate. 
Therefore such person is the exalted of the world. 
• 
[56c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A person who knows [comprehensively] would not be garrulous; 
A person who is garrulous is not wise [he may likely base his bloated talks on his incomprehensive 

knowledge]. 
[People's garrulity, as described above, can be equalized in the following fashion:] 
By blocking their passages and openings [i.e. connections to the outside world]; 
By blunting [their excessive] sharpness [i.e. their arrogance]; 
By untying entanglements [i.e. disputes they have produced]; 
By tempering the disturbing ray [i.e. harms they have caused]; 
By pushing [sophistry to] where it belongs, i.e. the dust. 



All of this is meant to accentuate [our knowledge after Tao] in a profound manner. 
Therefore: 
One shall not wanting to achieve Tao for the purpose of practicing favoritism; 
One shall not use Tao for the purpose of distancing himself from people he dislikes; 
One shall not exploit Tao for the purpose of profiting himself; 
One shall not employ Tao for the purpose of harming others; 
One shall not gain Tao for the purpose of promoting himself; 
One shall not apply Tao for the purpose of debasing others. 
This is why Tao originates the most valuable [canon for] the world. 
• 
[56c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
He who knows does not speak. 
He who speaks does not know. 
Blocking all the passages; shutting all the doors, blunting all edges, untying all tangles, harmonizing 

all lights, uniting the worldly dusts. 
This is called the mysterious One. 
Hence, you cannot have it by nearness, by distance, by benefit, by harm, by praise, by dislike. 
Therefore, it is the most prized of the world. 
• 



[56c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Knowledgeable people rarely show off. 
Boastful people are not truly knowledgeable. 
Block up leakages; 
Close doors; 
Smooth out sharp edges; 
Resolve conflicts; 
Harmonize glares; 
And blend into the base. 
These are profound concords. 
Do not become intimate when receiving the desired. 
Do not become alienating when receiving the undesired. 
Do not become greedy when obtaining profit. 
Do not retaliate when receiving hostility. 
Do not prize when obtaining the precious. 
Do not debase when receiving humility. 
Doing so can gain respect from others. 
• 
[56c17t] Arthur Waley 



Those who know do not speak; 
Those who speak do not know. 
Block the passages, 
Shut the doors, 
Let all sharpness be blunted, 
All tangles untied, 
All glare tempered, 
All dust smoothed. 
This is called the mysterious levelling. 
He who has achieved it cannot either be drawn into friendship or repelled, 
Cannot be benefited, cannot be harmed, 
Cannot either be raised or humbled, 
And for that very reason is highest of all creatures under heaven. 
• 
[56c18t] Richard John Lynn 
He who knows does not speak. 
He who speaks does not know. 
Block up your apertures; 
Close your door; 



Blunt your sharpness; 
Cut away the tangled; 
Merge with the brilliant; 
Become one with the very dust. 
We call this "one with mystery." 
Thus one can neither get close to such a one nor get distant from him. 
One can neither benefit nor harm him. 
One can neither ennoble him nor debase him. 
Thus such a one is esteemed by all under Heaven. 
• 
[56c19t] Lin Yutang 
BEYOND HONOR AND DISGRACE 
He who knows does not speak; 
He who speaks does not know. 
Fill up its apertures, 
Close its doors, 
Dull its edges, 
Untie its tangles, 
Soften its light, 



Submerge its turmoil - 
This is the Mystic Unity. 
Then love and hatred cannot touch him. 
Profit and loss cannot reach him. 
Honor and disgrace cannot affect him. 
Therefore is he always the honored one of the world. 
• 
[56c20t] Victor H. Mair 
One who knows does not speak; 
One who speaks does not know. 
He 
Stopples the openings of his heart, 
Closes his doors, 
Diffuses the light, 
Mingles with the dust, 
Files away his sharp points, 
Unravels his tangles. 
This is called "mysterious identity." 
Therefore, 



Neither can one attain intimacy with him, 
Nor can one remain distant from him; 
Neither can one profit from him, 
Nor can one be harmed by him; 
Neither can one achieve honor through him, 
Nor can one be debased by him. 
Therefore, 
He is esteemed by all under heaven. 
• 
[56c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Those who know do not speak. 
Those who speak do not know. 
Block the passages! 
Shut the doors! 
Blunt the sharpness! 
Untangle the knots! 
Soften the glare! 
Settle with the dust! 
This is the Mystery of Evenness. 



Those who have achieved this cannot be enclosed nor kept at a distance; 
they cannot be benefited nor harmed, honored nor disgraced. 
Therefore, 
this is the noblest state under heaven. 
• 
[56c22t] David H. Li 
One who knows is reticent; one who glibs is ignorant. 
Stuff channels, block portals; 
blunt sharpness, resolve conflicts; 
harmonize brightness, mingle with dust. 
This is the Profoundest Assimilation. 
Thus, after gaining possession, 
one does not patronize, nor slight, nor take advantage of, nor damage, nor treasure, nor debase. 
Thus, one is treasured by the world. 
• 
[56c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Those who know do not talk. 
Those who talk do not know. 
Close the openings of your senses, 



Blunt the sharpness of your intellect, 
Untie the tangles of your attachment, 
Soften the brightness of your knowledge. 
Be one with the dust of the world. 
This is to be one with the Tao. 
He who is one with the Tao cannot be courted, cannot be distanced, cannot be bought, cannot be 

harmed, cannot be honored, cannot be humiliated. 
For this reason, he becomes the true treasure of the world. 
• 
[56c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who is blessed with great virtue can be compared to a child. 
He will not be bitten by an insect or a snake, 
He will not be devoured by wild animals, 
Birds of prey will not swoop down on him. 
His bones are fragile, his tendons soft, but his grip is strong. 
He is not familiar with the union of man and woman, but he possesses reproductive powers. 
This means that he is at the peak of his vitality. 
He can weep all day and not become hoarse. 
This means that he is in perfect harmony. 



Being familiar with this harmony brings him closer to eternity, 
Being familiar with eternity enables man to attain enlightenment. 
Increasing life invites trouble, 
Let your heart become addicted to the breath of the spirit, and you will be filled with potency. 
• 
[56c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If you know what it is, don't talk it away: 
If you do, then you don't understand. 
Hush, keep it in, and your doorway shut - 
Steer clear of sharpness and untangle the knots. 
Feel your lightness and let it merge with others, 
This, we say, is our basic oneness. 
The sage who does this doesn't have to worry about people called 'friends' or 'enemies', with profit or 

loss, honour or disgrace - 
He is a Master of Life, instead. 
• 
[56c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who is wise will not speak; 
He who speaks is not wise. 



When one blocks the openings (of knowledge), 
Shuts the door (of desires), 
Dulls sharpness, 
Stays away from entanglements, 
Glows with veiled radiance, 
Mingles with dust, 
That is called subtle identification. 
Hence you are in no way 
To be friends with him, 
To estrange him, 
To benefit him, 
To harm him, 
To honor him, 
To debase him. 
That is why he is held in esteem in the world. 
• 
[56c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
One who knows does not speak. 
One who speaks does not know. 



He closes his mouth, seals his ears. 
He subdues his sharpness, releases his worries. 
He blends himself with the light, he becomes one with the dust. 
This is what is called mysterious identity. 
Therefore he regards things out of his reach as dear. 
He regards things out of his reach as distant, 
he perceives unreachable things with harm, 
he perceives unreachable things with value, 
he perceives unreachable things with humbleness. 
That is why he values everything under Heaven. 
• 
[56c28t] Liu Qixuan 
One who knows says nothing. 
One who says knows nothing. 
Cover the ears, close the eyes; 
Blunt the sharpness, dissolve the currents; 
Soften the light, blend the substances. 
And the result is called the profound sameness. 
One who holds that sameness cannot be 



Approached too close, 
Or estranged too far, 
Or favored too much, 
Or harmed too badly, 
Or valued too high, 
Or degraded too low. 
And is therefore the most appreciated in the world. 
• 
[56c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Noblest One 
Lao Tze says, 
He who knows the Tao does not care to speak about it; 
he who is ever ready to speak about it does not know it. 
Therefore the Tao practician would rather close his eyes and shut up his mouth, in order to frustrate 

his ambition and untie the confused knot in his heart. 
Further, he proceeds to temper his brightness, and brings himself into agreement with obscurity. 
Then he deserves to be called the one in accordance with Heaven. 
Such a one cannot be treated familiarly nor distantly, rendered with profit or injury, made noble or 

mean. 



Hence he is regarded as the noblest one in the world. 
• 
[56c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Blunt all that is sharp; 
Cut all that is divisible; 
Blur all that is brilliant; 
Mix with all that is humble as dust; 
This is called absolute equality. 
Therefore it cannot be made intimate; 
Nor can it be alienated. 
It cannot be benefited; 
Nor can it be harmed. 
It cannot be exalted; 
Nor can it be debased. 
Therefore it is the most valuable thing in the world. 
• 
[56c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The one who knows does not speak. 
The one who speaks does not know. 



Block the passage. 
Close the door. 
Dull the sharpness. 
Loosen the tangles. 
Blend with light. 
Become one with the dust. 
This is called mystical identity. 
Hence, 
One can be neither close to it, nor far from it; 
One can neither benefit it, nor harm it; 
One can neither value it, nor despise it. 
Therefore, it is valued by the world. 
• 
[56c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Those who understand are not talkers, 
talkers don't understand. 
Close your eyes, 
shut your doors. 
Dampen the passion, 



untie the tangles, 
make the flashing things harmonious, 
make the dust merge together. 
This is called the mysterious Merging. 
Yes: 
You cannot get close, 
you cannot stay away, 
you cannot help It, 
you cannot harm It, 
you cannot treasure It, 
you cannot look down on It. 
Yes: 
It is the Treasure of the World. 
• 
[56c33t] Cheng Lin 
Those who know do not speak; those who speak do not know. 
Stop up all the orifices of lust, 
shut out all forms of distraction, 
repress all manner of cunning, 



unravel all causes of confusion, 
eliminate all opportunities for rivalry, 
remove all kinds of inequality, 
- then there is great harmony. 
When there is no cause for favour or disfavour, gain or loss, honour or disgrace, 
the world will become rectified. 
• 
[56c34t] Yi Wu 
One who is wise does not speak; 
One who speaks is not wise. 
Blocking the passages, 
Shutting the doors, 
Blunting the sharpness, 
Untying the tangles, 
Tempering the brightness, 
Uniting with the dust, -- 
This is called the mystical union. 
Therefore, 
There is no way to get close to it; 



There is no way to leave it; 
There is no way to benefit it; 
There is no way to harm it; 
There is no way to value it; 
There is no way to despise it; 
Therefore, it is revered in the world. 
• 
[56c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
He who really knows does not speak. 
He who speaks does not know. 
You must block the portals to your sensory organs. 
You must also blunt the sharp edge and reduce the complexity. 
You must attenuate the glares and mix with commoners. 
This is to attain "the divine oneness". 
Henceforth, you are not concerned about intimacy or estrangement. 
You have no concerns about advantage and disadvantage. 
You have no concerns about nobility and lowliness. 
Everyone treasures you. 
• 



[56c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
One who knows does not speak. 
One who speaks does not know. 
The one who knows is the one whose doors are shut, whose openings are blocked, whose sharpness is 

blunted, and whose glare is softened. 
He is one with the subtle truth of the universe. 
Thus you cannot get close to such a person by your love to do so, 
nor can you keep away from him by your desire to do so. 
You cannot bestow benefit on him, 
nor can you do him harm, 
because he holds the subtle essence of the universe. 
• 
[56c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
One who is aware does not talk. 
One who talks is not aware. 
Ceasing verbal expressions, 
Stopping the entry of sensations, 
Dulling its sharpness, 
Releasing its entanglements, 



Tempering its brightness, 
And unifying with the earth: 
This is called the identity of Tao. 
Hence, no nearness can reach him nor distance affect him. 
No gain can touch him nor loss disturb him. 
No esteem can move him nor shame distress him. 
Thus, he is the most valuable man in the world. 
• 
[56c38t] Henry Wei 
Mystic Virtue 
Hsuan Teh 
Those who know do not speak; 
Those who speak do not know. 
Stop up the aperture of the vessel, 
Shut the doors of the senses, 
Blunt the sharp, 
Unravel the tangled, 
Harmonize with the light, 
Merge with the dust, - 



This is called Mystic Assimilation. 
Men with this attainment, therefore, are 
Above endearment or estrangement, 
Above enrichment or impoverishment, 
And above exaltation or degradation. 
Therefore they are highly honored by the world. 
• 
[56c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
He who knows does not speak; 
He who speaks does not know. 
Block the holes, 
Shut the gates. 
[He] blunts the sharpness, 
Unravels the tangles, 
Softens the brilliance, 
Identifies with the dust. 
This is called mysterious identity. 
Therefore you can neither befriend him, 
Nor alienate him, 



Nor benefit him, 
Nor harm him, 
Nor exalt him, 
Nor humble him. 
That is why he is the noblest of all under Heaven. 
• 
[56c40t] Tao Huang 
Those who know, do not say. 
Those who say, do not know. 
Close the mouth. 
Shut the door. 
Merge into light. 
As ordinary as dust. 
Blunt the sharpness. 
Unravel the entanglements. 
This is called mysterious sameness. 
You are not intimate by acquiring it; 
You are not distant in not acquiring it. 
You do not profit by acquiring it; 



You do not lose it by not acquiring it. 
You are not ennobled by acquiring it; 
You are not disgraced by not acquiring it. 
This enables the nobility of the world. 
• 
[56c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
One who knows may not preach. 
One who preaches may not know. 
Close the entrances to attractions and control the excess of desires. 
It blunts all sharpness. 
It settles all disputes. 
It harmonizes all lights. 
It unites all lands. 
They are the "Profound Similarities" of Dao. 
Thus, 
It cannot be involved, nor can it be ignored. 
It cannot be utilized, nor can it be harmed. 
It cannot be honored, nor can it be disgraced. 
Thus, it is cherished by all things under the heaven. 



• 
[56c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who knows does not speak. 
He who speaks does not know. 
Close the mouth. 
Shut the doors. 
Blunt the sharpness. 
Untie the tangles. 
Soften the light. 
Become one with the dusty world. 
This is called profound identification. 
Therefore: 
It is impossible either to be intimate and close to him or to be distant and indifferent to him. 
It is impossible either to benefit him or to harm him. 
It is impossible either to honor him or to disgrace him. 
For this reason he is honored by the world. 
• 
[56c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто знает, тот не говорит; 



кто говорит, не знает. 
Закрыть свои отверстия и запереть свои ворота, 
умерить свою остроту, 
смирить свою запутанность, 
ослабить силу своего сияния и сделать единой свою пыль 
- это значит находиться в сокровенном тождестве. 
Кто в нем, того нельзя приблизить, нельзя и отдалить, нельзя сделать ему что-либо 

полезное, нельзя и навредить, нельзя его возвысить и нельзя принизить. 
Поэтому он в Поднебесной и становится превыше всех. 
• 
[56c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Знающий не говорит. 
Говорящий не знает. 
Закрой отверстия, запри двери, притупи лезвие, распутай узлы, пригаси свет, уподобься 

пылинке. 
Это зовётся сокровенным единением. 
Поэтому ты не можешь, достигнув его, сродниться с ним. 
И не можешь, достигнув его, пренебречь им. 
Не можешь, достигнув его, извлечь пользу. 



И не можешь, достигнув его, причинить вред. 
Не можешь, достигнув его, облагородить его. 
И не можешь, достигнув его, унизить его. 
Потому оно и почитается в Поднебесной. 
• 
[56c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Знающий не говорит, говорящий не знает. 
Заслони свои отверстия, 
запри свои врата, 
притупи свою остроту, 
развяжи свои узлы, 
умерь свой свет и 
уподобься пыли. 
Зовется это Сокровенным Единением. 
Поэтому с человеком, обретшим его, нельзя сблизиться, чтобы с ним сродниться, и с ним 

нельзя сблизиться, чтобы его отбросить. 
С ним нельзя сблизиться, чтобы извлечь из этого пользу, и с ним нельзя сблизиться, чтобы 

другим причинить с его помощью вред. 
С ним нельзя сблизиться, чтобы стать знатным, и с ним нельзя сблизиться, чтобы 



стать низкородным. 
Поэтому он почитается всей Поднебесной. 
• 
[56c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Знающий не говорит, говорящий не знает. 
[О бездна-пучина, подобная Пращуру мириад вещей!] 
Закрывает свое лоно, затворяет свои врата, 
стихает ее стремительность, слабеют ее путы, 
умеряется ее свечение, осаждается ее пыль - 
это и называется изначально-сокровенным тождеством. 
А потому: 
[с Ним] невозможно соединиться, 
[от Него] невозможно и отделиться. 
[Ему] нельзя принести пользу, 
[Ему] невозможно нанести и вред. 
[Его] невозможно сделать дорогим, 
[Его] невозможно сделать и дешевым. 
Поэтому [изначально-сокровенное тождество] и является ценностью для Поднебесной. 
• 



[56c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Тот, кто знает, не говорит. 
Тот, кто говорит, не знает. 
То, 
что оставляет свои желания, 
отказывается от страстей, 
притупляет свою проницательность, 
освобождает себя от хаотичности, 
умеряет свой блеск, 
уподобляет себя пылинке, 
представляет собой глубочайшее. 
Его нельзя приблизить для того, чтобы с ним сродниться; 
его нельзя приблизить для того, чтобы им пренебрегать; 
его нельзя приблизить для того, чтобы им воспользоваться; 
его нельзя приблизить для того, чтобы его возвысить; 
его нельзя приблизить для того, чтобы его унизить. 
Вот почему оно уважаемо в Поднебесной. 
• 
[56c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Знающий много молчалив, а говорящий много не знает ничего. 
Тао закрывает свои глаза, затворяет ворота, ослабляет острие, развязывает узлы, 

смягчает свет, собирает мелочь. 
Это называется непостижимым единством. 
Сродниться с Тао невозможно; 
пренебрегать им нельзя; 
воспользоваться им непозволительно; 
повредить ему никто не может; 
чтить его нет основания; 
презирать его также нет причины. 
Отсюда видно, что Тао благороднее всего существующего в мире. 
• 
[56c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Знающий не говорит, 
Говорящий не знает. 
Завали дыры, 
Затвори ворота, 
Затупи острые края, 
Развяжи узлы, 



Смири сияние, 
Уподобься праху. 
Вот что зовется "сокровенным уподоблением". 
Посему нельзя его обрести и быть ему родным; 
Нельзя его обрести и быть ему далеким. 
Нельзя его обрести и ему угодить; 
Нельзя его обрести и ему навредить. 
Нельзя его обрести и его почитать, 
Нельзя его обрести и его унизить. 
Вот чем оно ценно в мире. 
• 
[56c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Познание - не речь. 
Речь - не познание. 
Закрывают их отверстия. 
Запирают их врата. 
Затупляют их остроту. 
Разрубают их путы. 
Смягчают их сияние. 



Объединяют их прах. 
Это определяется: 
Мистическое объединение. 
Причинность: 
Нельзя, захотев, быть родственным. 
Нельзя, захотев, быть отчужденным. 
Нельзя, захотев, иметь выгоду. 
Нельзя, захотев, причинить вред. 
Нельзя, захотев, быть благородным. 
Нельзя, захотев, быть подлым. 
Причинность: 
Осуществляют благородное в Поднебесной. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Seven 
 

[57c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Use the upright and correct to order the state; 
Use surprise tactics when you use troops; 
Use unconcern with affairs to take control of the world. 
How do I know that this is so? 
Well, the more taboos and prohibitions there are in the world, the poorer the people will be; 
The more sharp weapons the people possess, the more muddled the states will be; 
The more knowledge {and skill} people have, the more novel things {will appear}; 
The more {legal} matters are made prominent, {the more} robbers and thieves {there will be}. 
Therefore, the words of the {Sage} say: 
I do nothing, and the people of themselves are transformed; 
I love tranquility, and the people of themselves are upright; 
I'm unconcerned with affairs, and the people of themselves become rich; 
I desire not to desire, and the people of themselves are [genuine and simple, like] uncarved wood. 
• 
[57c02t] John C. H. Wu 
You govern a kingdom by normal rules; 



You fight a war by exceptional moves; 
But you win the world by letting alone. 
How do I know that this is so? 
By what is within me! 
The more taboos and inhibitions there are in the world, 
The poorer the people become. 
The sharper the weapons the people possess, 
The greater confusion reigns in the realm. 
The more clever and crafty the men, 
The oftener strange things happen. 
The more articulate the laws and ordinances, 
The more robbers and thieves arise. 
Therefore, the Sage says: 
I do not make any fuss, and the people transform themselves. 
I love quietude, and the people settle down in their regular grooves. 
I do not engage myself in anything, and the people grow rich. 
I have no desires, and the people return to Simplicity. 
• 
[57c03t] D. C. Lau 



Govern the state by being straightforward; 
Wage war by being crafty; 
But win the empire by not being meddlesome. 
How do I know that it is like that? 
By means of this. 
The more taboos there are in the empire 
The poorer the people; 
The more sharpened tools the people have 
The more benighted the state; 
The more skills the people have 
The further novelties multiply; 
The better known the laws and edicts 
The more thieves and robbers there are. 
Hence the sage says, 
I take no action and the people are transformed of themselves; 
I prefer stillness and the people are rectified of themselves; 
I am not meddlesome and the people prosper of themselves; 
I am free from desire and the people of themselves become simple like the uncarved block. 
• 



[57c04t] R. L. Wing 
Lead the organization with correctness. 
Direct the military with surprise tactics. 
Take hold of the world with effortlessness. 
How do I know it is so? 
Through this: 
Too many prohibitions in the world, 
And people become insufficient. 
Too many sharp weapons among people, 
And the nation grows confused. 
Too much cunning strategy among people, 
And strange things start to happen. 
Too obvious a growth in laws and regulations, 
And too many criminals emerge. 
Thus Evolved Individuals say: 
Look to nonaction, 
And people will be naturally influenced. 
Look to refined tranquillity, 
And people will be naturally correct. 



Look to effortlessness, 
And people will be naturally affluent. 
Look to nondesire, 
And people will be naturally simple. 
• 
[57c05t] Ren Jiyu 
A state should be governed in a normal way, 
A war should be prosecuted in an unusual way, 
And the kingdom should be controlled by doing nothing. 
How do I know that it is so? 
On the grounds: 
In the kingdom the more prohibitive enactments there are, the poorer the people become; 
The more weapons the people have, the greater disorder the state and clan fall into; 
The more crafts and technics men possess, the more strange contrivances appear; 
The more display of statutes there is, the more robbers and thieves there are. 
So the sage said: 
"I do nothing, then the people submit spontaneously, 
I am fond of keeping still, then the people are righteous spontaneously, 
I take no trouble, and the people naturally enrich themselves, 



I have no desires, then the people naturally remain in primitive simplicity." 
• 
[57c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Rule a nation with justice. 
Wage war with surprise moves. 
Become master of the universe without striving. 
How do I know that this is so? 
Because of this! 
The more laws and restrictions there are, 
The poorer people become. 
The sharper men's weapons, 
The more trouble in the land. 
The more ingenious and clever men are, 
The more strange things happen. 
The more rules and regulations, 
The more thieves and robbers. 
Therefore the sage says: 
I take no action and people are reformed. 
I enjoy peace and people become honest. 



I do nothing and people become rich. 
I have no desires and people return to the good and simple life. 
• 
[57c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
We rule a nation with the straight mind. 
We deploy the military forces with surprises. 
We win the hearts of all under heaven with non-intervention. 
How do I know that this should be so, with this: 
The more prohibitions that are imposed by the emperor, 
The poorer the people become. 
The more clever products that people own, 
The less clever the nation becomes. 
The more people use their tricks and knacks, 
The more odd products there are, and 
The more rules and laws there are, 
It is likely that there are the more thieves and bandits. 
The Sage says: "I do not contrive, and people automatically become cultured and well-mannered. 
I keep still, and people automatically become straight; 
I do not intervene, and people automatically become rich; 



I do not crave, and people automatically lead a simple life." 
• 
[57c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When governing a country you must be fair and just; 
When fighting a battle, you must use tricks; 
When taking over the world, you must practice WUWEI. 
How do I know everything in this world? This is how. 
The more restrictions the government sets, the more people become poor; 
The more people have dangerous weapons, the more the country falls into chaos; 
The more people become clever, the more bizarre things happen; 
The more severe the law becomes, the more thieves there are. 
So the great men said: "If I practice WUWEI, the people will govern themselves; 
If I am always peaceful, the people will be upright by themselves; 
If I do not initiate things for my own purposes, the people will become rich by themselves; 
If I do not have desires, the people will become simple and plain by themselves." 
• 
[57c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE GENUINE GOVERNMENT 
The righteous man may rule the nation. 
The strategic man may rule the army. 



But the man who refrains from active measures should be the king. 
How do I know how things should be? 
I know by this:- 
When the actions of the people are controlled by prohibited laws, the country becomes more and 

more impoverished. 
When the people are allowed the free use of arms, the Government is in danger. 
The more crafty and dexterous the people become, the more do artificial things come into use. 
And when these cunning arts are publicly esteemed, then do rogues prosper. 
Therefore the wise man says:- 
I will design nothing; and the people will shape themselves. 
I will keep quiet; and the people will find their rest. 
I will not assert myself; and the people will come forth. 
I will discountenance ambition; and the people will revert to their natural simplicity. 
• 
[57c10t] James Legge 
A state may be ruled by (measures of) correction; 
weapons of war may be used with crafty dexterity; 
(but) the kingdom is made one's own (only) by freedom from action and purpose. 
How do I know that it is so? 



By these facts: 
- In the kingdom the multiplication of prohibitive enactments increases the poverty of the people; 
the more implements to add to their profit that the people have, the greater disorder is there in the 

state and clan; 
the more acts of crafty dexterity that men possess, the more do strange contrivances appear; 
the more display there is of legislation, the more thieves and robbers there are. 
Therefore a sage has said, 
'I will do nothing (of purpose), and the people will be transformed of themselves; 
I will be fond of keeping still, and the people will of themselves become correct. 
I will take no trouble about it, and the people will of themselves become rich; 
I will manifest no ambition, and the people will of themselves attain to the primitive simplicity.' 
• 
[57c11t] David Hinton 
You may govern the nation through principle 
and lead armies to victory through craft, 
but you win all beneath heaven through indifference. 
How can I know this to be so? 
Through this. 
The more prohibitions rule all beneath heaven the deeper poverty grows among the people. 



The more shrewd leaders there are the faster dark confusion fills the nation. 
The more cleverness people learn the faster strange things happen. 
The faster laws and decrees are issued the more bandits and thieves appear. 
Therefore a sage says: 
I do nothing 
and the people transform themselves. 
I cherish tranquility 
and the people rectify themselves. 
I cultivate indifference 
and the people enrich themselves. 
I desire nothing 
and the people return of themselves to uncarved simplicity. 
• 
[57c12t] Chichung Huang 
Use the norm to govern the state; 
Use the abnormal to conduct warfare; 
Use nondisturbance to win all under heaven. 
How do I know it should be so? 
For the more prohibitions and taboos in the empire, 



The poorer the people; 
The more sharp weapons the sovereign has, 
The more chaotic state and fief; 
The craftier the sovereign, 
The more perverse things will arise; 
The more ostentatious royal processions, 
The more robbers and thieves there will be. 
Hence, the sage man's saying goes: 
"If I implement nonaction, 
The people will live and grow spontaneously; 
If I love stillness, 
The people will turn aright spontaneously; 
If I create no disturbances, 
The people will become rich spontaneously; 
If I desire to be desireless, 
The people will turn into unhewn logs spontaneously." 
• 
[57c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Govern a state by (i) the normal (cheng); 



Conduct warfare as (i) the abnormal (ch'i); 
Take the empire when (i) there is no business. 
How do I know such should be the case? 
By the following: 
In an empire with many prohibitions, 
People are often poor; 
When people have many sharp weapons, 
The state is in great darkness (tzu hun); 
When persons abound in ingenuity (ch'iao), 
Abnormal (ch'i) objects multiply (tzu ch'i); 
When laws are abundantly promulgated (tzu chang), 
There are many thieves and brigands. 
Therefore the sage says: 
I do not act (wei), 
Hence the people transform by themselves (tzu-hua); 
I love tranquillity (ching), 
Hence the people are normal by themselves (tzu-cheng); 
I have no business, 
Hence the people grow rich by themselves; 



I have no desire, 
Hence the people are like the uncarved wood by themselves (tzu-p'u). 
• 
[57c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A country is [most properly] governed by a ruler who believes in the principle of righteousness; 
A military operation is [most efficiently] executed with the strategy which generates surprises; 
The world has been [most often] won by leaders who were not motivated by the desire to conquer 

others. 
How do I know that the above statements are accountable? 
[I shall explain next.] 
In this world, the more restrictions and prohibition [a government imposes], the poorer its people are; 
The more people possessing lethal weapons, the more chaotic the country is; 
The more cunning and artful people are, the more outrageous occurrences flourish; 
The more laws and their [hairsplitting] multiplication [a state has], the more beneficial will it be for 

robbers and thieves to thrive. 
Therefore a Sage once said: 
"If I practice the principle of non-interference, people shall yield voluntarily to the influence of the 

natural force; 
If I demonstrate that I love Serenity [,i.e. I'll restrain myself from using my power,] people will choose 



right courses spontaneously; 
If I do not use my power to control people, people will prosper naturally; 
If I diminish my selfish desires, people will be motivated to be simple and truthful accordingly." 
• 
[57c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
You govern a state by straightness. 
You engage in war by rare operations. 
It is by non-doing that you win the world. 
How do I know that this is so? 
By the fact it is so. 
The more restrictions and inhibitions there are in the world, the poorer the people become. 
The sharper the weapons the people possess, the more disordered the nation is. 
The more skills the people have, the more strange things happen. 
The more articulate the laws and rules, the more thieves and robbers there are. 
Therefore, the sage says: 
I do not do, and the people transform themselves. 
I love quietude, and the people become straight by themselves. 
I do not engage myself in anything, and the people grow rich by themselves. 
I have no desires, and the people return to simplicity. 



• 
[57c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Govern the kingdom by the normal way. 
Fight the battle by the unexpected way. 
And one can win the world without using force. 
How do I know this is so? 
By the following: 
When there are too many restrictions and regulations, people become poor. 
When there are too many weapons, the kingdom is in disarray. 
When there are too many tricks, bizarre things happen. 
When there are too many decrees, the crime rate increases. 
This is why the sage says: 
"I do not force my way, and people live peacefully. 
I keep quiet, and people live normally. 
I do not interfere, and people become rich. 
I do not covet anything, and people would be honest." 
• 
[57c17t] Arthur Waley 
'Kingdoms can only be governed if rules are kept; 



Battles can only be won if rules are broken.' 
But the adherence of all under heaven can only be won by letting-alone. 
How do I know that it is so? 
By this. 
The more prohibitions there are, the more ritual avoidances, 
The poorer the people will be. 
The more 'sharp weapons' there are, 
The more benighted will the whole land grow. 
The more cunning craftsmen there are, 
The more pernicious contrivances will be invented. 
The more laws are promulgated, 
The more thieves and bandits there will be. 
Therefore a sage has said: 
So long as I 'do nothing' the people will of themselves be transformed. 
So long as I love quietude, the people will of themselves go straight. 
So long as I act only by inactivity the people will of themselves become prosperous. 
So long as I have no wants the people will of themselves return to the 'state of the Uncarved Block'. 
• 
[57c18t] Richard John Lynn 



If one governs the state with governance, he will use the military with perversity. 
It is by tending to matters without conscious purpose that one takes all under Heaven as his charge. 
How do I know that this is so? 
It is by this: 
The more all under Heaven are beset with taboos and prohibitions, the poorer the common folk grow. 
The more the common folk are beset with sharp instruments, the more muddled the state becomes. 
The more people have skill and cleverness, the more often perverse [ji] things will happen. 
The more laws and ordinances are displayed, the more thieves and robbers there will be. 
Thus the sage says: 
I engage in no conscious effort, and the common folk undergo moral transformation spontaneously. 
I love quietude, and the common folk govern themselves. 
I tend to matters without conscious purpose, and the common folk enrich themselves. 
I am utterly free of desire, and the common folk achieve pristine simplicity by themselves. 
• 
[57c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE ART OF GOVERNMENT 
Rule a kingdom by the Normal. 
Fight a battle by (abnormal) tactics of surprise. 
Win the world by doing nothing. 



How do I know it is so? 
Through this: 
The more prohibitions there are, 
The poorer the people become. 
The more sharp weapons there are, 
The greater the chaos in the state. 
The more skills of technique, 
The more cunning things are produced. 
The greater the number of statutes, 
The greater the number of thieves and brigands. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
I do nothing and the people are reformed of themselves. 
I love quietude and the people are righteous of themselves. 
I deal in no business and the people grow rich by themselves. 
I have no desires and the people are simple and honest by themselves. 
• 
[57c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Rule the state with uprightness, 
Deploy your troops with craft, 



Gain all under heaven with noninterference. 
How do I know this is actually so? 
Now, 
The more taboos under heaven, the poorer the people; 
The more clever devices people have, the more confused the state and ruling house; 
The more knowledge people have, the more strange things spring up; 
The more legal affairs are given prominence, the more numerous bandits and thieves. 
For this reason, 
The sage has a saying: 
"I take no action, yet the people transform themselves; 
I am fond of stillness, yet the people correct themselves; 
I do not interfere in affairs, yet the people enrich themselves; 
I desire not to desire, yet the people of themselves become simple as unhewn logs." 
• 
[57c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Govern the country by being straightforward. 
Wage war by being crafty. 
Win all under heaven by not meddling. 
How do I know that this is so? 



By what is within me. 
The more restrictions there are, 
the poorer are the people. 
The more pointed the people's weapons, 
the more disorder there is in the country. 
The more ingenious and clever the people, 
the more strange the contrivances that appear. 
The more laws and edicts that are posted, 
the more thieves and robbers that arise. 
Hence an Old One has said: 
I act without striving and the people transform themselves. 
I love stillness and the people straighten themselves. 
I do not meddle and the people prosper by themselves. 
I am free from desires and the people themselves return to the simplicity of the Uncarved Block. 
• 
[57c22t] David H. Li 
Govern a state with orthodoxy; 
fight a war with heterodoxy; 
take the world with laissez-faire. 



How do I know this is so? 
Because: 
The world is full of prohibitions, yet the populace is poor; 
People are stacked with weapons, yet the states are in turmoil; 
People are loaded with cleverness, yet strange schemes sprout; 
Rules are stringent and well known, yet robbers and thieves abound. 
Thus, the sage says: 
Let me practice laissez-faire, and the populace self-develop; 
Let me seek serenity, and the populace self-manage; 
Let me be without fanfare, and the populace self-prosper; 
Let me discard avarice, and the populace self-simplify. 
• 
[57c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Govern a nation with enduring justice. 
Command troops with unpredictable moves. 
Lead the world with empowering noninterference. 
How do I know this to be so? 
From witnessing the following: 
The more restrictions there are in the world, the poorer people become. 



The more weapons people possess, the darker nations become. 
The more cunning and cleverness there is, the more there are anomalous things. 
The more rules and regulations there are, the more there are thieves and robbers. 
Therefore the sage says: 
I take no action, and people are naturally transformed. 
I delight in stillness, and people naturally do what is right. 
I do not interfere, and people on their own prosper. 
I have no greed, and people on their own return to simplicity. 
• 
[57c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Make all the weapons blunt, 
Cut everything that is tangled, 
Make everything that is shiny dull, 
Mix with anything that is as humble as dust, 
And this is called absolute equality. 
Therefore 
One cannot get close to it 
Nor can one get away from it. 
It is impossible to derive benefit from it, 



Nor to be harmed by it. 
It does not publicize a person's honor, 
Nor does it publicize a person's shame. 
Therefore it is the most exalted thing in the world. 
• 
[57c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
To rule a nation, use justice 
To win a battle - cunning, 
But remember: wu-wei is the only true way. 
How do I know this? 
I will explain: 
The more rules you have, the more unhappy people are; 
And the more weapons there are, the worse things happen. 
The more we want luxuries, the more we abandon simplicity; 
And the more laws you pass, the more we will break them. 
So the sage says: 
I do nothing, and the people come together; 
By leaving them alone I let them be on the path; 
By not using my power, they become rich in themselves; 



And if I want nothing, they will return to the essence of their being. 
• 
[57c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Rule the state with peace and inaction; 
Wage a war with crafty tricks; 
Governing the world by not troubling the people. 
How do I know it is the right way? 
The reason is as follows: 
The more prohibitions there are in the world, 
The poorer the people; 
The more weapons the people own, 
The more chaotic the state; 
The more skills the people have, 
The more strange things occur; 
The more laws and orders are issued, 
The more thieves and robbers there are. 
Thus the sage says, 
If I prefer inaction, 
The people will naturally crave for peace; 



If I act little, 
The people will be naturally rectified; 
If I am not meddlesome, 
The people will naturally become rich; 
If I get rid of desires, 
The people will naturally become simple. 
• 
[57c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Govern the nation with correctness. 
Resort to arms with surprise manoeuvres. 
Obtain the land under Heaven without tiring out the people. 
How do I know this? 
Because: 
The more rules there are in the country, 
the poorer the people will become. 
The more power the people hold, 
the more confused the country will become. 
The more skills and intelligence the people possess, 
the more valuable goods will be created and the more strict the laws will become, 



yet the more thieves and robbers will breed. 
That is why the sage says: 
'I do nothing, and the people are nurtured by themselves.' 
'I do not tire people and drain the treasury, and the people become rich by themselves.' 
'I prefer quietness, and the people behave correctly by themselves.' 
'I have no desire, and the people return to the simple life by themselves.' 
'I have no emotions, and the people become pure by themselves.' 
• 
[57c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A nation should be governed with simplicity. 
A war should be directed with sophistication. 
The world should be won without any action. 
Why should I think that? 
Here are the reasons: 
The more prohibitions there are, 
The poorer people are; 
The more weapons there are, 
The more confused the social order is; 
The more skills and tricks there are, 



The more confusing machines are invented; 
The more laws there are, 
The more thieves there can appear. 
That is why the wise would say: 
"I stay idle, and the world will be naturally changed; 
I stay quiet, and the world will be naturally restrained; 
I do nothing, and the world will be naturally provided; 
I desire nothing, and the world will be naturally simplified." 
• 
[57c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Art of Government 
Lao Tze says, 
A state may be ruled by measures of justice; 
the military force may be handled with tactics of surprise; 
but the world is kept in peace by freedom from action and purpose. 
How do I know that is so? 
Through these: 
In the world the multiplication of prohibitive enactments increases the poverty of the people. 
The more assertions are put into influencing the people's thinking, the greater chaos there is in the 



state. 
The more acts of crafty dexterity men possess, the more cunning things are produced. 
The larger the number of statues displayed, the more thieves and robbers there are. 
That is why a sage has said, 
'I will do by acting without intent to control fate, and the people will be transformed of themselves. 
I will be fond of keeping still, and the people will be righteous of themselves. 
I will take no trouble about it, and the people will become rich of themselves. 
I have no desire, and the people will strive for the pristine simplicity of themselves.' 
• 
[57c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Albeit one governs the country by rectitude, 
And carries on wars by stratagems, 
Yet one must rule the empire by meddling with no business. 
The empire can always be ruled by meddling with no business. 
Otherwise, it can never be done. 
How do I know it is so? 
By this: 
The more restrictions and avoidances are in the empire, 
The poorer become the people; 



The more sharp implements the people keep, 
The more confusions are in the country; 
The more arts and crafts men have, 
The more are fantastic things produced; 
The more laws and regulations are given, 
The more robbers and thieves there are. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
Inasmuch as I betake myself to non-action, the people of themselves become developed. 
Inasmuch as I love quietude, the people of themselves become righteous. 
Inasmuch as I make no fuss, the people of themselves become wealthy. 
Inasmuch as I am free from desire, the people of themselves remain simple. 
• 
[57c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Rule the state with rectitude. 
Direct the army with trickery. 
Capture the world through inactivity. 
How can I know it shall be so? 
By this: 
When the world is full of taboos and prohibitions, 



The people will become very poor. 
When the people possess many sharp weapons, 
The nation will become more chaotic. 
When the people possess much craftiness, 
Trickery will flourish. 
When law and order become more conspicuous, 
There will be more robbers and thieves. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
I do not act and the people reform themselves; 
I love serenity and the people rectify themselves; 
I employ inactivity and the people become prosperous themselves; 
I have no desires and the people become simple by themselves. 
• 
[57c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Rule the kingdom by the norm; 
wage war by the unexpected." 
Take over the world by Not Working. 
How do I know it is so? 
By this. 



In the world: 
The more rules and restrictions there are, 
the poorer the people will be. 
The people: 
The more 'sharp weapons' they have, 
the more disordered the state and the clans will be. 
Men: 
The more clever and skillful they are, 
the more weird things will start to happen. 
The more you publicize rules and laws, 
the more robbers and thieves you will have. 
Yes, the Wise Person says: 
I Do Nothing, 
and the people transform themselves. 
I love Stillness, 
and the people bring themselves to correctness. 
I do No Work, 
and the people enrich themselves. 
I have no desires, 



and the people by themselves become Simple. 
• 
[57c33t] Cheng Lin 
When one rules the State with uprightness, and uses stratagem in war, 
he cannot hope to win over a whole Empire. 
How do I know that this is true? 
Because of the following: 
When there are many prohibitory statutes in the Empire, the people become the more impoverished. 
When the people possess numerous weapons of war, the State becomes more chaotic. 
When men possess much skill and cunning, there is an increase of fanciful goods. 
When there is a profusion of laws and regulations, banditry becomes rife. 
Therefore, one of the Sages said: 
"I abide by inaction, and the people reform themselves. 
I esteem quietude, and the people rectify themselves. 
I make no effort, and the people enrich themselves. 
I have no desires, and the people of their own accord practise simplicity." 
• 
[57c34t] Yi Wu 
Govern the country correctly, 



Use the army trickily, 
Have the world by doing nothing. 
How can I know that is so? 
By these: 
The more taboos and prohibitions there are in the world, 
the poorer the people are. 
The more sharp weapons the people have, 
the more chaotic the nation is. 
The more craft and skill people have, 
the more strange things happen. 
The more laws and commands a nation has, 
the more robbers and thieves there are. 
Therefore, the sage says: 
I am in non-action, and the people transform themselves. 
I like to be tranquil, and the people correct themselves. 
I do not interfere, and the people prosper naturally. 
I have no desires, and the people return naturally to simplicity. 
• 
[57c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



You should govern a country by moral rectitude. 
You should fight a war by employing stratagems. 
You should follow the principle of non-intervention to rule a country. 
How do I know all these are going to work? 
Let us look at the followings: 
The more rules and regulations you establish, the more destitute the people become. 
The more intense the machination amongst the ruling classes, the more discordant the country will 

become. 
The more cunning the people, the more outlandish things they do. 
The more laws you proclaim, the more thieves you produce. 
Therefore, the sage says: 
"I follow non-action, and thus my people will live harmoniously. 
I remain calm, and thus my people become righteous. 
I do not meddle, and thus my people become more prosperous. 
I have no desire, and thus my people will be simple and contented." 
• 
[57c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When serving the public, use upright means. 
When commanding troops in war, employ the principle of surprise. 



To win the world, do nothing to interfere with it. 
Why? 
Because the more prohibitions and inhibitions that are imposed on people, 
the more difficult their lives become. 
The more destructive weapons a nation or its people possess, 
the poorer the people of that country become, 
and the greater is the chaos that occurs in the world. 
The more clever and crafty people become, 
the more often strange things happen. 
The more laws and ordinances there are, 
the more criminals and dissidents will arise. 
Therefore, the ancient sages of natural virtue said: 
"I do nothing, and people's contention dissolves by itself. 
I enjoy serenity, and people rectify themselves. 
I make no effort, and people enrich themselves. 
I have no desire, and people return to simplicity." 
• 
[57c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Guide the country through tranquillity. 



Engage in war with rare operations. 
Win over the world through non-action. 
How am I aware that this ought to be so? 
Because of this, the more restrictions and limitations there are, 
The more impoverished men will be. 
The more arms men possess, 
The more disordered the country will be. 
The more scheming and deceitful men are, 
The more strange things will occur. 
The more rules and precepts are enforced, 
The more bandits and crooks will be produced. 
Hence, we have the words of the wise: 
Through my non-action, 
Men are spontaneously transformed. 
Through my quiescence, 
Men spontaneously become tranquil. 
Through my non-interfering, 
Men spontaneously increase their wealth. 
Through my non-willing, 



Men spontaneously return to original simplicity. 
• 
[57c38t] Henry Wei 
Atmosphere of Innocence 
Ch'un Feng 
Use justice to rule a country; 
Use strange tactics to conduct battles; 
Use non-assertion to win the world. 
How do I know this should be the case? 
By this - 
When the world abounds in prohibitions, 
The people will become impoverished. 
When men have plenty of weapons in hand, 
The state will be in great confusion. 
When men have plenty of techniques and skills, 
Queer articles will crop up in abundance. 
When laws and decrees are numerous and manifest, 
Bandits and robbers will increase and multiply. 
Therefore, the Sage has said - 



I practice non-interference, 
And the people reform themselves; 
I love to be quiescent, 
And the people become upright; 
I do not assert myself, 
And the people become wealthy; 
I cherish no desires, 
And the people become simple and innocent. 
• 
[57c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
"Govern the state according to what is right; 
Use the troops by surprise tactics." 
But take all under Heaven through no-action. 
How do I know this is so? 
Because of this - 
The more bans and taboos under Heaven, 
The poorer the people; 
The more sharp instruments in the hands of the people, 
The more trouble for the state; 



The more skills the people have, 
The more fanciful inventions appear; 
The more laws and decrees, 
The more thieves and robbers. 
Therefore the sage says: 
"I engage in no-action, and the people transform of themselves; 
I love stillness, and the people correct themselves; 
I engage in no work, and the people prosper of themselves; 
I am free from desire, and the people turn into the uncarved block of themselves." 
• 
[57c40t] Tao Huang 
Using the right lawfulness to govern the country. 
Using unexpectancy to conduct the battle. 
Using disengagement to take over the world. 
How do I know this is so? 
Thus. 
The more prohibitions there are in the world, the poorer people will be. 
The more destructive weapons people have, the more chaotic the nation will become. 
The more know-how people have, the more bizarre things will appear. 



The more rules and demands that flourish, the more thefts there will be. 
Therefore the sage says: 
When I am inactive, people transform themselves. 
When I abide in stillness, people organize themselves lawfully. 
When I am disengaged, people enrich themselves. 
When I choose nondesire, people remain simple. 
• 
[57c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
By positive policy rule the kingdom, by negative strategy conduct the war and by unselfish design lead 

the world. 
How do we know that is so? 
By this: 
Where there were more taboos and inhibitions in the country, the general public was getting poorer 

and poorer. 
Where there were more new tools and techniques in the hands of certain people, there were more 

confusions and injustices in the government. 
The more laws and decrees were issued, the more robbers and crooks were propagated. 
Thus a Sage ruler said: 
"If I do not interfere, the people will cultivate themselves naturally. 



If I love to be inactive, the people will govern themselves automatically. 
If I do not look for display, the people will enrich themselves automatically. 
If I have no excessive desires, the people will return themselves to the Pure Matter naturally. 
If I have no emotional needs, the people will tranquilize themselves automatically." 
• 
[57c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Govern the state with correctness. 
Operate the army with surprise tactics. 
Administer the empire by engaging in no activity. 
How do I know that this should be so? 
Through this: 
The more taboos and prohibitions there are in the world, 
The poorer the people will be. 
The more sharp weapons the people have, 
The more troubled the state will be. 
The more cunning and skill man possesses, 
The more vicious things will appear. 
The more laws and orders are made prominent, 
The more thieves and robbers there will be. 



Therefore the sage says: 
I take no action and the people of themselves are transformed. 
I love tranquility and the people of themselves become correct. 
I engage in no activity and the people of themselves become prosperous. 
I have no desires and the people of themselves become simple. 
• 
[57c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Порядок в княжестве наводят прямо, в военном деле прибегают к хитрости, 
Поднебесную берут посредством недеяния. 
Откуда это мне известно? 
Отсюда. 
В Поднебесной множатся запреты, и народ все более беднеет; 
в народе много острого оружия, и в стране усиливается разлад; 
у людей искусность увеличивается, и каверзы становятся в почете; 
законы и приказы возрастают, и воров с разбойниками появляется все больше. 
Поэтому Премудрый человек и говорит: 
"Я нахожусь в бездействии, и народ сам преобразуется; 
я предаюсь покою, и народ сам исправляется; 
я пребываю в недеянии, и народ сам богатеет; 



у меня не появляется желаний, и народ сам обретает первозданность". 
• 
[57c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Управляй государством строгостью. 
Используй армию с умением. 
Но покоряй Поднебесную, не действуя. 
Откуда я знаю это? 
Из него же самого. 
Чем больше запретов в Поднебесной, тем беднее становится народ. 
Чем больше оружия у народа, тем сильнее смута в государстве. 
Чем больше люди искусны в ремесле своём, тем больше творится неправедных дел. 
Чем лучше знают законы, тем больше становится воров и бандитов. 
Поэтому мудрец говорит: 
"Я пребываю в недеянии, а народ сам преображается. 
Я люблю покой, а народ сам исправляется. 
Я не предпринимаю действий, а народ сам богатеет. 
Я не имею желаний, а народ сам опрощается". 
• 
[57c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 



Прямотою упорядочивается государство, хитростью война ведется, и бездействием 
берется Поднебесная. 

Откуда знаю я, что это так и есть? 
Отсюда знаю это: 
Когда в Поднебесной много запретов и ограничений, народ нищает и беднеет; 
когда у людей много смертоносного оружия, государство и семья погружаются в брань и 

смуты; 
когда среди людей много искусников-умельцев, влечение к дорогим диковинам растет; 
когда закон издается за законом, разбойники и воры множатся на воле. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец так говорит: 
Я буду пребывать в недеянии, 
и народ начнет самоизменяться. 
Я буду любить покой, 
и народ исправится сам собой. 
Я буду в бездействии, 
и народ тогда разбогатеет. 
Я буду в бесстрастии, 
и народ сам вернется к исконной простоте. 
• 



[57c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Царство управляется прямотой. 
Война ведется хитростью. 
Поднебесная берется бездействием. 
Откуда я знаю, что это так? 
Исходя из следующего: 
когда в Поднебесной растет число запретов и табу, 
народ все более беднеет; 
когда у народа растет число острого оружия, 
в царстве и царствующем доме все больше смут; 
когда растет число людей умелых и искусных, 
все больше возникает невиданных вещей; 
когда множатся статьи законов и приказов, 
все больше появляется воров и разбойников. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек говорит: 
"Я не деяю, и народ сам развивается. 
Я совершенно спокоен, и народ сам выпрямляется. 
Я не служу, и народ сам богатеет. 
Я бесстрастен, и народ сам становится простым". 



• 
[57c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Страна управляется справедливостью, война ведется хитростью. 
Поднебесную получают во владение посредством недеяния. 
Откуда я знаю все это? 
Вот откуда: 
когда в стране много запретительных законов, народ становится бедным. 
Когда у народа много острого оружия, в стране увеличиваются смуты. 
Когда много искусных мастеров, умножаются редкие предметы. 
Когда растут законы и приказы, увеличивается число воров и разбойников. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый говорит: 
"Если я не действую, народ будет находиться в самоизменении; 
если я спокоен, народ сам будет исправляться. 
Если я пассивен, народ сам становится богатым; 
если я не имею страстей, народ становится простодушным". 
• 
[57c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Без справедливости нельзя управлять страной. 
Для того чтобы вести войну успешно, необходима ловкость. 



Когда в стране нет (еще) беспорядка, (тогда) следует им овладеть. 
Как я могу постигнуть, почему в мире такой порядок, а не иной? 
Когда в стране много такого, что должно быть уничтожено, народ обеднеет. 
Когда в стране много удобных машин, то народ перестает работать. 
Когда в народе много искусных мастеров, то увеличится число чудовищных вещей. 
Когда в государстве много законов и постановлений, то число преступников увеличится. 
Отсюда учит и святой: 
"Когда я ничего не делаю (т.е. не предпринимаю ничего нового), то народ делается лучше; 
когда я спокоен, то народ делается справедливым; 
когда я не предпринимаю ничего нового, то народ обогащается; 
когда во мне не будет никакой страсти, то народ сделается простодушным". 
• 
[57c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Государством управляй прямо, 
На войне применяй хитрость 
И посредством бездействия завладевай Поднебесной. 
Отчего мне известно, что это так? 
Вот отчего: 
Чем больше в мире запретов, тем люди беднее. 



Чем больше народ знает о выгоде, тем больше в царстве смуты. 
Чем больше в народе мастерства и сноровки, тем больше безделиц. 
Чем больше в стране законов и приказов, тем больше разбойников. 
Посему премудрые люди говорили: 
Я не действую, а люди сами становятся лучше, 
Я привержен покою, а люди сами себя выправляют, 
Я не вмешиваюсь в дела, а люди сами богатеют, 
Я не имею желаний, а люди сами блюдут простоту. 
• 
[57c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Посредством нормального упорядочивают государство. 
Посредством аномального применяют оружие. 
Посредством отсутствия дел-ситуаций овладевают Поднебесной. 
Каким образом сущность моя знает, что это так? 
А так оно и есть. 
В Поднебесной растет количество запретов и табу, а народ становится беднее. 
У народа увеличивается количество полезной утвари, а в государстве и семье все больше 

беспорядка. 
Чем больше у людей мастерства и хитрых приемов, тем больше возникает аномальных 



явлений. 
Чем больше издают указов и распоряжений, тем больше появляется воров и разбойников. 
Причинность: 
Человек мудрости говорит: 
Я - в отсутствии осуществления, и народ сам изменяется. 
Я - в стремлении к покою, и народ сам себя исправляет. 
Я - в отсутствии дел-ситуаций, и народ сам богатеет. 
Я - в отсутствии стремлений, и народ сам приходит к изначальной целостности. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Eight 
 

[58c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When the government is muddled and confused, 
The people are genuine and sincere. 
When the government is discriminate and clear, 
The state is crafty and cunning. 
Disaster is that on which good fortune depends. 
Good fortune is that in which disaster's concealed. 
Who knows where it will end? 
{For} there is no [fixed] "correct." 
The "correct" {turns into the "deviant"}; 
And "good" turns into {"evil."} 
{People's} state of confusion 
Has certainly existed for a long time. 
Therefore be square but don't cut; 
Be sharp but don't stab; 
Be straightforward but not unrestrained; 
Be bright but don't dazzle. 



• 
[58c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHERE the ruler is mum, mum, 
The people are simple and happy. 
Where the ruler is sharp, sharp, 
The people are wily and discontented. 
Bad fortune is what good fortune leans on, 
Good fortune is what bad fortune hides in. 
Who knows the ultimate end of this process? 
Is there no norm of right? 
Yet what is normal soon becomes abnormal, 
And what is auspicious soon turns ominous. 
Long indeed have the people been in a quandary. 
Therefore, the Sage squares without cutting, carves without disfiguring, straightens without straining, 

enlightens without dazzling. 
• 
[58c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the government is muddled 
The people are simple; 



When the government is alert 
The people are cunning. 
It is on disaster that good fortune perches; 
It is beneath good fortune that disaster crouches. 
Who knows the limit? Does not the straightforward exist? 
The straightforward changes again into the crafty, and the good changes again into the monstrous. 
Indeed, it is long since the people were perplexed. 
Therefore the sage is square-edged but does not scrape, 
Has corners but does not jab, 
Extends himself but not at the expense of others, 
Shines but does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c04t] R. L. Wing 
If the administration is subdued, The people are sincere. 
If the administration is exacting, The people are deficient. 
Misfortune! Good fortune supports it. 
Good Fortune! Misfortune hides within. 
Who knows where it ends? 
Is there no order? 



Order can revert to the unusual; 
Good can revert to the abnormal; 
And people indeed are bewildered For a long, long time. 
Thus Evolved Individuals are Square without dividing; 
Honest without offending; 
Straightforward without straining; 
Bright without dazzling. 
• 
[58c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When the government is generous, the people will be honest and loyal; 
When the government is severe, the people will complain. 
O Misery! Happiness lies by its side; 
O Happiness! Misery lurks beneath it. 
Who knows the destination? 
There is no master indeed. 
The normal can at anytime become the abnormal, 
The good can at anytime become the evil. 
The delusion of the people (on this point) has persisted for a long time. 
Therefore, the sage is right as a square, but not stiff, has edges, but cuts nobody. 



He is straightforward, but not aggressive, bright, but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
When the country is ruled with a light hand 
The people are simple. 
When the country is ruled with severity, 
The people are cunning. 
Happiness is rooted in misery. 
Misery lurks beneath happiness. 
Who knows what the future holds? 
There is no honesty. 
Honesty becomes dishonest. 
Goodness becomes witchcraft. 
Man's bewitchment lasts for a long time. 
Therefore the sage is sharp but not cutting, 
Pointed but not piercing, 
Straightforward but not unrestrained, 
Brilliant but not blinding. 
• 



[58c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When the government appears dull and boring, 
The people enjoy a good and rich life. 
When the government appears clever and innovative, 
The people suffer a shortage. 
What appears to be misfortune may pave the way for fortune. 
What appears to be fortune may pave the way for misfortune. 
Who knows the absolute? 
The right that we know is often not right. 
What is right may prove to be wrong. 
What is good may prove to be bad. 
Mankind has been lost in the maze since the old days. 
The Sage has an open mind and is unpretentious. 
He is incorruptible and will not succumb to bribery. 
He is straight but is not arrogant. 
He shines but not dazzles. 
• 
[58c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When the government is low-key, the people are sturdy and simple; 



When the government is harsh, the people are selfish and heartless. 
Fortune is followed by disaster, 
Disaster is followed by fortune. 
Who knows the ultimate outcome of this cycle? No one knows. 
The straight can become crooked; the kind can become wicked. 
People have not figured out this puzzle for a long time. 
So the great men were square but not rigid, self-abstaining but did not hurt people, upright but not 

blunt, glowing but not blinding. 
• 
[58c09t] Walter Gorn Old, LETTING OTHERS REFORM THEMSELVES 
A free and generous government gives the people a chance to develop. 
When the government is rigid and exacting the people are cramped and miserable. 
Misery is but the shadow of happiness. 
Happiness is but the cloak of misery. 
When will there be an end to them? 
If we dispense with rectitude, distortion will assert itself; and what was good in its way will give place 

to what is evil. 
Verily the people have been under a cloud for a long time. 
Therefore the wise man is full of rectitude, but he does not chip and carve at others. 



He is just, but does not admonish others. 
He is upright, but he does not straighten others. 
He is enlightened, but he does not offend with his brightness. 
• 
[58c10t] James Legge 
The government that seems the most unwise, 
Oft goodness to the people best supplies; 
That which is meddling, touching everything, 
Will work but ill, and disappointment bring. 
Misery! - happiness is to be found by its side! 
Happiness! - misery lurks beneath it! 
Who knows what either will come to in the end? 
Shall we then dispense with correction? 
The (method of) correction shall by a turn become distortion, and the good in it shall by a turn 

become evil. 
The delusion of the people (on this point) has indeed subsisted for a long time. 
Therefore the sage is (like) a square which cuts no one (with its angles); 
(like) a corner which injures no one (with its sharpness). 
He is straightforward, but allows himself no license; 



he is bright, but does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c11t] David Hinton 
When government is pensive and withdrawn people are pure and simple. 
When government is confident and effective people are cunning and secretive. 
Prosperity springs from calamity and calamity lurks in prosperity. 
Who knows where it will all end 
without leaders of principle? 
And principle always reverts to sinister trickery, 
virtue to depraved sorcery. 
People have been confused for such a long long time. 
That's why a sage is sharp but never cuts, 
austere but never grates, 
forthright but never provokes, 
bright but never dazzles. 
• 
[58c12t] Chichung Huang 
If your government is muddled, 
Your people will be simple; 



If your government is exacting, 
Your people will be daring. 
Against misfortune leans good fortune; 
In good fortune lurks misfortune. 
Who knows its extremity? 
There is no norm. 
Normal reverts to abnormal; 
Good reverts to evil. 
The perplexity of rulers 
Has been long indeed! 
Hence, be square without cutting, 
Angular without pricking; 
Straight without binding; 
Bright without dazzling. 
• 
[58c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
When the government (cheng) is dull, 
Its people are wholesome; 
When the government is efficient (ch'a), 



Its people are deficient (ch'üeh). 
Calamities (huo) are what blessings depend on, 
In blessings are latent calamities (huo). 
Who knows where is the turning point (chi)? 
Because there is no longer the normal (cheng), 
The normal reverts and appears as the strange (ch'i), 
The good reverts and appears as the uncanny. 
Rulers (jen) have lost their way, 
For a long stretch of days. 
Therefore the sage is square but not cutting (ko), 
Sharp but not injurious, 
Straight but not overreaching, 
Bright (kuang) but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If a ruler [is diligent but] keeps a low profile, his people shall remain simple and truthful; 
If a ruler is [harsh and] censorious, his people shall be deceptive and dishonest. 
Misfortune may be a blessing in disguise; 
[On the other hand] under the surface of good luck may lie the seeds of misfortune. 



[Accordingly, the question is] how can we be certain that ultimately an occurrence is [leading to good 
or to bad] consequence? 

If there is no standard for righteousness: 
What is [righteously] right-minded may be turned upside down to be called weird; 
What is [righteously] good may be distorted to be referred to as sorcerous. 
People definitely have had been bewitched [and perplexed by such trickery] for a long time already! 
Accordingly: 
A Sage keeps his integrity fair and square, still he does not truncate (impinge on) rights of others; 
He is scrupulous and thrifty, yet he hurts nobody; 
He is straightforward, but immune from being unrestrained [so he does not harm innocent people]; 
He is open but free from being showy. 
• 
[58c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Where the government is dull, the people are simple. 
Where the government is sharp, the people are deceitful. 
Bad fortune is what good fortune leans on. 
Good fortune is what bad fortune hides in. 
Who knows the ultimate end of bad fortune and good fortune? 
Is there the right? 



The right changes into the strange. 
The good changes into the monstrous. 
Long indeed have the people been ignorant. 
Therefore, the sage squares without cutting, sharpens without disfiguring, straightens without 

straining, enlightens without dazzling. 
• 
[58c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
If the policy is liberal, people are honest. 
If the policy is stringent, people play tricks. 
Misfortune is where fortune can build upon. 
Fortune is where misfortune can loom. 
Who knows where is the extreme? 
There is no such a thing as normal. 
Normalcy can become an anomaly. 
Good can become evil. 
This has puzzled people for a long time. 
This is why the sage is righteous yet not annoying. 
He is just, yet not harsh. 
He is outspoken, yet not offensive. 



He is shiny, yet not glaring. 
• 
[58c17t] Arthur Waley 
When the ruler looks depressed the people will be happy and satisfied; 
When the ruler looks lively and self-assured the people will be carping and discontented. 
'It is upon bad fortune that good fortune leans, upon good fortune that bad fortune rests.' 
But though few know it, there is a bourn where there is neither right nor wrong; 
In a realm where every straight is doubled by a crooked, and every good by an ill, surely mankind has 

gone long enough astray? 
Therefore the Sage: 
Squares without cutting, 
Shapes the corners without lopping, 
Straightens without stretching, 
Gives forth light without shining. 
• 
[58c18t] Richard John Lynn 
When the government is completely muddled, the common folk become pure and simple. 
When the government conducts meticulous scrutiny, the common folk become devious and 

inscrutable. 



It is on disaster that good fortune depends; 
it is in good fortune that disaster lurks. 
Who understands what the very best is? 
It is to have no government at all! 
Correctness turns into perversion. 
Goodness turns into deviancy. 
The people's confusion has certainly lasted a long time. 
This is why the sage is square but does not cut, 
He is pointed but does not stab. 
He is straight but does not align. 
He is bright but does not shine. 
• 
[58c19t] Lin Yutang 
LAZY GOVERNMENT 
When the government is lazy and dull, 
Its people are unspoiled; 
When the government is efficient and smart, 
Its people are discontented. 
Disaster is the avenue of fortune, 



(And) fortune is the concealment for disaster. 
Who would be able to know its ultimate results? 
(As it is), there would never be the normal, 
But the normal would (immediately) revert to the deceitful, 
And the good revert to the sinister. 
Thus long has mankind gone astray! 
Therefore the Sage is square (has firm principles), but not cutting (sharp-cornered), 
Has integrity, but does not hurt (others), 
Is straight, but not high-handed, 
Bright, but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When government is anarchic, the people are honest; 
When government is meddlesome, the state is lacking. 
Disaster is that whereon good fortune depends, 
Good fortune is that wherein disaster lurks. 
Who knows their limits? 
When there is no uprightness, correct reverts to crafty, good reverts to gruesome. 
The delusion of mankind, 



How long have been its days! 
For this reason, be 
Square but not cutting, 
Angular but not prickly, 
Straight but not arrogant, 
Bright but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
When the government is unseen 
the people are simple and happy. 
When the government is lively 
the people are cunning and discontented. 
On misery perches happiness. 
Beneath happiness crouches misery. 
Who knows when this will cease? 
The straight changes into the crooked. 
The good becomes the ominous. 
Surely the people have been confused for a long time. 
Therefore, 



the True Person squares without cutting, carves without hacking, straightens without dislocating, 
gives forth light without blinding. 

• 
[58c22t] David H. Li 
When policies are broad, the populace live simply; 
When policies are rigid, the populace complain roundly. 
Facing disaster, is fortune not in the wing? 
Experiencing fortune, is disaster not ready to spring? 
Who knows the limit? 
There is no norm. 
Orthodoxy turns into heterodoxy, good turns into evil. 
People have been bewildered long. 
Thus, 
the sage is square without infringing upon others, 
fair without harming others, 
straight without imposing upon others, 
bright without overshadowing others. 
• 
[58c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 



When the government is inwardly contained and disciplined, 
The people become wholesome and good. 
When the government is outwardly demanding and exacting, 
The people become tense and cunning. 
Fortune rests on misfortune. 
Misfortune hides in fortune. 
There is no end to their perpetual cyclic interchange. 
Likewise, there is nothing that is permanently fitting. 
What is fitting eventually becomes unfitting. 
What is proper eventually becomes improper. 
Not knowing the complementarity inherent in cyclic interchange, 
People's delusion of permanence tends to last for a long time. 
Thus, knowing the dynamic balance existing in complementarity, 
The sage chooses what is right without being divisive, 
Points out what is true without being critical, 
Straightens out distortions without overextending them, 
Enlightens others without dazzling them. 
• 
[58c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 



Although the wise man rules the country with integrity, 
And wages war cunningly, 
He who wishes to rule the empire 
Must not interfere with anything. 
His wish is unattainable in any other way. 
How do I know this? 
Thus: 
The more limitations and prohibitions there are, 
The more poor people there will be. 
The more weapons people possess, 
The more riots there will be throughout the country. 
The more artists and artisans there are among the people, 
The greater the desire to create things that belong to the imagination. 
The more rules and regulations there are, 
The more robbers and thieves there will be. 
Therefore the sage says: 
When I choose non-action of my own accord, 
The people reach the path of their own accord. 
When I love peace and quiet of my own accord, 



The people behave with integrity of their own accord. 
When I desist from all occupation of my own accord, 
The people become very wealthy of their own accord. 
When I am free of all desire of my own accord, 
The people remain simple of their own accord. 
• 
[58c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
'If you govern with a generous hand - 
then your people will be good people. 
But if your system is too constricting 
then your people will outwit you ...' 
Good fortune, we say, can come from disaster: 
And the reverse is true as well. 
Who knows where all this will lead? 
Honesty can flip into deceit in a moment, 
People trying to be good can fall into the dark 
And it can take them years to get out of it. 
So the sage is like a razor, but he doesn't cut 
He is straight as a die, but not pointedly so - 



He is bright, but not blindingly so ... 
• 
[58c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
When the governor is magnanimous, 
The people will become simple; 
When the governor is harsh, 
The people will become cunning. 
Disaster hides itself behind good fortune; 
Good fortune leans against disaster. 
Who knows the secret? 
There is no definite answer. 
The normal changes into the abnormal; 
The good changes into the evil. 
People have been long perplexed. 
Thus the sage is square and upright 
But does not wound the people; 
He is edged but does not cut the people; 
He is candid but does not behave wantonly; 
He gives light but does not dazzle. 



• 
[58c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
When the government is unobtrusive, the people will be simple and honest. 
When the government is dictatorial, the people will be seized with panic. 
Fortune depends on misfortune. 
Misfortune is hidden in fortune. 
He who knows how to stay within the limits will not have misfortune. 
Correctness will lead to deceit. 
Good will lead to evil. 
Nothing can remain always the same. 
People have been confused by this since ancient times. 
That is why the sage 
behaves correctly without hurting others, 
behaves honestly without damaging others, 
behaves straightforwardly without vilifying others, 
behaves brightly without dazzling others. 
• 
[58c28t] Liu Qixuan 
If the government seems dark and tolerant, 



The people will be honest and friendly; 
If the government seems bright and sophisticated, 
The people will be sly and cold-hearted. 
What is bad goes with what is good; 
What is good lies in what is bad. 
Who can tell the exact difference 
When all factors are considered? 
The positive changes into the negative 
And the negative changes into the positive. 
Changing over and over again is the action of evil souls. 
Such action has long been a confusing force in the world. 
The wise person therefore prefers to be a simple square 
That points in no directions, 
A cutting tool that has no edge, 
A straight line that goes nowhere, 
And a light source that causes no fire. 
• 
[58c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
An Easy Government 



Lao Tze says, 
When the government is dull and drowsy, its people are simple and sincere. 
When the government is sharp and shrewd, its people are dishonest and deceitful. 
Disaster is that by which side fortune is to be found. 
Fortune is that beneath which disaster lurks. 
Who would be able to know its ultimate results? 
If a king of men cannot dispense with correction, correct subjects will in their turn become distorted, 

and a good government will in its turn become evil. 
The delusion of the ruler on this point has indeed subsisted for a long time. 
Therefore the sage inherits correctitude like a square symbol, but punishes no one. 
He inherits honest property, but tells no tales. 
He is straightforward, but allows himself no license. 
He is bright, but does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When the government is blunt and inactive, the people will be happy and prosperous; 
When the government is discriminative, the people will be dissatisfied and restless. 
It is upon misery that happiness rests; 
It is under happiness that misery lies. 



Who then can know the supremacy (good government)? 
Only when the government does no rectifying. 
Otherwise, rectitude will again become stratagem, 
And good become evil. 
Men have been ignorant of this, since long ago. 
Therefore the Sage is square but does not cut others; 
He is angled but does not chip others; 
He is straight but does not stretch others; 
He is bright but does not dazzle others. 
• 
[58c31t] Paul J. Lin 
When the government is sluggish and dull, 
The people are honest and content; 
When the government is discriminating and exacting, 
The people are wily and restless. 
Calamity is what good fortune depends on. 
Good fortune is what calamity hides in. 
Who knows their utmost? 
Is it not better to have no rectitude? 



Rectitude returns to trickery; 
And goodness returns to evil. 
The people's delusion has long existed. 
Therefore, the Sage is square but not cutting; 
is honest but does not hurt; 
is straight but does not bully; 
is bright but does not shine. 
• 
[58c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When the ruler is dull and incompetent, 
the people are pure and simple. 
When the ruler is sharp and alert, 
the people are a bad lot. 
"Bad luck: good luck depends on it; 
good luck: bad luck hides in it." 
Who knows where this ends? 
There is no norm. 
What accords with the norm turns around and becomes weird; 
what is excellent turns around and becomes ominous. 



"People's blindness - 
it has been going on so long now." 
And so the Wise Person: 
Is square and honest but does not cut, 
is pointed and exact but does not hurt, 
is straight and direct but not tactless, 
shines but does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the government is simple, the people are honest. 
When the government is complicate, the people are wily. 
What one calls calamity is often a fortune under disguise. 
What one calls fortune is often a cause of calamity. 
Who knows what the final outcome will be? 
How can there be absolute right! 
The right may turn out to be wrong. 
How can there be absolute goodness! 
The good may turn out to be evil. 
Indeed, men have been under a delusion for such a long time. 



The Sage, 
though he is strict in his own conduct, does not require other men to conform; 
though he is honest, does not hurt other men; 
though he is upright, does not condemn other men; 
though he is glorious, he does not dazzle other men. 
• 
[58c34t] Yi Wu 
When the government is obscure and withdrawn, 
The people are simple and honest. 
When the government inspects and reinspects, 
The people lack [morality and virtue]. 
Bad fortune is what good fortune depends on; 
Good fortune is what bad fortune hides in. 
Who knows the ultimate end? 
There is no norm. 
Normality turns out to be odd; 
Goodness turns out to be bad. 
People's confusion has been long. 
Therefore, the sage is 



upright but not cutting, 
incorruptible but not harmful, 
straight but not reckless, 
bright but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When the government is magnanimous, the people are contented and unsophisticated. 
When the government is overbearing and mean-spirited, the people are resentful and miserable. 
Whenever calamity occurs, boon is also lurking around the corner. 
Whenever good fortune strikes, misfortune is always stalking in its shadow. 
Nobody will ever know how things will end in any given situation, as there are no fixed patterns. 
Sometimes, a normal affair can turn out to become exceptionally eventful. 
Sometimes, an apparently good thing can go terribly wrong. 
For a very long time, these things continue to befuddle the ordinary people. 
Nevertheless, the sage is always sharp but not cutting. 
He is incorruptible but not contemptuous of others. 
He is upright and direct but not repugnant. 
He is brilliant but not dazzling. 
• 



[58c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When the government does not interfere, the people are simple and happy. 
When the government does interfere, the people are tense and cunning. 
Disaster is what blessing perches on. 
Blessing is where disaster abides. 
Who can say what the ultimate end of all possibilities will be? 
Appropriate means soon become unfitting. 
Good means soon turn to evil. 
Long indeed have the people been perplexed by the endless, topsy-turvy movement of life. 
Therefore, one of subtle virtue dissolves and eliminates the vicious cycle of duality. 
He may have sharp corners, but he does not jab. 
He may extend himself, but not at the expense of others. 
He may shine, but he does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When the country is governed through simplicity and leniency, 
The people are genuine and honest. 
When the country is governed through harshness and sharp investigation, 
The people are more deceitful and dishonest. 



From misfortune, good fortune is derived. 
In good fortune, misfortune is conceived. 
Who can determine the ultimate truth? 
Or is there no ultimate truth at all? 
As truth often turns out to be untruth, 
Goodness often turns out to be evil. 
This has long confused the people. 
Thus, when the wise deals with things he is firm in his principles, 
Yet not sharp. 
He is pure, yet not harmful. 
He is straightforward, yet not violent. 
He is illuminated, yet not glittery. 
• 
[58c38t] Henry Wei 
Transformation Without Friction 
Shun Hua 
When the government is shrouded in gloom, 
The people will be simple and honest. 
When the government is sharp and officious, 



The people will get disgusted and discontented. 
Misfortune is what fortune leans on; 
Fortune is where misfortune conceals itself. 
Who can know the ultimate result? 
Is there no justice? 
Anyway, justice will become injustice again, 
And good will turn into evil once more. 
Mankind has been thus deluded for a long time. 
That's why the Sage acts four-square, 
But does not "cut" people to his own shape; 
He has a high sense of integrity, 
But is not offensive to people; 
He is upright and straightforward, 
But does not push people around; 
He is bright and brilliant, 
But does not outshine people. 
• 
[58c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When the government is dull, 



The people are simple. 
When the government is keen, 
The people are discontented. 
Bad fortune is what good fortune leans on; 
Good fortune is where bad fortune lurks. 
Who knows the fortune's end? 
There is nothing straight. 
What is straight turns monstrous. 
What is beautiful turns grotesque. 
Man has been deluded 
From time immemorial. 
Therefore the sage 
Is square without cutting; 
Honest without scraping; 
Straight without overbearing; 
Bright without dazzling. 
• 
[58c40t] Tao Huang 
When the government is silent, people are sincere. 



When the government is intrusive, the state is decisive. 
Disaster is what fortune depends upon, 
Fortune is what disaster subdues. 
Who knows a final outcome? 
There is no right lawfulness. 
Justice tends towards the extreme. 
Kindness tends towards evil. 
People have been familiar with this for a long time. 
So, 
Be rounded without cutting. 
Be compatible without puncturing. 
Be straightforward without trapping. 
Be bright without dazzling. 
• 
[58c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Modest, and modest will be the government, then prosperous, and prosperous will be the people! 
Shrewd will be the government, then discontented, and discontented will be the people! 
Catastrophe rests upon fortune. 
Fortune underlies catastrophe. 



Who knows the ultimate answers? 
What is normal soon becomes abnormal. 
What is auspicious soon becomes ominous. 
Do away with dogmatism! 
Indeed, it is a long, long time ago since Man lost his way of Dao! 
Therefore, a Sage is: 
solidly square but has no sharp corners; 
purely austere but not harmful; 
straightly upright but not offensive; 
humbly modest but not submissive; 
and harmoniously bright but not dazzling. 
• 
[58c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When the government is non-discriminative and dull, 
The people are contented and generous. 
When the government is searching and discriminative, 
The people are disappointed and contentious. 
Calamity is that upon which happiness depends; 
Happiness is that in which calamity is latent. 



Who knows when the limit will be reached? 
Is there no correctness (used to govern the world)? 
Then the correct again becomes the perverse. 
And the good will again become evil. 
The people have been deluded for a long time. 
Therefore the sage is as pointed as a square but does not pierce. 
He is as acute as a knife but does not cut. 
He is as straight as an unbent line but does not extend. 
He is as bright as light but does not dazzle. 
• 
[58c91t] И. И. Семененко 
При несведущем правительстве народ бесхитростен и добр, 
при въедливом правительстве народ корежит недовольство. 
В несчастье коренится счастье, 
в счастье укрывается несчастье. 
Кто знает их пределы? 
В них нет определенности. 
Прямолинейность переходит в хитрость, 
добро приносит пагубу. 



Люди заблуждаются уже очень давно. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек, квадратным делаясь, не режет; 
остер углами, но не колок, 
прям, но не задирист, 
ярок, но не затмевает. 
• 
[58c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда власть пассивно-отстранённа, то и народ чистосердечно-прост. 
Когда правительство жестокосердно-строго, то и народ хитёр и убог. 
Несчастье - вот что является опорой счастья. 
Счастье - вот где кроется несчастье. 
И кто знает, где положен предел этому? 
И нет в этом правильности. 
Правильность оборачивается ловкостью. 
Добро оборачивается коварством. 
Людские заблуждения, о сколь стары и неизменны они! 
Вот почему мудрец хотя и прям, но не груб; 
остёр, но не колет; 
прямолинеен, но не своеволен; 



ярок, но не слепит. 
• 
[58c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда правление беспомощно и слабо, народ прост и добродушен. 
Когда правление активно и всевластно, народ испытывает нужду и недостаток. 
О горе, ты - опора счастья! 
О счастье, в тебе таится горе! 
И кто пределы ваши знает? 
Нет прямоты, она хитростью обернулась, а добро превратилось в злобу. 
Заблуждения людские, о как они долговечны! 
Поэтому совершенномудрый угловат, но не вонзится в человека. 
Он остер, но зла не содеет. 
Он прям, но не заносчив. 
Он словно свет, но блистать не хочет. 
• 
[58c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Кто правит, сокрывшись и молча, у того и народ добр и прост. 
Кто правит, взыскуя с пристрастием, у того и народ в непомерной нужде. 
О, несчастье - опора счастья! 



О, счастье - ложе несчастья! 
Кто знает этому предел? 
Он в отсутствующей здесь прямоте. 
Прямота превратилась в хитрость, добро превратилось в зло. 
Людские заблуждения день ото дня все более укореняются и дольше держатся. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек образует квадрат-(совершенство) без выкройки по 

образцу, 
[он] бескорыстен и не алчен, справедлив и не своеволен, светел и не блестит. 
• 
[58c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда правительство спокойно, народ становится простодушным. 
Когда правительство деятельно, народ становится несчастным. 
О несчастье! Оно является опорой счастья. 
О счастье! В нем заключено несчастье. 
Кто знает их границы? 
Они не имеют постоянства. 
Справедливость снова превращается в хитрость, добро - в зло. 
Человек уже давно находится в заблуждении. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый справедлив и не отнимает ничего у другого. 



Он бескорыстен и не вредит другим. 
Он правдив и не делает ничего плохого. 
Он светел, но не желает блестеть. 
• 
[58c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда не будет мелочности в управлении государством, то народ обогатится. 
А когда управление государством мелочно, то народ обеднеет. 
О, беда! Где благо, там и несчастье. 
О, благо! Где беда, там и счастье. 
Но я не знаю, где оканчивается беда и где начинается счастье. 
Где нет правды, там люди будут относиться к правде как к чему-то странному, к добру - 

как к призрачному. 
Издавна люди находятся в заблуждении, поэтому святой муж никогда не сделает им 

уступки. 
Он не корыстолюбив, но ничего не раздает им. 
Он - праведник, поэтому он ничего не сделает своевольно. 
Хотя он - светило для всего мира, но не любит блеска. 
• 
[58c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Когда миром правят отстраненно-покойно, 
Люди просты и добродушны. 
Когда миром правят придирчиво-строго, 
Люди хитры и коварны. 
Беда - вот где счастья опора, 
Счастье - вот откуда приходит беда. 
Кто знает, где их предел? 
В них нет ничего навек "правильного". 
Правильное станет неправильным, 
Доброе станет худым, 
И люди пребывают в заблуждении с давних пор. 
Вот почему премудрый человек 
Ровен, а ничего не срезает, 
Остер, а ничего не ранит, 
Прям, а не идет напролом, 
Ярко сияет, а никого не слепит. 
• 
[58c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Его управление невежественно, а народ его бесхитростен. 



Его управление проницательно, а народ его хитер и коварен. 
Несчастье пусть станет опорой для счастья. 
Счастье пусть таит в себе несчастье. 
Кто осознает свой предел? 
Нормальное обращается, становясь аномальным. 
Добро обращается, становясь нечистью. 
Человек потерял свое солнце в глубокой древности. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости, 
упорядочивая по квадрату, не разделяет; выделяя грани, не режет; 
будучи прямым, не жесток; будучи светлым, не слепит. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Fifty-Nine 
 

[59c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
For ordering humanity and serving Heaven, nothing's so good as being sparing. 
For only if you are sparing can you, therefore, early submit [to the Way]. 
Early submission - this is called to repeatedly accumulate {Virtue}. 
{If you repeatedly accumulate Virtue, then there is nothing you can't overcome}. 
{When there is nothing you can't overcome}, no one knows {where} it will {end}. 
{When no one knows where it will end}, you can possess the state. 
And when you possess the mother of the state, you can last a very long time. 
This is called [having] deep roots and a firm base, 
It's the Way of long life and long-lasting vision. 
• 
[59c02t] John C. H. Wu 
IN governing a people and in serving Heaven, 
There is nothing like frugality. 
To be frugal is to return before straying. 
To return before straying is to have a double reserve of virtue. 
To have a double reserve of virtue is to overcome everything. 



To overcome everything is to reach an invisible height. 
Only he who has reached an invisible height can have a kingdom. 
Only he who has got the Mother of a kingdom can last long. 
This is the way to be deep-rooted and firm-planted in the Tao. 
The secret of long life and lasting vision. 
• 
[59c03t] D. C. Lau 
In ruling the people and in serving heaven it is best for a ruler to be sparing. 
It is because he is sparing 
That he may be said to follow the way from the start; 
Following the way from the start he may be said to accumulate an abundance of virtue; 
Accumulating an abundance of virtue there is nothing he cannot overcome; 
When there is nothing he cannot overcome, no one knows his limit; 
When no one knows his limit 
He can possess a state; 
When he possesses the mother of a state 
He can then endure. 
This is called the way of deep roots and firm stems by which one lives to see many days. 
• 



[59c04t] R. L. Wing 
In leading people and serving Nature, 
There is nothing better than moderation. 
Since, indeed, moderation means yielding early; 
Yielding early means accumulating Power. 
When Power is accumulated, 
Nothing is impossible. 
When nothing is impossible, 
One knows no limits. 
One who knows no limits 
Can possess the organization. 
An organization that possesses the Mother 
Can endure and advance. 
This means deep roots and firm foundation: 
Durability and longevity through observation of the Tao. 
• 
[59c05t] Ren Jiyu 
For the rule of the people and the service of Heaven, there is nothing better than the principle of 

"parsimony." 



Only by "parsimony" can one be unhurried and get ready early. 
Being unhurried and getting ready early is what I call the repeated accumulation of the "De" of 

"parsimony." 
With the repeated accumulation of De, one can victoriously overcome any obstacles. 
The power which can overcome any obstacles is immeasurable. 
With immeasurable power one can govern a state. 
Having the foundation of government, one can maintain sovereignty very long. 
This is called the Way in which one can plant the roots deep and make the stalks firm and maintain 

a long life. 
• 
[59c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
In caring for others and serving heaven, 
There is nothing like using restraint. 
Restraint begins with giving up one's own ideas. 
This depends on Virtue gathered in the past. 
If there is a good store of Virtue, then nothing is impossible. 
If nothing is impossible, then there are no limits. 
If a man knows no limits, then he is fit to be a ruler. 
The mother principle of ruling holds good for a long time. 



This is called having deep roots and a firm foundation, 
The Tao of long life and eternal vision. 
• 
[59c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
To rule over men or to serve heaven 
Nothing works better than following the farmer's example. 
The farmer does his preparatory work early. 
To be like him, one must pay attention to the accumulation of virtue. 
That way one can overcome all difficulties. 
That way one's ability knows no limit. 
That way one can sustain a nation. 
Virtue being the mother of a nation, 
With virtue the nation can last a long time. 
With deep roots and secure trunks, one is on the way to a long life and a long view. 
• 
[59c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The best thing in life is to be thrifty. 
Only when you are thrifty, can you be prepared ahead of time. 
Preparing ahead of time allows you to accumulate more DE. 



Accumulating more DE allows you to overcome everything. 
Overcoming everything allows you to have unmeasurable limits. 
Having unmeasurable limits allows you to control a country. 
When a country has the DAO, it can last long. 
This is how you deepen and secure your roots, live long and last forever. 
• 
[59c09t] Walter Gorn Old, PRESERVING THE TAO 
In ruling men and in serving Heaven there is nothing like moderation. 
By means of it one attains to his first estate. 
When this is attained a man is possessed of an indefinite store of virtue. 
With such a store of virtue he will overcome everything. 
And of this mastery there will be no limit. 
Thus, without hindrance, he may possess the Kingdom. 
Such a man has the mother-constitution, and will endure indefinitely. 
He is like the plant whose roots are deep and whose stem is firm. 
Thus may a man live long and see many days. 
• 
[59c10t] James Legge 
For regulating the human (in our constitution) and rendering the (proper) service to the heavenly, 



there is nothing like moderation. 
It is only by this moderation that there is effected an early return (to man's normal state). 
That early return is what I call the repeated accumulation of the attributes (of the Tao). 
With that repeated accumulation of those attributes, there comes the subjugation (of every obstacle to 

such return). 
Of this subjugation we know not what shall be the limit; 
and when one knows not what the limit shall be, he may be the ruler of a state. 
He who possesses the mother of the state may continue long. 
His case is like that (of the plant) of which we say that its roots are deep and its flower stalks firm: 
- this is the way to secure that its enduring life shall long be seen. 
• 
[59c11t] David Hinton 
To govern people and serve heaven 
there's nothing like thrift. 
Thrift means submitting early, 
and submitting early means storing up Integrity. 
Store up Integrity and nothing is beyond you. 
Once nothing is beyond you, 
no one knows where it will all end. 



Once no one knows where it will end, 
you can nurture a nation. 
And nurturing the nation's mother too 
you can last and last. 
This is called rooted deep and solid, 
the Way of long life and enduring insight. 
• 
[59c12t] Chichung Huang 
In governing the people and serving heaven, 
There is nothing like sparingness. 
Sparingness alone 
Can lead you to early submission. 
Early submission means accumulating virtue repeatedly. 
If you accumulate virtue repeatedly, 
There is nothing you cannot overcome. 
If there is nothing you cannot overcome, 
Nobody knows its limit. 
If nobody knows its limit, 
You are fit to possess a state. 



If you possess the mother of governing a state, 
You may long endure. 
This is called the way 
To deepen the roots and strengthen the base, 
To lengthen life and perpetuate vision. 
• 
[59c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
In governing people and serving heaven, 
Nothing is better than being sparing (se). 
Being sparing, 
Is called early adherence [to Tao]. 
Adhering early, 
Is called being heavy with accumulated te (chung chi te). 
To be heavy with accumulated te, 
Then [such a person is] all overcoming. 
Being all overcoming, 
Then there is no knowing the limit (chi). 
Not knowing the limit, 
One may rule a state. 



Having the mother of a state, 
It may last long. 
This is called being deeply rooted and firmly founded, 
The way to long life and enduring vision (chiu shih). 
• 
[59c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In order to carry out the heavenly Tao, it is most important for [a leader to be] well-prepared, i.e. he 

must know more than what is fundamentally required, before he takes charge of people's affairs; 
In order to be so well prepared, [a leader] should start early in his life to seriously pursue [Tao and 

aggravated Te]; 
[In other words] those who starts early will have accumulated adequately [knowledge and arete 

before he takes charge of other people's affairs]; 
Consequently, [his well-rounded knowledge and arete] will facilitate him to overcome all kinds of 

obstacles; 
It is difficult for others to determine the limits of a person who can overcome all kinds of obstacles; 
[Therefore] one whose limits are difficult to be ascertained can be entrusted with the sovereign 

responsibility of a country; 
A country which has a creative resource (mother) will last for a long time. 
This is what I described as the [growth of the main root was perceived through its] deeper and deeper 



penetration into the ground, 
So that the main root [of a tree] could support the [gradual] expansion and strengthening 

(hardening) of its branch roots; 
If one would make improvement in this way, he shall look far ahead and his establishment will thus 

exist for a very long time. 
• 
[59c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In governing a people and in serving Heaven, there is nothing like frugality. 
To be frugal is to return early. 
To return early is to accumulate an abundance of Virtue. 
Accumulating an abundance of Virtue, everything can be overcome. 
Overcoming everything, the unknown height is reached. 
He who has reached an unknown height can reign a state. 
He who reigns a state from its root can last long. 
This is the Way of the deep root and the firm foot, of the of long life and not-getting-old. 
• 
[59c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Frugality is the best for governing people or serving heaven. 
With frugality, we can be prepared in advance. 



Advanced preparation is to emphasize accumulating Te. 
Accumulating Te, we can accomplish any endeavor. 
Accomplishing any endeavor means there is not limit. 
With no limit we can have a kingdom. 
With frugality as the mother of the kingdom, the kingdom can last long. 
This is called deep root and firm foundation. 
With such root and foundation we can enjoy longevity. 
• 
[59c17t] Arthur Waley 
You cannot rule men nor serve heaven unless you have laid up a store; 
This 'laying up a store' means quickly absorbing, 
And 'quickly absorbing' means doubling one's garnered 'power'. 
Double your garnered power and it acquires a strength that nothing can overcome. 
If there is nothing it cannot overcome, it knows no bounds, 
And only what knows no bounds 
Is huge enough to keep a whole kingdom in its grasp. 
But only he who having the kingdom goes to the Mother 
Can keep it long. 
This is called the art of making the roots strike deep by fencing the trunk, of making life long by fixed 



staring. 
• 
[59c18t] Richard John Lynn 
For ordering the people and serving Heaven, nothing is better than husbandry. 
Only husbandry can be called the quick way to submission. 
By "quick way to submission" we mean the repetitive accumulation of virtue. 
If one repetitively accumulates virtue, there is nothing that he cannot conquer. 
As there is nothing that he cannot conquer, no one knows the limits he can reach. 
As no one knows his limits, he can, accordingly, keep his state. 
If one maintains the mother of the state, he can, accordingly, long endure. 
This we refer to as having deep roots firmly established, for it is the Dao of long life and enduring 

oversight. 
• 
[59c19t] Lin Yutang 
BE SPARING 
In managing human affairs, there is no better rule than to be sparing. 
To be sparing is to forestall; 
To forestall is to be prepared and strengthened; 
To be prepared and strengthened is to be ever-victorious; 



To be ever-victorious is to have infinite capacity; 
He who has infinite capacity is fit to rule a country, 
And the Mother (principle) of a ruling country can long endure. 
This is to be firmly rooted, to have deep strength, 
The road to immortality and enduring vision. 
• 
[59c20t] Victor H. Mair 
To rule men and serve heaven, there is nothing like thrift. 
Now, 
Only through thrift can one be prepared; 
Being prepared means having a heavy store of integrity; 
With a heavy store of integrity, he can overcome everything. 
Able to overcome everything, no one knows his limits; 
If no one knows his limits, he can have the kingdom; 
Having the mother of the kingdom, he can long endure. 
This is called "sinking roots firm and deep, the Way of long life and lasting vision." 
• 
[59c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
For governing others and serving heaven there is nothing better than moderation. 



A person who is moderate returns to the path. 
Returning to the path brings an abundance of Virtue. 
This good store of Virtue cannot be conquered. 
Virtue that cannot be conquered knows no limit. 
Only a person who has limitless Virtue is fit to lead. 
Only the leader who possesses the Mother of the country will long endure. 
This is called making the roots go deep by restraining the trunk. 
Learn to focus your life and you will see many days. 
• 
[59c22t] David H. Li 
In governing people and in taking care of the cosmos, the best is restraint. 
With restraint, one is ever ready. 
Ever ready, one focuses on virtue. 
Focusing on virtue, one overcomes everything. 
Overcoming everything, one's limit does not come into being. 
With one's limit not coming into being, one gains the state. 
Having the foundation to governance, one lasts long. 
This is deep root and solid foundation. 
This is Direction - long lasting and long living. 



• 
[59c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
In governing people and serving heaven, 
There is nothing better than thrift. 
Thrift means expeditiously regaining balance after expending resources. 
Expeditiously regaining balance means continually accumulating virtue. 
Continually accumulating virtue means increasingly becoming invincible. 
Increasingly becoming invincible means knowing that everything is possible. 
One who knows that everything is possible is fit to govern people. 
The mother principle of governing people holds good for a long time. 
This is called deepening the root and firming the foundation, 
Which is the way of long life and lasting vision. 
• 
[59c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When the government is indifferent and inactive, 
The people will be happy and wealthy, 
When the government discriminates and divides, 
The people will be restless and dissatisfied. 
Happiness is borne on the back of sorrow, 



Sorrow dwells beneath happiness. 
Therefore, who can know the virtues of good government? 
Only when the government does not rectify anything. 
Otherwise, the rectification becomes a strategy, 
And good becomes evil. 
People have been aware of this for a long time. 
Therefore the sage is square and does not cut others, 
He has a point, but he does not pierce others, 
He is straight, but he does not straighten others, 
He shines, but he does not dazzle others. 
• 
[59c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When ruling the world and serving Heaven, 
The sage uses simplicity in everything he does. 
Simplicity comes from letting go of what you want. 
If you've been true to yourself earlier in your life 
Then te builds up in you like a well that never fails. 
Nothing is impossible, then - and nothing can stop you. 
And if you have no limits - then you can hold the State. 



If the sage can find the Mother of a Nation 
Then he will govern for a long, long time. 
All this comes from his rootedness in the Tao, 
The Tao of Ages, the Mountain Of Vision And Of Wings. 
• 
[59c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The best way to govern the state and keep in good health 
Is to stint vitality. 
To stint vitality means to attempt an early preparation; 
The early preparation means to keep accumulating virtue; 
Keep accumulating virtue and one can become all-conquering; 
Be all-conquering and one's power will be beyond measure; 
When one's power is beyond measure, 
He can be entrusted with the duty of defending the state. 
When there is the principle of governing the state, 
The government can long endure. 
This is called the Tao of deep roots and sturdy stems 
By which one can live and see longer time. 
• 



[59c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The best way to rule the people and serve Heaven is to be frugal. 
To be frugal means to return to the beginning of creation. 
To know the beginning of creation means to accumulate virtue. 
Accumulating virtue means to overcome everything. 
To overcome everything means to reach the limit. 
By reaching the limit, one can possess a kingdom. 
When one has possessed the mother of the kingdom, 
the kingdom will then live long. 
This is called the deep-rooted foundation. 
This is the way to long life. 
• 
[59c28t] Liu Qixuan 
To govern the world to cultivate one's nature, 
One should stick to frugality. 
For being frugal, 
One will not stray from the Way as others do. 
Staying with the Way, one can accumulate earlier. 
Since one has stayed and accumulated longer in the Way, 



One can overcome more wanton desires. 
When one has overcome all desires, 
Others would by no means be able to know 
The limits of one's abilities. 
One can then be qualified to lead a nation. 
With a qualified leader, a nation can be long. 
The Way is therefore the longest-rooted system 
That supports the longest life span. 
• 
[59c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
A Way To The Longevity 
Lao Tze says, 
If a king of men knows to regulate human affairs by using the way of Heaven, he should know there is 

nothing better than to be sparing. 
It is only by being sparing that an early obedience to the Tao is effected. 
That early obedience is what I call the repeated accumulation of the attributes. 
With the repeated accumulation of those attributes, there comes the conquest of every obstacle in the 

way. 
Of this conquest he knows not what shall be the limit, and when he knows not what the limit shall be, 



he is qualified to be the ruler of a state. 
He who possesses this motherly method of governing may continue to hold his rulership. 
This method may be compared to a giant tree with its roots deep and its flower stalks firm; 
and it is also a way which leads to enjoy long life and eternal gazing. 
• 
[59c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
In ruling men and in serving Heaven, the Sage uses only moderation. 
By moderation alone he is able to have conformed early (to Tao). 
This early conformity is called intensive accumulation of virtue. 
With this intensive accumulation of virtue, there is nothing that he cannot overcome. 
Because there is nothing that he cannot overcome, no one will be able to know his supremacy. 
Because no one knows his supremacy he can take possession of a country. 
Because what he does is identified with the Mother in taking possession of a country, he can long 

endure. 
This means that he is deep rooted and firmly based, and knows the way of longevity and immortality. 
• 
[59c31t] Paul J. Lin 
In governing the people and serving heaven, 
There is nothing like thriftiness. 



Only through thriftiness can one submit [to Tao] early; 
Having submitted early, one accumulates virtue. 
Having accumulated virtue, one can overcome everything. 
Having overcome everything, one can know no limits. 
Knowing no limits, one is able to rule a nation. 
Possessing the mother of the nation, he may last long. 
This is called the deep root and firm stalks, 
And the way to longevity and everlasting vision. 
• 
[59c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"When it comes to governing the people and serving Heaven, there's no one like a farmer." 
Just being a farmer - 
this means getting dressed early. 
Getting dressed early means increasing one's store of Te; 
increasing one's store of Te, then nothing is impossible; 
nothing impossible, then no telling the limit; 
no telling the limit, then one can possess the state. 
One who possesses the Mother of the state, 
can last a long time. 



This means having deep roots and strong foundations, 
the Way of 'lasting life, good eyesight into old age'. 
• 
[59c33t] Cheng Lin 
In governing men and serving Heaven, there is nothing better than temperance. 
In order to practise temperance, one must first follow Truth, and this means adherence to the 

inherent qualities. 
When one adheres to the inherent qualities, he becomes invincible. 
When he is invincible, he also becomes unfathomable. 
When he is unfathomable, he also becomes one with Truth. 
When he is one with Truth, he becomes everlasting. 
This is the way to attain immortality. 
• 
[59c34t] Yi Wu 
In governing people and serving Heaven, 
There is nothing better than thrift. 
Only by thrift can one submit early. 
To submit early is to fully accumulate virtue. 
With a full accumulation of virtue, 



there is nothing that cannot be overcome. 
With nothing that cannot be overcome, 
one's limits are beyond knowing. 
With limits beyond knowing, 
one can rule a nation. 
If one has the country's mother, 
one can long endure. 
This is called deep-root and firm-stalk. 
This is the way of long life and lasting vision. 
• 
[59c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Nothing beats frugality in governing a country or following the way of Dao. 
Frugality compels you to get ready in advance. 
To get ready in advance means you start to amass virtues straightaway. 
The accumulation of virtues will enable you to achieve practically anything in life. 
Ability to accomplish anything means you have incredible power. 
With this limitless power, you can govern a country. 
Governing the country by following the way of Dao, you will endure. 
A plant can bear great fruit only if it has deep roots. 



Building deep roots is the way to perpetuate. 
• 
[59c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
In managing people and serving Heaven, there is nothing better than sparing unnecessary activities 

and expense. 
To be thrifty means to return to the simple essence of life. 
To return to the simple essence of life is to nourish subtle virtue. 
To nourish subtle virtue is to be able to overcome any difficulty. 
Being able to overcome difficulties, 
one can break through all limitations. 
One's limitlessness is derived from whole and boundless virtue. 
The source of such virtue can support one to serve a nation. 
Then one's benevolence can be enduring. 
This is the way to firmly plant and deeply root oneself in the subtle path of universal integration. 
This is the achievement of the Way of immortality. 
• 
[59c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
In guiding people and working according to nature, 
It is best to follow renunciation. 



Following renunciation means returning soon. 
Returning soon means accumulating attainment. 
Accumulating attainment, everything can be dealt with. 
Dealing with everything leads to limitlessness. 
With limitlessness, one can govern the country. 
Governing the country through its origin leads to endurance. 
This means that to root deeply and to plant firmly leads to longevity and eternal consciousness. 
Therefore, governing a large nation is as simple as preparing a dish of food. 
• 
[59c38t] Henry Wei 
Adherence to Tao 
Shou Tao 
In ruling men and serving Heaven, 
Nothing is comparable to a prudent economy. 
A prudent economy means early preparation; 
Early preparation means further accumulation of virtue; 
Further accumulation of virtue can subdue everything; 
The ability to subdue everything knows no bounds; 
Knowing no bounds (in subduing opposition) 



Can lead to the possession of a kingdom; 
Possession of a kingdom along with its Mother 
Can endure a long time. 
This is called "deep roots and strong stalks." 
It is the way to eternal life and everlasting vision. 
• 
[59c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
In ruling the people and serving Heaven 
Nothing is better than being sparing. 
Truly, being sparing 
Means submitting early. 
Submitting early 
Means accumulating Te heavily. 
If you accumulate Te heavily, 
There will be nothing you cannot overcome. 
If there is nothing you cannot overcome, 
You will find no limit. 
If you find no limit, 
You will be fit to rule a state. 



If you possess the mother of the state, 
You will be long-lasting. 
This is called deeply rooted and firmly planted. 
It is the way of long life and lasting sight. 
• 
[59c40t] Tao Huang 
For governing people and serving the heaven, nothing is better than frugality. 
Only frugality enables the pre-empty measures. 
Pre-empty measures mean a great accumulation of Action. 
A great accumulation of Action leaves nothing to be conquered. 
When nothing needs to be conquered, 
No-boundary is known. 
When no-boundary is known, it allows the country to exist. 
The country, existing from its source, can endure. 
This is the Tao of having a deep root, a strong stem, a long life, and an enduring vision. 
• 
[59c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To rule the people and serve the world there is nothing better than to follow the model of nature. 
To follow the model of nature is to be the early appreciation of Dao. 



To be the early appreciation of Dao is to give emphasis to the accumulation of Virtues. 
To give emphasis to the accumulation of Virtues there is nothing that cannot be overcome. 
When one has nothing that cannot be overcome, then nobody knows his limit. 
When nobody knows his limit, then he may have a kingdom to rule. 
When one has a kingdom to rule, he may mother (rule) the world. 
He may rule everywhere and forever. 
This is called the way of deepening the root; 
consolidating the sprout; 
prolonging the life; 
and enduring the rule. 
• 
[59c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
To rule people and to serve Heaven there is nothing better than to be frugal. 
Only by being frugal can one recover quickly. 
To recover quickly means to accumulate virtue heavily. 
By the heavy accumulation of virtue one can overcome everything. 
If one can overcome everything, then he will acquire a capacity the limit of which is beyond anyone's 

knowledge. 
When his capacity is beyond anyone's knowledge, he is fit to rule a state. 



He who possesses the Mother (Tao) of the state will last long. 
This means that the roots are deep and the stalks are firm, 
Which is the way of long life and everlasting vision. 
• 
[59c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Для управления людьми и службы Небу нет лучше бережливости. 
А бережливость - это когда загодя посвящают себя Дао. 
Загодя посвятить ему себя значит скопить вдвое больше добродетели. 
Кто скапливает ее вдвое больше, становится непобедим. 
Когда становится непобедим, его предел перестает кому-либо быть ведом. 
А чей предел становится неведом, тот может иметь княжество. 
Мать, обладающая княжеством, может достигнуть долговечности, 
и это называется глубоким корнем, прочным основанием, Дао вечной жизни и 

нескончаемого видения. 
• 
[59c92t] А. А. Маслов 
В правлении людьми и служении Небу ничто не сравнится с воздержанностью. 
Тот, кто воздержан, зовётся изначально готовым [следовать Дао]. 
Тот, кто готов изначально, зовётся собравшим Благость в избытке. 



Для того, в ком Благость собрана в избытке, нет ничего, способного противостоять ему. 
Если ему ничто не может противостоять, то нет ему предела. 
Если нет ему предела, то он может владеть государством. 
Обладая Матерью государства, можно стать долговечным. 
Это зовётся глубокими и крепкими корнями нетленного и долговечного Дао. 
• 
[59c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Управлять людьми и служить Небу ничто так не способствует, как умеренность. 
Ведь только про умеренность говорят, что она помогает рано приготовиться. 
Рано приготовиться - значит обладать обильным накоплением Благой Силы. 
Для обладающего обильным накоплением Благой Силы нет ничего непреодолимого. 
Что касается того, для кого нет ничего непреодолимого, то никто не знает его предела. 
Тот, предела которого никто не знает, может обладать царством. 
Мать царства обретя, можно стать долговечным и непреходящим. 
Этот принцип называют корнем глубоким и черенком крепким. 
В нем путь продления жизни и вечного видения. 
• 
[59c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
В управлении людьми и служении Небу-Отечеству нет ничего лучшего, чем бережливость. 



Если проявить бережливость - значит, заблаговременно позаботиться. 
Заблаговременно позаботиться - значит, вдвое приумножить Дэ. 
Если вдвое приумножить Дэ, то не будет непреодолимого. 
Если не будет непреодолимого, 
то никому не будет известен и его предел. 
Если никому не будет известен его предел, 
то можно овладеть царством. 
Овладев Матерью-Родиной царства, 
можно стать долговечным [вождем]. 
(Вариант перевода: можно обеспечить долговечность [царству].) 
Это и называется глубоким истоком, прочным корнем, вечно живущим и вечно 

существующим Дао. 
• 
[59c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Управляя людьми и служа небу, лучше всего соблюдать воздержание. 
Воздержание должно стать главной заботой. 
Оно называется совершенствованием дэ. 
Совершенствование дэ - всепобеждающее. 
Всепобеждающее обладает неисчерпаемой силой. 



Неисчерпаемая сила дает возможность овладеть страной. 
Начало, при помощи которого управляется страна, долговечно и называется глубоким и 

прочным, вечно существующим дао. 
• 
[59c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Для того чтобы служить небу и управлять людьми, всего лучше соблюдать воздержание. 
Воздержание - это первая ступень добродетели, которая и есть начало нравственного 

совершенства. 
Человек высокой нравственности преодолеет всякую трудность. 
Глубина и могущество силы преодолевшего всякую трудность неизмеримы. 
Он может быть владыкою мира. 
Владыка мира и есть мать вселенной. 
Мать вселенной будет жить вечно, ибо она имеет глубокий корень и крепкое основание. 
• 
[59c97t] В. В. Малявин 
В управлении людьми и служении Небу 
Нет ничего лучше, чем быть бережливым. 
Кто умеет беречь, первым изготовится. 
Первым изготовиться означает копить Совершенство. 



Кто умеет копить Совершенство, тот все превзойдет. 
Если он все превзойдет, никто не будет знать, где его предел. 
Кто не имеет предела, может владеть царством. 
А кто владеет матерью царства, будет жить долго. 
Вот что такое "глубокий корень, прочная основа", 
Это Путь вечной жизни и долгого взгляда. 
• 
[59c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Упорядочивание - люди. 
Дела - Небо. 
Нет ничего, что сравнится с бережливостью. 
Будь только бережливым. 
Это определяется: 
Заранее воспринимать. 
Заранее воспринимать. 
Это определяется: 
Двойное накопление Потенции. 
Двойное накопление Потенции - тогда отсутствие не-преодолимого. 
Отсутствие не-преодолимого - тогда никто не знает своего Предела. 



Никто не знает своего предела - может быть наличие государства. 
Наличие материнского принципа в государстве позволяет достичь длительности и 

долготы. 
Это определяется: Глубокий корень, прочный ствол. 
Путь длинной жизни и долгого видения. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty 
 

[60c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Ruling a large state is like cooking small fish. 
When you use the Way to govern the world, evil spirits won't have godlike power. 
Actually, it's not that evil spirits won't have godlike power, 
It's that their power will not harm men. 
But it's not [just] that their power won't harm men, 
The Sage, also, will not harm them. 
Since these two do not harm others, 
Therefore their Virtues intermingle and return to them. 
• 
[60c02t] John C. H. Wu 
RULING a big kingdom is like cooking a small fish. 
When a man of Tao reigns over the world, demons have no spiritual powers. 
Not that the demons have no spiritual powers, but the spirits themselves do no harm to men. 
Not that the spirits do no harm to men, but the Sage himself does no harm to his people. 
If only the ruler and his people would refrain from harming each other, all the benefits of life would 

accumulate in the kingdom. 



• 
[60c03t] D. C. Lau 
Governing a large state is like boiling a small fish. 
When the empire is ruled in accordance with the way, 
The spirits lose their potencies. 
Or rather, it is not that they lose their potencies, 
But that, though they have their potencies, they do not harm the people. 
It is not only they who, having their potencies, do not harm the people, 
The sage, also, does not harm the people. 
As neither does any harm, each attributes the merit to the other. 
• 
[60c04t] R. L. Wing 
Leading a large organization is like cooking a small fish. 
If the Tao is present in the world, 
The cunning are not mysterious. 
Not only are the cunning not mysterious, 
Their mystery does not harm others. 
Not only does their mystery not harm others, 
The Evolved also do not harm others. 



Since together they do no harm, 
The Power returns and accumulates. 
• 
[60c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Governing a great state is like frying small fish (so frequent disturbance should be avoided). 
Applying Tao to the kingdom can render ghosts harmless. 
It is not that the ghosts cannot function, 
But that the function cannot harm men. 
It is not that the function cannot harm men, 
But that the sage never harms men at all. 
So, men and ghosts will not harm each other, 
Therefore both (men and ghosts) praise the De of the sage. 
• 
[60c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Ruling the country is like cooking a small fish. 
Approach the universe with Tao, 
And evil will have no power. 
Not that evil is not powerful, 
But its power will not be used to harm others. 



Not only will it do no harm to others, 
But the sage himself will also be protected. 
They do not hurt each other, 
And the Virtue in each one refreshes both. 
• 
[60c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
To govern a great nation 
Is not much different from frying a small fish. 
To govern a nation according to the Dao, 
Even the demons will not show their influences. 
Not that they have lost all their influences, 
But their influences will do people no harm. 
Not only do the influences of the evil spirits do people no harm. 
The Sage will also do people no harm. 
Since demons at one extreme, 
through the Sage at the other extreme, 
All do people no harm. 
We can conclude that the Virtue has perfected its job. 
• 



[60c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Governing a big country is like carefully cooking a small fish. 
When the DAO rules, ghosts will not show their spirits. 
Not only will the ghosts not show their spirits, but also the spirits will not hurt people. 
Not only will the spirits not hurt people, but also the great men will not hurt people. 
When neither the spirits nor the great men hurt people, the DE becomes natural and lasts long. 
• 
[60c09t] Walter Gorn Old, FILLING THE THRONE 
The state should be governed as we cook small fish, without much business. 
Bringing the Tao to the governing of the Kingdom will give rest to the shades of the dead. 
Not that the Spirits will be inactive, but that they will cease to trouble the people. 
But what is of more importance, the wise ruler of the people will not hurt them. 
And in so far as they do not interfere with one another, their influences conspire to the general good! 
• 
[60c10t] James Legge 
Governing a great state is like cooking small fish. 
Let the kingdom be governed according to the Tao, and the manes of the departed will not manifest 

their spiritual energy. 
It is not that those manes have not that spiritual energy, but it will not be employed to hurt men. 



It is not that it could not hurt men, but neither does the ruling sage hurt them. 
When these two do not injuriously affect each other, their good influences converge in the virtue (of 

the Tao). 
• 
[60c11t] David Hinton 
Govern a great nation as you would cook a small fish. 
Use Way to rule all beneath heaven and spirits never become ghosts. 
When spirits don't become ghosts, ghosts do people no harm. 
When ghosts do people no harm, sages do them no harm. 
And once humans and ghosts do each other no harm, they return together to Integrity. 
• 
[60c12t] Chichung Huang 
Governing a large state 
Is like frying small fish. 
Use the Tao to preside over the empire, 
And its spirits will not be mischievous; 
Not that its spirits will not be mischievous, 
But that their mischief will not harm the people; 
Not that their mischief will not harm the people, 



But that a sage man never does any harm. 
Since neither harms anyone, 
Their favors will converge. 
• 
[60c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Governing a great state, 
Is like cooking small fish. 
If you rule the world by Tao, 
The ghosts (kuei) will lose their spiritual (shen) power. 
Not that the ghosts lose their spiritual power, 
But their spiritual power will not harm the people. 
Not that their spiritual power will not harm the people, 
But neither does the sage harm the people. 
Since both are harmless, 
Te flows back and forth [without impediment]. 
• 
[60c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Governing a big country is like cooking small fish unscathed [,as both are delicate matters that 

requires extraordinary caution]. 



If one leads the world in accordance with Tao, his ghosts (antagonists) cannot be efficacious [in such 
a righteous society]; 

Even if his ghosts are efficacious, [yet under the influence of Tao] they still cannot harm people; 
A Sage would [under no circumstance] harm them either; 
Because neither one would harm the other side, their Te shall be reciprocally beneficial to each other. 
• 
[60c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Governing a big state is like cooking a small fish. 
When a man of the Way reigns over the world, demons no longer have spiritual powers. 
Not that the demons have no spiritual powers, but the spirits themselves do no harm to men. 
Not that the spirits do no harm to men, but the sage himself does no harm to his people. 
If the sage and his people refrain from harming each other, Virtue will return. 
• 
[60c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Governing a big kingdom is like cooking small seafood. 
With Tao as guidance, evils will never have their way. 
It is actually not that the evils do not have their way, but that the evils will not hurt people. 
Not only do Evils not hurt people, but also do not hurt the sage. 
When both people and the sage are not hurt, Te is in dominance. 



• 
[60c17t] Arthur Waley 
Ruling a large kingdom is indeed like cooking small fish. 
They who by Tao ruled all that is under heaven did not let an evil spirit within them display its 

powers. 
Nay, it was not only that the evil spirit did not display its powers; neither was the Sage's good spirit 

used to the hurt of other men. 
Nor was it only that his good spirit was not used to harm other men, the Sage himself was thus saved 

from harm. 
And so, each being saved from harm, their 'powers' could converge towards a common end. 
• 
[60c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Ruling a large state is like cooking a small fish. 
If one uses the Dao to oversee all under Heaven, the malign spirits there will lose their numinous 

power. 
It is not that these malign spirits have no numinous power; 
it is just that they will do no harm to the people. 
It is not these numinous powers that do not harm the people but the sage, in fact, who does not harm 

the people. 



It is because neither of these two cause any harm that they unite their virtues and revert to it. 
• 
[60c19t] Lin Yutang 
RULING A BIG COUNTRY 
Rule a big country as you would fry small fish. 
Who rules the world in accord with Tao 
Shall find that the spirits lose their power. 
It is not that the spirits lose their power, 
But that they cease to do people harm. 
It is not (only) that they cease to do people harm, 
The Sage (himself) also does no harm to the people. 
When both do not do each other harm, 
The original character is restored. 
• 
[60c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Ruling a big kingdom is like cooking a small fish. 
If one oversees all under heaven in accord with the Way, demons have no spirit. 
It is not that the demons have no spirit, but that their spirits do not harm people. 
It is not merely that their spirits do not harm people, but that the sage also does not harm them. 



Now, 
When neither harms the other, integrity accrues to both. 
• 
[60c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Governing a big country is like cooking a small fish. 
Let all under heaven be governed in accordance with the Tao, 
and demons will not manifest their power. 
It is not that they lack power but rather they will not use their power to harm the people. 
They are not the only ones who have power and do not use it to harm the people. 
The True Person does not harm the people. 
Whenever there is no harm done, 
that power flows into the common Virtue. 
• 
[60c22t] David H. Li 
Govern a large state is like frying a small fish. 
With Direction embracing the world, ghosts become ineffective. 
It is not because ghosts become ineffective; 
it is because their effect becomes inoffensive. 
Not only have ghosts become inoffensive; 



The sage has also become inoffensive. 
With the two not inflicting harm, the people are showered with virtue. 
• 
[60c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Governing a big country is like cooking a small fish. 
The more you stir the pot, the less the fish stays intact. 
If the world is guided by the Tao, 
Even evil spirits are rendered spiritless. 
Not that evil spirits are in themselves spiritless, 
But their spirits do not harm people. 
Not only do evil spirits not harm people, 
But powerful rulers also do not harm people. 
When no harm is done from either side, 
Virtue accrues to both and all return to pristine oneness. 
• 
[60c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When ruling people, like serving heaven, the sage acts only in moderation. 
Only with moderation can he learn the Tao in an instant. 
This study is called "the rapid accumulation of a virtue." 



Through the rapid accumulation of a virtue 
He can overcome everything. 
Since there is nothing he cannot overcome, 
No one can know of his superiority. 
Since no one knows of his superiority, 
He can rule the country. 
Since what he does when he acquires everything is identified with the mother, his days are extended. 
Thus his roots are deep and his foundations strong, and he knows the way of longevity and 

immortality. 
• 
[60c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Ruling a big country 
Is like cooking a small fish: 
You have to handle it with care. 
If a sage uses the Tao 
Then evil forces have no power: 
He doesn't harm people either. 
Through te, you see 
We have harmony. 



• 
[60c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Ruling a large state resembles frying a small fish 
(It is inappropriate to turn it over frequently). 
When the Tao prevails in the world, 
Even ghosts and spirits become harmless. 
It is not that ghosts become harmless 
But that their potencies can no longer harm people. 
Not only ghosts become harmless, 
Sages harm no people either. 
Hence neither does any harm to the people 
And both sages and ghosts help the people to enjoy the benefit of virtue. 
• 
[60c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Governing a large country is like cooking a small fish. 
It is spoiled by too much interference. 
When the ruler presents his country with Tao, Heaven will not harm him. 
Not only will the curse not fall upon him, but it will not even cause harm to the people. 
As the curse will not hurt the people, neither will the sage cause harm to the people. 



Only because they do not hurt one another, will they blend their virtue. 
• 
[60c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Governing a big country is like cooking small fish: 
Too much stirring will spoil the whole dish. 
If the ruler governs the country by the Way, 
The evil souls will not work against the society. 
It is not that evil souls will have lost their influence, 
But that their influence can do no harm to the living. 
When evil souls can exert no bad influence from below, 
Nor rulers harm people from above, 
Then the Way will have extended far enough 
To bring all the living back to their nature. 
• 
[60c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Governing A Great State 
Lao Tze says, 
Governing a great state is like cooking small fish. 
The king of men knows to pacify his kingdom by using the Tao; 



the dead men's ghosts will not manifest their spiritual energy. 
Not only will those ghosts not manifest their spiritual energy, but they will not hurt men. 
Not only will they hurt men, even the sage in exercise of his government will not disturb those ghosts. 
As these two do not injuriously affect each other, so in the Tao's attribute, the living and the departed 

both find their rest places. 
• 
[60c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Govern a great state as you would cook a small fish (do it gently). 
Let Tao reign over the world, and no spirits will show their ghostly powers. 
Not that the spirits have no more powers, 
But their powers will not harm men. 
Neither will they harm men, 
Nor will the Sage harm the people. 
Inasmuch as none of them harms anybody, 
Therefore virtue belongs to them both. 
• 
[60c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To rule a large nation is as to cook a small fish. 
In a world with Tao prevailing, 



Ghosts will not become goblins. 
Not that ghosts will not become goblins, 
But God will not hurt the people; 
Not that God will not hurt the people, 
But the Sage will not hurt them either. 
When both will not hurt each other, 
All virtue will converge to them. 
• 
[60c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Governing a large state is like cooking a small fish. 
Rule the world by Tao, 
then ghosts will not take to haunting. 
It is not that the ghosts will not haunt, 
their haunting will cause no hurt to humankind. 
(It's not only that their haunting will not hurt humankind, 
the Wise Person also does not cause hurt to them. 
These two do not hurt each other.) 
Yes, Te unifies and restores. 
• 



[60c33t] Cheng Lin 
To govern a large State is as easy as frying small fishes. 
When one rules an Empire according to Truth, the spirits become powerless. 
Not only the spirits, but also the gods are powerless to do harm to men. 
Not only the gods, but also the Sages are powerless to do harm to men. 
When these do not do harm to one another, their inherent qualities will enable them to arrive at a 

common end. 
• 
[60c34t] Yi Wu 
Govern a big country as if cooking a small fish. 
Reign over the world with the Way, 
Then its demons will have no spiritual power. 
Not that demons are not spiritually powerful, 
But their spiritual powers will not harm people. 
Not that their spiritual powers cannot harm people, 
But, because the sage also will not harm people, 
Neither harms the other. 
Therefore, they return to virtue together. 
• 



[60c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Governing a big country is akin to frying a small fish. 
When the power of Dao is prevalent, 
Even the demons become impotent. 
Although the demons continue to possess magical power, 
Their power is rendered innocuous. 
Hence, the demons cannot harm people. 
The sage also does not harm people. 
Both do not interfere with people. 
Thus by sticking to non-intervention, both let their virtues merge together. 
• 
[60c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Managing a big country is like cooking small fish. 
The more you stir them, the less their shape can be maintained. 
When one applies the subtle Way of the universe to the world, 
all high spirits unite and harmonize their potencies. 
Thus, they do not harm people. 
All the world's leaders know to merge with the great Oneness, 
thus all people are preserved from harm. 



When the subtle Way of the universe is all pervading, 
there is no longer any distinction between subject and object, 
between spiritual and material, 
between holy and unholy. 
All energies merge into harmonious Oneness. 
• 
[60c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When Tao prevails in the world, evil loses its power. 
It is not that evil no longer possesses spiritual power. 
It is that its power does not damage men. 
Indeed, it is not that its power does not damage men. 
It is primarily that the ruler does not become harmful to men. 
When opposites no longer damage each other, 
Both are benefitted through the attainment of Tao. 
• 
[60c38t] Henry Wei 
Maintaining One's Position 
Chu Wei 
Ruling a big country is like frying a little fish. 



When Tao is made to prevail in the world, 
Evil spirits will lose their supernal power. 
Not that they lose their supernal power, 
But rather that the supernal power does no harm to people. 
Not only the supernal power does no harm to people, 
The Sage (Ruler) also will do no harm. 
As both do not mutually cause any harm, 
Virtue reverts to all parties respectively. 
• 
[60c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Governing a large state 
Is like boiling a small fish. 
When you rule all under Heaven according to Tao, 
The spirits of the dead cease to exercise supernatural power. 
It is not that they cease to exercise supernatural power. 
Their supernatural power does not harm the people. 
It is not simply that their supernatural power does not harm the people. 
The sage, too, does not harm the people. 
Since neither of them harms the people, 



Their Te, united, returns. 
• 
[60c40t] Tao Huang 
Governing a large country is like cooking a small fish. 
If Tao is utilized to manage the society, its ghost will not become spirit. 
Not that ghost is not spiritual, but that the spirit harms no people; 
Not only does the spirit harm not the people, but that the sage is harmless. 
As those two cause no harm, they are united in Action. 
• 
[60c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
To rule a big country should be so simple like cooking small fish. 
When the world rule is approaching Dao: 
The Ghost and Spirit will not necessarily be divine. 
It is not that the Ghost and Spirit will not necessarily be divine but the divine will not be utilized to 

threaten people with harm. 
Not only the divine should not threaten people with harm, the Sage ruler should not threaten people 

with harm either. 
When those two (state and religion) do no harm to each other, both will achieve the same goal - 

Return to Nature. 



• 
[60c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Ruling a big country is like cooking a small fish. 
If Tao is employed to rule the empire, 
Spiritual beings will lose their supernatural power. 
Not that they lose their spiritual power, 
But their spiritual power can no longer harm people. 
Not only will their supernatural power not harm people, 
But the sage also will not harm people. 
When both do not harm each other, 
Virtue will be accumulated in both for the benefit (of the people). 
• 
[60c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Править великим государством - это как готовить кушаенье из мелкой рыбы. 
Когда правят Поднебесной на основе Дао, души умерших не имеют чудотворной силы. 
Они не только не имеют чудотворной силы, но и не наносят вреда людям. 
Не только души не наносят вреда людям, но и Премудрый человек не причиняет вреда 

людям. 
А так как обе стороны друг другу не чинят вреда, их добродетели между собой 



соединяются. 
• 
[60c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Управление большим государством подобно варке мелкой рыбёшки. 
Когда управление Поднебесной согласно с Дао, даже духи утрачивают своё могущество. 
Но даже если они и не теряют своего могущества, то хотя бы не вредят людям. 
И если даже духи не вредят людям, то и мудрецы не могут им повредить. 
А поскольку они не вредят друг другу, то и Благость их, сочетаясь, восходит [к Дао]. 
• 
[60c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Управлять большим государством - все равно что готовить блюдо из мелкой рыбы. 
Если посредством Дао-Пути власть над всей Поднебесной обрести, то нави не будут 

обладать божественностью. 
И не только нави Поднебесной не будут обладать божественностью, но и сами божества 

не смогут навредить народу. 
Но не только сами божества не смогут навредить народу, совершенномудрый тоже не 

сможет навредить народу. 
А коль эти двое навредить народу не смогут, благие силы их соединятся и возвратятся к 

людям на их благо. 



• 
[60c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Управление великим царством подобно приготовлению мелкой рыбы. 
Тот, кто посредством Дао служит Поднебесной, 
у того душа не [ранит (?)] дух. 
И не только его душа не [ранит (?)] дух, 
но и его дух не ранит людей. 
Да и не только его дух не ранит людей, 
но и совершенномудрый человек тоже не ранит людей. 
А поскольку обе стороны не ранят друг друга, 
то они связаны друг с другом Дэ (Добродетелью). 
• 
[60c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Управление большим царством напоминает приготовление блюда из мелких рыб. 
Если Поднебесной управлять, следуя дао, то злые духи [умерших] не будут действовать. 
Но злые духи не только не будут действовать, они также не смогут вредить людям. 
Не только они не смогут вредить людям, но и совершенномудрые не смогут вредить людям. 
Поскольку и те и другие не смогут вредить людям, их дэ соединятся друг с другом. 
• 



[60c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Управление великой страной напоминает приготовление вкусного блюда из мелких рыб. 
Когда святой муж будет управлять страною, то злой дух перестанет быть богом. 
Это, впрочем, не значит, что злой дух перестанет быть богом (или духом), - но люди не 

будут терпеть вреда от него. 
Святой муж никому не сделает вреда и никто не повредит ему. 
Поэтому нравственность святого мужа все более и более усовершенствуется. 
• 
[60c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Управлять большим царством - все равно что варить мелкую рыбу. 
Если мир упорядочивать посредством Пути, 
Злые духи лишатся власти над душами. 
Не то чтобы в них не было духовной силы, 
Но их сила не сможет больше вредить людям. 
И не только их сила не будет вредить людям, 
Но и премудрый человек не будет вредить им. 
Коль эти оба не будут причинять друг другу вред, 
Их совершенства сольются и в себе упокоятся. 
• 



[60c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Порядок в большом государстве отражается в приготовлении мелкой рыбешки. 
Посредством Пути управляют Поднебесной - 
их бесы не обожествляются. 
Суть не в том, чтобы их бесы не обожествлялись, а в том, чтобы их божественность не 

вредила людям. 
Суть не в том, чтобы их божественность не вредила людям, а в том, чтобы человек 

мудрости тоже не вредил людям. 
Пусть в паре не возникают отношения взаимного уничтожения. 
Причинность: 
Тогда Потенция, соединившись, возвращается. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-One 
 

[61c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The large state is like the lower part of a river; 
It is the female of the world; 
It is the meeting point of the world. 
The female constantly overcomes the male with tranquility. 
Because she is tranquil, therefore she is fittingly underneath. 
The large state - if it is below the small state, then it takes over the small state; 
The small state - if it is below the large state, then it is taken over by the large state. 
Therefore some by being low take over, 
And some by being low are taken over. 
Therefore the large state merely desires to unite and rear others; 
While the small state merely desires to enter and serve others. 
If both get what they want, 
Then the large {state} should fittingly be underneath. 
• 
[61c02t] John C. H. Wu 
A GREAT country is like the lowland toward which all streams flow. 



It is the Reservoir of all under heaven, the Feminine of the world. 
The Feminine always conquers the Masculine by her quietness, by lowering herself through her 

quietness. 
Hence, if a great country can lower itself before a small country, it will win over the small country; 
and if a small country can lower itself before a great country, it will win over the great country. 
The one wins by stooping; the other, by remaining low. 
What a great country wants is simply to embrace more people; 
and what a small country wants is simply to come to serve its patron. 
Thus, each gets what it wants. 
But it behooves a great country to lower itself. 
• 
[61c03t] D. C. Lau 
A large state is the lower reaches of a river - 
The place where all the streams of the world unite. 
In the union of the world, 
The female always gets the better of the male by stillness. 
Being still, she takes the lower position. 
Hence the large state, by taking the lower position, annexes the small state; 
The small state, by taking the lower position, affiliates itself to the large state. 



Thus the one, by taking the lower position, annexes; 
The other, by taking the lower position, is annexed. 
All that the large state wants is to take the other under its wing; 
All that the small state wants is to have its services accepted by the other. 
If each of the two wants to find its proper place, 
It is meet that the large should take the lower position. 
• 
[61c04t] R. L. Wing 
A large organization should flow downward 
To intersect with the world. 
It is the female of the world. 
The female always overcomes the male by stillness; 
Through stillness, she makes herself low. 
Thus if a large organization 
Is lower than a small organization, 
It can receive the small organization. 
And if a small organization 
Stays lower than a large organization, It can receive the large organization. 
Therefore one receives by becoming low; Another receives by being low. 



Yet what a large organization desires 
Is to unite and support others. 
And what a small organization desires 
Is to join and serve others. 
So for both to gain the position they desire, The larger should place itself low. 
• 
[61c05t] Ren Jiyu 
A great state lies lower (like rivers and seas into which all streams run), 
To it all things under Heaven tend, It considers itself as the female under Heaven. 
The female always overcomes the male by stillness, because it is still and lies lower. 
Therefore, a great state can, by lowering itself to small states, make the small states rely upon the big 

states. 
Small states can, by lowering themselves to a great state, win trust from it. 
Thus a great state sometimes makes small states rely upon it by lowering itself, 
And sometimes, small states win the trust from a great state only by lowering themselves. 
What the great state desires is to lead the small states, 
And what the small states desire is to serve the great state. 
Then each side gets what it desires, 
But the great state should especially learn to lower itself. 



• 
[61c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A great country is like low land. 
It is the meeting ground of the universe, 
The mother of the universe. 
The female overcomes the male with stillness, 
Lying low in stillness. 
Therefore if a great country gives way to a smaller country, 
It will conquer the smaller country. 
And if a small country submits to a great country, 
It can conquer the great country. 
Therefore those who would conquer must yield, 
And those who conquer do so because they yield. 
A great nation needs more people; 
A small country needs to serve. 
Each gets what it wants. 
It is fitting for a great nation to yield. 
• 
[61c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



Big nations should be like a stream that flows low. 
In relating to other nations under heaven. 
They should be like a female animal. 
Female animals often lie low and still. 
By doing so they win over male animals. 
Big nations that take on a lower profile than small nations 
will win the adherence of small nations. 
Small nations that take on a lower profile than big nations 
will win the assistance from the big nations. 
Big nations keep low and get what they want. 
Small nations keep low and get what they want. 
Big nations(with an abundance of land) want to have a bigger population. 
Small nations(with a shortage of land) want to have more jobs. 
If big nations keep low, both the needs of big nations 
and those of the small will be fulfilled. 
• 
[61c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When governing a big country, you should be humble, 
Like the lowest point where water meets, or like the females of the world. 



Females always overcome males by being peaceful; being peaceful is humble. 
Therefore, if a big country humbles itself to a small country, it can lead the small country; 
If a small country humbles itself to a big country, it can get help from the big country. 
So, humbleness leads either to leading a small country or to getting help from a big country. 
A big country always wants to lead a small country, 
A small country always wants to get help from a big country; 
They can achieve their goals by being humble. 
So the big should be humble. 
• 
[61c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE VIRTUE OF HUMILITY 
The kingdom, like a river, becomes great by being lowly; it is thereby the centre to which all the world 

tends. 
It is similar in the case of woman: 
She conquers man by continual quietness. 
And quietness is the same as submission. 
Therefore a great state, by condescension to those beneath it, may gain the government of them. 
Likewise a small state, by submission to one that is greater, may secure its alliance. 
Thus the one gains adherence, and the other obtains favours. 
Although the great state desires to annex and to nourish others, yet the small state desires to be allied 



to and serve the greater. 
Thus both will be satisfied, if only the greater will condescend. 
• 
[61c10t] James Legge 
What makes a great state is its being (like) a low-lying, down-flowing (stream); 
- it becomes the centre to which tend (all the small states) under heaven. 
(To illustrate from) the case of all females: 
- the female always overcomes the male by her stillness. 
Stillness may be considered (a sort of) abasement. 
Thus it is that a great state, by condescending to small states, gains them for itself; 
and that small states, by abasing themselves to a great state, win it over to them. 
In the one case the abasement leads to gaining adherents, in the other case to procuring favour. 
The great state only wishes to unite men together and nourish them; 
a small state only wishes to be received by, and to serve, the other. 
Each gets what it desires, but the great state must learn to abase itself. 
• 
[61c11t] David Hinton 
A great nation flows down into 
the place where all beneath heaven converges, 



the female of all beneath heaven. 
In its stillness, female lies perpetually low, and there perpetually conquers male. 
A great nation that puts itself below a small nation takes over the small nation, 
and a small nation that puts itself below a great nation gives itself over to the great nation. 
Some lie low to take over, and some lie low to give over. 
A great nation wanting nothing more than to unite and nurture the people and a small nation 

wanting nothing more than to join and serve the people: they both succeed in what they want. 
Great things lie low and rest content. 
• 
[61c12t] Chichung Huang 
A large state is the lower stream, 
The female to all under heaven, 
The converging point of all under heaven. 
The female constantly uses stillness 
To overcome the male. 
As she is still, 
It is proper that she stay low. 
Therefore, if a large state 
Stays low to a small state, 



It wins the small state; 
If a small state 
Stays low to a large state, 
It is won by the large state. 
Therefore, one stays low to win; 
One stays low to be won. 
Therefore, the large state 
Merely wishes to annex and feed the other; 
The small state 
Merely wishes to join and serve the other. 
If each is to have its wish, 
The large state should stay lower. 
• 
[61c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
A large state is down stream (hsia liu). 
Where the rivers under heaven (t'ien hsia) converge, 
Is the female (p'in) under heaven. 
The female always wins the male (mou) by stillness (ching), 
By stillness it is low-lying (hsia). 



Therefore, by being low-lying (hsia) to a small state, 
A large state acquires (ch'ü) a small state. 
By lowering (hsia) itself to a large state, 
A small state acquires a large state. 
The one acquires by being low-lying (hsia), 
The other acquires by lowering (hsia). 
A large state without overstepping its boundary (pu kuo), 
Wishes to keep others under its wings. 
A small state without overstepping its boundary (pu kuo), 
Wishes to offer service to others. 
Now both are granted their proper wishes, 
It is fitting that a large state takes the low (hsia) place. 
• 
[61c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A big country was formed by being at the right position, i.e. like the waterway at the lowest position 

where other waterways (small countries) converged together spontaneously; 
Diplomacy in this world was generally conducted similar to the manner a cow took an initiative to 

tempt an ox; 
The fact was that the ox was led to believe deceptively that serenely passive cow was the weaker [party 



to be mastered]. 
Therefore: 
If a big country deals with small countries by taking the lower position [for currents to flow in], then it 

would secure small countries [with ease]; 
If a small country negotiates with a big country, by positioning itself in the lower [passive] position, it 

could insinuate big country to yield to its needs; 
One country may lower itself in order to take possession of another country, or one country may 

insinuate itself into favor through submissiveness [it all depends on the circumstance]. 
A big country should not press onward too far its intention to lord over people of small countries; 
A small country should not let itself be overridden by its intention to yield to the big country; 
Accordingly, when a big country and a small country each has achieved its intended purpose 

respectfully, the big country should try harder to be modest. 
• 
[61c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
A great country is like the low stream. 
It is where the world flows together. 
It is the feminine of the world. 
The feminine always conquers the masculine by her quietness; she is in a lower place by her quietness. 
Hence, if a big state is below a small state, it will win over the small state. 



If a small is below a big state, it will win over the big state. 
The one wins by lowering itself; the other, by remaining low. 
What a great state wants is simply to embrace and protect more people. 
What a small country wants is simply to participate and to submit its patron. 
Thus, each gets what it wants. 
But it behooves a big state to lower itself. 
• 
[61c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
A great kingdom is like the mouth of rivers; it is like the female, or the hub of the world. 
Females frequently win males with their serenity. 
Serenity means humbleness. 
Therefore when a great kingdom is humble, it wins small kingdoms. 
When a small kingdom is humble, it wins great kingdoms. 
This is why with humbleness one can win and will win. 
A great kingdom should not excessively conquer. 
A small kingdom should avoid undue vassalage. 
In order for both great and small kingdoms to have their wishes, it is better for great kingdoms to be 

humble. 
• 



[61c17t] Arthur Waley 
A large kingdom must be like the low ground towards which all streams flow down. 
It must be a point towards which all things under heaven converge. 
Its part must be that of the female in its dealings with all things under heaven. 
The female by quiescence conquers the male; by quiescence gets underneath. 
If a large kingdom can in the same way succeed in getting underneath a small kingdom then it will 

win the adherence of the small kingdom; 
and it is because small kingdoms are by nature in this way underneath large kingdoms that they win 

the adherence of large kingdoms. 
The one must get underneath in order to do it; 
the other is underneath and therefore does it. 
What large countries really need is more inhabitants; 
and what small countries need is some place where their surplus inhabitants can go and get 

employment. 
Thus each gets what it needs. 
That is why I say the large kingdom must 'get underneath'. 
• 
[61c18t] Richard John Lynn 
A large state is a catchment into which flow occurs. 



It is where all under Heaven unite. 
It is the female for all under Heaven. 
The female always conquers the male because of quietude. 
She is able to take the low position because of quietude. 
Thus the large state, by placing itself beneath the small state, 
Consequently takes over the small state. 
The small state, by placing itself beneath the large state, subsequently is taken over by the large state. 
Thus some, by taking a place beneath, take over, and some, by taking a place beneath, are taken over. 
The large state should desire nothing more than to bring people together and nurture them, and the 

small state should desire nothing more than to join in and serve people. 
In order that both obtain what they desire, it is fitting that the large one place itself beneath. 
• 
[61c19t] Lin Yutang 
BIG AND SMALL COUNTRIES 
A big country (should be like) the delta low-regions, 
Being the concourse of the world, 
(And) the Female of the world. 
The Female overcomes the Male by quietude, 
And achieves the lowly position by quietude. 



Therefore if a big country places itself below a small country, 
It absorbs the small country; 
(And) if a small country places itself below a big country, 
It absorbs the big country. 
Therefore some place themselves low to absorb (others), 
Some are (naturally) low and absorb (others). 
What a big country wants is but to shelter others, 
And what a small country wants is but to be able to come in and be sheltered. 
Thus (considering) that both may have what they want, 
A big country ought to place itself low. 
• 
[61c20t] Victor H. Mair 
A large state is like a low-lying estuary, 
the female of all under heaven. 
In the congress of all under heaven, 
the female always conquers the male through her stillness. 
Because she is still, it is fitting for her to lie low. 
By lying beneath a small state, 
a large state can take over a small state. 



By lying beneath a large state, 
a small state can be taken over by a large state. 
Therefore, 
One may either take over or be taken over by lying low. 
Therefore, 
The large state wishes only to annex and nurture others; 
The small state wants only to join with and serve others. 
Now, 
Since both get what they want, 
It is fitting for the large state to lie low. 
• 
[61c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A great country is like the low lands where all the streams unite. 
In all things under heaven the female overcomes the male by her stillness, 
and because she is still she lies below. 
Hence, 
if the great country will take the low place 
it will win over the little country. 
If the little country will take the low place 



it will win over the great country. 
Thus, 
the one gets below and prospers 
and the other remains below and prospers. 
All that the great country wants is more people. 
All that the little country wants is a place for its people to go and to be employed. 
If each is to get what it wants 
it is necessary for the great country to take the low place. 
• 
[61c22t] David H. Li 
A great nation is like a down-stream - the feminine to the world, the rendezvous of the world. 
The feminine frequently wins over the masculine with serenity. 
Serenity is obsequiousness. 
Thus, 
a great nation, obsequious to a small nation, gains the small nation; 
a small nation, obsequious to a great nation, gains the great nation. 
Thus, one is obsequious in order to gain. 
Or, one is obsequious because it needs to gain. 
A great nation is not to be too keen on conquering. 



A small nation is not to be too keen on acquiescing. 
Since each gains what each desires, it is better for the great nation to be obsequious. 
• 
[61c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
A great country is like a low-lying estuary, 
A place where the myriad streams of the world come together. 
She is also like a receptive female drawing in an eager male. 
The female always conquers the male through her stillness, 
Because she knows how to lie low through her stillness. 
Thus, 
a great country can win over a small country by lying low. 
A small country can also win over a great country by lying low. 
Therefore, one may either win over or be won over by taking the lower position. 
A great country only wants to embrace and nourish more people. 
A small country only wants to be embraced and serve her benefactor. 
Thus, both can achieve their ends by practicing humility. 
Therefore, especially a great country must practice humility. 
• 
[61c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 



Govern a large country as you would cook a small fish, gently. 
Let the Tao govern the world, and spirits will not roam freely. 
This does not mean that spirits will not have powers, 
But rather that their powers will not harm people. 
They will not harm people, 
Nor will the sage harm people. 
When neither he nor they harm anybody, 
The virtue belongs to both of them. 
When the Tao governs the world, the spirits are not known as spirits and the sage is not considered a 

sage, says Wang-Pi. 
• 
[61c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
A great country is like a low-lying estuary - 
It is a place where all the lesser streams mingle and merge. 
Everything comes together there ... 
And a woman wins her man: how does she do it? 
By using the power of her yin like an anchor, 
A still deep bowl into which it all flows. 
This is passiveness. 



So if a great country takes a low place 
It wins over the trust of a smaller state; 
And if a small country shows humility 
It wins the trust of a whole nation. 
And it's like this: 
those who want to win must yield, 
And those who are yielding should stay where they are. 
A great country needs to grow: 
A small one needs protection. 
That way, everyone gets what they want - 
when the greater learns to be below. 
• 
[61c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
A large state should play the role of female, 
Just like the lowest reaches of a river 
Where all the other streams meet. 
The female always conquers the male by motionlessness, 
Because the motionless female always takes the lower position. 
Hence the large state can annex the small one by taking the lower position (being modest); 



The small state can gain the trust of the large one by taking the lower position, 
The case being either the former or vice versa. 
The large state wants to put the small one under its protection, 
The small state wants to be shielded by the large one, 
Thus both can satisfy their wishes, 
But the large state should be more willing to take the lower position. 
• 
[61c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
When a large country is like water, 
which runs towards lower places, 
all the other countries will unite with it. 
In the unity of the world, the female always overcomes the male with stillness. 
The stillness is akin to the lower position - that is how a large country can be respected by a small 

country and conquer it. 
And if a small country takes the lower position and allows itself to be influenced by the large country, 

the small can conquer the large. 
That is why by being lower to take, or lower to be taken, 
a large country only tries to annex a small one and a small country only tries to protect its people. 
They both find what they want. 



Therefore it is fitting for a large country to be the lower one. 
• 
[61c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A big country should position itself low 
So as to be the world's mother ocean. 
The biggest producer is for ever still and peaceful, 
Dissolves all the commotions with her stillness, 
And keeps her lowness with her stillness, too. 
Therefore, if a big country can be humble toward a small one, 
It will win over the small country. 
If a small country can be humble toward a big one, 
It will win over the big country. 
Thus, countries either lower themselves to win over others 
Or lower themselves to be tolerated by others. 
A big country's purpose is to support all kinds of people. 
A small country's purpose is to gain support to serve people. 
To satisfy the two purposes, 
The big country should be more yielding in attitude. 
• 



[61c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Large And Small States 
Lao Tze says, 
Like water, a large state should keep a low profile as it goes down stream, in order that it becomes the 

pivot of the world. 
The female is the master of the world. 
The female always overcomes the male by being still. 
Stillness may be considered as a sort of abasement. 
Thus a large state, by abasing itself to smaller states, annexes the small states; 
while small states, by abasing themselves, affiliate themselves with larger states. 
In one case the abasement leads to gaining allies, in the other case it procures favors. 
The large state wishes only to increase population; 
small states wish only to be guarded. 
Each gets what it desires, but the large state must learn to abase itself first. 
• 
[61c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
A great state is the world's low-stream (to which all the river flows down), the world's field and the 

world's female. 
The female always conquers the male by quietude, which is employed as a means to lower oneself. 



Thus a great state lowers itself towards a small state before it takes over the small state. 
A small state lowers itself towards a great state before it takes over the great state. 
Therefore some lower themselves to take, while others lower themselves to gather. 
A great state wishes nothing more than to have and keep many people, and a small state wishes 

nothing more than to get more things to do. 
When the two both mean to obtain their wishes, the greater one should lower itself. 
• 
[61c31t] Paul J. Lin 
A large state is like the low land; 
It is the focus point of the world 
And the female of the world. 
The female always conquers the male by serenity. 
In serenity, she puts herself low. 
Therefore, the large state puts itself beneath the small state, 
And thereby absorbs the small state. 
The small state puts itself under the large state, 
And thereby joins with the large state. 
Therefore, one either puts himself beneath to absorb others, 
Or puts himself under to join with others. 



What the large state wants is no more than to feed the people. 
What the small state wants is no more than to join and serve the people. 
Both have their needs satisfied. 
Thus the large ought to stay low. 
• 
[61c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The great state is a low and easy, 
woman for the world, 
the one the whole world unites with. 
Femininity always overcomes Masculinity, by Stillness, 
in Stillness it takes the low place. 
Yes: 
A great state, 
by putting itself lower than the smaller state, 
will win out over the smaller state. 
A small state, 
by putting itself lower than the great state, 
will win out over the great state. 
Yes: 



One puts itself lower so it will win out, 
if the other gets lower, then it will win. 
(A great state has no further desire, 
than to embrace and protect other states. 
A small state has no further desire, 
than to enter and serve other states. 
So both get what they want.) 
The greatest should be the lowest. 
• 
[61c33t] Cheng Lin 
In order to govern a large State, one must practise humility. 
The father of an Empire should behave as though he were the mother. 
The female willing to occupy a subordinate position uses quietude to subjugate the male. 
Thus, 
when a large State is humble, it can win over the small States; 
when a small State is humble, it can win over the large States. 
In the case of the large States, humility makes them desirous of protecting all men, and no more. 
In the case of the small States, humility makes them desirous of serving all men, and no more. 
These obtain what they desire because they practise humility. 



• 
[61c34t] Yi Wu 
A big state puts itself in the low place: 
It is the focal point of the world 
And the female of the world. 
The female constantly wins over the male by her tranquility. 
Tranquility is regarded as the low place; 
Therefore, a big state, by lowering itself beneath a small state, 
Can have the small state. 
The small state, by lowering itself beneath a big state, 
Can be taken to the big state's heart. 
Therefore, one puts itself low to take, 
and the other puts itself low to be accepted. 
The big state wants only to embrace more people; 
The small state wants only to join and serve the big state; 
Thus, both have satisfied their needs. 
The big one is right to put itself in the low place. 
• 
[61c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



When a great nation takes a low profile, it becomes the hub of small nations. 
Dao is the world's mystic female. 
The mystic female triumphs over the male by her quietude. 
Her characteristics are quietude and humility. 
If the larger nation is humble, it will gain the trust of the smaller nations and absorb them. 
By being compliant, the smaller nations will gain protection from the larger nation. 
Both need to take a lowly position to gain control or to be protected. 
The large nation aims to embrace and expand. 
The smaller nation wishes to gain protection and to prosper. 
Although they both aim to achieve their respective objectives, the larger nation should still take the 

lower profile. 
• 
[61c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
A great country is like the lower regions of a river: a place where all the streams of the world unite. 
She is the mother of the world. 
The peaceful and feminine always overpowers the masculine. 
Being peaceable, one takes the lower position. 
Hence, if a great country can lower itself to greet a small country, 
it will win the friendship and trust of the small country. 



If a small country can lower itself to greet a great country, 
it will win the friendship and support of the great country. 
One wins by taking the lower position, 
while the other wins by remaining low. 
Thus, if each is to find its proper place, 
the one that is great must place itself low and offer help. 
• 
[61c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
A greater nation must be humble and like a reservoir 
Where all the waters join together. 
It is the passivity of the universe. 
Passivity always prevails over activity through quiescence. 
Quiescence is humble before activity. 
When a greater nation is humble before a lesser nation, 
It prevails over the lesser nation. 
When a lesser nation is humble before a greater nation, 
It prevails over the greater nation. 
Thus, by being humble one prevails over others. 
Or, by being originally in a lower position, 



One prevails over others. 
A greater nation simply likes to bring people together 
And to nurture them. 
A lesser nation simply likes to participate 
And work together with others. 
In this way, both have what they like, 
But the greater nation must be humble. 
• 
[61c38t] Henry Wei 
Virtue of Humility 
Ch'ien Teh 
A great country should assume a low position. 
Being the hub of the world, 
It should play the part of the Female. 
The Female always employs quiescence 
To subdue the Male, and takes a low position. 
Therefore, a big country, stooping low, 
Will win over a small country; 
And a small country, staying low, 



Will win over a big country. 
Therefore, some stoop low to conquer, 
And some stay low to conquer. 
What a big country wants is merely 
To absorb and support more people; 
What a small country wants is merely 
To enter a big country to offer services. 
For each of the two to get what it wants, 
The big country, therefore, should be lowly. 
• 
[61c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The large state is the lower reaches of a river, 
The place where all under Heaven meets - 
The female of all under Heaven. 
The female always overcomes the male by stillness. 
With stillness she plays the lower part. 
Therefore, when the large state plays the lower part toward the small state, 
It takes the small state. 
When the small state plays the lower part toward the large state, 



It takes the large state. 
Therefore some take by playing the lower part; 
Some are taken by playing the lower part. 
The large state merely wants to unite with the other and nurture it; 
The small state merely wants to join and serve the other. 
Each gets what it wants. 
It is right that the large state should play the lower part. 
• 
[61c40t] Tao Huang 
A great nation flows downwardly, it is the mother of the world and the integration of the world. 
The mother is always tranquil and overcomes the male by her tranquility, so she benefits the world. 
A great nation relies on a low position to take over a small nation. 
A small nation, being in a low position, is taken over by a great nation. 
So being lower allows taking over or being taken over. 
Being a great nation only desires to unify the people. 
Being a small nation only seeks people's business. 
They both get what they want, but the greater is being lower. 
• 
[61c41t] Tang Zi-chang 



To conduct a policy of a large country should be like a valley staying in the lower ground. 
To conduct international affairs the best policy, is to be humble and non-aggressive (inactive). 
Everyplace under the sun, all females outsmart the males by inaction. 
Be inactive and be humble. 
Therefore, the large country which is humble before the small country will lead the small country. 
The small country which is humble before the large country will please the large country. 
Thus sometimes a country unites the world by being humble and sometimes a country becomes 

humble in order to unite the world. 
What a great country wants is no more than to lead more people. 
What the small country wants is no more than to serve others. 
To let both of them get what they want is simply to insure that the large country be humble. 
• 
[61c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
A big country may be compared to the lower part of a river. 
It is the converging point of the world; 
It is the female of the world. 
The female always overcomes the male by tranquility, 
And by tranquility she is underneath. 
A big state can take over a small state if it places itself below the small state; 



And the small state can take over a big state if it places itself below the big state. 
Thus some, by placing themselves below, take over (others), 
And some, by being (naturally) low, take over (other states). 
After all, what a big state wants is but to annex and herd others, 
And what a small state wants is merely to join and serve others. 
Since both big and small states get what they want, 
The big state should place itself low. 
• 
[61c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Великая держава образует нижнее течение реки. 
Это скрепа Поднебесной, ее самка. 
Самке неизменно в состоянии покоя удается побеждать самца. 
Покой ей позволяет быть внизу. 
Когда великая держава ставит себя ниже небольшого государства, то она его берет; 
когда небольшое государство принижается перед великою державой, то оно ее берет. 
Так берут тем, что ставят себя ниже, либо находятся внизу. 
Не пожелай великая держава, когда что-либо захватывает, большего, чем взращивать 

людей, 
а небольшое государство - большего, чем вступить в то, где служат людям, 



то оба обрели бы исполнение своих желаний. 
Великому пристало быть внизу. 
• 
[61c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Великое государство подобно низовью реки, где сходятся [воды] Поднебесной, и самке 

Поднебесной. 
Самка всегда одолевает самца своим покоем. 
Пребывая в покое, она занимает нижнюю позицию. 
Поэтому великое государство, занимая нижнюю позицию, завоёвывает доверие малого 

государства. 
Малое государство, занимая нижнюю позицию, оказывает доверие великому государству. 
Поэтому то, что занимает нижнюю позицию, либо завоёвывает доверие, либо оказывает 

его. 
Всё, к чему стремится большое государство, - лишь принимать людей под своё крыло. 
Всё, к чему стремится малое государство, - это вникать в людские дела. 
Если оба хотят достичь желаемого, большее должно занять нижнюю позицию. 
• 
[61c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Великое государство стремится в низину подобно потоку воды. 



Оно - средоточие всей Поднебесной, оно самка Поднебесной. 
Самка постоянно посредством покоя самца побеждает, покой ее вниз опускает. 
Поэтому великое государство опускается под малые царства и так берет эти малые 

царства. 
Если же малое царство опустится под великое государство, то оно возьмет великое 

государство. 
Поэтому одни опускаются вниз, чтобы взять, а другие опускаются вниз, чтобы их взяли. 
Великое государство не должно желать ничего сверх возможности равно пестовать свой 

народ. 
Малое царство не должно желать ничего сверх возможности равным образом служить 

своим людям. 
Поэтому и то и другое получают желаемое, когда великое соглашается опуститься под 

малое. 
• 
[61c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Великое царство - это низовье реки, 
это связь Поднебесной, это Самка Поднебесной. 
Самка всегда спокойствием побеждает самца, тихо ложась внизу. 
Поэтому если великое царство ляжет под малое царство, 



то овладеет малым царством. 
Если малое царство ляжет под великое царство, 
то овладеет великим царством. 
Поэтому одно стремится лечь внизу, чтобы овладеть, другое лежит внизу и овладевает. 
Великое царство желает лишь принять заботу о людях, 
малое царство желает лишь впустить людей для дела. 
Из них каждое получает то, что желает. 
Великому полагается быть внизу. 
• 
[61c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Великое царство - это низовье реки, узел Поднебесной, самка Поднебесной. 
Самка всегда невозмутимостью одолевает самца, а по своей невозмутимости [она] стоит 

ниже [самца]. 
Поэтому великое царство располагает к себе маленькое тем, что ставит себя ниже 

последнего, а маленькое царство завоевывает симпатию великого царства тем, что стоит 
ниже последнего. 

Поэтому располагают к себе либо тем, что ставят себя ниже, либо тем, что сами по себе 
ниже. 

Пусть великое царство будет желать не больше того, чтобы все одинаково были 



накормлены, а малое царство пусть будет желать не больше того, чтобы служить людям. 
Тогда оба получат то, чего они желают. 
Великому полагается быть внизу. 
• 
[61c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Великая страна похожа на устье реки. 
Совокупление вселенной есть начало всего мира. 
Самка всегда побеждает самца потому, что она тиха и спокойно стоит ниже самца. 
Когда большая страна стоит ниже маленькой, то первая завладеет последней. 
Когда маленькая страна стоит ниже большой, то первая завладеет последней. 
Отсюда видно, что стоящая ниже других страна будет владычествовать над всеми 

другими. 
Что такое большая страна и маленькая? 
Большая страна - вместилище многих народов, а маленькая - вместилище немногих. 
Если правитель страны будет стоять ниже других, то он осуществит свой добрый 

замысел. 
Отсюда ясно, что желающий быть великим должен быть ниже всех. 
• 
[61c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Большое царство - как низина, куда стекаются воды: 
Средоточие мира, Сокровенная Родительница мира. 
Самка всегда одолеет самца покоем, и, покоясь, пребывает внизу. 
Посему большое царство возьмет малое, если будет ниже его, 
Малое царство будет взято большим, ибо находится ниже его. 
Вот так, себя ставя ниже, забирают других 
И, стоя ниже, дают другим взять себя. 
Большое царство хочет только объединить и пестовать других, 
Малое царство хочет только примкнуть к другим и им послужить. 
Чтобы те и другие смогли получить то, что хотят, 
Большому царству подобает быть внизу. 
• 
[61c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Большое государство - это нисходящий поток, фокус нисхождения Небес, 
женский принцип нисхождения Небес. 
Постоянство женского в том, что покой побеждает мужское. 
Покой осуществляет нисхождение. 
Причинность: 
Большое государство способно нисходить к маленькому государству, и тогда берет 



маленькое государство. 
Маленькое государство способно нисходить к большому государству, и тогда берет 

большое государство. 
Причинность: 
Или, нисходя, способен взять; или нисходишь и берешь. 
Большое государство стремится только присоединить и накопить людей. 
Маленькое государство стремится только подключиться к делам других людей. 
Вот пара, в которой каждый обретает то, к чему стремится. 
Большое - это необходимость осуществлять нисхождение. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Two 
 

[62c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way is that toward which all things flow. 
It is the treasure of the good man, 
And that which protects the bad. 
Beautiful words can be bought and sold; 
Honored deeds can be presented to others as gifts; 
[Even with] things that people regard as no good - will they be rejected? 
Therefore, when the Son of Heaven is being enthroned or the Three Ministers installed, 
Though you might salute them with disks of jade preceded by teams of four horses, 
That's not so good as sitting still and offering this. 
The reason why the ancients valued this - what was it? 
Did they not say, "Those who seek, with this will attain, and those who commit offenses, with this will 

escape"?! 
Therefore, it's the most valued thing in the world. 
• 
[62c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE Tao is the hidden Reservoir of all things. 



A treasure to the honest, it is a safeguard to the erring. 
A good word will find its own market. 
A good deed may be used as a gift to another. 
That a man is straying from the right path 
Is no reason that he should be cast away. 
Hence, at the Enthronement of an Emperor, 
Or at the Installation of the Three Ministers, 
Let others offer their discs of jade, following it up with teams of horses; 
It is better for you to offer the Tao without moving your feet! 
Why did the ancients prize the Tao? 
Is it not because by virtue of it he who seeks finds, 
And the guilty are forgiven? 
That is why it is such a treasure to the world. 
• 
[62c03t] D. C. Lau 
The way is the refuge for the myriad creatures. 
It is that by which the good man protects, 
And that by which the bad is protected. 
Beautiful words when offered will win high rank in return; 



Beautiful deeds can raise a man above others. 
Even if a man is not good, why should he be abandoned? 
Hence when the emperor is set up and the three ducal ministers are appointed, he who makes a 

present of the way without stirring from his seat is preferable to one who offers presents of jade disks 
followed by a team of four horses. 

Why was this way valued of old? 
Was it not said that by means of it one got what one wanted and escaped the consequences when one 

transgressed? 
Therefore it is valued by the empire. 
• 
[62c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao is a refuge for All Things, 
The treasure of the good, 
The protector of the not good. 
Honor can be bought with fine words; 
Others can be joined with fine conduct. 
So if some are not good, 
Why waste them? 
In this way the Emperor is established; 



The three officials are installed. 
And although the large jade disc 
Is preceded by a team of horses, This is not as good as sitting, 
Advancing in the Tao. 
Why did those of old treasure the Tao? 
Did they not say: 
Seek it and it is attained; 
Possess faults and they are released? 
Thus it is the treasure of the world. 
• 
[62c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Tao, as the abyss where all the things are hidden, is effective and precious to good men, and also must 

be preserved by bad men. 
Eloquent words can purchase honour from others, 
And admirable deeds can put one above others, 
How can it be abandoned by men, even in their evil deeds? 
Therefore, when the Son of Heaven mounts the throne and the principal ministers come to their 

places, 
It is better to offer Tao as a present (without any ceremonies), 



Though there is the round jadeware, followed by the four-horse chariot. 
Why is Tao so much valued from the old days on? 
Can it not be said that (with it) one can get what he seeks for and be forgiven his sin? 
Thus it is valued by all under Heaven. 
• 
[62c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Tao is the source of the ten thousand things. 
It is the treasure of the good man, and the refuge of the bad. 
Sweet words can buy honor; 
Good deeds can gain respect. 
If a man is bad, do not abandon him. 
Therefore on the day the emperor is crowned, 
Or the three officers of state installed, 
Do not send a gift of jade and a team of four horses, 
But remain still and offer the Tao. 
Why does everyone like the Tao so much at first? 
Isn't it because you find what you seek and are forgiven when you sin? 
Therefore this is the greatest treasure of the universe. 
• 



[62c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The Dao is the deepest learning for all living things, 
It is the good man's treasure 
and the bad man's refuge. 
Fine words attract respect; 
Fine deeds make people look gallant. 
(Because of such fine consequences that are expected) 
even men who are bad 
may not be stingy with fine words and good deeds! 
On the occasion of the enthronement of the Emperor 
or at the installation of three ministers of the state, therefore, 
It is far better to follow the Dao (which certainly will bring good fortune) than to have a jade disc 

displayed, leading a chariot of four horses. 
In the ancient times those people who value the Dao 
do not do so for the consequences, 
or in order to achieve atonement for their sins. 
For this reason they are truly honored by all under heaven. 
• 
[62c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



The DAO is the protector of everything. 
Kind people treat it like a treasure; 
Unkind people also seek its protection. 
The DAO makes people say nice words, and thus, they are respected. 
The DAO makes people do good deeds, and thus, they are greater. 
Even for the unkind people, have you ever seen the DAO neglect them? 
Therefore, being an emperor or a minister, receiving jade gifts, or being equipped with fast carriers are 

not as precious as having the DAO. 
Why did the ancient people value the DAO? 
Did they not say that it is for gaining things and redeeming sins? 
So the DAO is the most valuable thing in the world. 
• 
[62c09t] Walter Gorn Old, PRACTICAL TAO 
Tao is the secret guardian of all things. 
It enriches the good man and forefends the evildoer. 
Its counsel is always in season; its benevolence is always in demand. 
Even those who are not good it does not forsake. 
Therefore, when the Emperor takes his throne and appoints his nobles, he who comes before him 

bearing the insignia of a prince and escorted by a mounted retinue is not to be compared with one who 



humbly presents this Tao. 
For why did the ancients hold it in such esteem? 
Was it not because it could be had without much seeking, and because by means of it man might 

escape from sin? 
For this it was esteemed the greatest thing in the world! 
• 
[62c10t] James Legge 
Tao has of all things the most honoured place. 
No treasures give good men so rich a grace; 
Bad men it guards, and doth their ill efface. 
(Its) admirable words can purchase honour; 
(its) admirable deeds can raise their performer above others. 
Even men who are not good are not abandoned by it. 
Therefore when the sovereign occupies his place as the Son of Heaven, and he has appointed his three 

ducal ministers, though (a prince) were to send in a round symbol-of-rank large enough to fill both the 
hands, and that as the precursor of the team of horses (in the court-yard), such an offering would not be 
equal to (a lesson of) this Tao, which one might present on his knees. 

Why was it that the ancients prized this Tao so much? 
Was it not because it could be got by seeking for it, and the guilty could escape (from the stain of their 



guilt) by it? 
This is the reason why all under heaven consider it the most valuable thing. 
• 
[62c11t] David Hinton 
Way is the mystery of these ten thousand things. 
It's a good person's treasure 
and an evil person's refuge. 
Its beautiful words are bought and sold 
and its noble deeds are gifts enriching people. 
It never abandons even the evil among us. 
When the Son of Heaven is enthroned and the three dukes installed, parades with jade discs and 

stately horses can't compare to sitting still in Way's company. 
Isn't it said that 
the ancients exalted this Way because 
in it whatever we seek we find, 
and whatever seeks us we escape? 
No wonder it's exalted throughout all beneath heaven. 
• 
[62c12t] Chichung Huang 



The Tao is where 
The ten thousand things flow; 
The good man's treasure, 
That by which the evil man is preserved. 
Good words can win one honor; 
Good deeds can command esteem from others. 
The evil among men - 
Why should they be abandoned? 
Therefore, in enthroning the Son of Heaven, 
Or installing the Three Counselors, 
Though one has a jade-disk 
That fills one's arms, 
Preceding a team of four horses, 
It is better to prostrate oneself 
And present this. 
Why did the ancients treasure this Tao so? 
Is it not said: 
"What one seeks will thereby be obtained; 
What one is guilty of will thereby be pardoned?" 



Therefore it was treasured by all under heaven. 
• 
[62c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
To all beings Tao is the hidden secret (ao): 
To the good persons it is their treasure (pao), 
To the not good it is that by which they are preserved (pao). 
Beautiful speech can go to the market. 
Respectable conduct can be bestowed on others. 
Those who are not good, 
Why discard them? 
Therefore on crowning the Son of Heaven, 
On appointing the Three Ducal Ministers (kung), 
Although there are tributes of jade, 
Preceding teams of four horses, 
It is better to kneel (tso) and present this Tao. 
Why did the ancients honor this Tao? 
One does not say that they did it for the purpose of gain, 
Rather they wish to be free from offenses (tsui). 
Therefore they were the honored under heaven. 



• 
[62c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Tao provides the profound maxim for myriad things and creatures; 
It provides security for all the good people; 
Even people of no good [morality] must seek security through it. 
Beautiful and appealing talks could buy appreciation; 
Actions of celebrities could carry their weight around; 
If people are not good [at discernment that they are deceived in the manner described above], would 

this be the reason [for me] to abandon them? 
Accordingly [by reconciling the above two, I conclude as follows]: 
Neither the honor of becoming an emperor, or being appointed as one of the Three Grand Dukes, 
Nor [the prominence of] marching down the public street, surrounded by servants carrying jade cups 

and riding in carriages drawn by four horses, 
Can match the fulfillment of the pursuit and advancement of this (Tao). 
Why has [Tao] had being been valued ever since very ancient times? 
Didn't someone say that [the apprehension of Tao] enabled us to achieve what we had prayed for? 
And [practicing Tao] would purge us of our sins? 
For all of the above reasons, [Tao] is extremely valuable for this world. 
• 



[62c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The Way is the shelter of all things, the treasure of the good, and the refuge of the bad. 
A beautiful word may bring admiration. 
A precious deed may bring a high rank. 
That a man is not good is not a reason that he should be cast away. 
Hence, at the enthronement of an emperor, or at the appointment of the three ministers, the offering 

of jade and four-horsed carriages is not as good as the kneeling presentation of the Way. 
Why did the ancients prize the Way? 
Is it not because they said that "by virtue of it he who seeks finds, and the guilty are forgiven"? 
That is why it is such a treasure to the world. 
• 
[62c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao is the law of the universe. 
For able people Tao is a treasure. 
For less able people, Tao is a guardian. 
Good words can win reverence. 
Good behavior can win admiration. 
For people who are inept, should they be abandoned? 
Therefore for the emperor who is enthroned and the three senior administrators who are appointed, 



there may be priceless jades and fast carriages, none is as good as adopting Tao. 
Why Tao is so treasured by generations? 
Is it not because it helps us reach our goals and avoid mistakes? 
Therefore it is treasured by the whole world. 
• 
[62c17t] Arthur Waley 
Tao in the Universe is like the south-west corner in the house. 
It is the treasure of the good man, 
The support of the bad. 
There is a traffic in speakers of fine words; 
Persons of grave demeanour are accepted as gifts; 
Even the bad let slip no opportunity to acquire them. 
Therefore on the day of an Emperor's enthronement 
Or at the installation of the three officers of State 
Rather than send a team of four horses, preceded by a disc of jade, 
Better were it, as can be done without moving from one's seat, to send this Tao. 
For what did the ancients say of this Tao, how did they prize it? 
Did they not say of those that have it 'Pursuing, they shall catch; pursued, they shall escape?' 
They thought it, indeed, most precious of all things under heaven. 



• 
[62c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Dao is the shelter of the myriad things. 
It is the treasure of the good man 
And the protector of the man who is not good. 
Fine words can be used to market it, and noble behavior can be used to influence others by it. 
As for men who are not good, how could they ever be discarded? 
Thus the son of Heaven is established, and the three dukes are installed. 
Although one could promote it by providing them with disks of jade to hold and teams of four horses 

to lead, this falls short of promoting this Dao by just letting them sit quietly. 
How did the ancients show their esteem for the Dao? 
Did they not say: 
"When beseeching it, one obtains, and, when in violation of it, one is forgiven"? 
Thus it was that it was esteemed by all under Heaven. 
• 
[62c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE GOOD MAN'S TREASURE 
Tao is the mysterious secret of the universe, 
The good man's treasure, 



And the bad man's refuge. 
Beautiful sayings can be sold at the market, 
Noble conduct can be presented as a gift. 
Though there be bad people, 
Why reject them? 
Therefore on the crowning of an emperor, 
On the appointment of the Three Ministers, 
Rather than send tributes of jade and teams of four horses, 
Send in the tribute of Tao. 
Wherein did the ancients prize this Tao? 
Did they not say, "to search for the guilty ones and pardon them"? 
Therefore is (Tao) the treasure of the world. 
• 
[62c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way is the cistern of the myriad creatures; 
It is the treasure of the good man, 
And that which is treasured by the bad man. 
Beautiful words can be traded, 
Noble deeds can be used as gifts for others. 



Why should we reject even what is bad about men? 
Therefore, 
When the son of heaven is enthroned or the three ministers are installed, 
Although they may have large jade disks 
And be preceded by teams of four horses, 
It would be better for them to sit down and make progress in this. 
What was the reason for the ancients to value this so highly? 
Did they not say: 
"Seek and thou shalt receive; 
Sin and thou shalt be forgiven"? 
Therefore, 
It is valued by all under heaven. 
• 
[62c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The Tao is to the ten thousand things what the shrine is in the home. 
It is the treasure of the virtuous 
and the protection of the wrongdoer. 
Good words are appreciated. 
Good deeds are accepted as gifts. 



Even the wrongdoers are not abandoned. 
Hence, 
on the day an Emperor is installed 
and appoints the three ducal ministers, 
remain where you are and make an offering of the Tao. 
It will be preferable to a gift of jade discs followed by a team of four horses. 
Why did the ancients value the Tao? 
Was it not because through it 
you can find what you seek, 
and because of it 
you can escape what is hounding you? 
Therefore, it is the most valuable thing under heaven. 
• 
[62c22t] David H. Li 
Direction, 
to myriad matters, is an enclosure; 
to people who are good, it is a treasure; 
to people who are not good, it can reassure. 
Good words gain people's respect; 



good deeds gain people's admiration. 
Why abandon people who are not good? 
Thus, when a King is enthroned, three senior positions are filled. 
Though there are precious jades and speedy stallions, the best present is Direction. 
Why, through the ages, is Direction so valued? 
Is it not because whoever seeks it gets it, and whoever is guilty, with it, receives amnesty? 
That is why it is so valued by the world. 
• 
[62c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Tao is the Innermost of all life, 
The treasure of the virtuous who is centered therein, 
And the refuge of the non-virtuous who has gone astray. 
Beautiful words arising from the Tao will find an appreciative audience, 
Noble deeds arising from the Tao will make great contributions to people, 
And even if a person may have gone astray, 
the Tao will not abandon him. 
Therefore, on the day a new emperor is crowned or new ministers installed, 
Rather than rushing to offer them discs of jade or teams of horses, 
Simply be still and show them the Tao. 



Why did the ancients esteem the Tao so highly? 
Did they not say that with the Tao, 
Those who seek find what they seek 
and those who go astray are forgiven? 
This is why the Tao is esteemed as the greatest treasure of the world. 
• 
[62c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
A great country is like the drainage basin of the entire world, 
Into which all the rivers flow, 
It is the field of the entire world, 
It is the femininity of the entire world. 
Femininity always overcomes masculinity with its calmness of spirit, 
Which it uses as a means to lower itself. 
Thus the great country lowers itself before the small country, 
Before it conquers the small country. 
A small country lowers itself before a great country, 
Before it conquers the great country. 
Therefore some lower themselves to take, 
And others lower themselves to gather. 



The only wish of a great country is to hold on to and keep its endless subjects, 
And the only wish of a small country is to engage in many occupations and tasks. 
When they both wish to realize their aspirations, 
Both of them together, 
The greater of them must lower itself. 
• 
[62c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao is the source of 'the ten thousand things', 
It is the sage's priceless pearl, 
And it redeems everything. 
You know, people like to use nice words to impress you. 
People act nicely to gain your respect - 
but even if a person is bad, 
neither the sage nor the Tao will desert him. 
They accept him. 
And when the Emperor is crowned and the three ministers appointed, 
it's better to stay where you are and be with the Tao than to hurry off with gifts of jade and a team of 

four horses. 
The old ones 'knew this gesture', 



and by ruling this way they were never guilty of transgressions or errors. 
Nothing under Heaven matters more than this kind of knowing. 
• 
[62c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The Tao is the innermost recess of all things; 
It is what the good man cherishes 
As well as what the bad man wants to keep. 
With the Tao, beautiful words can buy respect; 
Beautiful deeds can be highly regarded. 
How can the bad man desert the Tao? 
Hence when the emperor ascends the throne and appoints three ducal ministers, 
It would be better to present to the emperor the Tao than jade disks followed by a team of four horses. 
Why did ancients value the Tao so much? 
Was it not said that by making use of the Tao 
One could get what one desired 
Or avoid punishment when committing an offense? 
That is why it is valued so mush in the world. 
• 
[62c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



The Tao is the mystery of the myriad creatures. 
It is the treasure of good men. 
It is the protection of bad men. 
Beautiful words of Tao can reach a high rank. 
Respectful deeds of Tao can raise a man above others. 
Even if a man is not good, why should he be abandoned? 
That is why when the emperor takes office and the three ducal ministers are appointed, although gifts 

such as the ceremonial jade and the carriage and horses are usually given, it is better to offer the Tao. 
And the Tao has been valued since ancient times, 
so why shouldn't the emperor seek for it every day? 
If he can follow this Tao, all sins will be absolved. 
That is why the most valuable thing under Heaven is Tao. 
• 
[62c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The Way is the pacifier appreciated by all. 
It is the treasure of the wise and the shelter for the unwise. 
Eloquent words can win respect. 
Kind deeds can win praises. 
Since the unwise are not affected, 



Why should they be given up as hopeless? 
Therefore, 
It is better to sit down and present the Way 
Than to present a king and officials to the world 
And to give them a precious jade 
And a carriage and four horses at the ceremony. 
Didn't the ancient wise ones rightly appreciate the Way 
Because it can both satisfy our needs 
And forgive us for our sins and folly? 
That is why the Way is the most respected. 
• 
[62c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Most Valuable Thing 
Lao Tze says, 
The Tao is the refuge for all existence, a treasure to men of correctitude, and a guard of less capable 

men. 
Its admirable words can purchase honor; 
its noble deeds can raise a man above others. 
The less capable man should not be rejected. 



That's why there is the king being selected as the Son of Heaven, and three premier ministers are 
arranged on their positions. 

Although riding chariots pulled by four horses and studded with precious stones is a great honor, 
it is even more honorable to ride on a chariot which is made of the Tao. 
Why was it that the ancients prized this Tao so much? 
Was it not because it could be found by seeking, and the guilty could be pardoned by it? 
This is the reason why the whole world considered it the most valuable thing. 
• 
[62c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Tao is the source of all things, the treasure of good men, and the sustainer of bad men. 
Therefore at the enthronement of an emperor and the appointment of the three ministers, better still 

than those, who present jewels followed by horses, is the one who sitting presents (propounds) this Tao. 
Why did the ancients prize this Tao? 
Was it not because it could be attained by seeking and thus sinners could be freed? 
For this reason it has become the most valuable thing in the world. 
Good words will procure one honour; good deeds will get one credit. 
• 
[62c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Tao is the refuge of all things: 



The treasure of the good man and the shield of the bad man. 
Beautiful words can be for sale. 
Good deeds can become gifts to others. 
If a man is bad, can he be forsaken? 
Therefore when the king is crowned and the three dukes are installed, 
Though large, priceless jade preceding a team of four horses can be offered, 
It is not as good as sitting down and offering this Tao. 
Why did the ancients treasure this Tao? 
Wasn't it said: 
"With this Tao, the seeker will obtain, and the guilty will be spared"? 
Therefore it is valued by the world! 
• 
[62c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Tao is the honored center for the thousands of things. 
The treasure of the good; 
what protects the not good. 
Elegant words can buy and sell; 
fine conduct gets people promoted. 
People who are not good, 



why are they rejected? 
Yes: 
When they are enthroning the Son of Heaven or installing the Three Ministers - 
although they are presenting in tribute jade medallions out in front of four-horse teams, 
this cannot compare to sitting and setting forth this Tao. 
What was the reason that the ancients treasured this Tao? 
Is it not said: 
"By it the seeker obtains; 
by it the guilty escapes." 
Yes: 
It is the Treasure of the World. 
• 
[62c33t] Cheng Lin 
Truth is the abode of the whole of creation. 
It is treasured by good men, and it should also be treasured by bad men. 
Good words enable one to obtain honour, and good conduct enables one to receive respect. 
When a man is bad, why should we spurn him? 
Wherefore, it is better to advance toward Truth than to be an Emperor, or a Grand Minister, or a 

royal messenger wearing precious jades and riding in fine carriages. 



Why did the ancients esteem Truth? 
Was it not for the reason that by following Truth men could obtain what was desirable and avoid 

what was undesirable? 
Because of Truth they could rule the whole Empire. 
• 
[62c34t] Yi Wu 
The Way is the refuge of all beings. 
It is the good man's treasure 
And the safeguard of the man who is not good. 
Fine words can buy, 
Respectable conduct can win people over. 
If a man is not good, 
How could he abandon the Way? 
Therefore, if one is crowned king, 
Installed by three dukes, 
Although with hands full of jade, 
Preceded by a four-horse team, 
It is not as good as sitting here, advancing the Way. 
Why, since ancient times, has the Way been thus valued? 



Is it not because the one can get what he seeks 
And the other can get rid of his sins? 
Therefore, the Way is valued by the world. 
• 
[62c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Dao is the safe haven for all beings. 
The good people value it. 
The bad people receive protection from it. 
Words consistent with Dao will place you in a coveted position. 
Deeds consistent with Dao will make you stand out from the crowd. 
Even if people are bad, Dao will not reject them. 
There are important events as such coronation and swearing in of ministers. 
In these pompous ceremonies, officials carrying precious jade lead the procession followed by four 

thoroughbreds. 
This largess becomes insignificant when compared to simply presenting Dao as a gift. 
Why has Dao always been valued since antiquity? 
It is as the saying goes: 
"If you seek it, you will get it; if you make an error, you will be forgiven." 
Hence, Dao is valued by all. 



• 
[62c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle essence of the universe supports all things. 
It is a treasure to virtuous people, 
yet it is a refuge for unvirtuous people too. 
Good words will find their market. 
Good deeds may be presented as a gift to another. 
Though a person has strayed from the right path, 
the all-encompassing subtle essence of the universe will never abandon him. 
Hence, at the enthronement of an emperor, 
or the appointment of the three highest ministers of the empire, 
rather than present them with discs of jade and teams of fine horses, 
show them the priceless subtle Way of the universe. 
Why did the ancients esteem the subtle Way of the universe? 
Didn't they say that a seeker will find nothing, 
but that he can be free from all transgression? 
That is why it is such a treasure to the world. 
• 
[62c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



Tao is concealed in the depths of all things. 
The worthy value it. 
The unworthy are protected by it. 
Good words may be traded for honor. 
Good works may impress men. 
Even if a man is unworthy, Tao will never exclude him. 
Although in a great nation an emperor is established, 
Ministers are appointed, and 
Jade and horses are all decorated, 
None of these is a better offer to the nation than Tao. 
Tao has been highly esteemed since the remote past. 
Why? 
Because not searching for it, one obtains it. 
Even if one has faults, one is free from them. 
Thus, the Tao is the most highly esteemed thing in the universe. 
• 
[62c38t] Henry Wei 
Practicing Tao 
Wei Tao 



Tao is a mystery within all things. 
It is a treasure to the good men; 
To the bad men it gives protection. 
Fine words may be shown at the market place; 
Noble deeds may serve as gifts to people. 
Some people may not be good, 
But why should any of them be discarded? 
Therefore, when an emperor is enthroned, 
Or when the three chief ministers are installed, 
Though they may have fine pieces of jade 
Respectfully presented before the team of horses, 
There is nevertheless nothing better for them 
Than to sit (in meditation) and advance in Tao. 
For what reason did the ancients prize this Tao? 
Did they not say: 
"With Tao one finds what one seeks, 
And can get pardoned for one's offenses"? 
Hence Tao is highly prized by the world. 
• 



[62c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Tao 
Is the sanctuary of the ten thousand things, 
The good man's treasure, 
The bad man's refuge. 
Beautiful words can buy honor, 
Beautiful deeds can benefit people. 
Though a man may be bad, 
How can he be abandoned? 
Therefore, on occasion of crowning the Son of Heaven 
Or installing the three ministers of state, 
Rather than present a large disc of jade, accompanied by a team of four horses, 
Better remain in your seat and offer a tribute of this Tao. 
Why did the ancients honor this Tao? 
Did they not say: 
"You get thereby what you seek; 
You escape thereby when you have sinned." 
Therefore they regarded it as the most precious of all things under Heaven. 
• 



[62c40t] Tao Huang 
Tao is the conductor of all things. 
The treasure of the good. 
The protector of the bad. 
Beautiful words can advertise well. 
Noble conduct brings praise to people. 
As for those who conduct the bad, why reject them for it? 
Therefore, after the crowning of the emperor comes the appointing of three administrations. 
Being presented with jade in front of the team of four horses is not better than sitting and entering 

thus. 
The reason why this is valued of old is, 
It allows having without asking, and it allows forgiveness of wrong. 
Thus, it is most valuable to the world. 
• 
[62c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Dao is the wonder of All Things. 
Perfection is what people like. 
Imperfection is what people dislike. 
Beautiful words may be used for markets. 



Beautiful deeds may be used for pride. 
If a person is imperfect why should he be ignored? 
Hence, the "Son of Heaven" was installed and the three dukes (Ministers) were appointed, 
Even though one has abundant jade and wealth to establish war horses and chariots, it is not as good 

as to consolidate and advance Dao. 
For what reasons did the ancients bless this Dao? 
Is it not said that: 
"Whatever is prayed for is obtained. 
Whoever has sin is forgiven."? 
Thus Dao becomes the blessing of the world. 
• 
[62c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Tao is the storehouse of all things. 
It is the good man's treasure and the bad man's refuge. 
Fine words can buy honor, 
And fine deeds can gain respect from others. 
Even if a man is bad, when has (Tao) rejected him? 
Therefore on the occasion of crowning an emperor or installing the three ministers, 
Rather than present large pieces of jade preceded by teams of four horses, 



It is better to kneel and offer this Tao. 
Why did the ancients highly value this Tao? 
Did they not say, "Those who seek shall have it and those who sin shall be freed"? 
For this reason it is valued by the world. 
• 
[62c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Дао - это святыня десяти тысяч вещей, сокровище для людей добрых и то, что берегут 

недобрые. 
Прекрасные слова могут найти непревзойденный спрос, 
почтенному поступку могут все последовать. 
Зачем отбрасывать людскую скверну? 
Ведь именно для этого поставлены Сын Неба и три его советника. 
Хотя они и выезжают на четверке лошадей с большой регалией из яшмы впереди, им лучше 

было бы сидя продвигаться в Дао. 
Почему же в древности ценили это Дао? 
Не потому ли, что, благодаря ему, успешно обретали то, к чему стремились, 
и избегали наказания, когда были виноваты? 
Поэтому нет ничего его ценнее в Поднебесной. 
• 



[62c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Дао - величайшее хранилище мириад существ. 
Это то, что является сокровищем добрых людей и защитой для тех, в ком нет добра. 
Прекрасные слова высоко ценятся при продаже. 
Прекрасные поступки могут вызвать людское уважение. 
Даже если в человеке нет добра, зачем же отвергать его? 
Поэтому взошедший на трон правитель и три властвующих князя, хотя и имеют 

драгоценные кольца и сопровождаются четвёркой лошадей, не сравнятся с теми, кто, не 
сходя с места, снискал дары Дао. 

Почему древние ценили Дао? 
Разве не говорилось: "Устремись, дабы достичь его, и даже если ты имел пороки - избегнешь 

зла". 
За это оно и ценится в Поднебесной. 
• 
[62c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Дао-Путь - глубинная тайна природы всего сущего. 
Он есть сокровище добрых; он есть то, что хранят недобрые. 
Хорошие речи могут прославить человека в городах и весях, достойное поведение может 

увеличить уважение людей к нему. 



Но даже недоброго человека можно ль отбросить? 
Поэтому, когда Сын Неба вступает на престол и трем великим князьям-советникам 

даруется их сан, то впереди процессии несут диск яшмы, за коим следует четверка лошадей. 
Но эта церемония все же хуже поведения человека, который лишь сидит, чтобы к Пути 

Великому приблизиться. 
За что же древние ценили так сей Дао-Путь? 
Разве не говорили они: "С ним вы будете искать - и обрящете, будете виновны - и избежите 

кары". 
Вот почему его ценит Поднебесная. 
• 
[62c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Дао - таинственная основа мириад вещей, 
драгоценность добрых людей, защита от недобрых людей. 
Красивыми речами, конечно, можно заворожить толпу на базарной площади. 
Благопристойным поведением, конечно, можно возвыситься над другими. 
Однако как же избавиться от того недоброго, что глубоко таится в людях? 
Для этого утверждают на престоле Сына Неба и назначают трех гунов. 
Они хотя и держат в руках символы власти и ездят в экипажах, 
запряженных четверками лошадей, но все же не лучше ли [им] воссесть и ехать на самом 



Дао! 
Почему в древности ценили это Дао? 
Безгласные через него получали необходимое, 
а совершившие злодеяние через него искореняли вредное. 
Вот почему [оно] было ценностью для Поднебесной. 
• 
[62c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Дао - глубокая [основа] всех вещей. 
Оно сокровище добрых и защита недобрых людей. 
Красивые слова можно произносить публично, доброе поведение можно распространять на 

людей. 
Но зачем же покидать недобрых людей? 
В таком случае для чего же выдвигают государя и назначают ему трех советников? 
Государь и советники хотя и имеют драгоценные камни и могут ездить на колесницах, но 

лучше будет им спокойно следовать дао. 
Почему в древности ценили дао? 
В то время люди не стремились к приобретению богатств и преступления прощались. 
Поэтому [дао] в Поднебесной ценилось дорого. 
• 



[62c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Тао есть глубина бытия. 
Оно и есть сокровище добрых людей. 
Оно также и есть то, что держат злые люди. 
Изящные слова могут быть куплены ценою. 
Добрые поступки могут быть совершаемы всеми. 
Хотя люди злы, но нельзя совсем бросить их. 
Выбирают царя и трех великих сановников. 
Имея в руках драгоценный камень, они разъезжают в колесницах, но это бесконечно хуже, 

нежели проповедовать Тао, сидя на одном месте. 
В чем заключается причина того, что в древности Тао глубоко уважалось? 
Не в том ли заключается, что благодаря Тао прощались преступники? 
Оттого, быть может, в древности Тао почиталось во всем мире. 
• 
[62c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Путь - это хранилище всех вещей, 
Сокровищница для добрых людей и убежище для недобрых. 
Красивыми речами можно торговать, 
Славными поступками можно привлечь почитателей. 



Пусть человек недобр - бывало ли так, чтоб его отвергали? 
Посему, когда восходит Сын Неба или жалуют 
Трех Князей, 
Не подносите им яшмовые жезлы и четверки коней, 
А лучше, сидя покойно, вручите им этот Путь. 
Древние ценили этот Путь - что же он такое? 
Разве не сказано: "Кто ищет с ним, тот обрящет, 
Кто провинился, тот, обладая им, уцелеет"? 
Вот почему его ценили в мире. 
• 
[62c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Путь - красный угол мириад сущностей. 
Сокровище для совершенствующихся людей. 
Охраняющая сила для не-совершенствующихся людей. 
Красивые слова подходят для базаров. 
Благородные поступки нужны для репутации. 
Есть в человеке несовершенное. 
Как можно избавиться от этого? 
Причинность: 



Происходит интронизация сына Неба, инаугурация трех князей-гунов. 
Хотя несут регалии двумя руками и впереди четверка лошадей, не лучше ли сидеть, чтобы 

продвигаться по этому Пути. 
В древности то, из-за чего ценили этот Путь, разве не выражали таким образом: 
Через это ищущий обрящет, а имеющий грехи будет прощен. 
Причинность: 
Осуществляют благородное в Поднебесной. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Three 
 

[63c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Act without acting; 
Serve without concern for affairs; 
Find flavor in what has no flavor. 
Regard the small as large and the few as many, 
And repay resentment with kindness. 
Plan for the difficult while {it is easy}; 
{Act on the large} while it's minute. 
The most difficult things in the world begin as things that are easy; 
The largest things in the world arise from the minute. 
Therefore the Sage, to the end does not strive to do the great, 
And as a result, he is able {to accomplish the great}; 
{Those who} too lightly agree {will necessarily be trusted by few}; 
And those who regard many things as easy will necessarily [end up] with many difficulties. 
Therefore, even the Sage regards things as difficult, 
And as a result, in the end he has no difficulty. 
• 



[63c02t] John C. H. Wu 
DO the Non-Ado. 
Strive for the effortless. 
Savour the savourless. 
Exalt the low. 
Multiply the few. 
Requite injury with kindness. 
Nip troubles in the bud. 
Sow the great in the small. 
Difficult things of the world 
Can only be tackled when they are easy. 
Big things of the world 
Can only be achieved by attending to their small beginnings. 
Thus, the Sage never has to grapple with big things, 
Yet he alone is capable of achieving them! 
He who promises lightly must be lacking in faith. 
He who thinks everything easy will end by finding everything difficult. 
Therefore, the Sage, who regards everything as difficult, 
Meets with no difficulties in the end. 



• 
[63c03t] D. C. Lau 
Do that which consists in taking no action; 
Pursue that which is not meddlesome; 
Savour that which has no flavour. 
Make the small big and the few many; 
Do good to him who has done you an injury. 
Lay plans for the accomplishment of the difficult before it becomes difficult; 
Make something big by starting with it when small. 
Difficult things in the world must needs have their beginnings in the easy; 
Big things must needs have their beginnings in the small. 
Therefore it is because the sage never attempts to be great that he succeeds in becoming great. 
One who makes promises rashly rarely keeps good faith; 
One who is in the habit of considering things easy meets with frequent difficulties. 
Therefore even the sage treats some things as difficult. 
That is why in the end no difficulties can get the better of him. 
• 
[63c04t] R. L. Wing 
Act without action; work without effort. 



Taste without savoring. 
Magnify the small; increase the few. 
Repay ill-will with kindness. 
Plan the difficult when it is easy; 
Handle the big where it is small. 
The world's hardest work begins when it is easy; 
The world's largest effort begins where it is small. 
Evolved Individuals, finally, take no great action, 
And in that way the great is achieved. 
Those who commit easily, inspire little trust. 
How easy to inspire hardness! 
Therefore Evolved Individuals view all as difficult. 
Finally they have no difficulty! 
• 
[63c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Consider nonaction as an action, having no trouble as an affair and flavourless as a flavour. 
No matter how hostile others are towards me, I always repay them with "De." 
Prepare for a difficult problem while it is easy, 
Enter on a great task while it is small. 



All the difficult things under Heaven necessarily arise from the state in which they were easy; 
All the great tasks under Heaven arise from the state in which they were small. 
For this reason, the sage never does great things, 
And he can accomplish great things just on that account. 
Light promising makes one lose one's credit, 
And thinking things easy leads to difficulties. 
So, the sage, though he is very wise, pays much attention to the difficulties, 
Therefore he is free from difficulties in the end. 
• 
[63c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Practice non-action. 
Work without doing. 
Taste the tasteless. 
Magnify the small, increase the few. 
Reward bitterness with care. 
See simplicity in the complicated. 
Achieve greatness in little things. 
In the universe the difficult things are done as if they are easy. 
In the universe great acts are made up of small deeds. 



The sage does not attempt anything very big, 
And thus achieves greatness. 
Easy promises make for little trust. 
Taking things lightly results in great difficulty. 
Because the sage always confronts difficulties, 
He never experiences them. 
• 
[63c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Act in the state of non-action; 
Work but do not work for gain; 
Taste but do not taste for the taste. 
Never mind if it is big, small, many, or few, 
Just repay injury with benevolence. 
To do the difficult we start with the easy. 
To do the great thing we start with the small. 
All the difficult tasks under heaven must begin with the easy parts. 
All the great achievements under heaven must begin with the small steps. 
The Sage never sets out to do great things. 
That way he accomplishes great results. 



Those who make easy promises will not be trusted. 
Those who say everything is easy 
will often have difficulty accomplishing their tasks, 
The Sage, on the other hand, takes on the easy tasks as he takes on the difficult. 
So in the end no difficulty will hold him up. 
• 
[63c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Treat lack of achievement as the achievement, 
treat lack of accomplishment as the accomplishment, 
treat lack of flavor as the flavor. 
Make the small big, make the less more, return hatred with DE. 
Solve problems while they are simple; accomplish big things while they are small. 
The most difficult tasks in the world can only be finished if you attack them while they are simple; 
The most important things in the world can only be accomplished if you start them while they are 

small. 
Therefore, the great men never started with big things, so they accomplished big things. 
Promises made easily have no credibility; if you view everything as easy, you will meet many 

difficulties. 
So, the great men tried to find as many difficulties as possible, so they never had difficulties. 



• 
[63c09t] Walter Gorn Old, FORETHOUGHT 
Acting without design, occupying oneself without making a business of it, finding the great in what is 

small, and the many in the few, repaying injury with kindness, effecting difficult things while they are 
easy, and managing great things in their beginnings, is the method of Tao. 

All difficult things have their origin in that which is easy, and great things in that which is small. 
Therefore the wise man can accomplish great things without even attempting them. 
He who lightly assents will seldom keep his word. 
He who accounts all things easy will have many difficulties. 
Therefore the Sage takes great account of small things, and so never has any difficulty. 
• 
[63c10t] James Legge 
(It is the way of the Tao) to act without (thinking of) acting; 
to conduct affairs without (feeling the) trouble of them; 
to taste without discerning any flavour; 
to consider what is small as great, and a few as many; 
and to recompense injury with kindness. 
(The master of it) anticipates things that are difficult while they are easy, and does things that would 

become great while they are small. 



All difficult things in the world are sure to arise from a previous state in which they were easy, and all 
great things from one in which they were small. 

Therefore the sage, while he never does what is great, is able on that account to accomplish the 
greatest things. 

He who lightly promises is sure to keep but little faith; 
he who is continually thinking things easy is sure to find them difficult. 
Therefore the sage sees difficulty even in what seems easy, and so never has any difficulties. 
• 
[63c11t] David Hinton 
If you're nothing doing what you do, 
you act without acting and savor without savoring, 
you render the small vast and the few many, 
use Integrity to repay hatred, 
see the complexity in simplicity, 
find the vast in the minute. 
The complex affairs of all beneath heaven are there in simplicity, 
and the vast affairs of all beneath heaven are there in the minute. 
That's why a sage never bothers with vastness and so becomes utterly vast. 
Easy promises breed little trust, and too much simplicity breeds too much complexity. 



That's why a sage inhabits the complexity of things and so avoids all complexity. 
• 
[63c12t] Chichung Huang 
Act without action; 
Disturb without disturbance; 
Taste the tasteless. 
Great, small, much, little, 
Requite enmity with favor. 
Tackle a difficult issue while it is easy; 
Create a great enterprise while it is small. 
All difficult issues under heaven 
Begin from easy ones; 
All great enterprises under heaven 
Begin from small ones. 
Hence, the sage man never presumed vastness, 
So, he could achieve vastness. 
For he who makes promises lightly 
Must lack in trustworthiness; 
He who takes many things easy 



Must encounter many difficulties. 
Hence, even the sage man 
Considered the task difficult, 
Therefore, eventually he had no difficulty. 
• 
[63c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Do (wei) when there is nothing to do (wu-wei), 
Manage affairs (shih) when there are none to manage, 
Know (chih) by not knowing. 
Regard the great as small, the much as little. 
Repay injury (yüan) with te. 
Plan the difficult while it is easy. 
Accomplish (wei) the great when it is small. 
Difficult affairs of the world, 
Must be done while they are easy. 
Great affairs of the world, 
Must be done while they are small. 
The sage never does anything great, 
Therefore he can accomplish the great. 



He who makes promises lightly seldom keeps his words. 
He who takes much to be easy finds much to be difficult. 
Therefore even the sage takes things to be difficult, 
So that in the end they are not difficult. 
• 
[63c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A person who quests for Tao must carry out the principle of non-interference; 
He must restrain himself from implementing his selfish desires [particularly at the cost of others]; 
He must examine facts thoroughly in spite of boredom; 
He must requite all accusations and animosities with virtuous acts, no matter whether it is serious, 

minor, many, or few. 
A difficult problem should be tackled from its easiest points; 
To accomplish a great deed one should start from working on its minute details; 
Difficult works in this world must be built up from easy points; 
Grand tasks in this world should be started from within small scales. 
Accordingly, a Sage did not [consciously] aim at accomplishing a grand task, yet he would eventually 

complete great deeds [with accrual of realistic achievements through working diligently step-by-step]. 
A person who makes promises easily would keep only a few of them; 
A person who seeks easy way out will confront more difficulties later; 



Therefore, a Sage would think hard and keep in mind that each task could be more intricate than it 
appears to be; 

Eventually no hardship can hampered him. 
• 
[63c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Do non-doing. 
Carry out no-work. 
Taste the tasteless. 
Make the small big. 
Make the little much. 
Render Virtue to enmity. 
Plan the difficult when it is still easy. 
Accomplish the great when it is still small. 
Difficult things in the world can be achieved in what is easy. 
Big things in the world can be achieved in what is minute. 
Thus, the sage never does big things, yet by that he is capable of achieving them! 
He who promises lightly must rarely fulfill it. 
He who thinks a thing easy will find it difficult. 
Therefore, the sage, who regards everything as difficult, meets with no difficulties in the end. 



• 
[63c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Practice no forcing; undertake natural tasks; eat plain food. 
No matter big or small, more or less, reply hostility with kindness. 
When handling difficulties, one should start with the easiest first. 
When eating the elephant, take one bite at a time. 
In the world, difficult tasks are composed of easy ones; 
Big tasks are formed by small ones. 
This is why the sage never attempt big, but can achieve big. 
Easily promising results in less credibility. 
Broadly underestimating leads to a lot of difficulties. 
This is why sages treat everything as if it was difficult. 
So they never have difficulties. 
• 
[63c17t] Arthur Waley 
It acts without action, does without doing, finds flavour in what is flavourless, 
Can make the small great and the few many, 
'Requites injuries with good deeds, 
Deals with the hard while it is still easy, 



With the great while it is still small.' 
In the governance of empire everything difficult must be dealt with while it is still easy, 
Everything great must be dealt with while it is still small. 
Therefore the Sage never has to deal with the great; and so achieves greatness. 
But again 
'Light assent inspires little confidence 
And "many easies" means many a hard.' 
Therefore the Sage knows too how to make the easy difficult, and by doing so avoid all difficulties! 
• 
[63c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Act by not acting; 
do by not doing; 
find flavor in that which has no flavor. 
Deal with the small as if it were the great, and deal with the few as if it were the many, but respond to 

resentment in terms of virtue. 
Plan for the difficult while it is still easy; 
work on the great while it is still small. 
Every difficult matter under Heaven surely originates in something easy, and every great matter 

under Heaven surely originates in something small. 



Therefore it is because the sage never tries to be great that he fulfills his greatness. 
Assent lightly given surely inspires little trust. 
Regarding many things as easy is sure to result in many difficulties. 
Therefore the sage still regards them as difficulties. 
Thus he never has difficulties. 
• 
[63c19t] Lin Yutang 
DIFFICULT AND EASY 
Accomplish do-nothing. 
Attend to no-affairs. 
Taste the flavorless. 
Whether it is big or small, many or few, 
Requite hatred with virtue. 
Deal with the difficult while yet it is easy; 
Deal with the big while yet it is small. 
The difficult (problems) of the world 
Must be dealt with while they are yet easy; 
The great (problems) of the world 
Must be dealt with while they are yet small. 



Therefore the Sage by never dealing with great (problems) 
Accomplishes greatness. 
He who lightly makes a promise 
Will find it often hard to keep his faith. 
He who makes light of many things 
Will encounter many difficulties. 
Hence even the Sage regards things as difficult, 
And for that reason never meets with difficulties. 
• 
[63c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Act through nonaction, 
Handle affairs through noninterference, 
Taste what has no taste, 
Regard the small as great, the few as many, 
Repay resentment with integrity. 
Undertake difficult tasks by approaching what is easy in them; 
Do great deeds by focusing on their minute aspects. 
All difficulties under heaven arise from what is easy, 
All great things under heaven arise from what is minute. 



For this reason, 
The sage never strives to do what is great. 
Therefore, 
He can achieve greatness. 
One who lightly assents will seldom be believed; 
One who thinks everything is easy will encounter much difficulty. 
For this reason, 
Even the sage considers things difficult. 
Therefore, 
In the end he is without difficulty. 
• 
[63c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Act without striving. 
Work without interfering. 
Find the flavor in what is flavorless. 
Enlarge the small, increase the few. 
Heal injury with goodness. 
Handle the difficult while it is still easy. 
Cultivate the great while it is still small. 



All difficult things begin as easy things. 
All great things begin as small things. 
Therefore, 
the True Person never attempts anything great, and accomplishes great things. 
Lightly made promises inspire little faith. 
Trying to make things easy results in great difficulties. 
Therefore, 
the True Person regards everything as difficult, and is never overcome by difficulties. 
• 
[63c22t] David H. Li 
Govern with laissez-faire. 
Act without fanfare. 
Dine with the commonest fare. 
Big begins as small; many accrue from few. 
In tackling difficult tasks, first tackle those easy; 
In tackling big tasks, first tackle those flimsy. 
The difficult tasks of the world begin as easy; 
The big tasks of the world begin as flimsy. 
Thus, the sage, who never considers self big, completes many big tasks. 



Thus, 
promise easily made leads to promise not fulfilled; 
difficulty underestimated leads to difficulty multiplied. 
Thus, the sage, in treating every task as difficult, encounters no difficulties. 
• 
[63c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Act from the still fulcrum of non-action, 
Engage from the still fulcrum of non-engagement, 
Experience from the still fulcrum of non-experience. 
Regard the insignificant as significant, 
Regard the minor as major, 
Requite the unkind with kindness. 
Meet the difficult while it is still easy, 
Solve the major while it is still minor. 
Difficult problems of the world always arise from easy ones, 
Major issues of the world always arise from minor ones. 
Therefore, the sage never deals with major issues, 
Yet his action always leads to major accomplishment. 
Those who commit lightly are seldom to be trusted. 



Those who assume things to be easy are always met with difficulties. 
Therefore, the sage assumes everything to be difficult, 
And ends up having no difficulty at all. 
• 
[63c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The Tao is the source of everything, 
The treasure of the good man, 
The sustainer of the bad man. 
Therefore, 
Even the ceremonial splendor of the coronation of the emperor and his three ministers, 
And the value of the jewels and the knights' horses, 
Are nothing compared to the splendor of this Tao. 
Why did the ancients value the Tao? 
Is it because it is possible to seek it and find it and liberate sinners with it? 
For this reason, the Tao is the most valuable thing in the world. 
Good words will nurture our honor, 
Good deeds will give a person a good name. 
• 
[63c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 



The sage does nothing, and so he never fails - 
He holds on to nothing, and so he never loses ... 
Whereas the rest of us always seem to mess up our lives just at the moment when we seem to be 

succeeding! 
That's why the sage wants nothing for himself. 
He doesn't want precious things or possessions. 
What is he? 
A Student Of The Unknowable, so he doesn't make mistakes like the rest of us but always tries to help 

us to be true to who we are without ever standing in our way. 
And so he says: 
Do things wu-wei, by doing nothing; 
Achieve without trying to achieve anything; 
Savour the taste of what you cannot taste; 
Make a small thing great, and the few into many; 
Take on the largest things when they're still small, 
Start the hardest things while they're still easy. 
It's always the person who thinks things are easy that finds them the hardest in the end. 
The way he sees it: everything's potentially tricky, so he never ends up out of his depth. 
• 



[63c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Act by means of inaction; 
Deal with matters by means of not being meddlesome; 
Taste by means of tastelessness. 
The big stems from the small; 
The many is based on the few. 
To overcome the difficult should begin with the easy; 
To accomplish what is big should begin with the small. 
The difficult things in the world must originate in the easy; 
The big things in the world must take root in the small. 
That is why the sage can accomplish what is great by never attempting to be great. 
Light promise-giving, light promise-breaking; 
The easier one considers things, the more difficult things become. 
That is why the sage never meets with difficulty 
Because he always considers things difficult. 
• 
[63c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Do that which takes no action. 
Deal with that which engenders no effort. 



Taste that which has no flavour. 
Treat the small as the great. 
Return enmity with virtue. 
Plan the difficult as the easy. 
Carry out the hard work as if it were the finer details. 
The difficult things under Heaven come from the easy things. 
Great matter is made up of minor matter. 
Therefore the sage does not try to be great, and thus he can be great. 
He who makes easy promises can be little trusted. 
He who considers things to be easy will meet many difficulties. 
That is why the sage expects difficulties, and therefore encounters none. 
• 
[63c28t] Liu Qixuan 
One does things so that one needs to do nothing. 
One takes actions so that one needs no action. 
One tastes so that one can appreciate tastelessness. 
One values what is small or little, and returns good for evil. 
One starts from the easiest to achieve the most difficult. 
One starts from the most trivial to achieve the highest. 



For it is only by taking easy measures 
That one can achieve the most difficult in the world. 
It is only by taking trivial steps 
That one can achieve the highest in the world. 
Therefore, the wise person who never looks important 
Is able to be the most important. 
Those who make hasty promises can rarely keep them. 
Those who think nothing difficult will have many difficulties. 
That is why the wise person worries about difficulties 
And can therefore solve them successfully. 
• 
[63c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Difficult And Easy 
Lao Tze says, 
He who practices acting without intent to control fate will find that there is no business which is 

troubling him to manage. 
He who can taste a tasteless thing will learn to regard what is small as great, and a few as many; 
and to recompense injury with kindness. 
He will deal with things that are difficult while they are easy, 



and handle things that would become great while they are still small. 
All difficult things in the world arise from an original state of having been easy, 
and all great things arise from an original state of having been small. 
Therefore the sage never attempts to achieve a great feat. 
He who makes promises lightly rarely keeps good faith. 
He who likes to think things will be easy will find them difficult. 
Therefore the sage sees difficulty even in what seems easy, so they are always free of difficulties. 
• 
[63c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Act non-action; undertake no undertaking; taste the tasteless. 
The Sage desires the desireless, and prizes no articles that are difficult to get. 
He learns no learning, but reviews what others have passed through. 
Thus he lets all things develop in their natural way, and does not venture to act. 
Regard the small as great; regard the few as many. 
Manage the difficult while they are easy; 
Manage the great while they are small. 
All difficult things in the world start from the easy; 
All great things in the world start from the small. 
The tree that fills a man's arms arises from a tender shoot; 



The nine-storeyed tower is raised from a heap of earth; 
A thousand miles' journey begins from the spot under one's feet. 
Therefore the Sage never attempts great things, and thus he can achieve what is great. 
He who makes easy promises will seldom keep his word; 
He who regards many things as easy will find many difficulties. 
Therefore the Sage regards things as difficult, and consequently never has difficulties. 
• 
[63c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Acting by inaction; 
Doing by not doing; 
Tasting by not tasting. 
Whether it is great or small, whether it is much or little, 
Always repaying malice with virtue. 
Planning difficulties from the easier. 
Employing the great from the small. 
The world's difficult things surely begin with the easy. 
The world's great things surely begin with the small. 
Therefore, the Sage never does anything to be great 
And so accomplishes greatness. 



To take one's promises lightly results in little confidence. 
To take things too easily results in much difficulty. 
Therefore, even the Sage takes things seriously. 
And never has any difficulty. 
• 
[63c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Be a Non Doer, 
work at Not Working, 
acquire a taste for that which has no taste. 
Treat small things as though they were great; 
treat few things as though they were many. 
"Reward what is injurious, with kind Te." 
Plan difficult things focusing on the easy parts; 
do great things focusing on the small details. 
Difficult tasks in the world always begin from what is easy, 
great tasks in the world always begin from what is small. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Does not 'do great things', 
and so is able to fulfill his greatness. 



Yes: 
Light agreement is never very trustworthy, 
considering everything easy makes everything difficult. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Treats things as difficult, 
and in the end has no difficulty. 
• 
[63c33t] Cheng Lin 
Abide by inaction. 
Do not crave for accomplishment. 
Discard learning. 
Regard great, small, much and little as the same. 
Deal with what is easy as though it were difficult; 
with what is trivial as though it were important. 
The world's difficult tasks may appear easy in the beginning, just as the world's great achievements 

may appear small in the beginning. 
Because the Sage does not go about great undertakings, he is able to accomplish great things. 
He who lightly makes promises will surely be found wanting in good faith. 
He who often underestimates difficult tasks will surely be beset with difficulties. 



Because the Sage is always aware of the existence of difficulties, he never encounters difficulties. 
• 
[63c34t] Yi Wu 
Act through non-action, 
Serve through non-doing, 
Taste through non-tasting, 
Do the great through the small, 
Deal with the myriad through the few, 
Repay malice with virtue, 
Solve the difficult problem at its easiest, 
Do the great work at its smallest. 
The difficult affairs of the world surely start from the easy, 
The great works of the world surely begin from the small. 
Therefore, the sage, never doing anything for greatness, 
Is able to achieve greatness. 
One who promises lightly surely will not be trustworthy; 
One who thinks everything easy will end in more difficulty. 
Therefore, the sage, taking everything as difficult, 
Will have no difficulty in the end. 



• 
[63c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Normal people act rashly, but the sage does not. 
Normal people interfere freely, but the sage is different. 
Normal people prefer tasty cuisine, but the sage prefers plain food. 
The sage will deal with all matters, big or small, by always recompensing ill will with goodwill. 
To solve a complex issue, you must first start working with the easy problems. 
To accomplish a huge task, you must start and graduate from a series of simpler tasks. 
To solve the most complex problem, you must tackle the simplest one first. 
The greatest task in the world is often the aggregation of smaller tasks. 
The sage has never endeavoured to accomplish a great task. 
Yet, he accomplishes a great task. 
A person who readily gives promises often fails to keep them. 
A person who takes things too lightly will definitely be plagued with many problems. 
The sage regards everything as potentially troublesome. 
Consequently, he will never encounter any difficulty. 
• 
[63c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Do that which is not done by doing. 



Make that which is not made by making. 
Taste that which cannot be distinguished by taste. 
Hold the same regard for the few and the many. 
Requite the unkind with kindness. 
Thus, one of subtle virtue desires what is not connected with desire, 
sets no value on the rare goods of the world, 
learns what is not learned through learning, 
and induces people to return to that which they have overlooked. 
• 
[63c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Action or non-action, work or non-work, knowledge or non-knowledge, 
Large or small, more or less: 
It is just like returning hatred with love, 
Contemplating the difficult with the easy, 
Working on the great through the small. 
Because the hard tasks in the world must be preceded by what is easy, 
Great affairs in the world must begin with what is minute. 
Hence, the wise never works on what is great; 
He achieves what is great. 



The easier it is to promise a thing, 
The less one can fulfill. 
The more lightly things are taken, 
The more difficulties occur. 
Therefore, the wise takes things as difficult; 
He is always free from the difficult. 
• 
[63c38t] Henry Wei 
Origin of Favors 
En Shih 
Practice non-interference. 
Assert non-assertion. 
Taste the tasteless. 
Regard small as great, little as much. 
Requite evil with virtue. 
Tackle difficult tasks while they are easy; 
Perform great tasks while they are small. 
Difficult tasks must be begun when yet easy; 
Great tasks must be begun when yet small. 



That's why the Sage, to the end of his days, 
Does not have to tackle great tasks, 
And for this very reason achieves greatness. 
Promises lightly made show little good faith; 
Duties neglected are bound to become difficult. 
That's why the Sage assumes things to be difficult, 
And never in life incurs any difficulty. 
• 
[63c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Act through no-action, 
Attend to no-affair, 
Relish no-flavor, 
Take the small as big and the few as many. 
Repay hatred with Te. 
Plan difficult things while they are easy. 
Handle big things while they are small. 
Difficult things under Heaven 
Always arise from what is easy; 
Big things under Heaven 



Always arise from what is small. 
For this reason the sage 
Never intends big things, 
And thus can accomplish big things. 
He who agrees lightly invariably inspires little faith. 
He who considers many things easy invariably encounters many difficulties. 
For this reason even the sage considers things difficult; 
Therefore he never encounters difficulties. 
• 
[63c40t] Tao Huang 
Do nondoing. 
Engage in non-affairs. 
Savor non-flavor. 
Large or small, many or few, reward or punishment, are all being done through Action. 
Seek what is difficult with ease. 
Effect what is great while it is small. 
The most difficult things in the world are done while they are easy. 
The greatest things in the world are done while they are small. 
The sage never plans to do a great thing. 



Thus, he accomplishes what is great. 
Facile promises necessarily result in little trust. 
What is easy necessarily entails difficulty. 
Thus the sage, through extreme trials, encounters no difficulty. 
• 
[63c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Do not interfere; 
prepare the unprepared; 
and think the unthinkable. 
No matter whether it is great or small, whether it is much or little, hatred must be met with love. 
Therefore, resolve the difficulty when it is easy. 
Change the graveness when it is insignificant. 
A difficult world affair must be solved when it is still easy. 
A grave world situation must be changed when it is insignificant. 
However, the Sage ruler never wishes himself to be superior, therefore he eventually becomes superior. 
Hence an easy promise must result in promise-breaking. 
Frequent easy-goings meet more difficulties. 
A Sage was always aware of difficulties, thus he met no difficulty at last. 
• 



[63c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Act without action. 
Do without ado. 
Taste without tasting. 
Whether it is big or small, many or few, repay hatred with virtue. 
Prepare for the difficult while it is still easy. 
Deal with the big while it is still small. 
Difficult undertakings have always started with what is easy. 
And great undertakings have always started with what is small. 
Therefore the sage never strives for the great, 
And thereby the great is achieved. 
He who makes rash promises surely lacks faith. 
He who takes things too easily will surely encounter much difficulty. 
For this reason even the sage regards things as difficult. 
And therefore he encounters no difficulty. 
• 
[63c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Действовать в бездействии, заниматься делом недеяния и наслаждаться вкусом не 

имеющего вкуса. 



Находить большое в малом, многое в немногом и воздавать добром за ненависть. 
Добывают трудное из легкого, создают великое из незначительного. 
Все, что в Поднебесной трудно делать, начинать легко, 
и все великие дела берут начало в самом незначительном. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек никогда не делает великого и потому он наделен 

способностью осуществить свою великость. 
Кто много обещает, тому мало доверяют. 
Большая легкость оборачивается великим затруднением. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек как бы во всем испытывает затруднение, но именно 

поэтому он никогда не затрудняется. 
• 
[63c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Действуй недеянием. 
Совершай дела недеянием. 
Осязай то, что не имеет запаха. 
Умаляй великое и делай большое малым. 
И на зло воздавай Благостью. 
Намеревайся свершить трудное, пока оно легко. 
Осуществляй большое, пока оно мало. 



Все трудные дела в Поднебесной должны вершиться, пока они легки. 
Все великие дела в Поднебесной должны вершиться, пока они малы. 
Вот почему мудрецы, никогда не начиная своих свершений с великого, могли достичь 

Великого. 
В том, кто легко даёт обещания, мало искренности. 
Тот, кто считает дела лёгкими, неизбежно столкнётся с великими трудностями. 
Вот почему мудрецы, считая многие дела крайне трудными, от начала не сталкивались с 

трудностями. 
• 
[63c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Действуй в недеянии; 
служи, не служа, 
вкушай, не чувствуя вкуса; 
в великом зри мелкое, 
во многом зри малое. 
На зло плати благом. 
Стремись совершать трудное благодаря тому, что в нем легкое, и верши великое 

благодаря тому, что в нем незаметное. 
Ведь трудные дела Поднебесной свершаются только исходя из легкого; 



великие дела Поднебесной вершатся только благодаря незаметному. 
Тот, кто может до конца не творить ничего великого, один лишь способен завершить 

великое. 
Поэтому легкомысленному редко верят, поэтому во многом легком обязательно таится 

много трудного. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец считает свои дела трудными, но до самого их завершения не 

испытывает никаких затруднений. 
• 
[63c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Деяй недеяние, служи неслужбу, вкушай безвкусное, 
в величии и ничтожестве, в достатке и недостатке 
на зло ответь Дэ (Добродетелью). 
Планирование трудного начинается с самого легкого. 
Созидание великого начинается с самого малого. 
Трудные дела Поднебесной непременно начинаются с легкого. 
Великие дела Поднебесной непременно начинаются с малого. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек никогда не стремится к величию, поэтому может 

создать свое величие. 
Кто легко обещает, непременно теряет доверие. 



Кто умножает легкое, непременно умножает трудное. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек относится ко всему как к трудному, поэтому 

никогда не испытывает трудностей. 
• 
[63c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Нужно осуществлять недеяние, соблюдать спокойствие и вкушать безвкусное. 
Великое состоит из малого, а многое - из немногого. 
На ненависть нужно отвечать добром. 
Преодоление трудного начинается с легкого, 
осуществление великого начинается с малого, 
ибо в мире трудное образуется из легкого, а великое - из малого. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый начинает не с великого, тем самым он совершает великое. 
Кто много обещает, тот не заслуживает доверия. 
Где много легких дел, там много и трудных. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый относится к делу как к трудному, поэтому он не 

испытывает трудности. 
• 
[63c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Все должны быть бездеятельными. 



Всем следует соблюдать полное спокойствие. 
Все должны употреблять простейшую пищу. 
Великое есть малое, многое - не многое. 
Ненавидящим вас отмстите добром. 
Когда вы благополучны, то подумайте, что нужно предпринять во время беды, так как 

великая беда начинается с незначительной. 
Беда всего мира происходит из мелочи, как великое дело - из малых. 
Святой муж не желает быть великим мира, поэтому и совершает великое дело. 
Легко достигнутое согласие не заслуживает доверия. 
Где много легких дел, там много и трудных. 
Вот почему святой муж всегда живет как в беде, поэтому для него не существует беды. 
• 
[63c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Действуй, не действуя. 
Делай, не делая. 
Находи вкус там, где вкуса нет. 
Находи большое в маленьком и многое в малом. 
На зло отвечай совершенством. 
Готовься к трудностям, пока легко, 



Предвидь великое в пустячном: 
Все трудное в мире происходит из легкого, 
Все великое в мире происходит из ничтожного. 
Премудрый человек никогда не стремится к величию - 
И потому может стать великим. 
Кто легко раздает обещания, тот не заслужит доверия, 
Кто многое считает легким, познает много трудностей. 
Вот почему премудрый человек все считает трудным - 
И вовек не испытывает трудностей. 
• 
[63c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осуществляют отсутствие осуществления. 
Действуют в отсутствии дел. 
Вкушают отсутствие вкуса. 
Большое - маленькое. 
Многое - малое. 
Отвечай на обиды посредством Потенции. 
Замышляя трудное, будь в его легком. 
Осуществляя большое, будь в его тонком. 



В Поднебесной трудные дела обязательно складываются из легких. 
В Поднебесной большие дела обязательно складываются из мелочей. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости заканчивает, не осуществляя большого. 
Причинность: 
Может совершить это большое. 
Ведь, легко обещая, уменьшаешь веру. 
Умножая легкое, обязательно умножаешь трудное. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости приближает к трудному. 
Причинность: 
Заканчивает в отсутствии трудного. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Four 
 

[64c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
What is at rest is easy to hold; 
{What has not yet given a sign is} easy to plan for; 
{The brittle is easily shattered}; 
{The minute is easily scattered}; 
{Act on it before it comes into being}; 
{Order it before it turns into chaos}. 
A tree {[so big] that it takes both arms to surround} starts out as the tiniest shoot; 
A nine-story terrace rises up from a basket of dirt. 
A high place one hundred, one thousand feet high begins from under your feet. 
Those who act on it ruin it; 
Those who hold on to it lose it. 
Therefore the Sage does not act, 
{And as a result}, he doesn't ruin [things]; 
He does not hold on to [things], 
And as a result, he doesn't lose [things]; 
In people's handling of affairs, they always ruin things when they're right at the point of completion. 



Therefore we say, "If you're as careful at the end as you were at the beginning, you'll have no failures." 
Therefore the Sage desires not to desire and doesn't value goods that are hard to obtain; 
He learns not to learn and returns to what the masses pass by; 
He could help all things to be natural, yet he dare not do it. 
• 
[64c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHAT is at rest is easy to hold. 
What manifests no omens is easily forestalled. 
What is fragile is easily shattered. 
What is small is easily scattered. 
Tackle things before they have appeared. 
Cultivate peace and order before confusion and disorder have set in. 
A tree as big as a man's embrace springs from a tiny sprout. 
A tower nine stories high begins with a heap of earth. 
A journey of a thousand leagues starts from where your feet stand. 
He who fusses over anything spoils it. 
He who grasps anything loses it. 
The Sage fusses over nothing and therefore spoils nothing. 
He grips at nothing and therefore loses nothing. 



In handling affairs, people often spoil them just at the point of success. 
With heedfulness in the beginning and patience at the end, nothing will be spoiled. 
Therefore, the Sage desires to be desireless, 
Sets no value on rare goods, 
Learns to unlearn his learning, 
And induces the masses to return from where they have overpassed. 
He only helps all creatures to find their own nature, 
But does not venture to lead them by the nose. 
• 
[64c03t] D. C. Lau 
It is easy to maintain a situation while it is still secure; 
It is easy to deal with a situation before symptoms develop; 
It is easy to break a thing when it is yet brittle; 
It is easy to dissolve a thing when it is yet minute. 
Deal with a thing while it is still nothing; 
Keep a thing in order before disorder sets in. 
A tree that can fill the span of a man's arms 
Grows from a downy tip; 
A terrace nine storeys high 



Rises from hodfuls of earth; 
A journey of a thousand miles 
Starts from beneath one's feet. 
Whoever does anything to it will ruin it; 
Whoever lays hold of it will lose it. 
Therefore the sage, because he does nothing, never ruins anything; 
And, because he does not lay hold of anything, loses nothing. 
In their enterprises the people 
Always ruin them when on the verge of success. 
Be as careful at the end as at the beginning 
And there will be no ruined enterprises. 
Therefore the sage desires not to desire 
And does not value goods which are hard to come by; 
Learns to be without learning 
And makes good the mistakes of the multitude 
In order to help the myriad creatures to be natural and to refrain from daring to act. 
• 
[64c04t] R. L. Wing 
What is at rest is easy to hold; 



What is not yet begun is easy to plan. 
What is thin is easy to melt; 
What is minute is easy to disperse. 
Deal with things before they emerge; 
Put them in order before there is disorder. 
A tree of many arm spans is produced from a tiny sprout. 
A tower of nine stories is raised from a pile of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles begins with a footstep. 
Those who act on things, spoil them; 
Those who seize things, lose them. 
Thus Evolved Individuals do nothing; 
Hence they spoil nothing. 
They seize nothing; 
Hence they lose nothing. 
People often spoil their work at the point of its completion. 
With care at the end as well as the beginning, No work will be spoiled. 
Thus Evolved Individuals desire to be desireless 
And do not treasure goods that are hard to get. 
They learn without learning, 



By returning to the place where the Collective Mind passes. 
In this way they assist All Things naturally Without venturing to act. 
• 
[64c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The stability of things is easy to hold while they are stable; 
Things are easy to deal with while they show no sign of change; 
Things are easily broken while they are fragile; 
Things are easily dispersed while they are minute. 
Deal with things before they have happened, 
And get things in order before their disorder begins. 
A huge tree which fills one's arms grows from a tiny seedling; 
A high terrace which has nine storeys rises from a small heap of earth; 
A journey of a thousand li begins with the first step. 
He who takes action messes things up; 
And he who holds things fast loses them. 
Therefore, the sage does not fail in anything since he does nothing; 
Does not lose anything since he holds nothing. 
People often fail when they are about to succeed in their business. 
If they are as careful at the end as at the beginning, 



They would not ruin their business. 
Therefore the sage's desire is to have no desire, 
And he doesn't value rare goods. 
(The Sage's) learning is to learn nothing, in order to remedy the fault that people often have. 
Thus he helps the natural development of all things, and does not dare to act constrainedly. 
• 
[64c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Peace is easily maintained; 
Trouble is easily overcome before it starts. 
The brittle is easily shattered; 
The small is easily scattered. 
Deal with it before it happens. 
Set things in order before there is confusion. 
A tree as great as a man's embrace springs up from a small shoot; 
A terrace nine stories high begins with a pile of earth; 
A journey of a thousand miles starts under one's feet. 
He who acts defeats his own purpose; 
He who grasps loses. 
The sage does not act, and so is not defeated. 



He does not grasp and therefore does not lose. 
People usually fail when they are on the verge of success. 
So give as much care to the end as to the beginning; 
Then there will be no failure. 
Therefore the sage seeks freedom from desire. 
He does not collect precious things. 
He learns not to hold on to ideas. 
He brings men back to what they have lost. 
He helps the ten thousand things find their own nature, 
But refrains from action. 
• 
[64c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
When the situation is peaceful and orderly, 
Maintaining peace and order is not difficult; 
When the situation has not yet developed to a mature stage, planning to change the outcome is easy; 
What is brittle is easy to break; 
What is minute is easy to scatter. 
We set out to work before problems emerge. 
We put things in order before they get out of order. 



A tree that is big enough for one to embrace around it grew from a tiny seed. 
A nine-story pagoda begins from a heap of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles ("li") begins with the first step. 
Those who work for gain in the end will be frustrated. 
Those who hold on to something in the end will lose it. 
The Sage never works for gain and so will never be frustrated. 
He never holds on to anything so he never loses anything. 
People often fail in their tasks when they are about to accomplish them. 
If only they take the same care in the end as they do in the beginning, 
they will avoid many failures. 
The Sage desires to be free of desires, so he will not value goods that most people value; 
He learns to unlearn, 
so he will value things that most people do not value. 
The Sage only hopes that all living things will live out their inner nature. 
He will not dare to go against Nature. 
• 
[64c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When the situation is peaceful, it is easy to control; 
when nothing has happened, it is easy to plan; 



Brittle things are easily broken, thin things are easily dispersed. 
Do things when they have not yet happened, control things when they are not yet out of control. 
A full-grown tree began as a sapling; 
A nine-story building began with a bucket of dirt; 
A thousand-mile trip began with the first step. 
If you fiddle with something for your own purposes, you will ruin it; 
If you are stubborn, you will fail. 
Therefore, the great men practiced WUWEI, so they did not fail anything; 
They were not stubborn, so they did not make mistakes. 
People often fail at the last step to success. 
Be cautious at the end like you are at the beginning; then you will never fail. 
Therefore, the great men treated having no desire as their desire, and did not value things that were 

precious. 
They treated not learning as learning, and repaired the mistakes people had made. 
They helped everything and made them natural, but did not dare to do things for their own purposes. 
• 
[64c09t] Walter Gorn Old, GUARDING THE SMALL 
What is still is easily held. 
What is expected is easily provided for. 



What is brittle is easily broken. 
What is small is soon dispersed. 
Transact your business before it takes shape. 
Regulate things before confusion begins. 
The tree which fills the arms grew from a tender shoot. 
The castle of nine storeys was raised on a heap of earth. 
The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step. 
Whoever designs only destroys. 
Whoever grasps, loses. 
The Sage does not thus act, therefore he does no harm. 
He does not grasp, and therefore he never loses. 
But the common people, in their undertakings, fail on the eve of success. 
If they were as prudent at the end as they are at the beginning, there would be no such failures. 
Therefore the Sage is only ambitious of what others despise, and sets no value on things difficult to 

obtain. 
He acquires no common learning, but returns to that which the people have passed by. 
Thus he aims at simple development in all things, and acts without design. 
• 
[64c10t] James Legge 



That which is at rest is easily kept hold of; 
before a thing has given indications of its presence, it is easy to take measures against it; 
that which is brittle is easily broken; 
that which is very small is easily dispersed. 
Action should be taken before a thing has made its appearance; 
order should be secured before disorder has begun. 
The tree which fills the arms grew from the tiniest sprout; 
the tower of nine storeys rose from a (small) heap of earth; 
the journey of a thousand li commenced with a single step. 
He who acts (with an ulterior purpose) does harm; 
he who takes hold of a thing (in the same way) loses his hold. 
The sage does not act (so), and therefore does no harm; 
he does not lay hold (so), and therefore does not lose his hold. 
(But) people in their conduct of affairs are constantly ruining them when they are on the eve of 

success. 
If they were careful at the end, as (they should be) at the beginning, they would not so ruin them. 
Therefore the sage desires what (other men) do not desire, and does not prize things difficult to get; 
he learns what (other men) do not learn, and turns back to what the multitude of men have passed 

by. 



Thus he helps the natural development of all things, and does not dare to act (with an ulterior 
purpose of his own). 

• 
[64c11t] David Hinton 
It's easy to embrace the tranquil 
and easy to prevent trouble before omens appear. 
It's easy for the trifling to melt away 
and easy for the slight to scatter away. 
Work at things before they've begun 
and establish order before confusion sets in, 
for a tree you can barely reach around 
grows from the tiniest rootlet, 
a nine-tiered tower 
starts as a basket of dirt, 
a thousand-mile journey 
begins with a single step. 
Work at things and you ruin them; cling to things and you lose them. 
That's why a sage does nothing and so ruins nothing, clings to nothing and so loses nothing. 
When people devote themselves to something they always ruin it on the verge of success. 



Finish with the same care you took in beginning and you'll avoid ruining things. 
This is why a sage desires without desire, 
never longing for rare treasures, 
learns without learning, 
always returning to what people have passed by, 
helps the ten thousand things occur of themselves by never presuming to work at them. 
• 
[64c12t] Chichung Huang 
When stable, 
It is easy to maintain; 
When no symptoms have emerged, 
Easy to deal with; 
When tender, 
Easy to break; 
When tiny, 
Easy to disperse. 
Tackle it before it takes shape; 
Bring order before it becomes chaotic. 
A tree the circumference of an embrace 



Grows out of a downy tip; 
A nine-storied tower 
Rises from a basketful of earth; 
A hundred-ren ascent 
Begins from under one's foot. 
He who acts upon them ruins them; 
He who holds on to them loses them. 
Hence, the sage man acted not 
So that he ruined not; 
He did not hold on to them 
So that he did not lose them. 
When people engage in a task, 
They often ruin it at its completion. 
Therefore, it is said: 
"Be discreet in the end as in the beginning, 
And you will not ruin your task." 
Hence, the sage man 
Desired to be desireless, 
And treasured not goods hard to come by; 



He learned to be unlearned, 
And was exempted from the errors 
Other rulers had committed; 
He was able to assist the ten thousand things 
To be the way they were 
Without daring to act. 
• 
[64c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
What is at equilibrium is easy (i) to maintain; 
What has not emerged is easy (i) to plan (mou); 
What is fragile is easy (i) to dissolve; 
What is minute is easy (i) to disperse. 
Act (wei) when there is yet nothing to do. 
Govern (chih) when there is yet no disorder (luan). 
A tree whose trunk is of a man's embrace, 
Begins from something extremely tiny. 
A tower of nine stories high, 
Is built from a heap of earth. 
A trip of a thousand miles, 



Begins right at one's feet. 
He who acts (wei) fails, 
He who holds on to loses. 
Therefore the sage does not act (wei) so he does not fail, 
He does not hold on to, so he does not lose. 
The people in launching their projects, 
Often fail when these are near completion. 
Had they been as careful at the end as at the beginning, 
There would have been no failures. 
Therefore the sage desires not to desire, 
He does not treasure hard-to-get goods; 
Learns not to learn, 
He recovers the transgressions (kuo) of many. 
In assisting the self-becoming (tzu-jan) of all beings, 
He dares not act (wei). 
• 
[64c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
A stable situation is easier to handle; 
Before the situation [of danger or chaos] shapes up, it is easier to work out strategies for its 



disintegration; 
When [its effect on] the environment is weak, it is easier to break it loose; 
When its influence is still small, it is easier to dispense it; 
Danger should be guarded against before it develops; 
Chaos should be averted before it emerges. 
A tree, with a trunk big enough for a person to encircle it with both arms stretched, was evolved 

primarily from something as tiny as a fine tip of its branch; 
A nine-story terrace is elevated from the small beginning of a basket of dirt; 
A journey of one thousand miles started out from one single step. 
A person who tampers with [Tao] will fail; 
A person who treats [Tao] as a possession has already lost it; 
A Sage would not tamper with [Tao], so he will not flounder; 
A Sage would not treat [Tao] as his possession, so he will not lose it; 
Many people, when engaging in pursuing Tao, often failed at the point when they were just about to 

gain final success; 
[Nevertheless] If one is [constantly] careful from beginning to end, he will never ruin his pursuit. 
For reasons stated above: 
A Sage shall extinguish [selfish] desires; 
He shall not value hard-to-get goods; 



He shall study the [lackluster fundamental] learnings most people [of the world] are reluctant to 
pursue; 

He shall point out to people mistakes they have made; 
He shall help myriad things and creatures to embark and stay on their natural courses but shall 

never dare to intervene. 
• 
[64c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
What is still is easy to keep. 
What does not manifest yet is easy to deal with. 
What is fragile is easily broken. 
What is small is easily scattered. 
Deal with a thing before it occurs. 
Repair a thing before it is in disorder. 
A tree as big as a man's embrace springs from a tiny sprout. 
A nine story tower begins with a basket of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles starts from where one stands. 
To do is to fail. 
To grip is to lose. 
Therefore the sage does not do and so does not fail, does not grip and so does not lose. 



In handling affairs, people often fail just at the point of completion. 
Be as careful at the end as at the beginning, then there will be no failure. 
Therefore, the sage desires no-desire, does not prize rare goods, learns non-learning, helps the masses 

return from their ignorance. 
He wants to help all creatures to live by their own nature, and does not interfere with them. 
• 
[64c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When things are stable, it is easy to hold. 
When problems have not occurred, they are easy to cope with. 
When things are brittle, they break easily. 
When things are tiny, they dissolve easily. 
Prepare for problems before they appear. 
Put things in order before they become chaotic. 
Giant trees grow from tiny seeds. 
High-rise buildings start from the first mound of earth. 
Long journeys begin with a first step. 
People often fail when the tasks are close to complete. 
If they keep working as diligently as the beginning, then they would not fail. 
Sages want things others do not want. 



They do not treasure rare goods. 
They study things others ignore. 
They remind themselves of others' mistakes. 
They let everything develops naturally and do not dare to force it. 
• 
[64c17t] Arthur Waley 
'What stays still is easy to hold; 
Before there has been an omen it is easy to lay plans. 
What is tender is easily torn, 
What is minute is easy to scatter.' 
Deal with things in their state of not-yet-being, 
Put them in order before they have got into confusion. 
For 'The tree big as a man's embrace began as a tiny sprout, 
The tower nine storeys high began with a heap of earth, 
The journey of a thousand leagues began with what was under the feet'. 
He who acts, harms; he who grabs, lets slip. 
Therefore the Sage does not act, and so does not harm; 
Does not grab, and so does not let slip. 
Whereas the people of the world, at their tasks, 



Constantly spoil things when within an ace of completing them. 
'Heed the end no less than the beginning,' 
And your work will not be spoiled. 
Therefore the Sage wants only things that are unwanted, 
Sets no store by products difficult to get, 
And so teaches things untaught, 
Turning all men back to the things they have left behind, 
That the ten thousand creatures may be restored to their Self-so. 
This he does; but dare not act. 
• 
[64c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The secure is easy to maintain; the premanifest [weizhao] is easy to plan for. 
The fragile is easy to melt; the tiny is easy to dissolve. 
So take action while it still does not exist 
And control it before it turns into disorder. 
A tree that takes both arms to clasp grows from a tiny shoot; 
a nine-story terrace starts from a pile of dirt; 
a journey of a thousand li begins under one's feet. 
One who takes deliberate action [wei] will become ruined; 



one who consciously administers will become lost. 
This is why the sage engages in no deliberate action and so never becomes ruined, does not 

consciously administer and so never becomes lost. 
People pursue matters in such a way that they always suffer ruin just when they are about to succeed. 
If one is as mindful of ends as he is of beginnings, his endeavors will never end in defeat. 
This is why the sage desires to have no desire and does not value goods hard to get. 
He learns not to learn and redeems the errors that the mass of common folk make. 
Accordingly, he enhances the natural state of the myriad folk but dares not engage in deliberate 

action. 
• 
[64c19t] Lin Yutang 
BEGINNING AND END 
That which lies still is easy to hold; 
That which is not yet manifest is easy to forestall; 
That which is brittle (like ice) easily melts; 
That which is minute easily scatters. 
Deal with a thing before it is there; 
Check disorder before it is rife. 
A tree with a full span's girth begins from a tiny sprout; 



A nine-storied terrace begins with a clod of earth. 
A journey of a thousand li begins at one's feet. 
He who acts, spoils; 
He who grasps, lets slip. 
Because the Sage does not act, he does not spoil, 
Because he does not grasp, he does not let slip. 
The affairs of men are often spoiled within an ace of completion, 
By being careful at the end as at the beginning 
Failure is averted. 
Therefore the Sage desires to have no desire, 
And values not objects difficult to obtain. 
Learns that which is unlearned, 
And restores what the multitude have lost. 
That he may assist in the course of Nature 
And not presume to interfere. 
• 
[64c20t] Victor H. Mair 
What is secure is easily grasped, 
What has no omens is easily forestalled, 



What is brittle is easily split, 
What is minuscule is easily dispersed. 
Act before there is a problem; 
Bring order before there is disorder. 
A tree that fills the arms' embrace is born from a downy shoot; 
A terrace nine layers high starts from a basketful of earth; 
An ascent of a hundred strides begins beneath one's foot. 
Who acts fails; 
Who grasps loses. 
For this reason, 
The sage does not act. 
Therefore, 
He does not fail. 
He does not grasp. 
Therefore, 
He does not lose. 
In pursuing their affairs, people often fail when they are close to success. 
Therefore, 
If one is as cautious at the end as at the beginning, there will be no failures. 



For this reason, 
The sage desires to be without desire and does not prize goods that are hard to obtain; 
He learns not to learn and reverts to what the masses pass by. 
Thus, 
he can help the myriad creatures be natural, but dares not act. 
• 
[64c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Peace is easily maintained while things are still at rest. 
Trouble is easily handled before it starts. 
What is brittle is easily broken. 
What is minute is easily scattered. 
Handle a problem before it appears. 
Secure order before confusion begins. 
A tree as big as a person's embrace begins as a tiny shoot. 
A terrace nine stories high rises from a shovelful of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles begins under your feet. 
A person who interferes does harm, 
and those who grasp lose their hold. 
Therefore, 



the True Person acts without striving and does no harm, 
avoids grabbing and never loses hold. 
People often ruin their ventures when they are on the verge of success. 
So, be as careful at the end as at the beginning, and your work will not be ruined. 
Therefore, 
the True Person 
seeks freedom from desire, 
does not value things that are hard to come by, 
learns without scholarship, 
brings people back to what they have passed by, 
and assists the ten thousand things to find their own natures; 
all without daring to interfere. 
• 
[64c22t] David H. Li 
Governing is easy when there is peace; 
Planning is easy when there is time; 
Nipping is easy when buds are young; 
Reconciling is easy when issues are minor. 
Handle matters before they come about; 



Govern people before there is chaos. 
A tree two-arms'-length wide grows from a seedling; 
A tower nine stories high starts with a spadeful; 
A journey a thousand miles long begins with a step. 
The populace often fail when they are close to completing their tasks. 
Be as deliberate at the end as at the beginning; then, there can be no failure. 
Thus, the sage desires what others do not desire, and places no premium on rare goods. 
[The sage] studies what others do not study, 
and revisits people's faults. 
[The sage] assists myriad matters to develop naturally but does not dare to interfere. 
• 
[64c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
That which has balance is easy to maintain. 
That which has not arisen is easy to forestall. 
That which is brittle is easy to shatter. 
That which is minuscule is easy to scatter. 
Therefore, manage problems before they arise; 
Create order before disorder sets in. 
A tree as large as the arms' embrace grows from a downy shoot. 



A terrace nine stories high rises from a shovelful of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. 
One who acts from the delusion of grandiosity fails. 
One who clings to the delusion of grandiosity loses. 
The sage does not act from delusion, and therefore he does not fail, 
Nor does he cling to delusion, and therefore he does not lose. 
Because of the delusion of grandiosity, 
On the verge of success, people often fail. 
If they would take as much care at the end as at the beginning, 
They would not fail in their affairs. 
The sage does not desire what the masses desire; 
He does not treasure what the masses treasure. 
He studies what the masses do not study; 
He returns to the source of knowledge ignored by the masses. 
Thus, without acting in delusion, 
The sage supports all beings as they naturally exist. 
• 
[64c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Do a non-deed, 



Do a non-action, 
Taste tastelessness. 
The sage desires non-desire, 
And does not value anything rare. 
He learns the unlearnable, 
But peruses what others have discarded. 
Thus he enables all things 
To develop in their natural way, 
And he does not engage in hasty action. 
See the small as big, 
See the little as a lot. 
Take care of the difficult when it is still easy, 
Take care of the big when it is still small. 
All difficult things in the world begin as easy things, 
All big things in the world begin as small things. 
The tree whose trunk cannot be encircled by a man's arms began as a sapling, 
A nine-story tower rose from a heap of dirt, 
A thousand-mile journey began with the earth under a man's foot. 
Therefore the sage does not try to do big things, 



And in that way can achieve greatness. 
The person who makes casual promises 
Will not keep them. 
The person who perceives many things as easy 
Will encounter many difficulties. 
Therefore the sage perceives things as difficult, 
And consequently never encounters difficulties. 
• 
[64c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When everything is peaceful, don't forget the danger; 
When things are safe, don't lose your edge - 
A brittle thing can break easily 
And a small thing fragment. 
So 'act before it happens', 
'order things before chaos breaks out'. 
A great tree which takes a crowd to span its base 
Started from being a tiny seed; 
And a tower nine sections high began in the ground. 
A journey of a thousand miles starts with the first step. 



To act as if you know it all is catastrophic: and if you try to control it you will stare into your empty 
hand. 

• 
[64c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
A stable situation is easy to be maintained; 
A condition without the sign of apparent change is easy to be coped with; 
A fragile thing is easy to break; 
A minute thing is easy to dissolve. 
The proper treatment should be given to what has happened; 
Keep things in order before disorder sets in. 
A huge tree grows from a tiny seedling; 
A nine-storey terrace rises from a mound of earth; 
A journey of a thousand li starts from beneath one's feet. 
Those who wants to obtain it by force will ruin it; 
Those who hold it by force will lose it. 
Thus the sage never ruins anything, 
Because of his inaction; 
He never loses anything. 
In doing things, 



People often fail on the verge of success. 
If they are as prudent at the end as at the beginning, 
They will never fail. 
That is why the sage 
Desires what others do not desire, 
Values not rare goods, 
Learns to lack learning, 
Makes up for people's faults. 
In this way he helps all things develop naturally 
And refrains from interfering in them. 
• 
[64c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
It is easy to control a situation when it is tranquil. 
It is easy to deal with a matter before the omen is cast. 
It is easy to break something when it is fragile. 
It is easy to scatter something when it is minute. 
Deal with things before they arise. 
Govern a situation before it descends into disorder. 
A huge tree as great as a man's arm-span grows from a tiny seed. 



A nine-storey terrace rises from a pile of earth. 
A thousand-mile journey starts from a single footstep. 
He who acts to reach something will lead to its decline. 
He who tries hard to hold on to something will lose it. 
That is why the sage does nothing, and leads nothing to decline. 
He does not hold on to anything, therefore he does not lose anything. 
People often lead their actions to the verge of success, then fail. 
Be careful to treat the end with equal care as the beginning. 
Then you will not fail. 
Therefore the sage desires not to desire, not to value precious goods, 
to learn how not to learn, to cover the mistakes of the multitude, 
to assist the myriad creatures according to the law of Nature. 
Yet he dares not act. 
• 
[64c28t] Liu Qixuan 
What is still is easy to keep. 
What has not developed is easy to guide. 
What is fragile is easy to break. 
What is little is easy to scatter. 



One starts a project before things develop otherwise. 
One prevents tumults before they happen otherwise. 
A huge tree starts from a small sprout. 
A nine-story tower starts from the first shovel full of dirt. 
A long journey starts from the spot under the feet. 
One who willfully starts a cause will ruin it. 
One who willfully ends a cause will lose it. 
The wise person does nothing willfully 
And will therefore neither ruin nor lose. 
People often fail when they are about to succeed. 
If one is careful from start to end, one will not fail. 
The wise ruler therefore desires what none would desire, 
Values what none would value, learns what none can learn, 
Remembers the useful experiences and lessons of all, 
And does nothing willfully so as to help cultivate the natural. 
• 
[64c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Beginning And Ending 
Lao Tze says, 



That which remains still is easy to hold; 
that which has not yet given indication of its presence is easy to measure against; 
that which is brittle is easily broken; 
and that which is minute is easily dispersed. 
Deal with a thing before its disorder has made its appearance, and govern an affair before its 

confusion has begun. 
A tree which fills the arms grows from a tiny sprout; 
a tower of nine floors rises from a heap of earth; 
a journey of a thousand li begins at one's feet. 
He who acts with an intent to control fate does harm; 
he who takes hold of a thing in the same way loses his hold. 
The sage works without an intent to control fate, and therefore does no harm. 
He does not lay hold so, and therefore does not lose his hold. 
People who conduct their affairs often ruin them on the eve of their success. 
If they are careful at the end, as they were careful at the beginning; 
then there would be no ruined affairs. 
Therefore, the sage desires what other men do not desire, and does not value objects which are 

difficult to obtain. 
He learns what other men do not learn, and turns back to what the multitude of men have passed by. 



Thus he assists all existence to develop in a natural course, and does not dare to act with an intent to 
control fate. 

• 
[64c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
What is motionless is easy to hold; 
What is not yet foreshadowed is easy to form plans for; 
What is fragile is easy to break; 
What is minute is easy to disperse. 
Deal with a thing before it comes into existence; 
Regulate a thing before it gets into confusion. 
The common people in their business often fail on the verge of succeeding. 
Take care with the end as you do with the beginning, 
And you will have no failure. 
• 
[64c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Things at rest are easy to hold. 
Things unbegun are easy to plan. 
Fragile things are easy to shatter. 
Tiny things are easy to scatter. 



Manage things before they exist. 
Set things in order before they become chaotic. 
A tree as big as one's embrace originates from a rootlet. 
A nine-story terrace begins with a heap of earth. 
A thousand-li journey starts from beneath one's feet. 
To act means to fail; 
To insist means to lose. 
The Sage does not act and therefore never fails; 
He does not insist and therefore never loses. 
When the people undertake to do something, 
They almost always fail at the point of success. 
One should be cautious at the end as at the beginning, 
Then there will be no failure. 
Therefore the Sage desires no desires, 
Values not the rare treasures, 
Learns from the unlearned, 
Reverses the faults of the people, 
And assists all things in their natural development, 
Never daring to interfere. 



• 
[64c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When sitting still, they are easy to hold down; 
no omens yet, it is easy to plan; 
when fragile, they are easy to break; 
when small, they are easy to scatter. 
Work on it when it isn't yet; 
put it in order when it is not yet disordered. 
A tree you can barely get your arms around grows from a tiny shoot; 
a nine-story tower begins as a heap of earth; 
a thousand-mile journey begins under your feet. 
Working ruins, grasping loses. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Does not work, so does not ruin; 
does not grasp, so does not lose. 
"When the people are engaged in some task, 
they are always on the point of finishing when they ruin it." 
Careful at the end just as at the beginning, 
then there will be no ruining of the work. 



And so the Wise Person: 
Desires to be desireless, 
does not prize goods hard to come by, 
learns to be un-Learned, 
turns back to the place all others have gone on from. 
So as to help along the naturalness of the thousands of things without presuming to be a Worker. 
• 
[64c33t] Cheng Lin 
When chaos has not yet appeared, it is easy to maintain peace. 
When portents have not yet appeared, it is easy to devise measures. 
When a thing is brittle, it can be easily broken. 
When a thing is minute, it can be easily dispersed. 
Measures should be adopted to forestall future emergencies. 
Action should be taken to safeguard against possible confusion. 
A giant tree whose trunk measures several feet in diameter is grown from a tiny seed. 
A tall tower nine storeys high is built upon basketfuls of earth. 
A long journey of a thousand lii is covered step by step. 
Those who try to gain by action are sure to fail; 
those who try to hold are sure to lose. 



Because the Sage abides by inaction, he does not fail. 
Because he does not try to hold, he does not lose. 
Men often fail in their undertakings when they are on the verge of success. 
If the same care is exercised towards the end as at the beginning, they can never fail. 
Wherefore, the Sage has no desires, covets not rarities, and acquires not learning in order that he may 

avoid the faults of the multitude. 
He promotes the spontaneous development of all things, and does not venture to interfere by his own 

action. 
• 
[64c34t] Yi Wu 
What is at rest is easy to hold; 
What has not yet appeared is easy to plan. 
What is fragile is easy to shatter; 
What is small is easy to scatter. 
Act before the problem happens; 
Manage before disorder arises. 
A tree as big as one's embrace springs from a tiny sprout; 
A tower with nine stories starts from a heap of earth; 
A walk of a thousand miles begins from where one stands. 



One who acts will fail; 
One who becomes attached will lose. 
Therefore, the sage, without acting, does not fail, 
Without becoming attached, does not lose. 
The people, in doing, fail at the point of success. 
One should be as cautious at the end as at the beginning; 
Then there will be no failure. 
Therefore, the sage desires to be desireless 
And does not value rare treasures, 
Learns to be unlearned 
And reforms the faults of people. 
He aids all things in their natural development 
And dares to not act on them. 
• 
[64c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
It is easier to maintain the status quo when things are established and stabilised. 
It is easier to correct things when the incipient signs of trouble have just occurred. 
Fragile things disintegrate quickly. 
Minute things disperse readily. 



You should act well before the rot has set in. 
You should take effective measures before chaos arises. 
A tree broader than a man's embrace grows from a tiny seedling. 
The tallest tower starts from a clod of earth. 
The longest journey begins with the first step. 
He who schemes will fail, and he who grasps tightly will lose it. 
Hence, the sage does not scheme and will not fail. 
He does not hold fast so he will not lose it. 
Failure usually occurs at the cusp of succeeding. 
If you pay careful attention from start to finish, there will be few failures. 
What the sage wants is the opposite of what others want. 
Hence, the sage does not covet rare objects. 
The sage learns what others don't want to learn. 
Thus, he avoids making mistakes that others commonly make. 
The sage only facilitates. 
He lets things evolve, but he does not interfere. 
• 
[64c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Tackle difficulties when they are easy. 



Accomplish great things when they are small. 
Handle what is going to be rough when it is still smooth. 
Control what has not yet formed its force. 
Deal with a dangerous situation while it is safe. 
Manage what is hard while it is soft. 
Eliminate what is vicious before it becomes destructive. 
This is called "attending to great things at small beginnings." 
A tree so big it can fill the span of a man's arms grows from a tiny sprout. 
A terrace nine stories high rises from a shovelful of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. 
Thus, one of integral virtue never sets about grandiose things, 
yet he is able to achieve great things. 
Lightly made promises inspire little confidence. 
Making light of things at the beginning, 
one will meet with failure in the end. 
Being prepared for hardship, one will not be overcome by it. 
In handling their affairs, people often ruin them just as they are on the verge of success. 
With heedfulness in the beginning and all the way through to the end, 
nothing is ruined. 



• 
[64c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
That which is motionless is easy to maintain. 
That which is prior to emergence is easy to deal with. 
That which is just beginning is easy to destroy. 
That which is minute is easy to disperse. 
Act on what is before it occurs. 
Manage things before they are in disorder. 
Big trees grow out of small shoots. 
A nine story tower begins to be built from one little lump. 
A journey of a thousand miles begins from where one stays. 
Those who proceed through action fail. 
Those who grasp on to a thing lose it. 
Therefore, the wise does not act on things and is free from failure. 
He does not grasp on to things, and does not lose them. 
People who are engaged with things often fail when they almost complete them. 
Therefore, one should be as careful in the last stage of one's work as at the beginning. 
Then one will be free from failure. 
Hence, for the wise, willing is non-willing. 



He never values things which are hard to attain. 
He learns what is unlearned. 
He avoids the mistakes that have been made by others. 
He is in accordance with the nature of ten thousand things, yet he never interferes with them. 
• 
[64c38t] Henry Wei 
Attend to the Insignificant 
Shou Wei 
What is secure can be easily maintained. 
What is yet unmanifest can be easily tackled. 
What is brittle can be easily broken. 
What is puny can be easily scattered. 
Act before any trouble starts. 
Enforce order before disorder arises. 
A big tree, whose girth fills a man's embrace, 
Springs from a tender shoot. 
A terrace nine stories in height 
Rises from a heap of earth. 
A journey one thousand miles long 



Begins with the first step. 
He who interferes will fail; 
He who grasps will lose. 
Therefore, the Sage does not interfere, 
And incurs no failure; 
He does not grasp, 
And suffers no loss. 
People in handling their affairs 
Often fail when within an ace of fulfilment. 
Be circumspect at the end as at the beginning, 
And there will be no failure. 
Therefore the Sage desires what is not desired (by others), 
And does not treasure hard-to-get objects. 
He learns what is not learned (by others), 
And restores what the multitude has skipped. 
He assists the natural trend of all things, 
But dares not venture to tamper with it. 
• 
[64c39t] Ha Poong Kim 



What is at rest is easy to hold; 
What has not yet shown its sign is easy to prepare for. 
What is tender is easy to break up; 
What is minute is easy to scatter. 
Deal with things before they become reality; 
Put things in order before disorder arises. 
A tree as big as a man's embrace 
Grows from the tip of a fine hair. 
A terrace nine stories high 
Rises from a heap of earth. 
A journey of a thousand miles 
Starts from where one stands. 
Whoever acts on it will ruin it; 
Whoever lays hold of it will lose it. 
For this reason the sage 
Does nothing and therefore ruins nothing; 
Lays hold of nothing and therefore loses nothing. 
People, in handling their affairs, 
Always ruin their work on the verge of completion. 



Be careful at the end as at the start, 
And you will never fail. 
For this reason the sage 
Desires not to desire, 
Does not treasure rare goods, 
Learns not to learn. 
He returns to what the multitude passes by. 
He thus helps the ten thousand things to be so of themselves [tzu jan], 
And does not try to rule. 
• 
[64c40t] Tao Huang 
It is easy to sustain what is at rest. 
It is easy to plan for that of which there is not even a sign. 
What is fragile is easily broken. 
What is minute is easily dispersed. 
Act upon it before it exists. 
Regulate it before it becomes chaos. 
A massive tree grows from a little sprout. 
A nine-story-building rises from a clod of earth. 



A thousand fathoms begin with a single step. 
Those who impose action upon it will fail. 
Those who cling to it lose it. 
So the sage, through nonaction, does not fail. 
Not clinging, he does not lose. 
The common people's engagement in affairs fails prior to success. 
So the saying goes, 
"Give as much careful attention to the end as to the beginning, then the affairs will not fail." 
It is on that account that the sage desires not to desire and does not value goods that are hard to get. 
He learns not to learn and restores the common people's losses. 
He is able to support the nature of all things and, not by daring, to impose action. 
• 
[64c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
What is still at rest is easy to maintain. 
What is still insignificant is easy to dispose of. 
What is still fragile is easily shattered. 
What is still not yet begun is easy to plan. 
Action should be taken before the emergency occurs. 
Measures should be taken before confusion is formed. 



A large tree, so large arms can hardly go around, was grown from a tiny seed. 
A tall tower, of nine stories height, was built first with a handful of dirt. 
A long journey of a thousand miles can be finished by moving feet. 
One who intervenes will be defeated. 
One who grasps the world will lose it. 
So the Sage ruler does not intervene, thus he does not fail. 
He does not grasp, thus he never loses. 
Sometimes people fail to reach the end when they are already on the verge of success. 
A Sage was as cautious at the end as in the beginning, so he could avoid failure. 
Thus a Sage ruler never desired what should not be desired, such as he never cherished rare goods. 
He did not experience what should not be experienced, such as he never repeated the faults of others. 
It gives supplementary help to the nature of All Things, and yet it dares not to assert itself. 
• 
[64c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
What remains still is easy to hold. 
What is not yet manifest is easy to plan for. 
What is brittle is easy to crack. 
What is minute is easy to scatter. 
Deal with things before they appear. 



Put things in order before disorder arises. 
A tree as big as a man's embrace grows from a tiny shoot. 
A tower of nine stories begins with a heap of earth. 
The journey of a thousand li starts from where one stands. 
He who takes action fails. 
He who grasps things loses them. 
For this reason the sage takes no action and therefore does not fail. 
He grasps nothing and therefore he does not lose anything. 
People in their handling of affairs often fail when they are about to succeed. 
If one remains as careful at the end as he was at the beginning, there will be no failure. 
Therefore the sage desires to have no desire, 
He does not value rare treasures. 
He learns to be unlearned, and returns to what the multitude has missed (Tao). 
Thus he supports all things in their natural state but does not take any action. 
• 
[64c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Легко придерживаться безопасного, 
легко замыслить еще не начавшееся, 
легко разъединять непрочное, 



легко рассеивать мельчайшее. 
Начинают заниматься тем, что еще не возникло; 
наводится порядок там, где он еще не нарушается. 
Дерево в охват рождается из самой малости, 
девятиярусная насыпь восстает из пригорошни земли, 
далекий путь берет начало в пяди под стопой. 
Кто действует, тот терпит поражение; 
кто чем-то обладает, тот его теряет. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек находится в бездействии и потому не знает поражения, 
ничем не обладает и потому не ведает потерь. 
В своих делах люди обычно накануне достижения успеха терпят поражение. 
Не терпят поражения, когда в конце бывают так же осторожны, как в начале. 
Поэтому Премудрый человек желает не иметь желаний и не ценит редкие товары, 
он учится быть неученым и возвращается к тому, что скопище людей минует. 
Помогая десяти тысячам вещей быть самостными, он не смеет действовать. 
• 
[64c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Легко сохранить то, что умиротворено. 
Легко спланировать то, что ещё не получило развития. 



Легко разломать то, что ещё хрупко. 
Легко рассеять то, что ещё мало. 
Действуй тогда, когда ещё ничего нет. 
Правь там, где ещё нет смуты. 
Полнокровное древо вырастает из мельчайшего ничто. 
Башня в девять уступов поднимается из просеянной земли. 
Путешествие в тысячу ли начинается с одного шага. 
Действующий - терпит неудачу. 
Стяжающий - утрачивает. 
Поэтому мудрец, пребывая в недеянии, не терпит неудач и поскольку не стяжает - не 

утрачивает. 
Зачастую люди терпят неудачу в делах, находясь на пороге успеха. 
Будь в конце столь же осторожен, как и в начале, - и не будет неудачных дел. 
Вот почему мудрецы желали не-желания и не ценили труднодостижимых предметов, 

учились вне учения и возвращались к ошибкам людей, дабы помочь мириадам существ 
пребывать в естественности и воздерживаться от деяний. 

• 
[64c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Пребывающее в умиротворении легко удерживать. 



Когда признаки еще не проявились, положение легко исправить. 
То, что хрупко, легко разбить. 
Мелкое легко рассеять. 
Действуй, пока положение еще не выявилось, 
упорядочивай, пока смута еще не началась. 
Дерево, ствол которого с трудом можно обхватить, вырастает из крошечного ростка. 
Девятиэтажная башня возводится из комка земли. 
Путешествие в десять тысяч верст начинается с одного шага. 
Действуя, губишь дело. 
Удерживая, теряешь удерживаемое. 
Совершенный мудрец пребывает в недеянии и поэтому не знает поражений; он ничего не 

удерживает и поэтому ничего не теряет. 
Люди в делах своих часто стремятся к завершенности и потому терпят поражение. 
Если человек столь же внимателен в конце, как и в начале, он не будет знать поражений. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец, 
желая не желать, 
не ценит труднодоступные товары; 
учась не учась, 
возвращается к тому, что все люди уже прошли. 



Он споспешествует самоестественности сущего и не смеет действовать. 
• 
[64c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Умиротворенное состояние легко поддерживается. 
Еще не проявившее признаков легко предугадывается. 
Хрупкое легко растворяется. 
Мелкое легко рассеивается. 
Принимай меры, пока еще не произошло событие. 
Наводи порядок, пока еще не наступил хаос. 
Дерево толщиной в обхват вырастает из былинки. 
Девятиэтажная башня начинается с горстки земли. 
Путь в тысячу ли начинается с первого шага. 
Кто деяет - вредит всему. 
Кто удерживает - теряет все. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек не деяет, 
поэтому не терпит неудач, не удерживает, поэтому не теряет. 
Люди, идя на дело, часто, еще только приступив, уже все портят. 
Если будешь осторожным в конце, как и в начале, то не навредишь делу. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек страждет бесстрастия, 



не ценит трудно добываемого богатства, учит неучение, 
возвращается к тому, что пройдено многими людьми, 
опирается на естественность мириад вещей и не смеет деять. 
• 
[64c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
То, что спокойно, легко сохранить. 
То, что еще не показало признаков, легко направить. 
То, что слабо, легко разделить. 
То, что мелко, легко рассеять. 
Действие надо начать с того, чего еще нет. 
Наведение порядка надо начать тогда, когда еще нет смуты. 
Ибо большое дерево вырастает из маленького, девятиэтажная башня начинает 

строиться из горстки земли, путешествие в тысячу ли начинается с одного шага. 
Кто действует - потерпит неудачу. 
Кто чем-либо владеет - потеряет. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый бездеятелен, и он не терпит неудачи. 
Он ничего не имеет и поэтому ничего не теряет. 
Те, кто, совершая дела, спешат достигнуть успеха, потерпят неудачу. 
Кто осторожно заканчивает свое дело, подобно тому как он его начал, у того всегда будет 



благополучие. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый не имеет страсти, не ценит труднодобываемые предметы, 

учится у тех, кто не имеет знаний, и идет по тому пути, по которому прошли другие. 
Он следует естественности вещей и не осмеливается [самовольно] действовать. 
• 
[64c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Не трудно держать легкую вещь. 
Легко предотвратить (беду) до полного обнаружения. 
Слабого легко разбить, мелкого легко рассеять. 
Следует устраивать защиту тогда, когда еще нет (в том) надобности (т.е. нет врагов). 
Следует заботится о спокойствии страны тогда, когда еще в ней все в порядке. 
Дерево, которого нельзя обнять руками (т.е. большое), выросло из маленького. 
Девятиэтажная башня созидается из клочков земли. 
Чтобы пройти тысячу верст, нужно начать ходьбу с одного шага. 
Кто может создать, тот может и разрушить. 
Имеющий может потерять. 
Святой муж ничего не создает, поэтому ничего не разрушает; 
он ничего не имеет, поэтому ничего не потеряет. 
Кто, предпринимая дело, спешит наскоро достигнуть результата, тот ничего не сделает. 



Кто осторожно оканчивает свое дело, как начал, тот не потерпит неудачи. 
Поэтому святой муж всегда старается быть беспристрастным, не придавать ценности 

труднодобываемым вещам и не слушать бесплодного учения. 
Он повторяет то, что делалось многими. 
Он будет стараться, чтобы пособить естественному течению вещей, но ни в каком 

случае, не препятствовать ему. 
• 
[64c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Что покоится, то легко удержать. 
Что еще не проявилось, то легко упредить. 
Что хрупко, то легко разбить. 
Что мелко, то легко рассеять. 
Действуй там, где еще ничего нет. 
Упорядочивай там, где еще не разладилось. 
Дерево толщиной в обхват вырастает из крошечного ростка, 
Башня в девять этажей начинается с комка земли. 
Путь в тысячу ли начинается с одного шага. 
Тот, кто воздействует на это, разрушит его. 
Тот, кто крепко держится за это, потеряет его. 



Вот почему премудрый человек не действует и ничего не разрушает, 
Ни за что не держится - и ничего не теряет. 
Когда успех уже близок, люди часто все портят. 
Кто в конце так же осмотрителен, как в начале, не изведает неудачи. 
Посему премудрый человек желает нежелания и не ценит редкие в мире товары. 
Он учится не быть ученым и уводит всех от заблуждений. 
Посему он во всех вещах поддерживает то, что таково само по себе - и ничего не делает. 
• 
[64c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Что спокойно, легко удержать. 
Что еще не проявилось, легко проконтролировать. 
Что хрупко, легко разрушить. 
Что тонко, легко рассеять. 
Осуществляй это, когда еще нет наличия. 
Упорядочивай это, когда еще нет неурядиц. 
Дерево толщиной в обхват рождается из тончайшего ростка. 
Башня в девять этажей поднимается с кучки земли. 
Движение в тысячу ли начинается под ступней. 
Осуществляешь - испортишь это. 



Удерживаешь - потеряешь это. 
Это дает: 
У человека мудрости - отсутствие осуществления. 
Причинность: 
Отсутствие порчи. 
Отсутствие удержания. 
Причинность: 
Отсутствие потери. 
Народ, делая дела, постоянно, приближаясь к завершению, портит их. 
Если осторожен в конце так же, как и в начале, тогда не испортишь дело. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости стремится не стремиться. 
Не придает ценности трудно достающимся товарам. 
Учится не учиться. 
Возвращается туда, где проходят большинство людей. 
Тем самым поддерживает самопроизвольную естественность мириад сущностей и не 

осмеливается осуществлять. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Five 
 

[65c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Those who practiced the Way in antiquity, 
Did not use it to enlighten the people. 
Rather, they used it to make them dumb. 
Now the reason why people are difficult to rule is because of their knowledge; 
As a result, to use knowledge to rule the state 
Is thievery of the state; 
To use ignorance to rule the state 
Is kindness to the state. 
One who constantly understands these two 
Also [understands] the principle. 
To constantly understand the principle - 
This is called Profound Virtue. 
Profound Virtue is deep, is far-reaching, 
And together with things it returns. 
Thus we arrive at the Great Accord. 
• 



[65c02t] John C. H. Wu 
IN the old days, those who were well versed in the practice of the Tao did not try to enlighten the 

people, but rather to keep them in the state of simplicity. 
For, why are the people hard to govern? 
Because they are too clever! 
Therefore, he who governs his state with cleverness is its malefactor; 
but he who governs his state without resorting to cleverness is its benefactor. 
To know these principles is to possess a rule and a measure. 
To keep the rule and the measure constantly in your mind is what we call Mystical Virtue. 
Deep and far-reaching is Mystical Virtue! 
It leads all things to return, till they come back to Great Harmony! 
• 
[65c03t] D. C. Lau 
Of old those who excelled in the pursuit of the way did not use it to enlighten the people but to 

hoodwink them. 
The reason why the people are difficult to govern is that they are too clever. 
Hence to rule a state by cleverness 
Will be to the detriment of the state; 
Not to rule a state by cleverness 



Will be a boon to the state. 
These two are models. 
Always to know the models 
Is known as mysterious virtue. 
Mysterious virtue is profound and far-reaching, 
But when things turn back it turns back with them. 
Only then is complete conformity realized. 
• 
[65c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those skillful in the ancient Tao Are not obvious to the people. 
They appear to be simple-minded. 
People are difficult to lead 
Because they are too clever. 
Hence, to lead the organization with cleverness 
Will harm the organization. 
To lead the organization without cleverness 
Will benefit the organization. 
Those who know these two things 
Have investigated the patterns of the Absolute. 



To know and investigate the patterns 
Is called the Subtle Power. 
The Subtle Power is profound and far-reaching. 
Together with the Natural Law of polarity, It leads to the Great Harmony. 
• 
[65c05t] Ren Jiyu 
From of old those who have carried out the principle of Tao do not enlighten the people with it, but 

make them foolish and simple with it. 
What makes it difficult to govern the people is that they have too much knowledge, 
Therefore to govern the state by wisdom is a disaster for the state, 
And not to govern the state by wisdom is a blessing for the state. 
It is a principle to know the two (by wisdom and not by wisdom). 
Carrying out the principle forever is called the mysterious "De." 
The mysterious "De" is very deep and far-reaching. 
It is contrary to the nature of concrete things, 
But leads to the greatest conformity. 
• 
[65c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
In the beginning those who knew the Tao did not try to enlighten others, 



But kept them in the dark. 
Why is it so hard to rule? 
Because people are so clever. 
Rulers who try to use cleverness 
Cheat the country. 
Those who rule without cleverness 
Are a blessing to the land. 
These are the two alternatives. 
Understanding these is Primal Virtue. 
Primal Virtue is deep and far. 
It leads all things back 
Toward the great oneness. 
• 
[65c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
In the ancient days the masters who succeed in following the Dao, 
Rather than making people clever, 
Would spare them from much acquired knowledge. 
The reason why people may be difficult to rule over is that they are too clever. 
The ruler who rules with his acquired knowledge 



is (likely) to hurt the nation. 
The ruler who rules not with his acquired knowledge 
is (likely) to benefit the nation. 
Knowing the difference between ruling with acquired knowledge and ruling with original knowledge 
Is close to following the right formula. 
Being always mindful of following the formula is the mystical virtue. 
The mystical virtue is deep, 
far from the crowds, 
and opposite to what people expect. 
Exactly because it is the reverse of what people expect, 
it achieves great concordance. 
• 
[65c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The ancient people who knew the DAO did not make people smart, but made them simple. 
People are not easy to govern when they are too smart. 
So, those who govern a country based on smartness are a disaster to the country. 
Those who do not govern the country based on smartness are a fortune to the country. 
These two ways are the long-lasting policies for governing a country. 
Keeping these two policies is called real DE. 



Real DE is so deep and far-reaching; it is opposite to what we know today. 
However, it will eventually lead to the ultimate harmonic and natural state. 
• 
[65c09t] Walter Gorn Old, SIMPLE VIRTUE 
The ancients who practised the Tao did not make use of it to render the people brilliant, but to make 

them simple and natural. 
The difficulty in governing the people is through overmuch policy. 
He who tries to govern the kingdom by policy is only a scourge to it; while he who governs without it is 

a blessing. 
To know these two things is the perfect knowledge of government, and to keep them continually in 

view is called the virtue of simplicity. 
Deep and wide is this simple virtue; and though opposed to other methods it can bring about a perfect 

order. 
• 
[65c10t] James Legge 
The ancients who showed their skill in practising the Tao did so, not to enlighten the people, but 

rather to make them simple and ignorant. 
The difficulty in governing the people arises from their having much knowledge. 
He who (tries to) govern a state by his wisdom is a scourge to it; 



while he who does not (try to) do so is a blessing. 
He who knows these two things finds in them also his model and rule. 
Ability to know this model and rule constitutes what we call the mysterious excellence (of a governor). 
Deep and far-reaching is such mysterious excellence, showing indeed its possessor as opposite to 

others, but leading them to a great conformity to him. 
• 
[65c11t] David Hinton 
Ancient masters of Way 
never enlightened people. 
They kept people simple-minded. 
It's impossible to govern 
once you've filled people with knowing. 
Use knowing to govern 
and you plunder the nation, 
but use not-knowing to govern 
and you enrich the nation. 
Once you understand this, the pattern is clear, 
and always understanding the pattern is called dark-enigma Integrity. 
Dark-enigma Integrity is deep and distant, is the return of things 



back into the vast harmony. 
• 
[65c12t] Chichung Huang 
Therefore, it is said: 
"Those who implemented the Tao 
Did not use it to make the people shrewd; 
Rather, they used it to make them simple." 
The reason why the people are difficult to rule 
Is that they are crafty. 
Therefore, using craft to govern a state 
Is a pest to the state; 
Using noncraft to govern a state 
Is a blessing to the state. 
Constantly remember: these two constitute a guideline; 
Constantly remembering this guideline 
Is called a deep and remote virtue. 
The deep and remote virtue 
Is deep indeed, remote indeed; 
And, though contrary to all things, 



Will eventually reach Grand Harmony. 
• 
[65c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Those in the past who were good at practicing Tao, 
Did not want to enlighten (ming) the people, 
But to keep them in ignorance (yü). 
People are hard to rule, 
Because they know (chih) too much. 
Therefore, to rule a nation by knowledge, 
Is to be the nation's thief. 
Not to rule a nation by knowledge, 
Is to be the nation's blessing. 
To know these two is to know heaven's rule (chi shih). 
Always knowing heaven's rule, 
Is called the dark (hsüan) te. 
The dark te clarifies (ch'ing) and is far away (yüan). 
It reverts (fan) with things. 
Then there arrives the great harmony. 
• 



[65c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In old days, when good practitioners of Tao led the country, they did not announce their plans to the 

public, because they wanted to keep a low profile [to protect innocent people from schemers]; 
The reason populace was difficult to govern was because insidious people were compensated for their 

expertise [to take advantage of the situation]. 
If a country is run with the policy which rewards people for their cunningness, its [fundamental 

principle of justice for all] would thus be robbed; 
If a country is ruled with the policy discouraging cunning performances, the whole country is blessed 

with good fortune [of justice for all]. 
The above mentioned are two modes of governing; 
If one is able to recognize the [advantages and disadvantages] of these two modes then [we may 

describe that] he is unified with the profound Te; 
The profound Te extends far and deep! 
When [a Sage], together with myriad things and creatures, return to [the cultivation of the profound 

Te], [the world] will have peace and prosperity. 
• 
[65c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
In the old days, those who were well versed in the practice of the Way did not try to make the people 

know, but rather to keep them in the state of simplicity. 



Why are the people hard to govern? 
Because they are clever. 
Therefore, he who governs his state with cleverness is its malefactor. 
He who governs his state without resorting to cleverness is its benefactor. 
To know these two principles is to possess a rule and a measure of governing. 
To know the rule and the measure is mysterious Virtue. 
Deep and far-reaching is mysterious Virtue! 
It leads all things to return to great harmony. 
• 
[65c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
In the past, those who are good at Tao did not encourage people to be shrewd. 
They encourage people to be honest. 
People are difficult to govern if they are sly. 
Advocating slyness in governing is the misfortune of a kingdom. 
Opposing slyness in governing is the blessing of a kingdom. 
Note that the above two points are also guidelines. 
Constantly noticing the guidelines is Profound Te. 
Profound Te is deep, broad, and against instinct. 
But it can leads to great success. 



• 
[65c17t] Arthur Waley 
In the days of old those who practised Tao with success did not, by means of it, enlighten the people, 

but on the contrary sought to make them ignorant. 
The more knowledge people have, the harder they are to rule. 
Those who seek to rule by giving knowledge 
Are like bandits preying on the land. 
Those who rule without giving knowledge 
Bring a stock of good fortune to the land. 
To have understood the difference between these two things is to have a test and standard. 
To be always able to apply this test and standard 
Is called the mysterious 'power', 
The mysterious 'power', so deep-penetrating, 
So far-reaching, 
That can follow things back - 
All the way back to the Great Concordance. 
• 
[65c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Those in antiquity who were good at practicing the Dao did not use it to make the common folk 



intelligent but used it to make them stupid. 
The reason the common folk are hard to govern is that they have too much knowledge. 
Thus to use knowledge to govern the state is to bring about the theft of the state. 
Not to use knowledge to govern the state is to enrich the state. 
One should understand these two, for they constitute a consistent rule. 
Constant understanding of this consistent rule is called "mysterious virtue." 
Mysterious virtue is indeed profound, indeed far-reaching! 
Such a one helps the people revert, 
For only then will perfect compliance be attained. 
• 
[65c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE GRAND HARMONY 
The ancients who knew how to follow the Tao 
Aimed not to enlighten the people, 
But to keep them ignorant. 
The reason it is difficult for the people to live in peace 
Is because of too much knowledge. 
Those who seek to rule a country by knowledge 
Are the nation's curse. 



Those who seek not to rule a country by knowledge 
Are the nation's blessing. 
Those who know these two (principles) 
Also know the ancient standard, 
And to know always the ancient standard 
Is called the Mystic Virtue. 
When the Mystic Virtue becomes clear, far-reaching, 
And things revert back (to their source), 
Then and then only emerges the Grand Harmony. 
• 
[65c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The ancients who practiced the Way did not enlighten the people with it; 
They used it, rather, to stupefy them. 
The people are hard to rule because they have too much knowledge. 
Therefore, 
Ruling a state through knowledge is to rob the state; 
Ruling a state through ignorance brings integrity to the state. 
One who is always mindful of these two types grasps a paradigm; 
Mindfulness of this paradigm is called "mysterious integrity." 



Deep and distant is this mysterious integrity! 
It runs counter to things until it reaches the great confluence. 
• 
[65c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The ancients who practiced the Tao 
did not use it to enlighten the people, 
but rather to assist them in gaining simplicity. 
The reason people are difficult to govern is because they are too clever. 
Hence, 
a person who attempts to govern a country by cleverness will injure it. 
Those who govern without cleverness will be a blessing to the land. 
These are the two models. 
Knowing these models is called the Mystic Virtue. 
The Mystic Virtue is deep and so far-reaching 
that it can lead all things back toward great harmony. 
• 
[65c22t] David H. Li 
Men who knew Direction in olden days did not teach the populace to be clever, but teach them to be 

simple. 



A populace that is clever is difficult to govern. 
Thus, 
governing with cleverness robs a state; 
governing not with cleverness benefits a state. 
One who knows [the difference between] these two sets the standard. 
Knowing the standard at all times is Profoundest Virtue. 
Profoundest Virtue is deep; it is far. 
Profoundest Virtue returns matters to naturalness, to the Grand Gentleness. 
• 
[65c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The ancients who mastered the Tao did not make the people sharp and clever. 
Instead, they made the people simple and deep. 
The people are hard to govern 
When they are too clever and know too much. 
To govern the people with cleverness is to bring about calamities. 
To govern the people with simplicity is to bring about blessings. 
To know these two alternatives is to have the standard of governance. 
To understand the standard of governance is to have sublime virtue. 
Sublime virtue is deep and far-reaching. 



Though it runs counter to the common way, 
It follows the great way of the Tao Eternal. 
• 
[65c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
In ancient times, the best Tao practitioners did not use it to educate the people, 
But rather to restore them to simplicity. 
It is difficult to govern people since they are very knowledgeable. 
Therefore, ruling a country by increasing knowledge 
Means destroying the country, 
While ruling a country by reducing knowledge 
Means blessing the country. 
The person who is aware of these two ways knows the standard, 
The person who keeps the standard in his mind is virtuous. 
The highest virtue is profound and broad, 
It goes back to the beginning of everything, 
And in this way attains absolute peace. 
• 
[65c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
In ancient times, the shrewdest rulers 



Didn't try to give people too much know-how. 
What did they do? 
They kept them living simply. 
So why are people so difficult to govern now? 
Because they know too much in their so-called freedom. 
If a leader works deviously, 
He will turn the people against him - look and see. 
But if you refuse to use that kind of knowing, 
Your people will be blessed and happy. 
This is where two streams divide: 
And if you rule this way 
You will be walking the great path of Te. 
Deep Te - this Virtue is everywhere drawing us all into our final destiny: 
Oneness Of The Source And The Sea ... 
• 
[65c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Those ancient men of the profound Tao 
Did not use the Tao to enlighten the people 
But use the Tao to make them simple. 



The people are unruly 
Because they are too clever. 
Thus to govern a state by cleverness 
Is bound to ruin the state; 
Not to govern the state by cleverness 
Is a blessing to the state. 
These are two models of government; 
Keeping the knowledge of these two models 
Is known as the mysterious virtue. 
The mysterious virtue is profound and far-reaching, 
Running counter to concrete things. 
At their extremes there is the most complete conformity to nature. 
• 
[65c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
In ancient times, those who knew well how to serve the Tao did not use it to enlighten the people but 

to fool them. 
People are difficult to govern only because they are intelligent and resourceful. 
Therefore to rule with intelligence harms the country. 
To govern the country without intelligence is a blessing for the nation. 



He who knows the difference, knows the principle. 
To know the principle is called mysterious virtue. 
Mysterious virtue is deep and far. 
It might at first seem to go against the natural order but it will then lead to harmony. 
• 
[65c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The ancient wise persons who were good at keeping the Way 
Did not try to achieve it by teaching sophisticated knowledge, 
But by ridding people of the folly such knowledge holds. 
A foolishly sophisticated nation is difficult to govern. 
Therefore, there are two models which a ruler may follow: 
One who rules with sophistication is stealing a nation, 
One who rules with no sophistication is saving a nation. 
To make the wise choice always is to be subtle and profound. 
The subtle and profound wisdom is rooted far back in time 
And such wisdom will also function far ahead into the future. 
Therefore, such wisdom can be used 
To help bring about what is natural in the world. 
• 



[65c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Mysterious Excellence 
Lao Tze says, 
In ancient times, those who learned the Tao in exercise of the government would work not to 

enlighten the people, but rather to make them ignorant. 
The difficulty in governing the people arises from their having much craftiness. 
He who tries to govern a state by his craftiness is a scourge to the state; 
and he who does not try to do so is a boon to the state. 
He who knows these two different results finds in them an absolute rule. 
Ability to know this absolute rule constitutes what we call the mysterious excellence. 
Profound and far-reaching is this mysterious excellence; 
showing indeed its possessor to be contrary to others, but leading him to be completely obedient to the 

Tao. 
• 
[65c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
In olden times the best practisers of Tao did not use it to awaken the people to knowledge, 
But used it to restore them to simplicity. 
People are difficult to govern because they have much knowledge. 
Therefore to govern the country by increasing the people's knowledge is to be the destroyer of the 



country; 
To govern the country by decreasing their knowledge is to be the blesser of the country. 
To be acquainted with these two ways is to know the standard; 
To keep the standard always in mind is to have sublime virtue. 
Sublime virtue is infinitely deep and wide. 
It goes reverse to all things; 
And so it attains perfect peace. 
• 
[65c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The Ancients who were good in practicing Tao 
Did not teach the people with intelligence 
But kept them in ignorance. 
The people are hard to govern when they know too much. 
Therefore, one who rules the nation with knowledge robs the nation. 
One who does not rule the nation with knowledge brings good fortune to the nation. 
To know these two things means to know the standard. 
To constantly know the standard is called mystical virtue. 
Mystical virtue goes deep and far. 
It returns with all things to reach great harmony. 



• 
[65c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Those Excellent at doing Tao in ancient times - 
it was not to enlighten the people, but to keep them stupid. 
The difficulty in governing the people - 
because of their knowledge. 
Yes: 
By "Knowledge!" govern the state - 
a crime against the state. 
By "Ignorance!" govern the state - 
a boon to the state. 
Always: 
To understand these two lines, 
is also to understand the Ideal Pattern. 
Always: 
To understand the Ideal Pattern, 
is to have mysterious Te. 
Mysterious Te is deep, far-reaching, 
in opposition to things - 



only afterward comes the Great Harmony. 
• 
[65c33t] Cheng Lin 
The ancients who knew Truth well did not make the people acquire learning, but kept them in the 

state of simplicity. 
The people become difficult to govern when they are full of wiles. 
Therefore, 
the ruler who relies on learning does harm to the State; 
the ruler who relies not on learning does good to the State. 
These two ways are the ways of government. 
When one always follows the right course, he acts in accordance with the mysterious Nature. 
The mysterious Nature is profound and far-reaching. 
When things revert to it, there is great concord. 
• 
[65c34t] Yi Wu 
In ancient times, one who was good at practicing the Way 
Did not make the people clever 
But kept them in ignorance. 
If the people are hard to govern, 



It is because they have too much knowledge. 
Therefore, 
one who governs the state with knowledge is a malefactor to the state; 
one who does not govern the state with knowledge is a benefactor to the state. 
Knowing both of these is also knowing to follow the pattern. 
Constantly knowing to follow the pattern 
Is called mystical virtue. 
Mystical virtue reaches deep and far; 
It returns with all things, 
After which, supreme harmony will be attained. 
• 
[65c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The ancient ruler who followed the way of Dao, 
Attempted to make people simple and unsophisticated, not clever and scheming. 
People are unruly because they are too clever and devious. 
Using sophisticated measures to run a country, you can only cause harm. 
Using unsophisticated measures, you will bring prosperity to the country. 
These two models are consistent with the immutable principles of Dao. 
Understanding the immutable principles, you are a person of inconspicuous virtue. 



Inconspicuous virtue is profound and enduring. 
Inconspicuous virtue is the opposite of conventional wisdom. 
By going with the flow, you will achieve great harmony. 
• 
[65c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
In ancient times, those who were well-versed in the practice of the subtle Way of the universe did not 

lead people to disintegrate their minds through intellectual development for the sake of partial 
achievement. 

Instead, they dissolved all contradictory concepts and images in order to maintain the natural state 
of simplicity. 

Why are people so hard to manage? 
Because they have become complicated. 
He who leads others with a conditioned and complicated mind is the source of calamity. 
He who leads others with simplicity is the source of blessing. 
To know these two principles is to possess a rule and measure, the symbol of the ancient wise one. 
To keep the rule and measure constantly in your mind, 
is to spontaneously manifest integral virtue. 
Deep and far-reaching is the subtle truth of integrity. 
It leads all things to return from worldly divergence to one great and universal life. 



• 
[65c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
In the remote past, the man who was good in Tao did not lead his people to calculative thinking, 
But let them remain ignorant of it. 
The difficulty in cultivating men is that they are full of intellectual discrimination. 
Governing the nation through intellectual discrimination is harmful to it. 
Not governing the nation through intellectual discrimination is a blessing to it. 
Knowing the difference between these two sets a standard. 
To be aware of this standard is profound attainment. 
Profound attainment is deep and far-reaching. 
It is the reversal of ordinary things, yet it leads to great harmony with Tao. 
• 
[65c38t] Henry Wei 
Virtue of Innocence 
Ch'un Teh 
The ancients who were adept in following Tao 
Used it not to develop the people's intelligence, 
But to keep the people simple-minded. 
People are difficult to rule, 



Because they have too much knowledge. 
Therefore, to use knowledge to rule a country 
Inflicts a curse on the country; 
Not to use knowledge to rule a country 
Confers a boon on the country. 
He who is aware of these two rules 
Also sets a standard pattern (as the ancients did). 
Awareness of the standard pattern is called Mystic Virtue. 
As Mystic Virtue goes deep and reaches far, 
And leads creatures to revert to their origin, 
Then Great Concord will prevail. 
• 
[65c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Of old a man who practiced Tao best 
Did not thereby seek to make the people bright, 
But to make them ignorant. 
The people are difficult to govern, 
Because they are too clever. 
Therefore, to govern a state through knowledge 



Is the robbing of the state; 
Not to govern a state through knowledge 
Is a blessing to the state. 
Those who know these two 
Also know the standard. 
Always to know the standard 
Is called the mysterious Te. 
Deep and far-reaching is the mysterious Te! 
Turn away from things. 
Only then will the great obedience be attained. 
• 
[65c40t] Tao Huang 
Those who practiced Tao in olden times did not enlighten people, 
Rather they made them simple. 
What makes it the hardest to govern the people is what they already know. 
It becomes most difficult to govern people because of their knowledge. 
So, using knowledge to govern the country, knowledge itself becomes the thief of the country. 
Not using knowledge to govern the country, knowledge itself is the Action of the country. 
Always realize that these two are the model for ruling. 



Always be aware that this model is the mystic Action. 
Mystic Action is deep and far-reaching. 
It is the opposite of matter. 
Only thus does it approach the Great Harmony. 
• 
[65c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The perfect ruler of ancient times did not teach the people to be intelligent, but rather taught them to 

be simple, 
Because the difficulty of ruling people is always due to their being too intelligent. 
Thus to use intelligence and skills to rule a country is robbing the country; 
not to use intelligence and skills to rule a country is blessing the country. 
By knowing these two - Dao and virtues, both of them are the models of Nature. 
By constantly following the models is called the "Profound Virtues". 
The Incomprehensive is unfathomable and far-reaching. 
It (Change) brings all things to return (from the extreme) until perfect harmony - "Grand Concord" is 

reached. 
• 
[65c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
In ancient times those who practiced Tao well 



Did not seek to enlighten the people, but to make them ignorant. 
People are difficult to govern because they have too much knowledge. 
Therefore he who rules the state through knowledge is a robber of the state; 
He who rules a state not through knowledge is a blessing to the state. 
One who knows these two things also (knows) the standard. 
Always to know the standard is called profound and secret virtue. 
Virtue becomes deep and far-reaching, 
And with it all things return to their original state. 
Then complete harmony will be reached. 
• 
[65c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Кто в древности умел следовать Дао, с его помощью не просвещал народ, а делал глупым. 
Когда люди много знают, ими трудно управлять. 
Править на основе знаний для государства - это подлинное бедствие; 
когда в правлении не полагаются на знания, приносят государству счастье. 
Кто ведает об этой паре истин, тот постигает вечный образец. 
А знать неколебимо вечный образец - это называют сокровенной добродетелью. 
Она глубока, далека и со всеми возвращается. 
Но только так ей удается достигать великой слаженности. 



• 
[65c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Издревле совершенные в следовании Дао не просвещали народ, но оставляли его 

невежественным. 
Причина того, что народом трудно управлять, заключена в избытке у него знаний. 
Потому управление государством с помощью знания будет разрушительно для 

государства. 
Отказ от управления государством с помощью знания будет благотворен для 

государства. 
Два этих примера являются образчиками. 
Неизменное понимание этих образчиков зовётся сокровенной Благостью. 
О, сколь глубока, сколь отдалена сокровенная Благость! 
Сколь противоположна она вещам! 
Но лишь то, что идёт за ней, и есть Великое Следование. 
• 
[65c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Древние, умеющие следовать Дао-Пути, не просвещали народ, а оглупляли его. 
Трудно управлять народом, когда он преисполнен многомудрия. 
Тот, кто упорядочивает страну при помощи мудрости, - грабитель страны. 



Тот, кто не упорядочивает страну при помощи мудрости, - счастье для страны. 
Знание этих двух принципов создает образец для исполнения. 
Постоянное знание сего образца называют Сокровенной Благой Силой-Дэ. 
О сколь глубока Сокровенная Благая Сила! 
О сколь она удалена от нас! 
Но она возвращается к единству со всем сущим, и следующий ей обретает великий успех! 
• 
[65c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
В древности те, кто были совершенным воплощением Дао, 
не просвещали народ и стремились держать его в темноте. 
Народом трудно управлять, если у него много знаний. 
Вот почему, если с помощью знаний управлять царством, то царство погибнет; 
если без помощи знаний управлять царством, то царство будет процветать. 
Знание этих двух положений и есть уставный образец [правления]. 
Знание уставного образца с позиции постоянства (чан) - 
это и есть изначально-сокровенное Дэ. 
Изначально-сокровенное Дэ глубоко, далеко! 
В сопоставлении с вещами - противоположность. 
Вот только в таком [соположении] и достигается великое послушание (следование). 



• 
[65c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
В древности те, кто следовал дао, не просвещали народ, а делали его невежественным. 
Трудно управлять народом, когда у него много знаний. 
Поэтому управление страной при помощи знаний приносит стране несчастье, а без их 

помощи приводит страну к счастью. 
Кто знает эти две вещи, тот становится примером для других. 
Знание этого примера есть знание глубочайшего дэ. 
Глубочайшее дэ, оно и глубоко и далеко. 
Оно противоположно всем существам, но приводит их к полному соответствию [с ним]. 
• 
[65c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
В древности исполнявшие Тао не старались просветить народ: они держали его в 

невежестве. 
Причина того, что трудно управлять народом, заключается в том, что народ 

просвещается и в нем много умных. 
Управляющий страною посредством умствования погубит ее. 
Когда страна управляется без всякого умствования, то в ней будет благоденствие. 
Знающий (сущность) этих двух пунктов будет образцом нравственной жизни (для 



народа). 
Его будут называть (человеком) непостижимой добродетели. 
О, глубока и непостижима нравственность! 
Она противоположна по своему существу всему вещественному, но никогда не 

сопротивляется ничему. 
Она соблюдает великое послушание. 
• 
[65c97t] В. В. Малявин 
В древности те, кто умел претворять Путь, 
Не желали с его помощью просветить людей, 
А применяли его так, чтобы сделать людей простодушными. 
Людьми трудно управлять оттого, что они много знают. 
А потому тот, кто знанием управляет царством, - вор царства. 
А кто незнанием управляет царством - счастье царства. 
Кто знает эти две истины, тот для всех образец. 
Всегда знать образец называется "сокровенным совершенством". 
Сокровенное совершенство так глубоко! 
Простирается так далеко! 
С ним все вещи вечно возвращаются. 



Вот тогда воцарится Великое Согласие. 
• 
[65c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осуществляющие совершенствование на Пути древности отрицают применение 

просвещения народа, а скорее делают его невежественным. 
Трудность управления народом объясняется избытком у него знаний. 
Причинность: 
Посредством знаний управлять государством - разграбление государства. 
Не через знания управлять государством - благосостояние государства. 
В осознании этой пары - суть следования идеалу. 
Постоянно осознавай следование идеалу. 
Это определяется: 
Мистическая Потенция. 
Мистическая Потенция и глубока, и далека. 
В контакте с вещью - она от обратного. 
Но именно так и достигается большая послушность. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Six 
 

[66c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The reason why rivers and oceans are able to be the kings of the one hundred valleys is that they are 

good at being below them. 
For this reason they are able to be the kings of the one hundred valleys. 
Therefore in the Sage's desire to be above the people, 
He must in his speech be below them. 
And in his desire to be at the front of the people, 
He must in his person be behind them. 
Thus he dwells above, yet the people do not regard him as heavy; 
And he dwells in front, yet the people do not see him as posing a threat. 
The whole world delights in his praise and never tires of him. 
Is it not because he is not contentious, 
That, as a result, no one in the world can contend with him?! 
• 
[66c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HOW does the sea become the king of all streams? 
Because it lies lower than they! 



Hence it is the king of all streams. 
Therefore, the Sage reigns over the people by humbling himself in speech; 
And leads the people by putting himself behind. 
Thus it is that when a Sage stands above the people, they do not feel the heaviness of his weight; 
And when he stands in front of the people, they do not feel hurt. 
Therefore all the world is glad to push him forward without getting tired of him. 
Just because he strives with nobody, 
Nobody can ever strive with him. 
• 
[66c03t] D. C. Lau 
The reason why the River and the Sea are able to be king of the hundred valleys is that they excel in 

taking the lower position. 
Hence they are able to be king of the hundred valleys. 
Therefore, desiring to rule over the people, 
One must in one's words humble oneself before them; 
And, desiring to lead the people, 
One must, in one's person, follow behind them. 
Therefore the sage takes his place over the people yet is no burden; 
takes his place ahead of the people yet causes no obstruction. 



That is why the empire supports him joyfully and never tires of doing so. 
It is because he does not contend that no one in the empire is in a position to contend with him. 
• 
[66c04t] R. L. Wing 
The rivers and seas lead the hundred streams 
Because they are skillful at staying low. 
Thus they are able to lead the hundred streams. 
Therefore, to rise above people, 
One must, in speaking, stay below them. 
To remain in front of people, 
One must put oneself behind them. 
Therefore Evolved Individuals remain above, 
And yet the people are not weighted down. 
They remain in front, 
And the people are not held back. 
Therefore the world willingly elects them, 
And yet it does not reject them. 
Because they do not compete, 
The world cannot compete with them. 



• 
[66c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The rivers and seas can become the leaders of many streams just because they skillfully stay in lower 

valleys. 
So they can be the leaders of many streams. 
Therefore (he) who wants to rule over the people should show his modesty by his words. 
He who wants to lead the people should place himself behind them. 
In this way, the sage is above the people, but the people do not feel him as a burden; 
He is in front of the people (leading them), but the people do not feel him as a hindrance. 
Therefore all the people under Heaven revere him and do not tire of him. 
Just because he does not compete with others, 
Nobody under Heaven can compete with him. 
• 
[66c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Why is the sea king of a hundred streams? 
Because it lies below them. 
Therefore it is the king of a hundred streams. 
If the sage would guide the people, he must serve with humility. 
If he would lead them, he must follow behind. 



In this way when the sage rules, the people will not feel oppressed; 
When he stands before them, they will not be harmed. 
The whole world will support him and will not tire of him. 
Because he does not compete, 
He does not meet competition. 
• 
[66c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
The reason why the great rivers and the seas can claim 
to be the kings of the hundred valleys 
is that they lie low, 
so the water in all valleys come to them. 
The Sage who wants to be on top of his people must use humble words. 
He who wants to lead his people must follow his people. 
For these reasons, though the Sage is on top of his people, 
his people are not burdensome. 
Although he is ahead of his people, 
his people will do him no harm. 
He wins the heart of his people and 
is never abandoned by the people. 



Because he never struggles with anyone for favor, 
none under heaven can out-struggle him. 
• 
[66c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The great rivers and oceans can hold the water of all the streams. 
Because they are lower, the water flows to them. 
Therefore, if you want to be the head of the people, you must first humble yourself; 
If you want to lead the people, you must first put yourself behind. 
This is why the great men were above the people, but the people did not feel burdened; 
They were in front of the people, but the people did not feel harmed. 
So, the people were happy to make the great men their leaders, and did not feel tired of them. 
Only because the great men did not fight, was there no one who could compete with them. 
• 
[66c09t] Walter Gorn Old, GOING BEHIND 
That by which the great rivers and seas receive the tribute of all the streams, is the fact of their being 

lowly; that is the cause of their superiority. 
Thus the Sage, wishing to govern the people, speaks of himself as beneath them; and wishing to lead 

them, places himself behind them. 
So, while he is yet above them, they do not feel his weight; and being before them, he yet causes no 



obstruction. 
Therefore all men exalt him with acclamations, and none is offended. 
And because he does not strive, no man is his enemy. 
• 
[66c10t] James Legge 
That whereby the rivers and seas are able to receive the homage and tribute of all the valley streams, 

is their skill in being lower than they; 
- it is thus that they are the kings of them all. 
So it is that the sage (ruler), wishing to be above men, puts himself by his words below them, and, 

wishing to be before them, places his person behind them. 
In this way though he has his place above them, men do not feel his weight, nor though he has his 

place before them, do they feel it an injury to them. 
Therefore all in the world delight to exalt him and do not weary of him. 
Because he does not strive, no one finds it possible to strive with him. 
• 
[66c11t] David Hinton 
Oceans and rivers become emperors of the hundred valleys 
because they stay so perfectly below them. 
This alone makes them emperors of the hundred valleys. 



So, wanting to rule over the people a sage speaks from below them, and wanting to lead the people he 
follows along behind them, 

then he can reign above without weighing the people down and stay ahead without leading the people 
to ruin. 

All beneath heaven rejoices in its tireless praise of such a sage. 
And because he's given up contention, 
nothing in all beneath heaven contends with him. 
• 
[66c12t] Chichung Huang 
The reason why rivers and oceans 
Can become kings of a hundred valley streams 
Is that they are good at lying below them; 
Hence, they can become 
Kings of a hundred valley streams. 
Hence, when the sage man 
Wished to be above the people, 
He always placed himself below them in speech; 
When he wished to be in front of the people, 
He always stayed behind them in person. 



Therefore, when he was above, 
People did not consider him a burden; 
When he was in front, 
People did not consider him an obstacle. 
All under heaven delighted in supporting him unwearily. 
Is it not because he did not contend 
That none under heaven could with him contend? 
• 
[66c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Rivers and seas can be kings of the hundred valleys, 
Because they are good at flowing downwards (hsia). 
Therefore they can be kings of the hundred valleys. 
Thus if you desire to be above the people, 
Your words must reach down (hsia) to them. 
If you desire to lead the people, 
Your person (shen, body) must be behind them. 
Thus the sage is above, 
Yet the people do not feel his weight. 
He stays in front, 



Yet the people do not suffer any harm. 
Thus all gladly praise him untiringly (pu yen). 
Because he does not contend with any, 
Therefore no one under heaven can contend with him. 
• 
[66c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Rivers and seas (huge lake), to which hundreds of other streams feed in, are supported by vast valleys 

huge enough to accommodate [voluminous water of] hundreds of downstream; 
The reason this huge valley can hold hundreds of waterways and support other valleys is because it is 

situated in the lowest position [so that it is natural for all the other rivers carrying water from huge 
lakes to flow into it]. 

Therefore this huge valley is like the king presiding over hundreds of other smaller valleys. 
Accordingly, if a Sage intends to be the master of people, he should talk in a humble manner; 
If he wants to be the leader of people, he should put behind consideration of [either the benefit or the 

disadvantage of] his physical self; 
Accordingly, even though he rides on top of people, his weight (the pressure of his administration) will 

not be felt by the people below him; 
Being an [authentic] leader, his frontal position should pose no hindrance to people's [development]. 
For this reason the world is happy to be driven [by a Sage], and people will not form any abhorrence 



towards him; 
Because a Sage would not contend [for wealth and fame against people]; 
So nobody in the world can [or want to] be his rival. 
• 
[66c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
How do the river and the sea become the king of all streams? 
Because they place themselves in low positions, they are the kings of all streams. 
Therefore, to reign over the people, one must use humble words. 
To wish to stand in front of the people, one must put oneself in back of them. 
Therefore the sage is above the people, and they do not feel the heaviness of his weight; he stands in 

front of them, they do not feel hurt. 
Therefore all the world is glad to adore him without getting tired of him. 
Just because he contends with nobody, nobody contends with him. 
• 
[66c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
The river and the sea can be the king of hundreds of valleys, because they are adept to place 

themselves low. 
This is why they can be the kings of hundreds of valleys. 
Therefore sages speak humbly in order to win people. 



They put people before themselves in order to lead people. 
This is why when sages are the superior, people do not feel oppressed. 
When sages are leading, people would not be hurt. 
Consequently, when world is happy to support them and is never tired. 
Since the sage does not contend with anybody, nobody can compete with one. 
• 
[66c17t] Arthur Waley 
How did the great rivers and seas get their kingship over the hundred lesser streams? 
Through the merit of being lower than they; that was how they got their kingship. 
Therefore the Sage 
In order to be above the people 
Must speak as though he were lower than the people. 
In order to guide them 
He must put himself behind them. 
Only thus can the Sage be on top and the people not be crushed by his weight. 
Only thus can he guide, and the people not be led into harm. 
Indeed in this way everything under heaven will be glad to be pushed by him and will not find his 

guidance irksome. 
This he does by not striving; and because he does not strive, none can contend with him. 



• 
[66c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The reason the river and the sea are able to be kings of all the river valleys is that they are good at 

keeping below them. 
Thus they are able to be kings of all the river valleys. 
This is why, if one wishes to be above the common folk, he must use his words to place himself below 

them. 
If one wishes to be at the front of the common folk, he must use his person in such a way that they 

think of him as behind them. 
Therefore the sage positions himself above, yet the common folk do not regard him as heavy; 
he positions himself in front, yet the common folk do not regard him as an obstacle. 
Therefore all under Heaven happily promote him without ever tiring of it. 
It is because he does not contend that none among all under Heaven can contend with him. 
• 
[66c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE LORDS OF THE RAVINES 
How did the great rivers and seas become the Lords of the Ravines? 
By being good at keeping low. 
That was how they became the Lords of the Ravines. 



Therefore in order to be the chief among the people, 
One must speak like their inferiors. 
In order to be foremost among the people, 
One must walk behind them. 
Thus it is that the Sage stays above, 
And the people do not feel his weight; 
Walks in front, 
And the people do not wish him harm. 
Then the people of the world are glad to uphold him forever. 
Because he does not contend, 
No one in the world can contend against him. 
• 
[66c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The river and sea can be kings of the hundred valley streams because they are good at lying below 

them. 
For this reason, 
They can be kings of the hundred valley streams. 
For this reason, too, 
If the sage wants to be above the people, 



in his words, he must put himself below them; 
If he wishes to be before the people, 
in his person, he must stand behind them. 
Therefore, 
He is situated in front of the people, 
but they are not offended; 
He is situated above the people, 
but they do not consider him a burden. 
All under heaven happily push him forward without wearying. 
Is this not because he is without contention? 
Therefore, 
No one under heaven can contend with him. 
• 
[66c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
How did the sea gain kingship of a hundred streams? 
Because it takes the lower position. 
Hence, it is king of a hundred streams. 
Therefore, 
when True Persons are over the people 



they put themselves below the people by their speech. 
When they lead the people 
they stand behind the people. 
When True Persons are given places above the people 
they do not crush the people with their weight. 
When they take their place ahead of the people 
they do not obstruct the people's progress. 
That is why everything under heaven supports them gladly and does not tire of them. 
Because they strive with no one, 
no one can ever strive with them. 
• 
[66c22t] David H. Li 
The sea is the king to hundreds of streams. 
Because it is good at lying low, it can be the king to hundreds of streams. 
Thus, a sage, 
desirous of being the populace's superior, must be obsequious to them; 
desirous of being in front of the populace, must follow them. 
Thus, a sage, 
sitting high, in no way burdens the populace; 



standing in front, in no way harms the populace. 
Thus, the world is happy to support [the sage] and is not tired of doing so. 
Because [the sage] is not in competition, the people in the world cannot engage him/her in 

competition. 
• 
[66c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The reason the sea is king of a hundred streams is because it lies below them. 
Therefore, it is called king of a hundred streams. 
When the sage wants to guide the people, in speech he always lies below them. 
When the sage wants to lead the people, in deed he always follows behind them. 
Thus, 
even though he is above them, the people do not feel oppressed. 
Even though he is ahead of them, the people do not feel obstructed. 
Therefore, the people willingly and joyously put him in a leadership position. 
Because he is above contention, the people never contend with him. 
• 
[66c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The best soldier does not love war, 
The best warrior is not bloodthirsty, 



The best conqueror does not take part in the war, 
The best employer places himself beneath his workers. 
That is called the virtue of self-control, 
That is called the ability to be helped by others, 
That is called the enlightenment that comes from uniting with heaven. 
• 
[66c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Why is the sea the king of a hundred tributaries? 
Because everything comes down to it - 
So it is kingly 
By this name. 
So a sage that wants to rule the people must be below them. 
If he wants to be their leader, he must be behind them. 
If he has no desire to control then the people will not feel oppressed; 
And if he stands before them for their own sake, and not his they will not harm him. 
Trusted by everyone, no one will tire of him. 
What is his secret? 
He never competes. 
So there is no one else but him. 



• 
[66c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
All the streamlets flow towards the river and the sea 
Because the latter takes the lower positions, 
Hence the latter becomes the king of countless valleys. 
Therefore, if one wants to be the ruler of the people, 
One must put oneself behind the people. 
Thus the sage, though being placed high over the people, 
Never burdens the people; 
The sage, though going ahead of the people, 
Never stands in the way of the people. 
That is why the people hold him in esteem 
And are never tired of him. 
He contends with no one, 
So no one in the world is able to contend with him. 
• 
[66c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Rivers and seas can be king of the hundred valleys, 
only because they accept their lower position. 



Therefore they can be king of the hundred valleys. 
That is why the sage 
who wishes to rule the people 
must stay beneath them, 
who wishes to lead the people 
must follow behind them. 
In this way the sage stays above the people, 
yet does not oppress them. 
He stays ahead of the people, 
yet does not exhaust them. 
Then the people will support him with joy and never tire of following him. 
And because he does not fight, no one can fight against him. 
• 
[66c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The ocean can be the king of all deep places 
Because it positions itself lowest in the world. 
Similarly, the one who wants to be influential 
Must first be humble in his speech and actions. 
The one who wants to be the leader 



Must first go back behind all others. 
When such a leader is above, people will feel no weight. 
When such a leader is in front, people will feel no hindrance. 
He/She is therefore recommended without reservation, 
For one who fights for nothing advances best. 
• 
[66c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Lord of Waters 
Lao Tze says, 
That the reason whereby the rivers and sea can be the lord of a hundred streams is because they know 

to afford a low level, thus they can be the lord of hundreds of streams. 
Hence the sage who intends to lead the people from above has to speak humbly to the people. 
He who intends to walk ahead to guide the people has to seek his own benefit after seeking the 

people's. 
In this way, 
although he has placed himself above the people, the people do not feel his weight, 
and though he has his place before the people, the people will not feel it is an injury to them. 
Therefore, 
all in the world are glad to enthrone him to be the lord, and do not weary of him. 



Because he does not strive, no one finds it possible to strive with him. 
• 
[66c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
As Tao is to the world so are streams and valleys to rivers and seas. 
Rivers and seas can be kings to all valleys because the former can well lower themselves to the latter. 
Thus they become kings to all valleys. 
Therefore the Sage, in order to be above the people, must in words keep below them; 
In order to be ahead of the people, he must in person keep behind them. 
Thus when he is above, the people do not feel his burden; 
When he is ahead, the people do not feel his hindrance. 
Therefore all the world is pleased to hold him in high esteem and never get tired of him. 
Because he does not compete; therefore no one competes with him. 
• 
[66c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Rivers and seas become the kings of one hundred valleys 
Because they are able in putting themselves below; 
So they can become their kings. 
Therefore, for the sake of staying above the people, 
The Sage must lower himself with words. 



For the sake of staying ahead of the people, 
He must put himself behind them. 
Therefore, the Sage stays above and the people do not feel the burden. 
He stays in front and the people do not consider him harmful. 
Therefore the whole world delights in exalting him without tiring. 
Because he does not compete, 
The whole world cannot fight with him. 
• 
[66c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The Yang-tze and the ocean: 
How are they able to be Kings of the hundred streams? 
Because they excel at being low - 
this is how they are able to be Kings of the hundred streams. 
And so: 
Wishing to be high above the people, 
you must by your speech put yourself at the bottom. 
Wishing to be out in front of the people, 
you must put your self in the last place. 
And so, the Wise Person: 



Stands above, but the people are not weighed down; 
stands out in front, but the people are not harmed; 
and so the world delights in praising him, and does not tire. 
Because of his not contending, 
no one in the world can contend with him. 
• 
[66c33t] Cheng Lin 
That the rivers and seas are the lords of all waterways is because they occupy the lowest position, 

which fact is the cause of their lordship. 
Wherefore, he who wishes to be above the people must be content to be at the bottom. 
He who wishes to be at the head of the people must be content to be in the rear. 
Thus the Sage occupies a superior position, and the people do not find it burdensome. 
He occupies a leading position, and the people do not find it irksome. 
Therefore the whole Empire takes delight, and is never weary of paying him homage. 
Because he himself does not strive for superiority, there is none in this world who can contend with his 

superiority. 
• 
[66c34t] Yi Wu 
The reason rivers and seas are able to be the kings of all valleys 



Is because they excel in taking the lowest places. 
So, they become the kings of all valleys. 
Therefore, one who wants to be above the people 
Surely must, in words, be below them. 
One who wants to stay before people 
Surely must, in body, stay behind them. 
Therefore, though the Sage's place is above, 
The people are not burdened. 
The Sage is ahead, 
But the people are not obstructed. 
Therefore, the world happily praises and does not tire of him. 
Because he does not compete, 
The world cannot compete with him. 
• 
[66c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
How does the sea become the king of all waters? 
It is because it is good at lying low. 
Hence, it is the king of all waters. 
Therefore, the sage must be modest in order to reign successfully. 



In order to lead, the sage must follow the people wishes. 
Consequently, when the sage reigns, people are not oppressed. 
When the sage leads, the people are not suppressed. 
Hence, the sage is esteemed and not hated. 
As the sage does not contend, 
No one can contend with him. 
• 
[66c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
How does the sea become the queen of all rivers and streams? 
By lying lower than they do! 
Hence, it is the queen of all rivers and streams. 
One who humbles himself, therefore, can serve all people. 
By putting himself last, he comes to be their leader. 
Thus, when one of subtle virtue is set above people, 
they do not feel that he is their burden. 
And, when he stands in front of people, 
they do not feel that he is an obstruction to them. 
Therefore, the world follows one of subtle virtue joyfully, 
and never tires of doing so. 



He does not compete with anyone, 
thus he is above all competition. 
• 
[66c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Rivers and seas become the leading powers over all the waters from the highlands 
Because they place themselves in low positions before the other waters. 
That is why rivers and seas become the leading powers over all the waters from the highlands. 
Thus, when the ruler wishes to become the leader of his people, 
He first humbles himself before them. 
When he wishes to be in front of his people, 
He first remains in back of them. 
When he is in a high position, people do not feel his authority. 
When he is in front of his people, they do not feel any obstruction. 
Therefore, all the people want to support him, and no one dislikes him. 
It is because he never contends with others that others are unable to quarrel with him. 
• 
[66c38t] Henry Wei 
Apres Vous 
Hou Chi 



That rivers and seas can be kings of all valleys 
Is because they are good in staying low. 
That's why they can be kings of all valleys. 
Thus the Sage wishing to be above the people 
Always speaks as if he were inferior to them; 
And wishing to lead the people, 
Always places himself behind them. 
So when the Sage occupies a high position, 
The people do not feel any oppression; 
And when he occupies a leading position, 
The people do not receive any harm. 
Therefore the world is glad to support him, 
And never gets tired of doing so. 
Because he does not contend, 
No one in the world can contend with him. 
• 
[66c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The great rivers and seas are kings of hundred valleys, 
Because they are good at keeping low. 



That is why they can be kings of hundred valleys. 
Therefore, if you want to stand above the people, 
You must keep low in speaking to them. 
If you want to stand ahead of the people, 
You must put yourself behind them. 
For this reason the sage 
Is above the people yet does not weigh heavy on them; 
He is ahead of the people yet causes no harm to them. 
Therefore all under Heaven are happy to uphold him and never tire of him. 
Because he does not contend, 
No one under Heaven can contend with him. 
• 
[66c40t] Tao Huang 
The reason why rivers and seas have the capacity for kingship over all the valleys is that they excel in 

lowliness. 
That is why they have the capacity for kingship over all valleys. 
Thus, since the sage wants to elevate the people, his speech is down to earth. 
Since the sage wants to advance the people, he positions himself at the back, 
So that when he is at the front, people do not harm him. 



When he stands above, people do not feel pressure. 
The whole world supports him untiringly. 
Since he does not rely on competition, the world has nothing with which to compete. 
• 
[66c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Oceans and rivers can be the destinations of a hundred waters because the former place themselves 

just lower than the latter, thus they can be the destinations of a hundred waters. 
Hence if one wishes to be on top of others he must place himself lower than others; 
If he wishes to lead others he must put his own interest behind others. 
Hence, when a Sage ruler was on top of others, yet, they did not feel pressure; 
when he was in front of others, still, they did not feel hurt. 
And the whole world was glad to have him on top, and did not weary of him. 
Because of non-struggle, therefore, there is nothing under heaven which can struggle with him. 
• 
[66c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The great rivers and seas are kings of all mountain streams 
Because they skillfully stay below them. 
That is why they can be their kings. 
Therefore, in order to be the superior of the people, 



One must, in the use of words, place himself below them. 
And in order to be ahead of the people, 
One must, in one's own person, follow them. 
Therefore the sage places himself above the people and they do not feel his weight. 
He places himself in front of them and the people do not harm him. 
Therefore the world rejoices in praising him without getting tired of it. 
It is precisely because he does not compete that the world cannot compete with him. 
• 
[66c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Моря и реки потому способны царствовать над горными потоками, что умеют быть 

внизу. 
Только поэтому они способны царствовать над горными потоками. 
И при желании подняться над народом следует словесно перед ним принизиться, 
при желании быть впереди народа следует поставить себя сзади его. 
Именно поэтому, когда Премудрый человек встает над всеми, народу он не делается в 

тягость; 
когда он пребывает впереди, народу не наносится вреда. 
Все в Поднебесной с радостью его выдвигают и им не пресыщаются. 
А так как сам он не соперничает, никто и не способен с ним соперничать. 



• 
[66c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Моря и реки лишь потому могут быть властителями сотен долин, что способны 

ставить себя ниже их. 
Вот почему они могут быть властителями сотен долин. 
Поэтому тот, кто желает возвыситься над людьми, в речах своих должен ставить себя 

ниже их. 
Тот, кто желает идти впереди людей, должен встать позади них. 
Вот почему мудрец стоит над людьми, но не бывает им в тягость; 
находится впереди, но не вредит народу. 
Оттого вся Поднебесная без устали и с радостью поддерживает его. 
Он не вступает в борьбу, и потому нет в Поднебесной того, кто мог бы соперничать с ним. 
• 
[66c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Почему моря и реки царят над всеми долинами? 
Они всегда стремятся быть внизу, поэтому и царят над всеми долинами. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый, желая над народом вознестись, словами должен унижать 

себя; 
желая стать впереди народа, ставить самого себя позади всех. 



Поэтому, когда совершенномудрый возвышается над народом, народ не чувствует обузы; 
находится впереди народа, народ не страдает. 
Таким образом, вся Поднебесная, ликуя, несет его вперед, не чувствуя никакого гнета. 
Поскольку он ни с кем не борется, и с ним никто в Поднебесной не борется. 
• 
[66c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Реки и моря потому могут быть царями ста долин, 
что они с легкостью ставят себя ниже их. 
Вот почему [они] могут быть царями ста долин. 
Поэтому, желая встать над народом, непременно говори, что ты ниже его. 
Желая встать впереди народа, непременно ставь себя позади него. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек, утверждаясь наверху, 
народу не в тягость, находясь впереди, народу не вредит. 
Оттого-то Поднебесная с радостью выдвигает [его], 
не отворачивается [от него] и с ним не борется. 
Поэтому в Поднебесной нет таких, кто мог бы с ним бороться. 
• 
[66c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Реки и моря потому могут властвовать над равнинами, что они способны стекать вниз. 



Поэтому они властвуют над равнинами. 
Когда [совершенномудрый] желает возвыситься над народом, он должен ставить себя ниже 

других. 
Когда он желает быть впереди людей, он должен ставить себя позади других. 
Поэтому хотя он и стоит над народом, но народу он не в тягость; 
хотя он находится впереди, народ ему не вредит. 
Поэтому люди с радостью его выдвигают и от него не отворачиваются. 
Он не борется, благодаря чему он в мире непобедим. 
• 
[66c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Причина того, что реки и моря суть цари многочисленных долин (по которым текут 

речки), заключается в том, что первые находятся ниже последних. 
Вот почему реки и моря суть цари многочисленных долин. 
Когда святой желает поднять народ, то понижает его. 
Когда он желает поставить его вперед, то ставит его назад. 
Отсюда - когда народ займет высокое место, то не будет гордиться; 
когда пойдет вперед, то никому не сделает вреда. 
Когда осуществится все, что сказано мною, то на всей земле будет мир. 
Когда будет мир на всей земле, то не будет ссоры. 



• 
[66c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Реки и моря потому могут быть господином горным ручьям, 
Что они расположены ниже всего. 
Вот так они владеют ручьями в горах. 
Посему премудрый человек, желая быть над людьми, 
Должен в речах своих быть ниже их. 
А, желая быть прежде людей, 
Должен в поступках своих быть позади их. 
Вот почему премудрый человек стоит над людьми, а людям не тяжело. 
Он стоит впереди всех, а людям не страшно. 
Вот почему весь мир восхваляет его без пресыщения. 
Он ни с кем не соперничает, и мир не соперничает с ним. 
• 
[66c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Реки и моря оттого способны осуществлять функцию правителя ста долин, что они 

совершенны в их ориентации вниз. 
Причинность: 
Способны осуществлять функцию правителя ста долин. 



Это дает: 
Человек мудрости, стремясь продвинуться вверх в народе, посредством своих речей 

ориентирует его вниз. 
Стремясь продвинуться вперед в народе, посредством своего тела ориентируется назад. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости находится наверху, а народу не тяжело. 
Находится впереди, а народу нет вреда. 
Это дает: 
В Поднебесной рады продвигать, а не преграждать. 
В связи с тем, что не соперничает. 
Причинность: 
В Поднебесной никто не способен вступить с ним в отношения соперничества. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Seven 
 

[67c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The {whole} world says, I'm Great; 
Great, yet unlike [everyone else]. 
But it's precisely because I'm unlike [everyone else], that I'm therefore able to be Great. 
Were I like [everyone else], for a long time now I'd have seemed insignificant and small. 
I constantly have three treasures; 
Hold on to them and treasure them. 
The first is compassion; 
The second is frugality; 
And the third is not presuming to be at the forefront in the world. 
Now, it's because I'm compassionate that I therefore can be courageous; 
And it's because I'm frugal that I therefore can be magnanimous; 
And it's because I don't presume to be at the forefront in the world that I therefore can be the head of 

those with complete talent. 
Now, if you abandon this compassion and yet try to be courageous, 
And if you abandon this frugality and yet try to be magnanimous, 
And if you abandon this staying behind and yet go to the fore, 



Then you will die. 
If with compassion you attack, then you'll win; 
If you defend, then you'll stand firm. 
When Heaven's about to establish him, 
It's as though he surrounds him with the protective wall of compassion. 
• 
[67c02t] John C. H. Wu 
ALL the world says that my Tao is great, but seems queer, like nothing on earth. 
But it is just because my Tao is great that it is like nothing on earth! 
If it were like anything on earth, how small it would have been from the very beginning! 
I have Three Treasures, which I hold fast and watch over closely. 
The first is Mercy. 
The second is Frugality. 
The third is Not Daring to Be First in the World. 
Because I am merciful, therefore I can be brave. 
Because I am frugal, therefore I can be generous. 
Because I dare not be first, therefore I can be the chief of all vessels. 
If a man wants to be brave without first being merciful, generous without first being frugal, a leader 

without first wishing to follow, he is only courting death! 



Mercy alone can help you to win a war. 
Mercy alone can help you to defend your state. 
For Heaven will come to the rescue of the merciful, and protect him with its Mercy. 
• 
[67c03t] D. C. Lau 
The whole world says that my way is vast and resembles nothing. 
It is because it is vast that it resembles nothing. 
If it resembled anything, it would, long before now, have become small. 
I have three treasures 
Which I hold and cherish. 
The first is known as compassion, 
The second is known as frugality, 
The third is known as not daring to take the lead in the empire; 
Being compassionate one could afford to be courageous, 
Being frugal one could afford to extend one's territory, 
Not daring to take the lead in the empire one could afford to be lord over the vessels. 
Now, to forsake compassion for courage, to forsake frugality for expansion, to forsake the rear for the 

lead, is sure to end in death. 
Through compassion, one will triumph in attack and be impregnable in defence. 



What heaven succours it protects with the gift of compassion. 
• 
[67c04t] R. L. Wing 
All the world thinks that my Tao is great; 
And yet it seems inconceivable. 
Only its greatness makes it seem inconceivable. 
If it could be conceived of, 
It would have become insignificant long ago. 
I have Three Treasures that support and protect: 
The first is compassion. 
The second is moderation. 
The third is daring not to be first in the world. 
With compassion one becomes courageous; 
With moderation one becomes expansive. 
In daring not to be first in the world, 
One becomes the instrument of leadership. 
Now if one is courageous without compassion, Or expansive without moderation, 
Or first without holding back, One is doomed! 
Compassion always triumphs when attacked; 



It brings security when maintained. 
Nature aids its leaders 
By arming them with compassion. 
• 
[67c05t] Ren Jiyu 
All the people under Heaven say that my Tao is great, 
But it is not like anything concrete. 
Just because it is great, 
It is not like anything concrete. 
If it is like something concrete, 
It would have been very small for long. 
I have three precious things which I hold up and preserve: 
The first is "tolerance"; 
The second is "economy"; 
The third is "to dare not go ahead of all the people under Heaven." 
With tolerance, one can be brave; 
With economy, one can be generous; 
With not daring to go ahead of all the people under Heaven, one can be a leader. 
Now, 



seeking bravery without tolerance, 
seeking generosity without economy, 
and seeking precedence without retreat will only end with death. 
With tolerance, one can be victorious in war or strengthen himself in defense. 
When Heaven is to save a person, it will protect him through tolerance. 
• 
[67c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Everyone under heaven says that my Tao is great and beyond compare. 
Because it is great, it seems different. 
If it were not different, it would have vanished long ago. 
I have three treasures which I hold and keep. 
The first is mercy; the second is economy; 
The third is daring not to be ahead of others. 
From mercy comes courage; from economy comes generosity; 
From humility comes leadership. 
Nowadays men shun mercy, but try to be brave; 
They abandon economy, but try to be generous; 
They do not believe in humility, but always try to be first. 
This is certain death. 



Mercy brings victory in battle and strength in defense. 
It is the means by which heaven saves and guards. 
• 
[67c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
All under heaven say that my Dao though great seems to be useless. 
Exactly because it is great it seems to be useless. 
If it seemed to be useful, in all likelihood 
it would be small, not great. 
I have three treasures that I keep and adhere to always. 
The first is compassion. 
The second is thrift. 
The third is humility. 
Because I am compassionate, I have courage. 
Because I am thrifty, I am generous. 
Because I am humble, my potential can be fully developed. 
These days people have forgotten about compassion, 
instead they are daring; 
They have forgotten about thrift, 
instead they are spendthrift; 



They have forgotten about humility, 
and they always want to be number one. 
They are doomed. 
He who fights a war with compassion will win the war. 
He who defends with compassion will hold out against his enemy. 
Heaven will help him and defend him with compassion. 
• 
[67c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Everyone says my DAO is so great that it does not look like anything. 
I say because it is so great, it does not look like anything. 
If it were like anything, it would have disappeared long ago. 
I have three treasures to keep and protect: 
The first is kindness, the second is thrift, and the third is not fighting to be first. 
Only if you are kind, can you be brave; 
Only if you are thrifty, can you be generous; 
Only if you do not fight to be first, can you be a leader. 
However, the people today are not kind but brave, 
Are not thrifty but generous, 
Are not humble but want to be leaders. 



These people are destined for failure. 
With kindness, when you fight, you will win; when you defend, you will be strong. 
If the heavens wants to save someone, it will always give him kindness as his defense. 
• 
[67c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THREE PRECIOUS THINGS 
All the world avows that while my Taoism is great, it is yet incompetent! 
It is its greatness which makes it appear incompetent. 
If it were like others, it would long ago have been recognised as incompetent. 
But I hold fast to three precious things, which also I cherish. 
The first is gentleness. 
The second is economy. 
The third is humility. 
With such gentleness I can be daring. 
With such economy I can be generous. 
With such humility I can be great in service, as a vessel of honour. 
But in these days men forsake gentleness and become only obtrusive. 
They abandon economy and become only excessive. 
They relinquish humility and strive for precedence, and thus for death. 
Gentleness is ever victorious in attack and secure in defence. 



Therefore when Heaven would preserve a man it enfolds him with gentleness. 
• 
[67c10t] James Legge 
All the world says that, while my Tao is great, it yet appears to be inferior (to other systems of 

teaching). 
Now it is just its greatness that makes it seem to be inferior. 
If it were like any other (system), for long would its smallness have been known! 
But I have three precious things which I prize and hold fast. 
The first is gentleness; 
the second is economy; 
and the third is shrinking from taking precedence of others. 
With that gentleness I can be bold; 
with that economy I can be liberal; 
shrinking from taking precedence of others, I can become a vessel of the highest honour. 
Now-a-days they give up gentleness and are all for being bold; 
economy, and are all for being liberal; 
the hindmost place, and seek only to be foremost; 
- (of all which the end is) death. 
Gentleness is sure to be victorious even in battle, and firmly to maintain its ground. 



Heaven will save its possessor, by his (very) gentleness protecting him. 
• 
[67c11t] David Hinton 
People throughout all beneath heaven say 
my Tao is so vast it's like nothing at all. 
But it's only vast because it's like nothing at all: 
if it were like anything else 
it would have long since become trifling. 
There are three treasures 
I hold and nurture: 
The first is called compassion, 
the second economy, 
and the third never daring to lead all beneath heaven. 
Courage comes of compassion, generosity comes of economy, 
and commanding leadership comes of never daring to lead all beneath heaven. 
But these days it's all courage without compassion, generosity without economy, and leading without 

following. 
There's nothing but death in that. 
To overcome, attack with compassion. 



To stand firm, defend with compassion. 
Whatever heaven sustains it shelters with compassion. 
• 
[67c12t] Chichung Huang 
All under heaven say I am vast; 
Vast, but resemble nothing. 
It is precisely because I resemble nothing 
That I can be vast. 
If I had resembled anything, 
Long ago I would have become tiny indeed. 
I constantly have three treasures 
Which I uphold and value: 
First, compassion; 
Second, frugality; 
Third, not daring to precede all under heaven. 
Being compassionate, 
I can be courageous; 
Being frugal, 
I can be all-embracing; 



Not daring to precede all under heaven, 
I can serve as 
Head of the great vessels. 
Now, if I had abandoned compassion and chosen courage, 
Abandoned frugality and chosen all-embracingness; 
Abandoned the back and chosen the front, 
It would have been the death of me. 
For compassion, used in battle, 
Will bring you victory; 
Used in defence, 
Will make you impregnable. 
When heaven is about to establish someone, 
It seems to wall him up with compassion. 
• 
[67c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
All under heaven say that my Tao is great, 
That it seems useless (pu hsiao). 
Because it is great, 
Therefore it seems useless. 



If it were useful, 
It would have long been small. 
I have three treasures (pao), 
To hold and to keep: 
The first is motherly love (tz'u), 
The second is frugality (chien), 
The third is daring not be at the world's front. 
With motherly love one can be courageous, 
With frugality one can be wide reaching, 
Daring not be at the world's front, 
One can grow to a full vessel (ch'i). 
Now to discard motherly love, yet to be courageous, 
To discard frugality, yet to be wide reaching, 
To discard staying behind, yet to be at the front, 
One dies! 
One with motherly love is victorious in battle, 
Invulnerable in defense. 
When Heaven wills to save a people, 
It guards them with motherly love. 



• 
[67c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
People in this world often complained: either that my theory was big and empty, or worse than that it 

does not appear to be about anything significant; 
It is just because I discussed matters of great importance that it was difficult for [ordinary people] to 

comprehend its outline; 
If its contents is familiar to [any kind of those superficial] discourses people were accustomed to, [then 

they could pick it up lightheartedly and argue about it frivolously]; 
Before long, the meaning [of my theory] will be shifted [to satisfy their flippancy] that it will end up to 

be [nothing more than] trivial talks too! 
I have three pieces of treasure which I maintain steadily; 
The first one is compassion; 
The second one is frugality; 
The third one is "I would never dare to consider myself the first priority of the world." (I will always be 

selfless and humble). 
Through being compassionate, a person will be brave; 
Through being frugal, a person can [retain enough] to expand; 
Through being selfless and humble, a person will complete [the proper development] to be an 

[authentic] leader of people; 



Nowadays, leaders abandon compassion yet demand bravery from people; 
They neglect the practice of frugality, yet seek expansion; 
They discard humility, yet strive to lead the world. 
All these performances are heading for end (death of their nation)! 
Soldiers, who march to the battlefield with compassion in their hearts, will win the fight; 
People, who stay behind to defend with compassion in their hearts, will resist [the aggression] firmly; 
If Heaven will save a country, it will bestow its people with compassion in their hearts to protect it. 
• 
[67c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
All the world says that my Way is great, but seems queer, like nothing on earth. 
But it is just because my Way is great that it is like nothing on earth. 
If it were like anything on earth, it would have been small from the very beginning. 
I have three treasures, which I hold fast and watch over closely. 
The first is compassion; the second is frugality; the third is not daring to be first in the world. 
Being compassionate, I can be brave; being frugal, I can be generous; daring not be first, I can be the 

chief. 
If a man forsakes compassion for courage, forsakes frugality for expansiveness, forsakes the rear 

position for front position, he is only courting death! 
Compassionate to engage in war, one wins; in defense, one is secure. 



When Heaven wants to help a man, it takes compassion to protect him. 
• 
[67c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
People in the world say to me that Tao is great but it resembles nothing. 
It is because of the greatness that nothing is like it. 
If it were similar to anything, it would have turned trivial long ago. 
I have three great treasures - Hold and maintain them. 
The first is kindness. 
The second is frugality. 
The third is the reluctance to be prestigious in the world. 
Being kind, one can have courage. 
Being frugal, one can grow wide. 
Reluctance to be prestigious, one can become the leader. 
If one is courageous without kindness, expanding without frugality, and prestigious without modesty, 

he is doomed to fail. 
With kindness, one would win in war, and be secure in defense. 
When heaven come to rescue, it guards by using kindness. 
• 
[67c17t] Arthur Waley 



Every one under heaven says that our Way is greatly like folly. 
But it is just because it is great, that it seems like folly. 
As for things that do not seem like folly - 
well, there can be no question about their smallness! 
Here are my three treasures. 
Guard and keep them! 
The first is pity; the second, frugality; the third: refusal to be 'foremost of all things under heaven'. 
For only he that pities is truly able to be brave; 
Only he that is frugal is truly able to be profuse; 
Only he that refuses to be foremost of all things 
Is truly able to become chief of all Ministers. 
At present your bravery is not based on pity, nor your profusion on frugality, nor your vanguard on 

your rear; and this is death. 
But pity cannot fight without conquering or guard without saving. 
Heaven arms with pity those whom it would not see destroyed. 
• 
[67c18t] Richard John Lynn 
All under Heaven say that my Dao is great but seems to have no likeness [buxiao]. 
The reason why it seems to have no likeness is that greatness is its only attribute. 



If it had a likeness, all this time it would have been insignificant! 
I have three treasures, which I hold tight and protect. 
The first is called "kindness," the second "frugality," and the third is "no presumption that I am first 

among all under Heaven." 
It is thanks to kindness that one can be brave. 
It is thanks to frugality that one can be generous. 
It is by not presuming to be first among all under Heaven that one can make one's ready device last 

long. 
Now, if one abandons kindness and takes bravery, abandons frugality and takes generosity, and 

abandons the back and takes first place, such a one will die! 
Thanks to kindness, when one takes the field, he is victorious, and, when he takes a defensive position, 

he holds firm, for it is Heaven that will save him by protecting him with guards of kindness. 
• 
[67c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE THREE TREASURES 
All the world says: 
My teaching (Tao) greatly resembles folly. 
Because it is great; therefore it resembles folly. 
If it did not resemble folly, 



It would have long ago become petty indeed! 
I have Three Treasures; 
Guard them and keep them safe: 
The first is Love. 
The second is, never too much. 
The third is, never be the first in the world. 
Through Love, one has no fear; 
Through not doing too much, one has amplitude (of reserve power); 
Through not presuming to be the first in the world, one can develop one's talent and let it mature. 
If one forsakes love and fearlessness, forsakes restraint and reserve power, forsakes following behind 

and rushes in front, 
He is doomed! 
For love is victorious in attack, 
And invulnerable in defense. 
Heaven arms with love 
Those it would not see destroyed. 
• 
[67c20t] Victor H. Mair 
All under heaven say that I am great, great but unconventional. 



Now, 
Precisely because I am unconventional, 
I can be great; 
If I were conventional, 
I would long since have become a trifle. 
I have always possessed three treasures that I guard and cherish. 
The first is compassion, 
The second is frugality, 
The third is not daring to be ahead of all under heaven. 
Now, 
Because I am compassionate, I can be brave; 
Because I am frugal, I can be magnanimous; 
Because I dare not be ahead of all under heaven, I can be a leader in the completion of affairs. 
If, today, I were to 
Be courageous while forsaking compassion, 
Be magnanimous while forsaking frugality, 
Get ahead while forsaking the hindmost, 
that would be death! 
For compassion 



In war brings victory, 
In defense brings invulnerability. 
Whomsoever heaven would establish, 
It surrounds with a bulwark of compassion. 
• 
[67c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Everyone under heaven says my Tao is great and resembles nothing else. 
It is because it is great that it seems different. 
If it were like anything on earth 
it would have been small from the beginning. 
I have three treasures that I cherish and hold fast. 
The first is gentleness, 
the second is simplicity, 
the third is daring not to be first among all things under heaven. 
Because of gentleness I am able to be courageous. 
Because of simplicity I am able to be generous. 
Because of daring not to be first I am able to lead. 
If people 
forsake gentleness and attempt to be courageous, 



forsake simplicity and attempt to be generous, 
forsake the last place and attempt to get the first place, 
this is certain death. 
Gentleness conquers in battle and protects in defense. 
What heaven guards, it arms with the gift of gentleness. 
• 
[67c22t] David H. Li 
People in the world say that my Direction is grand as if without a referent. 
It is because it is grand that Direction is without a referent. 
Were it capable of being referenced, it would not be grand. 
I have three treasures - embrace and safeguard them. 
One, affection. 
Two, restraint. 
Three, daring not to be at the front of [the people] of the world. 
With affection, one becomes courageous; 
With restraint, one becomes tolerant; 
Daring not to be at the front of the world, one is at the head. 
One courts death if one 
forsakes affection for courage, 



forsakes restraint for tolerance, 
forsakes humility for prominence. 
With affection, 
in war, one wins; 
in defense, strengthens. 
When cosmos comes to the rescue, it shields with affection. 
• 
[67c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
People say that my Tao is too immense and beyond compare. 
However, because it is so immense, it is so different. 
If it were not so different, 
It would long ago have been reduced to something insignificant. 
There are three treasures that I hold and cherish: 
The first is tenderheartedness. 
The second is thrift. 
The third is daring not to be first in the world. 
From tenderheartedness comes courage. 
From thrift comes generosity. 
From humility comes leadership. 



If you try to be courageous without being tenderhearted, 
If you try to be generous without being thrifty, 
If you try to be a leader without learning humility, 
You are courting your own self-destruction. 
Venture with tenderheartedness and you will win the battle. 
Defend with tenderheartedness and you will be invulnerable. 
For tenderheartedness is the way Heaven guards you for your inner protection. 
• 
[67c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
What the Tao is to the world, 
So the streams and valleys are to the rivers and seas. 
Rivers and seas can be like kings to all the streams and valleys 
Since the former can lower themselves before the latter. 
Thus they are the kings of all the streams and valleys. 
Therefore the sage, in order to be above the people, 
Must lower himself before them in words, 
And in order to head the people, 
He must place himself behind them in body. 
Thus, when he is above the people, the people do not suffer at his hand, 



When he is at the head of the people, the people are not held back by him. 
Therefore the whole world wants to carry him on its shoulders 
And never tires of him. 
He competes with nobody, 
And therefore nobody competes with him. 
• 
[67c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
I have three priceless treasures: 
The first is Compassion 
The second, thrift 
And the third is that I never want to be ahead of you. 
If I have compassion, you will die for me. 
I know that. 
If I waste nothing, I can give myself to you all - 
And if I don't seem perfect, then you'll trust me to lead you. 
These days people scorn compassion. 
They try to be tough. 
They spend all they have, and yet want to be generous. 
They despise humility, and want to be the best. 



I tell you that way is Death's. 
If you have loved your people, you will know it 
they will fight tooth and nail for you in attack or defence. 
This is the protection of Heaven, and your harvest. 
• 
[67c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The whole world says that my Tao is great, 
Resembling nothing concrete, 
Resembling nothing concrete, 
Just because it is great. 
If it resembled anything concrete, 
It would have long become minute. 
I have three magic weapons 
Which I hold and treasure: 
The first is mercy; 
The second is thrift; 
The third is unwillingness to take the lead in the world. 
Being merciful, one can be brave; 
Being thrifty, one can be generous; 



Being unwilling to take the lead in the world, one can become the leader of the world. 
Now seeking bravery by giving up mercy, 
Seeking generosity by giving up thrift, 
Seeking advance by giving up retreat, 
One is bound to end in death. 
Being merciful, one will triumph in the offensive 
And be impregnable in defense. 
If heaven wants to save one, 
It must save him with mercy. 
• 
[67c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The whole world says that the Tao is great, and that it seems without form. 
It is great - that is why it has no form. 
It has existed for a long time, and can also seem small. 
I have three treasures that I keep and protect: 
the first is goodheartedness, 
the second is frugality, 
the third is not daring to take the lead. 
Only goodheartedness can bring courage. 



Only frugality can bring generosity. 
Not daring to take the lead can bring leadership. 
Now to give up goodheartedness for courage, frugality for generosity, the rear for the lead, 
will surely lead to the end. 
Goodheartedness in battle will lead to victory, 
and defence will strengthen the territory. 
Heaven will save the one who follows this and guard him with goodheartedness. 
• 
[67c28t] Liu Qixuan 
It is said that my Way is the biggest 
And nothing could be like it. 
Because it is the biggest, 
There can be nothing like it. 
If there were anything like it, 
It wouldn't have been the Way. 
I have three things to keep it: 
One is motherly love; one is frugality, 
And one is the courage to lag behind. 
Cherishing motherly love, one can be the bravest. 



Being frugal, one can give the most. 
Lagging behind, one can grow to the fullest. 
The absurdity of today is this: 
Foolhardiness is preferred more than motherly love; 
Wastefulness preferred more than frugality; 
Front positions preferred more than growing to the fullest. 
The result can be nothing other than death! 
Cherishing motherly love, 
An army is invincible, 
And unconquerable, 
Because it is protected by Heaven with love. 
• 
[67c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Three Treasures 
Lao Tze says, 
All the people in the world would say that my Tao is too great and that there is nothing similar to 

compare it with. 
Now it is just because of its greatness that nothing similar can be compared with it. 
If anything can be found similar to it, for long its smallness has been known. 



At the same time, there are three precious things which I prize and hold fast. 
The first is charity; 
the second is economy; 
and the third is shrinking from being the first of the world. 
With that charity I can be bold. 
With that economy I can be liberal. 
Shrinking from being the first of the world, I can become a vessel of the highest value. 
Present day kings give up charity, and are all for being bold; 
give up economy, and are all for being liberal; 
give up following behind, and rush in front; 
of which the end is death. 
For the result of using charity in battle is sure to be victory, 
and firm maintenance of its ground in defense. 
Heaven will save its possessor, his charitable attribute will protect him. 
• 
[67c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
All the world says to me: 
'Great as Tao is, it resembles no description (form).' 
Because it is great, therefore it resembles no description. 



If it resembled any description it would have long since become small. 
I have three treasures, which I hold and keep safe: 
The first is called love; 
The second is called moderation; 
The third is called not venturing to go ahead of the world. 
Being loving, one can be brave; 
Being moderate, one can be ample; 
Not venturing to go ahead of the world, one can be the chief of all officials. 
Instead of love, one has only bravery; 
Instead of moderation, one has only amplitude; 
Instead of keeping behind, one goes ahead: 
These lead to nothing but death. 
For he who fights with love will win the battle; 
He who defends with love will be secure. 
Heaven will save him, and protect him with love. 
• 
[67c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The whole world says that 
My Tao is great but seems to resemble nothing. 



Because it is great, it seems to resemble nothing. 
If resembling anything, it would have become small long ago. 
I have three treasures 
To be kept and treasured; 
One is compassion. 
The second is thriftiness. 
The third is not daring to be ahead of the world. 
Through compassion, one can be brave. 
Through thriftiness, one can be expansive. 
Not daring to be ahead of the world, 
One can be the master of the vessels. 
Now to abandon compassion and to be brave, 
To abandon thriftiness and to be expansive, 
To abandon the rear and to be in front - 
That means death! 
Compassion, in attack, will bring victory; 
In defense, it will hold firmly. 
When heaven is going to save a person, 
It will protect him with compassion. 



• 
[67c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Everyone in the world says of me: 
'Great - but doesn't seem normal'. 
It's just 'greatness' - 
that's why it does not seem normal. 
If I were normal, I'd have been of little worth for a long time now. 
I have three treasures, 
I protect and keep hold of them. 
The first is called 'gentleness', 
the second is called 'frugality', 
the third is called 'not presuming to act like leader of the world'. 
Gentle, so able to be bold; 
frugal, so able to be lavish; 
not presuming to act like leader of the world, so able to become head of a government. 
Now: 
To be bold without being gentle, 
to be lavish without being frugal, 
to act like leader without putting oneself last: 



This is death. 
Yes, gentleness: 
"Attack with it and you will win, 
defend with it and you will stand firm." 
When Heaven wants to rescue someone, 
it surrounds him with a wall of gentleness. 
• 
[67c33t] Cheng Lin 
The world thinks that Truth which I describe is so great that it seems unreal. 
It seems unreal because it is indeed so great. 
If it were considered real, then it must be small. 
There are three treasures which I cherish as the most precious. 
The first is compassion. 
The second is frugality. 
The third is humility. 
Because of compassion, there is courage. 
Because of frugality, there is liberality. 
Because of humility, there is supremacy. 
Perdition will be the lot of those who choose courage, and abandon compassion; 



who choose liberality, and abandon frugality; 
who choose supremacy, and abandon humility. 
When there is compassion, one can be victorious in an offensive war, and hold his position in a 

defensive war. 
Because of the compassion of such a man, Heaven will deliver and protect him. 
• 
[67c34t] Yi Wu 
All the world says that my Way is too great to be like a thing. 
It alone is great; so, it seems like no thing. 
If it were like a thing, it would be already small. 
I have three treasures to be kept and protected: 
The first is called compassion; 
The second is called thrift; 
The third is called not daring to be ahead of the world. 
Compassionate, one can be brave; 
Thrifty, one can be expansive; 
Not daring to be ahead of the world, one is able to be the leader. 
Now, 
Bravery without compassion, 



Expansiveness without thrift, 
Going ahead without retreat, 
Is fatal. 
Compassion, 
In war, will result in victory; 
In defense, will result in holding firm. 
When Heaven is going to save someone, 
It protects him with compassion. 
• 
[67c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Everyone says that Dao is so huge that it does not resemble anything we know. 
As it is so phenomenally huge, it becomes incomparable. 
If it does remotely resemble something on earth, then with the passage of time, its uniqueness will 

evaporate and gradually become inconsequential. 
I steadfastly hold on to my three treasures. 
These are compassion, frugality and humility. 
With compassion, I can arouse real courage from my subordinates. 
With frugality, I would enjoy popular support. 
With humility, I become the natural leader. 



Let us examine the following scenarios. 
Demanding bravery from the subjects without showing compassion towards them, 
Expecting popular support without dispensing benefits, 
And wanting to become the leader without exhibiting humility. 
These are negative attributes that will lead to self-destruction. 
By applying compassion in war, you will be triumphant in attack and invincible in defence. 
When Providence wants to save a nation, 
It does so by bestowing great compassion to its leader. 
• 
[67c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The world may say that the subtle Way of the universe which I describe is great, 
but that it has little bearing on worldly life. 
Truly, it is just that it is not definable, like the small ways of the world, thus it is indeed great. 
There are three treasures which I embrace and follow closely: 
the first is to be kind; 
the second is to be simple; 
the third is to not put one's own importance first in the world. 
Because kindness and compassion can produce courage, 
simplicity can thus be broadened to contain the world. 



By not putting your own importance first in worldly affairs, 
you will not impede the natural growth of all things. 
If a person endeavors to be brave without first being kind, 
great purposed, without first simplifying his life, 
an authority, without first denying himself, 
he cannot evolve freely from strife, and is only courting destruction. 
Kindness can help to win a war. 
Kindness can help to defend a fortification. 
Kindness will invite the corresponding energy of kindness from Heaven through all the divine beings 

who support and protect. 
• 
[67c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The world says that I am beyond determination 
And cannot be identified with anything. 
It is because I am beyond determination that I cannot be identified with anything. 
If I could be identified with anything, 
I would no longer be beyond determination. 
There are three essentials that I value and maintain: 
One is compassion (tz'u), 



Another is renunciation (ch'ien), 
The third is never longing to be first in the world. 
One who is compassionate is able to be valiant. 
One who renounces is able to broaden one's self. 
One who never longs to be first in the world 
Is able to achieve the full growth of his capacity. 
In the present day, people wish to be valiant, 
But they are not compassionate. 
They wish to broaden their selves, 
But they do not renounce. 
They wish to achieve the full growth of their capacities, 
But they long to be first in the world. 
This indeed leads to death. 
Through compassion, engaging in war, one wins. 
In self-defense, one is very well protected. 
This type of person is saved by heaven. 
Because he is compassionate, he is taken care of well. 
• 
[67c38t] Henry Wei 



Three Treasures 
San Pao 
All the world says I am great 
But rather odd and different from the ordinary. 
Be it noted that greatness itself is the very reason 
Why it appears rather odd and different from the ordinary. 
If it had resembled the ordinary, 
It would have become pettiness long ago. 
I have three treasures. 
Keep them and treasure them. 
The first is compassion; 
The second is frugality; 
The third is: 
Dare not be first in the world. 
Because compassionate, a person can be courageous; 
Because frugal, he can expand his scope; 
Because he dare not be first in the world, he can develop his gifts of leadership. 
Nowadays people are courageous without compassion, 
Expand their scope without frugality, 



And assume leadership without being humble. 
They are doomed! 
Compassion is invincible in offense, 
And in defense invulnerable. 
When Heaven wants to deliver a person from harm, 
It grants him compassion as a protective charm. 
• 
[67c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
All under Heaven says that 
My Tao is great yet doesn't look like it [Tao]. 
Truly, because it is great, 
It doesn't look like it. 
If it did, 
It would have turned out a petty one long ago. 
I have three treasures. 
I hold and cherish them. 
The first is called mercifulness; 
The second, frugality; 
The third, refusal to be ahead of all under Heaven. 



Being merciful, you can therefore be brave; 
Being frugal, you can therefore be liberal; 
Refusing to be ahead of all under Heaven, 
You can therefore become the leader of the vessels. 
Now, to be brave, forsaking mercifulness, 
To be liberal, forsaking frugality, 
To be ahead, forsaking being behind 
Is death. 
With mercifulness - 
If you fight, you will be triumphant, 
If you defend, you will be invincible. 
Whatever Heaven is about to save 
Heaven will protect it with mercifulness. 
• 
[67c40t] Tao Huang 
Everyone in the world says I am great, great without parallel. 
Being without parallel is what enables greatness. 
If there is a long-standing parallel, it becomes small. 
I always have three treasures: 



First is compassion. 
Second is frugality. 
Third is to not dare act in front of the world. 
So compassion enables courage. 
Frugality enables abundance. 
Not daring to act in front of the world enables the mechanism to endure. 
Today there is courage without compassion. 
There is abundance without frugality. 
There is appearance alone without substance. 
This means no-life. 
Through compassion: fight and win, defend and be secure. 
When the heaven establishes itself, it always relies upon compassion. 
• 
[67c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
All in the world may think that Dao is unlike to be so superior, that nothing in the world can 

compare to it. 
If it were comparable to anything, it would be inferior. 
If it is not superior, it would not be Dao. 
I have three treasured strategies to which I hold fast and embrace them all: 



the first is Mercy; 
the second is Economy of Force; 
and the third is Dare Not to Take Initiative Before the World. 
Because of Mercy, one can be courageous. 
Because of Economy of Force, one can have superior force. 
Because of Dare Not To Take Initiative Before the World, one can be the master of instruments. 
Alas! 
Nowadays, rulers want to be brave without being merciful; 
want to have superior force without knowing economy of force; 
and want to take initiative without being able to be resistant. 
They will surely die in the war. 
Mercy helps one to win when on the offensive; 
to consolidate when on the defensive. 
If one guides oneself by mercy Heavens will protect him. 
• 
[67c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
All the world says that my Tao is great and does not seem to resemble (the ordinary). 
It is precisely because it is great that it does not resemble (the ordinary). 
If it did resemble, it would have been small for a long time. 



I have three treasures. 
Guard and keep them: 
The first is deep love, 
The second is frugality, 
And the third is not to dare to be ahead of the world. 
Because of deep love, one is courageous. 
Because of frugality, one is generous. 
Because of not daring to be ahead of the world, one becomes the leader of the world. 
Now, to be courageous by forsaking deep love, 
To be generous by forsaking frugality, 
And to be ahead of the world by forsaking following behind - 
This is fatal. 
For deep love helps one to win in the case of attack, 
And to be firm in the case of defense. 
When Heaven is to save a person, 
Heaven will protect him through deep love. 
• 
[67c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Все говорят о том, как сходство Дао моего велико с недостойным сыном. 



Но мое Дао потому-то и велико, что напоминает сына, не похожего на предков. 
А было бы похожим, то уж давно бы измельчало. 
У меня есть три сокровища, я их держусь и берегу. 
Одно зовется материнскою любовью, 
второе - бережливостью, 
а третье - тем, когда не смеют находиться впереди других. 
Люблю по-матерински и поэтому способен преисполниться бесстрашия, 
обладаю бережливостью и потому способен обрести широкость, 
не смею находиться впереди других и потому способен стать распорядителем готовых 

чаш. 
Кто отрекается любить по-матерински и предпочитает быть бесстрашным, 
отбрасывает бережливость и предпочитает широту, 
отказывается быть сзади и предпочитает находиться впереди, 
того ждет гибель. 
Когда сражаются, преисполняясь материнскою любовью, побеждают, 
а оборона с ее помощью становится незыблемой. 
Спасение грядет от Неба, дающего защиту с материнскою любовью. 
• 
[67c92t] А. А. Маслов 



Все в мире говорят, что моё Дао велико и ни на что не похоже. 
Лишь потому, что оно велико, оно и ни на что не похоже. 
Если бы оно походило на что-нибудь, то давно бы стало едва приметным. 
Я обладаю тремя сокровищами, [кои] храню и [коими] дорожу. 
Первое - великодушие. 
Второе - бережливость. 
Третье - не смею быть первым в Поднебесной. 
Благодаря великодушию могу быть храбрым. 
Благодаря бережливости могу быть щедрым. 
Благодаря тому, что не смею быть первым в Поднебесной, могу стать господином сосудов. 
Сегодня те, кто жертвует великодушием ради храбрости, бережливостью ради 

щедрости, местом позади ради того, чтобы быть впереди, обречены на смерть. 
Великодушием побеждаешь в наступлении и становишься неприступным в обороне. 
Даже Небо спасает тех, кто бережёт себя великодушием. 
• 
[67c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
В Поднебесной все говорят, что я велик. 
Но я вовсе не похож на великого. 
Ведь поскольку я велик, я вовсе не похож на великого. 



Если бы я долго был бы похож на великого, то давно бы уже стал ничтожным. 
Ведь у меня есть три драгоценности, которые я храню и ценю: 
Первая - это сострадание, 
Вторая - это бережливость, 
Третья - я не смею поставить себя впереди Поднебесной и поэтому могу стать во главе 

всех на свете. 
Поскольку есть сострадание, есть и храбрость. 
Поскольку есть бережливость, есть и великодушие. 
Поскольку я ставлю себя позади, то оказываюсь впереди. 
И так до самой смерти. 
Ведь сострадательный побеждает в сражениях, а в обороне становится неуязвимым. 
Небо всегда спасает того, кого сострадание хранит само. 
• 
[67c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
В Поднебесной все называют мое Дао Великим, в подобии [ничему] не подобным. 
А поскольку велико, поэтому в подобии [ничему] и не подобно. 
Если уподобить [его] вечности, то и она будет крошечной. 
Я имею три драгоценности, держусь их и дорожу ими. 
Первая называется "милосердие", 



вторая - "простота", 
третья - "не смею встать впереди Поднебесной". 
Милосерден, поэтому могу быть мужественным. 
Прост, поэтому могу быть широким. 
Не смею встать впереди Поднебесной, поэтому могу быть духовным вождем. 
Ныне тому, 
кто отбрасывает милосердие, а мужествен, 
кто отбрасывает простоту, а широк, 
кто отбрасывает то, чтобы встать сзади, а становится впереди, - 
смерть! 
Если, питая милосердие, начнешь войну - победишь. 
Если организуешь оборону - будет крепка. 
Небо поможет такому, милосердие защитит его. 
• 
[67c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Все говорят о том, что мое дао велико и не уменьшается. 
Если бы оно уменьшилось, то после долгого времени оно стало бы маленьким. 
Не уменьшается потому, что оно является великим. 
Я имею три сокровища, которыми дорожу: 



первое - это человеколюбие, 
второе - бережливость, 
а третье состоит в том, что я не смею быть впереди других. 
Я человеколюбив, поэтому могу стать храбрым. 
Я бережлив, поэтому могу быть щедрым. 
Я не смею быть впереди других, поэтому могу стать умным вождем. 
Кто храбр без человеколюбия, щедр без бережливости, находясь впереди, отталкивает 

тех, кто находится позади, - тот погибает. 
Кто ведет войну человеколюбиво, побеждает, 
и возведенная им оборона неприступна. 
Небо его спасает, человеколюбие его охраняет. 
• 
[67c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
На всей земле люди говорят, что мое Тао велико. 
Правда, оно похоже на безумство, но несомненно велико. 
Я имею три преимущества, которые я сохраняю как сокровище. 
Первое из трех сокровищ есть человеколюбие. 
Второе - бережливость. 
Третье - смирение или то, благодаря чему я не желаю быть руководителем для всей земли. 



Человеколюбивые храбры. 
Бережливые щедры. 
Смиренные или не желающие быть руководителями для всей земли будут полезны на долгое 

время. 
Кто храбр, не зная человеколюбия, кто щедр, не зная бережливости, кто идет вперед, не 

зная смирения, тот погибнет. 
Кто ведет войну ради человеколюбия, тот победит врагов. 
Если он защитит народ, то оборона будет сильна. 
Это потому, что его спасет Небо, которое дорожит подобным человеком. 
• 
[67c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Все в мире говорят, что мой Путь велик, да как будто ни на что не годен. 
Да, велик - и оттого как будто ни на что не годен! 
Будь он для всего пригоден, давно бы уже измельчал. 
Есть у меня три сокровища, я бережно их храню: 
Первое - это любовь, 
Второе - бережливость, 
Третье - нежелание быть первым в мире. 
Благодаря любви я могу быть отважен. 



Благодаря бережливости, я могу быть щедр. 
Благодаря нежеланию быть первым, я могу главенствовать в мире. 
А быть отважным, отбросив любовь, 
Быть щедрым, забыв бережливость, 
Быть впереди, не умея быть позади, - 
Это верная гибель. 
Ибо любовь приносит победу тому, кто нападает, 
И оберегает того, кто защищается. 
Когда Небо желает кого-то спасти, 
Оно окружает его любовью, словно прочной стеной. 
• 
[67c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В Поднебесной всегда называют мой Путь великим. 
А он, похоже, ни с чем не сравним. 
Ведь только потому и велик. 
Причинность: 
В схожести ни с чем не сравним. 
Если уподоблять, то с течением времени он становится крошечным. 
У меня в наличии три драгоценности. 



Удерживаю и сберегаю их. 
Первая выражается в милосердии. 
Вторая выражается в умеренности. 
Третья выражается в том, что не осмеливаюсь осуществлять впереди Поднебесной. 
Милосердие - 
Причинность: 
Способность к мужеству. 
Умеренность - 
Причинность: 
Способность к широте. 
Не осмеливаюсь осуществлять впереди Поднебесной - 
Причинность: 
Способность главенствовать в сотворении инструментов. 
Теперь же, если, оставив милосердие быть мужественным, 
оставив умеренность быть широким, 
оставив задних быть впереди - 
это смерть. 
Ведь, воюя с милосердием, побеждаешь. 
Удерживая с милосердием, достигаешь крепости. 



Когда Небо помогает тебе, оно посредством милосердия охраняет тебя. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Eight 
 

[68c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Therefore, one who is good at being a warrior doesn't make a show of his might; 
One who is good in battle doesn't get angry; 
One who is good at defeating the enemy doesn't engage him. 
And one who is good at using men places himself below them. 
This is called the virtue of not competing; 
This is called [correctly] using men; 
This is called matching Heaven. 
It's the high point of the past. 
• 
[68c02t] John C. H. Wu 
A GOOD soldier is never aggressive; 
A good fighter is never angry. 
The best way of conquering an enemy 
Is to win him over by not antagonizing him. 
The best way of employing a man 
Is to serve under him. 



This is called the virtue of non-striving! 
This is called using the abilities of men! 
This is called being wedded to Heaven as of old! 
• 
[68c03t] D. C. Lau 
One who excels as a warrior does not appear formidable; 
One who excels in fighting is never roused in anger; 
One who excels in defeating his enemy does not join issue; 
One who excels in employing others humbles himself before them. 
This is known as the virtue of non-contention; 
This is known as making use of the efforts of others; 
This is known as matching the sublimity of heaven. 
• 
[68c04t] R. L. Wing 
A skillful leader does not use force. 
A skillful fighter does not feel anger. 
A skillful master does not engage the opponent. 
A skillful employer remains low. 
This is called the power in not contending. 



This is called the strength to employ others. 
This is called the highest emulation of Nature. 
• 
[68c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who is good at being a shi (officer) does not boast of his martialism; 
He who is good at fighting does not resort to his rage; 
He who is skillful in winning against the enemy does not wrestle with them; 
He who is skillful in managing his men has a modest attitude towards them. 
This is called the De of not contending with others; 
This is called the power of making use of others' force; 
This is called being in accord with the Way of Heaven, 
Thus it has been a principle very long since. 
• 
[68c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A good soldier is not violent. 
A good fighter is not angry. 
A good winner is not vengeful. 
A good employer is humble. 
This is known as the Virtue of not striving. 



This is known as ability to deal with people. 
This since ancient times has been known as the ultimate unity with heaven. 
• 
[68c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
He who can offer wise counsel will not display his wisdom. 
He who is a fine fighter will not lose temper. 
He who is good in contests will not struggle with his contestants. 
He who knows how to use people stays low and underneath them. 
This is the virtue of non-struggle. 
This is making use of others' full abilities. 
This can be said to match heaven 
And is really the best art handed down from the ancient days. 
• 
[68c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
A good general does not look intimidating, 
A good fighter does not look fierce, 
A good conqueror does not squabble, 
A good leader is always humble. 
This is the DE of not fighting with people; 



This is the strength of using the power of others; 
This is the state of being the most harmonic with nature. 
• 
[68c09t] Walter Gorn Old, IMITATING HEAVEN 
The good commander is not imperious. 
The good fighter is not wrathful. 
The greatest conqueror does not wage war. 
The best master governs by condescension. 
This is the virtue of not contending. 
This is the virtue of persuasion. 
This is the imitation of Heaven, and this was the highest aim of the ancients. 
• 
[68c10t] James Legge 
He who in (Tao's) wars has skill 
Assumes no martial port; 
He who fights with most good will 
To rage makes no resort. 
He who vanquishes yet still 
Keeps from his foes apart; 



He whose hests men most fulfil 
Yet humbly plies his art. 
Thus we say, 'He ne'er contends, 
And therein is his might.' 
Thus we say, 'Men's wills he bends, 
That they with him unite.' 
Thus we say, 'Like Heaven's his ends, 
No sage of old more bright.' 
• 
[68c11t] David Hinton 
A noble official is never warlike, 
and a noble warrior is never angered. 
A noble conqueror never faces an enemy, 
and a noble leader stays below the people he wields. 
This is called the Integrity of peacefulness, the power of wielding the people, 
the fullest extent of our ancient accord with heaven. 
• 
[68c12t] Chichung Huang 
Therefore, a good commander is not militant; 



A good strategist is not irritable; 
A good vanquisher of enemies is not confrontational; 
A good employer of men stays low to them. 
This is called the virtue of noncontention; 
This is called the ability of employing men; 
This is called a match for heaven, 
A paragon among the ancients. 
• 
[68c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
A good captain does not exhibit his martial prowess. 
A good warrior does not get himself angry. 
A good conqueror of enemies does not instigate a combat. 
A good employer of people puts himself below them. 
This is called the power (te) of non-contention. 
This is called using the strength of others. 
This is called perfection (chi) in matching the heaven of old. 
• 
[68c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
An ingenious soldier does not accept a challenge [frivolously]; 



A dexterous fighter cannot be aroused to anger [easily]; 
A shrewd victory-bound party defeats his enemy by avoiding direct confrontations; 
A proficient manager situates himself in a humble position [to receive results of other people's efforts]. 
This is what is called the virtue (achievement) of not contending; 
This is what is called the power of utilizing people's labor [through delegating responsibilities]; 
This is what is called matching the paragon of Heaven. 
• 
[68c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
A good warrior is not forceful. 
A good fighter is not belligerent. 
The best conqueror does not confront the enemy. 
The best employer is under employees. 
This is called non-striving Virtue. 
This is called using the forces of others. 
This is called being identified with the sublimity of old Heaven. 
• 
[68c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Those who are good at management rarely use force. 
Those who are good at battles rarely lose their tempers. 



Those who are good at winning over their rivals never let rivals take control. 
Those who are good at employing people are modest. 
This is the noncompetitive virtue. 
This is the use of people's abilities. 
This is called the best conformation to nature and history. 
• 
[68c17t] Arthur Waley 
The best charioteers do not rush ahead; 
The best fighters do not make displays of wrath; 
The greatest conqueror wins without joining issue; 
The best user of men acts as though he were their inferior. 
This is called the power that comes of not contending, 
Is called the capacity to use men, 
The secret of being mated to heaven, to what was of old. 
• 
[68c18t] Richard John Lynn 
One good at being a warrior is not warlike. 
One good at warfare avoids anger. 
One good at conquering the enemy does not join with him. 



One good at using men places himself below them. 
We refer to these as the virtue in not fighting and the power in using men. 
Such a one is called a companion worthy of Heaven, the ultimate attainment achieved for all time. 
• 
[68c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE VIRTUE OF NOT-CONTENDING 
The brave soldier is not violent; 
The good fighter does not lose his temper; 
The great conqueror does not fight (on small issues); 
The good user of men places himself below others. 
This is the virtue of not-contending, 
Is called the capacity to use men, 
Is reaching to the height of being Mated to Heaven, to what was of old. 
• 
[68c20t] Victor H. Mair 
A good warrior is not bellicose, 
A good fighter does not anger, 
A good conqueror does not contest his enemy, 
One who is good at using others puts himself below them. 



This is called "integrity without competition," 
This is called "using others," 
This is called "parity with heaven," - the pinnacle of the ancients. 
• 
[68c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A skilled warrior does not rush ahead of others. 
A skilled fighter does not make a show of anger. 
A skilled victor does not seek revenge. 
A skilled employer does not act superior. 
This is known as the virtue of not competing. 
This is known as making use of the abilities of others. 
This is known as being united with heaven as it was in ancient times. 
• 
[68c22t] David H. Li 
One good at commandership does not easily use force, 
one good at war is not easily provoked, 
one good at winning does not easily engage in combat, 
one good at deployment is obsequious. 
This is the virtue of non-engagement; this is the ability at deployment. 



This is fully consistent with the cosmos. 
• 
[68c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
A good warrior is never pugnacious. 
A good fighter is never angry. 
A good winner is never combative. 
A good commander is always humble. 
This is called the virtue of non-contention. 
This is called using the strength of others. 
This is called perfect emulation of heavenly virtue. 
• 
[68c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The whole world tells me: 
"Great as the Tao is, it has no form." 
Since it is great, 
It has no form. 
If it resembled any form, 
It would have waned a long time ago. 
I have three treasures that I keep and safeguard: 



The first is called love, 
The second is called moderation, 
The third is called not jumping to the head of the entire world. 
With love, a person can be courageous, 
With moderation, a person can be generous, 
And by not jumping to the head of the world, a person can be the master of all the ministers. 
Without love, a person can only have courage, 
Without moderation, a person can only have generosity, 
And instead of staying behind, a person can go to the front. 
This leads nowhere but to death. 
The person who fights with love will win the battle, 
The person who defends himself with love will be safe. 
Heaven will save him and protect him with love. 
• 
[68c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
A canny soldier never provokes anyone, 
And is never made to lose his temper. 
A good fighter never confronts his enemy head-on, 
And those who know how to handle people do it humbly. 



This comes from the virtue of not-striving, 
and from knowing how to link with other people's energy. 
Since time gone in the mists this has been the way to 'pair up' with Heaven. 
• 
[68c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
He who is good at being a commander 
Does not display his bravery; 
He who is good at fighting 
Does not burst into anger; 
He who is good at defeating his enemy 
Does not brace himself to engage in a tough battle; 
He who is good at employing men 
Humbles himself before them; 
This is called the virtue of non-contention; 
This is called making use of others' strength; 
This is called conformability to the Tao of heaven. 
• 
[68c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The perfect warrior does not flaunt his bravery. 



The perfect fighter does not get angry. 
The perfect winner does not reveal his tactics. 
The perfect employer is humble before his employees. 
This is called the virtue of non-fighting. 
This is called the ability to manage others. 
This is called uniting with the law of Heaven. 
Since ancient times, it has been the highest goal. 
• 
[68c28t] Liu Qixuan 
A true gentleman admires no martial arts. 
An invincible warrior never resorts to anger. 
A true winner never appears in any encounter. 
A wise employer never looks superior. 
Holders of the true Way struggle for nothing of their own, 
And depend on resources of strength other than their own. 
The best ability of all time matches that of the heaven. 
• 
[68c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Way to Triumph 



Lao Tze says, 
He who is skillful as a good warrior assumes no martial posture. 
He who is skillful as a good gladiator will not rise in anger. 
He who is skillful in vanquishing his foes will keep apart from them. 
He who is skillful in employing will keep a low profile. 
All these are the attributes of non-contention, 
the methods of using man's abilities, 
the way of matching with Heaven's secret, 
and the highest art of antiquity. 
• 
[68c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The best soldier is not soldierly; 
The best fighter is not ferocious; 
The best conqueror does not take part in war; 
The best employer of men keeps himself below them. 
This is called the virtue of not contending; 
This is called the ability of using men; 
This is called the supremacy of consorting with heaven. 
• 



[68c31t] Paul J. Lin 
One who makes a good general is not warlike; 
One who makes a good fighter is not angry; 
One who makes a great conqueror of his enemies does not strive; 
One who knows how to manage the people well places himself under them. 
This is called the virtue of not competing. 
This is called the power of using people. 
This is called the match of Heaven, the ultimate of the Ancients. 
• 
[68c32t] Michael LaFargue 
The best soldier is not warlike, 
the best fighter shows no anger, 
the one best at defeating the enemy does not engage him, 
the one best at managing people puts himself below them. 
This is the Te of not contending; 
this is the power to manage people. 
This is being the Counterpart of Heaven, 
equalling the very best of the ancients. 
• 



[68c33t] Cheng Lin 
The best warriors are not warlike. 
The best strategists are not impulsive. 
The best winners are not quarrelsome. 
The best rulers are not arrogant. 
All these indicate the virtue of non-contention, 
the ability to employ men, 
compliance with Heaven's sublime way. 
• 
[68c34t] Yi Wu 
One who excels as a knight is not warlike. 
One who excels as a warrior is not angry. 
One who excels at winning over enemies does not strive with them. 
One who excels at managing people puts himself beneath them. 
This is called the virtue of not being competitive. 
This is called using the power of people. 
This is called "matching Heaven", the ultimate state of the ancients. 
• 
[68c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



The accomplished general does not appear intimidating. 
The consummate warrior does not exhibit any anger. 
The victorious commander does not contend. 
A good manager often appears meek and humble. 
All the above examples display the virtue of non-contention. 
With this virtue you can capitalise on others' expertise. 
This is in accord with the way of Dao - the celestial way. 
• 
[68c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
A good warrior is never violent. 
A good fighter is never offensive. 
A great victor defeats his opponent, but not by challenging him. 
A great commander is humble. 
This is called the power of non-contention. 
This is also called making use of the effort of others. 
To follow this is to follow the pattern of the subtle law of the universe. 
• 
[68c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
A good soldier is free from violence. 



A good fighter is free from rage. 
A good winner is free from competition. 
A good leader is humble before the people. 
This is called the attainment of non-contention, 
Or the application of the strength of others. 
It is also called identity with the ultimate 
Beyond space and time. 
• 
[68c38t] Henry Wei 
Harmony with Heaven 
P'ei T'ien 
A good warrior is not warlike; 
A good fighter does not lose his temper; 
A good conqueror is not pugnacious; 
A good leader of men is humble. 
This is called the virtue of non-contention, 
Also called the use of other's strength, 
Also called harmony with Heaven's Eternal Supreme Will. 
• 



[68c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
A good warrior is not belligerent; 
A good fighter is not given to anger; 
One who is good at winning does not engage the enemy; 
One who is good at using others takes the lower position. 
This is called the Te of non-contention; 
This is called making use of the strength of others; 
This is called fit to be Heaven's mate. 
It is the ultimate [truth] of old. 
• 
[68c40t] Tao Huang 
Being a good warrior does not entail power. 
A good fighter is not angry. 
One who is good at overcoming the enemy does not contact him. 
One who is good at leading people acts humbly. 
This is called the Action of noncompetition. 
This is called leading people. 
This is called the Ultimate as old as heaven. 
• 



[68c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
In the ancient times: 
The perfect warriors were not warlike. 
The perfect fighters were not angry. 
The perfect winners were not aggressive and the perfect diplomats were humble before the world. 
This is called the practice of the virtue of non-struggle. 
This is called the use of the wisdom of benevolence. 
This is called to comply with the ultimate Nature. 
• 
[68c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
A skillful leader of troops is not oppressive with his military strength. 
A skillful fighter does not become angry. 
A skillful conqueror does not compete with people. 
One who is skillful in using men puts himself below them. 
This is called the virtue of non-competing. 
This is called the strength to use men. 
This is called matching Heaven, the highest principle of old. 
• 
[68c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Умеющий быть воином не ведает воинственности, 
умеющий сражаться - не бывает гневен, 
умеющий одерживать победу над противником с ним не вступает в схватку, 
умеющий использовать людей становится их ниже. 
Это называют добродетелью отказа от соперничества, 
способностью использовать людей и верхом сочетания с Небесной древностью. 
• 
[68c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Умелый полководец не воинственен. 
Умелый воин не гневлив. 
Умеющий побеждать врага не вступает [с ним в поединок]. 
Умеющий использовать людей ставит себя ниже их. 
Это зовётся Благостью без противостояния. 
Это зовётся способностью использовать людей. 
Это зовётся следованием Небу и Пределу древности. 
• 
[68c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Хороший воин не воинствен. 
Хороший боец не гневлив. 



Умеющий побеждать врагов не сражается с ними, 
умеющий использовать людей ставит себя ниже их. 
Вот что называют Благой Силой непротивоборствования. 
Вот что называют силой использования людей. 
Вот что называется быть соработником Неба, вот предел искусства древних мудрецов. 
• 
[68c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Лучший из воинов не прибегает к силе. 
Искусный в ратном деле не гневен. 
Способный побеждать врага с ним не соприкасается. 
Умелый в использовании людей ставит себя ниже их. 
Это и называется не ведущей борьбы Дэ. 
Это и называется использованием силы других. 
Это и называется сочетанием с Древним Пределом Неба. 
• 
[68c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Умный полководец не бывает воинствен. 
Умелый воин не бывает гневен. 
Умеющий побеждать врага не нападает. 



Умеющий управлять людьми не ставит себя в низкое положение. 
Это я называю дэ, избегающее борьбы. 
Это сила в управлении людьми. 
Это значит следовать природе и древнему началу [дао]. 
• 
[68c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Истинно просвещенный человек никогда не воюет. 
Превосходный воин никогда не разгневается. 
Победитель никогда не попросит содействия постороннего. 
Умеющий пользоваться людьми охотно занимает низкое место, что называется 

добродетелью без сопротивления, средством для (благоразумного) пользования (услугами) 
людей и, наконец, согласованием с Небом. 

Таково древнее постановление. 
• 
[68c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Умеющий воевать не воинствен. 
Умеющий сражаться не дает волю гневу. 
Умеющий одерживать победу над противником не борется с ним. 
Умеющий управлять людьми, ставит себя ниже их. 



Это зовется совершенством миролюбия. 
Это зовется силой использования людей. 
Это зовется "соответствием Небу", пределом древности. 
• 
[68c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Совершенствующийся в деле воина не воинствен. 
Совершенствующийся в битвах не гневлив. 
Совершенствующийся в победах над противником не вступает в контакт. 
Совершенствующийся в использовании людей осуществляет ориентацию вниз. 
Это определяется: 
Потенция не-соперничания. 
Это определяется: 
Сила использования людей. 
Это определяется: 
Союз с пределом небесной древности. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Sixty-Nine 
 

[69c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Those who use weapons have a saying which goes: 
"I don't presume to act like the host, and instead play the part of the guest; 
I don't advance an inch, but rather retreat a foot." 
This is called moving forward without moving forward - 
Rolling up one's sleeves without baring one's arms - 
Grasping firmly without holding a weapon - 
And enticing to fight when there's no opponent. 
Of disasters, none is greater than [thinking] you have no rival. 
To think you have no rival is to come close to losing my treasures. 
Therefore, when weapons are raised and [the opponents] are fairly well matched, 
Then it's the one who feels grief that will win. 
• 
[69c02t] John C. H. Wu 
THE strategists have a saying: 
I dare not be a host, but rather a guest; 
I dare not advance an inch, but rather retreat a foot. 



This is called marching without moving, 
Rolling up one's sleeves without baring one's arms, 
Capturing the enemy without confronting him, 
Holding a weapon that is invisible. 
There is no greater calamity than to under-estimate the strength of your enemy. 
For to under-estimate the strength of your enemy is to lose your treasure. 
Therefore, when opposing troops meet in battle, victory belongs to the grieving side. 
• 
[69c03t] D. C. Lau 
The strategists have a saying, 
I dare not play the host but play the guest, 
I dare not advance an inch but retreat a foot instead. 
This is known as marching forward when there is no road, 
Rolling up one's sleeves when there is no arm, 
Dragging one's adversary by force when there is no adversary, 
And taking up arms when there are no arms. 
There is no disaster greater than taking on an enemy too easily. 
So doing nearly cost me my treasure. 
Thus of two sides raising arms against each other, 



It is the one that is sorrow-stricken that wins. 
• 
[69c04t] R. L. Wing 
The strategists have a saying: 
"I dare not act as a host, Yet I act as a guest. I dare not advance an inch, Yet I retreat a foot." 
This is called 
Traveling without moving, Rising up without arms, Projecting without resistance, Capturing without 

strategies. 
No misfortune is greater than underestimating resistance; 
Underestimating resistance will destroy my Treasures. 
Thus when mutually opposing strategies escalate, 
The one who feels sorrow will triumph. 
• 
[69c05t] Ren Jiyu 
A master of the art of war is very correct in saying: 
"I dare not take the offensive, but prefer to take the defensive; 
I dare not advance an inch, but prefer to retreat a foot." 
This is called: 
Disposing no lines of troops, 



Raising no arms, 
Confronting no enemy, 
And grasping no weapons. 
There is no disaster greater than underestimating the enemy, 
Underestimating the enemy nearly makes me lose my "three precious things." 
Therefore the side in grief conquers in case of the balance of the forces of two sides. 
• 
[69c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
There is a saying among soldiers: 
I dare not make the first move but would rather play the guest; 
I dare not advance an inch but would rather withdraw a foot. 
This is called marching without appearing to move, 
Rolling up your sleeves without showing your arm, 
Capturing the enemy without attacking, 
Being armed without weapons. 
There is no greater catastrophe than underestimating the enemy. 
By underestimating the enemy, I almost lose what I value. 
Therefore when the battle is joined, 
The underdog will win. 



• 
[69c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Military strategists have this dictum: 
"When I am not ready to take the role of the host (defend), 
I will take the role of the guest (attack); 
When I am not ready to advance an inch, 
I will retreat a foot." 
This is known as moving but not having a pattern of moving; 
Pushing away, but not showing the arms to push with; 
Dispelling, but not having visible enemies to dispel; 
Taking command, but having no armies to take command over. 
The greatest ill lies in slighting one's opponents; 
Slighting my opponent, I could easily lose my treasure. 
When two armies of equal strength meet in combat, 
It is the army that considers itself weak that will win. 
• 
[69c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
There is a saying in the military: 
"I dare not attack but would rather retreat; 



I dare not move forward an inch but would rather move back a foot." 
This is called advancing without appearing to advance, 
Making a resolution without rolling up your sleeves, 
Carrying a weapon without revealing the weapon, 
Preparing to fight without showing the preparation. 
The biggest disaster is to underestimate the enemy; 
Underestimating the enemy will cause you to lose all your armies. 
When two fighting armies have similar strength, the side that is sorrowful and cautious will win. 
• 
[69c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE USE OF SUPREME VIRTUE 
A great warrior has said, "I dare not be the host, I would rather be the guest; I dare not advance an 

inch, I would rather retire a foot." 
Now this I call filing in without marshalling the ranks; baring the arms without preparing to fight; 

grasping the sword without unsheathing it; and advancing upon the enemy without coming into 
conflict. 

There is nothing so unfortunate as entering lightly into battle. 
For by so doing we are in danger of losing that which is most precious. 
Thus it happens that when opposing forces meet in battle, he who feels the pity of it assuredly 

conquers. 



• 
[69c10t] James Legge 
A master of the art of war has said, 
'I do not dare to be the host (to commence the war); 
I prefer to be the guest (to act on the defensive). 
I do not dare to advance an inch; 
I prefer to retire a foot.' 
This is called marshalling the ranks where there are no ranks; 
baring the arms (to fight) where there are no arms to bare; 
grasping the weapon where there is no weapon to grasp; 
advancing against the enemy where there is no enemy. 
There is no calamity greater than lightly engaging in war. 
To do that is near losing (the gentleness) which is so precious. 
Thus it is that when opposing weapons are (actually) crossed, he who deplores (the situation) 

conquers. 
• 
[69c11t] David Hinton 
There was once a saying among those who wielded armies: 
I'd much rather be a guest than a host, 



much rather retreat a foot than advance an inch. 
This is called marching without marching, 
rolling up sleeves without baring arms, 
raising swords without brandishing weapons, 
entering battle without facing an enemy. 
There's no greater calamity than dishonoring an enemy. 
Dishonor an enemy and you'll lose those treasures of mine. 
When armies face one another in battle, 
it's always the tender-hearted one that prevails. 
• 
[69c12t] Chichung Huang 
A strategist once said: 
"I dare not play the host, 
Rather, I'd play the guest; 
I dare not advance one inch, 
Rather, I'd retreat one foot. 
Which means: 
Marching without ranks, 
Baring no arms, 



Holding no weapons, 
I will still emerge invincible. 
No calamity is greater than being invincible; 
Being invincible almost cost me my treasures." 
Therefore, when two confronting armies are equally matched, 
The compassionate party wins. 
• 
[69c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
In engaging in warfare it is said: 
I dare not be the host but be the guest, 
I dare not advance an inch but retreat a foot. 
This is called to march without advancing, 
To roll up one's sleeves without baring one's arms, 
To throw a rope without an enemy, 
To carry without a weapon. 
Of all calamities (huo), 
None is greater than underestimating one's enemy. 
In underestimating my enemy, 
I risk losing my treasure (pao). 



Therefore when opposing armies are engaged in battle, 
The sorrowful party will win. 
• 
[69c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
In ancient time a military strategist had once said: 
"I do not dare to take the [subjective] position of a host in the battlefield, on the contrary, I adopt the 

[objective] position of a visitor; 
I do not dare to advance one inch [counter-productively] at the cost of retreating one foot." 
This game-plan was described [in military strategy] as: 
"To march [in such secrecy] that the traces [of the procession of the army] are invisible; 
To throw [so swiftly that observers] can not detect thrower's arms [in action]; 
To file soldiers [so unconventionally that it misleads] people to draw the conclusion that the army is 

not ready for combat yet; 
To disguise [soldiers' weapons so skillfully that] there is no clue." 
The mistake which is most disastrous [in military operation] is underestimating one's enemy; 
Underestimating one's enemy will lose almost all my [three] treasures; 
Therefore, when two combatant forces encounter each other, the one with mourning soldiers will 

prevail. 
• 



[69c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The strategists have a saying: I dare not be a host, but rather a guest; I dare not advance an inch, but 

rather retreat a foot. 
This is called going without marching, rolling up one's sleeves without baring one's arms, capturing 

the enemy without confronting him, holding a weapon that is invisible. 
There is no greater calamity than to underestimate the enemy. 
To underestimate the enemy is to lose your treasure. 
Therefore, when opposing troops meet in battle, victory belongs to the grieving side. 
• 
[69c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
It is a military saying that when engaging in war, we do not aggress but defend; we do not advance an 

inch but retreat a foot. 
This is marching without formation. 
Do not roll up sleeves. 
Confront no enemy. 
Commit to no weapons. 
The most serious mistake is to underestimate the enemy. 
Underestimating the enemy almost caused me to lose my treasures. 
Thus, when two comparable armies fight, the lamenting one wins. 



• 
[69c17t] Arthur Waley 
The strategists have the sayings: 
'When you doubt your ability to meet the enemy's attack, take the offensive yourself', and 
'If you doubt your ability to advance an inch, then retreat a foot'. 
This latter is what we call to march without moving, 
To roll the sleeve, but present no bare arm, 
The hand that seems to hold, yet has no weapon in it, 
A host that can confront, yet presents no battle-front. 
Now the greatest of all calamities is to attack and find no enemy. 
I can have no enemy only at the price of losing my treasure. 
Therefore when armies are raised and issues joined it is he who does not delight in war that wins. 
• 
[69c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Military specialists have a saying: 
"I dare not play the host but instead play the guest. 
I dare not advance an inch but instead retreat a foot." 
In other words, 
campaign in such a way that there is no campaign; 



push up your sleeve so that no arm is exposed; 
wield weapons in such a way that no weapons are involved; 
and lead in such a way that you face no opponent. 
There is no greater disaster than having no viable opponent. 
If one has no viable opponent, he will soon lose my [the Laozi's] treasures. 
Thus, when they raise armies that are equally matched, he who feels pity will be the victor. 
• 
[69c19t] Lin Yutang 
CAMOUFLAGE 
There is the maxim of military strategists; 
I dare not be the first to invade, but rather be the invaded. 
Dare not press forward an inch, but rather retreat a foot. 
That is, 
To march without formations, 
To roll not up the sleeves, 
To charge not in frontal attacks, 
To arm without weapons. 
There is no greater catastrophe than to underestimate the enemy. 
To underestimate the enemy might entail the loss of my treasures. 



Therefore when two equally matched armies meet, 
It is the man of sorrow who wins. 
• 
[69c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The strategists have a saying: 
"I dare not be host, but would rather be guest; 
I advance not an inch, but instead retreat a foot." 
This is called 
Marching without ranks, 
Bearing nonexistent arms, 
Flourishing nonexistent weapons, 
Driving back nonexistent enemies. 
There is no greater misfortune than not having a worthy foe; 
Once I believe there are no worthy foes, I have well-nigh forfeited my treasures. 
Therefore, 
When opposing forces are evenly matched, 
The one who is saddened will be victorious. 
• 
[69c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 



The master soldiers have a saying: 
I dare not be the host but prefer to be the guest. 
I dare not advance an inch but prefer to retreat a foot. 
This is called 
marching without moving, 
rolling up a sleeve without baring an arm, 
capturing a foe without a battlefront, 
arming yourself without weapons. 
There is no disaster greater than attacking and finding no enemy. 
Doing so will cost you your treasure. 
Thus it is that when opposing forces meet, 
victory will go to those who take no delight in the situation. 
• 
[69c22t] David H. Li 
A saying among warriors: 
I dare not play host, I prefer playing guest; 
I dare not advance an inch, I prefer retreating a foot. 
This is formless formation, 
this is defenseless advancement, 



this is oppositionless encounter, 
this is weaponless display. 
No disaster is greater than underestimating the enemy. 
Underestimating the enemy verges on losing my treasures. 
Thus, when two equal-size armies are in combat, the one that is grieved wins. 
• 
[69c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The strategist par excellence says: 
Dare not to be the aggressor but rather to be the defender. 
Dare not to advance an inch but rather to retreat a foot. 
This is called 
Letting the opponent march toward nowhere to which to march, 
Letting the opponent capture nothing to be captured, 
Letting the opponent attack none to be attacked, 
Letting the opponent arm with weapons for nothing for which to arm. 
There is no greater calamity than underestimating your opponent. 
To underestimate your opponent is surely to lose your treasures. 
Therefore, when opposing forces are engaged in conflict, 
The one who yields with caution will triumph in the end. 



• 
[69c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
A tactician in ancient times said: 
"I do not dare to act as a host, 
I prefer to act as a guest, 
I do not dare to advance an inch, 
I prefer to retreat a foot." 
This implies that he does not muster his armies, as if he has no armies, 
He does not roll up his sleeves, as if his arms are not ready, 
He does not go out to battle, as if he has no weapons, 
He does not fight, as if he has no enemies. 
The greatest calamity is to underestimate the strength of the enemy, 
For underestimating the strength of the enemy leads to the loss of our treasure of love. 
Therefore, when armies clash on the battlefield, 
The one that possesses the treasure will triumph. 
• 
[69c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
There is a saying, you know, which soldiers have: 
'I never use my force before my enemy uses his. 



I'd sooner go back a foot than advance an inch.' 
This is called going forward without moving, 
Rolling up your sleeve without showing your arm - 
And by not, you defeat him without apparently doing anything. 
This is like being armed, but no one sees what you have. 
Never think your enemy is feeble. 
That's disastrous. 
If I do that, I'm bound to lose all I have! 
So, you see, when the battle begins 
It is the one who seems weakest that will win. 
• 
[69c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
A strategist says: 
I dare not launch an attack but strengthen defense capabilities; 
I dare not advance an inch but retreat a foot instead. 
This means to deploy battle array by showing no battle array; 
To wield one's arm to attack by showing no arm to lift; 
To face the enemy by showing no enemy to attack; 
To hold weapons by showing no weapons to hold. 



No disaster is greater than underestimating the enemy. 
Underestimating the enemy nearly cost me my treasure (i. e. three treasured weapons, see 67). 
That is why the sorrow-laden side wins 
When two armies are at war. 
• 
[69c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
There is a saying among military strategists: 
'I dare not act as the host, but the guest. 
I dare advance an inch, but retreat a foot.' 
This is called conducting in non-conducting. 
Pulling back without using force. 
Facing the fight without engaging the enemy. 
Holding no weapons. 
The greatest danger is to undervalue the enemy. 
To undervalue the enemy will cause loss of the three treasures. 
That is why when two forces fight against each other, the one that is full of sorrow will win. 
• 
[69c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The ancient wise generals all held: 



"Start no war. 
Fight only when forced to. 
A foot back instead of an inch forward." 
Such military creeds all boil down to this: 
Advance invisible ranks; 
Raise invisible arms; 
Poise invisible armies; 
Fight as if one is not fighting with enemies. 
The biggest military disaster is this: 
To attack an enemy thoughtlessly 
With threats, menaces and challenges. 
For such an attack means the loss of all advantages. 
When two armies battle, one against the other, 
The army that fights out of love and sadness wins. 
• 
[69c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Art of War 
Lao Tze says, 
A master of strategy once said, 



'I do not dare to be the first to arouse a war. 
I prefer to be passive to rise against an invasion. 
I do not dare to march an inch. 
I prefer to withdraw a foot.' 
This is called proceeding to make an action without walking, to resist without lifting arms; 
to dart without facing enemies, and to seize them without combating. 
There is no calamity greater than to lightly engage in war. 
To do that nearly results in the loss of the three precious things I mentioned before. 
That is why when opposing armies meet, the sorrowful side conquers. 
• 
[69c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
An ancient tactician has said: 
'I dare not act as a host but would rather act as a guest; 
I dare not advance an inch but would rather retreat a foot.' 
This implies that he does not marshal the ranks as if there were no ranks; 
He does not roll up his sleeves as if he had no arms; 
He does not seize as if he had no weapons; 
He does not fight as if there were no enemies. 
No calamity is greater than under-estimating the enemy; 



To under-estimate the enemy is to be on the point of losing our treasure (love). 
Therefore when opposing armies meet in the field the ruthful will win. 
• 
[69c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The commander of war has said: 
"I dare not be a host, but be a guest. 
I dare not advance one inch, but withdraw a foot." 
This means: 
To set up a march as if without one. 
To stretch the arm as if without one. 
To confront the enemy as if without one. 
To grasp war weapons as if without them. 
No calamity is greater than taking the enemy lightly. 
Taking the enemy lightly almost makes me lose my treasures. 
Therefore, in raising arms against each other, 
The one with pity will win. 
• 
[69c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Military men have a saying: 



"I do not presume to act as master, I act as guest; 
I do not presume to advance an inch, I retreat a foot." 
This is like "going forward without going forward, 
rolling up the sleeves but baring no arm, 
attacking without showing hostility, 
drawing with no sword." 
Nothing brings greater disaster than the motto: 
"The enemy is nothing." 
Thinking, "the enemy is nothing": close to losing my Treasure. 
Yes, when they cross weapons and attack each other, 
the one in mourning will win. 
• 
[69c33t] Cheng Lin 
One of the ancient strategists said: 
"I do not venture to fight an offensive war; 
I prefer to be on the defensive. 
I dare not advance an inch; 
I prefer to retreat a foot." 
This indicates the futility of possessing armaments, 



the reluctance to send armed expeditions, 
the inexistence of casus belli, 
the absence of foes. 
Nothing can be more calamitous than an underestimation of the enemy's strength. 
To underestimate the enemy's strength may cost a man his life. 
In the event of war, those who regard it as a lamentable necessity will win. 
• 
[69c34t] Yi Wu 
Military strategists have a saying, 
"I dare not be a host; rather, a guest. 
I dare not advance an inch; rather, retreat a foot." 
This can be called 
marching without formation, 
striving without arms, 
overthrowing without enmity, 
capturing without weapons. 
There is no greater calamity than to underestimate an enemy. 
To underestimate an enemy is to lose one's treasures. 
Therefore, when opposing armies try to overcome each other, 



One who sorrows will win. 
• 
[69c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
There is a saying among the militarists: 
"I would rather defend than initiate an attack. 
I would be most reluctant to advance an inch but quite ready to retreat a foot." 
The ultimate ideal is as follows: 
Not having any battalions to form a configuration, 
Not having to initiate an attack, 
Not needing to take up arms, 
And not having to fight a war. 
There is no disaster worse than to underestimate your enemy, 
For this could endanger your life. 
Hence, if two evenly-matched armies fight against each other, 
The aggrieved side that feels poignantly oppressed will win. 
• 
[69c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The strategist who has achieved excellence says: dare not to be the host, but rather be the guest. 
Dare not to be the restless aggressor, but rather be the calm defender. 



Dare not advance an inch, but rather retreat a foot. 
March forward where there is no obstacle. 
Stretch out your arm only where there is no confrontation. 
Charge an opponent where there is no resistance. 
Hold a weapon that is invisible. 
There is no greater mistake than to underestimate the power of an opponent. 
To underestimate the power of an opponent may cost a man his life. 
Therefore, when opposing troops meet in battle, 
it is the side with the greatest caution that wins. 
• 
[69c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
On military operations we have: 
"I do not boldly attack others first, 
But take action only after being attacked." 
"I do not boldly move forward even an inch, 
But withdraw a foot." 
This is called the operation of non-operation, 
Bearing the arms of non-arms, 
Charging the enemy of non-enemy, 



Carrying the weapons of non-weapons. 
There is no more serious misfortune 
Than to engage in war lightly. 
To engage in war lightly is to violate my essential teachings of compassion, renunciation, and never 

longing to be first in the world. 
Therefore, when two armies join in battle, 
The one that is compassionate wins. 
• 
[69c38t] Henry Wei 
Mystic Application 
Hsuan Yung 
Military strategists have said - 
I dare not be the host, 
But prefer to be the guest. 
I dare not advance one inch, 
But prefer to retreat a foot. 
This is called - 
Marching as if without motion; 
Brandishing arms as if having none; 



Attacking as if without enmity; 
Seizing as if without weapons. 
No disaster is greater than belittling the enemy. 
Belittling the enemy almost ruins my treasures. 
Therefore, when two armies encounter each other, 
The side that laments war will win. 
• 
[69c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The strategists'saying: 
"I dare not play the host but play the guest, 
I dare not advance an inch but retreat a foot." 
This is called marching no-marching, 
Stretching no-arms, 
Arming with no-weapons, 
Charging at no-enemy. 
No disaster is greater than making light of the enemy. 
When I make light of the enemy, I may lose my treasure. 
Therefore, when two sides confront each other with arms, 
The one who grieves wins. 



• 
[69c40t] Tao Huang 
There is a saying on using military force: 
I dare not be the host, but rather a guest. 
I dare not advance an inch, but rather retreat a foot. 
This is called performing without performing, rolling up one's sleeves without showing the arms. 
By not holding on to an enemy, there is no enemy. 
There is no disaster greater than having no enemy. 
Having no enemy almost destroys my treasure. 
When opposing armies clash, those who cry win! 
• 
[69c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The Conduct of War has this to say: 
"I dare not take the initiative but rather to be resistant. 
I dare not advance an inch but rather I withdraw a foot." 
So that, engage the enemy without advancing. 
Drive out the enemy without arms. 
Subdue the enemy without battle. 
Take the enemy with invincibility. 



No fault is greater than to underestimate the enemy: 
To underestimate the enemy is to destroy all my treasured principles. 
When an army of resistance engages, the mournful one - the army of resistance, wins. 
• 
[69c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The strategists say: 
"I dare not take the offensive but I take the defensive; 
I dare not advance an inch but I retreat a foot." 
This means: 
To march without formation, 
To stretch one's arm without showing it, 
To confront enemies without seeming to meet them, 
To hold weapons without seeming to have them. 
There is no greater disaster than to make light of the enemy. 
Making light of the enemy will destroy my treasures. 
Therefore when armies are mobilized and issues joined, 
The man who is sorry over the fact will win. 
• 
[69c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Стратеги говорят: 
"Я смею быть лишь гостем, не хозяином, скорее отступлю назад, чем двинусь на вершок 

вперед". 
Это называют маршированием без маршировки, 
боевитостью без боевитости, 
завоеванием при неналичии противника, 
стратегией без войн. 
Нет большего несчастья, чем пренебрежение противником. 
Пренебрежение противником близко к утрате моего сокровища. 
Поэтому когда идут войною друг на друга, то побеждает тот, кто сострадает 

погибающим на поле боя. 
• 
[69c92t] А. А. Маслов 
У стратегов есть поговорка: 
"Я не посмею быть хозяином, буду лишь гостем. 
Я не дерзну шагнуть и на цунь вперёд, но отступлю на чи назад". 
Это зовётся продвижением вне движения, закатыванием рукавов, не имея рук, 

противостоянием врагу, не имея противника, победой без оружия. 
Нет большего несчастья, чем легко одержать верх над слабым противником. 



Слабый противник будет стоить мне всех моих сокровищ. 
Когда две враждующие стороны вступают в поединок, побеждает преисполненный 

милосердия. 
• 
[69c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Полководцы говорят: 
"Я не смею стать хозяином, а буду действовать как гость. 
Я не смею продвинуться вперед и на дюйм, а буду отступать на фут". 
Вот что называют маршем без шеренг, нанесением удара без использования кулака, 

противостоянием при отсутствии противника, владением оружием без оружия. 
Среди бед большей нет, чем недооценить противника. 
Недооценить противника - значит похоронить свои драгоценности. 
Поэтому, когда в битве войска скрещивают свои клинки, побеждает скорбящий. 
• 
[69c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
У полководцев есть такое клятвенное изречение: 
"Я не посмею стать хозяином, а буду гостем; 
я не посмею двинуться на цунь вперед, а отступлю на чи назад". 
Это означает: 



двигаться без движения, 
отбиваться без рукопашной, 
метать в отсутствующего врага, 
сдерживать без солдат. 
Нет большей беды, чем опрометчивый противник. 
Опрометчивый противник сводит на нет мою драгоценность [милосердия]. 
Вот почему именно в обороне войска добиваются превосходства друг над другом. 
Выигрывает милосердный. 
• 
[69c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Военное искусство гласит: я не смею первым начинать, я должен ожидать. 
Я не смею наступать хотя бы на вершок вперед, а отступаю на аршин назад. 
Это называется действием посредством недеяния, ударом без усилия. 
В этом случае не будет врага и я могу обходиться без солдат. 
Нет беды тяжелее, чем недооценивать противника. 
Недооценка противника повредит моему сокровенному средству [дао]. 
В результате сражений те, кто скорбит, одерживают победу. 
• 
[69c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



В "военном искусстве" говорится, что на войне я никогда не бываю активным, а - 
пассивным. 

Не сделав ни шага вперед, идти назад аршин - значит уступить врагам оспариваемое без 
сопротивления. 

Когда нет врагов, то не бывает войны. 
Нет беды тяжелее, чем презирать врагов. 
Презирать врагов - все равно что бросить богатства без надобности. 
Плачущий об увеличении своего войска всегда будет победителем. 
• 
[69c97t] В. В. Малявин 
У знатоков военного дела есть такое суждение: 
"Я не смею быть хозяином, а лучше буду гостем. 
Я не смею продвинуться на вершок, а лучше отступлю на шаг". 
Это называется: "выступать, не выступая", 
"Закатывать рукав, не обнажая руки". 
"Побеждать, не враждуя", 
"Держать в покорности, не применяя войск". 
Нет большего несчастья, чем презирать противника. 
Кто презирает противника, разбрасывает мои сокровища. 



Посему, когда войска сходятся для жестокой битвы, 
Кто скорбит, тот победит. 
• 
[69c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
У использующих оружие есть изречения: 
"Сущность моя не осмеливается осуществлять функцию хозяина, а осуществляет 

функцию гостя; 
Не осмеливается продвинуться на сантиметр, а отступает на метр. 
Это определяется: 
Движутся в отсутствии движения. 
Закатывают рукава в отсутствии рук. 
Бросаются на отсутствие противника. 
Удерживают отсутствие оружия. 
Нет большей беды, чем недооценивать противника. 
Недооценивая противника, близок к потере драгоценностей сущности своей". 
Причинность: 
Когда скрещивают оружие при равных силах, побеждает сожалеющий. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy 
 

[70c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
My words are easy to understand, 
And easy to put into practice. 
Yet no one in the world can understand them, 
And no one can put them into practice. 
Now my words have an ancestor, and my deeds have a lord, 
And it's simply because [people] have no understanding [of them], that they therefore don't 

understand me. 
But when those who understand me are few, then I'm of great value. 
Therefore the Sage wears coarse woolen cloth, but inside it he holds on to jade. 
• 
[70c02t] John C. H. Wu 
MY words are very easy to understand, and very easy to practise: 
But the world cannot understand them, nor practise them. 
My words have an Ancestor. 
My deeds have a Lord. 
The people have no knowledge of this. 



Therefore, they have no knowledge of me. 
The fewer persons know me, 
The nobler are they that follow me. 
Therefore, the Sage wears coarse clothes, 
While keeping the jade in his bosom. 
• 
[70c03t] D. C. Lau 
My words are very easy to understand and very easy to put into practice, 
Yet no one in the world can understand them or put them into practice. 
Words have an ancestor and affairs have a sovereign. 
It is because people are ignorant that they fail to understand me. 
Those who understand me are few; 
Those who harm(imitate) me are honoured. 
Therefore the sage, while clad in homespun, conceals on his person a priceless piece of jade. 
• 
[70c04t] R. L. Wing 
My words are very easy to know, 
Very easy to follow. 
Yet the world is unable to know them, 



Unable to follow them. 
My words have a source, 
My efforts have mastery. 
Indeed, since none know this, They do not know me. 
The rare ones who know me Must treasure me. 
Therefore, Evolved Individuals Wear a coarse cloth covering With precious jade at the center. 
• 
[70c05t] Ren Jiyu 
My words are very easy to understand, and very easy to practise. 
But no one under Heaven is able to understand them or to practise them. 
Speeches should have their main principle, 
And deeds should have their master. 
Because of their ignorance, the people are not able to understand me. 
Those who are able to understand me are very few, 
And those who are able to follow me are very hard to meet. 
Therefore the sage (who is not understood) looks like he is wearing coarse garb, but he has a precious 

jade in his heart. 
• 
[70c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



My words are easy to understand and easy to perform, 
Yet no man under heaven knows them or practices them. 
My words have ancient beginnings. 
My actions are disciplined. 
Because men do not understand, they have no knowledge of me. 
Those that know me are few; 
Those that abuse me are honored. 
Therefore the sage wears rough clothing and holds the jewel in his heart. 
• 
[70c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
What I say is easy to understand and easy to practice 
Yet few people under heaven understand and practice it. 
What I preach has a respectable ancestry, 
What I do serves a lord well. 
Yet few people are aware of this, 
And therefore few understand me. 
The fewer people know about me. 
The rarer and the better positioned are those who know and practice my teaching. 
The Sage is like someone hiding a precious jade piece underneath his clothes. 



• 
[70c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
My teaching is very easy to understand and very easy to practice. 
However, in this world, no one understands it and no one practices it. 
Your speech must be based on facts, your actions must follow principles. 
Only because people do not understand the DAO, do they not understand me. 
Few people know my teaching; even fewer people follow my cause. 
Therefore, the great men wore coarse clothing, but hid treasures inside. 
• 
[70c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE DIFFICULT RECOGNITION 
Easy are my words to know, and also to practise. 
Yet none is able to understand nor yet to practise them. 
For there is a remote origin for my words, and a supreme law for my actions. 
Not knowing these, men cannot know me. 
Those who know me are few, and by them I am esteemed. 
For the wise man is outwardly poor, but he carries his jewel in his bosom. 
• 
[70c10t] James Legge 
My words are very easy to know, and very easy to practise; 



but there is no one in the world who is able to know and able to practise them. 
There is an originating and all-comprehending (principle) in my words, and an authoritative law for 

the things (which I enforce). 
It is because they do not know these, that men do not know me. 
They who know me are few, and I am on that account (the more) to be prized. 
It is thus that the sage wears (a poor garb of) hair cloth, while he carries his (signet of) jade in his 

bosom. 
• 
[70c11t] David Hinton 
My words are so simple to understand 
and so easily put into practice 
that no one in all beneath heaven understands them 
and no one puts them into practice. 
Words have their ancestral origins and actions their sovereign: 
it's only because people don't understand this that they don't understand me. 
And the less people understand me the more precious I become. 
So it is that a sage wears sackcloth, keeping pure jade harbored deep. 
• 
[70c12t] Chichung Huang 



My words are exceedingly easy to understand, 
Exceedingly easy to practice. 
Yet none under heaven can understand them, 
None can practice them. 
Words have their progenitor; 
Affairs have their sovereign. 
It is because of ignorance 
That they do not me understand. 
Those who understand being rare, 
I become all the more valuable. 
Hence, the sage man wore a coarse tunic, 
But carried in his bosom a piece of jade. 
• 
[70c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
My words (yen) are very easy to understand (i-chih), 
Very easy to put into practice (i-hsing). 
But no one under heaven can understand (chih) them, 
No one can put them into practice. 
Words (yen) have their ruler (chün); 



Events (shih) have their progenitor (tsung). 
Because people do not understand (chih) this, 
Therefore they do not understand me. 
Those who understand me are rare, 
Those who follow (tsê) my teaching are (preciously) few (kuei). 
Therefore the sage wears hair-cloth, 
While carrying jade in his breast. 
• 
[70c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
My theory is [basically] very easy to understand and to put to practice; 
[Unfortunately majority people of] the world would not [make an effort to] learn about it, [let alone 

to] carry it out. 
All my discussions have strong footings; 
My theory is based on [venerable] practices. 
People [in vogue] are ignorant, so they do not know me; 
There are only a handful of people who [would make an effort to] understand me; 
Those who understand me will discover that my theory is valuable; 
The description, that ancient Sages were like men who carried priceless jades under coarse ragged 

cloaks, was not made from casual observation. 



• 
[70c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
My words are very easy to understand, and very easy to practice. 
But the world cannot understand them, nor practice them. 
My words have a root. 
My deeds have a lord. 
Because people are not aware of this, they do not understand me. 
Those who understand me are few, those who follow me are honored. 
Therefore, the sage wears coarse clothes, while keeping the jade in his bosom. 
• 
[70c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
My words are easy to understand and easy to practice. 
However, people in the world rarely understand and practice them. 
The words have their origins. 
The events have their causes. 
People can hardly understand this. 
Therefore they rarely understand me. 
Few people understand me. 
Those who do follow me are prized. 



This is why sages dress in crude clothes but carry jades. 
• 
[70c17t] Arthur Waley 
My words are very easy to understand and very easy to put into practice. 
Yet no one under heaven understands them; no one puts them into practice. 
But my words have an ancestry, my deeds have a lord; and it is precisely because men do not 

understand this that they are unable to understand me. 
Few then understand me; but it is upon this very fact that my value depends. 
It is indeed in this sense that 'the Sage wears hair-cloth on top, but carries jade underneath his dress'. 
• 
[70c18t] Richard John Lynn 
My words are very easy to understand, very easy to practice, yet none among all under Heaven can 

understand them, and none can practice them. 
My words have a progenitor, and my undertakings have a sovereign. 
It is just because there is no understanding of this that they do not understand me. 
As long as those who understand me are rare, someone like me is precious. 
Thus it is that the sage wears coarse woolen cloth but harbors jade in his bosom. 
• 
[70c19t] Lin Yutang 



THEY KNOW ME NOT 
My teachings are very easy to understand and very easy to practice, 
But no one can understand them and no one can practice them. 
In my words there is a principle. 
In the affairs of men there is a system. 
Because they know not these, 
They also know me not. 
Since there are few that know me, 
Therefore I am distinguished. 
Therefore the Sage wears a coarse cloth on top 
And carries jade within his bosom. 
• 
[70c20t] Victor H. Mair 
My words are very easy to understand, very easy to practice. 
But no one is able to understand them, 
And no one is able to practice them. 
Words have authority. 
Affairs have an ancestry. 
It is simply because of their ignorance, that they do not understand me; 



Those who understand me are few, thus I am ennobled. 
For this reason, 
The sage wears coarse clothing over his shoulders, but carries jade within his bosom. 
• 
[70c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
My words are easy to understand and easy to put into practice. 
Yet no one under heaven understands them or puts them into practice. 
My words have an ancestor. 
My actions are governed. 
Because people do not understand this they do not understand me. 
Those who understand me are few. 
Those who follow me should be respected. 
Therefore, 
the True Person wears homespun clothes and carries jade in the heart. 
• 
[70c22t] David H. Li 
My words are easy to understand and easy to put into practice. 
But no one in the world understands [my words], and no one puts them into practice. 
Words must be principled; actions must be justified. 



Because these are not understood, I am not understood. 
With few who understand me, fewer will put [my words] into practice. 
Thus, a sage dresses simply but bears a jade. 
• 
[70c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
My words are very easy to understand and very easy to practice, 
Yet the people of the world can neither understand nor practice them. 
My words point to a source and my deeds a master, 
Yet the people of the world know neither the source nor the master. 
Thus, they know not who and what I am. 
But for the few who know, I am precious. 
Therefore, the sage may wear coarse clothes, 
But will always hold a luminous treasure within. 
• 
[70c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Words have an ancestor, deeds have a master. 
It is easy to understand my words and practice them. 
But all the people in the world do not know them, 
And do not practice them. 



Since they have knowledge, they do not know me. 
When those that know me are few, I am beyond all praise. 
Therefore the sage wears coarse woolen clothes but carries jade jewels in his bosom, 
He knows himself, but does not present himself, 
He loves himself, but does not act arrogantly. 
Therefore he rejects the latter and adopts the former. 
• 
[70c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
My words are really very easy to understand 
And be with, and walk in ... but no one can! 
My words have roots, my actions have precedents 
But people don't see this, and so they don't see me. 
So few of you know or understand me 
And so the Tao becomes ever more important ... 
The sage goes round like a supertramp, 
Hiding the jade, the jewel he carries in his inmost heart. 
• 
[70c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
My words are very easy to understand, 



And very easy to put into practice, 
Yet there should have been no one in the world 
Who can understand them 
Or can put them into practice. 
Words must be purpose-oriented, 
Deeds must be reasonably grounded. 
People cannot understand me 
Because they fail to understand what is said above. 
Those who understand me are few; 
Those who can follow my advice are even less. 
That is why the sage 
Is always dressed in coarse cloth 
But conceals about him a beautiful piece of jade (the Tao). 
• 
[70c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
My words are very easy to understand, very easy to practise. 
Yet no one in the world can understand them and put them into practice. 
The words have a root. 
The affairs have a sovereign. 



Because people are ignorant, they do not understand me. 
Those who understand me are few. 
That is why I become valued. 
This is why the sage does not flaunt himself but holds the treasure in his heart. 
• 
[70c28t] Liu Qixuan 
As it can happen, 
What I say is easy to understand and to do, 
But none can understand it and do it, 
In spite of the fact that what I say has a source 
And what I do has a reason. 
Since people don't understand what I say and what I do, 
They don't know me. 
Since people don't know me, 
I am special. 
That explains why the wise person wears rough clothes 
And cherishes a heart of jade. 
• 
[70c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 



They Know Me Not 
Lao Tze says, 
My words are very easy to know and very easy to practice; 
but there is no one in the world who is able to know and able to practice them. 
In my words there is a traditional precept and a ruling art. 
It is because that they do not know these, that men do not know me. 
That is why there are few that know me, and there are even fewer that model after me. 
There is a sage who wears coarse clothes and hides jade in his bosom, which anyone shall see. 
• 
[70c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Words have an ancestor; deeds have a governor. 
My words are very easy to know, and very easy to practise, 
Yet all men in the world do not know them, nor do they practise them. 
It is because they have knowledge that they do not know me. 
When those who know me are few, eventually I am beyond all praise. 
Therefore the Sage wears clothes of coarse cloth but carries jewels in his bosom; 
He knows himself but does not display himself; 
He loves himself but does not hold himself in high esteem. 
Thus he rejects the latter and takes the former. 



• 
[70c31t] Paul J. Lin 
My words are very easily understood, and very easily put into practice. 
Yet no one in the world is able to understand and to practice them. 
My words have their root; my deeds have their lord. 
Just because the people do not know, they do not know me. 
Those who know me are few. 
Those who emulate me are rare. 
Therefore, the Sage wears coarse clothes on the outside, 
And bears precious jade near his breast. 
• 
[70c32t] Michael LaFargue 
My words are very easy to understand, 
very easy to practice. 
No one in the world can understand, 
no one can practice them. 
The words have an ancestor, 
the practice has a master. 
They just do not understand 



and so they do not understand me. 
(So few understand me - a rare treasure indeed.) 
And so the Wise Person: 
Dressed in shabby clothes, jade under his shirt. 
• 
[70c33t] Cheng Lin 
My teaching is very easy to understand and very easy to practise. 
Yet the world does not understand or practise it! 
My teaching has its basis, and my conduct has its reason. 
Because the world is ignorant of them, I am misunderstood. 
There are few who understand me, and those who abuse me are placed in positions of honour. 
Therefore the Sage must dress in coarse robes while hiding precious jewels within his breast! 
• 
[70c34t] Yi Wu 
My words are very easy to understand 
and very easy to practice, 
But the world cannot understand them 
and cannot practice them. 
My words have their primal meaning; 



My deeds have their principle. 
Only I am without knowledge; 
Therefore, I am not known. 
If those who know me are few, 
Then, what I have is of value. 
Therefore, the sage is covered by coarse clothes, but embraces jade. 
• 
[70c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Though my words are easily comprehended and easily followed, 
People do not understand and do not want to follow. 
My words are based on the principles of Dao. 
I also follow the same principles in all my dealings. 
Because people do not understand my teachings, they fail to understand me as well. 
Few people understand me. 
Fewer people follow my teachings. 
The sage always dresses shabbily but still embraces the treasure in his bosom. 
• 
[70c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
My words are very easy to understand and easy to practice, 



yet the world can neither understand nor practice them. 
My words have only one source: the subtle truth of the universe. 
My deeds have only one master: the natural virtue of the universe. 
The people of the world have no knowledge of this. 
Thus, they have no knowledge of me. 
The fewer the persons that know me, 
the nobler are they that follow me. 
Therefore, the one of whole virtue wears coarse clothes superficially, 
but holds a precious treasure within. 
• 
[70c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
It is not difficult to grasp my words or to follow them. 
Yet no one in the world can grasp them or follow them. 
Because words must derive from the source of words, 
Action requires an actor who acts. 
Since you are not aware of this, you cannot know me. 
The less people know me, the more valuable I am. 
Thus, the wise is covered with tattered clothes which conceal precious jade. 
• 



[70c38t] Henry Wei 
Difficult to Understand 
Chih Nan 
My teaching is very easy to understand, 
And very easy to carry out. 
Yet the world is incapable of understanding it, 
And incapable of carrying it out. 
My teaching has an ancient source, 
My practices have a ruling principle. 
As people are ignorant of this, 
So they fail to understand me. 
When those who understand me are few, 
Then I am distinguished indeed. 
That's why the Sage wears a coarse cotton robe, 
To conceal the jade ornament worn on his bosom. 
• 
[70c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
My words are very easy to understand, 
Very easy to put into practice. 



Yet no one under Heaven can understand them 
Or put them into practice. 
Words have their source, 
Deeds have their lord. 
Truly, because people don't know this, 
They don't understand me. 
Those who know me are few; 
Those who follow me are rare. 
For this reason the sage 
Wears coarse cloth but carries jade inside. 
• 
[70c40t] Tao Huang 
My words are easy to understand and easy to apply. 
Yet no one in the world can understand them and no one could apply them. 
Words have their origin, and events have their leader. 
Only because of prevailing ignorance am I not understood. 
The fewer who understand me, the more precious I am. 
So the sage wears shabby cloth, but holds a treasure within. 
• 



[70c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
My teaching is very easy to be understood and very easy to be followed, 
Yet very few people in the world can understand and follow it. 
My teaching is to trace the origin of all things and my service is to serve the fundamentals of Nature. 
If one does not understand Nature, surely, he cannot understand me. 
If I am known only by a few, I feel envious of it. 
Therefore, the Sage ruler even wore coarse clothes but embraced his jadelike personality. 
• 
[70c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
My doctrines are very easy to understand and very easy to practice, 
But none in the world can understand or practice them. 
My doctrines have a source (Nature), 
My deeds have a master (Tao). 
It is because people do not understand this that they do not understand me. 
Few people know me, and therefore I am highly valued. 
Therefore the sage wears a coarse cloth on top and carries jade within his bosom. 
• 
[70c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Мои слова понять так просто, так просто выполнить. 



Но их понять никто не может, никто не может выполнить. 
У слов имеется исток, а у поступков то, что ими управляет. 
Их-то как раз не понимают и потому меня не знают. 
Коль редкостен, кто меня знает, то я ценен. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек таит под рубищем нефрит. 
• 
[70c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Мои слова легко понять и столь же легко им следовать. 
И всё же никто в мире не способен их понять и тем более следовать им. 
Слова имеют предка, дела имеют господина. 
Из-за того, что люди сиры, им и не удаётся понять меня. 
Как же мало тех, кто понимает меня! 
Как же редки те, кто следует мне. 
Поэтому мудрецы носили холщовые одежды, но в душе берегли драгоценную яшму. 
• 
[70c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Мои слова так легко понять, им так легко следовать, 
Но в Поднебесной их никто не может понять, им никто не может следовать. 
В словах есть главное, в делах есть первенствующее. 



Ведь незнание людей заключается в том, что они не знают меня. 
Поскольку знающих меня так мало, то я являюсь их сокровищем. 
Поэтому на совершенномудром одежда из простой грубой ткани, но на груди у него скрыта 

драгоценная яшма. 
• 
[70c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Мои слова очень легко понять, очень легко [им] следовать. 
Но в Поднебесной нет таких, кто мог бы понять, кто мог бы последовать. 
В словах есть предок, в делах есть царь. 
Поскольку [этого] не знают, постольку и меня не понимают. 
Понимающие меня - редки, подражающие мне - ценны. 
Вот почему у совершенномудрого человека сверху рубище, внутри яшма. 
• 
[70c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Мои слова легко понять и легко осуществить. 
Но люди не могут понять и не могут осуществлять. 
В словах имеется начало, в делах имеется главное. 
Поскольку люди их не знают, то они не знают и меня. 
Когда меня мало знают, тогда я дорог. 



Поэтому совершенномудрый подобен тому, кто одевается в грубые ткани, а при себе 
держит яшму. 

• 
[70c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Я говорю, что очень легко приобрести знание и творить благие дела. 
Между тем на всей земле никто не знает этого и не делает благих дел. 
В словах должен быть принцип, в делах - господин. 
Нет знания. 
Вот почему я не знаю ничего. 
Знающих меня мало, поэтому я почтителен. 
Отсюда святой муж надевает на себя худую одежду, но в себе имеет драгоценный камень. 
• 
[70c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Мои слова очень легко понять 
И очень легко исполнить. 
Но никто в мире не может их понять, 
Не может их исполнить. 
Мои слова имеют предка. 
Мои дела имеют государя. 



И оттого, что люди этого не понимают, 
Они не понимают и меня. 
И если тех, кто понимает меня, мало, 
Значит, во мне есть что ценить. 
Вот почему "премудрый ходит в рубище, но хранит яшму у груди". 
• 
[70c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Речь сущности моей - 
очень легка для осознания, 
очень легка для действия-движения. 
В Поднебесной никто не способен осознавать, никто не способен действовать-двигаться. 
В речи - наличие предков. 
В делах - наличие владыки. 
Вот только отсутствует осознание. 
Это дает: 
Не "я" осознает. 
Осознание "я" - это разреженность. 
Подражание "я" - это придавание ценности. 
Это дает: 



Человек мудрости покрыт грубой шерстяной материей, а за пазухой яшма-нефрит. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-One 
 

[71c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
To know you don't know is best. 
Not to know you [don't] know is a flaw. 
Therefore, the Sage's not being flawed 
Stems from his recognizing a flaw as a flaw. 
Therefore, he is flawless. 
• 
[71c02t] John C. H. Wu 
To realize that our knowledge is ignorance, 
This is a noble insight. 
To regard our ignorance as knowledge, 
This is mental sickness. 
Only when we are sick of our sickness 
Shall we cease to be sick. 
The Sage is not sick, being sick of sickness; 
This is the secret of health. 
• 



[71c03t] D. C. Lau 
To know yet to think that one does not know is best; 
Not to know yet to think that one knows will lead to difficulty. 
It is by being alive to difficulty that one can avoid it. 
The sage meets with no difficulty. 
It is because he is alive to it that he meets with no difficulty. 
• 
[71c04t] R. L. Wing 
To know that you do not know is best. 
To not know of knowing is a disease. 
Indeed, to be sick of the disease, Is the way to be free of the disease. 
Evolved Individuals are free of the disease. 
Because they are sick of the disease 
This is the way to be free of disease. 
• 
[71c05t] Ren Jiyu 
It is the best for one to know that he does not know; 
It is an illness to pretend to know when he actually does not know. 
Recognizing the illness as an illness prevents one from illness. 



The sage is free from the illness, 
Because he recognizes the illness as an illness. 
He can prevent the illness thereby. 
• 
[71c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Knowing ignorance is strength. 
Ignoring knowledge is sickness. 
If one is sick of sickness, then one is not sick. 
The sage is not sick because he is sick of sickness. 
Therefore he is not sick. 
• 
[71c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
One who knows what most people do not know is superior; 
One who forgets what one by nature knows is sick. 
The Sage is free from this sickness. 
Because he avoids the sickness, he is not sick. 
• 
[71c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you have knowledge, but you feel like you do not have knowledge, this is super. 



If you do not have knowledge, but you feel like you have knowledge, this is sick. 
The great men were not sick because they knew what the sickness is. 
Only when you know what the sickness is, will you not be sick. 
• 
[71c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE DISEASE OF KNOWING 
To know one's ignorance is the best part of knowledge. 
To be ignorant of such knowledge is a disease. 
If one only regards it as a disease, he will soon be cured of it. 
The wise man is exempt from this disease. 
He knows it for what it is, and so is free from it. 
• 
[71c10t] James Legge 
To know and yet (think) we do not know is the highest (attainment); 
not to know (and yet think) we do know is a disease. 
It is simply by being pained at (the thought of) having this disease that we are preserved from it. 
The sage has not the disease. 
He knows the pain that would be inseparable from it, and therefore he does not have it. 
• 
[71c11t] David Hinton 



Knowing not-knowing is lofty. 
Not knowing not-knowing is affliction. 
A sage stays free of affliction. 
Just recognize it as affliction and you're free of it. 
• 
[71c12t] Chichung Huang 
Knowing as if not knowing 
Is peerless; 
Not knowing as if knowing 
Is a sickness. 
Hence, the sage man was not sick: 
Being sick of the sickness, 
Hence, he was not sick. 
• 
[71c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
From knowing to not knowing (chih, pu chih), 
This is superior. 
From not knowing to knowing (pu chih, chih), 
This is sickness. 



It is by being sick of sickness, 
That one is not sick. 
The sage is not sick. 
Because he is sick of sickness, 
Therefore he is not sick. 
• 
[71c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Recognizing that one is always in a position of not knowing [enough] is in character of a superior 

person; 
Not knowing what [true] knowledge is a kind of sickness; 
Only those who worry about being sick (ignorant) will be able to avoid the sickness [of ignorance]. 
• 
[71c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
If we know that we do not know, this is a high insight. 
If we do not know that we know, this is sickness. 
When we are sick of our sickness, we will cease to be sick. 
The sage is not sick. 
He is sick of his sickness; thus he is not sick. 
• 



[71c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Knowing what is not known is good. 
Not knowing but pretending to know is bad. 
Sages rarely ail, because they hate ills. 
Thus, hating ills, one can be free of ills. 
• 
[71c17t] Arthur Waley 
'To know when one does not know is best. 
To think one knows when one does not know is a dire disease. 
Only he who recognizes this disease as a disease 
Can cure himself of the disease.' 
The Sage's way of curing disease 
Also consists in making people recognize their diseases as diseases and thus ceasing to be diseased. 
• 
[71c18t] Richard John Lynn 
To regard not knowing as knowing is the highest; 
not to regard knowing as knowing is harmful. 
It is only by regarding harm as harm that one suffers no harm. 
That the sage suffers no harm is because he regards harm as harm, and this is why he suffers no 



harm. 
• 
[71c19t] Lin Yutang 
SICK-MINDEDNESS 
Who knows that he does not know is the highest; 
Who (pretends to) know what he does not know is sick-minded. 
And who recognizes sick-mindedness as sick-mindedness is not sick-minded. 
The Sage is not sick-minded. 
Because he recognizes sick-mindedness as sick-mindedness, 
Therefore he is not sick-minded. 
• 
[71c20t] Victor H. Mair 
To realize that you do not understand is a virtue; 
Not to realize that you do not understand is a defect. 
The reason why 
The sage has no defects, 
Is because he treats defects as defects. 
Thus, 
He has no defects. 



• 
[71c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
It is well to know that you do not know. 
To think you know when you do not is sickness. 
When you are sick of sickness you will no longer be sick. 
True Persons are not sick because they are sick of sickness; 
this is the way to health. 
• 
[71c22t] David H. Li 
Knowing that one does not know is best; 
Not knowing but pretending to know is a fault. 
A sage has no faults, because he/she is aware of his/her faults and works on these faults. 
Because a sage is aware of faults and works on them, he/she has no faults. 
• 
[71c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Having knowledge, yet being aware of the unknown, is superior intelligence. 
Not having knowledge, yet pretending to know, is intellectual stagnation. 
To be aware of stagnation is to be free of it. 
The sage is free of any stagnation, 



because he is keenly aware of all stagnation. 
Therefore, he is forever free of stagnation. 
• 
[71c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Not knowing what one knows is the best, 
To think that one knows when one does not know is sick. 
Only when one becomes sick of this sickness, 
Is it possible to get free of the sickness. 
The sage is never sick, 
Since he is sick of this sickness, 
He is not sick. 
• 
[71c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Those who know seem not to know 
And those who don't pretend they do - 
This is what it means to be flawed. 
If you're sick at this, then you'll win through. 
The sage is. 
He is sick of all faults - 



He is sick of being sick. 
He is well. 
• 
[71c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Knowing one's ignorance of certain knowledge is the best attitude; 
Not knowing certain knowledge yet pretending to know is a bad attitude. 
The sage is of no shortcoming, 
Because he considers shortcoming as shortcoming. 
He considers shortcoming as shortcoming, 
Thus he has no shortcoming. 
• 
[71c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Knowing ignorance is best. 
Thinking one knows is foolish. 
Only by being a fool can one avoid becoming a fool. 
The sage does not think he knows, therefore he is not a fool. 
• 
[71c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The best knower knows how to know. 



The worst knower knows that he/she knows. 
The wise person knows how poor knowers stray 
And can therefore keep himself/herself on the right path. 
• 
[71c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Exemption From Sick-Mindedness 
Lao Tze says, 
To know and yet think you don't know is the highest attainment; 
not to know and yet think you know is sick-minded. 
It is simply in being pained at the thought of having sick-mindedness that one is free from being sick-

minded. 
The sage is not sick-minded because he knows the pain that would be inseparable from sick-

mindedness and therefore he is totally exempted from this sick-mindedness. 
• 
[71c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Not knowing that one knows is best; 
Thinking that one knows when one does not know is sickness. 
Only when one becomes sick of this sickness can one be free from sickness. 
The Sage is never sick; because he is sick of this sickness, therefore he is not sick. 



• 
[71c31t] Paul J. Lin 
He who knows that he does not know is the best. 
He who does not know but pretends to know is sick. 
He who realizes the sickness is sickness 
Doesn't have any sickness. 
The Sage is without sickness 
Because he realizes the sickness is sickness. 
Therefore, he doesn't have any sickness. 
• 
[71c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"Aware but not aware of it: a high thing." 
Not aware but aware of it: sick of this. 
Simply sick of the sickness - and so no longer sick. 
The Wise Person's lack of this sickness: 
He became sick of being sick, and so he's no longer sick. 
• 
[71c33t] Cheng Lin 
Those who know, and yet do not think they know, belong to the highest type of men. 



Those who do not know, and yet think they know, are really at fault. 
When one knows that he is at fault, he can be free of faults. 
The Sage is free of faults because he knows when he is at fault. 
• 
[71c34t] Yi Wu 
One who knows, but does not know, is best. 
One who does not know, but knows, is sick. 
Only one who recognizes this sickness as sickness 
Will not have the sickness. 
The sage does not have this sickness 
Because he recognizes this sickness as sickness. 
Therefore, he has no sickness. 
• 
[71c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Knowing but thinking you do not really know, you are a man of great virtue. 
Not knowing but thinking that you know, you have a severe affliction. 
Because you are aware of this fault, you can then try to avoid committing this mistake. 
The sage has no flaws because he is cognizant of this malady. 
Hence, he has no shortcomings. 



• 
[71c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
He who regards his intellectual knowledge as ignorance has deep insight. 
He who overrates his intellectual achievement as definite truth is deeply sick. 
Only when one is sick of this sickness can one cease to be sick. 
One who returns his mind to the simplicity of the subtle truth is not sick. 
He knows to break through conceptual knowledge in order to directly reach the subtle truth of the 

universe. 
This is the foundation of his health! 
• 
[71c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Knowing that which cannot be known is perfect. 
Not being aware of this knowing is a defect. 
To be aware of defects as defects is to be free from defects. 
The wise is free from defects. 
He is aware of defects as defects. 
Therefore, he is free from defects. 
• 
[71c38t] Henry Wei 



Knowing the Disease 
Chih Ping 
He who knows what he does not know is superior. 
He who does not know what he knows is diseased. 
Only when a disease is recognized as a disease 
Can the disease cease to be disease. 
The Sage is free from disease; 
He recognizes a disease as a disease, 
Therefore he is free from disease. 
• 
[71c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
To know yet not to know is best; 
Not to know yet to know is a disease. 
Truly, when you recognize a disease as a disease, 
You are free of disease. 
The sage is free of disease. 
Because he recognizes a disease as a disease, 
He is free of disease. 
• 



[71c40t] Tao Huang 
Knowing that you don't know (everything) is superior. 
Not knowing that you don't know (everything) is a sickness. 
So the sage's being without sickness is that he knows sickness as sickness; 
Thus, he is without sickness. 
• 
[71c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
One who knows the unknown is a high type of man. 
One who does not know the known is at fault. 
Thus a Sage was not at fault because he was aware of faults. 
• 
[71c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
To know that you do not know is the best. 
To pretend to know when you do not know is a disease. 
Only when one recognizes this disease as a disease can one be free from the disease. 
The sage is free from the disease. 
Because he recognizes this disease to be disease, he is free from it. 
• 
[71c91t] И. И. Семененко 



Знать о том, чего не знаешь, всего выше; 
а не знать, что знаешь, значит быть больным. 
Перестают болеть, лишь когда болеют о своей болезни. 
Премудрый человек не болен. 
Он болеет о своей болезни и потому не болен. 
• 
[71c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Знать и при этом думать, что не знаешь, - это высшее достижение. 
Не знать и при этом думать, что знаешь, - это ведёт к трудностям. 
Мудрец не имеет трудностей лишь потому, что устранил [главную] трудность. 
Лишь потому, что он осознает трудности, он устраняет их. 
Вот потому он и не имеет трудностей. 
• 
[71c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Тот, кто знает, что он не знает, - превосходен. 
Тот, кто не знает, что он знает, - недужен. 
Но ведь тот, кто недужит свой недуг, - тот вовсе не недужен. 
Совершенный мудрец не недужен, он недужит недуг свой и поэтому не недужен. 
• 



[71c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Знание незнания - высшее, незнание знания - изъян. 
Однако отношение к изъяну как изъяну не является изъяном. 
Совершенномудрый человек без изъяна, 
так как он относится к изъяну как изъяну. 
Вот почему он без изъяна. 
• 
[71c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто, имея знания, делает вид, что не знает, тот выше всех. 
Кто, не имея знаний, делает вид, что знает, тот болен. 
Кто, будучи больным, считает себя больным, тот не является больным. 
Совершенномудрый не болен. 
Будучи больным, он считает себя больным, поэтому он не болен. 
• 
[71c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Кто, зная много, держит себя как незнающий ничего, тот - нравственный муж. 
Кто, не зная ничего, держит себя, как знающий много, тот болен. 
Кто болеет телесною болезнью, тот еще не (есть) действительно больной. 
Святой муж никогда не болеет, ибо он не знает болезни, хотя болеет (телом). 



• 
[71c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Знать, а казаться незнающим, - вот совершенство. 
Не знать, а думать, что знаешь - это болезнь. 
Только тот, кто знает свою болезнь, способен не быть больным. 
Премудрый человек не подвержен болезням. 
Он знает, что такое болезнь, и потому не болеет. 
• 
[71c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Осознание не-осознания - ориентация вверх. 
He-осознание осознания - болезнь. 
Ведь только боление болезнью - 
Это дает: 
Не боление. 
Человек мудрости не болеет - 
Через боление своей болезнью. 
Это дает: 
Не боление. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Two 
 

[72c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When the people don't respect those in power, then what they greatly fear is about to arrive. 
Don't narrow the size of the places in which they live; 
Don't oppress them in their means of livelihood. 
It's simply because you do not oppress them, that they therefore will not be fed up. 
Therefore the Sage knows himself but doesn't show himself; 
He cherishes himself but doesn't value himself. 
For this reason, he rejects that and takes this. 
• 
[72c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN the people no longer fear your power, 
It is a sign that a greater power is coming. 
Interfere not lightly with their dwelling, 
Nor lay heavy burdens upon their livelihood. 
Only when you cease to weary them, 
They will cease to be wearied of you. 
Therefore, the Sage knows himself, 



But makes no show of himself; 
Loves himself, 
But does not exalt himself. 
He prefers what is within to what is without. 
• 
[72c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the people lack a proper sense of awe, then some awful visitation will descend upon them. 
Do not constrict their living space; 
Do not press down on their means of livelihood. 
It is because you do not press down on them that they will not weary of the burden. 
Hence the sage knows himself but does not display himself, 
Loves himself but does not exalt himself. 
Therefore he discards the one and takes the other. 
• 
[72c04t] R. L. Wing 
If the people do not fear authority, 
Then authority will expand. 
Do not disrespect their position; 
Do not reject their lives. 



Since, indeed, they are not rejected, 
They do not reject. 
Therefore Evolved Individuals know themselves 
But do not display themselves. 
They love themselves 
But do not treasure themselves. 
Hence they discard one and receive the other. 
• 
[72c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When the people do not fear the force (of the ruler), 
Something forceful and terrible would happen. 
Don't force the people out of their houses, 
Don't block their way of livelihood. 
Only by not oppressing the people, can one make the people feel no oppression. 
Therefore the sage seeks for self-knowledge, not for self-parade, for self-love, not for self-importance. 
So, self-parade and self-importance should be abandoned and self-knowledge and self-love should be 

kept. 
• 
[72c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



When men lack a sense of awe, there will be disaster. 
Do not intrude in their homes. 
Do not harass them at work. 
If you do not interfere, they will not weary of you. 
Therefore the sage knows himself but makes no show, 
Has self-respect but is not arrogant. 
He lets go of that and chooses this. 
• 
[72c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Truly reverence-inspiring is he who displays nothing to intimidate his people. 
Do not despise people for their humble residences; 
Do not shun them for their modest births. 
Because you do not despise and shun them, 
They also will not despise and shun you. 
The Sage knows himself and frees himself from prejudice. 
He treasures and takes care of his own life but will not exalt himself. 
He gives something up and gains something else. 
• 
[72c08t] Xiaolin Yang 



When the people are not afraid of the ruler, the ruler is in the most danger. 
Do not bother the people, do not suppress the people. 
Only when you do not suppress the people, will they not be annoyed with you. 
So, the great men understood everything but did not let themselves be known. 
They valued their lives but did not let themselves be worshipped. 
Therefore, keep the former and discard the latter. 
• 
[72c09t] Walter Gorn Old, LOVING ONESELF 
When men do not have a right fear of present dangers, they run into extremes of peril. 
Let them beware of enlarging the house, being weary of present conditions. 
If they do not despise it, no such weariness will arise. 
This is why the Sage, while possessed of self-knowledge, does not parade himself. 
He loves, but does not value himself highly. 
Thus he puts away pride, and is content. 
• 
[72c10t] James Legge 
When the people do not fear what they ought to fear, that which is their great dread will come on 

them. 
Let them not thoughtlessly indulge themselves in their ordinary life; 



let them not act as if weary of what that life depends on. 
It is by avoiding such indulgence that such weariness does not arise. 
Therefore the sage knows (these things) of himself, but does not parade (his knowledge); 
loves, but does not (appear to set a) value on, himself. 
And thus he puts the latter alternative away and makes choice of the former. 
• 
[72c11t] David Hinton 
When the people stop fearing the fearsome something truly fearsome will descend upon them. 
Don't hem them in 
and choke their lives with oppression. 
That's all. 
Just let them be, 
and they'll never tire of you. 
A sage sees through himself without revealing himself, 
loves himself without exalting himself, 
always ignores that and chooses this. 
• 
[72c12t] Chichung Huang 
If the people do not fear terror, 



Greater terror shall arrive. 
Do not squeeze their habitation; 
Do not obstruct their livelihood. 
Only when you stop oppressing them 
Will they stop loathing you. 
Hence, the sage man 
Knew himself without parading himself, 
Loved himself without exalting himself. 
Therefore, he abandoned that and chose this. 
• 
[72c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
When the people fear no power, 
Then great power has indeed arrived. 
Do not disturb them in their dwellings, 
Do not weary them in their living. 
It is because you do not weary (pu yen) them, 
That they are not wearied of you. 
Therefore the sage knows himself (tzu chih), 
But does not see himself (tzu chien). 



He loves himself (tzu ai), 
But does not exalt himself (tzu kuei). 
Therefore he leaves that and takes this. 
• 
[72c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If people are not intimidated by the existing authority, then a more overbearing authority will be 

imposed on them. 
[A leader] should not oppress people and leave them no room for personal freedom; 
[He also should not be the cause for] people to feel that life is cheap and unbearable; 
[In other words] people would not feel their lives are cheap and unbearable if they are not oppressed 

and restricted. 
Therefore, 
A Sage knows himself [so well that he is not] self-opinionated; 
He loves himself [so appropriately that he is not] self-conceited; 
He renounces that (being self-opinionated and self-conceited) and chooses this (truthfully pursuing 

self-knowledge and self-improvement). 
• 
[72c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When the people no longer fear power, it is a sign that a great power is coming. 



Do not constrict their dwelling, nor lay heavy burdens upon their life. 
Only when you do not weary them, they will not be wearied of you. 
Therefore, the sage knows himself, but makes no show of himself; loves himself, but does not exalt 

himself. 
He prefers what is within to what is without. 
• 
[72c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When people defy authority, great threat will come. 
Do not disturb people's homes; do not interfere with people's lives. 
Only this way, we can avoid getting weary. 
Sages know themselves but are not presumptuous. 
They have self-esteem but are not self-conceit. 
That is, take the former and abandon the latter. 
• 
[72c17t] Arthur Waley 
Never mind if the people are not intimidated by your authority. 
A Mightier Authority will deal with them in the end. 
Do not narrow their dwellings or harass their lives; and for the very reason that you do not harass 

them, they will cease to turn from you. 



Therefore the Sage knows himself but does not show himself. 
Knows his own value, but does not put himself on high. 
Truly, 'he rejects that but takes this'. 
• 
[72c18t] Richard John Lynn 
If the common folk do not fear force, then such great force will arrive that there will be no restricting 

them to the boundaries within which they should dwell, no satisfying them within the limits in which 
they should live. 

It is just because one is insatiable 
That there is no satisfying him. 
Therefore what the sage himself knows he does not himself reveal. 
He cherishes himself but does not value himself. 
Thus he rejects the one and keeps the other. 
• 
[72c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON PUNISHMENT (1) 
When people have no fear of force, 
Then (as is the common practice) great force descends upon them. 
Despise not their dwellings, 



Dislike not their progeny. 
Because you do not dislike them, 
You will not be disliked yourself. 
Therefore the Sage knows himself, but does not show himself, 
Loves himself, but does not exalt himself. 
Therefore he rejects the one (force) and accepts the other (gentility). 
• 
[72c20t] Victor H. Mair 
When the people do not fear the majestic, 
Great majesty will soon visit them. 
Do not limit their dwellings, 
Do not suppress their livelihood. 
Simply because you do not suppress them, they will not grow weary of you. 
For this reason, 
The sage is self-aware, but does not flaunt himself; 
He is self-devoted, but does not glorify himself. 
Therefore, 
He rejects the one and adopts the other. 
• 



[72c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
When the people lack a sense of awe disaster will descend upon them. 
Do not constrict their living space. 
Do not harass them in their work. 
If you do not oppress them, they will not weary of you. 
Therefore, 
True Persons know themselves but make no show of themselves. 
They know their value but do not exalt themselves. 
They prefer this within to that without. 
• 
[72c22t] David H. Li 
When the populace is unafraid of threats, major threats loom. 
Do not harass their neighborhood; 
Do not interfere with their livelihood. 
Thus, without interference, people will not interfere. 
Thus, the sage knows self without self-touting, respects self without self-aggrandizement. 
Thus, 
forsake self-touting and self-aggrandizement; 
embrace self-knowledge and self-respect. 



• 
[72c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
If people do not revere the Law of Nature, 
It will inexorably and adversely affect them. 
If they accept it with knowledge and reverence, 
It will accommodate them with balance and harmony. 
Therefore, the sage, in harmony with the Law of Nature, 
Knows himself but does not flaunt his knowledge, 
Loves himself but does not exalt his status, 
Accepts where he is without complaint, 
Enjoys what he does without dislike. 
Thus, he rejects imbalance and disharmony, 
And chooses balance and harmony. 
• 
[72c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
If the people do not fear the ruling authority, 
A much greater fear will befall them. 
Be sure that you do not make them live in crowded quarters 
Or make their lives unbearable. 



Only when their living quarters are not crowded 
Will their dissatisfaction disappear. 
• 
[72c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When the people lack a sense of awe, 
There is bound to be disorder or disaster. 
Never oppress them in their own homes, or interfere with their means of livelihood. 
If you don't oppose them, 
They won't try to depose you. 
So, the sage who really knows himself never shows himself off to his people - 
loves himself, without false pride - 
discards the mask, and wears his true face. 
• 
[72c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
When the people are not afraid of the threatening might of the authority, 
The great tumult will soon ensue. 
Do not harass their living places; 
Do not deprive them of their means of livelihood. 
If you do not oppress the people, 



The people will not be tired of you (the ruler). 
Hence the sage knows himself but does not praise himself; 
loves himself but does not honor himself. 
That is why he discards the latter and takes the former. 
• 
[72c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
When people lack a sense of awe, then disaster will descend upon them. 
Do not narrow the living space of the mind. 
Do not reject the inherent character. 
Because one does not reject, one will not be rejected. 
That is why the sage knows himself but does not flaunt himself. 
He loves himself but does not value himself. 
Therefore he discards one and takes the other. 
• 
[72c28t] Liu Qixuan 
When people revolt, 
Governmental prestige ends. 
The ruler should always bear this in mind: 
Never narrow the roads of life; 



Never cause people to be dissatisfied with their existence. 
For, satisfied with life, 
None would revolt against the government. 
The moral for the ruler is: 
Know one's own shortcomings 
Instead of being occupied with one's own views. 
Appreciate others' appreciation 
Instead of imposing one's self upon others. 
That is how the wise person makes choices. 
• 
[72c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
On Gentility 
Lao Tze says, 
The time when people do not fear punishment is the time when a great dread will descend upon 

them. 
Let them not thoughtlessly indulge themselves in their ordinary life. 
Let them not act as if they are weary of what life depends on. 
It is by avoiding such indulgence that such weariness does not arise. 
Therefore the sage knows himself, but does not parade his knowledge; 



loves himself, but does not value himself. 
Therefore he rejects the punishment and accepts the gentility. 
• 
[72c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
If the people have no fear of their ruling authority, still greater fear will come. 
Be sure not to give them too narrow a dwelling; 
Nor make their living scanty. 
Only when their dwelling place is no longer narrow will their dissatisfaction come to an end. 
• 
[72c31t] Paul J. Lin 
If the people do not dread power, 
There will be the appearance of great power. 
Do not restrict their living quarters. 
Do not disturb their livelihood. 
Just because one does not annoy them, 
He will not be annoyed by them. 
Therefore, the Sage knows himself but does not display himself. 
He loves himself but does not distinguish himself. 
Therefore, he rejects that to prefer this. 



• 
[72c32t] Michael LaFargue 
When the people are not in awe of your majesty, 
then great majesty has been achieved. 
Do not restrict where they can live, 
do not tire them out by taxing what they live on. 
Simply do not tire them, 
and they will not tire of you. 
And so, the Wise Person: 
Knows himself, 
does not make a show of himself. 
Loves himself, 
does not exalt himself. 
Yes, he leaves 'that' aside, and attends to 'this'. 
• 
[72c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the people are not afraid of punishment, the exercise of authority will be hampered. 
Do not oppress the people; do not make them weary of life. 
When the ruler does not oppress the people, they will not be weary of life. 



The Sage knows his own worth, but makes no self-display. 
He has self-respect, but does not feel self-important. 
• 
[72c34t] Yi Wu 
When the people no longer fear authority, 
Then the great authority will come. 
Do not neglect their livelihood; 
Do not scorn their spiritual lives. 
If you do not scorn them, 
They will not reject you. 
Therefore, the sage 
Knows himself, but is not opinionated; 
Loves himself, but is not conceited. 
So, he renounces that and chooses this. 
• 
[72c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When people do not respect the authority, 
Legislation bearing stiff penalties will soon follow. 
Nevertheless, the ruler should not make people's lives a living hell. 



If the ruler is not oppressive, they will not loathe him. 
Although the sage is conscious of his ability, he does not show off his talent. 
While maintaining his self-righteousness, he does not flaunt his eminence. 
He thus rejects parading his eminence, but he embraces his self-esteem. 
• 
[72c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When people lack a sense of pure spiritual piety toward natural life, 
then awful things happen in their life. 
Therefore, respect where you dwell. 
Love your life and livelihood. 
Because you do not disparage your life and livelihood, you will never become tired of life. 
Thus, one of natural whole virtue respects his own life, but is not egotistical. 
He loves his life, but does not exalt himself. 
He holds a sense of spiritual serenity for all things, and disparages nothing. 
Hence, he does what is right and gives up what is not right. 
• 
[72c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When people are free from fear, 
They experience "basic dread." 



Because they are not limited by the places in which they stay, 
They are at peace with their lives. 
Because they are at peace with their lives, 
Their lives are peaceful. 
Therefore, the wise is aware of himself, 
But does not display himself. 
He cultivates himself, 
But is not proud of himself. 
He leaves behind small fear, 
But experiences basic dread. 
• 
[72c38t] Henry Wei 
Self-Respect 
Ai Chi 
When people no longer fear authority, 
Great Authority will come to them. 
Do not pen them up in narrow surroundings; 
Do not make them weary of life. 
Only when they are not wearied, 



Will they cease to be weary. 
That's why the Sage has self-knowledge, 
But does not display himself; 
He maintains his self-respect, 
But does not feel high and mighty. 
Forsooth, he rejects this and adopts that. 
• 
[72c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When the people do not fear the authority [of the sovereign], 
The supreme authority arrives. 
They are neither contented in their abodes, 
Nor satisfied with their lives. 
Only because they are not satisfied, 
They cannot be suppressed. 
Therefore the sage 
Knows himself but does not show himself, 
Cherishes himself but does not exalt himself. 
Therefore he discards that and takes this. 
• 



[72c40t] Tao Huang 
People are fearless before the power. 
If fear arises, it will be a great fear. 
Not constraining the living environment, 
They do not get bored by life. 
Because we do not get bored, there is no boredom. 
Therefore the sage is self-aware but not introspective. 
He has self-respect but does not price himself. 
He rejects one and takes the other. 
• 
[72c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
People are not afraid of punishment, yet capital punishment is enforced. 
Do not force people into moving. 
Do not weary people of living. 
Hence, only non-interference prevents people from becoming weary. 
Therefore, Sage rulers were aware of self but not self-displaying; 
self-respecting but not self-exalting. 
He eliminated the former and supplied the later. 
• 



[72c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When the people do not fear what is dreadful, 
Then what is greatly dreadful will descend on them. 
Do not reduce the living space of their dwellings. 
Do not oppress their lives. 
It is because you do not oppress them that they are not oppressed. 
Therefore the sage knows himself but does not show himself. 
He loves himself but does not exalt himself. 
Therefore he rejects the one but accepts the other. 
• 
[72c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда народу не страшны угрозы, грозит великая беда. 
Не гнушайтесь его местом обитания, не пресыщайтесь тем, что он растит. 
Не пресытетесь, и вам не будет тошно. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек в своем самопознании себя не видит и при любви к себе 

не придает себе значения. 
Он отвергает то и берет это. 
• 
[72c92t] А. А. Маслов 



Если народ не трепещет перед властью, то власть достигает величайшего могущества. 
Не сгоняйте народ с его мест, не презирайте устоев его жизни. 
Тот, кто не презирает этого, не презрен будет. 
Вот почему мудрецы, познав себя, не проявляли себя; 
любили себя, не превознося себя. 
И потому, отказываясь от одного, они достигали другого. 
• 
[72c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда народ не боится грозной воинственной силы - грозная воинственная сила скоро 

настигнет его. 
Пусть власти не утесняют народ в его жилищах, пусть власти не давят на жизнь народа. 
Ведь если не давить, то и не нужны будут строгости и кары. 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец знает сам себя, но не стремится из себя делать зрелище для 

людей. 
Он ценит сам себя, но не понуждает других дорожить собой. 
Отбрасывая то, берет он это. 
• 
[72c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Когда народ не боится власти, тогда и приходит великая власть. 



Не оскверняй его жилища, не вреди тому, чем он живет. 
Если не будешь вредить, не будет и вреда. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек, 
себя познав, себя не выставляет эрудитом; 
собою дорожа, себя не ценит высоко. 
И потому отбрасывает одно, избирает другое. 
• 
[72c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Когда народ не боится могущественных, тогда приходит могущество. 
Не тесните его жилища, не презирайте его жизни. 
Кто не презирает [народа], тот не будет презрен [народом]. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый, зная себя, себя не выставляет. 
Он любит себя и себя не возвышает. 
Он отказывается от самолюбия и предпочитает невозвышение. 
• 
[72c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Когда народ перестает бояться сильного, то сильный нападет на него. 
Каково бы ни было жилище, оно для святого не тесно. 
Каково бы ни было место рождения, для святого все равно. 



Никакой предмет не стесняет его, поэтому и он не стесняет никого. 
Хотя святой хорошо знает свое достоинство, но никогда не обнаружить этого. 
Хотя ему не чуждо самолюбие, но он никогда не гордится. 
Вот почему все должны удалиться от первого и приблизиться к последнему. 
• 
[72c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Когда в народе не страшатся грозной власти, 
Придет великая гроза. 
Не стесняй людей в их жилищах, 
Не причиняй вред жизни других. 
Лишь когда людям не вредят, 
Они сами не вредят другим. 
А посему премудрый человек знает себя, но не показывает себя, 
Любит себя, но не ценит себя. 
Итак, он отбрасывает то и берет себе это. 
• 
[72c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если народ не боится власти, тогда придет еще большая власть. 
Будьте в отсутствии привыкания к тому, что приносит покой. 



Будьте в отсутствии пресыщения тем, что вас порождает. 
Ведь только не пресыщение - 
Это дает: 
Не пресыщение. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости осознает себя, не показывая себя. 
Любит себя, не предавая ценности себе. 
Причинность: 
Отбрасывает то, берет это. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Three 
 

[73c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
If you're brave in being daring, you'll be killed; 
If you're brave in not being daring, you'll live. 
{With these} two things, in one case there's profit, in the other there's harm. 
The things Heaven hates - who knows why? 
The Way of Heaven is not to fight yet to be good at winning - 
Not to speak yet skillfully respond - 
No one summons it, yet it comes on its own - 
To be at ease yet carefully plan. 
Heaven's net is large and vast; 
Its mesh may be coarse yet nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c02t] John C. H. Wu 
HE who is brave in daring will be killed; 
He who is brave in not daring will survive. 
Of these two kinds of bravery, one is beneficial, while the other proves harmful. 
Some things are detested by Heaven, 



But who knows the reason? 
Even the Sage is baffled by such a question. 
It is Heaven's Way to conquer without striving, 
To get responses without speaking, 
To induce the people to come without summoning, 
To act according to plans without haste. 
Vast is Heaven's net; 
Sparse-meshed it is, and yet 
Nothing can slip through it. 
• 
[73c03t] D. C. Lau 
He who is fearless in being bold will meet with his death; 
He who is fearless in being timid will stay alive. 
Of the two, one leads to good, the other to harm. 
Heaven hates what it hates, 
Who knows the reason why? 
Therefore even the sage treats some things as difficult. 
The way of heaven 
Excels in overcoming though it does not contend, 



In responding though it does not speak, 
In attracting though it does not summon, 
In laying plans though it appears slack. 
The net of heaven is cast wide. 
Though the mesh is not fine, yet nothing ever slips through. 
• 
[73c04t] R. L. Wing 
Those bold in daring will die; 
Those bold in not daring will survive. 
Of these two, either may benefit or harm. 
Nature decides which is evil, But who can know why? 
Even Evolved Individuals regard this as difficult. 
The Tao in Nature 
Does not contend, 
Yet skillfully triumphs. 
Does not speak, 
Yet skillfully responds. 
Does not summon, 
And yet attracts. 



Does not hasten, 
Yet skillfully designs. 
Nature's network is vast, so vast. 
Its mesh is coarse, yet nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c05t] Ren Jiyu 
He who is brave in daring everything will be killed, 
And he who is brave in daring nothing will live on. 
Of the results of the two kinds of braveness, one is advantageous, the other is harmful. 
When Heaven has some detestation, Who can know its cause? 
So even the sage feels it difficult to explain. 
It is the Tao (Way) of Heaven: 
Not to struggle and yet be good at winning, 
Not to speak and yet be good at replying, 
Without being called it comes of itself, 
Though slow, it plans skillfully. 
The net of Heaven is vast, 
It has large meshes, but it lets nothing escape. 
• 



[73c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A brave and passionate man will kill or be killed. 
A brave and calm man will always preserve life. 
Of these two which is good and which is harmful? 
Some things are not favored by heaven. Who knows why? 
Even the sage is unsure of this. 
The Tao of heaven does not strive, and yet it overcomes. 
It does not speak, and yet is answered. 
It does not ask, yet is supplied with all its needs. 
It seems at ease, and yet it follows a plan. 
Heaven's net casts wide. 
Though its meshes are coarse, nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
He who is brave enough to challenge the Dao perishes. 
He who is brave enough to revere the Dao lives. 
These two personalities, with their respective harms and benefits, 
will invite favor or disfavor from heaven. 
Does any one know the reason behind it? 



The way of heaven, the Dao, is apt to win benefits 
though it never struggles for any benefit. 
He who follows the Dao, though he never asks for any favor, 
receives the favor. 
Results come of their own accord where results are due. 
Without deliberating, heaven appears to have its plans. 
Although its net appears to consist of course meshes, 
No one can sneak through and escape the law. 
• 
[73c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you have the courage to be strong, you will fail; 
If you have the courage to be weak, you will succeed. 
These two courages have completely opposite results. 
Who knows why the heavens does not like the strong? 
Even the great men found this question difficult to answer. 
The law of the heavens never fights but always wins, 
Never speaks but always gets a response, 
Never calls but always gets an answer, 
Moves slowly but has everything arranged perfectly. 



The law of the heavens is like a huge net; the net holes are large, but nothing can escape. 
• 
[73c09t] Walter Gorn Old, FREEDOM OF ACTION 
He whose courage is expressed in daring will soon meet death. 
He whose courage is shown in self-restraint will be preserved. 
There are, then, two kinds of courage; the one is injurious and the other of advantage. 
But who is to say why one of them should incur the judgment of Heaven? 
That is why the Sage finds it difficult to act. 
The celestial Tao does not strive, and yet overcomes everything. 
It does not speak, yet it is skilful in replying. 
It does not call, yet things come to it readily. 
It is quiet in its methods, yet its plans are thoroughly effective. 
The net of Heaven has large meshes, and yet nothing escapes it! 
• 
[73c10t] James Legge 
He whose boldness appears in his daring (to do wrong, in defiance of the laws) is put to death; 
he whose boldness appears in his not daring (to do so) lives on. 
Of these two cases the one appears to be advantageous, and the other to be injurious. 
But 



When Heaven's anger smites a man, 
Who the cause shall truly scan? 
On this account the sage feels a difficulty (as to what to do in the former case). 
It is the way of Heaven not to strive, and yet it skilfully overcomes; 
not to speak, and yet it is skilful in (obtaining) a reply; 
does not call, and yet men come to it of themselves. 
Its demonstrations are quiet, and yet its plans are skilful and effective. 
The meshes of the net of Heaven are large; 
far apart, but letting nothing escape. 
• 
[73c11t] David Hinton 
To infuse daring with courage means death. 
To infuse caution with courage means life. 
The one enriches you, and the other ruins you. 
No one knows why heaven 
despises what it despises, 
that's why a sage inhabits the complexity of things. 
The Way of heaven never contends 
and so overcomes perfectly, 



never speaks 
and so answers perfectly, 
never summons 
and so arrives of itself, 
stays calm 
and so plans perfectly. 
The net of heaven is vast, woven so vast and wide open nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c12t] Chichung Huang 
Brave in daring, one gets killed; 
Brave in not daring, one lives. 
Of these two - 
One is beneficial, one harmful. 
That which heaven loathes - 
Who knows its reason? 
Heaven's Tao, 
Without battling, excels in triumphing; 
Without speaking, excels in responding; 
Without being summoned, comes spontaneously; 



Though loose, excels in planning. 
Heaven's net is vast: 
Though wide-meshed, misses nothing. 
• 
[73c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
One who is courageous out of daring (kan) is killed. 
One who is courageous out of not daring lives. 
Of these two, this is beneficial while that is harmful. 
What heaven hates, who knows the reason? 
Therefore even the sage takes it to be difficult. 
The way of heaven: 
Without contending (cheng), it is yet good at winning, 
Without speaking, it is yet good in responding, 
Without being beckoned, it yet comes of its own accord, 
Unhurried, it is yet good at planning (mou). 
The net of heaven is vast, 
Widely spaced, yet missing nothing. 
• 
[73c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 



To be brave, to the extent of being reckless, a person will end up involving in the business of killing 
[people] or being killed; 

To be brave, in the manner of opposing killing [people even if challenged], a person will end up 
staying alive; 

Each of these two modes of being brave has its advantages and disadvantages. 
There are matters which basically disagree with the heavenly (highest) good, but how can we 

ostensively see through their appearance [if we fail to examine them thoroughly and lay out a careful 
conjecture of their manifestation]? 

[Not to mention the fact that even] Sages have difficulties to [pin-point the ultimate justification] 
after much fumbling. 

The heavenly (the highest) Tao permeates in the following way: 
It prevails with certainty, though it is not competitive [with anything or anyone]; 
It responds with precision, though it is speechless; 
It befalls spontaneously, though nobody calls for it; 
Its plan has been laid out meticulously, though it is open and truthful; 
[The heavenly Tao] is like a gigantic net whose snare covers and all and every thing exhaustively that 

nothing can slip through its [seemingly] loose mesh. 
• 
[73c15t] Tien Cong Tran 



He who is brave in daring will be killed. 
He who is brave in not daring will survive. 
Of these two kinds of bravery, one is beneficial, while the other is harmful. 
Some things are hated by Heaven, but who knows the reason? 
Even the sage does not know it. 
It is Heaven's Way not to contend but win, not to speak but respond, not to be summoned but come, 

to be relaxed but lay good plans. 
Heaven's net is vast, sparse-meshed, and yet nothing can slip through it. 
• 
[73c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When courage is combined with boldness, one dies. 
When courage is combined with prudence, one survives. 
Of the two, which is beneficial and which is harmful? 
It is hard to know what Heaven dislikes. 
This is why even sages feel the difficulty. 
The Tao of the nature is that: 
The best winnings come without rivaling. 
The best responses are not wordy. 
The best friends come without formal invitation. 



The best plans are made when relaxed. 
Heaven's net is wide. 
Although it has meshes, nothing escapes from it. 
• 
[73c17t] Arthur Waley 
He whose braveness lies in daring, slays. 
He whose braveness lies in not daring, gives life. 
Of these two, either may be profitable or unprofitable. 
But 'Heaven hates what it hates; 
None can know the reason why'. 
Wherefore the Sage, too, disallows it. 
For it is the way of Heaven not to strive but none the less to conquer, 
Not to speak, but none the less to get an answer, 
Not to beckon; yet things come to it of themselves. 
Heaven is like one who says little, yet none the less has laid his plans. 
Heaven's net is wide; 
Coarse are the meshes, yet nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c18t] Richard John Lynn 



If one's bravery is expressed in daring, he will be killed. 
If one's bravery is expressed in not daring, he will live. 
But both these two sometimes result in benefit, sometimes in harm. 
When Heaven is cruel, who understands why? 
Therefore even the sage finds this fraught with danger. 
The Dao of Heaven is such that one excels at winning without contending. 
He excels at making people respond without speaking. 
He spontaneously attracts without summoning. 
He excels at planning while utterly at ease. 
The net of Heaven spreads far and wide. 
Though its mesh is coarse, it never loses anything. 
• 
[73c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON PUNISHMENT (2) 
Who is brave in daring (you) kill, 
Who is brave in not daring (you) let live. 
In these two, 
There is some advantage and some disadvantage. 
(Even if) Heaven dislikes certain people, 



Who would know (who are to be killed and) why? 
Therefore even the Sage regards it as a difficult question. 
Heaven's Way (Tao) is good at conquest without strife, 
Rewarding (vice and virtue) without words, 
Making its appearance without call, 
Achieving results without obvious design. 
The heaven's net is broad and wide. 
With big meshes, yet letting nothing slip through. 
• 
[73c20t] Victor H. Mair 
He who is brave in daring will be killed, 
He who is brave in not daring will survive. 
One of these two courses is beneficial, 
The other is harmful. 
Who knows the reason for heaven's dislikes? 
The Way of heaven 
does not war yet is good at conquering, 
does not speak yet is good at answering, 
is not summoned yet comes of itself, 



is relaxed yet good at making plans. 
Heaven's net is vast; 
Though its meshes are wide, nothing escapes. 
• 
[73c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
A person whose courage lies in daring will meet death. 
A person whose courage lies in not daring will encounter life. 
Of the two courses, either may be beneficial or harmful. 
Heaven dislikes what it dislikes. 
Who knows the reason why? 
Even the True Person has difficulty with such a question. 
The Tao of Heaven 
does not strive and yet it overcomes, 
does not speak and yet it gets responses, 
does not beckon and yet it attracts, 
is at ease and yet it follows a plan. 
The net of heaven is cast wide. 
Though the mesh is coarse, 
nothing ever slips through. 



• 
[73c22t] David H. Li 
Courageous in accepting dare results in demise; 
courageous in declining dare results in survival. 
Between these two, there are advantages and disadvantages. 
The cosmos has dislikes, but no one knows the reason. 
It is hard even for the sage to explain. 
The Direction of the cosmos, 
though does not compete, is good at winning; 
though wordless, is good at responding; 
needs no invitation and comes on own volition; 
and is at ease and is good at planning. 
The cosmos's net is immense; it is loose but it does not miss. 
• 
[73c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Courage in daring action will lead to death. 
Courage in caring action will lead to life. 
Of these two, one is beneficial and the other harmful. 
Heaven does not favor harmful courage, 



Yet, there are few who really know the reason. 
Thus, the sage does not make light of this truth. 
He who abides by the way of Heaven 
Triumphs without fighting, 
Responds without chattering, 
Reaches out without being asked, 
Plans ahead without being impetuous. 
Though its meshes may appear wide, 
Through the vast net of heavenly law, 
Nothing can ever slip. 
• 
[73c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The person who shows courage in daring will perish. 
The person who shows courage in a lack of daring will live. 
To know these two things means to differentiate between the one, which is beneficial, and the other, 

which is harmful. 
Who knows that heaven loathes one of them? 
The superior Tao does not fight, yet it wins for certain. 
It does not speak, yet it responds to everything. 



It does not call, yet everyone comes to hear it. 
It is not a tactician, yet it makes plans. 
Heaven's net is all-embracing, and its holes are wide, 
And even so, nothing escapes its sweep. 
• 
[73c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
A person who's brash and fearless will die, 
A person who is cautious will survive - 
These two are right, and they are wrong 
Heaven looks down on both and who knows the truth? 
So even the sage admits some things are beyond him. 
The Tao of Heaven doesn't struggle, but it wins through 
It doesn't ask yet it always hears the answer; 
It doesn't demand yet things come, because they want to; 
It has no desires and yet everything works out as if planned. 
And though the Net Of Heaven is wide, 
Not even the tiniest whisper escapes it. 
• 
[73c26t] Gu Zhengkun 



Bravery in being bold leads to death; 
Bravery in being timid leads to life. 
These two kinds of bravery, 
One leads to good the other to harm, 
Who knows why 
Heaven hates what it hates? 
Even the sage feels it difficult to understand. 
This is the Tao of heaven: 
To excel in triumphing by means of non-contention; 
To be good at answering by means of taciturnity; 
To attract people by using no summons; 
To be quick in planning by acting slowly. 
The net of heaven is spread wide and far, 
Though the mesh is largely knit, 
Nothing can slip through the net. 
• 
[73c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
He who is brave and unscrupulous will meet his death. 
He who is brave and cautious will stay alive. 



Of these both, one leads to good, one leads to harm. 
Everyone hates the bad - the reason why is clear. 
That is why the sage is always cautious. 
The Tao of Heaven does not fight but wins, 
does not speak but is answered, 
is not summoned but appears, 
does not plan but consults. 
The net of Heaven is widely cast; 
the mesh is loose, yet nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c28t] Liu Qixuan 
One who is brave enough to dare gets death. 
One who is brave enough not to dare gets life. 
The big difference between the two 
Is the result of heaven's intervention. 
And that is where the ruler should hesitate. 
Heaven's way wins without fighting, 
Responds without being asked, 
Comes to the rescue without being summoned, 



And has wonderful schemes within a simple expanse. 
Heaven's net of law is the most sparsely woven, 
But it is the biggest and lets off no criminals. 
• 
[73c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
On True Boldness 
Lao Tze says, 
He who is fearless in his daring to do wrong goes against the Tao, and meets with death. 
He who is fearless in his not daring to do so, remains alive. 
Of these two cases one is apparently advantageous, and the other harmful. 
But when Heaven's hate imposes on a man, who would know why? 
On this account even the sage feels it is difficult to understand. 
The way of Heaven does not contend yet skillfully excels in overcoming; 
it does not speak yet skillfully responds to asking; 
it does not summon yet attracts men to it. 
It is unselfish and magnanimous, yet its plans are skillful and effective. 
The net of Heaven spreads wide with its meshes far apart; 
yet it lets nothing slip through. 
• 



[73c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who shows courage in daring will perish; 
He who shows courage in not-daring will live. 
To know these two is to distinguish the one, benefit, from the other, harm. 
Who can tell that one of them should be loathed by heaven? 
The Tao of heaven does not contend; yet it surely wins the victory. 
It does not speak; yet it surely responds. 
It does not call; yet all things come of their own accord. 
It remains taciturn; yet it surely makes plans. 
The net of heaven is vast, and its meshes are wide; 
Yet from it nothing escapes. 
• 
[73c31t] Paul J. Lin 
To be brave in daring is to be killed. 
To be brave in not daring is to live. 
Both of them are either beneficial or harmful. 
Who knows the real reason for heaven's hatred? 
Even the Sage would find it difficult. 
The Tao of heaven does not compete, but is good in winning; 



does not speak, but is good in responding; 
does not summon, but things come by themselves; 
behaves calmly, but is good in planning. 
The net of heaven is so vast. 
Although it is wide open, it loses nothing. 
• 
[73c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"One who shows bravery by being daring will get killed; 
one who shows bravery by not being daring will survive." 
But in both these cases: 
"Sometimes it helps, sometimes it harms." 
"What Heaven picks to hate - who knows the reason?" 
And so the Wise Person: 
Treats things as difficult. 
Heaven's Way: 
Not contending, but excels at overcoming; 
not speaking, but excels in getting answers; 
not summoning, but people come of themselves; 
lax, but excels at organization. 



Heaven's net is very wide - 
loosely woven, 
but it lets nothing slip by. 
• 
[73c33t] Cheng Lin 
When one is daring to the point of recklessness, he will meet with violent death. 
When one's daring is tempered by caution, he will find his life secure. 
Of these two types, one is beneficial and the other harmful. 
Who knows the cause of Heaven's preference? 
The way of Heaven is victorious, and there is no strife convincing, and there is no speech; 
responsive, and there is no compulsion; 
sure of success, and there is no haste. 
The rule of Heaven is extensive and comprehensive, slow but sure. 
• 
[73c34t] Yi Wu 
One who shows bravery in daring will be killed. 
One who shows bravery in not daring will live. 
Of them both, one is beneficial and the other is harmful. 
About Heaven's dislike, 



Who knows the reason? 
Therefore, even a sage finds it difficult. 
The way of Heaven 
does not compete, but is good at winning; 
does not speak, but is good at responding; 
does not summon, but all things come of themselves; 
is broad, but is good at planning. 
Heaven's net is vast; 
It is loose, but never misses. 
• 
[73c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Brave and reckless will be killed. 
Brave but prudent will survive. 
Two different types of bravery have dissimilar outcomes: 
one is beneficial but the other is disastrous. 
Why Providence dislikes one but not the other is a puzzle. 
Even the sage is unable to fathom the reason. 
The way of Dao is to accomplish without contention; 
To evoke response without utterance; 



All things come to pay homage without being told. 
Dao does not resort to scheming but its plan is perfect. 
The dragnet cast by Providence has wide meshes, 
Yet, no wrongdoers ever slip through. 
• 
[73c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
He who is brave in daring will meet an unnatural death. 
He who is brave in gentleness will be preserved. 
Of these two kinds of bravery, one is beneficial, while the other proves harmful. 
The subtle truth of the universe does not support those who are brave in daring, 
yet there are still many people who do not understand such apparent truth. 
So, even the one who integrates his being with the subtle essence of the universe, 
dares not make light of the subtle law of life. 
The subtle Way of the universe gave birth to a world of peace and order. 
It responds to the order and harmony of all beings and things without needing to talk to them. 
Without your summoning it, it comes to you. 
Without scheming, its plan is perfect. 
Vast is the subtle energy network of the universe. 
Sparsely meshed it is, yet nothing can slip through it! 



• 
[73c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Courageous but foolhardy, one perishes. 
Courageous but not foolhardy, one's life is saved. 
Between these two, one gains, the other loses. 
Who knows what nature loathes? 
Even the sage can hardly make a wise choice. 
According to the way of heaven, 
Without contending, one inevitably wins. 
Without asking, one spontaneously receives a response. 
Without invitation, success comes by itself. 
Unintentionally, the heavenly way is well-devised. 
The net of nature is all-embracing. 
Although the spaces are large, nothing escapes it. 
• 
[73c38t] Henry Wei 
Natural Action 
Ren Wei 
Courage in daring leads to slaughter; 



Courage in daring not leads to life. 
Either may have its advantage or disadvantage. 
When Heaven detests anything, 
Who can know the reason why? 
Thus even the Sage feels some difficulty here. 
Heaven's way does not contend, yet excels in winning; 
It does not speak, yet excels in making response; 
It receives no summons, yet would come of itself; 
It is patient and easy-going, yet excels in planning. 
The net of Heaven spreads far and wide; 
Though its meshes are large, 
Yet it allows nothing to slip through. 
• 
[73c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Being brave in daring leads to death, 
Being brave in not daring leads to life. 
Of these two, 
One is advantageous and the other injurious. 
What Heaven detests - 



Who knows its reason? 
Therefore even the sage finds it hard to tell. 
The way of Heaven - 
It never contends yet is good at winning, 
It never speaks yet is good at responding. 
It comes of itself without being invited, 
It seems remiss yet good at planning. 
Heaven's net is vast. 
Though its meshes are coarse, nothing escapes it. 
• 
[73c40t] Tao Huang 
Courage combined with daring promotes killing. 
Courage not combined with daring promotes life. 
These two can be either beneficial or harmful. 
Who knows the reason for what heaven hates? 
The Tao of heaven is 
Good at winning without fighting, 
Good at responding without speaking, 
Appearing without being asked, 



Good at strategizing while fighting. 
The net of heaven is broad and loose, 
Yet nothing slips through. 
• 
[73c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The courage of one daring to be aggressive will eventually kill his life. 
The courage of one not daring to be aggressive will eventually ensure his life. 
Between these two kinds of courage we know which one is good and which one is harmful. 
Who knows the reason why? 
Because it is hated by nature. 
The law of Nature does not strive, yet achieves a perfect victory. 
It does not use words, yet it is perfectly convincing. 
It receives no call, yet it automatically responds. 
It is plain and unnoticed, yet it is skillfully planned. 
It covers every place all the time like a heavenly net, it seems to be wide meshed, yet it does not let 

anything slip away. 
• 
[73c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
He who is brave in daring will be killed. 



He who is brave in not daring will live. 
Of these two, one is advantageous and one is harmful. 
Who knows why Heaven dislikes what it dislikes? 
Even the sage considers it a difficult question. 
The Way of Heaven does not compete, and yet it skillfully achieves victory. 
It does not speak, and yet it skillfully responds to things. 
It comes to you without your invitation. 
It is not anxious about things and yet it plans well. 
Heaven's net is indeed vast. 
Though its meshes are wide, it misses nothing. 
• 
[73c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда смелы в том, чтобы сметь, предают смерти; 
когда смелы в том, чтобы не сметь, то воскрешают. 
В обоих случаях приносится иной раз польза, а иной раз вред. 
Кто знает, почему бывает Небу что-то ненавистно? 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек как бы во всем испытывает затруднение. 
Дао Небес умеет без борьбы одерживать победу, 
умеет молчаливо откликаться, 



является само без зова, 
умеет неумышленно замыслить. 
Широко раскинута сеть Неба, и хоть она редка, но из нее не выскользнуть. 
• 
[73c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Кто безрассуден в своём бесстрашии - погибает. 
Кто не безрассуден в своём бесстрашии - остаётся жить. 
Из этих двух начал одно ведёт к пользе, другое - к беде. 
Кто знает, почему Небо презирает одно из них? 
Даже мудрецы считали некоторые дела крайне трудными. 
Путь Неба не соперничает, но побеждает; 
не говорит, но даёт ответ; 
не будучи призванным, приходит сам; 
медлителен, но в намерениях всеобъемлющ. 
Широка Небесная сеть, редки её ячейки, но не пропускают ничего. 
• 
[73c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда храбрец безрассуден - он гибнет. 
Когда храбрец осмотрителен - он продолжает жить. 



В этих двух качествах скрываются и польза и вред. 
По какой причине Небо ненавидит нечто - кто знает? 
Поэтому совершенный мудрец считает этот вопрос трудным. 
Небо не борется ни с кем, но умело всех побеждает. 
Оно не говорит, но должным образом всем отвечает. 
Его не успели позвать, а оно уже и само пришло. 
Оно безмятежно-покойно, но искусно в создании планов. 
Небесная сеть распростерта повсюду. 
Ячейки ее широки, но ничего не упустят. 
• 
[73c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Храбрый и безрассудно-дерзкий останется без головы. 
Храбрый, но не безрассудно-дерзкий останется в живых. 
Из этих двух одно означает пользу, другое вред. 
Небу нечто ненавистно, а разве кто знает причину этого? 
Поэтому и совершенномудрый человек тоже затрудняется в ответе на это. 
Дао Неба не борется, но легко побеждает; 
не говорит, но дружески откликается; 
не призывается, но само приходит; 



чисто-спокойно, но искусно в замыслах. 
Сеть Неба широка и редка, но ничего не упускает. 
• 
[73c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Кто храбр и воинствен - погибает, кто храбр и не воинствен - будет жить. 
Эти две вещи означают: одна - пользу, а другая - вред. 
Кто знает причины того, что небо ненавидит [воинственных]? 
Объяснить это трудно и совершенномудрому. 
Небесное дао не борется, но умеет побеждать. 
Оно не говорит, но умеет отвечать. 
Оно само приходит. 
Оно спокойно и умеет управлять [вещами]. 
Сеть природы редка, но ничего не пропускает. 
• 
[73c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Кто силен и дерзок, тот убьет людей. 
Кто силен, но не дерзок, тот оживит людей. 
Эти оба либо полезны, либо вредны. 
Никто не знает, почему небо любит один предмет, а другой нет. 



Решить этот вопрос даже святой муж не может. 
Небесное Тао никогда не ссорится, поэтому оно побеждает всех. 
Хотя оно мало говорит, но обсуждает лучше, нежели многоречивые. 
Никто не вызывает (Тао), но оно присутствует везде. 
Нам кажется, что оно ничего не делает, но на самом деле оно действует лучше всех. 
Небесная сеть не плотна и как будто пропускает все предметы через себя; но из нее ничего 

не выйдет наружу. 
• 
[73c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Тот, кто смел в удали, погибнет. 
Тот, кто смел в скромности, будет жить. 
Из этих двух одно полезно, другое вредно. 
Небо чего-то не любит - кто знает тому причину? 
Даже премудрый здесь затруднится с ответом. 
Путь Неба: не борется, зато искусно побеждает, 
Не говорит, зато искусно откликается, 
Не призывает, а все приходит само, 
Не вдается в частности, а все искусно рассчитывает. 
Небесная Сеть широка и редка, 



Но из нее ничто не ускользает. 
• 
[73c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Храбрость в смелости ведет к гибели. 
Храбрость в не-смелости ведет к жизни. 
В этой паре может быть польза, может быть вред. 
Если Небо не любит кого-то, кто знает причину этого? 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости приближает процесс к трудности. 
В Пути Небес - нет соперничества - а совершенствование в победах; нет речи - а 

совершенствование отклика; нет призывания - а само приходит; такая беспечность - а 
совершенствование замыслов. 

Сеть Неба необъятно редка, а нет упущений. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Four 
 

[74c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
If the people were constant [in their behavior] and yet did not fear death, 
How could you use execution to intimidate them? 
If you brought it about that the people were constant [in their behavior] and moreover feared death, 

and [we] took those who behaved in abnormal ways and killed them - who would dare act in this way?! 
If the people are constant and moreover necessarily fear death, then we constantly have the one in 

charge of executions. 
Now killing people in place of the one in charge of executions, this [is like] cutting wood in place of the 

head carpenter. 
And of those who cut wood in place of the head carpenter, very few do not hurt their hands! 
• 
[74c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN the people are no longer afraid of death, 
Why scare them with the spectre of death? 
If you could make the people always afraid of death, 
And they still persisted in breaking the law, 
Then you might with reason arrest and execute them, 



And who would dare to break the law? 
Is not the Great Executor always there to kill? 
To do the killing for the Great Executor 
Is to chop wood for a master carpenter, 
And you would be lucky indeed if you did not hurt your own hand! 
• 
[74c03t] D. C. Lau 
When the people are not afraid of death, wherefore frighten them with death? 
Were the people always afraid of death, and were I able to arrest and put to death those who 

innovate, then who would dare? 
There is a regular executioner whose charge it is to kill. 
To kill on behalf of the executioner is what is described as chopping wood on behalf of the master 

carpenter. 
In chopping wood on behalf of the master carpenter, there are few who escape hurting their own 

hands instead. 
• 
[74c04t] R. L. Wing 
When people do not fear death, 
How can they be threatened with death? 



Suppose people fear death and still do not conform. 
Who would dare seize them and put them to death? 
There is always the Master Executioner who kills. 
To substitute for the Master Executioner in killing 
Is like substituting for the Master Carpenter who carves. 
Whoever substitutes for the Master Carpenter in carving, 
Rarely escapes injury to his hands. 
• 
[74c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Since the people do not fear death, 
What is it for to frighten them with death? 
If the people fear death and I can catch and kill those who make trouble, 
Who dares to make trouble? 
There is always someone who is in charge of inflicting death. 
Inflicting death in place of those who are in charge of it can be described as hewing wood in place of a 

skillful carpenter. 
Of those who hew wood in place of skillful carpenters, few have not cut their own hands. 
• 
[74c06t] Gia-fu Feng 



If men are not afraid to die, 
It is of no avail to threaten them with death. 
If men live in constant fear of dying, 
And if breaking the law means that a man will be killed, 
Who will dare to break the law? 
There is always an official executioner. 
If you try to take his place, 
It is like trying to be a master carpenter and cutting wood. 
If you try to cut wood like a master carpenter, you will only hurt your hand. 
• 
[74c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
People may not be afraid of death. 
Why should we intimidate them with the threat of death? 
If people are generally afraid of death, 
And we are able to seize the exceptions and to kill them, 
Why would anyone still disregard the death penalty? 
The Lord of Killing does kill from time to time. 
Yet anyone who kills in his place 
is like someone who takes the place of the master carpenter and uses his sharp tools. 



It is unlikely that he can avoid hurting his own hands. 
• 
[74c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The people are not afraid of death; what is the purpose of using death to frighten them? 
However, if the people are afraid of death, and very few people violate the law, catch and execute 

these criminals, and who will dare to do it again? 
Killing people is the job of the heavens. 
If you take over the job of the heavens, it is like carving wood for the carpenter. 
If you carve wood for the carpenter, it is rare that you will not hurt your own hand. 
• 
[74c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE FAULT OF COERCION 
When the people do not fear death, of what use is it to overawe them with it as a penalty? 
And if they were always held in fear of death, and I could lay my hand upon all evil doers and slay 

them, would I dare to do it? 
There is always the Great Executioner! 
For one to usurp that office is like a novice cutting out the work of a great architect. 
Such an one rarely fails to cut his own hands! 
• 
[74c10t] James Legge 



The people do not fear death; 
to what purpose is it to (try to) frighten them with death? 
If the people were always in awe of death, and I could always seize those who do wrong, and put them 

to death, who would dare to do wrong? 
There is always One who presides over the infliction of death. 
He who would inflict death in the room of him who so presides over it may be described as hewing 

wood instead of a great carpenter. 
Seldom is it that he who undertakes the hewing, instead of the great carpenter, does not cut his own 

hands! 
• 
[74c11t] David Hinton 
In their misery, the people no longer fear death, so how can you threaten them even with death? 
Let the people fear death always, 
then if we seize those who follow sinister ways 
and put them to death, 
no one will dare live such lives. 
The Executioner's killing is perennial, it's true. 
But to undertake the killing yourself - 
that's like trying to carve lumber for a master carpenter. 



Try to carve lumber for a master carpenter 
and you'll soon have blood on your hands. 
• 
[74c12t] Chichung Huang 
If the majority of people do not fear death, 
Why use killing to intimidate them? 
If the majority of people do fear death, 
Those who act perversely - 
I can arrest and kill them. 
Who would dare then? 
The Executioner is always the one in charge of killing; 
To kill in place of the Executioner 
Is to chop wood in place of a master carpenter. 
To chop wood in place of a master carpenter, 
One can hardly avoid injuring one's own hand. 
• 
[74c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The people do not fear death, 
Why threaten them with death? 



Suppose the people always fear death, 
One who does strange things (ch'i), 
I shall seize and kill, 
Then who dares [to do strange things]? 
Killing is carried out by the executioner. 
To replace the executioner and kill, 
Is like chopping wood in place of the master carpenter. 
To chop wood in place of the master carpenter, 
Rarely one does not hurt one's own hand. 
• 
[74c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
If people [are driven to such extreme that they] are no longer afraid of death, then what is the point of 

frightening them with the threat of death? 
[Someone may get the idea] "If I frequently scare people with the [terror of] death, and I would also 

make sure to arrest and execute disobedient ones to enforce it. 
Subsequently, who would dare [to go against me]?" [This is rash and improper!] 
Killings should be carried out by the naturally right administrator; 
Whoever, other than the appropriate administrator commits killing [is under no circumstance 

justifiable, for he] has thus trespassed his appropriate role; 



It is just as improper as an apprentice carver tampers with his master's work; 
Hardly any apprentice carver, who tampers with his master's work, can avoid hurting his own hands. 
• 
[74c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When the people are not afraid of death, why scare them with the specter of death? 
If you could make the people always afraid of death, and when someone persisted in breaking the 

law, then we might arrest and execute him, and who would dare to break the law? 
Is not the great executor always there to kill? 
If we want to do the killing for the great executor, this is like to chop wood for a master carpenter. 
To chop wood for a master carpenter: we would be lucky indeed if we did not hurt our own hand. 
• 
[74c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
If people are not afraid to die, how death can be used to threaten them? 
If we make people afraid of death, and execute a few extreme offenders, who would dare to offend 

again? 
It is normal to have executioners who kill. 
Substituting an executioner in killing is like substituting a master lumberjack in chopping trees. 
Chopping trees by non-professionals rarely results in no hand injuries. 
• 



[74c17t] Arthur Waley 
The people are not frightened of death. 
What then is the use of trying to intimidate them with the death-penalty? 
And even supposing people were generally frightened of death and did not regard it as an everyday 

thing, which of us would dare to seize them and slay them? 
There is the Lord of Slaughter always ready for this task, and to do it in his stead is like thrusting 

oneself into the master-carpenter's place and doing his chipping for him. 
Now 'he who tries to do the master-carpenter's chipping for him is lucky if he does not cut his hand'. 
• 
[74c18t] Richard John Lynn 
If the common folk did not fear death, trying to use death to intimidate them would have no effect. 
If one caused the common folk always to fear death, there would still be those who behaved 

perversely, but these I could seize and put to death, so who would dare be perverse? 
There is the constant executioner who puts people to death. 
If one puts people to death instead of this executioner, this means that he is doing the hewing instead 

of the great carpenter. 
It rarely happens that one who tries to do the hewing instead of the great carpenter does not injure his 

own hand. 
• 



[74c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON PUNISHMENT (3) 
The people are not afraid of death; 
Why threaten them with death? 
Supposing that the people are afraid of death, 
And we can seize and kill the unruly, 
Who would dare to do so? 
Often it happens that the executioner is killed. 
And to take the place of the executioner 
Is like handling the hatchet for the master carpenter. 
He who handles the hatchet for the master carpenter 
Seldom escapes injury to his hands. 
• 
[74c20t] Victor H. Mair 
If the people never fear death, 
what is the purpose of threatening to kill them? 
If the people ever fear death, 
and I were to capture and kill those who are devious, 
who would dare to be so? 



If the people must be ever fearful of death, 
then there will always be an executioner. 
Now, 
To kill in place of the executioner 
Is like 
Hewing wood in place of the master carpenter; 
Few indeed will escape cutting their own hands! 
• 
[74c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
When the people do not fear death, 
of what use is it to threaten them with death? 
If the people were always afraid of death 
and if those who did wrong would always be arrested and put to death, 
who would do wrong? 
There is always a Lord of Execution whose duty it is to kill. 
If you try to fill that function 
it is like trying to hew wood in place of a master carpenter. 
You will probably injure your own hands. 
• 



[74c22t] David H. Li 
When the populace are unafraid of death, what good is threatening them with death? 
When the populace are afraid to die, hold devious ones and put them to death. 
After that, who dares? 
The official executioner is always there to do executions. 
Doing executions by anyone else is like felling trees by other than an arborist. 
A non-arborist, in felling trees, is unlikely not to hurt his hands. 
• 
[74c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
If the people do not fear death, 
For reasons of extreme poverty or suffering, 
What is the point of threatening them with death? 
If the people fear death, 
And if the outlaws are captured and killed, 
Who will dare to break the law? 
Yet, the act of killing should always be 
The exclusive province of the Great Executioner. 
Therefore, to kill in place of the Great Executioner is 
Like hewing wood in place of the master carpenter; 



Few, if ever, will escape cutting their own hands. 
• 
[74c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
When people do not fear death, 
What is the use of frightening them with the death penalty? 
When people are constantly afraid of death, 
And we can arrest and execute criminals, 
Who would dare to commit crimes? 
Only the executioner kills. 
To kill instead of the executioner is like a woodcutter taking a master-carpenter's place. 
When someone carves instead of the master-carpenter, 
He can usually expect to injure his hand. 
• 
[74c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If the people are not afraid, 
It is useless to try and scare them with death. 
And if people are afraid of death 
And you make a point of hanging every criminal, 
Then who would dare to do anything? 



Any killing must be done by an official executioner. 
If someone else were to do it, 
It would be like trying to copy a master carpenter - 
And if you try to cut like him you will only bloody your own hands! 
• 
[74c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
When the people are not afraid of death, 
What is the point of threatening them with death? 
Should the people really fear death, 
Who dare go against laws 
If we put to death those who do evils? 
It is the duty of a regular executioner to kill, 
If one wants to kill on behalf of the executioner, 
It is like chopping wood on behalf of the master carpenter. 
There are few who can escape cutting their own hands 
When they chop wood on behalf of the master carpenter. 
• 
[74c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
If people are not afraid of death, 



why threaten them with death to prevent them from committing a crime? 
When people are afraid of death, 
there are still those who are not afraid of it, 
who will dare to commit a crime, and so why arrest and execute them? 
There is an official executioner who is in charge of execution. 
To kill on behalf of the executioner is like carving wood on behalf of the carpenter. 
Those who cut wood on behalf of the carpenter can seldom escape from hurting their own hand. 
• 
[74c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Since people are not afraid of death, 
Why should they be threatened with it? 
If they were afraid of death, 
Who would dare to be executioner 
When the evil ones are captured and executed? 
The best killer kills all the time. 
One who kills in the most accurate and exacting way 
Can seldom avoid injuring one's own hands. 
• 
[74c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 



On Punishment 
Lao Tze says, 
The people do not fear death; 
what purpose is in trying to frighten them with death? 
Supposing the people are afraid of death; 
I could always seize those who do wrong, and put them to death. 
Who would dare to do wrong? 
There is a regular one who presides over the execution of death. 
He who would execute death on behalf of the executioner is what is described as chopping wood on 

behalf of the great carpenter. 
Seldom is it that he who undertakes the chopping on behalf of the great carpenter does not hurt his 

own hands. 
• 
[74c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
When the people are not afraid of death, what use is it to frighten them with the punishment of 

death? 
If the people were constantly afraid of death and we could arrest and kill those who commit 

treacheries, who then would dare to commit such? 
Only the Supreme Executioner kills. 



To kill in place of the Supreme Executioner is to hack instead of a greater carpenter. 
Now if one hacks in place of a great carpenter one can scarcely avoid cutting one's own hand. 
• 
[74c31t] Paul J. Lin 
If the people do not fear death, 
Why threaten them with death? 
If we let the people always fear death, 
And we capture and kill those who use trickery, 
Who would dare [to use trickery]? 
Those responsible for executions perform executions. 
But those who perform executions for them 
Are doing no more than carving wood for the greater carpenter. 
And those who carve wood for the great carpenter 
Can rarely fail to injure their own hands. 
• 
[74c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"The people are always lacking in the fear of death." 
Then why frighten them with death? 
Supposing the people always had the fear of death, 



and we could catch law breakers and kill them - 
who would dare? 
There is always The Executioner - he does the killing. 
Doing the killing in The Executioner's place, 
this is like "doing the cutting in the master carpenter's place." 
One who cuts in the master carpenter's place - 
seldom it is he does not cut his hand. 
• 
[74c33t] Cheng Lin 
When the people are not afraid of death, why try to frighten them by capital punishment? 
If the people are really afraid of death and when the wrongdoers are promptly executed, who will 

dare to do wrong? 
There should be a certain authority to decide on the death of men. 
If the decision of death is given to other men than the qualified party, it is comparable to asking a 

novice to do the work of a master-craftsman. 
In so doing, the novice seldom escapes injuring his hands. 
• 
[74c34t] Yi Wu 
If the people no longer fear death, 



How can one threaten them with death? 
If one causes them constantly to fear death and captures and kills those who are tricky, 
Who would dare to be tricky? 
The one who constantly is the executioner can kill. 
One who kills by taking the place of the great executioner 
is like one who takes the place of the great carpenter in cutting wood. 
Of those who have taken the place of the great carpenter, 
Few have not hurt their own hands! 
• 
[74c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
If people are not afraid to die, why bother threatening them with death? 
If people are afraid of dying, then death penalties should be summarily dished out to criminals. 
Consequently, there will be no more offenders. 
Normally, Nature usually does the job of the executioner. 
If the government tries to do what Nature normally does, 
It is akin to the apprentice trying to do the job of the master carpenter. 
The apprentice usually ends up cutting his own hand. 
• 
[74c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 



If people are not afraid to die, what is the use of threatening them with the punishment of death? 
On the other hand, 
if people value their lives, and if outlaws are seized and killed or are killed by what they are doing, 
who would dare risk a life of peace for the sake of an insecure future? 
Yet it is always true that one who takes charge of killing is killed in turn. 
To become the executioner of artificial righteousness is like the inexperienced lad who would 

brandish a sharp axe of a master carpenter. 
He can seldom escape cutting himself. 
• 
[74c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Men are no longer afraid to die. 
Why should we frighten them with dying? 
If men were still as afraid of death as they used to be, 
We could catch a criminal and put him to death. 
Who would have the courage to commit a crime? 
(In nature), there is always one who is responsible for ending the life of man. 
If we take over the responsibility of killing, 
It is just like taking over the great lumberjack's work of cutting wood. 
If we take over the great lumberjack's work of cutting, 



We can hardly help but hurt our hands. 
• 
[74c38t] Henry Wei 
Subdue Delusion 
Chih Huo 
When the people are not afraid of death, 
What avails it to scare them with death? 
Assuming that they often do fear death, 
And that any pervert can be seized and killed, 
Who dares to do the killing? 
It is the job of the Director of Death to kill. 
To take over the job of the Director of Death 
Is like wielding the hammer for the master-builder. 
He who wields the hammer for the master-builder 
Seldom escapes wounding himself in the hand. 
• 
[74c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
When the people do not fear death, 
How can you frighten them with death? 



Suppose the people do always fear death, 
And we can seize and kill 
Those who are lawless. 
But who would dare to do so? 
There is always the one who administers killings, and he does the killing. 
If you do the killing, taking his place, 
This is called hewing wood taking the place of the master-carpenter. 
If you hew wood taking the place of the master-carpenter, 
You will seldom escape injuring your own hand. 
• 
[74c40t] Tao Huang 
Whenever people are unafraid of death, how can killing be used as a threat? 
Whenever people are afraid of death and are acting contrary, I will catch and kill them, who else can 

act so? 
When people are absolutely afraid of death but perform killing, they are the best qualified to be 

executioners. 
This is like doing carving for a master craftsman. 
Doing the carving for a master craftsman, how could one's hand not get cut? 
• 



[74c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When people are no longer afraid of death, how can they be disciplined by death? 
And if someone likes to be abnormal he may be arrested and punished, then who else would dare to 

be abnormal? 
Since the one to kill is killed, a great professional killer is like a great professional chopper whose 

hands are subject to be hurt. 
• 
[74c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The people are not afraid of death. 
Why, then, threaten them with death? 
Suppose the people are always afraid of death and we can seize those who are vicious and kill them, 
Who would dare to do so? 
There is always the master executioner (Heaven) who kills. 
To undertake executions for the master executioner is like hewing wood for the master carpenter. 
Whoever undertakes to hew wood for the master carpenter rarely escapes injuring his own hands. 
• 
[74c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Когда народ не ощущает страха смерти, то как же можно смертью устрашать народ? 
И кто посмел бы это делать, если бы народ незыблемо боялся смерти, а тех, кто строят 



козни, мне удалось бы взять и предать смерти? 
В незыблемости пребывает ведающий убиением, который подвергает смерти. 
Убивать вместо него - это все равно как попытаться что-либо вытесывать, вообразив 

себя великим плотником. 
Скорей всего поранишь только свои руки. 
• 
[74c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда народ не боится смерти, зачем же угрожать ему смертью? 
Если бы народ постоянно боялся смерти, а я хватал провинившихся и предавал их казни, 

кто посмел бы творить беззаконие? 
Всегда существует Палач, который казнит. 
Казнить от имени Палача - подобно тому, как рубить дерево от имени Великого мастера. 
Редко найдётся тот, кто, рубя от имени Великого мастера, не поранил бы себе руки. 
• 
[74c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Если люди не боятся даже смерти, то чем же запугаешь их до смерти? 
Если найдется такой, кто будет все время запугивать людей до смерти и этим 

тешиться, а я его поймаю и убью, кто еще посмеет так поступить? 
Ведь в государстве есть всегда палач. 



А подменять собою палача не то же самое ли, что вместо лесоруба идти рубить деревья? 
Ведь тот, кто вместо лесоруба пойдет деревья рубить, тот всегда рискует собственную 

руку отрубить! 
• 
[74c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Если люди не боятся смерти, то зачем же пугать их смертью? 
Если было бы так, что люди постоянно боялись бы смерти и творили зло, 
а я хватал бы и казнил, то кто посмел бы [нарушить закон]! 
Всегда есть тот, кто отвечает за казнь и казнит. 
Но если заменить собой того, кто отвечает за казнь и казнит, 
то это все равно, что заменить великого мастера рубить. 
Тот, кто заменит великого мастера рубить, редко когда не поранит себе руку. 
• 
[74c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Если народ не боится смерти, то зачем же угрожать ему смертью? 
Кто заставляет людей бояться смерти и считает это занятие увлекательным, того я 

захвачу и уничтожу. 
Кто осмеливается так действовать? 
Всегда существует носитель смерти, который убивает. 



А если кто его заменит - это значит заменит великого мастера. 
Кто, заменяя великого мастера, рубит [топором], повредит свою руку. 
• 
[74c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Народ, не боящийся смерти, нельзя страшить смертью. 
Народ, приученный бояться смерти, нельзя страшить делами, могущими причинить ему 

смерть. 
Есть люди, должность которых - убивать. 
Убивающий людей вместо палача называется наместником убийцы. 
Наместник убийцы повредит свою руку, совершая убийство. 
• 
[74c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Люди не боятся смерти, 
Как можно запугать их казнями? 
Если сделать так, чтобы люди всегда жили в страхе перед смертью, 
А мы могли бы поймать шальных и казнить их - 
Кто бы тогда осмелился быть таким? 
Всегда есть главный палач, который казнит. 
Но казнить людей вместо главного палача - 



Все равно что рубить деревья вместо старшего дровосека. 
Из тех, кто возьмется рубить деревья вместо старшего дровосека, 
Редко кто сумеет не поранить себе руку! 
• 
[74c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Если народ не боится смерти, то что его смертью пугать? 
А вот, если человек при постоянстве страха смерти осуществляет аномальное, то 

"сущность моя" должна схватить и убить его. 
Кто осмелится? 
Постоянно есть ведающий убийствами, который убивает. 
А вот если убивать вместо ведающего убийствами - 
Это определяется: 
Заменить великого мастера-плотника. 
Вот замените великого мастера-плотника, - и редко будет такой, кто не поранит себе 

руки. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Five 
 

[75c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The reason why people starve, 
Is because they take so much in tax-grain. 
Therefore they starve. 
The reason why the common people cannot be ruled, 
Is because their superiors have their reasons for acting. 
Therefore they cannot be ruled. 
The reason why people take death lightly, 
Is because they so avidly seek after life. 
Therefore they take death lightly. 
Only those who do not act for the purpose of living - 
Only these are superior to those who value life. 
• 
[75c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHY are the people starving? 
Because those above them are taxing them too heavily. 
That is why they are starving. 



Why are the people hard to manage? 
Because those above them are fussy and have private ends to serve. 
That is why they are hard to manage. 
Why do the people make light of death? 
Because those above them make too much of life. 
That is why they make light of death. 
The people have simply nothing to live upon! 
They know better than to value such a life! 
• 
[75c03t] D. C. Lau 
The people are hungry: 
It is because those in authority eat up too much in taxes 
That the people are hungry. 
The people are difficult to govern: 
It is because those in authority are too fond of action 
That the people are difficult to govern. 
The people treat death lightly: 
It is because the people set too much store by life 
That they treat death lightly. 



It is just because one has no use for life that one is wiser than the man who values life. 
• 
[75c04t] R. L. Wing 
People are hungry. 
Because those above consume too much in taxes, People are hungry. 
People are difficult to lead. 
Because those above interfere with them, People are difficult to lead. 
People make light of death. 
Because those above deeply seek survival, People make light of death. 
Indeed, it is those who do not interfere with life 
Who are capable of respecting life. 
• 
[75c05t] Ren Jiyu 
The people suffer from famine because too many of the taxes are swallowed by their rulers. 
Thus they suffer from famine. 
The people are difficult to rule because their rulers are fond of taking action. 
Thus they are difficult to rule. 
The people take risks with their lives because the rulers take good care of their own lives. 
Thus the people are forced to risk their lives. 



Those who do not value their lives are wiser than those who overvalue their lives. 
• 
[75c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Why are the people starving? 
Because the rulers eat up the money in taxes. 
Therefore the people are starving. 
Why are the people rebellious? 
Because the rulers interfere too much. 
Therefore they are rebellious. 
Why do the people think so little of death? 
Because the rulers demand too much of life. 
Therefore the people take death lightly. 
Having little to live on, one knows better than to value life too much. 
• 
[75c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
People are hungry. 
That is because the government imposes too many taxes. 
People are difficult to rule over. 
That is because the government contrives and wants to do too much. 



People do not think much of death. 
That is because the government makes life a privilege 
instead of treating it as a natural right. 
Those who make living an unconditional right are good 
in that they pay due respect to life. 
• 
[75c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The people are hungry because the ruler taxes them too heavily, so they are hungry. 
The people are difficult to control because the ruler is doing too many useless things, so they are 

difficult to control. 
The people are not afraid of death because the ruler enjoys himself too much, so they are not afraid of 

death. 
The ruler who does not care for his life is superior to the ruler who enjoys his life. 
• 
[75c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE EVIL OF AVARICE 
The people suffer from famine on account of the heavy taxation put upon them. 
This is the cause of their need. 
The people are difficult to govern because of the overbearing of their superiors. 
This is the cause of their trouble. 



The people make light of dying because of the great hardships of trying to live. 
This is the reason of their indifference to death. 
Therefore to keep living in obscurity is better than making overmuch of it. 
• 
[75c10t] James Legge 
The people suffer from famine because of the multitude of taxes consumed by their superiors. 
It is through this that they suffer famine. 
The people are difficult to govern because of the (excessive) agency of their superiors (in governing 

them). 
It is through this that they are difficult to govern. 
The people make light of dying because of the greatness of their labours in seeking for the means of 

living. 
It is this which makes them think light of dying. 
Thus it is that to leave the subject of living altogether out of view is better than to set a high value on 

it. 
• 
[75c11t] David Hinton 
The people are starving, 
and it's only because you leaders feast on taxes 



that they're starving. 
The people are impossible to rule, 
and it's only because you leaders are masters of extenuation 
that they're impossible to rule. 
The people take death lightly, 
and it's only because you leaders crave life's lavish pleasures 
that they take death lightly, 
they who act without concern for life: it's a wisdom far beyond treasuring life. 
• 
[75c12t] Chichung Huang 
The people are starving, 
Because he takes too much grain tax, 
Hence, they are starving. 
The hundred family names are unruly, 
Because their sovereign has the intention to act, 
Hence, they are unruly. 
The people take death lightly, 
Because he seeks after extravagant living, 
Hence, they take death lightly. 



Only one who does not apply himself to living 
Is worthier than those who exalt living. 
• 
[75c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
People are hungry. 
Because their rulers levy too much grain tax, 
Therefore they are hungry. 
People are hard to rule. 
Because their rulers rule by action (wei), 
Therefore they are hard to rule. 
People take death lightly. 
Because they are in thick pursuit of life, 
Therefore they take death lightly. 
One who has nothing to pursue in life, 
Is wiser than one who values life. 
• 
[75c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The reason people suffer from hunger is because their superiors (government) taxed them heavily, so 

after the taxation not much was left to support their bare necessity; 



The reason people were difficult to govern was because their superiors were meddling with their 
affairs [thus their sense of propriety was impeded]; 

The reason people risked their lives for trivial causes was because their superiors (government 
officials) demand to lived affluently [at the cost of other people's survival], people thus were forced to 
risk their lives [even for meager livelihood]; 

Accordingly, those [Solipsists] who did not get involve with other people's affairs were better human 
beings than those who wanted to live very well personally [at the cost of the survivals of other people]; 

Even though the latter value the growth of the population (lives) for his community. 
• 
[75c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
The people are starving. 
It is because those above them are taxing them too heavily. 
That is why they are starving. 
The people are hard to govern. 
It is because those above them have a lot of interference. 
That is why they are hard to govern. 
The people make light of death. 
It is because those above them live an extravagant life. 
That is why they make light of death. 



Only he who works not for life knows to value life. 
• 
[75c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
People starve because they pay heavy taxes. 
People are hard to govern because the rulers force their wishes on people. 
People are not afraid to rebel, because the rulers live extravagantly. 
Therefore those who avoid extravagant life-style are wiser than those who live extravagantly. 
• 
[75c17t] Arthur Waley 
The people starve because those above them eat too much tax-grain. 
That is the only reason why they starve. 
The people are difficult to keep in order because those above them interfere. 
That is the only reason why they are so difficult to keep in order. 
The people attach no importance to death, because those above them are too grossly absorbed in the 

pursuit of life. 
That is why they attach no importance to death. 
And indeed, in that their hearts are so little set on life they are superior to those who set store by life. 
• 
[75c18t] Richard John Lynn 



The reason the common folk starve is that the ruler eats too much grain tax. 
This is why they starve. 
The reason the common folk are hard to govern is that the ruler takes deliberate actions [you-wei]. 
This is why they are hard to govern. 
The reason the common folk take death lightly is that they place too much emphasis on life. 
This is why they take death lightly. 
It is only by acting without regard for life that one becomes more of a worthy than one who values life. 
• 
[75c19t] Lin Yutang 
ON PUNISHMENT (4) 
When people are hungry, 
It is because their rulers eat too much tax-grain. 
Therefore the unruliness of hungry people 
Is due to the interference of their rulers. 
That is why they are unruly. 
The people are not afraid of death, 
Because they are anxious to make a living. 
That is why they are not afraid of death. 
It is those who interfere not with their living 



That are wise in exalting life. 
• 
[75c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Human hunger is the result of overtaxation. 
For this reason, 
There is hunger. 
The common people are not governable because of their superiors' actions. 
For this reason, 
They are not governable. 
The people make light of death because of too much emphasis on the quest for life. 
For this reason, 
They make light of death. 
Now, 
Only she who acts not for the sake of life 
Is wiser than those who value life highly. 
• 
[75c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Why are the people starving? 
Because their leaders eat up too much of the tax-grain; 



that is why the people are starving. 
Why are the people difficult to govern? 
Because their leaders interfere; 
that is why the people are difficult to govern. 
Why do the people treat death lightly? 
Because their leaders are so grossly absorbed in the pursuit of living; 
that is why the people treat death lightly. 
Indeed, it is wiser to ignore life altogether than to place too high a value on it. 
• 
[75c22t] David H. Li 
Starvation in the populace is caused by excessive taxes. 
Excessive taxes result in starvation. 
Difficulty in governing the populace is caused by a governor's interferences. 
Interferences result in difficulties in governance. 
Indifference to death in the populace is caused by a governor's overindulgence. 
A governor's overindulgence results in the populace's indifference to death. 
One who does not overindulgence is wiser than one who overvalues one's life. 
• 
[75c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 



Why are the people starving? 
Because the rulers eat up the money in taxes. 
That is why. 
Why are the people difficult to govern? 
Because the rulers interfere too much. 
That is why. 
Why do the people think so little of death? 
Because the rulers think too much of their own life. 
That is why. 
Those who do not overvalue their life are wiser than those who do. 
• 
[75c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The people are starving, 
Because their clerks impose heavy taxes on them. 
That is why they are starving. 
It is difficult to govern the people, 
Because their clerks interfere in their affairs. 
That is why they are difficult to govern. 
The people do not respect death, 



Because their clerks direct them to seek life. 
That is why they do not respect death. 
• 
[75c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Why are the people hungry? 
Because you crush them with your taxes; 
That is why they have nothing. 
Why are the people angry? 
Because you endlessly impose your laws; 
That is why they can't take any more. 
And why aren't they scared of death? 
Because you are voracious and you want everything. 
So what have they got left to lose? 
Those who only have a little really know how to value life. 
• 
[75c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The hunger on the part of the people 
Is the result of exorbitant taxes on the part of the ruler; 
Thus the people are hungry. 



The unruliness on the part of the people 
Is the result of meddlesome actions on the part of the ruler; 
Thus the people are unruly. 
Making light of life on the part of the people 
Is the result of setting too much store by life on the part of the ruler; 
Thus the people make light of life. 
Those who make light of their own life 
Are wiser than those who overvalue their life. 
• 
[75c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
The people are hungry. 
It is because those who govern them consume too much in taxes. 
That is why the people are hungry. 
The people are hard to govern. 
It is because those who govern them interfere too much. 
That is why the people are hard to govern. 
The people scorn death. 
It is because they seek dearly for life. 
That is why people treat death with disdain. 



Only he who does not seek dearly for his life can value life worthily. 
• 
[75c28t] Liu Qixuan 
People are hungry because "the Above" tax too much. 
People are disobedient because "the Above" do too much. 
People would rather die because "the Above" live too high. 
Therefore, one who does nothing to benefit one's own life 
Is good at keeping and supporting lives. 
• 
[75c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
On Valuing Life 
Lao Tze says, 
The people suffer from hunger because their superior agencies have imposed a heavy tax, thus they 

are hungry. 
The people are difficult to govern because their superior agencies are too fond of meddling, thus they 

are difficult to govern. 
The people make lightly of dying because of the excessive costs in seeking the means of living, thus they 

think lightly of dying. 
Therefore the benevolent should be those who do not interfere with people's living; 



instead of those who value people's living. 
• 
[75c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The people starve. 
Because their officials take heavy taxes from them, therefore they starve. 
The people are hard to rule. 
Because their officials meddle with affairs, therefore they are hard to rule. 
The people pay no heed to death. 
Because they endeavour to seek life; therefore they pay no heed to death. 
• 
[75c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The people are starving 
Because the man on top devours too much tax money. 
So they are starving. 
The people are hard to govern 
Because the man on top is too active in governing. 
So they are hard to govern. 
The people think little of death 
Because the man on top strives for a rich life. 



So they think little of death. 
Therefore it is better to do nothing for one's life 
Than to value it. 
• 
[75c32t] Michael LaFargue 
'The people are starving'. 
It is because those high up eat too much tax grain, 
this is why they are starving. 
'The people are hard to govern'. 
It is because there is Working among those high up, 
this is why they are hard to govern. 
'The people take death lightly'. 
It is because they pursue a lavish life, 
this is why they take death lightly. 
Simply: 
Those who do not Work at 'living' - 
these are better men than those who 'love life'. 
• 
[75c33t] Cheng Lin 



The people suffer hunger because the rulers levy so many taxes. 
That is why they starve. 
The people become difficult to govern because the rulers demand too much action. 
That is why they are difficult to govern. 
The people risk death because the rulers have too many desires. 
That is why they risk death. 
He who does not occupy himself with the preservation of his own body is superior to those who regard 

it as a matter of utmost importance. 
• 
[75c34t] Yi Wu 
The people are starving 
Because those above tax them too heavily. 
Therefore, they starve. 
The people are hard to govern 
Because those above are too active. 
Therefore, they are hard to govern. 
The people make light of death 
Because those above seek too much for their own lives. 
Therefore, they make light of death. 



To do nothing for one's life 
Is better than to value it. 
• 
[75c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
People are starving because they are forced to pay onerous taxes. 
That is why they are starving. 
People are unruly because they are burdened by excessive rules. 
This is why they become unruly. 
Whilst living lavishly, the ruler extorts heavy taxes from the people, forcing them to risk their lives 

simply to eke out a living. 
That is why the people are not afraid to die. 
Hence, frugal rulers are infinitely better than those harsh ones who extort heavy taxes to live 

luxuriously. 
• 
[75c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Why are people starving and leading a difficult life? 
Is it not because their rulers consume too much tax grain? 
Is that why they are starving and leading a difficult life? 
Why are people hard to manage? 



Is it not because those above them create distress with their oppressive interference? 
Is that why they are hard to manage? 
Why do people make light of death? 
Is it not because those above them demand too much for themselves and value only their own 

personal power and glory? 
Is that why they take death so lightly? 
One who is a guardian of people and does nothing for his own life knows how to value all lives well. 
• 
[75c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When men are deprived of food, 
It is because their kings tax them too heavily. 
Therefore, they are deprived of food. 
When men are hard to govern, 
It is because their kings interfere with their lives. 
Therefore, they are hard to govern. 
When men give up their lives lightly, 
It is because their kings are anxious to live extravagantly. 
Therefore, men give up their lives lightly. 
Only one who disregards his own life 



Knows how to value the lives of others. 
• 
[75c38t] Henry Wei 
The Harm of Greed 
T'an Sun 
The reason why the people are starving 
Is that the officials "eat their taxes" too much. 
That's why the people are starving. 
The reason why the people are difficult to rule 
Is that the authorities resort to interference. 
That's why the people are difficult to rule. 
The reason why the people make light of death 
Is that they are too eager for high living. 
That's why the people make light of death. 
Those who have nothing to make life pleasurable 
Are worthier than those who value high living. 
• 
[75c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The people starve 



Because the ruler consumes too much tax-grain. 
Because of this they starve. 
The people are hard to govern 
Because the ruler rules through action [yu wei]. 
Because of this they are hard to govern. 
The people take their death lightly 
Because the ruler hoards his life. 
Because of this they take their death lightly. 
Truly, one who does nothing with life 
Is wiser than one who prizes [the value of] life. 
• 
[75c40t] Tao Huang 
The reason people are starving is because the government taxes too much. 
This is the reason for starvation. 
The reason people are hard to govern is because their leaders are actively engaged. 
This is why they are hard to govern. 
The reason people are not serious about death is because they seek the burdens of life. 
This is why they are not serious about death. 
Only those who are not slaves to life are wise to the value of life. 



• 
[75c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
The hunger of people is caused by the ruler who levies too many taxes. 
Thus they are hungry. 
The difficulty of ruling people is due to the fact that the ruler interferes. 
Thus they are difficult to rule. 
The reason people take life lightly is because they live by overdrawing their lives heavily. 
Therefore, they take life lightly. 
Hence, only the one who has not overdone his living knows his life better. 
• 
[75c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
The people starve because the ruler eats too much tax-grain. 
Therefore they starve. 
They are difficult to rule because their ruler does too many things. 
Therefore they are difficult to rule. 
The people take death lightly because their ruler strives for life too vigorously. 
Therefore they take death lightly. 
It is only those who do not seek after life that excel in making life valuable. 
• 



[75c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Народ голодает, ибо стоящие над ним объедают его податями. 
Именно поэтому и голодает. 
Народом трудно управлять, ибо стоящие над ним привержены деянию. 
Именно поэтому и трудно управлять. 
Народ не придает значения смерти, ибо стоящие над ним всего превыше ценят жизнь. 
Именно поэтому не придает значения смерти. 
Но ведь не гонясь за жизнью сохраняют ее лучше, чем когда ею дорожат. 
• 
[75c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Народ голоден, ибо налоги верхов на зерно слишком велики, - оттого он и голоден. 
Народом трудно управлять, ибо верхи творят деяния, - оттого им и трудно управлять. 
Народ презирает смерть, ибо верхи слишком ценят свою жизнь, - оттого он и презирает 

смерть. 
Те, кто не слишком заботится о своей жизни, стоят выше тех, кто переоценивает её. 
• 
[75c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Народ голодает, поскольку власти с его снеди берут так много налогов! 
Поэтому он голодает. 



Народом так трудно управлять потому, что власть предержащие активны и деятельны. 
Поэтому им трудно управлять. 
Народ потому так легкомысленно относится к смерти, что он привязан к жизни, жаждая 

ее утех. 
Поэтому он легкомысленно относится к смерти. 
И только тот, кто действует не ради лишь жизненных благ, мудрее тех, кто ценит 

жизнь одну. 
• 
[75c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Народ голодает, потому что налоги на содержание верхов велики. 
Вот почему [он] голодает. 
Народом трудно управлять, если верхи деятельны. 
Вот почему трудно управлять. 
Народ презирает смерть, потому что требования стоящих над ним верхов к жизни 

чрезмерны. 
Вот почему презирает смерть. 
Только тот, кто не считается с жизнью, мудр в оценке жизни. 
• 
[75c95t] Ян Хин-шун 



Народ голодает оттого, что власти берут слишком много налогов. 
Вот почему [народ] голодает. 
Трудно управлять народом оттого, что власти слишком деятельны. 
Вот почему трудно управлять. 
Народ презирает смерть оттого, что у него слишком сильно стремление к жизни. 
Вот почему презирают смерть. 
Тот, кто пренебрегает своей жизнью, тем самым ценит свою жизнь. 
• 
[75c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Оттого народ голодает, что слишком велики и тяжелы государственные налоги. 
Это именно - причина бедствия народа. 
Народ сделается непослушным, если правительство будет хлопотать о нем чрезмерно 

много. 
Это именно - причина непослушания народа. 
Когда народ слишком сильно ищет жизни, то он будет смотреть на смерть как на самое 

легкое дело. 
Это и есть причина пренебрежительного отношения народа к смерти. 
Вот почему не ищущий жизни мудрее ищущего ее. 
• 



[75c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Люди голодают оттого, что верхи забирают себе зерно. 
Вот отчего голодают люди. 
Людьми трудно управлять оттого, что верхи деятельны. 
Вот отчего ими трудно управлять. 
Люди ни во что не ставят смерть оттого, что верхи слишком любят жизнь. 
Вот отчего люди ни во что не ставят смерть. 
Поистине, те, кто живет без мысли о жизни, лучше тех, кто ценит жизнь. 
• 
[75c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Голод в народе - это из-за того, что их высшие берут много налогов на зерно. 
Это дает: 
Голод. 
Народом трудно управлять - это из-за того, что их высшие осуществляют наличие. 
Это дает: 
Трудно управлять. 
Народ легко относится к смерти - это из-за того, что их высшие стремятся в толщу 

жизни. 
Это дает: 



Легко относится к смерти. 
Ведь только в отсутствии осуществления за счет жизни заключается мудрая 

способность ценить жизнь. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Six 
 

[76c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
When people are born, they're supple and soft; 
When they die, they end up stretched out firm and rigid; 
When the ten thousand things and grasses and trees are alive, they're supple and pliant; 
When they're dead, they're withered and dried out. 
Therefore we say that the firm and rigid are companions of death, 
While the supple, the soft, the weak, and the delicate are companions of life. 
If a soldier is rigid, he won't win; 
If a tree is rigid, it will come to its end. 
Rigidity and power occupy the inferior position; 
Suppleness, softness, weakness, and delicateness occupy the superior position. 
• 
[76c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN a man is living, he is soft and supple. 
When he is dead, he becomes hard and rigid. 
When a plant is living, it is soft and tender. 
When it is dead, it becomes withered and dry. 



Hence, the hard and rigid belongs to the company of the dead: 
The soft and supple belongs to the company of the living. 
Therefore, a mighty army tends to fall by its own weight, 
Just as dry wood is ready for the axe. 
The mighty and great will be laid low; 
The humble and weak will be exalted. 
• 
[76c03t] D. C. Lau 
A man is supple and weak when living, but hard and stiff when dead. 
Grass and trees are pliant and fragile when living, but dried and shrivelled when dead. 
Thus the hard and the strong are the comrades of death; 
The supple and the weak are the comrades of life. 
Therefore a weapon that is strong will not vanquish; 
A tree that is strong will suffer the axe. 
The strong and big takes the lower position, 
The supple and weak takes the higher position. 
• 
[76c04t] R. L. Wing 
A man living is yielding and receptive. 



Dying, he is rigid and inflexible. 
All Things, the grass and trees: 
Living, they are yielding and fragile; 
Dying, they are dry and withered. 
Thus those who are firm and inflexible 
Are in harmony with dying. 
Those who are yielding and receptive 
Are in harmony with living. 
Therefore an inflexible strategy will not triumph; 
An inflexible tree will be attacked. 
The position of the highly inflexible will descend; 
The position of the yielding and receptive will ascend. 
• 
[76c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Man has a soft and weak body when he is alive, 
Whereas his body becomes rigid after his death. 
All things, grasses and trees have tender twigs and branches when they are alive, 
Whereas they become dry and withered when they are dead. 
Therefore the hard and strong belong to death, 



Whereas the soft and weak belong to life. 
Thus the armed forces will be shattered when they become strong, 
And trees will be broken when they grow strong. 
The hard and strong are in the inferior position, 
And the soft and weak are in the superior position. 
• 
[76c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A man is born gentle and weak. 
At his death he is hard and stiff. 
Green plants are tender and filled with sap. 
At their death they are withered and dry. 
Therefore the stiff and unbending is the disciple of death. 
The gentle and yielding is the disciple of life. 
Thus an army without flexibility never wins a battle. 
A tree that is unbending is easily broken. 
The hard and strong will fall. 
The soft and weak will overcome. 
• 
[76c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



People at birth are weak and supple. 
People at death are strong and hard. 
All living things including the trees and other plants are supple and weak. 
When they die, however, they all turn dry and hard. 
Being hard and strong is the way of the dead. 
Being soft and weak is the way of the alive. 
Armed forces that show their strength will not win. 
Trees that hold strong against the wind are likely to be blown down. 
To be strong is a disadvantage. 
To be weak is an advantage. 
• 
[76c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
When people are alive, they are soft; when dead, they are hard. 
When every living thing is alive, it is soft; when dead, it is hard. 
So, the strong and hard have no vitality; the soft and weak have vitality. 
Therefore, when an army is too strong and rigid, it will be extinguished; 
when a tree is too stiff, it will break. 
The strong and hard are inferior; the weak and soft are superior. 
• 



[76c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE DANGER OF STRENGTH 
Man at his birth is supple and tender, but in death he is rigid and strong. 
It is the same with everything. 
Trees and plants in their early growth are pliant and soft, but at the end they are withered and tough. 
Thus rigidity and strength are concomitants of death, but softness and gentleness are companions of 

life. 
Therefore the warrior who relies on his strength cannot conquer death, while the powerful tree 

becomes a mere timber support. 
For the place of the strong and the firm is below, while that of the gentle and yielding is above. 
• 
[76c10t] James Legge 
Man at his birth is supple and weak; 
at his death, firm and strong. 
(So it is with) all things. 
Trees and plants, in their early growth, are soft and brittle; 
at their death, dry and withered. 
Thus it is that firmness and strength are the concomitants of death; 
softness and weakness, the concomitants of life. 
Hence he who (relies on) the strength of his forces does not conquer; 



and a tree which is strong will fill the out-stretched arms, (and thereby invites the feller.) 
Therefore the place of what is firm and strong is below, and that of what is soft and weak is above. 
• 
[76c11t] David Hinton 
People are soft and weak in life, 
hard and strong in death. 
The ten thousand plants and trees are soft and frail in life, 
withered and brittle in death. 
Things hard and strong follow death's ways and things soft and weak follow life's: 
so it is that strong armies never overcome and strong trees always suffer the axe. 
Things great and strong dwell below. 
Things soft and weak dwell above. 
• 
[76c12t] Chichung Huang 
When born, man is soft and weak; 
When dead, he is stiff, tough, hard and strong. 
When born, the ten thousand things, 
Grasses and trees are soft and tender; 
When dead, they are withered and dry. 



Therefore, it is said: 
"The hard and strong belong to the category of death; 
The soft and weak belong to the category of life." 
Hence, if an army is strong, it perishes; 
If a tree is strong, it breaks. 
Therefore, the strong and big rank low; 
The soft and weak rank high. 
• 
[76c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
At birth a person is soft (jou) and yielding (jo), 
At death hard (chien) and unyielding (ch'iang). 
All beings, grass and trees, when alive, are soft and bending, 
When dead they are dry and brittle. 
Therefore the hard and unyielding are companions of death, 
The soft and yielding are companions of life. 
Hence an unyielding army (ping) is destroyed (mieh). 
An unyielding tree breaks (che). 
The unyielding and great takes its place below, 
The soft and yielding takes its place above. 



• 
[76c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
When people are alive [their bodies] are soft (pliable) and flexible (supple), but when they are dead 

[their bodies] are stiff (rigid) and inflexible; 
When plants are alive they are soft and flexible, but when they are dead they are withered and rigid; 
Therefore: When [creatures are] soft and flexible, they are on the course of continuing to live; 
When [creatures are turning] stiff and inflexible, they are on the course of dying. 
The fact is: 
When an army is strong [it worries its potential rivals], it is thus exposed to the risk of being 

annihilated; 
When a tree is at the peak of its growth, its expansive spread [i.e. abundant branches and leaves] 

would catch strong wind quickly; 
Consequently, it is in the higher danger of being blown down. 
Accordingly, the strong (stiff) and inflexible ones [e.g. roots] would grow downward; 
Whereas the soft (weak) and flexible ones [e.g. leaves] would grow and develop upward. 
• 
[76c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When a man is living, he is soft and supple. 
When he is dead, he becomes hard and rigid. 



When a plant is living, it is soft and tender. 
When it is dead, it becomes withered and dry. 
Hence, the hard and rigid belongs to the company of the dead; the soft and supple belongs to the 

company of the living. 
Therefore, a mighty army will not win, just as hard tree is ready for the axe. 
The mighty and great are below; the soft and weak are above. 
• 
[76c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
When alive, people are pliable and soft; at death, people become rigid and hard. 
When alive, grasses and trees are flexible and tender; at death, they become withered and rotten. 
Therefore, rigidity leads to death, flexibility results in survival. 
It is because of this, the inflexible army would be defeated, like stiff trees would be broken by wind. 
The big and rigid would be overtaken by the nimble and flexible. 
• 
[76c17t] Arthur Waley 
When he is born, man is soft and weak; in death he becomes stiff and hard. 
The ten thousand creatures and all plants and trees while they are alive are supple and soft, but 

when they are dead they become brittle and dry. 
Truly, what is stiff and hard is a 'companion of death'; what is soft and weak is a 'companion of life'. 



Therefore 'the weapon that is too hard will be broken, the tree that has the hardest wood will be cut 
down'. 

Truly, the hard and mighty are cast down; the soft and weak set on high. 
• 
[76c18t] Richard John Lynn 
While alive, humans are soft and pliable, but, when dead, they are hard and stiff. 
While alive, plants, trees, and all the other myriad things are also soft and fragile, but, when dead, 

they are dried up and withered. 
Thus it is that the hard and stiff are adherents of death, and the soft and pliable are adherents of life. 
This is why, if military power is stiff, it will not be victorious. 
If a tree is stiff, it will be attacked. 
The stiff [strong] and great occupy a position below. 
The soft and pliant occupy a position above. 
• 
[76c19t] Lin Yutang 
HARD AND SOFT 
When man is born, he is tender and weak; 
At death, he is hard and stiff. 
When the things and plants are alive, they are soft and supple; 



When they are dead, they are brittle and dry. 
Therefore hardness and stiffness are the companions of death, 
And softness and gentleness are the companions of life. 
Therefore when an army is headstrong, it will lose in battle. 
When a tree is hard, it will be cut down. 
The big and strong belong underneath. 
The gentle and weak belong at the top. 
• 
[76c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Human beings are soft and supple when alive, stiff and straight when dead. 
The myriad creatures, the grasses and trees are soft and fragile when alive, dry and withered when 

dead. 
Therefore, it is said: 
The rigid person is a disciple of death; 
The soft, supple, and delicate are lovers of life. 
An army that is inflexible will not conquer; 
A tree that is inflexible will snap. 
The unyielding and mighty shall be brought low; 
The soft, supple, and delicate will be set above. 



• 
[76c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
At birth you are supple and soft. 
At death you are stiff and hard. 
Grass and trees are pliant and tender when living, 
but they are dry and brittle when dead. 
Therefore, 
the stiff and hard are attendants of death, 
the supple and soft are attendants of life. 
Thus, 
the hard weapon will be broken. 
The mighty tree will invite the axe. 
Therefore, 
the hard and mighty belong below; 
the yielding and gentle belong above. 
• 
[76c22t] David H. Li 
At birth, one is soft and tender; 
at death, hard and stiff. 



At the beginning, flora are tender and crisp; 
at the end, brittle and dry. 
Thus, hardness and stiffness symbolize death; softness and tenderness, life. 
Thus, an army, hard and stiff, is annihilated; a tree, hard and stiff, is cut. 
Hard and stiff are inferior; soft and tender, superior. 
• 
[76c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Human beings are soft and supple at birth, 
But stiff and hard at death. 
All things in Nature are soft and pliant when alive, 
But dry and withered when dead. 
Thus, the stiff and hard is the companion of death, 
And the soft and supple is the companion of life. 
Therefore, an army that is unyielding will soon perish, 
And a tree that is unbending will soon break. 
The hard and unyielding is an inferior quality; 
The soft and yielding is a superior quality. 
• 
[76c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 



The living person is soft and pliant, and is hard and rigid in death. 
All creatures and plants, 
Are soft and vulnerable in life, 
And dry and brittle in death. 
Therefore it is said: 
The hard and the rigid are part of death, 
The soft and gentle are part of life. 
This is the reason why soldiers who are too rigid 
Do not triumph. 
When the tree is too rigid, it will break. 
The stance of the strong and the great is stooped, 
The stance of the weak and the small is erect. 
• 
[76c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
When a body is alive, it is soft and supple 
- it is cold and rigid when it dies. 
When plants are alive, they are tender and trailing 
- and burnt and brittle when they're dead. 
What's iron hard is what is dead, then 



And what is fluid and sensuous and rippling is alive ... 
And that is why a huge army 
With all its strength and complacency will be defeated: 
Like a great tree axed down. 
Everything hard and strong will come down, 
And everything soft shall rise, shall overcome. 
• 
[76c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
While alive, a man's body is supple; 
When dead, it becomes hard. 
While alive, grass and trees are supple; 
When dead, they become dry and stiff. 
Thus the hard and strong is of the dying sort; 
The supple and weak is of the living sort. 
That is why the army, having grown strong, will be wiped out, 
And the tree, when grown up, will be cut down. 
Thus the strong and big is inferior 
To the weak and supple. 
• 



[76c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
A man is soft and weak when living. 
But hard and rigid when dead. 
The myriad creatures and grass and plants, when living, are soft and fragile. 
When dead, they are dried and withered. 
That is why the hard and the rigid are the disciples of death, the soft and the weak the disciples of the 

living. 
Therefore an army which is inflexible cannot win. 
A plant which is hard will break. 
The strong and hard will fall. 
The soft and weak will overcome. 
• 
[76c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Life is soft and weak, death is hard and strong. 
Plants are soft or fragile while living 
And wither and harden while dying. 
Therefore death grows in strength and hardness, 
And life grows in softness and weakness. 
A strong army perishes and a strong tree breaks. 



What is hard and strong should not be valued, 
And "the Above" should keep soft and weak. 
• 
[76c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Strong and Weak 
Lao Tze says, 
A man at his living is tender and weak and at his death adamant and strong. 
Living creatures and plants at their living are soft and supple and at their death dry and withered. 
Thus those who are adamant and strong are the concomitant of death; 
and soft and weak, the concomitant of life. 
Hence he who relies on the strength of his forces can not win, 
and a tree which grows to be strong will invite the feller. 
Hence the rule: 
The big and the strong stay underneath and the soft and the weak exist above. 
• 
[76c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Man when living is soft and tender; when dead he is hard and tough. 
All animals and plants when living are tender and fragile; when dead they become withered and dry. 
Therefore it is said: the hard and tough are parts of death; the soft and tender are parts of life. 



This is the reason why the soldiers when they are too tough cannot carry the day; the tree when it is 
too tough will break. 

The position of the strong and great is low, and the position of the weak and tender is high. 
• 
[76c31t] Paul J. Lin 
In life, man is supple and tender. 
In death, he becomes rigid and stark. 
Myriad things such as grass and trees are supple and frail in life, 
And shrivelled and dry in death. 
Therefore, the rigid and stark are disciples of death, 
While the supple and weak are disciples of life. 
Therefore the army that uses strength cannot win. 
The tree that stands firm will break. 
The strong and large are subordinate; 
The soft and weak are superior. 
• 
[76c32t] Michael LaFargue 
People begin life Soft and Weak, 
when they are dead they are hard and firm. 



Among the thousands of things: 
Grass and trees begin life Soft and tender, 
when they are dead they are withered and brittle. 
Yes, strength and hardness accompany death; 
Softness and Weakness accompany life. 
And so: 
With a battle axe too hardened, you cannot win; 
when a tree becomes hard, then comes the axe. 
The strong and the great stand lowest, 
the Soft and Weak stand highest. 
• 
[76c33t] Cheng Lin 
When a man is alive, his body is supple and pliant. 
When he is dead, it is hard and stiff. 
When a plant is alive, it is supple and pliant. 
When it is dead, it is dry and brittle. 
Therefore, 
to be hard and stiff is the way of death; 
to be supple and pliant is the way of life. 



A stiff weapon may break, just as a stiff tree may crack. 
That which is hard and stiff occupies a disadvantageous position. 
That which is supple and pliant occupies an advantageous position. 
• 
[76c34t] Yi Wu 
One who is living is soft and weak. 
One who is dead is hard and rigid. 
All living things, like grass and trees, are soft and frail. 
With death, they become withered and dry. 
Therefore, hardness and rigidity are associated with death. 
Softness and weakness are associated with life. 
Therefore, powerful weapons will not win; 
Massive trees will be cut down; 
The strong and great will be laid low; 
The soft and weak will be exalted. 
• 
[76c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
When a person is alive and kicking, his body is soft and pliable. 
When he is dead, his body is rigid and stiff. 



Living plants are soft and supple. 
Dead plants become dried and stiff. 
Therefore, hard and stiff epitomises the dead. 
Soft and supple typifies the living. 
Hence, when an army flaunts its might, it will be defeated. 
As the tree grows big and tall, it will be felled. 
The strong and powerful should occupy the lower position. 
While the meek and weak should be sitting atop. 
• 
[76c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
When a person is alive, he is soft and supple. 
When a person dies, he becomes hard and rigid. 
When a plant is alive, it is pliant and tender. 
When a plant is dead, it becomes dry and brittle. 
Hence, the hard and rigid are companions of the dead. 
The soft and supple are companions of the living. 
Therefore, a mighty army is ready to be vanquished. 
A tree that is dry is ready for the ax. 
The mighty and the great will be laid low. 



The soft and the gentle will outlive them all! 
• 
[76c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When a man is alive, 
His body is soft and frail. 
After his death, 
It is hard and solid. 
When grass and trees are growing, 
They are delicate and fragile. 
After their deaths, 
They are wizened and decayed. 
Therefore, what is hard is close to death. 
What is soft is close to life. 
Thus, when troops are inflexible, they lose the war. 
When a wood board is dried hard, it cracks. 
What is strongest and most solid remains low. 
What is softest and meekest remains high. 
• 
[76c38t] Henry Wei 



Abstain from Hardness 
Chieh Ch'iang 
Man is soft and weak at birth; 
At death he is hard and rigid. 
The ten thousand things, herbs and trees, 
Are soft and delicate when growing up; 
In dying, they wither and look haggard. 
Thus hardness and rigidity are companions of death; 
Softness and weakness are companions of life. 
Therefore armies, having become rigid, will not win; 
Trees, having become rigid, will break asunder. 
The big and rigid will be laid low; 
The soft and weak will be lifted up. 
• 
[76c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
People are soft and weak when born, 
But bard and strong when dead. 
Plants are soft and supple when born, 
But dry and shriveled when dead. 



Therefore the hard and strong are companions of death, 
The soft and weak are companions of life. 
Therefore a strong weapon loses, 
A strong tree breaks. 
The strong and big belong below, 
The soft and weak belong above. 
• 
[76c40t] Tao Huang 
When people are born, they are soft and gentle. 
When they die, they are stiff and callous. 
When myriad things, grasses and trees, are born, they are soft and tender. 
When they die, they are withered. 
So stiffness and callousness are the company of death. 
Softness and suppleness are the company of life. 
The powerful army will not win. 
A stiff tree will break. 
So stiffness and power stay below. 
Softness and suppleness stay above. 
• 



[76c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
A living person is gentle and tender, while a dying person is rigid and hard. 
A living plant is gentle and tender, while a dying plant is dry and withered. 
Thus, one who is rigid and hard is on the way to die. 
One who is gentle and tender is on the way to live. 
Thus, a strong army will soon be annihilated. 
A hard stick of wood will soon be broken. 
A piece of hard leather will soon be split. 
Teeth are stronger than lips, yet the teeth decay first. 
Therefore, hardness and strength are inferior, gentleness and tenderness are superior. 
• 
[76c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
When man is born, he is tender and weak. 
At death, he is stiff and hard. 
All things, the grass as well as trees, are tender and supple while alive. 
When dead, they are withered and dried. 
Therefore the stiff and the hard are companions of death. 
The tender and the weak are companions of life. 
Therefore if the army is strong, it will not win. 



If a tree is stiff, it will break. 
The strong and the great are inferior, while the tender and the weak are superior. 
• 
[76c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Человек, когда родится, слаб и нежен; 
умирая же он делается тверд и крепок. 
Вся тьма существ, деревья, травы при своем рождении нежны и слабы, когда же гибнут - 

засыхают. 
Твердое и сильное выступают спутниками смерти, нежное и слабое - спутниками жизни. 
Поэтому, когда могуче войско, оно победы не одерживает, 
когда крепким вырастает дерево, его срубают на оружие. 
Великое и сильное низки, а слабое и нежное высоки. 
• 
[76c92t] А. А. Маслов 
При рождении человек податлив и слаб. 
Умирая - твёрд и крепок. 
Трава и деревья гибки и податливы при жизни, а умирая, становятся сухи и ломки. 
Поэтому твёрдое и сильное идут стезёй смерти, а податливое и слабое идут стезёй 

жизни. 



Оттого сильное войско обречено на погибель, а крепкое дерево будет срублено. 
Потому крепкое и сильное стоят ниже, а податливое и слабое - выше. 
• 
[76c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Когда человек рождается, он мягок и слаб. 
Когда человек умирает, он тверд и силен. 
Так и среди всех существ: пока растения живут, они мягки и слабы. 
Когда они гибнут, они сухи и тверды. 
Поэтому удел твердого и сильного - смерть, 
А мягкого и слабого - жизнь. 
Поэтому мощное оружие не может победить, 
Поэтому крепкое дерево должно упасть. 
Люди, склонные к насилию, не умирают своей смертью. 
Поэтому сильное и великое будет унижено, а мягкое и слабое будет возвышено. 
• 
[76c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Человек при рождении мягок и слаб, при наступлении смерти он крепок и силен. 
Среди вещей трава и деревья при рождении мягкие и хрупкие, 
при наступлении смерти пожухлые и сухие. 



Поэтому крепкость и сила - спутники смерти, 
мягкость и слабость - спутники жизни. 
Вот почему, если войско сильное, оно не победит, 
если дерево могучее, его срубят. 
Сильное и большое уходит вниз, 
мягкое и слабое пробивается наверх. 
• 
[76c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Человек при своем рождении нежен и слаб, а при наступлении смерти тверд и крепок. 
Все существа и растения при своем рождении нежные и слабые, а при гибели сухие и гнилые. 
Твердое и крепкое - это то, что погибает, а нежное и слабое - это то, что начинает жить. 
Поэтому могущественное войско не побеждает и крепкое дерево гибнет. 
Сильное и могущественное не имеют того преимущества, какое имеют нежное и слабое. 
• 
[76c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Новорожденный младенец нежен и слаб. 
Труп мертвеца крепок и не гибок. 
Только что распустившееся растение нежно и слабо. 
Засохшее растение твердо и не гибко. 



Отсюда ясно, что нежное и слабое живет. 
Сильное войско не победоносно. 
Нельзя поломать связку прутьев. 
Сильное находится внизу, а слабое - наверху. 
• 
[76c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Человек, рождаясь, мягок и нежен. 
Умирая, он тверд и напряжен. 
Когда все вещи, трава и деревья, живут, они мягки и гибки. 
А умирают они сухими и жесткими. 
Посему жесткость и напряженность - спутники смерти, 
Мягкость и нежность - спутники жизни. 
Вот почему, коли войско сильно, оно не победит. 
А если дерево крепко, оно сломается. 
Крепкое и большое будет внизу. 
Мягкое и слабое будет вверху. 
• 
[76c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Человек в жизни - мягкость и слабость. 



В его смерти - твердость и сила. 
Из мириад сущностей травы и деревья в жизни - это мягкость и хрупкость. 
В их смерти - сухость, крепость. 
Причинность: 
Твердость и сила - это попутчики смерти. 
Мягкость и слабость - это попутчики жизни. 
Это дает: 
Сила оружия ведет к уничтожению. 
Сила дерева ведет к перелому. 
В сильном и большом находится ориентация вниз. 
В мягком и слабом находится ориентация вверх. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Seven 
 

[77c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
The Way of Heaven is like the flexing of a bow. 
The high it presses down; the low it raises up. 
From those with a surplus it takes away; to those without enough it adds on. 
Therefore the Way of Heaven - 
Is to reduce the excessive and increase the insufficient; 
The Way of Man - 
Is to reduce the insufficient and offer more to the excessive. 
Now, who is able to have a surplus and use it to offer to Heaven? 
Clearly, it's only the one who possesses the Way. 
Therefore the Sage - 
Takes actions but does not possess them; 
Accomplishes his tasks but does not dwell on them. 
Like this, is his desire not to make a display of his worthiness. 
• 
[77c02t] John C. H. Wu 
PERHAPS the Way of Heaven may be likened to the stretching of a composite bow! 



The upper part is depressed, while the lower is raised. 
If the bow-string is too long, it is cut short: 
if too short, it is added to. 
The Way of Heaven diminishes the more-than-enough to supply the less-than-enough. 
The way of man is different: 
it takes from the less-than-enough to swell the more-than-enough. 
Who except a man of the Tao can put his superabundant riches to the service of the world? 
Therefore, the Sage does his work without setting any store by it, accomplishes his task without 

dwelling upon it. 
He does not want his merits to be seen. 
• 
[77c03t] D. C. Lau 
Is not the way of heaven like the stretching of a bow? 
The high it presses down, 
The low it lifts up; 
The excessive it takes from, 
The deficient it gives to. 
It is the way of heaven to take from what has in excess in order to make good what is deficient. 
The way of man is otherwise. It takes from those who are in want in order to offer this to those who 



already have more than enough. 
Who is there that can take what he himself has in excess and offer this to the empire? 
Only he who has the way. 
Therefore the sage benefits them yet exacts no gratitude, 
Accomplishes his task yet lays claim to no merit. 
Is this not because he does not wish to be considered a better man than others? 
• 
[77c04t] R. L. Wing 
The Tao in Nature 
Is like a bow that is stretched. 
The top is pulled down, 
The bottom is raised up. 
What is excessive is reduced, 
What is insufficient is supplemented. 
The Tao in Nature 
Reduces the excessive 
And supplements the insufficient. 
The Tao in Man is not so; 
He reduces the insufficient, 



Because he serves the excessive. 
Who then can use excess to serve the world? 
Those who possess the Tao. 
Therefore Evolved Individuals Act without expectation, 
Succeed without taking credit, 
And have no desire to display their excellence. 
• 
[77c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Does not the Way (Tao) of Heaven resemble drawing a bow (and aiming an arrow at the target)? 
When it is high, it will be brought down; 
When it is low, it will be raised up; 
When it is overfull, it will be diminished; 
And when it is not full, it will be supplemented. 
It is the Way of Heaven to diminish the excessive, so as to supplement the deficient. 
This is not so with the Way of man - It takes away from those who have not enough so as to supply 

those who have superabundance. 
Who can supply all the people under Heaven by diminishing the excessive? 
Only the man who has "Tao." 
Therefore the sage promotes all things, but does not think the effort as his own, 



Achieves merit, but does not claim credit for himself, 
And does not wish to parade his wisdom and ability. 
• 
[77c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
The Tao of heaven is like the bending of a bow. 
The high is lowered, and the low is raised. 
If the string is too long, it is shortened; 
If there is not enough, it is made longer. 
The Tao of heaven is to take from those who have too much and give to those who do not have 

enough. 
Man's way is different. 
He takes from those who do not have enough to give to those who already have too much. 
What man has more than enough and gives it to the world? 
Only the man of Tao. 
Therefore the sage works without recognition. 
He achieves what has to be done without dwelling on it. 
He does not try to show his knowledge. 
• 
[77c07t] Lok Sang Ho 



The Dao of Heaven is like pulling a bow. 
The top end comes down and the bottom end goes up. 
It takes away from those with surplus to spare 
and gives to those who are short. 
The way of Heaven takes away from those with surplus to spare 
and gives to those who are short. 
The way of men is just the opposite. 
It takes away from those who are short 
and offers to those who have more than enough. 
The Sage does his work but is not arrogant. 
He accomplishes but will not dwell on his accomplishments. 
He does not want to show off his accomplishments. 
• 
[77c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Isn't the law of heavens like using a bow and arrow? 
When it is aimed too high, it is lowered; when it is aimed too low, it is raised; 
When it is aimed too far, it is loosened; when it is aimed too close, it is tightened. 
The law of the heavens is to reduce the wealthy and give to the needy. 
But the law of present-day people is just the opposite: they take from the needy to give to the wealthy. 



Who can contribute the surplus to the needy? 
Only the people who follow the DAO. 
So the great men do not do things for themselves and do not claim credit when things are 

accomplished. 
They just do not want to show their goodness. 
• 
[77c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE TAO OF HEAVEN 
Like the bending of an archer's bow is the Tao of Heaven! 
It brings down that which is high, and raises up that which is depressed. 
It takes away where there is excess, and gives where there is deficiency. 
The Tao of Heaven makes all things equal. 
This Tao is not of man. 
Man takes from the needy to add to his own excess. 
Who is he that, having a superabundance, can bring it to the service of the world? 
Only he who has the Tao. 
This is why the wise man acts without expectation of reward, and completes his task without 

claiming merit. 
For thus he hides his wealth. 
• 



[77c10t] James Legge 
May not the Way (or Tao) of Heaven be compared to the (method of) bending a bow? 
The (part of the bow) which was high is brought low, and what was low is raised up. 
(So Heaven) diminishes where there is superabundance, and supplements where there is deficiency. 
It is the Way of Heaven to diminish superabundance, and to supplement deficiency. 
It is not so with the way of man. 
He takes away from those who have not enough to add to his own superabundance. 
Who can take his own superabundance and therewith serve all under heaven? 
Only he who is in possession of the Tao! 
Therefore the (ruling) sage acts without claiming the results as his; 
he achieves his merit and does not rest (arrogantly) in it: 
- he does not wish to display his superiority. 
• 
[77c11t] David Hinton 
The Way of heaven is like a drawn bow pulling down the high and raising up the low: 
it takes away where there's abundance and restores where there's want. 
The Way of heaven takes away where there's abundance 
and restores where there's want, 
but the Way of humankind isn't like that: 



it takes away where there's want 
and gives where there's abundance. 
Only a master of the Way can give abundance to all beneath heaven. 
Such a sage acts without presumption and never dwells on success: 
great worth has no need to be seen. 
• 
[77c12t] Chichung Huang 
Heaven's Tao 
Is like the fixing of a bowstring: 
Too high, lower it; 
Too low, lift it. 
More than enough, reduce it; 
Not enough, replenish it. 
Therefore, heaven's Tao 
Takes from those who have more than enough 
To replenish those who do not have enough; 
Man's way 
Takes from those who do not have enough 
To offer to those who have more than enough. 



Who can, having more than enough, 
Offer some to heaven? 
Perhaps only those who possess the Tao. 
Hence, the sage man 
Helped without possessing, 
Scored merits without claiming. 
That is how 
He did not wish to parade his worth. 
• 
[77c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
The way of heaven, 
Is it not like stretching a bow? 
What is high up is pressed down, 
What is low down is lifted up; 
What has surplus (yu yü) is reduced, 
What is deficient (pu tsu) is supplemented. 
The way of heaven, 
It reduces those who have surpluses, 
To supplement those who are deficient. 



The human way is just not so. 
It reduces those who are deficient, 
To offer those who have surpluses. 
Who can offer his surpluses to the world? 
Only a person of Tao. 
Therefore the sage works (wei) without holding on to, 
Accomplishes without claiming credit. 
Is it not because he does not want to show off his merits? 
• 
[77c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Doesn't the heavenly (highest) Tao work like the way we adjust bow and arrow in archery for 

coordination? 
When the arrow aimed too high, [the archer] lowered it; 
When the arrow aimed too low, [the archer] raised it; 
When the loop was too big, [the archer] tensed the bow; 
When the loop was too small, [the archer] loosened the bow. 
The heavenly Tao draws away from the affluent people to assist the people in need; 
Whereas human's way (natural impulse), on the contrary, is to deprive the people in need to serve the 

affluent. 



Who [on Earth] would give away extra possessions [that exceeds the needs of his diminutive physical 
self] for the cause of relieving [the needy] of the world? 

Only people who quest for Tao would respond to this [noble] calling. 
That is why I have said: 
"A Sage helps [creatures] to survive without being possessive; 
He accomplishes [good] deeds without claiming credits." 
The reason is that a Sage does not seek the celebrity status as a sage [or saint] [he seeks but the 

substantial deeds of being a sage or saint]. 
• 
[77c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Is the Way of Heaven similar to a stretched bow? 
The upper part is pressed down, while the lower is raised. 
The overfull part is reduced, the deficient part is supplemented. 
The Way of Heaven is to reduce what is overfull and to supplement what is deficient. 
The way of man is different: it reduces what is deficient and supplements what is overfull. 
Who, except the man of the Way, can put his excessive riches to the service of the world? 
Therefore, the sage does his work without saying it is done by him, accomplishes his task without 

dwelling upon it. 
He does not want his merits to be seen. 



• 
[77c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Tao of Nature is like tensing the string of a bow. 
The high parts of the string comes down, the low parts lift up. 
If it is too long, then we cut out excessive part. 
If it is too short, then we add some. 
It is Tao of Nature that excessive part is reduced and insufficient part is supplemented. 
But Tao of People is opposite. 
The poor become poorer. 
The rich become richer. 
Only those who have Te can donate their surplus to the world. 
This is why sages work but do not force their way, and succeed but do not glorify their merits. 
It is their modesty that is wise. 
• 
[77c17t] Arthur Waley 
Heaven's way is like the bending of a bow. 
When a bow is bent the top comes down and the bottom-end comes up. 
So too does Heaven take away from those who have too much, and give to those that have not enough. 
But if it is Heaven's way to take from those who have too much and give to those who have not 



enough, this is far from being man's way. 
He takes away from those that have not enough in order to make offering to those who already have 

too much. 
One there is and one only, so rich that he can afford to make offerings to all under heaven. 
Who is this? 
It is the possessor of Tao. 
If, then, the Sage 'though he controls does not lean, and when he has achieved his aim does not linger', 

it is because he does not wish to reveal himself as better than others. 
• 
[77c18t] Richard John Lynn 
The Dao of Heaven, is it not like when a bow is pulled? 
As the high end gets pulled down, the low end gets pulled up: so those who have more than enough are 

diminished, and those who have less than enough get augmented. 
The Dao of Heaven diminishes those who have more than enough and augments those who have less 

than enough, but the Dao of man is not like this, 
For it diminishes those who have less than enough in order to give to those who have more than 

enough. 
Who can take his more than enough and give it to all under Heaven? 
It is only one who has the Dao. 



Thus it is that the sage acts, yet they [the people] do not depend on him, and he achieves success yet 
takes no pride in it, for he does not want to appear as a worthy [xian]. 

• 
[77c19t] Lin Yutang 
BENDING THE BOW 
The Tao (way) of Heaven, 
Is it not like the bending of a bow? 
The top comes down and the bottom-end goes up, 
The extra (length) is shortened, the insufficient (width) is expanded. 
It is the Way of Heaven to take away from those that have too much 
And give to those that have not enough. 
Not so with man's way: 
He takes away from those that have not 
And gives it as tribute to those that have too much. 
Who can have enough and to spare to give to the entire world? 
Only the man of Tao. 
Therefore the Sage acts, but does not possess, 
Accomplishes but lays claim to no credit, 
Because he has no wish to seem superior. 



• 
[77c20t] Victor H. Mair 
The Way of heaven is like the bending of a bow - 
the upper part is pressed down, 
the lower part is raised up, 
the part that has too much is reduced, 
the part that has too little is increased. 
Therefore, 
The Way of heaven 
reduces surplus to make up for scarcity; 
The Way of man 
reduces scarcity and pays tribute to surplus. 
Who is there that can have a surplus and take from it to pay tribute to heaven? 
Surely only one who has the Way! 
For this reason, 
The sage 
acts but does not possess, 
completes his work but does not dwell on it. 
In this fashion, 



he has no desire to display his worth. 
• 
[77c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
The way of heaven is like the bending of a bow. 
The high end is pulled down and the low end is raised up. 
The excessive is diminished and the deficient is supplemented. 
It is the way of heaven to take where there is too much in order to give where there is not enough. 
The way of people is otherwise. 
They take where there is not enough in order to increase where there is already too much. 
Who will take from their own excesses and give to all under heaven? 
Only those who hold to the Tao. 
Therefore, 
the True Person 
benefits yet expects no reward, 
does the work and moves on. 
There is no desire to be considered better than others. 
• 
[77c22t] David H. Li 
The cosmos's Direction is like extending a bow. 



Aiming too high, it lowers; 
aiming too low, it raises. 
From the excessive, it takes; 
to the insufficient, it augments. 
The cosmos's Direction is to take from the excessive and augment the insufficient. 
This is not so for the direction in humans, which is to take from the insufficient to augment the 

excessive. 
Who is willing to augment [the insufficient of] the world with excesses? 
Only ones with Direction. 
Thus, 
a sage provides without expecting approbation, 
accomplishes without seeking acclamation, 
does without flaunting wisdom. 
• 
[77c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
The Way of Heaven is like the bending of a bow. 
The upper is lowered, while the lower is raised. 
The too long is shortened, while the too short is lengthened. 
The Way of Heaven is the way of balance: 



Take from that which has more 
and give to that which has less. 
The way of man is different: 
Take from those who have less 
and give to those who have more. 
Who is so abundant that he can continue to give to the world? 
Only the man who embodies the Tao and is thus inexhaustible. 
Therefore, the sage, being the fulcrum of the world, 
Benefits his people without proclaiming it, 
Accomplishes his task without dwelling on it, 
Enlightens his world without flaunting his wisdom. 
• 
[77c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Is not the superior Tao like drawing a bow? 
The high part moves downward, the low part moves upward, 
What is full is reduced, what is insufficient is filled. 
The superior Tao reduces the full, fills what is insufficient. 
Man's Tao, in contrast, takes from the insufficient and gives to the full. 
Who can take from the full and give to the insufficient? 



Only he who has the Tao can. 
Therefore, the sage does not hoard anything for himself. 
The more he helps others, the more he obtains for himself. 
The superior Tao does good, and never does evil, 
The sage's Tao acts, but never hurts others. 
• 
[77c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
The Tao of Heaven is like the tensing of a bow: 
- what is above is drawn down, 
- and what's below is drawn up, 
- what has plenty is drawn from and is given to what doesn't have enough. 
The Heavenly Tao takes from those who have too much, 
And it gives to those who have little or nothing. 
Ah, but the human way is different. 
Even the wealthiest leech the poor 
So they can have even more. 
What kind of person is it 
Who has more than they need 
And so gives it out, and gives it freely? 



Only a being that is filled with the Tao. 
• 
[77c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Does not the Tao of heaven resemble the bending of a bow (aiming): 
Pressing down the high, 
Lifting up the low, 
Reducing the excessive, 
Compensating the deficient? 
So the Tao of heaven means to compensate the deficient by reducing the excess. 
The Tao of man is different: 
It gives to one who already has more than enough by taking from one who is in want. 
Who can offer what he has in excess to the people? 
Only the man of Tao. 
Thus the sage 
Benefits all things without claiming to be their benefactor; 
Succeeds without claiming credit; 
Because he does not want to show off his wisdom. 
• 
[77c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



Isn't the Tao of Heaven like stretching a bow? 
When it is high, it presses down, 
when it is low, it lifts up. 
When it is surplus, it reduces. 
When it is deficient, it increases. 
The Tao of Mankind is the opposite: it reduces the deficiency in order to add to the surplus. 
Only the one who has the Tao offers his surplus to others. 
Therefore the sage benefits others, yet claims no gratitude, 
accomplishes his task, yet assumes no merit. 
It is only because he does not want to be considered as a virtuous person. 
• 
[77c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The way of Heaven is like the opening of the bow, 
Which flats the high, lifts the low, 
Reduces the surplus, and compensates for losses. 
The way of Heaven cuts the superfluous 
To compensate the meager. 
The way of Mankind cuts the meager 
To add to the superfluous. 



Who can have more than enough to provide for the world? 
Only the ones who are good at keeping the Way. 
Therefore, the wise person does but occupies nothing, 
Achieves but does not feel successful, 
Because he/she does not want to be praised as a sage. 
• 
[77c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Bending The Bow 
Lao Tze says, 
May not the way of Heaven be compared to bending a bow? 
The upper end is where Heaven presses down, and the bottom end is where Heaven lifts up. 
So the extra length is shortened; 
the insufficient width is expanded. 
It is the way of Heaven to reduce from those that have too much, and increase to those that have not 

enough. 
It is not so with the way of Man. 
He takes away from those who have not enough to add to those that have too much. 
Who can have too much and spare to give to the entire world? 
Only he who is enlightened in the Tao. 



Therefore the sage works without claiming his endeavor. 
He achieves his task and does not rest arrogantly in it. 
For he does not wish to display his superiority. 
• 
[77c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Is not the Tao of heaven like the drawing of a bow? 
It brings down the part which is high; it raises the part which is low; it lessens the part which is 

redundant (convex); it fills up the part which is insufficient (concave). 
The Tao of heaven is to lessen the redundant and fill up the insufficient. 
The Tao of man, on the contrary, is to take from the insufficient and give to the redundant. 
Who can take from the redundant and give to the insufficient? 
Only he who has Tao can. 
Therefore the Sage does not hoard. 
The more he helps others, the more he benefits himself; the more he gives to others, the more he gets 

himself. 
The Tao of heaven does one good but never does one harm; the Tao of the Sage acts but never 

contends. 
• 
[77c31t] Paul J. Lin 



Perhaps the Tao of heaven resembles the drawing of a bow. 
When it is high, lower it. 
When low, raise it. 
When excessive, diminish it. 
When deficient, replenish it. 
The Tao of heaven diminishes the excessive and replenishes the deficient. 
The Tao of man is not so - while decreasing the deficient, it supplies the excessive. 
Who can supply the world with overabundance? 
Only the man with Tao. 
Therefore the Sage acts without exalting his ability. 
He achieves without dwelling upon it. 
He does not want to display his superiority. 
• 
[77c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Heaven's Way is like the stringing of a bow: 
It pulls down what is high, 
it lifts up what is low, 
it takes away from what has an abundance, 
to give to what has not enough. 



Heaven's Way: 
Take away from what has an abundance, 
help along what has not enough. 
People's way is not like this: 
Take away from what has not enough, 
to offer it to what has an abundance. 
Who can have an abundance to offer the world? 
Only the one who has Tao. 
And so the Wise Person: 
Works but does not rely on this, 
achieves successes but does not dwell in them, 
has no desire to show off his worth. 
• 
[77c33t] Cheng Lin 
The way of Heaven is like the drawing of a bow! 
The bulge is levelled; 
the depression is raised; 
the excess is diminished; 
the deficiency is replenished. 



The way of Heaven is to diminish excess, and replenish deficiency. 
The way of man is the opposite. 
He robs the poor to serve the rich. 
Who can give all he has to serve the world? 
Only the follower of Truth. 
Thus the Sage gives without the wish for return; 
he achieves without claiming credit. 
Is this not because he wishes to conceal his worth? 
• 
[77c34t] Yi Wu 
Is not the way of Heaven like the stringing of a bow? 
The upper part is depressed, 
The lower part is raised; 
The too-long string is shortened, 
The too-short string is added to. 
The way of Heaven reduces excesses and makes-up deficiencies. 
The path of man is not so; 
It decreases the deficient to supply the excessive. 
Who can have more to offer to the world? 



Only the man with the Way. 
Therefore, the sage acts without taking credit, 
Achieves without attachment. 
He does not want to display his worthiness. 
• 
[77c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
The way of Dao operates like the art of archery. 
When you aim too high, you have to adjust downwards. 
When you aim too low, you have to adjust upwards. 
If the tension is excessive, you lower it. 
If the tension is inadequate, you augment it. 
The way of Dao is to take from the excess and give it to the deficient. 
In the human realm, it is totally different. 
It is the case of robbing the poor and giving it to the rich. 
Who would take from the haves and give it to the have-nots? 
Only the people who follow the way of Dao would. 
Therefore, the sage does things without ulterior motives. 
When he accomplishes, he does not claim credit. 
It is because he does not want to appear sagacious. 



• 
[77c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
The subtle Way of the universe: is it not expressed in the stretching of a bow? 
The high it presses down. 
The low it lifts up. 
The excessive it takes from. 
The deficient it gives to. 
It is the nature of this subtle truth to take from what is excessive and give to what is deficient. 
The way of man, however, is otherwise. 
It takes from those in need to give to those who already have more than enough. 
Only one of whole virtue always has something to give to others. 
Therefore, one of whole virtue does things, but does not keep them for himself; 
accomplishes his tasks, but does not cling to them. 
He has no desire to trade his virtue for people's worship. 
• 
[77c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
The course of nature is similar to the curve of a bow: 
That which is at the top is pulled down; 
That which is at the bottom is brought up. 



That which is overfull is reduced; 
That which is deficient is supplemented. 
The course of nature is to reduce what is overfull 
And to supplement what is deficient. 
The course of man is to reduce what is deficient 
And to supplement what is overfull. 
Who can supplement the overfull for the people of the world? 
Only the man of Tao can do it. 
Therefore, with the wise, work is done and no one depends on it. 
Achievements are made, but no one claims credit. 
Is he not free from wishing to show off his superiority? 
• 
[77c38t] Henry Wei 
The Way of Heaven 
T'ien Tao 
The Way of Heaven, 
Is it not like stretching the bow? 
What is high is brought low; 
What is low is pulled up; 



What is superfluous is taken off; 
What is deficient is strengthened. 
The Way of Heaven takes from what has a surplus 
To supply what has a deficit. 
The way of men acts differently. 
It takes from what has a deficit 
To serve what has a surplus. 
Who will use his surplus to serve the world? 
Only the man who is possessed of Tao. 
Thus the Sage acts but does not presume on the result; 
He achieves success but does not claim any credit. 
Doesn't this show that he dislikes showing off his worth? 
• 
[77c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
The way of Heaven - 
Isn't it like stretching a bow? 
You press down the high, 
Raise the low, 
Take away the excess, 



Add to the deficient. 
The way of Heaven 
Takes away from those who have too much and gives to those who have not enough. 
The way of man 
Is not so. 
It takes away from those who have not enough and offers to those who have too much. 
Who can have too much and offer to all under Heaven? 
Only the man of Tao can. 
Therefore the sage 
Rules without depending on anyone. 
His work is done, but he never dwells in it. 
He does not wish to show his worthiness. 
• 
[77c40t] Tao Huang 
The Tao of heaven is like drawing a bow. 
The high bends down, 
The low rises up. 
The surplus decreases, 
Insufficiency is supplied. 



So the Tao of heaven reduces what is surplus and enhances what is insufficient. 
The human Tao reduces what is insufficient and caters to the surplus. 
Who can use the surplus to benefit the heaven? 
Only those who possess Tao. 
So the sage 
Exists without ownership, 
Accomplishes without holding on. 
It is thus, without desire, that the wise see. 
• 
[77c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Is not the law of Nature like aiming with a bow? 
It brings down the high and lifts up the low; 
reduces the excessive, drawing strength; 
and increases insufficient, drawing strength. 
So that the law of Nature is to diminish the excess and supply the want. 
But the way of Man is not so: 
He robs the poor and serves the rich! 
Who can give his excessive possessions to serve the world? 
The man who possesses Dao. 



Thus a Sage ruler provided everything but did not take anything. 
He accomplished deeds but did not claim them. 
That is, he did not display his sagacity. 
• 
[77c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Heaven's Way is indeed like the bending of a bow. 
When (the string) is high, bring it down. 
When it is low, raise it up. 
When it is excessive, reduce it. 
When it is insufficient, supplement it. 
The Way of Heaven reduces whatever is excessive and supplements whatever is insufficient. 
The way of man is different. 
It reduces the insufficient to offer to the excessive. 
Who is able to have excess to offer to the world? 
Only the man of Tao. 
Therefore the sage acts, but does not rely on his own ability. 
He accomplishes his task, but does not claim credit for it. 
He has no desire to display his excellence. 
• 



[77c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Не сходно ль Дао Неба с тем, как натягивают лук? 
Сгибают его верхний конец и поднимают в то же время нижний, 
отнимают от избытка и восполняют недостаток. 
И Дао Неба восполняет недостаток, отнимая от избытка. 
Людское Дао заключается в обратном: 
ущемлять лишенного достатка и одаривать живущего в избытке. 
Кто способен одарить своим избытком Поднебесную? 
Лишь тот, кто обладает Дао. 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек не ищет для себя опоры в том, что делает, и не 

относит к себе совершенные им подвиги. 
Он не желает выставлять на обозрение свои достоинства. 
• 
[77c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Разве не напоминает Путь Неба натягивание лука? 
Что было вверху - опускается, а что было внизу - поднимается. 
Что было в избытке - уменьшается, а что было в недостатке - дополняется. 
В этом и заключается Путь Неба: уменьшать то, что в избытке, и дополнять то, что в 

недостатке. 



Путь человека, увы, не таков. 
Он уменьшает то, что и так в недостатке, и дополняет этим то, что и так в избытке. 
Кто же может дополнить Поднебесную тем, чем он владеет в избытке? 
Лишь тот, кто обладает Дао. 
Именно так поступали мудрецы и не требовали воздаяния, достигали цели и не считали 

это заслугой. 
Ибо они не хотели, чтобы их ставили выше других. 
• 
[77c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Разве природа небесного Дао-Пути не похожа на натягивание лука? 
Возвышающееся он опускает, опускающееся он возвышает, когда есть избыток, он 

отнимает его, когда есть недостаток, он восполняет его. 
Небесный Дао-Путь отнимает, когда есть излишек, и дает, когда есть недостаток. 
Но не таков путь людской, ибо он в том, чтобы отнять, когда и так недостаток, и 

прибавить, когда и так излишек. 
Кто сможет при помощи излишка прибавить нечто в Поднебесной? 
Только тот, кто обладает Дао-Путем. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый действует, не замышляя преднамеренно. 
Он обладает благими качествами и свойствами, но к ним не привязан. 



И он нисколько не намерен смотреться перед миром как мудрец. 
• 
[77c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Небесное Дао подобно натягиванию лука: 
верх в нем опускается, низ в нем поднимается, 
излишек в нем сокращается, недостаток в нем восполняется. 
Дао Неба сокращает излишек и восполняет недостаток. 
Если же взять человеческое Дао, то здесь не так: 
[оно] изымает, где недостаток, и отдает туда, где избыток. 
Кто же может, имея избыток, отдать его Поднебесной? 
Только тот, в ком [небесное] Дао. 
Вот почему совершенномудрый человек возделывает и ни на что не опирается, 
успешно завершает и не ставит себе это в заслугу. 
Он не желает выглядеть мудрым (достойным). 
• 
[77c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Небесное дао напоминает натягивание лука. 
Когда понижается его верхняя часть, поднимается нижняя. 
Оно отнимает лишнее и отдает отнятое тому, кто в нем нуждается. 



Небесное дао отнимает у богатых и отдает бедным то, что у них отнято. 
Человеческое же дао - наоборот. 
Оно отнимает у бедных и отдает богатым то, что отнято. 
Кто может отдать другим все лишнее? 
Это могут сделать только те, которые следуют дао. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый делает и не пользуется тем, что сделано, совершает подвиги 

и себя не прославляет. 
Он благороден потому, что у него нет страстей. 
• 
[77c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Небесное Тао похоже на человека, натягивающего тетиву на лук: 
высокий поднимает лук наверх, а низкий поднимает взор наверх. 
Имеющий избыток потерпит потерю. 
Страдающий недостатком будет иметь избыток. 
Потому что небесное Тао всегда отнимает у изобилующих и отдает страдающим 

недостатком. 
Человеческое Тао, впрочем, наоборот: оно отнимает от не имеющих и отдает 

изобилующим. 
Поэтому кто посвящает свой избыток всему миру, тот имеет Тао. 



Святой муж делает много, но не хвалится сделанным; 
совершает заслуги, но не признает их, потому что он не желает обнаружить свою 

мудрость. 
• 
[77c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Небесный Путь - это как натягивание на лук тетивы: 
Верхний край надо опустить вниз, 
Нижний край надо поднять вверх. 
Если слишком длинно, укоротить, 
Если слишком коротко, удлинить. 
Так и Путь Небес: отнимает лишнее и прибавляет недостающее. 
Путь же людей не таков: 
Отнимают недостающее и добавляют к тому, что в избытке. 
Кто способен, имея излишек, отдать его миру? 
Только человек Пути. 
Вот почему Премудрый человек 
Действует - и не держится за сделанное, 
Имеет успехи - и не привязан к ним, 
И не имеет желания показывать свою мудрость. 



• 
[77c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В небесном Пути нет ли подобия натягиванию лука? 
Высокое - оно придавливается. 
Низкое - оно приподнимается. 
При наличии излишка его убавляют. 
При недостаточности его восполняют. 
В небесном Пути убавляют наличие излишка и восполняют не-достаточность. 
Кто способен наличие излишка отдавать Поднебесной? 
Только тот, у кого в наличии Путь. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости в осуществлении не отождествляется, 
совершив дело, не пребывает в нем. 
Нет у него стремления проявить умелость. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Eight 
 

[78c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
In the whole world, nothing is softer and weaker than water. 
{And yet for attacking} the hard and strong, nothing can {beat} it, 
Because there is nothing you can use to replace it. 
That water can defeat the unyielding - 
That the weak can defeat the strong - 
There is no one in the whole world who doesn't know it, 
And yet {there is no one who can} put {it} into practice. 
For this reason, the words of the Sage say: 
To take on yourself the disgrace of the state - this is called being the lord of [the altars of] earth and 

grain; 
To assume responsibility for all ill-omened events in the state - this is called being the king of the 

world. 
Correct words seem to say the reverse [of what you expect them to say]. 
• 
[78c02t] John C. H. Wu 
NOTHING in the world is softer and weaker than water; 



But, for attacking the hard and strong, there is nothing like it! 
For nothing can take its place. 
That the weak overcomes the strong, and the soft overcomes the hard, 
This is something known by all, but practised by none. 
Therefore, the Sage says: 
To receive the dirt of a country is to be the lord of its soil-shrines. 
To bear the calamities of a country is to be the prince of the world. 
Indeed, Truth sounds like its opposite! 
• 
[78c03t] D. C. Lau 
In the world there is nothing more submissive and weak than water. 
Yet for attacking that which is hard and strong nothing can surpass it. 
This is because there is nothing that can take its place. 
That the weak overcomes the strong, 
And the submissive overcomes the hard, 
Everyone in the world knows yet no one can put this knowledge into practice. 
Therefore the sage says, 
One who takes on himself the humiliation of the state 
Is called a ruler worthy of offering sacrifices to the gods of earth and millet; 



One who takes on himself the calamity of the state 
Is called a king worthy of dominion over the entire empire. 
Straightforward words seem paradoxical. 
• 
[78c04t] R. L. Wing 
Nothing in the world, 
Is as yielding and receptive as water; 
Yet in attacking the firm and inflexible, 
Nothing triumphs so well. 
Because of what it is not, 
This becomes easy. 
The receptive triumphs over the inflexible; 
The yielding triumphs over the rigid. 
None in the world do not know this. 
None have the ability to practice it. 
Therefore Evolved Individuals say: 
One who accepts the disgrace of the organization 
Can be called the leader of the grain shrine. 
One who accepts the misfortunes of the organization 



Can be called the leader of the world. 
Right words appear to reverse themselves. 
• 
[78c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Nothing under Heaven is softer and weaker than water, 
But in attacking the hard and strong, no force can compare with it, 
For nothing can take its place. 
The reason why the weak can overcome the strong and the soft can overcome the hard is known to all 

the people under Heaven, 
But none would follow and practise it. 
Therefore the sage said: 
He who bears humiliation of the whole state can be the sovereign of the country. 
He who bears the disaster of the whole state can be the king of all under Heaven. 
Positive words seem to be negative. 
• 
[78c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Under heaven nothing is more soft and yielding than water. 
Yet for attacking the solid and strong, nothing is better; 
It has no equal. 



The weak can overcome the strong; 
The supple can overcome the stiff. 
Under heaven everyone knows this, 
Yet no one puts it into practice. 
Therefore the sage says: 
He who takes upon himself the humiliation of the people is fit to rule them. 
He who takes upon himself the country's disasters deserves to be king of the universe. 
The truth often sounds paradoxical. 
• 
[78c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Nothing under heaven is weaker than water. 
Yet nothing however proficient in attacking the strong can win over water. 
The reason is that nothing can lay a handle on water. 
The weak overcomes the strong; 
The soft overcomes the hard. 
All under heaven know about this dictum 
but few people can put it into practice. 
That is why the Sage says: 
"Those who take what other people discard as garbage 



is the lord of Society. 
Those who love the nation when it is in the grip of misfortune 
can claim to be the king." 
What is right often seems to be wrong. 
• 
[78c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Nothing in this world is softer than water; 
However, nothing in this world is more powerful than water in breaking the hardest things, 
And nothing in this world can replace water. 
Everyone knows this, but no one acts according to it. 
So, the great men said: 
"Those who can share the humiliation of the country can be the masters of the country; 
Those who can share the disasters of the country can be the rulers of the country." 
These truthful words sound like nonsense to present-day people. 
• 
[78c09t] Walter Gorn Old, ACCEPTING THE TRUTH 
Nothing on earth is so weak and yielding as water, but for breaking down the firm and strong it has 

no equal. 
This admits of no alternative. 



All the world knows that the soft can wear away the hard, and the weak can conquer the strong; but 
none can carry it out in practice. 

Therefore the Sage says: He who bears the reproach of his country is really the lord of the land. He 
who bears the woes of the people is in truth their king. 

The words of truth are always paradoxical! 
• 
[78c10t] James Legge 
There is nothing in the world more soft and weak than water, and yet for attacking things that are 

firm and strong there is nothing that can take precedence of it; 
- for there is nothing (so effectual) for which it can be changed. 
Every one in the world knows that the soft overcomes the hard, and the weak the strong, but no one is 

able to carry it out in practice. 
Therefore a sage has said, 
'He who accepts his state's reproach, 
Is hailed therefore its altars' lord; 
To him who bears men's direful woes 
They all the name of King accord.' 
Words that are strictly true seem to be paradoxical. 
• 



[78c11t] David Hinton 
Nothing in all beneath heaven is so soft and weak as water. 
And yet, for conquering the hard and strong, nothing succeeds like water. 
And nothing can change it: 
weak overcoming strong, 
soft overcoming hard. 
Everything throughout all beneath heaven knows this, 
and yet nothing puts it into practice. 
That's why the sage said: 
Whoever assumes a nation's disgrace is called the sacred leader of a country, 
and whoever assumes a nation's misfortune is called the emperor of all beneath heaven. 
Words of clarity sound confused. 
• 
[78c12t] Chichung Huang 
Nothing under heaven is softer and weaker than water, 
Yet, in attacking the hard and strong, 
Nothing can surpass it, 
Because nothing can replace it. 
That the soft overcome the hard, 



And the weak overcome the strong - 
None under heaven does not know it, 
Yet none can practice it. 
Hence, the sage man's saying goes: 
"He who bears the state's humiliations 
Is called lord of the land; 
He who bears the state's calamities 
Is called king of the empire." 
A positive statement sounds paradoxical. 
• 
[78c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Nothing under heaven 
Is softer (jou) and weaker (jo) than water, 
Yet nothing can compare with it 
In attacking the hard (chien) and strong (ch'iang). 
Nothing can change (i) place with it. 
That the weak overcomes the strong, 
And the soft overcomes the hard, 
No one under heaven does not know (chih), 



Though none can put it into practice. 
Therefore a sage said: 
"One who receives the filth of a state, 
Is called the Master of the Altar of the Soil and Grain; 
One who shoulders the evils of a state, 
Becomes the king under heaven." 
Straightforward words (yen) appear to be their reverse. 
• 
[78c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
The most flexible and weak (pliable) thing on Earth is water; 
But, when it comes to the feat of overpowering hardness, I have not come across anything better than 

it; 
Nothing whatsoever can substitute it for its strength. 
[The above stated fact demonstrates that] the weak (pliable) ones can win over the strong ones, and 

the flexible (adaptable) ones can conquer the rigid (steely) ones; 
[Nevertheless] this principle is difficult [for ordinary people] in the world to comprehend and utilize. 
Accordingly a Sage once said: 
"The person who could bear the insult for the sake of a state is the one who mostly deserved to be the 

lord of the people; 



The person who could endure the misfortune for the sake of a country is the most qualified one to be 
the king of the world." 

This straight talk does appear antithetical [to the established belief]! 
• 
[78c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Nothing in the world is softer and weaker than water; but, for attacking the hard and strong, there is 

nothing like it! 
For nothing can take its place. 
The weak overcomes the strong, and the soft overcomes the hard. 
This is something known by all, but practiced by none. 
Therefore, the sage says: To receive the blame of a country is to be the lord of its soil-shrines. 
To bear the calamities of a country is to be the king of the world. 
Indeed, the truth sounds like its opposite! 
• 
[78c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Nothing in the world is more flexible and adaptable than water. 
Yet, when conquering the hard and strong, nothing is better. 
This is because water does not have definite shape. 
The yielding wins over the strong. 



Flexibility wins over rigidity. 
Everybody understands this. 
But few practice it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
"Those, who can endure disgrace for their kingdom, can be the head of the kingdom; 
Those, who can accept misfortune for their kingdom, can be Emperor of the world." 
These logical words appear to be controversial. 
• 
[78c17t] Arthur Waley 
Nothing under heaven is softer or more yielding than water; but when it attacks things hard and 

resistant there is not one of them that can prevail. 
For they can find no way of altering it. 
That the yielding conquers the resistant and the soft conquers the hard is a fact known by all men, yet 

utilized by none. 
Yet it is in reference to this that the Sage said 
'Only he who has accepted the dirt of the country can be lord of its soil-shrines; only he who takes 

upon himself the evils of the country can become a king among those what dwell under heaven.' 
Straight words seem crooked. 
• 



[78c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Of all under Heaven, nothing is more soft and pliable than water, yet for attacking the hard and stiff, 

nothing can beat it, so it is impossible to take its place. 
That the soft conquers the stiff and the pliable conquers the hard, none among all under Heaven fails 

to know, yet none can practice it. 
Therefore, according to what the sage says, he who sustains disgrace on behalf of the state is referred 

to as the master of altars dedicated to the soil and grain [its rightful ruler], and he who sustains 
misfortune on behalf of the state is referred to as a sovereign for all under Heaven. 

These are true words that seem false. 
• 
[78c19t] Lin Yutang 
NOTHING WEAKER THAN WATER 
There is nothing weaker than water 
But none is superior to it in overcoming the hard, 
For which there is no substitute. 
That weakness overcomes strength 
And gentleness overcomes rigidity, 
No one does not know; 
No one can put into practice. 



Therefore the Sage says: 
"Who receives unto himself the calumny of the world 
Is the preserver of the state. 
Who bears himself the sins of the world 
Is the king of the world." 
Straight words seem crooked. 
• 
[78c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Nothing under heaven is softer or weaker than water, 
and yet nothing is better for attacking what is hard and strong, 
because of its immutability. 
The defeat of the hard by the soft, 
The defeat of the strong by the weak - 
this is known to all under heaven, yet no one is able to practice it. 
Therefore, 
in the words of the sage, it is said: 
"He who bears abuse directed against the state is called 'lord of the altars for the gods of soil and 

grain'; 
He who bears the misfortunes of the state is called the 'king of all under heaven.'" 



True words seem contradictory. 
• 
[78c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Nothing under heaven is softer or more yielding than water. 
Yet it has no equal for attacking things that are hard and stiff. 
Nothing can withstand it. 
Everyone knows that the yielding overcomes the stiff, 
and the soft overcomes the hard. 
Yet no one applies this knowledge. 
Therefore, an Old One said: 
Only a person who has accepted the country's dirt is a leader worthy to offer sacrifice at its shrines of 

earth and grain. 
Only a person who takes up the country's burdens deserves to be a leader among those who dwell 

under heaven. 
Straightforward words seem crooked. 
• 
[78c22t] David H. Li 
In the world, nothing is softer and weaker than water, yet, in combating the strong, nothing can win 

over it. 



There is nothing to replace it. 
The weak wins over the strong; the tender wins over the steely. 
No one in the world is unaware of it, yet no one follows it. 
Thus, the sage says: 
"One accepting a state's disgrace is worthy of being her governor; 
one accepting the state's misfortunes is worthy of being the king to the world." 
Rightful words appear paradoxical. 
• 
[78c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Nothing under heaven is as soft and yielding as water. 
Yet, for attacking the hard and strong, 
Nothing is better and nothing is like it. 
The yielding overcomes the unyielding; 
the soft overcomes the hard. 
Everyone under heaven knows this, 
yet no one puts it into practice. 
Therefore, the sage says: 
He who absorbs as does water the detritus of the people 
is the worthy master of the nation. 



He who flows as does water with the tides of the troubled land 
is the worthy king of the nation. 
Truth seems often paradoxical and against common sense. 
• 
[78c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
The weakest thing in the world can overcome the strongest thing in the world. 
Nothing in the world can compare with the weakness of water, whose nature is limp and submissive, 
But when it attacks the hardest and strongest of all, there is nothing more efficient, 
Since there is no alternative to it. 
The weak can overcome the strong, and the soft can conquer the tough: 
The whole world knows that, but does not abide by it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
The person who bears all the disgrace of the country can be the master of the land, 
The person who bears all the troubles of the country can be the king of the world. 
These are words of truth, 
Even though they sound like nothing more than a paradox. 
• 
[78c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
Nothing in the world is softer than water ... 



- but we know it can wear away the hardest of things. 
The supple overcomes the hard, 
And the so-called weak, the strong. 
People know this, but no one quite believes it. 
The sage always shoulders the blame, and the grief 
- that is why he is fit to rule. 
He takes on his nation like a world as if it was the world 
- and so it is. 
And the truth is that the truth is often a paradox ... 
• 
[78c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
Nothing in the world is more supple than water, 
Yet nothing is more powerful than water in attacking the hard and strong. 
Why? 
Because nothing can take its place. 
Everyone in the world knows 
That the weak is more powerful than the strong, 
That the supple is more rigid than the hard, 
Yet no one so far can put the knowledge into practice. 



That is why the sage says, 
Only he who can bear the humiliation on behalf of the state 
Can be called the great priest of the state; 
Only he who dare shoulder the responsibility for the calamity of the state 
Can be called the king of the state. 
Factual words seem ironical. 
• 
[78c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
There is nothing under Heaven softer and weaker than water, 
yet to attack the hard and the strong nothing can surpass it, nothing can take its place. 
That is why the soft overcomes the hard, the weak surpasses the strong. 
Everyone knows this, yet no one is able to practise it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
He who can take upon himself the humiliation and insults inflicted on the country is called the king 

of a state. 
He who can take upon himself the bad luck suffered by the country is called the emperor of the land 

under Heaven. 
Straightforward words often seem contrary. 
• 



[78c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Nothing is softer and weaker 
And, at the same time, stronger, than water 
While it is attacking the strong and hard in the world. 
Only water can keep being the weakest steadfastly. 
All the world knows the weak defeats the strong 
And the soft defeats the hard, 
But none can be courageous enough to do it. 
Therefore, the wise person says: 
"One who bears the worst disgrace 
Is the glorious lord of a land; 
One who suffers the worst disaster 
Is the greatest savior of a nation." 
The most truthful words always seem the most absurd. 
• 
[78c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Nothing Weaker Than Water 
Lao Tze says, 
There is nothing in the world softer and weaker than water, 



and yet for attacking things that are hard and strong, there is nothing that can surpass it. 
For there is nothing so effectual that can take its place. 
Every one in the world knows that the soft overcomes the hard, 
and the weak the strong, yet no one can put this knowledge into practice. 
Therefore a sage has said, 
'He who receives unto himself the calumny of the nation entitles himself to the lordship of the state; 
he who bears the nation's direful woes shall be looked up to as the king of the world.' 
Words that are strictly true seem to be opposed to common senses. 
• 
[78c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
The weakest things in the world can overmatch the strongest things in the world. 
Nothing in the world can be compared to water for its weak and yielding nature; yet in attacking the 

hard and the strong nothing proves better than it. 
For there is no other alternative to it. 
The weak can overcome the strong and the yielding can overcome the hard: 
This all the world knows but does not practise. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
He who sustains all the reproaches of the country can be the master of the land; 
He who sustains all the calamities of the country can be the king of the world. 



These are words of truth, 
Though they seem paradoxical. 
• 
[78c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Nothing in the world is softer and weaker than water. 
Yet, in attacking the hard and strong, nothing can surpass it. 
Because nothing can exchange places with it, 
Use weakness to overcome strength, 
Use softness to overcome hardness. 
None in the world do not know this. 
But none can practice it. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
To suffer dishonor for the state 
is to be the lord of the community; 
To bear the calamity of the state 
is to be the king of the world. 
True words seem paradoxical. 
• 
[78c32t] Michael LaFargue 



Nothing in the world is Softer or Weaker than water. 
But when it attacks what is hard and strong, 
none of them can win out, 
because they have no way of affecting it. 
Softness overcomes what is hard, 
Weakness overcomes what is unyielding. 
Everyone in the world understands it, 
no one can practice it. 
And so the Wise Person says: 
Taking on a state's dirt makes one lord of its earth altars, 
taking on a state's misfortunes makes one King of the world. 
Right words seem the opposite. 
• 
[78c33t] Cheng Lin 
There is nothing in this world more supple and pliant than water. 
Yet even the most hard and stiff cannot overcome it. 
This is an irrefutable truism. 
That the meek can overcome the strong, just as the supple can overcome the hard, is known to all 

people. 



Only they fail to practise it. 
A Sage once said: 
"He who can suffer humiliation for the sake of his country is qualified to rule over a State. 
He who can suffer calamities for the sake of his country is qualified to rule over an Empire." 
• 
[78c34t] Yi Wu 
Nothing in the world is softer or weaker than water, 
But those who attack the hard and strong cannot conquer it, 
Because nothing can change it. 
The weak wins over the strong, 
The soft wins over the tough. 
Everyone in the world knows this, 
But no one can practice it. 
Therefore, the sage says, 
To accept the state's sordid aspects is to be the lord of the state. 
To accept the state's ill omens is to be the king of the world. 
True words sound like their opposite. 
• 
[78c35t] Han Hiong Tan 



Nothing in the world is softer and more yielding than water. 
Nevertheless, among all things that can overcome the hard and strong, 
None is more formidable than water and none can supplant it. 
Everybody knows that the soft can overcome the hard, 
And the weak can subdue the strong, 
But few can put these into practice. 
The ancient sage once said: 
"A person who can withstand all the nation's insults, 
Is fit to be the ruler. 
A person who can endure all the misfortunes of the nation, 
Is fit to be the king of the world." 
Here lies the paradox: truthful words that are candid and self-evident may appear to be "trash talk". 
• 
[78c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Nothing in the world is softer or more yielding than water. 
But, for wearing down the hard and strong, 
there is nothing like it. 
That yielding overcomes the strong and softness overcomes the hard is something that is known by all, 
but is practiced by few. 



An ancient developed one said: 
"He who can take the troubles of the people of the world is qualified to rule the world. 
He who can tend to calamities for the sake of all beings is the right person to be the sovereign of the 

world." 
Indeed, truth seems paradoxical! 
• 
[78c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
Water is the softest and meekest thing in the world, 
Yet it is best able to overcome that which is strong and solid. 
This is the truth and cannot be changed. 
"The meek suppresses the solid, the soft suppresses the strong." 
All the people in the world know this, 
Yet they cannot apply it to their lives. 
Therefore, the wise says: 
"Those who can accept the blame for the entire nation 
Will be the leaders of the nation. 
Those who can endure the evil omens of the world 
Will be the kings of the world." 
Right expression is similar to its reversal. 



• 
[78c38t] Henry Wei 
Trust in Faith 
Ren Hsin 
Nothing in the world 
Surpasses water in softness and weakness; 
Yet among things that attack the hard and strong, 
None can do a better job than water. 
Nothing can serve as its substitute. 
Therefore the weak overcomes the strong; 
The soft overcomes the hard. 
Few in the world do not know this; 
Yet nobody is able to put it into practice. 
Therefore the Sage says: 
He who bears the blame for the ignominy of his country 
Can be called lord of the state; 
He who bears the blame for the misfortune of his country 
Can become king of the world. 
Statements of the truth seem paradoxical. 



• 
[78c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Nothing under Heaven is softer and weaker than water. 
Yet in attacking what is hard and strong 
Nothing can surpass water, 
Because nothing can destroy it. 
That the weak prevails over the strong, 
That the soft prevails over the hard - 
This everyone under Heaven knows, 
Yet none can practice it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
"He who takes on himself the shame of the state 
Is called lord of the land; 
He who takes on himself the misfortune of the state 
Is called king of all under Heaven." 
True words sound contrary. 
• 
[78c40t] Tao Huang 
Nothing in the world is softer and more supple than water. 



When confronting strength and hardness nothing can overcome it. 
Using nothing simplifies. 
Using water overcomes hardness. 
Using weakness overcomes strength. 
There is no one in the world who does not know it, but no one can apply it. 
So it is a saying of sages that: 
Whoever can bear the disgrace of the country is the ruler of the country. 
Whoever can bear the misfortune of the world is the ruler of the world. 
Truthful speech seems paradoxical. 
• 
[78c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Under heaven, there is nothing as soft as water, yet it can penetrate the hard; 
while the strong things cannot overcome it. 
Be not easy-going! 
Thus, weakness overcomes strength and softness overcomes hardness. 
Very few people in the world can understand and follow it. 
Therefore, the Sage rulers said: 
"One whose capacity can sustain blame from the whole kingdom, can be the ruler of the kingdom. 
One whose capacity can bear the calamities of the world, can be the ruler of world." 



Positive advice may use the opposite way. 
• 
[78c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
There is nothing softer and weaker than water, 
And yet there is nothing better for attacking hard and strong things. 
For this reason there is no substitute for it. 
All the world knows that the weak overcomes the strong and the soft overcomes the hard. 
But none can practice it. 
Therefore the sage says: 
He who suffers disgrace for his country 
Is called the lord of the land. 
He who takes upon himself the country's misfortunes 
Becomes the king of the empire. 
Straight words seem to be their opposite. 
• 
[78c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Слабей и мягче, чем вода, нет ничего под Небесами, но в сокрушении твердости и силы ее не 

превзойти. 
В этом ее нечем заменить. 



Слабость побеждает силу, мягкость преодолевает твердость. 
Это известно в Поднебесной всем, но претворить в деяние никто не может. 
Премудрый человек так говорит: 
Править страной - значит принять ее позор, 
царить в Поднебесной - значит принять беду своей страны. 
В правдивом слове есть подобие ему обратного. 
• 
[78c92t] А. А. Маслов 
В Поднебесной нет ничего податливее и слабее воды. 
Но в противостоянии твёрдому и сильному ничто не сравнится с ней. 
И в использовании ничто не может заменить её. 
Слабое одолеет сильное, податливое одолеет твёрдое. 
Нет в Поднебесной того, кто не знал бы об этом. 
Но нет и того, кто мог бы следовать этому. 
Именно об этом и говорили мудрецы: 
"Принимающий на себя скверну государства, зовётся правителем алтарей и амбаров. 
Принимающий на себя беды страны, зовётся властителем Поднебесной". 
Истинные слова похожи на свою противоположность. 
• 



[78c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
По мягкости и слабости своей ничто в Поднебесной не может воду превзойти. 
Но ничто не может также превзойти ее по способности атаковать и побеждать то, что 

сильно и крепко. 
И тут ничто не сможет заменить ее. 
Слабое побеждает сильное, мягкое побеждает твердое. 
И нет никого в Поднебесной, кто не мог бы этого понять, кто не мог бы этому следовать. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый говорит: 
"Кто принимает на себя всю скверну Поднебесной, становится владыкой над храмами 

зерна и предков. 
Кто принимает на себя невзгоды Поднебесной, тот становится царем всей Поднебесной". 
Правильные слова подобны их противоположности. 
• 
[78c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
В Поднебесной нет ничего мягче и слабее воды. 
Но ничто из устойчивого, крепкого и сильного не может победить ее. 
Согласно этому нет ничего, что могло бы изменить следующее: 
"Слабое побеждает сильное, мягкое побеждает твердое". 
В Поднебесной нет таких, кто не знал бы этого, но нет и таких, кто мог бы последовать 



этому. 
Вот почему совершенномудрые люди говорят: 
"Тот, кто принял на себя позор царства, 
становится главой страны и трона (земли и злаков). 
Тот, кто принял на себя беды царства, 
становится ваном Поднебесной". 
Истинное высказывание подобно парадоксу. 
• 
[78c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Вода - это самое мягкое и самое слабое существо в мире, но в преодолении твердого и 

крепкого она непобедима, и на свете нет ей равного. 
Слабые побеждают сильных, мягкое преодолевает твердое. 
Это знают все, но люди не могут это осуществлять. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый говорит: 
"Кто принял на себя унижение страны - становится государем, 
и, кто принял на себя несчастье страны - становится властителем". 
Правдивые слова похожи на свою противоположность. 
• 
[78c96t] Д. П. Конисси 



Хотя в мире нет предмета, который был бы слабее и нежнее воды, но она может 
разрушить самый твердый предмет. 

В мире нет вещи, которая победила бы воду, ибо она нежнее и слабее всех вещей. 
Известно, что слабое существо побеждает сильное, нежное - крепкое, но никто этого не 

признает. 
Святой муж говорит, что получивший (от царя) удел сделается господином; 
но принимающий на себя несчастье страны сделается царем ее. 
Голос истины противен слуху. 
• 
[78c97t] В. В. Малявин 
В целом мире нет ничего мягче и слабее воды, 
Но вода лучше всего побеждает то, что прочно и твердо, 
Ибо ничто не может ее изменить. 
То, что слабое одолеет сильное, а мягкое - твердое, 
Знает весь мир, а исполнить никто не может. 
Вот почему премудрые люди говорили: 
Кто берет на себя грязь царства, 
Может быть господином его алтарей. 
Кто берет на себя несчастья царства, 



Может быть повелителем мира. 
В прямых речах все говорится словно наоборот. 
• 
[78c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
В Поднебесной нет ничего мягче и слабее воды. 
Но при столкновении с твердостью и силой никто не способен ее победить. 
Посредством отсутствия в себе, посредством переменчивости. 
Через слабость побеждают силу. 
Через мягкость побеждают твердость. 
В Поднебесной нет никого, кто не знает. 
Нет никого, кто способен сделать. 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости говорит: 
Принимаешь на себя грязь государства. 
Это определяется: 
Хозяин главного алтаря. 
Принимаешь на себя недобрые знамения в государстве. 
Это определяется: 
Правитель Поднебесной. 



Правильность речи отталкивается от обратного. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Seventy-Nine 
 

[79c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
To make peace where there has been great resentment, there is bound to be resentment left over. 
How could this be regarded as good? 
Therefore the Sage [holds] the right tally yet makes no demands of others. 
For this reason, those who have virtue are in charge of the tally; 
Those without virtue are in charge of the taxes. 
The Way of Heaven has no favorites, 
It's always with the good man. 
• 
[79c02t] John C. H. Wu 
WHEN a great wound is healed, 
There will still remain a scar. 
Can this be a desirable state of affairs? 
Therefore, the Sage, holding the left-hand tally, 
Performs his part of the covenant, 
But lays no claims upon others. 
The virtuous attends to his duties; 



The virtueless knows only to levy duties upon the people. 
The Way of Heaven has no private affections, 
But always accords with the good. 
• 
[79c03t] D. C. Lau 
When peace is made between great enemies, 
Some enmity is bound to remain undispelled. 
How can this be considered perfect? 
Therefore the sage takes the left-hand tally, but exacts no payment from the people. 
The man of virtue takes charge of the tally; 
The man of no virtue takes charge of execution(exaction). 
It is the way of heaven to show no favouritism. 
It is for ever on the side of the good man. 
• 
[79c04t] R. L. Wing 
Even when a great resentment is reconciled, 
Some resentment must linger. 
How can this be made good? 
That is why Evolved Individuals 



Hold the left side of the contract 
And do not censure others. 
Those with Power are in charge of the contract; 
Those without Power are in charge of resolving it. 
The Tao in Nature has no favorites. 
It always works through the good person. 
• 
[79c05t] Ren Jiyu 
When an attempt has been made to reconcile two sides in great enmity, and there is surely some 

enmity remaining, 
How can this be a good thing? 
So, although the sage holds the counterfoil of receipt, 
He does not force the debtor to pay back. 
The moral man is as calm and unhurried as a bookkeeper is, 
And the immoral man is as calculating as a rent collector is (while he is collecting the rent). 
The Tao of Heaven has no partiality for any person, and always helps the good man. 
• 
[79c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
After a bitter quarrel, some resentment must remain. 



What can one do about it? 
Therefore the sage keeps his half of the bargain 
But does not exact his due. 
A man of Virtue performs his part, 
But a man without Virtue requires others to fulfill their obligations. 
The Tao of heaven is impartial. 
It stays with good men all the time. 
• 
[79c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Trying to neutralize a wrong with another wrong will never work, 
because there is bound to be some wrong left over. 
To return grievance or wrong with benevolence is 
the way to absolve a grievance. 
The Sage only sees to it that what is agreed is carried out; 
He will not lay the blame on anyone. 
The virtuous one only enforces contracts. 
The non-virtuous one imposes his will. 
The Way of Heaven will not favor any one in particular, 
But it will favor those who do good deeds. 



• 
[79c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
If you have a big feud, no matter how much you make peace, the resentment still lingers. 
How can this make you a nice person? 
Therefore, the great men did not push and harass people. 
Those who have DE do not harass people; those who do not have DE always push and harass people. 
The law of the heavens does not practice nepotism; it gives the benefit to the nice people. 
• 
[79c09t] Walter Gorn Old, KEEPING ONE'S BOND 
When a compromise is effected after a long dispute, one of the parties retains a grudge: how can this 

be called a good settlement? 
Therefore the wise man takes his part of the bond, and does not insist upon having the other. 
The virtuous man attends only to his engagements in the bond, while the man without virtue 

contrives for his own advantage. 
The Tao of Heaven has no favourites; it always aids the good man. 
• 
[79c10t] James Legge 
When a reconciliation is effected (between two parties) after a great animosity, there is sure to be a 

grudge remaining (in the mind of the one who was wrong). 



And how can this be beneficial (to the other)? 
Therefore (to guard against this), the sage keeps the left-hand portion of the record of the engagement, 

and does not insist on the (speedy) fulfilment of it by the other party. 
(So), he who has the attributes (of the Tao) regards (only) the conditions of the engagement, while he 

who has not those attributes regards only the conditions favourable to himself. 
In the Way of Heaven, there is no partiality of love; 
it is always on the side of the good man. 
• 
[79c11t] David Hinton 
You can resolve great rancor, but rancor always lingers on. 
Understanding the more noble way, 
a sage holds the creditor's half of contracts 
and yet asks nothing of others. 
Those with Integrity tend to such contracts; 
those without Integrity tend to the collection of taxes. 
The Way of heaven is indifferent, always abiding with people of nobility. 
• 
[79c12t] Chichung Huang 
In pacifying a great enmity, 



There must be some remnant enmity. 
How could that be considered good? 
Hence, the sage man 
Held the left half of the deed 
Without demanding payment from the people. 
Therefore, those who possess virtue administer deeds; 
Those who possess no virtue administer tithing. 
Heaven's Tao is unbiased; 
It always supports good men. 
• 
[79c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
In reconciling a great injury (yüan), 
There is sure to have some injury left. 
How can this be good? 
Therefore the sage holds the left tally, 
He does not blame others. 
One who has te is in charge of the tally, 
One who has no te is in charge of the tax law. 
The Tao of heaven has no partiality (ch'in), 



It is always with the good people. 
• 
[79c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Hardly any measure of reconciliation of strong animosities can drive out hostilities completely; 
Then, is there anything more one can do to achieve a satisfactory settlement? 
Accordingly, a Sage would [humble himself to] take the responsibility like a debtor, who is holding the 

left (obligatory) part of the loan contract [i.e. on a small piece of split wood or tortoise shell]; 
Thus he chooses the obligatory position to fulfill his duty but renounces his right to collect from 

debtors. 
A man with Te governs people as though he is a mortgagor; 
Whereas a man without Te governs people as though he is a mortgagee, [e.g. the nationalization of 

land and taxation of its use by the Chou Empire]; 
The heavenly Tao has no sensibility, it would not be swayed by human emotions [no matter how 

strong it is]; 
Nonetheless it always sides with good people. 
• 
[79c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
When a great resentment is healed, there will still remain a scar. 
Can this be a desirable situation? 



Therefore, the sage, holding the left-hand tally, performs his part of the covenant, but lays no claims 
upon others. 

The virtuous man holds to the tally; the virtueless man worries about collecting money of the people. 
The Way of Heaven has no favoritism, but often is on the side of the good man. 
• 
[79c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
After big conflicts are reconciled, some hostility may remain. 
Reply the resentment with kindness. 
Is it not good? 
Thus a sage keeps the creditor's deed but does not demand the payment. 
People with Te are like creditors. 
People without Te are like tax collectors. 
Tao of the nature does not discriminate. 
It constantly provides benefit to all people. 
• 
[79c17t] Arthur Waley 
To allay the main discontent, but only in a manner that will certainly produce further discontents 

can hardly be called successful. 
Therefore the Sage behaves like the holder of the left-hand tally, who stays where he is and does not go 



round making claims on people. 
For he who has the 'power' of Tao is the Grand Almoner; he who has not the 'power' is the Grand 

Perquisitor. 
'It is Heaven's way, without distinction of persons, to keep the good perpetually supplied.' 
• 
[79c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Bring harmony to great resentment, and some resentment is sure to remain. 
How could this be considered good? 
This is why the sage holds the left half of the tally 
And does not place blame on the other party. 
A person of virtue concerns himself with his contracts, 
And the person of no virtue concerns himself with scrutinizing others. 
The Dao of Heaven has no favorites but is always with the good man. 
• 
[79c19t] Lin Yutang 
PEACE SETTLEMENTS 
Patching up a great hatred is sure to leave some hatred behind. 
How can this be regarded as satisfactory? 
Therefore the Sage holds the left tally, 



And does not put the guilt on the other party. 
The virtuous man is for patching up; 
The vicious is for fixing guilt. 
But "the way of Heaven is impartial; It sides only with the good man." 
• 
[79c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Compromise with great resentment will surely yield lingering resentment; 
How can this be seen as good? 
For this reason, 
The sage holds the debtor's side of a contract and does not make claims upon others. 
Therefore, 
The man of integrity attends to his debts; 
The man without integrity attends to his exactions. 
The Way of heaven is impartial, yet is always with the good person. 
• 
[79c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Even though a truce is made between great enemies, 
some enmity is bound to remain. 
How can this be beneficial? 



Therefore, the True Person 
undertakes the obligations of the agreement but makes no claim upon others. 
The person who has Virtue shares with others. 
The person who lacks Virtue takes from others. 
The way of heaven has no favorites; 
it always remains with what is good. 
• 
[79c22t] David H. Li 
Settling a major enmity, residual enmity remains. 
Responding enmity with virtue - how can this be good? 
Thus, the sage holds the left half [of a promissory block] but does not demand payment. 
One with virtue acts like that creditor; 
one without virtue acts like the tax collector. 
The cosmos's Direction does not play favoritism. 
It [simply] provides people with goodness all the time. 
• 
[79c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
After the reconciliation of great hostilities, 
Lingering resentment always remains. 



Can this be considered a true reconciliation? 
Therefore, the sage returns injury with kindness. 
He takes the position of a giver, 
And does not make claims upon others. 
The virtuous relates to the world as if he owes the world. 
The non-virtuous relates to the world as if the world owes him. 
Though the way of Heaven is impartial, 
It always supports those who live in harmony with it. 
• 
[79c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Give love in return for fierce hatred. 
Otherwise, when the fierce hatred is forgotten, 
A little of it will still remain. 
And how can this end well? 
Therefore the sage keeps the left half of a contract, 
And does not check what the other holder has to do. 
The virtuous person acts according to the contract, 
The person who is not virtuous resorts to lawsuits and disputations. 
"The superior Tao is not biased, 



It always accompanies the virtuous person." 
• 
[79c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If you've had a real set-to with someone 
And you've tried to patch it up - 
And there's still some bitterness, what can you do? 
I tell you: repay bitterness with good. 
Those who practise Te hold credit 
- but don't demand repayment. 
Those who practise Virtue do their bit 
- and those without it will expect you to. 
The Tao of Heaven doesn't deal in nepotism - it just graces good people, like it always has and will. 
• 
[79c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
When the great enmity is allayed, 
There must be some remaining hostility; 
Even if one requites hostility with kindness, 
How can that be considered perfect? 
Therefore the sage keeps the stub of the receipt for a loan 



But never presses for payment from people. 
A man of virtue is as tolerant as the sage who keeps the stub of the receipt; 
A man of no virtue is as harsh as tax collectors. 
The Tao of heaven never shows favouritism; 
It always helps those who are good. 
• 
[79c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
When peace is made between two great rivals, 
some resentment will surely remain. 
How can this be considered a good deed? 
That is why the sage keeps his half of the agreement, 
but does not require the debt from the other party. 
That is how a man with virtue takes charge of the agreement. 
But a man without virtue requires the other to fulfil his obligation, 
like a wheel running in a rut. 
The Tao of Heaven shows no favouritism: it is always on the side of good men. 
• 
[79c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Suppression of an uprising does not eliminate the revolt. 



How can one solve the problem by suppressing? 
The wise person prefers to be the owner of debts 
Who gives for ever but presses for no paying back. 
The wise contractor gives but does not take. 
The poor contractor takes but does not give. 
The way of Heaven favors none. 
It gives all the time and only the good ones can receive. 
• 
[79c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Peace Settlement 
Lao Tze says, 
When a reconciliation is made between two parties, surely a grudge still remains in one of them. 
How can this be counted as a decent method? 
Therefore the sage guards against this method. 
He keeps the left-hand tally, and does not insist on the fulfillment of it by others. 
So he who has the attribute of the Tao keeps the tally; 
while he who has not the attribute of the Tao keeps the record of taxing. 
In the way of Heaven, there is no partiality of love; 
it is always on the side of a good man. 



• 
[79c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
Return love for great hatred. 
Otherwise, when a great hatred is reconciled, some of it will surely remain. 
How can this end in goodness? 
Therefore the Sage holds to the left half of an agreement but does not exact what the other holder 

ought to do. 
The virtuous resort to agreement; 
The virtueless resort to exaction. 
'The Tao of heaven shows no partiality; 
It abides always with good men.' 
• 
[79c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The settlement of great grudge always leaves some residue grudge! 
How can this be remedied? 
Therefore, the Sage retains the left stub of the contract, 
And does not make claims on others. 
The man with virtue keeps the contract, 
While the man without virtue collects the tax. 



The Tao of heaven plays no favoritism; 
It is always for the good man. 
• 
[79c32t] Michael LaFargue 
"When great hostilities are smoothed over, 
there is always some hostility left." 
How could this be considered good? 
And so the Wise Person: 
"Keeps hold of the left-hand contract tally, 
and doesn't make demands on others." 
One who has Te is concerned with fulfilling his contract, 
one who does not have Te concerns himself with collecting his due. 
Heaven's Way: 
Not to have personal favorites, but to be invariably good to all. 
• 
[79c33t] Cheng Lin 
When one merely tries to allay anger, the feelings of resentment may always remain. 
Only by returning injury with kindness can there be goodwill. 
Wherefore, the Sage always gives without expecting gratitude. 



The virtuous is preoccupied with the thought of how to benefit others. 
The unvirtuous is preoccupied with the thought of how to injure others. 
The way of Heaven is impartial, helping all men alike in doing good. 
• 
[79c34t] Yi Wu 
Reconciliation of a great grudge 
Surely will leave some ill-will. 
How can this be considered as good? 
Therefore, the sage holds the left-hand part of the contract and does not blame the other person. 
The man with virtue is likely to keep the contract; 
The man without virtue is likely to collect the tax. 
The way of Heaven has no favor; 
It is constantly with the good man. 
• 
[79c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
To bury the hatchet following a bitter struggle does not necessarily dispel the residual hatred. 
How can it be called a good resolution? 
The sage only carries the credit note but does not ask for the repayment. 
A person with great virtue holds the credit note but does not insist on remittance. 



The immoral person relentlessly extracts exorbitant taxes from the people. 
Although the way of Dao is impartial, it always gives succour to good people. 
• 
[79c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Even after settling a great dispute, some resentment is likely to remain. 
Can this be considered a true settlement? 
Only by cultivating the virtue of wholeness and by returning injury with kindness can there be true 

harmony. 
Therefore, one of deep virtue always gives without expecting gratitude. 
One whose virtue is deep treats the world as if he were the debtor, 
holding the left side of the tally. 
He willingly repays the world through serving his fellow man. 
One who is partially virtuous treats the world as if he were the creditor, 
holding the right side of the tally. 
He thinks the world owes him something and should repay him. 
Although the subtle Way of the universe holds no favoritism or partiality, 
it always supports those who are naturally virtuous. 
• 
[79c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 



When a serious resentment is reconciled, 
Some resentment certainly remains. 
Thus, reconciliation cannot be considered the best way. 
Although the wise holds to the contract prepared by the debtor, 
He never forces the debtor to fulfill his responsibility. 
Therefore, the man of Tê holds only to the contract, 
While the man without Tê presses for taxes. 
The way of nature is free from intimacy. 
Yet it constantly stays with the good man. 
• 
[79c38t] Henry Wei 
Observance of Obligations 
Ren Ch'i 
In allaying a great grievance, 
There is bound to be some grievance remaining. 
How can this be called good? 
Therefore the Sage holds the left tally, 
But does not urge the other party to keep his word. 
Thus the virtuous seeks to preserve the contract; 



The unvirtuous seeks to blame the other party. 
The Way of Heaven has no preferences, 
But always suits the good man. 
• 
[79c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
You allay the great discontent, 
Yet, surely, there will still remain some discontent. 
How can this be considered good? 
Therefore the sage 
Holds the left-hand tally, 
Makes no claims on the people. 
The man of Te oversees the tally, 
The man of no Te oversees tax-collection. 
The way of Heaven favors none, 
Always sides with the good man. 
• 
[79c40t] Tao Huang 
Reconciling a great hatred necessarily entails unsolved hatred. 
How can this be kindful? 



So the sage honors the left-hand tally but does not blame people. 
Before the kind Action, hold onto the tally. 
Before the kindless Action, hold onto the openness. 
The Tao of heaven is impersonal. 
It enhances those who are kind. 
• 
[79c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
When a great hatred is reconciled there must be some hatred remaining. 
How can this be made into perfection? 
Thus, the Sage ruler granted rights to the people and required no repayment from them. 
Hence, the office of a virtuous ruler is established for welfare of the people; 
while the office of a virtueless ruler is established for taxation of the people. 
The law of Nature is impartial yet it is always with the good man. 
• 
[79c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
To patch up great hatred is surely to leave some hatred behind. 
How can this be regarded as good? 
Therefore the sage keeps the left-hand portion (obligation) of a contract 
And does not blame the other party. 



Virtuous people attend to their left-hand portions, 
While those without virtue attend to other people's mistakes. 
"The Way of Heaven has no favorites. 
It is always with the good man." 
• 
[79c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Большая ненависть, когда ее смягчают, лишь делается затаенной. 
Как может это приводить к добру? 
Именно поэтому Премудрый человек дает по соглашению взаймы и, владея левой половиной 

бирки, счета никому не предъявляет. 
В ком добродетель, тот заботится о соглашении, 
в ком ее нет, следит за тем, чтобы взыскать. 
Дао Небес не ведает пристрастия и неизменно помогает добрым людям. 
• 
[79c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Даже когда утихнут великие несчастья, какая-то беда непременно останется. 
Так можно ли назвать это благом? 
Поэтому мудрецы, беря в руку левую часть [договорной] бирки, не требовали взыскания 

долгов с народа. 



Благостный человек правит через договорённость. 
Человек вне Благости правит через налоги. 
Путь Неба беспристрастен, он лишь извечно воздаёт добрым людям. 
• 
[79c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Отвечайте на гнев воздействием Блага-Дэ. 
Если смириться с великим гневом, часть гнева все еще останется непременно, разве это 

можно считать удачным приемом? 
Поэтому совершенномудрый всегда держится за левую половину договорной бирки, не 

требуя мзды от людей. 
Тот, кто владеет Благом-Дэ, тот держится за договорную бирку. 
Тот, кто не обладает Благом-Дэ, тот взыскивает плату. 
Небесный Дао-Путь не знает родственных симпатий, но постоянно творит добро для 

всех людей. 
• 
[79c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
После усмирения большого недовольства непременно остается недовольство. 
Успокоить всех можно посредством добра. 
Поэтому совершенномудрый человек, соблюдая договор, не взыскивает с людей. 



Обладающий Дэ руководствуется договором. 
Не обладающий Дэ руководствуется взиманием налогов. 
Дао Неба не роднится с таким, [оно] постоянно с человеком добра. 
• 
[79c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
После успокоения большого возмущения непременно останутся его последствия. 
Как можно назвать это добром? 
Поэтому совершенномудрый дает клятву, что он не будет никого порицать. 
Добрые стремятся к соглашению, а недобрые - к вымогательству. 
Небесное дао относится ко всем одинаково, оно всегда на стороне добрых. 
• 
[79c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
После сильной ненависти останется слабая ненависть. 
Ненавидящий, хоть слабо, не может творить добро для ненавистного. 
Святой берет от всех клятвенное свидетельство, но не притесняет никого. 
Нравственный человек соблюдает клятву, а безнравственный нарушает. 
Небесное Тао не имеет родственников, поэтому оно всегда склоняется к добрым людям. 
• 
[79c97t] В. В. Малявин 



Когда мирятся после большой ссоры, 
Непременно остается обида. 
Как можно счесть это благом? 
Вот почему премудрый человек держит левую часть договора 
И ничего не требует от других. 
Человек совершенства будет блюсти договор, 
Человек без совершенства будет собирать подати. 
"Небесный Путь не выказывает пристрастия, 
Но он всегда с добрым человеком". 
• 
[79c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Смирение в большой обиде обусловливает наличие остаточной обиды. 
Как можно таким образом осуществлять совершенствование? 
Это дает: 
Человек мудрости держит левую половину контрактной бирки и не предъявляет 

претензий к людям. 
При наличии Потенции отвечают за обязательства. 
При отсутствии Потенции ведают взиманием податей. 
В небесном Пути отсутствует родственность, а есть постоянство контакта с 



совершенствующимся человеком. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Eighty 
 

[80c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Let the states be small and people few - 
Bring it about that there are weapons for "tens" and "hundreds," yet let no one use them; 
Have the people regard death gravely and put migrating far from their minds. 
Though they might have boats and carriages, no one will ride them; 
Though they might have armor and spears, no one will display them. 
Have the people return to knotting cords and using them. 
They will relish their food, 
Regard their clothing as beautiful, 
Delight in their customs, 
And feel safe and secure in their homes. 
Neighboring states might overlook one another, 
And the sounds of chickens and dogs might be overheard, 
Yet the people will arrive at old age and death with no comings and goings between them. 
• 
[80c02t] John C. H. Wu 
AH, for a small country with a small population! 



Though there are highly efficient mechanical contrivances, the people have no use for them. 
Let them mind death and refrain from migrating to distant places. 
Boats and carriages, weapons and armour there may still be, but there are no occasions for using or 

displaying them. 
Let the people revert to communication by knotting cords. 
See to it that they are contented with their food, pleased with their clothing, satisfied with their 

houses, and inured to their simple ways of living. 
Though there may be another country in the neighbourhood so close that they are within sight of each 

other and the crowing of cocks and barking of dogs in one place can be heard in the other, 
yet there is no traffic between them, and throughout their lives the two peoples have nothing to do 

with each other. 
• 
[80c03t] D. C. Lau 
Reduce the size and population of the state. 
Ensure that even though the people have tools of war for a troop or a battalion they will not use them; 
And also that they will be reluctant to move to distant places because they look on death as no light 

matter. 
Even when they have ships and carts, they will have no use for them; 
And even when they have armour and weapons, they will have no occasion to make a show of them. 



Bring it about that the people will return to the use of the knotted rope, 
Will find relish in their food 
And beauty in their clothes, 
Will be content in their abode 
And happy in the way they live. 
Though adjoining states are within sight of one another, 
And the sound of dogs barking and cocks crowing in one state can be heard in another, 
yet the people of one state will grow old and die without having had any dealings with those of 

another. 
• 
[80c04t] R. L. Wing 
In a small organization with few people; 
Let there be ten or a hundred times 
More tools than they can use. 
Let the people value their lives 
And yet not move far away. 
Even though there are boats and carriages, 
There is no occasion to use them. 
Even though there are armor and weapons, 



There is no occasion to display them. 
Let the people again knot cords and use them. 
Their food will be pleasing. 
Their clothes will be fine. 
Their homes will be secure. 
Their customs will be joyful. 
Nearby organizations may watch each other; 
Their crowing and barking may be heard. 
Yet the people may grow old and die 
Without coming or going between them. 
• 
[80c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Let the state be small, and let the population be sparse. 
Though there are various kinds of instruments, let them not be used; 
Let the people not risk their lives, not move to distant places; 
Though there are boats and carriages, 
There is no occasion to ride in them; 
Though there are weapons and military equipment, 
There is no occasion to display them. 



Let the people return to the use of knotted cords in recording events, 
delight in their food, 
dress in beauty, 
dwell in comfort, 
and enjoy their life. 
The neighbouring states are within sight of each other, and the cries of roosters and dogs can be heard 

by one another, 
But the people do not have any contact with each other until they die of old age. 
• 
[80c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
A small country has fewer people. 
Though there are machines that can work ten to a hundred times faster than man, they are not 

needed. 
The people take death seriously and do not travel far. 
Though they have boats and carriages, no one uses them. 
Though they have armor and weapons, no one displays them. 
Men return to the knotting of rope in place of writing. 
Their food is plain and good, their clothes fine but simple, their homes secure; 
They are happy in their ways. 



Though they live within sight of their neighbors, 
And crowing cocks and barking dogs are heard across the way, 
Yet they leave each other in peace while they grow old and die. 
• 
[80c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
For a small country with a small population, 
Let there be no need to use labor-saving gadgets. 
Let people love to die where they are born 
and not want to migrate to a distant land. 
Let there be no need to use boats for long trips. 
Although the country has armed forces ready to protect the country, 
Let there be no need to display the military strength. 
Let the people find happiness in a simple life. 
Let people enjoy their good foods and fine clothing. 
Let them settle down peacefully and follow their traditions happily. 
Let neighboring nations eye one another, 
and hear the calls of poultry and dogs from the other nation. 
Let their people find sufficiency in their own lands. 
Till their death let there be no need to interact. 



• 
[80c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
The most ideal country has little land and few people; 
The people have many technologies but do not use them; 
They are afraid of death and do not migrate far. 
Even though they have boats and carriages, they do not use them; 
Even though they have weapons and soldiers, they do not fight battles. 
People go back to the ancient ways of life. 
They enjoy their own food, admire their own clothes, 
Appreciate their own peaceful lives, and love their own traditions. 
Even if the people can see neighboring countries and hear the sounds of their cocks and dogs, 
Up to their deaths, they never go there. 
• 
[80c09t] Walter Gorn Old, STANDING ALONE 
If I had a small kingdom and but ten or a hundred men of ability, I would not administrate with 

them. 
I would teach the people to look upon death as a grievous thing, and then they would not go abroad to 

meet it. 
Though they had boats and carriages, yet they would not go away in them. 



Though they had armour, yet they would never have occasion to wear it. 
The people should return to the use of the quipu. 
They should find their coarse food sweet, think their plain clothes grand, regard their homes as places 

of rest, and take delight in their own simple pleasures. 
Though the neighbouring state could be seen by us, and the crowing of the cocks and the barking of 

the dogs could be heard, yet my people would grow old, and die before ever feeling the need of having 
intercourse with it. 

• 
[80c10t] James Legge 
In a little state with a small population, I would so order it, that, though there were individuals with 

the abilities of ten or a hundred men, there should be no employment of them; 
I would make the people, while looking on death as a grievous thing, yet not remove elsewhere (to 

avoid it). 
Though they had boats and carriages, they should have no occasion to ride in them; 
though they had buff coats and sharp weapons, they should have no occasion to don or use them. 
I would make the people return to the use of knotted cords (instead of the written characters). 
They should think their (coarse) food sweet; 
their (plain) clothes beautiful; 
their (poor) dwellings places of rest; 



and their common (simple) ways sources of enjoyment. 
There should be a neighbouring state within sight, and the voices of the fowls and dogs should be 

heard all the way from it to us, but I would make the people to old age, even to death, not have any 
intercourse with it. 

• 
[80c11t] David Hinton 
Let nations grow smaller and smaller and people fewer and fewer, 
let weapons become rare 
and superfluous, 
let people feel death's gravity again 
and never wander far from home. 
Then boat and carriage will sit unused 
and shield and sword lie unnoticed. 
Let people knot ropes for notation again and never need anything more, 
let them find pleasure in their food and beauty in their clothes, peace in their homes and joy in their 

ancestral ways. 
Then people in neighboring nations will look across to each other, 
their chickens and dogs calling back and forth, 
and yet they'll grow old and die without bothering to exchange visits. 



• 
[80c12t] Chichung Huang 
A small state with few people: 
Let there be utensils ten, 
A hundred times its population 
Without being used; 
Let the people take death seriously, 
And stay away from migration; 
Let there be boats and carriages 
With no occasion to ride them; 
Let there be armor and weapons 
With no occasion to display them; 
Let the sovereign revert to tying knots 
With a rope and put it to use. 
Make their food delicious, 
Their clothes beautiful, 
Their customs joyous, 
Their habitations comfortable. 
Neighboring states may be within sight of each other, 



And sounds of roosters and dogs within hearing, 
Yet the people, to their old age and death, 
Never come and go visiting one another. 
• 
[80c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
A small state with few people. 
Let the implements (ch'ih) for ten and hundred men be unused, 
Let the people fear death such that they do not move far away. 
Although there are boats and carriages, 
There are no places to ride them to. 
Although there are weapons and armours, 
There are no occasions to display them. 
Let the people again tie ropes and use them (as memory aids). 
Let them enjoy their food, 
Consider their clothing beautiful, 
Be contented with their dwellings, 
And happy with their customs. 
The neighbouring states overlooking one another, 
The dogs' barkings and cocks' crowings are heard from other states, 



Yet till they are old and dying the people do not visit one another. 
• 
[80c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
An ideal state should be a small country sparsely populated; 
Even though there are utensils big enough to serve tens or hundreds of people there is never any need 

to use them; 
Its countrymen, passed from one generation to another, are too settled to move afar; 
There are boats and wagons, yet there is never any need to ride on them; 
Even though there are weapons and shields, there is no occasion calling for their deployment; 
People will be encouraged to return to [such simplicity of] using knotted cords for record-keeping; 
People are happy with their [simple] food and clothing; 
As well as enjoying [plain] dwellings and lore; 
Neighboring countries are within sights of one another, that even roosters' crowing and dogs' barking 

can be overheard in neighboring countries; 
Citizens of different countries will not socialize with one another even until they become old and die 

away. 
• 
[80c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
[Suppose] there is (we establish) a small country with a small population. 



Therefore there are enough tools of war for a troop or a battalion, but the people have no use for 
them. 

So the people mind death and refrain from migrating to distant places. 
Even though there are boats and carriages, they do not ride them; even though there are weapons and 

armor, they do not carry and wear them. 
The people return to the use of the knotting cords. 
They find relish with their food, beauty with their clothing, peace with their houses, and merriment 

with their ways of living. 
There is another country in the neighborhood. 
The two countries are so close that they are within sight of each other and the crowing of cocks and 

barking of dogs in one place can be heard in the other. 
Yet throughout their lives the two peoples do not travel to and fro. 
• 
[80c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
In small countries with fewer people, 
No delicate utensils are used. 
Make people fear death so that they refuse to venture far away. 
Although there are vehicles and boats, nobody uses them. 
Although there are troops and weapons, they are not deployed. 



Let people once again use knot-tying to keep records. 
Let people enjoy their food, beautify their clothes, live peacefully, and be happy with their traditions. 
Although neighboring kingdoms are within sight; and dog barks and roster crows can be heard over 

the border, but people never interfere with each other in their lifetime. 
• 
[80c17t] Arthur Waley 
Given a small country with few inhabitants, he could bring it about that though there should be 

among the people contrivances requiring ten times, a hundred times less labour, they would not use 
them. 

He could bring it about that the people would be ready to lay down their lives and lay them down 
again in defence of their homes, rather than emigrate. 

There might still be boats and carriages, but no one would go in them; 
there might still be weapons of war but no one would drill with them. 
He could bring it about that 
'The people should have no use for any form of writing save knotted ropes, should be contented with 

their food, pleased with their clothing, satisfied with their homes, should take pleasure in their rustic 
tasks. 

The next place might be so near at hand that one could hear the cocks crowing in it, the dogs barking; 
but the people would grow old and die without ever having been there'. 



• 
[80c18t] Richard John Lynn 
Let the state be small and the common folk few. 
Let there be military equipment for a company, then it would not be used. 
Let the common folk take death seriously, then they would not travel far. 
Although they had boats and carriages, they would have no occasion to ride in them. 
Although they had shields and weapons, they would have no occasion to array them for battle. 
Let the people again knot cords, then they would use them. 
They would find their food so delicious, their clothes so beautiful, their dwellings so satisfying, and 

their customs so delightful that, though neighboring states might provide distant views of each other 
and the sounds of each other's chickens and dogs might even be heard, the common folk would reach 
old age without ever going back and forth between such places. 

• 
[80c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE SMALL UTOPIA 
(Let there be) a small country with a small population, 
Where the supply of goods are tenfold or hundredfold, more than they can use. 
Let the people value their lives and not migrate far. 
Though there be boats and carriages, 



None be there to ride them. 
Though there be armor and weapons, 
No occasion to display them. 
Let the people again tie ropes for reckoning, 
Let them enjoy their food, 
Beautify their clothing, 
Be satisfied with their homes, 
Delight in their customs. 
The neighboring settlements overlook one another 
So that they can hear the barking of dogs and crowing of cocks of their neighbors, 
And the people till the end of their days shall never have been outside their country. 
• 
[80c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Let there be a small state with few people, 
where military devices find no use; 
Let the people look solemnly upon death, 
and banish the thought of moving elsewhere. 
They may have carts and boats, 
but there is no reason to ride them; 



They may have armor and weapons, 
but they have no reason to display them. 
Let the people go back to tying knots to keep records. 
Let 
their food be savory, 
their clothes beautiful, 
their customs pleasurable, 
their dwellings secure. 
Though they may gaze across at a neighboring state, and hear the sounds of its dogs and chickens, 
The people will never travel back and forth, till they die of old age. 
• 
[80c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
In a small country with few people: 
Though there are machines that would increase production ten to a hundred times they are not used. 
The people take death seriously and do not travel about. 
Though they have boats and carriages no one uses them. 
Though they have armor and weapons, there is no occasion to display them. 
The people give up writing and return to the knotting of cords. 
They are satisfied with their food. 



They are pleased with their clothes. 
They are content with their homes. 
They are happy in their simple ways. 
Even though they live within sight of another country and can hear dogs barking and cocks crowing in 

it, 
still the people grow old and die without ever coming into conflict. 
• 
[80c22t] David H. Li 
Small states. 
Few people. 
All sorts of utensils, not in use. 
The populace value death, unwilling to move. 
Vehicles available, not in use. 
Weaponry available, not on display. 
Tying knots for events. 
Superbly governed. 
Well fed, beautifully clad, serenely housed, happily serenad'd. 
Neighboring states within sights. 
Crowing and barking heard across states. 



From birth to death, no interstate communication. 
• 
[80c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Let there be small countries with few people. 
Let the people take the matter of life and death seriously, 
And let them not move too far from their birthplaces. 
Even if there are complicated devices, 
Let there be no necessity to use them. 
Even if there are boats and carriages, 
Let there be no reason to ride them. 
Even if there are armors and weapons, 
Let there be no occasion to display them. 
Let the life be so simple that 
The people return to tying knots for keeping records. 
Let them be delighted with plain food, pleased with simple clothes, satisfied with modest homes, 

joyous with natural customs. 
Though they may gaze across at a neighboring country, 
hearing the barking of its dogs and crowing of its roosters, 
they are so happy and satisfied where they are 



that they will not visit one another until the end of their days. 
• 
[80c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
Imagine a small land with few people. 
Even if it contains plenty of vessels, I will not use them. 
I will induce the people to respect death, and not to go wandering far afield. 
Even if they have boats and chariots, they will not travel in them, 
Even if they have weapons and armor, they will not bear them. 
I will bring them back to knotted cords instead of writings. 
Their food will satisfy them, 
Their clothing will please them, 
Their dwellings will be full of tranquillity, 
Their customs will be full of happiness. 
Even though the neighboring lands are within view, 
And the crowing of the roosters and the barking of the dogs from there are audible, 
The people of that small country will not go there in their lifetime. 
• 
[80c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
If a nation could be small, with few enough people 



Even if you had the means to produce more, they'd be useless. 
Such a people would know that death is real, 
And they wouldn't travel far, even if they were able to. 
They would not vaunt their army or their weaponry. 
They would count in their heads again and write by hand. 
Their food would be simple, but it would feed them; 
Their clothes would be fine, but homely 
And they would have fires in their homes. 
They would be happy with what they have! 
And even though they'd live along the border within earshot 
Of their neighbours' cocks at dawn, and the dogs barking, 
They wouldn't mind if they never went there. 
It is enough, for them, to live and let live. 
• 
[80c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
The state should be small; 
The population should be sparse. 
Tools, though of many kinds, 
Should not be used. 



Teach the people to fear death 
And not to migrate to remote places; 
Although they have ships and carts, 
They will have no need to use them; 
Although they are well armed with weapons, 
They will have no place to make them effective. 
Encourage the people to return to the condition 
Under which the knotted rope was used to record things. 
The world best ruled is a place where 
The people will have delicious food, 
beautiful clothes, 
comfortable living quarters, 
cheerful customs. 
Though within easy reach of neighbouring states, 
The dog's barking and the cock's crowing in one state are heard in another; 
The people of one state will never have dealings with those of another, 
Even if they get old and die. 
• 
[80c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 



A small country with a limited population ensures that even though the people may have many 
valuables, they do not need to use them. 

The ruler lets the people consider death as a serious matter, 
so that they will not wish to leave their homes. 
Though they have ships and carriages, they will not use them; 
and though they have soldiers and arms, there is no need to deploy them. 
The ruler lets the people return to the time of knotting ropes to record information. 
They will find pleasure in their tasteless food. 
They will find beauty in their simple clothes. 
They will find peace in their small houses. 
They will enjoy their own customs. 
They can see the neighbouring country. 
They can even hear the sounds of each other's roosters and dogs. 
They will grow old and die, but remain content never to go to the neighbouring country. 
• 
[80c28t] Liu Qixuan 
The wise person reduces the importance of governments 
And simplifies the modes of living, 
So that people use fewer tools and wares 



And treasure simplicity in their lives, 
So that, though there are vehicles, 
People do not take them. 
And, though there are weapons, 
People do not carry them. 
And, though there are records, 
Tying knots will serve the record-keeping purpose. 
Thus, the highest political achievement is one 
In which people savor their food, 
Like the beauty of their clothes, 
Appreciate their safe and peaceful homes, 
Enjoy their social customs; 
And in which roosters and dogs 
Can be heard between countries; 
But people, all their lives, 
Have no need to go across the borders. 
• 
[80c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
Perfect Government 



Lao Tze says, 
The king of men should always think that his state is little, and his people a small population. 
He would attribute the governing responsibility to ten or a hundred tribal elders. 
His government would never consider to draft people's implements for government use. 
Further, he would make his people's looking after departed ancestors estates an important duty, thus 

they would not move elsewhere. 
Though the king of men has boats and carriages, he would have no occasion to ride on them. 
Though he had buff coats and sharp weapons, he would have no occasion to use them. 
He would make the people return to their pure custom which they used in antiquity - the knotted 

cord to remember events. 
At that time, they thought their coarse food sweet; 
their plain clothes beautiful; 
their poor dwelling places restful; 
and common simple ways sources of enjoyment. 
There should be a neighboring state within sight, and the voices of fowls and dogs should be heard all 

the way from hither to thither, but the people to an old age, even to death, have no intention to visit 
each other. 

• 
[80c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 



Supposing here is a small state with few people. 
Though there are various vessels I will not have them put in use. 
I will make the people regard death as a grave matter and not go far away. 
Though they have boats and carriages they will not travel in them; 
Though they have armour and weapons they will not show them. 
I will let them restore the use of knotted cords (instead of writing). 
They will be satisfied with their food; 
Delighted in their dress; 
Comfortable in their dwellings; 
Happy with their customs. 
Though the neighbouring states are within sight 
And their cocks' crowing and dogs' barking within hearing; 
The people (of the small state) will not go there all their lives. 
• 
[80c31t] Paul J. Lin 
The state may be small; its people may be few. 
Let the people have tenfold and one-hundredfold of utensils, 
But never make use of them. 
Let the people weigh death heavily 



And have no desires to move far away. 
Though there be boats and carriages, 
No one will ride in them. 
Though there be armour and weapons, 
No one will exhibit them. 
Let the people return to tying knots and using them. 
Relish their food, 
Appreciate their clothes, 
Secure in their homes, 
Happy with their customs. 
The neighboring states will be so close that they can see each other, and hear the sounds of roosters 

and dogs. 
But the people will grow old and die, 
Without having visited each other. 
• 
[80c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Oh for a small country with few people! 
Supposing there were men with the talents of dozens and hundreds, 
but no one employed them. 



Supposing the people took death seriously, 
and did not travel far distances. 
Although there exist boats and carriages, 
they have no occasion to ride in them. 
Although there exist armor and weapons, 
they have no occasion to show them off. 
Supposing people returned to knotting cords, 
and using this as writing. 
They find their food savory, 
they find their clothes elegant, 
they are content with their homes, 
they are fond of their folkways. 
Neighboring states are in sight of one another, 
so they hear the sounds of each others' dogs and roosters - 
but people reach old age and die with no comings and goings between them. 
• 
[80c33t] Cheng Lin 
The State should be small, and its inhabitants should be few. 
Its ruler should teach the people to shun arms and weapons even though they are available. 



He should teach the people to avoid the risks of death, and to be reluctant to travel in distant 
countries. 

Thus though there might be ships and carriages, they would have no need to mount them. 
Though there might be arms and weapons, they would have no need to use them. 
He should make the people return to the state of pristine simplicity where the system of knotting 

threads was used. 
Then they would relish the food they eat; 
consider beautiful the clothes they wear; 
regard as comfortable the houses they dwell in; 
enjoy the customs they have. 
The State may be so closely situated that the barking of dogs and the crowing of cocks in one may be 

heard in the other. 
Thus the people would be content to live in their own country from the time of their birth until their 

death without thinking of foreign intercourse. 
• 
[80c34t] Yi Wu 
There can be a small state with few people. 
Let it have many vessels; the people will not use them. 
Let the people value death and not move to far places. 



Though there are boats and carriages, there is no place to ride them. 
Though there are arms and weapons, there is no place to display them. 
Let the people again tie knots of rope and use them. 
Sweet their food, 
Beautiful their clothes, 
Peaceful their living, 
Happy their customs. 
Neighboring states can see each other, 
The sounds of cocks and dogs can be heard by each other, 
But the people will grow old and die, never having visited each other. 
• 
[80c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
In a small and sparsely populated country, 
Even if there are many talented military leaders, the nation does not require their services. 
People treasure their lives and livelihoods that they loathe to emigrate. 
Although there are boats and carriages, no one wants to use them. 
While there are armour and weapons, there is no place to exhibit them. 
People revert back to ancient way of recording events by tying knots on the string. 
Their food is sumptuous. 



Their garments are beautiful. 
Their lodgings are comfortable. 
Their social mores and customs are unsophisticated but joyous. 
The neighbouring states can be sighted, and the noises of barking dogs and crowing cocks can be 

heard reciprocally. 
Yet, people will never visit each other, never in a million years. 
• 
[80c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
Let there be small communities with few inhabitants. 
The supply of vessels may be more than enough, 
yet no one would use them. 
The inhabitants would love living there so dearly that they would never wish to move to another 

place. 
They may have every kind of vehicle, 
but they would not bother to ride them. 
They may have powerful weapons, 
but they would not resort to using them. 
They would return to a simple system of cords and knots to record their simple events, 
as was done in ancient times. 



They would be content with plain food, 
pleased with simple clothing, 
satisfied with rustic but cozy homes, 
and would cling to their natural way of life. 
The neighboring country would be so close at hand that one could hear its roosters crowing and its 

dogs barking along the boundaries. 
But, to the end of their days, people would rarely trespass the territory of another's life. 
• 
[80c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
There is a kingdom which is small and sparsely populated. 
There are numerous implements, but no one uses them. 
The people love their lives and no one wants to move afar. 
Boats and carriages are available, but no one rides them. 
Fine weapons are in their possession, but no one uses them. 
The people are back in the times when knotted cords were used to record things. 
They enjoy fine delicacies and are handsome in their dress. 
They are happy with their residences and are pleased with their traditions. 
Although the next state is within sight, and the sounds of cocks crowing and dogs barking are heard, 
The people live their whole lives without traveling to and fro. 



• 
[80c38t] Henry Wei 
Independence 
Tu Li 
A state should be small in size and population. 
It should teach the people not to use arms, 
Even though arms may be found in abundance. 
It should teach the people 
To view death as a serious matter, 
And not to move to a far-away place. 
Though there are boats and carriages, 
There is no occasion to use them; 
Though there are arms and soldiers, 
There is no occasion to stage public reviews. 
The people are taught - 
To resume the practice of tying knots; 
To enjoy their daily food; 
To wear beautiful clothes; 
To enhance the comfort of their homes; 



And to take delight in their social customs. 
Neighbor states may be within sight of one another, 
And the barking of dogs and the crowing of cocks 
In one of them may be heard in the others, 
Yet the people to the end of their days, 
Do not maintain intercourse with their neighbors. 
• 
[80c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Let the state be small and its people few. 
Let the thousand contrivances go idle. 
Let the people take death seriously and not move to distant places. 
Though they may have boats and carriages, 
They will not ride in them. 
Though they may have armor and weapons, 
They will not display them. 
Let the people return to the practice of knotting cords. 
They will relish what they eat, 
Find their clothes beautiful, 
Be content in their homes, 



Delight in their customs. 
States may be within sight of one another, 
So that one may hear cocks and dogs from a neighboring state; 
Yet people will grow old and die 
Without trafficking with another state. 
• 
[80c40t] Tao Huang 
A small country has few people. 
Weapons are far more numerous than the people, but they are not used. 
Let people be serious about death and enjoy a long journey. 
Though there are carriages and boats, they are not useful for travel. 
Let people return to: 
Use the technique of knotting the rope, 
Enjoying the food, 
Appreciating the cloth, 
Delighting in customs, 
Settling into their living conditions. 
The neighboring countries are in sight. 
The sounds of dogs and chickens are heard. 



People grow old and die without interference from each other. 
• 
[80c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Prefer to rule a small kingdom with few people. 
Even though there are abundant resources, prefer to use the one tenth or one hundredth. 
Care only for their life and refrain from moving far away, even though there were war ships and 

chariots ready but no place to use them; 
and there were arms and weapons ready but no front to deploy them. 
He led them to a simple life even by use of "Knotted Cords" again, 
To be contented with their foods, be beautiful with their clothes, be satisfied with their homes and be 

happy with their customs. 
The neighboring countries are within sight of each other; 
the voices of cocks and dogs were heard from both sides. 
Yet the people might grow old and die before they would cross territories of each other. 
• 
[80c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
Let there be a small country with few people. 
Let there be ten times and a hundred times as many utensils 
But let them not be used. 



Let the people value their lives highly and not migrate far. 
Even if there are ships and carriages, none will ride in them. 
Even if there are arrows and weapons, none will display them. 
Let the people again knot cords and use them (in place of writing). 
Let them relish their food, beautify their clothing, be content with their homes, and delight in their 

customs. 
Though neighboring communities overlook one another and the crowing of cocks and barking of dogs 

can be heard, 
Yet the people there may grow old and die without ever visiting one another. 
• 
[80c91t] И. И. Семененко 
В небольшом и малолюдном государстве способствовать тому, чтобы таланты не 

использовались, даже если бы их было в десять, сто раз больше, чем обычно, и побуждать 
народ из почтения к смерти не ездить далеко. 

Появись там лодки и повозки, им не нашлось бы места для использования, 
появись там даже латы и оружие, их негде было бы расположить. 
Пусть люди снова бы завязывали на веревках узелки вместо письма и было бы им сладко 

есть, прекрасно одеваться, удобно жить и радостно изведывать свои обычаи. 
Со страною по соседству друг на друга бы глядели издалека и слушали бы друг у друга лай 



собак и крики петухов, 
но меж собою не общались бы до самой старости и смерти. 
• 
[80c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Когда государство мало, а его население невелико, пусть даже у него будет огромное 

количество оружия, - некому будет воспользоваться им. 
Люди же, в страхе смерти, не уедут в дальние места. 
Даже если у них будут корабли и повозки, они не снарядят их. 
Даже если у них будут доспехи и оружие, им не представится случая продемонстрировать 

их. 
Чтобы народ вернулся к использованию узелковых веревок [для письма], пусть 

наслаждается пищей, красуется одеждами, будет доволен жилищем и радуется жизни. 
Когда соседние владения находятся на расстоянии взаимной видимости, они слышат 

пение петухов и лай собак друг у друга, а народ доживает до старости и умирает, не ездя 
туда-сюда. 

• 
[80c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Пусть государство будет маленьким и редким население. 
Орудия в нем, даже если есть, пусть не используются вовсе. 



Пусть люди в нем относятся серьезно к смерти и не уходят далеко от дома. 
Пусть даже есть там лодки или колесницы, но ездить в них не надо. 
Пусть даже есть оружие и латы - не надо содержать их в порядке и готовности. 
Пусть люди вновь начинают завязывать узелки и применять их вместо письмен. 
Пусть будет для людей сладка их пища, и пусть одежда будет их красива. 
Пусть мирными жилища будут их, и пусть они найдут усладу в своих обычаях и нравах. 
Соседние страны пусть рядом глядят друг на друга и слушают крик петухов и лай псов у 

соседей, но люди пусть до самой старости не ходят друг к другу туда-сюда. 
• 
[80c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Пусть царства станут маленькими, а население редким, 
чтобы никакое имеющееся в неисчислимом множестве оружие не применялось, 
чтобы люди под страхом смерти далеко не переселялись. 
Хотя есть лодки и колесницы, пусть бы никто в них не садился. 
Хотя есть латники, пусть бы никто не строился в боевые порядки. 
Пусть люди вернутся к вязанию узелков на веревках и пользуются ими [вместо письма], 
наслаждаются своей пищей и любуются своей одеждой, 
спокойно себе живут и радуются своим обычаям. 
Пусть соседние царства взирают друг на друга и слушают друг у друга пение петухов и лай 



собак, 
а люди [этих царств] пусть доживают до глубокой старости и друг с другом не общаются. 
• 
[80c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Пусть государство будет маленьким, а население редким. 
Если [в государстве] имеются различные орудия, не надо их использовать. 
Пусть люди до конца своей жизни не уходят далеко [от своих мест]. 
Если [в государстве] имеются лодки и колесницы, не надо их употреблять. 
Даже если имеются воины, не надо их выставлять. 
Пусть народ снова начинает плести узелки и употреблять их вместо письма. 
Пусть его пища будет вкусной, одеяние красивым, жилище удобным, а жизнь радостной. 
Пусть соседние государства смотрят друг на друга, слушают друг у друга пение петухов и 

лай собак, а люди до самой старости и смерти не посещают друг друга. 
• 
[80c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Так как в маленьком государстве мало народа, то хотя в нем много лучших орудий, но они 

останутся без употребления и без надобности. 
Народ такого государства потеряет всякую предприимчивость и умрет на месте своего 

рождения, не двигаясь никуда. 



Если у него много возов и кораблей, то они останутся без употребления. 
Хотя он имеет благоустроенное войско, но негде выставить его. 
Он будет плесть веревку, чтобы ею оградить свое государство. 
Хотя он кушает хорошо, одевается красиво, устраивает покойное жилище и живет 

весело, но существование его будет бесполезно. 
Хотя такое государство находится с соседним в таком близком расстоянии, что слышны 

пение петухов и лай собак в нем, но сообщения между ними никогда не будет. 
• 
[80c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Лучше царству быть маленьким, а населению - редким. 
Пусть у людей будут десятки и сотни орудий, 
Но пользы от них искать не нужно. 
Пусть люди будут почтительны к смерти и не уезжают далеко от дома. 
Даже если есть лодки и повозки, пусть на них никто не ездит. 
Даже если есть пики и стрелы, пусть никто не берет их в руки. 
Пусть люди завязывают узелки вместо письма. 
Пусть люди наслаждаются едой и любуются своей одеждой, 
Имеют покой в своем жилище и радуются своим обычаям. 
Пусть будут видны соседние селения 



И оттуда доносятся лай собак и крик петухов. 
А люди до самой старости и смерти друг с другом не знаются. 
• 
[80c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Маленькое государство, скудное население. 
Пусть у народа будут десятки и сотни приспособлений-инструментов, а не применяют. 
Пусть народ придает значение смерти и не путешествует далеко. 
Хотя есть лодки и колесницы, а никто на них не ездит. 
Хотя есть вооруженные воины, а никто их не строит. 
Пусть народ вернется к письму через вязание узлов и использует его. 
Сладка его пища. 
Красива его одежда. 
Мирны его покои. 
Радостны его обычаи. 
Соседние государства глядят друг на друга. 
Петухи и собаки слышат голоса друг друга. 
А народ до старости и смерти не общается друг с другом, не приходя и не уходя. 



PSEUDO-CHAPTER Eighty-One 
 

[81c01t] Robert G. Henricks 
Sincere words are not showy; 
Showy words are not sincere. 
Those who know are not "widely learned"; 
Those "widely learned" do not know. 
The good do not have a lot; 
Those with a lot are not good. 
The Sage accumulates nothing. 
Having used what he had for others, 
He has even more. 
Having given what he had to others, 
What he has is even greater. 
Therefore, the Way of Heaven is to benefit and not cause any harm; 
The Way of Man is to act on behalf of others and not to compete with them. 
• 
[81c02t] John C. H. Wu 
SINCERE words are not sweet, 



Sweet words are not sincere. 
Good men are not argumentative, 
The argumentative are not good. 
The wise are not erudite, 
The erudite are not wise. 
The Sage does not take to hoarding. 
The more he lives for others, the fuller is his life. 
The more he gives, the more he abounds. 
The Way of Heaven is to benefit, not to harm. 
The Way of the Sage is to do his duty, not to strive with anyone. 
• 
[81c03t] D. C. Lau 
Truthful words are not beautiful; 
Beautiful words are not truthful. 
Good words are not persuasive; 
Persuasive words are not good. 
He who knows has no wide learning; 
He who has wide learning does not know. 
The sage does not hoard. 



Having bestowed all he has on others, he has yet more; 
Having given all he has to others, he is richer still. 
The way of heaven benefits and does not harm; 
The way of the sage is bountiful and does not contend. 
• 
[81c04t] R. L. Wing 
Sincere words are not embellished; 
Embellished words are not sincere. 
Those who are good are not defensive; 
Those who are defensive are not good. 
Those who know are not erudite; 
Those who are erudite do not know. 
Evolved Individuals do not accumulate. 
The more they do for others, the more they gain; 
The more they give to others, the more they possess. 
The Tao of Nature 
Is to serve without spoiling. 
The Tao of Evolved Individuals 
Is to act without contending. 



• 
[81c05t] Ren Jiyu 
Sincere words are not fine, 
Fine words are not sincere. 
A good man is not eloquent, 
An eloquent man is not good. 
He who knows does not show off his learning, 
He who shows off his learning does not know. 
The sage has nothing to reserve. 
He gains more since he does his utmost to help others, 
And gets richer since he gives all to others. 
The Tao of Heaven is beneficial to all things, but not harmful. 
The Tao of the sage is to compete against nobody in what he does. 
• 
[81c06t] Gia-fu Feng 
Truthful words are not beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not truthful. 
Good men do not argue. 
Those who argue are not good. 



Those who know are not learned. 
The learned do not know. 
The sage never tries to store things up. 
The more he does for others, the more he has. 
The more he gives to others, the greater his abundance. 
The Tao of heaven is pointed but does no harm. 
The Tao of the sage is work without effort. 
• 
[81c07t] Lok Sang Ho 
Truthful words may not be fine to hear. 
Words that are fine to hear may not be truthful. 
Good people will not want to argue 
or to defend themselves by word of mouth. 
Those who love to argue with others or to defend their beliefs 
are likely to be not so good. 
Those with insight need not be well versed in different things. 
Those who are well versed in different kinds of knowledge may not really know. 
The Sage does not set out to accumulate a fortune or merit. 
Yet as he serves the people, he becomes richer; 



and as he gives to people, he gets more. 
The way of heaven is to benefit, not hurt. 
The way of the Sage is to do his duty, and not to contest or struggle. 
• 
[81c08t] Xiaolin Yang 
Credible words do not sound pretty, pretty words are not credible. 
A nice person is not good at arguing, a person who is good at arguing is not nice. 
A person who has real knowledge does not show off, 
A person who shows off does not have real knowledge. 
Great men do not accumulate things for themselves. 
The more they do for others, the more they have, 
The more they give to others, the more they get. 
The law of the heavens is to benefit everything without harming it, 
The law of great men is to do things for the world without fighting for the credit. 
• 
[81c09t] Walter Gorn Old, THE EVIDENCE OF SIMPLICITY 
Sincere words are not grand. 
Grand words are not faithful. 
The man of Tao does not dispute. 



They who dispute are not skilled in Tao. 
Those who know it are not learned. 
The learned do not know it. 
The wise man does not lay up treasure. 
The more he expends on others, the more he gains for himself. 
The more he gives to others, the more he has for his own. 
This is the Tao of Heaven, which penetrates but does not injure. 
This is the Tao of the wise man, who acts but does not strive. 
• 
[81c10t] James Legge 
Sincere words are not fine; 
fine words are not sincere. 
Those who are skilled (in the Tao) do not dispute (about it); 
the disputatious are not skilled in it. 
Those who know (the Tao) are not extensively learned; 
the extensively learned do not know it. 
The sage does not accumulate (for himself). 
The more that he expends for others, the more does he possess of his own; 
the more that he gives to others, the more does he have himself. 



With all the sharpness of the Way of Heaven, it injures not; 
with all the doing in the way of the sage he does not strive. 
• 
[81c11t] David Hinton 
Sincere words are never beautiful and beautiful words never sincere. 
The noble are never eloquent and the eloquent never noble. 
The knowing are never learned and the learned never knowing. 
A sage never hoards: 
the more you do for others the more plenty is yours, 
and the more you give to others the more abundance is yours. 
The Way of heaven is to profit without causing harm, 
and the Way of a sage to act without contending. 
• 
[81c12t] Chichung Huang 
Truthful words are not beautiful; 
Beautiful words are not truthful. 
He who knows is not widely informed; 
He who is widely informed does not know. 
He who is good does not have much; 



He who has much is not good. 
The sage man did not accumulate, 
Exhausting himself to help the people, 
He was fuller; 
Exhausting himself to give the people, 
He was richer. 
Therefore, heaven's Tao 
Benefits without harming; 
Man's Tao 
Assists without contending. 
• 
[81c13t] Ellen M. Chen 
Truthful (hsin) words (yen) are not beautiful, 
Beautiful (mei) words are not truthful. 
The good (shan) does not distinguish, 
One who distinguishes (pien) is not good. 
One who knows (chih) does not accumulate knowledge, 
One who accumulates knowledge (po) does not know. 
The sage does not hoard. 



Having worked (wei) for his fellow beings, 
The more he possesses. 
Having donated himself to his fellow beings, 
The more abundant he becomes. 
The way of heaven, 
It benefits (li), but does not harm. 
The way of the sage, 
He works (wei), but does not contend. 
• 
[81c14t] Lee Sun Chen Org 
Truthful talks may not be beautiful, inasmuch as beautiful talks may not be truthful; 
A good person may not be good at debating, inasmuch as a good debater may not be a good person; 
A person with sound knowledge may not be encyclopedic, inasmuch as an encyclopedic person may 

not be a person with sound knowledge. 
A Sage does not accumulate [goods and properties]; 
He adheres to the principle that the more he helps others, the more [Te] he gains; 
The more he gives, the more abundant [Te] he aggregates; 
The highest (heavenly) Tao is to do good to [others] without harming them; 
The way of a Sage is to pursue [the happiness for others] without contesting them [for worldly gains]. 



• 
[81c15t] Tien Cong Tran 
Sincere words are not beautiful; beautiful words are not sincere. 
Good men are not argumentative, the argumentative are not good. 
One who knows is not erudite; the erudite one does not know. 
The sage does not take to hoarding. 
The more he lives for others, the fuller is his life. 
The more he gives, the more he abounds. 
The Way of Heaven benefits and does not harm. 
The Way of the sage works and does not compete with anyone. 
• 
[81c16t] Thomas Z. Zhang 
Credible words are not sweet; sweet words are not credible. 
Honest people do not need to argue for themselves; those who argue for themselves are not honest. 
Experts have deep knowledge about their specialties; those who try to learn everything would know 

little about each. 
Sages never accumulate wealth. 
They believe the more they give up, the more they have; 
And the more they give away, the more they accumulate. 



Tao of the Nature is this: benefiting without harming. 
Tao of People is this: achieving without rivaling. 
• 
[81c17t] Arthur Waley 
True words are not fine-sounding; 
Fine-sounding words are not true. 
The good man does not prove by argument; 
And he who proves by argument is not good. 
True wisdom is different from much learning; 
Much learning means little wisdom. 
The Sage has no need to hoard; 
When his own last scrap has been used up on behalf of others, 
Lo, he has more than before! 
When his own last scrap has been used up in giving to others, 
Lo, his stock is even greater than before! 
For Heaven's way is to sharpen without cutting, 
And the Sage's way is to act without striving. 
• 
[81c18t] Richard John Lynn 



Sincere words are not beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not sincere. 
Those who are good do not engage in disputation; 
those who engage in disputation are not good. 
Those who know are not broadly learned; 
those who are broadly learned do not know. 
The sage is not acquisitive. 
The more he does for others, the more he himself has. 
The more he gives to others, the more he himself possesses. 
The Dao of Heaven is to provide benefit without doing harm. 
The Dao of the sage is to act without causing contention. 
• 
[81c19t] Lin Yutang 
THE WAY OF HEAVEN 
True words are not fine-sounding; 
Fine-sounding words are not true. 
A good man does not argue; 
He who argues is not a good man. 
The wise one does not know many things; 



He who knows many things is not wise. 
The Sage does not accumulate (for himself). 
He lives for other people, 
And grows richer himself; 
He gives to other people, 
And has greater abundance. 
The Tao of Heaven 
Blesses, but does not harm. 
The Way of the Sage 
Accomplishes, but does not contend. 
• 
[81c20t] Victor H. Mair 
Sincere words are not beautiful, 
Beautiful words are not sincere. 
He who knows is not learned, 
He who is learned does not know. 
He who is good does not have much, 
He who has much is not good. 
The sage does not hoard. 



The more he does for others, 
the more he has himself; 
The more he gives to others, 
the more his own bounty increases. 
Therefore, 
The Way of heaven benefits but does not harm, 
The Way of man acts but does not contend. 
• 
[81c21t] Tolbert McCarroll 
Sincere words are not elegant; 
elegant words are not sincere. 
The good person does not argue; 
the person who argues is not good. 
The wise do not have great learning; 
those with great learning are not wise. 
True Persons do not hoard. 
Using all they have for others, they still have more. 
Giving all they have to others, they are richer than before. 
The way of heaven is to benefit and not to harm. 



The way of the True Person is to assist without striving in the unfolding of the story of the earth. 
• 
[81c22t] David H. Li 
Sincere words are not pretty; 
pretty words are not sincere. 
Good people are not argumentative; 
argumentative people are not good. 
Learned people are not erudite; 
erudite people are not learned. 
A sage does not hoard. 
The more he/she provides, the more he/she is enriched; 
the more he/she gives, the more he/she gains. 
The cosmos's Direction is to facilitate and not harm; 
The sage's Direction is to provide and not compete. 
• 
[81c23t] Yasuhiko Genku Kimura 
Truthful words are not always beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not always truthful. 
Virtuous people do not argue at all. 



Non-virtuous people argue incessantly. 
Those who know are not full of information. 
Those who are full of information do not know. 
The sage does not hoard material goods. 
The more he lives entirely for others, the richer his life becomes. 
The more he gives to others, the more abundant his life becomes. 
The way of Heaven is to benefit all but to harm none. 
The way of the sage is to work for all but to contend with none. 
• 
[81c24t] Chou-Wing Chohan 
He who knows does not speak, 
He who speaks does not know. 
He who speaks the truth is not arrogant, 
He who is arrogant does not speak the truth. 
He who has good qualities does not argue, 
He who argues does not have good qualities. 
He who has learned a lot does not know, 
He who knows has not learned a lot. 
Therefore the sage does not display his qualities. 



• 
[81c25t] Man-Ho Kwok 
No one likes the honest truth, 
And all fine talk falls short of it. 
Real words are never used to seduce you, 
And those that do are no good. 
The one who really knows, knows without books - 
the so-called learned know nothing. 
The sage holds nothing of himself back - 
He uses all he has for you, and that is his reward. 
He gives all he is, and that is why he's rich. 
And the Tao of Heaven 
feeds everything, and harms nothing. 
And the sage's Tao 
completes it, without doing anything. 
• 
[81c26t] Gu Zhengkun 
True words are not embellished, 
The embellished words are not true. 



A good man does not quibble; 
He who quibbles is not good. 
A man of true learning does not show off his learning; 
He who shows off his learning does not have true learning. 
The sage does not store up. 
Helping others as best as he can, 
He is helped even more. 
Giving others as much as he can, 
He becomes richer and richer still. 
The Tao of heaven benefits rather than harms all things; 
The Tao of the sage is to give rather than rob the people. 
• 
[81c27t] Chao-Hsiu Chen 
Truthful words are not beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not truthful. 
Good men do not argue. 
He who argues is not good. 
He who knows, does not learn everything. 
He who learns everything, does not know. 



The sage does not hoard. 
The more he does for others, the more he has. 
The more he gives to others, the greater his abundance. 
The Tao of Heaven gives benefit but no harm. 
The Tao of the sage accomplishes good deeds but makes no claims. 
• 
[81c28t] Liu Qixuan 
Truthful words are not beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not truthful. 
Good words are not eloquent. 
Eloquent words are not good. 
One who knows will not show off. 
One who shows off does not know. 
The wise person accumulates nothing. 
The more one does for others, the more one achieves. 
The more one gives to others, the more one receives. 
The way of Heaven benefits by harming nothing. 
The way of the wise person achieves 
And receives by accumulating nothing. 



• 
[81c29t] Shi Fu Hwang 
The Way of Heaven 
Lao Tze says, 
Sincere words are not charming and charming words are not sincere. 
Those who know the Tao do not like to dispute; 
and the disputing persons do not know the Tao. 
Wise men do not have to own vast knowledge, those with vast knowledge are not wise. 
The sage doesn't like to accumulate things for himself. 
The more he works for others, the more he possesses of his own; 
and the more he gives to others, the more blessings he receives in return. 
The way of Heaven is full of sharpness but injures no one. 
The way of sages is to make an effort but to consider not the competition. 
• 
[81c30t] Ch’u Ta-Kao 
He who knows does not speak; 
He who speaks does not know. 
He who is truthful is not showy; 
He who is showy is not truthful. 



He who is virtuous does not dispute; 
He who disputes is not virtuous. 
He who is learned is not wise; 
He who is wise is not learned. 
Therefore the Sage does not display his own merits. 
• 
[81c31t] Paul J. Lin 
Sincere words are not kind; 
Kind words are not sincere. 
One who is good will never argue; 
One who argues is not good. 
One who knows does not know all; 
One who knows all does not know at all. 
The Sage does not store things for himself. 
The more one does for others, 
The more he has for himself. 
The more one gives to others, 
The more he keeps for himself. 
The Tao of heaven is to benefit others without hurting them. 



The Tao of the Sage is to act without competing. 
• 
[81c32t] Michael LaFargue 
Sincere words are not elegant, 
elegant words are not sincere. 
Excellence is not winning arguments, 
winning arguments is not being Excellent. 
Understanding is not wide learning, 
wide learning is not understanding. 
The Wise Person does not store up for himself. 
By working for others, 
he increases what he himself possesses. 
By giving to others, 
he gets increase for himself more and more. 
"Heaven's Way: to benefit and not to harm." 
The Way of the Wise Person: to work and not contend. 
• 
[81c33t] Cheng Lin 
True words may not be specious, and specious words may not be true. 



Good words may not be convincing, and convincing words may not be good. 
Wise men may not be learned, and the learned may not be wise. 
The Sage gives without reservation. 
He offers all to others, and his life is more abundant. 
He helps all men alike, and his life is more exuberant. 
The way of Heaven is to benefit, and not to harm. 
The way of the Sage is to give, and not to strive. 
• 
[81c34t] Yi Wu 
Sincere words are not sweet; 
Sweet words are not sincere. 
The good man is not argumentative; 
The argumentative man is not good. 
The wise man is not erudite; 
The erudite man is not wise. 
The sage does not hoard. 
The more he does for others, 
The more he has for himself. 
The more he gives to others, 



The more he gains for himself. 
The way of Heaven is to benefit others, not to harm them. 
The way of the sage is to act, but not to compete with others. 
• 
[81c35t] Han Hiong Tan 
Truthful words are usually plain and not flowery. 
Embroidered words are not always truthful. 
A person who abides to the principles of Dao does not resort to sophistry. 
He who resorts to sophistry to win an argument does not follow the way of Dao. 
The erudite scholar may only have circumscribed knowledge. 
He who has extensive knowledge may not be erudite. 
The sage does not hoard. 
The more he serves others, the more he has in reserve. 
The more he gives away, the more he has in abundance. 
The predisposition of Dao is to benefit everything, and it does not cause any harm. 
The way of the sage is to accomplish but not to compete. 
• 
[81c36t] Hua-Ching Ni 
True words are not necessarily beautiful. 



Beautiful words are not necessarily truthful. 
One who is achieved does not argue, 
and one who argues is not achieved. 
One who knows the deepest truth does not need segmented information. 
One who knows vast amounts of information may not know the truth. 
One of deep virtue is not occupied with amassing material goods, 
yet the more he lives for others, the richer his life becomes. 
The more he gives, the more his life abounds. 
The subtle Way of the universe is beneficial, not harmful. 
The integral nature of a person is to extend one's virtue unconditionally and to contend with no one. 
• 
[81c37t] Chang Chung-yuan 
When words express truth, they are not refined. 
When words are refined, they do not express truth. 
One who is proficient does not depend on verbal disputation. 
One who depends on verbal disputation is not proficient. 
One who knows is not encyclopedic. 
One who is encyclopedic does not know. 
The wise does not accumulate. 



The more he works for other people, the more he gains. 
The more he shares with other people, the more he receives. 
The Tao followed by heaven is to do good and not to harm. 
The Tao followed by the wise is to work and not to claim credit. 
• 
[81c38t] Henry Wei 
Expressing the Essential 
Hsien Chih 
Truthful words do not sound sweet; 
Sweet words are not truthful. 
Good men do not argue; 
Those who argue are lacking in goodness. 
The seers of truth are not vast in learning; 
People with vast learning are not seers. 
The Sage does not hoard. 
The more he serves the people, 
The more he gains. 
The more he gives to the people, 
The more he possesses. 



The Way of Heaven is to benefit, not to harm; 
The way of the Sage is to act, not to contend. 
• 
[81c39t] Ha Poong Kim 
Trustworthy words are not beautiful, 
Beautiful words are not trustworthy. 
The good are not eloquent, 
The eloquent are not good. 
The wise are not learned, 
The learned are not wise. 
The sage stocks up nothing. 
After using for others what he has, 
He finds himself with still more. 
After giving to others what he has, 
He finds his stock even greater. 
The way of Heaven 
Is to benefit and not to harm. 
The way of the sage 
Is to rule and not to contend. 



• 
[81c40t] Tao Huang 
Trustworthy words are not beautiful. 
Beautiful words are not trustworthy. 
The knower does not know everything. 
The know-it-all knows nothing. 
Kindness is not overindulgent. 
Overindulgence is not kind. 
The sage does not collect. 
As soon as he exists for others, he has more. 
As soon as he gives to others, he has more. 
So the Tao of heaven benefits and does not harm. 
The Tao of humankind exists and does not compete. 
• 
[81c41t] Tang Zi-chang 
Truth is not beautiful; 
and beauty is not true. 
One who is right may not argue; 
and one who argues may not be right. 



One who knows the special may not know the general; 
and one who knows the general may not know the special. 
Thus, a Sage ruler never concentrated his wealth: 
What has been done for others makes him feel even better himself. 
What has been distributed to others makes him feel richer himself. 
Dao of Nature is to benefit and is not to injure. 
Dao of a Sage ruler is to serve, and is not aggressive. 
• 
[81c42t] Wing-tsit Chan 
True words are not beautiful; 
Beautiful words are not true. 
A good man does not argue; 
He who argues is not a good man. 
A wise man has no extensive knowledge; 
He who has extensive knowledge is not a wise man. 
The sage does not accumulate for himself. 
The more he uses for others, the more he has himself. 
The more he gives to others, the more he possesses of his own. 
The Way of Heaven is to benefit others and not to injure. 



The Way of the sage is to act but not to compete. 
• 
[81c91t] И. И. Семененко 
Нет красоты в правдивом слове, 
нет правды в сказанном красиво. 
Кто добр, не спорит, 
кто спорит, тот не добр. 
Пониманию чужда ученость, 
ученость далека от понимания. 
Премудрый человек не скопидом. 
Но он все больше обретает, всецело помогая людям, и неизменно богатеет, когда все людям 

отдает. 
Дао Неба, доставляя пользу, не вредит; 
Дао Премудрого человека действует без противоборства. 
• 
[81c92t] А. А. Маслов 
Искренние речи не изящны, изящные речи не искренни. 
Добрый не красноречив, красноречивый не добр. 
Мудрый не образован, образованный не мудр. 



Мудрец не накопительствует. 
Но чем больше он делает для других, тем больше прибавляется ему. 
Чем больше он даёт другим, тем богаче становится сам. 
Путь Неба - в принесении пользы без причинения вреда. 
Путь мудреца - в деянии без противостояния. 
• 
[81c93t] Е. А. Торчинов 
Достойные доверия слова не могут быть красивы. 
Красивые слова достойными доверия быть не могут. 
Достойный человек не красноречив. 
Красноречивый не может быть достойным человеком. 
Мудрец не обладает многознанием. 
Многознающий - не мудр. 
Совершенный мудрец ничего не копит. 
И чем он больше людям отдает, тем больше достается и ему. 
Чем больше у людей - тем больше у него. 
Небесный Дао-Путь приносит пользу всем, вреда же никому не причиняет. 
Путь совершенномудрого - действуя, ни с кем не враждовать. 
• 



[81c94t] А. Е. Лукьянов 
Доверительные речи не красивы, 
красивые речи не вызывают доверия. 
Добрый (искусный) не спорит, спорящий не добр (не искусен). 
Знающий не многознающ, многознающий не знающ. 
Совершенномудрый человек не накапливает, 
чем больше он делает для других, тем больше приобретает сам; 
чем больше он отдает другим, тем больше получает сам. 
Дао Неба - приносить пользу и не вредить. 
Дао совершенномудрого человека - деять, но не соперничать. 
• 
[81c95t] Ян Хин-шун 
Верные слова не изящны. 
Красивые слова не заслуживают доверия. 
Добрый не красноречив. 
Красноречивый не может быть добрым. 
Знающий не доказывает, доказывающий не знает. 
Совершенномудрый ничего не накапливает. 
Он все делает для людей и все отдает другим. 



Небесное дао приносит всем существам пользу и им не вредит. 
Дао совершенномудрого - это деяние без борьбы. 
• 
[81c96t] Д. П. Конисси 
Голос истины неизящен, а изящная речь лжива. 
Нравственный человек не красноречив, а красноречивый - лжец. 
Мудрец не знает многого, а знающий много - не мудрец. 
Святой муж ничем не запасается. 
Если запасается чем-нибудь, то для других. 
Когда он имеет что-нибудь, то все раздает другому. 
Поэтому запас его все более и более увеличивается. 
Небесное Тао полезно: оно не имеет в себе ничего вредного для людей. 
Тао святых - творить добро и не ссориться. 
• 
[81c97t] В. В. Малявин 
Правдивые слова не ласкают слух. 
Ласкающие слух речи не правдивы. 
Добрый человек не искусен в спорах. 
Тот, кто искусен в споре, - не добрый человек. 



Знающий человек не нагружен знаниями. 
Тот, кто нагружен знаниями, - не знающий человек. 
Премудрый человек не накапливает. 
Чем больше он отдает другим, тем больше имеет сам. 
Путь Неба - приносить пользу и ничему не вредить. 
Путь мудрого - действовать и не мешать другим. 
• 
[81c98t] Б. Б. Виногродский 
Верные речи не красивы. 
Красивые речи не верны. 
Совершенствующийся не рассуждает. 
Рассуждающий не совершенствуется. 
Знание - это не эрудиция. 
Эрудиция - это не знание. 
Человек мудрости не накапливает. 
Чем больше он делает для других, 
тем больше у него в наличии для себя. 
Отдавая другим, он умножает себе. 
Путь Небес приносит пользу, а не вредит. 



Путь человека мудрости в осуществлении без соперничества. 
 

• 



All English words used in corpus: 345,854(of them 11,933 distinct) 
 

a 
a, a-moral, abacus, abandon, abandoned, abandoning, abandonment, abandons, abase, abased, 

abasement, abasing, aberration, abhor, abhorred, abhorrence, abhors, abide, abided, abides, abiding, 
abilities, ability, able, ably, abnormal, abode, abodes, abolish, abolished, abound, abounding, abounds, 
about, above, abroad, abrupt, abruptly, absence, absent, absolute, absolutely, absoluteness, absolve, 
absolved, absorb, absorbed, absorbing, absorbs, absorption, abstain, abstaining, abstains, abstinence, 
abstinences, abstract, abstruse, absurd, absurdity, abundance, abundant, abundantly, abuse, abysmal, 
abyss, academic, academically, accentuate, accept, acceptance, accepted, accepting, accepts, access, 
accessible, accession, accessories, accident, accidental, acclaim, acclaimed, acclamation, acclamations, 
accommodate, accommodates, accommodating, accompanied, accompanies, accompany, accomplish, 
accomplished, accomplishes, accomplishing, accomplishment, accomplishments, accord, accordance, 
accorded, according, accordingly, accords, account, accountable, accountant, accounted, accounts, 
accrual, accrue, accrues, accumulate, accumulated, accumulates, accumulating, accumulation, 
accurate, accusation, accusations, accuse, accused, accustomed, ace, achievable, achieve, achieved, 
achievement, achievements, achieves, achieving, acknowledge, acknowledged, acknowledgement, 
acknowledging, acknowledgment, acquaintance, acquainted, acquiescent, acquiescing, acquire, 
acquired, acquires, acquiring, acquisitive, across, act, acted, acting, actings, action, action's, actionless, 



actions, activated, activates, active, actively, activities, activity, actor, acts, actual, actualise, actualities, 
actually, acute, ad, adage, adamant, adapt, adaptable, adaptation, adapted, adapteth, adapting, 
adaption, adaptive, adapts, add, added, adders, addicted, adding, address, addressed, addresses, adds, 
adept, adepts, adequate, adequately, adhere, adherence, adherents, adheres, adhering, adjoining, 
adjust, adjutant, adjutant-general, administer, administered, administers, administrate, 
administration, administrations, administrator, administrators, admirable, admiration, admire, 
admired, admires, admit, admits, admixture, admonish, admonition, ado, adopt, adopted, adopting, 
adopts, adoration, adore, adorn, adorned, adornments, adrift, adroitness, advance, advanced, 
advancement, advances, advancing, advantage, advantageous, advantages, adversary, adverse, 
adversely, adversity, advertise, advice, advisable, advise, advises, advisors, advocacy, advocate, 
advocated, advocating, afar, affair, affairs, affect, affected, affecting, affection, affections, affects, 
affiliate, affiliates, affirmation, affirmed, affirms, affix, afflict, afflicted, affliction, afflictions, affluence, 
affluent, affluently, afford, afield, afraid, after, aftermath, afterward, afterwards, again, against, age, 
age-old, agencies, agency, agenda, agents, ages, aggrandize, aggravated, aggregate, aggregated, 
aggregates, aggregation, aggress, aggression, aggressive, aggressiveness, aggressor, aggrieved, agility, aging, 
agitate, agitated, agitatedly, agitation, ago, agree, agreeable, agreed, agreement, agrees, agricultural, ah, 
ahead, ai, aid, aiding, aids, ail, ails, aim, aimed, aiming, aimless, aimlessly, aims, air, airs, airy, akin, 
alarm, alarmed, alarming, alas, albeit, alert, alias, alienate, alienated, alienates, alienating, align, 
alike, alive, aliveness, all, all-accommodating, all-comprehending, all-conquering, all-embracing, all-



embracingness, all-encompassing, all-inclusive, all-perceptive, all-perfect, all-permeating, all-
pervading, all-pervasive, all-under-heaven, allay, allayed, allaying, allegiance, alleys, alliance, allied, 
allies, allow, allowed, allowing, allows, allure, alluring, ally, allying, almoner, almost, aloft, alone, 
along, aloof, aloud, already, also, altar, altars, alter, altering, alternate, alternately, alternating, 
alternation, alternative, alternatives, although, altogether, altruistic, always, always-so, am, 
amalgamated, amass, amassed, amassing, amassment, amazingly, ambition, ambitionless, ambitions, 
ambitious, ambling, amenable, amiable, amicable, amid, amidst, amiss, amnesty, among, amongst, 
amorphous, amount, amounts, ample, amplitude, amused, an, analogically, analogy, analysed, 
analysis, analytically, analyze, analyzed, anarchic, ancestor, ancestors, ancestral, ancestry, anchor, 
anchorage, anchored, anchors, ancient, ancients, and, anger, angered, angle, angled, angles, angrily, 
angry, anguish, angular, animal, animals, animate, animating, animosities, animosity, annex, 
annexed, annexes, annihilated, annihilation, announce, announcing, annoy, annoyed, annoying, 
anomalous, anomaly, anon, anonymous, another, another's, answer, answered, answering, answers, 
antagonists, antagonized, antagonizing, antecedent, antecedes, anticipate, anticipated, anticipates, 
anticipating, anticipation, antiquity, antithesis, antithetical, anxieties, anxiety, anxious, any, anybody, 
anyhow, anymore, anyone, anyone's, anything, anytime, anyway, anywhere, ao, apace, apart, 
apartment, apartments, apathetic, aperture, apertures, aphorism, aplenty, aplomb, apocalypse, 
appalling, apparatus, apparent, apparently, appeal, appealing, appear, appearance, appearances, 
appeared, appearing, appears, appended, appetite, appliance, applicability, application, applications, 



applied, applies, apply, applying, appointed, appointing, appointment, appoints, appreciate, 
appreciated, appreciates, appreciating, appreciation, appreciative, apprehend, apprehended, 
apprehends, apprehension, apprehensive, apprentice, approach, approachable, approached, 
approaches, approaching, approbation, appropriate, appropriately, appropriating, appropriation, 
approval, approve, approves, apres, apt, arbitrarily, arbitrary, arborist, archer, archer's, archery, 
architect, are, area, aren't, arete, argue, argues, arguing, argument, argumentative, arguments, aright, 
arise, arisen, arises, arising, arithmetic, arm, arm's, arm-span, armaments, armed, armies, arming, 
armor, armors, armour, armours, arms, army, arose, around, arouse, aroused, arouses, arrange, 
arranged, arrangement, array, arrayed, arrest, arrested, arresting, arrive, arrived, arrives, arrogance, 
arrogancy, arrogant, arrogantly, arrow, arrowheads, arrows, art, artful, articles, articulate, artifice, 
artificial, artificiality, artificially, artisans, artistry, artists, artless, arts, as, ascend, ascended, ascending, 
ascends, ascent, ascertain, ascertained, ascribed, aside, ask, asked, asking, asks, aspects, aspiration, 
aspirations, aspire, aspired, aspires, aspiring, assembling, assent, assents, assert, asserting, assertions, 
assertive, assertiveness, asserts, assessment, asset, assets, assiduously, assigned, assigns, assimilates, 
assimilation, assist, assistance, assistant, assisted, assisting, assists, associate, associated, associates, 
associating, association, associations, assume, assumed, assumes, assuming, assumption, assure, 
assured, assuredly, astray, astride, astronomy, astute, asunder, at, atmosphere, atonement, atop, 
attach, attached, attachment, attachments, attack, attacked, attacking, attacks, attain, attainable, 
attained, attaining, attainment, attainments, attains, attemper, attempt, attempted, attempting, 



attempts, attend, attendants, attending, attends, attention, attentive, attentively, attentiveness, 
attenuate, attenuated, attenuates, attenuation, attire, attitude, attract, attracting, attractions, 
attractiveness, attracts, attribute, attributed, attributes, attributing, attuned, attunes, attuning, 
audible, audience, augment, augmentation, augmented, augments, augur, augurs, aura, auspices, 
auspicious, austere, authentic, authentication, authenticity, author, authoritative, authoritativeness, 
authorities, authority, automatically, avail, available, availing, avails, avarice, avaricious, avenue, 
average, avert, averted, averts, avidly, avoid, avoidances, avoided, avoiding, avoids, avows, awake, 
awaken, awakened, awakening, awarded, awards, aware, awareness, away, awe, awe-inspiring, awful, 
awkward, awkwardly, awry, ax, axe, axed, axle, aye 

b 
babble, babe, babies, baby, baby's, back, backbones, backed, backfire, backfires, background, backs, 

backward, backwards, bad, badly, badness, baffled, bag, baggage, baggage-wagon, bait, baits, balance, 
balanced, bamboo, bandit, bandit's, banditry, bandits, bane, baneful, banish, banished, banning, 
banquet, banquets, bans, bar, bard, bare, bared, barefoot, barely, bareness, bares, bargain, baring, 
barking, barkings, barks, barns, barons, barren, bars, base, based, basement, bases, bashful, bashfulness, 
basic, basic-needs, basically, basics, basin, basis, basket, basketful, basketfuls, bass, battalion, 
battalions, battered, battle, battle-front, battle-ground, battlefield, battlefields, battlefront, 
battleground, battles, battling, bayonets, be, beaming, bear, bearing, bearings, bears, beasts, beat, 
beaten, beating, beats, beauties, beautifies, beautiful, beautifully, beautify, beauty, became, because, 



beckon, beckoned, become, becomes, becoming, bed, beef, been, bees, befall, befallen, befalling, befalls, 
befitting, befogged, before, beforehand, befriend, befuddle, befuddled, began, beget, begets, begetting, 
begin, beginning, beginnings, begins, begot, begun, behalf, behave, behaved, behaves, behavior, 
behaviors, behaviour, behaviours, beheld, behind, behold, beholds, behooves, being, being's, beingless, 
beingness, beings, belated, belief, beliefs, believable, believe, believed, believes, believing, belittles, 
belittling, belli, bellicose, bellies, belligerent, bellow, bellows, bellows-chamber, bells, belly, belong, 
belonged, belongs, beloved, below, belts, bemean, bemuddles, bend, bendable, bendeth, bending, bends, 
beneath, benefactor, beneficence, beneficent, beneficial, beneficiaries, benefit, benefited, benefiting, 
benefits, benefitted, benefitting, benevolence, benevolent, benevolently, benighted, benignancy, bent, 
bequeath, bequest, bereft, beseeching, beset, best, bestow, bestowed, bestowing, bestows, bestrides, betake, 
betrays, better, between, bewail, bewailed, beware, bewilder, bewildered, bewilderment, bewitched, 
bewitchment, beyond, bias, biased, biases, bid, big, bigger, biggest, bigs, bind, binder, binding, binds, 
bird, birds, birth, birthing, birthplaces, births, bit, bite, bites, bits, bitten, bitter, bitterest, bitterness, 
bizarre, black, black's, blackened, blackness, blacksmith's, blade, blades, blame, blamed, blameful, 
blames, blameworthy, bland, blank, blanketed, blankness, blasphemy, blast, blazing, blemish, 
blemished, blemishes, blemishless, blend, blended, blending, blends, bless, blessed, blesser, blesses, 
blessing, blessings, blight, blind, blinding, blindingly, blindly, blindness, bliss, bloat, bloated, block, 
blocked, blocking, blocks, blood, bloodshed, bloodthirsty, bloody, bloom, bloomed, blossom, blossoming, 
blossomy, blow, blowing, blown, blows, blunder, blundering, blunders, blunt, blunted, blunting, blunts, 



blur, blurred, blurt, blustering, board, boards, boast, boasters, boastful, boasting, boasts, boat, boats, 
bodies, bodiless, bodily, body, bodyless, boil, boiling, boisterous, boisterously, bold, boldly, boldness, bolt, 
bolted, bolts, bona, bond, bone, bones, book, bookkeeper, books, boomerang, boomerangs, boon, boor, 
boorish, border, borderer, bordering, borders, bore, bored, boredom, boring, born, borne, borrow, bosom, 
bosoms, both, bother, bothered, bothering, bothers, bottom, bottom-end, bottomless, bought, boulevard, 
bound, boundaries, boundary, boundless, boundlessly, bounds, bountiful, bounty, bourn, bow, bow-
string, bowed, bowl, bowls, bowstring, boy, brace, brag, bragging, brags, braided, bramble, brambles, 
branch, branches, brandish, brandishing, brash, brave, braveness, bravery, bravest, brawling, brazen, 
brazenness, breach, break, breakable, breakages, breakers, breaking, breaks, breast, breath, breathe, 
breathes, breathing, breaths, breathtaking, bred, breed, breeds, breeze, brewed, brewing, briars, bribery, 
brick, bricks, brides, brief, briers, brigandage, brigands, bright, brightened, brightest, brightly, brightness, 
brilliance, brilliant, brim, brimful, brimming, brims, bring, bringers, bringing, brings, briskly, brittle, 
broad, broad-minded, broaden, broadened, broadening, broader, broadest, broadly, broken, bronze, 
brook, brooks, brought, brutalise, brute, bruteness, brutes, bucket, bud, budge, buds, buff, buffalo, 
buffalo's, buffaloes, buffalos, bugs, build, build-up, builder, building, buildings, builds, built, bulge, 
bullies, bully, bulwark, bumpkin, bumps, bumpy, burden, burdened, burdens, burdensome, burial, 
buried, buries, burn, burns, burnt, burst, bursts, bury, bush, bushes, busily, business, businesses, bustle, 
bustling, busy, but, butcher, butt, buttressed, buxiao, buy, by, by-name, by-paths, by-ways, bypaths, 
byways 



c 
cakes, calamities, calamitous, calamity, calculate, calculates, calculating, calculation, calculations, 

calculative, calculator, calculators, call, called, calling, callous, callousness, calls, calm, calmed, calmly, 
calmness, calumny, came, camouflage, camp, campaign, campaigns, camped, can, can't, canal, candid, 
cannot, canny, canon, canons, canyon, canyons, capabilities, capability, capable, capacious, capacities, 
capacity, capital, capitalise, capitals, capricious, captain, captains, capture, captured, captures, 
capturing, care, cared, career, carefree, careful, carefully, careless, carelessly, cares, caring, carnal, 
carnival, carpenter, carpenter's, carpenters, carping, carriage, carriage's, carriages, carried, carriers, 
carries, carry, carrying, cart, cart's, carts, cartwheel, carve, carved, carver, carves, carving, case, cases, 
cast, cast-off, castle, casts, casual, casually, casualties, casus, catastrophe, catastrophic, catch, catching, 
catchment, categorized, category, caters, caught, cause, caused, causes, causing, caution, cautious, 
cautiously, cavalier, cavalry, cave, cavern-like, cavernous, caves, cease, ceased, ceaseless, ceaselessly, 
ceases, ceasing, celebrate, celebrated, celebrating, celebration, celebrations, celebratory, celebrities, 
celebrity, celestial, censorious, censure, center, centered, centeredness, centers, central, centre, 
centrifugal, ceremonial, ceremonies, ceremonious, ceremony, certain, certainly, certainty, ch'a, ch'ang, 
ch'en, ch'eng, ch'i, ch'iang, ch'iao, ch'ien, ch'ien-yen, ch'ih, ch'in, ch'ing, ch'u, ch'ü, ch'üeh, ch'un, ch'ung, 
challenge, challenged, challenges, challenging, chamber, chan, chance, chances, chang, change, 
changeable, changed, changeless, changes, changing, changxin, channel, channels, chao, chaos, chaotic, 
chapter, character, characteristic, characteristics, characterizes, characters, charge, charged, chargers, 



charges, charging, chariot, charioteers, chariots, charitable, charity, charm, charming, chase, chasing, 
chasm, chattering, che, cheap, cheat, cheating, check, cheerful, cheers, chen, cheng, cherish, cherished, 
cherishes, cherishing, chi, chia-mou, chian, chiao, chickens, chief, chief-in-command, chiefs, chieftain, 
chieftains, chieh, chieh-jan, chien, chih, child, child's, childhood, childlike, childlike-heartedness, 
children, chills, chime, chimes, chin, ching, chip, chipped, chipping, chips, chisel, chiu, cho, choice, 
choices, choke, choked, choose, chooses, choosing, chop, chopper, chopping, chose, chosen, chou, chu, 
chüeh, chün, chün-tzu, chuckle, chung, churned, circle, circles, circuitous, circular, circumference, 
circumscribed, circumspect, circumstance, circumstances, cistern, cities, citizen, citizens, city, civil, 
civilian, civilization, civilizing, clad, claim, claimed, claiming, claims, clan, clans, clarified, clarifies, 
clarify, clarity, clash, clasp, clasps, class, classed, classes, classics, classify, clatter, claw, clawed, clawing, 
claws, clay, clean, cleaning, cleanliness, cleanse, cleansed, cleansing, clear, clear-cut, clear-headed, 
clear-minded, clear-sighted, clear-sightedness, clearheaded, clearing, clearly, clears, cleaves, clerks, 
clever, cleverest, cleverness, cliff, climax, climb, climbed, climbing, cling, clinging, clings, cloak, cloaks, 
clod, close, closed, closely, closer, closers, closes, closest, closing, closure, cloth, clothed, clothes, clothing, 
cloud, cloudbursts, cloudy, cloy, clue, clumsiness, clumsy, co-exist, coaches, coalesces, coarse, coarse-
looking, coat, coats, cock's, cocks, code, codes, coequally, coerce, coerced, coerces, coercing, coercion, 
coexist, coexistence, cognitive, cognizant, coherently, cohesive, cold, cold-hearted, coldly, coldness, 
collapse, collect, collecting, collection, collective, collector, collectors, collects, color, colored, colorful, 
colorless, colors, colossal, colour, colour's, coloured, colours, combat, combatant, combating, combative, 



combination, combinations, combine, combined, combining, come, comes, comfort, comfortable, 
comforted, comforts, coming, coming-into-being, comings, command, command-in-chief, commanded, 
commander, commander-in-chief, commandership, commanding, commands, commemorate, 
commence, commenced, commencement, commendation, commended, comment, comments, commit, 
commitment, commitments, commits, committed, committedly, committing, commixed, common, 
commoners, commonest, commonly, commonplace, commons, commonwealth, commotion, 
commotions, communication, communities, community, companion, companions, company, 
comparable, compare, compared, comparison, compassion, compassionate, compatible, compelled, 
compelling, compels, compensate, compensated, compensates, compensating, compete, competence, 
competent, competes, competing, competition, competitive, competitor, complacency, complacent, 
complain, complained, complaint, complaints, complaisance, complement, complementariness, 
complementarity, complementary, complements, complete, completed, completely, completeness, 
completes, completing, completion, complex, complexion, complexity, compliance, compliant, 
complicate, complicated, complications, compliment, comply, composed, composite, compositions, 
comprehend, comprehended, comprehending, comprehends, comprehension, comprehensive, 
comprehensively, comprehensiveness, compress, compressed, compromise, compromised, compulsion, 
compulsively, computation, comrades, concave, conceal, concealed, concealing, concealment, conceals, 
conceit, conceited, conceive, conceived, concentrate, concentrated, concentrates, concentrating, 
concentration, concept, conception, conceptions, concepts, conceptual, concern, concerned, concerning, 



concerns, conclude, conclusion, concomitant, concomitants, concord, concordance, concords, 
concourse, concrete, concurrently, condemn, condemnable, condensed, condescend, condescending, 
condescension, condition, conditioned, conditions, condone, conduct, conducted, conducting, 
conductor, conducts, conferred, confers, confess, confidence, confident, confidently, configuration, 
confine, confined, confirmable, confirmations, conflict, conflicts, confluence, conform, conformability, 
conformance, conformation, conformed, conforming, conformity, conforms, confounded, confront, 
confrontation, confrontational, confrontations, confronted, confronting, confronts, confuse, confused, 
confusedly, confuses, confusing, confusion, confusions, congress, congruent, congruity, conjecture, 
conjectured, conjoin, conjointly, conjugate, conjugation, conjures, connect, connected, connections, 
connivingly, connote, conquer, conquered, conquering, conqueror, conquerors, conquers, conquest, 
conquests, conscience, conscientiously, conscious, consciously, consciousness, consensus, consent, 
consequence, consequences, consequent, consequently, conservative, conserve, conserves, conserving, 
consider, considerate, consideration, considered, considering, considers, consigned, consist, consistence, 
consistent, consists, consolidate, consolidating, consonance, consonants, consorting, conspicuous, 
conspirator, conspire, constancy, constant, constantly, constants, constitute, constitutes, constitution, 
constrain, constrained, constrainedly, constraining, constrict, constricting, construct, constructed, 
construction, constructive, construe, construed, consulting, consults, consume, consumed, consumes, 
consummate, consumption, contact, contacts, contagion, contagious, contain, contained, container, 
containers, containing, containment, contains, contaminated, contamination, contemned, 



contemplate, contemplates, contemplating, contempt, contemptuous, contend, contending, contends, 
content, contented, contention, contentious, contentment, contents, contest, contestants, contested, 
contesting, contests, contiguous, continual, continually, continue, continued, continues, continuing, 
continuity, continuous, continuously, continuum, contour, contract, contracted, contracting, 
contraction, contractor, contracts, contradiction, contradictory, contraries, contrarily, contrariness, 
contrary, contrast, contrasting, contrasts, contribute, contributing, contribution, contributions, 
contrivance, contrivances, contrive, contrives, contriving, control, controlled, controlling, controls, 
controversial, convenience, conveniently, convention, conventional, converge, converged, converges, 
converging, conversant, conversation, conversely, convex, convey, conveys, convinced, convincing, cook, 
cooking, cool, coolness, cools, cooperate, coordination, cope, coped, copies, copious, copulation, copy, 
cord, cords, core, corner, cornerless, corners, cornucopia, coronation, corporeal, correct, correction, 
correctitude, correctly, correctness, corresponding, correspondingly, corroborating, corrupt, corrupted, 
corruption, cosmic, cosmos, cosmos's, cost, costly, costs, cotton, could, couldn't, counsel, counselors, 
count, counted, counter, counter-effects, counter-productively, counterbalance, counterfoil, countering, 
counterpart, counters, counting, counting-slips, countless, countries, country, country's, countrymen, 
countryside, counts, courage, courageous, courages, course, coursers, courses, court, court-yard, courted, 
courteous, courtesy, courting, courts, courtyard, courtyards, covenant, cover, covered, covering, covers, 
covert, covet, coveted, coveting, covetous, covetousness, covets, cow, cowardice, cowardly, cozy, crack, 
cracking, crackless, cracks, craft, craftier, craftiness, crafts, craftsman, craftsmen, crafty, cramped, crave, 



craves, craving, craziness, crazy, create, created, creates, creating, creation, creations, creative, 
creativeness, creativity, creator, creators, creatrix, creature, creatures, credibility, credible, credit, 
creditable, credited, creditor, creditor's, creditors, credits, creeds, creek, creeks, creep, crevice, crevices, 
cries, crime, crimes, criminal, criminals, crisp, criss-cross, criterion, critical, criticism, crook, crooked, 
crookedness, crooks, crop, cross, crossed, crosses, crossing, crouch, crouches, crowd, crowded, crowds, 
crowing, crowings, crowned, crowning, crows, crucial, crude, cruel, crumble, crumbled, crush, crushed, 
crux, cry, crying, cryptically, crystal, cuisine, cultivate, cultivated, cultivates, cultivating, cultivation, 
cultural, culture, cultured, cunning, cunningly, cunningness, cup, cups, curb, curbed, curbs, cure, cured, 
curing, curl, curled, current, currently, currents, curse, cursed, curtail, curve, curved, cusp, custody, 
custom, customarily, customs, cut, cuts, cutting, cutting-edge, cycle, cycles, cyclic, cyclical, cyclically, 
cycling 

d 
daily, dainties, dainty, dale, damage, damaged, damages, damaging, damn, dampen, dampens, 

danger, dangerous, dangerously, dangers, dangle, dao, dao's, dare, dares, daring, dark, dark-enigma, 
darkening, darker, darkest, darkly, darkness, dart, dashes, daughters, daw, dawn, day, days, dazed, 
dazzle, dazzles, dazzling, de, dead, deaden, deadly, deaf, deafen, deafened, deafness, deal, dealing, 
dealings, deals, dealt, dear, dearer, dearest, dearly, dearth, death, death's, death-penalty, death-spot, 
death-spots, deathless, deaths, debase, debased, debasing, debate, debater, debaters, debating, debt, 
debtor, debtor's, debtors, debts, decadence, decay, decayed, decays, decease, deceased, deceit, deceitful, 



deceitfully, deceive, deceived, decency, decent, deception, deceptive, deceptively, decide, decided, decides, 
decision, decisions, decisive, declare, declared, decline, declined, declines, declining, decorated, 
decoration, decorations, decrease, decreased, decreases, decreasing, decreation, decree, decreed, decrees, 
dedicated, dedicates, deduce, deed, deeds, deem, deemed, deems, deep, deep-penetrating, deep-root, 
deep-rooted, deep-seated, deepen, deepening, deeper, deepest, deeply, deepness, deeps, defeat, defeated, 
defeating, defeats, defect, defective, defects, defence, defend, defended, defender, defending, defends, 
defense, defenseless, defensive, deference, deferential, defiance, deficiencies, deficiency, deficient, deficit, 
defies, defilement, definable, define, defined, defines, definite, definitely, definition, deflating, deft, defy, 
degenerates, degeneration, degradation, degraded, degrading, degree, dejected, delegating, deleterious, 
deliberate, deliberately, deliberating, deliberation, delicacies, delicate, delicateness, delicious, delight, 
delighted, delightful, delighting, delights, deliver, delivered, delivering, delivery, delta, delude, deluded, 
delusion, delve, demand, demanded, demanding, demands, demeanor, demeanour, demise, demolish, 
demons, demonstrate, demonstrates, demonstrations, denies, denned, denote, denotes, denounce, 
denouncement, deny, denying, depart, departed, departing, departs, departure, depend, dependable, 
dependence, dependent, dependents, depending, depends, depict, depicted, deplete, depleted, deplores, 
deploy, deployed, deployment, depose, depraved, depress, depressed, depression, deprivation, deprive, 
deprived, depth, depths, deputy, derange, deranges, deride, derision, derive, derived, derives, deriving, 
descend, descendants, descendents, descends, descent, describable, describe, described, describes, 
description, descriptions, desert, deserted, deserts, deserve, deserved, deserves, deserving, desiccate, 



desiccation, design, designate, designated, designates, designation, designations, designing, designs, 
desirability, desirable, desire, desired, desireless, desirelessness, desires, desiring, desirous, desist, 
desisting, desists, desolate, despicable, despise, despised, despises, despite, despoil, despoiled, 
destination, destinations, destined, destiny, destitute, destitution, destroy, destroyed, destroyer, 
destroyers, destroying, destroys, destruction, destructive, destructively, detached, detachment, detail, 
detail-oriented, detailed, details, detect, detectable, deteriorate, deteriorated, determination, determine, 
determined, determines, determining, deterred, detest, detestable, detestation, detested, detests, 
detriment, detrimental, detritus, devastated, develop, developed, developing, development, 
developments, develops, deviancy, deviant, deviate, deviates, deviating, deviation, device, devices, 
devious, deviously, devise, devitalized, devoid, devote, devoted, devotes, devotion, devoured, devouring, 
devours, dew, dew-rain, dewdrop, dews, dexteriousness, dexterity, dexterous, diachronic, diameter, 
diamond, dictated, dictates, dictatorial, dictatorship, dictum, did, didn't, die, died, dies, differ, 
difference, differences, different, differentiate, differentiated, differently, differing, difficult, difficulties, 
difficulty, diffuses, dig, dignified, dignitaries, dignitary, dignity, digress, diligence, diligent, diligently, 
dim, dimensions, diminish, diminished, diminishes, diminishing, diminution, diminutive, dimly, 
dimming, dims, dine, dining, diplomacy, diplomatic, diplomats, dire, direct, directed, directing, 
direction, direction's, directionless, directions, directly, directness, director, directors, directs, direful, 
diremption, direst, dirt, dirty, disables, disabling, disadvantage, disadvantageous, disadvantageously, 
disadvantages, disagree, disallows, disappear, disappearance, disappeared, disappears, disappointed, 



disappointment, disapproval, disarray, disaster, disaster's, disasters, disastrous, disbelieves, 
disbelieving, disc, discard, discarded, discarding, discards, discern, discerned, discernible, discerning, 
discernment, discerns, disciple, disciples, disciplinarian, discipline, disciplined, disciplines, disclosed, 
discloses, discolored, discoloured, disconnected, discontent, discontented, discontentment, discontents, 
discontinuation, discontinue, discontinued, discord, discordance, discordant, discords, discount, 
discountenance, discouraged, discourages, discouraging, discourse, discourses, discover, discovered, 
discreet, discriminate, discriminates, discriminating, discrimination, discriminations, discriminative, 
discs, discuss, discussed, discussion, discussions, disdain, disdained, disdainful, disdains, disease, 
diseased, diseases, disengaged, disengagement, disequilibrium, disfavor, disfavour, disfiguring, disgrace, 
disgraced, disgraceful, disgraces, disgruntled, disguise, disgust, disgusted, disgusting, dish, disharmony, 
dished, dishes, dishonest, dishonor, dishonorable, dishonored, dishonoring, disintegrate, disintegration, 
disinterested, disinterestedness, disks, dislike, disliked, dislikes, dislocating, disloyalty, dismal, dismay, 
dismayed, disobedient, disorder, disordered, disorderly, disorders, disown, disowns, disparage, 
disparages, disparaging, disparity, dispassion, dispassionate, dispel, dispelling, dispense, dispensing, 
disperse, dispersed, disperses, dispirited, display, displayed, displaying, displays, displeasure, 
disposable, dispose, disposed, disposing, disposition, dispossessed, disputation, disputations, 
disputatious, dispute, disputes, disputing, disquiet, disquietude, disregard, disregarded, disregarding, 
disregards, disrespect, disrespectful, disrupted, disrupting, disruption, dissatisfaction, dissatisfied, 
disseminate, dissidents, dissimilar, dissipate, dissipates, dissipating, dissolution, dissolve, dissolved, 



dissolves, dissolving, dissonance, distance, distanced, distances, distancing, distant, distantly, distill, 
distinct, distinction, distinctions, distinctive, distinguish, distinguishable, distinguished, distinguishes, 
distorted, distortion, distortions, distorts, distract, distracted, distracting, distraction, distraught, 
distress, distressing, distributed, distributes, distrust, disturb, disturbance, disturbances, disturbed, 
disturbing, disunion, disunited, disunity, disuse, dive, diverge, divergence, diversified, diversifies, 
diversity, divert, divide, divided, divides, dividing, divination, divine, divinity, divisible, division, 
divisive, do, do-nothing, docile, doctrine, doctrines, documented, documents, dodges, doer, doers, does, 
doesn, doesn't, dog, dog's, dogmatism, dogs, doing, doings, doltish, domain, domains, dominance, 
dominant, dominate, dominated, dominates, dominating, domination, dominion, don, don't, donate, 
donated, done, donning, doom, doomed, door, door-keeper, door-shutter, doorkeeper, doors, doorway, 
dose, doth, doting, double, doubled, doubling, doubly, doubt, doubtful, doubts, down, down-flowing, 
down-stream, downcast, downfall, downpour, downstream, downward, downwardly, downwards, 
downy, dozens, draft, drag, dragging, dragnet, drain, drainage, drained, drains, draw, drawing, drawn, 
drawn-out, draws, dread, dreaded, dreadful, dream, dreamily, dreams, drearier, dregs, dress, dressed, 
dresses, dressing, dried, dries, drift, drifting, drifts, drill, drink, drinking, drinks, drip, drips, drive, driven, 
driver, drives, driving, droop, drop, droplet, dropped, dropping, droppings, drops, dross, drought, 
drowsy, dry, drying, duality, ducal, due, duke, dukes, dull, dull-minded, dulling, dulls, duly, dumb, 
dummies, dung, dung-cart, dung-carts, duplicity, durability, durable, duration, during, dusky, dust, 
dusting, dusts, dusty, duties, dutiful, duty, dwell, dwelling, dwelling's, dwellings, dwells, dwindle, 



dwindles, dying, dynamic 
e 
e, e'er, each, eager, ear, earlier, earliest, early, earn, earnest, earnestly, earnestness, earning, earns, ears, 

earshot, earth, earth's, earthbound, earthy, ease, easier, easies, easiest, easily, easiness, easy, easy-going, 
easy-goings, eat, eaten, eating, eats, echo, economy, edge, edged, edges, edicts, edification, educate, 
educates, educating, education, efface, effacement, effect, effected, effecting, effective, effectiveness, effects, 
effectual, efficacious, efficiency, efficient, efficiently, effort, effortless, effortlessly, effortlessness, efforts, egg, 
ego, egotistic, egotistical, eh, either, eject, ejected, eke, eking, elated, elbows, elder, elderly, elders, elects, 
elegance, elegant, elegant-looking, elegantly, elemental, elements, elephant, elevate, elevated, elevating, 
elevation, eligible, eliminate, eliminated, eliminates, eliminating, elimination, elite, eloquence, 
eloquent, else, else's, elsewhere, elucidate, elucidating, elucidation, elude, eluding, elusive, elusively, 
elusiveness, emanation, emaned, embark, embarks, embarrassed, embarrassment, embellished, 
embellishment, emblem, embodied, embodies, embodiment, embody, embodying, embrace, embraced, 
embracer, embraces, embracing, embroidered, embroideries, embryonic, emerge, emerged, emergence, 
emergencies, emergency, emerges, emigrate, eminence, eminent, emits, emitting, emotion, emotional, 
emotionally, emotions, emperor, emperor's, emperors, emphasis, emphasize, emphasized, emphasizing, 
empire, empires, employ, employed, employees, employer, employing, employment, employs, 
empowering, emptied, empties, emptieth, emptiness, empty, emptying, empyrean, emulate, emulates, 
emulation, en, enable, enabled, enables, enabling, enactments, enamored, encamped, encapsulates, 



encircle, encircled, enclosed, enclosure, encompass, encompassing, encounter, encountering, encounters, 
encourage, encouraged, encouragement, encouraging, encyclopedic, end, endanger, endangered, 
endeared, endearment, endeavor, endeavor's, endeavors, endeavour, endeavoured, endeavours, ended, 
ending, endless, endlessly, endorses, endowed, endows, ends, endurance, endure, endured, endures, 
enduring, enemies, enemy, enemy's, energetic, energies, energy, enervated, enfold, enfolding, enfolds, 
enforce, enforced, enforces, engage, engaged, engagement, engagements, engages, engaging, engenders, 
engulfs, enhance, enhanced, enhances, enhancing, enigma, enigmatic, enjoy, enjoyed, enjoying, 
enjoyment, enjoys, enlarge, enlarged, enlarging, enlighten, enlightened, enlightening, enlightenment, 
enlightens, enliven, enlivened, enlivens, enmity, ennoble, ennobled, ennobling, enormous, enormously, 
enough, enrich, enriched, enriches, enriching, enrichment, enslaved, ensue, ensued, ensues, ensure, 
ensured, ensures, entail, entails, entangled, entanglement, entanglements, enter, entering, enterprise, 
enterprises, enterprising, enters, entertain, entertaining, enthrone, enthroned, enthronement, 
enthroning, enthusiasm, entice, enticing, entire, entirely, entirety, entities, entitles, entity, entrance, 
entrances, entrust, entrusted, entry, enumerate, enumeration, enviable, envious, environment, 
environmental, envoy, envy, ephemeral, epigram, epigrams, epitomises, equable, equal, equal-size, 
equality, equalized, equalling, equally, equanimity, equanimous, equate, equates, equilibrated, 
equilibrium, equipment, equipped, equitable, equivalent, eradication, erect, erection, erects, erh, err, 
errant, erring, error, errors, errs, erudite, erudition, erupt, escalate, escape, escaped, escapes, eschew, 
eschews, escorted, especially, espouse, espouses, essence, essences, essential, essentially, essentials, 



establish, established, establishes, establishing, establishment, estate, estates, esteem, esteemed, 
esteeming, esteems, estrange, estranged, estrangement, estuary, eternal, eternality, eternally, eternities, 
eternity, ether, ethereal, ethers, etiquette, evade, evades, evading, evaluate, evanescent, evaporate, 
evasive, evasively, eve, even, even-handed, evenly, evenly-matched, evenness, event, eventful, events, 
eventually, ever, ever-creating, ever-existing, ever-lasting, ever-victorious, everlasting, every, everybody, 
everyday, everyone, everyone's, everyplace, everything, everything's, everyway, everywhere, evidence, 
evidenced, evidences, evident, evil, evildoer, evils, evince, evoke, evolution, evolutionary, evolve, evolved, 
evolves, evolving, exact, exacting, exaction, exactions, exactly, exacts, exaggerate, exaggeration, exalt, 
exaltation, exalted, exalteth, exalting, exalts, examination, examine, examined, examining, example, 
examples, exceed, exceeding, exceedingly, exceeds, excel, excelled, excellence, excellent, excellently, 
excels, except, exception, exceptional, exceptionally, exceptions, excess, excesses, excessive, excessive-
desires, excessively, excessiveness, exchange, excitable, excite, excited, excitedly, excitement, excitements, 
exclude, excluded, exclusive, exclusively, excrescence, excrescences, excrescent, excreta, execute, 
executed, execution, executioner, executioner's, executioners, executions, executive, executor, 
exemplary, exemplified, exemplifies, exemplify, exempt, exempted, exemption, exercise, exercised, 
exercises, exercising, exert, exerted, exerting, exertion, exerts, exhale, exhaling, exhaust, exhausted, 
exhausting, exhaustion, exhaustively, exhausts, exhibit, exhibiting, exhibition, exist, existed, existence, 
existences, existent, existing, exists, exonerated, exorbitance, exorbitant, expand, expanded, expanding, 
expands, expanse, expansion, expansive, expansiveness, expect, expectation, expectations, expected, 



expecting, expects, expediency, expedient, expeditions, expeditiously, expel, expels, expended, 
expending, expends, expense, expenses, expensive, experience, experienced, experiences, experiencing, 
expertise, experts, expiration, expire, expires, explain, explained, explains, explanations, explication, 
explode, exploding, exploit, exploitation, exploited, explore, exploring, explosion, expose, exposed, 
express, expressed, expresses, expressing, expression, expressionless, expressions, exquisite, extend, 
extended, extending, extends, extension, extensive, extensively, extent, extenuation, exterminate, 
external, externally, externals, extinct, extinction, extinguish, extinguished, extol, extols, extort, extorts, 
extra, extracts, extraneous, extraordinary, extras, extravagance, extravagances, extravagant, 
extravagantly, extreme, extremely, extremes, extremism, extremity, exuberant, exuberantly, exult, 
exults, eye, eyes, eyesight 

f 
fa, fabricated, fabulous, facade, face, faced, faces, facile, facilitate, facilitates, facility, facing, fact, 

factors, facts, factual, faculties, fade, faded, fades, fail, failed, failing, fails, failure, failures, faint, faintest, 
faintly, fair, faire, fairly, fairness, faith, faithful, faithfullness, faithfully, faithfulness, faithless, 
faithlessness, faithworthy, faked, fall, falling, falls, false, falsehood, falsity, falter, falters, fame, familial, 
familiar, familiarly, families, family, family's, famine, famines, famous, fan, fanciful, fancy, fanfare, 
fantastic, fantasy, far, far-away, far-famed, far-reaching, fare, farm, farmer, farmer's, farmers, farming, 
farmlands, farms, farther, farther-end, farthest, fashion, fashionable, fashioned, fast, fast-breathing, 
fasten, fastened, fastener, fasteners, faster, fastest, fat, fatal, fate, fates, father, fatherland, fathers, 



fathom, fathomed, fathoming, fathomless, fathoms, fatigued, fault, fault-finding, faultless, faults, faulty, 
favor, favored, favorites, favoritism, favors, favour, favourable, favoured, favourite, favourites, 
favouritism, favours, fear, feared, fearful, fearing, fearless, fearlessness, fears, fearsome, feast, feasting, 
feasts, feat, feats, feature, featureless, features, fed, feeble, feebleness, feeblest, feed, feeding, feeds, feel, 
feeling, feelings, feels, feet, felicitous, felicity, fell, felled, feller, felling, fellow, fellows, felt, female, female's, 
female-enigma, females, feminine, femininity, fencing, feng, feo-tzu, ferment, ferocious, fertility, fertilize, 
fertilizer, fertilizing, festival, festivity, fetch, fetching, feud, feudal, feuding, few, fewer, fewness, fickle, 
fiddle, fiddled, fiddles, fide, fief, fiefs, field, fields, fierce, fiercest, fight, fighter, fighters, fighting, fights, 
figure, figured, file, files, filial, filiality, filing, fill, filled, filling, fills, filth, final, finally, find, finding, finds, 
fine, fine-sounding, finer, fineries, finery, finest, finger, finish, finished, finishes, finishing, fire, fires, firm, 
firm-planted, firm-stalk, firmest, firming, firmly, firmness, first, first-class, first-rate, fish, fishes, fist, fit, 
fits, fitting, fittingly, five, fix, fixated, fixed, fixing, flabby, flashing, flashy, flat, flats, flattered, flattering, 
flatterings, flattery, flattest, flaunt, flaunting, flaunts, flavor, flavorless, flavors, flavour, flavourless, 
flavours, flaw, flawed, flawless, flawlessly, flaws, flecks, fleet, fleet-footed, fleeting, flesh, flexibility, 
flexible, flexing, flies, flimsy, flip, flippancy, floating, floats, flock, flood, flooding, floods, floors, floppy, 
flora, flounder, flourish, flourished, flourishes, flourishing, flow, flower, flowered, flowering, flowers, 
flowery, flowing, flows, fluent, fluid, fluids, flute, fluxing, foal, focal, focus, focused, focuses, focusing, foe, 
foes, foggily, foil, foils, fold, folk, folks, folkways, follow, followed, follower, followers, following, followings, 
follows, folly, fond, fondness, food, food's, foods, fool, fool's, foolhardiness, foolhardy, foolish, foolishly, 



foolishness, foot, footings, footpath, footprints, footstep, footsteps, for, forbearance, force, forced, forceful, 
forcefully, forcefulness, forces, forcibly, forcing, fording, fore, fore-knowledge, forecasts, forefather, 
forefathers, forefends, forefront, foregoes, foregoing, foreground, foreign, foreknowledge, foremost, 
foreseen, foreshadowed, foresight, forestall, forestalled, foretell, forever, forevermore, forfeited, forged, 
forget, forgetful, forgetfulness, forgets, forgetting, forging, forgive, forgiven, forgiveness, forgotten, forlorn, 
form, formal, formalities, formality, formation, formations, formed, former, formidable, forming, 
formless, formlessly, formlessness, forms, formula, formulate, formulated, formulation, fornication, 
forsake, forsaken, forsakes, forsaking, forsooth, forswear, forth, forthright, forthwith, fortification, 
fortifying, fortunate, fortune, fortune's, forward, forward-looking, forward-moving, foster, fostered, 
fostering, fosters, fought, found, foundation, foundations, founded, founders, fount, fountain, fountains, 
four, four-horse, four-horsed, four-square, fourth, fowls, fraction, fragile, fragment, fragments, frail, 
frailty, frame, frames, frankness, fraternal, fraud, fraudulence, fraught, free, freed, freedom, freeing, 
freely, frees, freezing, frenzy, frequent, frequently, fresh, fret, friction, friend, friendless, friendlessness, 
friendly, friends, friendship, fright, frighten, frightened, frightening, frigid, fringe, frivolity, frivolous, 
frivolously, fro, from, front, frontal, frontier, frozen, frugal, frugality, fruit, fruitful, fruition, fruits, 
frustrate, frustrated, frustrations, fry, frying, fu, fuels, fulcrum, fulfil, fulfill, fulfilled, fulfilling, 
fulfillment, fulfills, fulfilment, fulfils, full, full-grown, fuller, fullest, fullness, fully, fulness, fumbling, 
function, functionality, functioning, functions, fundament, fundamental, fundamentally, 
fundamentals, funeral, funerals, furnishes, further, furthermore, furthest, fuse, fusing, fusion, fuss, 



fusses, fussy, futile, futility, future 
g 
g, gadgets, gain, gained, gaining, gainings, gains, galaxies, gale, gales, gallant, gallop, galloping, gallops, 

game, game-plan, gaps, garb, garbage, garbed, garment, garments, garnered, garnished, garrulity, 
garrulous, gas, gases, gate, gates, gateway, gather, gathered, gathering, gaudily, gave, gaze, gazes, gazing, 
gem, gemstone, general, general's, general-in-chief, generally, generals, generate, generated, generates, 
generating, generation, generations, generative, generatrix, generosity, generous, generously, genital, 
genius, gentility, gentle, gentleman, gentleman's, gentlemanly, gentlemen, gentlemen's, gentleness, 
gentlest, gently, gentry, genuine, genuinely, genuineness, germ, gesture, get, gets, getter, getting, ghost, 
ghostly, ghosts, giant, gift, gifted, gifts, gigantic, giggle, gingerly, gird, girdle, girth, give, given, giver, givers, 
gives, giving, giving's, glad, gladiator, gladly, gladness, glare, glares, glaring, glib, glibness, glibs, glimmers, 
glimpse, glitter, glittering, glittery, gloat, gloom, gloomy, glories, glorification, glorified, glorifies, glorify, 
glorifying, glorious, glory, gloss, glow, glowing, glows, glut, go, goad, goal, goals, goat, gobble, goblins, god, 
god's, godlike, gods, goes, going, goings, gold, golden, gone, good, good-for-nothing, good-natured, 
goodhearted, goodheartedness, goodness, goodness's, goods, goodwill, gore, gorge, gorged, gorgeous, 
gormandizing, gossamer, gossiping, got, gotten, gourmandizing, govern, governable, governance, 
governed, governing, government, government's, governmental, governments, governor, governor's, 
governors, governs, gowns, grab, grabbed, grabbing, grabs, grace, graceful, graces, graciously, gradual, 
gradually, graduate, grain, graineries, granaries, granary, grand, grandchildren, grandest, grandeur, 



grandiose, grandiosity, grandly, grands, grandsons, grant, granted, granting, grants, grapple, grasp, 
grasped, grasping, grasps, grass, grass-dog, grasses, grates, gratification, gratify, gratifying, gratitude, 
grave, gravelly, gravely, graveness, gravity, graze, great, greater, greatest, greatly, greatness, greatnesses, 
greats, greed, greediness, greedy, green, greet, greeting, greets, grew, grief, grievance, grieve, grieved, 
grieves, grieving, grievous, grimy, grinds, grip, gripping, grips, grooves, grope, gross, grossly, grotesque, 
ground, grounded, grounds, group, grouped, grow, growing, grown, grows, growth, growths, grudge, 
grudged, grudges, gruesome, guard, guarded, guardian, guarding, guards, guest, guests, guidance, guide, 
guided, guideline, guidelines, guides, guiding, guileful, guileless, guilt, guilty, gulf, gullies, gurgle, gusty, 
gut 

h 
h, habit, habitation, habitations, habits, habitually, hack, hacking, hacks, had, haggard, hai, hail, 

hailed, hair, hair-cloth, hairsplitting, half, hall, halls, halt, halted, halting, haltingly, hamlet, hammer, 
hampered, hand, handed, handful, handicapped, handle, handled, handles, handling, hands, 
handsome, hanging, hankering, haphazard, hapless, happen, happened, happening, happens, happily, 
happiness, happy, happy-go-lucky, harass, harassment, harbor, harbored, harboring, harbors, 
harboured, hard, hard-to-get, harden, hardened, hardening, harder, hardest, hardly, hardness, 
hardship, hardships, harems, harm, harmed, harmful, harming, harmless, harmonic, harmonious, 
harmoniously, harmonise, harmonised, harmonises, harmonization, harmonize, harmonized, 
harmonizes, harmonizing, harmony, harms, harness, harnessed, harsh, harshness, harvest, harvests, 



has, hasn't, haste, hasten, hastiness, hasty, hatchet, hate, hated, hateful, hates, hating, hatred, 
haughtiness, haughty, haul, hauling, haunt, haunted, haunting, haunts, have, have-nots, haven, haves, 
having, hazily, hazy, he, he'll, he's, head, head-on, heading, heads, headstrong, heal, healed, healing, 
heals, health, healthy, heap, hear, heard, hearing, hears, heart, heartfelt, heartily, heartless, hearts, heat, 
heated, heatedness, heats, heaven, heaven's, heaven-and-earth, heaven-earth, heaven-like, heavenly, 
heavens, heavier, heaviest, heavily, heaviness, heavy, heavy-handed, heed, heedfulness, heedless, heel, 
heels, heh, height, heights, held, hell, help, helped, helper, helpful, helping, helpless, helps, hem, hence, 
henceforth, her, heralds, herbs, herd, here, hereby, herein, heroes, heroic, heroism, herself, hesitant, 
hesitate, hesitating, hesitatingly, hests, heterodoxy, hew, hewing, hewn, hid, hidden, hide, hides, hiding, 
hiding-place, high, high-handed, high-placed, high-rise, higher, highest, highlands, highly, highness, 
highs, highway, highways, hill, hills, hilly, him, himself, hinder, hindmost, hindrance, hinges, hint, his, 
history, hither, hitherto, hits, ho, hoard, hoarded, hoarder, hoarding, hoards, hoarse, hoarseness, hoary, 
hodfuls, hold, holder, holders, holding, holds, hole, holes, holiness, hollow, hollowed, hollowness, 
hollows, holy, homage, home, homeless, homely, homes, homespun, homeward, homogeneous, hone, 
honed, honest, honestly, honesty, honey, honor, honorable, honorably, honored, honoring, honors, 
honour, honourable, honoured, honouring, honours, hoodwink, hope, hopeless, hopes, horizon, 
horizontal, hormone, horn, horned, hornets, horns, horrible, horse, horse-racing, horseback, horseracing, 
horses, host, hostel, hostile, hostilities, hostility, hot, hotness, hou, hounding, house, house's, housed, 
houseful, household, houses, hovering, how, however, howl, howling, howls, howsoever, hsi, hsia, hsiang, 



hsiao, hsien, hsin, hsing, hsiu, hsu, hsü, hsü-chi, hsüan, hsuan, hu, hu-huang, hua, huan, huang, hub, 
hues, hug, huge, hugest, hugging, huhuang, hui, human, human's, human-heartedness, humane, 
humaneness, humanism, humanitarianism, humanity, humankind, humankind's, humanness, 
humans, humble, humbled, humbleness, humbles, humblest, humbleth, humbling, humbly, humiliate, 
humiliated, humiliating, humiliation, humiliations, humility, hun, hundred, hundred-fold, hundred-
ren, hundredfold, hundreds, hundredth, hung, hunger, hungry, hunt, hunting, hunts, huo, hurdles, 
hurricane, hurricanes, hurry, hurt, hurtful, hurting, hurts, husband, husbanding, husbandry, hush, 
husk, hustle, hypocrisies, hypocrisy, hypocrites 

i 
i, i'd, i'll, i'm, i've, i-chih, i-hsing, ice, icy, idea, ideal, ideas, identical, identification, identifications, 

identified, identifies, identify, identity, idiot, idiotic, idle, ie, if, igniting, ignoble, ignominy, ignorance, 
ignorant, ignore, ignored, ignores, ignoring, ill, ill-cultivated, ill-fated, ill-omen, ill-omened, ill-provided, 
ill-will, illegal, illness, ills, illuminate, illuminated, illuminating, illumination, illumined, illusion, 
illusive, illusory, illustrate, illustrated, illustrates, illustrious, image, imageless, images, imagination, 
imagine, imagined, imagining, imbalance, imitate, imitates, imitating, imitation, immaculate, 
immaterial, immeasurable, immeasurably, immediately, immemorial, immense, immensely, 
immensity, imminent, immobilized, immoral, immortal, immortality, immortalized, immune, 
immutability, immutable, impacted, impacts, impair, impaired, impale, impalpable, impart, 
impartial, impartiality, impartially, imparting, imparts, impatience, impatient, impeccable, impede, 



impeded, impedes, impediment, impedimenta, impel, impelled, impenetrable, imperceptible, 
imperceptibly, imperfect, imperfection, imperial, imperiled, imperious, imperishable, impersonal, 
imperturbable, impetuous, impetuousness, impinge, implement, implemented, implementing, 
implements, implication, implies, implore, importance, important, impose, imposed, imposes, 
imposing, impossible, impossibly, imposture, impotence, impotent, impoverished, impoverishment, 
impractical, impregnable, impress, impressed, impression, impressive, improper, improve, improved, 
improvement, improves, impulse, impulsive, impulsiveness, impunity, impure, impurities, impurity, 
imputation, in, in-seeking, inaccessible, inaction, inactive, inactivity, inadequacy, inadequate, 
inadequately, inadvertently, inane, inanimate, inappropriate, inarticulate, inasmuch, inaudible, 
inauspicious, inauthentic, incapable, incessantly, inch, incipient, incisive, incite, inclination, incline, 
inclined, inclines, includes, including, inclusive, inclusiveness, incommensurable, incomparable, 
incompetent, incomplete, incompletely, incomprehensible, incomprehensive, inconceivable, 
inconsequential, inconspicuous, inconspicuously, inconstancy, incontestable, incorporated, incorporeal, 
incorporeality, incorrigible, incorruptible, increase, increased, increases, increasing, increasingly, 
incredible, incur, incurable, incurs, indecision, indecisive, indeed, indefatigably, indefinable, indefinite, 
indefinitely, independence, independent, indescribable, indeterminable, indicate, indicates, indicating, 
indication, indications, indifference, indifferent, indifferently, indigence, indigents, indirect, 
indiscernible, indiscreet, indiscreetly, indiscretion, indiscriminate, indiscriminately, indispensable, 
indistinct, indistinguishable, individual, individuality, individuals, indivisible, indolent, induce, 



induces, indulge, indulgence, indulges, indulging, ineffable, ineffective, ineffectiveness, ineffectual, 
inefficacy, inept, inequality, inert, inertia, inestimable, inevitable, inevitably, inexhaustible, 
inexhaustibly, inexhaustively, inexistence, inexorably, inexperienced, inexplicable, infallible, infancy, 
infant, infant's, infant-like, infants, inference, inferences, inferior, inferiority, inferiors, inferred, 
inferring, infinite, infinitely, infinitesimal, infinitesimally, infinitum, infinity, infirm, inflate, inflated, 
inflexible, inflict, inflicted, inflicting, infliction, inflicts, influence, influenced, influences, influencing, 
influential, inform, information, informed, infringing, infuse, infused, infuses, ingenious, ingenuity, 
inhabit, inhabitants, inhabits, inhale, inhales, inhaling, inherent, inheres, inherit, inheritance, 
inherited, inheritor, inherits, inhibited, inhibitions, inhumane, initial, initialize, initiate, initiated, 
initiates, initiation, initiative, injure, injured, injures, injuries, injuring, injurious, injuriously, injury, 
injustice, injustices, inlet, inmost, inn, innate, inner, inner-light, innermost, innocence, innocent, 
innocently, innocuous, innovate, innovates, innovative, innumerable, inoffensive, inordinate, 
inordinately, inquire, inquired, inquiries, inquiry, inquisitive, insatiability, insatiable, inscrutability, 
inscrutable, insect, insects, insecure, insecurity, inseparable, insert, inside, insidious, insight, insightful, 
insights, insignia, insignificant, insincere, insincerely, insinuate, insipid, insist, insisted, insistent, 
insisting, insists, insolence, insouciant, inspect, inspecting, inspects, inspiration, inspire, inspired, 
inspires, installation, installed, installing, instance, instant, instantaneously, instead, instigate, instill, 
instinct, instincts, institution, institutions, instruct, instruction, instructions, instructive, instructiveness, 
instructor, instructors, instructs, instrument, instrumental, instruments, insubstantial, insufficiency, 



insufficient, insult, insulted, insults, insure, intact, intangible, integral, integrate, integrated, 
integratedly, integrates, integration, integrity, integrity's, intellect, intellection, intellectual, intellectuals, 
intelligence, intelligences, intelligent, intelligentsia, intend, intended, intending, intends, intense, 
intensely, intensified, intensifies, intensive, intensively, intent, intention, intentions, inter-dependent, 
interact, interacting, interaction, interactions, interchange, intercourse, interdepend, interest, interests, 
interfere, interfered, interference, interferences, interferes, interfering, interfuse, interior, interminable, 
intermingle, internal, internalized, internally, international, interpret, interruption, interruptions, 
intersect, interstate, intertwined, intervals, intervene, intervened, intervenes, intervention, intimacy, 
intimate, intimately, intimidate, intimidated, intimidating, into, intractable, intransigent, intrepid, 
intricacies, intricacy, intricate, intricateness, intrinsic, introspective, intrude, intruding, intrusive, 
intuitive, intuitively, inured, invade, invaded, invaluableness, invariable, invariably, invariant, 
invasion, invented, inventions, invest, investigate, investigated, investigation, invincibility, invincible, 
inviolable, invisible, invisibly, invitation, invite, invited, invites, inviting, involve, involved, 
involvements, involves, involving, invulnerability, invulnerable, inward, inwardly, iota, iridescent, 
irksome, iron, ironical, irony, irrefutable, irremediably, irresolute, irritable, irritation, is, isn't, isolate, 
isolated, isolation, issue, issued, issues, issuing, it, it'll, it's, items, its, itself 

j 
jab, jade, jade's, jade-bells, jade-disk, jade-worker, jadelike, jades, jadeware, jan, jar, jar's, jealousies, 

jealousy, jeer, jeers, jen, jeopardy, jewel, jewels, ji, jiann-yan, jing, jingle, jingling, jo, job, jobs, join, joined, 



joining, joins, jointly, joke, jolly, jou, journey, journeyed, journeying, journeys, joy, joyful, joyfully, joyous, 
joyously, joys, ju, jubilant, judge, judged, judgment, judgments, judiciously, jumping, jun-zi, jungle, just, 
justice, justifiable, justification, justified, justifies, justify, justifying 

k 
k'o, k'u, k'ung, kai, kan, keen, keenly, keenness, keep, keeper, keeping, keeps, ken, kept, kernel, key, 

kicking, kill, kill-site, killed, killer, killers, killing, killings, kills, kin, kind, kindful, kindheartedness, 
kindled, kindless, kindly, kindness, kinds, king, king-like, kingdom, kingdoms, kingliness, kingly, kings, 
kingship, kinships, kitchen, knacks, knead, kneaded, kneading, kneel, kneeling, knees, knew, knife, 
knight, knights, knit, knocked, knot, knot-tier, knot-tying, knots, knotted, knotter, knotting, knotty, know, 
know-all, know-how, know-it-all, knowable, knower, knowers, knowing, knowingly, knowledge, 
knowledgeable, knowledgeless, known, knows, ko, kosmic, kosmos, kou, ku, kua, kuan, kuang, kuei, 
kung, kuo 

l 
label, labeled, labor, labor-saving, laborious, laboriously, labour, labours, lack, lacked, lacking, 

lackluster, lacklustre, lacks, lad, laden, lag, lagging, lags, laid, laissez, laissez-faire, lake, lakes, lament, 
lamentable, lamentation, lamentations, lamenting, laments, lamp, lan, land, lands, language, lao, 
laozi's, lapse, large, largely, larger, largess, largest, lasciviousness, lash, lashes, lashing, last, lasted, 
lasting, lastly, lasts, latch, latches, late, latent, later, latter, laugh, laughed, laughing, laughs, laughter, 
launch, launched, launching, lavish, lavishly, law, lawfully, lawfulness, lawless, laws, lawsuits, lax, lay, 



layer, layers, laying, lays, laziness, lazy, lead, leader, leaders, leadership, leading, leads, leaf, leagues, 
leakages, leal-heartedness, lean, leans, leap, leaping, learn, learned, learner, learning, learnings, learns, 
learnt, least, leather, leave, leaves, leaving, lecturing, led, leech, left, left-hand, left-over, leftover, legal, 
legend, legislating, legislation, legs, lei, leisure, leisurely, lend, lending, lends, length, lengthen, 
lengthened, lengthening, lenience, leniency, lenity, lent, less, less-than-enough, lessen, lessens, lesser, 
lesson, lessons, lest, let, let's, lethal, lets, letting, letting-alone, level, leveled, levelled, levelling, levies, 
levity, levy, li, liable, liang, liar, liars, liberal, liberality, liberate, liberties, license, lids, lie, lies, lieutenant, 
lieutenant's, lieutenant-commander, lieutenant-general, life, life's, life-breath, life-energy, life-force, life-
giving, life-increasing, life-long, life-producing, life-style, life-support, lifeless, lifelong, lifetime, lift, lifted, 
lifting, lifts, light, light-hearted, light-heartedly, light-weight, lighter, lighthearted, lightheartedly, lightly, 
lightness, lights, lii, like, liked, likelihood, likely, likened, likeness, likes, likewise, limelight, limit, 
limitation, limitations, limited, limitless, limitlessly, limitlessness, limits, limp, limpid, line, lines, ling, 
linger, lingering, lingers, link, lips, listen, listened, listening, listens, listless, literally, little, littleness, liu, 
livable, live, lived, livelihood, livelihoods, lively, lives, living, lo, load, loaded, loading, loafing, loan, 
loath, loathe, loathed, loathes, loathing, located, locating, location, locations, lock, locked, locking, locks, 
lodge, lodged, lodgings, loftiest, loftily, loftiness, lofty, log, logical, logs, loneliness, lonely, loner, long, long-
drawn, long-enduring, long-established, long-lasting, long-lived, long-standing, longer, longest, longest-
rooted, longevity, longheaded, longing, longings, longs, look, looked, looking, looks, loom, loop, loose, 
loosely, loosen, loosened, loosens, lopping, lopsided, lord, lording, lords, lordship, lore, lose, losers, loses, 



losing, loss, loss's, losses, lost, lot, loud, loudest, loudly, lout, love, loved, lovely, lovers, loves, loving, 
lovingness, low, low-key, low-lying, low-regions, low-stream, lower, lowered, lowering, lowers, lowest, 
lowland, lowliest, lowliness, lowly, lowness, lows, loyal, loyalists, loyalty, lüan, luan, lucid, luck, lucky, 
luggage, lumber, lumberjack, lumberjack's, luminous, luminously, lump, lumps, lun, lure, lurking, 
lurks, lust, luster, lustily, lustless, lustlessness, lustre, lusts, luxuriant, luxuriantly, luxuriating, luxuries, 
luxurious, luxuriously, luxuriousness, luxury, lying 

m 
machination, machines, mad, madden, maddens, madding, made, madness, magic, magical, 

magistrates, magnanimity, magnanimous, magnificence, magnificent, magnificently, magnify, main, 
maintain, maintained, maintaining, maintains, maintenance, majestic, majesty, major, majority, 
make, maker, makes, makes-up, makeshift, making, malady, male, malefactor, males, malice, malign, 
malleability, man, man's, man-made, manage, management, manager, managerial, manages, 
managing, mandate, mandates, manes, maneuver, manhood, manhood's, manifest, manifestation, 
manifestations, manifested, manifesting, manifests, manifold, manipulate, manipulated, 
manipulating, manipulation, manipulative, manipulators, mankind, mankind's, manly, manner, 
manners, manoeuvres, manure, many, mar, march, marched, marches, marching, mare, mares, mark, 
market, markets, marks, marquises, marsh, marshal, marshalling, martial, martialism, marvel, 
marvellous, marvelous, marvelously, marvels, masculine, masculinity, mask, mass, masses, massive, 
massiveness, master, master's, master-builder, master-carpenter, master-carpenter's, master-



craftsman, masterdom, mastered, masterful, mastering, masterpieces, masters, mastership, mastery, 
match, matched, matches, matching, mate, mated, material, materialism, materialistically, 
materiality, materialized, materials, mathematicians, matrix, matter, matters, mature, matured, 
matures, maturing, maturity, maul, maxim, maximize, maxims, maximum, may, maze, me, 
meadows, meager, meal, mean, mean-spirited, meaning, meaningful, meaningless, meanness, means, 
meant, meanwhile, measure, measured, measures, mechanical, mechanism, medallions, meddle, 
meddles, meddlesome, meddling, mediocre, meditate, meditation, medium, meek, meekest, meekness, 
meet, meeting, meets, mei, melancholy, melodious, melt, melted, melting, melts, member, members, 
memorial, memory, men, men's, menace, menaces, mend, mental, mentally, mention, mentioned, 
mentor, mentors, merciful, mercifulness, mercy, mere, merely, merest, merge, merged, merges, merging, 
merit, meritorious, merits, merrily, merriment, merry, merry-making, mesh, meshed, meshes, mess, 
message, messenger, messes, met, metamorphosis, metaphorical, metaphysical, method, methodical, 
methods, meticulous, meticulously, metropolis, miao, micro, middle, middling, midst, mieh, mien, 
might, mightier, mighty, migrate, migrating, migration, mild, miles, militant, militarists, military, milk, 
millet, million, min, mind, mind's, mind-set, mindful, mindfulness, minds, mine, ming, mingle, 
mingled, mingles, mingling, minimize, minimum, minister, ministers, minor, minuscule, minute, 
minutely, minuteness, minutiae, miraculous, mired, mirror, mischief, mischievous, miser, miserable, 
miseries, misery, misfit, misfortune, misfortunes, misguided, misguiding, misleading, misleads, misled, 
misrule, miss, missed, misses, missing, mission, mist, mistake, mistakes, mistrust, mists, misunderstood, 



mix, mixed, mixes, mixing, mixture, mo, moan, mobilized, mocks, mode, model, modeled, models, 
moderate, moderation, modes, modest, modestly, modesty, mold, molded, moment, momentarily, 
monarchs, money, monkeys, monotonous, monotonously, monstrous, mood, moping, moral, moralist, 
morality, moralization, morally, morals, morbid, more, more-than-enough, moreover, mores, morn, 
morning, mortal, mortgagee, mortgagor, most, mostly, moth, mother, mother's, mother-constitution, 
mother-deep, motherly, mothers, motion, motionless, motionlessness, motivate, motivated, motive, 
motives, motto, mou, mould, moulded, mound, mounds, mount, mountain, mountains, mounted, 
mounting, mounts, mourn, mourned, mournful, mournfully, mourning, mourns, mouth, mouths, 
move, moved, movement, movements, moves, moving, moving-on, mu, much, mud, muddiness, 
muddle, muddle-headed, muddled, muddleheaded, muddy, multifarious, multiple, multiplication, 
multiplicity, multiplied, multiply, multiplying, multitude, multitudes, multitudinous, mum, 
mundane, murder, murkiness, murky, muscles, mush, music, music's, musical, must, muster, mute, 
muted, mutilate, mutual, mutually, my, myriad, myself, mysteries, mysterious, mysteriously, mystery, 
mystic, mystical 

n 
nadir, nail, naive, naked, namable, name, nameable, named, nameless, namelessness, namely, 

names, naming, nan, narrow, narrow-minded, narrowest, narrowly, nation, nation's, national, 
nationalization, nations, natural, naturally, naturalness, nature, nature's, natures, naught, naughty, 
nave, naves, nay, ne'er, near, nearby, nearer, nearly, nearness, neat, nebulous, necessarily, necessary, 



necessitated, necessities, necessity, need, needed, needfully, needing, needs, needy, negation, negative, 
neglect, neglected, neglecting, neglects, negligent, negotiates, neighbor, neighborhood, neighborhoods, 
neighboring, neighbors, neighbour, neighbourhood, neighbouring, neighbours, neither, neng, nepotism, 
nervous, nescience, nests, net, nettles, network, neutralize, never, never-dying, never-ending, 
nevertheless, new, new-born, new-borns, newborn, newly, newly-born, newness, next, next-in-
command, nice, nicely, night, nimble, nine, nine-storey, nine-storeyed, nine-storied, nine-story, nine-
story-building, nine-tiered, nip, nipping, no, no-action, no-ado, no-affair, no-affairs, no-arms, no-
boundary, no-desire, no-enemy, no-flavor, no-intention, no-knowledge, no-life, no-marching, no-space, 
no-talking, no-thing, no-thingness, no-weapons, no-word, no-words, no-work, nobility, noble, noble-
minded, nobleman, nobleman's, noblemen, nobleness, nobler, nobles, noblest, nobody, noise, noiseless, 
noises, noisy, non, non-action, non-active, non-ado, non-affairs, non-aggressive, non-apparent, non-
arborist, non-arms, non-assertion, non-assertively, non-being, non-being's, non-competing, non-
conducting, non-contention, non-creation, non-deed, non-desire, non-differentiates, non-
differentiation, non-discriminating, non-discriminative, non-doing, non-enemy, non-engagement, non-
essential, non-existence, non-existent, non-experience, non-fighting, non-flavor, non-interference, non-
interfering, non-intervention, non-knowledge, non-learning, non-material, non-operation, non-order, 
non-possessive, non-preaching, non-productive, non-professionals, non-quiet, non-striving, non-
struggle, non-talking, non-tao, non-tasting, non-ultimate, non-violent, non-virtuous, non-weapons, 
non-willing, non-work, nonaction, nonactive, nonbeing, noncompetition, noncompetitive, 



noncontention, noncraft, nondesire, nondisturbance, nondoing, none, nonengagement, nonentity, 
nonetheless, nonexistence, nonexistent, noninterference, nonsense, nonspace, nor, norm, normal, 
normalcy, normality, normally, norms, nose, nostrils, nosy, not, not-being, not-contending, not-daring, 
not-doing, not-getting-old, not-good, not-having, not-knowing, not-so-good, not-striving, not-tao, not-
truth, not-yet-being, notable, notation, note, noted, notes, nothing, nothing's, nothingness, notice, 
noticeable, noticed, noticing, notion, notions, nourish, nourished, nourishes, nourishing, nourishment, 
nourishments, novel, novelties, novice, now, now-a-days, now-moment, nowadays, nowhere, nudge, 
null, nullify, numb, numbed, number, numbers, numerous, numinous, nurse, nursed, nurses, nursing, 
nursing-mother, nurture, nurtured, nurtures, nurturing, nutrients 

o 
o, o'er, oaths, obedience, obedient, obesity, obey, obeyed, obeying, object, object's, objectified, objective, 

objectively, objectives, objectless, objects, obligated, obligation, obligations, obligatory, obliged, oblique, 
oblivion, oblivious, obscurant, obscuration, obscure, obscured, obscurely, obscures, obscurity, 
obsequious, obsequiousness, observable, observance, observation, observations, observatory, observe, 
observed, observer, observers, observes, observing, obsessed, obsession, obstacle, obstacles, obstinate, 
obstinately, obstruct, obstructed, obstruction, obtain, obtained, obtaining, obtainment, obtains, 
obtrusive, obvious, occasion, occasional, occasions, occupation, occupations, occupied, occupies, 
occupy, occupying, occur, occurred, occurrence, occurrences, occurring, occurs, ocean, oceans, odd, odd-
even, odds, of, off, offence, offend, offended, offenders, offending, offense, offenses, offensive, offer, offered, 



offering, offerings, offers, office, officer, officers, official, officialdom, officials, officious, offset, offspring, 
offsprings, oft, often, oftener, oftentimes, oh, old, old-timers, olden, older, omen, omens, ominous, 
omnipotence, omnipresence, omnipresent, omniscient, on, on-going, once, one, one's, one-hundredfold, 
one-third, oneness, onerous, ones, oneself, ongoing, only, onset, onto, onward, opaque, open, open-
hearted, open-minded, open-mindedness, opened, openhearted, opening, openings, openness, opens, 
operate, operated, operates, operating, operation, operations, opinion, opinionated, opinions, opponent, 
opponents, opportune, opportunities, opportunity, oppose, opposed, opposes, opposing, opposite, 
opposites, opposition, oppositionless, oppress, oppressed, oppressing, oppression, oppressive, options, 
opts, or, orally, ordained, order, ordered, ordering, orderly, orders, ordinances, ordinarily, ordinary, 
ordination, organ, organization, organizations, organize, organs, orifices, origin, origin's, original, 
originality, originally, originalness, originate, originated, originates, originating, originator, origins, 
ornament, ornamental, ornamented, ornaments, orphan, orphanage, orphaned, orphanhood, orphans, 
orthodoxy, ostensible, ostensively, ostentatious, other, other's, others, otherwise, ough, ought, our, 
ourselves, out, out-going, out-of-doors, out-stretched, out-struggle, outbursts, outcome, outcomes, 
outdoes, outer, outer-light, outflowing, outing, outlandish, outlast, outlaws, outlay, outlet, outline, 
outlive, outliving, outperform, outperforms, outpouring, output, outrageous, outset, outshine, outside, 
outsiders, outskirts, outsmart, outspoken, outstanding, outward, outwardly, outwards, outwit, over, 
over-developed, over-doing, over-eagerness, over-eating, over-filled, over-full, over-hoarding, over-
indulging, over-love, over-nourish, over-polite, over-run, over-sharpen, over-spending, over-taxes, 



overabundance, overabundant, overawe, overbearing, overbending, overburdened, overcome, 
overcomes, overcoming, overdevelop, overdo, overdoes, overdoing, overdone, overdrawing, overdrink, 
overeat, overexerting, overextending, overfilling, overflow, overflowing, overflows, overfull, overgrown, 
overheard, overhoarding, overindulgence, overindulgent, overlook, overlooked, overlooking, overly, 
overmatch, overmuch, overpassed, overpower, overpowered, overpowering, overpowers, overprotect, 
overrates, overreaching, overridden, override, overrides, overruled, overrun, oversee, oversees, 
overshadowing, oversharpen, oversight, overspreads, overstepping, overstrain, overt, overtake, 
overtaken, overtaxation, overthrow, overthrowing, overthrown, overuse, overvalue, overvalues, 
overweening, overweight, overwhelm, overwhelms, owe, owes, owing, own, owned, owner, owner's, 
owners, ownership, owning, owns, ox, oxen 

p 
p'ei, p'in, p'ing, p'o, p'u, pace, paces, pacifier, pacify, pacifying, pacing, packager, paddy, pagoda, pain, 

pained, painful, painstaking, pair, pairs, palace, palaces, palate, pale, pamper, panic, pao, par, parade, 
parades, paradigm, parading, paradox, paradoxes, paradoxical, paradoxically, paragon, paragraph, 
paragraphs, parallel, parch, pardon, pardoned, pared, parent, parental, parents, parity, park, 
parsimonious, parsimony, part, partake, partaken, partaking, parted, partial, partiality, partially, 
participate, particles, particular, particularly, parties, parting, partners, parts, party, pass, passage, 
passages, passed, passerby, passers-by, passersby, passes, passing, passion, passionate, passions, passive, 
passiveness, passivity, past, pastries, pasture, patch, patching, patent, paternal, paternalistic, path, 



paths, patience, patient, patriotism, patriots, patron, patronage, patronize, pattern, patterned, patterns, 
pause, pave, paws, pay, paying, payment, pays, pe, peace, peaceable, peaceful, peacefully, peacefulness, 
peacock, peak, peaks, pearl, pebble, peeping, peer, peering, peerless, pellucid, pelting, pen, penalties, 
penalty, penchant, pendants, penetrate, penetrated, penetrates, penetrating, penetratingly, penetration, 
penis, penises, pensive, people, people's, peoples, per, perceive, perceived, perceives, perceiving, percent, 
perceptibility, perceptible, perception, perceptive, perches, perdition, perennial, perennially, perfect, 
perfected, perfecting, perfection, perfectly, perfects, perforated, perforce, perform, performance, 
performances, performed, performer, performing, performs, perfunctory, perhaps, peril, perilous, perils, 
period, periodicity, peripheral, peripheries, periphery, perish, perishable, perished, perishes, perishing, 
permanence, permanent, permanently, permeate, permeates, permeating, pernicious, perpetual, 
perpetually, perpetuate, perpetuated, perpetuates, perpetuation, perpetuity, perplex, perplexed, 
perplexity, perquisitor, perseverance, persevere, perseveres, perseveringly, persist, persisted, persistence, 
persistent, persistently, persists, person, person's, personal, personalities, personality, personally, 
personnel, persons, perspective, perspectives, perspicacious, perspicacity, persuade, persuasion, 
persuasive, pertaining, peruses, pervade, pervades, pervading, pervasive, perverse, perversely, 
perversion, perversity, pervert, perverts, pest, pettiness, petty, phantasmic, phases, phenomena, 
phenomenal, phenomenally, phenomenon, philanthropy, philosophy, phrase, physical, physical-soul, 
physically, physique, physiques, pi, pick, picked, picks, picnic, picture, pictures, piece, pieces, pien, pierce, 
piercing, piety, pile, pin, pin-point, ping, pinnacle, piston, pit, pitch, pitfalls, pities, pity, pivot, place, 



placed, placement, places, placid, placidity, placidly, placing, plague, plagued, plain, plainest, plainly, 
plainness, plan, planets, plank, planned, planner, planning, plans, plant, planted, planter, planting, 
plants, platform, platitudes, play, played, playing, plays, pleasant, pleasantly, please, pleased, pleasing, 
pleasurable, pleasure, pleasures, plenitude, plentiful, plenty, pliable, pliancy, pliant, plies, plot, plotting, 
plough, ploughing, plow, plowed, pluck, plucked, plugging, plumbed, plunder, plundering, plunge, po, 
pocket, poh, poignantly, point, pointed, pointedly, points, poise, poison, poisonous, polar, polarities, 
polarity, pole, poles, policies, policy, polish, polished, polishedly, polishing, polite, politeness, political, 
politics, polluted, pomp, pompous, pond, ponderous, pool, pools, poor, poorer, poorest, populace, 
populace's, popular, populated, population, pork, port, portal, portals, portend, portentous, portents, 
portion, portions, portray, portrayed, pose, poses, posing, posited, position, positioned, positioning, 
positions, positive, possess, possessed, possesses, possessing, possession, possessions, possessive, 
possessiveness, possessor, possibilities, possible, possibly, posted, posterity, posture, pot, pot's, potencies, 
potency, potential, potentialities, potentiality, potentially, potentials, potholes, pots, pottery, poultry, 
pounce, pounced, pound, pour, pours, poverty, power, powerful, powerfulness, powerless, powers, 
practical, practically, practice, practiced, practices, practician, practicians, practicing, practise, 
practised, practisers, practises, practising, practitioners, praise, praise-worthy, praised, praises, 
praiseworthy, praising, prancing, prayed, pre-creation, pre-emptive, pre-empty, pre-matured, preach, 
preaches, preaching, precarious, precede, preceded, precedence, precedents, precedes, preceding, 
precept, precepts, precious, preciously, precipitate, precisely, precision, preconceived, preconceptions, 



precursor, predator, predatory, predecessor, predicament, predict, predicting, predictive, predilections, 
predisposed, predisposition, predominance, preeminent, preemptive, prefecture, prefectures, prefer, 
preferable, preference, preferences, preferred, prefers, pregnant, prehistoric, prejudice, prejudiced, 
prejudices, premanifest, premature, prematurely, premier, premium, preoccupied, preparation, 
preparatory, prepare, prepared, prepares, preparing, prepossession, presage, prescience, presence, 
present, present-day, presentation, presented, presenting, presently, presents, preservation, preserve, 
preserved, preserver, preserves, preserving, preside, presided, presides, presiding, press, pressed, presses, 
pressing, pressure, prestige, prestigious, presume, presumed, presuming, presumption, presumptuous, 
pretend, pretenders, pretending, pretends, pretense, pretenses, pretension, pretensions, pretentiousness, 
prettifies, prettify, pretty, prevail, prevailed, prevailing, prevails, prevalence, prevalent, prevent, 
preventing, prevents, previous, previously, prey, preying, price, priceless, pricking, prickly, pride, 
prideful, prides, priest, primal, primarily, primary, prime, primeval, primitive, primordial, prince, 
princely, princes, principal, principle, principled, principles, prints, prior, priority, pristine, private, 
privilege, prize, prized, prizes, prizing, proactivity, probably, probe, probes, probing, probity, problem, 
problems, procedure, proceed, proceeded, proceeding, proceedings, proceeds, process, processes, 
processing, procession, processions, proclaim, proclaiming, procreates, procure, procures, procuring, 
prodigal, prodigious, produce, produced, producer, produces, producing, product, production, 
productive, products, professional, proficient, profile, profit, profit-seeking, profitable, profited, 
profiteering, profiting, profits, profound, profoundest, profoundly, profoundness, profundities, 



profundity, profuse, profusely, profusion, progenitor, progeny, progress, progresses, progressive, 
progressively, prohibited, prohibition, prohibitions, prohibitive, prohibitory, project, projecting, projects, 
prolific, prolong, prolonging, prominence, prominent, promise, promise-breaking, promise-giving, 
promise-keeping, promises, promising, promissory, promote, promoted, promotes, promoting, 
promotion, promptly, promulgated, prone, proof, prop, propagate, propagated, propagation, propelled, 
propensities, proper, properly, properties, property, prophecies, prophecy, prophesy, prophets, 
propitious, proportion, proportions, propounds, propped, proprietary, proprieties, propriety, 
prosecuted, prospects, prosper, prosperity, prosperous, prospers, prostrate, protean, protect, protected, 
protecting, protection, protective, protector, protects, protracted, protruding, proud, proudly, prove, 
proved, proven, proverb, proverbial, proverbs, proves, provide, provided, providence, providers, 
provides, providing, province, provision, provision-cart, provisions, provoked, provokes, prowess, 
proximate, prudence, prudent, prudently, prying, pu, pu-shan, public, publicize, publicly, puddles, 
puffed, puffs, pugnacious, pull, pulled, pulling, pulls, pumps, punch, puncturing, punished, punishes, 
punishment, punitive, puny, pupils, purchase, pure, purely, pureness, purest, purge, purging, purified, 
purify, purifying, purity, purpose, purpose-oriented, purposed, purposeful, purposeless, purposely, 
purposes, pursue, pursued, pursuer, pursuers, pursues, pursuing, pursuit, pursuits, push, pushed, 
pushes, pushing, put, puts, putting, puzzle, puzzled 

q 
qi, quake, quaked, qualified, qualify, qualities, quality, quandary, quarrel, quarreling, quarrels, 



quarrelsome, quartered, quarters, queen, queer, quest, questing, question, questions, quests, queuing, 
quibble, quibbles, quick, quicken, quickened, quickening, quicker, quickly, quiescence, quiescent, 
quiescently, quiet, quieting, quietist, quietly, quietness, quiets, quietude, quintessence, quintessential, 
quipu, quit, quite, quivers, quo 

r 
rabble-rouser, rabid, racehorses, races, racing, radiance, radiant, radiate, rage, ragged, rain, rain-

storm, rainfalls, rains, rainstorm, raise, raised, raises, raising, rally, rambling, rampant, rancor, range, 
rank, ranking, ranks, rapacious, rapacity, rapid, rapids, rare, rarefied, rarely, rareness, rarer, rarest, 
rarities, rarity, rash, rashly, rashness, rate, rather, rationality, rationally, ravine, ravines, raw, ray, rays, 
razor, razor-sharp, re-become, re-establish, reach, reached, reaches, reaching, react, read, readily, 
readiness, ready, readying, reaffirm, real, realised, realistic, realities, reality, realization, realize, 
realized, realizes, realizing, really, realm, reap, rear, reared, rearing, rears, reason, reasonable, 
reasonably, reasoning, reasons, reassure, reassures, rebel, rebellion, rebellious, rebirth, rebound, recall, 
receded, receding, receipt, receivable, receive, received, receives, receiving, reception, receptive, 
receptiveness, receptivity, recess, recipient, reciprocal, reciprocally, reckless, recklessly, recklessness, 
reckoner, reckoning, reckons, recognised, recognition, recognizable, recognize, recognized, recognizes, 
recognizing, recoil, recoils, recommend, recommended, recommending, recompense, recompensing, 
reconcile, reconciled, reconciliation, reconciling, recondite, record, record-keeping, recording, records, 
recover, recovers, rectification, rectified, rectify, rectifying, rectitude, recurrence, recurrences, redeem, 



redeeming, redeems, redemption, rediscover, rediscovered, rediscovery, redressed, reduce, reduced, 
reduces, reducing, reduction, redundant, reed, refer, reference, referenced, referent, referred, referring, 
refers, refill, refills, refine, refined, refinements, reflect, reflects, reflexivity, reform, reformed, reforms, 
refrain, refrains, refreshed, refreshes, refreshing, refuge, refusal, refuse, refuses, refusing, refuted, regain, 
regaining, regal, regard, regarded, regarding, regardless, regards, regenerate, regeneration, region, 
regions, regressive, regret, regretful, regrettable, regular, regularity, regulate, regulated, regulating, 
regulation, regulations, rehabilitation, reign, reigned, reigns, rein, reinforcement, reinforcing, reinspects, 
reintegration, reinvigorate, reject, rejected, rejection, rejects, rejoice, rejoices, rejoicing, rejuvenate, 
rejuvenated, rekindle, relapsing, relate, relates, relating, relation, relational, relations, relationship, 
relationships, relative, relatives, relax, relaxed, relaxing, release, released, releases, releasing, relegated, 
relegates, relentless, relentlessly, reliability, reliable, relied, relief, relies, relieving, religion, religious, 
relinquish, relinquishes, relish, relishing, reluctance, reluctant, reluctantly, rely, relying, remade, 
remain, remained, remaining, remains, remark, remarks, remedied, remedies, remedy, remember, 
remembered, remembering, remembers, remembrance, remind, reminds, remiss, remittance, remnant, 
remnants, remorse, remote, remotely, remotest, remove, removed, removes, ren, rend, render, rendered, 
rendering, renders, rendezvous, renew, renewal, renewed, renewing, renews, renounce, renounced, 
renounces, renouncing, renown, rent, renunciation, repaid, repair, repaired, repairs, repay, repaying, 
repayment, repays, repeat, repeated, repeatedly, repelled, repercussion, repercussions, repetitive, 
repetitively, replace, replaced, replacement, replaces, replenish, replenished, replenishes, replenishing, 



replenishment, repletion, reply, replying, report, reporting, repose, reposeful, represent, representation, 
represents, repress, repressed, reproach, reproaches, reproduce, reproducibility, reproduction, 
reproductive, repudiate, repudiation, repugnant, reputation, require, required, requirements, requires, 
requiring, requital, requite, requited, requites, rescue, rescuing, research, researched, resemblance, 
resemble, resembled, resembles, resembling, resent, resentful, resentment, reservation, reserve, reserved, 
reservedly, reservoir, residence, residences, resides, residual, residue, resign, resignation, resist, 
resistance, resistant, resolute, resolutely, resolution, resolve, resolved, resolving, resonance, resonant, 
resonates, resort, resorting, resorts, resound, resounded, resource, resourceful, resources, respect, 
respectable, respected, respectful, respectfully, respecting, respective, respectively, respects, respite, 
respond, responded, responding, responds, response, responses, responsibilities, responsibility, 
responsible, responsive, responsiveness, rest, restful, resting, restless, restlessly, restlessness, restore, 
restored, restores, restoring, restrain, restrained, restraining, restrains, restraint, restrict, restricted, 
restricting, restriction, restrictions, rests, result, results, resume, retain, retaining, retains, retaliate, 
retaliation, retaliatory, retention, reticence, reticent, retinue, retire, retired, retires, retiring, retrace, 
retreat, retreating, retribution, retrograde, return, returned, returning, returns, reveal, revealed, 
revealing, reveals, revels, revenge, revere, revered, reverence, reverence-inspiring, reverent, reveres, 
revering, reversal, reverse, reversed, reverses, reversing, reversion, revert, reverted, reverting, reverts, 
reviews, revigorating, revile, revisits, revitalization, revoked, revolt, revolution, revolving, reward, 
rewarding, rewards, rhetoric, rhetorically, rhino, rhinoceros, rhinoceroses, rhinos, rhythm, rhythmic, 



rich, richer, riches, richest, richly, richness, rid, ridding, ride, riders, rides, ridicule, ridiculed, ridicules, 
ridiculous, riding, rids, rife, riffling, right, right-hand, right-minded, righteous, righteously, 
righteousness, rightful, rightly, rightness, rights, rigid, rigidity, rigidly, rigorous, riotous, riots, rip, ripen, 
ripening, ripens, rippling, rise, rise-and-fall-coupling, rises, rising, risings, risk, risked, risks, rite, rites, 
ritual, ritualism, ritualist, ritually, rituals, rival, rival's, rivaling, rivalry, rivals, river, riverbeds, rivers, 
rivet, rivulets, road, roads, roam, roar, roars, rob, robbed, robber, robber's, robberies, robbers, robbery, 
robbing, robe, robes, robs, robust, rock, rock's, rocket-fuel, rocks, rod, rods, rogues, role, roll, rolled, 
rolled-up, rolling, rolls, romance, room, room's, roomful, rooms, roosters, root, rooted, rootedness, 
rooting, rootlet, roots, rope, ropes, rose, roster, rot, rotate, rotated, rotten, rough, roughly, roughshod, 
round, rounded, roundly, rounds, roused, routinely, routines, row, royal, royally, royalty, ruddy, rude, 
rudely, ruffling, rugged, ruin, ruined, ruining, ruinous, ruins, rule, ruled, ruler, ruler's, rulers, rulership, 
rules, ruling, rumble, rumbling, run, runner, running, runs, rush, rushes, rushing, rust, rustic, rut, 
ruthful, ruthless, ruts 

s 
s, sackcloth, sacred, sacrifice, sacrifices, sacrificial, sad, saddened, saddle, sadness, safe, safeguard, 

safeguarded, safeguarding, safeguards, safekeeping, safely, safest, safety, sagacious, sagaciousness, 
sagacity, sage, sage's, sagehood, sageliness, sageness, sages, said, saint, sainthood, saintliness, sake, sale, 
salutary, salute, salvation, same, sameness, san, sanctified, sanction, sanctuary, sap, sapiens, sapients, 
sapling, sated, satiate, satiated, satiation, satiety, satisfaction, satisfactory, satisfied, satisfies, satisfy, 



satisfying, saturated, saturation, savage, save, saved, saver, saves, saving, savior, saviour, savor, 
savoring, savory, savour, savourless, sawed, sawn, say, saying, sayings, says, scale, scales, scan, scanty, 
scar, scarce, scarcely, scarcity, scare, scared, scatter, scattered, scatters, scenarios, scene, scenery, scenes, 
scent, scheme, schemer, schemer's, schemers, schemes, scheming, scholar, scholar-doer, scholar-doers, 
scholars, scholarship, scholarships, schooled, schoolmaster, scope, scored, scoring, scorn, scorpions, 
scourge, scramble, scrap, scrape, scraping, scratch, scream, screaming, screams, scriptures, scrupulous, 
scrutinize, scrutinized, scrutinizing, scrutiny, se, sea, seafood, seal, sealed, sealing, seals, seam, seamless, 
search, searched, searchers, searching, searchingly, seas, season, seasons, seat, seated, seats, second, 
second-class, second-in-command, second-rate, secondary, seconds, secrecy, secret, secretive, secretly, 
secrets, sections, secular, secure, secured, securing, security, sedentary, seduce, sedulously, see, seed, 
seedling, seeds, seeing, seek, seeker, seeking, seeks, seem, seemed, seeming, seemingly, seems, seen, seers, 
sees, segmented, seize, seized, seizes, seizing, seldom, selected, selects, self, self's, self-absorbed, self-
abstaining, self-address, self-aggrandisement, self-aggrandizement, self-aggrandizes, self-aggrandizing, 
self-approbation, self-approver, self-asserter, self-assertion, self-assertive, self-assured, self-aware, self-
becoming, self-boaster, self-boasting, self-caused, self-claiming, self-complacency, self-complacent, self-
conceit, self-conceited, self-concern, self-confident, self-conscious, self-contained, self-contented, self-
contentment, self-control, self-cultivation, self-culture, self-defense, self-definition, self-deprecating, self-
destruction, self-develop, self-development, self-devoted, self-display, self-displayer, self-displaying, self-
distinction, self-effacing, self-esteem, self-evident, self-exaltation, self-exalting, self-existent, self-free, 



self-fulfillment, self-fulfilment, self-glorified, self-governs, self-guided, self-importance, self-important, 
self-imposed, self-improvement, self-improvements, self-indulgence, self-interest, self-interested, self-
interests, self-justifies, self-justifying, self-knowledge, self-love, self-manage, self-mastery, self-obsessed, 
self-opinionated, self-opinioned, self-ordered, self-parade, self-perpetuation, self-pleased, self-possessed, 
self-praise, self-praising, self-preoccupations, self-preservation, self-promoting, self-promotion, self-
prosper, self-reflection, self-regulates, self-respect, self-respecting, self-restraint, self-revealing, self-
righteous, self-righteousness, self-satisfied, self-seeing, self-serves, self-serving, self-simplify, self-so, self-
styled, self-subsistent, self-sufficient, self-sustaining, self-touting, self-touts, self-transformation, 
selfhood, selfish, selfishness, selfless, selflessly, selflessness, sell, selves, semblance, semblances, semen, 
semen-like, send, sends, senior, sensations, sense, sense-appealing, senseless, senses, sensibility, sensibly, 
sensing, sensitive, sensitivity, sensory, sensual, sensuous, sent, sentence, sentence-makers, sentiment, 
sentimental, separable, separate, separated, separately, separates, separating, separation, sequence, 
sequences, seraglios, serenad'd, serene, serenely, serenity, series, serious, serious-minded, seriously, 
seriousness, serpents, servant, servants, serve, served, server, servers, serves, service, services, servility, 
serving, servitor, set, set-to, sets, setting, settings, settle, settled, settlement, settlements, settles, settling, 
seven, sever, several, severe, severed, severity, sex, sexes, sexual, shabbily, shabby, shade, shades, shadow, 
shadowy, shaft, shake, shaken, shall, shallow, shallowness, shallows, shalt, shame, shameful, shameless, 
shams, shan, shang, shape, shaped, shapeless, shapes, shaping, share, shared, shares, sharing, sharp, 
sharp-bladed, sharp-cornered, sharpen, sharpened, sharpening, sharpens, sharper, sharpest, sharpness, 



shatter, shattered, shatters, she, shed, sheer, sheerest, shell, shelter, sheltered, shelters, shen, sheng, 
shepherd, shi, shield, shielded, shields, shifted, shifty, shih, shih-yu-san, shimmers, shine, shines, shining, 
shiny, ships, shirt, shiveringly, shock, shocked, shocking, shoot, shoots, shoring, short, short-cut, short-
lived, shortage, shortcoming, shortcomings, shortcut, shortened, shortness, shot, shou, should, shoulder, 
shouldered, shoulders, shouldn't, shout, shovel, shovelful, show, showed, shower, showered, showering, 
showers, showing, showman, shown, shows, showy, shrewd, shrewdest, shrewdness, shrill, shrine, 
shrines, shrink, shrinking, shrinks, shriveled, shrivelled, shrouded, shrunk, shrunken, shu, shui, shun, 
shunned, shuns, shut, shuts, shutting, shy, siblings, sick, sick-minded, sick-mindedness, sickening, 
sickness, side, side-by-side, sides, sidetracked, sidetracks, sigh, sight, sight-seeing, sighted, sightless, sights, 
sign, signalize, signalizes, signet, significance, significant, signifies, signs, silence, silent, silently, silk, silly, 
similar, similarities, similarity, similarly, simmers, simple, simple-minded, simpler, simplest, 
simpleton, simpleton's, simplicity, simplification, simplified, simplifies, simplify, simplifying, simply, 
simulacrum, simultaneous, simultaneously, sin, since, sincere, sincerely, sincerity, sinews, single, single-
heartedly, single-mindedly, singles, singly, singular, singularly, sinister, sink, sinking, sinned, sinners, 
sins, sir, sit, site, sits, sitting, situate, situated, situates, situation, situations, six, size, sizes, sketch, skilful, 
skilfully, skill, skilled, skillful, skillfully, skillfulness, skills, skipped, sky, slack, slain, slaughter, 
slaughtered, slaughtering, slaves, slay, slaying, slays, sleep, sleeve, sleeves, sleight-of-hand, slice, slight, 
slightest, slighting, slim, slip, slips, slow, slow-breathing, slow-witted, slowest, slowly, sluggish, slurs, sly, 
slyness, small, smaller, smallest, smallness, smart, smartness, smell, smile, smiled, smiles, smites, 



smooth, smoothed, smoothening, smoothly, smooths, smug, snake, snakes, snap, snare, snatch, sneak, 
sneered, snorting, snow, snug, so, so-called, soaked, soaring, sober, social, socialize, societies, society, soft, 
soften, softened, softening, softens, softer, softest, softness, soil, soil-shrines, soiled, sold, soldier, soldierly, 
soldiers, solely, solemn, solemnity, solemnly, solid, solidest, solidifies, solidify, solidity, solidly, solidness, 
solipsists, solitaire, solitary, solve, solved, some, somebody, somehow, someone, someone's, something, 
sometimes, somewhere, son, sons, soon, sooner, sophisticated, sophistication, sophistry, sophists, 
sorcerers, sorcerous, sorcery, sordid, sorrow, sorrow-laden, sorrow-stricken, sorrowful, sorrows, sorry, 
sort, sorts, sought, soul, souls, sound, sounded, sounding, soundless, sounds, sour, source, source-root, 
sources, south-west, sovereign, sovereigns, sovereignty, sow, sowed, sower, sown, sows, space, spaced, 
spaceless, spaces, spacious, spaciousness, spadeful, span, span's, spanning, spans, spare, spared, sparing, 
sparingly, sparingness, spark, sparkles, sparse, sparse-meshed, sparsely, sparser, spasmodic, speak, 
speaker, speakers, speaking, speaks, spears, special, specialists, specialized, specialties, specific, 
specimens, specious, speck, spectacles, spectacular, specter, spectral, spectre, speculations, speech, 
speeches, speechless, speechlessness, speed, speeding, speedy, spelled, spend, spending, spends, 
spendthrift, spent, spheres, spic, spiders, spill, spilling, spirit, spirit-like, spirit-thing, spiritless, spirits, 
spiritual, spirituality, spiritualized, spiritually, spite, splendid, splendidly, splendor, splendorous, 
splendour, split, splits, splitting, spoil, spoiled, spoiling, spoils, spoke, spoken, spokes, spontaneity, 
spontaneous, spontaneously, sport, spot, spotless, spots, spotted, spouses, sprang, spread, spreaded, 
spreads, sprightly, spring, springs, springtime, sprinkle, sprout, spurious, spurn, spurned, spurns, 



squabble, squall, square, square-edged, squareness, squares, squarest, squeeze, stab, stabilised, stability, 
stabilized, stable, stables, stacked, stage, staged, stages, stagnant, stagnation, stain, stainless, stains, 
stalk, stalking, stalks, stall, stallion, stallions, stamina, stammer, stammering, stance, stand, standard, 
stander, standing, standings, standpoint, stands, star, stare, staring, stark, stars, start, started, starting, 
startle, startled, startles, startling, starts, starvation, starve, starved, starvers, starving, state, state's, 
stated, stately, statement, statements, states, statesmen, static, station, stationed, statues, status, 
statutes, stay, stayed, staying, stays, stead, steadfast, steadfastly, steadfastness, steadily, steadiness, 
steady, steal, stealing, steals, stealthy, steeds, steeliest, steeliness, steely, steeped, steer, steers, stem, stems, 
step, step-by-step, stepping, steps, sterility, steward, stick, sticking, sticks, stiff, stiffest, stiffness, still, 
stilled, stilling, stillness, stimulating, stimulations, stimuli, sting, stinginess, stings, stingy, stint, stir, 
stirred, stirring, stirs, stock, stock-in-trade, stocking, stocks, stolen, stolid, stomach, stomachs, stone, 
stone-chimes, stones, stood, stoop, stooped, stooping, stop, stopped, stopping, stopple, stopples, stops, 
storage, store, storehouse, storehouses, stores, storeys, stories, storing, storm, stormy, story, stove, 
straddle, straddles, straight, straight-forward, straightaway, straighten, straightened, straightens, 
straightest, straightforward, straightforwardly, straightforwardness, straightly, straightness, strain, 
straining, strains, strand, strange, stranger, strangers, stratagem, stratagems, strategic, strategies, 
strategist, strategists, strategists'saying, strategizing, strategy, straw, straw-dogs, straw-made, strawdogs, 
stray, strayed, straying, strays, stream, streamlets, streamlining, streams, street, streets, strength, 
strengthen, strengthened, strengthening, strengthens, strengths, strenuously, stretch, stretched, stretches, 



stretching, strict, strictly, stride, strides, striding, strife, strike, strikes, string, stringent, stringing, strings, 
stripped, stripping, strips, strive, strives, striving, strokes, strong, strong-minded, strong-willed, stronger, 
strongest, strongly, strove, structure, struggle, struggles, struggling, strutting, stub, stubborn, stubbornly, 
studded, student, students, studies, study, studying, stuff, stuffing, stuffs, stumble, stumbled, stung, 
stupefy, stupid, stupidity, sturdy, stutter, stuttering, style, styled, stylish, su, subdue, subdued, subdues, 
subduing, subject, subjecting, subjection, subjective, subjects, subjugate, subjugated, subjugation, 
sublime, sublimity, submerge, submerged, submission, submissive, submissiveness, submit, submits, 
submitted, submitting, subordinate, subordinated, subordinates, subordination, subscribe, 
subsequently, subservient, subsist, subsisted, substance, substanceless, substances, substantial, 
substantiate, substantiated, substantive, substitute, substitutes, substituting, subtle, subtleness, subtlest, 
subtleties, subtlety, subtly, subtract, subtracting, suburbs, succeed, succeeded, succeeding, succeeds, 
success, successes, successful, successfully, succession, successively, succors, succour, succours, succumb, 
succumbing, such, sudden, suddenly, suffer, suffered, suffering, suffers, suffice, suffices, sufficiency, 
sufficient, sufficiently, sufficing, suffuse, suffuses, suffusing, suggests, sui, suitability, suitable, suits, 
sullied, summarily, summary, summative, summit, summon, summoned, summoning, summons, 
sumptuous, sun, sunken, super, superabundance, superabundant, superb, superbly, supercilious, 
superficial, superficialities, superficiality, superficially, superficies, superfluous, superior, superiority, 
superiors, supernal, supernatural, supertramp, supervise, supplant, supplants, supple, supplement, 
supplementary, supplemented, supplements, suppleness, supplied, supplies, supply, supplying, support, 



supported, supporting, supports, suppose, supposing, suppress, suppressed, suppresses, suppressing, 
suppression, supremacy, supreme, supremely, sure, surely, surety, surface, surfeit, surfeited, surpass, 
surpassed, surpasses, surpassing, surplus, surpluses, surprise, surprised, surprises, surrender, surround, 
surrounded, surrounding, surroundings, surrounds, survey, surveyed, survival, survivals, survive, 
survived, survives, survivors, suspend, suspended, suspicion, sustain, sustained, sustainer, sustaining, 
sustains, sustenance, swallow, swallowed, sway, swayed, swearing, sweep, sweepingly, sweet, sweeter, 
sweetest, swell, swelling, swept, swerve, swerving, swift, swiftly, swinging, swollen, swollen-headed, 
swoop, sword, sword-edge, swords, symbol, symbol-of-rank, symbolize, symbolized, symbolizes, 
sympathy, symptoms, system, systems, szu 

t 
t, t'ai, t'ai-lao, t'an, t'ao, t'eh, t'i, t'ien, t'o, t'u, t'ung, ta, taboos, taciturn, taciturnity, tackle, tackled, 

tackling, tactician, tactics, tactless, tai, tai-chi, tail, tailor, tainted, take, taken, taker, takes, taking, tale, 
talent, talented, talents, tales, talk, talked, talkers, talking, talks, tall, taller, tallest, tallies, tallness, tally, 
taming, tamper, tampered, tampering, tampers, tandem, tangible, tangled, tangles, tantalization, 
tantalized, tantalizer, tantalizing, tao, tao's, tao-believer, tao-followers, tao-practician, tao-practician's, 
tao-practicians, tao-practitioners, taoism, taoist, taoists, taoku, taoless, taproot, tares, target, targeted, 
tarnish, tarnished, task, tasks, taste, taste-less, tasted, tasteful, tasteless, tastelessness, tastes, tasting, 
tasty, tattered, taught, taut, tax, tax-collection, tax-grain, taxation, taxed, taxes, taxing, te, tê, te's, te-
like, teach, teacher, teachers, teaches, teaching, teachings, team, teams, tear, tears, technics, technique, 



techniques, technologies, teeming, teeth, teh, teh's, tell, telling, tells, temper, temperance, tempered, 
tempering, tempers, tempest, temple, temporarily, tempt, temptation, temptations, tempted, tempting, 
ten, ten-thousand-carriage, ten-thousand-chariot, tend, tendencies, tendency, tender, tender-hearted, 
tenderest, tenderhearted, tenderheartedness, tenderly, tenderness, tending, tendons, tendrils, tends, 
tenet, tenets, tenfold, tens, tense, tensed, tensing, tension, tentative, tentatively, tenth, tenths, tenuous, 
termed, terminate, terminology, terms, terrace, terraces, terrible, terribly, territories, territory, terror, 
terrorize, test, tested, testing, text, textbook, th, than, thanked, thanks, that, that's, that-which-has-no-
crevice, that-which-has-no-opening, that-which-is-without-form, thaw, thawing, the, theft, thefts, their, 
theirs, them, theme, themselves, then, thence, thenceforth, theories, theorize, theorized, theorizing, 
theory, there, there's, thereby, therefore, therein, thereof, therewith, these, they, they'd, they'll, they're, 
they've, thick, thick-headed, thick-skinned, thickest, thickness, thief, thievery, thieves, thin, thing, 
thinghood, thingness, things, think, thinking, thinks, thinness, thinnest, thinning, third, third-class, 
third-rate, thirsting, thirteen, thirty, thirty-spoke, this, thistles, thither, thorn, thorns, thorny, thorough, 
thoroughbred, thoroughbreds, thoroughly, thoroughness, those, thou, though, thought, thoughtful, 
thoughtlessly, thoughts, thousand, thousand-li, thousand-mile, thousands, thread, thread-head, 
threadbare, threads, threat, threaten, threatened, threatening, threats, three, three-tenths, threefold, 
threshold, threw, thrift, thriftiness, thrifty, thrilled, thrive, thrives, thriving, throat, throne, thrones, 
through, throughout, throw, thrower's, throwing, thrown, throws, thrust, thrusting, thunderstorm, thus, 
thwarted, thy, ti, tiandan, tide, tides, tie, tied, tier, tiers, ties, tiger, tigers, tight, tightened, tighter, tightly, 



till, tilled, tilling, tilting, timber, time, time-tested, timeless, timeliness, timely, times, timid, timidly, 
timing, ting, tingling, tiniest, tinkle, tinsel, tiny, tip, tip-toe, tiptoe, tiptoed, tiptoes, tire, tired, tireless, 
tirelessly, tires, tiresome, tiring, tis, tithing, title, titled, titles, to, today, today's, together, toil, token, 
tokens, told, tolerance, tolerant, tolerated, tolerates, tone, toneless, tones, tongue, tongue-tied, tongues, 
too, too-long, too-short, took, tool, tools, tooth, top, topple, toppled, topsy-turvy, torn, torrential, torrents, 
tortoise, tortuous, tortured, tossed, total, totally, totter, touch, touched, touching, tough, toughening, 
toughens, tout, tow, toward, towards, tower, towers, town, towns, trace, traced, traceless, traces, track, 
tracks, trade, traded, tradition, traditional, traditions, traffic, trafficking, trail, trailing, trails, train, 
trains, trait, traits, tramp, tramped, tranquil, tranquility, tranquilize, tranquillity, tranquillize, 
tranquillized, tranquilly, transact, transacting, transcend, transcendent, transcendental, 
transcendentally, transcending, transcends, transform, transformation, transformed, transforming, 
transforms, transgressed, transgressing, transgression, transgressions, transient, transitory, 
transmutation, transmute, transparency, transparent, transpires, trapping, trappings, trash, travel, 
traveled, traveler, travelers, traveling, traveller, travelling, travels, treacheries, tread, treading, treasure, 
treasured, treasures, treasuring, treasury, treat, treated, treating, treatment, treats, tree, trees, trend, 
trespass, trespassed, trial, trials, tribal, tribulations, tributaries, tribute, tributes, trickery, trickily, tricks, 
tricky, tried, tries, trifle, trifling, trimmings, trinity, trip, trips, triumph, triumphant, triumphantly, 
triumphing, triumphs, trivial, trodden, troop, troops, trouble, troubled, troubles, troublesome, 
troubling, truce, true, truer, truest, truism, truly, trumpet, truncate, truncated, trunk, trunks, trust, 



trusted, trustee, trusteeship, trustful, trustfulness, trusting, trusts, trustworthiness, trustworthiness's, 
trustworthy, truth, truthful, truthfully, truthfulness, try, trying, ts'u, ts'un, tsai, tsan, tsao, tse, tsê, tso, tsu, 
tsui, tsung, tu, tube, tui, tuition, tumbled, tumbling, tumor, tumors, tumour, tumours, tumult, tumults, 
tune, tung, tunic, tunnel, turbid, turbidity, turbulence, turbulent, turgid, turmoil, turn, turned, turning, 
turning-point, turnings, turns, twas, twigs, twine, twist, twisted, twisty, two, two-arms, twofold, twould, 
tying, type, types, typical, typifies, tyranny, tyrant, tz'u, tze, tzu, tzu-cheng, tzu-hua, tzu-jan, tzu-p'u 

u 
ubiquitous, ugliness, ugly, ull, ulterior, ultimate, ultimately, ultimates, un, un-governed, un-learned, 

unabated, unable, unaccountable, unacknowledged, unadorned, unaffected, unafraid, unalterable, 
unambitious, unassertively, unassuming, unattached, unattainable, unattainably, unattractive, 
unavoidable, unavoidably, unaware, unawarely, unbalanced, unbearable, unbegun, unbelief, 
unbelievable, unbending, unbent, unbiased, unblock, unborn, unbroken, uncanny, uncarved, 
unceasing, unceasingly, uncentered, uncertain, unchangeable, unchanged, unchanging, unclarity, 
unclean, unclear, uncomfortable, uncommitted, unconcealed, unconcern, unconcerned, unconditional, 
unconditionally, unconditioned, unconquerable, unconscious, unconstrained, uncontentious, 
uncontrollable, unconventional, unconventionally, uncounted, uncouth, uncrafty, uncultivated, 
undamaged, undeceiving, undecided, undecorated, undefined, under, under-estimate, under-
estimating, under-provided, underdog, underestimate, underestimated, underestimates, 
underestimating, underestimation, undergo, undergoes, undergoing, underground, underlies, 



underlings, underlying, undermined, underneath, underprivileged, underside, understand, 
understanding, understands, understood, undertake, undertaken, undertakes, undertaking, 
undertakings, undervalue, undesirable, undesired, undeveloped, undifferentiated, undisciplined, 
undiscriminating, undispelled, undistinguished, undistracted, undisturbable, undisturbed, undivided, 
undo, undoes, undone, undressed, undue, undyed, undying, uneasy, uneducable, unemployed, 
unending, unendingly, unenlightened, unerring, unerringly, uneven, unevolved, unexcitable, unexcited, 
unexpectancy, unexpected, unfailing, unfairness, unfaithful, unfastened, unfathomable, unfavored, 
unfearful, unfeeling, unfilled, unfinished, unfit, unfitting, unfold, unfolding, unfoldment, unforeseen, 
unformed, unfortunate, unfortunately, unfulfilled, unfulfilling, ungoverned, ungracious, 
ungraciousness, unhappy, unharmed, unheard, unheeded, unhewn, unholiness, unholy, unhurried, 
unification, unified, unifies, unify, unifying, unilluminating, unimaginable, unimpaired, unimportant, 
unimpressed, unintelligent, unintentionally, uninteresting, uninviting, union, unique, uniquely, 
uniqueness, unison, unitary, unite, united, unites, uniting, unity, universal, universality, universally, 
universe, unjustly, unkind, unkindness, unknowable, unknowing, unknown, unknown-existence, 
unlearn, unlearnable, unlearned, unleashes, unless, unlike, unlikely, unlimited, unlock, unlocked, 
unloose, unlucky, unlustful, unmanifest, unmeasurable, unmistakably, unmovable, unmoved, 
unnamable, unnameable, unnamed, unnatural, unnaturally, unnecessary, unnoticed, unobstructed, 
unobtrusive, unoccupied, unoccupiedness, unpleasant, unpredictable, unprejudiced, unprepared, 
unpretentious, unpretentiousness, unprocessed, unprofitable, unprotestingly, unqualified, 



unquenchable, unquestionably, unquiet, unravel, unraveling, unravels, unreachable, unreal, unreality, 
unreasonable, unrecognised, unrecognizable, unrefined, unreflecting, unrest, unrestrained, unrevealed, 
unruffled, unruliness, unruly, unsaved, unscathed, unscrupulous, unscrupulously, unseen, unselfish, 
unselfishness, unsettled, unshakable, unsheathing, unsolved, unsophisticated, unspecified, unspoiled, 
unspoken, unsteady, unstirred, unsubstantiated, unsupported, unsure, unsuspecting, unswayed, 
unswerving, unswervingly, untainted, untamable, untangle, untangles, untaught, unterminable, 
unthinkable, untie, untied, unties, until, untilled, untimely, untiring, untiringly, unto, untouched, 
untraceable, untrained, untrustworthy, untruth, untying, unused, unusual, unvarying, unveiling, 
unveils, unvirtuous, unwanted, unwavering, unwaveringly, unwearily, unwearying, unwilling, 
unwillingness, unwinding, unwise, unworn, unworthiness, unworthy, unwrought, unyielding, up, 
upheld, uphold, upon, upper, upright, uprightness, uprising, uproot, uprooted, uproots, upset, upside, 
uptorn, upward, upwards, urge, urgently, us, usable, usage, use, useable, used, useful, usefulness, 
useless, uselessly, user, uses, usher, using, usually, usurp, usurping, utensil, utensil's, utensils, utilises, 
utility, utilizations, utilize, utilized, utilizing, utmost, utopia, utter, utterable, utterance, utterances, 
uttered, uttering, utterly, utters 

v 
vacancy, vacant, vacuity, vacuous, vacuum, vague, vaguely, vagueness, vain, vainglorious, vainly, 

vale, valiant, valid, validity, valley, valley's, valleys, valor, valuable, valuables, value, valued, values, 
valuing, vanguard, vanish, vanished, vanishes, vanities, vanity, vanquish, vanquished, vanquisher, 



vanquishes, vanquishing, vans, vapor, vapors, variance, variation, variations, varied, variety, various, 
vary, vassalage, vast, vast-spreading, vastly, vastness, vasts, vaunt, vaunting, vaunts, vegetable, 
vegetation, vehicle, vehicles, veil, veiled, veneer, venerability, venerable, venerate, venerated, venerating, 
veneration, vengeful, venomous, vent, venture, ventures, venturing, verbal, verbalized, verbally, 
verbosity, verge, verges, verily, veritable, verities, versa, versatile, versatility, verse-makers, versed, very, 
vessel, vessel's, vessels, vested, vexation, vexations, viable, viand, vibrant, vibrates, vice, vicious, victim, 
victims, victor, victories, victorious, victoriously, victors, victory, victory-bound, view, viewed, viewpoint, 
viewpoints, views, vigilance, vigilant, vigor, vigorous, vigorously, vigour, vilifying, village, village's, 
villagers, villages, vim, violate, violates, violation, violence, violent, violently, vipers, virgin, virile, virility, 
virtually, virtue, virtue's, virtue-conscious, virtueless, virtues, virtuous, virtuously, virtuousness, visible, 
vision, visit, visitation, visited, visiting, visitor, visitors, visits, visual, visualized, vital, vitalities, vitality, 
vitalized, vitalizing, vitiate, vivacity, vivid, vogue, voice, voiced, voices, void, voided, volition, volubly, 
volumes, voluminous, voluntarily, voracious, vous, vowels, vulgar, vulnerable, vying 

w 
w, wade, wading, wafting, wage, wages, waggons, wagon, wagons, waif, wail, wailing, waists, wait, 

waiting, wake, walk, walked, walker, walkers, walking, walks, wall, walled-in, wallow, walls, wander, 
wanderer, wandering, wanders, waned, wanes, wang, wang-pi, waning, want, wanted, wanting, 
wanton, wantonly, wants, war, war-horses, war-wagons, ward, ware, warehouses, wares, warfare, 
warlike, warm, warmed, warmly, warmth, warn, warning, warped, warrior, warriors, wars, wary, was, 



wash, washing, wasn't, wasps, waste, wasted, wasteful, wastefulness, wasteland, wastes, wasting, watch, 
watch-towers, watched, watches, watchful, watching, water, water's, waters, waterway, waterways, 
watery, wavering, wavers, waves, wax, way, way's, wayfarer, wayfarers, wayless, ways, wayside, we, 
we're, weak, weaken, weakened, weakening, weakens, weaker, weakest, weakness, weaknesses, wealth, 
wealthiest, wealthy, weapon, weaponless, weaponry, weapons, wear, weareth, wearied, weariness, 
wearing, wears, weary, wearying, weave, web, wedded, weed, weeding, weeds, weedy, weep, weeps, wei, 
weigh, weighed, weighing, weighs, weight, weighted, weightier, weightless, weighty, weird, weizhao, 
welcome, welcomed, welcomes, welfare, well, well-balanced, well-being, well-built, well-closed, well-
devised, well-embraced, well-established, well-fastened, well-fed, well-formed, well-founded, well-
grasped, well-hidden, well-kept, well-mannered, well-nigh, well-ordered, well-prepared, well-
preserved, well-rounded, well-ruled, well-shut, well-tied, well-versed, wen, wens, went, were, weren't, 
what, what's, what-has-no-being, what-leaves-no-opening, whatever, whatsoever, wheel, wheel's, 
wheels, when, whence, whenever, where, whereas, whereby, wherefore, wherein, whereon, whereto, 
whereupon, wherever, wherewith, whether, which, whichever, while, whilst, whims, whirling, 
whirlwind, whisper, whistle, white, whiteness, whitest, whither, whittled, who, who's, whoever, whole, 
whole-hearted, whole-heartedly, wholehearted, wholeheartedly, wholeness, wholesome, wholly, whom, 
whomever, whomsoever, whose, whosoever, why, wicked, wickedness, wide, wide-meshed, widely, 
widespread, widow, widowed, widower, widowers, widowhood, widows, width, wield, wielded, wielder, 
wielders, wielding, wields, wife, wild, wilderness, wildly, wiles, wilfully, will, willful, willfully, willfulness, 



willing, willingly, wills, wilt, wily, win, wind, winding, window, windows, winds, windstorm, wine, wing, 
wings, winking, winking-waning, winner, winners, winning, winnings, wins, winter, wintry, wipe, wiped, 
wisdom, wisdoms, wise, wisely, wiser, wisest, wish, wished, wishes, wishing, wit, witchcraft, with, 
withdraw, withdrawing, withdrawn, withdraws, withdrew, wither, withered, withers, withhold, 
withholds, within, without, withstand, witness, witnessing, wits, witty, wizened, woe, woes, woman, 
woman's, womanly, womb, womb-door, wombs, women's, won, won't, wonder, wonderful, wonderfully, 
wonderfulness, wonders, wondrous, wondrously, wont, wood, woodcutter, wooden, woolen, word, 
word's, wordless, wordlessly, words, wordy, wore, work, workable, worked, worker, workers, working, 
workmen, works, world, world's, worldlings, worldly, worlds, worn, worn-out, worried, worries, 
worrisome, worry, worrying, worse, worship, worshipped, worst, worth, worthier, worthily, worthiness, 
worthless, worthlessness, worthwhile, worthy, would, wouldn't, wound, wounded, wounding, wounds, 
woven, wrangle, wrap, wrapped, wrath, wrathful, wreathed, wrecker, wrestle, write, writing, writings, 
written, wrong, wrongdoer, wrongdoers, wronged, wrongly, wrought, wu, wu-chi, wu-chih, wu-ming, 
wu-wei, wu-yü, wuwei 

x 
xi, xian, xuan, xuans 
y 
yan, yang, yang-tze, yao-miao, yards, yea, yeah, year, yearly, yearn, yearning, years, yen, yen-ch'u, yes, 

yet, yi, yield, yielded, yielding, yieldingly, yields, yin, yin-yang, ying, yo, you, you'd, you'll, you're, you've, 



you-wei, young, youngsters, your, yours, yourself, yourselves, youthful, yu, yu-chih, yu-ming, yu-yü, yü, 
yüan, yüeh, yuan, yun, yung 

z 
zenith, zest 
 

• 



All Russian words used in corpus: 50,277(of them 9,692 distinct) 
 

а 
а, азарт, азарта, активно, активны, активным, алтарей, алтаря, алчен, амбаров, 

амбары, аномального, аномальное, аномальным, аномальных, армии, армий, армию, 
ароматов, аршин, асимметрии, асимметрию, атаковать, аудиенции 

б 
б, базарной, базаров, бандитов, бахвалится, бахвальство, бахвальством, башню, башня, 

бдительности, бегают, беготню, беготня, бед, беда, беде, беднее, беднеет, бедным, бедных, 
беднякам, бедняков, бедствие, бедствий, бедствия, беду, беды, без, безбрежное, безвестность, 
безвестным, безвидная, безвидный, безвкусно, безвкусное, безгласные, безграничен, 
безграничная, безграничное, безграничным, бездействие, бездействием, бездействии, 
бездействия, бездействуют, безделиц, бездеятелен, бездеятельности, бездеятельность, 
бездеятельным, бездеятельными, бездна, бездна-пучина, бездомный, бездонности, 
бездонностью, бездумен, беззаботен, беззаконие, беззащитно, беззвучная, беззвучно-
пустотное, беззвучное, беззвучной, беззвучности, беззвучный, беззвучным, безликая, безмерно, 
безмолвна, безмолвная, безмятежно, безмятежно-покойно, безмятежное, безмятежности, 
безмятежность, безмятежностью, безнравственны, безнравственные, безнравственный, 
безнравственных, безо, безобразно, безобразное, безопасного, безопасности, безразличен, 



безрассуден, безрассудно-дерзкий, безрассудности, безрассудством, безумие, безумия, 
безумной, безумство, безучастным, безымянен, безымянная, безымянно, безымянное, 
безымянной, безымянности, безымянность, безымянным, безыскусен, безыскусная, 
безыскусность, безыскусным, безыскусственную, белизна, белое, берегли, берегу, берегут, 
бережёт, бережлив, бережливости, бережливость, бережливостью, бережливые, бережливым, 
бережно, берет, берется, беречь, берешь, берите, берут, берутся, беря, бесконечна, бесконечно, 
бесконечное, бесконечном, бесконечность, бесконечны, бесконечный, бесконечным, 
бескорыстен, бескорыстны, бескрайности, бескрайность, беспечность, бесплодного, 
беспокоить, беспокойного, беспокойств, бесполезно, бесполезным, беспомощно, беспомощным, 
беспомощными, беспорочен, беспорядка, беспорядков, беспорядку, беспорядок, беспорядочно, 
беспредел, беспредельна, беспредельно, беспредельное, беспредельному, беспрестанно, 
беспристрастен, беспристрастный, беспристрастным, беспромежуточным, бессильно, 
бессловесное, бессменным, бессмертен, бессмысленного, бесстрастен, бесстрастие, 
бесстрастии, бесстрастия, бесстрастно, бесстрастностью, бесстрастны, бесстрастным, 
бесстрашии, бесстрашия, бесстрашным, бестелесно, бестелесное, бесформенна, 
бесформенного, бесформенной, бесформенность, бесформенною, бесхитростен, бесцветным, 
бесчестит, бесчестье, бесчестью, бесчисленное, бесы, бешенство, биркам, бирки, бирку, 
бирок, битвах, битве, битву, битвы, благ, блага, блага-дэ, благая, благие, благим, благими, 
благих, благо, благо-дэ, благовещим, благоволение, благоволения, благоговейно-почтенны, 



благоговение, благодаря, благоденствие, благоденствии, благоденствия, благое, благой, 
благом, благом-дэ, благому, благополучие, благополучны, благопристойным, благоразумен, 
благоразумного, благороден, благороднее, благородного, благородное, благородные, 
благородный, благородным, благородных, благородства, благосостояние, благосостоянии, 
благости, благостной, благостный, благость, благостью, благотворен, благотворна, 
благотворно, благоустроенное, благочестие, благу-дэ, благую, блекло, блеклым, блеск, блеска, 
блеску, блестеть, блестит, блестят, блестящим, блещет, ближайших, ближе, близка, 
близко, близком, близок, блистать, блуждаю, блюда, блюдами, блюдет, блюди, блюдо, блюдут, 
блюдущий, блюдя, блюсти, богат, богатеет, богатеют, богатой, богатств, богатства, 
богатстве, богатство, богатством, богатую, богаты, богатые, богатым, богатых, богач, 
богаче, богом, боевитости, боевитостью, боевую, боевые, боевых, боец, божества, 
божественная, божественное, божественной, божественность, божественностью, 
божественный, божественными, боится, боишься, бой, бойся, более, болеет, болезни, болезнь, 
болезнью, болезням, болен, боление, болеть, болеют, больнее, больней, больной, больным, 
большая, больше, большего, большее, большей, большие, большим, большими, большинство, 
больших, большого, большое, большой, большом, большому, большую, борется, бормотанье, 
бороться, борьбу, борьбы, боюсь, боя, боялись, боялся, боясь, боятся, бояться, боящийся, 
боящимся, бразды, браке, брань, братская, братской, брать, бремя, бросаются, бросить, 
бросьте, брошенных, брошены, будет, будете, будешь, будничное, будто, буду, будут, будучи, 



будущего, будущее, будь, будьте, буйствует, булыжник, бурьян, бурьяном, бы, бывает, бывало, 
бываю, бывают, был, была, были, былинки, было, быстрая, быстро, быстротечное, быстрые, 
быстрый, бытие, бытием, бытии, бытию, бытия, быть 

в 
в, важнейшей, важно, важным, важными, вам, ван-царь, ваном, ваны, вариант, варить, 

варке, вас, ваше, ваши, вбирают, вброд, ввек, вверить, вверх, вверху, вверяют, вдается, вдвое, 
вдовах, вдовый, вдовым, вдовыми, вдоха, вдруг, вдумчив, вдыхают, ведает, ведаешь, ведаю, 
ведают, ведающего, ведающий, ведёт, ведет, ведется, ведом, ведут, ведущего, ведущее, 
ведущей, ведущие, ведущий, ведь, везде, век, вековечен, вековечно, вековечности, вековечны, 
вековечными, веление, велений, велик, велика, великая, велики, великие, великий, великим, 
великими, великих, велико, великого, великодушие, великодушием, великодушию, великое, 
великой, великолепие, великолепия, великом, великому, великость, великою, великую, 
величает, величайшего, величайшее, величайшие, величайшими, величественная, 
величественное, величие, величием, величии, величию, величия, вера, вера-доверие, верёвок, 
веревках, веревки, веревкой, веревку, веревок, верен, верит, верить, верная, вернётся, 
вернёшься, вернется, вернешься, верности, верность, вернувшись, вернулся, вернутся, 
вернуться, верны, верные, верой, верст, веру, верует, верующими, верх, верхи, верхнее, 
верхний, верхняя, верхов, верховая, верховному, верховых, верхом, верхушках, вершат, 
вершатся, верши, вершилось, вершиться, вершок, веры, верю, верят, весело, веселье, весенней, 



весенним, веские, весной, весны, весом, вести, вестник, весть, весь, весьма, весях, ветер, ветра, 
ветхое, ветхом, ветхому, ветхости, ветшать, вечен, вечная, вечно, вечного, вечное, вечной, 
вечности, вечность, вечностью, вечны, вечный, вечным, вещам, вещами, вещах, вещей, 
вещественному, вещественность, вещественную, вещество, вещи, вещь, вещью, взаимно, 
взаимного, взаимной, взаимности, взаимность, взаимоотношения, взаимопорождение, 
взаимосочетаются, взаймы, взамен, взбаламученная, взбирается, взгляд, взгляда, 
вздымается, взимает, взиманием, взираю, взирают, взирая, взор, взором, взошедший, 
взрастить, взращенной, взращивает, взращивать, взращивают, взращивая, взрослым, 
взрыва, взыскания, взыскать, взыскивает, взыскуя, взялась, взяли, взято, взять, взяться, 
вид, видать, видел, видение, видения, видеть, видим, видимо, видимости, видит, видится, 
видишь, видна, видно, видны, видом, видя, видят, вижу, виноваты, виновны, вины, вихрь, вкус, 
вкуса, вкусить, вкусно, вкусного, вкусной, вкусов, вкусовых, вкусом, вкушает, вкушай, 
вкушать, вкушают, владеет, владейте, владел, владельцем, владение, владением, владения, 
владенья, владетели, владеть, владеют, владея, владыка, владыке, владыки, владыкой, 
владыкою, владычествовать, властвовать, властвует, властвуют, властвующих, 
властелин, властелином, властен, власти, властителем, властитель, властителями, 
власть, властью, влачащийся, влево, влекут, влекущим, влечение, влечет, вливается, влияет, 
влиянием, вместе, вместилище, вместит, вместо, вмешивается, вмешиваюсь, вмещает, 
вмещается, вмещаешь, вмещают, вмещающая, вначале, вне, внезапно, внезапный, внемлет, 



внемлют, внешне, внешнего, внешнее, внешний, внешним, внешность, внешностью, вниз, 
внизу, вникать, внимание, внимателен, внимательно, внимательны, внимающий, внимая, 
вновь, вносит, внукам, внуками, внуки, внуков, внутренним, внутренними, внутри, во, вовек, 
вовне, вовремя, вовсе, вода, воде, водоемом, водой, водрузить, воду, воды, воевать, воедино, 
военачальника, военачальники, военного, военное, военной, военном, военную, военные, 
вожделений, вожделению, вожделенное, вождем, воза, возбуждает, возбуждение, возведенная, 
возвеличиваешь, возвеличить, возводится, возврат, возвратится, возвратиться, 
возвратишься, возвратом, возвратятся, возвращает, возвращается, возвращаешься, 
возвращайся, возвращались, возвращаться, возвращаются, возвращающимся, возвращаясь, 
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навлекают, навлечет, навлечь, наводи, наводится, наводят, навредить, навредишь, 
навстречу, навыком, нагружен, нагрузи, над, надави, надавлю, надевает, надевать, надежно, 
наделен, наделено, наделяю, надеясь, надо, надобно, надобности, надолго, надувается, нажива, 
назад, название, названиями, названо, назвать, назначают, назначения, назови, назову, 
называется, называть, называться, называю, называют, называются, наиболее, наивной, 
наивысший, наивысшими, наилучшее, наилучшим, наименования, наименовать, найдётся, 



найдется, найдешь, найдут, найти, найтись, наказание, наказания, наказаниям, накануне, 
накапливает, накапливают, накликать, накличешь, наконец, накопил, накопит, 
накопительством, накопительствует, накопить, накопишь, накопление, накоплением, 
накопления, накормлены, накрепко, наличие, наличием, наличии, наличию, наличия, наличное, 
налоги, налогов, наложить, нам, намеревайся, намерен, намерение, намерения, намерениях, 
наместник, наместником, нами, нанесением, нанести, наносит, наносится, наносят, 
наоборот, наострилось, нападает, нападающему, нападет, наперед, напитках, наподобие, 
напоказ, наполнен, наполнена, наполнению, наполнения, наполненное, наполненности, 
наполненность, наполненным, наполненными, наполнены, наполнилась, наполнились, 
наполнит, наполнится, наполнить, наполниться, наполняемся, наполняет, наполняется, 
наполняешь, наполняй, наполняются, напоминает, напоминание, напоминают, направить, 
направишь, направляют, направляя, напраслина, напрасное, напролет, напролом, напротив, 
напрягать, напрягают, напряжен, напряжения, напряженность, наравне, нареку, народ, 
народа, народе, народов, народом, народу, нарочиты, наружу, нарушает, нарушается, 
нарушением, нарушено, нарушить, наряда, наряды, нас, насекомые, население, населению, 
насилие, насилий, насилию, насилия, насиловать, насильник, насильственного, насколько, 
наскоро, наслаждается, наслаждаться, наслаждаются, наслаждениям, наследие, 
насмехается, насмешке, наставление, наставлением, наставлению, наставляю, наставник, 
наставников, наставником, настало, настанет, настают, настигнет, настойчивостью, 



настолько, настоящая, настоящего, настроением, наступать, наступают, наступающее, 
наступил, наступит, наступление, наступлении, наступления, наступят, насыпь, 
насыщенность, натачивание, натачивают, наточить, натягивай, натягивание, 
натягиванию, натягивают, натягивающего, натянутую, научился, научить, находи, 
находился, находит, находится, находить, находиться, находясь, находят, находятся, 
находящееся, находящийся, нахожусь, начавшееся, начал, начала, началась, начале, начали, 
начало, началом, началу, начальниками, начальником, начальное, начальствовать, 
начальствующие, начать, начинает, начинается, начинать, начинают, начинаются, 
начиная, начисто, начнет, начнешь, нашем, наших, нашло, нашлось, не, не-дао, не-деяет, не-
достаточность, не-желания, не-осознания, не-осуществления, не-осуществленное, не-
преодолимого, не-прикаянными, не-смелости, не-совершенствование, не-
совершенствующихся, не-соперничания, нём, неба, неба-земли, небес, небеса, небесами, 
небесная, небесного, небесное, небесной, небесном, небесному, небесною, небесные, небесный, 
неблагородных, небо, небо-земля, небольшого, небольшое, небольшом, небом, небу, небу-
отечеству, небытие, небытием, небытии, небытию, небытия, неведении, неведом, неведома, 
невеждой, невежды, невежества, невежестве, невежественно, невежественно-безыскусен, 
невежественным, невелик, невелико, неверие, неверующими, невещественное, 
невещественном, невещественным, невещный, невзгодам, невзгоды, невзначай, невиданных, 
невидимого, невидимый, невидимым, невидного, невозвышение, невозможно, невозможного, 



невозможности, невозмутимости, невозмутимость, невозмутимостью, невредимо, 
невыразимое, невыразимым, негде, него, недвижимо, неделанием, неделания, недеяние, 
недеянием, недеянии, недеяния, недобр, недоброго, недоброму, недобрые, недобрый, недобрым, 
недобрыми, недобрых, недоверие, недовольства, недовольство, недооценивать, недооценивая, 
недооценить, недооценка, недостатка, недостатке, недостатков, недостатком, 
недостаток, недостаточна, недостаточно, недостаточной, недостаточному, 
недостаточности, недостаточны, недостающее, недостоин, недостойно, недостойным, 
недостойными, недуг, недужен, недужит, нее, неё, нежелание, нежеланию, нежелания, нежели, 
нежен, нежнее, нежно, нежное, нежность, нежны, нежные, независимо, незаметное, 
незаметному, незаметным, незапятнанное, незатронуты, незачем, незнание, незнанием, 
незнании, незнания, незнатные, незнатных, незначительно, незначительного, 
незначительное, незначительной, незначительном, незнающий, незнающим, незримо, 
незыблемая, незыблемо, незыблемого, незыблемое, незыблемой, незыблемом, незыблемому, 
незыблемости, незыблемостью, незыблемою, незыблемую, незыблемым, незыблемых, 
неизбежно, неизбежное, неизбежных, неизбывна, неизбывное, неизбывны, неизбывный, 
неизбывным, неизменна, неизменно, неизменное, неизменностью, неизменны, неизмерима, 
неизмеримы, неизящен, неимению, неискренним, неискренностью, неискусности, неискусные, 
неискусных, неисследимы, неистощим, неистощима, неистощимо, неисчерпаем, 
неисчерпаемая, неисчерпаемо, неисчерпаемой, неисчислимом, ней, некогда, неколебимо, некому, 



некоторые, некрашеного, некто, некуда, нельзя, нем, немалую, немедленно, немногие, немногих, 
немного, немногого, немногом, нему, ненавидим, ненавидит, ненавидят, ненавидящий, 
ненавидящим, ненависти, ненавистно, ненавистного, ненависть, неналичие, неналичии, 
неналичия, необделанного, необделанному, необработанного, необработанному, 
необработанный, необузданым, необходима, необходимо, необходимое, необходимости, 
необходимость, необъятно, необъятными, неопределенно, неопределенности, 
неопределенным, неосознание, неотделанному, неоформленно-распылён, непобедим, 
непобедима, неподвижным, непозволительно, непомерной, непослушания, непослушным, 
непостижим, непостижима, непостижимая, непостижимо, непостижимое, непостижимой, 
непостижимы, непостижимым, непостижимыми, непостижимых, неправда, неправедных, 
неправильным, непревзойденный, непременно, непреодолимого, непрерывная, непрерывно, 
непрерывном, непрестанно, непреходящим, неприкаянными, непристойность, неприступна, 
неприступным, неприукрашенное, неприятны, непроницаемости, непроницаемость, 
непроницаемыми, непротивоборствования, непрочное, непрямой, нераздельны, неразличимо-
туманно, неразличимо-туманное, неразличимое, неразлучен, неразрушима, неразрывное, 
нерешительны, нерешительный, нерешительными, несведущем, несет, несется, 
несколькими, несколько, нескончаемого, нескончаемой, неслужбу, неслужение, неслышимым, 
неслышное, несметно, несовершенного, несовершенное, несовершенство, несовершенству, 
несовершенствующегося, несовершенствующийся, несовершенствующимися, несомненно, 



несомненное, неспособен, неспособного, несусь, несут, несутся, несчастий, несчастлив, 
несчастливый, несчастливыми, несчастным, несчастными, несчастных, несчастье, 
несчастью, несчастья, несчастьям, несчастьями, нет, нетленного, неуверенностью, 
неуверенными, неудач, неудачи, неудачник, неудачниками, неудачных, неудачу, неудержим, 
неуёмное, неуклонно, неуклюжесть, неуловим, неуловимое, неуловимым, неумелости, 
неумеренность, неумышленно, неуничтожимый, неуправляемого, неурожайный, неурядиц, 
неустанно, неуч, неучем, неучение, неученым, неуязвим, неуязвимым, нефрит, нефритом, 
нечем, нечестивое, нечестным, нечистотою, нечистью, нечто, неявен, неясен, неясная, 
неясно, неясном, неясным, ни, нива, нигде, ниже, нижестоящие, нижнее, нижнему, нижний, 
нижнюю, нижняя, низ, низина, низину, низки, низкий, низким, низких, низкого, низкое, низкой, 
низкородным, низложены, низов, низовье, низовью, низринуть, низшая, низшего, низшее, 
низшей, низшие, низший, низшим, низшими, низших, низы, никак, никаких, никакого, 
никакое, никакой, никогда, никого, никому, никто, никуда, ним, нимало, ними, нисколько, 
ниспадая, ниспошли, нисходить, нисходишь, нисходя, нисходящий, нисхождение, 
нисхождением, нисхождения, нити, ниточкой, нить, нитью, них, ничего, ничем, ничему, 
ничто, ничтожестве, ничтожна, ничтожно, ничтожного, ничтожное, ничтожность, 
ничтожным, нищает, но, ново, нового, новое, новому, новорождённого, новорождённому, 
новорожденного, новорожденному, новорожденный, новорожденным, новым, новых, ноги, 
норма, нормального, нормальное, нос, носили, носит, носитель, носить, носках, носорог, 



носорога, носорогам, носорогами, носорогов, носорогом, носорогу, носят, ноша, ношусь, нравах, 
нравственного, нравственное, нравственной, нравственности, нравственность, 
нравственный, нравственными, нравы, нравятся, ну, нуждается, нуждающимся, 
нуждающихся, нужде, нужду, нужно, нужны, ныне, нынешним 
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о, об, оба, обвит-перевязан, обе, обеднеет, оберегает, оберегают, обернулась, обернуться, 

обеспечивает, обеспечить, обессилят, обещает, обещанием, обещания, обещая, обида, обиде, 
обиды, обильно, обильного, обильной, обильную, обильные, обильным, обитания, 
облагородить, обладает, обладал, обладанию, обладания, обладать, обладаю, обладают, 
обладающая, обладающего, обладающее, обладающие, обладающий, обладая, облегчает, 
облекаясь, облеченным, облик, обличья, обманчиво, обнажая, обнаженные, обнаружения, 
обнаружить, обнимает, обнимай, обнимают, обними, обнимите, обновится, обновиться, 
обновлении, обновляясь, обнять, обогатится, обогащается, обогащение, обожествлялись, 
обожествляются, обозе, обозначая, обозначим, обозначу, обозреваю, обозрел, обозрение, обоих, 
обойтись, оборачивается, оборона, обороне, оборону, обрабатываться, образ, образа, 
образах, образец, образно, образов, образован, образованный, образом, образует, образуется, 
образуют, образующее, образуя, образца, образцами, образцом, образцу, образчиками, 
образчиков, образчиком, образы, обратиться, обратно, обратного, обратное, обратном, 
обращается, обращайся, обращающимся, обращающих, обращаясь, обращение, обрекает, 



обрел, обрела, обрели, обрело, обрести, обретает, обретали, обретаю, обретают, обретая, 
обретёт, обретение, обретении, обретению, обретения, обретенье, обретет, обрети, 
обрету, обретут, обретшие, обретший, обретшим, обретя, обречено, обречены, обречешь, 
обрубок, обряда, обрядам, обрядности, обрядов, обрядом, обряду, обряженные, обрящет, 
обрящете, обстоятельств, обстоятельства, обстоятельствах, обсуждает, обуздаю, обузы, 
обуславливается, обусловливает, обучать, обучаю, обучении, обхват, обхвата, обхватил, 
обхватить, обходиться, обширен, обширная, обширно, обширное, обширной, обширность, 
общается, общались, общаются, общее, общему, общении, обществом, общность, объедают, 
объединение, объединить, объединяет, объединяют, объемлели, объемлет, объемлют, 
объявить, объявляет, объяснить, объясняет, объясняется, объята, объятиях, объять, 
обыденное, обыденные, обыкновенное, обыкновенные, обыкновенным, обыкновенных, обычаи, 
обычаям, обычаях, обычно, обычного, обычной, обычные, обязательно, обязательства, 
овладев, овладевает, овладевать, овладевают, овладевая, овладеет, овладел, овладение, 
овладением, овладения, овладеть, оглупляли, оглушают, оговорок, оградить, ограждается, 
ограничен, ограничений, ограничивается, ограничивай, ограничивались, огромное, огромной, 
одаривает, одаривать, одарить, одевает, одевается, одевай, одеваться, одеваются, одежда, 
одеждами, одеждой, одежду, одежды, одержав, одержать, одерживает, одерживать, 
одерживают, одержим, одеяние, один, одинаково, одинаковое, одинокий, одиноким, одинокими, 
одиноко, одиноко-неизменчивое, одна, однако, одни, одно, одно-единое, одного, одной, одном, 



одномоментно, одному, одну, одобрением, одолевает, одолевают, одолевающий, одолеет, 
одолеть, одолеют, одряхлеет, одряхлело, одуряют, одухотворённо-подвижны, 
одухотворенным, одухотворилось, оживит, оживить, ожидает, ожидать, ожить, означает, 
означают, окажется, окажут, оказаться, оказывает, оказывается, оказывайся, оказываюсь, 
оканчивает, оканчивается, океан, океана, окна, окно, окончится, окраину, окрестностях, 
округ, округе, окружает, окружаешь, окружают, окружающих, окутана, омой, омрачение, он, 
она, они, оно, опасается, опасайся, опасались, опасаться, опасаются, опасностей, опасности, 
опасностям, опасностями, опережает, опережающим, опереться, опирается, опираться, 
опираются, опирающееся, опираясь, описание, описать, опишу, оплакивать, оплакивают, 
опознаем, опозоренность, опозорится, опор, опора, опорой, опору, опоры, опоясавшись, 
определенного, определенности, определим, определить, определяет, определяется, 
определяют, определяются, опрокидывание, опрокинуть, опрометчивый, опрощается, 
опрятны, опускает, опускается, опускаются, опускающееся, опустели, опустеют, 
опустится, опустить, опуститься, опустошаемся, опустошает, опустошай, опустошении, 
опять, оратор, органами, организуешь, ориентации, ориентацию, ориентация, 
ориентирует, ориентируется, орудие, орудием, орудий, орудия, оружие, оружием, оружию, 
оружия, осаждается, осанисты, освещен, освободить, освобождает, освобождается, 
освобождаться, освящён, освящено, оскверняй, оскудевают, оскудеют, ослабевает, ослабеет, 
ослабить, ослабление, ослабления, ослабленная, ослаблено, ослабляет, ослабляй, ослабляют, 



ослабляя, ослепляют, осмеливается, осмеливаюсь, осмеливаются, осмелился, осмелится, 
осмеяв, осмотреть, осмотрителен, основа, основание, основанием, основании, основания, 
основе, основой, основу, основы, основывается, осознавай, осознавать, осознавая, осознает, 
осознаешь, осознание, осознание-долг, осознании, осознания, осознают, осознающий, 
оспариваемое, оставаться, оставив, оставит, оставить, оставлено, оставлены, 
оставляет, оставляли, оставляют, оставляющий, оставляя, остаётся, остается, 
остальные, остальных, останавливается, останавливаться, останавливают, 
останавливаются, останется, остановился, остановить, остановиться, остановки, 
остановлюсь, остановят, останутся, остаточной, остаться, остаюсь, остёр, остер, 
осторожен, осторожно, осторожно-расчетливы, осторожностью, осторожны, осторожные, 
осторожным, осторожными, острее, острие, острием, острого, острое, остроту, 
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питающимися, питая, питьем, пища, пище, пищей, пищу, плавно, плакать, планирование, 
планов, плати, плату, плачем, плачущий, плену, плести, плесть, плеч, плечами, плод, плодами, 
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податливее, податливое, податливы, податливые, податливым, податями, подаю, 
подбираю, подвергает, подвергается, подвергаешься, подвергай, подвергалось, подвергаться, 
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покоем, покоен, покои, покоилось, покоится, покой, покойно, покойное, покойной, покончить, 
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помнить, помогает, помогаешь, помогают, помогая, поможет, помочь, помощи, помощника, 
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понять, попадет, попарно, попробую, попросит, попустительствовать, попутчики, 
попутчиков, попытаться, пор, поражение, поражений, поражения, поразить, поранил, 



поранит, поранить, поранишь, пораньше, порвать, порицать, поровну, пороге, породили, 
породить, породят, порождает, порождать, порождают, порождающего, порождающее, 
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посвящать, посвящают, поселиться, посему, посещают, поскольку, после, последнего, 
последнее, последней, последнему, последним, последних, последовательность, 
последовательным, последовать, последствие, последствия, последую, последуют, 
последующее, послужить, послушание, послушность, посмеет, посмел, посмею, посмеют, 
пособить, поспешествует, поспешит, поспешности, поспешность, посрамишься, 
посредстве, посредством, поставить, поставлены, постановление, постановлений, 
постараемся, постараясь, постепенно, постиг, постигает, постигай, постигали, 
постигать, постигают, постигли, постигнув, постигнута, постигнуть, постигший, 
постижению, постичь, постольку, постороннего, постоянен, постоянна, постоянная, 
постоянно, постоянного, постоянное, постоянной, постоянном, постоянному, постоянны, 
постоянный, постоянным, постоянными, постоянства, постоянстве, постоянство, 
постоянством, постоянству, пострадать, поступает, поступали, поступают, 
поступающий, поступая, поступить, поступкам, поступками, поступках, поступки, 
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потенцией, потенции, потенцию, потенция, потере, потерей, потери, потерпит, 
потерпят, потерь, потерю, потеря, потерявший, потеряет, потеряется, потеряешь, 
потеряй, потерял, потеряла, потеряли, потерям, потерянное, потеряно, потерять, поток, 
потокам, потоками, потоком, потоку, потом, потомками, потому, потому-то, потратит, 
поучений, поучению, похвалы, похваляться, похищающего, похищенному, поход, походах, 
походило, походит, походят, похож, похожа, похоже, похожего, похожи, похожим, похоронах, 
похоронить, похоронной, похоронным, почему, почести, почесть, почестям, почестях, 
почета, почете, почитаем, почитаемо, почитаемым, почитает, почитается, почитайте, 
почитала, почитали, почитало, почиталось, почитание, почитанию, почитания, 
почитателей, почитать, почитают, почитающих, почтение, почтению, почтения, 
почтенному, почти, почтителен, почтительности, почтительность, почтительны, 
поэтому, поэтому-то, появилась, появились, появилось, появись, появится, появления, 
появляется, появляются, появляясь, пояса, поясе, пояснений, правая, правда, правде, правдив, 
правдивом, правдивость, правдивы, правдивые, правду, правды, праведник, правилом-
предметом, правильно, правильного, правильное, правильности, правильность, правильные, 
правит, правителе, правителей, правителем, правители, правитель, правитель-мудрец, 
правительстве, правительство, правителю, правителя, правителя-мудреца, править, 
правление, правлении, правления, правое, правой, правому, правосуден, правосудный, правота, 
праву, правую, правым, правыми, правых, правь, правя, правят, правящие, празднике, 



праздником, праздничное, праздничной, празднует, празднуют, празднуются, практикуя, 
практическое, праотцем, прародитель, прах, праху, пращуру, пребудет, пребудут, 
пребывает, пребывай, пребывала, пребывали, пребывало, пребывание, пребывания, 
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превзойдет, превзойти, превозноси, превозносили, превозносит, превозносите, 
превозносится, превознося, превозносят, превозносящий, превосходен, превосходное, 
превосходный, превосходства, превосходя, превратилась, превратилось, превратным, 
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предварительное, предвестник, предвестье, предвечно, предвещает, предвидение, предвидь, 
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предельно, предельное, предельной, предержащие, предзнание, предка, предкам, предков, 
предком, предку, предместье, предместьях, предмет, предмета, предметам, предметов, 
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чутки, предшествовало, предшествует, предшествующее, предъявляет, предыдущее, 
преемственности, преемственность, преемствование, прежде, преждевременная, 
презираемого, презираемым, презирает, презирайте, презирали, презирать, презирают, 
презирающий, презрен, презрением, презрении, презренной, преимущества, преисполнен, 
преисполнена, преисполненный, преисполнены, преисполниться, преисполняется, 
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препятствуют, пресветло-светлы, пресветлое, пресветлый, пресветлым, пресен, пресечь, 
преследует, пресно, пресное, пресным, престол, престоле, преступление, преступлению, 
преступления, преступниками, преступники, преступников, пресытетесь, пресыщайтесь, 
пресыщают, пресыщаются, пресыщаясь, пресыщение, пресыщения, пресыщенья, 
претворить, претворяет, претворял, претворят, претворять, претворяют, 
претворяющий, претензий, преуспеет, преходит, преходящее, пречисто-чисты, пречистое, 
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улаживаешь, уложения, улыбаться, улыбаются, улыбнувшийся, ум, ума, умаление, умалением, 
умалении, умаляется, умаляй, умаляясь, умеет, умеешь, умей, умел, умелая, умели, умело, 
умелость, умелый, умелых, умельца, умен, умение, умением, умений, умения, уменьшаем, 



уменьшает, уменьшается, уменьшаешь, уменьшай, уменьшать, уменьшении, уменьшения, 
уменьши, уменьшилось, умер, умеренности, умеренность, умерить, умерших, умерь, умеряет, 
умеряется, умеряйте, уметь, умею, умеют, умеющего, умеющие, умеющий, умея, умираем, 
умирает, умирают, умирая, умиротворён, умиротворение, умиротворением, 
умиротворении, умиротворенное, умиротворено, умиротворится, умиротворяется, 
умничанье, умножает, умножаешь, умножаются, умножая, умножения, умны, умные, умный, 
умным, умных, умопомрачению, умрет, умрешь, умствования, умудрённые, умудренно-
просветлен, умудренно-просветленным, унавоживания, унавоживать, унавоживают, унесут, 
унижает, унижать, унижение, унижении, униженное, униженность, унижено, униженье, 
унизить, уничтожается, уничтожаются, уничтожена, уничтожение, уничтожению, 
уничтожения, уничтожено, уничтожены, уничтожилась, уничтожится, уничтожить, 
уничтожу, упадке, упадку, упасть, уподобим, уподобить, уподобиться, уподобишься, 
уподоблением, уподоблении, уподобляет, уподобляется, уподоблять, уподобь, уподобься, 
упокоилась, упокоится, упокоятся, упорный, упорством, упорядочивает, упорядочивается, 
упорядочивай, упорядочивание, упорядочивать, упорядочивают, упорядочивая, употребит, 
употребить, употребление, употребления, употребляет, употребляется, употреблять, 
употребляют, употребляющие, употребляющий, управление, управлении, управления, 
управляет, управляется, управляй, управлялось, управлять, управляю, управляют, 
управляющий, управляя, упражнением, упразднится, упредить, упряжь, упускает, упустить, 



упустят, упущений, уравновешивается, уравняется, ураган, ураганный, уродство, 
усваивают, усердие, усердием, усердно, усердствуют, усиления, усиливает, усиливается, 
усиливать, усиливают, усиливаются, усиливая, усилие, усилием, усилий, усилить, усилия, 
усиль, ускользает, ускользающая, усладу, условие, условия, услугами, услышав, услышанное, 
услышать, услышит, услышишь, усмирения, усобица, усовершенствованию, 
усовершенствуется, успели, успех, успеха, успехе, успехи, успехом, успеху, успешно, успешного, 
успешном, успокаиваясь, успокоения, успокоится, успокоить, уст, уставного, уставный, 
устаёт, устали, усталости, устанавливают, устанет, установились, установится, 
установкам, установлен, установление, установлении, установлено, устерёг, устоев, 
устоит, устойчивого, устойчивость, устойчивых, устоями, устоять, устраивает, 
устраивать, устраивают, устранены, устрани, устранил, устранили, устраните, 
устранить, устраниться, устраняет, устраняйся, устраняют, устраняются, устрашать, 
устремись, устремлений, устремления, устремляется, устремляйте, устремляются, 
устремляясь, устроено, устроить, уступи, уступит, уступить, уступки, уступов, 
уступчивым, устье, утащат, утвари, утварь, утвердится, утверждает, утверждают, 
утверждая, утверждаясь, утвержденная, утеряно, утесняют, утех, утихнут, уток, 
утомится, утомлённый, утомленно, утончённо-искусным, утончённо-неуловимую, 
утончённостью, утончен, утонченное, утонченной, утонченности, утонченны, утрата, 
утрате, утративший, утратил, утратили, утратит, утратить, утратой, утрату, 



утраты, утрачивает, утрачивается, утрачиваешь, утрачивать, утрачивают, 
утрачивающий, утрачивая, утренний, утро, утробе, утробы, ухабах, ухабы, ухаживает, 
ухватить, ухватываешь, уход, уходит, уходить, уходишь, уходя, уходят, уходящего, 
уходящее, уходящим, уцелеет, участвуют, учась, учат, учатся, учебе, учение, учением, 
ученики, учеников, учению, учения, учености, ученость, ученый, ученым, учеными, ученье, 
учили, учились, учит, учителей, учителем, учитель, учителя, учится, учитывать, учиться, 
учтивостью, учу, уши, ущельем, ущелью, ущемлять, ущерб, ущерба, ущербно, ущербное, 
ущербному, ущербности, ущербность, ущербностью, ущербным, уязвляет, уясняют 

ф 
фальшь, фамилиях, физического, фишек, флангов, фокус, форм, форма, форме, формируется, 

формируют, формой, формою, форму, формуют, формуя, формы, фраза, функцией, функции, 
функций, функциональное, функциональные, функционирование, функцию, функция, фут, 
фыркают 

х 
халатности, хаос, хаоса, хаосе, хаотичен, хаотична, хаотичности, характер, хвалит, 

хвалится, хвалиться, хвалу, хвалят, хвастается, хвастай, хвастали, хватаем, хватает, 
хватал, хватающий, хватит, хватка, хвоста, хитёр, хитер, хитрости, хитрость, 
хитростью, хитроумие, хитры, хитрых, хищник, хищники, хищные, хлеба, 
хлебохранилища, хлебохранилище, хлестать, хлещет, хлопотать, хмурый, ходе, ходим, 



ходит, ходить, ходом, ходьба, ходьбу, ходят, ходящим, хождение, хозяин, хозяина, хозяином, 
холод, холодно, холста, холщовые, хорош, хорошего, хорошее, хорошие, хороший, хороших, 
хорошо, хотели, хотения, хоть, хотя, хотят, хоу, хохот, хочет, хочешь, хочу, храбр, храбрец, 
храбрости, храбрость, храбры, храбрый, храбрым, храмами, храни, хранилища, хранилище, 
храним, хранит, храню, хранят, хребет, хрипнет, хрупкие, хрупко, хрупкое, хрупкость, 
худородное, худородстве, худую, худшего, худым, хуже, хулой 

ц 
царем, цари, царит, царить, царские, царств, царства, царстве, царствен, 

царственность, царственный, царственных, царство, царствовать, царством, царству, 
царствует, царствующем, царствуя, царь, царю, царя, царями, царят, цвет, цветами, 
цветку, цветных, цветов, цветок, цветочками, цветочки, цветут, цветущее, цветущей, 
цветущих, цветы, целей, целеустремлён, цели, цело, целое, целом, целому, целостен, целости, 
целостное, целостности, целостность, целостностью, целостную, целый, целым, цель, 
цельное, цельность, цельный, целью, ценен, цени, ценила, ценили, ценило, ценилось, ценима, 
ценимо, ценимыми, ценит, цените, ценится, ценить, ценнее, ценней, ценно, ценного, ценной, 
ценности, ценностью, ценны, ценным, ценою, центра, ценю, ценя, ценят, ценятся, 
цепляется, церемония, цзин, цзы, цзян, ци, циклах, цунь, цыпочках, цыпочки 

ч 
чан, части, частицы, частности, часто, частом, часть, частям, чахнут, чаш, чаша, 



чаши, чаще, чаяния, чёрное, чего, чего-либо, чего-нибудь, чего-то, чей, чей-либо, человек, 
человека, человеке, человеколюбив, человеколюбиво, человеколюбивые, человеколюбие, 
человеколюбием, человеколюбия, человеком, человеку, человечен, человеческая, человеческие, 
человеческий, человеческим, человеческих, человеческое, человеческой, человеческом, 
человечности, человечность, человечностью, человечны, чем, чем-либо, чем-нибудь, чем-то, 
чему, чему-то, чередование, чередуются, через, черенком, черное, черным, черта, чертогах, 
честен, чести, честности, честны, четвёркой, четверка, четверками, четверке, четверки, 
четверо, четкого, четок, четыре, четырех, четырехугольника, чи, чинно, чинов, чиновники, 
чиновников, чиновным, чинят, чисел, числа, числах, число, чист, чистая, чистейший, чисто, 
чисто-спокойно, чистой, чистосердечно-прост, чистота, чистотой, чистоту, чистоты, 
чистым, чреве, чревоугодничать, чрезвычайно, чрезмерно, чрезмерности, чрезмерны, чтит, 
чтить, что, что-либо, что-нибудь, что-то, чтоб, чтобы, чтят, чувств, чувства, 
чувствами, чувство, чувствует, чувствуют, чувствуя, чудес, чудеса, чудесное, чудесному, 
чудесную, чудесны, чудовищных, чудодейственность, чудотворной, чудотворность, чужда, 
чуждо, чужом, чурбана, чутким, чуток, чучело, чье, чьему-то, чьим, чья 

ш 
шаг, шага, шагает, шагами, шагать, шагая, шаги, шагнуть, шагом, шагу, шальных, шань, 

шаткой, шел, шелка, шелохнуть, шеренг, шерстяной, шести, шесть, ши, шикарные, ширма, 
широк, широка, широкая, широки, широкий, широким, широко, широкость, широта, 



широте, широту, ширь 
щ 
щадят, щедр, щедрости, щедры, щедрым, щеколды, щели, щепка 
э 
экипажах, эмбриону, энергией, энергией-возможностью, энергии, энергий, энергия-сила, 

эрудитом, эрудиция, эта, этажей, эти, этим, этими, этих, это, это-то, этого, этой, этом, 
этому, этот, эту 

я 
я, явилась, явился, явлений, является, являлось, являюсь, являют, являются, являясь, 

ядовитая, ядовитые, ян, яркие, ярко, ярок, яростный, ясен, ясно, ясновидцем, ясности, 
ясность, ясным, ясными, яства, ячейки, яшма, яшма-нефрит, яшмовые, яшмой, яшму, яшмы 
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The book of Lao Zi 
 

multi-dozens 

of 

proofed 

translations 
of 

老 子 道 德 經 

 
Large(height 40cm) Chinese Ivory Carving: Taoist Immortal Ho Hsien-Ku 
Circa: late Qing, 19th - early 20th century 
 

One of the Eight Taoist Immortals, Ho Hsien-ku is the only female amongst the group. Carved from a large piece of 
African elephant tusk ivory, the piece stands at sixteen inches and weight eight pounds. The daughter of a 
shopkeeper, the deity is known as the patron saint of family and home, and is depicted with her characteristic lotus, 
imbued with the ability to improve one’s mental and physical health. In her left hand rests a jar, one of the Eight 
Auspicious Signs, and a symbol of the stomach. 
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